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Pursuant to permission to reply after June 1, 1925 (page 3208),
the following, with criticisms of committee's staff, is submitted for
the record by Mr. Manson, general counsel for the committee:
TRPEABUtY

DEPARTMENT,

IWashington, July ). 19i5.

lion1. JAMEr COULNti,
chairmann h' atc Inrv tlCatfing Committce,

United '?ates Senate.
MY I)rAnSENATOR: I um attrching hereto memoranda which have been prepared in reply to the crlticisms of the Senate Investigating committee in the
cases of Dill & Collins Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Watab Pulp & Paper Co., Sartell,
Minn.; and Westinghouse Air Brake Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Will you be good enough to have these memoranda inserted in the official
records of the investigating committee?
Sincerely yours,
D.'H. .BLAt,

DILL & COLLINS Co., 140 NORTH SIXTH

Commissioner.

STRrET, PHILADELPHIA, PA., CALENDAR

YrAs 1917 AND 1018
This case presents two issues:
(1) Whether the then natural resources audit division had jurisdiction over
the determination
of depreciation in the audit of returns coming under the
category of " ti mber concerns," and
(2) Whether the rate of 10 per cent depreciation on machinery of a paper
and pulp concern is unreasonable.
With respect to the Jurisdictional question, will suffice to call attention to the
various office orders of the Income Tax Unit, outlining the organization of the
unit, and the functions of the respective divisions. Special attention is called
to office order No. 239 (February 2, 1020), paragraph No. 52, which is as
follows:
"The timber valuation section, w>'ch will determine the value of timber
property as of dates significant under the law, and determine reasonable depletion deductions in connection with these returns."
Numerous reorganizations have occurred subsequent thereto, and by reference
to office orders outlining the functions of the respective divisions in consequence
of such reorganizations the functions of the timber valuation section will be
seen to have remained the same. Refer to office orders No. 420, October 1,
1920; No. 597, October 20, 1921; No. 621, January 3, 1922; and No. 715, February 21, 1923.
With respect to issue No. 2, as to whether a rate of 10 per cent depreciation
on machinery of a paper and pulp concern Is unreasonable, it will be recognized
that no set formula can be applied to such a mooted question, but that all
factors entering into each case must be considered and determined on the merits
of the specific case.
The main factor recognized in the instant case in allowing a rate of 10 per
cent depreciation on machinery for the years 1917 and 1918 was that the plant
was in continuous operation 24 hours a day. A rate of 6% per cent was
recognized as normal depreciation and a 50 per cent increase was allowed to
take care of the abnormJ conditions existing during the years 1917 and 1018.
It was universally recognized by the Income Tax Unit that during the years
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1017 and 1918 conditions were generally upset on account of the war; that it
was practically Impossible to secure ettfcient help, and as a consequence taxpayers were at a ,isadvantage to keep their plants and machinery in working
condition.
The normal depreciation of any unit is recognized to represent the wear
and tear from usage during normal operating time, which in most plants
is eight hours. It, therefore, must be recognized that as the result of a 24-hour
operation, as in the instant case, unusual strain must naturally follow.
The Government departments during the war recognized accelerated depreciation for operating time above normal on cost-plus contracts and allowed
contractors accelerated depreciation on all overtime work, and cognizance was
taken of this by the Income Tax Unit in allowing approximately a 50 per cent
increase to taxpayers for depreciation where such conditions existed.
Section 214(a)8 of the revenue act of 1018 provide-'

*

tions:

*

* That in computing net Income there shall be allowed as deduc-

"'A reasonable allowan e for the exhaustion, wear
used in the trade or bhuslines.s * * *.'"
and after taking all lhe f(ctsi Into considerationn in the
judgment andl opinion of the unit that the deprecation
is reasonable and fair to both the Government and the

and tear of prolprty
instant 'eas, it IS the
allowed on machinery
taxpayer.
J. G. BrlIGT,

Deputy Commisioner.
Octrooa 26, 1925.
To: Mr. L. 0. Manson, general counsel.
From: Mr. L. H. Parker, chief engineer.
Subject: Reply of bureau, Dill & Collins case.
We have at hand a reply from the bureau dated July 9, 1925, to certain
criticisms made by us in course of the hearings in regard to the settlement of
the Dill & Collins case.
This reply of the bureau, signed by Mr. Bright, discusses the two main issues
raised.
The first issue is to fix the jurisdiction for the determination of depreciation
rates to the auditors or to the engineers of the timber section. As we under.
stand Mr. Bright's reply, the Jurisdiction of the engineers is simply over valuations and over depletion allowances, and they have no authority over depreciation rates. This is precisely the point we wished to establish, for we do
not consider the office orders allocating authority for depreciation allowances
to the auditors sound. What happened in the Dill & Collins case under this
procedure is briefly as follows:
An engineer of wide practical training in the paper and pulp industry, having
had many years' experience in the design, construction, and operation of paper
and pulp plants, makes a determination of the proper depreciation rates in this
case. He not only studies the case and has a conference with the taxpayer, but
he makes an actual field inspection of the plants.
A conferee auditor and an auditor hold a conference, neither of whom have
seen the plants or have an intimate knowledge of the machinery problem of
the paper and pulp industry. These auditors set up a much larger rate of
depreciation. Moreover, at the conference they do not call In tse original
engineer or any other engineer of the timber section.
The bureau accepts the auditors' rates for depreciation in this case and discards the engineer's. We understand from Mr. Bright's reply that he approves
of auditors having jurisdiction over depreciation and that this is the regular
system. We contend that the qualifications of the auditor and the engineer in
this case, as shown above, make it obvious that in such cases the engineer
should have Jurisdiction and that, therefore, the system should be criticized.
This is exactly the point we wished to make in this case.
The second issue discussed by Mr. Bright is the question of whether on machinery a 6% per cent rate set by the engineer or a 10 per cent rate set by the
auditor Is reasonable. Mr. Bright approves of the 10 per cent rate on the basis
that the plant would normally work 8 hours a day, but during 1917, 1918, and
1919 it worked 24 hours a day. Hence excessive depreciation.
The following quotations from the record we believe disprove the above
theory
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"Mr. Robertson (the engineer) stated that it was a universal custom of the
pulp and paper industry to work 24 hours a day and that the machinery was
designed for that purpose.
" That the taxpayer's method of taking the appraisal made as of January 80,
1913, and then depreciating same on 2 per cent and 4 per cent to obtain sound
values as of the taxable year and then to claim depreciation of 10 per cent from
then on is not a true reflection of the actual economic waste.
" It is recommended that the rates of 2% per cent on buildings and 6% per
cent on machinery be allowed in the instant case for years 1917 through 1920,
which are sufficiently above normal rates for those years to allow for the
extraordinary conditions that thea existed."
From the above it can be seen that while Mr. Bright contends 10 per cent is
all right as being 50 per cent above the normal rate, which is proper on account
of a 24-hour shift instead of an 8-hour shift; the engineer shows that a 24hour shift is normal, and that the extra depreelation due to other extraordinary war conditionsr have already been taken into account in fixing the 0%
per cent rate which is of itself above normal.
hij to confirm our approval of the original report of our
Wte are obllgedI tl
jiveNtlgati ng engineer, Mr. Vassar, as submitted in this case.
itespeMtfully nubitl ted.
L. II. PArcag,
Chief Engineer.
MEMORANDUM
JUNE 8, 1925.
Mr.r, R. NASH,
Assistant to the fomminsioncr.
In re Watab Pulp and Paper Co., Sartell, Minn.
Reference is made to the memorandum dated May 19, 1925, of the Senate investigating committee criticizing the unit's action in respect to the depreciation allowance for the years 1917, 1018, and 1919. The investigating committee
states that the opinions of the engineering division rather than the audit's seetion should be followed in the adjustment of the case.
It appears that the agent's report submitted under date of July 20, 1920,
proposed an additional tax of $137,052.005 for the years 1909 to 1919, inclusive.
An office audit made in the old field audit review section reduced the proposed
additional tax to $51,132.17. A letter showing the latter amount of additional
tax and mailed to the taxpayer on April 16, 1921. The taxpayer immediately
protested and upon the order of Mr. Batson (who was deputy commissioner at
that time) the assessment was removed from proving section's list until the
matter could be thrashed out.
The additional tax as proposed by the unit on the agent was due principally
to the reduction made to surplus as at December 31, 1910, on account of depreciation not taken in prior years. The taxpayer claimed on its 1917 to 1919
return depreciation at the rate of 5 per cent in its entire plant. Depreciation
for the earlier years was not computed at any fixed rate and the amounts
written off were much smaller than the amounts deducted in years 1917 to 1919.
A conference was held between the taxpayer's representative and the conferee of the field audit review section on July 18, 1021. The matter of depreciation was discussed and the taxpayer's representative stated that additional
data would be submitted for the purpose of substantiating the accelerated rate
of depreciation claimed for the years 1917 to 1919. This additional data was
submitted under date of September 30, 1921. The case was then transferred
to the natural resources division. A conference was held with the taxpayer's
representative by audit F section on November 20, 1921, The case was next
referred to Mr. Robertson an engineer of the timber division.
The point at issue as mentioned in the foregoing paragraph is the reduction of surplus at Decenmber P1, 1910, on account of depreciation not taken in
the earlier years. The taxpayer contends that in accordance with the provisions of A. R. M. 100, its surplus at December 31, 1916, should not be disturbed. The agent proposed a reduction at Iecember 31, 1910, of approximately $420,773.60 for the depreciation not taken in prior years. The valuation report made by the timber section under date of November 20, 1921, Indicates that a reduction of approximately $300,000 should be made to surplus
as at December 31, 1916, Audit F section allowed the taxpayer's contention

I
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and the A-2 letter was mailed September 19, 1022, indicating a net additional
tax of $5,054.80.
It is noted as stated previously that the Senate investigating committee it
relying on the recommendations made by engineering division. In 'paragraph
3 of page 3 of the memorandum from the investigating committee the fol.
lowing criticism is made:
"The memorandum for Mr. Bright, deputy commissioner, dated May 7,
1923, by the chief of the timber section I find is an accurate review of the
case and contains practically all of the salient matters Involved. I do not
find in the tiles, however, any reply to this memorandum or any acknowledg.
ment in any form."
At the outset it would be a physical impossibility for Mr. Bright to have
answered this memorandum Inasmuch as it never was received by him. The
memorandum datv(d May 7, 1923 never left the timber sewtloai
The original
of the memorandum is still In that section and in fut was never even signed
by the chief of the timber section.
The tile of the case in addition to the e'gineering memorandum dated May
7, 1123 (on Which the invwetigant in comnlrith
'
relics), c;,tahns valuation reports by the engineering:
division duaed April 3, 1922, and November 23, 1921.
A srinnation of the engineer's argum ents i~ brielly that the engineers are of
the opinion that the corporation in depr'clalthig its as:e-ts at the rate of 2/
per cent for the years 1907 to 1911, and then ilnreasing the rate to 5 per cent
for the years 1912 to 1916 and to 7 ^ ipr cent for the years 1917 to 1918 is
using a sliding scale of depreciation for the purpose of taking the heavy depreciation deduction in the high tax years; that the arguments advanced by
the corporation as to the change in the policy of repairs and the speeding up
of the production does not warrant a change in the depreciation rate from
21/ per cent in the earlier years to 7%1 per cent in the years 1917 to 1919.
The engineer's valuation report dated November 23, 1921, contains a schedule
of depreciation rates computed by the engineer for the years up to and including the year 1010 and a second schedule for the years 1017 to 1919. An
examination of these schedules indicates that the engineer would allow fairly
high rates of depreciation for the years 1917 to 1010 and slightly lesser rates
for the years prior to 1017. In the final audit of the case the engineer's rates
for the years 1917 to 1919 were accepted by the taxpayer with the exception
of the rate with respect to the brick building. The engineer recommended
a rate of 2.30 per cent, The taxpayer requ',ted 3 per cent, which rate was
allowed in the final audit of the case. At a glance, therefore, it may be seen
that there Is little or no objection that may be made as to the depreciation
rates allowed for the years 1917, 1918, and 1010.
Accordingly the sole question that may be raised to tihe unit's handling of
this case is whether or not surplus at December 31, 1016, should be reduced
because of the failure of the corporation to deduct adequate depreciation in
prior years. The rates recommended by the engineer for the years prior to 1010
would wipe out the surplus of $238,019.87 on hand at December 31, 1916, and
create an operating deficit of some $40,000. The unit maintains that the provisions of A. R. M. 100 are applicable to this case. An interpretation of A. R. M.
106 as rendered by the old committee of appeals and review contain inter alia a
statement as to what shall constitute such "affirmative evidence" as will warrant the bureau in reducing the earned surplus of a taxpayer. The rules promulgated by the committee on appeals and review as to what may be considered
affirmative evidence are, viz:
"1. The fact that the taxpayer has made no adjustments over a period of
years on account of depreciation, either by way of charging ordinary repairs
directly to expense and setting up a depreciation reserve against which are
properly chargeable all renewals and replacements, or by charging renewals
and replacements as well as repairs against gross income.
"2. Where it reasonably appears upon an actual examination of the depreciable assets that the book valuation of such assets is clearly in excess of
the actual value at the beginning of the taxable year.
"3. The fact that the taxpayer claims as a deduction in subsequent years
depreciation largely in excess of the average claimed prior to the taxable year
all other conditions being equal."
It is noted that the third rule mentioned above states if "all other conditions
are equal." It was for this reason that the unit did not disturb the surplus as
shown on the taxpayer's books at December 31, 1916. The taxpayer has submitted evidence under date of September 30, 1921, showing that its production
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bad increased from 13,000 tons in 1907 to $158,000 in 1919. In addition there
was manufactured during the period 1917 to 1919, 37,000 tons of a very fine
grade of paper (Dia. C) which required considerable more working over the
machinery than the newsprint. The Dia. C production in the period 1917 to
1019 showed a very large increase compared to the production in the years
prior to 1910. The repairs as shown on the amended return do not fluctuate
to any extent. For example, the repairs made during 1918 are approximately
the same as those made in 1916, while the amount of repairs made in 1917 are
$20,000 less than the amount expended in 1910. In this connection it should be
kept in mind that the labor and other costs in 1918 were two or three times
what they were in 1916, so that $2 expended for repairs in 1918 would amount
to $1 in 1910. The corporation contends that the labor during the war period
was more or less inefficient, and very little time was devoted to making
repairs during the period 1917 to 1919. From the Information on file it appears
that prior to 1910 an adequate repair policy was maintained. A -eserve for
depreciation of $182,419.58 is shown in the lbocks at December 31,. 1910, which
represents an accumulated reserve of 10 years. The total depreciable assets
on band at that date amounted to approximately $1,075,(00. Included in the
latter amount are brick buildings $5rI3,04
and a deam $747,000. The latter
amsets are slow depreciable assets. When the repair policy of the corporation
during these years is taken into consideration along with the above-mentioned
reserve of $182,419.58, any reduction to the surplus of $268,019.87 at December 31, 1910, because of inadequate depreciation would appear to be rather
arbitrary.
In the engineer's memorandum, dated May 7, 1923 (which, as mentioned
before, the investigating committee states is the correct basis on which the case
should have been adjusted), there appears an error which distorts the facts
of the case. It is stated in last paragraph of page 2 of this memorandum that
the accountant employed by the taxpayer has made a reconstruction of the fixed
asset account, taking over to the asset side of the balance sheet all of the
replacements that had formerly been charged against the reserve for depreclation. An examination of the agent's report and the schedules submitted by
the taxpayer's accountant indicate that the total of the assets as at December 31, 1916, as shown by the original balance sheet at that date, agrees
exactly with accountant's balance sheet, and in addition that the totals of the
assets on accountant's balance sheets as at December 31, 1917, and December
31, 1918, are slightly less than the totals shown by the original balance sheets
at those dates. The statement made in the engineer's memorandum that the
corporation was granted depreciation on items which had formerly been
charged to the depreciation reserve, but which were capitalized and restored to
to the asset account can readily be seen from the comparison of the totals of
original And amended balance sheets to be absurd and erroneous. What actually happened is that the taxpayer's accountant has segregated tha assets and
classified those under more appropriate names.
It is evident to anyone making an impartial review of this case that there
was friction between the engineering division and audit F section of natural
resource division as to who should have jurisdiction in respect to the auditing
of the income-tax cases of taxpayers engaged in the paper industry regardless
of whether or not such cases involved depletion. From the many caustic comments made by the engineer who handled this case, serious. doubt is entertained as to whether he approached the issue with a free and unbiased mind.
Furthermore, from the statement made in the last paragraph of page 2 of
the memorandum of the Senate investigating committee,.in respect to the conference held by the unit, it is also doubtful whether that committee has made
an exhaustive examination of the case. The paragraph in question states that
although many conferences were referred to, there is a record of only one
conference, that of November 20, 1921. The file of the case also contains a
record of the conference held on July 18, 1921, which apparently has been overlooked by the investigating committee. The brief submitted under date of
September 30, 1921, containing the principal arguments of the taxpayer, was
an aftermath of the discussionin conference held on July 18, 1921.
On the basis of the evidence presented by the taxpayer it is evident that
the conditions existing in this taxpayer's business were not the same before
December 31, 1916, as they were after that date, and there is rg efflrmative
evidence at hand for reducing the surplus as at December 31, 1916, on account
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of Inadequate depreciation prior to that date. It is therefore recommended
that the unit's adjustment of the cas eb upheld.
J. 0, BrIOTr,
Deputy Commissioor.
SETNA'Al

COMMITTSra INVESTIGATING BUtEAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

INCOME

To: L. C. Manson.

TAX UINIT,

October 24, 19D5.
From: L. H. Parker.

Subject: ieply of bureau, Watab Pulp & Paper Co.
We have at hand a memorandum on above case signed by Mr. J. G. Bright,
deputy commissioner, dated June 8, 1925. This imemoranduin was transmitted
to the committee by Commissioner Blair on July 9, 1925.
This memorandum upholds the depreciation rates criticized by your engineer
In this case of the Watab Pulp & Paper Co.
The object of presenting the original report on this matter wa to confirm
the two principal points made in the Dill & Collins pulp and ptpcr case.
namely, that the system of th bureau puts the authority for depreclation
rates up to the auditors and not to the engineers, and that the rates fixed by
the auditors are in these Instances unreasonably high. The f-st point is not
contested in Mr. Bright's memorandum.
The average rates of depreciation allowed by audit are: 2%/per cent for
1007 to 1912, 5 per cent for 1912 to 1917, and 7% per cent for 1917 to 1920.
Mr. Bright bases his argument in defense of this case on A. It. M. 106.
He states that the following rule has been promulgated by the committee on
appeals and reviews:
"The fact that the taxpayer claims as a deductio nin subsequent years
depreciation largely in excess of the average claimed prior to the taxable year,
all other conditions being equal," may be considered as affirmative evidence for
reducing surplus.
On the other hand, we quote as follows from tne report of Valuation Engineer
Robertaoc, dated April 3, 1922:
"Reference is made to the fifth pagrraph of page 1 of the report of this
office dated November 23. 1921, wherein attention is called to the fact that the
taxpayer uses low rate of depreciation in the earlier life of its properties, then
doubles this rate in a later period, and then triples it during the high-tax
years.
"This is the outstanding feature of the case, and Irrespective of the provisions of A. R. M. 106, on which the taxpayer bases its claims, the action
taken is in rlolation of articles 143, 101, 165, 160, and 839 of regulation 45."
Let us now quote briefly from the articles of the regulations referred to:
From article 161: "The proper allowance for such depreciation of any property used in the trade or business in that amount which should be set aside
for tihtaxable year in accordance with a consistent plan by which the aggregate of such amounts for the useful life of the property in the business will
suffice, with the salvage value, as of MArch 1, 1913, if acquired by the taxpayer
before that date."
From article 185: "The capital sumn to be replaced should be charged off
over the usetul life of the property either in equal annual installments or in
accordance with any other recognized trade practice, such as an apportionment of the capital sum over units of production. Whatever plan or method
of apportionment is adopted must be reasonable and should be described in the
return."
From article 839: "Adjustment in respect of depreciation or depletion in
prior years will be made or permitted only upon the basis of affirmative evidence that as at the beginning of the taxable year the amount of depreciation
or depletion written off in prior years was insufficient or excessive, as the case
may be."
As seen from the above, Mr. Bright's claim under A. R. M. 106 is that there
is no affirmative evidence for changing the depreciation rates used by the taxpayer in former years, because the conditions existing in the pre-war and war
periods were not the same.
We do not agree with this interpretation of Mr. Bright, because we do not
deem it in accordance with common sense or in accordance with the regula-
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tions, which should, at least, have as great weight an the ruling which has been
In a future regprt on deprecia0
. M10.
quoted and which is based on A.
tion we shall deal in detail with A. It. M. 100, which contains at least one
element which we consider unsound and not in agreement with the nltent of
the law. Under the point raised by Mr. Bright conditions are not exactly the
same In the different years. Conditions are seldom the same in different
years, so this argument would always preclude changing depreciation rates.
Depreciation allowances are made for the purpose of returning free from
tax the cost or March 1, 1013, value of the property. If a taxpayer claims
21/. per cent depr nation from 1907 to 1012, 5 per cent from 1912 to 1917, and
7Y, per cent from 1917 to 1020, regardless of what may have been ruled in published rulings, we deem that this great change in depreciation rates is in itself
evidence of an improper method of arriving at depreciation unless it can be
shown that there is a reasonable cause for such variation. This reasonable
cause Is not shown in this case, especially in regard to the change from 2%
to 5 per cent. Some little cause may be claimed for the change from 5 to 7%
per cent rate.
Mr. Bright claims that he never received a protest prepared In the timber
section and published in out exhibit in this case. If our report can be construed to infer that lie did receive this protest, we wish to withdraw any
statement which affirms this, as we have no evidence that Mr. Bright ever
received the protest. However, we do believe the protest is sound and pertinent
to the discussion of the case.
In conclusion we wish to state that this case of the Watah Pulp & Paper
Co. confirms, to our minds, the purpose for which we presented same, namely,
that the engineer's determination of depreciation should take precedence over
the auditor's. It appears to us that Mr. Bright's defense is based on a technicality in a ruling promulgated by the committee on appeals and review in
regard to A. R. M. 106. We believe this A .R. M. 106 to be of itself unsound.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H. PARKER, Chief Engineer.

GENERAL REPORT ON TIMBER VALUATION

SECTION

SUBMITTED BY MB.

(Pa'ge 3263)
MARCI

MANSON

21, 1925.

Subject: Tilimber valuation section, organization and administration,
Mr. L. C. MANHON,

Counsel, Senate Committee for Invcnatigating
Bureau of Internal Revenue:
The timber valuation section is a subdivision of the engineering division
of the Income Tax Unit.
Organization:
One chief.
One assistant chief.
One engineer for appeals and special work.
Ten regional engineers.
Ten assistant regional engineers.
Clerical force.
WOARK

OF

THE TIMBIIU

VALUATION

SECTION

The work of this sect ion will fall into three general classes (named A, B,
and C).
(A) Work assigned by office regulations to the timber section for which they
are solely responsible.
(1) Valuations of timber property as at dates signitieant under the law.
Including(a) The determination of quantity and value of timber.
(b) Value of plant properties used in the production of timber and manufacture of its by-products including pulp and paper.
(e) Value of riparian land and water rights and water-power facilities used
in connection with the production of timber and manufactured products and of
power-producing c;aterprises for other*industries.
92910-25-rPT 10--2
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(d) Value of cut-over timberland and land under timber.
(e) Determination of allowances for losses resultant from destructive
agencies.
(f) Determination of allowances for depletion and depreciation of property.
(B) Work which the timber valuation section handles on its own initiative
and for which responsibility is vague as to finality.
(a) Obtaining Information from taxpayers' returns and other sources as to
persons benefiting by taxpayers' payments of royalties, bonuses, or other emolument, or from purchases of land, timber, etc. Reporting to audit division the
names of such beneficiaries and the transactions for the purpose of aiding the
audit division in determining if such benefits have been reported as income.
(C) Work in which the timber valuation section acts in an advisory capacity
to other sections, units, and officers of thi bureau,
(a) Consultation and advice to practically all other sections of the engineering division with which timber or the timber Industry may have any relative
connection.
(b) Consultation and advice to solicitor as in cases concerning turpentine
production, manufactured wood products, timber industry, etc.
(c) Advice occasionally given in caNes involved in capital-stock tax and estate
tax.
TERRITORY

The timber valuation section has divided the forests of the United States into
the following regions:
Region 1. New England.
Region 2 (a). Appalachian hardwoods.
Region 2 (b). Delta (southern) hardwoods.
Region 3. Atlantic coast pine,
Region 4 (a)' Southern pine east of Mississippi River.
Region 4 (b) Southern pine west of Mississippi River.
Region 5, 6, and 8. Inland empire and California.
Region 7. Pacific Northwest.
Region 9. Great Lakes forest.
Pulp and paper, all United States,
Each region is in charge of a regional valuation engineer to whom all
matters pertaining to that region are assigned.
OFFICE ROUTINE

Origtnul tax returns coming in ipss to the tiles, thence are distributed to the
regional engineers in whose regions the taxable property is located. From
there to the chief of section and then to audit.
Protest cases are routed from files to regional engineer, to appeals engineer,
to chief of section, thence to solicitor.
METHODS

The methods used by the timber valuation section in the handling of its work
may be described as follows:
(1) In determining valuations of timber property as at basic dates, fair
market value is arrived at along .ie lines prescribed by Tax Regulations 45,
Article 234, i. e.: "The value sought will be the selling price, assuming a
transfer between a willing seller and a willing buyer." * * * "The timber
in question w.!i be valued on its own merits."
The timber valuation section defines "fair market value of timber property
as its cash value in the open market. Analytic appraisal methods, such as
present value method, are not used or considered.
The two other major subjects are depletion of timber and depreciation of
plant and are thus treated: The life of a timber property is its economic
life. If a property is estimated to yield as at a basic date 100,000,000 feet
board measure and the yearly cut 10,000,000 feet board measure, the life would
be 10 years. Depreciation on plant and equipment is likewise based on the
economic life instead of on normal life of constituent items, taking into account,
of course, the market value of the plant at the finish of the operation.
The subjects fair market value, depletion, and depreciation will be discussed
later in this report.
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In connection with the subject of methods I would like to give a short hlitorical sketch of the organization of the timber valuation wectlo.
This section originated early in the year 1919 when timber valuation work
was begun by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. From that time to February,
1920, the section devoted most of its time to organizing working forces and compiling basic data. Form T, general forest industries questionnaire, was compiled during this time under the direction of Mr. D. T. Mason, chief of the
section, after conferences held with the national associations of the timber
Industry at several timber regional centers.
The personnel of the section at its beginning was made up of carefully
selected forest valuation engineers of high standing in the profession and with
A-- reputations in the industry for recognized ability, without regard as to
whether or not the individual had civil-service rating, the object being to
procure the best possible men that could be induced by the salaries offered.
Form T, general forest industries questionnaire as first issued, applied to the
taxable years prior to 1919. Its purpose was to procure from the taxpayer
clear, correct, and complete data as would enable the bureau to deal with each
case with the fullest possible set of facts. Also to provide the bureau with
menns of checking the taxpayer's statements.
The questionnaire is composed of 36 pages containing 291 ite'ns, including two
for jurat. Items 1 to 11 are under the heading of " General information," relating to names, addresses, dates of organizations, etc.
Items 12 to 14, inclusive, pertain to timberland blocks.
Items 15 to 24, inclusive, specifies maps desired and relative data.
Items 25 to 80 pertain to important purchases and sales of timber or land,
or both, involving transactions in tracts of 1,000 acres or over. The information supplied by the taxpayer to this group of questions is used in connection
with other relevant data in determining the "fair market value" as of March
1, 413.
Items 82 to 111 pertain to the status of the property as of March 1, 1913.
Data thus supplied forms the basis of computing depletion deductions.
Items 112 to 132 are devoted to purchase of timber or land, or both, for the
period of March 1, 1913, to 1918.
Items 133 to 138 are devoted to aggregate sales of timber or land, or both, for
each block for each taxable year, March 1, 1913, to 1918.
Items 189 to 158 pertain to losses of timber sustained since March 1, 1913,
due to destructive agencies.
Items 159 to 166 seek information on measures taken by taxpayer to protect
his timber from damage by fire, insects, etc., money expended for such protective work each year, 1910 to 1918, data on growth and it, effect, it any, on
Increasing the quantity of timber.
Item 167 pertains to valuation of timber by species or groups of species
when unit depletion charge based on the average value of all species present sa
Inequitable.
Items 168 to 186 embrace timber-cutting records for the taxable years 1910
to 1918, inclusive.
Items 187 to 199 pertain to depletion charged for the taxable years 1913 to
1918, inclusive.
Items 200 to 210 call for an Inventory of physical property as the means of
computing depreciation.
Item 211 requests data on additional timber in block, or adjacent to, and likely
to he secured by taxpayer.
Items 212 to 226 relate to manufacturing operations where the raw material
is obtained from the woods. Data requested is for the years 1912 to 1918,
inclusive.
Items 227 to 241 is the same except it applies to finished products handled.
For pulp and paper a separate questionnaire, form T-P is used. This subject will be discussed later.
Item 241 Is for lumber inventory of amounts on hand the last day of each
taxable year 1912 to 1018, inclusive, for each manufacturing operation.
Items 242 to 252 relate to operating features of sawmill plant, as number of
shifts, average cut per shift. average hours per shift, and shifts per year for
years 1912 to 1918, Inclusive, and character of mill plant in 1918, giving number and kinds of machines, capacity, etc.
Items 253 to 287 call for information on profit or loss from sale of capital
assets with respect to each transaction involving the sale of timber or land or
both during the period March 1, 1913, to the end of 1918.
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Item 288 calls for list of lltlgation between January 1, 1911, and January 1,
1015, as involve the value of the property,
Item 281) request report on transactions with affiliated interests.
Items 200 and 291 provide for Jurat, and following this are pagesl 21 to 36,
Inclusive. with quotations from IRegulatlons 45.
This Form T is that specifted in article 23:3 of Regulations 45. A revised
form and supplement to it was Issued to serve for the taxable years 1919 and
following. This letter is the Form T selcilled In article 233, Itgulatlonm 62,
and article 235, Iegulations t.
It In named " Forest industries schedule"
and is comnpoed of 8 pages containing 30 questions and jurat.
Form T-P', specal forest Industries questionnaire for the pulp -and paper
industry. It is composed of 10 Imges containing 220 itemll, Including 2 for
Jurat. This form is issued primarily for the Industry above named, but where
the taxpayer is an owner, lessee, or lessor of timberlandH of standing thniber,
whether operated as a feeder to his manufacturing enterprise or not, Is re-

qured to use Form T in conjunction with Form T-P.
DETERMINATION OF FAItR MARKET VAI.UI OF TIMKIR -DETERIMINATION
OF TIM ITR

OF QUANTITY

For the purpose of tmlter valuation, these two subjects are mutually dependent and establish the basis of determining allowances for depletion and
depreciation.
Itegarding the first named, article 234, Regulatlons 45 and subsequent
regulations, provide the basis for determining fair market value which, if
referred to, will be seen to require the use of imany factors in order to arrive
at an equitable result. Some of the most Important are-(a) Character and quality of timber as determined by sp tiesH, age, size,
condition, etc.
(b) Quantity of timber per acre and total.
(e) Location with reference to other timber.
(d) Location with reference to distance from a common carrier.
(c) Topography and other features of the ground affecting handling and
transporting.
(f) Freight rates by common carrier to Important markets.
The forest industries questionnaire amply serves to obtain this information.
Regarding the deterinination of the quantity of timber, Regulations 45,
artlee L35, provides that taxpayer claiming a deduction for depletion is requlred to estimate the total unlts of timber known or believed to have existed
on Ihe ground on March 1, 1913, or date of acquisition.
This estimate shall state as nearly as possible the number of units which
would have been found present by careful estimate on the spectflid data with
the object of determining 100 per cent of the quantity of timber which the area
would have produced on that date if all the merchantable timber had bteen cut
and utilized.
This 100 lwr cent estimate when given for March 1, 1013, or other retrospective date, is subject to rigid inquiry in order to prove the figures. There are
cases on record where lte difference in quantity between those: given by the
purchaser and seller varied as much as 100 -percent.
There is ample opportunity for vast differences in estimates. A source of
great difference lies in the degree of accuracy used by the cruiser, which may
vary from the rapid, inexpensive preliminary to the detailed, exhaustive total
tree count. Where the stand is composed of several species greater differences
are more likely than with timber of one or a few species.
Another source of difference is the practice of the industry in computing tree
contents by means of log rules. The common unit of measure is feet board
measure according to a particular log rule, which is a tabular scale showing
the amount of lumber in feet board measure which can be sawed from logs of
given length and diameters, with allowances made for waste, loss by saw
kerf, and defects, There are more than 40 such rules in use in America, each
different, and many giving widely different results for the same size log.
The cause of so many rules coming into use is due mainly to the methods of
sealing timber in the woods in accordance with the practices of utilization in
different localities. Also, to the species and characteristics of the timber growing in those localities. Some log rules are sanctioned by State law, others
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adopted by various associations in the timber industry. The most commonly
used rules are the following:
Doyle rule.-The statute rule of Louliiana, Florida, and 4rkansas. Tids rule
is more generally employed throughout the country than any other.
Scribner rule.-Adopted by Minnesota, Idaho, Wisconsin, and West Virginia.
This is the oldest rule in general use; originated prior to 1840.
$paulding rule.-Adopted by California in 1878.
Blodtctt rule.-Used in New Hampshire and Vermont and to some extent in
Maine.
Drew rule.-Adopted by Washington State. Sanctioned by the Puget Sound
Titberuma's Association.
Htribner rule (Decimal C).--Adopted by United States Forest Service.
Dille-tcrihbwr combination rule.-Adopted by the National Hardwood Lumber Association.
Coolumibi River rute.-U--sed largely in the Pacillh Northwest.
C'ord tncasurc.-P'ulp companies generally use this unit of measure for reporting their timber. It Is subject to lnco:distencies due to different methods
employed in various localities. The amount of board feet equivalent to a cord
may vary from 100 to 7t0.
As to log rules, the majority of the taxpayers use the Doyle and Scribner
rules. The Spaulding and Columbia River rules are used to a large extent by
Pacific Northwest taxpayers. The Blodgett and Maine rules in Maine, New
hlampshire, and Vermont.
The difference between the contents by log scale and mill tally of a log after
being sawed into lumber is generally overrun, although some log rules for
certain size logs will just hold out or show underrun.
It is manifest that the timber valuation section can not cruise all of the
tidber in the United States. Field checks could he made when warranted, but
this method would Nerve only a minority of the cases in hand. It must therefore rely on careful analysis of the data furnished by the taxpayer in determining the 100 per cent estimate as of a basic date.
Form T: Gieneral forest industries questionnaire, by the manner of its crossquestioning, provides a good means of eliciting data to accomplish a reasonably
good check. Much, however, delpnds upon the valuation engineer of the region
In which the property is located. Each regional engineer in the timber section
is regarded aii a specialist on all matters pertaining to the industry in his
regionn, and his knowledge of conditions and Judgmenit exercistld in the analysis
and adjustment of all cases handled by him are solely relied upon. For
example:
A nmeax of cheek upon the quantiy of Iimber reported as cut during any
year is found in the questionnaire, page 2'.
lThis applies in the case of a taxpayer who saws his logs into lumber. Here the logs cut during the year
are stated it log settle measure and the lumber sawed during same period in
mill tally. The difference between the two will denote either overrun or underrun, and constitute a check for the regional enginccr, who must determine the
correctness or reasonableness of the figures. This involves his knowledge of
the character of the timber stands in his region, the log rules used, and the
usual percentage of overrun they prsluce after the run through the sawmll;
the types of sawmill machinery, particularly saws, whether circular or bond
saws; and the operating methods and character in general of the operator.
Equipped with this knowledge, he iN relied upon to judge if the figures reported
by the taxpayer are true and correct. This Is especially important in checking
depletion.
The timber industry is one subject to constant changes by virtue of the
nature of the forest. Trees regarded as too young to be classed as merchantable or species having little or no demand in the market at the time the cruise
or estimate was made may later add materially to the yield.
Most estimates, ! am advised, are conservative, showing after a series of
years of cutting a surplus sufficient to increase the life of the property. On
the other hand, the section has cases on record where the taxpayer was actually
defrauded by finding afterwards considerably less acreage and timber than
represented to him at the time of purchase.
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DEPRKCIATION OF PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
As previously stated, the timber valuation section treats depreciation on th
buasi of the tecomi
lieof the timber property, taking into account the
salvage value at the finish of the operation. Their method is to determine
the value as at the basie date, fix a salvage value, and write off the difference
by straight-line method over the term of years represented by the economic
life.
The salvage value fixed is generally less than 15 per cent and in the majorlty of cases about 5 per cent. A timber property with ta 15year life, for
example, has at its close little left of its plant and equipment exceeding this
life to any appreclable amount unless long-life replacements were added in
intervening years. The greater part of the cost of the plant Is in labor,
which is a consumable Itenm Another factor in fixing tzie residual value of
the plant and equipment is its worth if offered for sale in the open market.
Generally, on account of the isolated location of timber plants, only such items
as can he dismantled and moved to another location without too great expense
have any significant recoverable value. The remainder may be considered ia
scrap. Again, considering obsolescence and the uncertainties of tlie state of
the market for secondhand machinery and equipment, ltht amount which may
be realized from a sale sl likely to be low unless unusual coitingencel should
favor.
While the straight-line method of figuring depreciation rate is the practice
favored by the section, there is no office rule binding to this method. It is
more frequently employed than any other, but the section assents to any
proper method submitted by the taxpayer if such method is regarded by the
section as sound and applicable to the individual case; one, for example, depreciation on the basis of depletion sustained, Thin method in sound if safeguarded by a complete check of all baste and contributing factors.
OFFICE RtQULATIONS
Reference is invited to Income Tax Unit Office Order No. 715, dat'd February 21, 1923, page 12, of Item H, reading: "The timber valuation section,
which will determine the value of timber property as of dates significant
under the law, and reasonable amounts allowable as deduction on account of
depletion."
Beyond this there appears to exist no written spedfic hntructions relating

to the duties and responsibilities of the timber valuatiin section Whatever
Instructions supplemented this are believed to l.ve been verbal, until the issuance of memorandum from chief of timber section to Mr. Greenidge, head
of engineering division, dated September 20, 1923, which is a confirmation of
instructions governing the functions of the section received at conference the
day before. In this the functions of tie section are described as determinations of quantity and value of timber, value of plant properties, water-power
facilities, pulp and paper manufacturing properties, cut-over timberland and
land under timber, losses from destructive agencies, depreciation of plants,
analysis o; inventory values of logs and lumber, with recommendations to audit
sections and technical advice to a;dlt section on questions affecting the timber
industry.
This is the only statement discovered wherein the functions of the timber
section are shown In any detail. The fact that there is nothing to show that
it was received and approved by the person to whom it !s addressed by written
acknowledgement leaves it without substantiation.
The next following relevant communication is memorandum of chief of
timber section to Mr. Greenidge, dated February 29, 1924. The purpose of
this memorandum is to bring to the attention of the head of the engineering
division the fact that there Is divided responsibility in the unit in the work
of determining income tax status. The salient points brought out are:
(1) That confusion exists in the minds of the engineers of the timber section
as to where their functions and responsibilities end.
(2) That present practices divide the responsibility between the audit and
timber sections in performing the following work:
(a) The valuation and depreciation of physical properties for both invested capital and income.
(b) The determination of profit and loss from sale of capital assets involving valuation and depreciation.
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(o) Losses sustained through casualty and obsolescence.
(d) Valuing of inventories of forest products.
(8) That this divided responsibility has caused inconsistencies and in some
cases actual loss to the Government and altogether affords an ample and just.
reason for taxpayers to criticize the unit for its procedure.
(4) That by present practice it is possible and has actually happened that
a taxpayer will hold a conference with the timber section regarding physical
property valuation or depreciation and at a later date take up the same matter
with the audit section. In exceptional cases the engineers and auditors may
be in the same conference with a taxpayer and be of entirely different opinions
as to the methcds which should apply. This situation is evidence to the
taxpayer that the unit is of divided mind on interpretation of authorized
duties.
(5) That a situation equally serious is created by the practice of auditors
questioning the recommendations of the engineers on matters pertaining to
valuations, depreciation rates, and other constituent items, and, disregarding
the engineer, base their audit on a different premise.
(0) That this last practice is equally harmful when a taxpayer finds that
the figures on his A-2 letter do not agree with the valuation report figures,
which occurs when the A-2 letter reflects the auditor's basis of computation
and the valuation report, the engineer's. Particularly so when the figures in
the valuation report had been agreed upon in conference with the timber
section.
At this point the memorandum assumes that it has been clearly shown that
the handling of the points mentioned should be assigned to the organization
best qualified to perform the work, and puts the question, which engineers or
audit? Answering in favor of itself, it then gives a full statement of reasons
for its contention, which may be summarized and briefly stated as: "All of
the points at issue are purely of engineering nature and should be handled by
the engineers of the timber section because of the diverse character of the
different timber regions and the individual problems therein, which can best
be dealt with by the engineers assigned to the particular regions, concerning
which they are tmost familiar."
The memorandum then recommends that decisions made by the engineering division be accepted for the purpose of audit with the provision that the
audit section, where it disagrees with the recommendation of the engineering
division, shall have the right to take up the matter with the proper person
In the engineering division, in which event if the engineer does not concur in
the changes suggested, by the auditor, the decision of the engineer shall prevail.
been no orders issued or any
So far as I have been able to find, there he
action taken in definite written form toward adjusting the matters complained
of, and the status today Is the same. Some informal Improvements have been
effected since, coming an result of better understanding between individuals,
especially with revenue agents and field auditors, for the common good.
It Is int intended by this to charge that the audit division at all times
Ignores the ngiincering division. On the contrary, there s at large amount of
cooperation and coordination of work between the two organizations, but this
is mainly due to the former asosciations of the individuals when the national
resources division wa in force. Now as before, the auditors who were in
that division will seek the advice and approval of the timber section on matters of purely engineering nature. However, this practice is not general and
regular. Auditors now handling timber cases who before the abolishment of
the natural resources division were attached to some other audit section and
are not acquainted with the functions of the timber section as are the others
mentioned, are consequently less inclined to attach the same importance to
the engineer's recommendations, hence are more likely to look upon the work
of determining depreciation, etc., as within their sphere of duties.
From the foregoing it is plain that some reform or correction is vitally
necessary to the present practices In the unit.
SCOPE OF TIMBER VALUATION

SECTION'S JURISDICTION OVER ENTERPRISES OF THI

TIMBER INDUSTRY

May be grouped under the two headings-depletion and depreciation.
(1) Depletion.-All timber depletable, Irrespective of the products manufactured therefrom. This includes all operations where timber is cut and
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the raw product utilized, In some cases sold in a log market, in others the
timber is manufactured into lumber, sash and doors, pulp and paper, matches
(hitches only), etc., or oil enterprises where the raw material goes on through
to manufactured products within the control of the owner of the depletable.
timber.
(2) Depreoiation.-.(a) All manufactures of lumber and any wood products
from raw material including any subsidiary remanufacturing. Raw material
is here defined as logs. No exception is made whether the logs are purchased
in a log market or come direct from the woods.
(b) All manufactures of pulp and paper an* kindred products, such as
beaverboard, boxboard, etc.
(o) Plants used in connection with the production of by-products, such as
(1) turpentine and resin; (2) kilns for extracting chemicals from wood and
bark. The equipment used in the refinement of the chemicals, such as wood
alcohol, formaldehyde, acetate of lime, etc., and also tannic acid are not
handled by the timber section, this class of equipment being handled by the
audit sections concerned.
In the case of match manufacture, it is followed to the point where the logs
are converted Into flitches. From thence on it is in the hands of the audit

section.
All enterprises producing refined wood products from a nmanufulrtured or

partly manufactured stock, as lumber or cordwood in which depletion is not
concerned, are classed as industrials and responsibility is assumed by some

other section.

The timber section's jurisdiction extends over riparian land and water rights,
included in assets of taxpayers owning depletable property; hydroelectric and
hydraulic power-producing enterprises as part of the physical properties of
wood pulp and paper manufacturers, also of textile, public utility, and other
manufacturing enterprises not connected with timber production or wood
products manufacture,
An estimate made by the timber section of approximate value of assets as
of March 1, 1913, owned by American taxpayers shows the following:
Timber-1,560,(0,000,000, board feet.-----------.----------...
$4, 70)000,
000
Timbered land--375,000,00) acres ----.------------..
_-----.1, 125, 000, 000
Physical property, plants, private railroads, etc., used in the
lumber industry
.
.---------------..__....__------..
1,H).
1
0000
)0,
Miscellaneous cut-over lands, etc---------.
-. ----------------_
60), 000, 000
Pulp and paper and allied industry, physical property, water
power, eic - .- .--.-.
-....
......
......
50, 000, 000
Timberlands in foreign (counitris owneId by Americant
taxpayers-150,000000,000,0
feet --.....--------------------... ..
0, 0, 000
Total value ...--...-..-.--..----------------------- _
8, 225, 000, 000
The timberlands in foreign countries are nearly all in British Columbia.
YEARLY PRODUCTION REPORT

Cases on hand Feb. 29, 1924, for the years 1917 to 1922, Inclusive-...
2,479
Cases received to Feb. 27, 1925, for the years 1017 to 1922, inclusive.... 6, 177
Total cases on hand Feb. 27, 1925----.......------------- 8, 656
Total cases sent out during year ended Feb. 27, 1925.---.--.---------....
7, 644
Balance on hand Feb. 27, 1925
.........-----.
-----___
1,012
Of these 1,012 cases on hand, approximately 209, or 27 per cent, are protest
cases, the remainder being original cases. Of the 7,644 cases sent out during
the year, 1,990, or 35 per cent, were protest cases.
Respectfully submitted.
C, D. VAssAR, Investigating Engineer.
Approved:
L. H. Parker, Chief Engineer.
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'axpayer: Weitinghouse Air Brake Co.
Address: Pittsburgh, Pa.
Status of case: Your 1917 closed. Years 1918 and 1910 not closed. Case ha
been audited, however, for these years and reflects an overassestment of
$07,079.21 for 1918 and additional tax in the amount of $80,200.52 for 1919.
No waiver on. file for 1917. The waiver on file for 1018 will expire as to
original return, July 15, 1925, and ast to amended return, March 10, 192.
Waiver for year 1919 on file.
Features examined: The criticism of the Senate committee investigating, the
Income Tax Unit.
At a hearing of the Senate Investigating committee, Mr. Mannon, counsel for
the committee, made the following Htatement in regard to the above case:
"The bureau, in examining their claim for amortization, determined that
the houses were worth more at the close of the war than they cost; in other
wordF, that the cost of reproduction after the war was greater than It cost
them to build them. So there was no claim there for a loss of value became
of loss in cost of reproduction, but a claim was allowed for amortization based
upon this theory; the houses had no greater extent of vacancy than could
normally be expected, but the (lnmpny had difficulty In collecting their rents;
so the amortization was determined by comparing the rents collected during
the postwar period with the rents they collected during the war period."
Mr.. L. II. Parker, chief engineer for the committee, submitted a report discussing the amortization allowance In the above case. The major criticisms
are stated as follows:
" 1, In establishing the ' value In us ' of facilities retained by the taxpayer the
committee engineers contend that the Income Tax Unit did not comply with
the opinion of the Solicitor of Internal Revenue relating to the amortization
claim of the J. I. Case Threshilg Machinel
Co., wherein it was held that the
'value in use' factors should he determined for tpeciflc facilities.
"2. In respect to the 'value in use' of certain dwelling houses, it is
stated that the Income Tax Unit erred in determining the value of postwar
use upon the basis of a comparison oft rentals received with rental capacity.
"3. The committee engineers further protest the determination of 'value
in use' ascertained by comparing production for the peak six months of the
year 1918 with average annual production during the years 1921, 1922, and
1923."
The criticism made In the Senate testimony and also in Mr. Parker's report
as to the amortization of housing facilities and the value in use of certain
dwelling houses, is the outstanding feature in the criticism. It is submitted
that the amortization engineer did not determine the value of postwar use
upon the basis of a comparison of rentals received with rental capacity. However, the audit section of the Income Tax Unit in auditing the case, saw that
the company was not entitled to claim amortization on its housing facilities,
because the property was sold by the parent company on July 1, 1919, to its
subsidiary for stock, receiving a consideration equal tothe cost of the property. Consequently, the allowance for amortization on the dwelling houses
was eliminated in the audit of the case for 1918 and 1919. This letter, fully
prepared, disallowing amortization on dwelling houses, was with the case
while in the Senate committee's hands, so that the engineer's action was not
sustained by the unit and further the criticism of the Senate's engineer is
unjustified, since the Income Tax Unit did not make the allowance which is
the subject of the criticism.
The criticism that in establishing value in use the Income Tax Unit has not
complied with the opinion of th , olicitor rendered in the amortization claim
of the J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co., wherein it is held that value in use
should be determined for specific factors, is answered by stating that the
problem of the amortization engineers would be very much simplified, if the
value in use could be segregated and determined for each specific facility.
The taxpayers, in a majority of cases are unable to show a segregation or
record of the specific facilities, consequently, it is necessary to group them.
In this particular instance, some 834 separate property Items were involved
and the specific facilities which were to make up a production unit, were
grouped, following the long established practice of the appraisal unlt in this
respect. It does not appear that the value in use can be determined for each
specific facility and consequently, the criticism of the engineer for the Senate
committee in this respect is illogical and can not be agreed with.
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With respect to the protest that value In use was incorrectly ascertained
by comparing production for the wak six months of 1918 with the average
annual production during the years 1920, 1921, 1922, and 1923, the engineer
for the Senate committee has worked out four different bases for determining
value in use and it is believed that an analysis of these four different methods
will sufficiently establish that the method followed by the unit is not only
the most logical one, but the only one that can be defended under the reg.u
lations and rulings by which the unit is bound.
The first method makes a comparison of the average production statistics
for the years 1921, 1922, and 1923, with the production statistics for the peak
six months in 1918.
This method is practically the same as the one followed by the unit and
the net result is practically the same. Objection, however, was made by the
Senate engineer, because the same six-months' period in 1918 was not used
as the peak period for all the departments. The answer is obvious. The
peak period in various departments can not be the same for the reason that
the facilities were not installed at the same time, nor reached their peak
production at exactly the same time.
The second method is a comparison of average production figures for
1921, 1922, and 1923, with the average figures for the war period, this period
extending from April, 1917 through February, 1919, bee' use February 28,
1919 has been considered as the date of cessation of war activity .
This method is obviously wrong, since war facilities on which amortization
might be allowed, must have been installed after April 6, 1917. Consequently,
to make a comparison prior to the high production period in 1918, would be
unfair, for the reason that until these plants were operating at their peak
production, no basis existed for comparison.
The third method is a comnpairson of the average production statistics for
the years 1919 to 1923, inclusive, with the average production of the war
period.
This method has many things to recommend it. However, since by proclamation the war was declared to have ended March 1, 1921, it is evident that
to use the years 1919 and 1920 would bring in elements which should not
be included to arrive at a comparison with post-war condition. The years
1921, 1922, and 1923 have been consequently held by the unit to be the postwar years for purposes of comparison.
The fourth method advanced is a comparison of proIduction figures for the
peak postwar year with the production figures for the year 1918. This method
is open to the criticism that a cycle of years must be taken in order to arrive
5i, in1any buitsincss is not tiationary. 4 ~ifflat a comparison, since the ;ror(
clent numbearof postwar years must be used in order to comprehend the low as
well as the high point in production during a particular cycle.
To summarize, then, the c(;alusions reached as the result of a study in this
case are that while there might have been some justification for criticizing the
allowance of amortization n housing facilities upon the basis of a comparison
of rentals received with rental capacity, since said allowance has not been
made to the taxpayer and there never was any intention to make same by the
unit, no cause for criticism exists. As to the criticism of establishing value
in use for facilities and the ascertainments of same by comparing production
for the six months' period in the year 1918 with the average annual production
during the years 1921, 1922, and 1923, the method followed by the unit in this
case Is sustained by the law, regulations and rulings, consistent practice, and
practical limitation.
For the above re, sons no adjustment of this case for the years 1918 and 1919
is recommended, because of the criticisms made by counsel for the Senate committee investigating the Income Tax Unit.
J. G. BmInoT,
Deputy Conmissioner.
NOVEMaam 6, 1925.
To: Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: Mr. L. H. Parker, chief engineer.
Subject: Reply of the bureau in re Westinghouse Air Brake Co.
We have at hand a memorandum signed by Deputy Commissioner J. G.
Bright, defending the action of the unit in the allowance for amortization in
the Westinghouse air-brake case.
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As stated in Mr. Bright's memorandum, "the outstanding feature in the
criticism " made by the Henate committee's engineers in this case was on the
basis upon which amortisation was allowed on certain houses. This basis may
be stated as follows:
The total number of rental months for the houses is found by multiplying
the number of houses by 36 (the number of months in the years 1921, 1922,
and 1923). The normal occupancy of the houses Is then taken at 90 per cent.
The total number of rental months Is therefore reduced by 10 per cent to give
the expected rental months for 1921, 1922, and 1923. This figure is then
divided by the actual rental months collected to give the value In use.
The taxpayer has admitted on pages 68 and 69 of his brief that the houses
were occupied almost continuously during the postwar period, but that the company was unable to collect the rent. The basis as set up by the taxpayer, then,
and as used by the amortization engineer is based on a determination of present
use by means of the ratio of rents collected to rents normally expected instead
of the usual basis of actual occupancy to normal occupancy.
When your engineers presented this case we were primarily investigating
the methods of the engineering division, appraisal Nsetion. and we desred to
preMent for consideration of the committee and the bureau's representatives
the basis on which amortization had been allowed by the engineers in thin case
as above described.
We still do not know after reading the deputy commissioner's reply whether
or not this basis of expected and actual rents is a method acceptable to the
bureau. We had hoped a definite answer to this question.
Mr. Bright's answer in the case on this outstanding feature is that the audit
division did not allow the amortization as set up for these house by the engineering division. lie states that a letter was in the files showing this when
the case was in the hands of the Senate committee's engineers, and that our
criticism is unjustified because the audit division disallowed the amortization
on houses, not on the basis of expected rentals, but on another basis, that of
sale of the property on July 1, 1019, for a consideration equal to the cost of
the property.
Now, on this matter of the audit letter disallowing amortization, which Mr.
Bright states was in the file, your engineers did not observe this letter, and
would have been glad to have given the proper recognition to the soundness
of this denial by aunlt. This would not have changed, however, our criticism
of the appraisal section, and it moreover raises the following questions:
1. Our report on this cane was dated April 23, 1925, yet in May, 1925, the
ghuN Air
nppra!nl s nation notified us that under Serial No. 2184, the Wr: hslIf
Brake Co. had been allowed $1,471,369.24. Now, this amount includes the
amortization on houses. Then does the audit division have the power to change
an engineering determination signed by three engineers by a simple letter without first consulting the engineering division? Mr. Bright's reply makes this
appear to be answered in the affirmative, but if it is so, we question the propriety of the procedure.
2. If audit changes the amortizntion allowed by the engineers on :ihnsle
principle, if the engineers are not notified, how can they help making the same
mistake again?
3. If the same mistake is made again, how can we b sure audit will cache
it it it happens to go to a less competent auditor?
We repeat that is this case the question of whether or not value in use of
houses should be based on actual occupancy or on the basis of rents collected is
still unanswered by the bureau.
The next point raised by Mr. Bright is in defense of the method of grouping
facilities together and then arriving at a per cent in use for the whole grotp
rather than examining each facility as required by the solicitor's ruling in tle
ease of the J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co. Mr. Bright states as follows:
'The taxpayer, in a majority of cases, Is unable to show a segregation r
record of the specific facilities, consequently, it is necessary to group them."
We can not give serious consideration to this statement for the following
reasons:
1. If the taxpayer can not show a record of the specific facilities, how can
the cost of these facilities be determined, as is absolutely necessary before
the loss on same can be computed?
2. If the taxpayer can not show a record of the specific facilities, how can
the dates of purchase be determined, as is absolutely necessary in order to see
if amortization is allowable as they must be acquired during the war period
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3. If the taxpaNer can not show a record of the specific facilities, how does
Mr. Bright know that there were " 864 separate property items" in this cane?
Mr. Bright also defends the grouping of faciltles on the basis of its being
"the long-established practice of the appraisal unit." This argument IaL no,
weight with us if the "long-established practice" is wrong, and in this case
it had also been condemned by the solicitor's ruling of August, 1923, while the
engineer's report in this case is dated March 1, 1024.
Mr. Bright's letter also discusses four possible methods of arriving at
amortization in this case as submitted by your engineers. We did not recom,
mend for special consideration or approval any of these methods; we simply
presented them to show the need of a standard method if a constant result
was to be expected. Our investigation of the amortization section has revealed
the fact that there appears to be no standard method bnt that practically
every engineer has a system of his own. As our final report on amortization
will contain our views on amortization methods in full, it would be a duplication to present them here.
In closing we desire to state that our report on this case was intended as a
criticism of the methods of the appraisal section (formerly amortization section), and we were not primarily concerned with the action by audit. If the
auditors have the power to overrule the engineer's reports without notifying
the engineering division we would strongly condemn this system. We consider
that our criticism in this case should stand as made.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H. PARKEK, Chief Enqffeer.

OFFICE

Hon. JAMES ConuzEs,

TREASURfY DEPARTMENT,
OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washington, June 8, 1925.

Chairman Special Senate Investigating Committee,
United States Senate.
MY DEAR SENATOR: Reference ii made to the case of the Northwest Steel Co.
presented before your committee on December 9 and 10, 1924, in which certain
questions were raised concerning the amortization allowance to this company.
Subsequent to the presentation of the case this bureau had a further investigation made of the ainortization allowance, and it appears therefrom that there
is no evidence of fraud; also the reinvestigation disclosed that the amortization
al owance was not excessive.
Since the rights of the Government have not been prejudiced by the action In
this case, it is the opinion oi the bureau that the case should not be reopened.
It will be appreciated if this letter is made a part of the official record of the
special investigating committee.
Sincerely yours,
D. I. lBLAIR, Cmnmistioner.
SENATE COMMn'TrEE INVESTIGATING BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
INCOME TAX UNYT,

SSeptember 8, 1925.
To: Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: Mr. R. C. Thomas, investigating engineer.
Subject: Reply to communication of Mr. D. H. Blair, Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, to thp Hon. James Couzens, dated July 11, 1925. Case of Northwest Steel Co.
During the hearings before the Senate committee investigating the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, the case of the Northwest Steel Co. was presented December 9, 10, and 30, 1924. In the discussion of this case it developed that certain
bonuses had been paid to officials of the taxpayer's company, and it was
supposed that these bonuses in some way entered into the sale of the taxpayer's Assets to a partnership made up of former employees of the taxpayer.
At one of these hearings Senator Couzens, chairman of the Investigating
committee, requested the unit to furnish certa
information in connection
with the bonuses and amortization allowances to this taxpayer, and addressed
a letter on this subject to Commissioner Blair under date of June 18, 1925,
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which letter was in reply to a communication from Commissioner Blair dated
June 8, 1925.
In this letter of June 18, Senator Couzens requested Mr. Blair to furnish
the committee a copy of the revenue agent's report. Aiso his (Mr. Blair's)
conclusons in the matter. On July 11, 1925, Mr. Blair replied to Senator
Couzens, stating that"It was disclosed by the recent revenue agent's report that the bonuses
of certain employees entered on the books of the company were canceled prior
to the sale by the company of its plant. Consequently the bonases were not
included in the Income of these employees nor did they constitute a part
,consideration for the sale of the plant of the company."
A literal construction of this quotation does not agree entirely with the
statement of the amortization engineer who compiled the report in which
amortization was allowed In the sum of $615,762.46, on page 7 of the engineer's
report of Mr. Carlison. Mr. Carlson gives numerous advantages enjoyed by the
taxpayer by reason of the above-mentioned sale. Among these Is the following:
" The cancellation of a Ionus liability that would eventually amount to over

4500,000."

On page 6 of this name report the following appears:
" In the fifth place, one of the largest considerations that does not appear
in the sale, was the cancellation of certain bonus obligations. Messrs. Cullers
& Banks, in the early stages of the shipbuilding work, had been guaranteed
certain bonus payments based on tonnage. The business of the taxpayer expanded to such an extent, however, that these bonuses grew to an enormous
proportion. For 1917 and 1918 Mr. Cullers received $100,025.71 and Mr.
Backs $70,683.81. When the first sale of the part of the plant was made to
the partnership, of which these men were members, they had bonus credits
accrued to them of $189,343.62 and $123,277.42, respectively, or a total of $312,t21.04, with some $200,000 more coming, had the taxpayer completed the shipbuilding instead of turning it over to the partnership. All of this bonus ';ae
canceled as one of the considerations at the time of purchAse. This canceled
bonus in herein considered as a part of the return received from the sale."
From the above it Is evident that either Mr. Blair or Mr. Carlson is in
error. It is the writer's opinion that Mr. Carlson was In a much more advantageous position of determining this question than was Mr, Blair, as Mr.
{'arlson made a detailed study of the whole case, and inasmuch as the sale of
the property by the taxpayer to the partnership was so questionable as to
warrant its reference to the fraud section and the solicitor's office, it would
appear that Mr. CarlHon had the advantage of having been in personal contact with all of the details surrounding the case.
In Mr. Blair's letter to Senator Couzens dated July 11, 1925, 'he further
states :
"This information shows that in the amortizatioa allowance granted the
company the sale price of the plant was overstated because of the inclusion
of these bonuses, and
ihat, consequently, the company was entitled to a
greater amortization allowance tlan was actually allowed by the bureau."
If Mr. Carlson is correct in his contention as quoted from his report, it is
very evident that Mr. Blair is i error in his conclusions. Mr. Blair further
states in his letter:
" The report of the revenue agent In this case was not entirely complete on
one point, and lie has been instructed to make a supplemental report. When
the supplemental report is received I shall be glad to transmit it with the
.original report to you."
In this connection the writer desires to state that he has made a thorough
search for these reports and can find no evidence of the fact that they were
ever sent to Senator Couzens.
In summation of the above, it would seem that Mr. Blair's reply to Senator Couzens is simply a brief statement of conclusions which are not necessarily based on facts, and is not enough in detail to give the information which
it is believed the Senator desired. The writer can find
:ithig in Mr. Blair's
letter, together with the engineer's report above referred to, to substantiate
the statement that the taxpayer was entitled to a greater amortization allowance than was actually allowed by the bureau. Neither is there anything to
substantiate the statement that the bonusues did not constitute a part consideration for the sale of the plant by the taxpayer.
It is frankly admitted by Mr. Blair that the bonuses were entered on the
books of the taxpayer, we also know that at least sonme of the bonuses were
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actually paid, and we still question the reaonablenesN of two indlivduanl forgiving a company over $312,O)0 of an admitted indebtednliest without any colidt1 t 1011on,
It

(I

TIOM AN,

In tvettiating Engirwtr.
Approved :

L, II. PAaKMra, Chief lnlfiine'r.

TaFASUltY
)OFFICE
Oft C(OM MISIONILt o

DI'PARTMEN'P,

I INTERNAL

ItEVENOF,

VWahington, July .10, 1925.
Hlon JAMFs4

COUIENH,

Chairman Senate Investigating Committee,
United Stat'n Senate.

MY I)AR SENATOR: I am at aching hereto memoranda which have been prepared in reply to the criticisms of the Senate investigating committee relative
to 17 amortization cases settled by the production committee.
Will you be good enough to have these memoranda inserted in the official
records of the investigating committee?
Sincerely yours,
D. I. BLAIR, Cotmissioner.
JULY 8, 1925.

Memorandum: In re criticism of amortization allowances recommended by the
production committee of the engineering division.
Mr. I. C. Thomas', investigating engineer, has severely criticlzed the production committee of the engineering division for its action with regard to the
amortization claims on 17 spcifle cases, first from a general standpoint and
second through specific reference to each case.
To some extent Mr. Thomas's criticisms are based on lack of knowledge of
the functions of the production committee and of its method of action, and to a
very large extent his criticism are based on tssumptioiis of fact which are
not borne out by the records.
First of all, the cases referred to by Mr. Thomas were all classified as office
determinations; that is, cases where the amount of tax and the principles
involved did not warrant a field investigation. The fcts are that th e production committee carefully examined the files of all of these cases, and wherever
any doubt existed the appraisal engineer assigned to the production committee
was consulted,
Funrther, thi, appraisal eng ieer InprovedIny
of the actions
i
liken bIy other imerllnes o
t11e
hf
production
a
? cno
ittee before t(h
c(sl
wtas
finally passed upon,
Whtltn a s l~iide l nullrt'r
'of
CefsS h(d i(''ln tdecidd a

staefogra pher

was called iIn and
r 'port form used by the a pprail

t ralnmittial form filiv'

out IIn 1k-i. of the

section.

General criticisms of the work of the production committee on this class of
(fcal5s have beit nItde a1 folmo,:
" 1I Tlhat tthe cotlimitte lillowed amortizatJon in directly opluMtsitiontto the reof thelppriistl
engineer; who had made a careful study of the

otninndalio

cases after first having iade a thorough investigation in the field. That these
allowance were made by the committee without any apparent explanation."
The above conclusion is not justfled by the facts. Whenever a prior report
of

rin engineer was disregarded It was generally lu'cuse of additional

informnl-

tion tarnished by the taxpayer which warranted the change ;n the amortization allowance. No lengthy discussion of the reasons for allowing the taxpayers' claim s waus made becausee expedlitious actlen was de.'ir(l. but a study
of the information in each case reveals that nample information was present to
justify tlhe allowance made.
"2. That this committee allowed itaortizatoin on facilities ,-hich, according
to the engineer's report, was 10I1 per cent in use during the post-war period.
ThiS determination of value in usf- by tle engineer having btn made only
after a thorough investigation and a thorough survey of the facilities in question at the taxpayer's plant by the engineers."
In many of the CaseS criticized by Mr. Thomas the rilowances made by the
production committee were based on postwar replacement Costs, whereas the
original amortization claims made by the taxpayers were based on value in
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the engineer's report mante accordingly.

ise aitn
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Subsequently to the making

tihe baitH (f their clainmu from that
of the engi'eer'H rIeport itxpayers clhaisigi
war reHpl<roimetil costs, It other r I'Ho whertt
of t
totart
ue III
ofr %1li
(hert'

Yl

J

no

hri 'rage itn tIh

production coimnttllel

h

(ch'6Lim the *ut1oln of the

of tleo taxiayer''

wi s taken several years relbeqluently to tielappraisal

engiiieer'H report and in the Interim there wasi ample opportunity for conild('ralal, change In IlhI value( in i u of tihe ficllitieHS
"3. That this committee allowed amortization without first having either a
field investigation or roWort or even ia ofitI' report isubmritted by aIn appraisal
far aI tlh records show based the allowtance solely uInII the
enillt'ee, 111(ad
' ay so' of the taxpayer and without any evidence to substantiate its claim."
As formerly mentioned, all these cas's were given a through olthie (dete0rmination and were passed on by an appraisal engineer.
"4.

That this eomiiiltte~,

without

xptlanttion and without apparent

justlfi-

cation, overruled both the reconmmendtions of the appraisal engint'ers and
the action of the conference committees, which committees meet for the sipeclfle purs)Mfe of determining amortization questions, and Ibfore whilci both
the taxpayer's and unit's representatives were present to present their respMctive silde, of the casHes and to thoroughly discuss tlhe merits of slime."
"5. That this committee allowed amortization in cases where the data submitted by the taxpayer was not In accordance with the requirements of the
unit. In many instances the writer has noted that other taIRpayer's claims
for amortization have been disallowed for failure on the taxpayer's part to
submit data, in accordance with the requirements of the unit, so it would se em
that action under these conditions by the committee constituted the most flagran discrimination against other taxpayers."
In the cases referred to in the above criticism the actions of the production
committee were Ibald on new and different information, which was furnished
by the taxpayers subsequently to the time that the former actions were taken.
When the taxpayers learned upon what facilities amortization was allowable
and the manner in which the data were required to be submitted they filed
amended claims based on facilities origin.ly listed and on other facilities for
which no former claims had been made. The amended claims were in accordance with the requirements of the bureau,
The accusation that any taxpayer whose claim was small could have the
entire amount allowed by arranging to have the case acted upon by the production committee is wholly without foundation, and this fact could have been
readily determined by an open-minded investigation of the facts. In at least
one of the aees, considered in the report there was a partial disallowance of
the amortization claim by the production committee, and in three other canse
which were furnished Mr. Thomas but which we:e not commented upon by
him there were also d1isllowancels. The failure to menttio n Iltws three cases
and fth fact th t in one of the caMts's rvW)tod ,on there was a partial disallowIantr' are anKrlaiM relhcrtico uHIpo the olnlf faith of i e acr usaton.
lii conclusionit
nll he sthi tliht hi mnanivy of the cnises covered hv Mr.
T'lonas' report only pitrtial iinformatlon ws. referred to, anld his crit ismni
of these cases were necessarily based on ass mniptons or on partial facts which
were misleading. In other cases the information at hlnd was niot considered
or wVtas not

understood

reply to the criticism

bly hni.

alnd h is

conclustion

were wholly erroneollus

A

of the individual cases follows.
J. G. Btoir.

Dfepnty Commbmusioncr.
BIUFFAI

PRERsrEDi

STI'I.

C'O.,

Br'FAi,o, N.

Y.

As stated, Emnineer Kilhn, of the nppritaistl sacto!n, filed a report on taxp:tyer's claim Auiigut 28. 1920. and reconaintndtled an allowance of $3,2u34.0- and
ai disallowance of $13,081.0).

The report of the producttion committee was made October 7. 1924, more than
four years later, and wns based ou entiru-ly new evidence in the case which wa:
not considered by Mr. Kahn or known to be subject to amortization by th- t;xpnyer in 1920. Thlis evidence was furnished by the taxpayer as foow\vs:
1. Affidavit dated Folruary 28. 1924.
2. Conference May 8, 1921, hosedl'ai ahove dita.
3. Brief dated May 15. 1924. In explanation of anildavit.
4. Supplemental brief in explanalon of brief of lay 15, 1924.
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whereas the production committee report wan made October 9, 1924, over three
yeitrs litter.
Ad(itli tl
i Itnformatlion in the c('we shows i conshierJtbhl failing off ii produdlloti during putwiir yearsitnd tll
reven il, tie ftict titm t iilxpayer found th
nlclilhiery
llurchlisei during the wir unullted t iH
1 ioieeti
atd foundit It
esairy to addl over $15,000K) in ailttlonl eqluipltnent, to linittltilln eveni the dieret
ed
producttito.
'TheI' record lim)ply tihows that thlie Mnlhinery purchased during tlihe
war period wia usiedl almost entirely for war work and the gralntllig of $it.305,H87
for miiortizatlioni Wts a ret
lonuble
ut lletowaxitce.

GIANT FuJINITUrlT

Co., IIrni Poi.rT, N. C.

The allowance for amortization allowed by the production committee was
based on information furnished by the taxpayer subsequent to the engineer's
report by a member of the appraisal section. This allowance was only made

after n careful study of the data submitted and was based on a bona fide sale
of the articles upon which anurirtization was claimed submitted in affidavit
form as follows:
Cost of war facllitiei (1918 purchases) ..--.--------------- _------$16, 576 86
Amounts allowed by Bureau of Aircraft Production ....
$6,)923.31)
Insurance collected on scales--.,----...---................
15.00
T'otal-....-

-

-...
....

......---------------_

Difference-_ ..-....
--..
..- --__....
-- ----Actual amount received from sales of all war facilities which cost
$16,576.86...-----------------------------------......
Amortization

allwed------.....---

-----...
...-.--------

6,38.39'
9,638.47
1,224.41
8,414.06

All the above facilities were purchased for war purposes and were subj 'et
to amortization. A bona tide sale sl the true indication of allowable amortiLation and is not based on any estimate. It is therefore readily seen that no
legitimate criticism can be made of this allowance and that the partial information quoted by Mr. Thomas has no bearing when all the facts are considered.

SHARON COAL & COKE Co., SIAIIOND)ALP KY.
The productoi
'tnlmittee alliowd taxpayer's chIlti for ainiortizallton itl full
aftlr i cuarefnl sn;!tly of nil thI <dt(ia in tIhe t11u', which 6(i11t wet' furnislhted in
the for'ti of ai
;worn
stititncit uitder daitt of Atiugust 8, 1924, lit the request
of ith egiiteeoring dtivlsin iIn cot f'lelre<n
held July 14, 1921.
In this sworil ;itteLient taxpayer slowed value iln use of the housing facllties erected for housing purposes during tihe war and showed conclusively a
reduced value in use during the postwar period which was the basis for allowlrig th
le LilortlZi(liol ciilllPdtls heing
a
r airoN'lth
lI e ticltiniu t.
In this ase usiin litany others Mr. STholiuos liis criticized the actions of the
production conunittee without iavifg the full data inl the case before him,
which was absolutely necessary if correct conclusllllons were to be drawn.

KEY STONE MANITFACTURING Co., EILKINS, W. VA.
Taxibayer produced an article, contributingt
to the prosecution of the war.
'Thte illnulfacturiilg ilac(hiiery wts vctulllly sold in 1iill) after serving: its purpose.
iThedifference is the true titmortization and1 was allowed, being exactly
the liamount ctlained by the taxpayer.
This allowance was irmllde only after i careful ofinle determination and wta
approved by the ppraisatl engineer asslgned to the production committee.
In view of thei fict that a snle of thle property lihd been imade, a field exantintiotlin by ilt eiiniteer appeared to be wholly unnecessary.
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N.4,rAMPINO

CO., WVEST AIIs,

WVis

[lrie tll ttiz1ot4221 421
alVt'4i tis
ttisiyer wlYn only grinlt'd after it 'itei'ull
otlibe
loll of
olcuinat
I lie11011 furnishd,
I1 this deterliklnitiolt
1io1
sits
tu'er from thle iiluprltalll
setl 1)2 t ook part.
Tanxpatyer wat-, eulgged in watr work mid2(1pirc'lwtt
lnd! conIstructed faclill.
ties which were subject to aiaiortiztiot.
'l'he dt t funishled Nits met il on

Form 101)7 l tdll was lit every wly fin coflllllnce with thet- requirements o,)f
lie department. Taxpayer's claI for amiortizat ion wns rt'tisoiitlle and wam
therefore allowed in fill,
LYONS MNlANUF,*AcvrIltINt

CO. AND Po'rRS

111os. & ('oILi,
CUSII

a

IlztA ,

MANS.

The facts aHtstated in the crt'itictsm of the allowances for amolrtization llde
by the production committee
re not correct according to the datai. in the vase,
urid therefore the criticisans are entirely untfounded.

The facts 118 supported by tle dtiat on 1le tire as follows:
Lyonst4 Manufacturing Co. originally cliiited a nortization (If $3,948.81 o)n
Costs of $5,923.229.
Porter Bros. & Collins originally cli ned amortization of l15,425.12 based oi
'osts of $30,7M5.12.
A majority of the rt'ords4 of i4wth c'o
tliaes wvere destroyed by fires.
The c lanini of Lyons4 Mlanufaeturing Co. wt based entirely on leather macidacry which at sworn si:itleent shows was never used subsellwluet to the war
period. Old records liaive bei secured lin piart from ttXillyt'1"5 books not de-.
stroyed und it ;trt
from correspondence wilt the comiipaniy front which purchases were mole, to show that tile orIginaul costs of this company were in
excess (of $4,000 for naclhiery alloe e'xclusive of costs of itistliittloi. Iiiiixmuch as tils tilfLaLyer Its had no postwarll' uis' whatever from tills ellllllllleit,
the mly v011'
111alue remning to taxpayer Is at serup value,
threfore cailm
for amortization was allowed in full its reasonable, its tie srcr
value of this
material Is exceedingly low.
Porter Bros. & Collfins originally laimed aIortljilltiol based on $30,765.12
of costs. Of? thlwe cst4 they Iave? imatnaged to, seucre records Nhlowinlg pIrtbases of machinery itnount
ln.g
to almost, $2,t.
lils ititoutit (tos not Ii,dCude freitil, finstolilton, labor, blting, tc,
A reasonable estiaute of these
charges would bring the totil to almost, thelfgitre clim1lied as costs by thle
taxpayer, and1(1 therefore tll'w originati costs were vimshdred
it,; beim
iitlt
heid Ic,
as they were ct'lilncd tut the time of tiling the 1)18 ret 12,2.
Mr. Thomas's report- wlilih covers botll hiese vcomitljalii; 1 tiiuoted ls follows-:

tuu

44 AId nil og

to' f1w
bes'

is

of

falcfiitIes

I lie1vw

o-t

Irhthe

it) 48 wais $25,282,(; 6 m lieii11iuit
wl mI
t'
7il' 1?tiby iiI( S1it1'
ia'~~~was $10.1 10"V2, or )I tlift'tt'iici oIt $15, 1: 5. 7it
'ilio I a xpvyer fN t'J Iar :A llfi-s lit Itn
W e '' r 14,

Ow 'I rmk ilco
i11"lIdIly
M i.,;

plin'hsed dubii
ol i Ipiit oIf li0t

\.:Li I:I 11 r:;ic
m';vdil.*
ill rjivilc-fill

and partly sol.'
'1'lle fict s In 1li
uiis do niot wit li-ft
b l(vsu'i l !,It'
ilt- 'it 1lit tt's

io blul'4ltc4"o4

iany si1ih st't l('ll41t
I the!
lIi Iii'5k5 'I(5t021iy ('t'2'025521i
'i:snyr(1141 isiilImge It) $t'vctI
sbougI t'etot"Is to t aitinlii' t'tts ori tillchicrry blight (I cIng 11918 by both1
i conpaillier. .Ilitiiltill2
to $2i)52.1ii
Tixpayer also1 frnikhed at letter written by 0riz'g SewVlng \l:tchin. Co., II
whiv'h I1112%tnloill:sed :tll 111(, iiirt'lases, of St8'tiIl
iu 112:2111iiii'ly 21122(10 frvont
Mr, Tii'lm( fli
thle taxiayt'r for' 1lit' v':nins 111 lo 1920, iuchisive. WX't
to si ll' hiuwevt'r, '8115 1111 Ile
tih Jiii'('ll"tst' of1 tilt 0doieg Set'lig M.101111
il.
),
t i
front Ilit! taxpay'tt weja' itd iii ninny
m114'
ctotIs
a r des IIst!d toy I leit' Xpatyeri 115
iviig ii'ii
pluli'lliss iy 111 lit 1918 "Id41 112 wich :ittort'iz!(
wans l0lli('
'lits Mr. H',lo
'01)vAi4lt)iis
4lll
ate 41141 ksln 'i(0 l
te 't s a miii
tire eat irely ('l'i'dit'IliS,
Cast' allowt'd tilteI mort i'ttionl chl~t met for tilhe folloili1:g ic 1540(8:
1. The slle's qi1ol et Wlilt involvedt 1918 wnr -lIl
pljoirek'ases were maue
fit atloss of 5(0 per c''nt whihl
tixpalycer vt'miimAtl
w4 21214ci izati o.
'iu'cso
sale's Were i very goodt il lt
i
o t111e I.s-dtwil v'4114)1
tofIllilie's,
i.
111eV w4'l' ptnrt'eimian'd
l
byIa1i4'4'rt'll whicl
l(i
4liicpl 1
I It
ci: i,
(If maaeli
,14o.
I'n 0t lieri-nre, I iit'osi'
' diid411
1211l re'veal
1lit i
' 5(-8
15, 11f
lit'
ts
of ill-
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'stllhtiotn, freight, hbeltig, etc., were not included in the pullrchase prices
quoted by taxsl:y.'.
est iiaxsayr ('
eltaiilly entitled
O2 li, t tllalaitce ofl the war|llr i' trtlc
()n
ThIIH allow llate was cmputed to le over 40
to postwar relracement l cossN.
of equllp otli.
INr cent on this ('clhiss

illowales on lhs
the basis ll ed t
axpayt'er's cims,
taxpayer's right to
to sulflhanthtEi
amortittlton on tlie cos tsriginmlly sIc'lJled(tion Ilhe 191t retrin,
3,.
The combinIled

been furnished
111nde'ogh (Icots a11141

('o1t ItREStEt;VINO

0,

Ro

wiL:TER, N. Y.

The amortization allowance of' $6,091.27 In this cuse was made after a
careful office determination and was based on entirely new data furnished
by the taxpayer both in conference ntd by a sworn statement which was
later suplemented by all addtllonal sworn slittemn't. These dthit were not
In the case when the appraisal engineer wlote his report April .1,
1921, whereas
the production conlunttee report was made October 20, 1924.
This allowance was granted on an entirely new amortization claim which
replaced the old claiti.
The basis and data compiled in this anilortizautifol
claim were not known to the engineer who formerly wrote the report, lund
therefore any comments made with reference to former enghieoer's report
have no boring whatever upon the reasonableness of the allowance granted
by the production committee.

WABASH CANNING CO., WAnASI[,

INO.

The amortization allowed this taxpayer was granted only after a careful
office determination and was based on the original amortization claim and on
a supplllnenttl sw'o)rt statement submitted in response to a requtt made in
con ference held by alipralsd engineer Watkins.
Intreply to Mr. Thomasu'
criticisms it might be well to note thit Mr. Watklns had no authority to promise a fiel investigation of' any case and later
this case was deemed to be an ot 'e 'lase,
Further, iitwill be notlct, that
the auditors' conference report makes the statement as regards a field investigat;on; it Is very doubtful if Mr. Watkins made any such statement as his
mi'oranllldllllilum covering the same conference makes oit)mention of the promise
to timaike
fi
eld ilivt'stigatio .
The all;wan'ce niadth was based m 2n
A. t. It.7)11 lnd the datlla in t he (c se,
Sich 1'eqtutri'e
't all ft'
ots of tie ;;tIlt itild1 tply l
Iefl taxi1 4'er''s
rl:if

tloamortizatZio

I

;H1Ie c'lfitll

i

A.xA ItUittE lINSUIA'INI
,

r'll )e tvhl

AVIl

it \mei%
:Ba11lo\\'v,
.iill 't,

CO., JONFSiOttlO, IND.

'Thnll me rti tw,
lllowalle grat l tlfl
is ll
itllXPyal \'l
WsIlltatle tclly after a
very careful offli'e ldeterntilitl
of the ita111
submit tby
y he'
itThlis
taxpayer.
exiitatio
revealed the facts that lhe taxpayer proltidl'ti rlilis
contrilbutimn to the lpr+osectlhol of the war mid the,:e produtt+; were sold to th" Go-verunim('t. 'T'h dtIa were it) the proper form requtlired by tl unit ;nd ia study of
ht I \I'X
rns rle01 O1ld the fact that postwar slts
wot vnstly1 le s t11111
du:'iig lithe war period.

'1'lze value 1inuse as ch imetd by the taxpayer was

follmit
to 1i r'e Isolatbhlso theI
Il- niinortti

E]sNsMUEIt
ref

olnclli ncl wits allowed Ill
full.

MILI, FUININI111NG ('CO, ST. LO'IS, Mo.

A remt t i eritg amortization cla lined by this ttxlpayer lit its, orlgial 11918
niit w sitmide Iby llan
etnglier fromI ithe
iippraisaal sectii on May 29, 1923.

TJ'axpayer pritettod engineer's firings,

meniit

nalts, sdter ditte of August

whtih werela

sed onl postwitr repla'e-

1, 1923, claiminiig addtled amortizntion bas)l
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data to warrant any hncrenae II
onl value Iin tise, but did not submittHlfflierl
the (niortiztio iillhowinne. On Aiugust 3, 192 , the mu!t requested additional
data from the taiMayer, outlnin g the fni'rmnatlon desIred. These data w'er
furnihed mUder date of Septemberr 18, 1924, ami contained full empl)oymielt
clum.
recordsltgetlher with atlnavits in support of taxpatyer'sI
lltnsd oni ths Inter Information, the production committee mllde i crtreful
andi found that the data fully warranted the
offlhe determiintilo of th e cn
1
revlsed claim of the, taxpayer, o amortiz'itlotn elulmed in revised schedule oZ
reasonable.
as
in
full
allowed
August 31, 1923, wa

INTERLAKE EN(INEEIRINO Co,

CLEVLrAND, 01110

Taxpayer In filing its original returns claimed amortization in the sum of
$11,787.93 and wrote off a expense the following items:
--------------------------------.
.-------...-----.
_-_.............-...

Fencing yard ....------..-----Electric lights ..
Track exteilonis_,. .--..

..

--.---..--.-----

Grading yard ..... ..----..-------

Building mold loft and office-..
Total ------

....----

..- ..-

..-

8(,

---

-------------------------

10, 500.00

.........- --

.......

$1, 800. 40
4, 478.07
2 2 250. 0

--------

1, 829. :7

'Two engineerslr froin the unit investigated the amortization claim in the flneh
and allowed the amount claimed of $11,7S7.93 in full as heing reasonalle.
When the revenue agent made his report covering the 1918 return le disallowed
the $19,829.37 written off as an expense and capitalized the entire amount.
Taxpayer protested this disallowance and then claimed that the amounts
expended should have been claimed as amortization.

After a careful office determination based on the revenue agent's report, the
data in the case, and the taxpayer's protest, amortization was allowed on these
items as follows:
Fencing yard------------..---...-..._--.--.----_-------.-----_...-----. $1, 800. -lk
Electric lights--..----...
--------.........
------.------.---...
1. 478. 07
Track exteitsions-. -----------..-....----------....
_ ----....2, 250. t)
Building mold loft and office----------------.-...
5, 250. 0
Total ...........-....

-------------------------------....---

.

13, 779. :37

Taxpayer was certainly entitled to amortization on these facilities, as th,'y
were lui.'italed umner orders froi tlie Shipping Board, from which the taxjpaytr
held co-itralits. No sanlvige vallltu wa assijgtned 11e first threat items, as thel
(,cost of s:tlvaging, was in Excv,'S of the salvage yield, which niad these it mls
valuelss..
rThese firts were submiitted in alldavit form it d were
I
uhstantiah d
by tlie revenue agent's report.

TRl:aONIN (O loAT ('C.,

SEAtI'I;T

WVAsH.

This (ase probably more tlan anyi1 other illtuslrlates lihe improper c lonclusions
have beeun drawn by the investigating eiginteer from :i consideration
of only a por'ltin of the record and it indhcatis eh'arly the inc( ;iiseqntlill
character of inmay of the cvitlivisms. The ha sis of le vcritlcism, s illtutrate
by the following quotation from Mr. 'Thormas's report :
"There appears in the file i copy of Ei1ngineer C('lck's report, which bhenar
hlls signaltur', to which is atill'cd it pencil niem
lorlnd
llI
s f allows:

which

I
" 'T~I;IS'ING

OAlt

co.'l

"'Ti;xp,
r's ciiiis
u
for 1)18S ull\wed in full as "' ras;oalilhl
"' lifoi' t this
report: was submittled.
"'Taxpayer Illso clailme'd a llortation in 1919, lhts li ing covered in lhis
report.
"'J,
M. C.'
"From the Il)ovequoted memorandum it woul
would eem
et
tat
lit 1 committee
had entirely Ignored the taxpayer's claim for 1910 amortization,"
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On the bais of this lwncil memoranmdum by the engineer and without exanmlimltiol or the tlWe it IN mnade to aplvur that the production coIumitttee overlooked
tlit,
taxpayer
he taxpayer's claimn for the yem-r 1919, when as I maittter of fit
for amortlzautio for the year 1919.
tHcllf withdrew Its c(laill
''Tht i fnctt

I

the tcae

are Is follows:

Taxpayer originally claimed amortization in both the 1018 tnd 1911) returns
of $18,825 for each year, or a total of $37,650 tn all, Later it revised claim
wits made in which taxpayer claimed total aImortization of $11,442.85, all of
These facts are also
a deduction against 1918 income.
whllch wits ctlaintl ias
stated as outlined here i paragraph 4 of a report written by Engineer .1. M.
<'luck.
Based on this revised claim and the data accompanying HameU, the production
4'oilliltte( after careful office determination allowed the taxpayer's atmendte
amortization clnlim of $11,442.85 in full as reasonable. At this timel it was
not known to the production committee that an engineer from the appraisal
making
fa
tield investigation of this case. Subsequently Engineer
section was
J. AM.('lack returned front the field and wrote his report, based on a thorough leld investigation of the case, in which he allowed taxpayer's amended
claim of $11,442,85 i full as reasonable.
Th'ltis not merely a coincidence, Ibut shows conclusively that the detertminalions mde by tih production committee were based on facts which were
given careful thought and consideration.

SENATE COMMITTEE INGGESTIATINO BUREAU OF INTERNAL ItEVENUE,
INCOMi TAX UNIT,
September 5,1925.
To: Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: Mr. It.C. Thomas, investigating engineer.
Subject: Reply to criticism of Mr. J. G. Bright, Deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue, of report submitted by investigating committee engineer on 17
amortization cases as passed on by the production committee of the Income
Tax Unit.
. Bright, Deputy
The writer has carefully noted the memorandum of Mr . J.
Commissioner, headed "Criticism of amortization allowanic;t recommended by
the production colninittee of t he engineering division," and dated July 8, 1925.
Before entering into a discussion of this memlnorandum it is deemed advisable
to make a brief statement covering the events leading up to the investigation
by the writer of amortization claims of 17 different taxpayers which were passed
upon by the production committee.
']he attention of the writer wHs called to the fact Ihat the production cont1
stolll of
tiol c7a~1se:';4,
f ioll rtzl
ilnunhr
Initr e had pu ss' d lupon it,ro sltdtrablh
n gineer of itheit. which vntgiwhich hind t1been investigated by an piippralsal
v.rtain re'comllelPt'lllltlon';
lakig
itt Ia fin
ntir had in some Instanes submi ed
,wer entirely
for aitnorti/zalon itliowances and Itht these recomnliiedation
ignored by the production committee, which, to all naplharaines, made Irbitrary
reconm endatitons (of lloswau ces without due regard having bheon paid to the
facts in each ca(.
In order to follow up this matter and to determine just whait the action of the
prodir*tion comlnittee had been, the writer requested th( engineering papers ,on
tothe wording of
Particular attention is directed
various taxpayers' claims.
the written request for certain of these cases. It was Ha follow,:
" Please deliver to room 2;08, Treasury Annex No. 2, engineering data tiles
tor the following cases."
Certain tiles were delivered to the writer on 17 or 18 of the cases requested,
and the writer proc eded to investipiate thie Sludings of thIe production '(committee In (each rase. It was immediately discovered that tcert'in of the fllts as
is remembered quite distinctly
delivered to the writer were incomplete, adit.t
by the wrlrtr thatt in one distance there was absolutely no information or «dtta
upon whl'h any intelligent report could ls made. Seventeen of the files, however, did have sufficient data upon which to base a report. This report was
Submitted to you hy the writer under dant of May 23, 1925.
In this report the writer severely critlelzeci
tihe ittlion of the productimi c'nmmittoe in Its arbitrary manner of mnking ce'rtnin recommenindations. and after
lbivlng made a thorough study of this report, together with the criticism of
samne by Mr. Bright, the writer is even more convinced than before that h!-i
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prior criticisms were well founded, and he even now believes that a p)axt of
the etgicneering pamIrs were either withheld from himn--lhe will not nsay uItrpotsly-or were No completely lost in the defective filing .yrstem in vogue la
the unit as to le unavailable at the time the investigation wais made.
iu his criticism Mr. Bright states:
"To some extent Mr. Thonmai's criticisms are based on lack of knowledge of
the functions of the production committee and of its method of action, and to a
very large extent his criticisms are based on assumptions of fact which are
not borne out by the records."
In this connection the writer desires to state that if Mr. Bright is correct in
his contention that the criticisms were based on "lack of knowledge of the
functions of the production committee and of its method of action" the writer
does not hesitate to say that such " lack of knowledge" was entirely due to
either the inability or the deliberate refusal of the chairman of the production
committee to give the information asked for at a conference between the writer
and the chairman of the committee, at which conference the writer requested
information covering both the functions of the production committee and its
method of action.
This interview was sought by the writer with the distinct purpose of
acquainting himself with the entire history of the organization and functioning
of, and methods used by, the production committee, and after much questioning
by the writer the only information obtained from Mr. Rashleigh was, as
stated in the original report to you, that the committee was organized at the
suggestion of Mr. Rashleigh to Mr. (reentdge, chief of the engineering section.
Further, that the cases to be handled by the committee were to be divided
into three classes, as follows:
1. Cases where allowances were made in full amount of claim.
2. Cases where total disallowances were made.
3. Cases which would be turned over to the appraisal engineers for final
recommendation.
Mr. Rashleigh stated at this interview that his suggestion of the organization of the committee was approved by both Mr. Keenan, head of the appraisal
section, and Mr. Greenidge, above referred to. The writer does not hesitate
to say tlit Mr. RaIlhleigh's whole attitude during this interview was one of
secrecy and it was most apparent that lie was loath to give out any information whatever. The reason for this attitude is perfectly evident to the writer
at this writing.
During the investigation of the production committee's work the whole
method of procedure followed by it, its startling arbitrariness, its utter disregard of established facts, and its high-handed way of overruling the appraisal engineers who lhd In some (cases made a field examination of the
claims involved, alnd who were naturally much more convrsiant with th(e
was So evident that a written request, dated May 14, 1925 aMnd
-tual fatts,
atldr.sed o Mr. Bright, was imade for a list of aill cases handled by the
production conlmittee, together withith

le following inforiat ion:

1. 'Whether taxpayer's claim was allowed or disallowed.
2. If allowed, amount of allowance..

3. Date of final action by the commnnteet
4. Whether case was previously reported on by one of the unit's engineers.
5. Recommendation of engineers.
After waiting for a reply to this request for ia considerable time, the writer
asked Mr. Greenidge, chief of the engineering section, when he might expect
the information desired i(nd was told most emphatically that lie would not
get the information asked for for the reason that there waIs no record of it
in the files of the unit. In other words, according to Mr. Greenidge, no record
of the cases handled by the production committee was kept by either the
committee or the engineering section.

Subsequently, or on June 27, 1925 (six weeks later), Mr. Nash, acting com-

missioner, addressed a communication to yourself ias general counsel of the
investigating committee, in which the following appears:
" With reference to the communication of May 14 addressed to Mr. Bright
in regard to the work of the production committee of the engineering division,
he representatives of your committee have been
Mr. Bright statest t
informed that it is :absolutely impotsiblle to provide the informnaton therein
reqtuest(l. No list of the viiinaies of the case's eM.mileld atid acted upon by tl;(
iroducfion committee

Items retquested

hi
h

tbon kepi. nor has a record been nade of tlte five
hi

in your letter of May 14.

To prepe such a list would
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incessitate a search of the entire files of the Income Tax Unit, which would
undertaking."
Ir* a1st ulA'itdoull
Thus it will be seen that the production committee piutied on casHe of an
tl known amount without
I±in
unknlown illnumbr arii allowed ltamor tizatio in
wats allowed or
any rtWortd having been kept of whether the taxpayer's clahi
diis allowed, the anmolun of the allowance, If any, the date iupon which suchit
allowance was made, whether or not engineering features of the cases had even
beten considered by the amortization engineers of the unit, and in caeus In which
cnglueers did make an examination and filed a report, what the recommendation of such reports were. The writer falls to see how the chief of tle
engineering division could allow such a condition to exist in the division.
As to the latter part of the passage above quoted from Mr. Bright's memorandum, the writer desires to state that in the entire report on these 17 cases
the writer conscientiously refrained from making a single assumption, and
every statement made in his report was based on the papers in the respective
cases as submitted to him by the unit, and lie does not hesitate to say that if
there was evidence in contradiction to the statements made in his report, then
it was entirely the fault of the unit in not having furnished him with the
complete engineering tiles as rt luested.
Mr. Bright also states that "the cases referred to by Mr. Thomas were all
classified as office determinations; that is, cases where the amount of tax and
the principles involved did not warrant a field investigatim." (Italics by
writer.) In connection with the above quotation the writer begs to call attention to the fact that according to the engineer's reports field examinations were
made in the following cases:
1. Massillon Foundry & Machine Co.
2. Cobb Preserving Co.
3. Essmueller Mill Furnishing Co.
4. Inter-Lake Engineering Co.
5. Tregoning Boat Co.
Mr. Bright states further that an appraisal engineer approved any of the
actions taken by other members of the production committee before the case
wes finally passed upon. The writer desires to state in this connection that
he failed to find in a single instance any record of any of the 17 cases as
having been approved by an appraisal engineer as such, but if an appraisal
engineer did approve any of the actions of the other members of the committee,
such approval must have been of an oral nature. It should be noted that Mr.
Bright states that the engineer approved "any of the actions taken by other
members of the production committee."
(Italics by writer.) This would imply that the engineer who approved the actions of the committee was a member
of the committee, whereas. as a matter of fact, the colnmittee wts composed

of Mr, Rl
cni niteers.

hleigh and Mr. Shepard,

niither of whoti

Agai
quotiig front '1Mr. Br;ht's mniordti Imh" tcv
roWe( ior r ipu-r1 of ln ellglrti('t wtas 1ilisreg't

were imotrtizattion
i

it(, it

Wi sl

glItrally

because of the additiosnil information furnished by the taxpayer which warranted the' change in the ;tinortlzation allowance.
No lengthy discussion of
the reasons for allowing the ta]xpjcyer's claiimi wiits made because. expeditlouH

action V
desired
cas
hint a study of the information in each case reveals that
milip'cinformation was present to justify the allowance made"
Commenting on the above, the writer desires to state that if such additional
Information as referred to by Mr. Bright was in the possession of the unit
it was not furnished to tle v riter, and he therefore could have no knowledge
of the samlte.
Mr. Bright further states that-" In many of the cases criticized by Mr. Thomas, the allowances made by the
production committee were based on postwar replacement costs, whereas the
original amortization claims made by the taxpayers were basel on value in
usie nld the engineer's report made accordingly. Subsequently to the making
of the engineer's report, taxpayers changed the basis of their claims from
that of value in use to that of postwar replacement costs, In other cases where
there was no change in the basis of the taxpayers' claims the action of the
production committee was taken several years subsequently to the appraisal
elinteer's report anl in the interim there was ample opportunity for consider.
htilt 'hfial ge' in the vallue iln USeo of the fits'lilttes."

In his inv'tigiatio

of thle

ieverald

lahls involved, the writer (ca no

re-

('al1 at this time a single instance where a different sis of claim was used

Ilr - ----
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by the taxpayer subsequent to the making of the engineer's report, and if Mr.
Bright is lubl to c'ite tty such case the writer would be only too glad to re
vise his former report to coiuidte with the new cvrideace in hand.
Asi to the last part of the abovo quotation,

there was abHblutely no evidence

in thle files as submitted to the writer which would even intimate that any
'change in the value lit use of involved ftifllitle of the taxpayers had ever
been made by any engineer of the unit, substluent to th engineer's report as
furnished to the writer, and it is Ierfectly evident from an engineering stand.
point that no reduced value in use of facilities could tb properly considered by
the production committee unless a field examination had been made, and inasmuch us Mr. Bright states in the earlier part of his memorandum that cases of
tis character "' did not warrant a field investigation," it seems safe to say that
they surely did not warrant a second field investigation in order that a redo.
termination of the taxpayer's claim might be made. Certainly there was nothing in the record as presented to the writer to even hint at such a redo.
termination or field investigation ever having been made.
In his former report to you the writer stated-"'1riat this committee, without explanation and without apparent justfleca.
tion, overruled both the recommendations of the appraisal engineers and the
action of conference committees, which committees meet for the specific pur.
pose of determining amortization questions and before which both the tax.
payer's and unit's representatives were present to present their respective sides
of the cases and to thoroughly discuss the merits of same.
"That this committee allowed amortization in cases where the data sub.
emitted by tie taxpayer were net in accordance with the requirements of the
unit. In many instances the writer has noted that other taxpayers' claims for
amortization have been disallowed for failure on the taxpayers' part to submit
data in accordance with the requirements of the unit, so it would seem that
action under these conditions by the committee constituted the most flagrant
discrimination against other taxpayers."
In criticizing the two pagrgraphs just quoted, Mr. Bright states:
" In the cases referred to in the above criticism, the actions of the production
,committee were based on aew and different information which was furnished
by the taxpayers subsequently to the time that the former actions were taken.
When the taxpayers learned upon what facilities amortization was allowable
and the manner In which the data were required to he submitted they tiled
amended claims based on facilities originally listed and on other facilities for
which no former claims had been made. Tile amended claims were in accord.
ance with the requirements of the bureau."
The writer desires to state that in each and every case investigated and
reported on by him, the lust report of the engineer, which was supposed to
be hls'tid upon tie tmst, recent datla stlnmtted by tih tiIaxpiayter, was used as
tE 1i
Ieforet, if any ih itultiM ut d(allt: hap'
a tisis of hi crit Iismt , I l :t s ,:t
i
peld 1to )he in tihe lanuds of the iunt,it was not include in thle file ts tured
over to him. Mr. Bright further states:
"The niccu action tlnt any taxpayer whose clilm ws small could have tlle
entire mlount allowed by arranging. to have thle case eted upon by the
production committee is wholly without foutuldtlon, and tiis fact. could have
been readily deteriined by itn ope'n tlinmled lnvestivatton of tihe flcts. In
at least one of thie cases considered in i tilt report, there was a ilartintl dliallowance of tie amortization claim by tile production committee, and in three
other ca-,s which wer, ttrirtished Mr. Thomas but which were not commented
ulIn by him, there were also 'lisilloiwances.

Thie failure to mention these

in one of tile cases reported on there was a
three cases, and the furl tllt
partial disnallowance, are ii serious retlction upon the good faith of the
accusation."
The above quottion reminds the: writer of the "drowning man graspiing
, namely,
at a straw." The writer must admit, in nil fairness, that in one clht
the elaim of tile Inter-Lake Engineering Co.. a partial disallowance was
recommended by the committee. Even taking this into consideration, it will
be seen from the record that 16 out of 17 of the taxpayers received the full
amount claimed for amortization while one taxpayer claimed $31,61730,
$25,567.30 of which was allowed and $6,0.0 was disallowed. In other words,
of a total amount claimed, $202,843.45, $100,73.,45 was allowed and $0,050
disallowed. So it is seen that tile writer was not far wrong when he made
the statement alove referred to by Mr. Bright.
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Bright's statement, as quoted above, that t he writer's occusation that

iay itapayer who(se Clil wah shli iouldu1ha1 ' the ent ire amountt al owed
to have tlhe c' ste acted upon by lthe production commlitt(H,
by arrangiu

wholly without foundltion, and thlt "tthis fetl could have been readily de
te'rniled by an1 otent-minIded investigation of the flfets," i rat(iheir 1i weak way
The luve 4tigailonutl
of defti',ndig lhis acUtlo ont the part of the committee,
made

'by the writer was entirely open-mtlltled

nd the report

written tls i

result of this investigation wals ibed entirely nx11i failts aIs conit:iited in tle
files furnished the writer by the unit. The writer does not recall the three
were not reported upon. As
other ease referred to by Mr. Bright, whicl
stated at the beginning of this report, there was one folder which was Mulpposed
m , contiln the engineering files of the case which had aslnsolutely no
data 'a it on which a report could be written. The other two cases referred
to by Mr. Bright can not Iie recalled at this time, but if the writer's recollection is correct lie feels sure that every ease in which the fl, es were submiUted to him, wase reported on, and he would be very ghid to make ai supplemental report on the three cases in question if Mr. Bright sees fit to furnish
him with the engineering papers involved.
Following is a discussion of the individual cases touched upon by Mr.
Bright in his memorandum:
BuFFALO PRESSED STEEL CO., BUFFALO, N.

Y.

Mr. Bright states that the production committee made its reprrt on October
7, 1924, or more than four years after the report of Engineer Kahn, in which
report the ecigineer recommended an allowat e of $3,234.08 and a disallowance
of $13,081.0.
Mr. Bright further states that the report of the production comnmittee was based on entirely new evidence in the case which was nrot considered
by Mr. Kahn. In his memorandum he refers to four papers which go to make
up this new evidece. The writer most emphatically states that these four
papers referred lo were not contained in the tiles as delivered to him at the
time of his investigation.
Further, that the recommendation of the production
committee was so glaringly in error and in such direct opposition to the rules
and regulatloim of the unit that the writer conferred with Mr. Kahn and
reviewed his report in a most thorough manner with him, going over all of the
dat in the case which hehad in hand, with the result that Mr. Kahn advised
him that he was still of the opinion that his recommendation was sound and
that the only reason he did not place himself on record in the matter was that
the amount involved was comparatively small and the case was closed.
In summation of these facts the writer still maintains that his criticism of
this particular case is well founded.

'wAISTERN: GAIN Co.,

BRfMIiINGAM, ALA.

The writer's origi.il criticism of this case was that the production committee
nchte without havinP
sutliclont information at hand to permit of anl intelligent
reconlmiendatlon. Mr. Bright's reply to this critics is that
th
e case viwas
originall consideration by the production committee, and after a careful office
determination, which was approved by the appraisal engirler and was based
on taxpayer's sworn sta t ement, Illed February 26, 1924, an amortization allowUrne of .42,141.;u vas made."
As stated in the writer's original criticism of this case, there was nothing in
the englneering files us submitted to the writer which even indicate thalt Itht
case was ever considered by an appraisal engineer.

If an oftlte determination

was made by an appraisal engineer, as stated by Mr. Bright, there wa~ nothing
hi the record as submuted to the writer to show it.
It is respectfully requested that Mr. Bright furnish us with the rime of the
engineer who approved the action of the production committee in thi case.
92019-2--5-PT 19----
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EARLY & DANIEL, CINCINNATI,

Mr. Bright stairs that the wri ers' critteltni Wit
(ion that the original en(tllt4eer's

report

wast

l[IO

based ehher ton aniassmuip

1
lhi'
t. proij r l. terpr ttltot

it tile

lIw or from lack of knowledge o( thle de pnrtmiinttl procedure miundr whilih a
teroapiah't and review. Further. that
taxpayer night appeal to the conwitt
the tile in the llase contained i copy of the recommendations of lthe connittee
appeals and review explaining the basis of the allowance.
on
Mr. Bright does not give the date of the action of the committee on a)ppeas
and review, netlher dotes lie stuiFt whether such action was taken subsequent to
the station of the production conlnittee or prior thereto. However, from the
record it would appear that Mr. Bright entirely overlooked a communication
addressed by him to the committee on appeals and review, in which the follow.
ing appears:

"The facilities were not for the production of articles blut were for the
performance of service only. It is contended that the phrase:, productionn of
articles' relates to some form of manufacturing (see L. 4P. 1074, *r5-2i--1I99,
C. P. No. 5, p. 159), and thit the purpose of lihe taxpayer's facilities is clearly
(See taxpayer's chili and brief. "
shown to he related to transportation.
T'lie writer has no recollection of ever having seen the report of the coin
rittee on appeals and review, but assusiing that such a report was sulmbltted

aniil that an allowance in the full amount of the taxpayer's claim was made by
the commliittee on. appel)el and review, thli writer still maintains tiat his criticism is well founded for the reason that It is not believed that the production
comtnlitee should have had the cte before them if action had beorn taken by
lihe committee on appeals and review.
The question involved was as to whether ror not this taxpayer produced an
article contributing to the prosecution of the war. Fr am M r. Bright's memorandum it would appear that the comimiftee on appeals anJ review had ruled
tlht the taxpayer did produce an article or articles nee *.;iry for the proswcut
tion of the war, but the writer maintains that it was not within the province
of the production committee to determine what amount of amortization was
allowable, but that thts question should have been referred to one of the
amortization engineers for determination, which engineer should ha e based
a redetermination of the taxpayer's claim on the action of the committee on
appeals and rview.
Mr. Bright states earlier in his memorandum that whenever doult existed
tie appraisal engineerr assigned to the production coimiltee was consulted,
and, further, that this appraisal engineer approved iny of the actions taken
by other members of the production committee before the case was finally
Ip:ssed upon.
As ,tated before, the writer has been unable to find a single instance in
which an amnortizatioln or apprisli

in hand.

engineer ipaswed lupolnany

of the 17 ca(es

It may be that ain appraisal or amnort'ivtion engineer was consulted

in some of tile case, but if so his rulhrg or rulings were never made a part of
Ihe record, and necessarily must have been oral in nature. If so, It appears
to the writer that it is a decidedly faulty method of procedure and an extremely unsound way to conduct the Government's business.
The writer wishes to make it plain that he does not say that an appraisal
or amortization engineer was never consulted in these cases, nor that his
opinion was not followed by the committee, but he does most emphatically say
that there was nothing in the record as presented to him to show that such

was tle case.
ELKHORN COAL & COKE Co., MAYBERRY, W. VA.
In the writer's original report on this case it was stated that it had not
been referred to tie unit's engineers in the usual way and that no field investigation or report had been made thereon. The claim was in the sum of $7,225.01
and was based on postwar value in use. As stated in the writer's original
criticism of the production committee's action in allowing the full amount
claimed as amortization, the taxpayer provided certain production figures
which showed conclusively that the average production of coal in postwar
year swa greater than the average in the war-time years, and that the average combined production of both coal arnd coke in the postwar years nearly
equaled that of the war-time years, and further, that during 1921 and 1922 the
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production of coal exceeded the production of both coal and coke during the
war period, or 1917 and 1918.
no ainor tliltio should have
For these reasons the writer contended thl
been allowed, as it was evident from the taxpayer' own llgures that the fuailIthle involved must have been 10) per out in use during the postwar period.
However, Mr. Bright states in his memorandum that the allowance of the full
amount clahned was based on the information on tile and on an Informal (conference held with the taxlpyer's representative, alt which conference the claim
was made In the same amount ($7,225.01) on the basis of postwar replaceIment costs. This is another instance of the illes of the unit not hliig complete, as the writer Is positive that there was no mention made of the change
from tlhe Ipotwar production basis to the postwar replacement cost basis, and
the writer's first criticism was based entirely on the data furnished him by
the unit.
MASSILLON FOUNDRY & MACIIINERY CO., MANSIL;LN, O)i(I

The writer's original criticism of the handling of this (ase by the prolduction committee was blasd on lhe following facts:
That Engineer L. E. Luce made a field investigation of the case and subnlitted a report thereon, dated July 26, 1921, in which Ihe recommended an
allowance for amortization in the sum of $219.61 of a total claimed of $9,305.87.
This amortization allowance was based on value in uae during the postwar
pixriod. And that, as shown in Mr. Luce's report, almost all the facilities
were necessary in the taxpayer's business during 1919 and 1920, and were
iapproxiinately 100 Ipr cent In use. Further, that the production committee
overruled the engineer's report, and without any valid reason for so doing
allowed the full amount claimed as amortization. Mr. Bright states:
"With regard to the engineer's report which was vold,'d, it should be
noticed that the report was made July 20, 121, whereas the production committee report was made October 9, 1924, over three years later."
The writer fails to see that it makes the least hit of difference whether the
production committee's report was submitted three years after the engineer's
report or three days thereafter. The fact remains that the engineer who
made the field examination, and who was thoroughly familiar with all the details of the case, was overruled by the committee, without ev n being consulted in the matter. Mr. Bright further states that additional information
in the case was produced which revealed the fact that the taxpayer found
the machinery purchased during the war unsuited to its needs and found It
necessary to add a considerable sum in additional equipment to maintain evin
the dhcalsecd production. Hle further states that--" The record amply shows that the machinery purchased during the war
peri)rd was ,- ed almost entirely for war work and the granting of $i9,305, 7
for amo rtlizaioi was aHreasonable. allowance."

MAISII.,tN

FOUNRY & MACHIINEY Co.

As stated In the writer's original criticism, there was nothing in the files
as delivered to himhi which revealed the fact that the taxpayer found the
machinery purchased during the war unsuited to Its needs fand found it necessary to add additional equipment, nor did the record asTsubmitted to the
writer contain any papers which would tend to show " that the machinery
purchased (luring the war period was used almost entirely for war work and
the granting of $9,305.87 for amortization was a reasonable allowance."
Again we have a case where It would seem that the record as submitted to
the writer was incomplete.
GIANT FRNITUrRE CO., HIion POINT, N.

C.

In the original criticism of the actio, of the production committee in this
case, the writer stated that the taxpayer's claim was In the sum of $8,414.06.
This taxpayer received the sumn of $0,923.39 from the Bureau of Alr.raflt Production.
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On March 7, 1024, an auditor of the amortization section submitted a memorandum on this case in which he agreed with the findings of Engineer Pagter
whose report was submitted on December 19, 1923, and in which he recom.
mended as follows:
"It is, therefore, recommended that the entire case be transferred, with
transmittal form 1932, to the engineering division, appraisal section, for determination of th- amount of amortization, if any, that is allowable * * *."
In this same criticism the writer stated that this was another case where
the recommendations of the engineer who had investigated the case and who
had set forth valid reasons for the disallowance of the claim had been set aside
by the committee for no apparent reason and without any explanation.
Mr. Bright, in discussing this case in which the production committee allowed
the full amount claimed, says:
"This allowance was made after a careful study of the data submitted, and
was based on a bona tde sale of the articles on which amortization was claimed
submitted in affidavit form as follows."
The writer has no recollection whatever of ever having seen any evidence in
the files as presented to him, of such a sale ever having been consummated, but
assuming that a bona fide sale was made, it seems that the proper way to
handle the case would have been to refer the data to the engineer who made
the original report and have a redetermination of the case made by him. As
quoted above, the auditor recommended that the entire case be transferred to
the engineering division, appraisal section, for determination, but even in the
face of this, the production committee saw fit to take the case in its own hands
and allow amortization in the full amount claimed without first consulting
Engineer Pagter.
SHARON COAL & COKE CO., SHARON, KY.

This taxpayer's claim was for amortization of housing facilities and vwas i
the suin of $5,610.41. As stated in the original report of the writer, a conference was held with the taxpayer's representative on July 16, 1924, at which the
taxpayer was requested to submit certain information in accordance with Form
1007-M, together with other supporting data. Further, that on August 19,
1924, the engineering division was requested by Mr. Kensel, assistant head of
division, to give the case early attention.
The fact of Mr. Kensel's request appealed to the writer as being rather
unusual in a case of such small importance, and he made extra efforts to get
all of the data possible which would throw any additional light on the case
and would explain why the production committee approved the claim in full
on October 14, 1924, without having received the requested information from
the taxpayer, as there was nothing in the files of this case as delivered to the
writer to show that this information had been submitted by the taxpayer. The
writer personally visited the office of Mr. Rashleigh and requested that a
search be made for additional data. He was told that all of the data in this
case had been turned over to him.
Mr. Bright states in his memorandum, however, that the data referred to
and which was requested at the conference of July, 1924, was furnished by
the taxpayer in the form of a sworn statement under date of August 8, 1924,
and that it was upon tlhs data that the production committee reached its
conclusion. Mr. Bright further states:
"In this case, as in many others, Mr. Thomas has criticized the actions of
the production committee without having the full data in the case before him,
which was absolutely necessary if correct conclusions were to be drawn."
The writer agrees entirely with Mr. Bright that it was necessary to have the
full data in the case before him in order that correct conclusions might be
drawn; but he states without fear of contradiction that the sworn statement
referred to by Mr. Bright was not included in the data furnished to him by the
unit, and had this data been furnished as requested, the writer's criticism of
the case might have been of an entirely different nature.
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This taxpayer filed a e lrn for amortization In the sum of $5,470.51 for facillties used in the manufacture of wood trennails for Government ships. The
cDse was sent to the head, engineering division, attention of appraisal section,
on July 9, 1)924, for proper action. On August 20, 1924, Mr. Bright sent a
communication to the taxpyer requesting certain additional information bearing on its claim. To this request the taxpayer replied on August 26, 1924, and
supplied the Information asked for. On August 28, 1924, Mr. Bright acknowledged the receipt of this information and stated:
" Clim has been referred to the engineer assigned to the case for his prompt
attention."
In the writer's original report on this case he criticized the production committee for having allowed the claim in full without first getting a report from
the engineer assigned to the case, as there was nothing in the files to show that
one of the appraisal enginers had ever investigated the claim. Mr. Bright in
his memorandum states that the allowance was made "only after a careful
office determination and was approved by the appraisal engineer assigned to
the production committee."
There was nothing in the record as presented to the writer to show that an
appraisal engineer had been assigned to the production committee, nor was
there anything in the production committee's report to show that its allowance
in full had ever been approved by any appraisal engineer. If an appraisal
engineer did approve the committee's action, it must have been oral, which, as
stated before, is considered to be rather a lax method of conducting the Government's business in matters of this character.
It is respectfully requested that Mr. Bright furnish us with the name of the
engineer who approved the action of the production committee in this case.

MILWAUKEE STAMPING CO., WEST ALLIS, WIS.

This taxpayer claimed amortization in the sum of $16,256.32. In the writer's
original report on this claim it is stated that no investigation was made by an
appraisal engineer of the unit in the usual way but that the claim was
reported upon by a revenue agent who was not an engineer but an auditor.
This report was dated April 19, 1920, and carried with it an allowance of
$841.40 without any explanation or commet.
The committee allowed the claim in the full amount of $16,256.32, there
being nothing in the record to show that any appraisal engineer had ever
considered the case. Mr. Bright's only explanation of the action of the
committee in this case, and his only answer to the writer's criticism is as
follows:
"The amortization allowed this taxpayer was only grunted after a careful
office determination of all the data furnished. In thl. determination an
engineer from the appraisal section took part.
"Taxpayer was engaged in war work and purchased and constructed facilities which were subject to amortization. The data furnished was set up on
Form 1007 M and was in every way in compliance with the requirements of
the department. Taxpayer's claim for amortization was reasonable and was
therefore allowed in full."
It is respectfully requested that Mr. Bright furnish us with the name of the
engineer who approved the action of the production committee in this case.

LYoNs MANUFACTURING

Co., FRAMINGHAM,

MASS.

Mr. Bright states in his memorandum that the facts as stated in the criticism of the writer in this case are entirely unfounded; also that the facts in
the case do not warrant the statements as made by the writer, and, further,
that the impression left by such statements as made by the writer, is "absolutely erroneous." The writer wishes to say that the only facts stated in his
original criticism of this case were facts as taken from the record as presented to him, and he takes issue with Mr. Bright in his statement that the
impression left by the writer's statements is "absolutely erroneous."
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The chief criticism of the case as contained in the writer's original report
was the fact that the production committee acted in the matter without having
sufficient data before it. lie distinctly states that he does not question the
fact that some deduction for amortization was proper, but he maintains that
the allowance of the total amount of the claim was excessive.
It so happens that a fire occurred at this contractor's plant which destroyed
a large part of their records, and from the files which the writer had before
him when his original report was written it is unquestionably true that the
list of facilities upon which amortization was claimed, as furnished by the
taxpayer, together with the list of facilities sold after the war period, were
incomplete. A part of the taxpayer's letter submitting these lists reads:
"This list is not necessarily complete, since the company suffered a severe
fire loss in 1920, as explained in the conference, and all the records of the company were lost at that time. However, we believe that the list comprises a
large majority of the invoices rendered, but we can not say definitely which
invoices are applicable to the Lyons Manufacturing Co., and which to the
Porter Bros. & Collins, as all the purchasing at that time was done on the
credit of the latter company and invoices were practically and invariably
rendered to Porter Bros. & Collins."
The above quotation seems to establish beyond any doubt that the data as
presented by the taxpayer was not complete. There appeared in the files a
pencil memorandum written on a piece of wrapping paper, and unsigned, as
follows:
"Ltecords destroyed Zolzer exam early in 1923; never wrote report waiting
for data.
"Data such as is finally came in not believed can allow any original costs
and shown. Sold some, but can-not identify with cost * * *."
If these pencil memoranda just quoted mean anything they surely substantiate the writer's contention that the data as furnished by the taxpayer
was incomplete, and the writer challenges Mr. Bright's statement to the effect
that his conclusions "are not based on the facts and are entirely erroneous."
In conclusion of this case, the writer desires to call attention to the last
paragraph of his original report, which reads as follows:
"The writer would add that in the investigation of the several amortization
cases which have come to his attention there have been many cases in which
amortization has been disallowed in full for the reason that the taxpayer was
unable to furnish sufficient data to support its claim, whereas in these two
claims allowances for the full amount claimed have been made."

CBBn

PRESERVING CO.

SUBSIDIARYY OF NEW YORK

CANNERS,

(INC.)),

ROCHES-

TER, N. Y.
This taxpayer submitted a claim for amortization in the sum of $6,091.27.
Engineer William R. Griffith submitted a report on April 4, 1921, covering this
claim-and recommended disallowance in full, for the reason that"The taxpayer held no war contracts and that the amortization period
should end November 11, 1918. Further, for the reason that the taxpayer
advised him that all facilities would be used in the taxpayer's normal postwar business and that practically all were erected or instaled in 1919, or after
the amortization period."
The production committee on October 20, 1924, allowed the full amount
claimed as amortization. The writer criticized the action of the production
committee in not having referred the case back to the engineer who made the
field examination and report, and who was thoroughly familiar with the case,
after it had received from the taxpayer certain affidavits setting forth the
expenditures made prior to November 11, 1918, which, as a matter of fact, was
stated by the taxpayer as being "none," and which stated that the taxpayer
had entered into a verbal contract on a cost-plus basis on buildings upon which
amortization was claimed. According to Mr. Bright's statement, however, the
data upon which the production committee's report was based was submitted
by the taxpayer subsequent to Mr. Griffith's report, and that the allowance
made by the production committee was on an entirely new amortization claim
which replaced the old claim. Further, that the basis of the revised claim and
data submitted with same were not known to the engineer who formerly wrote
this report and that any comments made with reference to the former engi-
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neer's report have no hearing whatever upon the reasonableness of the allowance granted by the production committee.
The writer has only to say that not one line appeared in the record, as
-delivered to him by the unit, which would show
1thata new claim had been
compiled and that new evidence had been furnished upon which the production
committee based its report and recommendation. It appears to the writer,
however, that this new claini and new evidence should have been referred
to one of the appraisal engineers, and, in the writer's mind, to Mr. Griffith,
who inule the field investigation and wrote the original report before being
acted upon by the production committee. To say the least, the method of procedure in this case was not in keeping with the established rules and regulations of the unit.
WAIBSII CANNIN

'Co., WABASH,

INI.

This taxpayer submitted a claim for amortization in the sum of $111,890.61.
As stated in the writer's original report, no engineer's report was submitted
in this ae, but on September 2, 1924, a conference was held with the taxpayer's representatives. The .unit's engineer was present at this conference
and examined taxpayer's claim. The question arose as to whether or not the
taxpayer should be allowed amortization under the statute covering the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war. At this conference the taxpayer xrs requested to supply additional data. Mr. Watkins,
the unit's engineer at the conference, requested that the conferees withhold
final action in the case until a field report could be submitted by him. This request was granted by the conferees who approved the following:
"The case will be held in the section pending receipt of the amortization
engineer's report."
There was nothing in the record as presented to the writer to show that
the additional data requested was ever submitted by the taxpayer, but on
October 14, 1924, the production committee approved the taxpayer's claim in
full. Mr. Bright attempts to cover up this action of the production committee
with the following statement:
" In reply to Mr. Thomas's criticisms it might be well to note that Mr. Watkins had no authority to promise a field investigation of any case, and later
this case was deemed to be an office case. Further, it will be noticed that the
auditor's conference report makes the statement as regards a field Investigation; it is very doubtful if Mr. Watkins made any such statement, as his
memorandum covering the same conference makes no mention of the promise
to conduct a field investigation."
Front the above quotation it seems that Mr. Bright was endeavoring to becloud the issue and make it appear that Mr. Watkins overreached his authority by promising the taxpayer to make a field Investigation of his claim.
From the statement of Mr. Bright that "it is very doubtful if Mr. Watkins
made any such statement," it would appear that Mr. Bright or his subordinate who prepared the report for his signature aid not take the trouble to look
through the record In the case to determine just what action Mr. Watkins
really did take in the matter.
The writer states most emphatically that according to the record Mr.
Watkins requested the conferees to withhold final action in the case until a
field report could be submitted by hin. Otherwise why should tile conferees
have resolved that " the case will be held in the section pending the receipt
of the amortization engineer's report."
Again, the writer did not even intimate, much less state, in his original
report that Mr. Watkins promised a field investigation, and yet Mr. Bright
attempts to make it appear that such was the case.
Mr. Bright further states that "later this case was deemed to he an office
case." The writer states most emphatically that there was nothing in the
record as presented to him to show that any such decision had been reached or
that the question had even been considered by anyone in the unit. According
to the record as submitted to the writer, there is absolutely no evidence to
show or even suggest that the production committee had before it at the time
of approving the taxpayer's claim in full any of the additional data requested by Mr. Watkins of the taxpayer or the amortization engineer's report
referred to in the resolution of the conferees. Further, Mr. Bright states in
his memorandum that-
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"It will be noticed that the auditor's conference report makes the statement as regards a field investigation."
It seems that Mr. Bright takes particular pains not to mention what the
statement is, so that this part of Mr. Brighi's memorandum is absolutely mean-'
province of an audior to dictate
Ingless. However, it surely is not within tell
to the engineering sections as to whether or not a field investigation of a ease
is warranted.
To sum up the reply of Mr. Bright, it is believed that either Mr. Bright was
1ll
advised in the matter or deliberately attempted to benmuddle the question by
Insinuations which can In no wise he substantiated by facts.

INDIANA

ItrBnER & INSULATED WVIRE CO., JONESIORO, IND.

This taxpayer was engaged in the manufacture of automobile tires, bicycle
tires, and insulated wire and cables, and, according to thi record as presented
to the writer, it held no Govermnent contracts. A claim for amortization was
submitted by the taxpayer in the sum of $17,201.10. This claim was based on
" value in use." The taxpayer also claimed depreciation over and above that
usually allowed on facilities of a similar character. This depreciation claim
was based on the fact that the taxpayer's plant was obliged to work " double
time" during 1918 and 1919. The normal depreciation claimed by the taxpayer
varied from 3%, per cent on buildings to 20 per cent on reels and vulcanizing
pans, while the additional, or what might be termed the overtime, depreciation
claimed varied from 6 per cent on " machinery " to 10 per cent on reels and
vulcanizing pans.
In his criticism of the production committee's action in this case the writer
stated that he was of the opinion that the production committee had no data
upon which to base its recommendation other than the taxpayer's brief. Further, that it was his opinion that the case was of sufficient importance and
involved questions of sufficiently debatable character to warrant a field investigation or at least a detailed report by one of the amortization engineers.
Further, that as the case now stands (in so far as the record as presented to
the writer shows) there was no explanation given of the total allowance of the
amount claimed by the production committee except that it was " reasonable."
Mr. Bright in his memorandum entirely sidesteps the issue in that lie states
that the allowance is made only after a very careful office determination of the
data submitted by the taxpayer.
Also that the data were in proper form
required by the unit and that the "value in use" as claimed by the taxpayer
was found to be reasonable.
As stated in the writer's original report on this case, there was not a word in
the record as submitted to him to show that even a careful office determination
of the data submitted by the taxpayer had ever been made by any of the
appraisal engineers, and as far as this record is concerned the only consideration of the claim that was made was the final action of the production committee While Mr. Bright states that the "value in use" was found to be
reasonable, he entirely disregards one of the main issues ii the wlole case,
namely, the so-called " double-time " depreciation claimed by the taxpayer.

ESs8MUELLER MILL FURNISHING Co., ST. Louis, MO.

In the original report on this case the writer criticised the production committee's action it allowing amortization in the full amount claimed without
first having had the taxpayer's final claim investigated in the regular way
by one of the unit's appraisal engineers.
It is true that an appraisal engineer did make a field investigation,
together with report on the original claim of the taxpayer. In this report
Mr. Henriques, the appraisal engineer, recommended an allowance of $1,355.89.
This allowance was based on postwar replacement costs. The report states
that" It was apparent that the machine in question was in full use further, that
the taxpayer made no claim for amortization based on a reduced value in use
and it was for that reason that he used the replacement cost basis in his
computations."
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It should be noted that this recommendation of Mr. Henriques was on the
taxpayer's origh:nal claim in the sum of $2,000. Further, that the taxpayer
submitted a final claim in the sum of $3,152.50. This claim was accompanied
by certain supporting data. Mr. Bright states in his memorandum that, based
on this later information, the production committee made a careful office
determination of the case and found that the data fully warranted the revised
clhiim of the taxpayer. This shows very clearly that the productlon committee
took It upon itself to pass judgment on the engineering features of this taxpayer's claim without having first submitted it either to Mr. Ienriques or
any of the other appraisal engineers. At least there is nothing in the record
as presented to the writer to show that this was done. So the writer is still
of the opinion that his former criticism was fully Justified and that an
appraisal engineer should have submitted a report in the regular way on this
case before any action was taken by the production committee.

INTERSTATE ENOINEERINO Co., CLEVELAND, OHIO

In its original return this taxpayer claimed amortization in the sum of
$11.787.93. A field examination of this claim was made by two of the unit's
engineers, Messrs. Coombs and Moore. The report of these engineers carried
with it a recommendation for allowable amortization in the sum of the full
This taxpayer also wrote off as expense items
amount claimed ($11,787.93).
amounting to $19,820.37, but when the revenue agent made his examination
and report covering the 1918 return he disallowed this write-off in full as an
expense and capitalized the entire amount. The taxpayer protested this disallowance and claimed the amounts expended should have been claimed as
amortization.
It should be noted that this write-off of $19,829.37 is in addition to the
original amortization claim of $11,787.93. The two amounts added together,
which go to make up the taxpayer's final claim, is $31,617.30.
On October 7, 1924. the production committee acted on this case and adopted
a resolution which contained a recommendation of allowance in the sum of
$13,779.37, and also states in this resolution, "this recommendation voids
report dated August 8, 1922." (This report is the report of Messrs. Coombs
and Moore.) From this it would appear that the production committee had
entirely ignored the taxpayer's original claim for $11,787.93 which had been
allowed by the unit's engineers. Subsequently the production committee
evidently realized that an error had been made in its recommendation of October 7, 1924, and made a supplemental recommendation in which the recommendation of the engineers referred to was included in allowable amortization,
thereby making the total amount allowed by the production committee
$25,567.30. There is nothing in Mr. Bright's memorandum which attempts to
contradict the above statements of the writer, but, on the contrary, he states
that amortization was allowed on the basis of the revenue agent's report in the
sum of $13,779.37. He, however, leaves out entirely the former allowance made
by the unit's engineers in the sum of $11.787.93, which goes to make up the
total allowance finally allowed by the production committee of $25.567.30, and
it would appear from Mr. Bright's memorandum that the $13,779.37 was the
only amount allowed, whereas the recommendation of the production committee
reads as follows:
"Recommended that amortization be allowed as follows: * * * Total,
$13,779.37. This allowance is in addition to amortization allowed in engineer's
report dated August 8, 1922 * * *."
The writer did not criticise the production committee in allowing the amount
recommended by the engineers, together with an additional amount based on
their recommendations, but he did criticise the fact that no salvage value of
certain materials upon which amortization was allowed was taken into consideration. Also that no field investigation of the taxpayer's final claim was
made, and the record as submitted to him did not contain any evidence which
would show that it had ever been considered by one of the appraisal engineers
in the regular way.
As to the salvage values above mentioned, Mr. Bright states that no salvage
value was assigned for the reason that the salvage was in excess of the salvage
yield, which made the items valueless. These items referred to include track
extensions in the amount of $2,250. It is the belief of the writer that had an
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appraisal engineer investigated this claim in the regular way the salvage value
would have been taken into consideration and would necessarily have reduced
the amount of allowable amortization. This is believed for the reason that
the writer can not recall a. single instance where material of this character,
namely, trackage, cost more to salvage than the salvage yield. In this connection the writer states that during his four years' connection with the
claims section of the United States Shipping Board he had occasion to investigate many claims of contractors who installed trackage, and he can not recall
a single instance in which trackage did not carry with it a certain salvage
nded that

value: nor can he recall an instance where the contractor even co

it had no salvage value.
Ti:EGONING

BOAT

(0C.,

SEATTLE,

WA.\II.

This taxpayer submitted a claim for amortization as follows:
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Appraisal Engineer Clack madle a field investigation of this claim, and in his
official report to the unit recommended an allowance in the sum of $11,442.85.
In his memorandum on this case Mr. Bright states:
"This case, probably more than any other, illustrates the improper conclusions which have been drawn by the investigating engineer from a consideration of only a portion of the record, and it indicates clearly the inconsequential
character of many of his criticisms * * *."
The writer takes exception to this statement of Mr. Bright and respectfully
refers him to the original report submitted May 23, 1925, in which the writer
states that the production committee allowed amortization in tlte sum of
$11,442.85. There also appears in this report a statement to the effect that
attached to the unit's engineer's report was a memorandum as follows:
"Taxpayer's claim for 1918 allowed in full is reasonable before this report
was submitted."
Also:
"Taxpayer also claimed amortization in 1919, this being covered in this
report. J. M. C."
The initials " J. M. C." are assumed to be those of Mr. J. M. Clack, appraisal
engineer of the unit, who wrote the report referred to.
It is evident from the above quotation that the taxpayer's claim for 1918
was allowed before Mr. Clack's original report was submitted. Further, that
the report submitted by Mr. (lack covered only the claim for amortization
in 1919. It should be borne in mind that the recommended allowance of Mr.
Clack was the same as that recommended by the production committee, namely,
$11,442.85, which goes to show that it covered only the part of the taxpayer's
claim which was included in Mr. Clack's report and did not cover the part
referred to in Mr. Clack's memorandum as having been allowed prior to the
submission of his report. Mr. Bright states that the taxpayer withdrew his
claim for amortization for the year 1919. Also that tih writer based his
criticism on this memorandum of Mr. Clack's without examining the tile.
The writer colincurs in Mr. Bright's statement iiat his criticism was to a
great extent based on Mr. Clack's memorandum: but this memorandum, it
must be remembered, was a part of the record and should carry as much
weight in so far as actual facts are concerned as any other part of the record.
But Mr. Bright is entirely in error when he states that the writer did not
examine the file. Such a statement is absolutely untrue, and if there is anything in the file that the writer did not examine it was not in the file at the
time of the writer's examination of the case.
Mr. Bright further states that at the time the production committee made
its recommendation"It was not known to the production committee that an engineer from the
appraisal section was making a field investigation in the case."
This is taken by the writer as an absolute and direct admission by the
deputy commissioner that there was a woeful lack of cooperation between the
production committee and the appraisal section of the engineering division.
In any event it shows that the tvo were working independently and that the
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production committee did not wait until Mr. Clack's report Ilid been compiled
before making its recommendation.
Mr. Bright states that"Subsequent to the production committee's recommendation, Mr. Clack
returned from the field and wrote his report, based on a thorough field investigation of the case,"
and further states that the allowance a recommended by Mr. Clack was i,,cisely the salle as the allowance recommended by the production conunittee,
stating:
" Til's is not merely a coincidence, but shows conclusively that the determinations made by the production committee were based on facts which ire given
careful thought and consideration."
This last quotation seems to be beyond all Iower of reasoning. It is not
believed that there is one chance in a million of this investigating engineer
making a field examination if a claim in which lie was able to come in personal
contact with every facility involved in the taxpayer's claim upon which amortization was to be allowed, arriving at exactly the same amount to the very cent
of allowable amortization as was arrived at by the production committee, who
never left their offices in order to make a determination of allowable amortization and who had no way whatever of determining the condition of the facilities
involved or the use to which they were being put during tle postwar period.
Before concluding, the writer desires to call attention to a phase of this
entire matter which has not yet been discussed to any length.
In the early part of this communication the writer stated that he looked
into the matter of the organization of the production committee and endeavored
to determine in as much detail as was possible, its powers, its functions, its
mode of procedure, and the authority under which it was organized. He
further stated that lie was advised by Mr. Itashleigh, chairman of the committee, that its organization was due to a recommendation by him to Mr.
Greenidge, chief of the engineering division, and approved by Mr. Keenan,
chief of the appraisal section. From information which has come to light
subsequent to the time when the writer made his investigation of tils matter,
it would appear that the production committee was functioning from October,
1924. to January. 1925. and further, that its very existence was unknown to
C. R. Nash, assistant to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
The following appears in the record of the hearings before the Senate
investigating committee as a part of the testimony given by Mr. Nash on May
26, 1925:
"The CHAIRMAN. Is there any record in the bureau to show how many
cases this production committee closed, Mr. Nash?
" Mr. NASH. I did not know there was such a committee until this morning.
"Senator WATSON. I was wondering what the production committee is.
" Mr. NASH. That is, I knew there was a production committee, but I did
not know it was functioning in this way.
"Senator WATSON. What is the production committee'
"Mr. NASH. There is a production committee in each audit division who
are supposed to be the representatives of the deputy commissioner, and their
function is to keep in touch with the cases that are going through, and see
that they keel; moving, and then report to the deputy commissioner each day
the number of cases that go through a division, the number received, the
number closed, etc.
"The CHAIRMAN. It is not intended, then, that they should actually pass
upon cases?
"Mr. NASH. No, sir; I never understood that to be part of their function
at all.
" Mr. MANSON. I had always supposed that their function was to expedite
business.
"Mr. NASH. Yes, sir; to push the cases along, so to speak, and to see that
the business keeps moving.
"Mr. MANSON. Yes.
" Senator WATSON. They have nothing to do with production of an industry?
Mr. NASH. They are not technical men.
" Senator WATSON. They are to get production in the department, as I
understand it; that is, to produce results.
"Mr. NASH. Yes, sir.
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" Senator WATSON. I was wondering where they got any authority to pass
on cases.

"Mr. THOMAS. I might say, Senator, that I had a talk with Mr. Itashleigh,
who is the head of the production committee, which functions as Mr. Nash
has juwt explained. It seems that at that time, as I stated in my report, there
were quite a number of small cases, under $25,000, hanging fire in the engineering unit. Mr. Rashleigh, in his capacity to trying to push cases along through
the department, recommended to Mr. Greenidge that this production committee
be allowed to pass on small claims for amortization. That was approved by
Mr. Keenan and by Mr. Greenidge. Then the:; started to function.
"Mr. Moss. Is that in the form of any written memorial of any kind?
"Mr. THOMAs. I have never seen anything to indicate that it was.
" Mr. MAN.ON. Did you ask for it?
"Mr. THOMAs. I asked Mr. Rashleigh how the committee started to function
in this procedure and he told me of the approval by Mr. Greenidge and Mr.
Keenan on his recommendation.
"The CHAIRMIAN. How long did that committee function?
"Mr. TuoMAs. So far as I can find, from the first part of October and
through November. Mr. Rashleigh was rather vague.
" Mr. NASH. May I ask if there is anything in the record to show whether
Mr. Bright had knowledge of this work, or whether he approved it?
"Mr. THOMAS, No, sir: nothing whatever.
"Mr. Moss. I think, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Nash will want to inquire about this
work of the so-called production committee.
"Mr. THOMAS. I do not know whether this committee confined its work to
amortization cases or not. I do not know whether they attempted to do anything in the oil and gas section, the metals section, or tha nonmetals section.
Mr. Parker or Mr. Manson, I think, wrote to Mr. Bright, under date of May
14, asking him for a complete list of all cases handled by that committee, giving the amount allowed, the amount claimed, the date of allowance, and I think
whether or not it was acted on by an engineer; and if so, what the engi.
neer's recommendation was. We have received no answer to that.
"The CHAIRMAN. Did you see the letter, Mr. Nash, that Mr. Thomas refers
to?

"Mr. NASH. No, sir.
"Mr. MANSON. Tlft letter was signed by Mr. Parker, with my approval.
"The CHAIMAN. And delivered to Mr. Bright?
"Mr.

MANBON. Yes, sir.

"Mr. THOMAS. Mr. Greenldge had it, because he came to me either yesterday or Saturday and asked me if he could have another copy of It, and I supplied him with another copy of it.
" Senator WATsoN. How many cases did that production committee actually
deal with, Mr. Thomas?
"Mr. MANSON. That is just the information that we have asked for.
"Mr. THOMAS. I have only had 17 of them before me.
"Mr. MANSON. Mr. Thomas's work, outside of some general duties, has been

confined to amortization.
"(At 10 o'clock p. m. the committee adjourned.)"
From the above it is plainly evident that a committee was in existence in
the engineering division which was allowed to pass on claims amounting to
at least $202,843.45, and possibly many times that amount it has been stated
that no record was kept of the cases acted upon by the prove action committee),
without the knowledge of the assistant to the commissioner, and as far as the
writer can learn without the knowledge of anyone higher in authority than Mr.
Greenidge, chief of the engineering division. Further, it is a fact that this
committee was allowed to make recommendations by which taxpayers were
relieved of paying into the Treasury of the United States thousands of dollars.
These recommendations covered questions of a purely technical character, and
it was admitted by Mr. Nash that the two gentlemen who composed this committee were not technical men. Again, it is a fact that these recommendations
were made by the production committee and that their records were in such
shape that it could not be determined how many cases were handled by the
committee and how much money was lost to the Government by reason of taxpayers being allowed to deduct amortization to the extent of thousands of
dollars in their 1918 and 1919 tax returns. This, in the writer's opinion, is a
deplorable state of affairs, and warrants a thorough investigation in order
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that it may be determined to what extent this unauthorized committee has
relieved taxpayers from the payment of taxes rightly due the Government.
R. C. THOMAS,

Investigating Engineer.
Approved:
L. H. PARKER,
Chief Engineer.
TiHEAEMUIt

DEPARTMENT,

Washington, July 11, 1925.
lion. JAMEs COUZENs,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR COUZENS: On May 14 there was taken up by the committee
to investigate the Bureau of Internal Revenue the cases of the Union Sulphur
Co., the Freeport Texas Co., and the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. Representatives
of the investigating committee criticized severely the action of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue in these cases. Since that time I have had the cases reexamim d and wish to advise you as to the result of this reexamination in order
that the facts disclosed thereby may be made a part of the record of the
committee.
The greater part of the criticism by the representatives of the committee of
the settlement of these cases was directed at the allowance by the bureau of a
discovery value to the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. and to the allowances of value
for depletion purposes of the properties of these taxpayers.
With reference to the allowance to the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. of discovery
depletion, representatives of the committee stated "that the sulphur was discovered on the property of this taxpayer in 1903," and "that an engineer's
report was made on this sulphur deposit in 1909 giving detailed information
as to the existence of sulphur on the property, the thickness of the deposit,
and other pertinent facts." The representatives of the committee stated that
notwithstanding these facts the bureau allowed the taxpayer a discovery as
of 1919 for depletion purposes. The real facts in connection with this matter,
as shown by the data on file with the bureau, are these:
As early as 1903 and 1904 wildcatters, while drilling for oil on the property
afterwards acquired by the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., noticed some sulphur in
the slush from the drilling. No attention was paid to it, however, at the time.
Mr. Spencer C. Browne, a well-known mining engineer, who in 1910 made a
careful examination of this claim of an earlier discovery of sulphur on the
property, states:
" Following the discovery of the Spindletop oil dome near Beaumont, wildcatdrilling operations for oil were quickly started on most of the recognizable elevations on the Texas coast. A number of wells were drilled on the Matagorda
big hill in 1903 and 1904, and until 1908 a small amount of oil was produced
from moderately shallow wells near the higher part of the elevation. While
drilling in some of the deeper of these oil wells crystals of sulphur were occasionally brought to be surface, but, on account bf the peculiar porous character
of the sulphur formation, the cuttings from the drill were usually lost in the
fissures and not seen by the drillers. * * * The drillers were- interested
only in getting oil and the reports of the occurrence of sulphur carried no evidence of its thickness or extent or quantity."
This is the sole evidence of any discovery of sulphur on this property in 1903.
In 1903 Mr. J. M. Allen, of St. Louis, a promoter and not a mining engineer,
in an attempt to financially interest other parties in this property because of
the reports of the occurrence of sulphur in the oil wells on this property, got
up a report in which he made extravagant claims as to the existence of sulphur
on the property. This is the report that is referred to by the representatives
of the committee as "an engineer's report" showing "the definite existence of
sulphur on the property, the thickness of the deposit, and other pertinent
facts." The facts are that Mr. Allen was not a mining engineer; that at the
time he made these claims he was financially interested in the properties and
was attempting to obtain financial support of his plans for development, and
that not a single hole or well had been drilled in the property for the purpose
of determining whether or not it contained sulphur, and that there were no
reliable data, samples, or logs in existence showing that the property contained
sulphur. In 1910 Mr. Allen, together with his associates, attempted to interest
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Mr. S. W. Mudd, of Los Angeles, in tis property, which they in the meantime
had incorporated under the name of the Gulf Sulphur Co. . r Mudd sent Mr.
Spencer C. Browne, a mining engineer, to examine the prqqoprty for lhim and to
ascertain whether a sulphur deposit had been discovered. In connection with
this examination Mr. Mudd stated:
"In 1910, when 1 first got in touch with this Matagorda Big 11111 property,
I was not in the employ of the Gulf Sulphur Co. or the St. Louis interests.
I was employed by Mr. S. W. Mudd, of Los Angeles, and clients of his who
were desirous at tihe time of Investigating sources of sulphur. My opinion of the

Matagorda property after my investigation at that time was that it was an
interesting prospect that might prove of great value but that the unsatisfactory
character of the development to date had left it wholly unproven. I believed
it worthy of further tests by drilling, if tle prolxrty could be obtained on

suitable terms, but would not have been greatly surprised if the drilling came co
cnrcal ercial
the v ue oof the proppaign (which began in 1917) had disproved

erty."
This statement of Mr. Browne is substantiated by the correslmndence between him and his client in 1910 which was tiled with the bureau whlten this
case was under consideration. For example, in a telegram it was staled:
" Matagorda long exploited in New York by J. W. Harrison.

It was can-

vassed and considered undesirable by investigators. Pemberton thinks advis
able to disregard Matagorda in proceeding with development. I coincide with

these views."
In a letter written August 16, 1910, he says:
"No records from these oil wells are obtainable * * * On account of
the unreliability of the interested and opposed parties I can not consider the
discussion either favorable or otherwise * * * As an individual venture I
should not recommend development of the Matagorda deposit."
As a result of these discouraging reports on the property (the first that had
been made by any competent mining engineer), Mr. Mudd was not interested
in it and no further steps toward its exploration seem to have been taken by
anyone until some six years later.
In the spring of 1916 the parties who subsequently acquired the ownership
of the Gulf Sulphur Co., now the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., formed an association
for the purpose of exploring the property. Beginning in September, 1917, these
parties commenced and carried through a comprehensive and scientific drilling
campaign to determine whether or not this property contained sulphur in commercial quantities. They employed competent engineers who made an exhaustive examination of the property. This exploration work was carried on
from September, 1917, until the spring of 1918. The parties contributed some
$625,000 for the purpose of carrying on this exploration work. As a result of
this examination, and for the first time, it was determined that large deposits
of sulphur existed in the property.
In view of the facts stated above, it is clear that the action of the department
in allowing this taxpayer a discovery value for depletion purposes as of 1919
was proper.
With reference to the criticism made by representatives of the committee of
the value placed on these properties by the bureau, it will be shown py discussion of the various elements entering into a valuation that if the values of the
properties of the three companies are determined by thse use in each case of a
risk rate of 10 per cent and 4 per cent as recommended by the committee, the
results would be only slightly different from the values previously allowed by
the bureau. In placing all of these companies on a basis of 10 per cent and 4
per cent, it has been necessary to adjust the life of each property and the net
profit per ton. The Union Sulphur Co. was previously given a life of 20 years
and an average profit of $15 per ton. There is no objection to the life of 20
years, but the $15 per ton appears to be too liberal to use with a risk rate of
10 per cent. therefore the profit per ton has been adjusted to $11. This adjustment is necessary on account of the fact that the future expected annual
production is only 300,000 tons and a reasonable estimate of cost would be $7,
which, deducted from the reasonable estimate of selling price of $18, would
leave $11 profit. The cost of producing sulphur by this company as of March 1,
1913, was approximately $6 per ton and a considerable portion of the deposit
had been recovered. Subsidence of the surface had begun which would require
filling at considerable cost. The engineers of this company have stated that the
cost of production would increase toward the end of the operation until it
approximated the selling price. There was a heavy stratum of quicksand above
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whh, owing to the subsidence of the deposit, would increase the
the deposit w,
difficulty of extraction. It is believed the cost should be taken at $7 per ton
to properly account for the above flltors.

The Union Sulphur Co. had raised to the surface and had in storage at
March 1, 1913, approximately ((),000 tons of sulphur which, having become
personal property, should have been carried in inventory and not valued for
depletion. This leaves a net reserve of 5,4.00,000 tons. It is assumed that an
estimated additional plant of $3.250,00(0 would Le necessary and that the plant
at March 1. 1913, would be valued at $3,250. )J0. In the case of the Freeport
Texas Co. the estimate of the additionall plant is chlmiged to $2,(00),000, the
estimate of the plant necessary at March 1, 1913, to $1.00000, and the profit
to $10.08 per ton. In the uise of the Texas Culf Sulphur Co. operation is
changed to 10 years instead of 12 as determined by the unit. Thi makes an
annual production of 500,000 tons. which is sutliciently liberal under the conditions existing on the date of discovery. The profit also Is increased from
$9 a ton to $13 a ton, since on a production of 500,000 tons a year the costs
would not be in excess of $5 on the average for the 16 years following the
(late of discovery.
The computations of the values of th three companies on this basis, with
the above-nentioned changes, will be as follows:
'nion Sul-

phur Co.

Ore reserve .-

...............

.........

............

Life ...................-------------......---....
Profit.........................................

i

Freeport

Texas Gulf

Texas Co.

Sulphur Co.

5, 400, 000

3,459,000

8,000,000

$11.00

$10.80

$13.00

20

.......

17

16

Total profit............................----....... $59,400,000.00 $37,357,200.00 $104,000,000.00
Additional plant....--..........----------..........
Difference...............

.

--------............

Rate...--......--.....
--....--..-....
per cent..
Factor..................................................
Present worth..........

............................

Less plant estimate...........................---...... I
Value--..---....
Allowed.------..--.

..
...---------..

Difference .....................

...............---------.
...........

.................

Per cent of difference from value allowed -...------....

3, 250,

.00.00 2,500.000.00

5,000,000.00

5,150,000.00

34,857,200.00

99,000000.00

10.4
0.374302

10.4
0.413671

10,4
0.428610

$21,017,057.00

$14,419,413.00

$42,432,390.00

17.767,057.00
16, 838, 423. 00

13,419,413.00
13,775,857.00

37,432,390.90
38, 920, 000.00

928,634.00)

356,544.00

1,487,610.00

+2.6

+3.82

, 250,000.00

-5.5

1,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

It will be noted from the above computations that the greatest variance
from the values previously allowed by the Income Tax Unit is only 5.5 per
cent, a variance which is very slight in valuing properties of this character.
The next point to which the counsel for the committee objects is the allowance in invested capital of an original value of $3,000,000 in the case of the
Union Sulphur Co.
After carefully considering all the evidence in the file, it is believed that the
value of $3,000,000, as determined by the unit, has been adequately substantiated. As at acquisition on January 23, 1896, at least 500 tons of sulphur
had been recovered by the Frasch process. More sulphur would have been
recovered except for minor mechanical difficulties of pumping. The "alr-lift"
system of pumping was known to be operative for lifting water from great
depth. Melted sulphur being lighter than water, could be pumped successfully by the system; In fact the installation of this system was in contemplation in the latter part of 1895. The success of the Frasch process was considered assured as at the date of acquisition of the property by the corporation.
Captain Lucas, an engineer and geologist of well known repute, has made
an affidavit that the value of the sulphur in the ground was $1 per ton, or a
total value for his estimate of the recoverable sulphur content of the deposit
of $9,219,880.
Attention is further directed to the affidavit of Captain Lucas which states
that the American Sulphur Co. had expended over $350,000 in development, and

that prior to Mr. Fraseh's success in 189 it is estimated that considerably
over $1,000,000 had been expended on the property.
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The records show that in the opinion of various reputable engineers, the
sulphur property was very valuable even before a suitable process for working the deposit was developed. The property was immensely more valuable
after the development of the Frasch process, which was a definite success at
the date the property was acquired.
Giving due consideration to Captain Lucas's opinion of the value of the
property in 1806 and the opinions of other engineers that the property was one
of great value, and considering the amount of money spent on the property, it
is believed that the property had a value of not less than $3,000,000 as of
January 23, 1896.
Another point referred to by representatives of the committee is the allowance of depletion to the parties who received 75 cents per ton as a considera.
tion in the purchase of property by the Freeport Texas Co. Since the Solicitor
of Internal Revenue has ruled that the transaction whereby the Freeport Texas
Co. acquired the property was a purchase, then the 75 cents a ton subsequently
paid represented deferred payments, and the vendors of the property in receiving such payments are receiving a return of capital, but ore also receiving in
part interest upon that capital. The actual cash value of the transaction on
the date of sale is represented by the cash paid plus the present worth of the
75 cents per ton payments receivable in the future. The Income Tax Unit
has determined that of the 75 cents received, 56.75 cents represented return of
the principal and the balance represented interest and taxable income. The
Income Tax Unit was incorrect in calling this allowance depletion, but the
error was in name only and did not affect the tax liability of the parties
involved.
In the light of the information disclosed by reexamination, it is believed that
the action previously taken by the bureau in these cases is correct and that the
cases should not now be reopened.
It is requested that this letter be embodied in the record of the committee
as the reply of the Bureau of Internal Revenue to the criticisms made by the
representatives of the committee.
Sincerely yours,
D. H. BLAIR, Commissioner.
SENATE COMMITTEE INVESTIGATING BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

INCOME TAx UNIT,
July 23, 1925.

To: Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: Mr. L. H. Parker, chief engineer.
Subject: Reply of bureau, sulphur cases.
We were much surprised to learn from the letter of Hon. D. H. Blair, commissioner to Hon. James Couzens, chairman of the Senate Committee Investigating the Bureau of Internal Revenue, under date of July 11, 1925, that the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue had now given his approval to the plainly
erroneous conception of what " discovery" means.
We had concluded that the commisioner did not uphold any such definition
of discovery value as urged by certain tax experts, from the announcement
made by Mr. Nash before the committee in the Penn Sand & Gravel Case, that
this tax would be recomputed without benefit of discovery value.
The allowance of discovery value to the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., which is
now upheld in the letter of Commissioner Blair, above referred to, is along the
same lines of argument used in the Penn Sand & Gravel Co. case, which he
condemned after the Senate committee had brought this matter to his attention.
A comparison of these two cases is interesting.
In the Penn Sand & Gravel case we found that the presence of gravel was
known in this territory since 1881, as proved by the report of Geologist Charles
F. Hall in describing the geology of this country, although the exact extent
thereof and commercial value was not determined.
In the Texas Gulf Sulphur case we find that the presence of sulphur was.
known in this locality in 1903, as admitted in the reports of Henry Krumb and
Spencer C. Browne to the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., although the exact extent
thereof and commercial value was not determined.
In the Penn Sand & Gravel case, a well was excavated on the property and
gravel shown to exist at a certain depth, an option was secured on the property
by an individual in August, 113, and the Penn Sand & Gravel Co. was incor-.
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porated in September, 1913. The property containing the gravel was purchased
in October, 1913. The company claimed discovery value subsequent to October. 1913, on the basis that " it became a sand and gravel property only after
exploration and development and then only after it was demonstrated that
sand and gravel in quality and quantity sufficient to make it a valuable
deposit were proven." The department allowed this claim finally, but reversed
its action by order of the commissioner after the Senate committee had disclosed the facts.
In the Texas Gulf Sulphur case, sulphur was discovered on the property in
1903 when drilling for oil, its thickness was definitely recorded by R. 0. Middiebrook in 1908 and 13109, and was further shown by six holes drilled by the
Gulf Sulphur Co. in 1909 to 1910. The Gulf Sulphur Co. was incorporated in
1909 and its name changed to the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. in 1918. The
property containing the sulphur was purchased in 1909. The company claimed
discovery value in 1919 on the basis that "little was known as to the quantity
and grade of the ore until some time in 1918, and it was not known until
March, 1919, when the steaming plant began to produce sulphur that the
deposit could be worked at a profit." The Income Tax Unit allowed this discovery value, and it is now ratfled by the letter of Commissioner Blair.
To sum up this phase of the case, the only interpretation we can put on
the letter o . the commissioner is that he holds discovery to take place only
after all the following facts have been proven:
(1) Existence of ore body.
(2) Extent of ore body.
(3) Quality of ore body.
(4) Practical method of extracting ore.
(5) Proof that profit can be made in enterprise.
We submit that Congress used the word discovery in its usual sense and
meant by this word nothing more or less than the act of finding out the
existence of an ore body up to that time unknown. Of course, if the administrative branch of the Government can rewrite the meaning of the words in
the english language, it does not make much difference what wording the
legislative branch uses in the law.
The letter of the commissioner makes considerable capital of the point that
your investigators called Mr. Allen a mining engineer. We stand corrected on
this point The fact of the matter is we do not care nor is it pertinent to know
whether Mr. Allen was a mining engineer or not The report of Mr. Allen
made in April, 1909, is in the form of the ordinary field report by an engineer,
and shows at least that he possessed the practical knowledge necessary along
these lines; not only that, his predictions were fully justified by subsequent
events and no reports of subsequent engineers attempt to pass the lie on his
figures.
The statement of the bureau lays great stress on this statement, which they
italicize (that at the time Mr. Allen made his investigation in 1909) that not
a single hole or well had been drilled in the property for the purpose of determining whether or not it contained sulphur and that there was no reliable
data samples or logs in existence showing that the property contained sulphur.
We can only put one construction on this statement, and that is that whoever prepared it for the commissioner is ignorant of the facts in the case
or else is purposely trying to deceive the committee by concealing the main
points at issue.
Stress is laid on the fact that the holes drilled were not drilled for the
purpose of discovering sulphur. Is it possible that the bureau contends that
in order to make a discovery it is necessary to have the intent to discover
before the discovery is made? If a man drills a well for water and strikes oil,
is it possible that he does not discover the oil, but must drill another hole
with the intent of discovering oil before the discovery can be made?
The statement is made that no reliable logs were in existence at the time
of Mr. Allen's report; we characterize this as a deliberate attempt to deceive
the committee.
Here is a log shown in Mr. Allen's report which he actually saw being
drilled:
92919-25--P 19---4

I
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WELL NO. 2

This is the well which was being drilled when I arrived, begun April 9,
1009, finished April 19, 1909; days actual drilling, 20.
Cost (approximately), exclusive of pipe, use of rig, and freight, $700.
Depth, 1,009 feet.
Feet
Feet Log--Continued.
Log:
Gumbo -.-----.-----. . 109
18
-----.....
Surface..-----..
8
Rock and gypsum.-------..
. 232
Sand and shale...-----...
16
Medium soft sulphur.---..
185
Gumbo and shale.---.----.
8
Gypsum and sulphur.---...
45
Gumbo ----------------.-------- 8
Soft sulphur---..
20
Soft shale --------------1%
Gypsum ----------------0
Gumbo ------------ -----2
Soft sulphur-.---.-------15
Water sand--------------1
Hard rock---....--------5
Gumbo ------------------- %
Rock----------4
Rock----------------14
Soft rock sulphur..------.
6
Gumbo -----------------8
Medium--------------90
-----------Slate -7%
Soft sulphur-..---.-----3
Rock--------------------25
Hnrd shale----....------1,009
102
Gumbo ------------------6
Hard rock---------------If the above is not a log what is it? There is also absolutely no evidence
to show that it was not a reliable log, in fact subsequent drillings fully con.
firm the fact that it was a reliable log.
The italicized statement, referred to, op which such stress is laid by making
no mention of six holes drilled by the Gulf Sulphur Co. on this property in
1909-1910 for the purpose of exploring this sulphur deposit is obviously not in
good faith. These holes fully determined the thickness of the deposit and
showed at least some evidence of the quality of the deposit. The bureau
must understand that the point we are criticizing is the allowance of a discovery value in 1919, and that it makes no diffotence whether this deposit was
discovered in 1903, in 1908, or in 1910 as far as the results are concerned. The
bureau is relying on an unsubstantiated statement of an engineer made for
tax purposes that the samples were not reliably taken, when as a matter of
fact records made at the time were fully proven by subsequent events to have
been reliable.
Note that Mr. Browne, engineer, states in one of his reports also:
" In April, 1918, after completion of five wells, I reported a probable content
of 3,982,000 tons of sulphur."
Yet the bureau says this deposit was not discovered until March, 1919.
Our opinion of this matter is that when the oil operators struck sulphur in
1903 and 190* on this property, the deposit was at that time discovered within
the meaning of the law for the existence of an ore body hitherto unknown was
then. uncovered, but It most certainly could not have been discovered after the
evidence of the logs made in 1909 and 1910.
We will close this consideration of' discovery by a hypothetical case which
will show where the conception of discovery used by the bureau will lead us.
A ledge of limestone is in existence which has been known ever since man
lived in the locality. The quality of the rock and exact volume had not been
determined, hence the bureau would say it had not been discovered. In 1910 a
cement company took samples of the rock, but found it too low in lime to
operate at a profit, hence the bureau would say it had not been discovered. In
1918 a new method of making cement was invented which predicted the
profitable use of this limestone; however, the bureau would not say the limestone was discovered. When the new plant is built in 1920 and the cement is
actually manufactured at a profit then, and not till then, does the bureau admit
that a discovery of the limestone deposit has been made. We believe no one
can for a moment seriously maintain that Congress had any such intent as this
when the discovery clause was put in the law.
The computations on page 5 of the commissioner's letter, which are supposed
to justify the valuations made and allowed by bureau, are very interesting.
These figures prove for instance that if, in the Union Sulphur case, the
valuation engineer had used a discount factor of 10 per cent and 4 per cent
instead of 15 per cent and ore reserves of 5,400,000 tcns instead of 6,000.000
tons and $11 profit per ton instead of $15 and allowed $3,250,000 for additional
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plant instead of not allowing at all for se'ne, then the total value would have
only been 5.5 per cent greater, which is insignificant. The valuations of the
Freeport Texas Co. and the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. are justified in a similar
manner.
We have just one word to say on the above. The main object of our Investigation was to determine the propriety of the methods used. We contend
that gross errors in four principal factors of a valuation are not justified because they happen to compensate and the result checks another valuation
within 5 per cent. If we go a step further we see that it is very easy to check
almost any valuation by a judicious adjustment of the factors used in the
analytic appraisal method.
In regard to the value of $3,000,000 allowed for invested capital to the Union
Sulphur Co. in 1896, we still see no clear and substantial proof of this value,
but nothing but opinion evidence. The fact remains that "The Union Sulphur
Co. obtained control of these deposits January 23, 1890, the total consideration
being $265,000, made up of $100,000 in stock and $165,000 in mortgage notes
assumed by them "; we fail to see anything definite to prove that at this same
date the property was worth $3,000,000.
The commissioner's letter brings out very clearly, in authoritative form, those
principles the bureau contends for. As far as we are concerned, we are more
convinced than ever that these principles violate the intent of the act and that
Congress should be informed in what manner their revenue acts are being
interpreted.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H. PARKER,
Chief Engineer.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washington, June 25, 1925.
Hon. JAMES COUZENS,
Chairman Senate Investigating Commfltee,
United States Senate.
MY DEAR SENATOR: Reference is made to the case of the Kerr Turbine Co.,
of Wellsville, N. Y., the income-tax sett^ment of which was criticized by the
Senate investigating committee. The point in criticism in this case was
directed toward the Income Tax Unit's action in allowing as salary deductions
to the corporation for the years 1018. 191., 1920, 1921, and 1922 the amounts
of $30,253.18, $48,634.64, $34.372,69, $47,815.01, and $9,809.31, respectively, for
the reason that the two officers to whose accounts the above amounts were
credited only reported as income $31,103.61 for 1917, $6,300 for 1918, $4,500
for 1919, $6,027.56 for 1920, and $9,400.03 for 1921.
It is noted that when the salary items were credited on the corporation's
books a restriction was inserted to the effect that the salaries were not io be
paid until funds were available. The lull amount credited for each year was
allowed as a deduction to the corporation on its returns by the Income Tax
Unit. Your committee is of the opinion that the deduction should not be
allowed to the corporation until such time as the amount credited on the books
of the corporation was paid to the individual or until such time as it was
made available to the individual.
In connection with this case you are informed that a corporation may keep
its books on the accrual basis, while an officer receiving a salary from such
corporation may report on the receipts and disbursements basis. A case with
exactly the same point involved. that of A.
.1Englander was tested before
the United States Tax Board. In the latter case, although the deduction was
allowed to the corporation, the tax board, in its decision reported in bulletin
15, page 7600, docket 602, stated that salary credited to an employee on the
books of a corporation is not taxable income unless it is available for the use
of such employee. The tax board in its findings of facts stated that the
salaries in question were deducted on the returns of the corporation, and the
tax board is apparently in accord with such deduction, inasmuch as no reference is made to the disallowance of such a deduction. Another case in which
the board differentiated between the cash receipts and disbursements basis and
the accrual basis is that of A. Bluthenthol, bu l letin 3, page 173, docket 329.
In determining whether or not a salary deduction may be taken by a corporation the unit has resorted to two tests (1) whether it was properly author-
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Sized, paid, or accrued, and (2) whether it is reasonable and commensurate
with the services rendered or Is merely a dividend payment under the guise of
salary. The United States Tax Board in passing upon practically all the
salary cases appealed before that board has adopted the same tests employed
by the unit. In the instant case o10
question has been raised as to the reasonableness of the salaries.
I am sure from the aoove you will understand that proper treatment was
given the case of the Kerr Turbine Co. and the criticism made by your com.n
nittee was due to the failure to take cognizance of the fact that a corporate
entity and an individual receiving income from such corporation are not
required to report income on the same basis. The corporation may report
on the accrual basis, while the individual may report on the cash receipts
and disbursements basis, and in addition does not have to report any income
which is not made available for his use. It would seem, therefore, that no
revision should be made in the adjustment of the Kerr Turbine Co.
Sincerely yours,
C. R. NA a,
Acting Commissioner.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REENUE,

IWasington, June 10, 1925.
HIon. JAMES COUZENS,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR COUZENr
: At the time the case of the Mellon National Bank
of Pittsburgh was under discussion by the committee to investigate the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, you requested to be advise'l as to what the practice of
the bureau had been in regard to the affiliation for the year 1917 of national
banks and trust companies. In the cases listed below the bureau has ruled as
it did in the case of the Mellon National Bank that trust companies and
national banks are not affiliated for the year 1917 for the reason that they are
'i)et engaged in the same or closely related business:
libternia Bank & Trust Co. (parent), Hibernia Safe Deposit Co., Ilibernia
National Bank, all of New Orleans, La. Ruling dated December 3, 1923.
First National Bank (parent), National Credit & Investment Co., both of
'alley Falls, Kans. Ruling dated October 28, 1922.
First National Bank (parent), Security Loan & Guaranty Co., both of
;loymour, Wis. Ruling dated Jurn 19, 1020.
first t National Bank of Estherville, Iowa (parent), Provident Savings
Bark. Ruling dated December 13, 1922.
Modest Bank (parent), Modeste Savings Bank, both of Modoste, Calif.
Ruling dated November 24, 1924.
Farmers National Bank (parent), Stickney Investment Co., both of Longmont, Colo. Ruling dated October 22, 1922.
I shall appreciate it if you will have this letter embodied in the proceedings bf the committee.
Sincerely yours,
D. H. BLAIR, Commissioner.

SENATE COMMITTEE INVESTIGATING

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE, INCOME TAX UNIT,
July 20, 1925.
To: Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel
From: Geo. G. Box, chief auditor
Subject: Mellon National Bank and Kerr-Turbine Co.
The receipt is acknowledged of your memorandum of the 17th instant, transmitting copies of answers of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in the
Kerr-Turbine Co. and Mellon National Bank cases, on which you request my
comments.
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UNION TRUST CO., MKLLON NATIONAL BANK, UNION SAVINGS BANK

It is noted that the committee was referred to several cases in which national
banks were not affiliated with trust companies, safe-deposit companies, savings
banks, etc. It is also noted that in all of the cases referred to in the commissioner's letter the decisions affected concerns in relatively small communities; or, in other words, no cases were cited affecting national banks,
trupt companies, and savings banks in any of the largest cities of the United
States. This may have no significance, but I assume the same conditions as
existed in the case of the Union Trust Co., Mellon National Bank, and Union
Savings Bank in Pittsburgh existed in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and
other large cities of the country.
In my opinion the decision arrived at by the Income Tax Unit that a national
bank, a trust company, and a savings bank are not engaged in the same or a
closely related business within the meaning of section 1331 of the revenue act
of 1921 is ridiculous. It is strange, indeed, that a matter af such importance
as the interpretation of this clause of the above-mentioned section was never
decided by the solicitor or the committee on appeals and review. (This con*
delusion is reached from a search of published decisions.)
KEMg-TUIRINE CO.

From the examination of the returns of this concern it is very evident that
the resolution of the board of directors which provided for the payment of
commissions to the officers was for the purpose of taking advantage of deductions of the accrued commissions from its gross income und was framed in
such language that the officers had no right enforceable at law to collect the
same.

The resolution states that the commissions are to be drawn "only when in
the opinion of the directors the financial condition of the company will permit.!*"
In other words, although the financial condition of the company was such that '
the commissions could be paid, yet if Merrill, the president, who dominated,,;
the corporation, did not desire to pay the commissions he could have withheld
them as long as he held control.
Undoubtedly the resolution was passed for the purpose of accomplishing
what the report shows it did accomplish, viz, to allow the corporation to
deduct from its gross income large amounts representing accrued commissions
which were never paid to its officers.
The answer of the commissioner does not explain the erroneous handling
of this case.
GEo. G. Box, Ohief Auditor.

SENATE

9rm CONoGseZ)
let Session.

__

RWor

_No.

27

INVESTIGATION OF THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL
REVENUE

.JANITARY

T (calendar day, JANUARY 12). 1920C---Ordered to Ie printed with
illustrations

Mr. CorZENS, from the Select Committee on Investigation of the

Bureau of Internal Revenue. submitted the following
PARTIAL REPORT
[Pursuant tc S. Res. 168. 68th Cong.1

Under Senate Resolution 168. Sixty-eighth Congress. First Session, adopted March 12, 1924, your special committee was appointed
and directed to investigate the Bureau of Internal Revenue and
report its findings together with recomnndations for corrective

legislation.
This committee could not complete its - ork prior to the expira-

tion of the Sixty-eighth Congress, and was'authorized to continue its
investigation after March 4, 1925. by Senate Reso'ution 3:33. Sixtyeighth Congress, second session, adopted February 26. 1925.
By the terms of Senate Resolution 333, this committee was required to withdraw its representatives from the offices of the 1Bureau
of Internal Revenue and cease holding hearings on June 1, 1 25,
and was not permitted to withdraw any original papers from the
bureau after that date.

The only files or papers of the bureau which

this committee or its agents have been permitted to examine since
June 1, 1925, are such as were requested prior to May 1 1 1925.
The above mentioned limitations upon the authority of this committee have prevented the investigation of many subjects and cases
which would have been investigated but for such limitations.
HISTORY

AND SCOPE OF

iNVESTIGATIavr

This committee first held hearings from March 14, 1924, to April
9, 1924. It became apparent that the nature of the work of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, particularly the work of the Income
Tax Unit, is such that no satisfactory investigation could be conducted without legal, engineering, accounting, and clerical assistants. The employment of such assistants was authorized by Senate
Resolution 211, adopted April 22. 1924.
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The organization of a staff of assistants, under Resolution 211,
was commenced in August, 1924. Hearings were resumed on No.
vember 20, 1924, and were held almost continuously until June 1,
1925. Since June 1, 1925, the staff of the committee has been engaged in the examination of copies of records called for prior to
May 15, 1925, and in the preparation of data for the committee's
report.
Three general lines of investigation have been pursued by this
committee.
1. The administration of the prohibition laws have been investigated. A separate report will be made upon the investigation of
prohibition.
2. A statistical investigation has been made to ascertain the cause
of the marked year to yei'r variation in taxable income, particularly
in the high-tax brackets, and the extent to which income is escaping
tax. The results of this investigation will be the subject of a separate report.
3. The administration of the income and estates tax has been

investigated. The attention of the committee was especially directed
to the fact that large mining, oil, and manufacturing corporations
were escaping taxation through tremendous deductions for depletion and the amortization of war facilities. These abuses, having
been called to the attention of the committee during its early hearings, became the first subjects of inquiry by the committee's staff.
The subjects of amortization of war facilities, depletion, the valuation of natural resources for depletion and invested capital purposes,
compromises, organization, and procedure have been thoroughly
investigated.

Considerable information has been obtained on pub-

licity of rulings, invested capital, special assessments, depreciation,
deduction of losses and taxation of capital gains. Many subjects within the jurisdiction of the audit divisions have not been
covered because of the termination of our authority.
This report covers the results of our investigation of the administration of the income tax upon those subjects which this committee believes require the immediate attention of Congress. This report will be supplemented by a subsequent report on income and
estates tax administration.
In addition to a statement of the facts, our conclusions and the
reasons therefor, this report contains various suggestions for remedial legislation. As four of the five members of this committee
are also members of the finance committee, which will doubtless
consider this same subject matter, it is not deemed advisable that
this committee finally commit itself to any definite legislative proposals. The recommendations for remedial legisilation, contained
in this report, are therefore to be considered as recommendations,
which this committee considers worthy of serious consideration
by the finance committee and by the Congress.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The findings of this committee upon the subjects covered by this
report, may be briefly summarized as follows:
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DISCOVEY DEPLETION

Discovery depletion is an exemption from taxation upon realized increment in value; not enjoyed by other taxpayers. Upon a
tax rate of 121/ per cent; this exemption to the oil industry alone
amounts to approximately $17,500,000 annually, and during the
high-tax period it was correspondingly greater. But a minor part
of this exemption is received by the wildcatter or prospector for
whose benefit it was intended. The major portion of this exemption goes to the large oil-producing companies, which also deduct
the prospecting and developing expense, intended to be offset by
discovery depletion, from income as operating expense.
The regulations governing discovery depletion do not confine this
exemption to the discovery of new deposits, but permit the blanketing of known pools of oil with discovery values, to be depleted, free
of tax.
The statutory limitation of the value to be depleted, to that evident on the date of discovery or within 30 days thereafter, is ignored
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and indefinite periods
of time are allowed, within which to fully develop values, to be
deducted from taxable income as discovery depletion.
It is very clear that the purpose of the provision for discovery
depletion was to stimulate prospecting for new deposits of mineral
and oil, yet the allowance of discovery depletion is Pot confined to
the taxpayers who discover new deposits of mineral or oil, nor to
deposits discovered since March 1, 1913, but is allowed to taxpayers
who (evelop discoveries made by others, and upon deposits known
to ,:xist prior to March 1, 1913.
IDEPLETION OF VALUES DETERMINED

HY ANALYTIC

AP'RAISALS

Analytic appraisals, which determine values to be depleted by discounting estimated expected profits, are too elastic and leave too
much to the judgment of individual engineers to be suitable for
taxation purposes.

An amendment of the law is required to per-

mit the substitution of a more suitable method. A substitute method
is described herein.
There has been a growing tendency, on the part of authorities
in the Bureau of I"ternal Revenue superior to the engineering valuation sections, to set aside sound determinations of values to be,
depleted, and to substitute excessive values, based upon analytic
appraisals, in which the value of manufacturing and sales profits are
attributed to ores in the ground. This practice is forbidden by the
regulations, but the regulations are being so generally ignored, in
this respect, that an amendment to the law is considered necessary
to prevent further discrimination.
The valuation engineers of the Income Tax Unit have found that
tentative valuations of copper and silver mines were grossly excessive, due to the use of excessive estimates of prospective profits,
to the use of inadequate discount rates, and to plain mathematical
errors in analytic appraisals. The erroneous valuations of copper
mines have been corrected, as to 1919 and subsequent years, but have
been permitted to stand for the years of 1917 and 1918. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue lhas refused to permit the correction
I ..
t ,
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of errors found to be common to all the silver mine valuations. The
loss of tax due to these erroneous valuations is estimated to be
approximately $60,000,000.
ADMINISTRATION OF DEPLETION

In the valuation of oil properties there appears to be no system,
no adherence to principle, and a total absence of competent super-

vision. Numerous cases were called to the attention of the committee
in which values, varying by more than 100 per cent, are made the
basis of depletion allowances to the owners of undivided interests
in the same oil property.
The practice of setting aside valuations, made by valuation engineers, without giving them an opportunity to be heard, has lead to

highly discriminatory, and in some cases, absurd results.
Precedents established by such rulings have had a marked tendency
to disorganize the work of the valuation sections and make it difficult
to keep valuation work on a sound basis.
So little supervision has been exercised by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue over valuation work. and the procedure in force
renders it so difficult for the chiefs of valuation sections, directly
responsible for this work, to communicate with the commissioner,
that practically all discretion as to valuations, vested by law in the
commissioner, has in fact been exercised by the head of the engineering division.
Mr. S. M. Greenidge has been the head of the engineering division
of the Income Tax Init during the most of the period covered by
this investigation. Mr. Greenidge appears to be ill informed as to
the work under his jurisdiction, incompetent, and generally unfit
for any position in the Government service requiring the exercise
of engineering ability and sound discretion.
There appears to be a growing tendency by authorities superior
to the appraisal section chiefs to make a production record regardless
of principle and to give persistent and influential taxpayers anything
required to reach a settlement.
AMORTIZATION

The
zation
which
The

OF WAR F

CILITIES

allowance of tax-free deductions from income, for the amortiof the war facilities of manufacturers and miners, is a subject
demands the immediate attention of Congress.
magnitude of this subject is shown by the following figures:
Number
of claimsnbTotal amount

..-....---------.....
Amortization allowances to Apr. 30, 1925....--.....-------Amortization claims pending but not acted upon on Apr. 25, 1925.............
Total..............................

.................... ...... -3,512

3,334 1$596,934,813.26
178'
75,171,169,87
872,105,983.13

All amortization allowances exceeding $500,000 have been reviewed
by the committee's staff and improper allowances in this class alone
appear to amount to $210,665,360.40. The tax on about two-third&
of this amount can be saved to the Government by prompt action
of Congress.

.'
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Notwithstanding tihe tremendous amounts involved, the regulations have contained no adequate statements of the principles to he
observed in determining amortization allowances. No ruling or
instructions for the guidance of either the engineers of the Income
Tax Unit, or taxpayers, were published until after the expiration
of the time fixed by law for the redetermination of claims. The
only published ruling of the solicitor on this subject, prior to October,
1925. has been completely ignored, and there has been a total lack
oi supervision over the work of the engineers of the Income Tax
Unit engaged in passing on amortization claims.
The failure to observe any well-defined principles, as to either
the kind of property, the cost of which is amortizable. or in measuring the allowance, has resulted in the grossest kind of discrimination among taxpayers.
The improper amortization allowances are principally upon facilities, which have been retained in postwar use by taxpayers, and
in many cases such allowances are in addition to allowances covering all loss due to reduced postwar replacement value.
''hese allowances are predicated upon the assumption that all
manufacturing capacity, above the average requirements of 1921,
1.'22. and 1923. but required to meet the irregularity of month-tomonth and year-to-year demand, required to participate in the profits
of the years when demand is greatest and profits are highest, required
to replace older facilities as they wear out, and required to meet
the expansion of a growing business, represents a total, permanent,
capital loss properly attributable to the war years.
In many cases amortization has been allowed on the theory that
manufacturing capacity, created by war expenditures, constituted
a useless surplus, notwithstanding the fact that the taxpayer had
increased his war capacity by postwar expenditures. Postwar
expenditures, to increase capacity held to be a useless surplus, have,
in all cases, been ignored.
While the purpose of the amortization provision was to encourage
the acquisition of facilities for the production of war necessities, a
large part of the allowances are upon facilities acquired by contract
entered into before April 6, 1917.
Amortization has also been allowed on pre-war facilities, in full
operation on April (G,
1917. because they were transferred from a
corporation to its subsidiary or by a group of corporations to a
consolidation without any real change of ownership or increase of
capacity for war production.
There has been gross discrimination in arbitrarily allowing amortization for reduced postwar cost of replacement in some cases and in
denying it in others similarly situated, in allowing amortization to
some transportation companies, while it is generally denied others,
and in allowing amortization on land.
The committee was furnished a list of all amortization allowances passed by the amortization engineers of the Income Tax Unit
to and including April 30. 1925. Thre engineers' reports on all cases
in which the total allowance exceeded $500.000 have been examined
by the committee's staff, A statement of the amounts involved in
each of these cases is appended at the end of this section of their
report.
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COMPROMISE OF TAXES AND PENALTIES

It has been the consistent policy of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue to exceed the authority delegated to compromise taxes.
The commissioner, in compromising taxes, has followed the policy of
giving the unsecured creditors and stockholders of insolvent corporations precedence over the Government's claim for taxes.
As administered by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, the
fraud penalty fixed by Congress is never enforced, but is treated as
a maximum penalty.
REFUNDS, CREDITS, ANDI) ABATEMENTS

Tax refunds amounting to $459,000,825 were made by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue from July 1,1921, to April 30, 1925.
The refunds, credits, and abatements exceedin $250,000 aggregate $171,546,416.59. An analysis, based upon the ground of allowance, is given in this report. This analysis shows that the two
principal grounds for these allowances are increased allowances for
invested capital and taxing by special assessments. These two
grounds account for $73,842,115.35, or -13.04 per cent of all the
refunds, credits, and abatements exceeding $250,000.
A list of refunds, credits, and abatements exceeding $1,000,000,
which aggregate $85,929,697.99, is contained in this report at
page 195.
INVESTED CAPITAL .. ND SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS

Invested capital was the basis of the war profits and excess profits
taxes. The special assessment provisions of the law provided for the
determination of the tax, by comparison with the tax paid by representative concerns in the same industry, in cases where invested
capital could not be determined or where the taxpayer suffered a
special hardship by abnormality in income or invested capital.
While these subjects do not apply to taxes now being imposed,
they are of present importance as the principal basis of enormous
refunds, credits, and abatements. The limitation upon the authority
of this committee did not permit a thorough investigation of these
subjects. Such investigation of these subjects as was made showed
that it is the consistent policy of the Bureau of Internal Revenue
to ignore the limitations upon invested capital and the application
of special assessment contained in the 1917 act, and that, in the
administration of the 1918 and subsequent acts, most unsound practices are being generally followed.
The principal administrative difficulties incident to invested capital and special assessment are due to the failure to observe the plain
provisions of the law.
DIVISION HEADS

SUPREME

The practically unlimited discretionary power vested in the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is actually exercised by the division
heads. These division heads are governed by no adequate rules
or instructions, and unless a taxpayer is dissatisfied with the determination of his tax, or unless a refund exceeding $50,000 is involved, there is no review of the work done under a division head.
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Under the procedure of the Bureau of Internal Revenue there is
no way for any tax determination which is satisfactory to the taxpayer and which does not involve a refund of $50,000 or more to
be brought to the attention of tihe Commissioner of Internal Revenue or any other superior of a division head, except by the protest
or complaint of a subordinate of such division head.
All communications from subordinates of division heads to superiors of division heads are forwarded through the division heads.
Communications from section chiefs to the commissioner and solicitor relating to official business have been suppressed. It is the policy
of the income tax unit to discourage complaints and protests by
subordinates. This policy leaves the division heads supreme and
their superiors in ignorance of how the law is really administered.
PrBLICITY OF PIIINCII'LES AND PRACTICES

Many of the principles, practices, methods, and formulas applied
in the determination of tax have never been reduced to writing,
and only 151/ per cent of the formal written rulings applicable
to income taxes have been published.
This failure to promulgate and publish the principles and practices to be followed in the determination of tax liability has had
the following results:
1. Information for the guidance of the employees of the income
tax unit is so incomplete that gross discrimination results from
the failure to apply uniform principles to similar cases.
2. Taxpayers, in many instances, have failed to claim allowances
granted others similarly situated.
3. To secure the benefit of unpublished precedents, taxpayers are
forced to employ former employees of the income tax unit to advise
and represent them in tax cases.
4. Their exclusive possession of information as to the unpublished
precedents and practices of the income tax unit has placed an artificial premium upon the value of the services of ex-employees which
enables them to demand and receive immense fees for information
which should be freely available to everybody.
5. This artificial premium, thus placed upon the exclusive information possessed by the employees of the Income Tax Unit, and the
opportunity thus afforded for'highly lucrative outside employment,
is the cause of the extraordinary turnover among the employees of
the unit and of the difficulty experienced by the unit in retaining the
services of competent employees at salaries within the range of the
salaries paid by the Government for comparable service.
6. The failure to consider closed cases as precedents and to publish the principles and practices followed in closed cases as precedents has deterred the formation of a body of settled law and practice. The unsettled state of the law and practice has encouraged
the filing of claims for allowances and require the constant rediscussion and reconsideration of questions, which should be settled by
precedents established by closed cases.
7. The fact that a ruling will be published, and the benefit of
its principles claimed by taxpayers similarly situated, is the strongest
possible deterrent against making unsound rulings.
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8. During the course of the hearings there has been a great deal
of evidence tending to show that it is the policy of the bureau to
fix taxes by bargain rather than by principle. Rulings based upon
bargains can not be published as precedents. The best and most
persistent trader gets the lowest tax and gross discrimination is the
inevitable result of such a policy.
PUBLICITY OF RECORDI)S

The unsatisfactory conditions developed by this investigation are
the inevitable result of the delegation of almost unlimited discretion
to be secretly exercised. It is believed that but few of the unsound
settlements to which attention has been called would have been made
if it were not for the belief that they would never become public.
While the objection to throwing the records of the Income Tax
Unit open to the public are recognized, the necessity for the opportunity for some outside scrutiny is imperative.
Congress in imposing a system of taxation the administration of
which necessarily involves the exercise of so much discretion assumes
some duty to the public to see that such discretion is not abused.
CAUSES OF DELAY IN DISPOSAL OF CASES

This investigation discloses that the principal causes of the delay
in the disposal of old cases may be stated as follows:
1. Bargaining with taxpayers instead of assessing taxes in accordance with published precedents.
2. Innumerable conferences incident to the bargaining policy.
3. Granting innumerable extensions of time for furnishing information required to determine the validity of deductions.
I)EPLETION .AN)

VALUATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES FOR DEPLETION
AND INVESTED CAPITAL PURPOSES

The determination of proper allowances, as deductions from taxable income, to cover the depletion of mines, oil and gas wells, and
other natural deposits is one of the most important as well as one
of the most troublesome questions involved in administering the income tax law.
The importance of the matter of depletion allowances is shown
by a comparison c the net taxable incomes of taxpayers in the
mining and oil industries, with the depletion allowed as tax-free
deductions from income. No statistics of depletion and other deductions are prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, but from
the several sources hereinafter stated statistics have been prepared
reflecting the effect of depletion allowances upon net income and
the importance of the determination of such allowances upon a
proper basis.
SPECIAL EXAMPLES OF DEPLETION

The enormous deductions either allowed or claimed in certain
cases are astounding and bring out more clearly than any argument
the need of proper regulation of this matter. The figures speak
for themselves and will be given in three groups as in the case of
our general statistics, inasmuch as they are taken from the same
three sources.
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litrividual casns of rcpletioni
AS FOUND ON SPECIAL ASSESSMENT RECORDS

Industry

I Year

neTuxable
o
t

t
election

Per cent of
depletion
et
income

OIL PRODUCES

fumble Oil & Refining Co--...---...........-- .
...-..---Magnolia Petroleum Co
..----........------------------....
South Penn Oil Co..--................-..--------- .... ...
McMark Ol & Gas Co--...
...........-....--...
Oillland Oil ('Co......................

..........

.......

1918
1918
1919
1919

$1,196,
9,050,570
2,289,141
227,060

& 5550,505
$3,
15,040,724
2,160,621
993 015

297. 13
106.08
94.65
437.34

1920

1,538,697

3, 283, 656

213.40

1918
1919

3,713,297
416,042

1,701,756
4W,981

45.83
101263

1918

625, 020

574,03;

91.84

COPPER MINES

Calumet & Hecla Mining Co--...
--..
----------.......
Mohawk Mining Co ..--------------....
'.-..-----...
...
IRON MINES

Wakefield Iron Co--....-....

.......-....... ..

...

.....
-

FROM FIGURES SUPPLIED BY THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
COPPER MINES

Chino Copper Co ......................................
Kennecott Copper Co......................................
Nevada Consolidated Copper Co..... .....................
Utah Copper Co...........----..........................
Chino Copper Co..............................-......
.
Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co......................
Magma Copper Co----......................................
Phelps-Dodge Corporation-.....-............. ......---Utah Copper Co.-..-..-.....-----------------------..
Miami Copper Co- ...-..----------..... -...

1918
1918
1918
1918
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1920

$2,963,539 $3,667,904
8,221,218 8, 22 624
158,29
4,38, 200
9,807, 735 10, 304, 919
142,828
1,277,985
1,806,165
2,208,323
12,041
406,634
2,83, 888 3, 800,225
2, 716, 051 3, 5, 660
962,324
1,807,483

123.77
103,67
2, 823.73
10 07
804.77
146.62
382.85
134.00
13. 28
187.82

SILVER MINES

Cino Minas Co...........................
......---Do..................................----------------------------------------.................
Alvarado Mining & Milling Co ............ .........Nevada Wonder Mining Co ---..
-..........-...........
New York Honduras Rosario Mining Co...............
---Tintic Standard Mining Co.........
------.......-----.
Cinoo Minns C'o .----...........................

1917
1918
1918
1918
1918
1918
1919

177,988
276,519
102, 870
82,284
72,46
151,177
51, 205

447,632
470,760
377,883
193, 678
324,750
317, 169
658,014

251.44
170.24
367.34
23. 36
477.03
20986
1,285.00

1917
1....
1918
1918
1918
119
1919

449,337
94,661
92,503
11,994
55,197
104,911
57,951

1, 74,569
195,484
518,285
811,648
250,859
174,830
125,838

372.68
206 51
560.29
6,767.12
454.48
166065
217. 15

1917

467,593

736,660

1917

1917
1918
1918
1920
1920
1920

952,874

1,141,368
1,061,746
429,463
91,095
144,921
241,965

1,147,331

2,642,977
1,119,133
1,662, 771
156,804
508,459
969,056

231.56
105.40
387.17
172.13
350.85
400.08

1918
1917
1918
1918
1919
1919

96,528
70,615
57,059
174,594
67,404
282,452
85,196
312,865
75, 371

134,496
893,745
611,442
635,759
144,751
421,512
140,105
438,870
650,858

139.33
1,265.66
896.34
364.14
214.75
149.23
164.45
140.27
871.50

ZINC MINES

Butte & Superior Mining Co-..----------...----........
-1917
Nort.eiu Oc C,0 ...
-- .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -...
- -. - - Butte Copper & Zinc Co----.....--.....
--.. ---------Golden Rod Mining & Smelting Co..------------..----Montreal Mining Co ...
.----.. ---------..----------......
Oklahoma Woodchuck Zinc Lead Co--------------...........
Underwriters Land Co--...---------.------------LEAD MINES

Caledonia Mining Co..----..
lecda Mining Co

---..-.. --...-----............

--............-........----..

..-.....-

Hercules Miing Co ......-...-.......--...-- .....---Heels Mining Co.--------- --..........................
Hercules Mining Co ......---..--..........................
Caledonia Mining Co------- ------------------......
Hela Mining Co .................................---......
Hercules Mining Co --.--.--.. ..-- ..-- ---....-..--......-.

.

157.54
120.41

IRON MINES

Port Henry Iran Ore Co---.-------..
..-......-...- .
.......
Witherbee Sherman Co--.........--....-.-...-.........
Verona Mining Co-.........---...--..--........
.........
Witherbee Shorman Co ................................
Port Henry Iron Ore Co ..................................
Verona Mining Co..-............
......................
Port Henr Iron Ore Co........................1920
Verona Mining Co.----.. ---.
-----..
...........
.....
Witherbee Sherman Co---.......
----...----........ --..

8. Rept. 27, 69-1--2

1920
1920 i
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of depletion-Continued

FROM FIGURES SUPPLIED BY THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER-Continued

Year

Industry

Tab
n

e
Deplo

Per cent of
dletion
income

OIL PRODUCERS

Gulf Oil Corporation and subsidiaries..--..-------.........
1918
Cosden& Co....--..--.......-....-...
............
....
1919
Gulf Oil Corporation and subsidiaries...................... 1919
Humble Oil & Refining Co......-....
-.
......- .....-..--.- 10
Oilliland Oil Co----......... -.......... .................
1920
INDIVIDUAL

$7,817,988 $13,900, 112
2,353, 015 2,533, 278
3,300,381 14,807, 423
5, 712,709
5,953, 634
1,539,698 3,262,657

177.87
107.66
448.66
104.22
211.90

CASES OF DEPLETION AS CLAIMED BY TAXPAYER ON 1923 TAX
RETURNS

T

Industry

lne
om

Depletion

Per cent of
to net
income

OIL AND GAS PRODUCERS

Union Oil & Gas Co.................-------------..............
Goodwin-Barclay Co.....--...---..----.....---..................
Godfrey L. Cabot .................................
..........
Lewis Oi Co ................................................
C0lf Petroleum Co................................................
.OilState Petroleum Co-...----..-----...---......
.
..--..
......
IRON MINES
Wyaox Iron Co .........-----.......... ..........................

$94,02
87,607
80, 644
66,263
72,38
133,695

$899,933
10, 806
314,588
303,116
288, 985
290,713

957.11
121.91
363.08
457.44
39. 22
217.44

07,861

78,026

11498

677,177

954,800

141.00

1,114,110

6,621,199

694.30

3,346
55,715
71,705

70,008
148,084
97,191

131.21
265 79
135.4

ZINC MINES

Commerce Mines & Royalty.......................................
COPPER MINES

Utah Copper Co..........................................-

......

1TMBER COMPANIES

Scarboro Safilt Lumber Co..........---..............................
LenClnghaus Lumber Co.-,,....................................
Blackwood Lumber Co ...........................................--------------------------------

When it is considered that depletion is a book deduction often.
times on a fictitious discovery valuation, or a value as of date of
organization based on a stock transfer, then the above figures must
show of themselves the very great importance- of this matter of
depletion at the present time, as well as in old tax cases.
This committee has made an extensive investigation of the opera- tion and administration of the provision of the law providing for
deductions frdm income for the depletion of oil and gas wells, mines,
and other natural deposits.
STATUTORY PROVIsIONS

The 1913 and subsequent acts taxing incomes recognize the fact
that the capital invested in mineral oil and gas and other natural
deposits and in the standing timber is consumed in the operation
of recovering and selling such natural resources as merchantable
products. To determine the net profit derived from such property

1
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to be taxed as net income the law therefore makes provision for
the deduction of a reasonable allowance for depletion.
The revenue act of ' )24 provides as follows:
SEC. 214 (a). In computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions:
(!) In the case of mines, oil and gas wells, other natural deposits, and
timber, 1' reasonable allowance for depletion and for depreciation of Improve,ments, according to the peculiar conditions of each case; such reasonable
allowance in all cases to be made under rules and regulations to be prescribed

by the commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary. In the case of
leases the deduction allowed by this paragraph shall be equitably apportione.l
I'tw\een the lessor and lessee.

'The basis for determining the amount which is to be depleted
is provided in section 204 of the revenue act of 1924, which provided as follows:
SEc. 204 (c). The basis upon which depletion

*

*

*

are to be allowed

in respect to any property shall be the same as is provided in subdivision
(a) or (b) for the purpose of determining the gain or loss upon the sale or
other disposition of such property, except that In the case of mines, oil and
gas wells, discovered by the taxpayer after February 28, 1913, and not ac-

quired as the result of a proven tract or lease, where the fair market value
of the property is materially disproportionate to the cost, the basis for depletion shall be the fair market value of the property rt the date of discovery
or within thirty (lays thereafter; but such depletion allowance based upon
discovery value shall not exceed 0 per centum of the net income (computed
without allowance for depletion) from the property upon which discovery
was nmde, except that in no case shall the depletion allowance be less than
it would be if computed without reference to discovery value,

The provisions of subdivisions (a) and (b) cover property acquired by purchase, gift, exchange, and by transfers in trust. For
the present purpose, it is only necessary to consider the basis used
in determining the depletion allowance for property acquired prior
to March 1, 1913, and for property acquired by purchase since
February 28, 1913:
1. In cases where discovery depletion is not allowable, and the
property to be depleted was acquired prior to March 1, 1913, section
204 (b) provides that the basis for determining depletion shall be
either the cost of such property, or its" fair market value" on March
1, 1913, whichever is greater.
2. In cases where discovery depletion is not allowable, and the
property to be depleted was purchased subsequent to February 28,
1913, section 204 (a) provides that the basis for determining depletion shall be the cost of the property.
3. In cases where discovery depletion is allowable, the basis for
determining depletion is the fair market value on the date of discovery, or within 30 days thereafter.
SPREAD OF DEPLETION

The cost or market value, as the case may be, as of the basic date
applicable to the qase, is divided by the number of recoverable units
of mineral, oil, timber, or other deposited material, estimated to be
within or upon the property on the basic date, to determine the depletion unit. This depletion unit is multiplied by the number of
units sold or produced during each year, to determine the depletion
sustained during that year. The capital sum to be depleted is reduced each year by the depletion sustained.
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In case of capital additions subsequent to the basic date, the cost
of such additions is added to the capital sum to be depleted, and the
-estimated units in any acquisitions are added to the estimated remaining units in the original deposit. The increased capital sum is
then divided by the increased estimated units, to determine a new
depletion unit.
The depletion allowable, as a deduction from the income of any
year, is the depletion sustained during that year, except in the case
#of discovery depletion, the deduction, under the 1924 act, can not
exceed 50 per cent of the net income computed without regard to
-depletion.
When the depletion sustained equals the value set up as subject to
*depletion, no further depletion is allowable as a deduction from
income.
As is shown in the discussion of the United States Graphite Co.
:and the Celite Products Co. cases, at page 60 hereof, the alternative basis, provided by article 211 of Regulations 65 for determining
the depletion deduction by multiplying the depletion unit "by the
number of units sold or produced within the taxable year" leads to
-contradictory results.
The determination of depletion allowances is a function of the
engineering division of the Income Tax Unit. This work during
the period covered by the investigation was divided among five sections of the engineering division, each of which is in charge of a
.section chief.
Depletion allowances for metal mines, such as silver, copper, lead,
zinc, iron, etc., are determined by the metals valuation section, of
'which Mr. John Alden Grimes is chief.
Depletion allowances for coal mines are determined by the coal
valuation section, of which Mr. R. C. Davis is ci "
Depletion allowances for timber are made b3 be timber valuation section, of which Mr. E. B. Tanner is chief.
Depletion allowances for nonmetal deposits, such as sand, gravel,
stone, clay, graphite, phosphate, etc., were determined by the nonmetals valuation section, of which Mr. J. H. Briggs was chief until
the consolidation of that section with the metals valuation section
under Mr. Grimes.
Depletion allowances for oil and gas wells are determined by the
oil and gas valuation section, of which Mr. W. W. Thayer was chief
until he recently resigned.
The work of all of these sections comes under the jurisdiction of
the head of the engineering division. Mr. S. M. Greenidge was
head of the engineering division during the most of the period covered by this investigation, and Mr. C. C. Griggs was assistant to Mr.
Greemdge.
Neither this committee nor its staff have found anything to criticize in the work done under Mr. Grimes, Mr. Davis, Mr. Tanner, or
Mr. Griggs. In so far as the work done by these'section chiefs and
the engineers under them has not been interfered with by their
superiors, it is found to be in accordance with sound principles.
Several cases have been called to the attention of the committee,
in which these sections have been overruled, and determinations made
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which are not only unsound and dlis-riminatory, but which, as
precedents. will prove troublesome, as tending to upset the sound
principles which have been observed in these sections.

New ENxLA-ND LiME: COMPANY
The determination

of depletion

in this vase, made by Mr.

C. (. (riggs, assistant head of'the Engineering Division, over the
protest of Mr. 4.
J . Briggs, who was assistant chief of the nonmetals
section whlen this case was settled, violates every provision of the

law anl regulations and every principle governing depletion allow,qnces.

The property in question consists of stone quarries, acquired prior'

to March 1 11913. No valuation was made fLr depletion purposes.
This taxpayer was given'a flat deduction of 6 cents per ton depletion, on the theory that this would amount to about 1 per cent of
the income. As depletion is not based upon any value to be depleted,.
this allowance will go on for all time until the property is exhausted.
While the settlement made with this taxpayer allowed it to deduct.
ceplcetion from income, on the theory that the stone quarried and

sold consumed 1913 capital, this settlement also provided that the
invested capital of the taxpayer should not be reduced by the depletion allowed as deduction from income. Thus for income purposes,

the capital was considered to be reduced by current operations, but
for invested capital purposes, the capital was considered to be unaffected by operations.
I'xN'EI) VEIuE EXTENSION

TMNING Co.

(3187-31(96, 3406-3499)
iUnder a final agreement under section 1312, entered into by the-

Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, on January 24, 1924, this company was allowed
illegal deductions from its 1917 income amounting to $2,762,284.97,.
which relieved it of an additional assessment for 1917 of $721,260.82..
This action was taken upon the recommendation of Mr. Bright,
Deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in charge of the IncomeTax Unit, and Mr. Greenidge, head of the engineering division. At
the time Mr. Bright and Mr. Greenidge recommended this action,.
they were fully informed as to all the facts in the case.
The illegal deduction, above referred to, consisted of an excessiveallowance for depletion of $2,265,756.33, an allowance for development cost, which should have been capitalized and returned through
subsequent depletion of $461,407.50, and two other items amounting
to $35,121.14.
The United Verde Extension Mining Co. was organized in June,.

1912, with an authorized capital of $750,000, consisting of 1,500,000
shares of the par value of 50 cents per share. The property was
acquired during June, 1921, in exchange for 1.050,000 shares of the.
capital stock. The sale of 450,000 shares of the stock at this timeat 50 cents fixed the value of the stock at par. On this basis thecost of this property was determined by the engineers of the Income.
Tax Unit to be S525.000.
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When this property was acquired by this taxpayer, it was a mere
prospect, in which exploration work had been going on since 1888,
in the hope of finding an extension of the ore body of the United
Verde mine, which adjoined it. Exploration work was continued
by the taxpayer until 1915, when an immensely rich ore body was
discovered. between the acquisition of the property in June, 1912,
and the discovery of the mineral in 1915, nothing developed which
could effect the value of this property.
For 1915 and 1916 depletion was based upon the cost of $525,000.
In its return for 1917 this taxpayer claimed a deduction of $461,.
407.50, as its development costs up to that time, and depletion
amounting to $2,301,296.48. This return was filed in March, 1918.
It was not until the fall of 1919 that a valuation force was organized in the Bureau of Internal Revenue, and in June, 1918, a tenta.
tive assessment of a tax of $2,123,809.55 was made by the tax ad4visory board. This tentative assessment was based upon the net
income as reported by the taxpayer.
In November, 1919, when the Bureau of Internal Revenue undertook to examine depletion claims, this taxpayer was called upon to
furnish information to substantiate its depletion deductions. On
November 25, 1919, the taxpayer formally claimed a depletable value,
as of March 1. 1913, of $40,000,000 on 2,000,000 tons. As the ore was
not discovered until 1915, there was no ore value in sight on March
1. 1913. The taxpayer evidently recognized this fact, because on
June 7, 1918, it file a claim for a depletable value of $40,000,000,
based on discovery value as of December 31, 1916, of $39,546,137.50
and development cost of $453,562.40.
On February 25, 1919, discovery value, to be depleted in 1918
and subsequent years, was allowed at $30,652,379, and depletion was
allowed on cost of $525,000 for 1916 and 1917.
The result of this action was to reduce the deductions, and increase the 1917 income of this taxpayer by $2,762,284.97, and on January 24, 1923, the taxpayer was notified of an additional assessment of $721,260.82. On January 24, 1924, the agreement above
referred to closed this case on the basis of the tax paid and cancelled the additional assessment.
The effect of this action was to allow deductions for 1917 for depletion of $2,301,296.48 and development costs of $461,407.50.
The development costs represented capital expenditure over a
period of several years, and should have been capitalized and returned as depletion over the life of the mine.
There is no basis whatever for this allowance of over $2,300,000
for depletion for 1917. As the provision for the depletion of discovery values did not become effective until 1918, there was no legal
basis for depletion except cost of March 1, 1913, value. Depletion
based on cost would amount to $35,540.15, and nothing had occurred
between the date of acquisition and March 1, 1913, to increase the
value as of March 1, 1913, over cost.
In his testimony before the committee with reference to this case.
Mr. Bright admitted that there was no basis whatever for the allowance of this depletion (3187-3196). He tried to justify the closing
of this case on the ground that, if this depletion had been disallowed,
the taxpayer might have received a lower tax rate under a special
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assessment, but he acknowledged that under the lowest rate he could
apply, there was still over $150,000 due the Government, when this
taxpayer was released in full (3192).
BORDER ISLAND CO.

The Border Island Co. case (1433) involves an allowanc/ for
the depletion of a deposit of sand and gravel located in the Niagara
River, near Buffalo. This case was settled in the solicitor's office
on appeal from the action of the nonmetals valuation section. In
attempted justification of the use of a very low discount factor,
the engineer who handled the case in the solicitor's office stated to
the committee that the taxpayer claimed that the deposit was being
constantly added to by natural accretion (1459). Such accretions
would tend to reduce the depletion due to the remo, al of the deposit,
and if the accretions of sand and gravel equaled the amount removed
there would be no depletion of capital whatever. No investigation
of the extent of the accretions was made.
In determining depletion the solicitor's office gave no consideration to the effect of these accretions, except to increase the value to
be depleted by the use of a lower discount factor, in discounting
anticipated profits to a present value. This resulted in increasing
instead of reducing the depletion allowance. Thus, in this case,
the very purpose of depletion, which is to provide for a tax-free
return of invested capital, was entirely ignored.
HousTON COLLIERIES CO.
The Houston Colliers Co. case (1945) was determined by the committee on appeals and review. This company was the lessee of coal
lands under three mining leases, two of which were for 30 years
and the third for 21 years. These leases were renewable at the
expiration of their respective terms, at the same royalty, without
bonus.
These leases were valued at $477,711.44. The committee on appeals
and review held that the taxpayer should he permitted to deduct
from his income one-thirtieth of the value of the 30-year leases and
one-twenty-first of the value of the 21-year leases, regardless of mining operations.
The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of the United
States v. Biwabik Mining Co. (247 U. S. 116), held that a bonus
paid for a mining lease is to be considered as a payment in advance
of increased royalties. Certainly the value of a lease, due to low
royalties, must be treated in the same manner as that same value
if paid for by a bonus.
Royalties are payable in proportion to the coal mined and are
deductible from income as paid. A bonus, or value in the nature
of an increased royalty, should be deducted on the same basis.
It is obvious that the committee on appeals and review in deciding
this case ignored the essential difference between a lease of property,
which confers upon the lessee merely the right to use the property
and leaves the property intact at the expiration of the lease, as in
the case of the lease of lands for grazing purposes, or for agricul-
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tural purposes, or the use and occupancy of buildings, an1l a lease
which confers the right to mine and sell coal or any other deposit

and to occupy the property for that purpose.
In the first case, where the right to use only is leased. any value
of the lease is exhausted by the mere lapse of time. In the case of a
mining lease the value, if any, arises out of the excess of the value
of the coal or other mineral in the mine over the royalty. In sulh
case the value of the lease is not decreased by the lapse of time
unless so much time is allowed to elapse without mining the ore that
the value can not be recovered during the remaining period of the
lease. This question is not involved here, because whatever value
this lease had was attributable to the right to take and sell the
coal. The real effect of this lease was a sale of so much of the coal
in the ground as could be taken during the life of the lease, and
the excess of the value of that right over the royalty paid is what
was valued.
These leases were renewable at the end of their terms, but, under
the ruling of the committee on appeals and review, the entire value
of the leases could be deducted during the 30 and 21 year periods
without mining a ton of coal. Thus the taxpayer could deduct this
entire value of the leases, during the first period, from income from
other sources and still have the full value allowed left in the lease.
He could then renew these leases and sell the entire value, which he
had already received as deductions. It is true that such value would
then be taxable, but the whole purpose of the law is to determine
the net income of each year, and for this purpose annual deductions
for depletion have been provided for.
Amortizing the value of this lease on the basis of coal mined, the
deductions for 1917 amount to $3,953.60, while the deduction allowed
by the committee on appeals and review for 1917 amounted to
$20,743.43 (1948).
The most serious effect of this determination was not the allowance of an excessive deduction to the taxpayer of nearly $17,000
from 1917 income. Mr. Davis, the chief of the coal valuation section, testified (1948) that this ruling is being urged as a precedent
by other taxpayers who seek to amortize their leases upon the same
basis; and that this ruling is very embarrassing to his section in
maintaining the uniform method provided by the regulations. It
is clear that if this ruling is not considered as a precedent, to be
followed in other cases, there has been gross discrimination in favor
of this taxpayer; and if it is considered as u precedent it substitutes an unsound and illegal method for the common practice which
Is economically sound.
CLIMAx FIRE BRICK Co.

(1359)
The Climax Fire Brick Co. was permitted to amortize a lease to
mine fire clay according to the same plan as that followed in the
Houston Collieries case. This allowance was made by Mr. S. M.
Greenidge, head of the engineering division, over the protest of
Mr. Briggs, the chief of the nonmetals valuation section (1364).
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BARGAINING WITH TAXPAYERS

It is believed that all of these unsound determinations were
reached by bargaining with the taxpayers involved, for the purpose
of effecting a settlement regardless of principle. The publication
as precedents of all rulings in the Income Tax Unit which reverse
the action of the engineering and audit sections would be effective
in keeping the work of the income Tax Unit in line with sound
principles and would insure uniform application of principles, without which (discrimination is the inevitable result.
ISC'OVI:CY

D)EI'LETION-

iDEi'i.TiN

OF

DISCOVERY

VALUE IS

AN

ExifI I'Iox
T he

provisions of the income tax law which permit discovery

value to be depleted grant an exemplpton to those engaged in the
mining and oil industry not granted to or enjoyed by other taxpayers.

The 1913 act and all subsequent income tax laws have treated all
increment in the value of capital investments over cost which has
accrued since March 1, 1913. as income which becomes taxable when
realized by the sale of the property.
In Eisner i. Macombe (252 U. S. 189, 207) the Supreme Court of
the United States defines income to be-the gain derived from capital. from labor, or from both combined, provided it

is to be understood to include profit gained through a sale or conversion of
capital assets.

rhe cost, or March 1. 1913, value of minerals or oil taken from
the ground each year and sold in the regular course of operations
is capital. To provide for the tax-free return of this capital the
deductions, based upon cost, or March 1, 1913, value, are provided
for. When the proper allowance for the return of the capital, represented by cost, or March 1, 1913, value, has been deducted from
operating profits, all other gain derived from a mine or oil well is
profit from operations or increment in value. In all other cases
such profit is taxed.
Thle discovery provision permits the edlluction, as depletion of
the value of the property on the date of dliscovery or within 30 days
lThus the deletion deductions include not only the cost,
thereafter.
or March 1. 1913, value, but all of tile increment in value, due to the
discovery of the existence of the mineral, oil, or gas. This increment in value is realized by the sale of mineral, oil, or gas in the process of operating the mine or well. This increment comes clearly
within the definition of income by the Supreme Court, quoted above.
This increment in value, due to discovery, is the same increment
which is realized if the oil well or mine is sohl as a whole instead
of by the ton or barrel, yet if the well or mine is sold as a whole,
instead of by the ton or barrel, the taxable gain is the difference between the cost, or March 1. 1913. value. and the price obtained for the
property. Time Solicitor for the Bitreau of Internal Revenue has
so ruled. (Solicitor's Opinion 26, C. B., Dec. 1920, p. 44.) This
ruling is undoubtedly sound, as the provision for discovery value
is confined to depletion and no similar provision is contained n tih
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provision of the act relating to the gain or loss on the sale of
property.
The increment in the value of property due to the discovery of
minerals, oil, or gas can in no way be differentiated, in principle,
from the increment in the value of real estate, stocks, bonds, and
other property, yet all such increment is taxed.
It may be said that the discoverer of oil or minerals assumes a
great risk in drilling or prospecting in an unknown field. In the
first place, attention is called to the fact that discovery depletion is
allowed to the lessor, who sits idly by and risks nothing that is not
risked by every investor in real estate. In the second place, we
will show that the greater part of the allowances for discovery
depletion are made to those who drill in proven ground, where the
finding of oil is practically certain. Furthermore, every investor
in speculative stocks, particularly those who invest in new enterprises, organized to manufacture new inventions, assume great risks
of loss. except in the case of mines and oil and fgas wells, no investor is permitted to set up the value of his business, after its sue.
cess has been demonstrated, as a deduction from the profit to be
derived from that business for the purpose of determining his net
t(xarble income. Discovery depletion is not a deduction permitted
for the purpose of arriving at the net income derived from mines
and oil and gas wells. It zs clearly an exemption from taxation on
net income and as such is a discriminationagainst every other taxpayer and every other industry.
DISCOVERY DEPLETION, $3-00,000,

PIER
'
YEAI ON OIL

No statistics of the amount of discovery depletion allowed as deductions from taxable income have been compiled by the Bureau
af Internal Revenue. Mr. Albert H. Fay, former chief of the
natural resources division of the Income '"ax Unit, estimates that
the deductions allowed to oil producers alone for discovery depletion amount to approximately $300,000,000 per year. As practically all of this depletion is allowed to corporations, which are now
taxed at the rate of 121/2 per cent, the tax exemption enjoyed by
taxpayers in this one industry is approximately $37,500,000 per
year (1874). As these estimates were presented to the committee
on February 10, 1925, and no exception has ever been taken to them
by the bureau, we feel safe in assuming them to be fairly accurate.
It is obvious that during the high tax years this exemption was
worth several hundred millions of dollars to the oil industry. This
fact is shown by the allowances made to the Gulf Oil Corporation.
The Gulf Oil Corporation and subsidiaries were allowed depletion
deductions, based on cost and 1913 values, for the three years 1917,
1918, and 1919, amounting to $11,517,427.42. These companies were
allowed discovery-depletion deductions for 1918 and 1919 alone
amounting to $20,996,496.33. Thus it appears that in this case the
income exempted from tax, by reason of discovery depletion, in the
two years 1918 and 1919 alone was nearly twice the capital depleted
during the three years 1917, 1918, and 1919, and that the income
exempted would have been taxed at a very much higher rate, had it
been taxable, than the rate which was applied to taxable income.
The discovery depletion allowed the Gulf Oil Corporation for 1918
and 1919 reduced its taxes for those years by $3,862,517.95.
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Another illustration of the effect of discovery depletion is found
in the case of the United Verde Extension Mining Co. (3406-3411).
The 1913 value of the property of this company was determined to
be $525,000, which was also the par value of the outstanding capital
stock of the company. But for the discovery clause in the law,
$525,000 would have been the amount this company would have been
permitted to deduct from income as depletion during the life of its
property.
In 1915 the company discovered an immensely rich deposit of ore
As a result of the allowance of discovery value, the amount to be
depleted was increased to $30,652,379. Thus during 1915 there was
an increase in the value of the property of this company of $30,127,379, which will be realized in the form of operating profits during
the life of the property, but which will be exempt from tax as discovery depletion.
In the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. case a discovery value for depletion
purposes of $38,920,000 was allowed on a property which had been
purchased by the company for $250,000.
LIMITATIONS ON AMOUNT OF I)SCOVERY DEPLETION DEDUCTIBLE

The provision for the depletion of discovery value was first inserted in the law in 1918. The 1918 act did not limit the discovery
depletion allowable. It was found that in some instances the allowance exceeded the operating profit from the property, and the loss
thus created was deducted from the income from other sources or
carried forward as a deduction from the net taxable income of the
succeeding year. To meet this situation the 1921 act provided that
the discovery depletion allowable as a deduction shall not exceed the
net income, computed without allowance for depletion, from the
property on which discovery is made. The 1924 act further limited
the discovery depletion allowable to 50 per cent of the net income,
computed without allowance for depletion, "except where net income
so computed is less than the depletion allowance based on cost or fair
market value as of March 1, 1913."
DISCOVERY DEPLETION FOR RELIEF OF WILDCATTERS

(1865-66)
An examination of the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee of the House and before the Finance Committee of the Senate,
when the 1918 act was under consideration by these committees, shows
that the purpose of the provision for discovery depletion was to
stimulate wildcatting or prospecting for the oil and minerals then
needed to carry on the war.
The o. industry, through the representatives of its various associations of operators, represented to the committees of Congress that
the country was then consuming oil in excess of production at the
rate of 60,000 barrels a day.
The oil industry represented to Congress that the prospecting for
new oil fields was mostly done by small individuals or concerns.
When these prospectors or wildcatters struck oil they sold out
and moved on to new undeveloped territory. Sometimes, for years,
the wildcatter had no income from which to deduct his losses and
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expenses," and when he did find oil or mineral the tax rate was so
high as to prevent him from even recouping the losses of former
years. It was represented that relief from this situation was necessary to encourage that prospecting or wildcatting which was so
essential to increase, or even maiaintain, the supply essential for the
prosecution of the war (1865-66).
It was to meet this situation that the discovery provision was put
into the 1918 act.
The stittion intended to be met by the discover/ plrooision hls
so rch

fyed
that erery reason advanced for its. uiuactmnnt has/ds-

aippeared.

Except in the case of lessors, who spend nothing and risk nothing
for the discovery of oil, practically all discovery depletion is allowed
to corporations. The corporation tax has been reduced to 12/2 per
cent, and no reason is apparent why any corporation engaged in the
operation of oil wells or mines should not pay a 12/2 per cent tax
on the profits it derives from the discovery of oil o mineral on its
property.
An inventor may spend years of time developing an invention
from which he may derive immense profits. During the time he is
perfecting his invention the inventor, like the wildcatter, may
spend much time and money and have no income from which he can
deduct his expenses. The manufacturer of a new article may suffer
losses over a long period pending the perfection of his manufacturing processes and the development of his market. Neither such inventor nor such manufacturer are permitted by the income tax law
to capitalize the prospective profits to be derived from an invention
or business developed since March 1, 1913, and deduct their present
value from future net income for the purposes of taxation. There
is, however, no difference in principle between the cases above stated

and that of the prospector for oil or mineral.
Risk is an incident of profit in any business, and, as a rule, the
greater the profit the greater the risk which is assumed. The fundamental principle of the whole income tax law is that net profit,
"from whatever source derived," shall be taxed. The only exemptions from this rule are the discovery depletion allowed to oil well
and mine operators and the income derived from tax-exempt
securities.
The war emergency, arising out of the consumption of 60,000
barrels of oil per day in excess of production, which was pressed
as a reason for the enactment of the discovery clause, has also
passed. The production of oil now exceeds the demand. The present problem is how to conserve this natural resource.
Thus, neither the war necessity for an increased production, nor
the high war tax, which it was claimed retarded production, can
now be offered as justification for the continuance of this discriminating tax exemption.
LARGE OPERATING COMPANIES. NOT SMALL WILDCATTERS, BENEFICIARIES
OF DISCOVERY EXEMPTION

Attention has already been called to the fact that the prospector
who discovers new deposits of oil and mineral was represented to the
committee of Congress as an itinerant adventurer, who, when he discovered an oil well or mine. sold out and moved on to new fields
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(1865). Attention has also been called to the fact that discovery
value is not an allowable deduction from the profits arising out of
the sale of an oil well or mine, but is deductible only from the
in~ 'e arising out bf the operation of a well or mine. It thus
appears that the very class for whose relief this exemption was provIled can not get the benefit of it, and the exemption can not accomplish its purpose of stimulating activity by this class.
That the wildcatter, who discovers new oil pools, has not been the
real beneficiary of this exemption is shown by figures prepared by
the oil and gas section of the Income Tax Unt and supplied to the
committee (1869).
These figures show that out of 13,671 cases in which discovery
depletion was claimed, only 35 were actual discoverers of new oil
deposits. Of these 13.671 cases, discovery depletion had been allowed in 8,450 cases and '5,221 cases had not been reached for consideration by the oil and gas section.
Another examination of 200 cases made by the oil and gas section
showed that 37.5 per cent of the amount of discovery value allowed
for depletion was allowed on unproven ground, and 62.5 per cent to
those who brought in wells in proven fields. These latter cases
also showed that 36.3 per cent of the discovery values involved in
them were allowed to small operators and 63.7 per cent was allowed
to large operators; A note upon the table showing these figures,
made by the engineer of the oil and gas section who made the investigation, states that " The very close uniformity in the percentages
allowed small operators probably reflects consistent practice in the
oil and gas section and also the unvarying operation of economic
laws." He also states that the very close approximation of the
percentage allowed wildcatters and those allowed small operators
"probably indicates nothing more than that taking a large number of cases the original wildcatter is generally a small operator."
In considering the percentages shown for these 200 cases, it must
be borne in mind that in classifying these cases a wildcatter is considered to be one who brings in a well outside of a 160-acre tract
proven by a commercial well. An oil pool may be, and usually is,
large enough to contain many times 160 acres. The real wildcatter,
described before the Ways and Means Committee by the representatives of the oil industry, and for whose benefit this clause was
enacted, is the discoverer of a new oil pool or field. The ratio in
which he has benefited is indicated by the first figures above quoted,
35 out of 13,671.
Mr. Fay estimates that approximately $10.000.000 out of the
$300,000,000, or 31/3 per cent of the annual deductions for discovery
depletion, has gone to wildcatters (1874).
LOSSES INTENDED TO BE RECOUPED BY DISCOVERY EXEMPTION AI. O I)E-

DEDUC''TED AS EXPENSE

One of the reasons most strongly urged for the enactment of the

discovery clause was the fact that the prospector could not deduct
the losses of years spent in prospecting, because during those years
he had no income from which to deduct them.
The operating companies, who are practically the sole beneficiaries
of this exemption, have income from which to deduct such losses,
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and the regulations promulgated by the commissioner permit them
to make these deductions.
Article 228 of Regulations 45 and 62, article 22.5 of Regulations
65, applicable to the 1918, 1921, and 1924 acts,-respectively, all contain the following provisions:
Such incidental expenses as are paid for wage,, fuel, repairs, hauling, etc.,
in connection with the exploration of the property, drilling wells, building
pipe lines, and the development of the property, may at the option of the
taxpayer be deducted as a development expense or charged to capital account.
The cost of drilling nonproductive wells may, at the option of the operator,
be deducted from gross income as a development expense or charged to capital
account returnable through depletion and depreciation as in the case or productive wells (1881).

All losses of the Gulf Oil Corporation, due to drilling dry holes,
have been charged to and deducted from income, as current operating
expense (317).
Thus it appears that the large operators, who are the principal
beneficiaries under this provision, can and do deduct their losses. due
to the drilling of unproductive wells, from income either through
expense deductions or the depletion of the cost of productive wells,
and in addition deduct the value of productive discovery wells under
a law adopted upon the theory that they could not otherwise deduct
losses.
It is our recommendation that, if the discovery clause is not entirely repealed, the law should be so amended as to provide that discovery depletion should not be allowed to any taxpayer who has
elected to either deplete as cost, or deduct as expense, the cost of drilling dry holes. Such a provision would place the operating company
having income from which to deduct such losses on the same basis
as the wildcatter, who has no income and for whose relief this
clause was, for that reason, enacted.
KIND OF PROPERTY SUBJECT TO DISCOVERY DEPLETION

Section 214 (a) (b) provides for the depletion of "mines, oil and
gas wels, other natural deposits, and timber," but the discovery
clause o. that section refers only to "mines, oil and gas wells." It is
thus'evident that Congress did not intend to extend the discovery
clause to " other natural deposits and timber."
PENN SAND & GRAVEL CO.

(1399)
In the Penn Sand & Gravel Co. case the committee on appeals
and review allowed discovery value to be depleted on a gravel pit.
Technically, any natural deposit may constitute a mine, and any
extraction of inorganic matter from the soil or beneath the soil may
constitute mining. If the word "mine," as used in the discovery
clause, is to be construed to include such deposits as gravel, sand,
clay, and stone, no force or effect whatever can be given to the
words " other natural deposits," and by construction these words
are read out of the act. It is a cardinal rule of statutory construction that force and effect must be given to every word in a statute,
if it is possible so to do.
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Gravel pits, sand pits, and quarries are not commonly referred to as
mines, nor are those engaged in working such deposits commonly
called miners. Giving the word "mine" the meaning ordinarily
attributed to it, it does not include such deposits. It is evident that
Congress, in enacting this statute, intended the word mine to be
<riven its common and not its technical definition, and intended to
exclude from the discovery clause such deposits of inorganic matter
as are not ordinarily referred to as mines.
While the observance of the well-settled rules of statutory construction leave no doubt as to the meaning of this statute, in this
respect, in view of the action of the committee on appeals and review in the Penn Sand & Gravel Co. case, it is recommended that, if
the discovery clause is not repealed, it should be so amended as to
S leave no room for construction.
DISCOVERY DEPLETION NOT DEPENDENT UPON DISCOVERY OF DEPOSIT

The language used in framing the discovery clause has permitted
an administrative construction, which is far beyond, and at wide
variance from, its obvious purpose.
It is manifest from the hearings before the congressional committees, by whom this clause was considered, that its purpose was to
stimulate prospecting for new deposits of oil, gas and minerals.
Such purpose could not be accomplished by the allowance of taxexempt discovery depletion upon deposits of mineral or oil known
to exist prior to the occurrence of the event which is asserted as the
basis of the " discovery."
The discovery clause provides for the allowance of depletion,
based upon discovery value, "in the case of mines, oil and gas wells,
discovered by the taxpayer after February 28, 1913." The commissioner has ruled that a " mine " or " well " means a developed
mine or well, which can be operated at a profit, and that there is
no discovery of a mine or an oil or. gas well until it has been shown
that it can be profitably operated.
Under this construction, taxpayers, who discovered no oil or mineral deposit, are allowed discovery depletion on the ground that
they " discovered " that a previously known deposit could be profitably operated. The Penn Sand & Gravel Co. (1399), the Texas
Gulf Sulphur Co. (3218, 3228, 3244), and the Carson Hill Gold
Mines (Inc.), cases illustrate the effect of this construction of the act.
PENN SAND &

I

TRAVEL

CO.

In the Penn Sand & Gravel Co. case there was no dispute as to the
facts. The organizer of this company, a paving and building contractor, observed a piece of real estate, which had been laid out in
building lots, and upon which building operations had started. He
secured three associates to cooperate with him in the purchase of
this property for exploitation as a real-estate development. After
securing an option on the property, he discovered that the material
excavated in the digging of a well, then in progress, contained sand
and gravel suitable for building purposes.
These four individuals then,organized the Penn Sand & Gravel
Co., which purchased the property, under the option above men-
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tioned, for $54,954.36. and operated it as a gravel pit. The Penn
Sand & Gravel Co. was allowed a discovery value of $150,297.07 on
the ground that, although the gravel was known to exist prior to its
purchase of the property, it was not until after the purchase that it
was known to exist in sufficiently large quantities to permit the
profitable operation of the property.
The existence of this gravel and its nature and extent, had been
fully shown by the report of the second geological survey of Pennsylvania, published in 1881, and in a report of the unitedd States
Geological Survey, published in 1909. These facts were :~hown by
a memorandum of Mr. Frank H. Madison, the valuation engineer,
who handled this case for the Income Tax Unit, to Mr. J. H. Briggs,
chief of the nonmetals section (1419). When Mr. Briggs forwarded
this memorandum to Mr. S. M. Greenidge, head of the engineering
division, lie was severely reprimanded for disagreeing with his
superiors (1420).
The effect of the allowance of discovery value, in this case, was to
increase the amount to be deducted from income, for depletion, from
1.86 cents per ton to 3.29 cents per ton, and to convert a deficiency in
tax of $10,613.15 into a rebate of $48,233.
TEXAS GULF SlULPHUR CO.

The most striking case of the allowance of a discovery value on a
previously known mineral deposit is that of the Texas (ulf Sulphur
Co. (3217). This property had be-n purchased in 1909 for $250.000,
and the discovery value allowed, as of 1919, was $38,920,000.
In considering this case, particular attention is called to the fact
that, by the terms of the statute, discovery depletion is allowable
only when the discovery is made subsequent to February 28, 1913.
As the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has submitted an answer
to the criticism of this case by the committee's staff, the facts will b:
stated in detail.
This taxpayer was organized in 1909 under the name Gulf Sulphur
Co., which name was changed in 1918 to Texas Gulf Sulphur Co.
It acquired the property in question in 1909.
A'report on this property, dated April 23, 1909, was made by
W. J. M. Allen to the directors of the company (3244). This report is in the files of the Income Tax Unit, and was before the unit
wh n the allowance of discovery value was under consideration.
This report shows that this property was extensively drilled for
oil in 1903. Some oil was found, but, as an oil field, the property
soon played out. Mr. Allen states that in 1903 from 10 to 12 feet of
good sulphur Was encountered in every well at depths varying from
900 to 1,000 feet. He quotes parties :ho were interested in oil wells
as stating that in some instances they went through 60 feet of
sulphur.
This Allen report shows that actual drilling for sulphur was in
progress at the time of his examination of the property, in April.
1909, and he gives the log of a well then being drilled, and other
wells drilled in 1908, as follows:
No. 1. Drilled by R. 0. Mlddlebrook and Robert Stevens, Devers, Tex. (head

driller), in August, 1908, for Matagorda Oil Co.; depth, 1,028 feet; found
sulphur at 940 to 948 feet, and both Middlebrook and Stevens report the log
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as practically identical with No. 2; about 500 feet of 4-inch pipe pulled off
and still in this hole.
No. 2. This is the well which was being drilled when I arrived; begun April
9, 1909; finished April 19, 1909. Days actual drilling, 20.
Cost (approximately), exclusive of pipe, use of rig, and freight, $700.
Depth, 1,009 feet.
Log. Eighteen feet surface, 232 feet sand and shale, 185 feet gumbo and
shale, 45 feet gumbo, 20 feet soft shale, 50 feet soft gumbo, 15 feet water sand,
35 feet gumbo, 4 feet rock, 6 feet gumbo, 90 feet slate, 3 feet rock, 25 feet
hard shale, 102 feet gumbo, 6 feet hard rock, 109 feet gumbo, 8 feet rock and
gypsum-953 feet; 10 feet medium soft sulphur, 3 feet gypsum and sulphur, 3
feet soft sulphur, 1% feet gypsum, 2 feet soft sulphur, 1 foot hard rock, onehalf foot rock, 14 feet soft rock sulphur, 8 feet medium, 7% feet soft sulphur56 feet; total, 1,009 feet.
Sample of gumbo, of which 200 feet overlays cap rock above sulphur, submitted herewith.
This stuff fins the tenacity of rubber, and drillers say it will hold steam
-perfectly.
No. 3. Drilled by R. 0. Middlebrook in October, 1908; struck cap rock at
1,140 feet; 4-inch drill, cap rock, 6 or 8 feet of sulphur; struck hard. rock;
lost water and quit. No. 3 is 240 feet northwest of the Lane well.
No. 4. Drilled by R. 0. Middlebrook, November and December, 1908. Went
down 906 feet; struck cap rock at 896 feet; set in 6-inch pipe on cap rock; left
it and quit in the rock. Derrick still standing.
Lane well. Drilled by Sutherland & Lane in 1903: claim went down about
1,400 feet; claim went through 96 feet of sulphur at 1,140 feet; paid no attention to it.

This extensive quotation from the Allen report is given because in
his answer the Commissioner of Internal Revenue states:
The facts are that Mr. Allen was not a mining engineer; that at the time he
made these claims he was financially interested in the properties and was
attempting to secure financial support of his plans for development and that
not a single hole or well had been drilled for the purpose of determining
whether or not it contained sulphur and that there were no reliable data,
samples, or logs in existence showing that the property contained sulphur.

It is evident that the commissioner did not examine the files of the
unit before signing this answer, and has been misled by whoever pre-

pared this answer for him. The above-quoted portions of the Allen
report give the logs and data.

Allen states in his report that he

took samples;
The statement in the commissioner's answer that "not a single hole

or well had been drilled for the purpose of determining whether or
not it contained sulphur " is a mere evasion of the question.
There is nothing in the law which says that to constitute a discovery the discoverer must be looking for the particular thing he finds.
What difference does it make whether a driller is looking for oil and

finds sulphur or looking for water and finds oil or gold ? The material fact is what he finds, not what he is looking for.
What difference does it make whether or not Allen was an engineer. There is nothing in the law which confines discoveries of
oil or minerals to those made by engineers. The material fact is that
he was present on the ground in 1909, while a well was being drilled
in which sulphur was found, and gives complete data as to the sulphur found. He also interviewed men who in drilling for oil had
discovered sulphur.
The commissioner lays great stress upon the fact that Allen was
financially interested in the property in 1909 and was trying to
secure financial support for its development as a sulphur property.
Is tLe evidence of the existence of sulphur to be ignored because
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Allen was financially interested? The allowance of this discovery
value to this taxpayer meant an exemption of nearly $89,000,000 of
income from taxation. Every item of evidence considered by the
unit and now approved by the commissioner as the basis for the
allowance was furnished by the taxpayer or by those employed by
the taxpayer.
The fact is that nowhere in the record is there an iota of evidence
even tending to contradict the facts stated in Allen's report.
Mr. Henry Krumit, geologist for the taxpayer, made a report in
support of the taxpayer's claim for a discovery value (3251), in
which he says:
In prospecting for oil in 1903 and 1904 some sulphur was noticed in the slush
from the drilling. Sulphur had been found in other salt domes, and little
attention was paid to it as oil and not sulphur was the object of the drilling.
However, some St. Louis men hearing these reports of the finding of sulphur
in various parts of Texas formed the Gulf Sulphur Co. in 190) and began
drilling at the Matagorda Big Hill dome to determine the extent of the sulphur
deposit. In this early drilling the same methods were used as in drilling
for oil. While some information was obtained as to the thickness of the
sulphur deposit, practically nothing definite was learned as to the grade of
the ore.

A statement by Mr. Spencer C. Browne, filed by the taxpayer in
support of its claim for a discovery value (3258), contains the following:
During 1909-10 the Gulf Sulphur Co. drilled six holes, shown as holes A
to F on company's maps. Holes A to E, inclusive, were sunk by inadequate
methods and without competent supervision, and their records can not be
considered of much value, except as an indication of the depth and thickness
of the sulphur horizon. Hole F was more carefully drilled than the others,
but proper methods were not used for recovery of the drill cuttings and representative samples were not obtained. Consequently the record of hole F, which
suggested 13 per cent of sulphur in 59.5 feet of horizon, was not reliable.
The thickness of the sulphur formation as found in this early drilling was
reported as follows:
Hole
A.................

-........---...... ----

Thioknes
6.0

B....".... .....-.........................
85.
C ........................................
54.5
D...--....................................
35.0
E..-...--....--..............--....---41.0
F..-- . ....-....... ......-..... .. .....---59.

Per cent sulphur
Undetermined.

Undetermined; said to be richer than A or C.
Undetermined.
Undetermined; very low grade.
Do.
About 13 per cent; not reliably sampled.

In July, 1910, while in the employ of clients now interested in the Texas
Gulf Sulphur Co.. I heard of the foregoing results of drilling and visited the
Matagorda Big.Hill and reported favorably regarding its prospects. Through
a visit to St. Louis I became acquainted with Messrs. Einstein, Allen, and
Harrison, and with the details of their exploration work at Big Hill; and
while on this visit I persuaded Messrs. Einstein and Allen to come to New
York to confer with my clients. As a result of these conferences, and in the
light of further information regarding sulphur that we developed during our
exploration of the Bryan Heights deposit in 1910 and 1911, my clients gradually acquired the controlling interest in the Gulf Sulphur Co. during the next
few years.

Thus the statement of the commissioner that " not a single hole or
well had been drilled in the property for the purpose of determining
whether or not it contained sulphur" is squarely contradicted and
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disproven by this report, filed by the taxpayer itself in support of
its claim.
This taxpayer conceded that the discovery of the existence of
sulphur occurred in 1903; and that it had been demonstrated in 1909
that the deposit was a large one.
Is it reasonable to assume that this company would have paid
$250,000 for this property and would have invested $5,000,000 in a
plant for the extraction of sulphur, if it was not satisfied that the
sulphur was there and could be recovered at a profit? If the evidence was sufficiently convincing to move the taxpayer to make this
enormous investment, why should it not have satisfied the commissioner ?
This claim for discovery value was based and allowed on the sole
ground that it was not until a $5,000,000 plant had been built and
went into operation in 1919, that the fact was established that this
deposit could be profitably operated.
The method of extracting this sulphur from the ground was not
a new one. Superheated water is pumped into the deposit which
melts the sulphur. The molten .sulphur then runs into wells, from
which it is forced to the surface by compressed air. This method
had been in successful operation, since 1896 in sulphur mines in the
same locality, where the sulphur and geological conditions were the
same as in the mines of this taxpayer.
Thus it appears that although the existence of this large body of
sulphur had been known since 1909, and the method of extraction
had been known since 1896, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
has, by his answer in this case, approved a ruling that there was no
discovery within the meaning of this act until after 1913, and discovery depletion is, therefore, allowable.
As thus construed, the discovery of a mine does not mean the discovery of the deposit, nor even the discovery of the deposit plus
a method of extraction, but the discovery that the enterprise will
produce a profit, when the method is applied to the deposit.
This construction of the discovery clause extends the tax exemption afforded by it to an almost unlimited extent. Thus interpreted,
a discovery exemption can be allowed wherever known ore bodies
which could not be profitably worked became profitable by the application of new methods. In such cases the real discovery is made by
the inventor of the process, yet any profit he derives is fully taxed.
A may find a deposit of low-grade ore which can not produce a
profit without.the utilization of a process invented by B. A has not
sufficient capital to install the equipment necessary to utilize B's
process and therefore can not operate his property at a profit.
Under the construction given the discovery clause, there has been
A sells this deposit to C, who utilizes the process
no "discovery."
invented by B, and operates the property at a profit. C is now permitted to capitalize the expected profit, to be derived from the
deposit found by A, and which becomes valuable because of B's
invention, and is permitted to set up the present value of such profits

as tax exempt depletion.
Assume that A derives some profit from the sale to C, because
of the known existence of the undeveloped ore body. Assume also

that B, through royalties, or profit on the sale of equipment, derives some profit from the use of his process by C. While A and
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B have made the only real discoveries involved, A by finding the
ore body and B by inventing the process, they must both pay a
tax on the full profit they derive from such discoveries, yet C,
who merely utilizes the discoveries of A and B, is given the dis.
covery exemption.
This hypothetical case illustrates exactly what happened in the
Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. The company paid $250,000 for this property in 1909 because the existence of sulphur had been demonstrated by drilling for oil. Had this sulphur been found and this
land sold subsequent to 1913, the vendors would have been subject to tax upon the increment in values due to the known presence
of sulphur. The process was invented long before and patented.
Had the inventor received a royalty for its use, he would have been
subject to tax upon that royalty. Yet the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co.,
which utilized the fact that sulphur was found by one and a process
invented by another, is permitted to deduct nearly $39,000,000 from
the profits they derive from the property as tax exempt.
Oil furnishes an excellent illustration of what may be done under
this construction of the discovery clause. The Alpine Oil Co.
brought in the first well in the extension of the Eldorado pool in
Kansas (2098-2099). As their operations showed a loss, they made
no claim for and were allowed no discovery value. After the existence of oil in this pool had been demonstrated by the Alpine well,
the Gypsy Oil Co. developed a 40-acre tract in this same pool, upon
which they are claiming a discovery exemption of $8,000,000 (19992019).
It is an established fact that the methods now in use in this
country only recover from 10 to 15 per cent of the oil, and that the
remaining 85 to 90 per cent is retained in the sands. In Europe
such sands are being mined to recover the oil which can not be recovered by pumping.
When the time comes that it will be profitable to mine our oilbearing sands, the discovery clause, as now construed, will permit
the allowance of discovery values on them, although their location,
extent, and the quantity and quality of oil they bear is being absolutely demonstrated by our present operations.
Under the precedent established by the sulphur and gravel casecited, the fact that the existence of the oil is known does not constitute a discovery. Under these precedents a discovery will not take
place until plants have been erected and mining operations coinmence. If the business is then profitable a discovery value can be
claimed and allowed as tax exempt.
This construction defeats the very purpose of the law, which was
to stimulate prospecting.
The taxpayer who discovers a profit in the development of a
known ore body or in a known pool of oil can not be differentiated
in principle from the taxpayer who discovers a profit in manufacturing.
30-DAY LIMIT ON DISCOVERY VALUE IGNORED

The discovery clause provides that the discovery " depletion allowance shall be based upon the fair market value of the property at
the date of discovery, or within 30 days thereafter."
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The prospector who discovers a mineral can not usually develop
the quality nor the extent of the ore body within 30 days, and 30
days will not develop the full value which may be derived from an
oil pool or field. The mere discovery of ore or oil will, however,
enhance the value of the property upon which it is found. The subsequent develolnment of the mine or oil tract may enhance the value
of the property to many thousand times what anyone would pay for
the mere prospect existing on the date of discovery or within 30
days thereafter.
This 30-day limitation verities the only inference which can be
drawn from the hearings held in 1918, that the purpose of this provision was to relieve the prospector, and that it was not intended to
create a tax exemption in favor of those who might subsequently
develop the property. It is also clear that it was the intent of Congress to limit the exemption to that first increment in value which
can be based upon the highly speculative conditions existing within
30 days after discovery, and that the greater value shown by subsequently developing the property was not to be exempted through
discovery depletion.
It is, however, the practice of the Income Tax Unit to permit the
full development of the property before the 30 days begin to run.
Thus, for all practical purposes the 30-day limitation is read out of
the law. The course of reasoning followed is that there is no discovery until the amount of profit to be realized can be shown. and
that this can not be shown until the property is developed.
UNITED VERDE EXTENSION

MINING CO.

(3411)

In the case of the United Verde Extension Mining Co. the deposit
was discovered in 1915, but its extent was not developed until December 31, 1916. December 31, 1916, was the date accepted as the
date of discovery. This company was therefore allowed over a
year, instead of 30 days, within which to develop value for discoverydepletion purposes. While we have no way of knowing what the
value would have been, had it been confined to that value demonstrable within 30 days after the deposit was discovered, it is safe
to assume that it would have been but a small fraction of the
$30,652,379 allowed as the value on December 31. 1916. over a year
after the discovery of the deposit.
TEXAS GULF SULPHUR CO.

(3217)
In the Texas Gulf Sulphur case, while the deposit was known to
exist in 1903, when the property was purchased for $250.000, and
was known to be 56 feet thick in 1909, drilling operations were carried on during 1917 and 1918 to develop its full extent and quality.
The property is valued, as of March, 1919, at over $38,000.000. The
value allowed for depletion is the value after full development and
includes the increment due to development.
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CA RSON

HILL GOLI) MINES (INC.)

(See supplement)

The Carson Hill Gold Mines (Inc.) case shows how the application of this principle by the Income Tax Unit removes every limitation placed by Congress on discovery depletion.
This mine was discovered long before March 1, 1913 and was
being operated on March 1, 1913. Subsequent to March 1, 1913,
the operation of the mine was abandoned because the ores were of
such low grade as to be unprofitable to mine.
During 1916 W. J. Loring, who was working an adjoining property containing very rich ore, and who believed that the rich ore
extended into the property of the old mine, secured an option to
purchase the mine for $600,000 cash, or 40 per cent of the stock of
a company organized to acquire the mine. By the terms of the
option Loring was permitted to explore the property, and the proceeds of any ore mined during the option period were to be placed in
escrow to be applied on the purchase price in case the option was
exercised.
On September 25, 1917, high-grade ore was discovered, but the
extent of it was not fully developed.
On November 27, 1917, the taxpayer was incorporated, and on the
same day acquired the option from Loring.
The work of developing the extent of the rich ore body continued
from September 25, 1917. to November 30, 1918, when the taxpayer
notified the owners that it exercised the option. .
On December 28, 1918, the taxpayer acquired title to the property
for $600,000.
The solicitor, in an unpublished ruling, held that the taxpayer
was entitled to discovery depletion based on a valuation as of the
date it acquired the property, December 28, 1918.
Based upon the proven and probable ores shown on December 28,
1918, a discovery value of $1,316,363.82 was allowed, all of which
was deducted from the income of 1919 to 1922, inclusive.
EXCEPTIONS TO ALLOWANCE

The law provides that depletion based on discovery value shall be
confined to " mines discovered" by the taxpayer since February
28, 1913, where not acquired as the result of the purchase of a proven
tract or lease, and that the basis of such depletion shall be the fair
market value as of date of discovery or within 30 days thereafter
The law further provides that discovery depletion shall only be
allowed when the value after discovery is materially dispropor.
tionate with cost.
The allowance in this case is barred by every condition stipulated
in the statute. Unless there is to be discrimination, the solicitor's
opinion in this case should constitute a precedent.
First. This mine was not discovered since February 28, 1913.
This was a mine which was in actual operation on March 1, 1913,
and upon which a March 1, 1913, value had been placed for depletion
purposes. It is true that a deposit of high-grade ore had been overlooked, but there is no way to tell as of March 1, 1913, what grade
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of ore may be encountered in subsequent operation. The law pro.
vides that the depletion of mines discovered prior to March 1, 1913,
shall be based on cost or March 1, 1913, value.
Congress can not be said to have intended that the mere discovery
in an old mine of a higher grade of ore than was evident in 1913
should create a newly discovered mine. To be consistent, an overestimate of the quantity and grade of the ore, as shown by subsequent operations, would warrant reducing the 1913 value. Upon
this theory no 1913 value could stand unless subsequent operations
verify every estimated factor. Congress must be credited with
knowing that there is no way to tell as of March 1, 1913, what grade
of ore may be subsequently encountered; and 1913 value within the
meaning of the act must be construed to be such values as was evident from 1913 conditions.
Second. Assuming for the purpose of discussion that the discovery
of this rich deposit created a new mine, this new mine was not discovered by the taxpayer.
The rich deposit upon which this discovery value was based was
discovered on September 25, 1917, and the taxpayer was not organized until November 27, 1917. It certainly can not be said that
a corporation before organization is any more capable of discovering a mine than is an unborn child.
Third. This mine was acquired as the result of the purchase of a
proven tract or lease.
The date accepted by the Income Tax Unit in making this allowance as the date of discovery is November 30, 1918, the very day
upon which the taxpayer exercised the option to purchase. This
is 14 months after the rich ore was first discovered, during which
time operations to develop the extent of the ore had then been in
progress. It was not claimed that anything happened on this particular date which made known anything not known the day before.
This (late was obviously accepted as the discovery date, because to
have fixed the discovery date one day earlier would have denied
discovery depletion.
The solicitor holds that the taxpayer did acquire a proven tract,
but yet holds it entitled to discovery depletion, upon the ground that
the option gave it possession and the right to mine during the option
period. The right of an option holder who has a license to mine
during the option period to depletion is not involved in this case.
The discovery depletion is granted in this case to the purchaser of this
fee for depletion to be sustained after the purchase of the fee. The
word "purchase" wheA a fee is involved can mean nothing except
an executed contract of sale. The rights of the taxpayer prior to the
sale on November 30, 1913, were such as arise out of an executory
contract to purchase. Whatever its rights to depletion may have
been under its option prior to the purchase of the fee, it did not
purchase the fee upon which depletion was allowed until the exercise of the option terminated its rights as an option holder. When
the sale was made on December 28, 1918, a purchase was effected
and, as the solicitor properly holds, a proven tract was purchased.
But even conceding that the acquisition of the option by the taxpayer on November 27, 1917, constituted a purchase within the
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meaning of the statute does not entitle it to discovery depletion. The
discovery was made on September 25, 1917, and the option was not
acquired by the taxpayer until two months after the discovery.
Therefore, unless this statute is to be construed to mean that a
"discovery" for depletion purposes is deferred after the existence
of the ore has been discovered for an indefinite time within which
the taxpayer can develop the full value of the mine, this taxpayer
was not entitled to discovery depletion, because in acquiring the
option it purchased a proven tract or an interest in the lease.
Fourth. The fair market value of the property after discovery
was not materially disproportionate to the cost, and therefore discovery depletion is not allowable. The original option holder owned
the adjoining property upon which the existence of a rich ore body
had been developed. He expected to find that his known ore body
extended into the property covered by the option. He did not buy,
taking the chance of finding rich ore. He took an option to buy, in
case he found the rich ore, and the price fixed in the option depended
upon finding this ore. The option price was, therefore, the price
to be paid by a willing buyer to a willing seller of the property after
the existence of the ore had been determined. The option price was
a discovery value, based entirely upon discovery, and was the exact
cost. The fact that the unit's appraisal is disproportionate to the
cost merely shows the extent to which the discovery value was increased by the development of the property after discovery and
before December 28, 1918.
Fifth. The allowance of a period of 14 months after the discovery
of the existence of the high-grade ore violates the provision of the
statute that the value depleted shall be as of the date of discovery
or within 30 days thereafter. The very purpose of this limitation
was to restrict the value to be depleted to the increment due to discovery and to prevent the inclusion in the value to be depleted of
values developed by developing and blocking out the ores.
Allowing values developed after 30 days has the effect of reading
the 30-day limit out of the statute, because if 14 months can be
allowed after the disc very of the ore body 14 years can be allowed.
DUPLICATE DISCOVERIES OF THE SAME MINE

Subdivision of section 211 provides:
In the case of the bona fide sale of mines, oil or gas well, or any interest
therein, when the principal value of the property has been demonstrated by
prospecting or exploration and discovery work done by the taxpayer, the
portion of the tax imposed by this section attributable to such sale shall not
exceed 16 per cent of the selling price of such property or interest.

Loring held the option on the Carson Hill property prior to the
organization of the Carson Hill Co. and at the time rich deposit
was found, and he did the exploration work. Assume that he had
sold his option to the Carson Hill Co. at a profit, such profit would
be clearly attributable to the discovery of the rich ore found by
him and he would be clearly entitled to the benefit of the abovequoted provision of section 211. Under the theory upon which the
allowance was made to the Carson Hill Co., it would also be entitled to discovery depletion, not because it discovered the deposit
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but because it developed the extent of it. Thus we would have
two different discoveries of the same ore deposit at two different
dates and the allowance of discovery benefits to two different taxpayers.
It was established before the committee that in some cases the
valuation of oil wells for discovery-depletion purposes by the oil
and gas section of the Income Tax Unit were based upon several
years actual production. Evidence of this practice was presented
in respect to the valuation of the property of the Gypsy Oil Co.
(2003), the California Petroleum Co. (2999), and the Margay Oil
Co. (2973). In one case the unit 18 months after the discovery
refused to make a valuation upon the ground that production over
a sufficient period was not known (2967).
It is obvious that the purchaser of an oil well on the date of
discovery or within 30 days thereafter would have no means of
knowing the subsequent actual production. He would buy an unknown quantity of a highly speculative nature and would fix his
price accordingly.
.
Under the head of "Analytical appraisals " we discuss the methods
and factors used in making valuations for the purpose of determining discovery value. We show how this basing of value on known
production has been used by the Income Tax Unit as a justification
for the use of wholly inadequate discount factors in reducing prospective profits to present value as of date of discovery. It is clear
that any purchaser of an oil well on the date of discovery or within
30 days thereafter who could not know what the well would produce
would expect a high rate of profit to compensate him for his speculative hazard, and would pay less for the well than if lie knew
what the actual production would be.
SUMMARY ON DISCOVERY OF PROFIT

By importing the element of profit into the discovery clause and
by fixing the date of discovery at the date when the amount of profit
to be expected has been developed, instead of at the late when the
existence of the deposit is discovered, the date of discovery for
depletion purposes is postponed, with the following results:
The discovery exemption (confined by law to the taxpayer who
makes discovery) is allowed to taxpayers who did inot discover a
deposit but who merely developed property after the deposit had
been discovered by a predecessor in title. This is illustrated by the
Penn Sand & Gravel case (1399) and Carson Hill case.
The discovery exemption (confined by the law to discoveries since
March 1, 1913), is allowed upon deposits discovered prior to March
1, 1913, but not fully developed and operated until after March 1,
1913. (The Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. case.) (3217.)
The discovery exemption (confined by the law to the value as of
date of discovery or within 30 days thereafter) is measured by the
increment in value due to the full development of the property,
instead of merely the increment in value due to the discovery of
the deposit. (See United Verde Extension Mining Co., 3411, Texas
Gulf Sulphur Co., 3217, and oil cases.)
S. Rept. 27, 69------3
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INCONSISTENT RULING ON DISCOVERY OF COAL

On page 357 of the hearings, Mr. S. M. Greenidge, head of the
engineering division of the Income Tax Unit, testified as follows:
"Pardon, me, but discovery is hot allowable, and has never been allowable
in coal, because the coal fields have been treated as being known by our
geological bulletins or by other publications, such as the Bureau of Mines,
so that the discovery factor does pot apply to coal.

How, this determination that discovery exemption is not allowable on coal, because the coal fields are shown by geological publications, can be reconciled with the allowances made in the Penn
Sand and Gravel and the Texas Gulf Sulphur and to oil wells
brought in after a pool has been discovered does not appear.
SIn the Penn Sand and Gravel case the gravel was not only shown
by the official publications of both the United States and the State
of Pennsylvania, but had been actually found on the property
in the material excavated in digging a well prior to the acquisition
of the property by the taxpayer.
In the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. case the existence of the sulphur
had been shown by drilling for oil in 1903, and the fact established
by drilling in 1907 that the sulphur deposit was 56 feet thick.
Thus the fact that the deposit was there was known prior to March
1, 1913.
As has been pointed out, these allowances were made upon the
theory that discovery was not made until the fact was established
that the operation of these properties would return a profit. Many
coal mines have been closed down because they did not yield a
profit. The same statutes and the same regulations apply to coal
which apply to sulphur.
Why the actual knowledge of the existence of sulphur or gravel
is not sufficient to prevent the discovery, if discovery depletion is
denied upon coal, because its existence is shown by geological publications, is difficult to explain.
It is, also difficult to explain how a taxpayer, who drills an offset
well within a few feet of a producing well, or who drills a well
between producing wells in a developed pool of oil, can be said
to "discover" oil, when disc 'ry is denied to coal because its
existence is shown by geologic
,ublications.
It is therefore recommended that if discovery depletion is not
entirely eliminated the law be so amended as to confine it to the
discovery of a deposit.
REGULATIONS DEFINING PROVEN AREA AND DISCOVERY

The first interpretation placed upon the discovery provision by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue confined the discovery exemption to the discoverer of a new oil pool.
The 1919 edition of Regulations 45 contained the following provisions:
Art. 220. Discovery of oil and gas wells.-In order to take advantage of
his discovery on and after March 1, 1918, of oil or gas well., the taxpayer
must show (a) that the tract for which such valuation is claimed was not
proven oil land as to the particular sand or some discovery of which is
claimed at the time the so-called discovery was made, proven oil land being
that which has been shown by finished wells, supplemented by geologic data,
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to be such that other wells drilled thereon are practically certain to be commercial producers; (b) that the discovery was a bona fide discovery of a
coninercial well of oil or gas, or both of these substances, on the property in
question, a commercial well being one whose production is such as to offer
a reasonable expectation of at least returning the capital invested in such
well through the sale of the oil or gas, or both, derived therefrom during its
economic life; and (c) that the fair market value of the property was materially in excess of the cost.

The 1919 edition of the " Manual for the oil and gas industry,"
issued by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue as an official publication for the guidance of taxpayers in the oil and gas industry,
at pages 40 and 41, contains the following:
COMMISHIONEf'B RULING

The clause from sections 214 (a) and 234 (a) of the tax law referred to above
was inserted to protect the prospector or "wildcatter" who goes into an
unknown field and, overcoming hazards of the business, discovers a new and
valuable deposit of oil or gas, and by so doing increases the value of his holdings to such an extent that their value at the time of the discovery, or within
80 days thereafter, is materially disproportionate to their cost. The discovery
may refer to the opening up of a new pool or field, or it may refer to the tap
ping of a new and previously unknown sand or zone in an old pool or field.
The benefits, however, will accrue solely to the holdings of the taxpayer
actually making the discovery. And it will affect him only in so far as he is
able to prove that his discovery was bona fide, and that it has so increased the
value of his holdings as to make it materially disproportionate to the cost
Unless the taxpayer proves to the satisfaction of the commissioner that his
so-called discovery well has opened up an entirely new pool or structure, or a
new sand or zone in the particular pool or structure In which the operation
takes place, this law will not apply to (a) any tract or lease any part of which
was proven or producing prior to the date of (the alleged) discovery; (b) nor
to any tract or lease within the proven limits of any well-recognized oil or gas
pool or field; (c) nor to such wells as are drilled immediately in advance of
producing wells; (d) or on the edge of proven territory. Neither will it apply
to the tract or lease of any other than the taxpayer making the bona fide
discovery.

In the 1920 edition of Regulations 45 we find article 220 amended
and reading as follows:
ART. 220(a). Discovery-Proven tract or lease-Property disproportionate
vdle.-(1) For the purpose of these sections of the revenue act of 1918 an oil
or gas well may be said to be discovered when there is either a natural exposure of oil or gas or a drilling that discloses the actual and physical presence
of oil or gas in quantities sufficient to justify commercial exploitation are
deemed to exist when the quantity and quality of the oil or gas so recovered
from the well are such as to afford a reasonable expectation of at least
returning the capital invested in such well through the sale of the oil or gas, or
both. to be derived therefrom.
(2) A proven tract or lease may be a part of the whole of a proven area.
A proven area for the purposes of this statute shall be presumed to be that
portion of the productive sand or zone or reservoir included in a square surface area of 160 acres having as its center the mouth of a well producing
oil or gas in commercial quantities. In other words, a producing well shall
be presumed to prove that portion of a given sand, zone, or reservoir which is
included in an area of 160 acres of land, regardless of private boundaries.
The center of such square area shall be the mouth of the well, and its sides
shall be parallel to the section lines established by the United States system
of public land surveys in the district in which it is located. Where a district
is not covered by the United States land surveys the sides of said area shall
run north and south, east and west.
So much of a taxpayer's tract or lease which lies within an area proven
either by himself or by another is "a proven tract or lease" as contemplated
by the statute, and the discovery of a "well thereon will not entitle such taxpayer to revalue such well for the purposes of depletion allowances unless
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the tract or lease had been acquired before it became proven. And even
though a well is brought in on a tract or lease not included in a proven area
as heretofore defined, nevertheless it may not entitle the owner of the tract
or lease in which such well is located to revaluation for depletion purposes,
if such tract or lease lies within a compact area which is immediately surrounded by proven land, and the geologic structural conditions on or under
the land so inclosed may reasonably warrant the belief that the oil or gas
of the proven areas extends thereunder. Under such circumstances the entire
area is to be regarded as proven land.
(3) The "property" which may be valued after discovery is the "well."
For the purposes of these sections the "well" is the drill hole, the surface
necessary for the drilling and operation of the well, the oil or gas content
of the particular sand, zone, or reservoir (limestone, breccia, crevice, etc.)
in which the discovery was made by the drilling, and from which the production is drawn, to 'he limit of the taxpayer's private bounding lines, but not
beyond the limits of the proven area as heretofore provided.
(4) A taxpayer to be entitled to revalue his property after March 1, 1913,
for the purpose of depletion allowances mudt make a discovery after said
date, and such discovery must result,in the tair market value of the property
becoming disproportionate to the cost. The fair market value of the property
will be deemed to have become disproportionate to the cost when the output
of such well of oil or gas affords a reasonable expectation of returning to the
taxpayer an amount materially in excess of the cost of the land or lease it
acquired since March 1, 1913, or its fair market value on March 1, 1913, if
acquired prior thereto, plus the cost of exploration and development work to
the time the well was brought in.

There has been no change in article 220 in the regulations promulgated under the 1921 and 1924 acts, except to change the article
number to 222 in Regulations 65, promulgated under the 1924 law.
All allowances for discovery exemption have been made under the
regulations in force since 1920.
The definition of a "proven area " as " that portion of the produc-

tive sand or zone or reservoir, included in a ;quare surface area of
160 acres, having as its center the mouth of a well producing oil
and/or gas in commercial quantities," so limits a " proven" area as
to permit many such proven areas upon any one pool of oil.
This definition of a "proven" area was repeatedly criticized
during the hearings as being purely arbitrary and having no relationship whatever to the size or shape of the geological structures,
in which oil is usually found (1880). The representatives of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue have, however, made no attempt to

justify this arbitrary limit. The first regulations fixed no hard and
fast limits. As oil pools vary in size, no hard and fast limits can
be fixed. The first regulations, like the California State Mining
Bureau (1880) and the Federal leasing act, recognize a proven area
as that area included within a geological structure in which oil has
been found by bringing in of a commercial well.
Mr. Greg, for a first time, made some contention that the regulations provided for the consideration of geologic indications. Mr.
Greenidge, head of the engineering division of the Income Tax
Unit, who has sole jurisdiction over the administration of the discovery provision of the law, disposed of Mr. Gregg's contention by
admitting that the 160 acre rule was always followed (1920).
This arbitrary limitation of a proven area to a square area of
160 acres has permitted the blanketing of oil pools by the innumerable "discoveries," which will be later described, and the
allowance of a greater part of the discovery exemptions to oil companies on wells drilled upon areas actually proven by geological
indications supplemented by producing wells.
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As will be shown, this definition of a "proven" area permits
the allowance of discovery exemption on offset wells and upon wells
lying between, but not entirely surrounded by producing wells on
the same geologic structure.
DISCOVERY EXEMPTION ALLOWED ON PREVIOUSLY PROVEN AREA

Attention is next called to the fact that the regulations permit,
and it is the uniform practice of the Income Tax Unit to allow
discovery exemption upon areas which have been previously proven
by the well of another owner or lessee, provided such areas were
not proven at the date of acquisition of the property.
Thus A, the lessee of the north half of a quarter section of land,
brings in a well 10 feet north of the center of his south boundary.
This well will prove all of the south half of the section except a
strip 10 feet wide along the south' boundary of the south half. If
B had a lease on the south half of the section prior to the bringing
in of A's well, and drills an offset well but a few feet south of-A
well, B will be allowed discovery exemption on his entire 80 acres,
notwithstanding the fact that A's well proved all of his land except
the south 10 feet.
An illustration of the operation of this provision of the law and
regulations is afforded by the Gypsy Oil Co. case (2003). This company acquired a lease on a 40-acre tract prior to the bringing in of
a well on an adjoining tract by the Carter Oil Co. The Carter well
proved the area upon which the Gypsy well was located and about
400 feet beyond it, yet the Gypsy company sets up an $8,000,000
discovery value, which is clearly allowable under the law and regulations. This case is typical of two-thirds of the allowances made
for discovery depletion.
AREA VALUED FOR DISCOVERY EXEMPTION

In determining the value to be allowed upon a discovery well, the
value of all of the oil estimated to lie within that portion of the
160 acres of which the well is the center which is owned or held
under lease by the taxpayer is included (2006). Thus, if a taxpayer has a lease on 160 acres, and the discovery well is in the center
of the tract, the amount of oil estimated to be underlying the entire
tract will be valued. If, however, the discovery well is in the center
of the north boundary, only the oil in the north 80 acres will be
valued. A well on the corner of a 160-acre tract owned or leased by
the taxpayer will be valued on the basis of the estimated recoverable
reserves from 40 acres.
The diagram on page 38 illustrates hypothetically how discovery
exemption is allowed on known oil pools and on proven areas by the
bureau, according to their interpretation of the law as stated in the
regulations.
We assume in this hypothetical case that the geological conditions
indicate that a certain area, several square miles in extent, contains
oil. The A Oil Co. procures leases on four sections (16 quarter
sections) of this area. These 16 sections are shown on the diagram,
numbered S1 to S16, inclusive. Each of these quarter sections contains 160 acres, and the total area leased by the A Oil Co. is there-
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The lease provides that drilling operations must

be begun within two years from the date of lease.
When the two years are about up B, a wildcatter, procures a
lease from the A Oil Co. of 10 acres, which is practically in the
center of the A company's lease. As no wells have as yet been
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brought in from this geological structure, the A company is willing
to. lease this 10 acres to B on reasonable terms, rather than risk
their own money in drilling on the strength of geological indications
alone. On the diagram B's 10 acres is the shaded area in the northwest corner of quarter section S-11.
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B drills a well in the northwest corner of his 10 acres, as near as
possible to the corner, that he may draw as much oil as possible
from beyond his property line in case he strikes oil. B brings in
a commercial well and is allowed a discovery value based upon the
estimated amount of oil under his 10 acres. This well is shown on
the diagram and is marked "Well No. 1." Under the regulations
this oil well proves 160 acres, as shown by the dotted line on the
diagram, Well No. 1 being in the center of the area inclosed by
this line. This well then proves approximately 40 acres of each of
the quarter sections S-6, S-7, S-10, and S-11.
The A Oil Co. now drills offset wells as near A's well as possible
to prevent B from taking their oil, the presence of which has been
shown by B's well No. 1.
The first well brought in by A Co. is indicated on the diagram
as well No. 2. Although well No. 2, being in practically the sam
position as well No. 1, can not be said to prove again this same 160acre tract shown by the dotted line, nevertheless a discovery valuation is set up, based on this well No. 2 as a discovery well, which
includes an estimate of all the oil under 150 acres (that is, the 160acre area shown minus the 10-acre tract leased by B, which is, of
course, excluded). A Co. therefor- in spite of the fact that practically all of this 160-acre tract was proven by B's well No, 1, gets a
full discovery exemption for all of the 150 acres left, because the
company had acquired the lease before B discovered oil.
The C Oil Co. now acquires a lease on the land east of quarter
section S-8, wlich is, as before stated, under lease by the A Oil
Co. C Co. drills and brings in well No. 3, as shown on the diagram.
The 160 acres proven by this well No. 3 is shown by dotted lines on
the east and west, and on the north and south the quarter-section
lines denote the limits of the proven area. The discovery exemption
is allowed C Co. for the oil under approximately 80 acres of this
tract as shown by the shaded area between the two quarter-section
lines adjacent to well No. 3.
In the same way the D Oil Co. leases a tract east of quarter-section
S-12 and immediately south of C Co.'s lease. D Co. brings in well
No. 4 and this proves another 160 acres, indicated by the dotted
lines. The discovery exemption to D Co. is based on the oil under
the 80 acres as shaded on the diagram.
While both well No. 3 (C. Co.'s) and well No. 4 (D Co.'s) were
in the same pool discovered by B and their leases were not acquired
until after the wells of A and B had been brought in, both C and D
Cos. get the discovery exemption on 80 acres, because their wells
were outside the 160-acre proven aiea limit set up by the regulations, the position of which is determined by the location of wells
No. 1 and 2.
A Co. now drills offset wells Nos. 5 and 6, as shown on the diagram,
as near as possible to wells No. 3 and 4, brought in by the C and D
Co., in order to protect his oil. As wells No. 5 and 6 are very close
to Nos. 3 and 4, it is evident that the 160-acre tract of which they
are the center is practically the same 160-acre tract already proven
by wells Nos. 3 and 4.
Notwithstanding the fact that practically all of the two 80-acre
tracts in quarter sections 8-8 and S-12 have been proven by wells
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Nos. 3 and 4, driven by C and D Cos., the A Co. is allowed a full
discovery exemption on each of these 80-acre tracts, because the company had the lease before wells Nos. 3 and 4 were brought in.
The E Oil Co. now acquires the 80 acres lying east of A Co.'s
quarter section S-16. (The shaded area on the diagram.) They
bring in well No. 7 and get the discovery exemption, because it is
outside of any 160 acres proven area. This well No. 7 proves practically 80 acres of A Co.'s quarter section S-16, but nevertheless this
latter company on drilling their well No. 8 close by, gets the discovery exemption because the lease was acquired before the E Co.
brought in well No. 7.
A Co. now drills well No. 9 between quarter sections S-7 and S-8,
and well No. 10 between quarter sections S-11 and S-12, to prevent
losing discovery depletion under the regulation which provides
that a discovery will not be allowed when the area is entirely surrounded by proven areas. Through wells No. 9 and 10, therefore,
the A Co. proves and gets the discovery exemption on all the oil
under the 320-acre tract in which these wells are located.
This carries the illustration far enough to show how the entire
area east of the original discovery well No. 1 can be blanketed
with discovery exemptions. By the same process the areas north,
south, and west of the original well can be blanketed until the
limits of the pool are reached.
On the diagram we have carried the process out by putting in
wells Nos. 11 to 43, inclusive, and showing additional leases F
to R, inclusive. The diagram is self-explanatory.
By judicious drilling, then, the A Co. can get the discovery
exemption on their whole 2,560 acres with the exception of the
10 acres subleased; and they can do this without making a single
real discovery and without taking any real risk in drilling. Out of
the 2,560 acres under lease by the A Co. the discovery exemption is
actually allowed on 1,270 acres which have been proven by others
even on the arbitrary 160-acre rule of the bureau.
The map on the opposite page shows how H. V. Foster actually
blanketed a 640-acre tract with 10 "discovery" wells (2901-2902).
Foster acquired a lease on section 25, range 25-9, Osage County,
Okla., on December 16, 1910, for which he paid no bonus. Through
these 10 discoveries on this 640-acre tract he has secured discovery
exemption amounting to $2,231,329.
The order in which the wells were brought in, the acreage within
Foster's lease proven by each well, the discovery exemption allowed,
and the general location of the discovery areas are as follows:
Order

WellNo. Acreae
proven

Discovery
exemption
$3, 54. 10
148,449.28
161, 14.72
201,755.93
697,447.50
112,451.38
339,729.12
M2900.2

First..........................
Second.........................
Third..........................
Fourth.........................
Fifth...........................
Sixth...........................
Seventh........................
Eighth.........................

1
5
9
16
16
19
23
26

49.5
560
123.25
80.0
4. 4
7. 5
025
67,0

Ninth..........................
Tenth..........................

27
35

34.3
18.0

General location on section

Southwest corner.
Directly east of well No. 1.
Center of section.
Northwest corner.
Southeast corner.
South side between wells 5 and 6.
Center of east side.
Center of north side and small square
and between 15 and 9.
23623800 Northeast corner.
67,567.680 North side between wells 26 and 27.
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Foster secured discovery exemption on 560 out of 640 acres, and
the remaining area is so situated that a producing well, located at
any point on it, will permit the allowance of a discovery value and
thus blanket the entire section with discovery areas.
A chart on page 2904 of the hearings shows how Foster up to
January 1, 1922, had blanketed 626 out of 960 acres contained in another lease, and will be still able to blanket the remaining 334 acres
with discoveries when the remaining acreage is drilled.
The map on the opposite page shows the results of a study of 35
continguous quarter sections in the Winona pool located in Osage
County, Okla. The line-shaded areas show the discovery values
which have been allowed by the Income Tax Unit to and including
1920. The dotted areas show tracts within a 160-acre area proven by
a well brought in on an adjoining tract before the date of the acquisition of the lease. Such tracts are not eligible for discovery valuation. The unshaded areas indicate the tracts upon which the taxpayer's right to discovery value has not been acted upon by the unit.
When the claim for the years subsequent to 1920 are acted upon, it
is probable that additional discovery allowances will blanket the unshaded areas to the same extent as are indicated by the shaded areas.
A full explanation of this map and the data upon which it is based
are found in the hearings beginning at page 2835.
FOURTEEN DISCOVERY WELLS AND 745 ACRES PROVEN AREAS ON 160-ACRE
TRACT

The diagram on the opposite page shows discoveries allowed on
the Lee Sawyer lease of the Gypsy Oil Co., located in Nobl) lunty,
Okla.
This case illustrates how a compact area can be blani
different discoveries, and how successive discoveries can ' ,..owed
on the same area (2907). This lease cost $5,700, and discovery
exemption to the extent of $9,573,875 is being claimed on it.
This lease covers 160 acres and is a typical case, showing how discovery may be obtained on more than one sand. So far 14 discoveries
have been drilled on this 160-acre area, 13 of which have been set
up as discovery wells. As two discoveries are claimed on well No. 1,
14 discoveries are claimed on this quarter section.
It will be noted that well No. 75, in the center of the tract, is
made the basis of a claim for discovery value, in the third sand, over
the entire 160-acre area.
In the fourth sand, discovery value is claimed on the entire 160
acres through wells 8, 18, and 52.
In the fifth sand, discovery value is claimed on the entire 160-acre
area through wells 3, 5, 6, and 28.
In the second sand, discovery value is claimed on 145 acres through
wells 1, 21 and 42.
In the urst sand, discovery value is claimed on 120 acres through
wells 1, 11, and 37.
On No. 1, well discoveries are claimed for two 40-acre tracts, one
in the first sand and one in the second sand.
If the taxpayer had stopped well 42 in the first sand, before going
on to the second sand, as it did well No. 1, an additional discovery of
40 acres could have been claimed in the first sand. If it had stopped
S. Rept. 27, 69-1----4
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well 18 in the second sand, before going on to the fourth sand, it
could have picked up the 15 acres upon which no discovery is
claimed in the second sand. The taxpayer could then have claimed
discovery value on 800 acres; within this quarter section, and still have
been within the law and regulations.
It is recommended that if discovery depletion is not entirely eliminated, a proven area be defined in the law as the area indicated by
geological conditions to be within one oil pool, and that the determination of the limits of the proven area be made by the United
States Geological Survey.
ILLEGAL ALLOWANCE OF DiSCOVERY DEPLETION AND RECORDS TO CHECK
DIscovErY A FEAS

The three conditions under which discovery value can not Ih al-

lowed for depletion purposes under the regulations are as follows:
1. Where the area, upon which discovery depletion is claimed, is
included in an area in the same sand upon which a discovery value
has already been allowed.
2. Where the tract upon which discovery is claimed was a proven
area at the date of acquisition by the taxpayer.
3. Where the tract upon which discovery is claimed was surrounded by proven areas at the date of acquisition.
It is obvious that some system of maps or tract indices, showing
discovery areas claimed and allowed, is required to determine whether
a discovery area claimed falls under one of the three conditions
under which it is not allowable. No such record is maintained by
the Income Tax Unit.
The discovery areas allowed in a portion of one oil pool were
checked by the committee's engineers, and one illegal allowance of
discovery depletion was located. The areas investigated for this
purpose are shown on the map of the Winona oil pool in Osage
County, Okla., which appears opposite page 41 hereof.
:The Texas Co. was allowed a discovery value on 70 acres in the
south half of the northwest quarter of section 18. Thirty-five acres
of this area had been proven by a well in the southeast corner of the
northeast quarter of section 13, brought in by the Finance Oil Co.
on June 13, 1910, and by a well in the northwest corner of the southwest quarter of section 18, brought in by the Twin State Oil Co.
in September, 1919. The Texas Co. acquired its lease in October,
1919 and, as to 35 acres, it thus acquired a proven tract or lease upon
which discovery depletion is not allowable under the law (2842-2843).
No tract records being kept by the Income Tax Unit, a complete
check to determine the extent of such illegal allowances, would require
an examination of every case and the building up of a set of tract
records. The committee's engineers made no attempt to go further
than to establish the fact that the Income Tax Unit has established
no system for the detection and disclosure of illegal claims for discovery.
VALUATION METHODS EMPLOYED

The methods of determining the values of natural resources, as
of basic date, for depletion and invested capital purposes may be
divided into three classes as follows:
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1. Valuations based upon comparative sales.
2. The valuation of the present value of royalties.
3. The valuation of estimated expected operating profits, commonly
1
called the analytic method.
COMPARATIVE

SALES

METHOD

This method ma, be illustrated by assuming that the value of a
deposit of gravel, as of March 1, 1913, is required. The contents of
the deposit are estimated to be 100,000 tons.
There is data available, showing that A sold a gravel pit, estimated to contain 50,000 tons, in February, 1913, for $1,000; that B
sold a gravel pit containing 150,000 tons in June, 1913, for $3,750;
and that C sold a gravel pit containing 150,000 tons in July, J013,
for $2,250. These properties are selected for comparative purposes
because they are in the same locality, have approximately the same
freight rates, and can be operated at about the same expense per ton
of gravel sold, as the property to be valued.
Tabulating these three comparative sales we have the following:
Property

..-....--..............
A...-..------------...........--------...---.----..------......
..--.-..---------B....----. --.--- ... ......
........................ ..........---........

Total tons Total price

I Sale

price

per ton
(cents)

0,000
150,000
150, 000

$1,000.00
3, 75 00
2,250. 00

0.02
.026
.01

350.000

7,000.00

1 02

SAverage unit sale price.

The value of the pit in question is then determined by multiplying
its estimated contents, 100,000 tons, by 2 cents, and the value is
found to be $2,000.
If it is found that one of the deposits used as a comparative had
operating or transportation advantage not possessed by the deposit
to be valued and by the other comparative, the sal. price per ton of
that comparative is adjusted to make it comparable with the other
deposits.
This method determines the average replacement cost of the deposit, as the value to be depleted, or allowed as invested capital,
and includes no elements of value, except the cost of replacing, as
of basic date, the material which is consumed in the operation of the
business.
This method is the one which has been generally applied by the
nonmetals valuation section in determining the value of such nonmetal deposits as sand, gravel, clay, stone, etc.
PRESENT VALUE OF ROYALTIES

Where deposits are commonly leased for exploitation on a royalty
basis, such as is the case with bituminous coal and in some cases stone,
clay, etc., the value is determined by determining the present value
of royalties.
Assume that the prevailing royalty rate, at which deposits of Pocahontas coal could be leased for mining purposes in 1913 was 17.9
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cents. Assuming also that the property contains estimated reserves
of 5,000,000 tons, which is being mined at the rate of 500,000 tons
per year, the life of the property is 10 years. The value of the
deposit of an operating owner, a lessor or a lessee is determined as
follows:
VALUE OF LESSOR'S INTEREST

The value of the rights of a lessor as of March 1, 1913, in a mine
then under lease, is measured by the present value, as of March
1, 1913, of the royalties to be received. If the property had been
leased at a royalty of 10 cents per ton in 10 years, the lessor will
receive royalties of $500,000 on 5,000,000 tons. The value of the
lessor's interest, as of March 1, 1913, is the present value of $500,000,
discounted for 10 years at the discount rate accepted
a
s representing
the risk involved.
As the royalty stipulated in the lease is very much below.th prevailing royalty rate as of March 1, 1913, the recovery of this low royalty
rate involves very little hazard, and we will assume that 6 per cent
is a fair rate of return on this investment. Hoskold's present value.
tables are in general use by the Income Tax Unit. According to
these tables, the present value of $1, accumulated in equal installments for 10 years, discounted at 6 per cent, and allowing 4 per cent
on sinking fund accumulations, is $0.6979. This factor applied to
the $500,000 royalties, to be recovered in 10 years, gives a present
value of $348,940.40, which represents the value of the deposit.
VALUE OF LESSEE'S INTEREST

The value of the lessee's interest in the property, in which the
lessor's interest has been valued above, is the present value of the
saving he will realize in 10 years, because of the fact that on March 1,
1913, he has a lease to mine coal at a 10-cent royalty, while the prevailing royalty is 17.9 cents. This saving of 7.9 cents per ton attaches
to 5,000,000 tons of coal. The total saving in 10 years is $395,000.
There is more risk involved in recovering a value of 17.9 cents
per ton, so the discount rate should be higher than the 6 per cent
used in discounting the value of the lessor's interest. As the value
is based upon the prevailing royalty for coal in place in the mine and
not upon profits estimated to be recoverable from mining and selling
coal, we will assume that this lease could be sold to a buyer, who
expects to lease the property at the prevailing royaity rate of 17.9
cents per ton, and expects to receive back what he pays for the lease
and 8 per cent on his investment. Hoskold's tables give 61.24 as the
present value factor, at 8 per cent and 4 per cent for 10 years.
Thus the total differential between a 10 cents royalty and a 17.9
cents royalty of $395,000 has a present value of $241,898.
VALUE OF OPERATING OWNER'S INTEREST

The operating owner's interest is valued by the same method as
that applied in valuing the interests of a lessor or a lessee, except
that it is based upon the present value of the prevailing royalty of
17.9 cents per ton.
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ANALYTICAL APPRAISALS

By the analytical method of determining value the operating
profits to be realized are estimated and discounted for the period
of deferred realization.
The factors to be considered and the formula for determining the

value of a mineral property by an analytic appraisal are stated in
Regulations 62, as follows:
ART. 206 (b). " To determine the fair market value of a mineral property by
the present value method, the essential factors must be determined for each
deposit included in the property. The factors are (1) the total quantity of
mineral in terms of the principal or customary unit (or units) paid for in the
mineral product marketed, (2) the average quality or grade of the mineral
reserves, (3) the expected percentage of extraction or recovery in each process
or operation necessary for the preparation of the crudc mineral for market,
(4) the probable operating life of the deposit In years, (5) the unit operating
cost, i. e., cost of production exclusive of depreciation and depletion, and (0)
the rate of interest commensurate with the risk for the particular deposit.
When the deposit has been sufficiently developed these factors may be determined from past operating experience. In the application of factors derived
from past experience full allowance should be made for probable future variations in the rate of exhaustion, quality or grade of the mineral, percentage of
recovery, costs of production, and selling price of the product marketed during
the expected operating life of the mineral deposit.
AaT. 200 (e) The number of units of mineral recoverable in marketable form
multiplied by the difference between the selling price and the operating cost
per unit gives the total expected operating profit. The value of each mineral
deposit is then the total expected operating profit from that deposit reduced
to a present value as of the basic date at the rate of interest commensurate
with the risk for the operating life, and further reduced by the value at the
basic date of the depreciable assets and of the capital additions, if any, necessary to realize the profits. The degree of risk is generally lowest in cases
where the factors of valuation are fully supported by the operating record
of the mineral property prior to the basic date; relatively higher risks attach
to appraisals upon any other basis."

As a typical example of an analytic appraisal, an actual appraisal
of a copper mine made by the metals valuation section is used.
Valuation of a copper mine as of March 1, 1013
1. Estimated number of pounds of recoverable copper Mar. 1, 1913.. 59, 976,212
2. Estimated expected sales price per pound---------------$0.1612
3. Estimated expected cost of operation per pound -----------$0.1000
4. Estimated operating profit per pound (2-3)------------------$0.0512
5. Estimated total operating profit (4X 1)--------------- ---- $3,070,782
6. Estimated period required to exhaust deposit-...-----..
years15
7. Estimated expected rate of return per annum ..--...
per cent-.
8
8. Hoskold's present worth factor for 15 years at 8 per cent
and 4 per cent.......------ ---.....-..
------ $0. 513053
9. Present worth of expected profits (5X8)----------------- $1,575,474
10. Estimated plant cost ...-..----.......
---...-----..------$500, 000
11. Values of ores only, Mar. 1, 1913 (9-10) -.............-- ----.
$1,075,474
DEPLETION OF INTANGIBLE PROPERTY

Much confusion in the Income Tax Unit and goss discrimination
between taxpayers has resulted from the conflict between the regulations and rulings and the practices in the Income Tax Unit as to the
allowance of depletion upon intangible values. An amendment of
the law appears necessary to prevent discrimination among taxpayers in this respect.
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The law provides that the allowance for the depletion of mines
etc., shall be based upon the " fair market value" of the "property.'
The law does not say whether the "property," the value of which is
to be the basis of depletion, is merely the tangible deposit of mineral,
sand gravel, or coal which can be taken from the mine and sold or
whether the depletable property is the taxpayer's business as a going
concern. If the property to be depleted is the taxpayer's business.
as a going concern, intangible property, represented by the value of
having capital assembled the use of working capital, a management
and organization with which to operate, and, in many cases, goodwill, are included in the value to be depleted, in addition to the
tangible property, represented by the physical deposit.
If the analytic or present-value method of determining fair market
value is used, the value determined is the assumed present value of
all of the profits to be derived from the business. Such a value
reflects every element which influences profits, including the rse of
working capital, the value of having capital assembled, the efficiency
of the management, the knowledge of and use of manufacturing proc.
esses, the possession of a manufacturing and sales organization, and
good will. Such a value includes not only the value of the tangible
physical property but the value of the business ability of the owner
of the business. The only deduction made from this value, to determine the amount which is to be returned tax free as depletion, is
the amount of the depreciable assets which are returned tax free as
depreciation.
In any business requiring a large amount of working capital the
amount of the working capital, as well as the present value of such
profits as may be derived from good management, manufacturing
processes, salesmanship, and good will, are included in the value
given to the property to be depleted.
If the " fair market value " of the " property " is determined upon
a cost of replacement basis, or by determining the present value of
the difference between a royalty, fixed in a lease, and the going
market royalty rates, all elements of value, other than the value of
the bare physical property or lease, are excluded from the value to
be depleted.
Article 206 of Regulations 65 and all former regulations provide
that:
Valuations by analytic appraisal methods, such as the present-value method,
are not entitled to great weight: (1) if the value of a mineral deposit can be
determined upon the basis of cost or replacement value, (2) if the knowledge
of the presence of the mineral has not greatly enhanced the value of the
mineral property, (3) if the removal of the mineral does not materially reduce
the value of the property from which it is taken, or (4) if the profits arising
from the exploitation of the mineral deposit are wholly or in great part due
to the manufacturing or marketing ability of the taxpayer, or to extrinsic
causes other than the possession of the mineral itself. Where the fair market
value must be ascertained as of a certain date, analytic appraisal methods
will not be used if the fair market value can reasonably be determined by any
other method.

This regulation has been observed in both letter and spirit by the
chiefs of the metals, nonmetals, coal, and timber valuation sections
who were in office during the progress of this investigation. It has
been the practice of these valuation sections to determine values to be
depleted on the basis of the cost of replacement of the deposit.
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Precedents established by the head of the engineering division and
by the committee on appeals and review, in reversing decisions of,
the nonmetals section, in effect nullify the above-quoted provision of
the regulations and practically leave it optional to include or exclude
intangible values. The inclusion or exclusion of such intangible
values depends entirely upon the method of appraisal followed, and
it is only necessary to ignore the evidence of value based on comparative sales to secure depletion on intangibles through an analytic
appraisal.

Thus the inclusion or exclusion of intangible property in the value
to be depleted depends upon the method employed in appraising the
value of the property to be depleted.
The income-tax law provides that a taxpayer shall be entitled to
a " reasonable " deduction for depletion, to bebased upon the value
of the property on the basic date. While the word 'property" is
not defied bv the law, it i. obvious that it is to be given the same
meaning, regardless of the appraisal methods employed to ascertain
its value. It is obvious that the ' property," the value.of which is to

be the basis of the depletion allowance, is the " property " which is
actually depleted in producing the income to be taxed. It is also
obvious that the right of a taxpayer to an, allowance nfor the depletion of his intangibles, in computing taxable income, should not be

dependent upon the opinion of an employee of the Income Tax Unit
as to the practicability of applying a valuation method.
A valuation of property, including the intangibles, results in a
very much higher depletion allowance than a valuation based upon
the cost of replacing the physical property which is depleted. Owing
to the different views of officers and employees of the unit as to the
practicability of determining cost of reproduction, the grossest kind
of discrimination has resulted from this situation.
UNTED STATES GRAPEr

Co.

(1842)
The United States Graphite Company case furnished an excellent
illustration of how the value of good will can inflat depletion.
This company mines graphite in Mexico. The raw graphite is
shipped to the taxpayer's plant at Saginaw, Mich., where it is ground
and refined.
The ground refined graphic is used, to make the fillers in lead
pencils, and it is also the raw material used in the manufacture of
foundry facings, paints, lubricants of all sorts, motor and generator
brushes, electrical supplies, stove polish boiler graphite, and gaphite
for electrotyping, powder glazing, and other purposes. This company has built up a world-wide business and has a practical monopoly on the furnishing of graphite for the manufacture of lead pencils in the United States, in addition to which it exports large
quantities of ground refined graphite to England, France, Germany,
and Japan.
In 1893 this taxpayer acquired its first Mexican mine, in exchange
for $35,000 par value of its stock.
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The taxpayer claimed a March 1, 1913, value on this mine, for
depletion purposes (1342), of $516,926.45. Mr. A. R. Shepherd,
a special conferee, designated by and working directly un ler Mr. S. M.
dreenidge, head of the engineering division, was permitted to overrule the normetals section and allowed a March 1, 1913, value of
$1,043,044.56 (1848).
'his value was determined by deducting the average cost per ton of
mining, shipping, manufacturing, and selling refined ground graphite from the average selling price to determine the expected profit
per ton. The expected profit was determined to be $46,42 per ton.
The expected profit per ton was then multiplied by the estimated
number of tons of graphite in the mine on March 1, 1913, to determine the total expected profits to be realized during the life of the
mine, which was estimated to be 28 years. The total expected profits
were then discounted to present value, as of March 1 1913, giving
$1,043,044.56 as the value of the mine on that date. The value was
then divided by the estimated tonnage in the mine to get the depletion unit which was determined to be $11.14 per ton.
It will be noted that this valuation is based upon all profits of
the business, not only from mining the graphite, but also from refining and grinding it, at the Saginaw factory, and selling it to a
tradk extending all over the world.
In 1918 the taxpayer purchased a new deposit, 27 miles nearer
to the railroad, and containing the same quality of graphite, for
$37,000, cash. In 1920, the operation of the deposit, which had
been valued at $1,043,044.56, was abandoned, because the new deposit, purchased in 1918 for $37,000, could be more economically
operated. Mr. Shepherd stated that the value of $1,043,044.56,
placed on the old mine, was due to the market which had been built
up by this company for its product (1354-1355).
By this method of determining depletion, depletion is allowed
upon the value of a world-wide good will, yet the value of that good
will to the taxpayer was in no way affected by the depletion of the
old mine. It could buy a new deposit to replace the old and continue to enjoy the value of its good will. This is exactly what it did
do in 1918, when it purchased the new mine. So long as other deposits existed in 1913, which were available for purchase, the value
of thb capital consumed by taking graphite from the old mine could
not exceed the cost of replacing that graphite by acquiring a new
deposit
While no figures are available showing the exact amount by which
the value of good will entered into this valuation for depletion, some
idea of the minimum can be obtained from the value placed upon
this graphite by the taxpayer for customs purposes. This taxpayer
has declared an average value of $7.32 per ton at the border for
customs purposes. This $7.32 includes the cost of mining, hauling
27 miles by wagon to the railroad, and freight from the point of
loading to the border. It thus appears that the value of this graphite
in the mine, which is all that is actually depleted, could not exceed
a small fraction of $7.32. Yet the amount of depletion per ton
allowed is $11.14, or $3.82 more than it is declared to be worth, after
it has been mined, hauled 27 miles in a wagon, and shipped by rail
to the border.
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The average selling price of this graphite is $113.86 per ton
(1307). The average profit used as the basis of this valuation is
$46.42. The average cost of mining, transporting, manufacturing
and selling would thus be $67.44 per ton. As all the costs incurred
in Mexico can not exceed the value at the border, or $7.32, and the
cost of freight is computed at $10 per ton, at least $50 per ton must
be incurred for manufacturing and selling the product. This valuation, however, attributes no profit to manufacturing and selling, but
throws the whole profit of $46.42 per ton back into the value of
the mine.
The per ton value of the graphite in the ground can not exceed
its value at the border. Using the same method and factors as were
used in getting the value of $1,043,044.56, except the profit per ton,
which we will assume to be $7.82, will give a value of $203,901.04
and a depletion unit of less than $2.18 per ton instead of $11.14.
Thus, if we assume that it cost nothing to mine this graphite,
haul it 27 miles by wagon to the railroad, and ship it by rail to the
border, and that its entire value at the border was profit, the value
of the mine could not exceed $203,901.04, and $839,143.52, or 80 per
cent of the value allowed, was attributable to the manufacturing and
sales profits, earned after the raw material was shipped into the
United States. For every ton of graphite sold, this taxpayer received more than $8.86 for the depletion of good will, which was
actually not depleted at all, because a new deposit could b, acquired,
as it was acquired in 1918, in the operation of which the good will
is being utilized.
The number of tons sold in 1917, 1918 and 1919, the depletion
allowance, based on the depletion unit allowed by the Income Tax
Unit, and the depletion which would be allowed, assuming that $7.32
per ton represents the value in the mine, are as follows:
Ya

ear

1917..................................................................
-----------------------.......-..
..........
1918 ........................ ...........
1919-.--...
............. ....
........
................
........

Tons
Tos

Depletion
at $11.14

5,006 $, 76.84
64,144.2
5,758
3, 646 40, 16. 44

Depletion
at $2.18
$10,13.08
12,552.44
7, 958.28

It thus appears that there was allowed, as tax-free deductions,
for the depletion of the 1913 value of expected manufacturing and
selling profits at least $44,853.76 in 1917, $51,519.68 in 1918, and
$32,658.16 in 1919.
As this taxpayer could and did replace its 1913 deposit in the
ground by the acquisition of an additional deposit, it was no differently situated than any merchant or manufacturer. It laid in a
greater supply of raw material than is laid in by the ordinary merchant or manufacturer, but the exhaustion of the 1913 stock could
not terminate its business.
The greater portion of its expense was incurred in manufacturing
and selling its product, and 80 per cent of its profit was earned
after its raw material left the customhouse on the border. This
profit can not be differentiated in principal from the profit of
any other manufacturer. No merchant or manufacturer who had an
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established business on March 1, 1913, is permitted to set up the present
value, as of March 1, 1913 of all the profit he expects to derive from
the business he then owned, and have such value returned to him tax
free as a deduction from the income as it is earned. To permit the
deduction of manufacturing and selling profits from the income of
a manufacturer and merchant who buys his raw material in the
ground instead of f. o. b. cars is a gross discrimination.
CLIMAX FRE-BICK Co.

(1360)
This taxpayer is a manufacturer of fire brick used to line furnaces,
and, by reason of the superiority of its products, has established a
large and profitable business.
In this case, the value of the good will, the possession of the capital
and manufacturing ability of the taxpayer is attributed to the value
of a lease to mine fire clay. The taxpayer is then permitted to deduct the value thus attributed to this lease from taxable income in
equal annual installments over the life of the lease. While this allowance is not called depletion, it is in effect a depletion allowance
but distributed contrary to the regulations.
The lease was for a 20-year period, beginning in 1899, and permitting th! mining of fire clay to be used in the manufacture of
fire brick. The royalty stipulated in the lease was 25 cents per ton
for one grade of clay and 15 cents per ton for another grade. No
bonus was paid for this lease. In 1907 the taxpayer leased an adjoining property containing the same quality of clay upon the same
royalty basis without bonus. The lease in question contained no
renewal provision but was voluntarily renewed when it expired in
1919, without the bonus at the same royalty.
This lease was given a value as of 1900 of $154,120.70, and deductions of $8,368.54 were allowed from the income of both 1917 and
1918.
Prior to the incorporation of this taxpayer the business was operated as a partnership for a period of 15 months. No value was
attributed to the lease when it was assigned to the partnership.
The profit of the partnership period was determined to be $1.38
per ton of clay mined. This profit was inclusive of all profits derived
from the business. The valuation was determined by multiplying
the estimated tonnage which would be mined by $1.38 to get the total
expected profit during the life of the lease, and by then reducing
this amount to a present value as of 1900 by an 8 per cent annual
discount. This method of valuation attributed to the lease the
total value of the profits arising out of manufacturing and selling the
product.
The fact that during the life of this lease another lease was acquired upon the same royalty and without bonus, and this lease was
voluntarily renewed without bonus or increase of royalty proves
conclusively that the royalty paid covered the full market value of
the right to mine clay. If this lease could be replaced by another
without cost upon the same terms as it was, it could have no value
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as capital consumed by either the mining of clay or the lapse of
time.
The average royalty provided in this lease was 20 cents per ton.
Payng this royalty, the taxpayer made a net profit of $1.38 per
ton. Assume that the royalty stipulated had been 40 cents per ton.
This increase in royalty would still leave a profit of $1.18 per ton.
If $1.18 is substituted for $1.38 as the profit per ton, the method
used in this case would give a value of $131,784.24 to this lease.
Now, assume that the taxpayer could have acquired another lease
on a 20-c nt royalty basis. It is clear that a lease calling for a
royalty of twice what the clay would be bought for from others
would be a liability instead of an asset, yet this method of appraisal would show it to lie a depletable asset of the value of
$131,784.24.
A lease of either the use of property for a rental or of the right
to mine for a royalty can have a value as capital only when the
stipulated rental or royalty is less the rental or royalty which would
be required to replace the property leased. If a lease requires the
payment of greater rental or royalty than would be required to
replace the property, it is a liability instead of an asset.
In the case under consideration the property wa, replace,- at the
same royalty, which shows that its value was equal to the royalty
pati, and the lease was neither an asset nor a liability.
The taxpayer in this case claimed that the value of this clay was
greater to it than to the owner of the fee because the owner of the
fee had neither the capital nor the ability to manufacture. This is
conclusive that the entire value set up to be deducted from income
was the intangible value of the possession of capital and the ability
to manufacture and sell the product. As the deposit was replaced
the value of these intangibles was not decreased by the exhaustion
of the material acquired under the lease and was not a proper basis
for a deduction from income.
Mr. S. M. Greenidge, head of the engineering division, approved
a value of $200,456 on this lease over the protest of Mr. Briggs,
chief of the nonmetals valuation section (1364). This value was
arrived at by using prospective profits for 40 years as the basis of
the value of a 20-year lease, and was approved by Mr. Greenidge
after his attention had been called to all of the facts in the case
(1363, 1364).
The reasons assigned for this action are stated in a memorandum
signed by A. R. Shepperd, special conferee, as follows (1379):
This action was taken by the section upon instructions front the undersigned
special conferee.
A 40-year life was allowed in spite of the fact that the taxpayer only held
a 20-year lease at organization, for the following reasons:
1. Taxpayer maintained that a custom, amounting almost to unwritten law,
existed in his district which provides that any lessor is given the privilege
of renewal at the end of his lease.
2. Taxpayer demonstrated that he had obtained control of all the surrounding property in such a way that the fee owner would not have been physically
able to lease the property to anyone else without his (the taxpayer's) consent.

It was only after a protest from the audit division (1380) that
Mr. Greenidge consented to a reduction of the profits valued to those
falling within the 20-year term of the lease.
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HOUSTON COAL & COKE CO.

(3141-3146)
On March 1, 1913, this taxpayer was the holder of a lease to mine
bituminous coal for a royalty of 10 cents per ton. On March 1, 1913,
bituminous coal leases could be obtained in any quantity at 17.9
cents per ton royalty. The royalty rate stipulated in the lease in
question being 7.9 cents below the prevailing rate of market price of
coal in the nune, gave this lease a value as of March 1. 1913. The
value of this lease was due entirely to and measured the difference of
7.9 cents between the stipulated royalty and the going royalty rates
on March 1, 1913.
The value as of March 1, 1913, was computed by the Income Tax
Unit engineers at $200,116.92, which gave a depletion unit of
$0.04966 per ton. This depletion unit is equal to the present value
of 7.9 cents discounted at 8 per cent for 12 years, the life of the
mine.
Instead of determining the value of this lease on the basis above
described, it was determined by estimating the present value of the
entire estimated profits to be derived from the business of mining
and selling coal under this lease. On this basis the lease is given a
value of $918,884.60 and the depletion unit is 21.3 cents. As a royalty of 10 cents was stipulated in the lease, the coal in the ground
was thus valued at 31.3 cents, when it was an established, undisputed
fact, agreed to between the Income Tax Unit and the Pocahontas
operators, that the market price of coal in the ground on March 1,
1913, was 17.9 cents.
It is an undisputed fact that the principal element of profit in
mining bituminous coal is the ability to sell the product. In both
valuations the same reserves, life and discount rate are used, so that
the difference in value and in the depletion unit is due entirely to
the valuing of the saving in royalty in the first valuation and the
prospective profits in the second. In this case nearly $718,000 of
value due entirely to good will and selling ability is attributed to
coal in the ground and returned to the taxpayer as tax-free depletion.
NEW JERSEY CALOITE Co.

On January 6, 1923, the Committee on Appeals and Review, the
apppellate authority of the Income Tax Unit, placed its stamp of
approval upon the depletion of intangible values due to prospective
manufacturing and sales profits by its unpublished recommendation
No. 1517 (1299)'.
In April, 1916, Benjamin Nicoll, who was engaged in the business
of quarrying stone used as smelter flux, incorporated his business
under the name of the New Jersey Calcite Co. and turned the business over to the taxpayer in exchange for $150,000 par value of its
stock.
Included amoung the assets of the business transferred to the
corporation were three leases permitting the removal of stone on
a royalty basis. One of these leases permitted the removal of stone
for a royalty of 4 cents per ton for a period of five years after incor-
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lease running for eight years and another running

for two years provided for a royalty of 3.cents per ton (1294).
The taxpayer claimed a value of $130,000 on these leases as of
April, 1916, to be depleted in annual installments between April,
1916, and the expiration of the leases.
In the brief submitted by the taxpayer the records of three leases
made in Sussex County, N. J., the same county in which the property
of the taxpayer is located, are set out as follows (1294) :

November 9, 1916, Sussex Calcite Co. to Sussex Limestone Product Co.
royalty not less than 4 . cents and not over 5 cents per ton.
October 2, 1918, Lucy E. Lliff, etc., to Bernard Stener, royalty 5 cents
per ton.
March 16, 1920, Franklin Mineral Co. to Whorton Steel Co., royalty 5
cents per ton. This lease was made by one of the lessors to the taxpayer and the quarry covered by this lease is in the same belt of limestone and is worked in the same manner as the quarry covered by the lease
to the taxlMyer.

It will be noted that the first of these leases was made within
a few months of the date as of which the taxpayer's lease was
valued and the two subsequent leases show that even as late as
October, 1918, and March, 1920, the royalty value of limestone in
the quarry had not raised above 5 cents per ton. In the absence
of any showing that there had been a temporary inflation in royalty
values in April, 1916, these leases conclusively fix the maximum
market value of the unquarried limestone covered by the taxpayer's
leases in April, 1916, at 5 cents per ton. There was no such showing.
The royalties fixed by the taxpayer's leases of 3 and 4 cents prior
to 1916 and the 41/ and 5 cent royalties fixed in these subsequent
leases was the only evidence of royalty rates in this neighborhood
before the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
From the above it is apparent that the only market value in the
leases of the taxpayer on the basic date, April, 1916, was due
to an advantage of royalty rate of 2 cents per ton for one lease
for eight years and for one lease for three years, and of 1 cent
per ton for one lease for five years. On this basis the valuation
engineers fixed the value of these leases at $8,950.93 (1'294, 1295).
The taxpayer appealed from this determination to the Committee
on Appeals and Review, which allowed a value of $106,000 on
these leases (1299). This value was based upon prospective profits
(1273) of approximately 20 cents per ton instead of 1 and
2 cents.
A verbal protest was made by the valuation section, upon the
ground that Lhis basis of determining the value of such a lease
was contrary to the established practice of the valuation sec.
tion and would necessitate the reversal of prior rulings and
decisions (1273).
In response to this protest, on January 4, 1923, the following
memorandum was sent to the valuation section (1237) :
Memorandum for Mr. J. H. Briggs, chief nonmetals, valuation section,
room 5038.
I have gone over with other members of the committee the case of the New
Jersey Calcite Co. since the discussions I had with you concerning it, and we
have come to the conclusion that the valuation heretofore fixed upon the leasehold of the taxpayer was based upon the only admissible evidence before us
and consequently should be allowed to stand.

t^
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The finding In this case does not in myr opinion necessitate or involve any
change in procedure in the natural resource division nor any modification of
its rulings. The imthod used in arriving at a value in this case was resorted
to because there was no other admilsslble evidence in the case, and for this
reason the case should be considered as having been decided upon its own
facts and should not be treated as a general precedent.
A. W. Giaro,

Chairman, Special Committee on Appeals and Review.

The decision of Mr. Gregg that there was no admissible evidence
of the value of these leases in this case except the prospective profits
of the taxpayer is a ruling that the royalties stipulated in similar
leases in the same neighborhood before and after the date as of which
value is to be determined is not admissible evidence. In this connection it will be borne in mind that such transactions show no
fluctuations in value but a raise from several years before the basic
date until a few months after the basic date, when they became and
remained settled at 5 cents for at least four years. It will also be
borne in mind that one of these leases was upon the same vein, where
working conditions were identical, and another was only four months
after the date as of which this value was determined.
This ruling practically nullifies the provisions of articles 206 and
207 of the regulations, providing that "analytic appraisal methods
will not be used if the fair market value can reasonably be determined by another method," or "if the profits arising from the exploitation of the mineral deposit are wholly or in great part due
to the manufacturing or marketing ability of the taxpayer, or to
extrinsic causes other than the possession of the mineral itself."
If the evidence of comparative royalties was inadmissible in this
case, there is no case to which any other than the analytic appraisal
method can be reasonably applied. The profit arising from the possession of this stone was 1 and 2 cents, while the profit arising from
sale was 20 cents. If a case where nine-tenths of the profit arises
from causes other than the possession of the mineral does not come
within the above quoted regulations, no case (does.
* Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Gregg's memorandum says that
the ruling in this case shall not be treated as a general precedent, it
actually is a precedent. It is the precedent which constitutes the only
justification for the determination of value made in the Penn Sand
& Gravel case, in the Climax Fire Brick, in the United States
Graphite case and many other cases, where deposits have been valued
for the purposes of depletion by valuing the total expected profits of
the business.
The ruling in the New Jersey Calcite case was vigorously defended
by Mr. Gregg before this committee (1272). No inference can be
drawn from his statements before this committee except that he considers this ruling sound. Mr. Gregg is now the Solicitor of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, and this ruling may be accepted as
reflecting the views of the highest legal authority in the Bureau of
Internal Revenue.
The official representatives of the bureau have repeatedly con.
tended that the allowance of depletion upon intangible values is nct
the general practice of the valuation engineers (1385). The staff
of the committee concede that it is not the general practice to allow
such values.
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The ruling of the Committee on Appeals and Review in the New
jersey Calcite case has never been published. The great body of taxpayers assume that the rule laid down by the regulations promulgated by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, approved by the
Secretary of the Treasury, and published for the guidance of taxpayers, measure their rights and are impartially enforced. Until
this subject was brought to the attention of this committee, no one
except the present and former employees of the Income Tax Unit
were in a position to know that intangible values can be depleted.
and that allowances including such values, amounting to from ten
times to thirty times what could otherwise be obtained, have been
made. It is bad enough to make such allowances to a few, but to
deny the same relief to others similarly situated is even worse.
As the situation stands, the rule laid down by the regulations is
g nerally enforced by the valuation engineers, but by the employment of a former employee of the unit a taxpayer can learn of the
special relief being granted to some and insist upon and procure a
like measure of relief. This illustrates the viciousness of unpublished
rulings and of rulings which are not to be considered as precedents.
WITHEXBEE-SHERMAN AND Co.

(3064)
This case illustrates in a most striking manner the effect of the
inclusion of manufacturing profits in the value of ores in the ground.
The property involved is an iron miie located in the State of New
York. The taxpayer operates a small smelter in which a very small
part of the ore mined is converted into pig iron. Th 1 greater part
of the ore is sold as ore and concentrates.
The metals valuation section valued this property as of March 1,
1913, for depletion purposes at the present value of the prospective
profits to be derived from mining and selling ore and concentrates.
On this basis a value of 38.9 cents per ton of ore was determined.
The Committee on App als and Review reversed the metals valuation section and allowed a value of $10,500,000 and a depletion unit
of 62.97 cents per ton. This difference in depletion results in a
difference in tax for 1917 and 1918 of $301,169.10. The same reserves
and discount factor were used in both valuations. The only difference in the valuation is the expected profit per ton. The
$10,500,000 valuation is based upon the profits, which are estimated
as procurable if the taxpayer builds a blast furnace near New York
City and converts its ore and sells it as pig iron. Thus, this valuation attributes to the res in the ground the prospective manufacturing profits estimated
be derivable from a blast furnace which does
not exist and from a business in which the taxpayer is not even engaged. Exception has been taken to valuations of ore in the ground
which included manufacturing and selling profits earned by taxpayers. In this case this element does not exist in the taxpayer's
business but is imported into it for the sole purpose of inflating a
value for depletion purposes.
Upon the theory applied in this case a valuation of a billion
dollars could be justified by assuming that the taxpayer might go a
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few steps farther and convert his theoretical pig iron into theoretical
watch springs.
The valuation of $10,500,000 was allowed by the committee on
appeals and review on the ground that it was a valuation made at
about 1913 and was the basis of an offer to purchase the property.
It appears from the record that in 1910 the Standard Oil Co.
was contemplating the erection of a blast furnace near New York
City and engaged an engineer to value the property of the taxpayer.
This valuation for the Standard Oil Co. was based upon the expected profit to be derived from the ores from this mine when converted into pig iron and sold. In 1913 the taxpayer employed this
engineer to bring his 1910 valuation down to date for tax purposes.
This was done by eliminating the oie mined and by adding the ores
developed between 1910 and 1913. The basis of determining profit
was not changed. The valuation thus brought down to date was
$12,500,000, including $2,000,000 for plant.
The record shows affirmatively that no offer to purchase this
property was ever made by the Standard Oil Co., and it does not
appear that the Standard Oil Co. ever even contemplated paying a
price for the property which would include the value of all the
profit they might expect to derive from the business of converting
ore into pig iron. So long as manufacturers of pig iron can buy
ore on the market at a price which includes only miner's 'profits,
it is not reasonable to assume that they will pay for ore in the
ground a price which includes the profit they expect to make from
manufacturing.
In this case the metals valuation section was neither notified of
nor represented at the hearing before the committee 6n appeals
and review, and the ruling of the committee on appeals and review
has never been published.
INTANGIBLE

VALUES NOT

PROPER SUBJECT OF DEPLETION

There can be no sound justification for treating prospective profits
as capital to be deducted from income as depletion under any
circumstances.
As has been stated the prospective profits of an established mercantile, banking or ordinary manufacturing business are not considered by the law, as capital on the basic date, to be deducted taxfree from the profits as realized. There is no logical distinction
between such profits and those arising out of the capital manufacturing ability, selling ability, and good will of a manufacturer or
trader who utilizes a natural resource as his raw material.
The realization of prospective profits involves the use of operating
capital in addition to that invested in the deposit. By capitalizing
prospective profits as value, the value of everything involved in the
business, including the use of operating capital, is attributed to the
value returned free of tax.
The realization of prospective profits requires the use of ability,
experience, knowledge, judgment, skill, and attention. In all other
instances, the profits, derived from the application of these human
elements of the power to make money, are current taxable income,
but when prospective profits are capitalized for depletion purposes,
the value, arising out of the future exercise of money-making power,
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is treated as money already earned and invested in the business, and
represented by a dead, inorganic mass of material in the ground.
The real value in such intangibles is nothing more than the value
of the opportunity to utilize capital, good will, and human ability
for the purpose of making a profit. While the principle is recognized that this opportunity is of some value, in cases where the raw
material for an established business can not be replaced, it is believed that such cases are so exceptional, the practical difficulty of
identifying them is so great, and such value is so speculative, indefinite, and uncertain that such intangibles are not a legitimate subject
of depletion allowances.
It is therefore recommended that the depletion provision of the
income-tax law be so amended as to define the subject matter of
depletion as the tangible physical deposit and to prohibit the use of
any valuation based on prospective earnings in all cases where the
profits capitalized are to a material extent due to the manufacturing
or marketing ability of the taxpayer or to extrinsic causes other than
the possession of the mineral itself.
PROSPECTIVE PROFITS ONLY POSSIBLE BASIS IN SOME CASES

There are some deposits, such as gold, silver, copper, zinc, and
lead, which are so dissimilar that it is impossible to determine their
value on any comparative basis. In such cases there is no basis for
determining depletion except prospective earnings. It is, however,
a coincidence, that in such cases the mining profits, exclusive of any
manufacturing or selling profits, are readily ascertained. These
metals are sold in the bar, in a competitive world market, and their
value, before being subjected to manufacturing processes, can be
readily determined.
Attention is called to the fact that while the mining profits can be
determined in such cases the mining profits include the return upon
operating capital, and if the amount of operating capital employed
is not deducted from the value of the profits, the value of tho deposit
is inflated by the amount of operating capital employed in the
business (1220).
DISCOUNTING TO PRESENT VALUE

To arrive at a sound valuation of any property by an analytic
appraisal, the discount rate adopted must be equal to the rate of
profit, which will induce capital to assume the risk involved in
recovering the profit from the property.
It may be stated as a general rule. that the discount rates which
have been and are being used for valuation purposes by the Income
Tax Unit are wholly inadequate, and that the tax-free allowances for
depletion are correspondingly excessive.
The operating earnings of a depletable property are the gross
receipts from the sale of the products, less the operating expense,
exclusive of depreciation and depletion. These operating earnings
include the value of the property subject to depletion and depreciation and whatever net profit is to be derived from the investment.
Assuming that investors can be induced to risk their capital in a certain business when they can feel assured that there is a reasonable
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prospect of the return of their investment and a profit of 20 per cent
'ut that any less profit will not in.
per annum on such investment
duce capital to enter that bush ;s, the required rate of return can be
assumed to be 20 per cent per annum.
With the prospective profits estimated, and a required rate of
return assumed, the value of the depletable and depreciable property
may be assumed to be that amount, which, together with the required
profits, will equal the anticipated operating earnings.
With the required rate of return and the anticipated profits
assumed, the value as of any date can be determined, by discounting
the anticipated operating earnings, at the required rate of return, for
the period required for the realization of the anticipated operating
earnings.
The required rate of return is called the discount rate, and the
period from the date, as of which value is to be determined, and the
date, when all of the anticipated operating earnings can be realized,
by the exhaustion of the property, is called the " life."
With an assumed "discount rate," the amount to be deducted
from operating profits, to determine the residue, representing the
value of the property, depends upon the " life." The higher the discount rate, and the longer the life, the greater the amount, which
will be required to provide the required profit, and the lower the'
value will be. Conversely the assumption of' too low a discount
factor, or of too short a life, will result in an excessive valuation of
the property.
As the total value is returned tax free, in the form of deductions
for depreciation and depletion, the amount deducted from the operating earnings, as a return on the investment, is all of the earn.
ings from that property, which will be subject to tax, provided
the operating earnings are accurately estimated. Assuming an
accurate estimate of operating earnings, the determination of the
discount rate is tantamount to a predetermination of the taxable
income, to be derived from the property valued.
Regardless of what rate of return a given value will permit, out
of operating earnings, investors generally will not pay more than
the cost of replacement. No property can have a market valued
in excess of its replacement value. If the value as determined by
an analytic appraisal, exceeds the replacement value, the discount
rate assumed is inadequate.
Nobody can be said to make an investment expecting it to be
unprofitable.
All investors can not be said to expect to make as much as the most
successful, but when an investor buys a property, for the purpose
of exploiting' it for profit, he may be safely assumed to expect to
realize at least the average rate of profit, earned by the successful
investors, making similar investments.
When the cost of a property near the basic date is known, and the
anticipated profits could have been estimated with reasonable
accuracy, when the property was purchased, the rate of profit,
actually earned, is the best evidence of the rate of profit, required to
bring the price, for which the property was purchased.
Where the actual cost, near the basic date, can not be ascertained,
in any particular case, the actual rate of return in a similar business,
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involving similar risks, in which the actual investment can be determined, is the only basis upon which sound discount rates can be intelligently determined.
INADEQUATE DISCOUNT FACTORS ILLUSTRATIVE CASES

The following cases illustrate how the use of inadequate discount
factors, in analytic appraisals, has resulted in the allowance of excessive values for depletion and invested capital purposes.
PIENN SAND AND GRAVEL COMPANY

(1397)
This company paid $54,954.36, cash, for a deposit of sand and
gravel. A discovery value of $150,297.07 was allowed. The existence of the sand and gravel was known when the property was purchased. The company was organized for the sole purpose of operating this very property as a sand and gravel pit.
The valuation allowed, for depletion purposes, was predicated
upon estimated profits of $796,600, recoverable in 21 years. These
profits were discounted at 8 per cent and 4 per cent, to a present
value of $255,297.07, from which was deducted $105,000 to cover the
cost of the plant, leaving $150,297.07 as the. value of the deposit. If
the taxpayer actually expected to recover, in 21 years, operating
profits of $796,600, from property, which could be and was actually
purchased for $54,954.36, it expected to recover the $54,954.36 invested, and a return thereon of 14 per cent and 4 per cent per year.
There was no occasion for any appraisal in this case, but the comparison of the actual cost of the property, with the value allowed,
show the ridiculousness of the discount rate used in making the
valuation.
TEMiPLE COAL Co.

(3785)
The mining property of this company was acquired on June 24,
1914, at public auction, by the promoter of the company for $5,609.
423.33, cash. This cash bid was based upon, and exactly equaled the
value, which had been placed upon the property by an engineer employed by the vendor.
On July 1, 1914, seven days after its purchase for cash, this property was turned over to the taxpayer in exchange for capital stock.
The value allowed upon this property, for invested capital purposes, as of July 1, 1914, was $10,443,678.29. This value was arrived
at by an analytic appraisal. Thus, this property is determined to
have an actual cash value, of more than twice what was actually paid
for it, in cash, exactly seven days prior to the date, as of which it is
valued.
As an illustration of the appraisal methods employed by Income
Tax Unit engineers in this case, the following is quoted from the
report of Mr. Hugh Archbald, engineer for the committee:
For instance, in determining the value of the culm (fine sizes of coal con-

sidered waste in earlier years) the engineer assumed that if the culm was
all in one place (which it was not,'being in five) then it could be prepared in
a washery costing so much (instead of five washeries costing nearly five
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times as much) and therefore would have the value of one culm bank. Moreover as the company could prepare the culm in the coal breakers along with
fresh mined coal and therefore avoid the cost of building washeries, the estimated cost of a washery should be added to the paid-in surplus, because the
company would not have to invest this money and therefore the property was
more valuable and invested capital should be increased by the amount which
the company would have had to invest if the culm was all in one place (which
it was not) and If the company built a washery (which it did not need).

UNITED STATES GIlA.IIITE CO.

(1348)
This case, some features of which have already been discussed,
presents a most peculiar absurdity in discounting prospective profits
to ascertain the present value of property.
The property involved is a graphite mine in Mexico. Two valuations were made. One valuation was for invested capital purposes,
and was as of 1893. In making this valuation the expected profit,
from 1893 to 1913, is discounted at the rate of 20 per cent per
annum, and a value of the graphite mined from 1893 to 1913 is
determined to be $2.41 per ton. The second valuation is for depletion purposes and is of March 1, 1913. The expected profits subsequent to March 1, 1913, are discounted, at the rate of 10 per cent
per annum, and the value of the graphite mined subsequent to
March 1, 1913, is fixed at $11.14 per ton, for depletion purposes.
The principal element to be considered in the selection of a discount rate is the matter of risk involved in recovering the expected
profit. In 1893, as of which date the 20 per cent rate is applied,
Mexico had a stable government, under which foreign capital was
being encouraged to invest in Mexico. In 1913, as of which date,
the discount rate is 10 per cent, Mexico was in a state of revolution.
Diaz was overthrown in 1910. In 1913 Madero had come and
gone, and Huerta was just coming into power. The most prominent
subject of revolutionary propaganda was the exploitation of the
natural resources of Mexico by foreign capital. This propaganda
finally resulted in the constitution of 1918, which denounced the
title to all mineral lands held by foreigners. The title to this very
property, upon which a 1913 value of $1,043,044.56 was fixed by the
Income Tax Unit, had been denounced long before that valuation
was made.
Thus, in 1923, the Income Tax Unit holds, in this case, that in
1893, when the titles of foreign owners to Mexican mineral property
are apparently secure, capital will demand a prospective return of
20 per cent per annum, but in 1913, when the country is in the throes
of a revolution over this very question, foreign investors will invest
over a million dollars, expecting no more than a 10 per cent return,
a rate which is expected in the most conservative manufacturing
business located under the protection of our own flag.
The fact that this very taxpayer was able, in 1918, to purchase
for $37,000 a graphite deposit, 27 miles nearer the railroad, and so
superior to the mine valued at over $1,000,000 that the latter mine
was abandoned, shows the rate of return demanded by American
capital when making Mexican investments was actually several hundred per cent.
This property was acquired in 1893 in exchange for stock of the
taxpayer of the par value of $35,000. The value allowed for invested
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capital purposes for 1917 was $335,000, or $300,000 in excess of the
par value of the stock, notwithstanding the provision of section 207
of the 1917 act limiting such value to the par value of the stock.
This taxpayer was allowed depletion in 1918 and 1919, although
the title to this property had been lost by this company and acquired
by a Mexican corporation in 1918. This allowance was made upon
the ground that its depletion is spread over the product as sold, and
not over the product mined, and that the taxpayer had two years'
supply on hand at its factory in Saginaw, Mich., to be depleted in
1918 and 1919.
In the Celite Products case, which follows, the depletion allowances were based upon the product mined. The application of the
rule followed in the Celite Products case to this case would entirely
bar depletion in this case for 1918 and 1919, while the application
of the rule followed in this case would materially reduce the depletion allowance in the Celite Products case. There appears to be no
consistent principle except to follow the raethod which will give the
taxpayer the greater deduction.
BORDER ISLAND CO.

(1434)
This taxpayer claimed depletion upon the March 1 1913, value of its
lessor interest in an island, consisting of a deposit of sand and gravel.
The affidavit of the president of the taxpayer, filed with the Income
Tax Unit in support of its claim, states " that said island was purchased by said company on or about June 15, 1912, at and for the
sum of $130,000 " (1469), and " that the value of said island in 1913
was about the same as 1912" (1470).
This property was acquired by the taxpayer subject to a lease, proriding for the removal of the entire deposit, at a fixed royalty, with
provision for minimum payments.
The value of this island for invested capital purposes was fixed by
the nonmetals valuation section at $130,000, as of date of acquisition.
A part of the island was not removable as sand and gravel; and the
value of the removable deposit, as of date of acquisition, was fixed by
the nonmetals valuation section at $127,000. The amount of sand
and gravel removable was estimated at 4,694,764 cubic yards, and the
unit of depletion was determined to be 2.7 cents per cubic yard.
Deducting the value of the gravel removed between June 15, 1912,
and March 1, 1913, at the rate of 2.7 cents per cubic yard, left a
March 1, 1913 value of $121,082.25, to be depleted at the rate of 2.7
cents per cubic yard (1476).
The valuation of $130,000, as of June 15, 1912, for invested capital
purposes was accepted by the taxpayer, but a protest was filed as to
the valuation of $121,082.25, as of March 1, 1913, for depletion purposes, and the case was reviewed by the solicitor's office. An oral
hearing was given the taxpayer, but the nonmetals section was neither
heard nor notified of the hearing. The solicitor's office made a valuation, by an analytic appraisal, of $196,159.99 as of March 1, 1913,
which resulted in a depletion unit of 4.42 cents per cubic yard
(1496). This valuation was based upon an estimate of expected
profits of $306,499.98, to be realized in 1I years, discounted at a 6 per
cent profit rate and a 4 per cent sinking fund rate.
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This case furnishes an excellent illustration of the difference Ih;tween the rate of profit actually expected by the investor, and lt
rate of profit assumed to have be n expected in making this
appraisal.
The fact that there could be no increase in the value per ciuic
yard of this deposit to the taxpayer during the eight and one-half
months which elapsed between the date of its purchase by the taxpayer for $130,000, and the date as of which value for depletion
purposes is fixed, is shown not only by the statement of the pre. i.
dc(nt of the taxpayer's company, above quoted, but also by the circumstances of the case.
This property was purchased subject to a lease, providing for the
removal of the deposit at a fixed royalty and the expected receipt of
royalty under this lease was the basis of the analytical appraisal.
Had this gravel doubled in value between June 15, 1912 and March
1, 1913, the taxpayer would not have profited a cent by the increase
in value. All of the benefit of any increase in the value of the gravel
would go to the lessee. If, however, the gravel had been carried
away by the current, or stolen, or if the less e had failed to pay for
the gravel taken under the lease, the taxpayer would be the loser.
Thus, the expected profits under the lease were the maximum, but
not the minimum of what the taxpayer might realize out of the
property. As this property was acquired subj( ct to the lease, which
limited the profits, the maximum expected profit of $306,499.98 after
March 1, 1913 was as definitely ascertainable on June 15, 1912 as on
March 1, 1913.
The purchase of this property on June 15,1912, was a transaction
voluntarily entered into b-tween a willing buyer and a willing seller.
The price paid fixed the fair market value at that date. Using expected profits as a basis of value, tis actual transaction showed that
the seller was willing to take $130,000 for the expected profits, to be
realized after June 15, 1912, which is the equivalent of $1210)82.25
for the expect. d profits to be realized after March 1, 1913. It 1mut1
be assumed that with the profit limited by the lease, the buyer expected the rate of profit, which the fixed royalties would pay on the
purchase pric,, after returning the investment. This actual transaction proves that the seller was willing to take and the buyer willing
to pay $121,082.25 for $30,499.98 of profit, to be realized in J1
years, or a r; turn of 131/, per cent per annum on the purchase price.
In spite of the fact that the Solicitor's office had before it the unalterable data showing that this buyer was expecting a rate of return
of 131/ per cent, it valued this property upon the assumption that
the buyer expected only a 6 per cent return, and the property ther"fore had a value of $196,159.99.
CELITE PRODUCTS Co.
(See supplement)

This taxpayer acquired a deposit of diatomaceous earth, used for
filter and insulation purposes, in February, 1912, for $325,000, par
value of its capital stock. At this time the company had done no
business, earned no profits, and its stock had no market value, except
such as would be attributable to the property acquired.
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Ipuirposes, as of date of acquisition

(February, 1912), was allowed at $325,000. A value for depletion
purposes, as of March 1. 1913, was allowed at $1.550.000. This action
was taken by Mr. C. (. (riggs, assistant head of the engineering
division, over the protest of Mr. J . . Briggs, valuation engineer.
The value for depletion purposes of $1,550,000 was based upon estimated annual production of 70.000 tons, although the total tonnage
mined in 1912, which is the only data prior to 1913, was 3,054 tons.
The total mined from 1912 to 1919, inclusive, was 193,606 tons, or
an average of only 24,201. Thus, it was estimated, that the tonnage
to be mined would be 23 times what was shown by past experience.
It was estimated that a profit of $2 per ton would be earned on
70,000 tons per year. There is no data in the record substantiating
this estimate of profit per ton, as practically no profit was earned
until 1917.
Estimating expected profits at $140,000 per year, on the assumption that production would be multiplied 23 times over past experence, and assuming a profit of $2 per ton, when past experience
showed none, it was assumed that 8 per cent would cover the risk of
these estimated profits not being fully realized, and a return upon
the capital invested. That there was a real risk involved, in the
realization of the amount of profit estimated, is shown by the fact,
that no profit was in fact realized until I917, and the operations of
several years resulted in losses.
The taxpayer, in its 1918 return, estimated that the stock exchanged
for this property was worth 37 per cent of par, This would give the
property a value of $120,025, as of date of acquisition. Nothing happened between the date of acquisition, February, 1912, and March 1,
1913, which would effect the value, except the making of some contracts for the sale of products, the performance of which resulted in
losses. Instead of increasing the walue of the raw material, these
contracts would destroy what value wasv attributed to the materials
used, if value is based on prospective profits. But leaving thesc
losses out of consideration, the March 1, 1913, value, based on the
value fixed by the taxpayer, on the stock given for the property.

would be less than the value of the property acquired, by the value
of the materials used in 1912. The tonnage acquired was estimated
at 1,750.000 tons. Assuming the value of 1,750,000 tons, as 37 iper
cent of the par value of the stock, or $120,025. the value per ton is
6.8586 cents per ton, as a depletion unit, instead of 88.6 cents allowed
bv the Income Tax Unit.
The tons mined, the depletion properly allowable at 6.8586 cents,
and the depletion allowed at 88.6 cents, for the years 1917 to 1920.
inclusive, are as follows:
Depletion
Tons
Depletable allowed as
mined
proper
deductions
minedallowable
from
inf-ome

Year

1917----......-...
1918 ........-

-----.......
--------

-----------.

------...
.------..... 35,127
-- -- -------- ---- ....
50, 628

1919
----........
..-- ...........
-.......-----..------1920......................
......------------------

....
-- .. .
..---- ....--...--...

5, 485
68, 3

$2 409.22
3, 472. 37

$31,122.52
44,856. 41

3, b74.0
4,701,78

50, C15.71
60,737. 9
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rThe Income Tax Unit estimated the expected profits at $140,000
per year for 40 years, or $5,000,000, and reached its value of $1,550,.
000 as of March 1, 1913, by discounting at 8 and 4 per cent. To
bring this kind of an estimate of profits to the value given by the
taxpayer as the value of the stock given in exchange for the prop.
erty would require a discount rate of 115 and 4 per cent.
This is another case which emphasizes the fact that in determin.
ing proper discount rates to be applied to the estimates of expected
profits accepted by the Income Tax Unit the gross inflation of the
estimates of profits must be considered, and if normal discount rates
based on average earnings in the industry are to be used, the expected profits must be estimated on a reasonable, conservative basis.
Notwithstanding the fact that the taxpayer itself returned the
value of the stock exchanged for this property as being worth but
37 per cent of par, the property is given the full par value of the
stock for invested capital purposes.
THE SarsIH
CASES
(3217-3261)
(Union Sulphur Co., Freeport Texas Co., Texas Gut Sulphur Co.)

These cases involve the valuation of two sulphur properties for
invested capital and depletion purposes, and of a third property
for depletion purposes only. They present as many inconsistencies
in valuation as there are elements to be considered.
These three properties are all located in the same neighborhood
in Louisiana, near the Gulf of Mexico and the Texas border. The
sulphur in each case, is found at between 900 and 100 feet from
the surface in similar geological formations, and in each instance
the same physical conditions are involved and the same process of
recovery is used.
The mining process used was invented and patented by Herman
Frach, one of the organizers of the Union Sulphur Co. This
process consists of forcing superheated water into the deposit, which
melts the sulphur. It is then brought to the surface by pumping
with compressed air.
The physical hazards incident to sulphur mining are many and
serious. The statements or these taxpayers with reference to these
hazards may be summarized as follows:
Even after drilling results have determined the approximate tonnage of sulphur present and havy indicated something of the purity
of the sulphur and the character of the geological formation, the
availability of the particular deposit to the heating and pumping
process can not be determined in advance of actual operations. The
result is that the amount of money that will be required to bring in
production is a pure gamble until actual production is realized.
The yield of a particular well depends entirely upon the condition
of the sulphur bed and overlying formation at the point where it is
tapped. There is great lack of uniformity in the sulphur bed
itself.
Wells are lost through caving or running ground and sudden
eruptions of underground water and through corrosion of wed
equipment.
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Other conditions met with are the pollution of sulphur with oil
or clay from the known deposits above it, the loss of molten
sulphur through fissures and cavities in the formation, and access
of such large quantities of cold underground water to the sulphur
bed as to re:uire an uneconomical amount of hot water from the
steaming plant.
It is peculiarly true of sulphur deposits of the dome type that
practical extraction tests can not lie made with a small experimental
plant on account of tihe large dimensions of the deposit which must
be heated; and before it is known that sulphur can be extracted
at a profit it is necessary to risk the investment required for a plant
large enough for commercial operation.
In view of these physical hazards it is no exaggeration to say that
investing in a sulphur deposit is gambling, and that the investor
expects a gambler's profit in case of success.
UNION SULPHIIIUR CO.

This was the first company to successfully exploit these sulphur
deposits. The existence of the sulphur upon the property acquired
by it, in 1896, had been known since 1867, when it was discovered
in drilling for oil. A vast amount of money had been spent by
former owners in unsuccessful attempts to recover the suplhur.
In 1896 Herman Frasch, who had invented and patented a
process which it was believed would be successful, organized the
Union Sulphur Co. with a capital of $200,000. The property in
question was acquired, subject to a mortgage of $1Ct,000 in exchange
for $100,000 par value of the capital stock of the company. The
remaining $100,000 of capital stock was issued to Frasch in exchange
for his patent.
The value of the deposit, as of date of acquisition, allowed by
the Income Tax Unit for invested capital purposes, was $3,000,00.
Of this amount, $2,900,000 was illegally included in the invested
capital for 191i . The value received for the assumed mortgage,
representing borrowed capital, was not a part (f invested capital.
The par value of the stock issued for the property, or $100,000,
fixed the maximum limit at which this property could be included
in 1917 invested capital.
To include this property in the invested capital of subsequent
years, at an amount in excess of the par value of the stock issued in
exchange for it, the law requires that its value must be "clearly and
substantially" in excess of that amount.
Up to the time this property was purchased by this company it
had been an expensive failure. All of the money spent upon it had
been lost. Every process which had been tried had failed. Frasch
had an untried process, the trial of which involved the expenditure of several million dollars before its success or failure could
be determined. The Frasch process was patented and was not
available to any prospective purchaser except the owner of the
patent. Under these conditions the market value of this property
could not be "clearly and substantially" anything, except what the
Union Sulphur Co..was willing to give for it, which was $100,000
S.Rept. 27, 6M----
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par value of its stock. Thle property was absolutely valueless to
anyone else.
Can this $100,000 of stock he said to have lhad a clear and substantial value of thirty times its. par value when this property was
acquired ? The company had done nio business, produced no sulphur,
and shown no earnings. It was not known that the Frasclh process
was practical or that this deposit was adaptable to profitable exploitation by the process, and it would require the expenditure of
several million dollars to find out.
The value of $3,000,000 placed on this property as of date of aculisition is a clear reflection of the increment in value, after acquisition,
due to the success of the business. As has been shown, the Supreme
Court of the United States had held that such increment can not be
included in invested capital.
For depletion purposes the deposit of the Union Sulphur Co. was
valued at $16,838,423 as of March 1, 1913. This value resulted in a
depletion unit of $2.80 per ton. This value was determined by discounting the estimated expected operating profits for 20 years at
the rate of 15 per cent per annum. The 15 per cent flat rates of discount applied in this valuation to a 20-year life is equivalent to a
rate of 16%/ per cent and 4 per cent applied through Hoskold's
sinking-fund table.
FREEPORT SULPIIUK CO.

This company acquired its sulphur property in July, 1912, for
$450,000 cash and subsequent payments of $1.75 per ton for the first
200,000 tons of sulphur mined and 75 cents per ton for the additional
sulphur mined.
The solicitor ruled that the subsequent payments, based upon
tonnage mined, are deferred payments of the purchase price and are
not royalties The Income Tax Unit allowed a value as of date of
acquisition and as of March 1, 1913, of $13,375,857 for both invested
capital and depletion purposes. The unit of depletion on this value
is $3.86 per ton.
The only investment in the property on the date of acquisition was
the.$450,000 paid therefor. It is immaterial whether the subsequent
to;mage payments are considered royalties or deferred payments on
the purchase of the fee. The taxpayer assumed( nc obligation to 'pay
any definite sum in addition to the $450,000. Thle taxpayer subjected no money nor credit to risk in the purchase of this property
except $450,000. The obligation to make additional payments was
measured by and arose only as and when sulphur was mined.
The only difference between this sale <of a fee for a fixed sum and
tonnage payments and the sale of a mining lease for a bonus and
royalties is that in this case the property containing the deposit will
belong to the taxpayer after the deposit is exhausted, while in the
case of the sale of a lease for a bonus and ro alties the use of the
fee reverts to the lessor on the exhaustion of the deposit. As there is
no claim that this property had any value, except such as arises out
of the sulphur, there is no difference between this transaction and the
sale of a royalty lease for a bonus, except a difference of terminology.
The substance of the transaction is that this taxpayer paid
$450,000 in July, 1912. for the privilege of buying sulphur at the
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rate of $1.75 per ton for the first 200,000 to.s and 75 cents per ton
for the balance of the sulphur to be recovered from the deposit.
No obligation as to these tonnage payments arising until the sulphur
is mined, these payments (an not be considered invested capital in
any sense. The capital invested was $450,000, and the subsequent
payments are current expenses incident to the recovery and sale of
the sulphur.
By allowing the same value for both invested capital purposes
and depletion purposes the Income Tax Unit determined that there
had been no change in the value of this deposit between the date
of acquisition in July, 1912, and on March 1, 1913. In this the
unit is unquestionably right, as there can be no presumption that
the market value will change in eight months in the absence of a
showing that such change has occurred.
Assuming, what the Income Tax Unit held, that the value of this
property on the date of acquisition and on March 1, 1913, were the
same, how is that value to be determined?
The property was actually sold for $450,000 cash. There is
nothing in the record to indicate that this was not a transaction
voluntarily entered into between a willing buyer and a willing
seller. Under these conditions this actual sale for cash is the very
best evidence of the market value. The Income Tax Unit has
allowed a value of $13,375,851. This value was determined by discounting expected profits for 17 years at the rate of 10 per cent
and 4 per cent through Hodkold's tables.
In determining this value it was assumed that the deposit would
yield 3,459,000 tons of sulphur in 17 years, and that the profit
would be $10 per ton. This is assuming that the taxpayer could
mine and sell more than 200,000 tons of sulphur a year.
In 1913 the taxpayer's plant had a rated maximum capacity of
only 120,000 tons.
This plant had hardly begun to operate in March, 1913. The
total output was only 726 tons in 1912 and 10,747 tons in 1913.
But even if it was assumed that plant capacity could be increased,
the ability of the taxpayer to dispose of 200,000 tons of sulphur
a year was open to serious doubt.
In March, 1913, the Union Sulphur Co. had a monopoly of the
sulphur business. It had operated since 18960, with no competition,
and its selling and distributing organization and contact with the
trade was established. The Union Sulphur Co. not only had all the
business but it also had a plant capacity capable of producing
twice what the market could consume. The tonnage produced and
the tonnage sold by the Union Sulphur Co. from 1905 to 1913,
inclusive, is as follows:
Production and sales- of Union Sulphur Co.
Year

Tons nind

21,950
........
1 ------------------..
288, 50
. ..------------------1906
15, 772
..
1907 ....... ...--------------...
362,89
--..--------....
108 ----270,725
..-------..
--......1909.....-------...

Tons sold
100,495
178, 519
268, 753,:
204,92
254. 915

Yar

Tons mined Tons sold

1910 -------------- ----1911 ..........-...........
...
....--1912..
..-------...-1913... --...

24.510

304,220
78, f5
478, 565

260,369
2,949
304, 260
318,087
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It will be seen that the assumption that the Freeport Sulphur
C(o. would sell 200,000 toils a year must be based upon the assumption that it was going to take about 66 per cent of the business of

the lUnion Sulphiur Co. away from the latter comlpaliny.

While this

assumption lmust be nmalde to justify the estimated earnings and
period of recovery used in valuing the Freeport property, yet in
valuing the Union property it is assumed that its output will not be
decreased.
The assumption that the Freeport Co. would take away two-thirds
of the business of the company which already had that business,
and the assumption that the Freeport Co. c(oul l produce 200,00(X
tons of sulphur with a 120,000-ton plant, certainly involved considerable speculative hazard.
There is another element of risk in the Freeport case. The Union
Sulphur Co. owned the unexpired patent on the only known successful process for recovering this sulphur, and any purchaser of this
property on March 1, 1913, was buying a lawsuit. That this hazard
was a real one is shown by the fact that the Union Sulphur Co.
immediately protested against the use of the Frasch process by the
Freeport Co., and in 1915 brought an action which was not terminated until 1919. In 1918 the Freeport Co. was restrained from
declaring dividends pending the determination of this suit.
Thus, in this case we have a new company, just starting, with no
operating experience, facing all the physical hazards to which the
Union (o. was subject, with the Union Co. in control of the
patent on the process and in control of and capable of supplying
the entire market; yet it is assumed that there is so nmch less hazard
involved in recovering the prospective profits of the Freeport
Co. that its estimated profits are only discounted at a 10 per cent
and 4 per cent rate, while a 165/ per cent and 4 per cent rate is
used in the Union case. The value in the ground of the Freeport
sulphur is fixed at $3.86 per ton, while the value of the deposit is
fixed at $2.80 per ton, both as of March 1, 1913.
This evaluation shows very clearlyy' that the demand for sulphur
created by) tlhe wr as taken into consideration, and that values,
which no ltllpchaselr, in 1913, could have possibly anticipated, are
given to the property as of March 1, 1913.
TEXAS GULt,

SUmu'tilIu

tCO.

The valuation of the property of this taxpayer is as of March,
1911), for discovery depletion purposes. The right of this company
to discovery, depletion has already been discussed.
The reserves of this company are estimated at 8,000,000 tons, and
the life of the property is assumed to be 12 years. The profit per
ton is estimated at $9, and the discount rate is 7 per cent and 4 per
cent. The value allowed for depletion purposes is $38,920,000, and
the depletion unit allowed is $4.86 per ton. The property in question was purchased in 1909 for $250,000.
Discounting expected profits from a sulphur mine on a 7 per cent
profit basis is putting this hazardous business on the same basis,
as to safety of the investment and return of expected profit, as would
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be attributedto a well secured first mortgage or industrial bond in
1919). With all tlie nations of the world competing iI the money
niilrket, with the 1 united Stites
)appealilln to its citizens to buy its
bonds, with the most conservative industrial Ionds being sold on a
7 per cent return basis, this new company could not have borrowed
$38,920,000 at 7 per cent, and if it could have it would have carried
the hazard of the business itself.
'There is no possible theory imaginable upon which any purchaser
woildi haie invested in this hazardous business on the assumption
that he would make only 7 per cent per annum on his money.
'lThe application of a discount rate of 1.% per cent and 4 per cent
to the Union Sulphur Co. in 1913 and a 7 p ct
er
and
l cent
4 per cent
rate to the Texas Gulf Co. in 191) can be justified only upon th o
fallacious theory that, as between two concerns in the same business,
a well established, successful concern is a more hazardous investmlenti than a new concern with neither trade nor experience behind it.
l'he commissioner has filed an answer in these cases. In this
answer lie takes the position that if the expected profits of the
Union Sulphur Co. are reduced, its estimated plant cost increased,
and it is denied depletion on sulphur mined but not sold, and if the
estimated plant cost of the Freeport Sulphur Co. is decreased and
its estimated profits increased, and if the estimated life of the Texas
Gulf Co. and its estimated profits are increased, all of these properties can be valued on a 10 per cent and 4 per cent basis and get
the same results as are shown by these valuations.
It is obvious that, if the factors in any valuation are changed,
any desired result may be obtained.
T'he commissioner's answer states that a discount rate of 10 per

cent and 4 per cent was recommended in these cases by this committee. There is nothing in the record to substantiate this statement, and nothing could be further from the fact. The committee
made no recommendation whatever on this subject, and the committee's stat' hias consistently nlaintained t.he attitude that the discount rates applllied in analytical appraisals should be
(such
as to
reflect at least approximate market values.
'Thfiat a 10 per cent and 4 per cent discount rate does not reflect
market value is conclusively demonstrated by the Freeport Sulphur
case, in which that rate was used and resulted in a value of $13,375,851, where ' s ihe act ual market value of the property, as shown
by its actual sale, was but $450,000.
From the facts assumed by the unit in the Freeporr case the actual
rate of profit expected by investors in this business can be determined, and when the expected profits of these properties are dis.
counted at such rate real market value will be approximately deter-

mined.

It was assllmed that the Freeport property would yield 3:.15,000
tons of sulphur at an operating profit of $10 per ton. 'Thlls the total
operating profits are estimated at $34,590,000. For the first 200,000
tons the taxlpyer has an additional payment of .1.75 to 11make, which
will ai'- nt to $350,000, and for the balance, or 3,259000 tons, it
must i
' 75 cents per ton, or $2,44,150.
Tihe total of these two
a. 'it( . payments, $2,70,'250, deducted from the e-itimated oper-
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eating profits, leaves estimated operating profits of $31,795,750 after
the deferred p:tament's for thlie siulphur have been met. This fixl
payer paid $450,000 for $;31,795,750 of estimated operating profits to
e recovered in an cstiilated period of 17 years. (n the equal installment 4 per cent sinking fund basis used by the Income Tax
Unit, the realization of these estimated earnings will return the
$450,000 invested at the end of 17 years and aannuial profit of 411
per cent. Thus if the unit's estimate of expected profit is to be
accel)ted as the basis for determining value, it will be necessary to
use a discount rate of 411 per cent, instead of 10 per cent, to get the
market value shown by the actual sale of this very property.
Viewed in the light of 1913 conditions, which thie aw requires,
the estimate of lonage to be mined each year was beyond all reason,
as has been shown. This valuation was made in 192!, when actual
production during the war period was known. and is unquestionably
based upon such production instead of ulpon 1913 conditions. This
overestimate of annual production decreases the estimated life and
the period of time for which the anticipated profits are discounted.
This error has the effect of multiplying the inadequacy of the discount factor, and had a proper life been estimated the value determined would be reduced. Lengthening the estimated life would decrease Che discount rate necessary to reduce the expected profits to
the actual cash value of $450,000.
When the tremendous hazards, both physical and fiscal, the tremendous plant investment required to be made before the possibility
of even knowing whether any profit can be recovered are considered,
it is easy to see why so great a percentage of profit is expected from
the money invested in a sulphur deposit. The fact is that without
the plant and the right to use the process the deposit has no value,
and the fact that existing going plants can more than supply theo
market adds another eiement of hazard.
0114 VALUATIONS
IFFEI(T OFr I)ISC'(NTING

Tlie methods used in valuing oil properties differ from those followed in the valuation of mines and other deposits.
In making an oil-well valuation the total reserves in the ground
are cstimiattte.
The price to be obtained for the oil is estimated on
a per barrel basis. The cost of drilling, pumping, overhead, and
all other costs are estimated and reduced to a per barrel basis. The
cost per barrel is deducted from the price, giving the expected profit
per barrel.

From 65 to 90 per cent of all the oil a well will produce will be
produced during the first year, and half of the remainder will be
produced during the second year. The production for each year until the total recoverable reserves are exhausted is estimated.
The number of barrels estimated, to be recoverable each year, are
multiplied by the estimated profit per barrel, The total profits, estimated to be recoverable each year, are then valued, by separately
discounting each year's expected profits, at the diLcount rate corn-
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pounded for the periodd of deferred recovery. Tlie values of each
year's profits, thus olt:ined, are divided by the total estimated reserves to determine the depletion unit. As oil is recovered from the
well during operations, the number of barrels produced during each
year is multiplied by the depletion unit, to determine the amount of
depletion deductible from income.
MR.

i(;:EEN II)E ON DISCOUNT

A.\'TE

During the early hearings, in March, 1924, Mr. S. M. Greenidge,
head of the engineering division of the Income Tax Unit, testified
befor tthe committee that in his judgment the discount rate is a negligible factor in an analytic appraisal and that he would not discount
at all (330-264). This statement is vitally important, as all valuaunderr te jurition ion of Mr. Greenidge. As the
tion w
workk camee u
judgment of Mr. (reenidge controlled the valuation work of the
Income Tax Unit, his statements with reference to the use of discount
factors in oil valuations are quoted verbatim:
Mr. GRENIIHIce. I :in inclined to think the ultimate reserves are the governing factors, and not the discount rates (331).
Mr. G(uEENUIKI:. Personally, if I were called up:)n to make a valuation of that
kind for an oil operator, I would be very much inclined to use as small a discount factor as possible, if not disregard it (334).
Senator C)UZENS. You have not been able to determine whether or not any
other companies were required to fix it at 5 per ,nt basis, have you?
Mr. GnEENIDGE. No, sir. I did state, however, that some companies did n1
use any.
Senator CoUZENs. Why was that?
Mr. GREENIDO.E Because their valuations were set up, disregarding any discount factor, were so reasonable, or so nearly within the limits of reasonableness, that a discount factor becomes an unimportant phase. In fact, as I
testified at a previous hearing, I personally would Lot introduce a discount
factor. (356).

In response to a request by the committee, Mr. Greenidge prepared
four valuations, based upon two hypothetical cases in two of which
lie used a 5 per cent discount rate, and in the other two, 10 per cent.
Mr. Greenidge contended that these valuations demonstrated the
truth of his statements that the discount factor is immaterial. The
valuations referred to are as follows:
Etimated ultimate recovery, 500,000 barrels oil:
Market price of oil at date of estimate .--..-------

.----....-

Drilling, pumping, overhead, and all other cost ----.-------

.. $1.25
---

.25

..-.......---.
---..-.--.
....
----...
1. 00)
Net valnu of oil_--.
Present worth computed at 5 per (ent compound discount for deferred
receipts:
First yettr's production -----.. -------- 240,000 barrels X$1 X 0. 9524=$228, 576
120, 000 barrels X$1X $0. 9070= 108, 840
Second year's production -------...
60, 000 barrels X $1 X 0. 80:38= 51, 828
Third year's production--..--..---, )000
barrels X ,1X $0. 8227-= 29, 617
Fourth year's production -----------Fifth year's production-..---------- 20. 000 barrels X 1 X $0. 7835= 15. 670
8, 95
----1.2, 000 barrels X $1X $0. 7462=
Sixth year's iproduction..-.4, 204
, 000 barrels X $ X $0. 7107 =
Seventh year's production ---------2, 0:30
3, 000 barrels X $1X$0. 6i..S
------Eighth year's production -1, 289
-----2, 000 barrels X $ X $0. 64t=-Ninth year's product ion...--0814
1, (Mn) barrels X $1X $0. 6139Tenth year's production--.-- 500, 000
S'rtsniit worth of 500,000 barrels at date of estimate.

'451,
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Composite discount factor, 9.66 per cent.
rei'sent worth of samIie number' of hIrrl'(
off
c('ollPtll

tt'd at 10I

,'

(elnt

('ii)

First yoar's ipro auction ...Second year'.s (rotduction.
T'hirdi

3tii'"s

(IIcompoiili:-counII

..

_

......
. . ....

..
_

Seventh year's production
-..--Eighth year's production-----------Ninth years production-Tenth year's production.--

'I

l'erl'

v'atu

r('tevel)

s:

p;li

120,,04X) hn rrelsX>$1 X$O. S'1 "
(0, 000 hibarr'ls X$1 X $O. Ti3
36, 0() barrels X.$ X . oSit20, (M) irrelsX$1 X.0. 60209!)
12. 001) Ia rrelsX$1 X$0. 5(45
6, 000 IIrrelis A $1 X $0. 51:2-=
3, (00) b;rre~
IX $1 X $0. 4(65
2,000 harrelsX$l X$0. 4241
1,000 barrelsX$1 X $0. 3855-

_. ...

....

Fifth year's production ...
Sixth year',s
lrductiin. .

oilof snlliP nt

Ib:rr(c

.-..

Ir'od(luiction, . ..-.

Fourth y.Ve r's production.

fi'or

..

500, 000

108

4i, 078
24, ,.SS
12, S
( , 774
3, 07
1, 400
848
386
'411, 919

Composite factor, 17.6 per cent
ullimnate recovery, 1,000,000, barrels oil.
'estiltltedl
Market price of oil at date of estimate-....
.--.--.....---.
Drilling, pumping, overhead. and all other cost

.. ..

Per barrel
$.1.25
................
. 25

Net value
of oiL......--..............
..........
lPreset worth computed at 5 per cent compound discoiut
receipt:

First year's production-...........Second year's production... .......Third yetr's production -----.-Fourth year's production............-Fifth year's production .....
Sixth year's production .----Seventh year's production ---.---.
-..
Eighth year's production....-Ninth year's production ........Tenth year's production --.---.--

1.00
for deferred

480. 000 barrels X $1 X$0. 9524= $457, 152
240, 01)0 arrels X$1 X$0. 9070- 217, 680
120, 000 h rrels X 81 X S. 8038 = 103, 650
72, 000 b; rrels X $1 X $0. 8227
59, 234
40, 000 barrelsX$1Y$0. 7835= 31,340
21.00(0 birrelsX$1 X$0. 74(;2= 17, 09
12, 000 ba rrels X $1 X $0. 7107=
8,528
6,. 000 bi rrels X $1 X $0. 6768R=
4, (0l
4. 000 lbarrels X$1 X$0. (446(=
2, 578
2. 00 barrels X $1 X $0. 6139-1,228
1, 000, 000

' 905, 306

Composite factor (discount), 9.66 per cent.
Present worth of same nluml'er of barrels of oil of same not value per barrel
computed at 10 per c('eit compound discount for deferred rceilpts:
'480,00) lmrr'ls X $1 X80. 301
1 $ 30, 3(8
First year's production .... ...
240, (000 l,arrelX $1X$0. 82( 1
198, 33:0
Second &year'i produictlin ....
120. 000) barrels X $1 X $0. 751390, 15l
Third ye irs i)roduction.... -..
'72, 000 barrels X $1 X $0.68)30
49, 176
Fourth year's production ----.40, 000 ImrrelsX$1 X$0. 6200-- 24, 8:h
...
Fifth year's production- _
.....
24, (000 barrelsX $1 X$$0. 5t45= 13 548
Sixth yeir's productions
6.1I8S
12, 000 ba rres X $1 X $0. 5132=-Seventh year's production .6, 000 barrels X $1 X $0. 4(6(1r
Eighth year's product ion.----2, 790
4, 000 ba rrels X $1 X $0. 4241Ninth year's production ....
1, 696
.2, (1 ) barrels X $1X $0. JS55
771
Tenth year's production-..
1,000, 000

S823, 814

Composite discount factor, 17.6 per cent.

The most favorable test of any method is to assume that it has been
correctly applied. Let us assume, that in making thcee hypothetical
valuations, Mr. Greenidge has properly predicted the price, expense,
and rate of recovery of oil.
1Present worth of .00,000

hinrrels at late of Pstlmatl.
at date of estimate.

2P1resent worth of 1,0o10,00 barrel.
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In the first case the ultimate recoverable reserves are assumed to
be 500,000 barrels. He has estimated, in the case of the first well,
that the net operating profit will be $500,000, and using a 5 per
cent discount rate he gets a value to be depleted of $451,682. Thus
discounting at 5 per cent, $451,682 of the operating profits will be
deducted as tax free depletion, and the taxable income from this
property will be $48,318.
Using a 10 per cent discount factor of this same property, Mr.
Greenidge gets a value of $411,91': to be returned as tax free depletion, and the balance of the $500,0)0 estimated operating profits, or
$88.081, is taxable income.
Thus discounting at 10 per cent instead . of 5 per cent, increases the
taxable income 81.4 per cent.
In the case of the second property, the ultimate recoverable reserves were assumed to be 1,000,000 barrels of oil. Mr. Greenidge
has estimated the operating profits to be $1,000,000. Using a 5 per
cent discount rate, he gets a value of $903,366, and using a 10 per
cent discount rate, he gets a value of $823,844. Deducting these
respective values from $1,000,000, we find, that, if his estimates of
operating profits are correct, the taxable income, in case the discount
rate is 5 per cent, is $96,634, and if a 10 per cent discount rate is
used, taxable income is $176,156, or an increase in taxable income of
82.3 per cent.
Thus, by simple arithmetic, we prove that an increase in the discount factor will produce a constant decrease in valuation and increase in taxable income.
If we now use Mr. Greenidge's own figures to compute depletion,
it will be equally simple to prove that the ultimate recoverable reserves, which Mr. Greenidge stated are the one thing he would consider, have no effect whatever upon the depletion unit.
The depletion unit is determined by dividing the value by the
number of units in the recoverable reserves. As the operating earnings were determined by multiplying the profit per unit by the
number of units in the recoverable reserves, the division of the dis.
counted value of the operating profits by the number of units in the
reserves eliminates the reserves and the depletion unit, is the discounted value of the operating profit per unit.
Mr. Greenidge's figures are used as the basis of the calculations:
A 50),000-barrel well, operating profit $1 per barrel, discounted
at 5 per cent.
Value $451,682, divided by total operating profits, $500,000, equal
depletion unit, 90.3 cents per barrel.
A i,000000-barrel well, operating profits $1 per barrel, discounted
at 5 per cent.
Value $903,366, divided by total operating profits $1,000,000, equal
depletion unit 90.3.
It will be noted that the depletiro unit does not vary with the
estimated reserves, but that the same depletion unit is obtained for
a 500,000-barrel well as for a 1,000,000-barrel well.
So long as the variation in annual production is constant, the value
per barrel, or the depletion unit, wiil be a fixed percentage of the
S. i ept. 27, 6;9-1--6
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expected profit per barrel, which percentage is fixed by the discount
rate regardless of the estimated reserves.
That the depletion unit will vary with the discount factor can
be proven by comparing Mr. (reenidge's appraisal of these same two
wells, using a 10 per cent discount rate.
A 500,000-barrel well, operating profit $1 per barrel, discounted
at 10 per cent, total operating profit $500,000, divided by value
$411,919, equals depletion unit 82.4 per barrel.
A 1,000,000-barrel well, operating profit $1 per barred, discounted
at 10 p r cent, total operating profit $1,000,000, divided by value
$823,844, equals depletion unit 82.4 per barrel.
The use of a 10 per cent discount rate thus gives a depletion unit
of 82.4 cents per barrel, instead of 90.3 cents, produced by discounting at 5 per cent.
The depletion unit, multiplied by the number of barrels produced.
determines the tax-free deduction for depletion. Only the profit per
barrel in excess of the depletion unit is taxable. Mr. Greenidge
estimated the profit at $1 per barrel in these cases. If that estimate
is correct, the taxable profit will be 9.7 cents if a 5 per cent discount
rate is used, or 17.6 cents in case a 10 per cent discount rate is used.
Regardless of what the profit may be, the taxable inome will
always be 9.7 per cent of the estimated profit per barrel, when a
5 per cent discount factor is used, and 17.6 per cent of the estimated
profit per barrel, when a 10 per cent discount factor is used, assuming the life of the property to be 10 years, which was assumed in
these cases.
Mr. Greenidge says that "I, personally, would not introduce a
discount factor."
If estimated profits are not discounted, the depletable value equals
the estimated profit, and there will be no taxable income from the
property, unls the actual income exceeds the estimated income.
Assume thai; the reserves in the 500,000 barrel well had been
underestimated 100,000 barrels, and the well produces the estimated
total production of 500,000 in the first three years of its life, and
the remaining 100,000 barrels in the last 7 years of its life. Assume
that because of his ability to look in t o the future and predetermine
that the estimated production is 100,000 barrels short of actual production, Mr. Greenidge does not discount. The value will be
$500.000 and the depletion unit $1 per barrel. During the first
three years the well produces 500,000 barrels, which produces a
profit of $500,000, all of which is exempt from tax.
During the last seven years, the well produces 100,000 barrels,
upon which no depletion is allowed, because the full value has
been depleted upon the production of the first three years. This
excess production produces $100,000 of taxable income during the
last seven years.
Let us assume that the first three years were 1919, 1920, and 1921,
when the tax rate applicable to the operator would have been 40
per cent, and the last seven years are 1922, to 1928 with a tax rate
of 121/2 per cent. Thus, by underestimating the reserves 20 per cent,
the taxpayer pays a tax on $100,000 of income, at 121/ per cent, or
a tax of $12,500.
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Assume now that the reserves had been estimated at 600,000
barrels. At $1.00 per barrel, the profits arc estimated at $600,000.
''llse profits are discounted at 10 per cent. which leaves 17.6 per
cent of the profits subject to tax. During the first three years
$50t0.000 of profits aro recovered 17.6 per cent, or $88,081, of which
is taxable at 40 per cent. rhe tax is $35, 392.40. The balance of
the taxable income, or $100,000, is recovered during the last seven
years, ar:l, of this, $17,600 is taxable at 19lP2per cent. The tax
is $2.o00. The total tax on this basis is $37 432.40.
Tl'lis, when the property is undervalued $100,000, by reason of
an underestimate of reserves, and because of the undervaluation,
there is no discount, but the taxpayer is deprived of depletion on
100.000 barrels of oil, he pays a tax of $12,,00. On the other hand,
with a full estimate of reserves, and a value on every barrel of oil,
and depletion on every barrel produced, but a discount of 10 per
cent. the taxpayer pays a tax of $37,432.40.
The conclusion is inevitable, that either Mr. Greenidge deliberately
attempted to mislead this committee, or is hopelessly ignorant of the
work over which he has had jurisdiction.
MID-YEAR DISCOUNTING IN OTL VALUATION

It is the practice of the oil and gas valuation section to discount
the expected earnings of each year from the middle instead of from
the end of the year (1901). This practice assumes that an oil-well
operator has reduced to possession on June 30 and has reinvested all
of the profits he will realize to and including the following December 31. No other property is valued on this basis.
The effect of this practice is to reduce the amount discounted from
the first year's earnings by one-half and to discount all subsequent
earnings for six months less than the period required for their
realization. It is a noteworthy fact that in making the hypothetical
valuations requested by the committee Mr. Greenidge did not follow
the standard practice m force in the oil and gas valuation section of
his division, but discounted to the end of the year. These hypothetical valuations, therefore, do not reflect the practice of the Income Tax Unit, and the valuations shown are less than would be
given had the standard practice been followed.
The following tables show the factors which represent the value
at beginning of the first year of $1 recoverable in the year designated, the valuation of each year's earnings of the 500,000-barrel
well, discounted at 5 per cent and at 10 per cent, compounded from
the end of the year, as computed by Mr. Greenidge, and the value of
the same earnings, discounted at 10 per cent, compounded from the
middle of the year, in accordance with the standard practice of the
oil and gas valuation section.
These tables also show the net taxable income from tih property
upon each basis of discounting, assuming the accuracy of Mr.
Greenidge's estimate and distribution of profits.
VALUATION

FACTORS

The figures shown below represent the value at the beginning of
the first year of $1 of operating profits, recoverable during each
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year designated in the first column, at the discount rates designated
in the heading:
Value, at the beginning of first year, of $1 of operating profits, recoverable
during year designated in first column, when discounted at annual rates
shown in headings, compounded
5 per
cent
from
end of
year

Year

10 per
cent
from
end of
year

10 per
cent
from
middle
of year

First----...........

0.9524

0.091

0.095346

Third..............
Fourth.......----Fifth..-----.....---

8638
.8227
7835

.7613
.830
.6209

.78798
.71635
.65123

Second ..... ---

. 9070

.8264

.86078

Year

Sixth...............

Seventh.....-.--...

Eighth ............
Ninth--...-------Tenth.............

5 per
cent
from
end of
ear

10 per
cent
from
end of
year

10 per
cent
from
middle
of year

0.7462

O.5WS

0. 5202

67
.446
.6139

.4665
.4241
.3855

.48921
.44479
.40435

.7107

.6132

.5320

VALUATIONS

When the operating profits, shown in the second column of the following table, are multiplied by the valuation factors, shown in the
foregoing table, the value of each year's profits at the beginning of

the first year is shown by the following table:

Year

"Oprating

Year

First................................-..
Second.................................
Third..................................
Fourth.......---------.......--.
--..--Fifth....................................
Sixth...................................
Seventh................................
Eighth.................................
Ninth..-...----.--.....-----.....
....
Tenth.-...-.............................

Value at begin Value at begin- Value at beginning of first
ning of first
ning of first
year of operatyear of operat- year of operatgng
disprofits,
Lgprftdis.
its, ds
rfgig prof
counted at 10 counted at 10
perprofits
c
nt from per cent from per cent from
do e
end of year in middle of ear
end of year in which realized
n which
which reeled which reazed
i

$240,000
120,000
60,000
36,000
20,000
12,000
6,000
3,000
2,000
1,000

$228,570
108 840
51,828
29,617
15,670
8,954
4,264
2,030
1,289
614

$218,184
99,168
45,078
24,588
12,418
6,774
3,079
1,400
848
386

$228,830
104,014
47,279
25,789
13,025
7,104
3,229
1,468
890
404

Total.............................
500, 000
Composite discount factor (per cent).........--....---Depletion unit (cents)----....---.....------------........

451,682
9.66
90.3

411,919
17.6
82.4

432, 032
13.59
86.4

The composite discount factors shown above are the weighted
average per cent of discount of all the operating profits for the
entire period of deferred recovery. This composite factor is determined by dividing the total of the present values of all the profits
by the total operating profit.
The totals of the discounted values of the annual profits equal the
present value of the property or the amount to be depleted.
The depletion unit is obtained by dividing the total present value
by the estimated total production or 500,000 barrels.
DEPLETION DEDUCTIONS

In the following table we have assumed that the actual annual

production will equal production as estimated by Mr. Greenidge.
The deductions from income are determined by multiplying the
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actual production of each year by the depletion unit as shown by the

preceding table.
Depletion
t 5 per
Year

Year

First-....- ..................-.... .......................
Second ...... ................. ---------.....
Third......
------------------------..
........
Fourth--...------..
.-----.. --....
.--..
---80,000
...........
Fifth--...-----...................................
Sixth.-------.
.......................................
Seventh..------..................................
Eighth ................................ ...............
Ninth ..-.
...................................
Tenth..........
....................................
Total-...-

...................................

Depletion
at
10 per
o

Depletion
at 10 per

c nt from

cent from

cents)

cents)

86.4 cents)

$197.760

20,000
12,000
6,000
3,000
2, 000
1,000

$216,720
10, 300
M5,180
32,508
18,060
10,836
5,418
2,709
1,806
903

49,440
29, 664
16,480
9, 80
4,944
2,472
1,648
824

$207,360
103, 680
51,840
31,104
17,280
10,368
5,184
2,592
1,728
864

500,000

451,500

412,000

432,000

Proution lcent from

Product

Barrels
240,000
120,000
60,000

n d of year end of year middle of
(unit 00.3 (unit 82.4 year (unit

98,880

NET TAXABLE INCOME AFTER DEDUCTING DEPLETION

In computing the net taxable income of each year we have assumed.
the operating profits of each year to be as estimated by Mr. Green-

idge, and have deducted the depletion allowances shown in the preceding table from such operating profits.

Year

First...............................................................
Second
..........................................................
Third ...........------------------------...................
......
Fourth.............................................................
Fifth ............ .....
............................................
Sixth....................................
.........................
Seventh ........................................................
Eighth...........................................................
Ninth..........................................................
..
Tenth..............................................-----------------

Income
with depletion based
on 5 per
cent from
end of year

Income
Income
with deple- with depe
on ba1ed
tlon based
on 10 per on 10 pr
o
cent from
end of year middle of
year

$23,280
11,640
5,820
3,492
1,940
1,164
2
291
194
97

$42, 240
21,120
10,560
6, 336
3,520
2,112
1,056
628
352
176

$32,640
16,320
8,160
4,896
2,720
1,632
816
408
272
136

S 48,00

88,000

68,000

It will be noted that the valuations, depletion deductions, and net

taxable income dervied by discounting the operating profits in this

case at 10 per cent compounded from the middle of the year are
within a few dollars of being equal to the average of the valuations,
depletion deductions, and net taxable income computed on a 5 per
cent and on a 10 per cent basis.
The value given to the first year's profits by discounting from
the middle of the year at 10 per cent is the same as will be given
by discounting to the end of the year at 5 per cent. In this case
48 per cent of the profits are allocated to the first year. As the
first year's profits frequently run as high as 75 per cent, and in the

Gulf Oil Co. case were estimated at. 95 per cent, of all the profits
from an oil well, it may be safely assumed that any discount rate
compounded from the middle of the year will not exceed 75 per
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cent of that rate compounded from the end of the year, and is more
likely to be about 66 per cent of the same rate compounded from
the end of the year.
In considering the discount rates actually used by the oil and gas
valuation section in making the oil valuations, a discount rate
designated as being 5 per cent must he interpreted us actually representing an annual return on capital of from 3.3 per cent to 3.75
per cent, and a rate designated as o1per cent must be given a value
of from 6.5 per cent to 7.5 per cent. .
EFFECT OF DRILLING PROGRAM ON DISCOUNTING ANTICIPATED PROFITS TO
PRESENT VALUE

An excessive valuation may be secured on an oil property by
merely juggling the drilling program of the operator.
As has been shown, in valuing an oil well for depletion purposes
a value is placed not only on that particular well and the oil to be
recovered from that well but upon all of the oil estimated to be
recoverable from the property of the taxpayer within the 160-acre
area proven by the well in question. As it may require 30 additional
wells to recover all of the oil to be valued, the allocation of prospective profits to future years for the purpose of discounting depends upon the time when the later wells are drilled.
About 65 per cent of the total product of one well will be produced during the first year and about 20 per cent during the second
year. It may require 10 years to recover the balance. If all of the
wells required to recover the reserves under the whole area were
drilled at once, about 65 per cent of the entire reserves would be
recovered during the first year and about 20 per cent during the
second year. Under the bureau practice of discounting from the
middle of the year, the first year estimated production is only discounted by one-half of the discount rate, and the amount discounted
increases with each year of deferred recovery, due to the longer
period over which the discount rate is applied. It therefore follows
that if the profits are estimated to be recoverable earlier than they
they are actually recovered an excessive valuation will be obtained.
Th6 discounting interval between the basic date and the date of
the recovery of the profits from Wells not drilled on the basic date
depends upon how long this drilling is deferred. In claiming a
discovery valuation, the taxpayer seis up what is called a drilling
program, which becomes the basis for allocating the deferred operating profits to estimated years of recovery.
How this drilling program may be manipulated to obtain an
excessive valuation is shown by the case of the American Petroleum
Co. of California.
AMERICAN PETROLEUM CO. OF CALIFORNIA

This case involved a March 1, 1913, value of four leases. The case
was acted upon on November 7, 1923. The manner of handling one
of these leases illustrates the basis of the whole valuation.
On March 1, 1913, the date as of which the value was determined,
there were 19 producing wells on this lease and 4 more were in process
of drilling. The taxpayer estimated that as of March 1, 1913, it will
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require 26 additional wells to recover the total reserves, and that such
additional wells will be put in at the rate of six per year. The drilling program was thus estimated to bring in with 49 producing wells
by 1917. The estimated recovery of oil was based upon this program.
When this case was acted upon the records of the Income Tax Unit
show that they then knew from information furnished by the taxpayer that instead of having 49 producing wells in 1917 it had only
29 producing wells by the end of 1922. The March 1 value in this
case was based upon the estimated production of 49 wells, all of
- which would be producing within four years of the basic date, when
it was known that only 29 wells were producing by the end of nine
years.
This allowance was based upon the theory that the taxpayer
claimed that in 1913 it intended to complete its drilling program
with 49 wells by the end of 1917, and that, inasmuch as the taxpayer
could have done so, its allowance of value should be based upon its
intentions rather than its actions.
By referring to the table of valuation factors shown on page 76
it will be seen that at 10 per cent applied to the middle of the year
$1 recoverable during the first year has a value of 95 cents plus, while
$1 recoverable during the tenth year has a value of only 40 cents
plus. Thus every dollar of operating profits which is recovered in
the tenth year, but which in valuing was estimated to be recoverable
in the first year, was estimated to be worth more than double its
value. In the case mentioned, the valuation was increased $142,073.58, or about 10 per cent, by this juggling of the drilling program.
If the depletion allowance was 50 per cent of the operating profits
of any year, this 10 per cent excess of depletion would make a difference of 20 per cent in the taxable income.
HAZARDS TO BE COVERED BY DISCOUNTING IN OIL VALUATIONS

In making any appraisal for any purpose, the result sought is
the amount a purchaser can ordinarily be expected to pay for the
property.
When a valuation is based upon estimated expected operating
profits and the recovery of such expected profits involves speculative
hazards, it must be assumed that the purchaser will firstt discount
such expected profits to the point where the hazard can be said to be
eliminated, and the remaining profit can be recovered with as reasonable a degree of certainty as is afforded by a high-class bond or a
first mortgage on real estate.
The proof of this proposition is found in the fact that the greater
the hazard involved in any business the higher must be its dividends
to permit its stock to bring par on the market.
Reducing the expected profits to this point may be said to be discounting for hazard. Unless this is done, there is nothing to induce
an investor to assume the risks incident to a hazardous undertaking
when he can invest his money in bonds and mortgages. To discount
for hazard, it is necessary to include in the expected rate of return
upon the investment a sufficient amount to cover the hazard in addition to the return which can be expected upon well-secured bonds
and mortgages.
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We have demonstrated that, inasmuch as the depletion unit is the
discounted value of the expected profit per barrel of oil, an overestimate of profit per barrel is not offset by decreasing the total value
through an underestimate of reserves. This is due to the fact that,
an increase in the discount rate decreases both the depletion unit
and the total value to be depleted, while an increase in the reserves
merely increases the total value but does not affect the depletion unit.
It therefore follows that in making an appraisal for depletion purposes hazards which affect the estimated profit per barrel are not provided for by reducing the estimated reserves. Hazards which affect
only the amount of oil recovered way be provided for by either reducing the estimate of probable reserves or by increasing the
discount.
The great bulk of the oil valuations upon which depletion is still
to be allowed are discovery valuations, which the law provides shall
reflect the value on the date of discovery or within 30 days thereafter.
Some of the hazards assumed by the purchaser of a tract or lease
of land within 30 days after the discovery of oil thereon may be
enumerated as follows:
1. Decrease in expected price of oil.
2. Increase in expected cost of drilling, pumping, and equipment.
3. Fire risk.
4. Dry hole or drilling of unproductive wells.
5. Water encroachment.
6. Bleeding by neighboring wells.
7. Casing erosion.
8. Overestimated production.
PRICE HAZARD

The hazard incident to the possibility of a decline in price directly
affects the expected profit per barrel, and can not be provided for
except by discounting expected profits. Such hazard is not over.
come by discounting or underestimating reserves. The extent of the
price hazard depends entirely upon the basis upon which the expected price was estimated. The question is, What average profit
can the purchaser expect with the same assurance with which he can
expect the interest upon a guilt-edge bond? If there is any probability of a decline in price below that used as the basis for estimating
operating profits, this contingency must be provided for in the discount rate.
The market price of oil at the well is always subject to the most
sudden and violent changes. The chart on the opposite page shows
this graphically. The price obtained at the well as the oil is received is the only proper basis for valuing oil land. Any profit
obtained by storing oil until prices recover are dealers and manufacturers' profits and not producers' profits.
It is obvious that if the price used is the current price and such
price is low, the purchaser may contemplate a speculative profit
to be realized out of a probably increase. He knows, however,
that the production of his well will decline from the day of purchase and that 65 per cent or more of his oil may be recovered
before a probably increase occurs. Such probability of interest if
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be considered a purely speculative gain and not a

If when oil is bringing what might be called a normal price, the
current price, or even an average over a sho t period is used as the
basis of estimating the expected operating profits, the purchaser is
always faced by the possibility of one of those sharp, sudden declines which characterize the history of oil prices and which always
follow the bringing in of a new oil field of any consequence.

There

is no way to tell when the luck of some wildcatter may bring in a
new field and no way to predict how long a slump in crude-oil prices
may continue. An oil well produces oil regardless of price, and
neighbors may rob an operator of his reserves if he ceases drilling.
Every purchaser of an oil well must discount expected profit based
upon even an average normal price to meet tha hazard of a decline
during which his resources may be recovered.
I hn
en high prices are used as the basis of estimating the expected
operating profits, the probability of being forced to sell at a reduced
price becomes a practical certainty. Any purchaser of an oil well
during the war period, and particularly during the 1920 inflation
which followed the removal of governmental price restrictions,
faced the certainty of a reduction in price for a part of his reserves
and the probability of such reduction at any time. It is clear that
any purchaser of oil property during the war period would have
certainly anticipated a drop in price with the termination of the
abnormal conditions incident to the war, and would have considered
t:e operating profit indicated by current prices as entirely too
speculative to be included in the purchase price.
It is clear that if an appraisal based upon estimated operating
profits is to reflect what a purchaser would pay for an oil property
within 30 days after the discovery well has been brought in, a heavy
discount musl be applied to meet the possibility of a decline in price,
unless the price used in estimating operating profits is below normal.
It is also clear that the higher the price used in estimating operating
profits the greater must be the discount.
COST HAZARD

Practically all valuations of oil property which have been called
to the attention of the committee have been made as of dates when
every element entering into the cost of producing oil was steadily
increasing. In many industries it may be assumed that an increase in
cost will be accompanied by a compensating increase in price. This
can not be assumed in the case of crude oil at the well, the price of
which is governed by the supply and demand for oil with a practically uncontrollable supply.
If the estimates of cost are based upon current cost with no provision for this steady increase, this factor must be considered in the
discount rate.
FIRE HAZARD

The fire hazard incident to oil production is so great that insurance
companies will not carry it. As insurance companies do carry risks
at premiums up to 5 per cent per annum, the fire hazard should be
included in the discount.
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DRY-HOL

HAZARD

The valuation of oil property includes the reserves under areas
up to 160 acres. The valuation is required to be as of date of discovery, or within 30 days thereafter, when there is but one producing
well on the property valued. The recovery of the oil valued may
require a well for every 4 or 5 acres, and the costs of the additional
wells are a part of the cost of recovering the oil. The statistics of
the oil industry show that about 20 per cent of all wells drilled are
dry holes. This is a hazard incident to the purchase of every oil
property, even though such property contains a producing well.
The dry-hole hazard may affect the estimated reserve by showing
that oil estimated to be under that particular acreage does not exist.
The effect upon reserves can be provided for by discounting or
conservatively estimating reserves.
The dry-hole hazard also increases the cost of recovering the oil
actually in the reserves. To the extent that the dry-hole hazard
affect costs it affects profits per barrel of oil recovered and should
be provided for by a 20 per cent increase in estimated drilling
costs. This has not been done in any case called to the committee's
attention, nor has this hazard been considered in discounting.
WATER ENCROACHMENT AND EROSION

The hazards of water encroachment and erosion of casing also
affect both production and cost. Cost is affected because the loss
of a well before the recovery of the estimated production of that
well increases the per barrel cost of the oil recovered.
BLEEDING BY NEIGHBORING WELLS AND OVERESTIMATES OF RESERVES

Of the eight serious hazards which face every purchaser of an
oil property, only overestimate of reserves and bleeding by neighboring wells can be provided for by conservatively estimating or
discounting reserves instead of anticipated profits.
PROPER

DISCOUNT

RATES FOR OIL VALUATIONS-STATEMENT
REPRESENTATIVES OF INDUSTRY

BY

The oil industry has gone on record as to what should be considered as the minimum rate of return which should be expected
from the investment in oil property to provide a reasonable return

upon the investment and cover the hazards of the business
(1887-1883).
In the hearings on the revenue act of 1918 before the Ways and
Means Committee of the House of Representatives the following
statements by official representatives of the oil industry as to the
rate of return are found:
The vice president of the Oil and Gas Producers' Association of
West Virginia says:
Certainly a business so hazardous and irregular should be allowed an

earning of at least 20 per cent (484).
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In a brief filed by thle Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association and
l'T "'em an ( iulf (oast and Louisiana Oil and Gas Association, the
state'ment appears (473):
following .earnings would be from 15 to
1
We suaSgwst (Ihat at relasoIaible dedution froutm
ucln it dedltion would not more than
per ''ni t ill s u itiess and tIlt
and111other business
niid risk between tis
Izard
lle'rioiierel i hii
equililli
enItrlpri cP8.

20

an attorney of Tulsa, Okla., representing the
Mr.. John J. Shei,
Mid- Cnt inint Oil and (Gas Association, questioned by Mr. Sterling,
say.s ltat it requires an earning of at least 15 per cent to attract
capital to t(Ie oil business (439).
TheI foregoing statements were made with reference to the excessprolits tax to support their contention that such tax should only
aplly to the earnings of oil producers in excess of from 15 to 20
per cent of their invested capital. It was the contention of the oil
industry that from 15 to 20 per cent was the minimum normal return
which must be expected to attract capital to the oil business.
STATISTICS OF EARNINGS

Some idea of what return the investor in oil property expects
may be derived from statistics of what is actually earned upon such
investments.

For use in the application of the special assessment provisions of
the excess-profits tax law, the Income Tax Unit has assembled data
as to the earnings and invested capital of oil producers which have
been selected by the unit as " representative " companies. The totals
for 80 to 115 companies for 1918, 1919, and 1920 are shown in the
following table:
Oil-producing companies

Number of companies ..................
Gross income..........................
Depreciation..........---....-- ..--..
Depletion.............................
.....---...-- ....
Net income ..-----Per cent depreciation to net income...
Per cent depletion to net income.......
Profts tax ---....-------- -------....
Per cent profits tax to net income......
Invested capital -....
....-... .......
Per cent income to invested capital..-

Year 1918

Year 1919

Year 1920

102
$284, 95,245
$12,424,083
$18,188,848
$58,604,081
21.2
31.0
$15, 37,174
26.5
$300,871,0.56
19.5

115
$338,315,023
$11,968,261
$18,730,451
$47,480,067
25.2
39.4
$6,906,768
14.
$264,526,689
17.9

80 ................
$1,003,297,988
$380,027,720
$8,819,102
$33,211,446
$16,381,431
$53,300,730
$151,742 487
$45,608,339
21.9
19.3
35.9
35.1
$7,522,636
$29,966, 78
19.7
16.5
$771,628,708
$206,230,963
22.1
19.7

Total

The foregoing table shows that these representative oil-producing
companies actually made a profit of 19.7 per cent on their invested capital. As will be noted, these profits are arrived at after deducting
depletion. As we know that the invested capital allowances were
generally excessive and will shortly show that the depletion allowances are inflated, the average of 19.7 per cent is an irreducible
minimum. The reduction of the depletion allowances alone to
a reasonable amount will increase the earnings of these companies
to from 25 to 30 per cent on their invested capital.
In considering both the statements of the representative of the oil
industry quoted above and the statistics above shown, it must be
borne in mind that these figures are based upon actual earnings and
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not estimated earnings. Even these rates are inadequate to reduce
prospective earnings to present values if the prospective earnings

are based upon high prices.
Furthermore, the above-quoted rates are already reduced by all
losses sustained.

The purpose of an investor is to protect himself

against losses, and to do this the anticipated earnings of any individual property must be discounted by more than the average rate
of return expected, that the net result from all property operated may
equal the averages shown above.
The only sound megns of arriving at proper discount factors to
apply to the method of estimating expected profits followed by the
Income Tax Unit is by determining the actual relationship of income tax estimates of expected profits to actual values disclosed by
act nal sales. As all of such sales involve either taxable profit or
deductible loss and are shown by the returns, the Income Tax Unit
has the necessary data for this purpose. No systematic effort to
utilize this data to determine discount factors for oil valuations has
ever been made.
One case presented to the committee illustrates how such data may
be utilized and at least indicates the results which may be expected.
BLACK AND SIMONS CASE

(2769-2788)
Black owned a forty-nine-one-hundred-and-forty-fourth working
interest in a lease in Oklahoma. Simons owned a thirty-five-onehundred-and-forty-fourth interest in the same lease. One well was
brought in upon the interests of both Black and Simons. Black,
who owned the larger interest, claimed and was allowed a value of
$270,059, while Simons, who owned the smaller interest, was allowed
a value of $533,887. Had Simons's share in this lease been valued on
the same basis as Black's share, Simons's value would be $192,885
instead of $533,887.
The Black interests, together with some other leases, were sold
within the 30-day period for $300,000 cash, and the accuracy of the
$270,059 value given to his share of this lease is verified by this sale.
The fact is that the valuation was made after the sale and was made
to reflect the sale price.
To bring Simons's valuation down to the basis of value established
by Black's sale it would be necessary to use a 78 per cent discount
rate applied at the end of the year, or a 125 per cent discount
rate applied at the middle of the year. The 125 per cent rate would
be comparable to the 10 per cent rate used in this case, as the 10 per
cent was applied in the middle of the year.
A comparison of the factors used in making these two valuations
demonstrates the enormous discount factors which must be applied to
the inflated estimates of prospective profits made by the Income Tax
Unit to bring the valuation down to a basis comparable with the
value of the same property fixed by an actual cash sale.
The well on this prX perty was brought in on June 2, 1919, at about
700 barrels per day. In July subsequent drilling brought the production to 1,000 barrels per day. Early in August further drilling
increased the production to 1,600 barrels per day.
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In the Black valuation the discovery date is fixed at July 3, 1919.
In the Simons valuation the discovery date is fixed at August 5, or
63 days after the 700-barrel well had been brought in.
The only thing in common between the two valuations of this one
property is the daily production as of date of discovery, which is
given as 2,000 barrels per day, or 1,000 barrels per day in excess of
production on Black's discovery date and 400 barrels in excess of
production on Simons's discovery date and the discount rate.
In the Black valuation the price of oil used was $2.25 per barrel
and in the Simons valuation the price used was $2.50 per barrel.
The posted price on both dates was $2.25 a barrel. In the Simons
valuation a 25 per cent premium was claimed and allowed. This
same premium was claimed by Black but was disallowed by the
Income Tax Unit.
The Income Tax Unit estimated the additional development and
equipment cost necessary to recover the reserves at amounts which
averages in Simons's case 23.7 cents per barrel and in Black's case
49.3 cents per barrel.
The operating expenses were estimated at 21 c nts per barrel for
Simons and 82 cents per barrel for Black. The net operating profit
was estimated at $2.051 per barrel for Simons and at $0.935 for
Black.
The present value of the oil in this property for the purpose of
allowing depletion to Black was allowed at 79.713 cents per barrel,
while the same oil for the purpose of Simons's depletion is $1.7647.
Furthermore, the expense of future developments and equipment
was deducted from profit before discounting to present worth in
Simons's case while it was deducted after discounting to present worth
in Blacks's cas,. The effect of this is that only the discounted cost
of development is deducted from the present value of the expected
profits in the Simons's cr.se, whereas the entire cost was deducted in
Blacks's case. Deducting the cost of future development before discounting attributes no profit to the investment necessary to recover
the value attributed to the oil and attributes the whol, present val'ie
of the expected profits to the oil alone. Discounting the expected
profits to present worth'and then deducting development expense
attributes the same rat, of profit to the money invested in development as is attributed to the investment in oil, and reduced the present
value of the oil by the profit attributed to development.
It is the standard practice of the Income Tax Unit in oil valuations to deduct development expense before discounting. In all other
valuations the opposite practice is followed. Oil producers are
assum d to invest in development pro bono publico, while mine
owners are assumed to expect a profit on plant and development at
the same rate as the profit expected on the ore in the ground.
It is reasonable to assume that if the market value of a lease on oil
land is $100,000, and it will cost $50,000 to drill and equip the property,
a buyer will expect th e same profit on the $50,000 necessary to recover
the oil as is expected on the $100,000 paid for the l-ase. He will
measure his rate of return on an investment of $150,000, and not on
the $100,000 paid for the lease. He must get $165,000 operating
profit out of the well to return his capital and return him a net profit
of 10 per cent.
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By attributing all profit to the oil and nothing to the development
expense, the bureau would consider a $15,000 net profit in such case
as a 15 per cent profit.
Assuming the operating profit to be $165,000 and a gross discount
of 10 per cent, the two methods are illustrated as follows:
Bureau method applied to limons
Estimated operating profit----...------Deduct development expense-..----------

--..--

$165,0 60
50, 0 )

......
...-..

Value of oil and return on Investment -------------------.
Discounted at 10 per cent equals present value of oi----...
_

.

115. (MMI
104, 515

Deducting after discounting as in Black case
Estimated operating proflt---.... _-----.------------------

.

Discounted at 10 per cent equals present value of oil and development
----.
Deduct development cost --..--.-----...
_------- ....
Value of oil ----.--------

------------------------

$165,
.--

0N)0

15, (H)
50, H)
100. (MK)

As $100,000 was the assumed value we started with, the above
computations prove that it is necessary to deduct the development
expense after instead of before discounting to get the value of the
oil only.
As will be shown in all valuations by the analytic appraisal
method for any purpose except oil the cost of development and
equipment is deducted from tih discounted value of the expected
profits, and a profit is thus attributed to the entire investment instead
of to the mineral only. There has been no explanation of why all
other natural resource industries are thus discriminated against in
favor of the oil industry.
The net result of this determination is that, while both lBlck arid
Simons have undivided interest in every barrel of oil from this
property, one was given depletion at the rate of 80 cents per barrel
and the other at the rate of $1.76 per barrel.
This discrepancy is due to the fact that an actual sale ne'cessitated
valuing the property so far as Black was concerned at the real market
value determined by the sale, while an income tax valuation wa;
used to allow Simons 125 per cent more depletion on the same oil
Mr. Gregg presented an answer on behalf of the Commissioner i'l
this case, in which lie says (2801) :
Simons did not accept the valuation given him by the engineering division
and is now going to appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals on the quest ion, so his
case is still pending and is not disposed of and will not be disposed of until
the Board of Tax Appeals has passed on his claim. After de(inin by the
Board of Tax Appeals in his case, the Black case will then be reopened that
will be after the final decision in the Simons case-and the same v;liiuati4mwill
be given to Black that is found to be due Simons by the Board of Tax Appeals.

The Board of Tax Appeals can increase the valtntion allowed
Simons but can not reduce it. To reduce the valualion would
increase the deficiency in tax already determined by the conmi.,
sioner, and this the board has no jurisdiction to do. lThe Board of
Tax Appeals can do no more than determine that the Simons vah e
as determined shall stand or be increased.
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The effect of the commissioner's answer, therefore, is that Black's
depletion, now determined upon a basis verified by his actual sale,
will be increased by at least 125 per cent to be comparable with
Simons's inflated valuation. Thus, to meet the objection that there
is discrimination in allowing depletion on actual value to one taxpayer and on an inflated value to another we are assured that the
wrong will be righted by making them both equally wrong.
This Black and Simons case brings out very forcibly the fact that
no such average rates of profit as the oil industry claimed before the
Ways and Means Committee and as would be shown by statistics of
the per cent invested capital earned would be adequate to reduce
Income Tax Unit estimates of expected profits from oil property to
anything like market value as shown by actual sales. To apply
discount rates based upon actual earnings, it is necessary to reduce
the estimates of expected profits to a conservative basis, as the
Income Tax Unit was forced to do, to bring the Black valuation to
the value actually determined by actual sale.
ALL HAZARDS IGNOED)IN VALUATIONS OF OIL PROPERTY

As will be shown by cases which will be referred to, the Income
Tax Unit has no consistent policy with reference to the piice which
is to be used in estimating the prospective profits of an oil property
and no sound policy with reference to discounting expected profits.
Mr. Greenidge testified that the market price of oil at the date of
discovery or within 30 days thereafter is used as the price upon
which operating profits are estimated (239). It has been established that if the peak market price within the 30-day period is the
highest price for which any excuse can be offered, it is always used.
If a higher price can be obta' ,ed by averaging prices over a period
or by anticipating a raise, that also is permitted. While increases
are anticipated when oil within the 30-day period is low, no decreases re anticipated either in the price or through the discount
factor when oil is high. Such policy as the oil and gas valuation
section has, if it can be said to have any, seems to be predicated
upon the theory that oil is always liable to go up but is never liable
to come down.
The discount policy is on a par with the price policy. Mr.
Greenidge's theory that the discount is an inconsequential factor
which he would ignore entirely is reflected in the work of the oil and
gas valuation section. In some valuations the first year's operating
profits are not discounted at all and the discount rate applied to
subsequent years' estimated anticipated profits are negligible, notwithstanding the fact that such profits are based upon peak prices.
On March 27, 1924, Mr. Greenidge testified that the discount rate
in oil valuations is " a different rate for practically every field and
different rates for different operators in the same field, depending,
of course, upon the peculiar circumstances in each case" (330).
At the time Mr. Greenidge made this statement to the committee
there was in force in the oil and gas valuation section an order
promulgated in July, 1913, which is as follows:
Since the regulations provide for a discount and since Hoskold's 10 per
cent discount table modified to indicate the present worth of the unit realized
at the middle of the first fractional year and at the middle of each calendar
year thereafter is reasonable and colorms with current practice, this table
should be used in all valuations established by appraisal methods.
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On February 2, 1924, or less than two months before making the
above-quoted statement to the committee Mr. (reenidge received
the following memorandumn from the chief of the oil and gas valuation section:
FEBRUARY 2, 1924.

Mr. S. M. GIEENIDwE,
Head, EngineeringDivton.

The discount rates applied by the oil and gas section are as follows: Hos.
kold, 10 per cent semiannual; lloskold, 8 per cent annual.
The 10 per cent semiannual discount rate was adopted by the oil and gas
section several years ago because it was believed it represented in some degree the risk involved for average oil and gas properties in addition to the

interest rate on money.

The 8 per cent annual rate has been used on occasions where the risk
involved was materially less than the average, as in the Glenn pool. This
rate has been used only on March 1, 1913, valuations.
In individual cases several other rates have been applied where it was

demonstrated that such procedure was necessary.

W. N. THAYER,

Chief, Oil and Gas Valuation Section.

In the Gulf Oil Corporation cases prices above the posted price of
oil were used in some instances, and a large percentage of the estimated operating profits were not discounted at all.
GULF OIL CORPORATION

Nothing has been done to determine the taxes of this taxpayer for
any year. since 1919. The values allowed this taxpayer for discovery depletion on discoveries claimed from March 1, 1913, to
December 31, 1919, amount to $93,717,927 (2792). Depletion allow.
ances based on these valuations are deducted from income as the
oil is recovered until the full value allowed has been deducted or
until the oil is exhausted. Thus depletion on a large amount of
these values is still going on.
The discovery depletion allowed to be deducted from income for
1918 was $10,173,769, and for 1919 was $10,401,256 (2796). These
figures fairly indicate the average annual deductions from income
for discovery depletion by this taxpayer (2795).
The effect of these discovery depletion deductions on the taxpayer's
taxes for 1918 and 1919 is as follows (368):
1918
Tax without dedacting discovery depletion from income----.....
$8,777,684.52
Tax after deducting discovery depletion from income---.-----. . 1,902,532.33

Reduction in tax Jue to discovery depletion..------------

6,875,152.19

1919

Tax without deducting discovery depletion from Income..-----. . 2,579,127.14
Tax after deducting discovery depletion from income----.......
Reduction in tax due to discovery depletion---------....

307,011.53
. 2, 272, 115. 61

A large number of valuations allowed the producing subsidiaries
of this company showed that no hazard factors were used and in
30 out of 70 cases a price of oil largely in excess of the posted price
was used as the basis for estimating expected profits. In nearly
every instance the expected operating profit from the first year's
estimated production was not discounted and 5 per cent applied to
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the middle of the year was used as the basis for discounting the
operating profits for years subsequent to the first year (2793).
The use of these factors result in values for discovery depletion
which exceed what would be derived from the use of prices and
discount commonly applied to other taxpayers. The discriminatory
excess valuation is estimated at about $50,000,000, which will be
returned tax free during the life of the property valued. Valuations in accordance with the usual practice of the Income Tax Unit
would increase the taxes of this taxpayer by an amount estimated
to he $4,590,385.61 (2795).
The deductions for 1919 and prior years can not be reconsidered,
as the taxes for 1919 and prior years were closed by an agreement
under section 1312, signed August 11, 1923 (2795). As deductions
based upon these valuations were and are being made for 1920 and
subsequent years, these valuations can be and should be reconsidered,
and at least reduced to the standard commonly applied to other
oil companies, if not to figures representing the fair market value of
the property.
ILLUSTRATIVE CASES
GULF OIL CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
SHUMWAY

LEASE OF GYPSY OIL CO.

(199-2006)
The discovery well No. 1 is the basis of a valuation on 40 acres.
This well was brought in on July 15, 1917, and the discovery date
claimed and allowed was August 14, 1917, or the last day of the 30day period permitted by the law.
On Augist 14, 1917, and for six months prior thereto, the posted
price of oil in the mid-continent field, where this well was located
had been $1.70 per barrel. This was the highest price on record
for oil in that field. On August 15, or one day after the expiration
of the 30 days after discovery, the posted price advanced to $1.90.
The operating profits of this property were estimated by using $1.90
as the anticipated price.
Under its lease the Gypsy Oil Co. was entitled to seven-eighths of
the oil recovered, the balance going to the lessor, although the Gypsy
company was obligated to stand all expense of recovering all of the
oil.
At $1.90 per barrel, the prospective gross receipts of the Gypsy
company were estimated at $10,144.126.60. The expense of drilling,
equipping, and operating was estimated at $1,953,734.48, leaving
$8,190,392.12 as the estimated prospective operating profit. The
value allowed on this property for depletion purposes as of July 16,
1917, was $8,161,398.13, which allowed $28.993.99 to cover all risk
of not recovering the full estimated operating profit and for a net
profit on the investment.
During the 30-day period after discovery this well actually produced 130.954 barrels of oil and during this entire period the price
of oil was $1.70 per barrel. As the entire estimated production had
been valued at $1.90, a loss of 20 cents per barrel was suffered
before the expiration of the 30-day valuation period. Thus
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$26,190.80 of the $28,993.99 estimated net profit had disappeared
before the close of the valuation period, leaving only $2,803.19 to
cover all the risks of the oil business and a profit on an investment
of $8,161,398.13. As the attorneys' fees and expenses of preparing
and recording deeds on a transaction of this size would certainly
exceed $2,803.19, this valuation assumes that investors could be
expected to pay more for the property than the total estimated
operating profits, after such operating profits had been inflated, by
using a price of oil 20 cents per barrel in excess of the most that oil
in that field had ever been sold for. This value is predicated upon
the absurd proposition that investors in oil property will gamble
on a 20-cent raise in price and still pay more than they can hope
to recover in operating profits if they get it.
The discovery well had an initial production of 5,000 barrels
per day, and the production estimates contemplate that nine more
wells will be required to recover the reserves the production of
which will average 75 per cent of that of the discovery well. It
is estimated that 95 per cent of the oil will be recovered during
the first year and that the entire reserves will be recovered
within four years.
Subsequent developments have shown that the reserves were not
overestimated, but facts brought out by subsequent developments
would not be available to a purchaser of this property within 30
days after discovery. Such a purchaser would be governed by past
experience in that particular locality.
Article 206 (A) Regulations 45 and 62, provide:
(A) Where the fair market value of property at a :ipet'celtd date in lieu of
the cost thereof is the basis for depletion and depreciation deductions, such
value must be determined, subject to approval or revision by the commissioner, by the owner of the property In the light of conditions and circumstances known at that date, regardless of later discoveries or developments
in the property, or subsequent improvements in methods of extraction and
treatment of the mineral product. The value sought should be that established
assuming a transfer between a willing seller and a willing buyer as of that
particular date.

The "conditions and circumstances known at that date," July 15
to August 14, 1917, were vastly different than those upon which this
appraisal was based and are so similar to those disclosed by subsequent developments that the concvision is inevitable that the value in
this case was based entirely on subsequent developments.
In the first place the fact that a price of oil was used which had
never been reached in this field during or before the valuation
period, but which was reached one day after the close of the valuation period, is conclusive that subsequent developments were not

only available for the purpose of pricing future production but were

actually made retroactive by giving oil which had been produced during the 30-day period at $1.70 a value of $1.90.
Water was a serious menace in this oil field as early as 1915, and
the wells in this field had an indicated life of 11 years instead of
4 years estimated in this case.
The nine additional wells are estimated to have an average
daily production of 3,750 barrels each, and the actual production
of these nine wells was 3,850 barrels. There is nothing in the
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history of this field prior to the expiration of 30 days after this well
was brought iin u1pon which to predicate any such estimate.
Thle I united States Geological Survey records 5,098 wells drilled

in this county during the years 1914 to 1920, inclusive. Fifteen per
cent of these wells were dry holes and 5 per cent were gas. Only

8s Iper cent produced oil, yet this estimate contemplates no dry holes.

The wells drilled in this county in 1914 averaged intial production
of' 9.4 barrels per day. The average initial production of wells
drilled ini subsequent years was as follows: 1915, 15.1 barrels per
(day; 191, 255.8 barrels per day; 1917, 290.6 barrels per day. It is

evident tlhat there was nothing in the past experience in this field
on August, 14, 1917, which would warrant the assumption that every
well d rolled on a lease in this field would produce oil and that the
initial rate of production of every well drilled would average 3,750
barrels per day.
In tihe light of these facts, can it be assumed that any sane man
would even consider paying $8,161,398.13, the value allowed in this
cas(, for $8,164,201.32 of estimated future earnings, to be recovered
in four years, when lie knew that he was assuming a known water
hazuIrd, anid that such estimate of earnings was based upon the
asslumpition that lie would realize 20 cents per barrel more than oil

had ever sold for and that his production would be thirteen times
as great as the highest known actual production in that field?
It was assumed all through the early hearings that the estimated
operating profits were discounted at the rate of 5 per cent in determining the values used for depletion by the Gulf Oil Co. The discount rate used in valuing this Shumway lease is actually thirty-

four one-hundredths of 1 per cent. 'The 5 per cent is a fiction based
upon the method of discounting. 'The first year's profits which are
estimated to be in excess of 95 per cent of the total are not discounted
at all. T'he recovery of the operating profits estimated for the first
year are considered to involve no risk, and the value of the use of
95 per cent, of the $8,000,000 to be paid for these first year's profits

peeling the recovery of the profits is considered to be nothing.
The second, third, and fourth year's operating profits are dis-

counled at the middle of the year at 5 per cent. As we have shown,
this produces a result of less than 5 per cent. The second year's
profits are discounted at 5 per cent for 18 months instead of 2
years, the third year's profit are discounted at 5 per cent for 21 .
years, and the fourth year's profits are discounted at 5 per
cent for 31/ years. By. thus failing to discount the first year's
profits, and by applying the discount of subsequent years to
the middle instead of the end of the year, the actual discount rate applied in this case is about thirty-four one-hundredths
of 1 per cent per year. This is supposed to cover all of the risks
incident to the oil business and provide the expected return on the
$8,1l1,3:98 invested in the property.
The depletion unit allowed this taxpayer on this property was
$1.528 per barrel. As the cost of developing, equipping, and operating was estimated at 36.6 cents per barrel, the cost and depletion
amount to $1.894 per barrel, which leaves a margin of expected net
profit of six-tenths of 1 per cent per barrel.
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( 101)
Mrs. Atlanta G. Winchester was one of the colessors of the property upon which the Gypsy Oil Co. was allowed the above-discussed
valuation. The depletion allowance granted this lessor upon her
interest in the very same oil was $1.0833 per barrel. As the lessor
had no expense of developing, equipping, and operating the property, her actual value per barrel exceeded the value of the Gypsy
Oil Co. by 36.6 cents. Reducing the lessor's depletion unit to a basis
comparable with that of the Gypsy Oil Co., it is $0.7173 per barrel.
If we assume that the lessor's interest was property valued, we
can determine a value of the Gypsy Oil Co.'s interest on the basis
of the allowance to the lessor by deducting the costs of recovering
the oil, 36.6 cents, from the lessor's depletion unit, $1.0833, and by
multiplying the difference, $0.7173, by the Gypsy Oil Co.'s estimated
reserves of 5,339,014 barrels. The result, $3,829,675, is the value of
the Gypsy Oil Co.'s interest in this property when valued on the
basis applied in determining the value of the lessor's interest. As
the value allowed the Gypsy Oil Co. was $8,161,398, the excess over
the value as determined for the lessor is $4,331,723, or 113 per cent.
This Shumway lease contained three 40-acre tracts not included in
the value of well No. 1 discussed above, upon which three additional
discovery values were allowed. The total value for the 160 acres allowed the Gypsy Oil Co. was $10,00,2325. The total value of the
Gypsy Oil Co.'s interest on the basis of value allowed the lessor
would be $5,436,698.
Here, as in the Black and Simon case, we have two different values
allowed on the same property for two different taxpayers, both of
whom have undivided interests in the same oil. The only difference
between the two is that the lessor takes no risk of the profit on her
oil, being decreased by increased expense of drilling, equipping, and
operating the property, yet the lessee, who assumes the greater risk,
gets a value of about twice what it would be if computed on the
basis applied in determining the value of the lessor's interest.
VALUATION

OF SIHUMWAY LEASE TYPICAL OF ALL GULF OIL CORPORATION
VALUATIONS

The valuation of the Shumway lease is a typical illustration of
the factors and methods used and the vahies allowed on all of the
property of the Gulf Oil Corporation and its subsidiaries.
When the posted prices during the valuation period were peak
prices, expected operating profits were based on the highest posted
market price. When a rise in price followed the expiration of the
valuation period, such rise was anticipated, and when a higher price
could be obtained by averaging posted prices, that was done.
No uniform nor consistent policy was followed, except to take the
highest price, for which any excuse, on any basis, could be offered.
An examination of the valuation of 70 leases of the Gypsy company
showed that in 29 out of the 70 cases, a price above the highest posted
price of oil during the valuation period, was used in estimating op,rating profits (1985-1991).
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The value allowed for 12 of these leases, aggregating $256,056.15,
were inflated $100,656.05 by excessive estimates of expected profits,
due to the use of an excessive price of oil (1998).
The method of discounting, followed in valuing the Shumway
lease is typical of all valuations. From 90 to 95 per cent of the
expected operating profits are estimated to be recoverable during the
first year. These estimated profits are not discounted at all. Operating profits estimated to be recoverable during the succeeding year.
are discounted at 5 per cent, applied to the middle of the year.
In a table on page 2105 of the hearings, the valuation of seven
leases is shown. The estimated operating profits from these seven
leases is $1,256,694, and these leases are valued at $1,161,680.
The lives of these properties are estimated at from 6 to 16 years.
Assuming that the estimate of operatings are correct, the net profits
will be $95,014 of 8.18 per cent on the investment, to be returned
in from 6 to 16 years.
On page 2106 of the hearings appears a table, showing 53 valuations allowed the Gulf Production Co., a subsidiary of the Gulf Oil
Corporation.
Thirty of these properties have estimated lives of 14 years. The
aggregate estimated recoverable profits is $4,492,977, and the aggregate value is $3,983,469.46. This leaves $509,508.13 of net profit or
11.34 per cent to be recovered in 14 years.
Twenty-three of these properties have estimated lives of 3 years.
The aggregate estimated operating profit is $19,035,086.72 and the
aggregate of the value is $18,607,520.33. This leaves for a return
upon the investment and to cover risk of $427,560.39 or 2.3 per cent to
be recovered in 3 years.
DEFENSE OF BUREAU-OULF OIL CORPORATION

It has been urged in defense of these valuations that in some
instances the properties have actually returned more value in oil than
the valuations allowed. This defense is ridiculous. It assumes that
the Gulf Oil Corporation was not expected to pay any taxes.
No buyer of an oil well, on the date of discovery or within 30 days
thereafter, har all of the subsequent experience as to prices, expenses
of operation and amount of production upon which to base an estimate of value.
The value contemplated by the law, as the basis for discovery
depletion, is that value which is apparent from conditions existing
at the date of discovery, or within 30 days thereafter, and not that
value which subsequent experience may develop. The future production having been estimated, and the highest prices for which any
plausible excuse could be given, having been adopted subsequent
development can neither excuse nor justify the failure of the Income
Tax Unit to discount the estimated profits by a factor adequate to
cover the risk involved in the use of top prices and also provide a return on the investment.
The fact that the Gulf Oil Corporation may not be able to receive depletion on all the reserves time may develop does not alter
the fact that it has, during the high-tax years, received exorbitant
allowances, which can not be justified upon any basis. The oil in-
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dustry generally has received excessive allowance for deplde ion, hut
the allowances to the Gulf Oil Corporation, in the high-tax yvarsi,
are
so excessive as to constitute a gross discrimination against e(v)n Ihe
oil industry.
From the depletion allowances and net incomes of 16 large oil
companies comparable to the Gulf Oil Corporation, we have computed the per cent of depletion to net income and have compared
this with the per cent of depletion to net income allowed the Gulf
Oil Corporation, as follows:
Per cent

depletion
to not
income,
Per cent
average
depletion
to net
of all
companies
income,
on Exhibit (ilf Oil
I except Corporation

gear

(ulf Oil

Corporation
1917........................................................................
191--.............----------------------------------------..
.
191 ............ .......
......... ...............
...... ............. .........

.
.

37.8
27.
48. 2

20.7
177.9
448.6

In considering the above figures it will be borne in mind that discovery value was not allowed as a basis of depletion until 1918. The
marked change in the Gulf Oil Corporation relative percentage of
depletion will be noted in 1918 and 1919.
It has also been shown from figures submitted by the bureau that
the tremendous increase in the depletion allowances for 1918 and
1919, due to discovery depletion, based on the kind of valuations we
have been discussing, decreased the per cent of net income to invested capital of the company from 31.3 per cent in 1917 to 10.9 per
cent in 1918 and to 3.7 per cent in 1919.
UNION OIL Co. OF CALIFORNIA

(3024-3025)
This case is typical of the methods used in valuing California oil
property. In this case developed leases owned by the taxpayer on
March 1, 1913, are values as of that date. The posted price of California oil on March 1, 1913, was 60 cents, and experience prior to
that date indicated that as of that date 60 cents was a normal price.
In making these'valuations it is assumed that the price of California
oil will increase at the rate of 5 cents per barrel per annum (3024).
The same practice was followed in all valuations of California oil
property.
The average price of California oil for the ten years prior to
March 1, 1913, was 39.8 cents per barrel and the highest average
price for any one year prior to March 1, 1913, was 56 cents in 1909.
There is absolutely nothing upon which to base a prediction on
March 1, 1913, that the price of California oil will increase at the
rate of 5 cents per annum.
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In making discovery valuations, as of 1920, when the posted price
of California oil was from $1.60 to $1.88 per barrel, the posted price
of oil was used, and no decline was anticipated.

Notwithstanding this basis of pricing, estimated operating profits
were only discounted at 10 per cent, applied to the middle of the
year.
CONNELLY AND LARKIN

(2974-2975)
Connelly and Larkin each owned nine one-hundred-andtwenty-eighths of the working interest in a lease. The balance
of the working interest in this property was owned by six other
parties. One of these parties was allowed depletion on cost, and the
depletion of two of the owners has not been fixed by the department.
The depletion units allowed five parties, each owning an undivided
fractional interest in the same property, and the value of the entire
working interest, based upon the depletion allowed each of these
parties are as follows:
Value of
Depletion
unit
entire work(per barrel) lng interest
J. . Larkln ...............................................
.......
..
E. W. Sinclair-- ---......--..... -....-..
.................
---------Seth Ely-------........
...............
-----------....... ..........
. .
E. L. Connelly..----.... ....-..............
..................
......
Frank L. Moore .-..-.-----.-----....
-----.................
.

$0.4166
0.5115
0.6115
0. 76
1.27

$182,528.59
187,274.
187274.0
291, 38. 02
464, 98L M

In another lease the depletion units allowed to the owners of undivided fractions of the working interest were as follows:
J. J. Larkin--------------------------------------------------,
E. L. Connelly-----------------------------------------------Margay Oil Co---------------------- ------------------- ---Gypsy Oil Co----------------------------------- ----

$0.28534
.33722
.60
.7174

There is something radically wrong with any system which gives
these widely different values to the same barrel of oil, coming out of
the same hole and sold at the same time for the same price.
CONCLUSION---OL VALUATION

The general policies of the oil and gas valuation section may be
summarized as follows:
By estimating anticipated profits on the basis of the highest possible price, the hazard of actually recovering the profits estimated is
increased to the maximum.
The discount factors used, when applied by the mid-year method
of discounting, are inadequate to cover the bare use of the money
invested and makes no provision for either the probable decline in
price or any other hazard incident to the oil-production business.
The result is grossly excessive valuations and correspondingly
excessive depletion allowances, particularly in the high-tax years.
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Oil valuations are so loosely made that they can not be said to be
upon any consistent basis. Where it is possible to test valuations by

comparing two or more valuations of the same property, the lack of
any similarity shows a total lack of system and competent supervision. If the valuation of any two oil properties by the Income
Tax Unit are consistent, it is a mere coincidence.
The general overestimating of expected profits per barrel from
oil and the failure to adequately discount estimated profits results in
gross discrimination against all other taxpayers, and the lack of
system, policy, and supervision results in gross discrimination between oil producers.
STATUS OF WoaR

IN OIL AND GAS VALUATION SECTION

The work of this section is so far behind that up to March 1, 1925,
practically all effort was concentrated on valuations for 1919 and
preceding years.
In March, 1925, the engineering division had 1,318 more 5-yearold cases undisposed of than in March, 1923, a loss of progress of
207 per cent in two years.
This condition is due primarily to the granting of interminable
extensions of time to taxpayers, to furnish information, and to
granting conferences and hearings until the taxpayer has bargained
for a tax he is willing to pay. The Union Natural Gas Co. case
(2977), a chronological history of which follows, is typical of many
cases. Other cases illustrating the lack of terminal faculties in the
oil and gas valuation section are the Mascot Oil Co. (2978-2980),
A. G. Kennedy and W. A. Springer (2981-2989), Shell Oil Co. of
California (3001), Standard Oil Co. (100-120), and Sinclair Oil &
Refining Co. (2991).
UNION NATURAL GAS Co. OF IPITTSBURGI,

PA.

(2977-2978)
A review of the files of this case shows that there is still pending
an additional tax of approximately $200,000 for the year 1917.
There have been apparent delays on the part of the taxpayer and
the department has not been able to close this case for any year.
The following chronology best illustrates the conditions prevailing in this case:
May 29, 1918: Schedules filed answering questions in the 1917 tax returns.
March 19, 1919': Taxpayer requested to file valuation data.
April 3, 1919: Second request asking for valuation data.
April 4, 1919: Taxpayer desires to comply with request for valuation data
and asks extension of time and conference.
April 8, 1919: Conference granted for April 16.
April 16, 1919: No conference memorandum.
January 20, 1920: Taxpayer asks for ruling regarding drilling expenses.
April 19, 1920: Taxpayer asked to file affiliated questionnaire.
May 26, 1920: Second request for affiliated corporation questionnaire.
July 21, 1920: Third request for affiliated corporation questionnaire given
to August 16 to reply.
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December 4, 1920: Taxpayer refers to letter of January 26, 1920, asking
for ruling on method of handling labor and drilling costs for gas wells.
January 4, 1921: Taxpayer reminds department In answer received in reply
to letters of January 26, 1920, and December 4, 1920.
December 9, 1920: Affiliated corporation questionnaire received by department.
January 13, 1921: Coal valuation section asks for date to substantiate coal
land values,
January 22, 1921: Taxpayer asked to file consolidated income and profits
tax return for 1019.
February 4, 1921: Coal valuation reports mailed by taxpayer.
February 12, 1921: Taxpayer advised regarding drilling costs per request
of December 4, 1920.
August, 1921: Form O oil and gas valuation data for 1917, 1918, and 1919
received.
October 10, 1921: Taxpayer asks for conference. Conference arranged for
October 18.
December 13, 1921: Taxpayer preparing amended returns for 1917 to 1920,
asks status of case.
December 27, 1921: Valuation oil and gas properties in progress by oil and
gas section.
January 3, 1922: Taxpayer asks for extension of time for filing amended
returns.
January 10, 1922: Extension granted to February 15, 1922.
February 18, 1922: Taxpayer asks for 90 days' extension to file amended
returns.
February 28, 1922: No extension granted.
March 1, 1922: Taxpayer asks further extension.
March 18, 1922: No extension granted.
November 7, 1922: Letter to taxpayer explaining valuation methods.
January 29, 1923: Revenue agent's report filed showing additional tax for
1917, $232,440.70.
February 1, 1923: Conference oil and gas section.
April 30, 1923: Taxpayer asks for conference.
May 2, 1923: Conference granted May 10.
May 11, 1923: Conference oil and gas section, discoveries disallowed.
January 10, 1924: Assessment letter showing additional tax for 1917,
$198,190.75; for 1918, $2,719.30. This letter shows that taxpayer paid for 1917,
$446,676.13, and for 1918, $289,400.58. The consolidated net income for 1917
was $3,330,798.48, while the aggregate net income for 1917 was $4,553,827.21.
The consolidated invested capital for 1917 was $13,448,957.62.
February 8, 1924: Protest filed regarding A-2 letter January 10, 1924.
May 2, 1924: Taxpayer asks for conference May 13, 1924.
May 13, 1924: No conference memorandum.
July 22, 1924: Conference held in oil and gas section.
August 21, 1924: Conference held in consolidated audit section with request
that another conference be held September 12.
September 12, 1924: Conference, consolidated audit section; certain balance
sheets requested.
September 23, 1924 Balance sheets received by department.
October 21, 1924: Conference, consolidated audit section.
December 1, 1924: A 300-page revenue agent's report received covering the
years 1918 to 1921, inclusive, showing additional tax due of $29,865.01.
March 14, 1925. Department refers to taxpayer's appeal and asks for additional information.
April 2, 1925. Taxpayer granted extension to April 24, 1925, to file additional
information.
TAX LOST THROUGH DELAY

In the Kennedy and Springer case (2981), the Government lost a
tax of about $200,000, on $2,903,353 of profits from the sale on an
oil lease, because of delay until the statute of limitations barred an

assessment.
S. Rept. 27, 69-1--7
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EFFORTS OF HIEAlA OF EN(;NEEI3N;(; DIVISION. AND1CHlIFF OF OIL SECTION
TO BELIEVE OIL IRODIU-ERS FROM TAXATION

Standard Oil Co. of California (2803-2832) : This case is of great

importance, as illustrating the lack of control, by the Commissioner

of Internal Revenue over the engineering division of the Income Tax
Unit, the general attitude of the head of the engineering division
and the chief of the oil and was valuation section toward the Government, and the oil producers, and the kind of reasoning which
governs this work.
The Regulations (reg. 45, art. 223) permit an oil producer to
deduct development costs, as either current expenses each year as
they are incurred, or to capitalize swth costs, and deduct them
through depletion. This regulation provides that: "An election
once made under this option will control the taxpayer's returns for
all subsequent years."
Rulings published in 1921 and 1)923 hold that the taxpayer exercises his option to treat development costs as expenses or deplet:ble
capital when he enters such costs upon his books, and that h;s return
must correspond with his books in this particular.
From the time of its organization to and including 1921 it was
the practice of this taxpayer to capitalize its development costs. The
taxpayer's original returns conformed to this practice, and the tax
computed on this basis was paid.
It was found that to convert such development costs from a
capital into an expense item would reduce this taxpayer's taxes for
the years 1918 to 1920, inclusive. $3,378,921.35.
It was claimed by Mr. Thayer, chief of the oil and gas valuation
section, that in May, 1922, an oral agreement was entered into between the representative of the oil and gas valuation section and the
taxpayer that in consideration of the waiver by the taxpayer of an
unsubstantiated claim of some description, of which there is no
record, the taxpayer would be permitted to file amended returns for
1918 and subsequent years, in which development costs would be
deducted as current expense (2806).
This would set a precedent, under which other taxpayers could
sustain claims for i funds to the amount of approximately $25,000,000
(Exhibit 12). (2825.) On September 1, 1922, the taxpayer was
notified that such amended returns would be received.
On May 7, 1923, the taxpayer filed unsigned amended returns, il
which development expenses were treated as capital charges (2806).
On June 9, 1923, the rules and regulations section ruled that the
amended returns, changing the development costs from capital to
expense charges after the taxpayer had elected to capitalize such
costs, could not be received.
On July 9, 1923, the Solicitor sustained the ruling of the rules and
regulations section (2820).
On September 10, 1923, Mr. Thayer recommended that, notwithstanding the Solicitor's ruling, the regulations, and all former
precedents, the case be closed on the basis of the amended returns.
Mr. Greenidge concurred in this recommendation. On September 29,
1923, Mr. Bright, deputy commissioner in charge of the Income Tax
Unit, with all the facts before him, ordered the case closed on the
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unsigned amended returns, and notified the taxpayer that this would
be done (2812).
The amended returns were audited and resulted in a certificate
of overassessment for a refund of $3,378 921.35 (2812).
In accordance with the regular procedure this certificate of overassessment, involving more than $50,000, was sent to the Solicitor
for his approval (2812).

The Solicitor, Mr. Nelson T. Hartson, in a memorandum to Deputy
Commissioner Bright, under date of January 29, 1924, says:
This certificate results from permitting the company to file amended returns
in which there is charged to expense various Items theretofore capitalized.
This office in a memorandum to you, under date of July 9, 1923, held that
as a matter of law this could not be done, and for that reason the certificate
is returned to you without approval.
It is understood, however, tlat the proposed adjust ment has been discussed
with the commissioner and you should dispose of the case as directed by him.
File is herewith returned (2820).

This brought the case to the attention of the commissioner, whose
action is shown by the following memorandum (2829):
TLEASURlY DEPARTMENT,
O)FICE or COFMAI.SMIONEIl

INTERNAL

(F

REVENUE,

,.
WII'ahington, February 20, 192
Memorandum for Mr. Bright.
My attention has been called to your letter of September 29, 1923. in regard
to the Standard Oil Co. ofoalifornia, wheltre:n you advise tlihe comiillany that
Its amended retiuris for 1918 and subsequent yeirs in which illt igible developminllt items previously capitalized or charged off to expenses will i)
accepted, and notifying them that their case will be audited on that Ibsis.
I think your letter is in error. It appears that you based your letter on.
Home verbal understanding had between the conferees of the natural resources
division and the representatives of the company. Any verbal understanding
of an important matter like this is most unfortunate, and I do not feel that
the bureau can Ie bound by it. In the first place, a matter of so much importance should be reduced to writing; in the second place, while great weight is
given to agreements on the part of conferees, their agreements are not binding
and no ngreemnent 'can be binding unless it is approved by the commissioner.
This matter was called to my attention sote months ago and tile facts ;ra
presented indicated that perhaps the understanding between the taxpayer
and the conferees should be carried out, but a thorough investigation of the
file convinces me that this woul ," establish a dangerous precedent and should
not be done. You will, therefore, please notify the taxpayer.
i)

.H

BLAIR,

Commnissioner.

Notwithstanding the foregoing memorandum of the commissioner,
the two rulings of the Solicitor, the ruling of the rules and r gulations section, as well as all of the published precedents, Mr. Greenidge, as late as November 26, 1924, did not acknowledge defeat in
his effort to secure this refund of over $3,000,000 for the Standard
Oil Co. On November 26, 1924, Mr. Greenidge writes Mr. Bright

as follows (2830):
NOVEMBER 26, 1924.

In re: Standard Oil Co. (California), San Francisco, Calif.
Mr. J. G. BaOIHT,
,Deputy Commisslnoner.
With reference to the still undecided question of whether or not this company should be permitted to file amended returns in which development costs
previously capitalized are charged to expense, your attention is invited to the
attached copy of a recent recommendation from the .olicitor's office, particularly to issue No. 4.
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In the case of the Standard Oil Co., a certain part of its income is impounded
each year from 1914 to 1920. It appears, therefore, under the Solicitor's rec-

ommendations referred to, that this company might file amended returns
reporting these impounded fun .: as income for the year in which they accrued.

The adjustment necessary to file these amended returns would be relatively
small, as the amount of funds impounded is not large, but once the right to file
amended returns on any basis is conceded a precedent would be established
for accepting amended returns for 1918 and subsequent years in which adjustment would be made not only for impounded fundP but a' o for the change

from capitalized development costs to expensed development cost.

It is suggested that this matter might be discussed informally with the
Solicitor.
8. M. GREENIDGE,

Head Engineering Division.

This memorandum is conclusive evidence of a most deplorable
situation in the Income Tax Unit. Mr. Greenidge had sole charge of
all of the work of determining the allowances for depletion, amortization, values of natural resources for invested capital, and profit
and loss purposes. That this vast responsibility and authority
should be vested in a man, who is even capable of recommending that
a taxpayer should be permitted to open the door to the opportunity
to claim immense deductions, under the subterfuge of filing amended
returns for the purpose of reporting as additional income an inconsequential amount of impounded funds, shows a most dangerous situation.
No further action is taken in this case until January 19, 1925,
when the deputy commissioner instructed Mr. Greenidge and th'
head of the consolidated audit section to assess the deficiency of tax
for 1917, unless proper waivers are received before the statute of
limitations runs (2830).

Notwithstanding the orders of the commissioner and the deputy
commissioner, this case apparently went to audit with depletion
determination based upon the amended returns, because on April
18, 1925, L. T. Lohman, head of the consolidated returns division,
advises the deputy commissioner that he can not proceed with the
audit until the receipt of the engineer's report.
On April 3(, 1925, Mr. Thayer, chief of the oil and gas valuation
section, sent a memorandum to Mr. L. H. Parker, chief engineer for
this "committee, which concludes with the following statements
(2832):
Inasmuch as the taxpayer has had already three letters, each contradicting
the previous one, it is believed to be good policy to take no further action
until the offices of the bureau are in accord, to the end that there shall be
no further reversals of actions taken. The proper action to be taken is now
a matter of discussion between the engineering and r.adit divisions.
This is not a matter oL law, but a matter of interpreting the regulations,
and there are gdod and valid arguments on both side. Moreover it is purely
an interoffice argument over an open case.

Thus, in spite of the fact that the solicitor has twice ruled that
the taxpayer was bound by its election to capitalize its development
charges, and both the commissioner and the deputy commissioner
have formally ordered the case closed on the original returns, the
chief of the oil and gas valuation section still considers the question
open to be settled by discussion between the engineering and the
audit divisions.
The examination of the work in the engineering division of the
Income Tax Unit has convinced this committee's staff that nothing
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is considered settled by Mr. Greenidge until the taxpayer is satisfied
notwithstanding the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and that
this principle governed the work of the oil and gas valuation section
under Mr. Thayer.
Had this case involved a claim in abatement, instead of a refund,
it would not have gone to the solicitor for approval, and the solicitor's failure to approve would not have brought the case to the
attention of the commissioner. Inasmuch as the taxpayer has now
filed i claim for a credit against other taxes, the allowance does not
now depend upon a refund, requiring the solicitor's approval (2832).
The above quotation from Mr. Thayer's memorandum to Mr. Parker
shows that the oil and gas section did not regard either the solicitor's
rulings or the commissioner's order as finding upon him, and if
the chief of the audit division can be induced to pass the claim, it
can be slipped by the commissioner without his attention being
called to it.
We believe that this case warrants a serious doubt as to whether
the work of the engineering division is under the actual control of
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
VALUATION OF METAL MINES

(Copper, 1585-1782; silver, 2054)
Investigations made by the metals valuation section of the valutions used as the basis of invested capital and depletion allowances
for the copper, silver and lead mining industries, show that the
copper and silver valuations are. grossly excessive and that the
lead mines are undervalued. The original valuations of 47 copper
mines average 330 per cent of what the Income Tax Unit has
determined to be proper values for depletion purposes.
The copper properties have been revalued for the taxes of 1919
and subsequent years. Permitting the excessive values to stand
for the high tax years of 1917 and 1918 result in a loss of revenue
to the Government of aproximately $50,000,000.
The loss of tax, because of the excessive valuations of silver mines,
is estimated at $5,000,000 for 1917 and 1918, and an additional loss
of tax of about $5,000,000 will result if the present valuations are
permitted to stand.
Gross discrimination results from the use of one basis of value
for silver produced with copper and another basis for other silver
production. There is also gross discrimination against the lead
industry, in so far as it is not incident to silver mining.
COPPER, SILVER, AND LEAD MINING CLOSELY RELATED

About 30 per cent of the silver is produced as a by-product of
copper mining; 30 per cent is produced with lead, 30 per cent
with gold, and the remaining 10 per cent by itself or with zinc.
Thus the copper, silver, lead, and zinc mining industries are so
closely related, that the application of one sound common basis
of valuation to all taxpayers in these four industries is essential to
avoid discrimination between these industries and between taxpayers
in the same industry.
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In 1919 and 1920 tentative valuations, prepared in haste, were
placed upon practically all of the properties involved in these
industries for invested capital and depletion purposes. The analytic
method was used in all of these valuations.
In 1921 an investigation of these values was commenced by the
metals'valuation section. Gross mathematical errors were found in
many of the copper and silver valuations. It was also found that
there was no consistency in the prices used in estimating the
expected profits, which were the bases of these appraisals. The
discount factors applied in reducing expected profits to present
value, as of basic date, were also found to be inconsistent, and in
many instances inadequate.
EXPECTED PRICES

A most exhaustive studv of the trend of metal prices has been
made by the metals valuation section. As a result of this study, it
was found that the arithmetical average of the monthly average
prices for the 10 years preceding March 1, 1913, is the proper basis
for the determination of the March 1, 1913, values of metal mines.
It was found that this method of pricing is more than fair to the taxpayers, because expected profits, estimated by the use of such prices,
when discounted at proper rates give values which closely approximate, but generally slightly exceed, the value of the properties as
shown by stock market transactions, actual sales, and other similar
evidence of value.
The prices actually used in the metal mine valuations made by
the Income Tax Unit prior to June, 1921, are shown in the following
table. This table also shows the arithmetical average 10 years
prices, found by the metals valuation section to be proper for use
in determining *March 1, 1913, values; and the ratios of the prices
used in making the first valuations to the 10- m-r average price.

Metal
Metal

Prices
used
firstin
valuations

Arithethical
average
price
Mar.,
190, to
Mar. 1,
1913

--------....
..... -----------Copper, per pound ........-......
---------Zinc, per pound---...---..-----..---....--------------....
.......---Lead, per pound ...........................-Silver, per pound---..-..... ...-.- ........----------.------------

Cents
16.25
5,70
4.35
65.00

Cents
14.93
5.57
4,67
57.78

Ratio, in
r cent,
price,
used
to
0-yearto
average
prices

108.84
102,33
93.15
113.48

These differences in price may appear small, but the difference in
price makes an entirely disproportionate difference in the value.
The cost of operation is deducted from the price, thus throwing the
whole difference in price into the profit. If the cost of recovering
copper is 10 cents per pound and the price is 15 cents, the profit is
5 cents per pound. Increasing the price to 16.25 cents increases
the profit from 5 to 6.25 cents, or 25 per cent. The plant cost is
deducted from the discounted value of the profits to determine the
depletable value of the ore in the ground. Thus, the whole effect
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of this 25 per cent increase in profit is attributed to the ore, and a
difference of 1.25 cents per pound may increase the depletable value
of the mine 30 to 36 per cent.
Assuming that the metals valuation section, after careful research
is right in assuming that 10-year average prices are the only sound
basis for the determination of 1913 values, the ratios shown in the
above table show that the copper and silver interest received excessive valuations, while the lead properties were undervalued. The
result is that the copper and silver industries were undertaxed during the years to which these valuations have been the basis of depletion and invested capital, while the lead industry has been overtaxed.
PROTEST BY LEAD INDUSTRY

In 1921, the St. Joseph Lead Co. and the Doe Run Lead Co. protested against this discrimination, and askld for valuations comparable with the copper and silver valuations. The St. Joseph Lead
Co. was informed by the bureau that, while errors might have been
made in the determination of copper and silver prices, such errors
would not be permitted to become the foundation for other errors.
These complaints from the lead industry brought about the investigation of the metal valuations above referred to.
DISCOUNT RATES

Incident to the investigation of these early valuations, the metals
valuation section also made a thorough and exhaustive study of the
discount factors used, and the proper factors to use, in determining
metal-mine valuations. To eliminate, as far a, possible, the element
of guess in selecting discount rates, expected profits, based upon 10year average prices, were compared with values shown by actual
commercial transactions, in cases where such evidence of value was
available. By this method discount rates, which would reflect the
approximate actual market value of profits, so estimated, were determined, and applied to similar cases, in which there was no means of
determining value, except by an analytical appraisal. Tested by
these standards, it was found that the discount rates used in the
early appraisals were generally inadequate and often inconsistent.
The research work above described was done by or under the direction of Mr. John Alden Grimes, who has been chief of the metals
valuation section since March, 1923. The marked ability and exceptional industry of Mr. Grimes, and the remarkable progress he has
made toward reducing appraisal work to a sound, scientific basis is
worthy of note and commendation. Mr. Grimes's zealous efforts to
protect the Government and persistence in attempting to get mine
valuations into line with uniform principles, fair to both the taxpayer and the Government, have made him a most valuable public
servant.
HISTORY OF COPPER AND SILVER VALUATIONS

The history of the copper and silver mine valuations shows very
clearly that the first valuations were most hurriedly made, and were
recognized as being merely tentative, until declared final, as to 1917
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and 1918 taxes, by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in
December, 1922.
Prior to June, 1919, the Bureau of Internal Revenue had adopted
no system, and had no organization for the valuations of mining
property for depletion and invested capital purposes. On June 12,
J919, Mr. L. C. Graton, former secretary of the Copper Producers
Association, was appointed as a valuation engineer in charge of the
valuation of copper properties. In July, 1919, Mr. J. C. Dick was
appointed as a valuation engineer to value the silver and lead mines,
There being no establishment method for the valuation of metal
mines, Mr. Graton, assisted by Mr. Dick, undertook to work out a
plan or method of procedure. About five months was devoted to this
work, and to study of the factors entering into analytical appraisals,
such as ratio of profit, interest rates, operating cwts and selling
prices, before any individual mine valuations were attempted.
In order to facilitate the determination of 1917 tax liabilities,
and at the urgent request of the commissioner, work was commenced
on the valuation of individual properties about November 20, 1919,
and on January 19, 1920, Mr. Graton resigned. During the period
of from November 20, 1919 to January 19, 1920, Mr. Graton valued
about 60 properties, or more than one per day.
Because of the hurried manner in which this work was done, as
well as because of the unsatisfactory character of the data furnished
by some of the companies, and to afford the taxpayers an opportunity to be heard, these valuations were labeled " provisional ".
Only one or two of the silver mine valuations were marked "provisional," although the same valuation methods were used, as were
applied by Mr. Graton in the copper mine valuations.
In December, 1919, the metals valuation section of the natural
resources subdivision was organized with some 18 valuation engineers, and Mr. Dick was appointed chief. Practically all valuations made by the metals valuation section up to February .1, 1920,
were called " provisional" valuations, and so marked. At about this
date Mr. Dick, chief of the metals valuation section, requested that

valuations in the future should not be called " provisional ". Up to
July, 1921, however, when Mr. A. H. Fay became head of the
natual resources subdivision, the same bases of determining metal
prices and discounting interest rites as were used in the provisional " valuations were continued, and an expected selling price of
16.25 cents per pound was used for copper and 65 cents per pound
was used for silver.
Hearings upon the copper and silver valuations began February
6, 1920, before Mr. Darnell and Mr. Dick, and proceeded until agreements were effected with all of the large producers. In March,
1920, Mr. Darnell resigned and Mr. Dick became head of the natural
resources subdivision (1624).
The fact will be noted, that hearings were afforded these taxpayers, to give them an opportunity to urge that their valuations
be increased, and in some instances the first valuations were increased.
The possibility of the proposed provisional valuations being too high
would not be raised by a taxpayer at such hearings.
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OF EARLY VALUATIONS

Under Mr. Fay's direction, the metals valuation section began a
thorough investigation of the "provisional" valuations in July,
1921. Data was gathered and comparative valuations made, which
showed many errors in the methods of calculating values, and that
they conformed with but few of the requirements of the regulations.
It was found that the provisional valuations frequently determine
values several hundred per cent greater than the values which are
indicated by any one of the comparative methods specified in the
regulations. The provisional valuations were apparently not
checked by such comparative methods, or if the appraisal values
were compared with such values, no weight was attached to the
values determined by the other methods. It developed that a large
majority of the big copper companies have reported one value for

depletion, and a small fraction of that value for capital stock tax
purposes.
In certain cases the taxpayer's own computation of value was disIn other cases the
carded and a much higher value substituted.
taxpayer repeatedly claimed one value in excise tax returns and
early income tax returns, and, for later years, was allowed to substitute a much greater value, in direct violation of the regulations.

In

still other cases, valuations were made upon data and assumptions in
direct conflict with the published annual reports of the taxpayers.
Enormous paid-in surpluses were allowed the copper companies at
organization. Investigation showed that the expected selling price
of copper and silver used in the "provisional" valuations was undoubtedly high, and that proper consideration had not been given
to the question of interest rates used in discounting to present worth
(1625).
GROSS ERRORS IN VALUATION

Exclusive of matters of judgment, there were found to be plain

mathematical errors in the majority of the computations made in determining the first or provisional valuations. The principal errors
of this character were as follows:
1. Increasing the recoverable metal content per ton of ore without
increasing the cost per ton.
A company having a normal concentrating recovery of 75 per cent,
plans to add an oil flotation plant, which, it is estimated, will increase
the total recovery of metal to 90 per cent. The 90 per cent recovery
is used with the operating costs of the existing plant. without additional operating cost for the flotation plant being taken into consideration. Such operating costs are material, as shown by the fact that
royalties alone will amount to 8 cents to 15 cents per ton of material
treated. Furthermore, the cost of additional plant was not taken
into consideration.
Utah and Miami valuations were instances of the above.
2. Using a production cost per pound of copper attained in plant
operations, mining a high grade ore, and using the same cost per
pound, as the expected cost, with much lower grade ore.
Past operations on 4/2 per cent second-class ore, with 90 per cent
recovery, later operations on lower grade ore of 3 per cent, giving an
S. Rept. 27,69-1-8
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80 per cent recovery with past operating cost of $4.87 per ton used
in the appraisal.
$4.87

4.5X20000=90X.90=81 pounds metal per ton $81 -$0.06
3X2000 =60X.80=48 pounds metal per ton

$4.87

48

per pound

,$0.102 per pound

Increasing in cost per pound $0.042 per pound.
Chino, Wolverine, and Osceola are instances of the above.
3. Assuming that the grade of the ore would remain constant, when
a long period of operations had shown that the assay value of the ore
was constantly decreasing and might be expected to do so in the
future.
In the Butte district the yield in the Anaconda mine dropped, in
nine years, from 118.5 pounds of copper per ton of ore treated to
70.2 pounds, a reduction of 403/4 per cent.
Phelps-Dodge Copper Queen mine is an instance of the above.
4. Assuming large additions to plant capacity, with decreased
production costs attending increased capacity, and then assuming an
average rate of production and an average price for the entire life
of the mine.
For instance, a uniform grade and gross proceeds per ton assumed,
but also assuming increasing production at successive operating
periods, through increased facilities, with corresponding decrease
in operating costs. If computation is made for ultimate value, on
the basis of averages over the entire life of the property, discounted
to present worth, an entirely different and erroneous result will be
obtained than if the valuation is made for the successive periods
The Inspiration had an error of this kind.
5. Making no provision for plant requirement when the useful
life of the plant is less than the life of the mine.
Reserves assumed 10,000,000,000 pounds.
Total assumed, ultimate plant, $50,000,000.
Actual plant on ground, March 1, 1913, $10,000,000.
Allowing double the rate of 1913 capacity, the total cost would be
$20,000,000, leaving $30,000,000 which should be deducted from the
present worth of operating profits.
Inspiration and Chino have revisions somewhat similar to the
above.
6. Accepting erroneous estimates of the taxpayer without check
or correction.
The provisional valuations contained many such erroneous statements in connection with estimates of reserves and value of ores.
Chino and Kennicott cases are instances of the above (1658-1659).
7. Allowing depletion deductions for ore of such low value that it
was profitable only in war times, and was not included in the valuation. Thus in one instance a ton of low-profit ore is excluded to each
two tons of high-profit ore included in the cr-putation of value.
The ore excluded must be removed to permit mining of the commercial ore, and if the price of copper is such that it can be profitably
treated, the ore is shipped to the mill instead of to the dump. Perhaps a profit of 25 cents per ton is made and depletion of 50 cents
per ton allowed for this ore. Treating this ore has an indirect effect
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upon the value of the commercial ore, in that it reduces the plant
capacity available for the commercial ore and reduces the present
value of that ore (1625).
T'he same errors were found on investigation in the silver valuations, although not to such a marked .degree (2056).
REVALUATION RECOMMENDED

On January 7, 1922, the whole copper and silver situation was
laid before the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and a revaluation was recommended by a memorandum prepared by Mr. Grimes,
and forwarded by Mr. A. H. Fay, head of the natural resources
subdivision (1635). The copper interests protested and questioned
the legal right of the commissioner to revalue. This question was
referred to the solicitor, who held, in an unpublished opinion dated
April 13, 1922, that the commissioner had authority to redetermine
the values fixed by the provisional valuations (1659).
On July 26, 1922, another memorandum, again recommending the
revaluation, and more comprehensively reviewing the situation, was
prepared for the commissioner by Mr. Grimes (1642).
REVALUATION FOR 1919 AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS ONLY ORDERED

It was not until December 11, 1922, a year after the matter had
been formally brought to the commissioner's attention, that action
was taken by the commissioner. On December 11, 1922, by an order
signed by the commissioner and approved by the Secretary of the
Treasury, the revaluation of copper and silver properties was
authorized for 1919 and subsequent years (1660). This order has
been uniformly construed as definitely approving and making final
the first or provisional valuations for 1917 and 1918. (Sec letter of
Secretary of Treasury, p. 3372, and statement of Solicitor Hartson,
p. 1774.)
Mr. Gregg stated to the committee that the original copper valuations would not be reopened and the revised values applied to years
prior to 1919 (2069).
The work of making revaluations of the copper and silver properties was commenced immediately after the issuance of the commissioner's order of December 11, 1922. The copper valuations, involving more in taxes and containing greater errors, were given precedence. The copper revaluations were practically completed and the
revaluation of the silver mines was well under way when both were
stopped.
ORDERS STOPPING REVALUATIONS OF SILVER

On April 11, 1924, the commissioner issued the following order

(2057, 2058):
Memorandum for Mr. Bright.

Attention Mr. Greenidge.
Under date of December 11, 1922, the Secretary of the Treasury approved an
order of the commissioner to revalue copper mining companies for the purpose of determining their tax liability for 1919 and subsequent years. In
said order silver mining companies were inadvertently mentioned. In view of
the fact that numerous hearings were granted to copper mining companies
and the silver mining companies were not notified of such hearings and had no
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hearing, and that silver mining was not discussed in the various meetings,
and it was the intention at the time to revalue only copper mining companies,
you will, therefore, ignore all reference to silver mining companies to said order.
D. H. BLAIr, Commfs8fohcr.
Approved.
A. W. MBr,to.,
Secretary of the Trceau.ry.

The metals valuation section assumed that no revaluation would

become effective until the taxpayer had been given an opportunity to
be heard, but the necessity for a change of valuation would not be
apparent, in any particular case, and there would be no issue to be
heard until a proposed revalution had been made. In view of this
situation the metals valuation section was in doubt as to whether
the commissioner's order of April 24, 9!'21, was to be interpreted
as prohibiting the application of new valuations to taxes, or was
intended to prevent further revaluing for the purposes of determining whether conditions warranted making even proposed changes
'upon which taxpayers could be heard. This doubt was settled by
the following order from Mr. Greenidge (2059).
INCOME

TAX

UNIT,

ENGINERElNG

DIVISION,

April 17, 19? ;.
Memorandum to Mr. Grimes, chief metals valuation section, in re revalnution
of silver mining companies and commissioner's memorandum, dated April
11, 1924.
The last sentence of the commissioner's memorandum, noted above, states
among other things:
"It was the intention at the time to revalue only copper mining companies."
This, .Itake It, is insufficient instruction for this division not to revalue any
metal producing companies other than copper unless, of course, fraud or gross
error can be clearly demonstrated.
You are therefore directed not to revalue silver mining companies.
S .MGREENINIE,
Hcad of Diviion..
ORDERS STOPPING REVALUATION OF CO(P'ER

On November 28, 1924, Mr. Greenidge prepared and Mr. Bright
signed the following memorandum to the solicitor (1661):
ENGINEERING DIVISION, INCOME TAX UNIT,
November 28, 1923.
Memorandum to Solicitor of Internal Revenue, in re Chile Copper Co. and
copper revaluations In general.
Reference is made to the accompanying formal appeal filed by the abovenamed companies (three paper-bound volumes) in the matter of copper revaluations, special reference being made to memorandum of the Secretary of
the Treasury dated December 11, 1922. (Copy attached.)
There are indications that the Bureau's position, as outlined in the abovementioned memoranda, and actions already taken thereunder, are open to
.strong contest by taxpayers.
The questions of the right of the Secretary of the Treasury to reopen valua.
tions made by his predecessor in office and to make such revaluations retroactive io January 1, 1919, appear never to have been examined and formally
decided by a proper legal authority.
In view of the fact that taxpayers, whose values and taxes have been
changed under the above-mentioned memorandum, are voicing almost unanimous objection thereto, it Is requested that written opinion be given on the
right to reopen valuations and that this opinion be submitted before further
time, labor, and money are expended on a matter which promises protracted
controversy and litigation for the bureau.
J. C. BRIoGT,
Deputy Commissioner.
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It will be noted that this memorandum recited that the authority
of the secretary to order the revaluations appears "never to have
been examined and formally decided by a proper legal authority,"
notwithstanding the fact that on April 13, 1922, this very question
was decided by the solicitor in this very matter.
On December 5, 1924, Mr. Grimes, chief of the metals valuation
section, stated in a memorandum addressed to Mr. Parker, chief
engineer for this committee (1661) thatAt the present time the 1919 returns of seven copper mining companies are
held in the metals valuation station under instructions from the head of the
engineering division until such time as an answer to the above memorandum
is received from the Solicitor of Internal Revenue.
If the legal issues raised by the taxpayers are not 'conceded or sustained,
no difficulty is anticipated by the metals valuation section in the final settlement of the valuation of the copper mines within 10 or 15 per cent of the
amounts shown for revaluations on the photostats.
JOhN ALDEN GRIMES,

Chief Metals Valuation Section..

The bringing of this matter before this committee called the
solicitor's attention to Mr. Bright's memorandum, and the Solicitor
returned the memorandum as a matter already disposed of (1598).
This committee was assured that the work of revaluing the copper
mines would proceed without further interruption, and such redetermined values would be applied to 1919 and subsequent years' taxes,
but that the excessive values would be permitted to stand as the
basis of 1917 and 1918 taxes (2069).
RESULTS OF COPPER EVALUATIONS

The second valuation of copper mines covered 47 companies, it being found that a revaluation of the property of the remaining companies was not required. The results determined by these two valuations of these 47 companies varied so widely as to stamp either
the first or the second valuation as being unquestionably wrong.
Both valuations, however, are being used for tax purposes.
The high values and high depletion units, tentatively determined
by the first valuation, are being permitted to stand for the high tax
years 1917 and 1918, although such values have been determined to
be from 330 to 449 per cent of the proper value to be applied to
1919 and subsequent years. The difference in tax for 1917 and
1918 amounts to about $50,000,000.
The totals of the March 1, 1913, value for depletion purposes of
the property of the 47 companies which was revalued as follows:
First valuation --------------------------Second valuation ----------------------------------Difference ..----------------.----..

------------

$1, 750,024,787
530,217,893
1,219, 806,894

The first valuation, as of March 1, 1913, averages 330 per cent of
the second valuation.
As of January 1, 1919, the totals of the first and second valuations
of these 47 companies were as follows:
First valuation---------------------------------Second valuation .-------------------------Difference------------------------------------------

.

...

.. ....

.

- $1, 450. 327, 002
323. 707, 404
1. 132. 19. 598.
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The first valuations, as of January 1, 1919, average 449.9 per
cent of the second valuations.
In many instances the values determined by the first valuations
exceed the values claimed by the taxpayers (1781).
The values claimed for depletion purposes by taxpayers and the
amount allowed by the first valuations in several cases are as follows:
Value
Value
claimed by allowed by
taxpayer first valuation
Arizona Commercial Mining Co-.....- ..........-..--.-.....----....----$1,500,000
Calumet & Hlecia Mining Co.....---..-----.......--.-- ....-------..-...-40,447,010
.... ......... .. .......
266,886,982
Chile Exploration Co..--...- .........----...
.
62,214,806
....----. ---..--..Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co..--..........-....-2,00000000
----------.......
......
Iron Cap. Copper Co..--.....--..-----..
Mason Valley Mines Co........................ ...... .......- ----2,161,403
21,964,026
Miami Copper Co.----.. ----.....--..
--...-----..-.-- ----..---------.
6,570,000
Mohawk Mining Co-................................... .........-......- ..-------------.---.
1,416,000
-.....--................-.----Mountain Copper Co
12,579,013
Osceola Construction Mines Co...-..---........ ...........................
3,407, 400
Tennessee Copper & Chemical Co----............................... ...
--------.-------25, 000, 000
United Verde Copper Co ..............--. -..--..
1,570, 000
Wolverine Copper Co.--.-----..---.....-- ..-..-....--.............--

$1,538,000
60,834,013
425,576, 00
91,64,000
2,391,000
2,96,000
25,288,000
7,070,822
1,829,000
12,753,918
14,800,000
28,426,748
2,176,199

The revaluation of the copper mines not only show that this industry received from three to four and one-half times the depletion
to which it was entitled in 1917 and 1918, but that there was marked
discrimination between taxpayers in the copper industry. The revaluation of the mines in limestone replacement deposits show that
the first valuations average 191.87 per cent of the proper values.
The first valuations of vein mines average 307.39 per cent of the
proper values, and the first valuations of the porphyry mines average
421.90 per cent of the proper values. Thus, assuming the second
valuations to be sound, the porphyry mines have received more than
four times the depletion, to which they were entitled, as tax-exempt
deductions from income in 1917 and 1918, while the vein mines have
only received three times and the limestone mines about twice what
they were entitled to.
RESULTS OF REVALUATION OF SILVER MINES

A preliminary examination of the silver valuations disclosed that
54 cases required revaluations. In addition to the matter of expected
price, errors similar to but not as great as those characterizing the
first copper valuations were found in the silver valuations (2056).
Of the 54 silver revaluations found necessary. 11 had been made
on April 11, 1924, when the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with'
the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, rescinded his order
to revalue the silver properties (2057).
The following summary is shown for the 54 cases subject to revision:
Of the 11 valuations completed, the original valuations are
$37,517,093. The revised valuations made by the metals valuation
section are $23,867,624, a difference of $13,649,169. The original
valuations are 157.19 per cent of the revised valuations.
The property of the remaining 43 companies was valued at
$100,431,047. Applying the same percentage of difference to those
companies, the revised valuations would be $63,894,232, a difference
of $36,536,815. In other words, if that same percentage of difference
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is applied to the remaining 43 companies, the original valuations of
$ '",948,140 would be revised to $87,761,856, or a difference of
$50,186,284.
In order to get at a total figure for reduction in valuations and
the additional tax reflected thereby, it has been necessary to compute
and estimate such reduction, using the same ratio for the 43 cases
yet to be revised as is shown in the 11 cases completed.
Assuming that the estimated revised values for 54 cases, amounting to $44,563,976, will be increased 15 per cent in conference, the
corrected totals for estimated revaluations of depletion for the 54
cases is as follows:
Original valuation .-..------Revaluations ---.
------.-.

-..-....-...
------------------

. _....._ $2, 265, 344
..
51,248,572

Reduction in values -------------------------.----

41, 016, 772

With a tax rate of 122 per cent on the reduction in valuation dedeductions a tax of $5,127,096 is indicated for 1919 and subsequent
years. In some cases it has been found necessaary to revise the
invested capital valuations, but it is not possible to give an estimate
of such reductions in total.
It will be noted at this point that that difference in tax is indicated
for 1919 and subsequent years oniy, and does not include any excessprofits taxes or war-profits taxes, which would amount to a great deal
more than those figures if these valuations were made to apply for
1918.
DISCRIMINATION AMONG SILVER PRODUCERS

The silver in copper mines was revalued incident to the revaluation of copper mines. In the copper mine revaluations a basic price
of 57.78 cents per pound was placed upon silver. The discontinuance of the revaluation of silver mines thus leaves 70 per cent of
the industry, with values based upon silver at 65 cents per pound,
and 30 per cent of the industry with values based upon 57.78 per
pound.
FURTHER ATTEMPTS TO REOPEN SILVER VALUES

On June 8, 1924, Mr. Grimes addressed another memorandum to
the Commissioner, in which lie reviewed the status of the silver
mine valuation (2086). He called attention to the fact that the
silver mine situation had been covered in his memoranda of January
7 and July 25, 1922, and that this subject was not inadvertently
included in the commissioner's order of December 11, 1922. This
memorandum of June 8, 1924, more specifically brought to the
commissioner's attention the erroneous character of the silver mine
valuations, as well as the discrimination against producers of silver
with copper, and against all other metal industries. In this memorandum Mr. Grimes urged that he be permitted to proceed with the
revaluation of silver mines. This memorandum closes with the
following statement (2088):
A revaluation is always made at present when the valuation is inequitable
to the taxpayer, but is almost never made when the original specific valuation
is equitable to the, Government and competitor taxpayers because the procedure is so complicated that authority can seldom be obtained.

The statute of limitations barred 1919 taxes assessments on March
15, 1925. On February 25, 1925, the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue informed Mr. L. H. Parker, chief engineer for the com-
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mittee, that he did not recall ever having seen Mr. Grimes' memorandum of June 8, 1924. It was later reported that upon a search
of the commissioner's files, this memorandum was located, but without the usual stamp giving the date of its receipt (2075).
Mr. Grimes stated to the committee that he left the memorandum
with Mr. Griggs, assistant to Mr. Greenidge, to be forwarded to the
Commissioner, on June 8, 1924 (2061).
Mr. Greenidge stated that he took the memorandum to the
Commissioner and discussed the subject with him. Hie stated that
he advised the Commissioner to postpone the application of silver
revaluations to 1922 and subsequent years.
Mr. Greenidge gave two reasons for postponing the revaluation
of silver mines. He stated that the revaluation of silver mines
would necessarily involve a revaluation of the lead deposits mined
with silver and as the lead industry is now overtaxed enough to
offset the undertaxation of silver, the Governmen would obtain no
additional revenue by revaluing silver, and, therefore, he advised
against it (2062-2063).
The second reason assigned by Mr. Greenidge for postponing the
revaluation of silver mines was that the engineers were too crowded
with work to undertake it (2062, 2063).
It will be noted that at the time Mr. Greenidge is advising the
commissioner to defer the revaluation of silver mines, because the
engineers are too busy to undertake it, Mr. Grimes, upon whose
shoulders the burden will fall, is imploring the Commissioner for
authority to make the revaluation.
Only about 30 per cent of the silver is produced with lead, and
only to this extent is the overvaluation of silver offset by the undervaluation of lead (2065). The silver produced with copper was
revalued with the copper. The lead mines of Missouri, Kansas, and
Oklahoma produce very little if any silver.
About 40 per cent of the silver is affected by neither the revaluation ( " copper nor by the overtax of lead. The substance of Mr.
Greeniuge's recommendation was that 40 per cent of the silver
industry should be permitted to continue undertaxed until 1922,
because the lead industry in Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma, which
produces no silver, is overtaxed enough to offset the loss of revenue
from silver.
On February 26, 1925, Mr. Grimes stated to the committee that
three or four weeks before he had called on the commissioner
and had obtained verbal consent to proceed with the revaluation
of silver .mines (2060). It will be noted that on January 7,
1925, the committee requested information as to what was to
be done with'reference to silver mine revaluations and Mr. Greenidge stated that this question had not been determined (1133).
The final disposition of the matter of correcting the silver mine
valuations is shown by the following order of the commissioner:
Memorandum for Deputy Commissioner Bright:

SKPTEMnBER 25, 1925.

On July 13 and 14, 1925, a hearing was held to consider the recommendations of the metals and non-metals valuation section of the engineering division for the revaluation for income tax purposes of silver properties. At
this hearing, to which representatives of all the silver producers were
invited, extended arguments were made by representatives of the silver

industry that no revaluations should be made. An opportunity was also
afforded to representatives of the metals and non-metals valuation section to
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present at that time their reasons for recommending the revaluations.
Subsequent to the hearing, the silver producers submitted a brief setting
forth their contentions. A copy of this brief, together with a transcript
of the proceedings at the hearing, was then given to the metals and nonmetals valuation section for its consideration, and on August 1, 1925, a
memorandum was submitted to me by that section setting forth the views of
the section on the arguments presented by the silver producers at tlhe hearing
and in their printed brief filed subsequent to the hearing. Since that time
I have very carefully gone over the transcript of the record of the hearing
and the briefs submitted by the silver producers and by the metals and nonmetals valuation section. To assist me in arriving at a decision as to the
recommendations made by the engineering division, I have had an independent
examination made of some fourteen typical silver properties, and a comparison
milde in these cases of the original valuations and of the proposed
revaluations.
In the various memoranda emanating from the Engineering Division proposing a revaluation of the silver properties, it is contend( that the analytical
appraisal method used in the original valuations of the silver properties is
inconsistent with the method used in the valuation of other similar properties,
and that the result is a valuation which is excessive. Particular emphasis
is laid in these memoranda upon the future price of silver, 65 cents, used in
the original determination of the March 1, 1913, value of silver properties.
It is contended that this valuation is excessive and it is recommended that
in the revaluations a price of silver of $0.5778 should be used.
The question of the future price of silver which should be used in an
analytical appraisal to determine the value of a silver property as of March 1,
1913, is not one which can be determined with mathematical accuracy. In the
last analysis the question is purely one of judgment and one on which the
judgment of different engineers of equal ability will unquestionably differ.
It is the judgment of the present members of the metals and nonmetals valuation
section of the engineering division that a silver price of ,$0.5778 should be used.
It was the judgment of the engineers who made the original valuations after
careful and exhaustive research into conditions as of March 1, 1913, that a
price of 65 cents should be used. I am convinced after careful consideration
of the question that a correct result can be reached by the use of a 65-cent
price of silver, if the other factors of valuation are relatively correct. Consequently no general revaluation of the silver properties should be made in order
to change the 6S-cent price of silver, and in those revaluations, which because
of previous errors must be made, the silver price should not be changed.
Although in my opinion no general revaluation of silver properties is necessary, it nevertheless appears that errors were made in some of the original
valuations. This is necessarily so in view of the haste in which some of the
original valuations were made and in view of the limited data then before the
department. The use of a 65-cent price of silver, which anticipates a future
increase, necessitates the use of a production cost higher than that shown by
operations prior to March 1, 1913. Those cases, therefore, in which a 65-cent
price of silver was used in the original valuation but where costs were based
upon operations prior to March 1, 1913, should be corrected and the costs
adjusted on the basis of an anticipated increase over prior costs. Moreover,
the examination of the typical silver cases selected indicates that in some cases
other gross errors of valuation were made due to lack of time and data, such
as incorrect or not substantiated estimates of (1) ore reserves, (2) grade of
reserves, (3) recovery, (4) expected plant additions, (5) plant equipment and
development on basic date, (6) life of mine, and (7) risk rate. Gross errors
in the determination of these or other valuation factors should be corrected.
In those cases where revaluation is made to correct such an error in the prior
valuation, the corrected value should apply to all years, action on which is not
barred by the statute of limitations.
If the metals and nonmetals section determines, in accordance with the conclusions set out above, that an error was made in the original valuation of a
silver property and consequently that the property should be revalued, a memorandum should be prepared to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue requesting authority to revalue the property. This memorandum should state
in full the reasons and evidence supporting the proposed revaluation, and
final action on the matter of the revaluation should be withheld awaiting instructions from the commissioner.
D. M. BLAIR, Commissioner.
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It will be noted that by this order the commissioner refuses to
authorize the revision of expected silver prices, which is the main
discriminating feature of these valuations.
The situation ordered to be left undisturbed by the commissioner
may be briefly summarized as follows:
Copper is valued on the basis of 10-year average prices.
Lead Is valued at 93 per cent of 10-year average prices.
Thirty per cent of the silver is valued at 10-year average prices and 70 per

cent is valued at 113.48 per cent of 10-year average prices.

The most serious result is to the morale of those valuation engineers in the Income Tax Unit who have devoted years of close
study and intelligent effort to an attempt to reduce valuation
methods to a standardized scientific basis, which will eliminate discrimination.
ANALYTICAL APPRAISAL METiHOD NOr SUITABLE FOR TAX PURPOSES

It has been shown that differences in the judgment of appraisal
engineers, in making valuations by the analytical method, can result in values upon the same property, varying by several hundred
per cent. The commissioner's order in the silver cases permits such
differences to stand because they are mere differences in judgment.
A comparative analysis of two analytic appraisals of the same
property will show that small difference of judgment, which could
be honestly entertained by capable engineers, are successively multiplied by each other, until the difference in the final result is so great
as to exceed the differences in value which would arise out of mere
guessing. To illustrate how differences in estimated basic factors,
too small to be attributable to anything except honest differences of
opinion, can result in a difference in value so great that it can not be
reconciled with common sense, we set up a hypothetical valuation of
a copper mine.
In this case, we will assume that two valuations of the same
property are being made by two capable engineers whose judgment
i estimating basic factors differs slightly, but not enough to impeach the honesty or ability of either engineer.
The hypothetical appraisals of the same property and the per cent
of the difference between the lower and higher estimates are as
follows:

Reserves in mine in pounds..........................
Life of property......---....................--------............
Expected sellng price per pound.....................
Estimated operating cost per pound..................
Profit per pound.....................................
.......................
Total operating profits......
--............... ,..........
Discount rate......-...
Hoskold's present value factor ........................
Present worth plant and ore..........................
Estimated plant cost.................................
....
Present value, ores only........................
-----------------..... ........
Depletion unit---

First engineer's
appraisal

Second engineer's
appraisal

Pecent
encr

30,000,000 ..........
12 years...........
16 cents-..........
12 cents ..........
4 cents............
$,20,000........
8 and 4 per cent...
0.68624.....-... .
$682,348.80.......$150,000-.----. ....
$532,8.80.........
$0.017745..........

35,000,000..........
15 years...........
15 cents...........
13 cents ..........
2 cents............
$700,000........
10 and 4 per cent..
0.444619..........
$311,.33.30.........
$200,000..........
$111,233.30....
$0.003178--....-.

16%
26
100
71.4
25
28
119
3
378
458.37
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The estimated basic factors are the pounds of recoverable copper,
the life of the property, the expected selling price, the estimated
operating cost, the plant cost and the discount rate.
The greatest per cent of difference in any of these factors is the
plant cost which is 3 3 1/3 per cent, yet the difference in the depletion
unit is 458.37 per cent, and it may be reasonably assumed, that two
intelligent mining engineers could guess closer than this without
making an appraisal.
The difference in expected price is only 6% per cent and the difference in operating cost is only 81/% per cent, yet the difference in
expected profit per pound is 100 per cent. This difference in expected profit is reducted to 71.4 per cent in the total, because of the
lower estimate of reserves in the appraisal showing the higher
estimate of profit per pound.
The difference in the expected rate of return on the investment is
25 per cent, which is increased to a 28 per cent by the 25 per cent
difference in estimated life. The 71.4 per cent difference in total
expected profit, is increased to a difference of 119 per cent in present
value of plant and ore, by the difference of 28 per cent in the present
value factor. The deduction of the plant throws the entire difference in the present value of plant and ore into the value of ore.
Had there been the same estimates of plant cost, by both engineers, of $200,000, the value of ore, according to the first engineer,
would be $482,348.80 and, according to the second engineer,
8111,233.30, a difference in ore value of $371,115.50. Thus, by deducting the same plant cost from both, the difference of 119 per cent,
in value of plant and ore, is increased to a difference of 334 per cent
in the value of the ore. In the hypothetical case, we have assumed a
33%/ per cent difference in estimated plant cost, which increases the
difference in ore value to 378.59 per cent.
When the different ore values are divided by the different reserves
estimated, the difference of 16% per cent in reserves increases the
difference in ore value of 378.59 per cent to a difference in depletion
units of 458.37 per cent.
None of the percentages of difference in basic factors which we
have assumed in this case exceed the difference in the same basic
factors which occurred in some of the actual copper valuations, and
the difference in selling price assumed of 6% per cent is only half
the 14 per cent difference in the prices used in the silver valuations
ordered by the commissioner to remain uncorrected.
It is manifest that permitting deductions from income, based upon
so elastic a method of valuation, which leaves so much to the uncontrollable judgment of appraisal engineers, is practically delegating
the power of taxation to the employees of the Income Tax Unit.
While methods for determining estimated factors may, to some extent, be standardized, standardization can not be carried to such an
extent as to insure uniformity of treatment among industries, nor
among taxpayers in the same industry, and the attempts to standardize such factors do not meet with encouragement from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
That such appraisals, involving to the extent they do, the uncontrollable judgment of appraisal engineers, are a source of endless
controversy between the Income Tax Unit and taxpayers, is not
only a fact, but is not at all surprising.
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Any just method of determining depletion which does not involve
the necessity of appraising the value of property by analytical appraisals will not only stop manifest gross discrimination but eliminate from the administration of the law one of the most fruitful
sources of controversy, facilitate the determination of tax liability,
and eliminate a great burden of expense to both the Government and
the taxpayers.
Dr. Thomas S. Adams, of Yale University, and for a long time
connected with the Treasury Department as an expert on taxation,
says:
I think that no one thing so conduces to delay and complexities of the tax

laws as the necessity for valuation (269).
I think it may be possible, and I hope that the department, some representatives of which are present, will bestir themselves to make suggestions to get

away from * * * problems of valuation, the solution of which problems
means the exercises of judgment and differences of opinion, mistakes, and
delay. If there is any human way of getting away from that, the Government
of the United States ought to get away from it (270).

Mr. Gregg states:
If something could be done in the law to do away with the necessity for
valuing mineral properties for the purpose of determining depletion, it would
be the biggest help of anything that has ever been done to the Bureau of
Internal Revenue. If that could be done it would take a tremendous burden
off of us. It would help the administration of the bureau tremendously, and
would certainly be more accurate than the present system. If Congress continues to recognize depletion, I have never been able to work out anything
that would do away with the necessity for making these valuations (27762767).
PROPOSED SUIB'T'!'UTE FOR ANALYTIC APPRAISAL

A method of determining depletion and depreciation allowances
in certain cases by discounting actual profits annually as earned is
proposed for the committee's consideration and will be fully described.
The economic soundness of measuring the value of property
for depletion purposes by capitalizing earnings is not involved in
this comparison of the method proposed with the method now in
use. Every method of determining the value of property by capitalizing future profits is based upon the economic theory that the value
of property is measurable by the profit which can be derived from
its operation. Both the method in use and the method proposed
arc based upon this theory. The method proposed is simply a different method of reaching the same result, and is based upon the same
economic principle as the method in use.
It is conceded that there are classes of property, such as gold,
copper, silver, lead, and zinc mines, in which there is not sufficient
similarity between different individual properties to permit valuations on a comparative sales basis. There appears to be no method
other than by capitalizing expected profits to determine the value
to be depleted in such cases.
The value derived by capitalizing earnings represents the utility
value to an owner who is willing to accept an assumed rate of return.
Such value is greater than market value if a purchaser can not be
found who is willing to buy at that price. It is less than the market
value if purchasers are willing to pay more. The only justification
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for the determination of value by capitalizing earnings is that, in
some cases, there is no other method for measurement of depletion
allowances, and the use of any method based upon earnings should
be strictly confined to such cases.
APPRAISAL UNNECESSARY

It is not necessary to determine the total value to be depleted to
determine the depletion allowances to be deducted from income each
year. By a process of discounting the actual profits of each year, as
such profits are determined by actual operations, allowances for depletion and depreciation for each current year can be determined.
The proposed annual method of discounting actual profits will b'
later described in detail and compared with the method in use.
This method will not determine in advance a total value to be depleted, but when the life of the property is terminated by the exhaustion of the deposit, the total deductions for all years will exactly
equal the total deductions, which would be allowed upon a theoretically perfect analytical appraisal.
By this method of annual discounting of actual operating profits,
all estimating is eliminated, except the determination of the discount rates. The same result, in aggregate depletion and depreciation allowances, is obtained by the proposed method as would be obtained by an appraisal in which the recoverable reserves in the
ground, the life of the property, and the expected profits are estimated with 100 per cent accuracy. Furthermore, this method returns as tax-free depletion and depreciation, the actual economic
value, as of basic date, of each year's profits, while the present
method returns the average economic value of the profits of all years.
ADVANTAGES CLAIMED FOR ANNUAL DISCOUNT METHOD

1. All estimating of the expected profits, and the life over which
expected profits are to be discounted, is eliminated.
This estimating must be done by many different engineers employed by the taxpayers and by the income tax unit. No two engineers appraising the same property would ever reach the same result

without conferring and compromising on matters of judgment.
The results obtained in the copper and silver cases varying on the
average over 300 per cent show conclusively that in the use of any
method of valuing, based to so great an extent upon individual
judgment, gross discrimination between industries and between taxpayers in the same industry is the inevitable result. Such discrimi-

nation, in so far as it is based upon varying judgment in estimating
life and expected profits, is eliminated by the proposed method.
2. Reducing the profits to be discounted to one standard, i. e.,
actual profits, permits a standardization of discount rates which is
not possible where estimated profits are the basis of value.
Many cases reviewed in this report show such extravagant estimates of expected profits to be recovered within the estimated life,
that it required equally extravagant discount rates to discount such
estimates of profits to the actual value of the property, as shown by
actual sales, or other similar evidence of value.
A method of standardizing .discount rates carefully worked out
by Mr. Grimes has been described. Standardized discount rates will
not reflect standardized values unless the estimates of life and profits
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are also standardized. Estimates of life a:id profits, being so wholly
dependent upon the individual judgment of the appraisal engineer,
can not be standardized.
The result is that standardized discount rates can not be applied to
estimates, because different discount rates must be applied to conservative estimates than wculd be applied to extravagant estimates.
The use of actual profits and actual life elimates this difficulty
and permits the standardization of discount rates.
3. The use of actual profits and standardized discount rates, which
can be determined by statistical investigation, and published by the
Income Tax Unit, reduces the determination of depletion and depreciation of mines to a mere matter of mathematical calculating, the
accuracy of which is subject to absolute check, and which can be done
by any intelligent clerk. This eliminates the necessity for the employment of high-priced appraisal engineers by both the Government and by the taxpayers.
4. The use of actual profits and standardized discount rates will
eliminate one of the principal grounds of controversy between taxpayers and the Government and one of the principal causes of
delay in finally determining taxes by the Income Tax Unit. It will
also eliminate the expensive and prolonged litigation which will
probably result, if the values fair to the (ovenment are fixed unde
the present system.
5. The method of annual discounting proposed will return tax.
free, as depletion and depreciation, the actual economic value, as
of basic date, of the capital consumed each year, instead of the
average economic value of such capital, which is returned by the
method in use. It will be later shown that the present method
attributes to every pound of metal the same profit and to every
dollar of profit the same value as of basic date, regardless of whether
that profit is recovered during the first year or during the tenth
year after the basic date.
6. The proposed method insures the payment of a tax for every
year showing an operating profit. The depletion and depreciation
always being less than 100 per cent of the operating income, there
will. hs some taxable income in every year showing an operating
income. Under the present method the depletion and depreciation
resulting from high valuations, allowances may exceed the operating
income, and a loss is carried forward in the following year. This is
what accounts for many companies in natural-resource industries
reporting no taxable income in years when earnings available for
dividends are shown.
ACTUAL, FACTORS EQUAL TO FACTORS IN PERFECT ESTIMATE

In making a valuation by the analytic or present value method the
following basic factors are estimated.
1. The number of recoverable units in the deposit.
2. The expected price per unit.
3. The estimated future cost of production per unit.
4. The estimated period required to recover the estimated units
in the deposit.
5. The estimated plant cost.
6. The rate of return, or interest rate, upon the investment, required to attract capital to invest in the property.
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Regulations 65 (Art. 205) provides:
(d) In the application of factors derived from past experience full allowance should be made for probable future variations In the rate of exhaustion,
quality, or grade of mineral, percentage of recovery, costs of production, and
selling price of the product marketed during the expected operating life of
the mineral deposit.
(e) The number of units of mineral recoverable in marketable form multiplied by the estimated operating cost per unit gives the total expected operating profit. The value of each mineral deposit is then the total expected
operating profit from that deposit reduced to a present value as of basic dateat the rate of interest commensurate with the risk for the operating life, and'
further reduced by the value at the basic date of the depreciable assets and of
the capital additions, if any, necessary to realize the profits.

From the above quoted regulations, it is clear that the appraiser
is expected to look into the future, and anticipate, so far as conditions as of basic date will permit, the profit which will be realized
from the property during its entire life, the period required for the
realization of such profit, and the cost of such plant and other capital
additions as may be required. The accuracy of any analytic appraisal depends upon how closely the estimates agree with the actual
profits subsequently recovered, the actual time required for recovery,
and the actual plant cost. If an appraiser could look into the future
and determine the actual profits, the actual periods of deferred recovery, and the actual plant costs, he could, as to these basic factors,
make a perfect appraisal.
Thus, if actual profits discounted from the time they are actually
recovered, to the basic date. and actual plant costs are used, in the
place of estimates, these basic factors will be identical with the same
factors in a perfect appraisal.
CAPITAL (CONSUMED DURING LIFE EQUAL TO TOTAL OF CAPITAL CONSUMED'
EACH YEAR

The allowance of depletion and depreciation, as tax-free deductions from income is predicated upon the theory, that, in converting
the mineral in the ground into operating profit, capital which
existed on the basic date is consumed. The total depletion and depreciation properly allowable, during the life of the property, is
the present value of the whole property, as of basic date.
The whole capital, consumed during the life of the mine, must
equal the total of the capital consumed during each of the several
years of life. It therefore follows, that a proper allowance for
depletion and depreciation, for any year, is the value, as of basic
date, of that portion of the capital which is consumed in producing
the operating income of that particular year. If the total capital
consumed during life is equal to the discounted value of the total
operating profits, recoverable during life, the capital, consumed during any year, must be equal to the discounted value of the operating profits of that year.
The economic soundness of these propositions can not be questioned, and it will now be demonstrated, that the value, as of basic
date, of the property consumed during each year, can be determined
by a mathematical process, which will give present values, derivable
from each year's actual operating profits, which will equal, in the
aggregate, the present value of the whole property, which would
be determined by a theoretically perfect appraisal.
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HIOSKOLD'S TABDL

In discounting expected profits to present value, as of basic date,
Hoskold's tables are generally used by the Income Tax Unit valuation engineers. These tables give the present value of one dollar,
accumulated in equal annual installments, to the end of any given
year, at different given rates of interest. The present values given
by these tables can be most simply explained by illustration.
Assume that the profits to be derived from a mine are estimated
to be $1,0000000, the life of the mine is estimated to be 10 years, and
10 per cent per annum is estimated to be the rate of return, which is
necessary to induce capital to invest in the property. The use of
Hoskold's tables assumes that the $1,000,000 will be recovered in ten
equal insti Ilments of $100,000 each.
At a 10 per cent profit and 4 per cent sinking fund rate, Hoskold's
tables gives the present value of one dollar, recoverable in 10 equal
annual installments as $0.545580691. The present value of
$1,000,000, recoverable in 10 equal annual installments, assuming
a 10 per cent rate of profit is expected, is, according to Hoskold's
tables, $545,580.69. In arriving at this value it is assumed, that
the investor will withdraw profits of 10 per cent of the investment,
and will pay the balance of the $100,000 annual operating profit into
a sinking fund, which will be reinvested at 4 per cent until the end
of the 10-year life. These sinking fund payments, plus 4 per cent
compounded annually, will equal the present value, or $545,580.69,
at the end of the ten year period. Thus, if the investor pays
$545,580.69 for this property, and actually realizes operating profits
of $100,000 per year, he can withdraw $54,558.069, each year, as
a return on his investment. This equals 10 per cent of the investment. There will be left, out of the $100,000 annual operating
profit, $45,441.931 to set aside as a sinking fund. These sinking
fund payments, in 10 years, will aggregate $454,419.31, and the interest on the amounts paid into the sinking fund, at 4 per cent compounded annually, will equal $91,161.38. Thus the sinking fund
installments, plus sinking fund interest, will equal the investment
of $545,580.69.
The distribution of the $1,000,000 expected profit is shown by
the following table:
Yar
Yer

Annual
profit

...$100,000
1....................................------ 2..........-----............--..-...- .....-- . - 100,000
100,000
3 ........ .......-...............
................
4...............................................
100,000
.....
... ........--- -100,000
5-...--..... ...
... .......
6-..................
.............--------.
....
100,000
7-----.........---..--. .... ...........------------------100,000
8..................................-............
100, 000
9 ...
............-..............
............
100,000
10.------... ..-.....--....
..- ........
..
100, 000
Total.......................................

1,000, 000

Annual
interest
payment at
10 per cent

Compound
Annual
installment interest on
to sinking sinking fund
at 4 per cent
fund

$54,558.069
64,558.069
54, 558.069
54,558.069
54,558.069
54,558.069
54,558.069
51, 558.069
54,558.06
54, 58. 069

$45,441.031 ......
45,441.931
$1,817.677
45,441. 931
3,708.062
45,441.931
5,674.061
45,441.931
7,718.701
45,441.931
9,845.126
45,441.931
'12,050.609
45, 441.931
14,356. 550
45,441.931
16,748.489
45, 441.931
19,236.106

545,580. 690

454,419.310

The payments into sinking fund............................................................
Plus the compound interest thereon.......................................................
Equals the present value as required-......

...........................

..............

91,161.381
454,419. 310
91,161.381
545,580.691
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Assuming that the profit of $1,000,000 was based
reserves of 1,000,000 tons of ore, the unit method of
depletion would give a depletion unit of 54.558069
The recovery of $100,000 of operating profit would
covery of 100,000 tons of ore each year for 10 years,
tion allowance would be $54,558.07 per year.
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upon assumed
distribution of
cents per ton.
require the reand the deple-

HOSKOD'S TABLES NOT BASED ON EQUAL ANNUAL

VALUES

While the values given by Hoskold's tables are such that the assumed return can be paid annually, and the investment amortized
by equal annual installments into a sinking fund, Hoskold does not
attribute equal value to each year's earnings. Hoskold's tables of
value are based upon the economic fact that the present value of
money to be recovered in the future decreases as the period of deferred recovery increased. At 10 per cent and 4 per cent Hoskold's
tables give the value of $5 accumulated in equal annual installments
of $1 each for five years as $3.51 plus, and the value of $6 accumulated in equal installments of $1 each for six years as $3.98 plus,
The present value of the $1 recoverable in the sixth year can be
derived by subtracting the present value of the $5 accumulated in
five years from the value of $6 accumulated in six years. Thus
Hoskold attributes a present value of $0.47 plus to a dollar recoverable six years after basic date. By the above-described method the
present value attributed by IIoskoll's tables to $1 recoverable in any
future year can be derived.
The following table shows in column 2, opposite each year after
the basic date, the value of $1 accumulated in equal annual installments from basic date to the end of the year designated at 10 per
cent and 4 per cent. These figures are taken directly from Hos.
kold's tables.
Column 3 shows the value of $1 per annum accumulated from
basic date to the end of the year designated in column 1. Thus opposite the fifth year we find $3.51 plus as the value at the beginning
of the first year of $5 to be accumulated at the rate of $1 per year
for five years.
Column 4 shows the present value as of basic date of $1 to be
received during each year designated after the basic date. These
figures are derived from Hoskold's tables by the method above described, and represent the different present values attributed by
Hoskold's tables to profits, the realization of which is deferred for
the various periods designated.
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(1)

(4

(4)

Hoskold's 10 Present value
1ent of $1per
and
per
4 per cet annum acun
valuIre
nt
period deogD
sout lated atd, 10 per
cent and 4
in equal
centnsallments per
HBoskold

Period of deferred realization after basic date

lst year-..............

(3)

.................................

Second year..-- ....
......................
..........
.......
Third year..................................................
Fourth year..-.......................
.....................
Fifth year ....
...............................
. .............
Sixth year ..-.............................................
Seventh year.................................-................
Eighth year..................................................
Ninth year....-............................................
Tenth year.........-----.................
.. .......

.
.
.

$0. 90091

84717
792 3
.745178
702675
664641
30410
9940
571280
64581

S0. 09091

1.694352
378978
2.980714
3. 13309
3.987847
4.412875
4.495523
5.141573
&455807

Present value
of $t reOiv.
able in year
derived from
10
Hoekod's
0
per ent and
4 per cent
table

t$.

0ooo91

.785201
.6842
.601736
.63206
.474478
.425029
.382847
.340010
.314234

Reverting to the hypothetical case of the mine which was assumed
to contain 1,000,000 tons of ore recoverable in 10 years at an operat.
ing profit of $1 per ton, we can determine the present value of such
profits for any year without reference to the reserves, the life, or
the assumed estimated profit by multiplying the actual operating
profits earned each year by the value of $1, as shown by column 4
of the above table, for the years of deferred recovery since the basic
date.
Thus if the basic date is 1913 and the present value of profits
recovered in 1923 is desired, the value of $1 in the tenth year is
0.314234, and if $100,000 of profits are recovered in 1923 the present
value of such profits on January 1, 1913, is $31,423.40. This one
calculation is all that is required to determine the depletion and depreciation allowance for any year.
That the aggregate of the present values of each year's earnings
separately discounted by this method will equal the present value of
the aggregate arnings discounted through Hoskold's tables, provided the earnings re recovered in equal annual installments, as
the use of Hoskold's table assumes, is shown by the following table.
This table also shows the distribution of depletion according to the
bureau method.

Operating
profits

Period of deferred realization after basic date

First year..-----

....................................

$100,000.00

Second year -.........................-.................
Third year ........--...
...-.......................
Fourth year...........................
............
....
Fifth year...................................................
Sixth year
................----...
... .
.........
Seventh year.............................................

Eighth year.....................

Ninth year ...............-.......
Tenth year............................................

....................
-................

Total..............................................
Present value per hoskold at 10 and 4 per cent- $545,580.6P.

.

100,000.00
100.000. 00
100,000.00 I
100,000.00
1,00.00.00
100,000.00

100,000.00

Present value
tri
n
Distribution
as of basic
present
of
late of
al
p
operating
ale
operating
Smn 3g
depletion
by bureau
recover
method
during year

i

$90,909.09
78, 526.12
68,462.0
0,173.62
53,265.44
47.447.79
42, 502,89

38, 24. 74

100,000.00
100,000.00

34 005. 05
31, 423.35

1,000,000.00

545, 580, 69

$54,558.06
54, 558.07
54,558.07
54,558.07
54,558.07
54, 558.07
54,558.07

54,558.07

64,58.07
54,558.07

545, 580(9
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As has been shown, according to Hoskold's tables, the present
value of $1,000,000 recoverable in 10 equal annual installments at
10 per cent and 4 per cent is $545,580.69. By dividing this value
by the estimated tonnage, which was assumed to be 1,000,000 tons,
the bureau method attributes the same profit to every ton of ore
recovered. By using Hoskold's tables of present value of money
recoverable in equal annual installments, the bureau method assumes
that the tonnage mined each year will be equal.
In the above table we have assumed that all of these assumptions
are in accordance with the facts. We assume that $1,000,000 is actually recovered in profits arising out of the mining of 100,000 tons
of ore a year. yet the above table shows the annual deductions for
depletion under the method in use do not represent the economic
value attributed to the ore mined each year by the very tables from
which the present value was derived. The depletion allowances
during the first four years are less than the value as of basic date
of the ore mined during those years, and the depletion allowances
during the last six years are in excess of the value as of basic date
of the ore mined.
ANNUAL IiISCOUNTING INVOLVES NO ASSUMPTIONS

The proposed method of discounting annual profits involves no
assumptions. After making proper deductions from operating
profits to cover the use of working capital, the value as of basic date
of the operating profits actually recovered during the year is allowed
as the deduction for depletion and depreciation. Thus, the difference in the economic value of profits recovered in different years
due to the difference in the period of deferred recovery is recognized and the inevitable variation in profits from year to year is
provided for.
ANY SOUND METHOD OF DISCOUNTING MAY BE USED

In discussing the proposed method of annual discounting of actual
profits, it has been compared with results obtained by using Hoskold's tables, because these tables are in use in the Bureau of Internal
Revenue and are used generally by appraisal engineers. This comparison has been made to show that the same results in value are
obtained by this method as would be determined Ly a theoretically
perfect appraisal if all assumptions are verified by subsequent operations and that the distribution of value as depletion and depreciation by the annual method is economically sound while the unit
method in use is not.
It is not necessary, however, to use Hoskold's tables, as any method
of discounting aggregate profits can be applied to actual annual
profits. It must be borne in mind, however, that if discounting is
done by straight compounding of interest a higher discount rate
must be used than would be used if the discount is applied through
Hoskold's tables.
PERCENTAGE METHOD

If the fact that the per cent of operating profits allowable as depletion and depreciation under the annual discount method proposed
is graduated to conform to the difference in the economic value as of
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basic date of each year's profits is an objection to the use of such plan
for taxation purposes, the analytic appraisal can be dispensed with
by the use of what may be called the percentage method of depletion
and depreciation.
The percentage method requires an'estimate of the life of the property which is not required by the annual discount method. With the
discount rate assumed and the life of the property estimated, the
present value factor is shown by Hoskold's tables. In an analytic
appraisal the ratio of the present value to be returned as depletion
and depreciation to the estimated total operating profit is always
expressed by the present-value factor. As actual operating profits
earned equal perfectly estimated profits, the present value factor
shown by Hoskold's tables can be applied directly to actual operating profits as earned. If the actual profits equal the estimated
profits and the life has been accurately estimated, the result of the
direct application of the present value factor to actual profits will
be equal to the results of a theoretically perfect appraisal. Thus the
estimating can be reduced to the selection of the discount rate and
the determination of life and the estimates of reserves and profits
can be eliminated.
The percentage method differs from the annual discount method in
that the percentage method requires an estimate of life, while the
annual discount method requires no estimate of life, and the percentage method returns the same per cent of operating earnings as
depletion and depreciation each year, while the annual discount
method returns a graduated percentage. The graduated percentage
returned by the annual discount method represents the economic
present value of the capital consumed in producing each year's operating profits, while the flat percentage of operating profits returned
by the percentage method represents the average economic value of
the operating profits of all years.
The necessity of estimating life in the use of the percentage method
is a serious objection to this method. Estimating life involves the
necessity of estimating reserves, future plant capacity, and future
demand. The Freeport Texas Sulphur Co. and the American Petroleum Co. of California car
illustrate how the life of property
can be underestimated by o;

:tiraating annual production.

An

underestimate of life results in raising the present value factor for
any given discount rate. If the percentage method is used the allowance for depletion and depreciation should stop when the end of the

estimated life is reached.
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Comparison of depletion allowances on a 10-year, 20-year, and SO-year property
by bureau's method and annual method, using Hoskold's 10 per cent and 4
per cent tables
[Explanation: Annual production-100,000 tons: net operating profit per ton-$1; net
annual profit per ton-100,000 X $1-$100,0CO]

Year

First.........................
Second..........................
Third.............................
Fourth........................
Fifth..........................
Sixth...........................
Seventh........................
Eighth..........................
Ninth..........................
Tenth..........................
Totals for 10 years.........

Annual dis
Annual oper- count factor
ating profit at 10 pr cent
and percent

$100,000
100,000
100,000
100, 000
100, 000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000

0.90900091
.78526125
.68462601
.60173620
. 53265436
.47447781
.42502888
.3824745
.3400 48
.31423350

1,000000 ..............

Value as of
basic datedepletion
annual
method

Hoskold's
10and 4factor
Bureau's
for 30 years allowance
for
- bureau's
depletion
depletion
unit

$90,909.091 0.282893196
78, 52 125 ..............
68,462. 01 ..............
60,173.620 .............
53,265.436
47,447.781
42, 02.888
38, 24. 746
34,605.048
31,423. 350 ..............

$28,289.320
28, 280 320
28,289.320
28,289.320
28,289.320
28,289.320
28,289. 330
28,28. 320
28,289.320
28,289.320

646, 80 691 .............

282 893.200

Eleventh........................
Twelfth.........................
Thirteenth......................
Fourteenth......................
Fifteenth......................

1(00,000
100,000
100, 000
100,000
00, 000

.28640105
.26191666
.24026605
22103016
.2;86f162

28,610.105
26,191.666
24,026.05
22,103.010
20,386. 462

.282893196
..............
..............
..............
..............

2829.320
28,289.320
28,289.320
28,289.320
28,289.320

Sixteenth..-.....................

100,000

.18848444

18,848,444

..............

28,289.320

Twentieth.......................

100,000

.14059823

14,059.823

.............

Seventeenth.....................
Zighteenth. .......-..........--Nineteenth.....

100,000
100,000
100, 000

. 17405200
.16216804
.15086437

17,465.200 ..............
16,216.804 .............
15,086.437 ....-..-.....

28,289.320
28,289.320
28289.320
28,289. 320

Total. for second 10 years..

1,000,000 ..............

203,024.562 ..............

282, 893.200

Totals for 20 years.........

2, 000 000 ..............

748,605.253 ..............

65,786.400

$13,124.787
12,270.890
11,489.140
10,771. 759
10,111. 990
9,503.952
8,942.665
8,422.812
7,941.15
7,494.735

28,289.320
28,289.320
28,289.320
2829.320
2829.320
28,289.320
28,289. 320
2828.320
28,289.320
28, 89. 320

Twenty-first.....................
Twenty-second..................
Twenty-third...................
Twenty-fourth .....-...........
Twenty-fifth-------------....................
Twenty-sixth....................
Twenty-seventh.................
Twenty-eighth .................
Twenty-ninth...-----..
.........
Thirtieth........................

100, 000
100,000
100, 000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100-000
100, 000
100,000

.13124787
.12270890
.11489140
.10771759
.10111990
.09503952
.08942665
.08422812
.07941615
.07494735

.282893100
.-----------....
......----.
..............
.............
..-..--..--------........
..--......-......---...-...............
.. .........

Totals for third 10 years...

1,000,000 ..............

100,074.345 ..............

Totals for 30 years.........

3,000,000 ..............

848,679.598

282,893.200

-............. 848,679.600
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PERCENTAGE METHODS RESULT IN DISCRIMINATION
TAXPAYERS IN SAME INDUSTRY

AMON

Both the unit method now in use and the percentage method
above described result in discrimination among taxpayers in the
same industry. This discrimination is illustrated by the accompanying table.
Assume the cases of A, B, and C, three taxpayers in the same industry. Each taxpayer owned his deposit on March 1 113. and
each is operating in 1923. A's deposit had 10 years' supply on
March 1, 1913. On that date B had 20 years' supply and C had 30
years' supply. The fact is recognized that the differences in the
lives of these properties is a factor to be considered in determining
the discount rate, but we will assume that the characters of these
three deposits are such that the same discount factors are properly
applicable to the three properties. It is also assumed that the
operating earnings of each property is $100,000 per year.
As each of these properties is producing the same amount of
operating profits, the period of deferred recovery of the profits is in
each case the same until the shorter lived properties are exhausted,
and as these operating profits are discounted at the same rate it
would seem that A, B, and C should receive the same allowance for
depletion.
Assuming each property earns an operating profit of $1 per ton,
the depletion allowance to A for 1923, und< either the unit or
percentage method, will be $54,558.07, to B $37,430.26, and to C
$28,89.32.
Under the annual discount method proposed each would receive
the same allowance of $31,423.35.
A's property is estimated to produce $1,000,000 of income in 10
years; B's property and C's property also produce $1,000,000 each
during the same period. B's property will also produce $1,000,000
during the 10 years after the exhaustion of A's property. The
$1,000,000 produced during the first 10 years has a present value of
$545,580.69 in both cases. The present value of the second $1,000,000
recovered by B in the eleventh to the twentieth years, is only
$203,024.56. A's allowance is based on a 10-year average of 54 plus
per cent, while B's allowance is based on a 20-year average of 37.4
per cent and C's allowance on a 30-year average of 28.29 per cent.
Thus, all other factors being equal, the owner of a long-life property
will receive a lower depletion allowance than the owner of a shortlife property under either the unit or percentage methods, while
they will both receive the same allowance under the annual discount
method.

.
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DEI'LETION A.ND D)EI'IRECIATION SHOULiD BE COVERED BY ONE ALLOWANCE

In all cases when the value to be depleted is based upon the present
value of earnings there would be but one allowance covering both
depletion and depreciation.
The capital consumed in converting an ore deposit into operating

profits is the combined value as of basic date of the depreciable plant
tnd the depletable deposit. The useful value of the plant is dependent upon the deposit. The actual physical life of a particular
plant may be longer than the life of the deposit. If the life-of the

deposit exceeds the physical life of the plant, another plant must be
built. If the physical life o(f the plant exceeds the life of the deposit.
the useful life of the plant terminates with the life of the deposit.
The present value of the property, determined by any method of
discounting profits, includes the value of both the depreciable plant
and the depletable deposit, and any separation of these values
involves estimating. By the present method of determining depletable value, by an analytical appraisal, the estimated plant cost is
deducted from the present value of the estimated expected profits
and the residue is the value to be depleted. If the estimated life of
the deposit exceeds the estimated life of the plant, the estimated cost
of one or more additional plants to be erected in the future must be
deducted. The failure to consider future plant costs constituted some
of the most serious errors in the copper valuations. An underesti-

mate of plant cost results in an excessive value to be depleted.
Depletion is determined by the engineering division, and depreciation allowances are passed iuton by the auditors. There may be absolutely no relation between the depletion allowance by the engineers
and tlhe depreciation allowance by the auditors, although the amount
of depletable value, being the residue after deducting depreciable
value from the present value of operating profits, is dependent
entirely upon the amount of depreciable value deducted.
Mr. Grimes, chief of the metals valuation section of the income
tax unit, stated to the committee that depletion and depreciation
should be covered by one allowance.

(168t.)

If depletion and depreciation are covered by one allowance, that
allowance can be determined for any year by either the annual dis-

count method proposed or by the percentage method by applying the
present value factor directly to operating profits actually earned
after operating profits have been reduced by the expected profits on
operating capital.
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COMPUTING

P'ROFJT ON SAJlE

In case of the sale of a mine upon which depletion is computed by
the annual discount method proposed the price received may be
treated as operating profit, which, discounted to basic date, gives the
income to be taxed. There can be no such thing as a loss arising out
of the sale of a mine the value of which is based on profits. The
1913 value being predicated upon profits, any apparent loss is due
to overvaluation as of 1913. If the price received is less than the
actual cost plus depletion and depreciation, the cost becomes the
basis of determining loss and 1913 value is immaterial.
STANDARDIZING DISCOUNT RATES

As has been pointed out, the total lack of any means of determining
the relationship between the estimated profits used ats the basis of
an analytic appraisal and the actual profits which will be derived
from the business makes it impossible to standardize discount rates
for use in analytic appraisals. If the appraisal engineer feels that
he has estimated profits on a very liberal basis, he can overcome that
liberality by the use of a liberal discount rate. If he feels that his
estimate of profits is low, he can offset this low estimate by a low
discount rate.
The cases cited in this report indicate a very liberal policy in estimating profits and a very conservative policy in discounting.
The use of actual profits as the basis of value permits the absolute
standardization of discount rates. Such standardized discount rates
should be required by law to be based upon a most careful and ex
haustive statistical investigation. The material for such purpose is
already in the possession of the Income Tax Unit.
It may be assumed that in purchasing a natural resource for exploitation the purchaser assumes that he will recover back his investment and earn a return upon it equal to at least the average of what
successful operators of such property are earning. The Income Tax
Unit has the evidence of cash sales in the reports of income from
profits and the deductions from losses. It also has the income returned as derived from such property.
Valuations by the use of discount factors derived from such information may be checked with
actual sales, and by using both means standardized discount factors
far different industries can be derived and published.
A comparison of the discount rates applied to the valuation of
property in different natural resource industries, with the earnings
upon invested, capital of representative companies in those industries,
discloses a wide difference, and at least indicates that the discount
rates in use are about one-half of what they should be.
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Thl statistics of actual earnings were compiled from the records
of the special assessment section. These companies were selected
by the committee staff as representative of the industries because
they had been selected by the special assessment section as representative comparatives for special assessment purposes.
Per cont of
net income
to invested
representative companies

rates used by bureau for
Discount
valuation purposes

Industry

Copp'r riining ... ....--..
7 to 10 pIr cent- .---..-..
. --. ------.
-----------.....
..---....
.............-- ......do- .. ....
.
Iron vninli ..--.......--..
...
-.. . 10 peir cmnt midyear .............
----.-------Oil Iprduct ionl-----.......
. .
..... .. .. ... .........
....
production
SNatundtl-ra
nid and iq
Rravel
. ...- . ...
...........
t ... ...............
r
t ......
..... ........
.
......
o -------...........
Salt
iiii +t'IUrlng- . ..... ..... . . ......

14.0
1.0
19.7
19.7
21

23.

It is not contended that the rates of profit shown above should
be adopted as discount rates, but it is contended that these profit
rates of companies selected by the bureau as representative are
so far out of line with the rates in use that the necessity for a
most thorough and careful statistical investigation is clearly shown.
It is not contended that the discounting of actual profits by
standardized published discount rates for the purpose of determining annual allowances for depletion and depreciation will bring
100 per cent perfect results, but it is maintained that the results of
such a method will equal 100 per cent perfect appraisals without
the discrimination due to the varying judgment of appraisers and
the controversy, expense, and delay necessarily incident to appraisals.
AMORTIZATION OF WAR FACILITIES

The
zation
which
The

allowance of tax-free deductions from income for the amorti.
of the war facilities of manufacturers and miners is a subject
demands the immediate attention of Congress.
magnitude of this subject is shown by the following figures:
Number
of
claims

.
Amortization allowances to Apr. 30, 192.---.............................
Amortization claims pending but not acted upon on Apr. 25, 192.............
Total.................................---

S. Rept. 27, 69--1-

9

..-----

-

..--.-

....

Total amount

3,334
178

$596.934,813.28
75,171,169.87

3, 5-12

672, 105,S63 18
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Notwithstanding the tremendous amounts involved, the regulations have contained no adequate statement of the principles to be
observed Li determining amortization allowances. No ruling or instructions for the guidance of either the engineers of the income tax
unit or taxpayers were published until after the expiration of the
time fixed by law for the redetermination of claims. The only published ruling of the solicitor on this subject prior to October, 1925
has been completely ignored, and there has been a total lack of
supervision over the work of the engineers of the income tax unit
engaged in passing on amortization claims.
The failure to observe any well-defined principles as to either the
kind of property the cost of which is amortizable or in measuring
the allowance has resulted in the grossest kind of discrimination
among taxpayers.
The improper amortization allowances are principally upon facilities which have been retained in post-war use by taxpayers, and in
many cases such allowances are in addition to allowances covering
all loss due to reduced post-war replacement value.
These allowances are predicated upon the assumption that all manufacturing capacity above the average requirements of 1921, 1922,
and 1923, but required to meet the irregularity of month to month
and year to year demand, required to participate in the profits of
the years when demand is greatest and profits are highest, required
to replace older facilities as they wear out, and required to meet
the expansion of a growing business, represents a total permanent
capital loss properly attributable to the war years.
In many cases amortization has been allowed on the theory that
manufacturing capacity created by war expenditures constituted a
useless surplus, notwithstanding the fact that the taxpayer had
increased his war capacity by postwar expenditures. Postwar
expenditures to increase capacity held to be a useless surplus have in
al cases been ignored.
While the purpose of the amortization provision was to encourage
the acquisition of facilities for the production of war necessities, .
large part of the allowances are upon facilities acquired by contract
entered into before April 6, 1917.
Amiortization has also been allowed on pre-war facilities in full
operation on April 6, 1917, because they were transferred from a
corporation to its subsidiary or by a group of corporations to a consolidation without any real change of ownership or increase of
capacity for war production.
There has been gross discrimination in arbitrarily allowing amortization for reduced postwar cost of replacement in some cases and in
denying it in *others similarly situated, in allowing amortization to
some transportation companies, while it is generally denied others,
and in allowing amortization on land.
The committee was furnished a list of all amortization allowances
passed by the amortization engineers of the income tax unit to and
including April 30, 1925. The engineers' reports on all cases in
which the total allowance exceeded $500,000 have been examined
by the committee's staff. A statement of the amounts involved in
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each of these cases is appended at the end of this section of their
report.
The following is a summary of the results obtained from a survey
of all amortization allowances in excess of $500,000 each made by the

amortization section (appraisal section) of the income tax unit from
the time the amortization provision of the revenue act became
effective to April 30, 1925.
SUMMARY OF SLUVEY OF ALL AMORTIZATION ALLOWANCES IN Gh01UP' 1

Group 1 includes all amortization allowances in excess of $500,000
each up to and including April, 1925.
TOTALS, OROUP 1
1, Total amount originally claimed.-..----.-----.

----._..

2. Total amonut finally claimed..-----------....----------.
3. Total amount finally allowed.L---.-.....--------------..
BASIS ON WHICI

$450, 844,015. 14

035,934, 23. 10
425,921,945.92

AMORTIZATION I8 ALLOWED--ROUP 1

4. Amortization allowed on property discarded or sold------- 172,62, 445.74
5. Amortization allowed on reduced replacement cost.---...-65,712,505.79
6. Amortization allowed on reduced value in use--..----.... 187,583,994.39
Total---------------------------

---

425, 921, 945. 92

ANALYSIS OF AMOUNT PROPERLY OR IMPROPERLY ALLOWED-GROUP 1

7. Amortization based on solicitor's ruling' and on sound
engineering principles ---------------------------8. Amortization not based on solicitor's ruling -----------9. Amortization not based on sound engineering princples....
Total----------.-

-----

--------------

21, 250, 585.52
136,116,453.66
74,548,906.74
425,921,945.92

STATUS OF CASES IN BUREAU AS OF APRIL 30, 1925--OROUP 1

10.
11.
12.
13.

Closed under 1312 or 1006 agreement -------. .
22,597,789.94
Outlawed cases -----------------------------.
--- _ 117, 778, 885.43
Inactive cases -----------------------------------32, 424, 553.40
Open cases -----------------------------------.
253,120,717.15
Total---------------

----------

Total number of cases covering above total=168.

425,921,945.92

Ituling of Soliitor Hlartson In J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co. August, 1923, 1. T,
2101; C. B. I1-2, 141.
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Analysis of allowances properly and improperly allowed in open or closed
cases--Group I

,,.,,
asts

Allowance based
on solicitor's
ruling
or sound
principles

$146, 007,579.24
. -.........- .....-----...
(a) Legally open -..----- 69,249,00.28
(b) Legally close............---.--...........
Total..........................

215,2A..w55.52
IIIIIC-C----~L

Allowance not
basedruling
on solidcl
tor's
nor
sound principles

Total

$139, 537,691.31
71,,6609

$285,545,270.55
140,376,67&37

210. f665. 60. 40
----

425,921,945.92
--

Al10wane's on (U.searlcd o .sOd property lv 1 not been qloesiln two cases aisIfollows:
tioned, exceptlt
1. Where the allowancm is made on a discarded value based on the
,proposition that while the facility is in use, its value in use is less
than the discarded value.
2. Where the discarded value has been practically guessed at by
applying one estimated percentage to the cost of a whole group of
items of a different character and an obviously different ratio of
salvage value to cost.
Allowances based on reduced postwar replacement cost have not
been questioned except in a few cases where the department's own
rules for applying ratios were broken without an adequate substitute being set up.
Except as above noted the allowances to which exceptions have
been taken are based on reduced value in use of facilities retained
in use. The greater part of these exceptions are based on the ruling
of the Solicitor of Internal Revenue, which has not been followed,
and the remainder on considerations which would seem obvious to
any engineer.
There follows some estimates and conclusions drawn from the
figures above stated.
The following estimates are based on percentages derived from
the actual examination of 168 amortization cases involving allowances of $425,921,945.92 or 71 per cent of the total allowances made
up to April 30, 1925:

Amortization as administered by the bureau
1. The total amount of amortization, which has been, and
probably will be allowed, will closely approximate the
amount of-------------------..
2. The portion of this total allowance, which occurs in open
cases, or cases which can be legally opened, will closely
approximate the dmount of -.----,--------------3. The portion of this total allowance, which occurs in cases
closed by agreement or outlawed, will closely approximate the amount of----------.-.--------4. The amount of improper allowances, which have been, or
will be allowed, if the past methods are employed in
open cases, or cases which can be opened, will closely
approximate the amount of,-------------------.SPECIAL NOTE.-The above improper or questionable allowances may be stopped by prompt action as they exist in
cases which are either open or which can be legally opened.

$647, 27, 945. 72
450,527.231.27
196,749,714.45

220, 172.657.92
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5. The amount of improper allowances, which have been
allowed in cases closed by agreement, or outlawed will
closely approximate the amount of ----------------8PEccAL NOTE.-The above improper allowances occurring
in legally closed cases would appear to lie " water over the
(dam."

99, 693,080.31

The following table shows the distribution of amortization allowances anong industries and the aniount allowed each industry which
is questioned. These figures are depicted graphically by the chart
on the opposite page.
Amortization allow nc<*

-- Group I

SUMMARY, BY INDUSTRIES

Name of Industry

hWr of

casesE

Abrasives .......................
...........
Aluminum-.. ..........................
...
Automobile......................---------.......
Carbon and carbide.............................
Chemicals and dye .............................
Foodstuffs ....................................
Iron and steel.................................
Machinery..................................-..
Machine tools ..................................
Mining........................................

6

Munitions......................................I
OIL.............................................
Scientific industries-....-... . ................ .
Shipbuilding.........---------.......
..............
Shipping........................................

10!
8
1
3
14

Soap........................................ ..
Tires and rubber................................

1

.....

cases

Abrasives...................................
Aluminum.................................
Automobile.................................
Carbon and carbide.......................
Chemicals and dyes.......................
Foodstuffs..................................
Iron and steel.............................
Machinery................................
Machine tools............................
Mining ..................................
Miscllaneous......................
Munitions .............
.........-.

...
..

Oil ...-....
-.............
..........
Scientific industries-............. ....... --

1
1
2
1
4
7
37
20
8
10

I

Shipbuilding........- ...................
Shipping..................................
Soap ................
.............
Tiresand rubber

Orand total..........................

--

4,495,424.97 ...-----..

20,479,455.62
17,916,103.89
2,377,789.21
75,698,144.5
19,641,048.48

6
10

...

1, 628, 347.11

Total
amount
i

quest one
()

$777,204.14
6,438, 538.16
1,649, 436 52
6,316,956.01
13,026,981.46
7,640,92810
85,458,345. 00
22,442, 849.35
4,726,562. 05
12,807,483. 0
1,628,347. 11
2,205, 628. 74

139,6537,691.31i

1,44,983.73
71,127,669.09

Percentage
Percentage Percentage
allowed
questioned
allowed
allowed
to grand Iquestioned
in open
total
to total
cases to

allowed, allowed in
A+t425,021,- industry
945.92
D+A

0.24
3.66
1.67
1.54
3.51
1.92
38.59
7.38
1,40
4.2
1, 03
6.22

11,698, 148. 51
095,000 13

36
14
1
1

22,822 861.23
5,276,17. 43
3,330,936.67
1,464983.73
,

17.77
4. 1
.94
.47

210, 666,36040

100.00

16

(0)

1, 98, 530. 66
207, 098.18
10,349,334.16
1,348,914. 35
954, 000. 13..........
6, 75, 46. 21
16, 247,393,02
3,175, 309.14
2,100,861.29

8
1

.

I

3,997,848.67
3,330,936.67
2,016,194.30 ........

168-- 425,921,946.92

Number of

Name of Industry

(B)

Amount
(luestionod
closed

1 $1,002,977.30
$777,204.14 ................
1 15,589,614.39
0, 438, 538.16 ...............
2
7,137,987.80 ......
-...
$1,649,436.62
1
6,561,762. 09 ................
6,316, 56. 01
4 14,958,552.52
13,025,981.46 ...............
7
8,159,o64.00
4,671, 221.20
2, 69,706.84
37 164,348,177.57
65,137,809.
20,320,536.19
20 31,454,227.32
11,141,490. 9
11, 301,35&8.6
6,956,614.15
1,443,077. 3 I
3,283,484.62
10 18,130,060.09
10,618,889.29
2,288,593.77

Miscellaneous ..............................

Grand total....................

Amount
question
e

Total
Numowan
owan)

4.21
.56

total allowed in
industry,
B+A

77.49
77.49
41.30
4L 30
23.11 ...........
96.27 ..........
87. 08
87.08
93. 64
57. 2
52.00
3.63
71.35
36 42
79.35
24.23
70.64
58.02
.22 ............
8. 33
7.55

65.29
40. 12

67. 7
40.12

30.15
2. 86
83.32
72.66 ........

8.69
10.17
83.32

49.46

32.78
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STATUTORY PROVisION

Practically all amortization allowances have been made since the
enactment of the Revenue Act of 1921, under subdivision 8 of section

234 of that act, which provides as follows:
In the case of buildings, machinery, equipment, or other facilities, con-

structed, erected, installed, or acquired on or after April 6, 1917, for the productlon of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war against the
German Government, and in the case of vessels constructed or acquired on or
after such date for the transportation of articles or men contributing to the
prosecution of such war, there shall be allowed, for any taxable year ending
before March 3, 1924 (if claim therefor was made at the time of filing return
for the taxable year 1918, 1919, 1920, or 1921), a reasonable deduction for the
amortization of such part of the cost of

tsuch facilities or vessels as has been

borne by the taxpayer, but no;again Inclu'ilig any amount otlhrwise allowed
under this title or previous acts of Congress as a deduction In ctmnputiig net
income.

At any time before March 3, 1924, the commissioner may, and at the

request of the taxpayer, shall, reexamine the return,

mid if Ihe then finds as

a result of an appraisal or from other evidence that the deduction originally
allowed was incorrect, the income, wr-profits, and excess-profits taxes for
the year or years affected shall be redetermlned and the amount of tax due
upon such redetermination, if any, shall be paid upon notice and demand by

the collector, or the amount of tax overpaid, if any, shall be credited or refunded to the taxpayer in accordance with the provision of section 252.

PURPOSE OF AMORTIZATION
The provision for amortization was first included in the revenue

act of 1918. We were then at war. The maximum production of
war necessities was required. The maximum increase in the facilities for such production was essential. Capital invested in such
facilities represented proper capital charges so long as war conditions continued, but the fact was recognized that some of the capital
values of war investments in manufacturing facilities would disappear with the restoration of normal postwar conditions. Such
loss of capital value is actually an expense or cost incurred in producing the income of the war period.
In the absence of this provision the capital invested in war
facilities would be recoverable, tax-free, only through the allowance
for depreciation, which is spread over the life of the property, or
as an allowance for the loss of useful value, which may be taken when
the facility is discarded. It was recognized by Congress that depreciation, spread over the life of facilities acquired at war costs for
war production would not permit a sufficient deduction from the
gross income of war years, so that such income would reflect the true
net income of those years, and that without the relief afforded by
the amortization deduction taxpayers would be taxed at the high
war rates upon apparent but not actual profits.
The purpose of this provision was not to permit deduction of capital invested in facilities in addition to depreciation, but was to permit such a spread of depreciation as would reflect in the capital
account the actual postwar capital value of facilities acquired during
the war. This purpose is accomplished by permitting the deduction
from the income of the war years as an expense of those years
amounts which had been charged to capital, but which represents
values, which were lost by the termination of the war conditions.
Properly construed, this provision permits the recomputation of war
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income by spreading over the war period the capital losses which
occurred at the close of the war as incident to the operations of war
years instead of leaving such losses in the capital accounts of the
taxpayer to be spread over the life of the property as depreciation.
PURPOSE oF STATUTE TO STIMULATE PRODUCTION IGNORED

The statute expressly limits the right to amortize war capital
losses to those sustained upon facilities "constructed, erected, installed, or acquired after April 6, 1917, for the production of articles
contributing to the prosecution of the war." From this limitation
it is obvious that the purpose of this provision was to stimulate the
production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war by
encouraging lthe construction, erection, installation, and acquisition
of the facilities required for that purpose. It is also obvious that
the purpose of this limitation was to bar the application of the
amortization deduction to facilities which were not acquired after
we entered the war and to facilities not constructed, erected, installed, or acquired for the purpose stated. It was manifestly the
purpose of Congress to deny this privilege with respect to faciities
which had been acquired prior to our entrance into the war for
the purpose of participating in the huge profits being realized from
the manufacture and sale of articles to the Allies.
PRE-WAR COMMITMENTS IGNORED

A very substantial portion of the amortization allowances have
been upon facilities contracted for in 1916 but not completed and
paid for until after April 6, 1917. Such facilities, having been
contracted for prior to April 6, 1917, were acquired for the purpose
of participating in the profits incident to the sale of materials to
the Allies, and were not acquired for the purposes contemplated by
this act.
Regulations 62, article 183, provides-In the case of facilities the construction, erection, installation or acquisition of which was commenced before April 6, 1917, and completed subsequent
to that date, amortization will be allowed with respect only to that part of

the cost incurred on or after April 6, 1917, and which was (or should have
been) properly entered on the books of the taxpayer on or after that date.

It required a considerable period of time after contracting for a
large building or large units of equipment for the construction and
installation of such facilities. Such facilities were seldom, if ever,
paid for in advance. Such contracts usually call for payment upon
completion, or for progress payments during the progress of the
work. Thus practically every large claim for amortization includes
allowances upon facilities for the construction or acquisition of
which the taxpayer was bound by contract prior to April 6, 1917,
but which were not fully paid for on that date. In such cases it has
been the uniform practice of the income tax unit to allow amortization upon the payments coming due subsequent to April 6, 1917.
The committee's staff has made no attempt to segregate the costs
amortized on facilities contracted for prior to April 6, 1917. A
very large percentage of the cost amortized in the United States
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Steel Corporation case falls in this class, and special attention is
called to the following cases of amortization allowed on ships:
Atlantic Coast Co.-Three schooners contracted for before April 6, 1917.
Atlantic & Pacific Steamship Co.-Amortization of $1,029,223 allowed on
a steel vessel contracted for February 17, 1917.
Atlantic Refining Co.-Amortization of $2,365,958 allowed on four steel

transfers all contracted for in 1916.
Luckcnback Steamship Co.--Amortization has been allowed on four vessels
contracted for in 1915 and 1916. Amortization amounting to $449,000 has been
allowed on original contract price. Costs on account of changes and extras

during the war period are not questioned.

While contractual commitments prior to April 6, 1917, have not
been considered by the Income Tax Unit in determining whether a
capital expenditure was amortizable, such cormiitments have been
considered in spreading the amortization allowance as a deduction.
Regulations 62, article 185, provides:
The amortization allowance shall be apportioned (a)

in cases where the

property was employed in the production of articles contributing to the
prosecution of the war, over the respective accounting periods of the taxpayer,
having reasonable regard to his gross and net income, and where separately
ascertainable the income from the facilities upon which amortization is
claimed, between January 1, 1918 (or If the property was acquired subsequent
to that date, January 1 of the year in which acquired), and the actual or
estimated date of cessation of operations as a war facility, and (b) in cases
where the property was not completed in time for use In the production of
articles contributing to the prosecution of the war. on the basis of the expenditures made on account of which amortization is allowed
BERWIND)-WHITE (COAL MIXING CO.

In the Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. case (761), the plant
was not completed until after the close of the war, and under the
above-quoted regulation the amortization should have been spread
over the war years in proportion to the expenditures upon the
plant amortized.
This plant was amortized on the basis of 47.4 per cent value in
use. The 1919 expenditures upon the plant were $218,653.27, and
47.4 per cent of this amount is $103,641.65. Thus, if amortization
had- been spread upon either actual cash expenditures or payments
which became due, which is the basis used in determining the
allowance of amortization upon items contracted for prior to April
6, 1917, the amount deductible from 1919 income would have been
$103,641.65. The amount which this taxpayer was permitted to
deduct from 1919 income was $333,299.95, which decreased the tax
about $180,000 more than the decrease would have been had
amortization.been spread on the basis of actual payments or the
maturity of obligations.
The representatives of the bureau maintained that the distribution made in the Berwind-White case was proper, and in accordance
with the regulations. They contended that a "commitment" was
tantamount to an expenditure, and that this taxpayer had made
commitments in 1919 which were used as the basis of spreading
the amortization allowance.
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In addition to the Berwind-White case, amortization was spread
on the basis of commitments in the following cases:
Name of taxpayer

Date of report

Jones & Laughlin Steel Co.... ....
.................--.....--....-....
Oct. 24,1923
Midvale Steel & Ordnance Co...........................................Feb. 18,1924
. I. du Pont do Nemours Co............................................. May 24,1923
American Steel & Wire Co ..................................... ....
.........
..
. ...

Amount of
$28,13, 771.08
24, 028,20.34
25,601,44.
10,916,9.08

This statute makes no mention of either "expenditures" or "commitments." The statute provides for the amortization of "costs."
It is obvious that the word "cost" should not mean one thing when
the right to amortize is involved and something else when the spread
of amortization is involved. If taxpayers are to be allowed to deduct
amortization from the income of war years, on costs paid or obligations matured since the close of the war, because they became bound
by commitments during the war, the same rule should be applied
to commitments entered into before the war, and amortization should
be denied on facilities contracted for before April 6, 1917.
What has been said is not to be understood as implying that it
has been the consistent policy of the Income Tax Unit to spread
amortization allowances on commitments, instead of upon payments
or matured obligations. There has been no definite po icy with
respect to any phase of the subject of amortization. The method of
spreading amortization in the case of the amortization allowance to
the McKeesport Tin Plate Co. proves that there has been gross
discrimination in spreading, as well as in allowing, amortization.
The McKeesport Tin Plate Co. built a new power plant and
scrapped an old one, as did the Berwind-White Co. The McKeesport Co. claimed the right granted the Berwind-White Co. to spread
its allowance on the basis of commitments, but this right was denied
the McKeesport Co. and it was required to spread amortization on
payments.
AMORTIZATION ON PREWAR FACILITIES

This statute has been construed by Income Tax Unit to allow
amortization upon the mere legal fiction of acquisition, where there
was no increase in productive capacity for war purposes, and where
the acquisition and subsequent discarding of plants was for the sole
purpose of consolidating an industry and killing competition.
NATIONAL ANILINE & CHEMICAL CO.

The amortization allowance of $9,912,740.08 to the National Anilinq & Chemical Co. is a case in point.
This company was organized in May, 1917., for the purpose of consolidating the property of seven going chemical companies, located
in seven different eastern cities. The property of each company was
appraised for the purpose of consolidation by a committee of engineers employed by the group. Each property was taken into the
.d. Rept. 27, 69-1--10
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consolidation at its appraisal value, and the stockholders of the old
companies exchanged their stock for the stock of the new company.
The appraised value of the old plants was $18,669,800. There
appears to have been war expenditures of $1,451,873.57, which may
be properly amortizable, but the balance of the costs amortized was
the appraised value of going plants, whose capacity for the production of war articles was in no way affected by the consolidation.
During the war period these plants were continued in operation.
After the close of the war, the consolidated company concluded to
abandon all of their plants, except one located at Buffalo. The
allowance of $8,258,989.43 was based upon the difference between
the going concern value, at which these discarded plants were taken
into the consolidation, and their dismantled scrap value. To have
offered the surplus plants for sale, as going rclncerns, would have
preserved competition, and would have delfated the luirpoe ol
the consolidation.
Thus this taxpayer was enabled to get rid of competition and dispose of a pre-war surplus capacity and was permitted to deduct the
loss it voluntarily assumed to accomplish these purposes from its income, as the amortization of war facilities, although the amortization
allowed upon these plants did not involve one cent expended to create
a capacity for the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war.
As has been said, there was a war expenditure of $1,451,873.57 for
new facilities, but there is nothing to show that these facilities are
not in full use in the enlarged Buffalo plant.
Assume that A is the owner of an old shop equipped with obsolete
machinery. Before the war this shop was practically valueless because it was too inefficient for economical operation. During the
war high prices permitted the profitable use of this obsolete plant.
At the close of the war the plant can be no longer operated. A dismantles the plant, and having made no war expenditures has nothing
upon which to base a claim for amortization.
If, however, A organized a corporation and turned this plant over
to the corporation in exchange for its capital stock, under the principle applied in the National Aniline & Chemical Co. case, he can
amortize the difference between the value at which this plant was
exchanged for stock and the scrap value of the dismantled plant.
Furthermore, under the principle applied in that case he can
amortize down to scrap value, even though he could realize more
than scrap value by selling the plant as a going concern.
SOLICITOR'S RUIJNG

The allowance of amortization in the National Aniline & Chemical
Co. case is approved in principle by a ruling of the solicitor in another case (S. R. 2195). (Cumulative Bulletin III-2, 143.)
Prior to April 6, 1917, the 0 company contracted with a shipbuilder for the construction of a steamship, which was delivered to
the O company on April 17 1917. Seventy-four per cent of the cost
of this vessel had been paid prior to April 6, 1917, and the balance
was paid subsequent to that date.
Under the regulations to which attention has been called the 0
company could claim amortization on the 26 per cent of the cost
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paid subsequent to April 6, 1917. In August, 1917, the O company
organized the M company, to which it transferred title to this steamship in exchange for the entire capital stock of the M company and
a note of the M company for more than the 0 company paid for the
ship. This note was subsequently paid. The ship was sold by the
O company to its subsidiary, the M company, for nearly 50 per cent
more than the 0 company paid for it.
Amortization was claimed to the M company, based upon the
difference between the cost of this ship to the O company and its
postwar replacement value. The amortization section threatened
to disallow this claim on the ground that the sale was not bona fide
and that the 0 company would only b( entitled to amortization based
upon the 26 per cent of the cost paid after April 6, 1917.
The solicitor held that \notwithstanding the facts that the ship
wai contracted for by the 0 company prior to April 6, 1917, and
74 per cent of the cost paid before that date; and that the O company
owned all of the stock of the M company, the M company was entitied to amortization based upon the full cost of the ship.
The surprising thing about this case is that the M company did
not claim amortization based upon what it paid the O company for
the ship, as under the principles applied by the solicitor this cost
would be amortizable.
In this case no new facility came into existence. The tonnage
of available shipping was not increased by one ounce. This ship
was acquired and 74 per cent of its cost paid by the O company prior
to April 6, 1917. Under these conditions the O company was entitled to no amortization under the provisions of the act, although
under the regulations the O company could claim amortization on
the 26 per cent of the costs paid subsequent to April 6, 1917. Now,
by merely organizing a subsidiary, the M company, and by transferring the title to this ship to it, the O company, through this subsidiary, is allowed amortization based upon the entire cost of a ship
acquired before April 6, 1917, and 74 per cent of the cost of which
was paid prior to that date.
AMORTTIZATION BASED

N OWNERSHIP OF CORPORATE STOCK

In many cases amortization has been allowed on the property
of corporations which produced no articles which contributed to
the prosecution of the war. In such cases the allowance has been
based upon the fact that the corporate stock of the taxpayer was
owned by a corporation which either produced articles contributing to the prosecution of the war or owned the stock of a third corporation which produced such articles. It is very clear that the law
makes the right to amortize war losses dependent upon the use for
which the taxpayer acquired the facilty, and not upon the ownership of the taxpayer's corporate stock.
AMORTIZATION OF PIAILROAD, PIPE LINE, AND HOUSING FACILITIES

Railroads generally have been denied amortization. While barred
by the law, as construed by the regulations, the solicitor, and the
courts, amortization has been allowed upon railroads, pipe lines
housing, and other facilities, the use of which merely contributed
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to production, but which did not actually produce articles contributing to the prosecution of the war, when such facilities were owned by
corporations whose stock was held by another corporation which
did produce such articles, or owned the stock of a third corporation
which produced such articles.
The provision limiting amortization to facilities " for the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war," has
been uniformly held by the solicitor and the Federal courts, to bar
railroads from the privilege of amortizing their capital war charges
Regulations 62, article 183, provides:
The allowance may be deducted only by taxpayers who after April 6, 1917,

have constructed or otherwise acquired plant or other facilities for the actual
production of articles contributing to the prosecution of lie war. It is not
sufficient to entitle the taxpayer to the allowance, that the nature of his bust.
ness i such as to contribute to the production of articles. For example, a
taxpayer, such as a railroad, whose business activities are confined to transportation (other than water transportation) is not entitled to the allowance.
A taxpayer, the nature of whose business is the actual production of articles.
however, may claim the allowance with respect to +he cost of all buildings,
machinery, equipment or other facilities which were 2,onstructed for use or
which were used in connection with the production of such articles, both in
the acquisition and transportation of raw material, the actual process of manu.
facture or other conversion, and the transportation and marketing of the finished product.

in 1921, the Solicitor of Internal Revenue held that a railroad
corporation is not entitled to amortization. This opinion is L. O.
1074 published in Cumulative Bulletin, December, 1921, page 159.

In this opinion the solicitor says:
It is recognized by Congress that the phraseology used in the statute in regard to the amortization allowance on buildings, machinery, equipment, and

war facilities is not sufficiently broad to admit of an allowance of facilities
used for transportation. The act as originally passed by the House (H. R.
12863), in respect to amortization (sees. 214 (a) 9. 234 (a) 8), did not contain the language in respect to ships now found in the statute but provides for
the allowance in the following language:
" In the case of buildings, machinery, equipment, or other facilities constructed, erected, installed, or acquired on or after April 6, 1917, for the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war there may he
allowed a reasonable deduction for the amortization or such part of the cost
*"
*
of such facilities as has been borne by the taxpayer
In the report of the Senate Committee on Finance dated Decembr 6, 1918,
the following remarks are made in respect to amortization:
"In the paragraph relating to amortization allowance (sees. 214 (a). 234
(a)8), was feared that the language was not broad enough to include vessels
devoted to war purposes, and provision has therefore been made for amortization allowance in the case of vessels constructed or acquired on or after April
6, 1917, for the transportation of articles or men contributing to the prosecution of the present war."
The amendment referred to in the Senate committee report resulted in the
existing provisions of the statute.
Therfreoe Congress recognized that the language used in the first part of the
section was not sufficient to embrace transportation facilities and advisedly
brodened the section only in so far ns to include ships.
While the additional facilities purchased by the M railroad company enabled it to meet the extraordinary demands occasioned by the war, they are
not such facilities as may be said to have been used for the production of
munitions manufactured by the companies whose plants were built in the
vicinity of its right of way. Transportation can not be regarded as a part
of production and this is evidently the construction which Congress intended
should be put upon the statute.
It is held that where railroads constructed additional track lines, sidings.
stations, roundhouses, and repair shops, and purchased additional locomotives
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and cars in order to meet the demands on such roads occasioned by the war,
no allowance may be made for amortization, as those facilities do not fall
within the classes enumerated In section 234 (a) 8 of the revenue act of 1918.
The entire allowance for amortization claimed by the M railroad company

should therefore be denied.

In the case of the Hampton & Langley Field Railway Co. v. Noel,
collector (300 Fed. 438), decided June 1i, 1924, the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, decided that a
railroad company was not entitled to amortization. The reasoning
of the court follows the reasoning of the solicitor in the opinion
that I have just read.
'The facts in the case before the court were as follows:
The facts show that the plaintiff, hereinafter spoken of as the
railway, is a public service corporation, organized under the laws
of Virginia in February, 1917. Between the middle and the latter
part of 1917 it built approximately 31/ miles of standard-guage
railroad, starting at Hampton, Va., intersecting the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway at the edge of the town, and running to the outer
boundaries of Langley Field aviation station, belonging to the
United States. At this terminus there was a physical connection
with the Government tracks running into the aviation field. At its
inception the railway used rolling stock leased from the Newport
News & Hampton Railway Gas & Electric Co., but at the peak of
war activities the latter company, finding itself in need of all its
equipment, withdrew its rolling stock, necessitating the purchase by
the railway for its own account of such equipment as its business
demanded. Accordingly it purchased, after April 8, 1917, two electric passenger cars and one electric locomotive, paying in the aggrregate therefore the sum of $34,400. The passenger cars were used in
hauling passengers from Hampton to Langley Field, and the locomotive in drawing freight cars received from the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway from the point of physical connection with that cormpany's line to the outskirts of the aviation field, where the cars were
delivered to the Government authorities and drawn by means of a
steam locomotive, operated by the United States Army, to the desired points in the aviation field.
Notwithstanding this ruling and decision by the Federal Court,
amortization amounting to $2,789,185.49 was allowed to common
carrier railroad corporations whose stock is owned by the United
States Steel Corporation and its subsidiaries.
There was an attempt to justify this allowance upon the ground
that these companies were owned by the United States Steel Corporation.
There is nothing in the law which bases the right of a taxpayer
to amortization upon the ownership of its capital stock.
Under the act, the right to amortize property depends upon the
date of its acquisition and the use for which it was acquired. The
solicitor and the court had held that the transportation of articles
is not the production of articles. The regulations, however. permit
amortization upon transportation facilities, provided the taxpayer
was engaged in the business of producing articles contributing to the
prosecution of the war. It is unnecessary to consider the soundness
of this regulation, which would allow amortization upon railroad
facilities, provided they were owned by a producer of articles, while
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it denied amortization upon the same kind of facilities, used for the
same purpose, if owned by a railroad company. In the United States
Steel case the corporate taxpayers were not producers of articles.
In each instance they were railroad companies having no different
status than any other railroad corporation, except that their stock
was owned by the United States Steel Corporation.
The United States Steel Co. produced nothing, but it is the owner
of the stock of other corporations, which did produce articles contributing to the prosecution of the war. Thus, we have railroad
companies allowed amortization, because their stock was owned by a
corporation, which owns the stock of another corporation, which
comes within the class entitled to amortization.
In his recent ruling in the United States Steel case, Solicitor Gregg
has ruled that the railroads owned by the United States Steel C,.
are not entitled to amortization, but his ruling does not effect the
allowance of amortization to other railroad companies similarly
situated.
The following tabulation shows allowances to railroad corp rations, which were made upon the ground that their stock was owned
by corporations which were eligible to take amortization.
Owner of railroad company stock

Railroad company

Am o unt

$131, 55.98
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co ...........
Colorado & Wyoming R. ft. Co.------------..
7, 572.70
-Cuban-American Sugar Co---.--....
Chapana R. R. Co-------.....-----.--..---16, 241. 38
..- .....-.
.. Jones & Lughli ..Aliquippa & Southern R. R. Co..- - 120,710.50
...
.......--..
do ...
...
Monongahela Connecting it. R. Co -.-. ..310,188.77
U.tah Copr Co. ..
... ...Bingham & Garfield RC. Co..
252,756.97
ing Co...
United Verd Extenon
.
Arizona Extension R. R. Co........
1,557,036.30
_-1...,
-------------------------.---Tt l ...................................--.

The above allowances were found in cases involving total allowances of $500,000 and over. Many similar allowances can doubtless
be found in cases involving less than $500,000, as it was the policy
of the engineering division to make such allowances notwithstanding
the rulings of the solicitor and the decisions of the courts until this
question was brought to the attention of this committee.
PIPE LINES

There can be no sound distinction between railroads and pipe lines
owned by pipe-line companies. Both are common carriers, furnishing transportation, and a pipe-line company is no more a producer
of an article contributing to the prosecution of the war than is a
railroad. rif the following cases. involving over $500,000, amortization has been allowed to pipe-line companies on the ground that their
stock was owned by oil-producing companies.
Pipe line company

Owner of pipe line company

aloued

2,044,142.65
Tex Co..........-------------- -----................-----T xas Pipe Line Co.....--- ----110,847.66
..--------------------.....
. do--.
Texas Pipe Line Co. of Oklahoma..---------4,296.96
.
Oil
Co...........................
Sun
-----....
..--.Sun Pipe Line Co---....---259,468.72
..------------- Sinclair Oil & Refining Co-............
Sinclair Cudahy Pipe Line Co.
Total..--...------..-----------.-----.

.............-----------

-- ..........

2,418,755.99
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HIOU'SINO

A corporation which erected houses during the war is clearly not

entitled to amortization, and no amortization has been allowed upon
housing, unless the stock of the housing corporation was owned by
a corporation, which is eligible to take amortization.
In his recent ruling in the United States Steel case, Solicitor
Gregg has condemned such allowances for housing to subsidiaries of
the United States Steel Co. Such allowances were made in the
following cases involving over $500,000.
mount
claimed

Parent company

Housing company

Watson Hill Development Co., Quincy, Bethlehem Steel Corporation.. $245,624.87
Mass.
-........ 11,823.21
Steelton Plant, Bethlehem Steel Co., Steel-- .... do .......... ..ton, Pa.
1,021,957.89
United
States
Steel
CorporaTennessee Land Co., Tennessee-...........
tion.
Chicka aw Land Co., Chickasaw, Ala.......-.....do......................
3,111,640.70
Gary Land Co., Gary, Ind ---.......... .-...
do.-----....----....
-33,790.84
946,145,65
Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Co.
The Clyde Co., Clyde City Calif -..--...
317,349.77
Westinghouse Air Brake House Building Westinghouse Air Brake Co...
Corporation Pa.
261, 19Q 05
Youngstown Sheet & Tube
Buckeye Land Co. (various locations) .....
Co.
Total..

.............

...........

.

-...............--- --....-.

.

5,949, 537.88

Amount
allowed
$245,624.87
7,674.72
341,096.59
2,671,477.28
33,790.84
735,008.12
165,846.68
226,803 57
4, 42, 821.67

I The engineer's report Is rather ambiguous on this item. The taxpayer owned the Buckeye Land Co.,
which was the holding company for certain housing facilities, hut it is not clear whether the facilities upon
which amorti.tion was allowed were erected or constructed by this holding company or the parent comp(*ny.
TANK AND REFRIGERATOR CARS

There is no legitimate foundation for the provision of the regula
tion, quoted above, basing the right to amortization upon the business of the taxpayer, instead of upon the use for which the facility
was acquired. The law provides that the allowance shall be upon
facilities "acquired for the production of articles contributing to
the prosecution of the war."
The courts have held, and the solicitor has ruled, that transportation facilities of railroads are not amortizable. Regardless of the
soundness of this ruling it is clear that if the transporting of articles
in cars owned by a railroad is not such a part of production as to
make the cost of such cars amortizable, the fact that the same cars
are owned by the producer of the article does not alter the character
of transportation as an element of production. If transportation is an
element of production, within the meaning of this law, all railroads are entitled to amortization. If transportation is not an element of production for amortization purposes, transportation facilities, regardless of who owns them, are not amortizable.
While amortization has been denied railroads, except when their
stock is owned by a corporation which produced articles contributing to the prosecution of the war, and while even these allowances
are condemned by the solicitor, amortization has been allowed upon
tank, refrigerator, and other railroad cars, in cases involving allowances exceeding $500,000, as follows:
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Taxpayer
La Belle Iron Works ...........-..-..............
Republic Iron & Steel Co. ... . . ...... .........
Proctor & Gamble-......................
.........

Sun Co .................

Allowed

Facilities

................

Gondola, tank and hopper cars ...-...
Cod cars ..
.............
r...
.........
Tank cars ......
.............

do..................................

Sioclair Oil Co...............
.............
. . ..
do .............................
Pure Oil Co .....................................
.....do.................................
Cincinnati Abbatoir Co ..........................
Refrigerator cars...........-........
'
Indian Refining Co .......
... .....-............. Tank cuts..............................
Midland Refining Co...................-........... .-- do......................------.....
.
Pierce Oil Co
--............. --.--...-.
...............
do............
........
Jones & Laughlin Steel Co .....................Ilopper cars and bodies...............
Do...--....- --..........
. ...... ....
. Gondola cars ...........................
Do.---...-.--..............
. ............
Freight cars ...........................
Do-------..................................
Gondola cars............----------...........

$72,000.98
159,127. .4
1........
,6 34.(20.13

1...........
103,
734.00

320,793.96
789, 559.59
52, 730.32
3W,121.28
256, 70. 16
4...........
437.820. 65
66,777.83
6, 704. 11
,0171

4-51

. Coke cars..... ...- ---.......... ..........
Do ------...........................
Do .............. .......
....----........
op r cars........................
Do ......
-.................---------....
I Car bodies ......................-......
Total ......

............

..

....... .....

...........-...

..-.....

....

...

C.82.

94

4,777,917.00

What has been said with reference to railroad cars, owned by a
producer, has equal application to pipe lines, owned directly by oil
producers. Pipe lines owned directly by the Pierce Oil Co. were
the subject of an allowance of $832,508.85 for amort ization.
AMOI:TIZATION ALLOWANCES

ON LAND

The allowance of amortization on land was discussed before the

committee.

When asked if amortization could be applied to land,

Mr. Gregg, solicitor for the bureau, answered as follows:
No, sir; we have ruled specifically thatit

does not apply to land (p. 3185).

It was also admitted before the committee that amortization on
land had been allowed in some few cases among which were: Todd
Shipyard Corporation, Trojan Powder Co., J. H. Williams & Co.,
Guantanamo Sugar Co., South Porto Rico Sugar Co.
In course of our investigation of amortization cases containing

allowances of over $500,00 each, the committee's staff has discovered other important instances where amortization has been
allowed on land.
These cases are tabulated below, showing the name of taxpayer,
cost of land, and amortization claimed and allowed on the land:
Amortization
Taxpayer and location ol land

Cost

American Locomotive Works, Chester Pa-.................. $229,047.32
Moore Shipbuilding Co., Oakland, CaSif.....................
741,350.74
Morgan Engineering Co., Alliance, Ohio, plant.............
60,883.74
Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Co., San Francisco, Calif. (town of
Clyde) ......--_
- ....
100,000.00
National Carbide & Carbon Co., Clarksburg, W. Va., plant .
9,808.16
National Carbide & Carbon Co., Fostoria, Ohio, plant ......
2,690.84
National Carbide &.Carbon Co., Scranton, Pa. (Helios works) .
5,861.24
Niles Bement & Pond Co., Kearney, N. J........-.........
372,771.00
Federal Shipbuilding Co, Kearney, N. J...---.............
1,759, 687.94
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y...............
248,320.51
Skinner & Eddy Corporation, Seattle, Wash................. 1,840,892.35
Great Lakes Engineering Co., Detroit, M-ch....... ........
719,149.70
Jones & Laughlin, Pittshurgh, Pa..........................
49,980.00
Worthington Pump & Machine Co., Holyoke, Mass...........
178,527.86
American Shipbulldln Co., Chlcngo plant.._..............
7,014.84
Allegheny Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa ...........................
125,000.00
Total .................................................
6,669,494.10

Claimed

Allowed

$54, 047. 32
1148,720.00
15,701.40

4. 047.32
135, 00.00
14,401.40

85,000.00

80, 500. 00

7, 801.69

6, 837.23

2,023.80
1,732 3
4,692.25
4, 92.25
232,421.00
232,421.00
392,331.32
200.847.72
102.320. 51
62,947.04
S1,450.072. 9 1,318,247.81
1479,708.67
436,0099.70
31,397.44
18, 82.56
39,975.00
39,475.00
4,918.84
4. 18.84
75,000.00
45,000.00
3,287,507.27

2,664,007.71

* Nothing could be found in the engineer's report to indicate the exact amount claimed. It Is assumed
that the claim is at least 10 per cent more than the amount allowed, therefore this (10 per cent) has been
used.
*Includes roadways and fences.
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It can be seen from the above figures that even in the cases
examined allowances in excess of $2,600,000 have been made. Of this
amount the allowance of about $300,000 is in legally open cases and
may be corrected. The balance of $2,300,000 is in either outlawed
cases or in cases in which the commissioner has signed an agreement
with the taxpayer under section 1312 of the act of 1921 or section
1006 of the act of 1924.
Whether land is a proper subject of amortization under this act
may be a debatable question, but a proper administration of the act
demanded an early ruling on this question and the allowance or
disallowance of amortization on land in all cases. The .practice of
the Income Tax Unit in holding land amortizab. in some cases,
while holding it not amortizable in others, is the worst kind of discrimination.
Millions of dollars have been lost by farmers who purchased land
at inflated war values, but, with the exception of two large sugar
companies, no allowances upon farm land have come to the attention
of the committee's staff.
Further inequity as between taxpayers is very apparent in this
matter, as numerous cases are noted where amortization on land is
denied. For instance, in the Lincoln Motor Co. case an allowance
was refused on land in face of the usual appraisal evidence of a loss.
AMOUNT PROPERLY AMORTIZABLE IS CAPITAL Loss

The loss sustained upon facilities installed for war production,
but which were sold or discarded because not needed, or not suitable
for use in the taxpayer's postwar business, is clearly a capital loss
attributable to the war period.
As to facilities installed during the war and retained in postwar
use, the question to be determined is what value have these facilities
which can be properly carried in the postwar capital account of the
taxpayer. The difference between the war cost and the postwar
value in the business of the taxpayer is the amount by which the
capital account should be credited, and the expenses of war years
debited, on account of capital charges, that the capital account may
reflect the real postwar value of the facilities acquired during the
war period, and that the taxable income of the war years may reflect
the real profits of those years. It is this difference between war
cost of facilities installed during the war period and the postwar
value of such facilities to the taxpayer which is properly allowable

as amortization.
COMPUTATION OF AMORTIZATION

Regulations 62, article 184, provides for the computation of
amortization allowances, as follows:
* * * The total amount of the amortization allowance is the difference
between the original cost of the property if constructed, erected, installed, or
acquired on or after April 6, 1917; or if acquired partly before and partly after
April 6, 1917, then that part of the cost incurred on or after April 6, 1917, and

properly entered on the books of the taxpayer on or after that date, less any
amounts deducted for depreciation, losses, etc., prior to January 1, 1918, and
the value of the property on either of the bases indicated below:
(1) In the case of property which has been sold or permanently discarded,
or which will be sold or permanently discarded before March 3, 1924, the
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value shall be the actual salt price or estimated fair market value as of the
date when the property was or will be permanently discarded plus a reasonable allowance for depreciation in case the property is used in the taxpayer's
business after the close of the amortization period. Such fair market value
shall be established by Investigation of engineers of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, if such investigation is deemed advisable.
(2) In the case of property not included in (1) above, the value shall be
the estimated value to the taxpayer in terms of its actual use or employment
in his going business, such value to be not less than the sale or salvage value
of the property, and not greater than the estimated cost of replacement under
normal postwar conditions less depreciation and depletion. Upon the basis of
the costs prevailing at the latest pre-war date at which a reasonable normal
market existed, the commissioner shall in respect of basic material and labor
costs determine and publish ratios of estimated postwar costs of replacement,
and a taxpayer shall use such ratios in computing a claim for a tentative allowwnce for amortization. Such tentative allowance may be redetermined on or
before March 3, 1924, at the request of the taxpayer or by the commissioner.
Special record of all property falling in (1) above, must be preserved by
the taxpayer, and the commissioner must be notified with the next tax return
(a) if, after having been in good faith permanently discarded or dismantled,
property shall in any case be restored to use because of conditions not foreseen or anticipated .t the time it was discarded; or (b) of the selling price,
If sold.
BASIS OF ALLOWANCES

The allowances aggregating $425,921,945.92 examined by the
committee's staff may be segregated into three classes, determined by
the basis on which the allowance was made, as follows:
Allowed on property discarded or sold .--..---..$172,625, 445.74
65,712,505.79
Allowed on reduced replacement cost--------------------Allowed on reduced value in use----------------187, 583,094.39
Total

------.

.----------------------

425,921,945.92

ALLOWANCES ON PROPEiRTY DISCARDED OR SOLD

The regulation quoted above is clear as to how the allowances on

property discarded or sold are to be determined. The determination of allowances on this basis is simple, as the sale or scrap value
of such property is readily determined.
It will be noted that the regulations provide that when property
amortizedl as discarded is subsequently brought back into use or
sold the taxpayer shall report the facts in his next tax return.
Both the law and regulations are silent as to whether amortization allowed upon discarded property which is afterwards brought
back into use shall be treated as taxable income and, if so, whether
it shall be taxed at the rate at which it would have been taxed had
it not been amortized or at the rate applicable to the year the property is returned to use. Only one case out of over 200 has come to
the attention of the committee or its staff where property amortized
as discarded has been reported as returned to use. In this case the
amortization allowance was revised. Such revision can not be made
where the statute no longer permits it, and the law is silent as to
how such income shall be treated.
ALLOWANCES BASED ON REDUCED COST OF REPLACEMENT

It is clear that if facilities acquired during the war can be replaced
after the close of the war for less than the war cost a capital loss
eqcal to the difference between the war cost and the postwar cost
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of replacement has been sustained and that such loss is properly
amortizable. No such allowances have been questioned by the committee or its stuff, except in a very few cases, for special reasons.
LAXITY OF IUREAU IN REVISINfI RATIOS FOR DETERMINING POSTWAR
REI'LACEME NT COSTS

While allowances based on the difference between the war cost of
a facility and the normal postwar replacement cost of the same
facility are manifestly proper ani within the scope of the statute,
the method of handling this subject by the bureau shows laxity and
inaccuracy.
The bureau's method of computing amortization due to lowered
postwar replacement cost may be briefly stated as follows:
First, determine the cost of the facility as of June 30, 1916.
Second, classify this facility under one of the standard 16 classifications, as, for example, " Electrical machinery and equipment."
Third, multiply the cost of the facility as of June 30, 1910, by
the ratio of pastwar cost to cost as of June 30, 1916, as shown by the
published ratios for that specific classification under which the
facility falls. The result will be the normal postwar cost of the
facility.
Fourth. subtract the normal postwar cost thus obtained from the

actual war cost, and the result will be the amortization allowable
due to lowered postwar replacement cost.
The published ratios on which the above method is based were
published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue in the spring of 1922.
as follows:
All ratios are expressed in percentages based on prices as of June 30, 1916.
(A) Ratios for computing estimated postwar cost of replacement of
buildings, vessels, cars, tanks, blast furnaces, open-hearth furnaces,
annealing furnaces, electric furnaces, coke ovens, and construction
of all kinds:
1. Lumber-IPer v'unt

240
---..
(a) Hard ---------.----...-----....----.
175
-------.-----------..
Soft-.--.,_.-- _
()
60
--.. ---------------------------2. Structural steel-...3. Building materials (other than lumber and structural steel)-- 225
4. Steel (other than structural steel) and steel products.---- - 90
-------------------------- 150
--.-5. Building equipment160
6. Labor (all classes)-....--....--------------------(B) Ratios for computing estimated postwar costs of replacement of
machinery and equipment:
130
7. Electrical machinery and equipment--------------..---175
8. Engines, turbines, compressors, and similar facilities ..----.
9. Pumps-----------------------------------------135
160
.------.----.---... ... .......
.
_. -..
10. Boilers .......
dpment-11. Transmission
135
pulley, hangers, etc -----------------(a) Shaft
100
--------------------------------(b) Belti u
12. Machine tools and small tools (machine tools are considered as
that class of metal-working machinery which can be used on
130
----------both cast iron and steel) --------13. Woodworking

machinery. --

----------.-----

--------- -----------14. Textile machinery-.---15. All other machinery (including cranes)(a) Machinery, the cost of which did not exceed
10 cents per pound'as of June 30, 1916----------(b) Machinery, the cost of which did exceed
.
10 cents per pound as of June 30, 1916--..----.--10. Office furniture and equipment.--.---.-----------------

I

155

155
120
130
125
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The above ratios were published over the signature of thu Cormmissioner of internal Revenue and approved by the Secretary of the
Treasury under date of May 19, 1922.
T. 1). No. 3333, which contains the ratios quoted above, also includes this statement:
The purpose of establishing these ratios is to fiellitate the 1prparatioii
and examination of claims aid to bring about, to such extent as may be
practicable, uniformity as to the basis of claims.
The allowance based
thereon will be purely tentative and subject to -tdetermination in accordance
with the prolsion of the law.

These published ratios were actually prepared late in 1921 and
in the early part of 1922. We may assume, therefore, that they
are based upon) postwar prices as of about Janimary 1, 1922.

it

will be noted from the above quotation that the ratios were " purely
tentative," yet no revised ratios have been prepared or published.
Mr. Gregg, in his ruling on' the United States Steel case,
published October 26, 1925, states as follows in regard to postwar
replacement costs:
* * * It is the opinion of this office that as a general rule he prices for
determining postwar replacement costs should )w taken as near to March 3, 1924,
as is practicable, having in mind the selection of a time within the period
from Marcth 3, 1921, to March 3, 1924, when the prices to be decided upon
are not affected by abnormal conditions but are nearest normal.

Mr. (Gregg's statement would clearly lead us to the conclusion that

the ratios established as of January 1, 1922, could not possibly meet
the requirements laid down by him.
Further, the engineering division of the bureau implies that these
ratios should be discarded, as is shown by their statement in the
ruling above referred to:
If these ratios are now disregarded, as it appears should be done In the
redetermination of amortization claims,

*

*

*

etc.

From the above we must conclude that all determinations of
normal postwar replacement costs are " purely tentative " and inaccurate, because ratios prepared as of January 1, 1929, cannot possibly
consider conditions up to and including March 3, 1924, the close
of the amortization period. The allowances on this basis alone
exceed $6: ,00,0000.
Further, the bureau shows serious laxity in not revising these
ratios, as of March 3, 1924, and publishing same on or about that
date. Over one year and nine months has elapsed since a revision
of these ratios should have been made, and there is still nothing
published on this subject.
In regard to the Bureau's method of computing the loss due to
lowered postwar .replacement costs, as outlined above, it is the
opinion of the Committee's staff, that this is unnecessarily complicated and productive of errors.
The bureau's method requires the computation of the June 30,
1916, replacement costs of all items. It requires the computation
of ratios showing the relation of June 30, 1916, cost to normal postwar cost. It requires the classification of all items into 16 groupsall of this to secure the postwar replacement cost.
It is just as easy, in fact easier, to get the normal postwar replacement cost as of March 3, 1924, direct as it is to get the June 30, 1916,
replacement cost. This direct method would then give us our
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answer at once and eliminate all the other work of ratios, classifications, and arithmetical computations.
For present purposes we would recommend that in determining
normal post-war replacement costs the ratios be discarded and the
replacement costs he computed directly as of March 3, 1924.
ALLOWANCES BASED ON REI:DCErI VALE'. IN

iTUs

Approximately half of the enormous sums allowed for amortization are based upon loss of value in use. This class of allowances
have been the subject of thorough discussion before the committee,
and with the exception of the cases herein mentioned, in which the
fact is specifically noted that the allowance was on other grounds,
all allowances the propriety of which has been questioned by the
committee or its staff have been based upon reduced value in use.
NO IREUL.\'AIONS

NOR RULINGS

AND

NO

IUNIFORM

NOR

CONSISTENT

PRACTICE

Regulations 62, which were in force during the period when practically all amortization allondances were made, furnish no further
guide for the determination of amortization upon property which
has not been sold or discarded than the statement that "the value
shall be the estimated value to the taxpayer in terms of its actual
use or employment in his going business," which shall not be less
than the salvage value nor greater than the post-war cost of replacement. As to how the value of property " in terms of its actual use
or employment" is to be ascertained, the regulations are silent.
While the amortization provision was first inserted in the 1918
act, it was not until August 19, 1)93, that the first ruling by anyone
in authority interpreting this provision of the regulations was made.

This ruling was made by Solicitor Hartson in the J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co. case and condemned the basis upon which every
large amortization allowance for reduced value in use had been
made. This ruling was not published until November 3, 19!4, eight
months after the expiration of the period within which redetermination of amortization allowances could be made. Although this
ruling was made seven months before the expiration of the period

within which redetermination could be made, there was not only no

attempt to redetermine allowances made upon the condemned basis,
but this ruling has not been followed in a single case, not excepting
the case in which it was made. (3147-3152.)
UNITI

STATES STEEIrL CORPORATION

The principle involved in allowances for reduced value in use of

facilities retained in use were thoroughly discussed before this com-

mittee in connection with the amortization allowances made to the
United States Steel Corporation. (lOtS.) In this case the staff of
this committee took exception to $27.96.02.14.01 of the amount
allowed on facilities used in the post-war operations of this tax-

payer. This item involved a difference in tax of $21.438.51:3.69.
The total allowance for nniorization to this taxpayer was $55,063.312.(0. No exception was ta ken to the allowance of $27,-
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136,987.89 allowed upon facili0: sold or dliscIrdetld and to cover the
reduced cost of replacement of w:ilities retained in use. The allowances to which exceptions were taken were based entirely upon the
claim of reduced usefulness of facilities actually retained in postwar
use after full allowance had been made for the loss upon such facilities due to reduced postwar cost of replacement.
Hearings were had on this claim before the committee at different
times from December 15, 1924, to January 7, 1t5. The representatives of the bureau conceded that the allowances excepted to were
made upon a,basis condemned by what wais then the only published
ruling on this subject. It wa claimed, however, that the engineering division intended to submit this case to the solicitor's office on
other questions, and this allowance might have been caught and

stopped by the solicitor.
The fact is, however, that the principles applied in this case were
those generally followed in all large cases and that an agreement
had been made by the engineers of the Income Tax Unit with th;s
taxpayer whereby it was agreed that thi3 allowance w as a l&'perlnently closed matter which would not be reconsidered. Immediate"
after this case had been fully discussed before this committee ;lhe
Commissioner of Internal Revenue ordered that it be reconsidered.
Preliminary to its reconsideration it was submitted to the Solicitor
of Internal Revenue for his ruling on 16 qucs!ions involving th!'
fundamental principles involved in every amortization allowance.
PInNCIPiOs NoT PUBLISHED UNTIL OCTOBER, 1925
The solicitor's ruling in this case, published on October 26, 1925,
eight years after the amortization provision was inserted in the law,
and a year and eight months after the close of the period within
which amortizationallowances could be redetermined,constitutes the
frst official statement of the principles which are to govern the
determination of amortiztiion allowances ever promulgated by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue for the guidance of either the taxpayers
interested or the engineers whose duty it is to pass on these deductions. Thus amortization aggregating approximately $600,000,000
is allowed before there is any authoritative definition of the principles which are to be applied to its determination. Th , 'is a clear
case of " locking the barn after the horse is stolen."
DETERMINATION

OF STEEL CASE DOES NOT AFFECT GENERAL
SIrrTUATION

Even though the United States Steel (case is being redetermined,
this redetermination does not affect the other large cases in which
amortization was allowed on the same basis as in the United States
Steel case.
The redetermination of the United States Steel case will not affect
allowances made on the same basis, aggregating approximately
$140.376,675.37, in cases in which a reassessment of tax is barred
by the statute of limitations or by agreements under sections 1312
and 1006.
In addition to the allowances in the United States Steel case,
allowances aggregating about $230,000,000 have been-made in cases
involving over $500,000 in which a reassessment is not barred by the
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statute. In some of these cases the right to redetermine amortization is doubtful by reason of the provision of the amortization statute
limiting redeterminations to March 8, 1924.
Sound principles can be applied to cases not yet determined and
in cases in which a redetermination was requested or initiated prior
to March 3, 1924, but not yet made. This class of cases involves approximately $828,000,000. The application of sound principles to
these cases will, however, constitute a gross discrimination against
these particular taxpayers unless the whole subject is reopened.
The unsound allowances are largely confined to the larger cases.
A redetermination of the cases involving allowances $250,000 and
over will cover 95 per cent of the improper allowances, but will
not involve the reconsideration of more than 289 cases.
The allowances for amortization for loss of value in use of facilities retained in use in all large cases are based upon principles which
are so manifestly unsound and the failure of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue to publish any rules even suggesting that amortization would be allowed upon the basis applied in large cases is so
discriminatory to smaller taxpayers that Congress should enact
legislation requiring the reconsideration of at least the larger cases
and clearly defining the principles applicable to the determination
of proper deductions for amortization.
BUREAU

METHOD OF DETERMINING VALUE IN USE OF FACILITIES
RETAINED IN POSTWAR USE

Amortization for loss of useful value applies only to those facilities which have been retained in use by the taxpayer in his postwar
business and does not involve allowances for facilities discarded or
sold because they were not suitable or not needed for postwar operations. The propriety of the latter class of amortization allowances
has not been questioned.
Amortization for loss of value in use as considered in this report
does not include allowances to cover loss in value due to a lower
postwar cost of replacing facilities acquired during the war,
Amortization for loss of value in use is based upon use only. It
applies only to facilities retained in use and is distinct from the
loss due to reduced cost of replacement.
It appears that prior to 1922 it was the policy of the amortization
engineers to determine value in use, by determining the usefulness of
war facilities in the regular postwar business of the taxpayer. The
first engineering reports in the cases examined by the committee and
its staff, mde in 1920 and 1921, rejected claims for amortization for
reduced value in use when the facilities were found to be actually
in use in postwar operations.
DE LA MATER MANUAL

In November, 1922, S. N. De La Mater, then chief of the amortization section, prepared a "Manual of Amortization Section."
This manual was never published for the information of taxpayers.
It does not appear to have been approved by the commissioner. Inasmuch as the methods for determining amortization prescribed in
this manual were later condemned by the solicitor, it is assumed that
it was not submitted to the solicitor.
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According to this manual the value in use of any particular facility acquired during the war is to be determined by comparing its
average production during 1921, 1922, and 1923 with its maximum
capacity for production.
If a facility is capable when used to full capacity every working
day from January 1, 1921, to December 31, 1923, of producing
50,000 tons of product and the actual production during that period
was 40,000 tons, such facility was considered to have an 80 per cent
value in use. If the war cost of such facility was $100,000, but it
could be replaced after the war for $80,000, the value in use is com.
puted to be 80 per cent of $80,000, or $64,000, and the amortization
is war cost $100,00 less $64,000, or $36,000.
The method prescribed by this manual of determining the amorti.
zation allowable on the war expenditure for facilities ty determining the value in use of the particular facilities acqured during the
war has only been applied in the smaller cases.
METHOD APPLIED TO LARGER CASES

The method generally applied, and always applied in the larger
cases, has been to assume that the particular facilities acquired during the war period have the same value in use as the taxpayer's facilities generally regardless of comparative age or efficiency.
The method is to determine what per cent of the total capacity of
the plant or department, consisting of both prewar and war facilities, is equal to the average production for the years 1921, 1922 and
1923. This per cent is assumed to be the per cent of value in use.
In some cases this per cent is applied to the war cost, and in some
cases it is applied to the postwar cost of reproduction to determine
the value in use. The war cost, less the value in use, is the amortization allowed.
GROUPING OLD AND NEW FACILITIES FOR VALUE IN USE DETERMINATIONS
IGNORES COMPARATIVE AGE AND EFFIENCY

This method of determining the value in use of facilities installed
during the war by averaging the capacity and production of all of
the taxpayer's facilities was condemned by Solicitor Hartson.
In his ruling in the J. J. Case Thresh'ing Machine Co. case Snlicitor Hartson says:
In determining the value In use, It is necessary to determine such valul
to the specific facilities erected or acquired for the production of articles cE
tributing to the prosecution of the war.

In the same ruling he also says:
Unless it be 'shown that after the amortization period the war facilities
were to a certain extent not needed, no reduction in value in terms of use
is shown.
This ruling of Solicitor Hartson is modified by the ruling of
Solicitor Gregg in the United States' Steel Corporation case, in which

he says:
It is realized by this office that in many cases it is impracticable, because
of the exceedingly large number of facilities involved and because of the
absence of proper records as to such facilities, to make an examination and
and comparison of each specific facility; but such examination should be made
wherever practical. The more often the examination and comparison can be
made of individual facilities the more nearly accurate will be the determination
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Where the examination of tile Individual facilities is not

practicable the examination should be made by groups of machines or by
departments ot the buqsness in accordance with the following general method.

That Solicitor Gregg realiz s that the usefulness of a facility
installed during the war may not le represented by the average use
of all of a taxpayer's facilities is shown by the following quotation
from his ruling in the United States Steel case.
Where the amortized facilities are In postwar use In connection with similar
lpre-war units, if records are obtainable of the actual amount of use given to
each of the groups, the value in use of the amortizable items should be based
upon the actual amount of use received by them. It such records are not

available, and the value of the amortlzable items has to he based on the total

amount of use given both groups combined, a decision should be reached as
to whether the amortizable items are in better condition, or capable of more
economical operation to such a degree that their value in use is greater than
that of the older prewar units, and i' such is found to he the case, their
ialue in use .should be ascertained accordingly.

All of the taxpayers to whom the larger allowances for amortization were made were going concerns before the war. They all had
facilities of age and condition varying from practically new to scrap.
There was no attempt made in any of the larger cases to determine
the actual usefulness or comparative remaining useful life of the
facilities amortized for loss of useful value.
It was contended by the bureau that in the larger cases the segregation of the facilities amortized and the determination of the usefulness of those particular facilities was impracticable. (1084.)
It
is clear that a taxpayer claiming the right to a deduction for loss of
value in use should be required to assume the burden of proof and
show to the satisfaction of the commissioner the facts necessary to
sustain his claim.
Solicitor Gregg's ruling actually means that where a taxpayer is
unable to show the use of a l)parti(lar facility upon which amortization is claimed a method which he recognizes as unsound may be used
to determine the amortization allowable.
The amortization allowances to the Berwind-White Coal Mining
Co. and to the Firestone Tire Co. are excellent illustrations of
the fallacious results obtained by mingling old and new facilities
for the purpose of determining value in use by this ratio of production to capacity method.
The Blerwid-i'Whlite Coal Mi nhig Co.
This company installed a new power plant at its mine during the
war upon which it was allowed amortization amounting to $373,401.12, based upon loss of value in use of 47.4 per cent.
The pre-war facilities of this taxpayer consisted of three power
plants, containing several generators of varying sizes and ages,
aggregating 9,000 kilowatts capacity. The war plant was a modern
plant consisting of two 5,000-kilowatt generators, or a total capacity
of 10,000 kilowatts. The war plant went into operation immediately
upon completion and has been operated continuously ever since.
The connected peak load of the war lnt was within 500 kilowatts
of its capacity, and as the demand for current was increasing at the
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rate of about 450 kilowatts )pr year the full capacity of the war
plant has now been absorbed.
he war plant this taxpayer detertheetion
Soon after te co plion
limed thatat he old pre-war plant could not be efficiently maintained,
even as a reserve. The pre-war plant was written off the taxpayer's
books, and the residual value in the pre-war plant was taken as a
deduction from the taxable income of 1920. In 1920 an additional
10,000-kilowatt generator was acquired and installed in the war
plant as a reserve unit.
The war plant was determined to have a value in use of only
52.6 per cent, on the theory that combining the capacity of the old
pre-war plant with the capacity of the war plant the company had
a capacity of 19,000 kilowatts, or 47.4 per cent more than it then
needed.
When this determination was made the company had already
abandoned the old plant and had acquired the postwar plant.
Although this taxpayer had, by abandoning the old plant, determined that it had no value in its postwar business, the income tax
unit method of determining value in use gave this abandoned plant
the same value in use as the new war plant, thus reducing the value
in use of the war plant.
When an old facility is supplanted by a newer facility. the only
capital loss to be written off the capital account is the residual undepreciated value of the old facility. This taxpayer was permitted to
deduct from the 1920 income e e difference between the amount at
which the old plant was carried in capital account and its scrap value.
That deduction wiped the old plant out of existence for income-tax
purposes. Yet, after permitting this deduction eliminating the old
plant in determining atiort izat ion, the old plant was considered to
still be properly chargeable to capital at the same useful value as
the war plant.
Thus, although this war plant was the only plant owned by
the taxpayer which could be economically operated, and was in full
use to 95 per cent of its rated capacity, and although its full rated
capacity would be reached in one year, it was considered to be surplus
capacity and to represent a loss to the extent of 47.4 per cent of its
cost, because the company had on the scrap pile, charged to scrap,
a collection of antiquated plants which could not be economically
operated.
FIRESTONE TIRE (CO

This taxpayer was allowed amortization for loss of value in use
amounting to $1,461,983.73, in addition to amortization upon discarded facilities amounting to $551,210.57. The propriety of the allowance upon discarded facilities is not questioned.
Among the facilities amortized for reduced value in use was plant
II. This plant cost $2,551,974.59. It was held by the engineer to
have a value in use of 78 per cent. This value in use was later
reduced, as the result of a conference with the taxpayer, to 74 per cent.
This determination meant that the taxpayer had use for but 74 per
cent of the capacity of this plant, and therefore 26 per cent of the
cost, or $663,513.39, was a capital loss properly amortizable as an
expense of the war period.
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The facts with reference to the taxpayer's postwar use of this plant

are set forth in the report of the income tax unit engineer, who made
this allowance, as follows:
This is a new and fully equiplid plant

erected

in 1917 and 191.

equipped for the manufacture of the smaller sizes of tires.

it

is

As a unit for the

production of these it did no:. come into full use during the war, but was used
for other war work, as previously explained. At the time of the engineer's
visit this plant was in use to practically full capacity, two shifts a day, and it

is reasonable to suppose that approximately similar conditions have existed in
the past and will exist In the future during the busy season.
These conditions indicate that the floor space in this plant is somewhat in

excess of the present needs. On the other hand, it must be considered that this
plant is busy for two shifts out of three each day during the busy season. It
is not contended that the building is as full of machinery as might be possible,
but it is believed that It is nearly as full as is practicable if it is desired to

have a light, clean, well-ventilated plant. It may not be necessary to store
tires or rubber in the building, but it is a convenience, and conveniences have
a value.

On one point there is no doubt. Plant II is a permanent improvement. It
may have unused capacity for one-third of the time, but it is a well-equipped
and laid-out piece of machinery for manufacturing fabric tires. The handling
costs are kept at a minimum, and as compared with plant I it shows the
difference between a plant which has been designed for a definite purpose
with the experience of a number of years behind it and a plant which has
grown up by additions and rearrangements through a number of years.

The

taxpayer has applied a general activity ratio to this facility as a whole and
has further that both plants Nos. 1 and 2 be treated as a whole. This
method of application is conceded to be reasonable, and an amortization of
22 per cent of cost is recommended on the total cost of plant No. 2.

It will be noted that notwithstanding the fact that it was necessary to operate this plant double time to meet the demand for production 26 per cent of the capacity of this plant was determined by
this method to be a useless surplus of capacity.
One of the most expensive and most important machines used in
the manufacture of rubber is what is known as a massing machine.
This machine is used to mix old and new rubber into one mass. Prior
to the war this taxpayer had 55 of these machines. During the war
period 21 massing machines were added, and after the war the taxpayer installed 18 more. The 21 maIlines were held to have a postwar vahle in use of 74 per cent. Thus by the bureau method live of
the machines installed during the war were held to constitute value-

less surplus capacity, notwithstanding the fact that this taxpayer by
the purchase of the postwar machines had determined that its business required not only the full war installation but 18 additional miachines.

It will be noted that the allowances in these cases are condemned
by the rulings cf both Solicitor Hartson and Solicitor Gregg, yet
neither these cases nor allowances made in many other cases under
similar circumstances where war facilities are in use to their full
capacity and the war capacity has been increased by postwar additions are effected by the reconsideration of the United States Steel
cas<\
M3'IK ESI'tRT TIN PLATE C'0.

T'lie discrimination between taxpayers, which results from the (determination of value in use on the basis of the postwar i-o )f tlhe
specific facility in some cases andi on the basis of the avern't re of lihe
capacity of ol and new facilities in other cases, is clearly brIought
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(,iut by a comparison of the determination of the Berwinld-White case
and the case of the MlcKeesport Tin Plate Co.
During the war period the McKeesport Tin Plate Co. installed a
new boiler plant consisting of 12 boilers. The old pre-war boiler
plant was obsolete and was retired from use as the new plant was

completed. Thus, their situation was identical with that of the
Berwind-White Co. All of these boilers were used in rotation, but
the income tax unit determined that the postwar business of the
taxpayer required only nine boilers and that the postwar value in
use of the plant, was 781/ per cent. This determination was made
by comparing the capacity required with the total capacity of the
new war plant. Had the method followed in the Berwind-White
case been applied to this case, the required capacity would have been
divided by the combined capacity of the old and new plants instead
of by the capacity of the new plant alone. IIad the method used in
the Berwind-White case been applied to this cause the value in use
would have been about -13 per cent instead of 781/3 per cent. This
difference in value in use amounts to about $1,000,000 in amortization.
The comparison of these two similar cases shows the vast difference in the amortization resulting from the application of different
methods to taxpayers similarly situated.
The value in se in the McKeesport case was later reduced to 721/
per cent, but this was the result of a compromise agreement and
not the result of any engineering computation.

Thie method of handling the McKeesport case was not the result of
a change of policy, as this determination was first made prior to
the allowance in the Berwind-White case and the case was reconsidered and affirmed subsequent to the determination in the BerwindWhite case.
I'IRESENT 1,1: Ito'S NOT MEASIZRE FUUTIIE1: USEFULNESS

While the ruling of Solicitor Gregg that the comparative condition and efficiency of facilities grouped for amortization purposes
must be considered very clearly covers such cases as the Berwind-

White case. it is not clear that this ruling -ives any consideration to
future use fulniess.
Ti',
full value of a present excess of capacity may be realized
when capacity is reduced by the retirement of pre-war units or
through the future growth of the business.
One of the questions submitted to Solicitor iregg in the United
States Steel case was as follows:
In the determinationi of value in u.se should the period March 3, 1921, to
March 3, 1924,'be takeii ,s indicvntive of inorml lpostwalr co.ndiitions. or should
conditions either prior orsubsequent to that period be given considi'ratioi

In reply to this question Solicitor Gregg says:
Since the final date for the ending of the war was fixed by congressional
resolution as March 3, 1921, the postwar period for amortization purposes began
on March 3, 1921, and ended on March 3, 1921. It is clear that the value in
use of a facility does not depend upon the use to which it is put on any given
day, but should be arrived at by a consideration of the use of the facility over
a period of time. It is therefore the opinion of this office that as a general
rule tile average use given to a facility over tle period from March 3, 1921, to
March 3, 1924, is indicative of the value in use of such facility. However,
where evidence exists that any one of these years, such. for Insance, as the
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year 1921. Is manifestly not !ndlcative of normal postwar conditions, the uo of
the average of l h
the facility durlnri
such year many be disregarded artn
taken.
of t hi jerioi may 1he,
veriima iter

After stating that h(le comparative condition and elliciency of prewar and war facilities must receive consideration, this rulinlr s.Avs

(italics ourss:
If, on the other hnUt11,d'it is satisfactorily proven thti thi' axipayei hits mpleh
pre-war facilities for all of its postwar conmnierelul requirements of equal olic(len'y to those required for war work, consideration should he given this factor

in ascertaining thli value in use of ltie amortized ftucilities. In till such ci
taes
the extent to which facility's are in iuse shall be <nu::id'red s bsutantifii
proof
that the ruthir of their use is in direct' proportion to the' amountofof
.ts qlivcn
them unless it in di'ftnitefl <fstabli.'hd that such u sr 1us a lotwe'r or higher
in individual ('15c.
raln' by r.'ton
of the peculiair con lions

In all the value in use determinations which have been made the
future use or usefulness of amortized facilities has been completely
ignored. Solicitor Gregg's ruling makes no niention of future use or
uisefllness as anl element of vilue to be considered. The alcove (l1otations from hils riling strongly indicate that use during the period
March 3, 1921, to March 3, 9)it, is tile basic factor to be considered
in determining value in U ',, and while lie states that present condition and efficiency are to le considered lie (oes not state that 'comparative life or future usefulness are to he considered, or how a d(et'irmiination of value in use is to lie modified b)y comparative life and
future usefulness if these elements ' f value are considered.
The following hypothetical case illustrates a situation coul
on to
most of the larger allowances.
Assume a taxpayer had five blast furnaces on April 6, 1917. the
respective ages of which were 19 1, l3, t, and 8 years, each of
which had an annual capacity of 125.000 tons. lTh total capacity
of the five furnaces is 625,000 tons. Assume that the useful life of
such a furnace is 20 years.
In 1918 the oldest furnace rea hies the end of its useful life and is
replaced by a new furnace which cost $1,000,000. We will assume
that at the close of the war period this furna'e had been just completed and went into operation with a useful life of 20 years ahead
of it, during which time it can produce 2,;00,00( tons. At the same
time pre-war furnaces have, respectively, 3, 0, 9, and 11 years of
useful life ahead of them. If the pre-war calait y is to be maintained, it will be necessary to rebuild furnace No. 2 in 1921. furnace
No. 3 in 1924, furnace No. 4 in 1927, and furnace No. 5 in 1929.
During the remainder of their useful lives No. 1 can produce 375,000
tons, No. 2 can produce 750,000 tons, No. 3 can produce 1,125,(000
tons, and No. 5 can produce 1,375,000 tons.
At the close of the war period this taxpayer has an annual capacity
of 625,000 tons, but in 1921 the production is only 300,000 tons, in
1922 it is 400,000 tons, and in 1923 it is 600,000 tons. The total
production for the three years is 1,300,000 tons and the average
annual production is 433,333 tons. The average annual production
for 1921 1922, and 1923 is thus 69.3 per cent of the annual capacity
-at the close of the war. According to the method generally used,
a furnace built during the war is thus determined to have a value in
use of 69.3 per cent. If value in use is based on war cost, the value
in use is 69.3 per cent of $1,000,000 and the amortization is $307,000.
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If value in use based on postwar cost of reproduction, the 'value in
use is 69.3 per cent of $800,000, or $554r,1j)0, andl tlhe :imortization is
the difference between $:55,,400 and $1,000,000, or $ I ,)t00.
It will be noted that by this method no greater value is attributed
to i new furnace capable of producing 2,5(00,000 tons during the
remainder of its useful life than is attributed to the oldest furnace
capable of producing only 375,000 tons during the remainder of its
useful life, although the new facility will actually be capable of
66.6 times as much use as the old facility during the balance of its
useful life.
It will be noted that the taxpayer is assumed to have a required
capacity of only 433,333 tons, with which it could not produce the
600,000-ton production of 1928.
If the year 1921 is eliminated, as Mr. Gregg states it should be,
if it is abnormal, averaging production of 1922 and 1923 will give a
required capacity of 500,000 tons and a value in use of 80 per cent.
A capacity of 500,000 tons will not produce the product of 1923.
It will be noted that the construction of this furnace merely
maintained and did not increase the taxpayer's pre-war capacity.
It will be noted if the taxpayer does not rebuild the furnace
which will reach the end of its useful life in 1921 his capacity will
be down to 500,000 tons in 1921, and if lie does not rebuild the
furnace which will reach the end of its useful life in 1924 his
capacity, including the new furnace, will be down to 375,000 tons
in 1924.
If there is postwar construction, any excess of capacity will be
due to that instead of to the building of the war furnace. If there
is no postwar construction, the war facility will be the only furnace

fit for use by 1929. It is clear that there is no capital loss in this
case, although there may be a loss of income due to a premature
investment.
This hypothetical case is typical of the cases in which the bulk
of all allowances for loss of useful value have been made, and it is
not clear that even under Solicitor Gregg's ruling in the United
Slates Steel case amortization for loss of useful value would not be
allowable ill suilch I case, even though the.l'

is actuaiilly nio capital loss.

As lilts lbeeni said, lit typical case is that of a taxpayer having a
plant or plants with facilities of various ages anl states of deficiency.
At the close of the war period the war installations were the newest,
the least effected jbyage and weir, thie most modern, and the most
highly efficient. facilities with but one year of remaining useful
life, and which ciln not be economically operated except during
periods of high prices, are, however, figured into annual capacity,
and any method of determining value in use by comparing capacity
with .production gives no more value in use to a facility with 20
years of useful life ahead of it than is given to facilities which
are hovering on the edge of the scrap pile. Likewise. facilities
which are so antiquated or inadequate that they can not be efficiently
operated are given the same value in use as those which are the
last word in labor and power saving efficiency.
In practically every case, the replacement of old, inefficient facilities by new, larger, and more efficient equipment is constantly going
on in the regular normal peace-time business of these taxpayers.
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Some of this renewal is due to inadequacy of size, some to age and
An examination of
wear, and somie to inefficienucy of operation.
every large tamortization allowance fails lo show a single case,
where tamort i'at iotn was allowed for loss of value in use because of
an excess number of units, in which the facilities, held to constitute
a valueless surplus of capacity, would not be sooner or later absorbed
as replacements.
INDISPENSABLE

FACILITIES

The bureau method of determining value in use allows amortiza-

tion for lack of use on facilities which may be indispensable to the
taxpayer's business.
The Morse Dry Dock & Repair Co. claimed amortization on a
dry dock and based its claim on reduced replacement cost. The
taxpayer' showed that the unitedd States Shipping loard was offering dry docks for sale, amn claimed thie dillerence between the cost
of its dock and tlie amount for which a similar dock could be purchased. This claim was rejected and amorttiation was allowed
based upon reduced value in use.

The value in use in this case was based tpon a combined ratio of
tonnage docked and days employed to the capacity.
This taxpayer was unquestionably entitled wo amortize the difference between the war cost of this dock and its postwar cost of replacement, but there could be no ;uich thing as loss of use in this
case, because it takes a whole dock to lift a ship, and the business
could not be conducted with any less than one dock, and a smaller
dock would not lift tie ships for which this dock was used.
A hypothetical case will illustrate a situation common to many
cases where amortization for loss of use has been allowed.
nedone
on half a lathe. The business of A requires
Work can not b
the use of a lathe about half of the time. A finds that in sending
the work out to be done he is paying a profit to B, and is required
to pay for transporting 1:s materials to and from B's plant. The
workl is niot donWe utt(der A's suprvision and is not always done
tacitlyy when required. A hdeterlines that, even though lie can not
use this lathe to more than 50 per cent of its capacity, it will be a
profitable investment. If the income tax unit engineers determine
that they will measure the value in use of this facility by the ratio

of the production to the capacity of this particular facility, they
would attribute to it a value in use of 50 per cent and allow amnorti-

zation of 50 per cent on loss of value in use.
In his ruling in the United States Steel case, Solicitor Gregg says:
If any items are found to have individual values distllnctly different from
that of the department or pla, ', the values of such tens should be determined
separately. Particular attention should he given to such itemsas may reasonably be considered to be indispensable in tlie operation of the plant, even
though only occasionally used, i nd if it is found that the taxpayer's normal
business, regardless of its actual volume, requires such facilities, no amortizatiOe should be allowed on such itenis except on the basis of lower replacement

costs.

The rule stated by Solicitor Gregg has not been observed in any
case, and illegal allowances in such cases are not affected by the
reconsideration of the United States Steel case.
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OVERSEE, UNITS
Many claims for amortization for loss of use are based upon the
excess capacity of single units for postwar operation. Buildings
constructed for war purposes are frequently of greater capacity than
required for postwar operations. In such cases the taxpayer car
not discard the excess capacity as lie can an excess number of units.

The practice of the bureau in such cases has been to base the amortization upon the ratio of capacity to capacity required for postwar
operation. Thus, if but Iwo floors of a four-story building are required for postwar use, 50 per cent of the cost is amortized. This
method ignores the fact that building cost does not increase in proportion to capacity. It may require as much excavation, foundation, and roofing for a two-story building as for a four-story
building.
In his ruling in the United States Steel case, Solicitor Gregg says:
The value in use of amortized facilities to the taxpayer in Its going business

in the cise of individual items is in general 1C -t rellectld by the depreciated
normal postwar cost of similar facilities of the proper size or capacity for
meeting tlih

requirements of the taxpayer's post war

ing iand for the term of years tit facility
sonably be expected to function efitienily.

This rule is undoubtedly sound.

oniminercial buslinless dur-

under reconsideration

lnmv ret.

Applying it to the case of a

building of excess capacity, the amortiztiion is the difference between the cost of the oversize building and the postwar cost of a
building of size adequate to meet the taxpayer s needs. plus an
allowance for expansion of his business.
Examples of allowances made by the bureau on excess postwar

floor space of buildings, instead of on differences between war cost
and replacement cost of a building of proper size for postwar business, may be found in the following cases: American Shell. Co.,
Bauer & Black, Bausch & Lomb Optical (o., Buda Co., E. I. du
Pont de Nemours Co.
An excellent example of an oversized unit improperly handled 1)b
the bureau, and not in accordance with the solicito-"' ruling above,
lmay be found in connection with a 3,000,()00 cubic-foot stack ani
la
s treating plant in the case of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
IIREGULARITY OF

PIODUC(TIN REQUIRES CAPACITY ABOVE AVERAGE
'PRODUCE ACTUAL PRODUCTION

TO

The method followed by the income tax unit of measuring the
value in use of the taxpayer's facilities by tlh ratio of capacity to
production assumes that a facility is not worth its postwar cost of
replacement to the taxpayer unless its production is 100 per cent of
capacity. 100 per cent of the time from March 3, 1921, to March 3,
1924. Using the ratio of average production for any period to
capacity as the ratio of value to cost or cost of replacement has the
effect of requiring 100 per cent production to give 100 per cent value.
There is no industry which does not have some months in which
production does not exceed the production of other months, and
there is no industry which does not experience some dull years. The
industrial history of this and every other country shows regular
cycles of rise and fall in industrial production. and the production of
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good years could not be produced with a capacity equal to the
average production of good and bad years, nor can the actual production of any year be produced with a capacity equal to that production 'unless month-to-month production is constant.
The fallacy of the theory, that required plant capacity equals the
average annual production of 1921, 1922, and 1923, can be demonstrated by a hypothetical case based upon the actual production of
steel ingots in the United States during those years. It may be
reasonably assumed that the variations in the monthly and annual
production of any large steel plant will follow very closely the
variation in the total production.
We will assume a plant with a capacity and production proportionate to the total production of steel in the United States.
The tonnage of steel ingots produced in the United States during
each month of 1921, 1922, and 1923, the total annual production,
and the average per month is shown by the following table. The
figures are taken from the "Survey of Current Business," Department of Commerce.
Production of steel ingots
(Gross tons)
1921
January_.........

1922

1923

1921

1922

1923

2,818, 261

3,328,180

2,517,042

1,891,857

3,822,369

September.......

1,342,002

February .. ..... 1,998,705

2,071,772

3,454,918

October .. ....

1,847,139

917,824

2,952, 80(

3,514,241

2, 629,25

3,077,771

March....--------April..... ..----MAay .---.. ..--June .....-----. -Jul '- ...------..

August.-..-.

1,794,777
1,386, 897
1,446,181
1,14,350

2,814, 6(7
2,902,240
3,218,794
3,127,775

1,300,199

3,410,W25

3,547,966

2,0,702

3, 03,281

3,113,804
4,040,854 November....... 1,896,483 3,430,30
3,944,412 December...- . 1 630, 395 3, 300,116 2,843, 764
4,195, M".
3,748,890
Total ...-.. 19, 224,04 34, 58,418 13,239,369
-=-

.-. ---

Monthly average_- , 602, 007

TotMl production 1921, 1922 and 1923 ...---------- .....
------.------...--...
A average annual production 1921, 1922 and 1923 ---. ..-- .............--.....--....................
Average monthly production 1921, 1922 and 1923.........

97, 031, 871
32,343,957
2,695,330

In this hypothetical case we will assume tt hat there has been no
postw:tr :conistrultioti, and that ill of lthe
facilities in iuse in u123
are pre- war and war facilities. As this plant actually produced
4,195,800 tons in May. 1923, its annual
capacity must be 12 times
the May production or 50,349,6t00 tons. The average annual production for 1921, 19"22, and 1923 is 32,343.957 tons, which is 61.2
per cent of the assumed annual capacity. The value in use of the
facilities is thus determined by the bureau method to be 64.2 per
cent of cost or postwar cost of reproduction, depending upon which
basis is used.

It will be ob. -rved that all capacity in excess of ;2,343,957 tons
per annum is considered to be of no value, and to represent an
amortizable loss. An annual capacity of 32,343,957 tons is equal
to a monthly capacity of 2,695,330 tons.
By referring to the above table it will be seen that the production
of nine months of 1922. and of every month in 1923, exceeded the
assumed requiredd monthly capacity of 2,695,330, and that the production o hiose years could not have been produced with such assumed rt
red capacity. It will also be noted that even had it
be(e'
oss ,le to delay the filling of orders for a few months the
Iept.
t. 27, 69--

---

11
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assumed required capacity would have been inadequate, becase
after production first passed this assumed required capacity, in
March, 1922; it fell below it in only one month, August, 1922. It
will be seen that to have attained the actual production, the average
of which is mude the basis of this estimate of required capacity, it
would have been necessary to have produced 37,734,620 tons during
the 14 months from January, 1921, to Feury, 1 1922, inclusive,
instead of the 23.187,713 tons actually produced, and to have car.
tried 14,546,907 tons in stock in anticipation of the 1923 demand, when
it was not known that such demand would arise.
In 1923, the production was 43.239.369 tons. An annual capacity
of 43, 239,369 tons could not have produced this amount of product,
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unless the prodti ion of every moith was equal.

An annual capacity

of 4:13.2:9.389 tons is C:ual to a muoily ep.
cacity of 3,(603,281 ton.'.
But to produce lthe
tonnage which was prodced in 1923 it was
necessary to have a c('an)ity in excess of

(3,)003,28 tons during six

months of 1923. and a monthly capacity in excess of 4,)000,00

tons,

during March and May, 1923. The actual produWtion of 19)23,
amounting to -13.239,369 lons, could not have been produced as it wa
prodl(ced without anl

annual capacity of

0,319.60()0 tons.

Yet, this

method would determine 35.S per'cent of a plant with that capacity
to he a: amort izable los:
Actual examples of the above. some of which will

e disicu:;sed

hereinafter, may be found in the following cases, in addition to the
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United States Steel case: Aluminum Co. of America, Air Reduction
Co., Anmerican (Clay Machinery Co., Anaconda Copper Co., Brown
& Sharpe Manufacturing Co., United Verde Extension Mining Co.
AVERAGE 1IODUCTION METIHO

IUNORES REQUIREMENTS OF PEAK PERIODt

There is a limit to the period of time customers will wait for the
filling of orders, and unless capacity is avaliable when orders come,
business is lost. Profits are greatest when demand exceeds supply,
and the excess capacity, available for participation in the large
profits of peak periods, can not be said to represent a capital loss,
as it is determined to be by the bureau method. The chart on the
oposite page shows graphically the relationship of production and
prices in tlie steel industry, and the extent, to which a plant, with a
capacity limited to average production, would be barred from
participating in the most profitable production.
iThis method ignores the basic principles upon which manufacturing industries are conducted. By assuming that all excess of capacity
over the average of 1921, 1922 and 1.)23 represents capital loss, the
bureau ilmethod assumes that the excess capacity of 1921 would be
utilized to manufacture products which could not be sold until
192:}. Manufacturing butsine.-s is not ordinarily conducted on any
such basis. It is found to be better business policy to carry facilities capable of producing the product when it is required, than to tie
Iup a vastly greater amount of capital in finished stock which may
nv(WT lh, sold.
cases s presented to this committtee, which will be hereinafter reviewed. show that even during tlhe postwar years there has been
the widest variation in the annual production of claimants for amortization for loss of value in use.
ALUMINUM

COMPANY

1OF'
AMERICA

IPro(lit(mion figures furnished by the Almninum Co. of America
a;ur'i :

follows (182
fr

):
Plldinil of
ilumintl l

Yvi'l

,

I Pounds of

l l
-- -..-...-....--. ........
...
12, 1.
I ...-. .... ------ .......- ...........
137, 0 2
......... ilt
121 .----------------

I uiu ninuni
produced

Y ;Ir

produce,' , !

1922 ---.....--.... .----J923
-12,

.........

.

73,632.67
658, 22

This taxplay r's allowance of aniortization for loss of value in

use \\as based upon the assumption that its capacity in excess of
'2.000.000 pounds represente(l a los-. It will be noted that the
'uii
required capa('city, which is niale the basis of the amortization allowance in this case. wouhl produce less than 64 pler cent of
tlie actual pordiiction in 1919 and 1923. and less tlian !') per cent of
tlie actual production of 1920.
'The income tax unit found Itis taxpayer's capacity to be 140i),00l0lpound':
. Its capacity ,i1oly ex'ceedd its 1920 production by
p]er 'e't ;1and its 1919 11i( 19!23 production by' 12 Ier c(ien
Dluring
the Ip'-war p)-riod this conimpay had carrier excess s of capacity o er
pr'ii ctill to ieet t1he irregularity of (demand of 35.34 per cent in
a

r. .

.......-...
.- :"llli

_* ,

.-......I-"-"-I
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1913. 22.89 per c<nt in 1916 and 25-.22 per cent in 1917. It will he
noted thatt. the exess of callpaity ov er production in 1919, 1192(, am
1923 was less than found necessary during the pre-war period, und1

made 1no pro%Ision for the fllture demand of a business which llhd
more than doubled in volume between. 1915 and 1923.
Although this company had a lower percentage of exce-s capacity
over thi production of three out of the five postwar years, than it
had carried during the pre-war period, the income tax unit held that
its 146,000,000 pound capacity only had value inise of 56 per cent,
and amortization of 44 per cent was allowed on capital plant charges
of $23,737,000. The allowance for amortization of facilties, actually
retained in use by this taxpayer for its postwar business amounts to
$10,444.280.
UNITEr)

CORPORATION

STATES STEEL

The United States Steel Corporation subsidiaries were allowed
amortization amounting to $55,063,312.60, of which $27,926,014.01
was for loss of value in use of facilities rtained in use. This allowance for loss of value in use made a difference in tax of $21,438sA13.69..
The balance of the allowance was for discarded facilities and for di fference between cost and postwar cost of reproduction and is not
questioned.
The allowance of amortization for loss of value in use is bhaled
upon a determination that approximately 20 per cent of this taxpayer's capacity for steel production was surplus produced by war
extensions which was of no value in its postwar business.
It was cone ded by the taxpayer that it required some slrplus

capacity over production. This required surplus was assumed by the
taxpayer to be the average surpllus of capacity over prod ct ion.
during the years 1910 to 1915, inclusive. The per cent of surplus
capacity conceded to be. required was 31.4 per cent for pi

iro011
11

facilities, 25.4 per cent for steel ingot facilities. 2-4.2

.percent for
billets, blooms, anld slabs, and 17.1 per cent for rolled and
I
fini i"li
steel.
'1 he 1921 c(;.alpcity was uwed as th I basis for determinin g t! r aIu ort i
zat.ion;allowance, notwithstanding thie fact that large c(:lpil

c\xI

penditures in 1919 and 1920 had increased the c;piaciy beyond that
created by amortizeo( war additions. lTe vnie in ,us wa.s

oiputeii

by die income tax unit as follows:
Pig iron,
(tons)
192( production -. -- --......---...
...................
922 estimated production .... ---------.. ......-- ..- ..
1923 estimated product ion ---. --------. ----..
.-14,
----.......

Totali.... ..
Average . .----

-.....
.

.. ...-

........-.
-.
................

;

...-.....
......--

Average ratio capacity to production (per cent)...........-

..

Necessary postwar capacity. . --.......- ...-..
.............1921 capacity .. .................................
... .
Valut in uso-1921 catpacity+necessary postwar capacity (per
cent)
..........................-----------------...

Stel ingots,
(o110

llts,
booms and
ohbs
(tons)

,,78,262 :
11, 00, 38
149, 649

10, 951, 856t
15, 19 .030
16,
97,111

8,
, fil0,
12, 350, 000
13, 800,000

33, 08,291 I

43, 110,(0)

35,011,il6

11,302, 715

14,370,000

11, 670,539

131.3

125 .5

1,80, 530
18, 4 )9,
340

, (,12, 300
2,502, 900

_CI_____N_____I___I_1_3
Error In calculation, should be 1314.

bli

so
80

124.2
14,
494, 80
17, 00, 5 f15
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It will be noted that the production uponl which this determination
was mnade was estimated for 1922 and 1923. This amortization
determination h:ad not left the engin(?ring division, to he applied
by the auditors in determining the tax, on January 24, 1924. when
ith actual production for 1922 and 1923 was known, and was known
to he far in excess of the estimates used. Notwithstanding the fact
that it was then known that the estimated production was too low
:, agreement was made with t!,e taxpayer not to reopen this deterniait ion and substitute thi & tual production figures. (1205.)
(See also solicitor's memnorandimn 4225 and page 11i2 of hearings).
Had actual production, then known, instead of estimated prodluction, eleni used, the same method of determining value in use
would show the following results. (1162.)
Stel ingts

Pg iirn

1

on
(tons)

(toln)

...........
1921 production .. .........
.
1922 production-- .--...--.-----.......

194 production...--. . ..........

Total ......
.AveragK.. ....

.. .

...... .
...

....

... . . ...

use (per cent)....---...

(tons)

h., f-,78,2 2
12,t27, 1732

0.91,8
,599
1,,

1i, 729, 226

2, 20,7, i6t

18, 642,065

14,721,469

3-7,434,651

47,294,112

42, 52,630

34,367,134

12,478,217

15,761.371

14,284,210

11.455,711

1.314
16,43,377
I 499,340

1.254
19,764, 759
22, 502, 000

1261
18,012,389
17,900,815 I

1.274
14,594, 576
1, 562, 892

.........
........

........

slabs (tons)

..

.\Average rato capacity to production, 1910-1915.
...-...- ..-Necessary postwar capacity ........
.---..
-- . ...-----1921 capacity..-------.... ......

Value in

Rolled and

bloonis and finished steel

...-

.....

...-

Billets,
;

8

,iil,
616
15,348,949

100.I

7,60, 334
11, 785,331

88.1

lThus the use of actual instead of estimated production would have
barred amortization on billet, bloom and slab facilities and would
have decreased the allowance on other facilities 40 per cent.
During the pre-war period, 1910 to 1915, inclusive, pig iron capacity averaged 131.4 per cent of production and during no year was
l'ss than 113.7 per cent of production
The 1921 pig iron capacity
vl s only 109.7 per cent of 1923 production.

Dlluring thle isaiwpre-war period steel ingot capa i'ty averaged
per
125.4 per cent of production and was never lower thanh 1.
cent of production.
The 1921 steel ingot capacity wi s 110(.7 per cent (f tli 1, 1)23 production.

The 1910 to 1915 capacity for the production of billets, blooms,
andl slabs o'eraged 124.2 per cent of plroluction and was never lower
than 104.5 per cent of production.

The 1910 to 1915 capacity averaged 127.4 per cent of the production of rolled and finished steel and was never lower than 111.1 per
cent of production. The 1921 capacity was 112.5 per cent of the
)1923prod(ution.
luring the years
1919 and 1920 this taxpayer expended

$190,047,647 for capital plant charges,. which must have nide solie
increase in its cap''ity over the capacity produced by war expenditui'rs. (1205.)
By using 1921 caplt'.ity as the basis of (t('vrminiti r
whether the war expenditures prod iced a( useless excess of ( icup'itv,
the excess created by postwar expenditllres is thrown back into
all of the 1921 capacity as de to
tie war years. Ibut even uassuiiti
of
war expnliitil'ures. we find that in 1923 the mi;irin of exci'-
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capacity over production was nowhere near the pre-war average
and was less even than the pre-war minimum. Notwithstandingr

this fact the income tax unit determined that 20 per cent of this
taxpayer's facilities were a useless excess representing it capital
loss
MARGIN OF CAPACITY REQUIRED TO MEET NORMAL EXI'AN I1ON (OF

R(OW-

ING IUlslTNISS

It is the policy of most manufacturers to try to keep their capacity
ahead of current demands for production to enable them to takl

advantage o opportunities to expand their bIu)siness . No competint
management of a growing business which is required to construct a

new plant would fail to look a few years ahead and install a planl of
sufficient capacity to meet the demand which can he anticipated for
a reasonable future period.
The Income Tax Unit method of measuring ulsefull value, by aver-

age production in 1.2i1, 1922 and 1923. not only ignores the fact thl;.
the capacity required to meet the peak demands within that period
has a value, but determines surplus capacity which will be absorbed
by the growing demand of a growing I)ibsine( to have no value.
AIR REDI'CTION CO.

The Air Reduction Co.. manufacturers of oxygen and actellene
gas, was allowed amortization amounting to $887,098.64, of which
$533,623.18 was to cover reduced post war cost of replacement, and
$353,475.40 was for loss of value in use in addition to reiluceid cst
of replacement.
The following table shows the rated capacity used in deterilliniWt
the value in use of seven of this company's plants, the actual

lprodu -

tion during the post war years design ited, the ratio of producti on to
capacity during those years and the per cent of value in use dt<,
mined as the basis of amortization.

Plant

Year

Rated w
Production
cp" ttiion
i-

Bi!ia).........---------.........
....
.
Chicago------..........
......
Chiwgo -......---. ....
.-......--....
..---...Minneapoli.--------..
. ----------.. .
Philphiodelph;ia --.......
...Rich o
..
....

Sc

tltl' ........

........

12
1920
l4
1923
192
1...
2,
19i23
192.

! Cuh c f4t
15, 120, IM)
2 fi,
,i. ; O
30, 240, 00
15, 120,125,
57, 120,000
1, S(M),(0 0
I,
' ), )00

i

SProluc-

'r cent

nt,f
rantetd
cpwity

stt y
,onginever

12, 120, (
2.)
, , ,(;)
,1
32, (07,00
120,(C
7. 49, 0(X)
1J , 7.37, (O
16, '0,125

100 I
1).
1(i. i
1X0)
1(0).

u t. 5
96. 1
i. 1
5. 0
79.'

99. f

99.7

; ..

From the above it will b)e seen that in 1923 the actual production
of 7 of the 10 plants was either approximately equal to or irreater
than the rated war-t ime capacity and in 192) the production of tle
Chicago plant wts 103.4 )prcent of the r lted capacity, whereas the
engineer
as, Iy avera(in the prolduction of the postwar years,
arrived at a much lower 1percentage upon which he 1bsis 1nrti/zatioga.
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If we average the above production, capacity, and percentage
figures we find that the average production was 101.3 per cent of

capacity of the seven plants. Further, we find that the average percentage, as used by the engineer, is 86.4 per cent, or 14.9 per cent
lower than the average rated war-time capacity. This would mean
that, if the theory upon which the engineer bases his computation is
correct, lhe taxpayer could not have produced its 1923 output, without having its facilities 100 per cent in use. which would have precluded the allowance of any amortization.
Many similar cases in which capacity required for 1923 production
has been considered a capital loss are included in the summary of
amortization cases in the appendix of this report.
SALVAGE OR SCRAP VALUE YGNOIIED

Another fundamental defect in this method of determining value
in u1se is the fi('t that it completely ignbrec

the salvage (orscrap value

of facilities retained in use.
Where a facility has a salvage or a scrap value, the loss, which the
taxpayer may bear, can not exceed the difference between the cost and
the salvage or scrap value.
The regulations provides that value in use shall not be less than
salvage or scrap value. It is manifest that any facility which is
held in use by the taxpayer must have a value to him in excess of the
salvage or scrap value. The salvage or scrap value can be realized
by selling the f:;cility, and if a facility is retained for use, it must be
retained, because it is considered to have greater value in use, than
the amount for which it can be sold.
When the per cent of value in use has been determined, it is applied to the entire cost or cost of replacement, to determine the value
in use. Thus, amortization is allowed upon the residual scrap value,
to the same extent that it is allowed upon that portion of the cost,
which is recoverable by use.
Sulppose that a taxpayer purchased t00 ( rs during the war at
te
cars can be repllaced new :t'fer the
$1 500 p(,. car. Assume hatt these
war at $1,900 per car, bitt that used cars 'ould be sold for $600
per car.

Due to reduced cost of replacement this taxpayer has sustained a
loss of $300 per car or $30,000 on the 100 cars.
The Income Tax Unit finds that these cars are 75 per cent in use,
and therefore determines that tihe value in use is 75 per cent of
$120,000 or $90,000, and the amortization is the war cost $150,000
less $90,000, or $60,000.
Now if the cars are 75 per cen;t in use. the work can be done with
75 cars, and the taxpayer can :seil the remaining 25 cars for $600 per
car. After taking anmortization for $60,000. the taxpayer sells 25
cars at $600 and receives 515,000, which noiv reduces his investment
in cars to $75,000. lie 1now ihas 7i
ats in full use, capitalized for
purposes at $75.000. iut the postwar cost of replacing
inlmieIt1 Xi1l
75 cars is $90.000. This examli)le proves that his amortization allowance is excessive by ,15,000, which is the salvage value of the cars.
Assume that insa
'd of keepiing 100 cars in use this taxpayer had
discarded the 25 cars lie did( not .need. The regulations allow a tax-
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payer on discarded facilities the difference between cost and salvage
value. The 25 cars cost $1,500 a car, or $37,500. The salvage value
is $600 per car or $15,000. Thus on the discarded cars $22,500 of
amortization is allowable. On the 75 cars retained in 100 per cent
use the taxpayer receives the difference between war cost, $112,500,
and post war cost of replacement, $90,000, or $22 500. His total
allowance for amworttization is thus $45,000 if he discards the unnecessary cars, and $i0,000 if he keeps them.
Thus a taxpayer who retains surplus facilities in use instead of
discarding them receives additional amortization equal to the salvage
or scrap value of all the facilities upon which amortization is figured,
and lie also has the use of such surplus to meet peak demands, to
replace other facilities, to retard depreciation, and to meet the
demands of business expansion.
Cases illustrating the above point may be found in the allowances
to the following companies: Buda Co., Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Co., (hino Copper C)., Eric Forge Co., Jones & Laughlin
Steel Co., Koppers Co., American Shell Co., Sherwin-Williams Co.,
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., United States Steel Co.
Furthermore, if the facilities are discarded and subsequently
brought back into use, that fact must be reported and the amortized
amount is taxable income. On the other hand, facilities amortized
for loss of use may be used until worn out without the deduction
being subject to tax.
There are many cases where the value in use of facilities retained
in use has been determined to be the same as the salvage value and
value in use has been based upon 'salvage value. In all cases where
this was done the taxpayer has received the same amortization allowance which he would have received had the facilities been discarded, but had the facilities been discarded he would be required
to report the amortization allowed upon them as income if he subsequently uses them, while through this method he can use up such
facilities and get the amortization tax free.
It is manifest that this method is grossly discriminatory against
the taxpayer who honestly discards surplus facilities.
NO SOUND

BASIS FOR AMORTIZATION
RETAINED

FOR LOSS OF USE OF FACILITIES
USE

IN

The whole method of measuring the capital value of facilities for
the purpose of determining whether there is an amortizable capital
loss by applying a ratio of use to capacity for use is fundamentally
unsound, and any result obtained by such method is necessarily
inaccurate.
This method of measuring capital losses by comparing the production of the three years 1921, 1922, and 1923 with the capacity for
production, whether the. production of the entire plant or whether
the production of the particular facility installed during the war is
used to measure value in use, is based upon the obviously fallacious
theory that manufacturing equipment is not worth to the owner
what it will cost to replace it, unless it is used to full capacity all
of the time. No manufacturing plant is operated to full capacity
every day in the year for every year of its useful life. If any such
standard were applied to determine the value of the plant assets of
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manufacturers for the purpose of determining solvency, there are
few of our most successful concerns which could not be shown to be
insolvent. It is obvious that Congress did not intend that capital
values which could be legitimately included in the security offered
for postwar loans or stock issues should be considered capital losses
for income tax purposes, yet that is just what is done by this method
of dletermnining amortization.
In measuring value by use, some standard of use must ie assumed
to represent full value, whether full value be cost or cost of
replacement.
As has been shown, the value of a facility depends not only upon
its present use but also upon its availability for future use. Any
formula for determining value which fails to consider availability
for future use, to meet peak demands, to replace other facilities,
or to meet expansion in the business necessarily gives a value below
the actual value, and shows a loss where no loss exists.
Even if a formula could be devised which would give due consideration to availability for future use, 100 per cent use can not
be assumed to be required to represent 100 per cent value.
Fhe value of a facility in any business depends upon whether
its use may be expected to return its value and a profit during its
useful life. As a facility may be a profitable investment, even
though used to but a fraction of its capacity or unprofitable when
used to full capacity, it is an economic impossibility to measure
value in terms of use as the regulations require. There is of course
a relationship between use and profit, as there is a relationship between size and weight, but value can be no more measured by use
than distance can be measured by the pound or weight by the yard.
Whether a present excess of capacity, represented in whole or
in part by facilities acquired during the war, will be needed to earn
the high profits of periods of peak demand, to replace older facilities, or to meet the demand of a growing business is entirely a matter
of business foresight and judgment. Except in the case of single
oversized units, the taxpayer is at liberty to exercise his judgment.
If, in his judgment, excess units can not be profitably employed, the
regulations very properly permit him to discard +htm and amortize
the difference between the cost and salvage value, _n case the taxpayer returns such facilities to use he is required to report the
fact, and the amortization previously deducted should be taxed
as income. This privilege of discarding facilities has been freely
exercised by taxpayers.
Having the privilege of discarding facilities which are not needed,
it may be assumed that when a taxpayer fails to discard a facility
he retains it ia use, because, in his Judgement, it will be to his advantage to do so. The judgement of the taxpayer, as to the opportunity to profitably employ surplus capacity in his business, as
evidenced by his voluntary conduct in failing to discard, should
be conclusive as to the necessity of such capacity for present or
future use.
It is conceded that excess capacity may not produce as great a
profit upon the investment as a minimum capacity, and that carrying
facilities until the capacity represented by them is required, may
result in loss of income. The income lost by carrying an unproS. Rept. 27, 69-1--12
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ductive investment until it becomes productive is not a legitimate
deduction from taxable income, because, if such income had been
realized, it would have been taxable.
This method of determining capital losses does not even confine
the loss to the income not renalied upon surplus capacity, but treats
all capital invested in capacity, in excess of the average required
for present use, as a total permanent capital loss.
It is possible that any investment in equipment, whether made
during the war. ,r before or since the war, may turn out to Ie unp)rofitable, and that the full cost. plus a profit, may not be realized
during tlhe life of the equipment.
The war facilities which a taxpayer electsi to retain in use can
have no different status than any other facilities. As to all facilities
he takes the ri4k incident to the business of recovering their v::lue
through annual deductions for depreciation. If ai residual uIdepreciated value remains, when the use of such facilities are abandoned, the residue is taken as loss of useful value.
No deduction of a capital loss should be permitted until it can
be computed with reasonable certainty. To attempt to say now
that a taxpayer will not recover through operation the value of
facilities he elects to retain in use, and to attempt to compute the
resulting loss involves nothing more than sheer speculation
It is therefore our position that there is no legitimate basis for
the amortization of anything, except the loss on discarded facilities,
and the excess war cost of facilities retained in use, unless the facility
retained in use is a single unit of excess size, in which case the
amortization should be the difference between the cost and the postwar cost of reproduction of a facility of size adequate to meet the
peak demands of the business, when reasonable future expansion is
duly considered.
OTHER IMPORTANT FACTORS IGNORED

Even assuming that it were possible to measure value in terms of
use, several vitally important factors have been ignored in all
amortization determinations by the Income Tax Unit.
1921 ABNORMAL

YEAR

The year 1921 was the worst year industrially that this country
has seen since 1893. In 1922 industrial conditions improved. The
years 1923, 1924, and 1925 have been prosperous, and industrial production has nearly reached the production of 1917, and in many
instances is greater than in 1918. By using the average production
of thn years 1921, 1922, and 1923 as a basis of measuring value, the
value of facilities which were used to their full capacity in 1923,
1924, and 1925 is so reduced as to represent capital losses.
In the following cases amortization was based upon the production
of 1921 alone, or the average of 1921 and 1922 and 1923 was not even
considered: Allan Wood Iron & Steel Co., Allegheny Steel Co.,
Atlas Crucible Steel Co., Camden Forge Co.
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WAR PRODUCTION AS BAbS OF CAPACITY

'1he peak of production during the war period is generally assumed to be the capacity of facilities for the purpose of determining value in use. Where amortized facilities were not completed
during the war period, capacity has 'usually been estimated orbased
upon rated capacity.

IThut nwr production is not

, proper basis for the determination

of normal peace-time uswefuln(ess was recognized by Solicitor Hartson in his opinion oni the aniortization allowance to Ihe J. I. Case
Threshing Machine Co.

In that case the value in use was determined on the basis of manhours of labor employed. As man-hours of labor employed can be
directly translated into production, there is no difference in priaciple) between basitng capacity on war man-hoirs employed and on
production.

In his opinion the solicitor condemned this basis, for the reason
that it is not necessary for a 'acility to be operated overtime, as it
usually was during the war, to have 100 per cent value in time of
peace. To meet a capacity fixed by war production, it would be
necessary to operate facilities under war conditions, when two or
three labor shifts a day were employed to keep facilities in continuous operation, when maintenance was deferred to avoid shutting
down for repairs, and when there was a continuous demand for
production equal to the maximum capacity.
In determining depreciation allowances the income tax unit has

allowed excess depreciation based upon the extraordinary operation
during the war period to the very taxpayers whose amortization
allowances upon the same facilities are based upon the assumption
that war production represents normal capacity. This was done in
the case of the Bethlehem Steel Co. and in many other cases.
POSTWAR CAPITAL

EXPENDITURES

The fact that since the ending of the war a manufacturer has increased the capacity created by his war expenditure by postwar expenditures for plant should be conclusive that he has 100 per cent
need for the capacity created by war expenditures. A taxpayer who
has added to his capacity since the war should certainly be stopped
from claiming that he has suffered a deductible capital loss because
of excess capacity created during the war.
It is also true that to the extent that facilities were added during
the war period the necessity for replacing older similar facilities
disappears, and a taxpayer who has made postwar expenditures to
replace worn out, inadequate, or obsolete equipment should be
estopped from claiming a loss of value in use on similar equipment
installed or acquired during the war.
This factor 1hs been entirely ignored by the income tax Unit in
determining amortization due to loss of value in use. In investigating amortization claims no investigation of pstwar capital expenditures has been made.
In the J. I. Case ThresL ing Machine Co. case, the solicitor says:
It !lsoi appears in this c'as; thai Ihe t:tXl).yer( constructed iaditons to its
plant in 1919 and 1920 which weur morle extfisive tha:i Its war-time additions.
The business during these tv o postwar years exceeded the war business. In
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'determining the value in use of facilities or equipment, those acquired during
*the war years shall not be considered to have been reduced in value in terms
,of use where the taxpayer acquired in postwar years additional facilities and
increased capacity of its plant, unless it can be satisfactorily shown that the
facilities acquired during the war years were not of proper tylSe or as capable
of economic use In postwar times as the new facilities. In other words, when
a taxpayer has and us it inpntwar years not only the faclities acquired dursubsequently acquired for the Name unss
ing the war but additional facility l
and purposes and of substantially the same character as those acquired durnug the war years, it is priha fade evidence that any reduction of value in
terms of use of the war facilities was caused by the overexpansrsion in postwar years and not as a result of facilities not being useful iand needed to full,
normal capacity for postwar business. In such cases it could not Ie said that
the war-time facilities were reduced in value in terms of uwn. If a taxpayer
ban a warehouse which he erected during the war years, and lst war business demands required the erection of another warehouse of timlar kind and
capacity, and the one erected during the war times Was not nued to full
capacity after the amortization period solely because of the subsequent erection of the other buildings, no reduction in value in terms of use is shown.
Such a situation was not contemplated by the statute or the regulations made
pursuant thereto. The fact that additions to plant and facilities of siubstautially the same kind, character, and use were made in postwar years to a
greater extent than during the war years prima fade establishes the fact that
the war facilities were just as valuable in terms of use for postwar business
as during the war.

It was shown that the capital charges for plant expenditures by
the United States Steel Co. since the close of the war exceeded the
war expenditures, and that in many instances items held to be
amortizable because of excess capacity were duplicated by purchases

and additions since the war.
The Atlas Crucible Steel Co. was also allowed amortization based
on useless surplus capacity, notwithstanding the fact that capacity
was increased by postwar capital expenditures.
The postwar expenditures of the Firestone Tire Co. to increase a
war capacity which the bureau determined to be 26 per cent in excess
of peace-time requirements have been noted.
Because of the failure of the income tax unit to investigate or to
require the taxpayers claiming amortization to furnish any information as to whether items claimed to be amortizable have been duplicated or replaced since the war, or as to whether war plant capacity
claimed to be excessive has been increased by postwar expenditures,
it is'not possible to ascertain to what extent amortization has been
allowed in cases where this has occurred.
REQUIRE) CAPACITY SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED TO lE LESS THAN PItEWAR CAPACITY

It has been the policy of the Income Tax Unit to allow amortization for loss of useful value upon all plant expenditures made during
the war period, regardless of whether such expenditures increased

plant capacity or merely replaced facilities which had reached the
end of their useful lives during the war and would have been replaced regardless of the war.
Assuming, but not conceding, that all war expenditures for the
replacement of plant facilities were made to contribute to the prosecution of the war, it is also reasonable to assume that the plant faclities existing when we entered the war represented the taxpayer's
judgment of the minimum required for normal commercial operation. To maintain pre-war capacity required the constant replace-
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ment of worn-out units, and while a taxpayer may be entitled to
amortize the excess war cost of replacements, it is clear that a taxpayer can not claim that he has not full value in use of facilities
which merely replace pre-war wjuipment.
In re the claim of William Silver & (o, (Int.), Solicitor lHartson
ruled, in unpublished ltecolmnuendationI No. 3548, that this taxpayer
vould not even Iamortize the (xCQes wur cost of a building built to
)Onthe
replace a pre-war building which burned downil in 1918.
other hand, Solicitor (;rgg ruled in the I nitld States Steel case
that the fact that facilities acquired ldutring the war were mere replacellments of pre-war facilities did not affect the taxpayer's right

(o amortize them.
l:
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Attention has already been called to the fact that in the United
States Steel case the value in use was determined upon estimates of
production for 1922 and 1923 which were so far below the actual
production of those years that the substitution of the actual for the

estimated production makes a difference of about 40 per cent in the
amortization allowance.
In ordering the reconsideration of the United States Steel case
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue ordered that actual production be used in place of the estimates. In his ruling in this case
Solicitor Gregg held that value in use should be based upon actual
instead of estimated production.
Allowing amortization for reduced value in use based upon estimated production has been the general practice of the income-tax
unit. As the production of 1921 has to a large extent influenced
these estimates, it is safe to assume that they are generally low and
that the amortization allowed would be generally excessive, even if
the method were sound. The redetermination of the United States
Steel case does not affect the other cases, and unless those other
cases are reconsidered excessive amortization allowances based upon
estimated production will stand.
Estimated production for a portion of the postwar period has
been used in the following cases involving allowances exceeding
$500,000 in addition to the United States Steel case: Allis Chalmers
Manufacturing C)., Aluminum Co. of America, American Rolling
Mills Co., Bartletc Hayward Co., Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.
DISCRIMINATION

WITH REFERENCE TO REDUCED COST OF REPLACEMENT

The lack of any uniform policy, the total lack of rulings or instructions, and the hopelessly incompetent supervision of amortization determinations has resulted in the grossest kind of discrimination among taxpayers with reference to the allowance of amortization due to reduced cost of replacement or facilities retained in use.
It is clear that capital losses have been sustained by all manufacturers who acquired facilities during the war at costs exceeding thepostwar cost of replacing such facilities. These losses can be definitely determined and should be amortized in all cases in which they
were sustained, regardless of the degree to which a facility is found'
to be in use.
The regulations are silent as to whether a taxpayer who is allowed'
amortization for lack of use is also entitled to amortize the loss due-
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to reduced cost of replacement. Mr. L)e La Mater'i manual, promulgated in 1922, provides that when the per cent of value in use is
determined it shall be applied to the reduced cost of replacement
to determine value in use. The value in use deducted from the war
cost is the amortization allowed. 'Thus, if a facility which cost
$100,000 during the war and is replaceable after the war for $80,00)
is determined to be 80 per cent in use, the application of the H8 per
cent to the reduced cost of replacement will give a value in use of
$64,0(0 and amortization of $36,000, while the application of the 80
per cent to the war cost will give a value in use of $80,000 and amortization of $20,000.
This manual appears to have been generally ignored, although it
has never been supplanted by any written statement from anybody

in authority from the commissioner down to the section chief in
charge of the engineers who determined amortization. Each individual engineer appears to have been permitted to follow his own
whim as to whether a taxpayer should be allowed the loss due to
reduced replacement cost in addition to the loss due to reduced
value in use. Some engineers followed the consistent policy of allowing amortization upon both reduced value in use and reduced replacement cost. Some engineers allowed amortization for reduced
value in use only when it exceeded the loss due to reduced replacement cost, and in such event applied the value in use percentage to
the war cost. Other engineers appear to have flitted from one school
of thought on this subject to the other. Thus the amortization determinations in the Aluminum Co. of America case and in the
United States Steel case were made by the same engineer, but in the
Steel case amortization was based on both loss of use and on reduced
replacement cost, while in the Aluminum Co. case it was based upon
loss of use olly.
These allowances were presumed to be reviewed by a reviewing
engineer. Mr. Stephen de La Mater was in charge of this work
'until the fall of 1923, when he resigned and was succeeded by Mr.
J. T.. Keenan. These chiefs of sections were supposed to enforce
some uniformity of policy, but taxpayers' allowances for reduced
replacement cost appear to have depended upon their luck as to what
engineer handled the case rather than upon the merits of their claim,
notwithstanding the existence of reviewers, a chief of a section, and
a head of the engineering division.
With the exception of the J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co. caso,
in which this question was not raised, the questions involved in t!e
allowance of nearly $600,000,000 of deductions for amortization
appear to have never been called to the attention of or to have
received any consideration by the commissioner, the deputy commissioner, the solicitor, or any other higher official of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue until those questions were brought to their attention by this investigation. Nobody ever paid any attention to the
ruling of the solicitor in the J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co. case.
We do not know whether all claimant: were satisfied with the allowances made, or whether rulings on appeals were not published, but
the fact is that until the ruling of Solicitor Gregg in the Steel case,
published on October 26, 1925, there was not a printed word on this
particular question which was involved in every amortization case.
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In his ruling in the United States Steel case, Solicitor Gregg holds
that where the value in use of a particular facility is determined
independently of other facilities the loss due to reduced cost of
replacement shall be allowed, in addition to amortization for reduced
usefulness, but that where the usefulness of a facility is based upon
the average usefulness of all similar facilities the loss (td to reduced
cost of replacement should not be allowed.
Thus the taxpayer's right to amortize losses due to reduced vost
of replacement is not to depend upon whether such losses have been
sustamed, but upon tle engineer's whim as to whether he will use
the general or the special method of determining an entirely different
matter-the loss of usefulness. The only possible justification for
this absurd ruling is the fact that the disallowance of a loss which
clearly should be allowed will result in reducing the illegitimate
allowances based upon loss of use. The gross discrimination which
has heretofore prevailed will not be reduced by this ruling.
The discrimination which has resulted from this failure to adhere
to any definite policy is well illustrated by a comparison of the
Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. and the McKeesport Tin Plate Co.
cases.
As has been shown, two different bases were used in determining the
value in use in these cases. In the McKeesport case the value in use
was determined on the basis of the postwar use of the specific
facility, which resulted in a loss of usefulness of about half of what
would have been shown had the method used in the Berwind-White
case been followed. To carry the discrimination further, the Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. was allowed to also amortize the loss
due to reduced postwar replacement cost, while the McKeesport Tin
Plate Co. denied amortization on this ground.
Thus amortization for reduced postwar replacement cost was
specifically denied under conditions under which Mr. Gregg's ruling
declares it should have been allowed, and was specifically allowed
where Mr. Gregg's ruling says it should have been disallowed.
These two cases show three distant forms of discrimination.
1. The Berwind-White company was permitted to include its
scrapped power plant in capacity for the purpose of determining
whether there was a postwar surplus of capacity. The McKeesport
Tin Plate Co. was not permitted to do this.
The Berwind-White company was permitted to spread amortization on commitments instead of payments. The McKeesport Tin
Plate Co. was denied the right to do this.
3. The Berwind-White company was permitted to amortize both
reduced useful value and reduced replacement cost, while amortization based on reduced replacement cost was denied the McKeesport
company.
The following is a partial list of the larger cases in which amortization for both reduced value in use and for reduced cost of postwar replacement has been allowed under conditions condemned by
Solicitor Gregg's ruling: Bethlehem Steel Co. and subsidiaries,
United States Steel Co. and subsidiaries, International Harvester
Co., Interstate Iron & Steel Cc., Le Blond Machine Tool Co., Moline
Plow Co., Norton Co., Porctor and Gamble, Air Reduction Co.,
Atlantic Refining Co..

Summary of amortization allowances of $500,00 or over, as allowed by appraisal section up to April 80, 1925
[*8. E. P., Sound engineering principles.

** Solicitor's ruling," Ruling of Solicitor Hartson, published November, 1924, in the J. 1. Ca-e Threshing
Machine Co. case

Name of taxpayer

Classifcation of business

Original
amount

Final amount
claimed
aimed

ountfinally
allowed

SAmortiztion
allowed on
property
discarded

or sold

Air Reduction Co
.........
Al c..el
neous ...............
$541, 3. 96
Alabama Dry Dock & Shibuilding Co ...
-------..
.
......... Sipbuiding
................-.-. --..
Alln Wood Iron &
o..................................
Iron and steel ...
.......
56 185 0 "
A..egeny..
Cooi
....
enY Steel Co---------------------------------------..................
do..
...
1 ,37 5.9
2201,375.94
Allis-Chaoimm Manufacturing Co
............................
an
ufacturer
se
of
machinery
598,906.81
Aluminum Co. of America- ------------ Aluminum manufacturers 6, 852 697.36
American Clay Machinery Co -------.... --......................
Munitions
t n
s..
670,953.65
American Locomotive Co
M----------------------achinery
manufacturer
rers..
.nufact
machinery
81,488 86
M
...........
"...... .....
.. .......
n Co.Co. --.
ofoturiu
erian M
Am
American
Manufacturing
------------------------------cellaneo us--......
52, 19L 58
American Rollin AMls Co-----------..............................
Iron and steel...''.-."....
201,751.13
American SellCo .........................-----------....
-----------------------Mnitions--..............
1,20
287. 67
American S pbauildi Co .Co--............
......- ...hipbuilding
u
----.----.--.
8,
004,11460
Ames Sibidng.....
.....................-----------do - --- ....---.....--1,73, 728.07
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.---------------...............
..... Minimn ............
.
538949.26l
Acheson Graphite Co ----------------------------------Mselaneomu..........
394,480.4 1
Atlant Coast Co------------------------................................
Shipig..
2,182,674.651
1,206,487.36 1

Atlas Powder Co. and subsidiary (Richards & Co.) ------------- I Munitions ------------.---.
Oil ...----..
------------------------------------.
Atlantic Refining Co
Babcock & Wilcox------------------------------------Machinery inafacturers -Baldwin Loeomotive Works--- -----------------------------sdo
Baltimore Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Co.-----...................
-hipbuilding
----- "Bartlett Hywood Co .--........------............................
Machinery manufacturers .
Bar
& Black
-.... .....---................................
Miscellaneous ..............
asch & Lomb Ottical Co --....--..........
..--..---.-Scientific istruments......
-------------BBethlehem
Ele . Steel
te- Co ................................................
steel................... .
Iron and stea
Bliss, E.
Co-- ------- ----.------------..-.- .. 1 Machinezy manufacturers .Brier
Steel Co....--..............................
...........
Iron and steel -............
l, J. G., Co --------------------------............................
Macbinery manufacturers ..
Brown & Shape Manufaturing Co------......................
Machine to ...............
Buda Co..........---...........................................
Camden Forge Co ...............................................

Carbon Steel Co--.------------....--....--.
Carib Steamship C...................----------------

-

-..
....
-- "---------

.

Machinery manufacturers...
Iron and steel..............

.- do ...................
Shipping.................

"
Iron and steetl---...........
Chile Copper Co--......----- ......-. .-...
. -.....
.:--nin----..................
Mi'
China Mail Steamship Co. (Ltd.) -.......................
-------------------------Shipping...................
................
Pi
.. ---::::::::::::::::::.::::::::
-Chino Copper Co ......-.........Central Steel Co ..............................................

L, -P~Ls~lL~L~-

L~I-s

251, 80.20

1, 748 ,a.

30

0,820,547.23

4274. 21& 89
Not stated.
Not stated
1, 508,819.03
176,82257
2.4%, 4. 31

.........

1,731,746.97
3,498, 676.8
Not stated.
1,119,257.32

280,72'.77

816, 536. 9
Not stated.

669,21!. 05
419, 24.00
4 313221.24

282, 1.5. 4

$, 128, 658.95
$887,09&8.5
540i61 6.
508,9441
2,817,232.05 1o O,893.63 i
,
s
718,701. 10
519,97057
1,573, 171. 59
1,001 43 71
18, 26 435 82
15,
614.39
1. 565,936.14

2 834, 89614

1,448,734.54
2,5, 982 .
864, 721. 77

8,737, 04758
1,474, 778.65
6,207,9331
699,06589

218,674.65
,206 48 36

778, 40 74

1,954,275.45

6.542,74350

4,274.215. S
4Q070, 6f 53
3,812 306 36
1, 459, 3fK 34
537,727 . 0
2,682. 59.41

4s,008,,;6. 7

1.730, 74.7
9, 293.733.23
000, 78&
949,8 i. F2
95. 54..50
1,44. 4. 74
1,S.4. 09. 4

1. 365.335.65

1, 714,403. i

751., 0977
1 537,318 8
&, 72. 77

3, 567,509.60
1. 8, J2

2,744.41077.
577.2aS

cost

.......
3.18
$9,543. 2
..
30995.11
. .. .
.-30, &1 . -,
24232 80 i
141, 6L 09 .....
.

i1,054 373.63:........
484, 70. Sl
1, 67.81
f88,20 43
6,8934
67.10 .14
.
657,623. 598

, 6 , 3 3 .2 ..........
1. 18,642.2 .
........
57

2SI8

1,13.330.80 ..
1,2.223. 36 -------------

710,7~3

23

1, 882, 0,54. 67

3.165,00167

2,145,625. 28
2, 990,86.64
3, 34, 5
.
1, 442, 56. 43
637,7207
3771,69 2

22,103942 43

Amortization
allowed on
reduced
replacement

1,iSSa86

,6.84

1.02 137
96 S

---..
--

-

1,

3.36

...........

-------...........-----

2,99, 83 76

14

-6

3,34,9g S6........
* 97, 515 27 ...........
372. 31. 73 ...---1.092,58. 46 -. .

.

..

,822, 8588 i 0,0 6,24&399
9 f .
.............

, 243.
.0
. 217. 973. 5
6, 217. 73. 95 ...
6 1, i
R3
132,631 75
541. 35. 62 ..........................
66-.7T 27.
1,
.. 29.
7. ............
1,191. 56.24
,
.
24
.......

669.211.0
64.1.15 -.
4, 21:. 5 -66
2.121, F75. 3
1,5 ,
31. 5
72, 11.40
. ..
4.313,23.24
244.60 7 ........ .
2,844.
07
Not stated. 53,, .23
.
-------- 1, 312. 81. 25
1,628 70134
1, 107, 086. 14
433,41 ,2 i..............

d

-ePLr~-~e

'P~ PPBI~I~1

b

C~-~l~

-~-

L~LI

.r,~-p~C~~-

I~~-.-~L_

-~--~-~3

I

I

~eP-~--p~~

Cleveland

do -.-..-......-.........
CliH Iron Co-............................................--.
Iron and steel-............
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.-.....................-...................

900,180.41
4,653,5 . 21

Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation- .................-..
.................................
Crucible Steel Co..-......
Cuban-American Sugar Co .-.....................................Co....----............---...................
Cudahy Packi

I, 101,717.99
65, 000.00
Not stated.
215,705.99

Mu

Colts Patent Fire Arms Co ..-...-.................................

Diamond Alkali Co..............--

nitions.-...............

Shipbuilding .....-.........
Iron and Ste--......-.......
Foodstu~fs........
-......-..
Food products..............

----......
..--.--...........--

2,871,036.92

586537. 71

Chemicals---.....-----...--

-------Shipping...----...---.....
-53
9.69
Dollar Steamship Co---.....-----.
-----.......------.
....----No, stated.
Shipbuding..
Doullut & Williams Shipbuilding Co. (Inc.)--------......................
1, 425, 948.90
Downey Shipbuilding Co...........................................------do----..................
Not det.
itions------...
...-..--.
E. . Du Pont Do Nemours & Co ..--..----.. --..-----..--..--....-- ---1,142, 615.61
Shipbuilding....---....--..--............-......-.......-----------...
J. F. Duthie & Co .
...----- 4
71
Iron and steel---...-..--........--..
....-Edgewater Steel Co-----...----.....-----1, 757, 3 21
..------.....---.
Mnitions --.......-.--------Eddystone Munitions Co .............--.
1, 25,306. 08
Iron and steel---...-...-..- .
---..--.-..-------Co..-.............
Erie Forge Co --i
812,86. 73
--Mnitions---..------.-----.
Evans Engineering Corporation.----......---...--..-....-.....-887, 854. 14
...----..
Shipbuilding.-..............
---...............
Federal Shipbuilding Co--.....
.
1, 4.%,2456
do---.....................--------------..........-----.. ..
W. & A. Fletcher Co-4,
4
277.67
....---..-----.-- ..----.-- . Auto manufacturers.----....
-........---Ford Motor Co --...Tires and rubber .-...........-------..--....-- ........---------------.
-...........---Firestoe Tire Co ..
1, 815, 8. 60
Chemicals--.................
------..-..- ------------General Chemicl Co ..-------...
89
9, 07,
Mahipbuildinery manufacturers....
general Electric Co....---------------........-..-..-----...---..--....-....---......----Shibuilding ----------.... -129.05
Globe Shipbuilding Co ------........-------. ---.-..---......
521, 70060
Munitions .................
-....-....
Gorham Manufacturing Co--....-....-...--..-..-......
437,715.00
--...
Shipping ..-.-.......
.......----.. ----.. --..----.--..-.--------Graee, W. R. & Co-...-Not stated.
... Shipbuilding....-....--.--.
Great Lakes Engineering Co.............................--..-----

The Hamilton Furnace Co-----................................ -

..

Iron and steel.-..--..-------

1,128,181. 1

408833. 41
.
....-------- Shipbuilding---...--..-....
.--...---------..-Hanlon Dry Dock and S. Co-....679,220. 68
Machinery Manufacturers..
eppenstal Forge & Knife Co--------................-----------------......i
------------Iron and steel --.......-----..
hydraulic Press Steel Co-.........-----........---------..---..-------..-254,494.50
Manufacturers..
..
machinery
...--------.......
..--....----.
Igersoll Rand Co ........1,567,811.42
..-- do-....----.....------.
International Harvester Co.---...---------..-.... ---------10, 77. 42
Iron and Steel............--.Interstate Iron &-Steel Co .............................-........
10, 90, 58084
..- do --------- ..--------.
---------Laughlin Steel Co-------.... --......-------....Jones
Not stated.
Kerr Navigation Co-----....--.-------.-------------------.--. -- Shipping-...-.-...- ..--....4, 1 33. 34
Iron and steel----..----..---..-...-------.. -----------------.
The Koppers Co -------.
,0
-------------.. do-----.---- --------- ;
....-------- ........-----------La Belle Iron Works...
6,202,014. 77
--......--------- do---...-Lackawanna Steel Co-....--..........-----------..----------413, 88.45
----- M achine tools........---.....
Le Bond Machine Tool Co............----....-----..------.-4,819,645.81
uto Manufacturers----..- ----------------.----.-Lincoln Motor Co ....---......- .----.--....
1,52, 958. 57
Shipbuilding--......--..----.
---..----.-------...
Long Beach Shipbuilding Co-------------..
----. 1,203,718. 50
Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.-----------.---.............----do ------.------.--.
613,02644
hipping---------....------------------------Luckenbach Steamship Co. (Inc.)------...------...
1,012,425.35
Iron and steel-----------.-------------------------------Lukens Steel Co .
Not
stated.
Shipbuilding.-..--...--....---------......
McDougal-Duluth Co----...-.. ......---.....--811.121.12
......
Iron and steel ................--..----.-------.-McKeesport Tin Plate Co-.........--

Mikinney Steel Co.-------.-----

-

----------..----------.-- . ----...

do.

---.--------------..

1,102, 858.78

..--..
Co----- ... ------------------------Manitowoc Shipbuilding Co
Mattiessen & Hegler------------..............-...---------...-----------..
---...--------------------Merchants Shipbuilding Co ..-------

-------..
hipbuilding
Miscellaneous.---------------....
Shipbuilding-....----------

1,289,896.74
287, 081. 48
Not stated.

Midvale Steel & Ordnanoe Co ..-------------------........-..... -:

Iron and steel ......-..-.......

6

Mesa Machine Co ---------

--..-.......-------.------.

--------

Machinery Manufacturers ...--

.-.---------.
1.

IPRB

d

4.15, 21. -27
4,G5S, 5-0 21

6,734,144.235
1. 101. 717. V*
10, 924, 025. 52
2, 742,612. Se
504, 626 71
1, 756 453.64
721,958. 44
1,371,747. 67
1, 425, 94& 90
17,246&224.45
1,142, 615. 61
951. 84. 98S
1, 595, 179. 37
1,265,306.08
812.863. 73
12,08&4 402 34
1, 456, 245.56
1,863,845.8S
3, 950, 679. 61
4.092 895.45
6,508 432..5
800, 70.50
614, 49. 40
3 860, 539.68
2.142 277. 21
1, 128,IS1. 16
961,382 20
955, 678. 2;
3, 582. 924. 83
2 324. 323. 44
4, 300 597. P9
610. 919. 93
16, 479.47. 12
5, 48,003. 12
4. 104,33, 34
2,517, 143. 75
5,207. 80.04
678,603. 51
4, 819.64-. 81
1, 52, 958.57
4, 646,2% 54
4, 194.627. 16
3,35. 273.37
2, 875.920. SO
1, 134,865.33
1,200,286 08
1,023,695.99
969,159.73
4,4 i, 535. 49
1,296,930.30
10,6
28, a6&iSI

b

SCl~pp%~aClr~

--e~L~-~e

1.S80.TV1. 06
2,9,432.75 .
3,00, 109. 96
93. 652 82

C~-~~

303,F23.21
06. &1 FO
.......
...
. .....
2 405,406.01 ............
938,64292 ........... .

8, 9I2, S79.00 ...--..........

.............

1.6775,

7 03
...............
...........
50, 360. 13
113,791 29 -,............
1, 344.465.15 -----...
.......---..
713, 0
713. 0
38 ....--------------..

I 24L 7 0.53
L2270,991.78
15,369,123.55

1,241, 7X 53 :....-.-357,967.1 ...........
154,0 . 49 ...........

38

707 778
707, 972 78 '. ...........
435 759.42
, 525. 35
700, 817, 37
1,59 179. 37
1!,595, 179, 7------- ------.............
360, 4& 13 ............
, 132 354- 3
51Z 40L 5 .......
512 40. S
10. 849, .6 04
L 95 ,3 9.78
(
529, 574.63 ..............................
37 264.6e
2?,640.S2
1,0,0;2 11
55), 210. 57 .............
2,016,194.30
..
1, 713.9261 ----.--3, 110. 102 2
670, 304.39
1.391. 70& S
3, 249, 367. 49

6,

50.43

594.638. 2
2, 15& 500. S0
1,700, 712.16

---........

567, 238

50.,018.31 .-88-------6,140.02
,---..
1, 700,71215 ---.-----

----..-..................
76, 90,L 5 .
&,9910 -0...........
314, 93. 39 :
..-.
-3
.
s 5
8, 387 44 i 2 S9,
1 +FL S94. & --------1,854.650.5
829. 320. 3

3,7l,2S4.)

534, 678.44
7, 258, 499.17
4,390, 115 49
2 505, 923. 16
. 32
I, OS,
3, 40 o579. C
629 514. 75
, 04S, 915. 69
1.465, 334. 7

2.915 9 .70

260, 192 2

-----------

O,&63.
l1
501.33 84
M
4.390, 115. 4
2. 79100
77. 947.S3
3. 400, 579. 66
47, 789 27
6. 04ks. §& 6
. 465.32d 7a

2. 1 ,

I.

...-..

i, W56,068.92

181,017.62
4 408. 32
..........
............
.............
.........-...
39, 60. 54
--- ---.......
.....-.

.. . .- ..- . -.

2,017,060.62
2.017, 0W 62 ...........--..
.........--..
2, 41, 14254 -.....
.
2,763, ,0.44
, 7, ~60. 44 ..............

691,423.71

1.185859. 15

...............
1,427.

.............-

3............

1. 014,5S.99

1,014,5 8.99 ............-

, 330440 16

9 330,44& . .............

832.33;37
1.,422770.58
854. 45. 6 1

47. 82. 61
c r. S 15
1, 42277o 58 ...----------230. 5, 00 .--....--....

Summary of amortization allowances of 500,000

or over, as allowed by appraisalsection up to April 30, 19 6-Continued
Amortization

Name of taxpayer

Classification of business

MoDin Plow Co - *
....-----Moore Shipbuilding Co -------.-------------Morgan Engr. & Canton Co. (steel foundry) .----...................
Morse Dry Dock & Repair Co
Munson Steamship Line--------------------------------

Final amount

amount
claimed

claimedount

$157, 466 42
710 86
43,88.85 I
2, 253,327.64
56,965.90

934, 905.42
7,726,24315
1 1, 1093.12
2,675,259.20
1,072,130.84

New ork hipbuilding Corporation-----------........
- Shipbuidng......
-------------1,885, 436.83
Niols
nt
ile Co
------------ -------------- ----------Macine toos --- ------Niles Bement Pont C
-----------------------------------.do-------------------------------

4.262, 336. 69
628.26
1. 3&, 833. 84

Northwest Steel Co-----------------------------------Norton Co---------------------------------------OhNewr FareRegster Co
------Ore SYort hip Corporation...
.

Shipbuilding...--------------15762
46
Abrasives
----------------unitions:.---------------831,747.90
Shipping----. .
Not,
885,4tated.

2,,

Seatte Northern Pacific Shipbuilding Corporation-----------------Shipbuilding-------------Sh
r o SWlop
Steel
oop Caio..................
:
.......................:.....
oMahne
stla
ers
Sharon
Co--------- ------------------------Iron
and steel-------------Sherwi-Witiam Co
.
-----------------------------...
Chemicals and dyes.........
Sinclair Oil &.Refning Co........---...-....
..........
. Oil ...------Skinner & Eddy Corporation----................................
Shipbuilding:..::: :....----Solvay Process Co---------------------------------..
...I Miscelaneous...-............
South Porto Rico Sugar Co .----....
---...................Foodstuffs------.....--....
i

1,88, t 65
.2, 1. 35
3,629,154.55
80,08L 85
3,752,869. 71
4,752,10 62
2,551,495.87
1,521,64. 46

11Blli~as~s.rlll

~

~1L~Blbl

_--pC----~L_-

Iron and steel-...............
. - -----

~q~eC~CL-

~e~

Amount finally
allowed

5.3
S
1.423,917.12
1 1
1
63360.21
3,922,719.19
4, 671,276.
1,539,7633
W41 33
1,175453.
5,333,25449
809,79250
6 530173.15
4.145,518 13
, 283,341.7

553 302.49
, 435,611. 0

135.

5. 16, 79& 61
1,435,61 0

1, 82866 65
3 3493524
3,30,93224
802,081.85
2,'--014,40. 74
4,752, 10 62
1,797,414.00
495, 224. 27

~c

-----

Amortization
allowed on
property
discarded
or sold

Amortisation
allowed on
reduced
replacement
cost

$928 816. 58
$56, 804. 31
$49, 336.01
4,412, 653. 94
2104. 11254 ..............
720, 52 513
97. 26&3.05 .............
1,684, 024.06
532, 607. 23 ........
927,668.08 ..-.----.....
927,668.08
1,003 751.91
102,000.00 ...............
9, 12740. O0
&8258,99.43
1, 53,750. 65
988,235, 19
1, 18&5270. 33
521,517.69 :---.. ...
.
1.462 237.64
1,065,08390 ...........
3 584, 25.80
I 968 539. 9 ..............
67. 281 26
1,113,465.38
615.762.46
615, 762 46 -.- 1,002,977.30
35,590.51
190 182.65
539,313.83
530,706.90 --..........
1,466.389.53 ------------------------------71, 883. 0
71 0,3. 00 .............
1,07, 950. 50
561,988.67............
1,015,275.24
604,526. 2 ............
645 264. 07
1,892,624.98 -..--.
- -..
. 892.
W. 624. 98
1, 33,368 21
S48,625.83
482,275.51
2,696&858.86
19,113.52
S142,577. 91 ;
854,218. 02 ;-----------....
.
24692. 70
502,156.33
410, 725.68 ..............
572,167.06
3,997, 84 67
666,912.00
1,017,433.00
788,558.59 --------788,55.59
4. 07,964. 1
3,82 5L7#2
175,436 09
2,583,04& 00
919,310.77
1is S
34
M3904249
3,341,998.73
174,918. 1 ..............
1, 18, 725.80
1, 82, 664.65
-65
1,83, 65
36,999. 72
697, 97385
29. 313.65
591,244.37
218.645.0 ...-.......
2,236,512 20
750331.186
1,486181.04
4. 442, 97& 09
4. 442, 97&0 ............
909,869. 24
0.
7 -.- .-.....
135,~
1, 009, 170. 57
- -...-....--.. 1, 009, 170 57

,11762.46
296,133.69
597, 942.6
13534.26, 6.

Piic
Coast Shipbuildi. Co----------------..
-------------ipi
s .
1,2
Pacific Cot
Stee Co------------------------------------ Iron and steel-....
.......
1,153,351.81 .
PrOficB
teani
t
pCo
o---...........................
..
..... Ship
g..
440,000.00
ri
P
lu
Co)
g -.. --.....-..........
,
Panm
Aeican
Petroleum Transporation
raapora
C...--------------------....................-------Shipbui- .................
5,66360.21
Piort Ou Corporation ----------------........
....
ibOil
Ol
.....
2000 000. 00
Pit urgh SteFel
o
..
.-------..-------------..-----......-.--.......... Iron and steel-............
31,5,422.08
ce Steams Fuel Co
................
....
i Shi-------------------------------------ng------------------1,2
2
Potters & Johnson Mainef
Co ----,:::::::::::::::::::::--:::::::::
M
itoo::::::::::::
2, 52 . V
The Pressed Steel Car Co -------------------............
Machine manufacturers-..4601L 70
Procter & Gamble.-----...............------------------------------------....... .
... p.....-.--......
Pure Oil Co -- ~--------------------------------------- Oil ---------------809, 72.50
Pusey & Jones Co-------------------------.-----. Shipbuilding..............
6,732,796.67
i,
Pusker Oats Co--..----....
--------------------..........
Food products.......... ...
1,285,463.73
Ray Consolidated Co
r Co
---------------------...............
ining---..............-259,219.07

Reubc Iron St
o....--------------------------------.................
tbligs
Sons Co.--------...
-------......................----------------------

I~

Machinery manufacturers,
Sipbuilding
Machinery maufactuers: 1
Shipbuilding ........
.
iShipp ng
---.

Original

-

----

I

c,

-,,--

-~

Southwestern Shipbuilding Co.-...-.....----.....----....
Sperry Flour Co.......---------------------------------------

Shipbuilding--.....--..- .

Standard Shipbuilding Corporation-----..------------------Standard Steel Works ---------- ------------------------------J
-i----------.-The Stanley Works ...---------------------------Steel & Tube Co.of America--.------oSun Oil Co. and allied companies -------.----------------------------------------..--------& Libby).Swift & Co.(Libby, NbIvNedl
S------Symington Machine Corporation--------------------------------

I, 015,
..
Shipbuilding .43,6 95
s
Iron and steel
790,444.10
----.
%Iacjne tools.2,114,151.37
Ironsand stee--.-----.
M,,
, 4
0. 50
2
---...
S0:K. 23
Fodstuff-------- -----------------696,57825
Munitions ----------

Standard Oil Co. of Indiana

Standard Steel Car Co --------

:--------------------------

Z 004. 215.6

195,840.71

757,.2. so
8
"8417,-47.33
2365,7.13

....
--..
447,997.84
Foodstuffs ----...-..
0
3,952.
Oil-----------------l3,0--------------------------------------7 79

745,64L
L3
79, 410. 10
5,&9,01_
9-----59 h23
10 3.-, e. A.

1,4---o----1

69678 25

3.071, 451.

Machinery manufacturers --- --------------

--- -----1 56'.26l62
.. .. :
....
. ,, 6
i
.--942
2000031
..-2,35,117. 13
2365,17 13
-----574,2'3-29 i i5
------.32 7. 4
715. 3j 0 ;
5,2,T176 4 ii
-.
35a 44-1 - 75o
&A _s---.---, &:54 5 i -----------------. 61
S&
57 2-----------65725

10--------------

,o3. 73.

i
,7
. .........-----------..
,234,.
.975772
1,239,757.72
Shipbuilding
....-----------.
Saginaw Shipbuilding Coi 2, 5 213 .----------2990397.13
93,918.79
do
......-------Standifer G M., Construction Co--..----..----------...----..---I4531
------------1
340,
1,34
5.
49i
8
1,
417,W9
-----------------do-------------.... ------------------------------Terry Shpbuilding Co .
.
73,5j 9---------7813. 9
.
83 414.9Machine tools---------------981,56..
------.--- .--------------Timken Roller Bearing Co
----------2
943,103.4
33
3,9,
2,014,
Shipbuilding-------------------------------------------Todd Shipyards ---------..
J.IY 62 -------------2
, 525. 9"2
669,525. 92
-----------.....-----------. -------------------------.
Toledo Shpbilding Co -------i......
244, 7-----------.
0
.561.752.j
8,947.339,74
3,628, 59. 67
--------.------------- Carbon and carbide --------Union Carbide & Carbon Corpor.tion---..-------------49
&15
61l
-f
1,333,163.
1,----------,7-------.2..-1,731.26
00
58
.
..------------..
-Shipbuil d.ng --Union Construition Co
1, 3M, 68.-4581,1-1.26
1,581,731.26
-- do --------------------------------------Union Shipbuilding Co------------------------92
64&
3,"2
,072,30. W
4, I27,14240
Mi--.--.---------------------lining ---------.--------United Verde Extension Mining Co
9,783,2+4 02 i 1,6264.87
55,01 3,3i2. 60
1,11,95251
8169.2
and Steel_----...--0-------a,651.
I
U.S. SteelCo ----.----------------------------------------13,90. 36
9 i---------------1,6
23
, 232 0 6
4,855,6L91.69
Mining------------------Utah Coppe Co .-------------------------------------1, 523f9. 29
2,57849
267,926------^-9
3,43.779.60
39024
1,798
- ------o1---- -------------------------cau Oil Co
1, 32,42 74
50 -------------1, 8,5
2,974,033.76
I Iron and steel -------------------------Weirton Steel Co --.---------------------------------------

Shipbuilding
-------------------------------Stee Co
Ma inery manufscturers--Mining ----------------Co
---.------------------------------Coal
Westmoreland

Western

po

Westinghouse Air Brake Co ----.---------------------------

1,474,59971

1, 33,991,.34

2,4.

702, 82 81

7,87,

42Z5200

813,475.38
Iron and steel -----------------------------------Wheeling Steel&IronQo----------3,268,765
------ do------ -------------Whittaker OlessnerCo ----------------------------------5
75
-----------------hip
.
I
Co
--------.---------------------------------Winnett Operating
--------Worthington Pump& Machinery Corp----.--------------------- Mcnery manutacture --82
848.942.
,,-.
Iron.and steel
.-------------------------------Youngstown Steel & Tube Co
T o, .. .O.
The Texas Co----------------------------------------------------Oil----------------------2,79-7,561.95
-33S-,-- 331,527,04&.18
------------Total ------------------------------

8.71

1,44017.

1,471,369.24

5..312.

1440,174.61-----------

83,569.27 i---...--------

5.3

L2 -----------

718,406-.16 ---------------------IA3,1809
0.(5499 ....----65
2,171,
09.65
57 5, --------------576,K&527
54
7088,%SKM
17W,
73
293
1,900293.7
2,127, 92. 64
.8 21
3,204,511.
.611, 647.86
9,96,%14, 557
0
1
Z3 1--271,2 29&
2,431, 720.43
5 1
422.20
21
4310
-77,561.93
579
50&
6
5,712
74
44
,
6f
172.
2
425,92295-4
5,34,916
63:3,93-4,1

J

C
lT

Summary of amortization allowances of $500,000 or over, as allowed by appraisalsectio" up to April 30. 1925
'*S.E. P., Sound engineering principles.

-

- --_
-

Amount not
based on

Amortization Amount based
allowed on
on solicitor's
lowered value
ruling
and
lowered value
ruling and
on S. E. P.
in use

Name of taxpayer
Name of taxpayer

0"

"Solicitor's ruling," Ruling ot Solicitor Hartson, published November, 1924, in the J. 1. Cae Threshing -Machine
Co. case]
-

-

-

--

_

i Amount
not
bas d on

E
. E. P. and I
not specifealy
condemned by
I citor's
ruling

solicitor's

ruling

osd
r
Closedudr
1312
112

i

i
Outla

d

Inactive

'2
pen

Air Reduction C
475.1
3623.1
= ,475.46 ----------7,
., -- A abama Dry Dock & S hip b uld in g Co - -.... 69,409.13
439,543.2 8
69,400.13
-" - - - - -0
9,943.41 - - - - - - - -- - - - - 8 5
Allan Wood ron&Steel Co----... -----------..
.
060,8.. 52
30,9 5.1 ....... ..
,---,
--4 91,83.
6
------------- -9 --..
.
Allegheny Steel Co
....------------------------277
, i
: :-.............-.........
s...i....:::: ::::: .^
77'
.
,
.
.
.
2r,46.77 7
$3!9,$071
.57
-----------^
- ---Alls-Chamers
Manufacturing o------------859,9762
141,641.
09
----------..2
::::::::::::::.
Aluminum Co. of Ame
----------------- 15589, 61 39
- --,
;
44o
.
" 61"
"
.
-----.
1.........
$,
58.9 3
Amerca ClayMachineryCo ------------------- 310,9M02
14
,----- .
,-------------1,365233565
t
1
Ame..enGLo.omotl C,
----...............
78
j. 166.
43
- -----74401
AmetSanot
...
.
..
"
--------------.....
---------------751,
----------------.......
--.
1,
Am erican R l o.
Mlls Co. . ...
20,
21 .09
67, . 1 s^ 0.14
------.
--..........----------------.., 37,31&
18
.
3....... .........
.........................
,
1
A ica n Manufc
uing
Co . . . . ...--.. . 1 477------------------I
.
n1
;7 4. 2 04 ........
American Sh nl Co1 -57"
Co
-,t
2 ---------------0 1
5
6
,
-1 1.
i77-----------....-.i
1
Aern
Ghie Co----------------------9K769.6087
,567,
S60--------------------------------------anc
-------------.
3,164
W7
-- W y, D
ain S-.........................
Lpmtie
----------.......
.....
- ,9------.
,
,
i-. .------- -------------- -------------------... -----..-.......-............ i
At.asuc Graphto
>
iboeeSteel
Co ------------------ i1,158.
1"9i'
---------------2
..
-------. -15 -.
. - 7107
. -.23 ----------Atleson
Coan ----s.
ay
R
s --..........
8
...------------------- --- ---------------- , 04.6
Amoes ip ldc
&SDrp
Ds igCCo
'
I1,f
2' ....... ...
-.1.-2-.....
...
......
...---.-..---0 ....... 38
-......--.... .. ...
.
Co--------------!------99------Atlantic C
ioasCo-------------------- ---------------717
1
0
-,zas7-------------------------3,1&S4Dt67
Atancor r -bl teel
Steamship
-----------...- 1
-------.. ,----.
-9....
2::::
----------------------Btiias
Co.hu - Co..........
------------------g
3__- , 1965
,,---1
---------------... ---------1.... ::::-7. 2363"
. .i70
-----.-.----Atlas Powder Co.a
subsiiLary
-nd
(Ricjards----aBrCo.---......................4
ti Re& im pCo................-----------------.
------"-8,25 ----------------.
----------------. 17, 14.
1 023,147
91- ----i
.----------....----- .------ ----I3.
Bsao &E
Wx
F----2,049,07114
.-------------------,
5
.
,--.--------------------------2
.21,
re^r^slltelCo---------------..
-----.2,9 80
3
3
2,49,02.
4 --------------------..........
----5 ::::::::::::::::-- 2' 143.4
---------------Baldwin Locomotive Works ----------------:::::::::::::::
---------------- 8o8.-------------,26,
Baltiuore Dry peck& Shipbui ing
Co------Bethlehem-3,3K
1
965.86
6
Steel-----5
1------------------------4-,327
B u ,tt H yw Co
o C ...................--,54L 1
697, 5 ,,1&
2 .....
--- 7541.1 - - ------.
--1,42, O.-43
-- ----------------

z

Baur & Black----------------

------.........
394 34

122, M9.

1.

.

.

•

414,48,7
0

-+

-

"

Caen & Lomb Optical Co

.------------------------C b,20
Se .3-Co -----------------5,
----------------------------1 6,
1,-2.
3
.-----------------,-----,
2. 7
3...
. Enda~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o~~-------------------------------,6.7----------------668,765.27---------------------------6
86
Brier
Hil Steel
i
--M. IDS
I
--------Bethlehem
Steel Co
--------Co
- ------------------------.
-,986
--------.................................
14,,,1 217,
21a--------------------1,
.,80%-............................
-...........
---------------------,
Bri

,.G.,
n
Co

---------.-----------------

4

5a.,

I , 63L 75

u--------1
884
C-6ib 8t, mt p +,.----------------.------.
--------------. . .

470I, 89 --

.06---- -------21105
,.664

---

. -----.--.-----------------. . . .----------------- -------------.

M ,31.+ . ..-.
.....
. ..................
----------- --

-

--....
.-

........
......---.--

4, 11.24

Central Sl

Co----------------------

1,399,219.95

Chnll
peCoi.
aop
-----------.... :
::::::: -Ctno opper Co
6 3-,669.32
Cleveaad Clis Iron Co ---------................
&O5
O F l Ion C. .....................
2,9 ,43. 75
Colts Patent Fire Arms Co .........------ .
654,703.95
Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation -...............

17

40

I, 39, 219.95 ---....-..----.----.---------.

Cuban-Amierlar Sugar Co ----13..........
i 675,7 . 3
Cudahy Packing Co-----------------------386, 58
--113,701.29
386,658.84-5 1
DIamon
Alkai Co
--------------------...
344,46
.
5
3---.
1,344,465.15 ..........-----Dollar Ste shipa So
- -- -.....................
----1 1,21,0
-s
-0-- . - -1-"
.---.....---1 24-...............
Douuta& Wiliano Shjpbuilding Co. (Inc.)--..............
ownJy Shipbuilding
-----------Co

---------....

21

E. Dont
.d e
De
SuNemo- rs
....
1 4.3-,532 601
E dd.D orge
SteelCo--------------------------2 0
Ec.
utheCoer
&
--------------------........-..
-.-28153
BrienForge
Co
:
,1.4 2--20--L
e da--hi-Eddystone
iteeinTo21
Coo.
-Co-----------------------------.
o-------------------Ev&sEngineering

Corportion--------------

57.-

39L35 -,-.....

,7

i-----844, 6W. 07
218
:2
..
433,416.82
673,66.32 - -..
..
l 1 T.. 0
180,208.01
--i,050,
.. -.....---.....
365,323.75
2,594, 109. 00
--- --------------2,40540&01
65,03.95.I . ..
..3, . - 92.
.-------.... --.
938, 69

1....---...---.--------

92

-

--3M-3 ---

-........
-..5-3

....

-.1.
. 14 - ...- -

.

.

...

2

-

-

-------. 9 .............
-

13 .......-..

4....
3.

. 6

......
... ,
-. 4 46..
52
- i4 "..............

2x

---------- 2
8-------------------------------------------.......
.
,
7
.
" .............. .---------.
--...
---.
-- -1,0,2&:
,- .3
47,1
-----------6----------------.... 70D.
----------------7--.
0 ,19374 .. 73--- -----i....-I---, , - 2--.
.......... ,, !....
.. ,
8 9 17 .37
:
-.----------------.. ------------------0 - - : -.----------------.. -3674.13
-- 14,
o7. 31
.. : : : :sI---------------------------133A.-------------------------,4. : : i.........------................
................

i 1,

.70,9
.7

-

4, 33....

....

51,01
-

4

- -......------5----l

..

6
Co----H
8,A
i
4,14--------------9,72.
13 -------------C. ng Co,:- ,----------------------------166.61
61.8.4o. 2
-------------35.51.........3 I
27
67,57.ai 0 .---------.16....-"--------------""
------------Ford Motor Co.hild
. Co-......................
.
01i,55.796 ................
5
4------ ..
...-..
.......................................
9
eW.
erA. Fleter
529574.3
12,2,
Firestone
2
Tire CoCo----------------------.--------------------1
5G9,2
6
,63
--------1,21 57
----4-,-5.49 . i-.-----016
30 --------.......
------48:--------------------------------------------,---1,396,lc
16.--1,713,96.0
--1,396,175.91--------.
---------------ri
Cneral Chemici
W
Co
:---------------------1,
,36......1
,
.91
7..........1,7.0
1,,1.96. .... -..... ............ .......
- -. ..
-,0
, I- ,3.-------------General Electri Co
.. --. ..-----------------------..........
, 187,3 5
2. ,5
1,
0.52
6 .
Gloe SbipbuildTng

Federal

lCo

Gorham Manufacturing Co::-------------:::::

52,611.54
,----------646, 8

9,61& 4i

43

5%,6X 72

5- ii9:

l ...

.... '

..--

" .....
"

.':

.....

-

-,

- -------

- ---. -

- Wk..
. ..
Co
--------------------4,81,6----..................
l 7A
Coiing
. .. . !.....
......
---------....-....
.
---........
,34,8165.81 ............
-- ............
-e ...
--A 5 .
! -":......
OF a C -- :-"'..
..................
. 25
.
...
......
00 i--:"I
-----------........--Z'5-The Hamilton Furnace Co----------769,9769,90.5
-------.
------ -..-------7, 9 65
Hanlon Dry Dock and S.C. Co---------------28,9M3 29
W?5,999. 10----------------------35-29----------------------------------914,634.39
Z
Heppenstal Forge & Knlife Co--------.............
619,57 91
279,808. 53
619, 57 91 --------------387.
i
844
Hydraulic Press Steel Co ..........------------- - -392 75540
l, 84.65
- i
3- 75&40 . .....
--1, SK6,
6a o0
Ingersoll Rand Co
,
8
:
25
9,1 28. 0 . -82,23203
W
Int1rnstional Harvester Co .-- -------.-------I 2,130,215.28
1,K,6&92
2,1 30, 215. 28
.---------------3,716,2&C20 1.- ..
- ----- ---------------- --------------Interstate Iron & Steel Co -------------------.
03,217.71
231,660.73
303, 217.71
.-....
-- ..------------34,87& 44 ................................
;I
Toes& L.uit n Steel Co ...--------------5,752, 758 01
1,505,741.16
5,752,758.001 ----.....
..----....--. . ..
...
7,258,4W 17
r
Kerr Nvigation Co ---------.----------------.-------------4,390,115.49 ---------------44-39- 115.49 . .......
..........
The Koppers Co . .......----------------------------2,254133.16
51, 790.00 j 2,2.4, 133. 6 ----LaBelle Iron Works ---------------------1,010,144-89
77,947.831
1,010, 144.69 i----------- j------------------------------1,088,02152
Lackawanna Steel Co ---.------------------.---------------3.400, 579.66 1
.
.-----------.
--------------3,400,5M
Le Bond MachineTool Co-----------542 119.94
87,394.81 1
1199
i-i
. 629,514.75 ----------------..---------• - - - - ineoln Motor Co-. . - ------------4,8196.....1 --------12
1
----------------Long Beach Shipbuilding Co....-------.----------.--.-- .----1,45,34.87
i.---------------1....
..
.
--.......
------------...
-, ,33
Los Angeles Shipbuiding & Dty Dock Co-- ---------------..
2,60 435. 64
311l,487.06 ---.------------ 21 57-----------------------Luckenbach Steamship Co. (Inc.)...
-------------51
2
4-------------------------2,017,0662.....................
Lukens Steel Co---------------------418,14.54---------------------112
McDougal-Duluth Co - -2,763, 880.44 .............
.z..-27- ...........................
.- -. .
.
..
..-88a. 44
McKeesport Tin Plate Co .-------------------....
423. 71
69,
.71---------------------------------1 43
Mckinney Steel Co
,!,----------------43.22
14,427.93
,17.42----.-..
171431.22 - .............
...
.
.
185, &W.15 -Grace,
MW.
Grate, La.

Manitowoc Shpbuildikg Co --------------------

1,014,558.99 1

.

I

. ..---------..----------------

.

.

*I-

-

I ...----------.-

-.

,

558.99

Summary of amortization allowances of $500,000 or over, as allowed by arpraisa section up to April 30, .9
Amount not
based on
Amortiiation Amount based ' Amonunt not
Name of taallowed
on
on solicitor's
based ond
'NamcO
lowered value i ruling and
soiheitor's
;os
Cosed undr
ud
j
1
condemned by
ruin
onS.E.P. !
;
Sinuse
i
isolito's

ofper

ling_

___ru_____

Mattiessen & liegler ....

[

Merchaessen
ShipgleiCo...........
Merchants Shipbuilding Co_...................

. 60

Mldvale Stee & Ordnance Co --------------------------------Moline Plow Co ...............................
367
Moore Shipbuilding Co ..--------------...

Morgan Engr. & Canton Co.(steei foundry) ..Morse Dry Dock & Repair Co----- ..------..Munson Steamship Line...-------------

National
National
National
Newport

2,3

541.40

623,2.20
1,151,416.83

-- ----.. ... .......

Acme Co--..-..-.---.----...-........
901 751.91
Aniline Chemical Co...............---..............
Malleable Casting Co ................
988,23 .19
Mining Co..........................
63,75264

------

---------------

KW.89.6

:
84. 0
3 f . 5 7 .........................................
8.2, l

9, 330 440-

, 1432
2, 04,U..54
2

-

256,90 89
14, 401.0
53607.23 ................

................

..............
-

1000Z.00 -............
-...--.-.--.
521,517,0 --

-..

-- Continued

Otlae
Otlae

Icie ire
_

$B_

378, 676.
-................
928,81
.
2,08,W541.40 1 --...............-----------...................
927,68.08 -------...

.--- -

----------

._7---------

$832, 5.7
...
.

449,22284 ...
1,151,416.83
.-------.........
-

Open
Open

'

__
-----------

I
00

.........
.

...............
.$,M58 .
9, I440 16

58

1,6,024.t

..

.53.94

......................
.

927,668.08 ........

......

72 525.13
........

...

901,751.91 !- ...
..
........ ....................
.075L 91
...
9,912,740.08 ..............
....--.--------.
...
94 740.08
%&5.& 19 ........
8,235 19
663,76 ................ ................
15.270.33
New York Air Brake Co.--.....--.--.......
397,153.7l
I5,.90(
1,
.....-...-...
!
7,153 74- .........--.-------....--....
1,4
437.64
..
3, 584,2s.80
,---------..---......
--.---.--- -----l, 61556.41
1,--------i 41
1,985.39 6156,756
New York Shipbuilding Corporation-..
Nicholson File Co----..-----.
-----------678,2.2..----------678.
26 ............... ................
678.281.26 --------.....
Niles Bement Pont Co-....-----------------1, 113.
8 ................
2,42100
881,04438 ..------...
1, 113, 465.
--------------Northwest Steel Co-----....---------------------------------------------------------615,762 46 ------------:
61,746
Norton Co------.--.---- -.-- ---------------77,.
16777,. 7
14
..-.
------------ ........----...........
1002,977.30
Ohmer Fare Register Co--....--..-------.........8,604.93
530,70.90 .-..............
8
93 ................--.........................-....9.313.83
Ore Steamship Corporation---..----.------1.466, 38. 53
1,4466, 389.53 --.--..-----. -.---........... ...............................................
1,46,389.53
Psiic Coast Shipbuilding Co ----------------- 535, 96.43
362, 942.38
8 .00
654,0812 ----....---............................
-,
9550
Pacific Coast Steel Co.......----------------410748.2
604, 52. 82 ...
.
410, 748.42 ...---.-..-----.----..------..-------.---.
,15, 275124
Pacific Steam-bip Co------------------.-.64. 24.07
645,264.07 -------------------------------1 6424.7 -----------------------Pan American Petroleum Transportation Co... -..- ,,
.... -45------.......-.
i
..-.- .
1,82,624.98 --.-----------.--...
.
,2,
8i..........
2.98
Piere Oil Corporation ....-----.... .........--....
2,46 87
44,45W 1 1, 3,94. ..
1,3 ,36&.21 .............--............-....
Pittsburgh Steel Products..------....
------..
-....
23,18.43
.1,.i
255, 17.443
...
------------..................
, 858.6 -..--..-...
..-----------------Pocohontas Fuel Co.....-----------..
-------------.................
607 25.32
----------............... 607,
26,
70 ................
84 21& 2
.......... ..............
Potters & Johnson Machina Co. .--..........
91,438
172
.............
9, 430
...............
33 ................................
U4-------------------,,,502158.3-------------The Pressed Steel Car Co...-..---....
....
314, 8
8 ...............
30 & 18 ..............................................-----------------------------------------572. 167.06
Procter & Gamblee.............................
2, 313 53. 7
6,100
3, 33
--7 ................................
...........-------------------3, 997, 84&7
Pure Oil Co----------------------------------.................................... .....................
......
.....
78559
-..........
--........-88 55. 59
Pusey & Jones Co--...........
---...........
...
-.............-- 4,007,964.81 --..---........----.............. ......-.-...----4,-07.981 ......
-------..----........
Quaker Oats Co ..--------------------------.........
2,583,048.0
- .
....... ..
| 2,53,4& .
-5........
. .
.........
Ray Consolidatd Copper Co-----------------..................
370 3.95
158,0434
................ i-----.7----7
_
919,317 --Republic Iron and Stee Co --..-........... 3,187,00.22
22
174,..91...8...................
1
167,
22 ...
................
.......
3,341,99873
Roebling Sons Cou-......................
.
1,182,725. 80-..............
1, 182 725.80 .............
...
,-72.-8Q
7...2
...............J................
Seattle Northtrn Paciic Shipbuilding Corporation---.............................................---------------------------------------,
................--..------.............------------------- --------------................
.....---..........
.......-----.......

0

0

-Z

Shron Seel Hoop Co,7 ------s~herwm-wfamscoSinclair Oil & Refinig Co.--- .-----------

,7212
S725.32

Skinner
Eddy Corporation
.........
Solvay Process Co -............................
774
South Port Rico Sugar Co .. -..........
-..............----.
Southwestern Shipbuilding Co---.
----1, 3,

Sperry Flour Co---------------------

9
2 IS7
...----------------------------------215645
3712599.32
----------1,476,926.71
75,58.44

[

--

n.....................
3, 027, 08 74
1, 415.
3 ................ ................
7
1,793.
14
70&79
7
65. 45................--...............
................
1,009,170.57
622
643,6(j.13
-------1-9,-----

1,(27,023.81

.

1,027,

323.81

-----------------------

4--4.7---5----------------44
2236,512.20

-i
4,

297-8.
.... .....
909, 8% 24 ...
.........
..........-....
1,53,26 62--------

... .
..

Standard Steel Works.....
574,213.29 ...............
574. 213.29
--......-........ - ..
. ..-..........
The Stanley Works..............-............
1& 942.36
'
.&
36165 1
... .....
..............
1
71
........
30
0
...........
Stal & Tube Co. of America ......-.............
& 232, 176.46 ---..-..
.-.
.
................
Sun Oil Co. and Allied companies- -----.--.-1, 352 0 I
.--, 4?5~3~2
.....
........
..
........
...
.......
6 -------- --------Swift & Co. (Libby, MeNeil & Libby)
... .....55,
5
..
..... ....--.---.555 3G445 ..............
..
....
Swift & Co.
..............................
404,019.
i
405,334.61 1
019.04 ................................
.0...............
................
Symington Machine Corporation -.-...-.........-------.
657&
-----....- . --..--.........-..
---------------.....-..
Standard Steel Car Co ........................
2, 86 04. 24
142,959.10
2, 8
4
..
.....
....
......
3, 9,7 34 ...............................
Saginaw Shipbuilding Co..- ................
\................
1, 234 763.13 .---..
.....
-----1,234,763 13 ..............
Standifer, 0. M., Construction Co.-- ...-.......
...--.
1,84 99L 13 ------ ----..
--..
8
.........
S-665,21
13
-..
Terry Shipbuilding Co .. ..........
.... .......
-....
.
1,340-,31..49
5S 4 ------. ........
.....
1,340,531. 49 ....
-...
Timken Roller Bearing Co ..
i....--..-.......
699,244. 3
7,56&
699.24493 --.-----...-.- ---------772,813
-..-----....
--

~--------c------------

Todd Shiyards

.

2861,31259
,790
2,81,312
b---di----------------------------

Toledoj--jjhi

...............
...................................

..

.
,00.157

-

7.................
,-------

02,i

z

574,21329
-

-.

2 17&46
, 7,.
5
4.45
80 , 35265
96, 57 25

;

..-------------.--.-...
--.--

2431

Toledo Shipbuiding Co........------..........
863, 19 62
75 461. 75 ..............
287, 73 7 i
3,2
62
-----------.........-......------ ..-----.........---.....
Union Carbide & Carbon Corporation -.........-6, 316,5..
44,79& 0.S-..........
.6 s
31,95&01 --....
---.----.
.-..
, 561"I%0..0
.....
Union Construction Co ...........-........
................
, 41i561. 2
................
-.
. ----........
-.............---........
1..5 26
Union Shipbuilding Co....------....--....
Pil,67C.81
691,493.15
--.-.
641.,6781 i ..................
--.........
.
.
316.
3, S.36
United Verde Extension Mining Co -...
33, 322-..
92 ................
3,322, 48.2
...-------:-..-..........
-..... ...........3-,
S,
64 92
U. S. Steel Go.--.
----------------------------28,671,.71
6
27,13&
. 99.
27,926.412.61 -.
..-----.--.............
56312.
3,32.0......
Utah Copper Co --------.
---...
2,770,146&53
46, 144.98
2,737, 499. 1 .................
........-..... -3--3
...-636. 9
Vacuum Oil Co
--------373,110.1
1,8,817.7
373 110.91 -..------ -...................
...................
2267,92& 9
Weirton Steel Co
.--..-- .----.....--61, 126.76 -..-..-....
616 126. 7
1, 372,426.74
--.....---......
1,95B .53....5--------..........
Western Pipe & Steel Co -----.------------.
----------.
.
.40 174.61 -----.
------..---..--.........
1.44%174.61 -----------------Westinghouse Air Brake Co.--------. -------1,387,799 7
83, 569.27
1, 387,9
7,9.97 .
..---....----.
.------.--- -------.
.
.
...-1,471,36.24
Westmoreland Coal Co.-- -------...
----............-----5080 9312
-........-- ----------.......
...............
.
...508,93.12
Wheeling Steel & Iron Co.----------------,
3718,406.16
0
.- ,,-----, ..----.--...
.
------- -----77-18,
16
.-------.
718,40. 16
Whitaker Glessner Co...--------------------161,833.66 i10
..99
2,161,833. 6 ------.- ......
--.-........
-- ................
2, 71, 88 65

Winnett Operating Co -

----------.......................

Worthington Pump & Machinery Corp.---......
Youngstown Steel & Tube Co--------The Texas Co.
..........-----..--....----Total
.............--............
Toai -....................................

i

-........

1,24
1
3,407,133.8

t-

................-............................

................
.
-

6,

75,795
, 233.93 ...
-----1,724,059.85
1,900,29.78 i-.........---.---......
----... -------.3, 204,511.88
3,407, 13..5.98 ----..
................
................-................--.
6, 611, 647,
131,527.92
2,300,192.51 --------------.--.-----...
-------......----------2,431,72043
..i 187.., 8 994.3. '
, 25 6,852
539
.
4
17,583,994.39 215,256,5852 I13
6,45366
74,548,906. 74
22,597,789. 94 117,778,385.43
32,424,563.40
253,120717.15

es
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INVESTIGATION OF BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
COM'kirOMIsE OF TAXrs AND PENALTIEK

The matter of comprising taxes and penalties deserves congressional
considerate ion.

Mr. Nelson T. Hartson, who was Soliciter of Internal Revenue
until March, 1925, stated to the committee (2030).
I believe, Mr. Chairman, that the statutes which outline the

authority of the

Secretary and the commislsoner to compromise taxes may well be improved.

I

think there is a field there for constructive legislation which would Ie helpful
to the department, and which would make more uniform the practice of compromising liabilities of taxpayers.

COMPROMISE OF TAXES

Such authority as is delegated to the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue to compromise taxes and penalties is to be found in section
3229, Revised Statutes, which was enacted long before the income
tax was imposed. This statute is as follows:
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue. with the advice and consent of the
Secretary of the Treasury, may compromise any civil or criminal case arising
under the Internal revenue laws instead of commencing suit thereon; and, with
the advice und consent of the said Secretary and the recommendation of the
Attorney General, he may compromise any such case after a suit thereon has
been commenced. Whenever a compromise is made in any case there shall be
placed on file in the office of the commissioner the opinion of the Solicitor of
Internal Revenue, or of the officer acting as such, with his reason therefor,

with a statement of the amount of tax assessed, the amount of additional tax
or penalty imposed by law in consequence of the neglect or delinquency of
the person against whom the tax is assessed, and the amount actually paid in
accordance with the terms of the compromise.

This section was construed by the Attorney General of the United
States in an opinion published in It Opinions Attorney General 249,

in which he says:

The authority conferred by Itevised Statutes, section 3229, to compromise
a case arising under the Internal revenue laws does not permit the voluntary
relinquishment of a part of a tax lawfully asssesed upon and due from a
solvent person or corporation. A compromise implies some mutuality of
concession, sonde real doubt about: the legality of the claim, or the ability to
meet it.

This opinion of the Attorney General in so far as it declares that
the commissioner has no authority to compromise a tax legally due
from a solvent taxpayer has been followed by the Solicitor of Internal Revenue. (See S. 1371, Cumulative Bulletin, June, 1920, p. 179,
and 0. D. 799, Cumulative Bulletin, June, 1921, p. 325.)
It has been the policy of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
in cases where be believed that the collection of a legal tax and the
enforced payment of the taxpayer's other liabilities would force

it into liquidation to compromise such taxes for such an amount as
would save the taxpayer from liquidation.

In compromising taxes

under this policy the question appears to be not how much can the
Government collect but how much can be collected without making
the taxpayer insolvent.
As the representative of the commissioner at the hearings before

this committee, Mr. Hartson says (2043) :
It is not our desire to let anybody off; but, on the other hand, it is our
effort and our conscious effort-we do it purposely-to try to keep a going
business as a going business. We try to keep t on its feet.
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Mr. Hartson also stated (2043):
In view of the wide discretionary power which the statute placed in the
hands of the commissioner and the Se'retary, it theti becomes a matter of
polh'y for them to determine, to be generally used in the settlement of all
cases, as to how far they should go In getting money from taxpayers on these
compromise settlements. The money end of It, the point of view of getting
all the money that can be secured, Is behind this policy that 1 suggested has
been followed, of keeping the company a slovent and going concern.

The compromise effected with the Atlantic Gulf and West Indies
Steamship Co. is a concrete case illustrating the application of this
policy.
ATLANTIC GUI.F AND WEST INDIE

STEAMSIIIP COMPANY

(2021)
The records of the income tax unit show that this taxpayer
resorted to every conceivable fraudulent expedient for the purpose
of concealing the immense profits earned by itand its subsidiaries
in 1917, 1918, 1919, and 1920, and that these frauds were expressly
approved by the directors of the taxpayer. These frauds are set
forth in the hearings, beginning at page 2036.
An investigation by the income tax unit was initiated upon the
receipt of an anonymous communication which was sent by a former
officer of the company. As the result of this investigation, in
April, 1923, the taxpayer was notified of a proposed additional
assessment of taxes for the years 1917 to 1920, inclusive, amounting
to $9,083,03375 and penalties amounting to $830,808.11.
The
legality of this proposed assessment of 9,913,841.86 was not
questioned.
This tax was compromised for the sum of $1,280,000 cash and the
release of a judgment held by a subsidiary of the taxpayer against
the United States for $1,351,381.81, or a total consideration of
$2,631,381.81.
On May 1, 1923, this taxpayer made an offer to compromise all
tax and penalties for 1917 to 1920, inclusive, for $1,200,000, and
this offer was increased on July 12, 1923, to $1,500,000 and modified
to include 1921.
A report was made by Mr. E. C. Lewis, an accountant for the
income tax unit, on June 7, 1923, in which he stated that the true
financial condition of the taxpayer could not be determined without
a complete audit. Incident to the investigation, which disclosed the
unreported income upon which this tax was assessed, the books of
the taxpayer had been audited by two revenue agents. This audit
did not extend beyond 1920. When the taxpayer's offer of July 12,
1923, was referred to the solicitor, lie requested that the revenue
agents who had examined the taxpayer's books bring their report
down to and including 1921.
On July 20, 1923, these revenue agents made the following report:
After further deliberation the undersigned agents have agreed as to the
amount this corporation could without great difficulty and embarrassment
offer in compromise and state their opinions herewith and the method used
in arriving at such figure.
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To determine their exact financial standing at the present tin, would require a detailed audit of all bookst- and records of the consolidated group
front the date where previous examination left off to July 1, 1923.
became necessary for the agents to
been made, it
Ithas
Since no such audi
use a financial statement prepared i!y this company as of January 1, 1123.
furnished by theml

together with such other statement

as are of current

date.
ANALYSIS

OF FINANCIAL

CONDITION

In determining the amount of cash this corporation could spare at once,
consideration has been given to various factors, such as working capital the
company must retain to he solvent and its borrowing capacity at tlie present
time, giving further consideration to the fact tt tt the banks have knowledge
are
re tx liability standing against this corporation.
of th
An examination of the balance sheet of Janiary 1, 1923, dilloHses currellt
or liquid as:Wets made up as follows:
2, i;, 34. U,3.
--..--...
......
-.....---.
Cash in bank .......-.-.--Cash

coupons

.... ..

........

.-.--.
..
---..

..

....

55 l

.. .

Accounts receivable, general ...----.
.. - .... iins
rance clainis ..-.......-

775. 00

..19,
6
(6023.
03
127. 395. (0
337, 624.31

..
........
Cash with agents,.. ....
.-------Marketable securities---------------------......
Notes receivable--.-- .....-----......-----...--------..-----.....
--..

.....

-----------------------------------Shipping Board lan....
Materials and supplies------------------------------

1,

.,1..1224. 83
50, ,49. *19

1, 601. 33.25
234 137. 00

- 9. 709. 407. 77
---.....
.--.-...---....
Total -..-.....--..
To this amount the agents find there should be added $200,000, which
represents Interest accrelld and due on bhnds of Atlanti (G"ulf Oil Co., which
this corporation owns, but failed to show

toin binsllce slhco't,

ami

which lar

Gurlf Oil Co. and on which the
first motgges on the property of Attlant
corporation can get a note and have same discounted at the bank. This
makes total current assets $9,909,427.77. Against these are current liabilities
abalance of
which required immediate payment of $1,091,611.49, leaving
not current assets of $7,917,786.28 out of which to pay the Governinont any
taxes due, Taking as a basis the contention of the agents that this corporation can pay $ t.(I),000 to Ipa this the corporation would lve to convert their
current assets into cash and following is shown how this can ble accomplished
and verifies the fact that ameu can be done without great disturbance.
Our examination shows the current liabillties average per' month about
$1.500,000. Therefore this corporation should have on hand this much in
bank, but does not require norr. The statement shows $2,36.434.16 casl on
hand. Therefore, conservatively, $500,000 of this can be paid to Government,
leaving $2.180,434.96 in bank for working capital. There is another
$1,618,623.93 of cash in the hands of aj,ents due in 60 days, this sum also
to Government, and in addition, if claim against Shipping Board Is good. this
amount to Government, making $3,779,987.18. After these payments there
would still remain with corporation the following current assets:
Cash.-...........

.....----...-.-.-

.-----.

$2, 183, 434.

0

551, 775.00
.
---------...-----Cash coupons.
- 841, 224. 83
------------Accounts receivable, 30 days ------.......
200, 0.0000
Due from oil company--------------.-----------------1,650, 849.49
-----.--- --Due from insurance company--------. ---.
127, 305. 00
-------------------------------.
Marketable securities.-337, 624.31
.
-----------------Notes receivable..----.----...
.......
234. 137.00
---Materials and supplies --....----6,129, 440. 59
_.------------.------------Total ----------This amount has therefore been arrived at without resort to borrowings.
As to this corporation's ability to borrow, consideration must be given to the
fact that in addition to assets already mentioned this corporation has in-
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veotments In bonds of $5,009,375, which could be placed up as collateral without ainy other notes or personal guarantees, and htas In addition a tanker
aumortgaged, present market value $53,000.
A word as to bondholders of corporation. They are all secured by mortgage
on the marine equipment book, value about $77,000,000. But under no conditions could these bondholders levy against any of the current assets or would
there be any occasion to.
If to avoid payment a sort of receivership is gone through, the Government
by taking Immediate action could apply liens against sufficient assets to protect
their claims for any amount.

Notwithstanding the fact that this tax was assessed upon fraudulently concealed income, it was compromised upon the taxpayer's
unverified statement as to its ability to pay, and the compromise was
based upon the capacity of the taxpayer to pay without endangering
is solvency or ability to continue in active business.
The record shows that an examination of the taxpayer's books and
records in connection with its 1917 tax returns took two agents 148
days, and the examination for the years 1918 to 1920, inclusive, took
four Igents 125 days. From May 1, 1923, the date of the first conmpromise offer made by the taxpayer, to January 7, 1924, the date
the compromise offer was accepted, sufficient time elapsed for a detailed audit of taxpayer's books and records for the years 1921 and
1922 by the revenue agents in the field, yet, regardless of the report
made by Mr. Lewis on June 7, 1923, to the effect that the true financial condition of the taxpayer could not be determined withou a complete audit, the request of the solicitor of July 16, 1923, that the two
revenue agents who made the previous examination bring their report down to include the year 1921 at the very earlier, date possible
and the statement in the agent's report of July 20, 1923, that to de-

termine the exact financial standing of the taxpayer would require
a detailed audit of the books and records of the consolidated group
from 1921 to July 1, 1923, no audit or detailed examination of the
books for the years 1921 and 1922 had been made up to the time the
compromise was accepted. It appears that Mr. Lewis based his report of June 7, 1923, upon his examination of tihe company's financi:.l statements, which consisted principally of verifying the company's bank accounts and looking over a few ships and tankers in

the vicinity of New York City. This examination consumed about
10 days' time.

Both Mr. Lewis and revenue agents Burg and Mac-

donald refer in their reports to the financial statements issued by
the company as the basis of their findings.
Mr. Lewis in his report of June 7, 1923, refers four times to the
fact that the companies have been making extremely heavy maintenance and depreciation charges. This was undoubtedly done for
the purpose of converting any profits which might have accrued
in those years into losses. The reports of the agents for the years
1917 to 1920 show that this policy was a continuation of the same
policy for those years and resulted in the writing down of the capital
a.ets of th' company beyond any fair figure. In view of these facts
itis hard to understand why any credibility would be given to the
financial statements issued by the company and a compromise
effected when these statements were the only basis on which to determine the taxpayer's ability to pay tax and why a detailed audit
f the company was not made by revenue
okss the
and ref os
an
of th
arlnts for the years 1921 and 1922 prior to deciding the amount of
comprominie.
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The consolidated balance ah et of this taxpayer and its suhsidialrie'
as of December 31, 1923, is as follows:
.AbiFIT.' ,

I i:(

Capital assets:
Fleet In commission -1--....... ---- -..
----.. $70, 425, 400. N8
Hhore properties----,------.... _....
4, (104,398. 89
Good will and franchise-- ...-.....
12, G«K3, 977. 37
$N7, 4943,843. o9
2, 374, 274. 62
0, 121, 00. 00
221,033. 0)
2, 616, 400. 7)

Investment it foreign subsidilari(s (Exhiit 2) ...
.......
Investments in associated companiess (Exhibit 2) .....----.
.
Cash in hands of trustees-......--. ---------.....-.-,. .. _....
Expenditures for account of unfinished voyages, etc- -.
..
Current assets:
Supplies and repair parts.----.-------..-$347, 9(0. 33
Accounts and notes receivable-----.-----, 254, 053. 89
Marketable securities- --.
...------...
122, 675. 57
Cah on hand and in banks- . ....--.
- - . -4, -2,
379. 14
Cash for coupons payable...--------...
.
40I), 12. 50
Intercompany balances (net) -.--...

..

), 198, 981. 43
933, 615. 52

...

108, 498, 814. 45
LIAIILITiflI

Capital stock :
Common, authorized and issued..l....

$20. 000,000. 00
, 036, (0). 4

..

Less: In treasury-------....-..

- -

14, 963, 4(0. 40)
Preferred, authorized and issued...
Less:

in

treasury

.. .....

..-

, 000W,
(wX0(1H)

-

...

6, 257. 100. 0()

13, 742. 900. 00
Minority stockholders' Interest in subsidiaries

Bonded debt --.......-----------------....
_..._..
Receipts on account of unfinished voyages, etc .
Current liabilities:
Notes and accounts payable.. . ...

Accrued interest on bonds, e tc,Coupons payable-. ...

....

.. ...

-.-..

.....

' 28, 706, 3(X). ()
82, 164. 05
33, 244, 000. 00
1, 996, 273. 44

$4. 093, 284. 7

_

36(. .589. 5
...

-...-.....------

...

Intercompany balances (net) .--- ,--..
Rc.serves:
Depreciation of properties-...----...----_
Replacement of marine equipment --.

, 912. 50

.. ....
.

4, 869, 780, 74

$21, 147, 687. 82
1, 520, 748.39
--- -- u22,

668, 436. 21
Miscellaneou,___.._._..__.__..__._..__
16, 931, 854. 01
Surplus ..-........
..
.------......-..------------..... 10, 4i8, 814. 45
Surplus
_
"---

-----

208, 49.8,

814. 45

From the above balance sheet it will he noted that this taxpayer
carried among its liabilities outstanding capital stock amounting to
$28,700,300 in addition to reserves of $22,668,430.21 and surplus of
$16,931,854.01. This compromise was made on January 2, 1924. On
that date the common stock was quoted on the New York Stock
Exchange at 151/2, which would give the 146,934 shares outstanding
common stock a market value of $2,309,974.88. On the same day
ihe preferred stock was quoted at 136/, which would give the 137,429
2 287,063 shares.
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shares outstanding a value of $1,803,755.(2, or at total value of common and preferred of $4,113,730.50.
On December 8, 1925, the common stock was quoted at 59% and
the preferred at 54%, at which rate the outstanding stock has a
market value of $16,303,544.25.
In a letter to Senator McKellar, dated March 5, 1924, and published in the Congressional Record of Mhrch 12, 1924, page 4155, the
Secretary of the Treasury said:
The department made a thorough investigation into the financial condition
4f the taxpayer and its available cash resources with the sole idea of obtaining

for the United States the largest possible payment.

It is evident that with unencumbered liquid assets upon which
these taxes were a first lien, amounting to $9,909,427.77, in addition
to its equity in ships and other property, it was possible to collect
far more than t $2,631,381.81 for which this tax of $9,913,811.86
was complromised.
No contention was made on behalf of the commissioner who authorized this settlement that it was not possible to collect more than
the amount paid. The one contnttion made on behalf of the comnnmsioner was that no more could have been collected without endangering the solvency of the taxpayer.
AIRTHlUR i. LEWIS

In 1917 this taxpayer made a profit of $2,149,086.12 on the sale
of ships, which he failed to report as income. This profit !avin
teen disclosed by an examination of the taxpayer's books an addi-

tional tax for 1917 of $1,546,341.03 was assessed.
Thi: tax was compromised for $310,000 on the ground that to

require the payment of more would force the taxpayer into bankruptcy. At the time this compromise w.as effected the taxpayer
owned stock in various corporations, which were under his management, the book value of which was approximately $3,000,000.
( OM PIrOMSE Poucv IEAI.

While the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may have observed
the Attorney (eneral's construction of section 3229, Revised Statutes,
in that he may not have compromised taxes except in cases where
the tax and otier liabilities might exceed what could be realized on
a forced sale of the taxpayer's assets, the reason for that limitation
has been entirely ignored.
The Attorney General, in the opinion above quoted, based his
limitation of the right to compromise to cases of insolvency upon the
proposition that "a compromise implies some mutuality of concession, some real doubt about the legality of the claim, or the ability
to meet it." This language clearly implies that the right to compromise stops where doubt as to ability to collect stops. This language
clearly means that, while the commissioner is vested with discretion,
in determining the maximum amount the Government may be able
to collect, and is authorized to compromise for such amount, the
commissioner is not authorized to relinquish or forgive any amount of
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tax which in his judgment the Government may be able to collect
but the collection of which would force the taxpayer into liquidation.
The policy of compromising taxes for such amounts as will save the
taxpayer from insolvency not only nullifies the provisions of section
3186, giving the Government a lien against all except prior lien
holders, but even bars the Government from participating in the
distribution of assets among unsecured creditors. The practical
effect of this policy is that all other creditors are given priority over
the Government's claim for taxes, and the delinquent taxpayer is
given an exemption of sufficient capital to keep in business.
If the fraudulently concealed income of a taxpayer is discovered
after the taxpayer has suffered such losses that the payment of the
legal tax will bring its liabilities above what can be recovered on the
forced sale of its assets, this policy declares that such taxpayer shall
be relieved of tax upon its fraudulently concealed income to the extent
necessary to save it from insolvency. Such a policy places a premium
upon concealing income and speculating with the money due the
Government as tax, because if a loss results the Government stands
the loss.
In the Atlantic, Gulf & West Indies case the stockholders were
left with property which had a market value of $4,113,730.50 at: the
tiie the compromise was effected and which now has a market value
of $16.303.544.25.
Delegating discretion as to how much of a legal tax the Government
can collect is one thing. Delegating discretion as to how much tax a
taxpayer can pay without becoming insolvent is quite another thing.

('ongres '; has fixd the rate at which profits shell be taxed( without
regard to the solvency of taxpayers. Injecting the element of
solvency fixes another standard than that lixed by Cont.ress. An
insolvent person or corporation may earn a taxable income, and
Congress has not seen fit to exempt from tax income earned either
before or after insolvency.
Compromising taxes on the basis of ability to collect is within the
power delegated by section 3229. Revised Statute . Deliberately
compromising taxes for less than can be collected is an v! uw- of discire
tion and constitutes a voluntrry relinquishment without con;ideratiun

of a debt due the Government. This, the Attorney General has said,
the commissioner is not authorized to do. In making such compromise
the commissioner has arrogated to himself the function of determining, not what can be collected, but the tax rate at which the taxpayer
should be taxed. It is doubtful whether Congress could delegate such
authority, and it is clear that it has not attempted to do so.
That the Solicitor of Internal Revenue recognizes that this policy
is not authorized by law is shown by the statement of Mr. Gregg
before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives. On page 598 of the hearings before that committee on the
revenue revision, 1925, Mr. Gregg says:
it has been more or less accepted, at least as far back as 1918, as the policy
to compromise for thie maximum amount which could be collected and leave
lhe company in existence, until fairly recently, when several cases arose,
that presented the question again. In connection with thtloe cases we went
into the various internal laws to see it we could get an Idea trom them of the
factors that Congress intended we should take Into consideration. After contsderation of those things It appeared to us that Congress had indicated that
y only
m the basis of the gruetest iamounnt we could ilwe should comliprmnise
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feet, irrespectlve of the right of other creditors or of the future of the
company.

The consideration of the legality of the compromise policy of the
commissioner was doubtless brought about by the discussion of the
Atlantic Gulf & West Indies Steamship Co. and other compromises before the committee.
KERR NAVIGATION CORiPORATIONr

(3727)
This corporation was organized in 1917 by Messrs. Kerr and
Klegg, British subjects, for the purpose of acquiring the interned
Hamburg-American Line steamships. In 1919 this corporation disposed of its assets to another corporation controlled by the same
people and was dissolved. At the time of the dissolution of the
taxpayer negotiations were pending to dispose of the ships to the
Harriman interests. At the instance of the prospective purchiunrs,
$1,350,000 was deposited with a trustee to cover any additional taxes
that might be assessed.
In August, 1920, the negotiations for the sale of the ships were
concluded, and Messrs. Kerr and Klegg, to avoid the payment of
tax, tried to induce the Harriman people to deliver the money in
China, London, or Spain. This the Harriman people refused to
do. The Harriman people notified the agents of :hce Government of
the time and place where the money was to be paid.

The revenue

agents had learned that Kerr and' Klegg had booked passage to
leave this country on the day tlis money w.; payable. With this
information the revenue agents were present when the money was
paid and the sum of $5,000,000 was impounded.
Following this attempt to defraud, an arbitrary assessment of
$6,580,000 additional tax was made. Upon audit and after every
detail of this assessment had been reviewed by the committee on
appeals and review, by whom the taxpayer hmad been sustained on

some points, the assessment was reduced to $1,381,530.85.
Foll owing this determination the taxpayer made an offer to
compromise for $800,000. This offer was rejected but the commissioner indicated that an offer of $900,000 would be accepted.
Such offer was made and accepted on June 27, 1923.
With $6,350.000 available from which to , collect this tax, the
question of ability to collect was not involved. This compromise
was based upon the theory that if the Government collected more
than these defrauding aliens were willing to pay there might be
litigation.
The amount of the tax had been passed lupon by the committee on
appeals and review, the highest appellate body of the Bureau of
Internal Revenun , before whom the taxpayer was fully Ieard.
If this tax was not a legal tax, it should have been reduced and a

nax assessed upon which the commissioner was willing to stand. To
assess a tox of $1.31.,530.85 after full hearing and three years' con-

sideration, with ample funds available out of which to collect it, and
to then compromise such tax for $481,530.85 and interest, less than
the amount assessed, can not be justified on any theory. If a court
foundta
that i litiga
nts titled to recover judgment for $1.381,-
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530.85, but refused to enter judgment for more than $900,0(0,
a parallel situation would be presented. This is taxation by bargain and not assessment by law. There can be no uniformity or tax
unless taxes are assessed in accordance with principles uniformly
applied to all taxpayers similarly situated and the tax found due is
collected if collectible.
COMPROMISE OF FRAUD PENALTIES

The imposition and compromise of fraud penalties presents a
peculiar situation.
Section 275 (b) of the revenue act of 1924 provides:
If any part of any deficiency is due to fraud with intent to evade tax, then
50 per cent of the total amount of the deficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be so assessed, collected, and paid, in lieu of the 50 per cent
addition to the tax provided in
amended.

section 3117

of the Revised Statutes, as

Thus, if the fraud relates to but a small fraction of the income,
upon which the deficiency tax is assessed, the penalty is as great as
though the fraud recited to the entire income upon which a deficiency
of tax is found. Furthermore, the law gives the commissioner no
discretion to gauge the penalty in accordance with the degree of
culpability characterizing the fraud.
If this section of the law stood alone, the congressional intent that
a 50 per cent penalty should attach to every deficiency in which the
fraud element is present, regardless of the extent or nature of the
fraud or the degree of moral turpitude of the taxpayer, would be
without doubt.
The Attorney General of the United States had held that section
:329., Revised Statutes, authorizes the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue (with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury) to
compromise penalties and interest regardless of the solvency of the
taxpayer. (31 Opinions Attorney General 459.)
Ninety per cent of the fraud penalties assessed pursuant to section
275 of the revenue Act of 1924 and similar provisions of the prir
revenue acts are compromised under the authority delegated by section 3229, Revised Statutes. (4011.) The practical result is that the
provision of section 2775, fixing the amount of the penalty, operates
only as a maximum limit on the penalty and no minimum is prescribed by law.
In the J. H. Hillmn & Sons case a penalty of $1,888.828.29 was
compromised to $100,000, or less than 6 per cent. (4003.)
Mr. Gregg stated to the committee that there was nothing unusual
about this compromise. Hle aid: " T am sure that I can dig up
other cases whlre the sanic thing was done or where the amount
accepted in compromise bore a smaller relation to the amount of the
penalty than in this case. and I can find some where it has been done
in the last month." (4072.)
In the American Blower Co. case (3490) both the income tax
unit and the solicitor found that income had been fraudulently
reduced by false return rof the inventory of the taxpayer, which
had been made at the direction of James Inglis, the president of
the company. The penalty of 50 per cent was waived upon the paynent of additional taxes of $240,824.45 and interest at 5 per cent
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per annum from March 15, 1919, to December 1, 1923. This action
was taken after Assistant Secretary of Commenrce Drake and See
retary of the Navy Denby had intervened on behalf of Mr. Inglis.
REMINDS, CREDITS, AND ABATEMENTS

From the beginning of the fiscal year 1921 to April 30, 1925,
refunds amounting to $459,090.825.49 have been made by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue.
These refunds may be briefly summarized as follows:
Refunds pursuant to revenue act of 1)24, reducing 1024 taxes 25

per cent---.-------------------------------.--....

$17, 694,238

Refunds pursuant to Federal court decisions and Attorney General's rulings------------------------------------------148,278, 828
Refunds pursuant to allowances by Bureau of Internal Iteveinuet
213,117, 704
459, 090, 825

In considering these figures the fact must be borne in mind that
refunds constitute but a small fraction of disputed allowances made
to taxpayers.
DEDUCTIONS TAKEN IN

RETURN

If a taxpayer takes a deduction in his return which is allowed by
the income tax unit there is no occasion for a refund, credit, or
abatement. The larger part of the questionable allowances for
amortization, depletion, and depreciation were taken in the returns
of the taxpayers, and unless these deductions were disallowed and
a deficiency tax assessed neither a refund, credit, nor abatement
is involved.
ABATEMENTS

If a deficiency tax is assessed and the taxpayer desires a hearing
upon such deficiency before paying the additional tax, a claim in
abatement is filed.
CREDITS AND REFUNDS

When a taxpayer claims that the tax paid is excessive, either because the net income shown by his return is excessive or because a
deficiency tax is illegal, he may file a claim for a credit or a refund.
If this claim is sustained in whole or in part and unpaid taxes of
another year are due the Government, the excess tax paid is credited
against the tax due.
It is only in cases a tax paid is found to be excessive and there
is no tax due for another year that a refund results.
REFUNDS, CREDITS, AND ABATEMENTS EXCEEDING $250,000

A preliminary examination of the allowed claims for refunds,
credits, and abatements, exceeding $250,000, has been made by the
committee's staff. These allowances aggregate $171,546,416.59 and
are classified as follows:
Per cent

Refunds -----------------------,------------Credits -,_..........
..
...------------------Abatements-------------------------------Total ----------S. Rept. 27, 69-1--13

....
_

,

..

$50,600, 657. %3- 29. 5
15, 125,048.337. 7
_ 107,820,710.33-- 62.8
- 171_-, 546,416. 59-100. 0
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An examination of the merits of these allowed claims for refunds,

credits, and abatements is being made and will be covered by a later
report.
A summary of the amount of taxes remitted in allowances exceeding $250,000 and the per cent of the total remitted on each principal ground follows:
Refunds, credits, and abatements of $250,000 and over

Principal basis of allowance

Special assessment ...............
.....
.....
Increase allowed in invested capital .........

Allowances for amortization

.......
. ............ ......
.......................-..--.

.....................

........

...........

Duplicate tas tentative anld armie
d return ..............................
Inventory losiss............. .....
........... ........
..........
Affiliation allowed --..... -........
.-...........---......-----.....
....

Erroneous assessments on dividends taxed at source ..........................
Loss on sale of capital ussets...............

Rea'location of incoe--.....................

Percentage of
allowance
to grand
total

Allowance

...........................

....--......................

$9, 48,
.

00.06

34,
6015.29
1$, 155,
f45,
03i. 06
10, 762, 174.443
7, 467, 985.62
7, 111,541. 51
5, 217, 09. 77

4, 8U, 762. 0

4,734, 770. 32
4, 056, 628. 59
Noinaliliated.... .. ..-... ....-....---...
....-.---. ---. ........
3, 417, 000. 67
Subsequent year losses charged to prior year's income (ec. 204).-......------.. 3,271,171.70
Deduction from income inheritance taxes waid ..............................
3,061,285.65
Exclusion of income from uncompleted contracts............-..................
3,048, 546. 20
Additional depletion........................................................
3,001,155.95
Abatements to bootleggers...............
......................
2,097, 371.79
Revaluation of stock received in reorganization................. ..............
1,908, 982. 7
Miscellaneous deductions from income.......................................
1,81, 742. 78
Income reported by agent not received..............
.
...............
.,1 7(69,327.30
Deduction of amount paid to parent company by subsidiary.............
1, 537.945. 01
Losses on liquidation..........
....
..............................
1,304,997.00
Obsolescence allowance.....
. ..... .... ....
...
.
..
...
. ..
1,289,581.40
Income frotm tax-freeaovePnant bonds ...
.........
.....------......1, 161,611. 22
C(hanging ac-ounting period.............. .......
... ,.........
1,(X, 372. 22
On ruling that dividends received were not liquidating dividends............
87, 391. 40
Changing books to accrual basis ......-.
-.....-........................
761, 370. 42
1916 dividends not subject to excess profits tax ...........................
748,910. 85
Amended return changed by losses of branch.es...............................
645,424.76
Alleged error in cost of goods bought for resale..................... .........
627, 918. 0
Deductions of prior year's losses...--.........
.........................
1,29,888,08
Erroneous assessment on accumulated income of trust estate........
.......
621,759. 34
Creation of special reser ves... ....................................
575, 66. 0
Taxpayer having no invested capital (mse.209) _.............
............
574, tf. 21
Withdrawals from partnership on Incorporation.. .....
.................
549,989. 39
Excluson of comppentioof
action or
eof
Government contracts. ........
493,641.52
Foregn taxes paid-.....------...
--------..--....--....-...................-.48, 034.80
Commnlnflons paid to subsidiary by parent company........... ..........
456,062.38
Correction of income received within the United States ...................
414,450. 18
Value of good will deducted from gross income..............................
874,419.05
Dividends paid out of surplus accumulated prior to Mar. 1, 1913 ..............
332, 258.72
Assessment as trustee, instead of as corporation........ ..
.................
322,740.97
Additional dpreciation ...---.............................

....

Repayments to Government Department ................................
Nonoollectible judgment.
......................... ............................
Assessed as individuals rather than as partnership.......................
Loa of useful value deduction.......
.................................
Misstatement of income..........-........................................
Value of bond of parent company given to subsidiary in excess of value
reelved ..................................................................
Income from completed goods different from estimated on basis of cost........
Transfer from trustee to Cestui Quo Trust..................................
Grand total...................

......

.

............................

23.13
19.11
6.68
6.27
4.35
4.15
3.04
2.80
2.76
2,36
.1)9
1.,01
1.7(
1.78
1.76
I. 75

1.22
1.11

1.08

1.03
.00
.76
.75
.68
,61

.44
.44
.38

.37
.76

.36
.34
.33

.32
.219
.28
.27
.24

.22
.19

313,630.86

.18
.18

474,800. 00
257,054.80
251,713.50

.15
.16

300,921.16
293,837, 6
282, 532 55
27, 444.40

~

171, 46, 410. 59

100. 00

INVESTED CAPITAL AND SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS

These two subjects relate only to the excess profits and war profits
taxes which are no longer being imposed. The foregoing summary
of refunds, credits and abatements shows that $39,686,500.06, or
23.13 per cent, were based upon special assesments, and $34,155,615.29, or 19.91 per cent, were based upon increased allowances for invested capital. Thus, while these subjects do not pertain to taxes
*
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now being imposed, they are the grounds upon which 4;.0-4 per cent
of taxes hIeretoor e aIS"issted are now being remitted.
The time limitation upon the right of this commit tee to access

$4

the records of the bureau permitted only the most casual examination
of these subjects. Such investigation as we were able to make did
disclose the fact that may of the allowances being made arc in direct
violation of the law, and that there is no sound basis for many of 1 ih
refunds, credits and abatements now being allowed.
Min (:re, s 'f
List of refunds, credits, and abatemeints

$1.00,000

...

A. E. Clegg, New York City ..---------..--.---

-

11. F. Kerr, New York City-....-....-......--...--...-.

John N. Willys. New York City-,..-----New England Cotton Yarn Co., Boston, Mass........----Iartlett-llayward Corporntion, Baltimore, Mld ..-...- --.--American Brass Co., Wlaterbury, Conni

.

...... ...

..

....

.
.---------... ..Amoskeag, Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mas
International Harvester Co., C'icago, 111i...---------P. Lorllard & Co., New York City-..---..--.--.------............
The Mackey Cos., New York City.................
Arlington Mills, Lawrence, Mass --.....-----................National Aniline & Chemical Co., New York, N. Y ------.-.. ..........
......---Armour & Co., Chicago, 11 ..... ,.....-Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago, I11.--------------.--.. -...
Libby, MeNiell & Libby, Chicago, I-........----...........
American Locomotive Co., New York....---...-- ............Burrows Adding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich--------..--------......
American Shipbuilding Co., Cleveland, Ohio----....
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.._,.........--....
Amalgamated Leather Cos., New York.

....

--.....--......

_.

.....
,
Plymouth Cordage Co., Plymouth, Mas -..................-.
William J. Haar, Savannah, Ga --......---............---..
Security Trust Co. (Estate of Cornelia Curtis) Detroit, Mich..._
----Commercial Pacific Cable Co., New York-- ......-New Jersey Zinc Co., New York -....-..---........--......
Aluminum Co., of America, Pittaburgh, Pa.........-........
......
Francis H. Clerque, Montreal, Canada-..............
_.........
Singer Manufacturing Co., Elizabeth, N. J.. .
_.........._
Commercial Cable Co. of New York, New York..
Conrad HI. Mann (Receiver for Steward Farm Mortgage Co.)
.... .-..-. ----Kansas City.-......---...... .-... ....--... Schoellkopf Aniline & C(hemical Works, Buffalo, N. X............
International Shell & Ordnance Co., New York-....--------...-......
International Loading Co., New York..........--R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., North Carolina--.....-----..-----........
American Car & Foundry Co., New York.......
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., Ohio---------------.--------

Pittsburgh Stefi Products Co., Pittsburgh, Pa..--..

<ic

--..------

------..-Standard Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh, Pa--------....
Gulf Oil Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.........----...........
Total----------------------------------------

1,818,813. 52
1,211, 035.02
1 029, 052. 76
2, 041, 01o0.
1, 372,152. 38
2. 247, 588 9 ,
2, 293. 016, 37
1, 512, 137.92
4, 985, 357. 22
2. 505, 604. 04
033, 711. 5
2,,
2, 251, 395. 31
2, 221,101.13
2, 452, 102. 22
1, 87, 250. 63
1, 531, 740. 21
2, OS5, 732.40
2, 900, 290. 98
1, 858, 511) (6
2, 468, 798. 17
1, 681, 52. 97
1, 303, 207. 18
2, 357, -192. 89
1,440, 214. 14
1, n51, 277. 88
1, 77,188. 0
1, 623, 473. 1)2
1, 537, 9415. 1
3, 0418, 546. 20
1, 829, 141. J1
1, 819, (X0. 54
1, 943, 170. 25
1, 698, 265. 47
5, 209, 204. 74
3,482, 610. 51
1, 830,227. 55
1, 955, 050. 95
3, 9900, 080. 18
85, 929, 697. 99

INVESTED CAPITAL

Appraisals for invested capital purposes involve the same questions as appraisals for depletion purposes. The appraisal o< na ural
resources for invested capital and depletion purposes by the income

tax unit has been thoroughly investigated and is discussed under
the subject " Depletion and valuation of natural resources for depletion and invested capital purpQses."
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The time limitation placed upon the authority of this committ**
did not permit a thorough investigation of the audit questions involved in this subject. Such investigation as time permitted was
made, and the results are given in this section of this report. While
some provisions of the law appear to have been uniformly ignored,
and there appears to be gross discrimination with reference to many
provisions, our study of this subject has not been sufficiently comprehensive to enable us to make any definite recommen lation.
No system of income taxes upon corporations, which is not based

upon invested capital, can be said to even approach the ideal, yet
it has been generally claimed that the administrative difficulty of
determining invested capital required its elimination from the corporate tax system. Our investigation warrants the conclusion, that
the most of the difficulties, incidentt to the determination of invested
capital, have been due to the failure of the bureau to observe the
plain provisions of the law.
The 1917 act prohibited the inclusion in invested capital of
property acquired by a corporation in exchange for its corporate
stock, at a value in excess of the par value of the stock exchanged.
This provision has been uniformly ignored, with the result that
illegal values have been generally allowed for 1917, and a vast
amount of unnecessary valuation work has been done.
The 1918 act permitted a valuation of property acquired by a
corporation in exchange for its capital stock, in excess of the par
value of the stock exchanged only when the value of the property
" is shown to the satisfaction of the commissioner to have been
clearly and substantially in excess of such par value," and also
required the commissioner to keep a record of all cases in which

such excess values were allowed. This provision has been almost
entirely ignored.
Both the 1917 and 1918 acts contained provisions preventing the
inflation of values for invested capital purposes through the reorganization or consolidation of corporations. While sound rulings
-construing and applying these provisions have been published by
the bureau, such rulings have not been uniformly observed, even by
the commissioner himself.
In some instances borrowed capital and deferred payments have
been included in invested capital mi direct violation of both the 1917
and 1918 acts, and losses which had been charged off by the taxpayer
have been capitalized as invested capital.
Notwithstanding the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States that unrealized appreciation in the value of property is not to
be included in invested capital such appreciation has been allowed in
one case to the extent of $10,000,000.
Expired patents have been generally permitted to be carried as
earned surplus at values fixed by their original capitalization whilk
in force.
As has been stated, the committee was unable to ascertain the
extent of all of these practices because of the lapse of its authority.
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The 1917 excess profits tax law (sec. 207) provides that tangible
property acquired by a corporation on or after January 1, 1914, u&
exchange for stock or ..aares in such corporation, shall be included in
invested capital at its " actual cost value " at the date acquired. " In
case such tangible property was paid in prior to January 1, 1914, the
actual cash value of such property as of January 1 1914, but in no
ease to exceed the par value of the original stock or shares zpecifcally
issued therefore " shall be included in invested capital.
This section also provides that " actual cash paid in " and " paid
in or earned surplus and undivided profits used or employed in the
business, exclusive of undivided profits earned during the taxable
year," shall be considered invested capital.
The limitation upon the value of property acquired in exchange
for stock, to the par value of the stock issued in exchange therefore
has been consistently ignored by all of the Commissioners of Internal
Revenue in determining invested capital for 1917.
On page 1334 of the hearings, Mr. Hartson, Solicitor of Internal
Revenue, appearing for the bureau, says:
I want to say in the beginning that the bureau has adopted the policy and
the practice, in determining invested capital for the year 1917, when the
property was actually acquired prior to January 1, 1914, to include as paid-in
surplus any ,cNtess value between the par value of the stock and the actual
value of the property as they determined it.

Mr. Hartson's statement is substantiated by regulations No. 41
promulgated under the 1917 war excess profit tax act. Article 63 o1
regulations 41 provides:
Where it can be shown by evidence satisfactory to the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue that tangible property has been conveyed to a corporation or

partnership by gift or at a value, accurately ascertainable or definitely known
us at the date of conveyance, clearly and substantially in excess of the cash
or par value of the stock or shares paid therefor, then the amount of the
excess shall be deemed to be paid in surplus. The adopted value shall not
cover mineral deposits or other properties: discovered or developed after the
date of conveyance, but shall be confined to the value accurately ascertainable
or definitely known at the time.

In support of this regulation and this practice, it was contended
that the law specifically provides that " paid-in surplus " is to be included in invested capital, and that unless property acquired in exchange for stock can be valued for invested capital purposes at more
than the par value of the stock exchanged there can be no such thing
as paid in surplus. It was argued that there is an irreconcilable conflict between the provision recognizing paid-in surplus as invested
capital and the provision limiting the value of property exchanged
for stock to the par value of the stock.
Mr. Hartson admitted that this regulation and practice gave no
force nor effect to the provision limiting the value of property exchanged for stock to the par value thereof. He took the position that
to give practical effect to the act requiring that either the limitation
or the provision permitting paid-in sur pus must be ignored.
This position is not tenable. When force and effect are given to
all the provisions of this section, there is no conflict between the
limitation and the recognition of paid-in surplus.
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It will be noted that the limitation by its terms applies only to
property acquired prior to January 1, 1914, while property acquired
on or after January 1, 1914, may be included in invested capital at
its actual cash value regardless of the par value of the stock exchanged therefor.
When property is exchanged for shares in ta
corporation, the shares
represent the stockhohler's interest in all of the property of the cor.
portion including surplus, paid in or earned. The converse is also
true that all of the property of a corporation, including surplus, is
represented by its shares outstanding. Whether, for its own accounting purposes, a corporation carries on its books a paid in or earned
sur p lus or carries all of its property as a charge to its capital account
is immaterial for the
of deterining the relation
rrpos
of the
value of its property to the par value of its outstanding share.
Whether an actual paid-in surplus results from the exchange of
shares for property depends upon the value which is attributed to
the property acquired by the exchanges. If a value in excess of the
par value of the shares exchanged is attributed to the property, a
paid-in surplus results. If the value attributed to the property is
equal to the par value of the stock no paid-in surplus results from
the transaction. The 1917 excess tax law, by specifically limiting the
value which may be attributed to property exchanged for stock to
the par value expressly prohibits the creation of a lpid(-in surplus
;)y st'tuc an exchange prior to January 1, 1914, for invested capital
urpi'oses.
It is true that the law specifically recognizes paid-in surplus as an
element of invested capital in addition to actual cash paid in.
The bureau's contention ignores the fact that the limitation of the
property value to the par value of the stock only applies to tangible
property acquired prior to January 1, 1914, and to good will acquired
since March 3. 1917, and as to property acquired since those dates
the limitation does not applly. Thus the paid-in surplus, recognized
by the law may arise out of exchanges of stock for tangible property
since January 1, 1914, and to exchanges of stock for good will since
March 3. 1917. Construing this section in accordance with its plain
terms, it has no conflicting provisions which can not be given full
force and effect.
Several cases called to the committee's attention involved allowances for invested capital purposes greatly in excess of the par value
of the stock exchanged for property. These cases are, however,
merely illustrative of the kind of allowances made. The extent of
this practice can not be judged by these cases. The practice was and
still is general to allow values in excess of par value in determining
invested capital for 1917. Neither the amount of these values nor
the amount of tax lost to the Government can be even approximately
estimated.
INVESTED

CAPITAL

VALUATIONS

UNDER

1918

ACT

Section 326 of the revenue act of 1918 qualified the restriction
upon the value of property exchanged for stock to the par value by
the following:
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Actual (cah value of tangible property, other than cash, lona fide paid in
for stock or shares, at the time of such aymenit, but in no case to exceed
the par value of the original stock or shares specifically Issued therefor, unless
the actual cash value of such tangible property at the time paid in Is shown
to the satisfaction of the commissioner to have been clearly and substantially
in excess of such par value, In which case uch excess shall be treated as paidin surplus: Provided, That the commissioner shall keep a record of all cases
in which tangible property is included in Invested capital at a value in excess

of the stW9c or shares issued therefor, containing the name and address of each
taxpayer, the business in which engaged, the amount of invested capital and

net income shown by the return, the value of the tangible property at the
time paid In, the par value of the stock or shares specifically Issued therefor,
and the amount included under this paragraph as rald-in surplus.

The comr

misiloner shall furnish a copy of such record and either detailed Information
with respect to such cases when required by resolution ot either House of
Congress, without regard to the restrictions contained in section 257.

It will be noted that the 1!91

act is not retroactive, and the 1917

act still governs the determination of invested capital, for the purpose of determining 1917 taxes.
The provision of the 1918 act, requiring the commissioner to
"keep a record of all cases in which tangible property is included in
invested capital at a value in excess of the stock or shares issued
therefor," etc., has been almost entirely ignored. Although such
values have been allowed in thousands of cases, the bureau s representatives were able to produce but a small handful of about 200
cards as the record kept. (4061.)
M. Nash, Assistant Commissioner of Internal Revenue, stated to
the committee on May 29, 1925, that this kind of cases had been
handled by a section which was abolished about two years ago.
(4061.)
As I understand it, the records that were kept up to that time became lost
in the shuffle, and this is all I have been able to find. After the abolishment
of this section I find no records were kept, and this order evidently was lost
sight of, until some of these cases came up before the committee last fall. It
was called to my attention that It was necessary to keep such a record under
the old law, and since that time we have kept a current record of all such
cases.

The following cases were called to the attention of the committee

as illustrations of illegal and excessive allowances for invested
capital:
PHIELPS-DODGE

CORPORATION

(13345)
The invested capital of this corporation was illegally inflated to
the extent of at least $45,000,000 for 1917, which resulted in a loss
of tax to the Goernment for that year of $1,969,998.62.
This same $45,000,000 of inflated value was included in the invested capital of 1918 after it was known by the commissioner to be
unsubstantiated and excessive, after it had been deducted from 1919
invested capital as excessive, and over the protest of both the chief
of the metals valuation section and the chief of the review section of
the Income Tax Unit. The excessive allowance for invested capital
resulted in a loss of tax for 1918 of $2,506,648.56.
The question of the value of the property is not involved for 1917,
because the property in question was received in exchange for $45,000,000 of the capital stock of the taxpayer, and was included in in-
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vested capital at a value, as of date of acquisition, of $90,000,000, in
direct violation of the 1917 act.
Upon a revaluation of this property by the Income Tax Unit, before the tax for 1918 was determined, it was found that the value of
the property did not exceed $45,000,000.
The valuation of this property at $90,000,000 as of date of acquisition for invested capital was allowed to stand for 1918 by the express order of the Secretary of the Treasury (3372) of March 6,
1924.
The fact that the valuation of this property at $90,,00000 as of
date of acquisition (December 31, 1908) was excessive by at least
$45,000,000 is shown by evidence other than the revaluation by the
Income Tax Unit.
The death of one of the members of the partnership from which
this property was acquired resulted in litigation in New York over
the valuation of this same property for inheritance tax purposes.
The property had been valued for inheritance tax purposes as of
September 13, 1907, at $13,350,000. It was contended by the State
of New York that it should be taxed on the basis of the value attributed to it when exchanged for the stock of Phelps-Dodge &
Co. (Inc.) on December 31, 1908. The New York court determined the value to be $13,350,000.
In 1909 the officers of the subsidiary companies filed affidavits
with the Bureau of Internal Revenue, as a part of their returns
for corporation excise taxes, fixing the value of this property at
$45,0000000, and in 1911 Phelps-Dodge & Co. notified its stockholders that the subsidiary companies had written up the value of
their ores and plants from $2,579,041.48 to $24,114,045.73, "so that
the total value shown on the books will equal the total estimated
values at the time of the sale to Phelps-Dodge & Co., December 31,
1908." (3363.)
Notwithstanding the fact that the New York courts had held the
value of this property as of September, 1907, was $13,350,000 and
that its value as of December 31, 1908, had been declared by affidavits
of the officers of the taxpayer on file with the bureau, and by notice
of the taxpayer to its stockholders and found by the income tax unit's
own -engineers to be $45,000,000, the Secretary of the Treasury by
letter to this taxpayer's attorney-on March 6, 1924, holds that the
value of $90,000,000 shall stand for the undetermined taxes of 1918.
POND CREEK COAL CO.

(1958)

This case involved the determination of invested capital for 1917
and subsequent years.
The promoters of this company acquired options to purchase coal
lands for $937,780.25. These lands were turned over to the taxpayer in exchange for $1,500,000 of its capital stock. The committee on appeals and review allowed a value of $3,756,920.48 upon
these lands for invested capital purposes, or $2,256,930.48 in excess of
the maximum fixed by the 1917 act.
These lands lay on opposite sides of a mountain. The lands on
one side of the mountain are accessible to the railroad and can be
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operated. These lands had a sufficient supply to cover 0 years' operations. The lands on the other side of the mountain are not
accessible to the railroad, have no other means of transportation, and
will not he worked until the exhaustion of the other deposit. The
engineers of the income tax unit gave the available accessible lands
a value of $135 per acre, or $2,800,000, and the inaccessible lands a
value of $35 per acre, or $625,629.55, a total of $1,925,629.55.
The committee on appeals and review, in an unpublished ruling
and without giving notice or an opportunity to be heard to the engineers who were familiar with the case, determine that if part of
the lands were worth $135 per acre all of the land had that value, and
upon that theory allowed a value of $3,756,930.48 upon the entire
tract.
UNITED STATES GRAPHITE CO.
(1810)

The property in question was acquired by this taxpayer in 1893 in
exchange for $35,000 par value of its capital stock. This property
was included in invested capital for 1917 at $307,149.08.
UNION SULPHUR co.

This taxpayer acquired its property in 1896 in exchange for
$100,000 par value of its capital stock. This property was included
in 1917 invested capital at $3,000,000. The propriety of allowing
$3,000,000 on this property for 1918 and subsequent years is dis.
cussed at pages 64 to 70.
FREEPORT SULPHUR CO.

This taxpayer acquired its property in July, 1912, for $450,000
cash and deferred payment of $1.75 per ton on the first 200,000 tons
of sulphur mined and 75 cents per ton on the balance of the sulphur
mined. This property was valued at $13,375,857 for invested capital
purposes.
INFLATION OF INVESTED CAPITAL BY REORGANIZATION
TION OF CORPORATIONS

OR CONSOLIDA-

Section 208 of the revenue act of 1917, reenacted ard amended in

section 331 of the revenue act of 1918, was intended to prevent the
inflation of invested capital through the reorganization, consolidation, or change of ownership of corporate property after March

3, 1917.
Section 208 of the revenue act of 1917 provides as follows:
That in case of the reorganization, consolidation or change of ownership of
a trade or business after March third, nineteen hundred and seventeen, if an
interest or control in such trade or business of fifty per centum or more
remains in control of the same persons, corporations, associations, partnerships,
or any of them, then in ascertaining the invested capital of the trade or business no asset transferred or received from the prior trade or business shall
be allowed a greater value than would have been allowed under this title in

computing the invested capital of such prior trade or business if such asset
S. Rept. 27, 69-1---14
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had not, iewn so transferred or received, unless such asset was paid for speciflcally as such, in cash or tangible property, and then not to exceed the actual
cash or actual cash value of the tangible property paid therefor at their time of

such payment.
Section 331 of the revenue net of 1918 provides as follows:
In the case of the reorganization, consolidation, or change of ownership of
a trade or business, or change of ownership of property, after March 3, 1917,
if an interest or control in such trade or business or property of 50 per centum
or more remains in the same persons, or any of them, then no asset transferred
or received from the previous owner shall, for the purpose of determining
invested capital, be allowed a greater value than would have been allowed
under this title in computing the invested capital of such previous owner if
such asset had not been so transferred or received: Provided, That if such

previous owner was not a corporation, then the value of any asset so transferred or received shall be taken at its cost of acquisition (at the date when
acquired by such previous owner) with proper allowance for depreciation, impairment, betterment or development, but no addition to the original cost
shall be made for any charge or expenditure deducted as expense or other-

wise on or after March 1, 1013, in computing the net income of such previous

owner for purposes of taxation.
The question involved can be best presented by the statement of a
hypothetical case.
Assume that A, B, and C, respectively, own 50 per cent of the
stock of the A company, the B company and the C company. The
A and B companies each have invested capital of $100,000, while the
C company has an invested capital of $200,000. Thus lihe combined
invested capital of these companies is $400,000.
A, B, and C, after March 3, 1917, agree to organize a consolidated
corporation, the A, B, and C consolidated company, to which the
property of the three companies is to be transferred, and the stockholders of the old corporations are to exchange their stock in the
old corporations for the stock of the new corporation. The stockholders of the A and B companies each receive 25 per c:ent of the
stock of the new; company, and the stockholders of the C company
receive the remaining 50 per cent.
The A, B, and C consolidated company now claims that prior to
the consolidation there has been an appreciation in the value of its
assets which the A, B, and C companies could not include in their
invested capital, but which should be included in the invested capital
of the consolidated company. The question is whether the above
quoted sections apply to the consolidated property. If they apply
the invested capital of the consolidated company can not exceed the
invested capital of the companies consolidated.
It will be noted that A, B, and C each controlled their respective
companies before the consolidation, and the stockholders of the
three old companies own all of the stock of the consolidated company. There are no new owners of any interest. The stockholders
of the old C company own 50 per cent of the stock of the consolidated
company.
This question was presented to the advisory tax board in 1919, and
passed upon in their recommendation No. 68, which has never been
published. This recommendation states:
In the opinion of the advisory ta: board the language of the section means
at least that the limitation does not apply unless a person or group of persons
who had an "interest or control" in a trade or business or property of "50
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Their application of the rule above stated, in the case of the
Union Carbide & Carbon Co., which wac before them , applied to
the hypothetical case imensiti that lie property acquired fror the C

company could not he included in the invested capital of the con-

solidated company, at more than it could have been included in the
invested capital of the C complyIhad

h11(consolidlntion not taken

place, but that this limitation did not apply to tie properly acquired from the A and B companies.
It will be noted that this rule would exclude from ill of the
property of the consolidated company the application of the limit!
tion if in the distribute ion of the stock the ?stockholders of the C com-

pany had received less than 50 per cent of the stock of the consolidated company, notwithstanding the fact that all of the persons
interested in old companies owned 100 per cent of the stock of the

new company.
In 1921 the Solicitor of Internal Revenue ruled that section 331
of the 1918 act, which, as to this question, is identical with section
208 of the 1917 act, applied to all of the property of a consolidated
corporation, acquired since March 3, 1917, if a 50 per cent interest
in the consolidated company was owned by the entire group which
controlled such property prior to the consolidation. Under this
construction, the invested capital of a consolidated company could
not be increased by the mere act of consolidation, unless at least 50
per cent interest in the consolidated company was aLq(uired by a

person or persons, otherwise than through the exchange of stock
upon consolidation.
This ruling of the solicitor was published in the bulletin service,
and is included in the Cumulative Bulletin I-l. January-June, 192,2.

at page 394. This solicitor's ruling is the first and only ruling on
this particular question ever published by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, and Congress and the public have a right to assume that
this published ruling is the construction of this statute, which is

being followed in all cases in which this question is involved.
NATIONAL ANILINE & CHEMICAL CO.

Early in the year 1917, the Shoellkopf Aniline Chemical Works
(Inc.), and the Becker Aniline & Chemical Works (Inc.), decided
to consolidate, and to also acquire the property of the Bengal Products Co., which was owned in equal proportions by the General
Chemical Co., the Senret-Solvay Co., and the Barrett Co. To effect
this purpose, the taxpayer, the National Aniline & Chemical Co. was
organized subsequent to March 3, 1917.
On June 6, 1917, the tangible and intangible assets of the Shoellkopf Aniline Cehmical Works, the Becker Aniline & Chemical
Works and the Bengal Products Co. were transferred to the
taxpayer.
After the transfers were effected, the taxpayer had common and
preferred stock outstanding amounting to $20.870,."80.92, of which
amount, $3,819,600 was sold for cash, and the balance was issued to
the vendors of the property. Thus the former owners of the various
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properties consolidated retained an 85 per cent interest in the consolidated property and the interest of the Shoellkopf Co. was 55
per cent.
It will be noted that under the published ruling of the solicitor,
the provisions of section 208 of the 1917 act limited the amount at
which these properties could be carried into the invested capital to
the amount of the invested capital which would be allowable to the
former owners had the transfer not taken place. Even under the
unpublished ruling of the advisory tax board, the property acquired
from the Shoelkopf Co. could not be included in the invested capital
of the taxpayer at more than it could have been included in the
invested capital of the Shoelkopf Co.
The income tax unit assessed the taxpayer for the year 1917 on
the basis that its invested capital was limited by section 208 above
quoted. To this action the taxpayer protested, and filed a claim for
abatement. The question was submitted to the Solicitor of Internal
Revenue for his opinion. Solicitor Mapes decided in an opinion
<(unpublished) :
That the limitations imposed by section 208 of the revenue nct of 1917 apply
In the computation of the invested capital of a corporation, firm, or a consolidation of several corporations (not originally affiliated) where the constituent corporations receive shares of stock of the new corporation in exchange for their assets and the several constituent corporations retained a
control through stock ownership of 50 per cent or more.

Notwithstanding the decisions of the solicitor, the income tax
unit settled the case on the theory that section 208 did not limit the
invested capital which the taxpayer could claim for the year 1917,
and as a result thereof issued certificate of overassessment No. 256698,
showing an overassessment for the year 1917 of $3,035,771.55. Under
the procedure cf the income tax unit the certificate was forwarded
to the solicitor's office for examination before final action was taken
thereon. It was returned to Deputy Commissioner Batson, under
date of June 9,1922, by letter signed by J. C. Rogers, member of the
committee on claims, with the following comment:
The attached certificate of overassessment No. 250098, prepared for allow'
a4nce in the amount of $3.035,771.55 in the case of the National Aniline &
Chemical Co. (Inc.), of New York, N. Y., for the year 1917 has been examined.
Approval is withheld for the reason that in makingg the adjustment upon
which the certificate is based the limitations imposed by section 208 of the
revenue act of 1917 have not been applied in a computation of the taxpayer's
invested capital, in accordance with the opinion of the Solicitor of Internal
Revenue recently submitted to the commissioner. However, it appears that,
notwithstanding the opinion of the solicitor, the commissioner under date of
May 27, 1922, advised the representative of the taxpayer that tax-board
recommendation 68 was considered to be controlling in this case and that the
limitations imposed by section 208 of the revenue act of 1917 were not applicable. It is, therefore, presumed that the allowance will be scheduled without the approval of this office.
Except as noted above certificate is approved.

Notwithstanding the fact that the solicitor decided that section
208 of the revenue act of 1917 was applicable to this taxpayer, in
computing its invested capital for the year 1917, the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue settled the case on the basis that the said section
was not applicable. There was thus included in the invested capital
of the consolidated company $11,500,000 of intangible values, not
carried upon the books of the predecessor companies.
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If this action was correct, the vendor companies were liable for
income tax on the profit which they received upon the sale of these
intangibles. In relation to this matter Solicitor Mapes, in a memorandum to the commissioner, said:
The third question in this case Is whether the several constituent corpora-

tions reallztl income at the time of the exchange from the transfer of their
to the National Aniline & C(hemical Co. ia exchange for its stock. My
assetsN
oplulon on this qiesition wtN Itht the constituent corporations realized incontlu from tie exchange meansred by tie diMTerence between the cost or
value s of 31arinch 1. 1913, of the property andl the market value of the stock
rewcived liI excllaunge.
I untdelirtulnd tlat the legal correctness of 111 opitniotino this point is not
lquestloted bult as a matter of pollcy it. iN de(eiCed adivisale to close the case
on the other basis ini accorditice with which it has been preparNl.

ThiN i a matter of policy concerning which I hesitate to express an opinion.

The ven(lor comil1antes were not taced on the profit made by their
on the sale of tle intangible assets auiove llentione(d.
Thus in the month of Jine, 1922, the commissioner r of Internal
Revenue, against the advice of the solicitor, grants a reundl of'
$3,035,771.55, which is largely based upon an allowance, as invested
capital, of an excess of the amount allowable to the former owners!
of this property, and in the same month publishes a cumulative
bulletin plroclaiming that such a thing can not be done under the
cirlcumlstanles in this case.

From the solicitor's memorandum above quoted it also appears
that the tax on $11,500000 of profit is also waived " as a matter of
policy," although the legality of the tax is not questioned.
BORROWED CAPITAL ILLEGALLY

INCLUDE

IN

INED
VESTD CAPITAL

Both the 1917 and 1918 acts specifically provide that borrowed
capital or property can not be included in invested capital. The
1918 act and the published rulings of the Bureau of Internal Revenue provide that liabilities carried in open book account are borrowed capital within the meaning of that term as used in the act.
Section 207 of the act of October 3, 1917, provides that:
As used in this title " invested capital" does not include
other property borrowed * * *

* * * money or

Section 326 (b) of the revenue act of 1918 provides that:
As used in this title the term " Invested capital" does not include borrowed
capital.

The following rulings of the committee on appeals and review
and of the Board of Tax Appeals may be cited as authority for the
proposition that obligations of a corporation to its stockholders on
borrowed capital.
A. R. R. 1004: In this case the net profits, by appropriate resolution of the board of directors, were divided pro rata among the
stockholders according to their individual holdings, and credited
to their individual accounts on the books of the corporation. No.
interest was paid on the accounts. The case was referred by the
committee on appeals and review to the solicitor for his opinion.
He held that the division of the surplus and the crediting to the
stockholders of the amounts in question was in fact a dividend, and
that the personal accounts were liabilities of the corporation, and
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consequently could not be included in invested capital of the corporation.

A. R. R. 1062: In this case the corporation credited its net earnings to the personal lacoulllmsl
of its three stockholders. These
amounts were left in the business and used by the corporation in con-

ducting its affairs. The committee on appeals and review held
that the LnUounts credited to the stockholders and used by the corporat io n conducting its business constituted borrowed capital and
consequentlv could not be included in its invested capital.

A . .I. 1984: All of the stock of this corporation except t ive
shiars .was owned by A. In 1909 there was established on the books
of the corporation an account designated "A personal account,"
which was carried under the general head of accounts payable. In
191s the amount standing to the credit of A in this account was
IcreTited to surplus. The committee held that the account was a
liability and could not be included in invested capital.
The United States Board of Tax Appeals has decided on this
question in two recent decisions. In the case of the Consolidated
Electric Lamp Co., Docket No. 555, the two principal stockholders
had !theirsalary credited to their accounts. They owned the building occupied by the company, and the rent due front it was also
credited to their accounts. On December 31, 1918, the balance of
their personal accounts was $45,064.63. Taxpayer claimed this
amount, as prt of its invested capital for 1919, which was disallowed by the income tax unit on the ground that it was a liability,
and this decision was confirmed by the Board of Tax Appeals.
In the case of the Electrical Supply Co., all of the stock of which
was owned by three stockholders, Docket No. 710, it was the custom
at the end of each fiscal year to credit on the books to the personal
accounts of the three stockholders, the entire net earnings for that
year. The accounts were named " stockholders" or "individual
surplus account." The stockholders had the right to and did draw
against such accounts for funds for their personal use, and also had
the right to pay into the same amounts obtained by them from
sources not connected with the operation of the corporation's
business.
In computing its invested capital for taxation purposes the taxpayer included the amount of these accounts. Upon audit of the
taxpayer's income tax returns the commissioner disallowed the
amounts credited to the personal accounts mentioned above, and
the decision was sustained by the Board of Tax Appeals.
That these published rulings can not be accepted as conclusive
of the practice of the Income Tax Unit and that there is gross discrimination in dealing with this subject is shown by the allowances
to the Star Co., of New York.
STAR CO. OF NEW YORK

This is one of a group of affiliated corporations controlled by Mr.
W. R. Hearst.
On December 31, 1903, the Star Co., of New York, was indebted
to Mr. Hearst to the amount of $6,119,100.04, representing advances
made by the latter. A journal entry was made on December 31,
1903, on the books of the Star Co. closing this account payable
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into surplus. In 1917, after a lapse of 14 years, this entry was
brought to the attention of Mr. Hearst by an accountant who investigated4 the books. On November 30, 1917, Mr. Hearst addressed a
letter to the Star Co. calling its attention to the fact that such
e entry be reversed
entry was unauthorized and requesting t that
to show the facts.. Mr. Hearst in this letter states:
" Not only have I never u ithorized an.v such elltries, but ,:o far itsI have

been atlle to ascertain no such Iulthorl/ation was given by the board of direcentries
ofIlny
ny tuthorizaltio
there
Nor Waf
tors of these companies.
which. prior to the making of
t i
creditst
which would in any way Itl'
looks in imy favor and which repretie n'lit'ris referred to, stood upon th11e
tI(
t hose vor ort'tlolls.
ltuicd y 11'
setlicd lilmoney i

In 1918 the taxpayer took up the matter of including this indebtedness in invested capital with Doctor Adams, chairman of the
advisory tax board, and on March 9, 1918, the latter sent the taxpayer a telegram as follows:
Noninterest-bearing permanent indebtedness of a corporation represented
by loan from sole stockholder without fixed time of maturity and 'not evidenced by written obligation may be treated in the return as Invested capital

as per letter of this date.
On March 13, 1918, Doctor Adams wrote the taxpayer as follows:

What I meant to convey by the above telegram is that while I have very
little doubt about the status of such Indebtedness and am willing to have the
return of the company concerned made up on the assumption that such indebt.
edness is part of the capital, the question is nevertheless one which requires
careful legal examination, and we must reserve the right to treat this item
a.s liability rather than invested capital if subsequent examination of legal
precedents proves this to be necessary. You will be advised, of course, before
any change of this kind is made.
Attention should be called to this item in the return of the corporation, and
you may state that I have informally authorized its inclusion tentatively in
invested capital.

On the above authority the taxpayer included the Hearst personal
account in its invested capital in submitting its returns for the years
1918 and 1919. In the audit the item was disallowed as invested
capital by the Income Tax Unit. The taxpayer protested to the disallowance in a brief dated November 12, 1921. As a result of this
protest a conference was held on November -18, 1921, at which the
question was discussed, but the record does not indicate that a decision was reached.
The next A-2 letter, dated August 11, 1922, to the taxpayer
allowed this item of borrowed money as invested capital, referring to
the above-mentioned conference as authority therefor. There is no
other evidence in the record to show the authority on which this item
was allowed as invested capital.
OTHER ILLEGAL AND DISCRIMINATORY ALLOWANCES AS INVESTED CAPITAL

IN STAR CO. CASE

The original taxes paid by the taxpayer, the additional assessments
proposed by A-2 letters of the Income Tax Unit, and the actual additional assessments made as a result of adjustments determined after
consideration of briefs filed by the taxpayer are as follows:
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Year

1917 ..
1lH.....

.

......

Original tax
paid

r

......---...
..................
.....

.............

191---------------------------..
.
...
.....
.............
1910- .......................
Total..

..

-

...

-------...--...---..
..--..........

Proposed additional assesacsents -....... ..

,

.

Amount of nal deterdnlation by bureau...-...------

---

Proposed aidl
tonal awssiments A-2
letters

65, 387. 53
161,079, 5
-----.
101,0711.55-298,
44.--3

$6M4,010.2 i
K0,520 40
85OML40
305 4
576,
2,031, 436.2

, 11, 4

........

-...

......

......
.....
---- ...
.
....
....

.

........

Tax liability reduced by bureau conferences .. .....-.....-- ..-

.....

.-...

Amounts
finally d
tormluil
upon
$94, 82. 1
21,A 5.03

21,M&03
177,931.11
24,331 32
$2,031,4341,0

294,330.32

1, 7,097.
3.....

Among the disputed items which were originally disallowed by
the Income Tax i(nit prior to the mailing of the A-2 letters and
which were subsequently allowed by the conferees are the following:
1. Deduction of $203,964.36 from gross income of taxpayer, which

is claimed as a loss upon the liquidation of the German Journal.
The German Journal Corporation was owned 100 per cent by
the Star Co. from 1904. Advances were made to it by the latter
from time to time, and on January 1, 1918, these advances aggregated $203,964.36. During 1918 the Journal ceased to operate and
was liquidated by the taxpayer, as a result of which the latter
claims the loss as a deduction from income for that year. This loss
is purely intercompany and therefore not deductible in determining
consolidated net income, as the consolidated surplus is not affected
by such liquidation.
The following rulings are referred to in support of the disallowance of this deduction:
A. R. R. 2455: In this case an account was owed to one subsidiary. In the liquidation of the debtor subsidiary the account
receivable was a loss. The committee on appeals and review held
that such loss was an intercompany transaction and no deduction
was allowable from gross income for taxation purposes on account
of the transaction.
A, R. R. 166: In this case it was held by the committee on appeals
and review that an account receivable in the liquidation of a subsidiary was an intercompany transaction and should be eliminated
in arriving at the net income of the consolidated group.
Solicitor's recommendation No. 4590: In this case CampbeIl-Morrell & Co. own 100 per cent of the stock of the Citizens' Coal & Supply
Co. The parent company had advanced to its subsidiary $27,453.16,
which appeared on its records as an account receivable. Upon dissolution of the latter the parent company received in liquidation
$2,153.94, thereby reflecting a loss from its advances and investment
of $10,000 in 1905 for capital stock of $35,299.22.
It was held that the receipt of the dividend in liquidation
reflected a loss, which, however, was an intercompany loss, and the
amount was properly added to the net result of the individual
operations to obtain the correct amount of the consolidated net
income.

It was held, in Solicitor's Opinion 131, thatGain is realized on the distribution in liquidation of the assets of a corporation to another corporation which !s the owner of all its stock, * * * and
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In subject to tax under setlion 10 of the revenue net of 1916 as amended.
Where such companies tre required to file conwlldated returns for the purpose
of the exces!4-proflts tax, the lHuidlation isman intercompilny tranNaction and tlh
gain derived therefrom is not subject to tax under section 201 of the revenue
act of 1917.

2. Goodwill of International Magazine Co.:
The taxpayer claims th: t it has good will, which it acquired with
tangible assets, as follows:
Acquired in 1903 in acquisition of (Cosiopolitan Magazine Co.--

For stoc ...-..-.--...-----..............-....

$25, 000.00

.....---------.-....

For bonds

....-.,-........

Acquisition of New Publishing Co. for bhiods--

Acquisition through Mrs. Hearst iu 191-..
Total ..-.....-..-....-----------------

Referring to the

487, 500. 00

....

..-..........

5.000
$512,
941, 20. 5

1,499, 982. 32

----------....... 2, 53, 772. 82

imount acquired through Mrs. Hearst ($1,499,-

982.32), the following explanation is made:
On February 28, 1914, Mrs. W . . Hearst was indebted to the
International Magazine Co. in the amount of $1,059,931.88, which
amount the corporation carried on its books as an asset.

At the

same time Mrs. Ilearst owned the total stock of the following corporations in the amounts indicated:
$250,000
World Review Co .....-.
--------------------------------------10, 000
........---- ..--------------------------American Home Magazine
10,000
Harper's Bazaar (inc.)-.----...............-...--..--.....
. ..- --.- 100, 000
National Magazine Co. (Ltd.) ...............----------...
Total stock (par value) ----------

----------------

370,000

Mrs. Hearst offered to sell her .stock of the four companies last
above mentioned to the International Magazine Co. in consideration
of the cancellation by it of the $1,059,031.88 indebtedness which she
owed to it. The board of directors of the International Maga7ine
Co. accepted Mrs. Hearst's offer and proceeded to liquidate and
merge the newly acquired companies with the exception of the National Magazine Co., which was a foreign corporation.
The amount of the so-called good will is determined as follows:
Indebtedness canceled---------------------$1,059,031.88
Less: Paid for foreign corporation not merged....
100,000.00
Net deficit of the three companies merged --Total ---------

---------------

-------------------------------

$959, 031.88
540,950. 44
1, 499,982.32

The International Magazine Co. immediately proceeded to charge
off to surplus $1,341,007.74 of the so-called good will. For the purpose of increasing its invested capital for taxation purposes, this
taxpayer was permitted to reverse this entry and include this $1,341,607.74 in invested capital as good will.
At the time the above-mentioned transaction was executed the three
companies merged with the International Magazine Co. showed
deficits aggregating $540,950.44. The result of this transaction was
the cancellation of an asset carried on the books at $1,059,031.88 and
the assuming of liabilities of the three corporations merged of $540,-
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excess of assets acquired from them, so that its financial
950.4
was
i
impaired to the extent of $1,499,082.32.
condx
The three companies merged with the International Magazine
Co. had sustained losses for three years prior to liquidation and
were insolvent at the time of the m geger. It is contended that no
good will was or could be acquired by the International Mag'tzine
Co. in absorbing these three insolvent corporations which had
operated at a los for three years immediately preceding the merger.
It was not only improper to reverse the ently which the company
made at the time of the merger in charging surplus with $1,341,607.74, but surplus should be further reduced by $158,37-1.58 in
order that the entire loss should be charged off.
3. Paid-in surplus, $2,052,683.01:
The taxpayer claimed and the bureau allowed as paid-in surplus
the amount of $2,052,683.01 as representing the value of tie tangible

assets of the San Francisco Examiner, which was acquired in
exchange for capitall stock of taxpayer.
The Examiner Printing Co. was incorporated for the purpose
of taking over the San Francisco Examiner, which was the personal
property of Mr. Hearst and was operated as a sole proprictorship.
A balance sheet of the San Francisco Examiner as at December 31,
1907, immediately prior to transferring the assets and liabilities to
the corporation, was submitted, which was made the basis of a claim
for paid-in surplus as follows:
Total aUsetsR---,
...Total liabilities .....-..------

.....
...-----

. .
---- -----------.

..
----..

$3, 145, 785.43
2))9, 313. 01
, 840, 471. 82

Net assets acquired ----------.---..------------

2,346, 471.82

-------------

--------..
.

Paid-in surplus-..-----..

500,000.00

------....----

Less capital stock issued-----.-----.--.-

An examination of the balance sheet shows that among the assets
claimed in the above total were the following:
-----------------------------W. R. Hearst...
.....------Los Angeles Examiner...--....---------Total --------

----,---------------------

.......

$2, 295, 611.30
32, 450. 98
- 2,622, 062. 28

The Los Angeles Examiner was owned personally by Mr. Heart,
so that both of the above accounts are properly debits of the proprietor's account. The credit side of the balance sheet contains,
among others, the following accounts:
W. R. Hearst, capital ---------..-Profit and loss----

.

--------...
-----.

$793, 788. 81

.
-------

-----------------

Total -..--------------------

2,052, 83.01
-------

2,84, 471.82

SIn order to show a correct statement, the debits of the personal
account should have been offset against the credits with the following result:
Total assets claimed--....-.-----.-..
----------.- $3,145, 788.43
Less: Personal accounts (W. R. Hearst and Los Angeles Examifper) -----------------------------------------

Corret assets..----------------------------------.... Less: Liabilities .-----

Net assets acquired...-------..------...

--------------

---------

2,622, 062.28

-

23,723.15
299, 313.61

224,409.54
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No contention was made on the part of the taxpayer that Mr.
Hearst ever paid into the cororoation the amount of the debit
account. It is evident that Mr. Hearst withdrew from the business
the amounts indicated as debits to his personal account and that of
the Los Angeles Examiner-namely, $2,022,062.28--but the company
subsequently claims these amounts as paid-in surplus. The net
:ssets acquired were actually valued at $224,409.54, as shown by
the balance sheet, which was less than the par value of the stock
issued in exchange therefore and therefore there was no paid-in
surplus.

It is inconceivable that the bureau should allow this item as invested capital in view of the facts which appear in the reco; d, stated
haove.
APl'llp(I VTION INCIoI DED IN INVESTED CAPITAL

The published regulations and rulings of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, as well as the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States, construe the term " invested capital," as defined in section 207
of the revenue act of 1917 and section 326 of the revenue act of 1918,
as meaning the capital contributed to or paid into an enterprise plus
any net profits earned but not drawn outl of the business. (Sec. 831840, regulations 45, A. R. R. 517, Cumulative Bulletin No. 4, La Belle
Iron Works v. U. S., 256 Ui. . 377.)
These rulings and regulations specifically hold that in determining
the earned surplus to be included in invested capital due deduction
from operating earnings must be made to cover sustained depletion,
and that appreciation in the value of the property can not be offset
against depletion sustained in determining invested capital is held
by the Supreme Ciurt of the United States in the case above cited.
ANACONDA

COPPER COMPANY

(3589)
This taxpayer claimed an earned surplus as a part of its invested
capital. Depletion sustained, prior to December 31, 1916, had not
been deducted from operating earnings in computing the invested
capital claimed. This depletion was found by the Income Tax Unit
to be $35,676,623.55. In determining tlhe invested capital appreciation in the value of the property amounting to $30,000,000 was
deducted from the depletion sustained before the depletion was deducted from the operating earnings. The effect of this action was to
include $30,000,000 of clamed appreciation in value in invested capital. This action was taken at the direction of Mr. J. L. Darnell,
then head of the natural resource subdivision, about March 1, 1920.
Another error in invested capital amounting to $3,471,517.26 arose
out of duplicating intercompany holdings.
This company was also permitted to treat its finished product on
hand January 1, 1917, as though sold, thus throwing the profit on
this material back into the tax year 191b. This item alone reduced
its 1917 taxable income $3,889,309.70.
All of these errors, which made a difference of $2,500,921.49 in
the excess-profits tax of 1917, were called to the attention of Deputy
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Commissioner Bright prior to the expiration of the period within
which an additional assessment could be made by a memorandum
dated March 1, 1923, from Mr. W. C. T'unfate, head of the audit division, having jurisdiction over this case.
In a memorandum dated March 30, 1923, Deputy Commissioner
Bright directed Mr. Fay, then head of the natural resource division,
to take no action in this case.
Mr. Bright appeared before the committee to explain his refusal
to permit the reopening of this case for the correction of these
errors. (3683.)
He stated that an order of the commissioner,

dated January 2t,

1923, prohibited the reopening of cases in the absence of evidence of
fraud or gross error. Errors resulting in decreasing a tax by $2,500,000 appear to be gross errors.
Mr. Bright also cited an order of the Secretary that copper-mine
valuations were. to remain closed except for 1919 and subsequent
years. These errors involved no question of valuation.
The third reason assigned by Mr. Bright was that they were under
instructions to get cases closed and settled.
Mr. Bright then stated that he closed this case because he helieved it had been properly settled, notwithstanding the fact that
these allowances violated the regulations and were denied all other
taxpayers similarly situated,
Among other reasons assigned by Mr. Bright for his action in this
case was the fact that the taxpayer had waived certain claims. Upon
being requested to explain what these claims were, Mr. Bright stated
that he did not then know and never had known what these claims
were.
EXPIRED PATENTS AS INVESTED CAPITAL

It has been the general practice of the Income Tax Unit to permit invested capital to be inflated by " earned surplus " which has
been built up by failing to eliminate the value at which expired
patents have been capitalized. This practice is expressly authorized
by the regulations. (Reg. 62, art. 843.)
This regulation is based upon the theory that during the life of
a patent its value becomes converted into good will value, which is
not affected by the expiration of the patent.
This regulation and the practice which has been followed under it
are contrary to both the specific provisions of the act and to sound
accounting principles.
The 1917 act, section 207, in defining invested capital, specifically
provides for the inclusion of patents acquired by a corporation in
exchange for stock at not to exceed the par value of the stock
exchanged therefor.
The same section makes separate provision for the inclusion in
invested capital of the value of good will acquired by a corporation
in exchange for stock and limits such, value to the par value of the
stock exchanged therefor, which can not exceed 20 per cent of the.
entire capital stock. Thus the 1917 act recognizes patents to besomething entirely distinct from good will.
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PREBSED STEEL CAR COMPANY

(3451)
This case illustrates the operation of this regulation and the
effect of this practice.
This taxpayer was organized in 1899 to take over the assets and
business of the Schoen Pressed Steel Co. and the Fox Pressed Steel
Equipment Co. The authorized capital stock of the taxpayer was
$25,000,000, of which $1,500,000 was sold for working capital and the
balance, or $23,500,000, was exchanged for the property and business
of the old concerns. The valuation of the property acquired for
stock agreed upon between the taxpayer and the unit is as follows:
Cash ---,-------------

----..
..--------

.-- ---...-----------------------Patents
-------------------------Good will ---------..
.------------------------------Other assets

$1,

0,000=

0 per cent

40 per cent
10, 000, 000
5, 000, 000= 20 per cent
8. 500, 00== 34 per cent

25, 000, 000=100 per cent
The invested capital for 1917 was determined to be $37,000,000,
which consisted of the $25,000,000 paid in as above and an earned
surplus of $12,000,000. In computing the earned surplus no deduction was made from earnings to cover the depreciation of the patents
included above, but all of which had expired in 1917. Had the
$10,000,000 value of expired patents been written off the books, the
earned surplus would have been reduced from $12,000,000 to $2,000,000 and the invested capital would have been $27,000,000 instead of
$37,000,000.
It will be noted that good will was carried at $5,000,000, or 20
per cent of the outstanding capital. This was the maximum permitted by the 1917 law. The patents had expired and no longer
existed as property, but the regulation under which this allowance
was made treats expired patents as good will. If these patents are
treated as good will, the good will is increased to 60 per cent of the
capital, which is three times what the law allows.
l'nder the 1918 act patents are specifically made intangible property, and intangible property acquired for stock is limited to 25
per cent of the outstanding capital stock for invested capital purposes. Under these specific provisions the patents and good will
allowed as invested capital to the amount of $15,000,000 could not
be included in 1918 invested capital for an amount in excess of
$6,250,000
Mr. Gregg stated that the practice followed in this case had been
followed "in thousands and thousands of cases." (3470.)
SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS

During the years 1917 to 1921, inclusive, when the excess-profits
and war-profits taxes were in force, the law provided that taxpayers
in certain cases could secure relief under special assessment. When
this method is applied it amounts, in simple terms, to disregarding
of the taxpayer's invested capital and the computation of the excessprofits tax from the average-profits tax paid by representative con-cernsin the same industry.
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For instance, in the United Verde Extension Mining Co. ie.
is presented before the committee, it was shown that the statutory
tax of this company for the year 1917, computed on the regular basis,
would have been $6,050,991. 57. By applying special assessment and
computing the tax on the average rate paid by five other copper cornpanics the tax of this company was reduced to $2,845,070.37. Special assessment, then, meant a tax reduction of 53 per cent, or $3,205.921.20, to this taxpayer in the year 1917. (See pp. 3137 and 3438
of hearings.)
The importance of this subject can also be seen from the amount of
refunds, credits, or abatements which have been made through the
application of this provision of the law. As there are still about
7,000 undetermined cases pending in the special assessment section
of the Income Tax Unit, the present importance of this subject is
appalling.
Notwithstanding the importance of the subject and the admitted
difficulty of a proper application of the provisions of the law, the
bureau, as in the case of amortization, has failed to lay down any
adequate statement of the principles and method to be applied either
by the taxpayers or the auditors of the special assessment section.
The time limitations upon the authority of this committee permitted only a hasty examination of this subject. This investigation
did develop the fact that the authority delegated by the revenue
acts is blinr exceeded and abused and that the following conclusion
are justified:
(1) ihe bureau, has, without authority, made retrontive /theprovrions of sections 327 and 328 of the 1918 revenue act in. regard
to abiornwalitie of inestfed capitaland income in dcftrmh;iih fta.re's
for the year 191/ .
(2) A, wienti/ic bass has been set up by the bureau for d'etfrmining when a company is entitled to special assessment.
(3) The grounds for special assessment granted by the bureau ',
iN .ioie cas(m economically unsound and in other cases result in
nullifying those provisions of the act limiting the allowance of good will values in invested capital, excluding 'borrowed capi;lfd from
invested capital, providing for the taxaation of gains due to appreciation after March 1, 1913, and providing for the valuations of
stock issued on reorganization. In certain cases the results i whiN
would be obtained from the application of the war-profits t
are
also nullified.
(4) The bureau's methods in administering the special asset ument
provision of the act have resulted in gross discrimination between
taxpayers.
STATUS TORY PR'lt'ISIONS

Special assessment was first provided for in a revenue act of
1917. This act states as follows in section 210:
That if the Secretary of the Treasury is unable in any case satisfactorily
to determine the invested capital, the amount of the deduction shall be the
sum of (1) an amount equal to the same proportion of the net income of
the trade or business received during the taxable year as the proiortion which
the average deduction (determined in the same manner as provided in section
two hundred and three, without including the $3,000 or $6,000 therein referred
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to) for the same calendar year of representative corporations, partnerships.
and Individuals. engaged in a like or similar trade or business, wbars to the
total net income of the trade or business received by such corporations, partnerships, and Individuals, plus (2) In the case of a domestic corporation
$3,000, and in the case of a domestic partnership or a citizen or resident of
the 1nite states 0,000.
For the purpose of this sMction the proportion between the deduction und
the net inome in each trade or business shall be determined by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in accordance with regulations prescribed by
him, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. In the case of a
corporation or partnership which has fixed Its own fiscal year, the proportion
determined for the calendar y ar ending during surn fiscal year shall be
umd.

It will be noted that the 1917 act provides for special assessment
only in the cases where the invested capital of the taxpayer can
not be satisfactorily determined.
Section 327 of thie 1918 act provides for determining the tax by
-special assessment in the following four classes:
(a) Where the Invested capital can not be determined.
(b) In the case of foreign corporations. *
(o) Where a mixed aggregate of tangible and intangible property has been
paid in for stock, and the values of the several classes of property can rot be
satisfactorily determined as at time of payment.
(d) Where "the tax If determined without heneltl of this section would,
owing to abnormal condifibns affecting the capital or income of the corporation,
work upon the corporation an exceptional hardship evidenced by gross disproportion between the tax computed without benefit of this section and the tax
computed by reference to the replreseHntative corporations specified in section
328, this subdivision shall not apply to any case (1) in which the tax (computed without benefit of this section) is high merely because the corporation
earned within the taxable year a high rate of profit upon a normal invested
capital nor (2) in which 50 per centum or more of the gross income * * *
consists of gains, profits, commissions or other income, derived on a cost plus
basis from a government contract." (Made during the war period.)

It will be noted that there is nothing in the act of 1918 making
retroactive the provisions of section 127 permitting special assessment in cases where the invested capital can be determined.
It is, however, the consistent practice of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue to ignore this limitation of the 1917 act and to give retroactive effect to the section 327 of the act of 1918. Recommendation
No. 320 of the committee on appeals and review says:
If a corporation has paid no salaries to its officers during 1917, or has paid
salaries which were unusually low in comparison to the salaries paid to the
officers of competing concerns, and thereby created an abnormal condition
which seriously affected its net income and tax liability, it may properly
receive consideration with a view to determining its excess-profits tax liability for 1917 in accordance with section 210 of the revenue act of 1917.

In the J. H. Hillman case, in which special assessment was allowed
for 1917, there was no difficulty in determining invested capital.
GIIOUNDS FOR SPECIAL ASSESSMENT

Some of the reasons for granting special assessment are listed

below:
1. Insufficient salaries paid to offiCers.
2. Sale of capital assets within the taxable year.
3. Substantial intangible value in a business of small capitalization.
4. A corporation operating with a large amount of borrowed capital.
5. Where respective values of mixed aggregates of tangible and intangible
properties paid in for stocks and bonds can not be satisfactorily determined.
6. Foreign corporations.
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After it has once been determined that the taxpayer is entitled to
special assessment, the tax is always computed in its entirety without any reference to how much difference the abnormality could possibly make in the tax.
As a rule five companies are selected which are in the same line of
business as the taxpayer, and, if possible, companies are selected from
the same locality and which are about the same size as the appellant
company. The five companies selected are termed comparative.
The final determination of tax under special assessment is based on
the average per cent of profits tax to net income for the five comparatives chosen. This average per cent is applied to the net income
of the appellant company to determine the profits tax, and the normal
income tax of 12 or 10 per cent, as the case may be, is added to this
profits tax to obtain the total tax.
GROUNDS UPON WHICH BUREAU GRANTS SPECIAL ASSESSMENT

One of the grounds upot which special assessment is most frequently granted is that the taxpayer paid insufficient salaries to its
officers.
According to (d) of section 327 of the 1918 act, the " exceptional
hardship " must be worked on the corporation by the computation
of the tax in the ordinary way. While this hardship may be evidenced by " gross disproportion " between the statutory tax and the
ta 'on:puteld by the splecial-assessnment method, this gross disproportion alone is not suiicient ground for such as;sssment. It must
be kept clearly in mind that one of the basic principles of the act
is the fixing of the tax according to the taxpayer's ability to pay,
and while any tax may be a hardship it can be construed only as an
exceptional hardship in view of the general principles governing
the whole revenue act, when the taxpayer would be so affected that
lie is seriously prejudice in maintaining his business and competing with his rivals in the same industry.
Let us now examine the "'exceptional hardship" borne by the taxpaver corporation because it pays too small salaries to its officers.
In the J. H. Hillman Co.'s case the three executives of the company drew salaries of $12,000 each, or a total of $36,000. It was
claimed that they should have been paid at least $50,000 each, plus
10 per cent of the net earnings, or a total of $500,000. The company
then claims to have paid $44,000 less in salaries to its officers than
it should have (lone. This is claimed to be an " exceptional hardship " to the corporation.
Let us see what this hardship amounts to. The company should
have paid its officers $464,000 more in salaries. This saves the corporation $404,000 in expense. The company had to pay tax on this
$464,000, which could not be deducted from income. Even in the
highest bracket of 80 per cent, with income tax added, the maximum
total rate of tax is 82.4 per cent. In this event the additional tax
would be $382,336. Then the corporation stands as follows at the
end of the year:
Saved on officers' salaries------------------------------....
.. $404, 000
Loss due to additional tax-----------------.....

---..

Net savig---------------------------------------

----......---.
382,336
81,664
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In other words, the corporation claims it has suffered an " exceptional hardship " because it has saved $81,664 net cash. The remarkable part of it is that the bureau agrees with the taxpayer.
While the wording of the act definitely states that it must be a
hardship on the corporation, it is interesting to note that the hardship is borne entirely by the three principal officers of this company,
the small stockholder and the Government, as well as the corporation, all have more equity in the business or receive more money
if small salaries are paid instead of the large salaries claimed as
proper.
Moreover, if a corporation is allowed special assessment on the
ground of insufficient salaries to officers, the corporation not only
escapes the tax, but the Government loses the tax which it would
secure if their salaries had been paid.
For instance, if in this case the officers had incomes of over
$300,000 each, the surtax alone on these additional salaries received
would have been $292,320.
We condemn this ground for special assessment. There is no
more reason for allowing relief on the basis of insufficient officers'
salaries than there is for insufficient wages to labor or low contract
price for raw materials.
The bureau, however, defends this basis for special assessment. In
their answer dated November 17, 1925, to the committee engineer's
report on special assessment they set up the following hypothetical
case:
Corporations A and B are engaged in the same business and are competitors.
Officers' salaries in this field of industry average approximately 2% per

cent of gross sales, and corporation B pays that amount.

Its competitor,

corporation A, however, is a closed corporation owned by one man and his

Immediate family, as a result of which only nominal salaries are paid to
its officers. A comparison of the two concerns might appear thus:
Company A
Invested capital............................ ..............-----..........
..
Gross sales ................
........
...... ............ ......
.....
Cost of goods sold and other deductions except officers' slaries. ...........
.................
Offi ers' salaries............................
-....
...

Net income.-....- ...... ................

......-.....................-....

Profits tax-----............-..................... ........................
Per cent profits tax to net income (per cent)............----......-------

$5,000,000
20, 0,000
9,000, (00
3-- 000

4,000

368,000
38.25

Company B
$5,000, 000
20,000,000
19,000,000
0,000

00,000

29,100
.2

Here we would have two concerns exactly alike in all particulars except
as to the deduction claimed for officers' salaries.

Now, in the first place, on the bureau's own figures A company
has more money left after paying the statutory tax tian B company
would have, although A company is claimed to pay insufficient officers' salaries.
Company A has the following net profit left after paying the
profits tax:
Net income-------------..--------...
Profits tax......---..........--------------..---

-

Net profit-.--............------.-----.----------.

..

--------..
.-...--

$964,000
,
368,800
495,200
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Company B has left, on the other hand:
Net income..-.--..-...-------------------..--....--....--......---..Profits tax -------------------.----------------------.....
Net profit.-

---

-.........

...-..-..-

$500,000
29,000

........--........--.....-. , 470.900

Therefore A company, in spite of paying a much greater tax
than B company, has $24,300 more money in the treasury after
paying the tax than its competitor. Yet the bureau contends A
company has suffered an exceptional hardship. As pointed out, the
hardship is to the officers who didn't receive the salaries and to no
one else. The law, however, us before pointed out, is dealing with
corporations and not with individuals.
'Now, suppose for one moment that B company is also a company
owned by one man and his immediate family, as in the case of A

company, and then let us see how the Government makes out in
tax from these two companies and the families which own them.
The figures, however, will be kept precisely the same as in the
hypothetical case given by the bureau.
COMPANY

A AND OWNERS

(Company A has been granted special assessment on basis of
comparatives similar to B company.)
Profits tax, company A (5.85 per cent X $904.000) ------ -...
...
$50, 394
Income tax .....--- --- -----------..
------ -----....
.......
..
..
108, 073
President's salary (A company, $20,000).
Tax on president's salary (sole income)-----------------------2,030
Total tax collected--..---

--------------------...

107, 697

COMPANY B AND OWNERS

Income tax, company B------.--------------------I-.

-

.

, 208

Profits tax, company B-------- -..-------.
-----------------President's salary (B company, $500.000).

$29, 100

Tax on president's salary (sole income) ......----....---

323,030

--.------.----

408, 398

It can be seen, therefore, that when company A is granted special
assessment the company and its owner have paid less tax in the
amount of $240,701 than company B and its owner, to which it was
compared, and the Government has lo.t this san amount of tax.

If company A had not been granted special assessment, company
A and its owner would have paid $430,614 in tax against a total
tax for company B and its owner of $408,398. Is this difference an
exceptional hardship ?
It is a frightful iniquity to B company and its owner that it has
to pay $408,398 in tax when A company and its owner get away with
a tax of $167,697 by mea s of the bureau's methods of special assessment.
This hypothetical case of the bureau serves another purpose. It
shows how the effect of the war-profits tax can be wiped out by

special assessment.
In order to get a profits tax of $368,800 in the hypothetical case set
up by the bureau, they must have assumed that company A wa a
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company with no net income for the pre-war period, but in existence
for over one year.
In this case the profits tax is computed as follows:
----------------------------- $,
Net income. ------..-------$3,(00
War prollts credit..-...--.------ .-----.--..--.---------...
, 000
Ten per cent of Invested capital---.--------------------

000

503, 000

01, 000

Balance taxable at 80 per cent.-----------------------

368, 800

Prolts tax (as shown by bureau) -.---------------------------

Now suppose we have ,ompany C with exactly the same figures
involved as shown for company A in the bureau's hypothetical case.
But suppose this company C had an average pre-war income of
$964,000 as in 1918. Then the profits tax would be computed as
follows:
-

- ---.---------------

Net income--........---

Excess profits credit.-----------------------------8 per cent of invested capital--.---. ---------------Excess profits credit ----.----------------..
War profits credit....Average net income pre-war...----..---..

----------------------------

$964,000

$3, 000
400,000
403,000
3,000
94, (

War profits credit (not used)--------------------1.97.000
Excess profits credit usedA
Balance...

..

...--.

-

---..-..-..

---....--

---......-----------------------------...--...
..- ---- ..
.-......

Profits tax (30 per cent bracket)

403,000
561,000

168,300

The effect of the war profits tax is then, in this case, about
$200,000 increase in tax.
If now, company A and company B are both admitted to special
assessment on the grounds of insufficient officers' salaries, they will
both pay the same tax. This will then completely wipe out the
effect of the war profits tax.
The war profits tax was intended to apply to the taxpayer whose
comparative profits for the war period exceeded those of the taxpayer whose profits during the war period were normal. The war
profits tax was probably a hardship in itself, but it can not be
assumed that Congress intended that the special assessment provision to be so construed as to nullify the provision imposing the tax.
consideredd from even an( le we contend that the policy of granting corporations relief by specl aessn
,%me,.t beca'ew sa.d corporations pay its officers too smnall salaries is 'tunolund, illegal. rnd
r1;c ulous.
SAI.E OF CAPITAL ASSETS

Another ground upon which special assessment is granted is
that the sale of capital assets creates an abnormality in income. For
the purpose of determiinng the tax rate, applicable to profits arising out of the sale of capital assets, comparison is made with the
rate of tax paid by corporations which continue in business. It is
clear that profits arising out of the manufacture of steel are not
comparable with the profits arising out of the sale of a steel plant.
In the one case the profit is the result of operating the business, and
in the other case, it is the result of disposing of the business.
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The mere statement of the proposition demonstrates its fallacy.
EXTRAORDINARY VALUE OF PkERONAL SERVICE

There are several other grounds for granting special assessment,
one of which is based on the extraordinary value of the personal
services rendered by the officers of the company. This ground is
almost too ridiculous to discuss for it is evident that efficient management of a corporation should not be considered an abnormal condition or one demanding relief from taxation.
The bureau contends, however, that this is a correct basis, not
because of efficient management, but because there is a personal
service element in the business of certain taxpayers. The revenue
act of 1918 (section 200) sets up certain restrictions concerning the
right of assessment under the name of personal service corporations.
The bureau evidently considers the provisions of this statute too
strict, so they proceed to nullify the effect of these restrictions by
special assessment. Why did not the bureau ask Congress to amend
this section 200 if it was unjust, instead of trying to accomplish
that purpose by applying the special assessment provision of
the law V
INTANGIBLE VAUE.S N'

('API'iTAIZEI

Special assessment is granted where there is a substantial intangible value in a business of small capitalization. There is equity
in certain cases on this ground, and we believe that Congress may
have intended to relieve such cases.
For instance, we will suppose two companies are doing business in
the same industry. These companies are exactly the same and make
the same income, but one incorporated at $400,000 par value of stock
and the other at $700,000 par value of stock, $3000000 thereof being
issued for good will. Now, it is evident that the first company only
has an invested capital of $400,000, while the second company ran get
$400,000 plus 25 per cent of $700,000 equals $575,000. Therefore the
first company must pay a much higher rate than the second simply
because it did not take good will into account in incorporating. We
do contend, however, that when special assessment is granted on this
ground that the constructed invested capital should not me increased
beyond the 25 per cent limit provided for in section 326 of the 1918
act. All companies have to bear this limitation, and it is unfair to
give more relief under section 327 than the ordinary taxpayer gets
under the regular case in section 326.
BORROWED) CAPTrAL

It is conceded also that borrowed capital may constitute a proper
ground for extra assessment. There seems to be ample evidence that
this was the principal matter in the minds of Congress when writing
this provision of the law. We do contend, however, that due allowance should be made for the extent of the abnormality due to this
cause, and also for the deduction of interest on this borrowed capital.
If the extent of the abnormal condition is taken into account, then
allowances will come withiri reason.
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CORPORATIONS

There is, of course, no question as to the use of special assessment
in the case of foreign corporations, or where respective values of
mixed aggregates of tangible and intangible properties paid in stock
and bonds can not be satisfactorily determined, as these grounds are
specifically covered by the act.

The following is a list of the refunds, credits, and abatements exreWding $250,000 allowed since July 1, 1921:
kRefuard,

credits, and abatements exceeding $250,000 through
210

11

mee.nt;. 8

spcoeal assess-

11 a

[Sec. 210 of 1017 Wt; swe.328 of 1918 act)

Name and address of taxpayer

Section

W. Beckers Anallne & Chemical Works (Inc.), New York, N. Y...............
Schoollkopf Analin & Chendmal Works (Inc.), Buffalo. N. Y..................
Joe. Joseph & Bros., Cincinnati, Ohio ..-.-.......
......................
T. A. Gllesple Co., 7 Dey Street, New York, N. Y ............................
tunyon Corporation, 7 )ey Street, New York, N. Y..........................
International hell & Ordnance Co., New York, N. Y........................
International Loading Co., 7 Day Street New York, N. Y................
American Shell Co.,7 Dey Street, New York, N. Y.........................
1'ickands Brown & Co., Chicago, ilI...-................................
(C(a Cola Co., Plum Street and North Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.......-.......
Hwltford Mitten & Hosiery Co., Rockford, I11................................
Ula & Waldatein Co., 92 William Street, Now York, N. Y...................
J.F,Duthie & Co. Seattle, Wash..
. ....
...........
...........
....
Atlm Crucible Steeil Co., I)Dunkirk, N. Y .......................................
t. J. Roeyolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem N. C .................
........
Four Wheel Drive Auto Co., Clintonville, Wla..............................
Theta Oil Co., 76 West Monroe treet, Chliago, Il............................
Ilecla Mining Co., Wallace, Idaho................................
............
Allegheny Stel Co., Pittsburh, Pa............................. .............
United States Branch of Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation, Boston,
Mass...........................................
........
Ii. W, Jobna-Manvile Co., Madlson Avenue and Forty-first Street, New York.
Na8ea Healein & Co., New York, N. Y..........
........................
Polton Bag & Cotton Mills, Atlanta, Ga.......................................
Fellows Medical Manufacturing Co., New York, N. Y ......................
Htesnmer Coal & Coke Co., Pittsburgh, Pa .............
..................
The Centaur Co., 250 Broadway, New York, N. Y...........................
Whitaker-Glessner Co., Wheeling, W. Va...................... .....
....
Four Wheel Drive Auto Co., Cllntonville, WIl.............................
Globe & Rutgers Fire Insurance Co. New York, N. Y.....................

....

Atolls Mining Co., San rrancsco, Calif... ................-..................
Latrobe Electric 8teel Co., Latrobe, Pa .................................
Curtis & Co. Manufacturing Co., St. Louis, Mo.........................
....
E. J. Lavlne & Co., Philadelphia, Pa, .........................................

American Car & Foundry Co., 165 Broadway, New York, N. Y ............
Cleveland & Western Coal Co., Cleveland, Ohio...........................
Lindsay Light Co., 116 East Grand Avenue, Chicago, Ill. (fiscal year) ..........
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., Youngstown, Ohio.........................
Northwest Steel Co., Portland Oreg .........................................
Select Pictures Corporatlon, New York, N. Y...............................
Carbon Steel Co., foot Thirty-second Street, Pittsburgh, Pa................
New Jersey Worsted Spinning Co., Garfield, N. J.(fiscal year).................
The Otis Steel Co., 1140 Leader News Building, Cleveland, Ohio..............
Jobbers Overall Co., Lynchburgh, Va ........................................
J.B. Inderrieden Co., 332 tiver Street, Chicago, Il1 .........................
Bartlett-Hayward Corporation, Baltimore, Md................................
Gatn Steamship Lines, 12 Broadway, New York N. Y...
.......
West Virginia Coal Co. of Missouri, St. Louis, Mo........................
Whitney Blake Co., New Haven, Conn...........
.......................
Electrio Storage Battery Co., care oJ. M. Haynes, attorney, Investment Building, Washington, D. C ....................................................
Kokomo Steel & Wire Co,, Kokomo, Ind .
-.......-....--...--...
...
.
W. and A. Fletcher Co., Hoboken, . J..............-....................
J. 0. Penney Co.,64 Fourth Avnue, Now York, N. Y......................
Pittsburgh Steel Products Co Pittsburgh, Pa .............................
Uartford Machine Screw Co., Hartford, Conn.................................i
Total...........

........ .............................................. .........

______ _ ~_ _

__

_I

LI I

Total refunds,
credits, and
abatements
$446,625.19
1,829,141.16
348, 71. 02
00, 629. 74
526,091.60
1,819,009.54
1,943,170.26
45, 256.89
316,453.36
279,713.97
462,03& 34
330,385. 16
788,334. 88
1,698,265.47
348,931.60
427, 615.67
492,016.80

6f,663.69

325,270.72
519,000.87
421,378.18
362,50488
280,44.88
21, 163 57
368,083.28
353, 033. 07
241,334.31
450 011.32
266, 01& 4
426,047.32
278,33 38
21, 826.00
,2 20,24.74
467,324.44
310,890.33
3,482,610.51
023, 25.81
384,475.17
$59,039.14
401,577.98
398,829.35
331,981.62
265, 3704
1,443,73. 21
508,28& 10
402,458.00
337,33202
64, 188. 1
282,426.06
388,626.84
469,24& 88
1,830, 227.
914,497.97
39, 8, 500.00

I_
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I. J. IIEYNOLDs TOlACCO CO., WINTON-SALIM,

N. C.

The above company has been allowed abatements and credits
amounting to $1,608,265 for the year 1918. Their statutory tax
would have amounted to $10,226,521; this has been reduced under
section 328 to $8,528,256. The percentage of final profits tax to net
income amounts to 40 per cent. From the list of comparative tobacco companies a ailable from the records of the bureau we find
that eight tobacco companies paid a higher rate of tax than 40 per
cent. If we remember that this was a war year, in which the industries were supposed to be taxed to the utmost, we can not see an
exceptional hardship for a company which makes practically $18,000,000 to pay 50 per cent of this in profits tax. If it had not been
intended by Congress for anybody to pay this rate, why were the
65 per cent and 80 per cent brackets established at all?
AMERICAN CAR & FOUNDRY CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

This company has been refunded and abated under section 328 of
the act of 1918 the amount of $5,209,204 on account of its 1918 tax.
The net income of this taxpayer was $37,443,246, the final profits
tax under special assessment was $17,244,552, the final percentage of
profits tax to net income amount to 46 per cent.
We would call attention to the fact that the United States Steel
Corporation, an allied industry, was in the 80 per cent bracket in
1918 and was assessed a total tax amounting to about 57 per cent of
their net income. We do not believe that it was the intent of Congress to hand back these large companies an amount of $5,000,000
on account of their excessive war profits. The data submitted by
the department shows that 95.44 per cent of the net income of this
taxpayer came from war contracts, but it does not state whether they
were on the cost-plus basis or not. We wish to draw attention to
that section of the act which provides that corporations " in which
50 per centum or more of the gross income * * * consists of
gains, profits * * * derived on a cost-plus basis from a Govern-

ment contract," is excluded from a right of treatment by special
assessment. Whether or not this company is technically excluded
we do not know, but we do think that the general intent of the
provision was not to grant relief to such companies.
YOUNGSTOWN SHEET & TUBE CO., YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

This company has received refunds, credits, and abatements
amounting to $3,482,610 from a statutory tax amounting to $19,469,794. The consolidated net income of this company was $38,977,014. The above allowance was for the taxable year 1917.
It appears that this claim was originally disallowed by the unit
but was allowed by the committee on appeals and review. It would
appear that the invested capital of the taxpayer could have been
determined and, in fact, was determined. As contended several times
before in this report, we do not admit that the policy of the bureau
in making retrospective provisions of the 1918 act concerning abnormality is sound for the year 1917.
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'CO.,PORtTLAND, OREO.

It is interesting to note that for the year 1917 this corporation's
taxes have been reduced from $1,880,692 to $457,456 by refunds,
credits, and abatements of $923,236 under special assessment. The
invested capital of this company for 1917 could have been determined
without difficulty, and the remission of this tax was absolutely without legal authority.
FITTIBUROH STEEL PRODUCTS CO., PI'rTSBUOIiI, PA.

This company has received a relief in taxation amounting to the
difference between the statutory tax of $4,698,161 and a tax determined under special assessment of $2,867,934, a net refund to the
company of $1,830,227 for the year 1918.
These figures speak for themselves, but it might also be noted that
this company received an amortization allowance which reduced their
net income by $2,051,215.
The above cases show plainly the very large measure of relief
afforded companies by the bureau's method of determining the tax
under special assessment.
ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURE

Congress has fixed the rates at which net incomes shall be taxed.
It has, in general terms, defined net income, yet, in providing what
shall be included in and deducted from the income of the taxpayer
for the purpose of arriving at taxable net income, the provisions
of the revenue acts are necessarily so broad and general that the
determination of the amount of the tax is, in many instances almost
entirely dependent upon the administrative interpretation and application of the law.
All discretion under the revenue act is vested in the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, yet so great is the volume of incometax returns that except in very exceptional instances, individual
cac9s can not be brought to his personal attention. The application
of the law to individual cases must of necessity be made by the
subordinates of the commisisoner who number several thousands.
It is realized that the nature of the work of the Income Tax Unit
is such that the human element will always be the predominant
factor. It is believed, however, that the organization and system
of procedure must be so modified as to protect the interests of the
Government, to insure greater uniformity and a better opportunity
for the taxpayer to understand his rights and obligations under the
law, and to reduce the opportunity for human error.
DIVISION HEADS SUPREME

The work of determining tax liability may be generally divided
into two classes--engineering and audit.
All cases in which the taxpayer claims depletion ot amortizafton
are referred to the engineering division for the determination of
the depletion or amortization allowances. Where the determination
of invested capital involves a valuation of a natural resource, such
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valuation is also made by the engineering division. When these
allowances have been determined by the engineering division such
cases are passed to the appropriate audit division, where all other
questions are ppsed upon and the tax is determined.
The work of auditing tax cases is divided among several audit
divisions. Individual returns are audited by the personal audit
division. The consolidated audit division has jurisdiction over the
affiliated corporations, and the corporation audit division has jurisdiction over the nonaffiliated corporations. These audit divisions are
divided into sections.
REVIEW OF WOHK

In each audit division there is a review section, the function of
which is to review the work of the various audlit sections in the
division. In the enpneering division the work of the engineers is
reviewed in the se',lton which has jurisdiction over the case.
SIt will be noted that the head of the division has jIlrins;dict]'tlo

over the review of the work done in his division.

If a taxpayer is dissatisfied with an allowance made by the engineering division or the allowances and determination of tax by the
audit division in which his case is handled, he has a right to appeal.
If, however, the taxpayer is satisfied with the allowances made by
the engineering division and with the tax as determined by the
particular audit division involved, there is no further review of
his case unless it involves a refund of $50,000 or more, in which event
the certificate of overassessment must be submitted to the solicitor
for approval. While refunds which the solicitor has refused to
approve have been allowed and paid, the refusal of the solicitor to
approve a refund brings the case to the attention of the commissioner. The refund to the National Aniline & Chemical Co., which
has been discussed under the subject Invested capital," is such a
case.
While the heads of the engineering and audit divisions may call
upon the "rules and regulations section " or the solicitor for a ruling
on a question of law, they are not required to do so. (3624.) If
the ruling of the head of a division is satisfactory to the taxpayer,
even though it may be upon a novel question not covered by any
published ruling, or even though it may be in direct conflict with the
law, the regulations, and every published ruling on the subject, there
is no way under the established procedure for this case or this ruling
to be brought to the attention of any superior authority or to ever
reach publication, that other taxpayers may claim the benefit of it.
Except in cases involving a refund of $50,000 or more, all of the
authority vested by law in the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
is exercised by the head of a division upon whose action there is no
check, unless the taxpayer is dissatisfied. The case of the Robert
Dollar Co. affords a striking illustration of the absolute unlimited
power vested in the division heads and the total absence of any
check upon the exercise of that power.
ROBERT DOLLAR CO.

In 1916 an American syndicate had a contract with the Russian
Government to furnish shells. This contract was turned over to a
Canadian manufacturer who agreed to pay the syndicate 70 cents
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per shell paid for by Russia. The taxpayer was the agent of the
syndicate to collect the payments to be made by the Canadian manufacturer to the syndicate, and the taxpayer's compensation was fixed

by contract at a percentage of the collections made by the taxpayer
on behalf of the syndicate.
It will be noted that under this arrangement the taxpayer's income
was not earned until the payments were made. The taxpayer's commissions amounted to about $100,000 on payments made in 191. .
These commissions were not returned as income until 1920. When
the taxpayer found that it could not maintain the position that these
commissions were 1920 income, it took the position that it kept its
books on the accrual basis and that the commissions accrued in 1916.
The fact was that these commission were not entered upon the taxpayer's books in 1910, and under its contract they were not etn'wd

until 1918, in which year they were paid.

There was no possible

theory under which those comfrmissfi ins coti
be ((ons)liercid the i1ncome1
of any year except 1918.
T'lrhe editor who audited this case treated these commllissions :s

1918 income. A conference was had with the taxpayer as the result

of which Mr. Lohman, the division head, took the case away from the
auditor and closed it, treating the commissions as 1916 income, without submitting the case to the review section.
There was no way for this case to come to the attention of any
higher authority unless the auditor nad protested over the head of
his division chief. The efficiency rating of this auditor, his chances
of promotion, and liability to discharge were all under the absolute
control of this division head, and if this auditor had any desire to
hold his position, to say nothing of being promoted, it was necessary
for him to keep silent.
PROTESTS OF SUBORDINATES DISCOURAGED

Notwithstanding the fact that under the established procedure
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the otlicers of the
income-tax unit, superior to the division heads, are absolutely dependent upon protests from the subordinates of these division heads
for information as to irregularities, it has been and now is the
policy of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to discourage such
protests and to make examples of subordinates who make them.
The case of Mr. John H. Briggs, former chief of the nonmetals
valuation section of the engineering division, is an example of what
happened to an able, conscientious engineer who sought to protect
the interests of the Government.
JOUN H. BRIGG

Mr. Briggs, an engineer and a graduate of Yale, entered the service

as an auditor. His work attracted the attention of Mr. Hamilton,
then head of the metals section, who caused him to be transferred
and promoted to the position of appraisal engineer. Mr. Briggs
was successively promoted to the position of assistant chief and then
chief of the nonmetals valuation section.
S. Rept. 27, 69-1-15
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Mr. Nash, assistant commissioner, testified that the work under
Mr. Briggs's direction had been so nearly disposed of that it was
possible to consolidate his section with the metals valuation section.
A most thorough examination of the work of the nonmetals valuation section wlile under Mr. Briggs's direction failed to disclose a
single cas-e in which the determination of that section was not sound
and proper. Our investigation did disclose several cases in which
Mr. Briggs had Ibeen overruled by the head of the engineering division, a special conferee working directly under the head of the engineering division, and the committee on appeals and review, and most
ridiculous results determined. Some of these cases have been reviewed in the depletion section of this report. The harmful results
of these determinations were not confined thte cases involved, as
they established precedents which, if followed, would upset tihe
sound principles being followed in the nomuetals section and which,
ifnot followed as pirec4dIents, would result in gross discrimination.
Mr. Brigfs filed a protest ainainlst thi
e detErnmiation of the commlittee on appeals and review in the lenn Sand & (Gravel case and
against the action of the conferee in the Climax-Fire-Brick Co. case.
In 'response to his protest in the Penn Sand & Gravel case lie received a memorandum from S. M. Greenidge, head of the engineering division, which concludes as follows:
It is my opinion that the above-named case should be closed in accordance
with the instructions of the committee on appeals and review, and also that
something be done to curb the tendency of engineers toward. taking issue with
the decisions or instructions of their superior officers. (1405.)

For some time the amortization allowances were handled by the
nonmetals section. While Mr. Briggs was chief of this section, he
was not permitted to see the reports to which his name was signed.

(4105.)
Mr. Briggs finally laid the whole situation before Mr. C. B. Allen
Assistant Deputy Commissioner, who advised him "to keep still and
leave things run along as smoothly as possible." (4105.)
After the Penn Sand & Gravel case, the Climax-Fire-Brick case
and other cases, against the determination of which Mr. Briggs protested, were presented to this committee, they were ordered reconsidered by the commissioner, and upon reconsideration Mr. Briggs
was sustained. (4071.) Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Briggs's
protests in these cases have saved the Government an immense
amount of tax, he was summarily dismissed on April 28, 1925, in the
interest of economy.
This investigation disclosed the fact that the chiefs of the metals,
coal, and timber valuation sections of the engineering division were
exceptionally capable men, who have consistently tried to protect the
Government from the unsound bargaining policy which has been
pursued in the Income Tax Unit. Since the conclusion of our hearings every one of these men has been removed from the executive
position, he held.
The dismissal of Mr. Briggs, the resignation of Mr. Tanner, chief
of the timber section, and the demotion of Mr. Grimes, chief of the
metals-valuation section, and Mr. Davis, chief of the coal section,
stand as examples of what happens to employees of the Income Tax
Unit who protest against the action of their superiors.
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NO COMMMUNICATION EXCEPT THROIUH DIVISION HEADS

The office practice requiring all official communications from any
subordinate to a superior of a division head to be transmitted
through the division head is effective in preventing anything reaching the commissioner,

deputy commissioner, or solicitor which the

division head desires to keep from him.
WILLIAM HOYCE THOMI'SON

(2134)
This case shows how the cooperation of two division heads can
result in releasing at taxpayer from tax, notwithstanding the efforts

of conscientious employees to bring the facts to light.
In re)portini his income for 1918 this taxpayer claimed losses on
the sale of stockss and liinds and on the reduced value of foreign
exchange iggregating $597,,479.66. He failed to furnish the infornation called! for by the schedule, and which was necessary to audit
these clainied deductions. This information was called for but

never received, yet the deduction was allowed in a letter dated
October 17, 1923, assessing an additional tax of $482.16.

In the fal! of 1923 Mr. Granville S. Borden and Mr. William H.
Craigue, valuation engineers of the metals-valuation section, dis-

covered that a man by the name of McConnell had sold zinc lands
and leases in 1918, upon which lie made a profit of approximately
$600,000. When McConnell was notified of a proposed tax upon
that transaction le protested that tax and set up the fact that this

taxpayer, William Boyce Thompsorn, had financed his deal and that
they were equal partners in the transaction. An agreement to sell
this property was entered into in 1917. In that way the fact that
Thomnpson had a half interest in this profit was brought to the
attention of the metals-valuation section.
The metals valuation section then requisitioned the tax returns of
Thompson and McConnell, and discovered that they had made no
returns of any portion of the profit on the sale of these zinc lands.
An A-2 letter, dated February 12, 1924, was sent out, assessing a
tax of $578,011.72, based upon the disallowance of the deduction for
the losses on the sale of stocks and bonds and upon Thompson's share
of the profit on the sale of these zinc lands.
On February 28, 1924, representatives of McConnell and Thompson had a conference with Mr. Alexander, head of the natural resource audit division. Notwithstanding the fact that the discovery
of this transaction with reference to the sale of the mining lands
had been made by the metals valuation section, that the metals valuation section had given a notice and had giving these taxpayers a
hearing, and had all the information with reference to this transaction, and notwithst funding the fact that under the organization of the
Income Tax Unit the determination of the values of mining property
is a matter exclusively within the control of the metals valuation
section, neither a representative of the metals valuation section nor
an auditor who knew anything about the deductions for losses on
the sale of stock and bonds was brought into this conference.

conference was held by Mr. Alexander alone.

This
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At this conference Alexander agreed that the losses claimed on
stock sales could not be reconsidered, notwithstanding the fact that
Alexander knew that this taxpayer had concealed his profit on the
mining lands and had not substantiated the loss on stock sales.
Alexander also assumed jurisdiction over the matter of the profit on
the sale of the mineral lands, although that was a matter over which
the metals valuation section of the engineering division had exclusive jurisdiction.
Mr. Grimes chief of the metals valuation section, learned that
Alexander had assumed jurisdiction of this case, and on April 14,
1924, addressed a memorandum to his superior, S. M. Greenidge,
head of the engineering division, in which he protested against
Alexander taking jurisdiction of and attempting to settle a case
involving the value of mineral property without consulting the
engineers who had jurisdiction of the case and all of the facts with
reference to the value and the undisclosed profit. Grime never
received a reply to this memorandumi.
A question of law as to whether a part of the profit had been realized in 1917, and was therefore barred by the statute of limitations
unless fraud was involved, had been raised. Mr. Grimes directed
one of his engineers to consult the solicitor's office on this question.
The solicitor's office requested a memorandum covering all of the
facts in the case. This memorandum was prepared, addressed to the
solicitor, and forwarded by Mr. Grimes to his superior, Mr. Greenidge, on April 28 1924. This memorandum was turned over by
Mr. Greenidge to Mr. Alexander and never reached the solicitor.
Later the engineer who consulted the solicitor's office was reprimanded by Mr. Shepherd, a special conferee working directly under
Greenidge, for exceeding his authority, and was directed to prepare
a memorandum holding that the profit received in 1917 was barred
by the statute of limitations.
SILVER CASES

The silver situation presents another glaring illustration of the
operation of the practice which required all communications to be
routed through the head of the division.
On'June 8, 1924, Mr. Grimes, chief of the metals valuation section,
addressed a memorandum to Commissioner Blair, calling his attention to the erroneous and excessive valuations which had been placed
on the silver mines, the loss of tax to the Government, and the discrimination against producers of silver with copper and against all
other metal industries. This memorandum was left at the office of
Mr. S. M. Greenidge, head of the engineering division, to be forwarded by hini to the commissioner. As the statute of limitations
barred assessments for 1919 after March 15, 125, it was important
that the commissioner act upon this matter promptly. Mr. Grimes
never received a reply to this memorandum.
On February 25, 1925 Commissioner Blair informed Mr. L. H.
Parker, chief engineer for this committee, that he did not recall
ever having seen Mr. Grimes's memorandum of June 8, 1924.
It is self-evident that so long as the heads of divisions are empowered to determine the principles applicable to the disposition of
tax cases, and to either make settlements directly or through men
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under their supervision, and to also rate, discipline, promote, demote, and diuiss the auditors and engineers, such division heads
will each be the monarch of his own division, upon whose acts there
can be no check, so long as the taxpayer is satisfied.
The authority to hear taxpayers' protests and to determine principles and their application should be vested in officials designated
for that purpose by and directly responsible to the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue.
Under the present system of procedure there is no possible way
for anyone above a division head to know how any case has been
settled, unless -the taxpayer is dissatisfied and takes an appeal, or
unless the case involves a refund of $50,000 or more, or unless an
auditor or engineer risks his position by calling the case to the attention of a ,uperior of the head of the division.
It is absolutely essential to the protection of the interests of the
Government that the administration of the work and peronnei
bo
entirely divorced from the quasi judicial determination of principles and the settlement of controverted cases.
IPUBLIITY oF I'RINC'IPLES AND PRACTICES

Many of the principles, practices, methods, and formulae applied
in determining taxes have never been reduced to writing, and only
about 15 per cent of the formal written rulings have ever been
published.
.
This failure to promulgate and publish the principles and practices to be followed in determining tax liability has resulted in gross
discrimination between taxpayers similarly situated. Taxpayers
desiring the benefit of the most favorable practices have been forced
to employ former employees of the Income Tax Unit and pay immense
fees for information which should be freely available to everybody.
The premium thus placed upon the value of unpublished information is the cause of the immense turnover among the employees of
the unit and creates a necessity for salaries entirely out of range with
what the Government pays for similar services in other bureaus.
This failure to promulgate and publish adequate rulings has retarded the settlement of the law and practice of the department.
This unsettled condition of the law and practice has encouraged the
filing and prosecution of claims and requires the continued discussion and consideration of questions which should have been long
since disposed of by established precedents.
PUBISHEID) UMLIN(S NECESSARY FOR

NIFORMITY

Uniformity in the taxation of those similarly situated is the first
and fundamental requisite of any just system of taxation. Such uniformity can not be accomplished unless tax liability is determined
in accordance with principles uniformly applied.
The most serious defect in the administration of the income tax
law is the absence of any adequate statement of the departmental
construction of the provisions of the law, the principles, formula,
and methods applied, and the practice and procedure followed in
determining tax liability.
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The promulgation of such information for the guidance of the

thousands of employees of the Income Tax Unit is absolutely essential
to the uniform treatment of taxpayers. Complete information as to
how his tax ' to be computed should be available to every taxpayer,
that all taxpayers similarly situated may claim and insist upon the
benefit of any principle or practice applied to any of them. Furthermore, such information should be available to Congress, that it
may know how the tax laws enacted by it are interpreted and applied and intelligently judge of the advisability of or necessity for
amendment.
COMMISSION ERi

A I'PROVAL

By vesting all discretionary powers under the revenue acts in the
commissioner,

Congress clearly evidenccd an intent ion to hold him

solely responsible for the exercise of all i(delatetd powers

If tv.

commiissioner is t( e.xrcti.'le tie nlutlhotity vest I< in himt
y
.yt
revenue acts, and is to he responsible for the ad nixistlrtionr otf t i
law, all rules interpreting the law and providing for its application o
particular cases should be personally approved by him inl writ ng.

While it may be assumed that Congress did not intend that the
commissioner should pass on individual cases, it must be assumed

that the revenue acts do contemplate that he shall determine the
principles, rules, and formula which shall be applied by his subordinates. If this task is too great to be performed by one man, Congress should create a board or commission of several members to
exercise the authority now vested in the commissioner.
TAXPAYERS

ENTITLED TO KNOW HOW LW

IS CONSTRUED t.ND APPLIED

Every taxpayer should be able to definitely compute his own tax
and to claim the benefit of any ruling or practice applied to another
similarly situated. It is therefore manifest that all rules and precedents interpreting and applying the law should be published and
available to all taxpayers. Availability to the public of the rules
and precedents of the Income Tax Unit is the most effective means
of securing the desired uniformity. With such information available; a taxpayer is in a position to claim and contend for the same
treatment which has been accorded others similarly situated, and
the publication of rulings would be the most effective deterrent
against making rulings which should nco be treated as precedents.
CONGRESS SHOULD KNOW HlOW LAW IS CONSTRUED AND APPLIE)

When Congress reenacts a statute which has received executive
interpretation it is considered to have given implied legislative
approval to such interpretation. During the hearings it was repeatedly claimed that by reenacting the provisions of the revenue
acts Congress has affirmed the administrative construction. It is
therefore of vital importance that Congress have the means of
informing itself as to how the revenue acts are construed and applied.
Unless the practices and precedents interpreting and applying the
revenue laws are reduced to writing and published, Congress has no
means of learning what it is presumed to know in acting upon
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revenue legislation. Without knowledge of the administrative interpretation and application of the revenue actb Congress can not intelligently determine the desirability or necessity for their amendment.
TIIH RULATIONH
The income tax law is necessarily most general in its terms and
empowers the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury, to promulg'te i regulations more
particularly defining the taxpayer's rights ad obligations under
the law. It was doubtless the intention of Congr ss that these regulations should he sufficiently complete, comprelter sive, and specific
to enable any taxpayer to determine his own tax liability.
The regulations under each revenue ntot must 1he promulgated
It has been
before the returns niadeli, uder such act are prepared(.
which wold arise
tbe multitude of quest
(11io
impossible to frcs
lThe
nt anet.
under a new Iaw or uder new prot isions of subsllC)MC
"regulations" under the earlier acts were, there' re, of necessity,
very broad and general, and in many cases were mere restat emtents
of the income tax law. We now have an entirely different situation.
It is over seven years since the 1917 returns were filed, and it is
extremely doubtful if many questions can arise which are not presented by the returns filed since March, 1918.
Most questions which can arise have been acted upon in some
manner, and, if uniformity and consistency of ruling is to be observed, this accumulated mass of precedent constitutes a fund of
information which should be available to the employees of the
bureau and to the taxpaying public. This information should also
be available to Congress. It is only by examining such precedent
that Congress can determine how its acts are construed and applied,
and whether amendment is necessary or desirable.
Notwithstanding the fact that nearly every conceivable question
which can arise under the income tax laws has been presented by
returns on file, and some action has been taken upon the most of such
questions, the "regulations" promulgated under the 1924 act are
still so broad and general as to give the employees of the Income Tax
Unit, the taxpayers, and the Congress but little more guidance and
assistance than do the " regulations" promulgated under the 1918 act.
PUBISHEDn IRLIJNO
The generality of the regulations leaves a multitude of questions,
as to the interpretation of the law and the regulations, to be passed
upon in particular cases. In many instances taxpayers before filing
returns write to the unit requesting rulings upon the application of
the law to particular facts. lThese inquiries are referred to what is
known as the rules and regulations section, where they are answered.
When, in the judgment of the rules and regulations section, these
answers cover questions not covered by published rulings. they
are forwarded to tle solicitor for his approval, and, if approved,
become what are called income-tax rulings.
The advice of the rules and regulations section is sometimes also
sought by the audit and engineering divisions upon matters pending
in the unit. It is the practice of the rules and regulations section to

I
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answer inquiries from the unit divisions, if the question is covered by
a published ruling, but otherwise to refer the questions to the solicitor
for a ruling.
Solicitor's rulings are made upon questions referred by the rules
and regulations section upon cases brought to the solicitor's office on
appeal by the taxpayer, upon refunds involving over $50,000, and
upon requests made by the commissioner or deputy commissioner,
upon their own initiative, or upon the suggestion of a chief of a
division.
For a time the tax advisory board recommended methods of procedure and formula and acted upon cases appealed by taxpayers.
The committee on appeals and review was the appellate ,boy to
which appeals were taken from unit determinations until it was abolished, when the Board of Tax Appeals was created under t he revenue

act of 1924.
ONLY I, I4 EI CENT OF FORIM.AL )IULINON

l0'BLl.1811

As of March 6, 1925, there had been issued by the solicitor, the
tax advisory board, the committee on appeals and review, and by
the rules and regulations section 20,311 rulings, of which only 3,168.
or 151/ per cent, had been published.
The number of rulings issued by each of these authorities and the
number published is shown by the following table:
PercentDesignation of rrling

Issued

Advisory tax hoard reconmnendations (T. B. R.)..
................
Comitl to on appeals aitd nrview men oroanda (A.. .M.)...............
and review recommendations (A. t. H.)..........
Cornmmitto on afplald
.....-------...
Offlico
tte.ionq (I. T.)....-.--...............-.......-...
... . .....................- .
O1lfic decision s (0. D).) ... ................
Solicitor's ltw opinions (0. or L. 0.)...................... . ....... ..--........-----.....................
Solicitor's memorunda (S. M.) .--....
.................
Solicitor's opinions (8ol. Op.).--......... .......
... .... .
Solicitor's rccomnmendations (S. R.) ........................
...
... ..-------....---..
Salos t x(S. T.) ...................................
'ToKl.-................ ...- ..

..

...-- ......................

I

71
220
8,367
2, 5
1,14
1,121
3,413
100
3, 137
448

50
99
4 03
1 982
1,070
128
251
70
40
57

20,311

3,168

"ae
sed,

approlimate
71
45
4
44
93
11
7
41
2
12
1

The representatives cf the commissioner stated to this committee
that all rulings upon novel questions of general application were
published, provided it were possible to so delete the facts as to
destroy the identity of the case, and that unpublished rulings are
never used as precedents. This statement is not sustained by the
facts as disclosed by the investigation.
In that section of this report dealing with "Depletion and the
valuation of natural resources " many formal rulings by the solicitor
and the committee on appeals and review are reviewed and discussed. Every one of these rulings are of general interest and importance. The facts in every case could be so deleted as to destroy
the identity of the taxpayer. Not one of these rulings have been
published.
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The following statement of several of these rulings suffices to prove
their general importance and the fact that they can be stated without
revealing the identity of the taxpayer:
A ruling by the solicitor that the commissioner may reconsider
tentative valuation made for depletion purposes.
Rulings by both the committee on appeals and review and the solicitor that discovery depletion may be based upon discoveries made
after the existence of the mineral is known.
A ruling that the provision barring discovery depletion when the
property is acquired as the result of purchase of a proven tract or
lease permits the allowance of discovery depletion to the owner of a
fee which was a proven tract or lease when lie acquired the fee, provided ho had an option to purchase when the mineral was discovered.
In the National Aniline & Chemical case a published ruling of
the solicitor was violated, and an unlubislished ruling, advisory tax
board recomnic ndat ion No. ;8, was followed . That this was not an
versigh but
ut was done deliberately i.s shown by the record.
In the United Motors Corporation case 391)23), committee on
appeals and review recommendation No. 6617 is contrary to published recommendation No. 34 providing for the 1913 valuation of
corporate stock, yet No. 6617 was not published.
Recommendation No. 6617 is based upon seven unpublished rul.
ings, one of which is L . . 1117, which the committee states in its
iuing was cited by both the unit and by the taxpayer. This particular ruling not only shows the extent to which unpublished rulings
were relied upon as precedents, but discloses the fact that at least
this taxpayer had access to and was able to avail itself of this unpublished precedent.
It may be observed that since June 1, 1925, the commissioner has
refused to give this committee copies of unpublished rulings, some
of which had been requested but the copying of which had not been
finished on June 1, 1925. It thus appears that some taxpayers are
permitted to secure and utilize rulings which even a Senate committee can not secure.
UNWRITTEN RULES AND PRACTICES

Many rules and formula for the determination of tax liability
followed by the unit have ne. er been even reduced to writing, except
in the particular cases to which they were applied. Formal rulings
are made only in response to taxpayers' inquiries upon taxpayers'
appeals, and when requested from the solicitor. Where the taxpayer makes no such inquiry and is satisfied with the unit's determinatiofi of his tax there is no occasion for a ruling. The rules
and formula applied in such case can only be ascertained by digging
such cases out of the files. As there is no record or index of cases
showing the questions involved the location of cases to ascertain
how any particular question has been determined is entirely dependent upon the personal recollection of the employees of the unit.
The most notable illustration of this situation is found in the
method of treating amortization allowances. The law merely provides that the taxpayer is entitled to a reasonable allowance. The
regulations (Reg. 62, art. 184) provide how such allowance shall be
determined in the case of property sold or discarded. In the case
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of property wholly or partially retained in use the regulations
merely provide that the allowance shall he the difference between
the cost of the facilities and the " estimated value to the taxpayer in
terms of its w'tual use or employment in his going business."
There is nothing in the regulation indicating what " value in
terms of actual use " means or how it is to be determined. Prior to
October, 1925, there was one published ruling by the solicitor dealing with this question. This ruling has never been followed in any
case, not even in the case in which it was made. No appeals have
ever been taken by taxpayers which would give rise to rulings upon
this subject. Thie only written instructions or memoranda ever prepared for the guidance of the different engineers who have ibeen
charged with the duty of passing on allowances for the amortize
tion of war facilities appear to never have been authorized or
approved by any authority higher tIhanl a section chief 1and to halv
never be'en followed bIy ialybody.

Notwitlisitandlinug t e frt,
fl
tit

ltaxes am ount

g to over a hiundreil

million dollars were lost, through inlmroper amortization allowances, there is nothing to show that the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue had ever had his attention called to one amortization case

or ever gave this great subject one moment's consideration until
attention was called to it by the Senate investigating committee. It
was also impossible for this committee or anyone else to ascertain
how this subject was treated by the bureau, except by examining the
record in each particular case.
The generally recognized published precedent on the valuation of
food will provides for the capitalization of prospective profits at
20 per cent, while in some cases good will has been valued on a 6 per
cent basis. These rates are as important as precedents as the formula
to which they are applied.
THE TAX EXPERT

This system had not only led to the lack of uniformity and lack
of consistency in rulings upon the same and closely related questions
but has given rise to and now maintains the lucrative business of the
tax expert or " fixer." There is nothing so involved, complicated, or
technical about the procedure in the Income Tax Unit that anyone
of ordinary intelligence can not understand it, provided he has
access to the information. Taxpayers generally, however, to secure
the advantages accorded others similarly situated find it necessary
to employ some one with "inside" information.
To illustrate this situation, let us again resort to the subject of
amortization.A solicitor's ruling published in November, 1924, held that the
value in use of facilities, upon which amortization is claimed, is to
be determined by the actual use or usefulness of that particular
facility in the taxpayer's post-war business. Until October, 1925,
this was the only published ruling on the subject, and no one not
initiated in the secret methods of the department would ever dream
that the unit would hold in the face of that opinion, as it has, that
the usefulness of a new, modern facility which is the last word in
efficient, economical operation, and which is in constant daily operation, would be reduced because the taxpayer also possessed other
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facilities which had about reached the end of their useful lives and
the actual use of which had been abandoned because they could not
be economically operated.
'Taxpayers found that by employing " experts" with inside information they could secure the allowance of deductions in amounts
vastly in excess of the claims made in their original returns, upon a
basis specifically condemned by the only published ruling upon the
subject. The "expert" with ' inside" information knew that such
allowances had been made in other cases and could urge such cases as
precedents to be applied to his own case.
Amortization is not the only subject with reference to which this
situation exi.sts. It is generally true throughout the Income Tax
Unit.
This system has creaed,l, as a favored class of taxpayers, those
who have enmloycd " taxxex wrts." It has created a special class
of tax practition(ml'rs, whose sole stock ii) t'HIIc is i knowledge of the
secret tmthods and practices of the Incomne 'Tx Unit.

This special knowledge of secret precedents has created a demand
by large taxpayers for the services of Income Tax Unit employees,

and is the principal cause of the immense turnover in the personnel
of the unit.
I'RACTICE AND PROCEI)URE SHOULD

BE ~1 ERTFEN AND PUBLISHED

No taxpayer should receive the benefit of special treatment which
is not to be given all other taxpayers similarly situated. It therefore follows that every ruling, practice, and formula which has
been followed in any case should be a precedent whether published
or unpublished or whether written or unwritten.
Our system of legal and equitable jurisprudence are both the
result of the accumulated precedent, arising out of the decisions
of courts, in the application of law and equity to particular cases.
This body of law is evidenced by, and is preserved in, the written
decisions of the courts. When the courts give to a statute a construction which is contrary to the public will, the Congress or
the State legislature are advised by the publicity given the decision
of the construction so given it by the courts and can amend it. Anyone desiring to know how a statute has been construed by the courts
has but to look to the published decisions, which are open to everyone. A system of jurisprudencewhich provided for the secret trial
of cases without published decisions and guided by tw published
rules would not be tolerated by any free, self-governing people.
All practices and formula being followed in the work of the Income Tax Unit should be reduced to writing, at least tentatively
ap proved by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and published.
There can be no such thing as uniformity of treatment among taxpayers similarly situated unless there are written rules for the government of the employees of the unit.
The commissioner should be subject to the same responsibility for
the practice of the bureau in cases where taxpayers are satisfied and
there are no " rulings" as in cases where the appeals of dissatisfied
Under the present practice it is
taxpayers result in "rulings."
doubtful whether the commissioner, in whom all authority under the
act is vested, has the least idea .how the law is being construed and
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applied in the case of nstisfied taxpayers. It is certain that, under
the present procedure, there is no provision for bringing the principles applied to su
suchtocasess to the commissioner's attention.
Every tax payer also has the same right to know the standard
applied to other taxpayers in cases where there are no appeals as in
cases where there
areappeals. Congress should be as interested in
knowing how the law has been construed and applied in the cases
of subjects which have been so uniformly handled to the taxpayer's
satisfaction that no appeals resulting in published "rulings" have
been taken.
The methods followed by the bureau in handling amortization
cases indicate that when the entire body of taxpayers are so well
satisfied that no appeals are taken the (Government is most liable to
suffer.

At least the maximum and minimum discount rates and means of
determiinng basi prices to be applied in different industries in
making valuations on the basis of anticipated profits and the rate
at which anticipated profits may be capitalized to determine value,
as well as maximum depreciation rates, should be approved by the
commissioner and published. From time to time the rates actually
applied in such cases should also be published.
It is the purpose of this recommendation to place the actual responsibility for the work of the Income Tax Unit upon the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, where the legal responsibility rests,
and as far as possible to insure the application of the same principles
to similar caes.
The discretion of every employee of the unit should be limited by
rules which can be uniformly applied to all taxpayers whose cases
present similar questions. Ths can be accomplished by two classes
of rules.
Tentative rules should be worked oul,
by the engineering, auditing,
and legal authorities as new questions are presented. Such tentative
rules should be submitted to and approved by the commissioner and
published. When such rules have been applied to particular cases
they may be accepted by the taxpayers without protest. If a taxpayer protests he Ias a hearing, and as a result of such hearing it
may appear that such rule should be amended, modified, or supplemented. Such amendment, modification, or supplemental rule should
be proposed to the commissioner, and if approved by him applied to
that case, promulgated, and published.
All existing opinions, rulings, recommendations, and memoranda
of the solicitor, of the tax advisory board, and of the committee on
appeals and review should be either approved or disapproved by the
commissioner. -All rulings, etc., so approved by the commissioner
should be published. If disapproved, the cases in which such ruling were made should be reconsidered, unless such reconsideration
is barred by the statute of limitations or the cases are closed under
statutory agreement. All rulings of the rules and regulations section approved by the solicitor and not fully covered by published
rulings should be published.
The test of novelty should not be applied to solicitors and committee on appeals and review rulings. The weight to be given a
ruling is increased by the fact that such ruling has been subse-
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quently affirmed. The arguments that in some cases the facts can
not be sufficiently deleted to permit their publication and that other
rulings are not of sufficient general interest to warrant publication
are both clearly untenable. 3he omission of the taxpayer's name
address, and the amounts involved is clearly sufficient deletion of
facts to satisfy the law, and if there is any doubt of this the law
should be amended. The idea that some taxpayers are so peculiarly
situated that no other taxpayer's case can present a similar question
is an assumption too violent to be given serious consideration.
It is true that the plan proposed would increase the expense of
publication. This increase will be saved many times in the reduced
cost of auditing returns. Most taxpayers try to make their returns
conform tothe bureau's requirements, but the regulations and instructions are so vague that insufficient information and improperly

prepared claims lead to endless correspondence and work for bureau
employees.
It is now necessary for I xpl)ayieri to subscribe for privately pu)lished "tax services." and even employees of the bureau wivh desire to keep themselves informed are compelled to resort to such
sources of information at an annual cost of from $.50 to $60.
The proper publication of the bureau rules and procedure will
dispense with the necessity for employing the tax fixer. His only
stock in trade is a knowledge of the secret methods and practices,
and when these become public property his services will no longer
be of value.
Full publicity of rulings will reduce the number of protests, conferences, and appeals which now prevent the work of the unit from
becoming current.
Actions are seldom brought in the courts involving questions of
law which have been clearly settled by former decisions. Frequently the decision of one case will lead to the dismissal or settlement of many. This is due to the fact that every decision of a court
of last resort is a precedent to be followed whenever the same question is presented in another case, and through the publication of
such decisions the public is enabled to learn what these precedents
are. But a few litigious people are willing to waste time and money
in a vain attempt to secure a reversal of the rulings of the courts.
It is reasonable to assume that the principles involved in the vast
majority of the cases now pending before the unit have been passed
upon at least once and in some instances many times in the 20,311
rulings which have been made. Had these rulings been published,
and had the unit announced and adhered to the policy of regarding
them as precedents to be followed in future cases unless shown to be
clearly wrong, there would be fewer contests now consuming the
time and money of both the taxpayers and the unit.
It is doubtless true that such publicity would lead to the filing of
many claims by taxpayers who have not received as favorable treatment as has been given others. This is no argument against full
publicity of rulings, unless we concede that the tenacious, resourceul taxpayer whose claims are sufficiently large to warrant the
expense of trips to Washington and the employment of "experts"
should constitute a favored class.
Many cases have been presented to the committee showing allowances which the representatives of the unit could defend only upon
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the ground that such allowances were determined as the result of
bargaining or compronuie with the taxpayer. It was stated in
nearly every such instance that the improper allowance was made
because the ',xpayer waived some other claim which he might have
asserted. In none of these cases did the nature of the claim which
was waived appear in the record so chat it could be judged upon
its own merits.
In the United Verde Extension Mining Co. case the taxpayer
was allowed $200,0,000 depletion which Deputy Commissioner
Bright made no attempt to defend. He tried to justify his refusal
to permit the reopening of that case upon the ground that the company had waived some claim .Mr. Bright admitted that he did
not and never had known the nature of the claim waived.
Mr. S. M. Greenidge, head of the engineering division, admitted
that the silver industry had been undertaxed, but attempted to justify the failure to reopen the silver cases upon the ground that to do
so would result in the reopening of the case of the lead industry
which had been overtaxed.
Mr. Greenidge tried to justify the allowance e( excessive depletion to the Gulf Oil Corporation ripon the ground that the taxpayer
had waived an unsubstantiated claim for amortization the nature
of which he did not know.
The law contemplates taxation by assessment by the Government,
not by bargain between the Government and the taxpayer. Taxation by bargain and compromise means the lowest tax to the best
trader. The policy of bargaining with taxpayers leads to the setting up of fictitious claims as trading stock to be waived during
the course of bargaining. This not only results in unequal taxation
but vastly increases the work of the Income Tax Unit by throwing
upon it the burden of meeting fictitious claims.
The numbe. of cases three, four, and five years old pending in the
unit has increased during the last two years. This is due to the constant filing of new claims affecting the tax of former years and the
reconsideration of old allowances. The policy of bargaining is
doubtless largely responsible for this situation.
If each claim were considered and determined upon its own merit
and such determination were published as a precedent, this bargaining would stop. The officers of the unit in passing on claims would

know that an allowance made to one taxpayer would be claimed by

all taxpayers similarly situtd, and this fact alone would be the
best possible deterrent from making improper allowances.

It seems plain that proper publicity of methods and practices is
not only essential to maintain uniformity in the bureau itself and
to properly inform the Congress and the public of how the law is
interpreted and applied but that it will result in a saving to the
Government and to the taxpayers of many times what it will cost.
PUBLICITY OF RECORDS

The unsatisfactory conditions developed by this investigation are
the inevitable result of the delegation of almost unlimited discretion
to be secretly exercised. It is believed that but few of the unsound
settlements, to which attention has been called, would have been
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made if it were not for the belief that they would never become
public.
While the objections to throwing the records of the Income Tax
Unit open to the public are recognized, the necessity for the opportunity for some outside scrutiny is imperative.
Congress, in imposing a system of taxation Ihe administration of
which necessarily involvesI the exercise of

)so
1uch discretion, assumes

some duty to the public to see that such discretion is not abused.
It is suggested that the law should provide that any Member of
Congress or Senator shall have lile right to examine any return or
record at any time and take a copy thrreof.
To insure the full publicity of tie rulings, practices, methods, and
formulas in use in the determination of tax, it is suggested that the
law provide that no settlement of any tax be considered final unless
the principles applied in determining such tax shall have been
published within 30 days after such determination.
IPROGlHESS

'OFINCOME TAX UNIT IN OE'TINt WORK CURRENT

On March 1, 1925, the Income Tax Unit was 30.4 per cent further
behind than it was on March 1, 1923, and 34.4 per cent further
behind than it was on March 1, 1924. Unless there are some radical
reforms in procedure there is no prospect of the work of the Income
Tax Unit ever becoming current.
The unit may receive and dispose of an increasing number of cases
during each succeeding year and still be getting further behind if
the old cases are accumulating. In analyzing the work of the Income Tax Unit we have treated all cases less than three years old
asicurrent cases. The following table is a summary of the open
cases iIt the unit which are over three years old:
uninlum'y of Opr(t

''turns

oinl frni,

Returnaslive years old or

1924

1925

1923

9,450
5, 28
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9,098
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i
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..
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older
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Corporation udit division...,
Consolidated returns audit
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81pci l tisressai nt sctlOIl.l
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atli/
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)
1924
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35,975
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9, 4
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2, 830
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3.834

f7 152
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701

5,532
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i

f 31. 669
)

96

28,830

31,669 112,604

27,707
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19,675
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3, 787

7,05
2,
.

12,112
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1,063

MO'

357

1 913
0, 976

5,.574
40,65O

4.250
9,573

2,015
200, 16

93,955

2I4, 352

,170, 622
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24, 745
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1,927

I

.109
082 133 761

(

23, 144

93,270 100,082 16l ,,05
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Included in records division.

Total returns 3 years old or older on hand as of March, 1923--- ....----------.........
. . 302, 907
Total returns 3 years old or older on hand as of March, 1924....
-----------294, 042
Total returns 3 years old or older on hand as of March, 1925--- ...............----.......
_39, 103
Total per cent gain In getting current, 1923 to 1924........---------.-----2,6
Total per cent loss in getting current, 1924 to 19t21...

__

--------...---.........-

Total per cent loss In getting current two years, 1923 to 1925.---..-

.. .

....

-......

34.4

,4
4........
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DI)SPOHA,\

OF CASES

This investigation discloses that the principal causes of the delay
in the disposal of old cases may be stated as follows:
1. Bargaining with taxpayers instead of assessing taxes in accordance with published precedents. This subject has already been
fully discussed.
2. Innumerable conferences incident to the bargaining policy.
3. Granting innumerable extensions of time for furnishing information required to determine the validity of deductions.
HIEAIRNGS AND CON'FERIENCES

The law requires that a taxpayer be given notice and an opportunity to be heard before a deficiency tax is assessed. One hearing
should suffice, and were the tax then assessed in accordance with
published precedents the accumulated cases would be quickly disposed of. The policy in the larger cases appears to call for an
agreement wjth the taxpayer, and conferences are held until such
agreement is reached.
EXTENMINC TIME '1TO F';NISH INFORMATION

In many instances large deductions for amortization, depletion,
loss on sales, etc., are taken without furnishing such information as
may be required to check the validity of such deductions. In many
other cases such information is withheld until the case has passed
out of the hands of the auditor or engineer who has worked on the
case and is familiar with it.
When information is called for, a definite time should be set
within which it may be furnished. If such information is not furnished within the time set, the deductions claimed should be disallowed, and the law should provide that no taxpayer should be
permitted to avail himself, before the Board of Tax 'Appeals or in
court, of any evidence called for blut not furnished to the Income
Tax Unit.
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OF THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL
REVENUE

FEIHUARY 1 (calendar day, FEiBmUAkY 2), 1926.---Ordered to be printed with
illustral ons

Mr. COUZENS, from the Select Committee on Investigation of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, submitted the following

REPORT
Puirsuant to S. Ies. 168, 68th Cong.]

The statistics prepared and published by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, with reference to the income of individuals and corporations,
do not adequately reflect the effect of the various provisions of the
law.
The sources of individual income are shown. All deductions
from individual income, except contributions, are combined under the
heading " General deductions." The inadequacy of the information
as to deductions is illustrated by the situation relative to the tax
upon the profit realized upon the sale of capital assets and the dz
tion of losses sustained upon such sales.
The published statistics for 1923 show a large amount of in
taxed in the brackets over $100,000 from this source. Our invuc
tioj discloses the fact that the deductions taken for losses sustained
on the sale of capital assets by taxpayers whose incomes would fall
in the high brackets, but for such deductions, exceeded the profits
taxed in 1923 in the high brackets. Our investigation further discloses that such deductions exceed the profits taxed for every year
since 1916, except 1924.
These facts show the necessity for a thorough investigation of the
subject of taxing capital gains. Such facts should be shown by the
statistics of income published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
A finance committee amendment to the pending revenue bill
fixes the depletion allowance for oil and gas wells at 25 per cent of
the gross income, but not to exceed 50 per cent of the net income
derived from the property. It is important to know whether this
provision increases or decreases the depletion which has been allowed
under existing law. A similar allowance of a per cent of gross or
net income for the depletion of mines has been suggested. If the
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published statistics showed the amount of depletion which has been
deducted by the different mining industries, the basis for the determination of ai proper percentage would he available.
The net taxable income of both individuals and corporations is
affected as materially by deductions as by fluctuations in the income

derived from various sources, yet the published statistics provide

practically no information as to these deductions.
Section 258 of the bill should be so amended as to require the
segregation of deductions into such classes as will reflect the effect of
each deduction permitted by the law upon the net income taxed.
INCOMES $100,000

INDIVIDUAL

AND OVER, 1016 TO 1924

The not taxable incomes reported by individuals with incomes from
$5,000 to $100,000 have increased from $3,817,720,895 in 1916 to
$8,356,429,153 in 1924, about 119 per cent. The net taxable incomes
of $100,000 and over have decreased from $1,856,17,710 in 1916 to
$1,223,312,274 in 1924, or about 50 per cent.
The number of returns, total income, deductions, and net income
reported by these two groups of taxpa ers are shown in the following
tables:
Individual returns, $5,000 to $100,000
Number

of

Year

'returns

. .. . ....
......... .... ....-1910. .......
.........----------1917-...--.. ---....... ---. ......... .........
1918 ......
....
10919....- .......
.......-..
.. .
1920... ........
1921 ..- ....... .
.
....
.
1922... ................
..----.-------.-----123 ....................
1024...-----------

. .. -- ...
.........- ...-- .
..- . .. ,.

......

.........--- -... -..

IDeuctions

Total income

ald contri-

Net incollm

b ut i(on

5,619 $5,204,7 1, 131
425, W i 5, 759, 335, 727

$1,37,070, 230
355, 447, f02

043,357,782
474, 4fi; 6, 483, 359, 295
1, 329,39, 949
652,133
8,8 69, 14, 03
9,40, r38,245 I 1,675,131,050
677,913
I 7, H , 817, 102 1,3'0,042, 836
5...
Z 2...54.....
8,15,2 , 1,r I 1,317,284, 44
582, 175
7,779
8, 59,48 32-4 1, 420,137, 484
9, 659, 812, 025
1, 303, 382, 872
75, 83

,817,720, 8 ;
5,403, 8, 125
5, 540,001, 513
7,540, 274, 854
7,734,407,195

5,8MM,
774,9

(, s87, 9(W 309
7,4,39, 344, 40
H,356, 429, 153

Individual returns, $100,000 and over

Year

1910 .......-

.......

.......

.......

......

Nunlwr
w
of
returns

Totl income

6,( 3

$2, 188, 881,35,

.
..-----..-.-..
...
...- ....
-- ....
1917...--....
.
1918..---....--...-....
....... .... ......
.
....-.. .. ........
..--1919 ............

0, 4
4,4199
5, 526

, 038
8
i1,370,
1, 18, H4, 175
1, 43,775, 8,54

...--- .. .....----...... .
1920......-----..-..
..---...---.--.-..
1921..-..------------.---.
.
.. ....
1922........ ......-------....----..
--. ..----- ..-- ..-.
1923..........
. ......
...--......
----.
...
1924 .................

3,649
2, 352
4, 031
, 2
5, il94

80, 2, 223
25, 817, 112
1, 002, 41, 06
1 127,273, 807
1,410,092,393

I

Deductions
and contributtons

Net income.

$332,693, 645

$1, 856, 187,710

02,849, 8
8, 644,750
269, 222, 8

239,018,460
f2, 813, 761
199, (53, 345
214, 285, 298
216,780, 119

53
1, 60( 51,
19, 29, 425
1, 19, 54 , 048

727,004, 713
403, (003,351
8 2, 747, fW8
012, 988, 500
1, 223,312,274

The causes of the rise and fall of individual taxable income, particularly in the higher tax brackets, has been the subject of much
discussion during the last five years. There has been little, if any,
real information available, and the whole discussion has been based
upon assumptions. This committee has undertaken to ascertain
the facts, as to what has caused the shrinkage and wide fluctuation
in individual taxable incomes exceeding $100,000 since 1916.
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OFFICIAL STATISTICS

Statistics showing the incomes reported by individuals and corporations, the exemptions and deductions taken, the net income
taxed and the amount of tax on incomes as reported are published
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue in an annual publication entitled
"Statistics of Income."
Thse published statistics show thle aggregate incomes reported
classified by tax brackets. The different sources of individual
income are shown, but there is no classification of deductions. It is
therefore impossible to determine from the official statistics how
different classes of deductions have affected net taxable income.
The statistical methods employed in preparing and presenting the
official published statistics are such thaatit is impossible to determine
to what extent the total income in any paortictular bracket has been
influenced by income derived from any particular source. Thus,
A has a net income in 1923 of 95,000, all of which is derived from
dividends. In 1924 A's dividends are only $90,000 above his exemptions, but lie disposes of some stock at a profit of $10,000. The
$10,000 profits, derived from the sale of stock, bring A's income into
to the dividends
the $100,000 class, and A's dividends add $90,0
appearing in that class. Thus, while A's dividends actually decreased
$5,000, the dividends classified as received in the $100,000 class are
increased by $90,000.
COMMITrTEEPS' STATISTICS OF INDIVIDUAL INCOMES EXCEEDING $100,000
IN 1916

To obtain comparable statistics this committee called for the returns for the years 1916 to 1924, inclusive, of all individuals who
reported not taxable incomes exceeding $100,000 in 1916. Net taxable incomes exceeding $100,000 were reported by 0,633 individuals
in 1916. It was possible to obtain the returns for all years, 1916 to
1924, inclusive, for 4,063, or nearly two-thirds of the entire number.
Both the income by sources (taxable and tax exempt) and the deductions taken by these 4,063 individuals have been tabulated, and the
results are shown in Tables I to 7, attached.
8IRINKAGE AND

VARIATION IN INCOMES EXCEEDING $100,000

In 1916 this group reported net taxable incomes of $1,178,113,103.
The same individuals reported not taxable incomes of $355,482,519
in 1921 and $586,353,450 in 1924. A summary for the entire group,
showing the income from each source (taxable and tax exempt)-and
deductions and deductible losses is shown in Table 1.
The rise and fall of income and deductions in the group are shown
graphically by the charts hereto attached.
An examination of Table 1 will show that the difference of 8822,630,584 between the net taxable income reported by this group in
1916 and in 1921 is accounted for as follows:
Income from individual business and partnerships in 1916 exceeded

such income in 1921 by $314,189,761. Losses in individual
business and partnerships in 1921 exceeded such losses in 1916
by $22.051,914.

Net difference (decrease in 1921)..--. ......

$336. 241, 675
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Profits on tilte sale of stock, lbondl, and real estate in 1916 exceeded
such profits in 1921 by $47,817,455
LomHse on the Male of stocks,
honds, and real estate in 1921 exceeded m Chlosses in 1910 by
.. .
.. $205, 981, 84)
$158,164,394.
Net ditffreauce (decrease in 1021) .,
Dividends on stock of domestic corporations in 1916 exceeded
such dividends in 1921 by ..
.
... ...
.. .
210, 948, 185
Interest received reported as income in 1016 eycceded interest
received in 1921 by $22,479,670. Interest paid and deducted
from income in 1921 exceeded interest deducted in 1916 lb
... ..
$20,705,393.
Net difference ...
43, 185, 063
Rents and royalties reported ias income in 1916 exceeded such
.
.
income in 1921 by
11, 067,304
Miscellaneous income in 1916 exceeded niuretllaneous income in
1921 by $7,291,454, and mniscellaneout
losses In 1921 exceeded
..
such loses in 1916 by $5,745,473. Net difference ....
13, 036, 927
Contributions, taxes, iand bad debts deducted in 1921 exceeded
. .
such deductions in 1916 by
21,434, 311
In somfe

casesLthe

841, 885, 314
loses exce(dedt

losses over income could not btl

thle ilntcomle,I

and

such

deducted from thet

exceHs of
i(,ncome of

1921, but were carried forward to subsequent years:
Excets of losses over income .

.

.

-.

...-

$10

Salaries reported as income in 1921 exceeded
such income in 1916 by -... - ...-...-

8,84,

6

8, 568, 884
---

------

Decrease in net taxable income 1916 to 1921

--..-

19, 254, 730
822, 630, 584
82..

The net taxable inconime of this group of 4,063 taxpayers increased
from $355,482,519 in 1921 to $586,353,450 in 1924. The difference
of $230,870,931 is shown by Table I to be due to the following items:
Income from individual and partnership business in 1924 exceeded
such income in 1921 by $11,452,032 and losses in individual and
partnership business in 1921 exceeded suchI losses in 1924 by
....
...-..
11,559,392; net difference - - ...
$23, 011, 424
Profits on the sale of real estate, stock, and bond:4 in 1924 exceeded
such profits in 1921 by $90,493,395 and the losses onl the sale of
such capital assets in 1921 exceeded such losses in 1924 y $106,336,982; net difference.
190, ;30, :177
Divide(nd in 1924 exceeded such income in 1921 by. .
64, 552, 084
i
i nm1921 by
89, H85
Rents and royaltikn in 1924 exceeded isc imeomh

284, 482, 970
Salaries in 1921 exceeded such income il 1921 by

No prior year losses were deducted in 1921, This deduction ih
1924 waa......... .
. ...
..
.
Miseellanieou income in 1924 exceeded such income in 1921 by
$654,875, but miscellaneous losses in 1924 exceeded siucl losses
.....
in 1921 by $6,718,887, leaving a net decrease of....
Interest received, reported as income in 1921, exceeded such income
in 1924 by $18,431,597 and interest paid in 1921 exceeded interest paidt in 1924 by $8,594,427; net difference-..
. ...
Contributions in 1924 exceeded contributions in 1921 byv .. ....
The excess of losses over income tiot deducted in 1921 exceeded
such excess in 1924 bt . .. - ..
.
.. --- .

2, 752, 458
7, 213, 474
6, 064,. 012
9, 837, 170
25, 313, 545
2, 431, 3XS
53, 612, 039

Increases in net taxable income, 1921 to 1924 .....------------..

230, 670, 931

It thus appears that of the decline in net taxable incomes in this
group from 1916 to 1921, about 41 per cent was due to decrease in
business and partnership profits and increase in business and partnership losses. About 25 per cent of such decline was due to the decline
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in profits arising out of the sale of capital assets and to the increase
in losses upon 4uch sales, and about 25 per cent of the decline was
due to a decline in dividends reported as income. The variation in
these three items accounts for more than 91 per cent of the difference
between the net taxable incomes reported by this group in 1916 and
1921.
Increased profits and decreased losses reported from the sale of
capital assets amount to 85 per cent of the difference between the noet
taxable incomes in this group in 1921 and 1924, and increased dividends amount to 28 per cent of the increase in net income during
that period. The increase in business and partnership profits in
1924 over 1921 equals 10 per cent of the increase in net taxable
income.

It is manifest that profits and losses in individual and partnership
business, profits and losses which arise from the sale of capital assets,
antd dividends are the principal factors determining net taxable incomes exceeding $100,000.
TAX-EXEMPT INCOME

The tax-exempt income of this group of 4,063 individuals in the
years 1918, 1919, 1920, and 1924 was shown by the returns, and is
shown in Table I for those years. For the years 1916, 1917, 1921,
1922, and 1923 such information was not available. The total income
from taxable and nontaxable sources, the tax-exempt income, and the
per cent of total income (taxable and nontaxable) which is tax exempt
are shown by the following table for the years 1918, 1919, 1920, and
1924:
T
totall
income,
I~nchlig

Y

1918

1919.

S .
344 ..

.

.

. .

.
.

. .

.
.

.

.

.
.

. .

$8

, 475,

2

2, 30, 032
72, 492, 041
, 4(W,

T

Per e-)it
txElIp) t oftotal

$2, 001', l

I
I

4, 62,W8
1,350, 31
iw, 3,303

2.8

4.5
5.9
7.8

The not taxable income of this group in 1924 was $591,759,(653 less
than in 191.
T'lhe tax exempt income of this group in 1924 is
$69,230,303, or less than 12 per cent of the difference between the
1916 and the 1924 not taxable income of the group.
In this group there are 121 individuals who reported net taxable
incomes of $1,000,000 and over in 1916. This is 60 per cent of the
individuals reporting net taxable income exceeding $1,000,000 in
1916. The incomes and deductions reported by these 121 individuals,
for each year 1916 to 1924, inclusive, are shown in Table 2.
It will be noted that these 121 individuals reported neic taxable
income of $307,359,746 in 1916, $61,271,702 in 1920 and $101,934,020
in 1924. The net incomes reported by these individuals in 1920 was
$246,088,044 less than the net income reported in 1916. In 1920
these individuals reported tax exempt incomes amounting to $12,336,200. Assuming that these individuals had no tax exempt
income in 1916, their tax exempt income in 1920 would account tor
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only 5 per cenl of the shrinkage in their taxable incomes between
1916 and 1920.
The taxable income of this subgroup increased $40,662,318 from
1920 to 1924 and their tax-exempt income increased $3,742,404
between those years.
The taxable net income of this group was $205,425,726 greater in
1916 than n 1924, yet the tax exempt income of the subgroup in
1924 was only $16,078,604, or less than 8 per cent of the shrinkage
in net taxable income.
It is thus evident that tax-exempt income is a negligible factor in
causing the shrinkage in net taxable incomes of 8100,000 and over,
and is even a smaller factor in the shrinkage of incomes exceeding
$1,(00,000 than in those between $100,000 and $1 ,000,000.
DIVIDENDS4

The dividends, reported as income by this group during the period
1916 to 192-1, inclusive, average about sO per cent of the investment
The decreased

income of the group.

in dividends from 1916 to 1921 is

equal to approximately 25 per cent of the decrease in net income during that period, and tihe increase in dividends from 1921 to 1924 is
equal to about 28 per cent of the increase in net income during that
period.
The following table shows the net income of corporations, the Federal tax paid by corporations, the net income less Federal tax of
corporations, and the dividends reported by this group of 4,063
individuals who reported net income exceeding S100,0(0 in 1916:

Net Income of

Year

cororations

$8., 7..t..,

191t .

117.

.....

.....

.....

.

1920 ..

.

..

..

121 .

.....

.

....
.

..

3', 1 48,74, 422

5, 20,

7, i

..

594.

1...,511, 249
.

..

$8,

$171, s0t5, 150

8, 5r87,

9., 4
. .

.

le( rt taxes

2, 142, 4t,h. 769

.

.......

192 ........

121 . .

.....

corporations

10, 730, 30, 211

1918 .8.3

191l

, 1'U,

S,141
, 48
, 5.

81

4, 33(, (17, 413
1,
,8I1, I 13
, 2, 52, 1:41

2, 175, :341,
) 78
1, 62, 231,

70!,

W55,
42

917, 1M, 7US

1 l,8t

(

i

rpo rt( d0hs

Illiv

$5(2, (M)5,301

14, 442

579, 111, 305

710, 827

6, 277. 420, 170

4l4l. 21, I j5
43(, 4 , 749
44 , 57. , 224

3, .14, 472, ;N3
s, 180. 04, 875
7.14, 422, :4;

371, 05". 116
34I9, 3'0, HI(
421, 712, )994

7, 2 l, 070,

3

783, 776, 2M8

Dividends

it
Ion

Federal tax o n

80

It will be noted that Ihe net income of corlpo ations, after paying
Federal taxes for 1916i and 1917, were approximately the same,

and that the dividends reported by this group of individuals are
approximately the same for those years. In 1918 price tfxing Ind
Several taxes reduced the net earnmgs of corporations after ttx by
about 40 per cent, and tliis reduction in earnings available for dividends is reflectedl in a reduction of about 24 per cent in tie dividends reported by this group of imdividuils.
In comparing these figures the fact must be kept in mind that,
while earnings available for dividends control the dividend policy
of corporations, dividends do not fluctuate with net earnings available for dividends.
Except for the decline in dividends reported by this group in
1921 and 1922, which is a reflection of the marked decline in earnings
in 1921, the dividends reported during the period 1.18 to 1924,
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inclusive, are fairly constant. The slight decline during this period
is no more than can be accounted for by the policy of closely controlling corporations to accumulate earnings. These figure., do not
indicate any tendency by individuals in this group to change their
investments .from dividend paying corporate stock to tax-exempt
securities.
All of the schedules in this group were examined for the purpose
of finding cases where taxuille income had( been entirely or largely
replaced by tax-exempt income. One such (cae was located out of
4,003 taxpayers.
BUSINESS AND PRITNIE8'SIP PROFITS AND

LOSSES

As haas been shown, about 41 per cent of the decline in net income
from 1916 to 1921, and about 10 per cent of the increase in not
income from 1921 to 1924, in this group, is attributable to the differ-

ence in the profits nnd losses in individual and partnership business.
Individual business and partnership losses reported elch year from
1916 to 1921, inclusive, arc shown in the following trble:
Business and partnership profits and loses reported by 4,086 individuals who reported net incomesl of $100,000 stand over in 1916
Yo ur
1916 ..
1917 ..

...
..

.....
..

..

.......

19

.......

. - - - . ..
.. .....

1924

.
.

.
...

....

,173,
445, 142
2.A , 34, (M)
12, 222, 6i78
413, 73

.

...

....

.
....

Losses

..

121, 0A, 622

I. 1, W1 , 131
1102, 83,705

IiTer< .

$i, 764,380

$405, ifm, 4,14
170, 478, l01

.....

1918
...............
1919
..
~... ..
..... .. .
1920
1921 .....
. ..
...............

1922

Profits

Li

1

(6,(1,439

$3 , 839,054
13,57, 362

6, 177.221
.473,255
2,
628
62>,
27, 8l1, 294

167, 367, 21
li 1, 160, 748
104,02, Of
3, 597, 379

18, 8HM.
3,5
, 20
2, 9 2

72, 13,834

7,M , (691

103, f1, 931
8 , (1,

The taxpayers in the group examined, who reported large incomes
and losses front business and partnerships, were principally dealers
in stocks, bonds, and real estate, participants in underwriting syndi-

cates, and professional Ien. The principal source of income in this
class is represented by the profits of dealers in stocks and bonds and
underwriters of issues of stocks and bonds.
The profits derived from the flotation of tremendous issues of foreign bonds and the sale of supplies to foreign nations in 1916 are
reflected in the figures for thlnat year.
A large part of the shrinkage of income from this source since 1919
is due to the incorpAration of partnerships and the failure of such
corporations to distribute the earnings available for dividends.
Prior to 1918 most dealers in stocks, bonds, and real estate were not
incorporated.

The incorporation of many such businesses in 1918

and subsequent years has been i niost important factor in the decline of individual income in the high-tax brackets from this source.
PROFITS AND

LOSSES ON THE SALE OF REAL ESTATE,
BONDI)S

STOCKS,

AND

Attention has been called to the fact that the decrease in net income, due to the decline in profits from the sale of real estate, stocks,

8
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bonds, etc., reported as income, and to the increase in iosaes de
duct(e, equals approximately 25 per cent of the decline in the not

income of his group from 19 16 to 1921, and that the increase in Huch
ul&al to 85 per cent of thd iwprofitH 1111d th de(riase in hloisses is
iil net, ilncom) from 1921 to 1924, i elusive.
crela
1tiki1n is deduction
'Tie profits reported as inconmll atibi tlih lo)ss
art shown by the following tah!lR:
Profits and loses on m:ale of capital assets, li16m to 19 4, reported by 4,063 individuals
who reported net taxable income onf $100,000 or oiver in 1916

)pritsover I tlosseiover
profits
losses

sale of
sale of
eClpltl uisetsL, capital tLsets

1921
. . ..
.,
1922 ...............

$157,134,249
87, 5i, 77
405
205,20.,
14
9
,525, 216

124, 253,174 ............
216, 110,946 . ...
160, 121,432
8.213,314
87,032,461 1

3:6,687,447
10, 910,541
10, 5fMi,216
95,246.775

. .
...
. .. . ..
.- . . --

.. ..
.
.. . . ...

101,958,153 . ..
78,345,775
47,305,101
101,0U9, l1l 53,784,450

........ ---......--....
...... .... ....-.....

.. .....
1923...-......
1924 ..... .... .... ..

$, 456, 33

9 .085,8
6,072,240 ..... .

7,37,991

. .

. . . . ..........

$1,907, 08
19,150, 1

$W, 41:, 671
28, 83, 826

-

............
..
.....
-

..............
191
.
191...............
19i . .. .. .. ..

.

.- .

. . - .

1916..

Excess of

eeums
of

lo)ss)$on

Profits on

829, 446, SM,

42, 053, 850

,
428,053,

I -.

*

I

.

. ... . .

401,33,

....

. ...

Excess of losses deducted over profits taxed..

)

23,612,378

.

I

i

.

.

......

. .

....

Profits and losses on sale of capital assels, !9ll to 1924, reported by Il2 individuals
who reported net taxable incomes of $1,000,000 and over in 1916
Profits on
'qlle
of

capital
assets
10916--..-..1917,.......
1919,...

.

- ..
..-

$20, 054,889
4, 02., 418

... . ...
. ... - .....
.....
-- --....
........

... ..............

192 .. .~.. ..

... . ...

. -.. . ........ .. .. ..

... . -.......
---

1017 ...
1918

5,",396

. .

2,0(0,025
4

20L
1,t6O,
I1, 94v4,551

...

....

...

847, 557

10, WH, 243

10, (12, 732
Tot lossetl

ov

r

$108, 010
7,250,083
19, 29, 131
:1,784,015
4, 771,542
35, 409,707
28, 11'1,3
271
\ 8,7
214:, 12, ,..

4.i
7 . 1:43,

ta

Exceas ofktat ses dlucted over proflts taxes . ..

12:, I-L, 45

13

Excss of
losses over
profits

Excess of
profits over
losses

Los1Ces on
sale of
alpital asset's

$19, 940,879 ....,224,
1, 781,574
25,898,219
46.711,517
33,776,103
10 , fW,810
1 , 24

..............
..-------..
.........
.-.. .---.--.............
..
. ....
,

142,486

.

..

.

. .

.

7

-

.

.

....

An examination of 400 cases showed the nature of the transactions
out of which such profits and losses arose to b* as follows:
Pi'r (ent

'Per(vOat

of profits of losses
. . .. ...
Sales of0stock-, ...
Salt of honds......... ..

....

-..-.
Sales of real estate..------.
Worthless stock and bounds ...
Total.............

..

....

.

.....

-----..
....
........

...---... -----------.

..

....

.

--

.....
.........

..-

---------

.

...

.

. 17
4.2

70, 66
2 62

f.01
..----. -... -----

3 59
. 13

---------....

100,00

100.00

..
..

.. ..
...

. ..........

..

.
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The above figures show that the IOssesw sustained upon the sale of
capital assets, which have been deducted from income by this group,
are about twice the taxable income from gains. The 121 individuals
inl this gIoup who reported net, imcom1 exe'ewding $1,000,000 in 1916
ti11 t ill IWesIU iifh
SIss1 H tle ilgals tli xed.
Wh
ien the lo)HHes are ('monidere(, t
tleax on capitll gains has resulted

have deducted Inrly

illt t.reirendouH loss of revenue to thoe G(oerntment,
As hut about
5 per cent of the losses are due to the charging of f worthless securities, the ma jor portion of these transactions are cases in which stock
has been sold and the proceeds reinvested.
The entire stock market was on the decline from the fall of 1919 to
about July 1, 1921. Almost any stock acquired in 1917 or 1918
could be sold at a loss during this period of nearly two years. This
loss :could be deducted from te taxable income of 1919, 1920, or 1921.
During all of 1922 up to about October 1 stocks were increasing in
value, but industrial stocks generally did not reach the high point of
1919. Stocks generally declined in 1923, rose again in 1924, and
passed the high point of 1919 in the latter part of 1925.
The large profits reported as income in 1924 are directly attributable to the rise in the stock market during that year, and a large
amount of income from this source should be expected for 1925.
While 1924 and 1925 may show taxable gains largely exceeding
losses deducted, the productivity of the tax upon capital gains
coupled with the deduction of capital losses is more than Aoubtful.
In considering the tax on profits derived from the sale of capital
assets, the fact must not be overlooked that this is the only means of
reaching the profits realized upon the sale of stock dividends. If
this class of income were not subject to tax, the use of stock dividends,
as a means of distributing corporate earnings, would have a tendency
to increase, and taxable cash dividends would be likely to decrease.
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-

711

v.

.0.

1A
4-- - - -41

tt

-

-

--

--

--

-- -- -

'

- ----

----

2

-

----

10.440

S

- --

-----4-1-:

r4

o n-

1

--

I
-

7 -.-4',,-"
.

2

OS

i,3S25,5

'2

1

t

Z%! 124,11, A
t,,(5a.$% C1S
',Z 22.: . -M. 7
I)
'.l1297A

-- -- ---- --- --- --7.7W
7

2.39

712 727
:1, 74a,

2,71,316

-4.1-4
-

it-

-96,0W2
j4

3,06.)
277
119. 71-,.10

T.AX-EXEMPT

1

1. 7,370
4

24 11, 424

z

I'll3'4.
11,34'A4.773
i
12,.t36
2'0

736874,9(
!:ff

'

.17.91

5.k
4C9< 70Ci
7

-1; ,

4

1.7

lit

ot

.W,5

>, GtNz24

(4,c4:
NJ705
9,
C25,84,
45,1 i
10,2V74M

If

2, 11-,1A7-

71, A42

rif

i,3-4f%3-11I

, 17f7.

S. 04

7
47.77.'>2
244

---

2:-4t'

'1. 27 1, 7

'2.,

-1

477
74.1.
"

2"2

INCOME

'i Utf;roi
<

ionof
the
u1-1 i1&.c i-Sih'S --------------------------------------------------------------------4.4. 44.I.4
(drias
1, 4Itt-i~
;:, i t;ht
rr:.----.
fl-m i-1------------1
--1 ----------------------------------------------'I \-N-'1fl 1 uairtr'.t on
r
id41i444i42.
-f tIhe (n Tel STrt iatP1 W. Finmee ('orporation fl-n wholly tax ermpt --------------"J

114 , t n

>
'-

- -

>20

T -t'i I V,

7ro"

4'.73~t

t -------------------------------------------------------------

~

--------------------_ _~___~~__

)23 5.4
21
139
f~l~ff

172

ICsI2
564
--r K4o %3K'k4971,

VI.
3, 10o(4Y
- ,

4,3r"

2

3,411
31W1
10, 239. 74S4

1SA

%4.-4

Y"$ Y.
Y
12

4 74.'r

j 6' 3
o 7-&

tz

TABLE No. 3.-ummnry

of returns for 1916 to 192-4, indusi-e, of 257 individuals who reported net taxable income of $500,"00 to $1,000,000
in 1916
19B

E 19

19-4

1921

1922

19M3

1924

INCOME
E
Saiaries,.wages, and cummissiow --------- ------- $9,23" 7x'!
Busorkess and pann-rSihip prfli----------------C4, 2' 2r2
Profts on sale of caipaal assets ----------------10, 92
lisc-ellaneous incor ;t---------------------------,
,4
Cash dividends ---- -- ---- ------ --------------- & 7 tL
Rens and royalties-------------------------:,
C47, 881
n -rest t abe)
------- -------6
Total--------------------

FxcE-es of losses over iln

------Interest ktax exemrnpt)'1 ----------------------

-191.2-47-

- I-

$11, 906,V22
23, 137. S3
4,7-N8,416
575,37s
83,510,341
3, 262, 801
1 47, s

$10.67&347

$,035
1,(t,474
. 1605,44 7
1,453,6W
I,
91
91
1, 19&. 787
63 )&5.421
66, SK305
27s7
-I2S.&;
, 7

*

11.07,204
15,364
4.129, 559

-

45
- I
7
11
6. A.7.M I

119.

115, 752", 127

126. 3A5

1

9172,G-,
2.8774)

567

K6,SI , SG
14. 67 1,S7
113597to
5W, 3%

$7. 076 597c
5
63i4
22.2X 565
756,921

r9
072
1L?.
W2
I382,316
3M0,436

55,459.{"
296r S
11,39,3,9,-4

-17.140,9X5
2 :7k.37
-1 9S, 142

>7312A396
-2,549.495
s56.
258

12,567,467
32-,47
(2

10-.34:3470

I 1,2K1,217

91. 1-54.341

103.9.. 25

3. 4919.
22.959,f90
1, 029.237

2,12-9,611
9.573,231#
77 1. 809

1fi3,215
126,1J2
722k
SI,

LL 97s,001
5.175,119

15,5594
W
4 113.8S2

3,-'Q
4. 175. 541

45,641.71

32.411,544

3:1>i19, z;

1

t

-----------

889.449
M0342 510
651, 747250.797
55, 2, 106

20,w,752

343, b,

143,66853
(

Total, including curruet ye-r loss .n I
t-.setempt interest -- --------------- --- --------------

$10.43. 3IS.41i.4
1473M
1, 234,99
W, 571, *'51'
491, 294

612 7SO

1104.479
I' 98.65W
1W1.190 1. 451.I13
itZ
fl
1447, 385

-

ii2 9 G69

2-87, In

DEDUCnOSPrior Year !osses-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B usinesand psirtnership !osse-----------------1
Lotsesan sosaleof -apitzl assess ---------------Micfaneous losss------------------------417
-------Cotribuetio,
le , head debts, anu othertdedurs-------------------------------I'S
Interest paid -----3, 2,
Total --------- --------------- ----------- i5,
Jnt-'rcst (tax eermpti-----------------------------i

1370.533
S,7 14.35
1,2034.041

2 "4 41f
19. -,63, 9
2Y .' 15i

4,574,911
27,213,733
1,390, 30

13,743,182
- 943,141

i,368, W2
3,.

12,101, All
4,420, 1.4

tC4.9r78
5,4K2W

21.509,05

, 731,075

-

4, 129,V9

Total, including tax-eemst interestzNet incomre---------------------------

----

68, 2M
:.445,.082
, 749.377,

3 1,5.C4
176. 140h11

122,159,848

S,,91.49

4u -!44-4
6. 5 .17.
47,

-

3 55,: 8,061
-

, 1i9Q

>.-4,XS

79363, 869

fil1,S&11.I

(0i

ai

;76,7

',7

-

--

45. 51, 0~ 71.544.706

-8

N52,
454

4, 3603 1f

-

2447,385

-

44,e37,552

72W,
.;
144

19
---

-

-.-

Tax-e xempt interest o obligations

f the un:>-] Stanes

261.400

----

bigations of States and Territoes -------------------------------------------------------------------

Fed-Ial famnn loan bonds--------------------------------------------------------------------------------'S
W-r f inane ('urpenitlun not while t xVetvernj

not -vailable.

-73
252.689

-

otal Iwholly tax-xent interest-------------------------------------------------------------------------------TiNrnntjor.

2 5,

---------

4,)29,5M

119

229,
6

1924

V2.7A102
3,102010
1 1,
M423i
6,547i

-&334ji39
1

,479
24i
17,

aI.7G

Or
kji

z

7'

1TAX-FXEMPT INCOME

Obtigadions of the United States nd isposseos

-

$- 64 7,4,5
N495, 100

(*A5Y4
216526

2.-7,3

)

TAnBE

No. 4.--u

mrnmrryof TC

V i&2.4, inclsivr-e, of 155 individual. who riprftp

for 1

*rn

jiie

:ri

to S
t4oa0

ntomt
icO P.ut of

,0

in 1916
1917

1918

i

1919

1920

1

11 I

1!24

1i23

If)22

______

INCOM E

&5
1- 4
$4 8
$482,740
4,532, 230
$4,319, 573
$4, 29, 114
Business and partnership prof9ts---.- ----..
2- 4-1
10,410,513
8, 524,134
R.944, 375
5, 799,353
Profits on sale of capital assets -----------------4 i1
3,356,306
9843,422
1, 03, 02
154,940
M iscellaneous iinco----------------50-,
-"-4
7W0,36s
261,734
617
141, 135 ,
Cash dividends-------------------------------30424184
25,6,4820
24,21;,687
23,153.884
Rt ras and royalties-----------------------------850, 659
510, 39
717,4%
3, 3
interest (taxable)- --------------------------------6
6, 857, 396
6, 96, 166
6,f04, 74
6, 332, t2.
Total- -------------------------------70,
A 083, 166
46,912, 9W
47,359,515
40,709, 596
Exvess of losscts
over income_-- ----------- -8
390,519
0 519
----------------------------ExesotoM~ovriern'-------------------------------

-alarIcs, wages and commnission-------

Interest (utax exempt) I ---

-)---------)

1,562,939

Total, includingcurrent year losses and tax
exempt interes---------------------------------------------------------4,475,842

2,90,534

49,50049

3,861,23

960.444

4S6,490
2071
S78, s
421,0
4, 30, 132
S2,954, 5 '
380,
92C!
3---,-

4. '52'512
6. 13(4
32 017
',-I 668 , 54
3,
3
4, 003,
37, 477, W 7

4 51 421
4
4
4, 274.

4

:

14>
-'

9

-.97,
5

4,

.3

33,7S3;s

-i
52

i

,4,

A7

3,387,691

44480,

129. 260
,8 14
711. ?2

;i 7 AC S

,

o

b18
03

K-

D[EDUCV70Nts

Priryarlsss-------------Frior year Iosses- - - --.---- ---- -------------Bu-siness and partnership osS---. ----.Losss on sale of capital assets---------------------1
Mliscelaneous losses ------------- --------------Contributions, taxes, bad debts, and other deduc-

2

t ons ---------------------------------------------

-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------- ---_256- 195
260, 534
156.N
5,001
1,5, 446
1, 38 ,368
973,14;8
6, 215, 736
12, 012, 109
S7, 674
629,872
546, 122
668,149
sq, 72

- L.
4.-,<

Interest paid - --------------------------------

Ttal----------------------------------exempt.
.
Total, including tax-exempt interest-------..

Interest (tax

Net income------------------------------e

-gY
'

3, S39, 59
439, 843
7,550,24S

..-------------.. -------0532,918

333, 037

$,91209
14,
2, 585,851
3, 11, 503
10,7b2,442
1, 952,371
,
9q-162, 2, 59a 534

3990,22
3, 593, T76
20,72,557
3, 37, 6i.
4

12.345.381

16,.542.905

36130,461

33407 14

240248.
90 24
20,397a,

3,:.2 24
3 174 242
16.,22

'72.;L4

12. 3,32

753

.
1

,

,93

25

35

_A OKhI

-'

19
",15. 507

714

-. h:-)
SSE440

2-h

, 4

INCOMEE

Obligadons of the Unted States and its pe ssions -- -------------------------------------------------------bligations of States and Territories---------------------------------------------------------------------------------....
Federal
farm loan bonds-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------edrlfrlonbnds
Tax-exempt interest on obligations of the Uniud State' and Wa r Finance Corporatian not wholly tax exempt. -----------

Information not available.

:33C

1,7>c#.
r
2. 42 -oi47,

191-

Total wholly tax-exempt interest-.-

rm
t
%14

3

-

I TAX-EXEMPT INCOME.E,4K

I TAX-EXEMcBPT

:- 1-12f
0,
4,17,
AL

..--....
----------------------------------------------------..

---------

751,667
fi71,365
t22,
13
11, 924
1,562,939

1919
$i

2,

110

,I.%
91,47
fq4.G
:-47,99
3)S9
,

,2.
1,

1 72

-i4w-

7924
-5s

-C

4&
i, 73,6

576

, 03E

-

M

TABLE No. 5.-SUmmIry(I

r01'rns for 19 I1;

19-11, inclasiic,r

I i.

14 g ,
c!mmissua-':i
.i~
Business and pasrtnership profits------_
Profits on Sae of ear-i -I a >z.s ----------

1e17

'Slries,

-NT'U Ianeous i

'ash dividends
Rents and O at
In

res

--

-

-

-.--

-

*12

-

-

--- - - - - - - (taxable)------------------------------

Excse? Iof w', ovcr ideem? ---------Inrterest %taxexer'Iptu ----------lotal, includirg currerst voa:r D)S-.Z(
';i
tax exempt interest ----------------------1'ED~rIY
2(11

44.,

47,43
4i -:Ji1
911
t7,U4' i

------

ifdiiidatls whAo reported net tarab!fd income of

I91S

$9, 705,625
22. 589.195
4% 2 29
292,6

1919

4>, 647,
64
25,W030. 5
73205-1
175,7.,

192

1922

7)2 12!;
13.657,1 t(9
479,9K-,

S'
,,
10 .751,93
75i. 91

'V, 57.53u
1,5.f,
!21.' 313
4160. 7 27

e,9,147
1
10,!4, 195
74. 7!V5,5%1

32, 077, 903
1
2.74
8,121,797

2. 3645U7

2,72,19S
4, :0,4%

2.561.849
5,141',2S4

&. 56
42
-. ,I 3

9754.42i

37,1S3.0.4
26343Z9s
12,253,7

be6,20.449
57,067

437-.7826

1920

59, 79',.
26, 412- 101
4.142,662

$'.

41,942, 613
2, 1,62
12019,
0,A 125
96,415,300
-2-022,526

-10

i1
S

S12.VA

4

62 1'421
1,29,,026

19w

13,?0,-77
11,0u5s,2.11
1,375Z915
7.1 CZ, C94
CA.I b6
M672V O65b

U
M3.
4K.. 447

$S(WJAtJ t-

77.647. V.5

S WOOC

1924

xc, y
1, FAO.
476
7,571.SY;

$,
i 31 401
1i, 031, 874
10,3%,109

L1242 3 21
b. t'99 -,?
71, W-- %

.4K6,tit.
6,'5w0,473
d~
T6w
760
sa

U
77.C77.

'.8--

C
1376s
Si.l2,975
______

zior year tomses ----------------------_----- ---------------------------Business ami!partnershiposse~s -- -----------------1 3
579.034
Lossnacoepnlssv---------- ill
3,2W8,164
sellneus----------620,630
Contributions. ties, had detbt-, and other ietions--------------------------------------.5
6.47f4454
t
in erest paid -----------------------------------274,225
2,537,912
Told-----------------------------------ltC7
14
13,121
Interest tax exempt,-----------------------------------------U
I404
I.,",,
-----Total, including tax-vEoapt ;lutereIt'----------Net invense ------------------------------1u7 . YaJ, 9'25, 632

------5K528
5,031.531
1,16'5,-'31
7. 29Y2,
54
3,114,139
17,13A4,5
4
2,-3-,
2,4
.,4

t

69.IO. 06,

-----------1237.,I-2'434,209S
927,82,
.

.S7, I
3,8N75. 31M
-L41.

1 45J---------,6
3,094,542
2.487,134
1', 671, 4114, S07.,44
1376121
55, 351

1. S15 1
7.SA2991
1.132,318

6,420.1-44
4. 1, 467
.. 1i

0.327,3
7
,j

9

3A.4
653. 1
61. I1, 44

,14

7, )2Ik
1
5,02.317
3&226, 1s7

-40

1~7j
1,3 27
£76C4.tr-7
727344
2v-;
1Y7
124
27X,7

s4376f,

z-------.40 4P.431.N

33. 257.

-----------------------1
50. 0 12. W
50,1&17. 147

2,3d
1,363,11
5527"273
i.' 1Z
9.09. 27s
20 76
>
41S
104
5.45,3,

TAX EXEMPT INCOME
b

l~ix

i

r2

'C:
i
zhlitations of the United States al
its
()bigtiionsoiStaiesandTet'itirie Federal farm loan
-nd
Taxexemipt interest on obligations of the United
Total wholly ux-exempz, interest - --------------

1 Information not available.

-

--

-

-War Finance Corporatton. not wholly taxe'tatlsnJ
---------------

-

- -

----

$
1, 43s, 324
66. 952

Sl.3Z",366
'll;
2,,W, 1r7
14,22

2,------4,547
4,420,4%.-

~e

SI
7
2,s32 141
2,997
79.43

i7
3,624.127
C14.910
317,54

5,14-1. 2&4

5,376,41

C

S'J4IT.I No. 6.--Smntnor;

of rrtula!-

for 191-: " !924, incdwu- ie, of 2103 individuals who rporied net lusable income
19V17

1918

199

129

1921

f StoQfssOC-s

1922

1923

$15.009.2S6
2A.21-.145

$15,5
234
i43<2

144

INCOME

Sd-..ries, wage-s, anti eo rnissions

M2,191,3 9
21,-429,
47

-- -- --- --- --

aRtinz
and
partnc-rilp profit ,------P rl CSt011
on :Akoof Cai; .11as lS ---- -----Mo
--a - u s inborn----- -- - - -- - -- - ('oihdriidnOs~~~~....~.
..
- -- --- ----Rerr-t and royall
Intercst (ta'cbkx
- - -- -- ----------

l

5C19,9395

s I 9S7, 4-55
32,0.2:. 485
1, 424, ^24

~~ ~

T
-------------o
tal
ie -4'sof losses over intome
Intr-rest
(tai-exemptl I -

70.
271

"

-02f424
I,
---------------- ------------ ---------------

i-57. 77t';
34.
4, Q)2
1, £6, 134

139,30,517

145.884, 0.

- --- -------------4, 1319,23

7,03,235

143 .

2,533

1 152.9s1,458

on sslr-of caw
p;tAsi- Z.

.t

ba~l f

.

-u -'-t
lou

-

$10,
1
W)
17 -49.74
a 1,02
,04447,
f7*, 3:-4
7, ,212
5Z *,,4o--ctjt.51, 241
2, S17, 5A14:
3. 13.5, h73
14. 273.247
1V.-A1,672
24. U46, 3W

130,6W, 751
417, ON
8,593, 6,9U

10&S(W4,*26
1,701, 115

1!ij.9-,512

110,f (06,041

lo----

S3i, 709
S62.572
2321',37

1.4.38"

-s

'A.4f.W 1
CO,.tr~huorL,-.

$1 -,,4'34. 170

iSA 3L,23720. 2 19
L7.74.% i I

$P-.i 19, 159
1, 27, 75

2, 143,t

3. 59.2 7 P
13,OW-,, CIr

47i. '5*
5283. A:3, ItPN,C14
12.3A2.5!43

13f3,86,7%1,591,393

121.490;9=5
1,9,372

3a,
5*

25.15

1: 034.A72
245& M9
1-4 24!,03

138-,W191,-

12.4157,2A

-14747, &ZI

CTIONS

---- -- -I -i--u

37. 1SW

U

Total, including current year loss.-.:.L
tax-exieit
in-re t--------- ------------------------ID>

4

2,

$I.4-4, 7128
317,503, 4VS

ilvts,
dt

-,nd

othvrr

------

5Ska2,6j

6.W 236211 3. 966, 504

24. 2W,045
2,612,441 1

25,S5.337
2. 956. 753

13.0(4.
17 5

11. 7315, 247

12.32-'Z 2.,
7.155,547

13, (75.'..'J

5, t;Y.

3).3221 'aa
4 I j440 7~53~t
' 543

,67

d?

.1'' --

11,31.7. %.6

11,0, 2524

11-i
1
1L4

4, SW I75

tA FL65

4.In-

id

cud
kta

~

)1

1?' CA,,706

--------------------- --- -

Total, icud'iugz ti,-t-xC!:i
-Ne-tmnr--------------

------

t

32,029,-Z 131
4,i;9235
41411,-4
--

i(sI
17l," -"i41,32'

18k

41.9, 52S
7,073'.31 6
-1

2.44

11u,7.
Y-,,. 3--4; i I'4.3V,'t6i4

6; 15(32&N
\sv593,6

41, 8,

I-'-25 6A04

7Ct43.W,7-------------0.,Z33,S553

?77

(2)

-Kt.71.

1

-------------6, 567.1

-------------74_

Iil

4'12

6S4

M2514-t

TAX-EXEMPT iNCOME
1918
------------------thz.onof th nt-itaeo, )T1ts po s-.s
---and
---------------------fI; ru-tionse-of the St!s acs
Fr-decal farm hrt bosn
hnds.
-0
s: i ' Vr Fin-ance Corpar-aton not wholy tazx exenpt
------T"x !ctumpt
int-rest
oct onligations of the Urm-i z--s
T otal wholly tax-tempt interest -----------------------i information not available.

---------------------- -------------------

S 1, 3&3,8t
2,198.1w*
73
5KO(340
4,139,253

1919

Vr2G

$0&S
$&,32&,040
21930,121
3-Th54C
-:4La
14-2.70G
271-932
1. 67-2- 4
1, 4, 36'"
70731 6

S-591699

$w
S47,7-M
3Ct,(22
5 425.034
661, iSS
12241,

T.BLE N..

7.-S

ummory of

-ffourn
r 1916t

iiusie, o 2,-51

-)16

919

ndirwid!ai who reported ntl taxable income o Si

fVIS

1j19

4

I, i70

iV20

i921

O

tc$2'i"tv

it, 1916

19-2
2

INCOME

'-Ars
w~g; :and con~nLssios
$3,4
uicss and part
-------------ship profits
1--1'rotts on sale nf espital &ssgets
Mtseellaneas income -----v21, 0
Ca,sh dixiden&s ----------------- P4
V
,2
Ren ts and royalty esi ----------- ---I ------------

, *4Ok,
264
4i-62

1,Ctrs,044

-2f715517
'--1

9, 35]14-11, 1' 4,
01JA
t50
t41

S,'e,

:N1>,,344
471

:k7

7W

561,
II2,
:?:-1,915
4, :,347

$4
_q

14,'At51 -

12:3,314,'%4q

277,42C3

Interest (t"ex cm-

,i9-.39
047 4SS
(2)

-.

, 709 1£,

X(,231
6, -ard 51C6

1, C-.,09
55u 53
12),0 ,%3,;

95,
93
4,
41-.
4)
3,014.4:7

Z4 i,t4, 31'

9 2.741,1IN

012

A

,4*,

-#1211267

J, ufes.

~ 5, ~ 3,K2471
-2,a(W
540144a
Z,23

4 1, -ou:4:

7 z7:

3114

l, ;
13,

-19,A954
50

I4-IA:2, 213ZK*J--

:

'4
tL33,
tC&

342r

1;

Total. including current-ycar losses

aAn
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~
e=mp-

taxIneet311

5627 -. 316, 514, 87

:r)o.ss
0-

3,S
35, 2.7

t-4

1

92~.i

N

9--2

-l1,8

DEW. ckTIONS
Prlsear

loseS

---------------- ---

Jlsintess and partnership losses
Loss on sale of c-pita assets ------------------Micellancouslosses-----------------------------Cntributioiis, taxes, bad debts, anid othe r d3
ducnons
---------------------------------Interest paid ---------------------

1,512,03W

2,43, 3

226,2A2X16 317
3------9--,42,2

Total -------------------------3 1, 9A f;i2
Intstcl ttaxlernpt----------------------------------------- -1
Total, inluing
tu-cxempt
Net income --------------------------------------

2 564396
3,825, 233
2562,30-4,

34

1

40,8593,512
-301,102015
1

-------Z 360,644
17, 543907
4,575,036

3,941,335
3,72S, 984
4.728,345

9,565, 109
74,039,045
4,314,627

25, 353, G42
10,709,401

23,,0,375
12,7",071

21247,319

60,542,K30
6, 793,116
F57r.33C
3~6 146
249,178,29

3,010, 347
12.091,683
95i. 1M 030
CI
258,977.86

15,237

2,1------3---5626

11.------

1240L%9Q=
5220,130
3,SKI819

26,442,
1656, 3 35,776,7S6

7, 2G4.52
24 123, 737
31
:1
33.046
97t
15, 01;,743

4----------

S 3W$2L
34063.51;
53.,3,:
14 t-75, CAW

130,014,407
110,406,713
86,0A. 3 04
13,29, 7Z59Z
4-3.?544,132 ----------191,382,446
11, 998,06,21-216,55219,4-l4

5. 22%,49
176,9
53,62
330K286
4 5K6084

3302. 4 1
2

-,

927,493
779
,M217
',715
m

TAX-EXEMPIT INCOME
'

1918
0 b igatons of the Unizted States snd its-s----cns-Obligations of States and Territories
-3,211,10
Federal Farim Loan bouds --- -" - - --------------------------:
-------------- --- -Tax-cixenpt interest on obligations of tht United Slat,- s i V,
vi
Finance Corporaton, not wholi) tu exempt-------------

~- ~ ~

Total

boily tax- xem pt incom e-------- -------------------------------------------------------------

I Informationnot a-aiable.

1919

926j

$2,969,5
4 115.,
315, 2-7
t91,:N,

44/

3---1,9
1a,
926
6,793

1

091,

'S,

6

-k2 2!4
t-e
11 ,
4 il.

:=s24

$2- ,4.364C
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INVESTrIATION 01

1923

OF ('CORtOl ATOciiiNS

EARlNINGS

UNDISTIlIlTED

An investigation ion his ieei mall of the dist iuill 1ioi of corporate
s for
isiritted corpootfe tra i
earnings id of thse 11t-made ofi h
This investigations sou ght to detenriniiihe following;
ithl year 1923.
to ill

,ut)jcct lll

net oii'neliing4 ll

rpoillratel

1 . The extentto which

d ivi ends.
its
dividual 5silrti, through distribultion
ilivided( corponite pIndiis into classes
2. The (distributition of the und'
iasetd upon the ratio of dist ributed earnings to 4toti li, profits, and
the ratio of the total earnings in echli of the said classes to the com-

hined cap)itail, surplus, and undivided profits.
3. The extent to wlihich undistributed ('coronite earniiiins aire reinvested in the corpolat business.
corporate

the undistlributedl

4. The surtax brackets into which

earnings would fall if distributed as dividends.
DIVIDENDS itPORTE)

The dividends paid by dol estic' corporations are showing iv the
returns for 1922 and 1923 alnd reported in the " Statistics of income"
for those years.
to 1922.

This information is not available for the years prior

The dividends reported as income by individuals and c corporations
and the dividends reported as paid )by corporations in 1922 and 1923,
according to "Staititics of incomnet," are as follows:
TABLE 1.--Dividends reported as income by individuals nl or'poratiohts and as
paid by cuorporatios,1922 and 192)
1923

1922

Dividends (doitesl' corporations) reported .asint<alue:
.$2,
---.
-----Ily individuals .... -...
-....--- .......
......
Ily corporatioLn.. ............
........
Total reported as income, --..-.---by dornmstic corporation, ...
Divihl'ds reported pai l)
Etxcr.is reported iitt .
EIrx ss r

il

ed!'t
l

, i:nt ciic

-----

..

...--. -.--..

-

-

-3.
.

0
, 2 o1,
2.-------.

122, 51

3, 467, 1,5. ;
3, ,t 715, )t

3, 99 3, 591,277
4, 19, 117 67,t
l',

.
.i ...

$1,12, 5' , 482
870, 087, 795

...

0,

,

5t ,

i4

1',

The foregoing figures show that practically tll of the dividends

paid by domestic corporations go to either corporations or to individuals who report, income. While the divide(lnds paid by domestic
corporations during the years prior to 1922 are not shown iby the

"Statistics of income," the amount of such dividends can be approximately ascertained from the dividends reported as income.
The dividends of domestic corporations, reported as income for
the years 1918 to 1923, inclusive, by individuals and corporations
axe as follows:

INVESTIGATION OF BH'HEAC OF INTERNAL REVENUE
'TA 1nI.2, -Dividends of domestic corporationsreported as income
Ily i thilaul.

1lv

PerOfc«nt '

of

...

.....

. . . ..-

1'21 .
.. ......... . .
1922 . ...................................
1923 .-.........
......
.....

2, 468,749, 244
2, 53. 774,82
2, 735, 45,75
2,476, 552,399
2, 4, 219, 081
3, 120, 503. 482

A lllllmtl

Amo nts

total

I1919 .I .. .. ....

corrtw intions

85. 4
8H(.7
83.7
1.0
76. 8
78.2

I'otal

lPer wont
of
tot kl

$420, 653,4
3 5,838,134
IM, "W, NI
509, 117, 760
t01 122, n
870, 087, 796

14, (

13',3
16. 3

17.0

23,2

21,

8

$2,889,402,712

2,829.M12,969

3, 267,2 32,
2, 8, 070, 159
3. 407,341,589
3, 90, 591,277

The total net taxable income reported by corporations, the tax
paid, and the net taxable income after payment of the tax for 1918
to 1923, inclusive, are, according to "Statistics of Income," as

follows:

TABLM:

3
taxable
Net
irnoe

Tax

$8,301,511.249
9,411,418,458
7,002,64, 813
4,330, 047, 813
, 963, 811,143
8,321,529,134

$3,158,764,422
2175,3 1,578
1,025.24, 6
701,575,432
783, 776, 28
937, 106, 708

Yea

1918...
...............
..................
1919...........................................
1920..
.. .
...........................
'1921.......
............
.....................
1922............ .-.....
-........ ..
1923..........
.........................

.........
........
...
.......
..
.........

Not taxable
income loss
tax
$5,202,746,827
7,2: , 06,880
60,277,420,170
3,634,472, 381
, 180, 034,875
7, 84, 422, 386

The dividends received by corporations are not included in the
amounts of net taxable income above shown. The net earnings of
corporations which are not distributed as dividends to individuals
and taxed as individual income can be approximately ascertained by
deducting the dividends reported as income by individuals from the
net taxable income of corporations less tax. The undivided net earnmi1 of corporations for the years 1918 to 1923, inclusive, are as
41nAlows:
TAuy; 4

Net taxable
income of corporations ess

Year

tax

1
-18.........--..---------------.........
...
.....
1919......................................
1920........................................
101 ..-...........................................
19 ............
.... .--------------J923.-.--

.

----

....

.....

.....

.....-.-

Totl....---..........................
Average............A~e~ec.....
...... __.
,.,,,.,.,,._~,,,,.

$5,20,7
7, 26;, 076 880
6,277, 420,170
3,034,472,381
6,180,034,875

Dividends

Undistributed not taxable earnings of orporations

income by

----.--

Svid
reported as
ndivid
dS

Amounts

$2,468,749,244
2, 453, 774,825
2,735, 845, 795
2,47, 952,390
2,664, 219,081

! 7,384, 422,336

3126, 603 482

$2,733,9 7,1 3
4,782, 3(Y,0
3,541, 674, 375
1, 157, 519 82
3,515,815,794

: 35,915,173,469

15,020,044,826

19,989,128,643

t......

5, 9B-2c 862
WU,24

2, 64, 340,804
340,8041

4,257,918,854

3,
; 331,521,
;~S 1,441

Per cent
of totals
52.5
66.1
56.4
31.8
56.9
57.7

..........
65.7
65.7
6,
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CORPORATIONS WITH NETI INCOMES EXCEEI)NO $50,000 AND WhlICH
DISTtRItUTED LESS THAN
0 PElt CENT OF NET INCOME AM (ASH1
DIVIDENDS

This committee called upon the Secretary of the Treasury to furnish
information relative to all corporations reporting net income

(taxable

and nontaxable) exceeding $50,000, and which distributed less than
60 per cent of their not incomel
as cash dividends. From such information various compilations were prepared which are shown in the tables
in this report. These compilations are summarized in tlhe following
tables. The information furnished is known to be incomplete, yet
the undivided current net earnings for 1923 of these corporations aggregate $26.40,880,095. Prior-year losses are shown aggregating
$273,980,352. The undistributed earnings of this group after recouping prior year losses aggregated $2,366,899,743.
Table 5 shows the total net income, less tax, cash dividends, undivided current profits, and prior-year losses of 12,621 corporations
which reported net incomes (taxable and nontaxable) for 1923 exceeding $50,000, and which distributed less than 60 per cent of 1923 net
income as cash dividends, classified in accordance with per cent of net
income distributed as dividends.
TABLE 5
Net income
less tax
Per cent of net income distributed s i
cash dividends:
50 to 60 per cent ..---------...-...
40 to 50 per cent.... ..
30 to 40 per cent...................
20 to 30 per cent.......-- ....-----.
10 to 20 per cent-...............--Less than 10 per cent .....
No dividends ..... .... .. . ...
Total

..

---..--

(ash dividends

$1l1, 89,818
$311,767,749
258,007, 572
514,148,414
1 37, 903, 040
246, 54,010
222,871,112
789, 38, 428
565.767,338
97, 565 62
18,157,314
3....
08, 686,105
0.
537,455,409 -.... ......---. .
1,024, 8, 388

3, 65,560,483

...

Undivided
current profits

Prior-year
losses

$130,177,931
250,140,842
391, 398,430
5 , 7,316
468,211,376
290,62, 791
537,455, 409

$5,542,079
11, 681,001
28, 33 746
30, 39,951
28, 891, 26
39,451,183
129,291,131

2,640,880,095

273,980,352

Table 6 shows the net income, loss tax, cash dividends, undivided
current profits, and prior-yeaI losses of the same 12,621 corporations
for 1923, classified according to the ratio of 1923 earnings to the com-

bined capital, surplus, and undivided earnings expressed in per cent.
TABLE 6
Net income
less tax
Ratio of net earnings for 1923 to combined capital, surplus, and undivided
earnings, expressed in per cent:
....
Less than 5 per cent .....

$11, 31, 281

.

310, 018, 739

81 634, 6i82

.

1.796,013,375
1,018.643, 957

578,087,404
25, 532, 964

...--.----..-------- 3,665, 566,483

1,024, 80, 88

5 to 10 per cent .....-..-

10 to 25 per cent..............25 to 50 per cent ..- -.

Over 50 per cent.. ---Total..-...-

$79, 432,466

Cash dividends Undivided cur-I

....-..--

.
....--.

.--....... 455,457,946

88, 080, 57
I

Prior-year

rent profits

losses

$68,081, 185 i
234, 384. 057
1,217,925,971 j
753, 110, U3
367, 377, 889

$57,714, 899
,.314, 812
0,192,081
25, 019, 209
16, 709, 31

2,40, 880, 095

273, OW, 352
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Among the corporations included in the foregoing tables are 1087
corporations whose busiInews i1 confined to holding and dealing in
rented real estate, corporate stock, a1nd bonds.
The total net income, less tax, of the group in 1923 was $215,484,697.
The cash dividends in 1923 were $38,612,784 and the undiivided
Practically all of these
current profits in 1923 were $176,871,913.
were
C
eing utilized to escape the individual stl'tax.
corporal
t'ons

Yet, it is extremely doubtful whether lny of them come within the
provisions of section 220 of the act of 1924, which imposes a 50 per
cent additional tax upon corporations, formed or availed of for the
purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its shareholders through the device of accumulating its earnings.
Dealers in stock and bonds are ordinarily partnerships, but many

such partnerships have incorporated since 1918 for the purpose of
escaping individual surtaxes. As the underwriting of issues of stock
and bonds nearly always involve large bank loans it can not be said
that any accumulation of profits is not reasonably required for the
purpose of the business.
Practically all large investors in stock and bonds are constantly.
buying and selling such securities. Under the rulings of the Income
Tax Unit, all such investor need to do to constitute himself a dealer
is to maintain an office with an appropriate sign on the door. Thus,
through the medium of a corporation, which maintains an office with a
sign announcing that it deals in securities, surplus income may be
accumulated without paying the individual surtax.
As the business of banks is to loan money, the regulations (reg. 65,
art. 353) provide that so long as accumulated profits are represented
by loans or required for future loans, section 220 does not apply.
An individual owner of an apartment house or office building is
subject to surtax on the profit derived from such investment, even
though the building may be mortgaged and such profits may be
required to pay such indebtedness. If such owner forms a cororation to carry the investment, the use of accunlulated profits to pay
off the debt prevents the application of section 220.
USE OF UNDIVIDED

PROFITb

The amounts shown in each class in Table 5 are subdivided into
the classes shown in Table 6, and the results are shown in Table 7.
Table 8 is a summary of the assets at the beginning and end of
1923, of the 12,621 corporations, the earnings and dividends of
which are shown in Table 7.
The amounts shown in Table 8 under the heading "Investments"
consist of real estate, stock, bonds, etc., carried as investments. Such
investments as plant equipment, and inventory items and bills receivable are included under the heading "All other assets."
The "cash" and "investments" increased $1,118,689,355, and the
remainder of the undivided current profits or $1,522,190,740 was reinvested in the business of these corporations. Thus, approximately
60 per cent of the undivided earnings of corporations of this class are
reinvested in the operation of the business and 40 per cent are
placed in outside investments.
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An investigation has been made

REVENUE

EARNINGS TO HURITAX

IBRACHFlT

for the purpose of d determining the

surtax brackets in which this $2,640,880,095 of undivided current
earnings would fall, if distributed as dividends. For this purpose 683
typical corporations were selected. This selection was made by taking at ranom 10 per cent of the corporations in each lass into which
the 12,621 corporations had been divided for statistttcal purposes.
The necessary formation could Ibe seured for only 83 of the corporations selected.
Copies of the returns of dividends, of these corporations, showing
the unaties of the stockholders and the amount of dividends paid to
each, were secured from the Treasury Department. The net taxable

incomes of these stockholders for 1923 were secured.
The per cent of the total dividends paid to each stockholder by
each corporation was computed and that per cent of the undivided
1923 profits was allocated to that stockholder. The undivided
profits, allocated to each stockholder, were then distributed among
the tax brackets, in which an equal amount of additional income
would fall, if added to the net taxable income returned by the stockholders.
The net incomes of the stockholders of these 683 corporations
aggregated $137,459,459 and the undivided profits allocated to them
amutonted to $88,576,215.
Table 9 shows the distribution of this $88,576,215 of undi Ided
profits, the percent thereof falling in each surtax bracket, and t ie
distribution of the $2,640,880,095 of undivided current profits in
1923 of 12,621 corporations, with net incomes exceeding $50,000, and
which distributed less than 60 per cent of net income as dividends,
and the surtax which would be applicable to such undivided profits
if distributed as dividends and taxed at the rates fixed by the 1926
revenue bill as it passed the House.

TABLE 7.-Taxable and nonaxable income, dividends, and undivided current profits for 1923 of 12,621 corporations trith nr in mes €cCed'in
$50,000 and which distributed less than 60 per cent of net.income as dividends, classified according to per cent of net income d'strnited a
dividends and ratio of net earnings to combined capital, surplus,and undivided profits
SHOWING PRIOR-YEAR LOSSES
-I

-

-

-

I--

---

I

--

"-

z

Nontaxable income
Ratio of net earnings for 1923 to combined capital,
Number
surplus, and undivided profits expressed in per of corporal
cent
tions

Prior year
losses
:

i-----------i
Corporations which distributed from 50 to 60 per
cent of total net income as cash dividend.:

24 :
9

Les than 5 percent...------............................
5 to 10 per cen---------...
10 to 25 per cent .... ............................

26 tosper cnt,..---.-------------..

-----------

Over 0 per cent....-------........----------

204 i

Corporations which distributed from 40 to 50 per
1
cent of total net income as cash dividends:
28
....-............
Less than percent-.........
201
---.-----...
5 to 10 per cent..--......
....--...--....-10 to 25 per ent--....---........
282
5to 0 per cent...............................143
Over
per cent................................

Interest on
United States

Interest on
State, etc.,

obligations

obligations

_ |----- ______

Intere

m

Dividends

lun

enti

tree

raf
e

|_--1--t

Z

38,65

51, 824,58

$8,22 1.....--582,263
648,450

t,3 125
$9
1,860,046
4,757,588

770,436

1335,301

84,847

5,542,0

321,297,735

7,260112

519,681
2972,817 i
7. 62,160
12, 577
335,766

3,227,643
46,281,523
354,452.594
15 381,280 '
39,56,36

11,581,001

548,88. 405

20,583

1,00

_

3,92W34
55,166,621
196,05006 1

$58,017
4,040
1, 04,755

-91.

......

-....
Total ........... --.....

Taxable net
income

-2,229
9.063

135,303

24. 462

1,395,885 1

]22.009

21,647 |

58,056
1,797, 8
6
10,83,
8
1,601, 508
427,127

577,470
3,40 ,821
227, 61
26,440

5,1 65
,4
1 .5, 325

$S
19Q,

?,5(

2.S 2

6wSS

I462
s279

4. 2Z

20.

--.-....
....--. -,250
115815
416,829
60.299
. 369

_

s

.626

9
7
. 7,I1
7
7,44
4.852
49, 559

1

2 -2
122,owi
765, 173
,
3F
-39,

"--

Total..............

......
.....

...........

Corporations which distributed from 30 to 40 per
cent of total net income as cash dividends:
14es than 5 per cent......
....................-Sto10 per cent ...........
..................
10
to
25
per
cent---.---......--.---................--......
25
50
cent............................... --

25 to 60 percent-------------

-----------

Over 50 per cent......-..---..............-----..-------------....-.

Total-............----........-------.....---..-..--...--..------...

---

1,58

--C=rr=-====*------~-

32
171

8,572,749

4,883,831

1,064

11,477,499
10, 071, 090
1,489, I7

462,289

33,75,220
385, 57,546
186, 515,719
60, 736,0166

1,882

28,383,746

67, 137,400

438
157

!t

r

14,718,460 t
--~

--

66,,112

--

3,389,327
=

433, 19
--

1 749,

11. 3iE 211

31. s9

^223

Fa

L M4. 4"

4T75.
404

------

---

24,941 4IO
---------------

310

32t.rs

L402.27
21, 13, 433

2, 640, 370

11,884,317
----

--

10,691 -------------334,174
227. S
128, 7
315,785
88,307
5s21W

19,399
93,207
8 216,846
1,800,382
778,483
_

4,245,612

II -~----e

-yg

Z

3..
<
9 roe. @CC"
33 2; 0
2
2
6. -9" Ef g

TABLE 7.-Taxable and nontaxable income, dividends, and undivided current profits for 1923 of 12,621 corporationsuith net incomes exceeding
$50,000 and which distributed less than 60 per cent of net income as dividends, classified according to per cent of net income distributed as
dividends and ratio of net earnings to combined capital, surplus, and undivided profits--Continued
SHOWING PRIOR-YEAR LOSSES-Conteinud

Iz
Nontaxable income

Number
Ratio of net earnings for 1923 to combined capital,
surplus, and undivided profits expressed in per of corporations
cent

Taxable net
income

Prior year
losses

Interest on
State, etc.,
obligations

Interest on
United States
obligations

i

sa
t. am
loan~I

05

_______

"

-----------------

------

Divideads

Other
nontaxale

>
els

incom

Corporations which distributed from 20 to 30 per 1
cent of total net income as cfsh dividends:

Total -----------------

1, 40, 142
1, 547,551

f

.-----........------.----

2,242,291
15,809, 459
6,808,540
3,814,760 i
216,211i
-----------

----------..

.....-------...

Cpopations which distributed no cash dividends:
Less than 5 per ent --. ....---..----.--------..
------5 to 10 per cent --...
e,..-.----.--------.------...
10 to 25 per cent

--

II

~g
14~

I

II

I~IP9PIP

~-rrr

~pa

836,319,510

19,435,063

-------S& '955
5 463, 958
615, 758
731 S7

tv

24,69, 702

7.371,68

C

3,5W6, 82
3.633.567
6, 227. 744

Ait0
236, 20
2,47 02

521,52
4.92

2, 806, 41
620,3

2, 04, 341
1, 22,2

836.7"

16. 55, 180

007. 987

$208, 60$6
27,067
2,146,062
431,558
56,581

.3
3.268
149. 162
12. 421
24, 94

$74100
36
x7,
7
17. 266,500
3. 552. 57
2 048,20

2,86, 872

30, 179

33,224
109,724
943,251

*, 30
46,201
258,193

--

'I-

~zr-~

4,446,437
32,25, 960
220,331,012
281,520,968
68,37 %495

31,662

--

429,272
2, 9, 509
3,319,304
917,756

795, 09
153,196

C

..

[

Corporations which distributed less than 10 per
cent of total net income as cash dividends:
....----.---------------..
Less than 5 per cent
......
....
5 to 10 per cent ...
10 to25 percent.......-------------------...
25 to percent .-------.------------------Over 50 per cent ......------------------Total--.....---

2,743, 012
2,291,022

--

------~-=

-Less than 5 per cent..----..-------------..
-------5 to 10 per cent .--.----------..-..-----.---------------.-..
10 to25 per cent,
25 to 50 per cent..-..---------...........--------------Over 50 per cent---.....-..--....----------..

1i3, a17I'W

264,854,837 i
101,389,334 ;

--

30,839,951

1, 922

Corporations which distributed from 10 to 20 per
cent of total net income as cash dividends:

Total.....--..

3^,UM0, 19 1

15, EV-J, 242

-.---------------.

$147,948
735,135
,

$9,390,621
23,704,540

$7, 182,249
4,002,767

Less than 5 per cent-----------------------------...------------.---5 to 10 per cent .-.----.
10 to 25 per cent ...--- ..--.....--------------.........----------..........-------------25 to 50 per cent---n
.-.------------------c
Over 50 per cent- ..--..

t

i 794

6068.33,872

17, 12A281
4, 709, 57
14,257,931
1,966,931
1,396, 183

12,585, 209
27,900, 225 1
91,571,769
I3,85 9,104
5,735,987

7,297,503

I
I
c--

2,034, 904

r

I
14
3
279
56
280
992

39,45L 183

322,652294

19

25,601,549

30,436,236

415
155s

prep~-

28,891,261
I

98, 023,945

41 332,
33A67,83

91(;
--

181, 60s, 571

--

,
49,7S6 I
347,443
38, 053
139. 6i9

4, 102,284

951,315 ,

379.019

i.

1 356,480
1,234615 ;
2,424,288s

207.170
656,104
57,lss

61.?17
167 ,22
138 443

. 372, 470
4, 3, 25
12 9ss.,rs5

r

=

-

..
6,145.i 52
2,948, 89S
3,305.72
1,32-.07Z2

427, 49
475,088
1,570,736
1,006,262
622,719

37,C 5
6,919
25,633
129,36

( 2
M,-

.. ..-..406,421
366,711
, 10
2z
322,.

Z
r

1 24
29 4412

2 296.440

--

I-~

Total-....-................---.....--.........

.

37 014

15,030
33& 493

547,375,320

6,228,754

2,005,985

129,291,131

12.621
.

843 357

119, 346,536

12, 490,768

3.398

Grand total..................................--

117,96,033

16, 181, 07

84
785

25 to 50 per cent................................
Over 50 per cent................................

273,980 352
. ..

.

. .

,

7026493

3 856,605,53f

. . .

. .

..

.

. .

..

9,704
28.500
405, 25

16,s82,
. .

5,212,574
, TS, 164
6Se,
37, 679r, 48

3,143, 552
.

..

. .

.

2.428,743
I

150, 47l 97
.

_

.. .

_=

S&5.
320
33,a028.49

I

Di ;dends paid

Ratio of net earnings fur 1923 to combined capital,
surplus, and undivided profits expressed in per
cent

Total nontaxable
income

Federal income

Total net

tax, 1923

income

U ndivided cw-

_

Total net income

less tax

ret '"roti

Cash

Stock

I

Corporations which distributed from 50 to 60 per
cent of tota! net income as cash dividends:
,277
Less than 5 per cent -.... .-.....--............$1,
4,575, 285
.---------........--------..5 to 10 per cent.-22,239,935
10 to 25 per cen -.----------.-----.--.----.
1,644,941
25 to 50 per cent..------------------------143,460
Over 50 per cent..----.-. . ----...---30,166 89
---..----------....-Total...--.....

$469,520
6,465,027
24,249,270
6, 472,683
1,885, 720
39, 42,220

$5,416,377
59, 702 395
217,252,184
53, 460,252
15,478,761
35, 309, 969

$4.946,857
53 237,368
13. 002 914
46. 97,569
13.593,041
311,767, 749

$2. 7, 44
9
32 901.
108.
1827
2., 010, 489
8. 540. 057
1"1, 5s. 8l

$32L
5,i0. 543
IS.9. 454
3104 5. 7:T",
14. 062
574. 03N

999,13
2. 33 46
Sti
87 787
77,8
5,05 984
130. 77.93

50,0X0
4424,
23,
22
7,433,4 4
L 44233
W,90. 85

-2,.Ca
168& ,. 19
46 .25582
1 .4.83
25& 140842

Corporations which distributed from 40 to 50 per
cent of total net income as cash dividends:

--------------5 to 10 per cent- ...-----.--- --.---..--.---.------10 to 25 per c
--------25to50percent..------------..
Over 50 per cent..------------- ------------Total
--. --- ----.-----....-- ------------

1,00, 56
4,390, 595
23,872,196
3,077,484
1,130 862
33.476,705

50,565, 951
377,832,455
108,458,764
40, 677.227
581,656,231

5,403, 047
43,452,372
13,367,322
4, 906.7 38
67,507.817

3,743, 49&
45,162, 904
ta
334.380,K03
95,091.442
35,770.49 i
514.148, 414 :

L,5. 319
,
>22,. 6
9
6 182,$2-51,
4S.
K
S.0
_
1 49.
25eL.
572

Corporations which ditributed from 30 to 40 per
cent of tota net income as cash dividends.
--Less than 5 per cent ---5 to 10 per cent ....---.---.-----------.---10 to 25 per cent ..--.----------------------.25to 50per cent.-- -----------------------------Over 50 per cent-..
Total- .--...---..------.. -------------..

343, 992
3,066.116
35,511.673
6.599,149
1725,284
47,246,214

6,916, 741
36 793,219
420, 75,605
193,114.868
62,461, 450 I
72,061, 883

-91, S17
3,444,04
47, 38. 206 :
23.205, 921
7, 533,858
82,158,843

6 324, 924
33,349, 17s
373, 392, 399
169, 908947
54, 927,592
637,903,040:

= 01
2 42.
13, S. 2
141. 20.
72
67,3S3M.
65
21i. S
246, j3.t60

0O, 00C
.t.
.t:34
9& 265,471]
6 744. 206
1.L 050
131.580, 366

3.
. 123
20, , 972
23i.471 7"
12i
,221
33. 339327
39L 39 430

303,913

9,99, 950
23, 175, 666
422,69, 972
240,043,776
94.023,064
789 838,428

2. K, 213
6,531,400
120. 226,6M4
67. 92. 495
25.36 2341
222,871, 112

400 000
4)642. 900
38. 252, 718
26, 9S S74
12 430. 00
80715, 392

..1i, 73:
257
614.644
302. 469, 318
17i 12L 2I
6& .60. IS
566, 967, 315

Less than 5 per cent....-------....---------...

-

------

4,121.834 :

-----------

37, 338 .

1.

. 37

--------

Corporations which distributed from 20 to 30 per
cent of total net income as ca-sh dividends:
Less than 5 per cent ---.------.....---------...
-----.. ..---......
5 to 10 per cent.--..-----...
IO to 25 per cnt........--------... --.-----..........
25 to 50 per cent............
..-.---..--- .-Over 50 per cent .--.--- --

Total.........................-------------------------............----

1, 106,021
2,108, 761
38, 43,628
7, 765,316
5,15, 728
54,80, 454
_

0, 293.863
25 795,655
475, 260,904
272,584,694
106 546,0f2 i
890,481,178
__

2,619,989

~1_1_

52, 564,932
32,540, 918
12, 522 998
100,642,7501

1

~1~1~

:

TABLE 7.-Taxable and nontaxable income, dividends, and undivided current profits for 192 of 12,621 corporatwns with net inzcmes exceeding
distributed as
$50,000 and which distributed less than 60 per cent of net income as dividends, classified according to per cent of net i rnome
dividends and ratio of net earnings to combined capital, surplus, and undivided profits-Continued
SHOWING PRIOR.YEAR LOSSES-Continued
->

Ratio of net earnings for 1923 to combined capital, Total nontaxable
surplus, and undivided profits expressed in per
income
cent
----- --- -

------------

Total ...----------..-..... -----..------

Corportions which distributed les than 10
cent of total net income as cash dividends:
...--..-Les than 5 per cent......-...----5 to 10 per cent...............................---10 to 25 per ent ...........-.....-..-........

,-

I.

l

l

--

$7,276, 125
36, 639,518
232,06,306
294 93,4789

$34,397

2, 709148
26,702,112
34.704.834
8,514,968
71,312,049 o
t--------------f- - -----!-----------73, 15,449
782, 787 i
33,032,362 1
638,S
4, 455,324
12,499,299
. 487, 097
2,98, 674

XQ&-

'

rent profs

Stock

a

--

i

$6,

1, 738

$:,107,363 .

5, 106, 324

33, 930, 370
205, 04.194
8
256, 24395
62, 797, 081

.-..-.-..-...

t5- O,4.;

;

-S5,

7M 375

M
Z8,S246

3S,818,875

31, 177,7 4

170i.0,319

45.165.756

s7
2.,

211. 07. 199

961

12 8K 449

10,37, 644

54

43%
C

.-

468,211, 376

11iOW 12

97, 555962

565, 747, 338

S209.341---------

98, 915
7,113,822
5 42A 70

13, 22, 505

34, 852, 046

3, 102 395
31,917,946
87,146,768

220, 110

S934, 100
9,764 257
36364, 918

I'

r..ndided cur-

_

S-

Cash

S-.-10.--.3------------s---$3,652, 068

345.051,023

.....----------.

-

I:

22,945,620
-----------.-I=====:-------.
I=~r_

.-.---...---.---------.----------.

-----

-

12,782, 580

Cor prtios whih distributed no css. dividends:
p cent -....-..-------------JLe than 5 per
....
5 to 0 per cent e........- ...-- ....------iotoS5percent--------------------------25 to 50 per cent .......-------......---...-....-...------......---..--Over 50 per cent e................--Grand total--..........- .

--

110, 744,402
89,22a,45

..-.-- ..

Over 50 per cent...................--

Total,

I

Total net income
less tax

Federal income
tax, 1923

6,887, 189
2, 538,186

25 to 50 per cent .......-...-.........-....-..

..----.

Total net
income

I---------^------r

Corporations which distributed from 10 to 20 per
cent of total net income as cash dividends:
......
Less than 5 per cent..-----.....-..--..-5 to 10 per cent -.....---------....---......-......--..-..
10 to 25 per cent-.....-..-....------- -------.
25 to SO per cent -----............-......-----..-----..........
Over 50 per cent-..-.--------...-...--..------

--To al.....-...-

Dividends paid

10662, 871
:1

97,961,822

78 557,174

S213, 638
3,73 092

30&08, 105

1 157. 314
L=

37,541,021
104, 52611
199,645,396
125, 778, 581
129, 47S, 077

3,07, 91
9,337, 34
20 154 351
13, 372,135
13,688,572

34 523, 106 ----- -...........
95,245, 307 ...--- -.--....-..-..........
179,491 045
----.112,406,446 ......
-.................
115,789, 505

5, 915, 058

57, 025, 686

59,570, 277

537.455, 409

274. 463.11

4,124, 36, 757

45* 02.2 -4

3.66, 566 483

8, 375, 744
7,065, 'r
18 471,639
8, 644,408
10, 358, 089

-- -

--

l

--

l

18, 245,52
14
, 225

90748 184
4,821,9

5Z 2, 944

29 52mz.91

-------------

..... ..-.........
1,

30,67250
1,39, 521

38,
400
15 86.76

1, 244, M
S753, 2447

345
0
34. 523,
9
."4i 307
5,491, o045

a55
503,

993. S
24.0,643

i2406 446

13, 915, 4-9

145,

04.04

],79.

3:

6a50 i, 435

~~~

---

M

45 .
tO

~

l

l

I I

IV______

II

of
fntnet
TABLE 8.-Summary of assets of 12,621 corporations with net incomes exceeding $50,000 and which distributed less than 60 per c
capital,
combined
to
earnings
net
of
ratio
and
dividends
aw
distributed
income
net
of
cent
per
to
according
classified
income as dividends,
surplus, and undivided profits

Corporations which distributed from 50 to 60
cent of tOtal net income as cash d viLess than 5per cent
-5 to 10 per cent ----------------.....................
c
10to 25 per cent
.
2! to 50 per cent ---------------------0 ver 50 per cent-----.... ----------------Total........------------------

--

Beginng
year

,

nd

ear

egnning
r

End
ar
End of
of year

TotJa 5

All other assets

Investments

Cash

i

I NuRatio of net earnings for 1923 to combined I ber of
capital, surplus, and undivided protfts, ; cexpressed in per cent
portions

Beg neAra o

End of year

Beinnin o
year

Fnd o

year

P.
r

-- . .....
--------

$3,366, 471
1,931.14
I, 829,559
18, 931, 876
3,36737

24
199
55
204
91

24 L4ZV,747

1,9

62,2249
157,140,961
21, 617.151
4, 54 192

$44, 343,484
237. ,52
621, 643, 370
42, 85,708
3,261, 194

159.729. 340
$4 024, 282
97Z16,579
246,62 931
64739,539 2,680 721 529
1664, 287
52 089,806
27. 671, 88
3,943,514

249,429,400

949, 80 282

992, 418, 072 4,

$3, 496. 847

703, 723

79. M

a159. 75. 60
42442
61.
709,413. 745

$207. 4 .2
170. 540 219
3,. 45819, 48

4,Q . 1,415

5,196 93' 752

5. 33 1

2

-52
53
LC s 595
4, 44W, 65a*
S],a724, 2?
1-2l7404

174,j 4
75
Lt106, .
4 N&04V
W 44,M
364
if.ti

L

1~ O6 48
3 261, rc

226. A T71

34, 29

19,

$2*

,1, 822
511,294 245
5
-4L 45,
40,75& '56
9.

Pt

C""

5,491,4301
4, 73234
3 7 130i
34. 5,256
9,517,%8
I

423,04v7,

8 I

35, 368 115
5, , 630
249, 485, 383
7007,497
316 847,772 1,311,225,272
90,,69497
47743, -7
21,490 227
22,3
54, 424 89

S1.708.263,974

34,122. 73
288, 75,2 I
2935,
1,441, 52 239
11i,9r7,480o
,0 6,542
1.90, 420,

331
127,674,707
745 346 06.7
99
74
2, 6,4 794i 3, 6, 22S, 1
9&2,22
356,0, 99-',
1-401. 759
92, 7 i 19
135

4,169, 542666

4,.

. 73

1

6

W1

m17

0M2

61

r

32

6,8,386

7,046.32 7

38,428.749
39,429,107
171
5 ito 10 per cnt ....... .. ...
331,02523
319,518,540
1,064
..
...
10 to 25 per eent
83,785,913
142
69,54,
438
.....------------------25 to50 per cent
19,750,.663
14,36K896
157
. -.
Over 50per cent...
,071 , 4 04 1
448,,----,62
.----------------------------Total

9....-......

fi

z
S
zFbi

Corporations which distributed from 30 to 40
per cent of total nt income as cash dlviLess than5per - cent----------- - - - - -- ------- - - - - -- - - -

z

7

Corp nations which distributed from 40 to 50

per cent of total net income as cesh dividen
28
--Less than 5per cent ---------------....
21
...
5 to 10 per cent ----------------------.
930
-------.....
Ito 25 per cent....---------------......
282
.. :
21ito50per cent- . ---------------------.....
11-3
...
...-----------------0 Fver 50 per cent ----..
-5,54
----------Total---........1,584
-- ------~ - ------------Total-----

0

116.159,728

16,545,7

145,870,782
141, 25 8193
1.218,278,249 1,324.414,851
112, 791 1 7,10,
M,625,9946,&831
2
,515,300,560 1,670,47, 061

247, 357,029

2:d. 325.46-

, 59 .143

534
7T, i49,
5
6 2
602,061 34
3
4.6
50 575
3,349487, I154 3.32, a5,231S-,
0! 9 8. 229.
709, 052l3W
9 240,9
213. 770 3
201,.,2-5
72,776.058
W
6975,
4, 990 22, 768 5,4Z 139

274, 47.592

9
K1
'y, 4,93,949
947,S16
7
572,f.53

ss
?e
a§

TABLE 8.-Summary of assets of 12,621 corporations with net incomes exceeding $50,000 and which distributed less than 60 per cent of net
income as dividends, classified according to per cent of net income distributedas dividends and ratio of net earnings to combined capital,
surplus, and undivided profits-Continued
--

Ratio of net earnings for 1923 to combined
capital, surplus, and undivided profits,
expressed in per cent

Corporations which distributed from 20 to
30 per cent of total net income as cash
dividends:
Less than 5 pr nt ----- -- .-----...-5 to lOpr cent....--------..---...
..
10 to 25 per cent .....-----------------.
25 to 50 per cent..
-- - - ---- -Over 50 per centw..
. ..
Totald........

...............

----

Num-

ber of

i

Cash

coro
Be e
ptionsra
i
tions
year

Investments

--

All other assets

Total assets
-

Enofyeao End
Beginning

year

E

ofEnyear

dginning
of of
year

f year

B

year

g of

year
Endatf year

22
121
951
612
1

$8,114,913
25,314.652
33030,752
13,880754
20,842 635

$9,242,004
$21, 26 576
$26.163, 788
$315, 616, 017
27,308,337
1.552,353
86,470,335
457. 11.80
335719,290i 1,122 619770 1,218.905, 295 3,421,124, 22
117,672442
223,787,095 1 274,281,346
.110,666,117
26, 591, 944
22,265,531
80 749,692
228, 792, 577

$UI. 301, 5
4,77l,551 T
3.625, 617. 70
1, 2,, 002.
284. 67, 059

34499, ,06
$56,713, 767
. .397.S0 ,
591, 3 629
4, S74,044,74
- 18 ,2Z28
13,438,333,966
1,600.856,611
271,900. 743
392,017, W

1,922

48,4W453,706

516,534. 07

7.493. 57,
i44

1,471.493.325

1.686,570,456

5,533 310,773

5.918, 0:-9 515

12L 10,988

corporationss which distributed from 10 per
cent to 20 per cent of total net income as
cash dividends:
Less than 5 per cent ...

...

0 to 25 per cnt .----25 to 50 per cent ....
Over 50 percent ..-

. ......-------.....
----------------

Sto 10 per cent .

Total.---..

.

. -

----......--

19

.

8, 596, 787

25,037,627

3, 984, 045

122, 679, 2F3

171,615,422

3
754
268

121,32, 382
94, 646,43
18,195, 900

133, Oi5,033
121, 556749
28, 530,282

2x. 64,4 4(0
25,422, 001
32, 43, 328

339, (W8,
2
293,691,873
40. 98, 448

234 80. 170
577, 3VA !ST7
1.551, 035, 740
1.070, 526, 52
197,951.014

L. 73, 442, 13S

1.794

257,133,902

312,183,733

737,414,182

87I,1,8.851

3, F31.714. fi73

14
63
279

21,175,666
30,529,56
49,423,511

22 412,5103
28,648,795
44,254,322

2S2,955,908
91,15,710
93,789,977

287, 7, 302
9, 027, 288
113,569,254

917,034, 2h3
1, 094,599.557
793 576, 33

117 '

......

, 6.62, 396:

6 ,632 192

73,726,810

244, 32, 241
14, 035 53

362,149.819
f6, 2 166
F
Lq
712, 530
1.390. 595,000
248, 183 .22

2Z
1I

4.099. 391 06

4, 62. 22, 757

5,282

' 593.999.232
1, 1,a. 525 754
4 97.T1,454

1, 203 45 037
1, S 201, 837
I, 7~,515,03

. 520, 92

1,221, 10S5857
, 217, 044. 933
936, 7 9. 71
542624,393
266, 76t, 922

3.65, 7jC. 257

4. 16. S93.976

4. 4B2. §5, 92

. 279, 3A.549
4.952,
,
083

371 924, 70
702 79, 490
.603,406
, 85,171
304, 480,813
3.648

Corporations which distributed less than
10 per cent of total net income as cash
dividends:
Less than 5 per cent ----...---------5 to
pr cent----------------------10 to 25 per cen t-.---.----------------.

25 to 50 per cent.-----.----.---------Over 50 per cent--..
.----------------..-.
Total-.....-------.....

-

~'

e~llP-"Il~-- r

----------------

356
280
92

28,868, 80
17,854,100

40,395,268
27,829,218

147,851,652

114,939,911
38, 363. 898

163,570,106

--

~--

Is

621,965, 404

L-

119,664,655
398, 15,673 i
52, 1,061C 212, 55 0, 924 i
670,349,60

~bl

53,416576, 920

I

=-

4.1901. 25

645. 961, 68

0. 90, -371

IL

9C

1

Corporations which distributed

no cash

dividends:
Less than 5 per cent.. _ ..--..........
5 to 10 per cent .--....-........
I0 to 25 per cent ..-------.............
25 to 50 per cent --------...-...........
Over 50 per cent -----.------------------

194
415
1, 155
849
785

53, 61. 542
82,123,140
103312,747
37, 734, 65
35, 097.621

52, 6C4. f3S
84.797,278
123,170,927
48, .4, 705
50,128252

..........

33398

316,

359. 20 5.8

Grand total.....-------................

12,621

Total_--------. ------.--.. .

7 015
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TAIBL 9. -- Computation of surtax at 19R0 rates on undivided 1923 profits of corporations reporting income exceeding $50,000 and which distributed less than
10 per cent of net earnings as cash dividends
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The table facing this page is a summary of individual incomes and
deductions for the period 1916 to 1924, inclusive. These figures are
taken from the "Statistics of income" published each year by the
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APPENDIX
'Sl.NATE COMMITTEE INViE''rm ATINU

B IMHEAh Or INTEtNAtL ItEVENUE,
Washington, 1). C., Fhebruary 1, 1926.
To: Senator (Co4(Izeys.

From: IL.(C. Matuon, Couinsel.
Subject: Amortization.
The following consists of brief report on allowances for the amortization of
war facilitiNe, prepared by Mr. L. I. Parker, chief engineer of the committee.
These reports tre the basin of the discussions of this suljct in the partial report,
which hats Ixbeen ntile o( this subject by the conlittee to the Senate.
lcespectfilly suhiuitted.
L. C. MAN.SON, Counsel.
MISCELLANEOUS

Name: Acheson Graphite Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of graphitized elect rodes, graphite powder, and graphite
lubricant.
Original amount claimed: $394,480,46.
Final amount claimed: $699,065.89.
Amount finally allowed: $577,282.88.
Date of last determination: May 3, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $577,282.88.
Basis of last determination: Salvage value of retained facilities.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles
>577,282.88.
NoTE.-The above allowance is not questioned.
Name: Air Rediction Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of oxygen and acetylene gas.
Original amount claimed: $541,839.96.
Final amount claimed: $1,126,658.95.
Amount finally allowed: $887,098.64.
Date of last determination: September 24, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: None.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $533,623.18.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $353,475.46.
Basis of I.st determination: Ratio of average annual production ior 1920 to
923 (inclusive) to rated capacity during war period.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
533,623.18.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically conemned by solicitor's ruling: $353,475. 46.
NOTE.--This taxpayer was engaged in the manufacture and distribution of
Setylene gas and oxygen and operated 11 plants throughout the United States.
. its 1918 tax returns amortization was claimed in the sum of $598,996.52.
ubsequently, a revised claim was submitted in the sum of $1,126,568.95. Enineer Diemer submitted a report covering this claim, in which it was recomtended taxpayer be allowed $841,248.03 as amortization. Taxpayer took exzption to this allowance and subsequently or after a conference between reprentatives of the unit and taxpayer, Engineer 1i. J. Ord submitted a report on a
determination of the claim and recommended an allowance of $887,098.64, or
1 increase of $45,850.61 over the former allowance. This increase was the
sult of the action of the conference above mentioned. Engineer Ord did not
S. Rept. 27. pt 2, 69 -1-- 3
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in any way change the basis upon which Engineer Diemer computed allowable
amortization but uqed same in his determination.
Amortization has been computed on two bases: Reduced replacement costs and
postwar value in use. This postwar utility value is arrived at by comparing
the average production, days operated, and power consumed of each plant for
the years 1020, 1021, 1922, and 1923 with normal war-time capacity. This is a
new departure from the regular meth(l of handling such cases in the unit.
Ordinarily, postwar production is computed on the basis of the average production of the years 1921, 1922, and 1923, the years 1919 and 1920 being almost
invariably omitted. Therefore it would seem that once again an arbitrary
method has been used by the engineer in computing amortization.
As an illustration of the unsoundness of uiing the ratio of the average production of the postwar yearH to wa -time capacity, in computing amortization, the
production figures in this case show that in 1923 the production of the Buffalo

plant was 15,120,000 cubic feet as against a rated war-time capacity of 15,120,000
of the same plant, or 100 per cent. The production of the Chicago plant for
1923 was 32,087,030 cubic feet as compared with a rated capacity of 30,240,000
cubic feet. The production at this plant in 1920 was 29,620,665 cubic feet
against 28,645,000 cubic feet capacity. At the Minneapolis plant 1923 production was 100 per cent of rated capacity. At the Philadelphia plant 1923 production was 100.6 per cent of rated capacity. At the Richmond plant 1923
production was 99.6 per cent of rated capacity. At the Seattle plant 1923
production was 99.7 per cent of rated capacity.
The following is a tabulation of the above:

Plant

Year

Rated wartime capacity
(cubic feet)

Production

tlon, per 'Pr
(nt
cent of used by
rated
engineer
ct(liucity

Buffalo .............

.... .... .............

Chicago ....................

....

.........

...-

1923

..

120

..........---Do..........-----............
............- ......-....
Minneapolis... ....
Philadelphia .....
Richmond-.... ......
Seattle, ..........--------

........
............
..........---- ----..-.........--......
-...
.

15,120,000
28, 64 5,

0

1923
1923

30,240,0
15,120, 000

19I2

67, 120, 00X0
, 800, 000
16, 80,000

1923

15, 120,000

1(00

32,087,030
15, 120.000
7, 489, "O

10 1i
100

29, 62(, (Mt

16,737.

16. 75 ,125

103.4

)

t

100.6
W. 6
.7

4.

9.

1

m. 1
8. 0
79. 5
Ht
,4

From the above it will be seen that in 1923 the actual production of 7 of the
10 plants was either approximately equal to or greater than the rated war-time
capacity, and in 1920 the production of the Chicago plant was 103.4 per cent
of the rated capacity, whereas the engineer has, by averaging the production of
the postwar years, arrived at a much lower percentage upon which he bases
amortization.
If we average the above production, capacity, and percentage figures, we find
that the average production was 101.3 per cent of capacity of the seven plants.
Further, we find that the average percentage as used by the engineer is 86.4
per cent, or 14.9 per cent lower than the average rated war-time capacity. This
would mean that if the theory upon which the engineer bases his computations
is correct, taxpayer could not have produced its 1923 output without having
its facilities 100 per cent in use, which would have precluded the allowance of
any amortization.
The following points should be especially noted:
1. The plant and facilities of this taxpayer were not special equipment, but
were absolutely adapted to ordinary commercial use and were returned to practically full use before the end of the amortization period, March 3, 1924. We
believe all amortization based on reduced values in use should be disallowed.
2. The original claim of the taxpayer was only about 60 per cent of the final
allowance by the bureau.
3. The value in use is based on the ratio of average postwar production in
1920, 1921, 1922, and 1923 to the war capacity.
4. The value in use has not been determined from the examination of the
special facilities but simply on each of the 11 plants as a whole.
5. There is no mention of any investigation on the part of the bureau's engineer to determine whether or not the taxpayer had purchased in the postwar
period facilities similar to those installed during the war, thus furnishing proof
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of the taxpayer's need of his war facilities. This in spite of the fact that the
determination was finally made in September, 1934, or 11 months after the
solicitor's ruling on this point had twen made.
6. No consideration is given to the salvage value of the facilities amortized.
on the value in use basis.
7. No consideration is given to the matter of determining whether or not the
facilities installed were replacements or additional equipment.
8. Value in use percentage applied to depreciated postwar replacement cost,
NHIPlPUI

I I NIl

Name: Alabama Dry Dock & Ship Iutilling Co.
Busiiess: Shipbuilding and shil repair work.
Original amount claimed: Not determined.
Final amount claimed: $510,616.77.
Amount finally allowed: $509,943.1.
Date of last determination: April 14, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $431#,543.28.
Amortization deducted on value in iuse: $69,400.13.
Basis of last determination: Arbitrary entlimate of value in use of facilities of
45 per cent.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles.:
$439,543.28.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $69,400.13.
NoTE. -- The following general points should be noted in respect to this allowance:
(1) The taxpayer prior to the war was engaged in ship repair work. This
business was continued during the war and in addition taxpayer increased his
facilities to construct two Ferris type wooden steamships and two 7,500-ton
steel coal barges. It is obvious that a large portion of these expenditures were
of very little value after the war, especially those installed for wooden ship
construction.
The taxpayer has four small plants, and theengineer has made detailed schedules
of all property and assigned an individual value to each item. As this report is
dated April 6, 1921, it would seem that originally it was intended to examine
individual items, as required later by solicitor's memorandumn of August, 1923.
While the name of this taxpayc indicates he is iu the dry-dock business,
amortization on dry docks themselves is not involved. One dry dock was built
before the war and the one built during the war was paid for directly by the
Emergency Fleet Corporation.
(2) The original claim is about 8 per cent greater than the amount finally
allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is practically a direct estimate of the examining
engineer; 45 per cent is used in most cases. However, it is varied on some items
and is probably as accurate as in most cases.
(4) The specific facilities of taxpayer have evidently been examined.
(5) There appears to be no probability of postwar expenditures at these plants.
(6) Proper account is not taken of salvage value in determining value in use.
(7) No investigation is made in order to determine whether war expenditures
were in the nature of replacements or additions.
(8) Value in use percentages have been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
GENERAL NOTE,--While we do not question the major portion of this amortization allowance, which amounts to $430,543.28, we do consider the amount allowed
on value in use' amounting to $69,400.13 questionable for reasons we shall state
hereafter, although such allowance was not specifically condemned by solicitor's
ruling of August, 1923. This is a small and unimportant case, and we do not
think as a whole taxpayer received too much amortization, but we wish to discuss
certain principles which are exemplified in this allowance.
In the first place, it should be kept in mind that at the date of this report the
taxpayer was continuing his pre-war business of repairing ships. lie was allowed
full opportunity to discard all those war facilities which he could not user and
could select just those facilities which he desired to retain in his postwar business.
Now, the taxpayer had two 48-inch Whiting punches, purchased during the
war, and also one 36-inch Whiting punch. He elected to discard one 48-inch
punch and the 36-inch punch, keeping in use one of the 48-inch punehe&s
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It appears probable that he discarded the 36-inch punch because, of course,
certain work, even though very seldom called for, can not be done on a 36-inch
punch that can he done on a 48-inch punch. On the other hand, a 48-inch punch
can do the work of a 36-inch punch, even though a little inconvenience is met
with.
Now, the engineer determines the sale or salvage value of a 48-inch punch to be
40 per cent of cost. tie also determines that the 48-inch punch retained is 45 per
cent in use. The imtallation costs of the two punches vary slightly on account of
installation expense, so we will use the average cost of $3,500 each for both
punches for purposes of disctsilon.
Then we will have in case of discarded 48-inch punch the following computatiun:
Cost
.........
..
. -... ... . , . ....... ,,
. . .... . ...
$3,500
Salvage value, 40 per cent ....
... - ....
......
. ..... .. . 1, 400
Residual value to taxpayer -- _ ..
. ....
... .. ,. :2, 100
Then we will alio have in case of a Himilar 48-inch punch retained in use the
following computation:
Cost.

.

........

...
..

.. -...

Value in use, 45 per cent ...

..

..

.....-

.

Residual value to taxpayer- .--..-.

.,

.

...

...
.

..
.- ...

-

...-

..

-

.

..

.

- . --.-

-

$3, 500

1, 575
.

1, 925

Then thin punch which is retained in use by the taxpayer is only worth $175
tthe oe that i absolutely discarded.
more to himn
hiis going hltins
n th
Moreover, how van tlhe taxpayer get along in his business without the punch,
he has discarded all but one, and he don't nojed half a punch or 45 per cent of a
punch, but a whole punch. Furthermore, the fact that he has discarded a 36-inch
punch shows that he can not get along with one of smaller size.
It would seem in such cases that the real loss to the taxpayer is the difference
between war cost and postwar replacement value.
The following itemnr are also noted:
(a) Two 2-ton hoists 45 per cent in use. Why could not the taxpayer sell one
and keep the other in full use?
(b) Two 20-inch (Championdrill presses 45 per cent in use. Why could not the
taxpayer sell one and keep the other in full use?
(c) Two 19 by 10 Sydney lathes 45 per cent in use. It is obvious one could be
discarded if each is only 45 per cent in use,
In conclusion, we believe that the shipbuilding industry is entitled to as great
or greater consideration in regard to.amortization, than any .other as of March
3, 1924. However, if a taxpayer, as in this case, has full chance to discard all
unnecessary equipment and receive amortization thereon of $439,500, it is doubtful if he should receive the further allowance of $69,000 on items absolutely
necessary to his going business on the basis of lowered value in use. The loss on
such items we believe should be confined to the lowered replacement cost basis.
IRON AND' STEEL

Name: Alan Wood, Iron & Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Business: Production of pig iron, ingots, etc.
Original amount claimed: $566,185.50.
Final amount claimed: $2,817,232.05.
Amount finally allowed: $2,091,893.63.
Date of last determination: November 14, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $30,995.11.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $2,060,898.52.
Basis of last determination: tRatio of war-time production of postwar production,
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$30,995.11.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $2,060,898.52.
NoT.--The following points are of interest in this allowance:
(1) The business of the taxpayer consists of the manufacture of foundry and
basic pig iron, ingots, billets, plates, and sheets. The facilities on which amortiza-
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tion is allowed include a 550-ton blast furnace and complete auxiliary equipment,
sinter plant, open-hearth furnaces, electric power-house equipment, etc. Practically all facilities are retained in use. T he value in use determination was
made in November, 1921, during an extremely low period in steel production.
Taking into account the wording of the law we believe the commissioner should
have ordered this amortization allowance predetermined as of March 3, 1924, in
view of the great increase in the steel business in 1923.
(2) The original claim was only about 25 per cent of the amount finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is obtained from the ratio of average postwar
production in 1919, 1920, and 1921 (10 months) to war capacity (based on actual
production). In the case of blast furnace and auxiliary equipment which comprises the greater part of this allowance, the value in use percentage is 57 per
cent. This is arrived at as follows:
..

...
..........
... .. .. .
...
.
. . ..
.

No. 1 ........
....... ......
-..
.....
No. 2.---... .
.....
No. 3.... .. .
Total.

..
612.8

Val vin use ,,1,07:

...

..

..

t

lP'roduction

Rated
fl
IY January,
capacity
actI
19Obto
(ton ditly) prhwtion Oc10er,

linat furnace

........
. . .
....

34
47
M I
.

843.09
43023
1,073.32

A
27.4
612.8

-. 57 lt'r cent.

The record does not disclose the age of blast furnaces Nos. 1 and 2 other
than to call them "old" furnaces. We also know that both these furnaces
were in operation as far back as 1912. It is evident that by averaging the
three furnaces together, equal value is given to the old furnaces as to the new,
up-to-date furnace. Further, it is well established, that the 550-ton furnace is
much more economical in operation than a 325-ton furnace.
(4) The specific facilities of taxpayer appear to have becin examined.
(5) Certain additions made during the postwar period are mentioned as
being the grounds on which amortization is disallowed on facilities of a similar
nature installed during the war.
(6) No allowance is made for the salvage value of items in determining value
in use.
(7) No investigation is made to determine whether war expenditures were
for replacements or additions.
(8) The value in use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation
Name: Allegheny Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Business: Steel products.
Original amount claimed: $201,375.94.
Final amount claimed; $718,701.10.
Amount finally allowed: $519,970.57.
Date of last determination: January 22, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $242,323.80.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $277,646.77.
Basis of Inst determination: Use to which facilities were put during postwar
perioedas compared with use of same during war period. Also arbitrary allowances.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$242,323.80.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $277,646.77,
NOTE.'--The following points should be noted in connection with this case:
(1) The facilities amortized are gas producers, ltubi mill andI plate mill, and
brass cartridge plant.
(2) The original amount of amortization claimed was less than 40 per cent
of the amount finally allowed.
(3) Value in use of facilities is, in general, determined by the ratio of postwar
production as at date of examination to normal war capacity. The per cent in
use varies from 50 to 73.7 per cent.
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(4) The specific facilities of taxpayer have been examined in some cases, and
in some cases facilities have been grouped by departments.
(5) No record of an investigation as to extent and nature of postwar purchases
appears.

6) Salvage value is not shown in determining value in use.
(7) No investigation is made as to whether the war expenditures were for
replacements or additions.
(8) Value-in-use percentage isapplied to depreciated war cost.
(9) Forty-five thousand dollars allowance made on land.
MACHINERY

MANUFACTURItE

Name: Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Business: Manufacture of shells, steam turbine, marine engines, propeller
ehafts, gun slides, and other similar equipment.
Original amount claimed: $598,00861.
Final amount claimed: $1,573,171.59.
Amount finally allowed: $1,001,438.71.
*
Date of last determination: January 28, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $141,641.09.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $859,797.62.
Basis of last determination: Production and labor basis.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$141,641.09.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $859,797.62.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: None.
North . The record in this case discloses the fact that the original deduction
of $598,90.0 made by taxpayer on its 1918 and 1919 ret urln was passed
tupon
by the unit's auditor without first having been investigated by the engineering
division. The auditor made a tentative allowance in the sum of $417,089.59.
It was upon this basis that the taxpayer's income tax was computed and paid.
Subsequently, and against the urgent request of the taxpayer, the case was
reopened and an allowance of $1,001,438.71 was made. It further appears
that this taxpayer did a great amount of Swork for Government departments
under Government contracts. An examination of the files of the Navy Department discloses that a large sum was paid Lhis taxpayer for certain" facilities.
There is nothing in the record to show that a check has been made on the payments made by the Navy Departmenta a. against the allowances mado by the
Income Tax Unit. The engineerer inrely
m
stattig, "Taxpayer states that no
contractual amortization was received on any of its facilities that are listed in its
* * *"
claim for amortizati,
Thus ttwould seri that the taxpayer's say so in this matter was accepted
without investigation, even though it was known that it had received amortization from at least one Government department.
The engin:ter who investigated this case freely admits that the facilities upon
which tamue: tization was allowed were treated in groups as much as possible.
This i in direct opposition to the solicitors ruling and yet it was approved by a
reviewing engineer of the unit and by the chief of section.
Further, the engineer took as a basis o1 computingg amortization the average
production and labor hours of "postwar" years, which average was estimated
when actual figures were available and even states in his report that postwar
capital expenditures at one plant were nearly as great as war-time expenditures;
also that a large portion of war construction on buildings were on lines of permanent improvements and that war equipment installed "consisted largely of
replacements and tietterments."
In the face of the above he made an allowance
of 25 per cent of the depreciated costs of same.
The following points should be especially noted:
1. The taxpayer is in the general machinery business and lie has two plants on
which amortization is allowed.
The West Allis (Wis.) plant is "the third largest plant of its kind in the United
States. The plant contains, in addition to its machine shops, erecting floors,
etc., well-equipped gray iron, malleable iron, and brass foundries; also forge
shops, hoiler and blacksmith shops * * *."
In fact, the West Allis plant is equipped to produce nearly all kinds of power
machinery, such as steam turbines, steam engines, gas and oil engines, generators,
motors, transformers, switchboards, etc.
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Most of the machinery produced by taxpayer contributed directly or indirectly
to the prosecution of the war, but "taxpayer states that practically all equipment purchased specifically for the shell contracts was amortized over the life
of the same and was not capitalized and is not listed in its claim for amortization."
For the reason "taxpayer states that no contractual amortization was received on any of its facilities listed in its claim for amortization. A large, heavy
constructed building erected specially for tempering propeller shafts for the
United States Navy is not included in facilities listed in the claim."
A large part of taxpayer's war work outside of that noted above was the production of steam turbines, marine engines, and gun mounts. It also produced
a large amount of its standard product, such as pumps, gas engines, electric and
the hydraulic equipment for direct war use.
The other plant of the taxpayer, located at Norwood, Ohio, is engaged principally in manufacturing standard electrical equipment.
To sum up, we conclude that a very large portion of the taxpayer's facilities
on which amortization was allowed consisted of standard equipment on which
no ultimate loss was sustained as of March 1, 1924. A somewhat premature
investment was made through war expenditures. We believe that all facilities
retained in use must have been adaptable to the taxpayer's business, and the
records show his 1923 business was sufficiently good to require the use of such
facilities. The special facilities rued only in the manufacture of special war
equipment were taken care of under the heading of "Property discarded and
This allowance we are not questioning.
sold."
2. The original amount of amortization claimed was only about 60 per cent of
the amount finally allowed.
3. The value in use of facilities is either based on the ratio of actual postwar
pay roll for the years 1921, 1922, and 1923 (estimated) to normal pay roll with
plant in full operation, c: on the ratio of average postwar production for 1921,
1922, and 1923 (estimated) to war capacity.
4. The value in use has not been determined from an examination of the
specific facilities but by grouping such'facilities, for example, as follows:
Group A,-- Machinery for production of hydraulic turbines, centrifugal
pumps, steam pumps, blowing engines, steam engines, air compressors, condensers, hoistm, etc.
(GropB.-.Machinery for production of steam turbines, gas and oil engines.
(Grop C.- -Macthinery for production of generators, motors, condensers,
transformers, etc.
,
On the entire plant at Norwood, Ohio, one ratio of value in us is applied to
all the anmortizaltb facilities.
5. While the record does not thow that any proper invetigtigtcin was made
to determine whether or inot post-war facilities were installed similar to the
war facilities, which would furnish evidence of the need of the war facilities as
ruled by the solicitor, it does show that on at least one plant the postwar capital
expenditures were nearly as great as war expenditures and also that a large
portion of war construction on buildings was in the line of permanent improvements and that war equipment installed "consisted largely of replacements
and betterments."
6. No reduction is made in the allowance for value in use on account of the
salvage value of these facilities.
7. No reduction is made in the allowance for value in use on account of the
facilities installed being replacements.
8. The value in use percentage has been applied to war costs less 1917 depreciation.
ALUMINUM

PRODUCTS

Name: Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Business: Manufacture of aluminum products.
Original amount claimed: $6,852,697.36.
Final amount eaAimed: $18,268,435.82.
Final amount allowed: $15,589,614.39.
Date of last determination: June, 1923.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $15,589,614.39,
Basis of last determination: Ratio of war-time capacity to average postwar
production.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $15,589,614.39.
This case has been fully discussed in the hearing before the committee.
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MUNITIONS

Name: American Clay Machinery Co., Bucyrus, Ohio.
Business: Manufacture of shells, special equipment for shells, etc.
Original amount claimed: $670,953.05.
Final amount claimed: $1,505,l36.14.
Amount finally allowed: $1,365,335.65.
Date of last determination: May 7, 1925.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,054,373.63.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $310,962.02.
Basis of last determination: Estimated residual values based on taxpayer's
claim, also, taxpayer's estimate of value in use ratio, also taxpayer 's estimate of
ratio of war-time number of employees to postwar number.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:

$1,054,373.63.

Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $310,962.02.
NOT.--The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The American Clay Machinery Co. (Iladlicld-Pt'efield Steel Co., sKiceessor)
and its subsidiary, the American Steel & Machinery Co., were originally manufacturers of clay machinery. Prior to our entrance into the war they made
made
shells for European governments, and after our entry into the war they windmade
also
They
plant.
their
increased
and
Government
our
for
shells
lasses, capstans, winches, engines, etc., for the United States Shipping Board.
The taxpayer companies have four plants. The plant at Mansfield was entirely
for the manufact-ure of shells and amortization, being based on the discarded
value of the plant, the allowance is not questioned.
The South Bucyrus plant was originally designed to provide special steel for
a
the Mansfield plant. Since the war, however, it has been possible to utilize is
This
portion of this plant for the manufacture of manganese steel castings.
an excellent case of the conv-rsion of a war industry to a profitable peace-time
Industry and we will therefore show production figures in full, as follows:
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The taxpayer's war work did not entirely cease on Government contracts until
The
the spring of 1923. There appears to be .no discarded items at this plant.
indications
from
obvious
quite
is
It
use.
in
cent
per
65
of
value
a
engineer allows
1920
of the production in 1925 of 7,789,106 pounds against 7,924,529 pounds in
loss on lie
(the peak war production) that the taxpayer has suffered no ultimate
facilities installed at this plant.
The Bucyrus plant of the taxpayer is the third to be considered. During the
war this plant was engaged in making marine machinery and shells. After the
war this plant was adapted to the manufacture of clay machinery, Diesel engines,
tractors, stokers, and road machinery. The analysis of sales by years at this
plant is interesting.
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Considering the fact that during the war two shifts instead of one were employed, it is obvious from the above figures that the taxpayer has had nearly full
use of items retained from his war plant. We have not questioned the allowance made at this plant on discarded facilities, but we do consider that the taxpayer has suffered no ultimate loss on those facilitiee retained in use.
The fourth plant of the taxpayer is known as the Willoughby plant. The war
work performed at this plant consised principally of marine machinery for the
Shipping Board. After the war the plant was used in the manufacture of clay
machinery, tractors, and other equipment similar to that manufactured at the
Bucyrus plant. The value in use at this plant is taken at 50 per cent based on
man-hours,
Both the man-hour and production figures are deceptive when applied to use of
a plant working on items of different character and weight. We have not questioned the allowance on discarded items, but the condition of business in 1923
was utillcient to a8ow at this plant that on facilities retained in use taxpayer
suffered little ultimate losA.
(2) The original amount of amortization claimed by this taxpayer was only
50 per cent. of the amount finally allowed.
(3) Value in use, as described above, was based on two different systems:
1. Ratio of average postwar production in tons for 1921, 1922, and 1923 to
peak war production.
2. Ratio of average number of employees or man-hours in 1921, 1922, and 1923
to number of employees in 1918.
Considering 1923, 1924, and 1V25, very little if any ultimate loss is shown in
our opinion on items retained ill use.
(1) Amortization has not been determined as to specific facilities as required
by the solicitor's ruling published prior to the final report in this case but as to
whole plants.
(5) No mention is made as to whether the taxpayer purchased in postwar
years facilities which were o)f a nature similar to those purchased during the war,
although the solicitor's ruling above mentioned required ihis.
(0) Proper allowance is not made for salvage value in determining value in use.
(7) No investigation was made of the war expenditures to determine whether
they were in the nature of replacements or additions.
(8) Value in use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
MACHINERY

MANTIFACTURE

Name: American lswtomntive Co,, lBethlehemn, Pa.
Business: Manufacti re of locomotives.
Original amount claimed: $816,488.80.
Final amoiit claimed: $2,834,896.90.
Amount finally allowed, $1,714,403.18.
Date of last determination: April 20, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $484,709.81.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $160,670.01.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,069,022.76.
Basis of last determination: Ratio wartime capacity to postwar production.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$645.380.42.
Amount not base on solicitor's ruling: $1,069,022.76.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: None.
The following points should be noted in respect to this allowance:
(1) The general nature of the facilities used in this taxpayer's business are
those necessary for the complete manufacture of steam locomotives, The fadilities of the taxpayer were all normal to his regular business with the exception
of those items dicarde( or sold, amortization on which is not questioned.
(2) The original clhain of taxpayer was less than one-half of the amount finally
allowed, and was disallowed enttirely on the first engineer's examination.
(3) The basis of the determination of value in use, which is the only portion
of the amortization allowance questioned, is the ratio of normal capacity to
postwar production for 1921, 1922, and 1923 estimated. The production in 1921
and 1922 was distinctly subnormal. In regard to 1923 the bureau's engineer
states: " The expected business for 1923 * * * as shown by unfilled orders
on the taxpayer's books * * * indicated that all of the taxpayer's plants
would be required to operate at very nearly if not their full capacity during the
8. Rept. 27, pt 2, (9-1- ----
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entire year."
It is the opinion of your engineers that there was no ultimate
loss to the taxpayer on the basis of value in use as of March 3, 1924.
(4) The specihe facilities of the taxpayer have not been examined, but the
value in use has been assigned to each of the dilterent plants of the taxpayer an
a whole, which is contrary to solicitor's ruling of August 19, 1923.

(5) No investigation has been made to deterinie whether or not expenditures
for machinery in the postwar period proved the full useful value of the facilities
installed during the war.
(6) No consideration has been given to the salvage value of the facilities in
determining the deduction for value in use.
(7) No consideration has been given tothe matter of determiiinig whether or
tiot the war facilities were in the nature of replacement or in the nature of
additions.
(8) The value In use per cent tha been applied to war cost less 1917 depreclation.
MISCEILLA N E

tOU

Name of taxpayer: Aimerican Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of bagging for baling cotton, and of cordage.
Original amount claimed: $521,191.58.
Final amount claimed: $1,448,734.54.
Amount finally allowed: $751,092.77.
Date of last determination: March 18, 1925.
Amortization deducted onl property discarded or sold: $688,202.43.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $62,890,34.
Amortization deducted on value in use: None.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale price
or salvage value, also estimated residual value.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$751,092.77.
Amount not based on Holicitor's ruling: None.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not s-pevifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: None.
NOTE.-The allowance is not questioned.
IRON AND TEELL

Name of taxpayer: American Rolling Mills Co., Middletown, Ohio.
Business: Flat metal sheets, steel castings, and corrugated metal sheets.
Original amount claimed: $201,751.13.
Final amount claimed: $2,597.982.94.
Amount finally allowed: $1,537,318.18.
Date of last determination: September 11, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $67,108.14.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement cost: None,
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,470,210.04.
Basis of last determination: Ratio of war-time capacity to estimated average
postwar production. Ratio of occupants in main office building during war
period to that during postwar period.
Amount based on solicitors ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$67,108.14.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $1,470,210.04.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: None.
NOTE.-The following points are of interest in this case:
1. Taxpayer has two blast furnaces at Columbus, Ohio; sheet mills at Zanesville; open-hearth furnaces, blooming mill, bar mill, steel foundry, and sheetThe majority of the claim is based on
products factory at Middletown, Ohi.
value in use, only a small allowance being made on discarded facilities which is
not questioned.
2. The original claim was only about 14 per cent of the amount finally allowed.
3. The principal allowances for value in use are computed on the basis of the
ratio of postwar production for 1921 (actual), 1922 (6 months actual and 6 months
estimated), and 1923 (all estimated) to war capacity. It is quite evident that a
redetermination of the claim at or about March 3, 1924, would give a much higher
value in use, if it did not entirely wipe out all amortization on this basis. The
engineer even estimates less production in 1923 than he uses for 1922. The
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condition of the steel industry in 1923 would certainly appear to make this extremrely improbable.
4. 1he specific facilities have been listed to a considerable extent and the value
in use qapp
lied to whole departments.
While this r-port is better than some, a
It can readily be se.,, for instance, that a track
proper classification is not made
for the open-hearth furnaces and the canopy over same may not have the same
value in use as the furnaces, we will ineed a whole track and a whole canopy, not
69 per cent of the track and 69 per cent of the canopy.
5. This is one of the comparatively few cases in which account has been taken
on certain items of the purchase of similar items in the postwar period and amortization disallowed on tius ground. Although this engineer's report was made prior
to the solicitor's ruling of August 10, 1923, it is in conformity therewith in this
respect.
6. Proper account has not been taken of salvage value in determining value in
use,
7. Proper investigation has not been made to determine whether facilities
installed during the war were in the nature of replacement or additions.
8. The value-in-use percentage isapphed to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
MUNITIONS

Name of taxpayer: American Shell Co., Paterson, N. J.
Business: Manufacture of shells for war use.
Original amount claimed: $1,202,267.67.
Final amount claimed: $864,721.77.
Amount finally allowed: $864,721.77.
Date of last determination: November 21, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $657,623.59.
amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: None.
Amortization deducted on value in use, $207,098.18.
Basi of last determination: Difference between cost and estimated postwar

value.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$657,623.59.
Amount not based on solicitor' ruling: None.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not speciically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $207,098.18.
NOTE.-This case contains one unusual feature which will be briefly explained:
The East Jersey Pipte Corporation (owned entirely by the Gillespie interests)
built a shell plant for the manufacture of 3-inch shells for the English and Russian Governments. At the close of 19!t the contracts with the foreign governIments were practically completed.
The original cost of this plant was -.... --.....----..-... $820, 000
.
-...... 569, 000
Depreciation written off on Dec. 31, 1916 ......
Residual value---..._..-...
.-..
. ...- _
251, 000
The American Shell Co. was incorporated on August 1, 1917 (all the stock in
same being owned entirely by the same Gillespie interests). This corporation
took over the munitions plant of the East Jersey Pipe Corporation, the value
for the $251,000 plant shown above being now placed at $750,000. This plant,
subject to additional capital expenditures during the war period, is the plant
upon which amortization is computed. The plant manufactured 75-millimeter
shells for the United States Government during the war.
It would appear that the $569,000 depreciation noted above was really
amortization as provided for in the 1916 law on "munition manufacturer's tax.
Now, the bureau's engineer does not accept the cost of this plant to the
American Shell Co. at either $251,000 (the depreciated value) or at $750,000
(tlhe transfer value), but sets up a valuation of his own at date of transfer amounting to $562,969.89, and amortization is computed on this amount plus the cost
of additional facilities.
The above raises the following questions: Did Audit tax the East Jersey
Pipe Corporation on the profit arising from the sale to the American Shell C.. ?
Ifso, did they tax the difference between $251,000 and $750,000, or the difference between $251,000 and $562,99.89?
If the $569,000 taken as "depreciation " on a $820,000 plant in 1916 is really
amortization is it possible to allow amortization again on this same plant in
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1918, through writing up its value by a reorganization without real change of
ownership?
The following points should also be noted in this case:
1. The facilities amortized in this cae consisted of two large corrugated-iron
buildings of substantial construction and shell-manufacturing machinery constting of turret lathes, hydraulic lathes, milling and centering machines, special
conveyors, etc. We are not questioning the amortization allowed in this case
on sold or discarded facilities which constitute the larger part of the claim. We
are questioning, however, the amortization allowed on buildings piping, transmission lines, and a small amount of machinery retained in use. It appears that
after the war this plant was converted into a factory for making small motors for
washing machines. It is on the allowance made for the value in use of the items
retained in use for this business that we raise objection.
2. The amount originally calimed is about 50 per cent greater than the amount
finally allowed.
3. The basis of arriving at the percentage in use is as follows:
"Buildings and auxiliary building equipment: About 50 per cent amortization
allowed on theory of floor space actually occupied in 1921 without allowance for
expansion of business machinery. Based on the proposition of salvage value,
because the value in use in 1921 is computed to be less than salvage value."
We do not agree with the value in use basis set forth. The amortization on
buildings should not bo based on floor space occupied but on the difference between the war cost of same and the postwar cost of a building suitable for the
normal busines of taxpayer with suitable allowance for expansion.
We do not agree with the bureau's principle that a facility in use can be of
as low a value as the salvage value of that facility.
Production for 1921, an abnormally poor year, is the only period considered.
4. The amortization is not allowed on specific facilities, but on large groups
of facilities, contrary to the principles stated in solicitor's memorandum dated
August 19, 1923.
5. No determination is made to see if the facilities purchased during the
postwar period were similar to those installed during the war period on which
a lowered value in use is claimed.
6. No consideration is given to the fact that salvage value should be taken
into account in addition to the value in use.
7. No investigation is made to see if the war expenditures were in some cases
in the nature of replacements, or in the nature of additions.
8. Value in use determined directly from war cost less 1917 depreciation.
SRPBUM.DING

Name of taxpayer: American Ship Building Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Business: Shipbuilding.
Original amount claimed: $8,004,114.60.
Final amount claimed: $8,737,047.58.
Amount finally allowed: $3,567,509.60.
Date of last determination: January 18, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $2,659,339.92.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs:
Amortization deducted on value in use: $908,169.68 (approximate).
Basis of last determination: Depreciated cost less residual values.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$3,567,509.60.
NOTE.-The allowance in this case is not questioned, although the value in
use of certain items.is loosely determined.
Name: Ames Ship Building & Dry Dock Co., Seattle, Wash.
Business: Construction of steel ships.
Original amount claimed: $1,703,728.07.
Final amount claimed: $1,474,778.65.
Amount finally allowed: $1,018,642.72.
Date of last determination: August 17, 1920.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,018,642.72.
Basis of last determination: Estimated residual value or difference between
what facilities cost and what it probably would bring when sold.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,018,642.72.
NOTE.--The salvage value of this plant upon which amortization is based
is not determined with any degree of accuracy. However, believing that the
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ultimate loss will equal or exceed that shown, we have not questioned this
allowance.
MINING

Name: Anaconda Copper Mining Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Copper, zinc, and ferromanganese.
Original amount claimed: $538,949.26.
Final amount claimed: $6,207, 932.31.
Amount finally allowed: $2,744,410.77.
Date of last determination: February 1, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: None.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: None.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $2,744,410.77.
lasis of last determination: Average production method.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles: None.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $2,744,410.77.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: None,
The following points should be noted in connection with this case.
1. The nature of the facilities amortized consists of machinery and auxiliary
equipment installed as additions or betterments to the taxpayer's regular equipment during the war period. This taxpayer is a very large copper producer
whose combined plants furnish nearly one-tenth of the world's total annual copper
output. Development costs are not included in the costs on which amortization is based. The following quotation on this point from the engineer's report
should be noted:
" It has been held that costs covering work in connection with the development
of a mine (shafts, drifts, crosscuts, etc.) is not in the nature of a facility. Such
costs accordingly are not subject to amortization."
2. The original amount claimed was only about 20 per cent of the final allowance.
3. The basis of value in use is in general, the riceptance of the taxpayer's
arbitrary per cent, hbeause such percentages appear reasonable in view of the
fact that the percentage of postwar average produe~on for 1921, 1922, and 1923 to
war capacity is lower than the per cent claimed fy taxpayer. An examination
of the production figures reveals the fact that after very low production in 1921
and subnormal production in 1922, the 1923 production came back to a figure
very near to war production. In this connection note the following total production figures:
Annual production of copper in short tons by the Anaconda Co.
1913 ...-..-...........
1914-------------...----.
1915----------......----1916...........-...---.---1917.---.-------------1918.---..-----------..--...

130, 922
103,649
117,538
153,698
119,507
136, 461

..--.. 64,891
1919-- .. ........ ...
1920..-...........--..---...
69, 381
_......-...-------16,169
1921 -..
---..--. 70,861
1922-.,........
.........--------. 121,833
1923--.

If the monthly figures were used instead of total figures it would be found
that in the last half of 1923, the production of copper was even closer to the
rate attained during the war period. We believe there is no ultimate loss to this
taxpayer as of March 3, 1924, on the basis of reduced value in use. Not one
single item is shown in the engineer's report as having been discarded. If there
are such items, the amortization granted on these would cover the real loss
which should have been allowed the taxpayer.
4. The specific facilities have not been examined in order to determine the
value in use of each, but the cost of whole mines or plants have been amortized
on one average per cent.
For instance, aS50 per cent value in use is applied to war expenditures for the
Butte mine properties, consisting of 26 mines operated from different shafts
although the mines are in a solid block of territory and more or less connected
by cross cuts.
In order to give an idea of what kind of facilities have been grouped together
before the value in use percentage is applied, we will also cite the case of the
Anaconda smelter, which is one of the world's largest smelters. Here one value
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in use of 65 per cent has been applied to war expenditures on the following
facilities grouped toget ier in one lot:
Sulphuric acid plant .
Zinc calcining plant,
Sampling mill.
Copper concentrators.
Leeghing plant.
Reverberatory plant.
Coke pulverizers.
Coke conveyor
Copper casting plant.
Weighing facilities.
Laboratory equipment.
Fire protection plant.
Quarry facilities.
Brick plant.
Coal storage.

Power plant facilities.
Power umbstation.
Smelter power house.
Machine shop.
Boiler shop.
Welding shop.
Paint shop.
Electric shop.
Garage.
General yard facilities.
Telephone facilities.
Warehouse bin.
Flue system stack foundry.
Oil and waste saving plant.

It must be obvious that one value in use applied to the cost of the variety of
items indicated by the above, can not be termed anything but a rough estimate
and incertainly not exact enough for tax purposes. Special attention is called
to amortization allowed on the item "fire protection," above. None of the plant
facilities were discarded and it is obvious that if it is desired to protect the whole
plant, no reduction on account of value in use of a fire protection system is
justified. A fire protection system certainly does not function in relation to
production, but must be sufficient to meet the emergency of fire.
This determination although made in February, 1924, does not conform to
solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
5. No investigation is noted in regard to the nature of postwar expenditures,
which would prove, if made for facilities similar to those purchased during the
war period, that taxpayer had full need of his war facilities. Such an investigation was necessary from the solicitor's ruling mentioned above.
6. No consideration has beii given tip the salvage value in reducing the actual
loss from lowered value in uw.
7. No investigation for the determination of the nature of the war expenditures,
whether for replacements or for additions, was made.
8. Value-in-use percentages are applied to the war cost, less 1917 depreciation.
Note on specific
ifa:ilites.-- It appears that prior to the war this taxpayer had a
stack 30 feet in diameter and 300 feet high which served the entire smelter operations at Anaconda. This was inadequate for war production, and moreover it
was necessary to provide treatment for the gases escaping through the old stack
and injuring the surrounding agricultural products. It is also to be noted that
these gases contained considerable metal values which could be recovered by
collection and treatment. A new stack and gas treating plant was therefore
installed during the war period. The new stack was 585 feet high and 75 feet
in diameter at the bottom and 60 feet in diameter at the top. The capacity of
the stack is 3,000,000 cubic feet per minute. It appears the greatest postwar
use has been 2,034,762 feet per minute. A value in use of 65 per cent is assigned
to this item.
This might be a case where a lowered value in use would be permissible. However, if loss is claimed it should not be on the basis of a percentage of capacity
but on the difference between the cost of the 3,000,000 cubic feel capacity stack
and the 2,000,000 cubic feet capacity stack. The costs of these stacks obviously
does not vary in direct proportion to their capacities.
SHIPPING

Name: Atlantic Coast Co., Boston, Mass.
Business: Transportation by water of goods aiding in prosecution of war.
Original amount claimed: $2,182,674.65.
Final amount claimed: $2,182,674.65.
Amount finally allowed: $1,136,330.80.
Date of last determination: July 17, 1923.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $1,136,330.80.
Basis of last determination: Difference between war-time coats and the postwar
tonnage value of vessels.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$992,360.95.
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Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $143,069.85.
NoTrs.--Amortization is allowed above on 14 schooners. We are obliged to
question the amortization on three of these schooners whose construction was
started prior to April 6, 1917. The taxpayer was committed to the construction
of these vessel prior to the war, and this is prima facie evidence that they were
not acquired for war production or transportation.
Name: Atlantic & Pacific Steamship Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Shipping.
Original amount claimed: $1,206,4h7.36.
Final amount claimed: $1,206,487.36.
Amount finally allowed: $1,029,223.36.
Date of last determination: July 26, 1924.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $1,029,223.36.
Basis of last determination: Reduced replacement cost.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $1,029,223.36.
NOTE.-The above allowance is questioned in its entirety. The amortization
is all allowed on a steel vessel, which was contracted for oui February 17, 1917.
It is our contention that as this was prior to the war; the vessel could not have
been acquired for the purpose of prosecuting the war. Regardless of when
payment for this ship was made, the taxpayer was committed to the purchase of
same on February 17, 1917. Postwar replacement cost is fixed at $56 per deadweight ton.
OIL

Name: Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Business: Operation of oil refineries, manufacture, and distribution of petroleum products.
Original amount allowed: $2,820,547.23.
Final amount claimed: $6,542,743.50.
Amount finally allowed: $3,165,001.67.
Date of last determination: Fcbruary 2, 1924.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $2,992,853.76.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $172,147.91.
Basis of last determination: Ratio of actual cost to postwar cost.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$319,741.10.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemnedl by solicitor's ruling: $2,845,260.57.
The following general points should be noted in respect to this allowance:
(1) The facilities on which amortization is allowed may be classified as follows:
(a) Refining plant items.
(b) Distributing facilities.
(c) Tank steamers.

The greater portion of the allowance is based on the difference between war
cost and postwar replacement value; this allowance will be discussed later and
we will dispose of the value in use allowance first.
(2) The amount of amortization originally claimed is about 90 per cent of
the amount finally allowed.
(3) The value in use is based on the ratio of the greatest number of man-hours
worked during any month during 1921, 1922, and 1923 to the greatest number
of man-hours worked in any month during the war period. This, then, is one of
the fow cases where it is recognized that the measure of usefulness in the postwar
period is not the average productivity for 1921, 1922, and 1923, but the maximum
or peak productivity during that period. Why this sound principle should be
used in this case and discarded in the majority of cases is not evident. It shows
the lack of any set of rules uniformly followed by this section. We are obliged
to question allowances on reduced value in use mainly on account of the nature
of the items. Note, for instance, the following items carried at a lowered value
in use:
Per cent In use
Lifting magnet for locomotive crane -...-

..

-...

...-

..-

..----- ..

65

- 65
Installation 15 by 24 feet office for boiler shop ----..------------.....
92
--------Installation of motor drive for old stokers --------------...
92
-----------.
.- .....
---....--........--Installation of fuel-oil system
an
clearly
is
crane
locomotive
for
a
magnet
a
lifting
that
It appears to us
accessory whica is rarely used all the time, but pays for itself if used only ocea-
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sionally in loading steel or iron. If such an item is used at all, we believe it to
be of full value to taxpayer. We also doubt if an office only 15 by 24 feet, if
needed at all, can be considered only 05 per cent of use to taxpayer. In the
installation of a motor drive for old stokers it is obvious that an economy of
operation is effected and that this is not a proposition of greater war capacity.
The installation costs of fuel oil and piping system should not be based on a
percentage, but on the difference in cost between a system which would be
sufficient for l xpayer's postwar needs and the war cost of the system as installed.
(4) A part but not all of the specific facilities of taxpayer have been examined
for the value in use determination.
(5) No investigation was made to see whether or not the taxpayer purchased in
the postwar period facilities similar to those installed during the war period,
as required by solicitor's memorandum of August, 1923.
(6) The salvage value of facilities has not been considered in arriving at the
value in use.
(7) No consideration is given to the nature of war expenditures, whether for
replacements or additions.
(8) The value in use percentage is applied to depreciated postwar replacement
costs.
We desire in this case to discuss the allowance on account of lowered postwar
replacement costs, as it brings out some new points in connection with this phase
of amortization.
Under date of May 2, 1923, Engineers Woolson and Bellinger, of the bureau,
reported that the taxpayer had set up his claim for amortization on lowered postwar replacement costs on the basis of the difference between an appraisal of December 31, 1921, and the war costs. This basis is denied and the amortization is
figured on the standard method employed by the bureau as set forth in a Treasury
decision. This computation of postwar replacement cost is made by determining
the pre-war cost as of June 30, 1916, and applying thereto the standard published
ratios to arrive at postwar replacement cost.
In a subsequent determination dated February 2, 1924, by Engineer Luce,
this method is changed and amortization increased about $1,000,000 thereby.
We question the special treatment accorded this one taxpayer in this determination. The special method employed in determining the postwar replacement
cost is as follows: One particular construction job of the taxpayer is selected
covering the installation of 16 new crude stills. The June 30, 1916, costs are determined for all the items in this contract. Then the Government ratios are
applied to determine the postwar replacement cost. Now the result obtained
by this means makes the replacement costs check within 2.2 per cent of the
retrospective appraisal made as of December 31, 1921, and rejected by the first
engineer examiner. In other words, a way has been found to practically check
the retrospective appraisal by a method which contains the elements of the standard method, without giving the same result. Now, based on this one job, the
replacement costs of the other war facilities are determined.
In regard to the amortization allowed on tank steamers the following matter is
presented:
Date
Name of vessel

J. E. O'NelL..................................
B. L. Pratt.................................
W. M. Irish......................................
W. M. Brton.............
...................

Dead-weight
tonnage

Contract
awarded

10,155 Apr. 11,1916
10,122 ..... do---....
10,115 Oct. 27,1916
10,116 ..... do.......

Contract
finished
Jan.
Mar.
May
June

10,1918
1,1918
2,1918
25,1918

Total ..................................... ..........................................
Name of vessel
J.E. O'Neil ...............................
H. L. Pratt.....................................
W. M. Irish-.................. ................
W. M. Burton...............................
Total ..................................

Net cost
of changes
and extras

Total cost
deliveries
to A. R. Co.

$104,72L76 $1,454,721.78
282,029.73 1,2 029.73
29287.94 1,792,587.94
32,043.44 1,820,043.44
955,382.87 6,655,382.87

Expendtures prt"
to Apr. ,
1917

Contract
price
1, 350,000
1,850,000
1, 00,000
1, 00,000

5,700, 000
Expendi.
tures ubsequent to
Apr. 6, 1917

$13,28L 82 $1,319,439.94
18,281.82
1,446,747.91
150000.00
1,642,587.94
150,000.00
1,676,043.44
870 583.64

6,084,819.23
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Amortization on the above four steel tank steamships has been allowed in
the amount of $2,306,968.32. We believe this whole allowance to be illegal.
All of these tankers were contracted for well before our entry into the war and
the taxpayer was committed to their construction. The bureau admitted that
commitments made in 1918, but not paid for, as in the Berwind-White case,
could be amortized. Here we have commitments prior to the war amortized;
this is absolutely incoi.,stent. Note the following statement of Mr. Tandrow,
appraisal engineer of the bureau, in the Berwind-White case, as shown on page
840 of the hearing:
"Mr. TANDRow. Well, just consider this that prior to April 6, 1917, the
United States had not entered the war. That is absolute evidence that any
commitments prior to April 6, 1917, were not for the prosecution of the war
against the German Government, in so far as we are concerned. Therefore, you
should not include commitments."
We agree with Mr. Tandrow that the statute required facilities on which
amortization could be allowed to be acquired for the purpose of prosecuting the
war and that it is prima face evidence that if a vessel was contracted for prior
to the war period, it can not be held to have been acquired for this purpose. It
is possible that the changes and extras, if made for war purposes and contracted
for after April 6, 1917. might be amortizable. But in this case these expenditures were only $955,382.87 and the amortization thereon would nor exceed
$300,000 instead of the $2,000,000 allowed.
There is one more point to note in this allowance. Amortization is granted
on oil and gasoline distributing stations located throughout Pennsylvania as
follows:
Royersford, Pa.
Avella, Pa.
Marion, Pa.
Sagamore Pa.
Walgrove, Pa.
Henrys Mills, Pa.
Grand Valley, Pa.
Newtown, Pa.
Shinglehouse, Pa.
Amortization allowed amounts to $107,944.08. We fail to see how these distributing stations were installed for the purpose of contributing to the prosecution of the war. We quote from the first engineer's report:
"It is noted during the inspection of the various distributing stations that the
service ordinarily rendered in the serving of public motor vehicles with gasoline
was an ordinary activity of the distributing stations."
Distribution of gasoline to pleasure automobiles did not help the war; on the
other hand, it hindered it. Much pressure was exerted during the war period,
in fact, to discourage use of automobiles for pleasure. We do not believe it was
the intent of Congress to grant amortization on such facilities.
IRON AND STEEL

Name: Atlas Crucible Steel Co., Dunkirk, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of specialized tool steel.
Original amount claimed: $251,803.20.
Final amount claimed: $778,440.74.
Amount finally allowed: $710,793.23.
.Date of last determination: April 25, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $119,634.84.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $591,158.39.
Basis of last determination: Ratio of war-time capacity to estimated post-war
production.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles: $119,634.84.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $591,158.39.
NoTE.-The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The nature of the facilities amortized in this case consist of those necessary
in manufacturing specialized tool ateel, such as buildings, open-hearth furnace,
melting equipment, hammer-shop equipment, electric power installations, etc.
We are not questioning the amortization allowed on facilities abandoned or sold
as shown in the engineer's report.
(2) The original claim amounted to only about 36 per cent of the amount finally
allowed.
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(3) The value in use percentage is, in general, determined by the ratio of average production for the years 1919 1920, and 1921 to war capacity. The date of
the engineer's report in April, 1922. We have no way of finding out the production of this company in 1922 and 1923, but use of the years 1919 and 1920 doea
conflict with the later policy of the bureau to discard these years as being nonrepresentative of the postwar period.
(4) Each specific facility of taxpayer has not been examined, but the facilities
have been examined in well-classified groups.
(5) No determination of the nature of postwar expenditures has been made,
although the amounts have been given. The total plant expenditures for each
year from 1912 to 1921, inclusive, follows:
Plant lnvestment for year

Plant Investmeant for yuar

1912..-------------$62, 086. 15
1913 ---------------- 55 717. 74

1917 ------------ $350, 762. 99
1918- --------------- 611, 463. 20

1914--.----..
.. ------

1919 ---------------

10,673. 56

1915 ---.--------- 12, 043. 08
1916-..-.-----....... 145,948.32

1920-------..........
1921......-----------.

481, 570.87

848, 921. 76
1,113, 069.55

The end of the amortization period for this taxpayer is April 1, 1910.
From the above figures, it can be seen that it was of supreme importance to
examine the postwar expenditures to see if they were for items similar to those
installed during the war thus furnishing prima facie evidence that the war
facilities were needed. This has not been done, and we are obliged to question
the value in use allowances. It will be noted that the postwar expenditures
of 1920 and 1921 were double those of the war years 1917 and 1918.
The examining engineer states as follows:
"After the end of the war period every effort was made to utilize the excess
capacity by turning attention to the manufacture and development of steel
aloy for which it was thought a postwar demand might exist.
"The futility of this effort can best be seen in the fact that in 1921, with the
sales totaling $1,130,000, the company suffered a net operating loss of $72,500,
as the terrific burden of overhead charges on account of enlarged plant was too
great to overcome. The schedule of additions to plant equipment shows a
further expenditure of over $2,000,000 in 1920 and 1921. This move was a
most important one and is largely responsible for the present condition of the
company."
We realize that this company made a mistake in their postwar policy, and
we sympathize with them, but we can not see how, as a matter of principle,
the policy of the taxpayer in the postwar period, which put the company in
bad financial condition, can be blamed on the war, when the war had nothing
to do with it.
The fact that the taxpayer made large postwar expenditures of a similar
nature to those made during the war is prima facie evidence that the taxpayer
suffered no loss due to the war. His loss was due to excessive postwar expansion, and his only relief is under loss of useful value deductions.
(6) No weight has been given to the salvage value of items in determining
their value in use.
(7) No investigation was made to determine whether war expenditures were
in the nature of replacements or of additions.
(8) The value in use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
MUNITIONS

Name of taxpayer: Atlas Powder Co., Wilmington, Del.; Richards & Co.
(subsidiary), Stamford, Conn.
Business: Manufacture of high explosives.
Original amount claimed: $1,748,080.30.
Final amount claimed: $1,954,275.45.
Amount finally allowed: $1,882,054.67.
Date of last determination: January 30, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,022,138.07.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $859,916.60.
Basis of last determination: Estimated residual values; ratios of war-time
capacity to postwar production.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,022,138.07.
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Amount not based on solicitor's ruling, $859,916.60.
NOTE.--The following points should he noted in this case:
(1) The business of the taxpayer during the pre-war and postwar period was the
manufacture of high explosives for commercial purposes. From 1915 to 1917 the
taxpayer manufactured large quantities of high explosives for the British, French,
and
lussian Governments. Upon the entry of the United States into the war,
nearly the entire output of the taxpayer was furnished to our Government.
Considerable plant expenditures were made and a new plant constructed at
Forcite, N. J. This latter plant was practically discarded subsequent to the war
and nearly all the amortization based thereon is computed from the discarded
value. We do not therefore question this allowance. A considerable portion of
the war expenditures at the pre-war plants of the taxpayer can be used in the
taxpayer's regular business, and it is these allowances that are questioned.
(2) The original amount claimed by the taxpayer was slightly less than the
amount finally allowed.
(3) While the basis of value in use of facilities is evidently based on the ratio
of postwar production to war capacity, inasmuch as production figures are not
given in the engineer's report, it is difficult to form an opinion on the propriety of
the percentages used. The report being dated as of January, 1922, it is evident
that the value in use can not very well show the ultimate loss to the taxpayer as
of March 3, 1924. If any allowance was made for 1922 and 1923 production, it
must have been estimated. In a few cases value in use has evidently been
arrived at by direct guess instead of by the production method.
(4) The specific facilities have not been examined in detail, but the value in
use percentage applied to whole departments.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the extent or nature of postwar
expenditures.
(6) No consideration is given to the effect of salvage value on the value in use.
(7) No determination was made to ascertain whether the facilities installed
during the war period were in the nature of replacements or of additions.
(8) The value in use per cent was applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
MACHINERY

MANUFACTURING

Name: Babcock & Wilcox, New York, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of boilers, tubes, and breechings, stokers, etc.
Original amount claimed: $4,274,215.89.
Final amount claimed: $4,274,215.89.
Amount finally allowed: $2,115,625.28.
Date of last determination: January 9, 1925.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $96,553.14.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $2,049,072.14.
Basis of last determination Ratio of average monthly production front January
1, 1917, to December 31, 1918, to average monthly postwar production from
January 1, 1919, to December 31, 1921; also salvage value.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$96,553.14.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $2,049,072.14.
The following points should be noted in connection with the above allowance:
(1) This taxpayer operates three plants, as follows:
(a) Bayonne plant, consisting of facilities necessary in the manufacture of
Babcock & Wilcox stationary and marine boilers, superheaters, stokers, oil
burners, etc.
(b) Barberton plant, consisting of facilities necessary in the manufacture of
Stirling boilers, fittings, etc.
(c) Beaver Falls plant, consisting of facilities necessary in the manufacture of
seamless tubing for marine and stationary boilers.
Taxpayer furnished a large amount of machinery to Government departments
during the war. Amortization on discarded facilities is not questioned.
(2) The original amount claimed was about 100 per cent greater than the
amount finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is taken as the ratio of the average monthly
war production from January 1, 1917, to December 31, 1918, to the average
monthly postwar production from January 1, 1919 to December 31, 1921. The
first report was made in this case in 1922, but the final revised allowance was not
made until January 9, 1925. In spite of this fact, no production figures are given
for the postwar years 1922 and 1923, which are the years almost always used in
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other cases. We see, therefore, again a lack of uniformity in the determination
of amortizati m. Almost all cases of amortization are based on 1921, 1922, and
1923 production. Here the years 1919, 1920, and 1921 are used although the
final report was not issued until January, 1925, and therefore such figures could
have been obtained. Sufficient is said in the engineer's report to show that the
year 1923 was much better than the two former years. For example, in a report
dated January 28, 1923, the following statement is made:
"It was found that even though mill No. 1 were working night and day, it
would not be able to produce the company's estimated requirements of tubes
and it would be necessary for the company to put in an extra mill at this time to
take care of its requirements or purchase same in open market.
"It was stated that if a mill was installed it would have about the same capacity
as mill No. 2.

"After much discussion, the taxpayer's representative tentatively accepted 30
per cent as a fair deduction for amortization.
"Taking into consideration the probable lowered replacement cost and the
fact that the mill has not operated over 70 per cent of the time during postwar
years, it is deemed that 30 per cent is a reasonable deduction for amortization
or all facilities which have not been permanently discarded, and it is recommended that same be allowed."
From the above it can be seen the amortization is granted on property which
was not sufficient to meet the taxpayer's needs in 1923, even if working night and
da or the reasons shown above, which are typical to a great extent, we are obliged
to question the value in use allowances in this case.
(4) Some of the facilities have been specifically examined and a salvage value
placed thereon. In the majority of cases the items have been grouped and the
value in use determined by the application of one percentage found from the
production of the entire plant.
(5) No investigation is made to determine the nature of postwar expenditures,
in order to see if they were of the same nature as war expenditures, and thus
prove taxpayer's full need for the war equipment.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for salvage value in determining
value in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or additions.
(8) Value in use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
We also wish to present the following facts:.
This is the only case we have found to date where the taxpayer notified the
unit that he put back into use discarded facilities.
This is also the only case we have found to date where the taxpayer notified
the unit of contractual amortization received after the allowance for amortization for tax purposes had been made.
Name: Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Business: Manufacture of steam and electric engines.
Original amount claimed: None stated in engineer's report.
Final aniount claimed: $4,070,630.53.
Amount finally allowed: $2,990,806.64.
Date of last determination: June 15, 1921.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $2,990,800.64.
Basis of last determination: Comparison of estimated use of different plant
units during war time to that during postwar period.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $2,990,806.64.
NOTE.-The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) Taxpayer's business is the manufacturing of steam locomotives. The
entire allowance is based on the value in use of facilities purchased during the
war period for plant expansion.
2) The amount of the original claim is not stated.
3) The value in use percentage is the estimate of the bureau's engineer as
modifying somewhat the ratios determined by the taxpayer on a production
basis. The value in use percentages are as follows: 44.4 per cent, 66.7 per cent,
60 per cent, and 80 per cent. These four percentages are applied to the war
expenditures throughout this enormous plant.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer have not been examined. This is
not in accordance with solicitor's ruling of August, 1923, and the entire allowance
must be questioned.
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(5) No investitigation is made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance ihas
not been made for salvage value in determining
value in use.
(7) No investigation is made to determine whether war expenditures were for
replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
SHIPnS

ILDING

Name: Baltimore Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Co., Baltimore, Md.
Business: Shipbuilding.
Original amount claimed: None stated.
Final amount claimed: $3,812,300,36.
Amount finally allowed: $3,384,905.86.
Date of last determination: June 16, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $3,384,065.86.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and salvage
value; also difference between actual cost and estimated value of portion of plant
closed down but neither scrapped nor sold.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$3 34,0965. 86.
OTi;:.--This allowance is not questioned, although no check has been made by
the bureau to see whether or not taxpayer had in use as of March 3, 1924, any of
the items lie claimed lie was going to discard at the time of the engineer's report.
MACHINERY

MANUFACTURING

Name: Bartlett Hayard Co., Baltimore, Md.
Business: Founders, machinists, and manufacturers o' shells, etc.
Original amount claimed: $1,508, 819.03.
Final amount claimed: $1,459,368.34.
Amount finally allowed: $1,442,056.43.
Date of last determination: April 7, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $697,515.27.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $744,541.16.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales price.
Ratio of the "capacity of facilities retained in use to the 1921 production and
what it is reasonable to expect will be produced in 1922."
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$697,
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $744,541.16,
The following points should be noted in connection with this case:
(1) " The business of this taxpayer prior to June, 1917, was that of founders,
machinists, and engineers, specializing in the production of gas plants, stoves
furnaces, elevators, sugar and oil machinery, etc. During 1917, 1918, and 191
facilities were acquired for producing shells for the United States Government."
A considerable proportion of the amortization allowance is on facilities discarded
or sold; this portion of the allowance is not questioned.
(2) The original claim for amortization was about 5 per cent greater than the
final allowance.
(3) The value in use percentage is taken as the ration between 1921 production
averaged with what can reasonably be expected for 1922 production, to the war
capacity. We are obliged to question the allowance made on the above basis,
as business conditions were abnormally bad in 1921, which fact would materially
increase the amortization allowed.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer appear to have been examined.
(5) Considerable postwar expansion was admitted in this engineer's report.
No investigation was made as to the nature of facilities purchased in the postwar
period. In accordance with solicitor's memorandum of August, 1923, if the postwar facilities were of a like or similar nature to those purchased during the war
period amortization would not be allowable on such war purchases.
(6) Proper account is not taken of the salvage value of items retained in use.
(7) No investigation is made to determine whether war expenditures were for
replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Name: Bauer & Black, Chicago, Ill.
Business: Manufacture of surgical dressings and allied products.
Original amount claimed: $176,822.57.
Final amount claimed: $537,726.07.
Amount finally allowed: $537,720.07.
Date of last determination: April 14, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $372.331.73.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $165,394.34.

Basis of lhst determination: Occupancy of building.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:

$122.869.47.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $414,856.60.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The business of the taxpayer is the manufacture of surgical dressings and
allied products. The principle allowance is on buildings. We do not question
the allowance on buildings or machinery actually discarded, with the exception
of contractual amortization not deducted which we will explain later.
(2) The original claim for amortization was only about 35 per cent of the
final allowance.
(3) The value in use percentage (about 50 per cent) has been assigned as per
the following statement in the engineer's report:
"Building No. 10 is a 7-story and basement building of reinforced concrete
adjoining the old plant of the taxpayer. It was erected in the period August to
December, 1918, and cost $325,394.34. Amortization of about 50 per cent, or
$165,394.34, is claimed. A little more than half of this building is now occupied,
but there is in the taxpayer's original buildings enough vacant space to contain
practically all of the activities carried on in the new building. The taxpayer
could therefore dispense with the new building entirely and have ample room for
all departments. The number of employees is now smaller than before the war
and will probably not increase appreciably for a long time. It is therefore evident
that the value in use of the new building No. 10 is at present practically nil.
However, in anticipation of a gradual growth, and the possibility of developing
a new product or two that would use up some of the space, the taxpayer assigned
a value in use of about 50 per cent, or $160 000. As this is based on possibilities
that are entirely problematical, it is considered quite reasonable, and amortization as claimed is therefore recommended.
We radically disagree with the principles stated in tlie above paragraph. If the
taxpayer discarded his old pre-war buildings, the law gives him full right to charge
off loss of useful value on them. They had nothing to do with amortization on
the new building. As a matter of fact the new building was over 50 per cent
occupied in 1921 and it is admitted that an allowance should be made in "anticipation of a gradual growth." Certainly a value in use of at least 70 per cent
should have been given to this building instead of the 49 per cent actually allowed.
(4) The specific facilities of taxpayer have been examined.
(5) No mention is made of postwar expenditures by taxpayer.
(6) Salvage value of building has not been considered as affecting value in
use.

(7) It is not shown whether buildings erected were in the nature of replacements or additions.
(8) Value in use percentage has been applied to war cost.
There is a special feature to this allowance which will now be discussed. In
the cases presented in the hearings where amortization, called "contractual
amortization," was allowed taxpayer from a contracting department of the
Government in payment of costs of war facilities, the following rule was laid
down as being the practice of the bureau:
Where contractual amortization is received by the taxpayer, the costs subject
to amortization for tax purposes shall be reduced by the amount of such amortization and the allowance for tax purposes figured on the remaining costs, which
are really the only costs borne by the taxpayer. Amounts received as contractual
amortization will be excluded from income in whatever year received and no tax
paid thereon.
In this case the taxpayer followed the general rule laid down above and was
required by the engineer's report to add on amortization and do everything just
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contrary to the rule above, Note the following quotation from the engineer's
report:
"Schedule A-19 submitted with the income-tax return called for amortization
in the umr of $176,822.57 on property costing $762,931.77. Through a misunderstan(ding of the relation, or rather lack of relation, between War Department
amortization and income-tax amortization, claim was not included for amortization in the mum of $360,903.50, which had been written off on the taxpayer's
books *4 such on the basis of War Department allowances. In other words,
the umns allowed by the War Department should be returned as income, and the
income tax amortization claim should be imade, greater than the sum of $360,903.50, giving a total claim of $537,728.07. The claim was revised by the taxpayer accordingly after the proper method of building up the claim had been
made clear."
The above quotation speaks for itself. If the taxpayer made a big profit in
1918 and a relatively smaller profit when he received the contractual amortization, he has benefited largely in lowered tax. We have not the tax figures to
determine what is actually the case.
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT AND OPTICAL GLASS INDUSTRY

Name: Bausch & Lomb, Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of optical and scientific instruments and optical
glasses.
Original amount claimed: $2,493,094.31.
Final amount claimed: $2,682,539.41.
Final amount allowed: $2,377,789.21.
Date of last determination: February 20, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,092,588.46.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,285,200.75.
Basis of last determination: Discarded values and occupancy of buildings.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,423,789.08.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling; $954,000.13.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The regular business of this taxpayer is the manufacture of optical and
scientific instruments and optical glass. During the war the taxpayer manufactured range finders, gun sights, periscopes, field glasses, telescopes, etc.
Allowances made for discarded facilities are not questioned. There is no doubt
that the taxpayer has excess floor space in his buildings, however,, on the buildings partially in use sufficient allowance is not made for future expansion and a
portion of the allowance thereon is questioned. We also question certain allowances on fire apparatus and furniture retained in use and on hand.
(2) The original claim was about 5 per cent greater than the amount finally
allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is obtained from the ratio of the space occupied
in buildings to the space available. Sufficient allowance is not made for future
needs and a reasonable margin of safety.
(4) The specific facilities are not examined but one value in use is applied to
grouped facilities.
(5) No investigation is made of the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper account is not taken of salvage value in determining value in use.
(7) No investigation is made to determine whether the war expenditures were
in the nature of replacements or additions.
(8) Value in use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
(9) Land is amortized to the extent of $62,947.04.
Two items are to be specially noted for the sake of principle rather than magnitude:
(a) Amortization is allowed to the amount of $32,867.29 on fire protection
equipment on the basis that it is only the same percentage in use that the building
is occupied
We believe this theory erroneous. It appears common sense that
though we only occupy 50 per cent of the space in our building, it must be fully
protected from fire, in all places, occupied or not, in order to protect the part
that is occupied. We believe fire apparatus must be considered as discarded or
in full use.
(b) Amortization of $2,303.50 is allowed on office fixtures, desks, chairs, tables,
cabinets and typewriters. It is stated in the engineer's report, that "none of
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these facilities have been sold nor is it the intention of the company to dispose
of any." A 50 per cent in use value is assigned on the basia that they are at
least in use to that extent.
We wish to use this item for illustration:
Suppose there are four typewriters on this list that cost only $100 each in 1918.
Then:
$400
-.......----- ...-...-...-...-..
Total cost ......... ............
Value in use 50 per cent ........

.--

-...---..........-...--------..-.

---Amortization allowed ---------................------.......-

200
200

Now if these four typewriters are in use 50 per cent of the time, two typewriters
ought to supply the need of the company and two could be sold. In thiy case
the computation would be:
Cost of 2 typewriters ..---.--...
...
---------........-----.------ ---$200
Sale price, at $30 each.---------------------------.
,-,--------60
-------..
---.----140
Total amortization allowed....
----------...
.
The preceding shows clearly that the salvage value not being considered in the
first example gives excessive amortization.
If the first computation had been made correctly, it would have been figured
as follows, and would have checked the first computation.
Total cost 4 typewriters ..................----

..---......------

Salvage value, at $30 each..---...--------..-----------..- ..-----Excess of cost over salvage value -...........
- .
-..-----...--. _
Value in use equals 50 per cent- ....--

..--..-

$400

...-

120

....
- ....--..--------

280
140

140
Total amortization........------------------..-------------..---.
The error shown in the first computation is typical throughout the cases
examined. As shown above, this error can be mathematically proven.
We also wish to state that there appears to be a serious error in computing the
amortization in this case. The engineer states in regard to building No. 14, as
follows:
"A use value of 50 per cent of cost, which represents the actual use value at
the present time is allowed."
The engineer then proceeds to compute the use value at only 40 per cent in his
computations. This makes an allowance of $75,079.83 too great in favor of the
taxpayer.
IRON AND STEEL

Name: Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.
Business: Steel and steel products, also munitions.
Original.amount claimed: None stated.
Final amount claimed: $48,008,536.73.
Amount finally allowed: $22,103,942.43.
Date of last determination: April 25, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $9,822,588.58
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $10,045,243.99.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $2,236,109.86.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales
price and estimated salvage value, application of special ratios on replacement
costs and ratio of war-time capacity to average postwar production.
Amount based on solicitor s ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$14,845,210.57.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemend by solicitor's ruling: $7,258,731.86.
The following points should be noted in connection with this claim:
(1) The main business of the taxpayer is iron and steel, but he is also engaged
in a wide variety of related industries, among which might be mentioned steel
shipbuilding and munitions. To get any idea of this claim it will be necessary
to list the various plants and the amortization allowed to each, as follows:
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Bethlehem Steel Corporation (parent)
Amortization
Sallowed on
lowered replacement
cost

Name of company and plant

Bethleohem

Amortiratlon
allowed on
property
discarded
or sold

Amortiation
allowed on
value In use

Steel (Co.

.
...
.
..........
. $1, 77, 990, 84
$, 248, 233. 82
I81,
651.72
ledlngton proving grounts..al
........
-..
.....
;3 4.i8
,
3, M .98 ....
.... ...
Rteldington fulSplfnt..
..
..
...
511.
20
3., 04. >7 .....
...
New Castle plant ...
. .......
.........
131, 6 ).67 ... ..
-...
eelton plant- ..
.......
5 ,f.
13, 770.31
10, 48.33
I hbanon plant
..
...
.......
..
..
8,. 431,34
89,
. .Maryland plant .. . . .
~...-....
...
..
6, 5f2,503.87 .
....
.
......
lthtblehm-Chile Iron Mining Co . ............
293, 68251 ...... ........ ... ........
Juragu Iron Co ....... .
. ...
2,373,54 . .--.....-.-..
--...- -...
Spanlsh-American Iron Co..
---24I,
93
......
BlthlehePm Mine1 Corooporation:
Blethlelh m quarry ....... ... ,
................ 141,472,57
..
M cAfki quarry.-.... .....
.. ... ... .... .
13:.3519.75 -...
.....

JBethllihm plant

Steelton quarry_------------------

3,024.31-------------

lanover quarry... ..... ........
---------..................
..
...
.....
Penn-Mary Coal Co--------.. ------......... ..
...... I
28 637.8 I - . ............
(llSral plunt --...------.------...
..................-125,204.10
Bethlehem Hhip Corporation:
Fore River plant-. .....
. .. ...........
64,l 1. 37
5, 3, 34.5
Moore plant ....- -........
.-....- ...- ....
1692 12
145, 14.( 3
22,525.38
IIarlaan
plant. --..
...
7,789.HS
32,487.0 ) ......
.......
Sparrows Point pluI t ..........
.
.
, 211.97
.
......
Watson Hill I)evelloprmnt Co -.
.
------..
...
245,424.87 ------...
Htlehem Steel Corporation:
PIhiladelphla, Hlethlehem & New Englandh I I.,...
,6 .4
.........
..........
Patapsco & Back tlver R. I. Co- ... .....
.
60. 234.34 ...
.
.
Steolton & Illgh pire It.
Co..-..------....
o.
..-.
8,754.04 1...
Union Iron Works---.......-----------------.....-.--,
15,5744
882,1112,4
13. 72
Union Iron Works Dry Dock .......-.....
...
._-------------.
-----.
- ..----

Total..........................

.................

10,045,243.99

9,822, 588. 58

2,236,109. 8

Orand total, $22,103,942.43.

The greater portion of the allowance to this taxpayer has been based on discarded value or lowered postwar replacement costs. Considerable amortization
has been allowed on lowered value in use, and this is treated of in the remaining
eight points.

(2) The original claim of the taxpayer it not stated.
(3) The value in use percentage is based on different considerations in the
different groups on which lowered value in use has been applied. In general,
however, it is represented by the ratio between postwar production and war
capacity.
(4) The amortization has been determined on groups of items instead of on
each specific facility.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained

in use.

(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether the war expenditures were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use percentage has been applied to depreciated postwar

replacement cost.
(9) Amortization has been allowed to the Watson Hill Development Co., a
subsidiary of the corporation, on the housing project. The amount of the
allowance to the company is $245,624.87. This is directly contrary to the
ruling of the solicitor published October 26, 1925.

The Bethlehem Steel Corporation was allowed amortization on three subsidiaries, as follows:
Philadelphia, Bethlehem & New England K. R. Co-------..--$38, 605. 48
Patapsco & Back River R. R. Co .....
......--.
Steelton & Highspire R. R. Co-...- -------------..

Total.--.------...

-------------

....-

--

....

....-..-...

--- ------------

60,234. 34
8, 754. 04

107, 593. 86

We do not believe that the taxpayer will suffer any ultimate loss on facilities
retained in use. There are a few general matters which should be noted in connection with this allowance in addition to the points set out above, covering
only the facilities retained in use. -
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The Bethlehem Steel Corporation was allowed a normal rate of depreciation
of 6% per cent, and for the war years it was allowed extraordinary depreciation,
50 per cent greater than this figure. The total allowance for depreciation then
to the Bethlehem Steel Corporation was 10 per cent annually for the war years.
This is just about double the rate allowed the United States Steel Corporation
for the same years. We can see no reason for such inconsistent allowances to
taxpayers whose business is so similar as in this case. This excessive depreciation
allowed during the war period is on those very facilities which are amortized as
well as the pre-war facilities of the taxpayer. The importance of these depreciation percentages may be realized when it is remembered that the annual depreelation deduction of the United States Steel Corporation, even on a 5 per cent
basis, amounts to $40,000,000 or $50,000,000 per annum.
The name inconsistency which exists in depreciation allowances between the
Bethlehem Steel Corporation and the United States Steel Corporation exists
in the case of the lowered postwar replacement cost computed by the bureau.
Postwar replacement cost allowed the Bethlehem Steel Corporation was 40 to
50 per cent greater than the figure for the United States Steel Corporation, and
this results in a correspondingly greater amount allowed for amortization to the
Bethlehem Steel Corporation. We have been obliged to question, therefore,
a considerable portion of the allowance made to the Bethlehem Steel Corporation
on the basis of lowered postwar replacement cost.
There is one more point which stands out prominently when the whole matter
of the amortization allowed to the Bethlehem Steel Corporation is considered.
The Bethlehem Steel Corporation, in the postwar period, purchased the steel
business of the Lackawanna Steel Co., and the Midvale Steel Co. A good price
was paid for both of these large properties. We consider this prima facie evidence
that the Bethlehem Steel Corporation did not have excessive facilities, for if it
had, it would not have purchased in the postwar period, these other plants.
As proving that the war investments of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation constituted no ultimate loss to this corporation, the following statement of Mr.
Charles M. Schwab as contained in the Washington Post of October 2, 1925,
should be noted:
"Bethlehem's marvelous plant for producing munitions has been turned 99
per cent to production of implements of peace, and all of Bethlehem's investment
In new properties and new advancement is in full confidence that the years to come
will be years of peace."
MACHINERY

MANUFACTURES

Name: E. W. Bliss Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of automatic machinery, also torpedoes for United
States Government.
Original amount claimed: $1,731,746.97.
Final amount claimed: $1,730,746.27.
Amount finally allowed: $1,243,571.09.
Date of last determination: May 26, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $96,930.69.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,146,640.40.
Basis of last determination: Estimated use value to taxpayer in going postwar business.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles: $336,132.34.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $558,149.88.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solocitor's ruling: $349,288.87.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance;
(1) The taxpayer's regular business is the manufacture of automatic machinery.
During the war period its principal product was torpedoes for the United States
Government.
(2) The original claim was about 40 per cent in excess of the amount finally
allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is the direct estimate of the engineer as to
the percentage of use in the taxpayer's going business. Proper account is not
taken of future expansion in the business, and part of the allowance on buildings
is therefore questioned.
(4) The specific facilities of taxpayer other than buildings and piers have not
been examined. One value in use is applied to machinery items as a whole
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These items cost in excess of $880,000. This method is not in conformity with
solicitor's ruling of August, 1923, and the allowance is therefore questioned.
(5) The nature of postwar expenditures is not determined.
(6) Proper account is not taken of salvage value in determining value in use.
k, No investigation is made as to whether war expenditures were in the
nature of replacements or additions.
(8) Value in use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
Name: J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Business: Manufacture of electric railway car. and trucks, motor cylinders,
searchlights, and other necessities.
Original amount claimed: Not stated.
Final amount claimed: $900,788.54.
Amount finally allowed: $603,182.63.
Date of last determination: May 26, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $132,631.75.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $470,550.88.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales
price or scrap value, estimated use value to taxpayer in normal postwar business.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$132,631.75.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $470,550.88.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The regular business of this taxpayer is the manufacture of electric railroad cars and trucks. During the war period the taxpayer manufactured motor
cylinders, searchlights, and other war necessities. A small portion of the facilities acquired for the war work were discarded, and the allowance for amortization made thereon is not questioned. The greater portion of the facilities were
however, adapted for use in the taxpayer's business, and we believe the ultimate
.loss on such facilities will be practically nil.
(2) The original amount claimed for amortization by this taxpayer is not
available.
(3) The value-in-use percentage is obtained by direct estimate of useful value
of taxpayer's normal postwar business.
(4) The specific facilities amortized have been listed, but the value in use has
been applied to very large groups of facilities as a whole. This is not in accordance with the solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper account is not taken of salvage value in determining value in use.
(7) No investigation is made to determine whether the war expenditures were
in the nature of replacements or additions.
(8) Value-in-use percentage has been applied to the war costs less 1917 depreciation.
IRON AND

STEEL

Name: Brier Hill Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
Business: None stated in engineer's report.
Original amount claimed: $3,498,676.88.
Final amount claimed: $9,293,733.28.
Amount finally allowed: $6,217,973.95.
Date of last determination: February 15, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $6,217,973.95.
Basis of last determination: Sale of total assets.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$6 217,973.95.
NOTE.-The above allowance is not questioned on account of the lack of information. The market value of $76 per share of stock issued in payment of property
is not properly substantiated.
Five per cent depreciation is taken for all years as the proper rate for the steel
business
MACHINE TOOLS

Name: Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Co., Providence, R. I.
Business: Manufacture of high-grade machinery and precision tools.
Original amount claimed: $1,119,357.32.
Final amount claimed: $949,858.82.
Amount finally allowed: $541,325.62.
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Date of last determination: December 20, 1924.
Amortization deducted on value in usie: $541,325.62.
Basis of last determination: EItinated sale value of retained facilities as of
March 3, 1924.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $541,325.62.
The above allowance was made as a result of a field examination on August
12 and 14, 1924, under the personal direction of the chief of the appraisal section. The following points should be noted in connection with this case:
(1) The pre-war, war, and postwar business of the taxpayer is the manufacture of high-grade machinery and precision tools, such as milling machines,
screw machines, gear cutters, small tools, micrometers, gauges, readers, etc.
The war business of the taxpayer caused expansion for increased production of
its regular line of business. Note the following quotation from the engineer's
report:
"The taxpayer states that none of its war facilities have been abandoned but,
on the contrary, all have been retained and used as required along with the
prewar facilities in the going business."
It is then obvious that under this system the taxpayer will eventually wear out
both his old pre-war equipment and his new war equipment, and thus he will
suffer ino ultimate loss by the purchase of the war equipment. The only loss is a
loss of profit due to a premature investment. We believe a loss of profit is not
contemplated in any possible way as a deduction from net income for tax purposes.
(2) The original claim was about double the amount finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is based on a salvage value of the facilities
amortized. A salvage value of 40 per cent is assigned to all items, regardless of
their actual utility. It must be remembered that all facilities are retained in
use, and that taxpayer uses his war facilities indiscriminately with his pre-war
facilities, and has no intention of discarding any of these items. An allowance
for depreciation due to use in a post war period is made. This depreciation is
added to the salvage value to return the so-called residual value.
The value in use was computed both on the total labor hour-basis and the electric-power consumption basis, but these percentages were not used, because the
engineer states "that mean value in use as computed above is less than the sale
value of the plant plus depreciation for post war use." The value in use based
on labor hours was 39.46 per cent. The value in use based on power. consumption was 47 per cent. Below are shown the figures for electric-power consumption:
Electric-power consumption
Kilowatt-hours

Kllowutt-hours

--- 5,948, 660
2,359,475 1919-..-....----------.......---..
1913----------------.......--.......-1914, -..----..----..
,.
3, 851, 190 1920--.----.---..-...--. , 865, 730
1915.--------- ------2,887,513 1921 ..-------_
...----.
2, 597,930
2, 884, 300
--.....---1916.----.-----------5, 474, 120 1922 -----4, 082, 900
6, 542, 410 1923 -.....------..----1917-------------- ---1918--------.....
------. 7,184, 520
The above figures show that a rapid return to full operation of this business
could be predicted from the power consumption in 1923. We do not believe the
taxpayer will suffer any ultimate loss on the facilities he acquired during the war.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer have not been examined. A salvage
value of 40 per cent is applied to all items, although all of such items are retained
in use. The engineer's report in this case was submitted on December 20, 1924,
and was personally supervised in the field by the chief of appraisal section, yet
this case is one of the most glaring instances of a direct violation of the solicitor's
ruling of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation is made of the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) The amortization is based on the difference between salvage value plus
postwar depreciation and the war cost of the items. Under this system it can
e seen that the unit gives the same value to a machine absolutely discarded as
to the same kind of a machine which is 40 per cent in use. A proper value which
takes into account both salvage value and useful value of the facilities is not
made in this case.
(7) No investigation is made to determine whether war expenditures were in
the nature of replacements or additions.
(8) The value-in-use percentage is applied to a "cost appraisal" less 1917
depreciation, as constructed by the American Appraisal Co. This cost appraisal
as set up by the appraisal company, has allowed the cost of war facilities in a
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special procedure which we have not found allowed in any other case. We do
not understand why thin company should not be obliged to furnish exact cot
as all other companies are required to do, instead of using an appraisal to which
considerable objection was taken by the audit division. As we have not a copy
of the exact appraisal, we can not, however, discuss this subject fully.
MACHINERY MANUPACT

tUEM

Name: lida Co., Harvey, IIl.
BusinesH: Manufacture of railroad supplies and combustion engine-.
Original amount claimed: $280,721.77.
Final amount claimed: $955,554.50.
Amount finally allowed: $668,765.27.
Date of last determination: June 27, 1922.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $668,765.27.
Basin of last determination: Entimated sale or salvage value.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $668,765.27.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) Both the regular and war business of this taxpayer was the manufacture
of internal-combustion engines. During the war the plant of the taxpayer was
much extended for the manufacture of such engines. All the buildings and
equipn ent of the taxpayer are retained in use.
(2) The original clani
was only about 45 per cent of the amount finally
allowed.
(3) The value-in-use percentage is claimed to be below the salvage value.
The salvage value on all items of every description except buildings and building equipment i taken at 40 per 'ent of cost. The buildings and building
equipment are only considered to be worth 25 per cent of cost.
(4) The amortization has not been determined from an examination of the
value in use of each item but for all items grouped together (except buildings).
This is plainly inaccurate and contrary to solicitor's ruling of August, 1923, and
must be questioned. The amount allowed on buildings must also be questioned
for reasons to be now stated.
The principal building on which amortization is allowed in the amount of 75
per cent of its cost, or an amount of $164,555.03, is described as below in the
engineer's report:
"The building is a four-story and basement concrete structure of the most
modern and improved type and is admirably suited to the taxpayer's needs for
future expansion. Therefore, on the basis of its being a permanent plant betterment, a residual value of 25 per cent of its cost is arbitrarily assigned."
This building was partly occupied and in use, and in view of the above statement, we believe little ultimate los could be suffered by the taxpayer.
(5) The nature of the postwar expenditures have not been investigated.
(6) Proper allowance is not made for salvage value in determining value in use.
(7) No investigation was made to determine whether war expenditures were
for replacements or additions.
(8) Value-in-use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
IRON

AND STEEL

Name: Cam(dern Forge Co., Camden, N. J.
Business: Forge shop.
Original amount claimed: $S16,536.09.
Final amount claimed: $1,434,334.74.
Amount finally allowed: $1,336,829.27.
Date of last determination: March 29, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,268,507.95.
Amortizationdeducted on value in use: $68,321.32.
Basis of last determination: Difference between cost and salvage values, also
ratio of capacity to average postwar production for 1919, 1920, and 1921.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,268,507.95.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $68,321.32.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The business of the taxpayer consists of a forge shop, the principal product
During the war the plant was
of which, before the war, was railroad forging.
greatly enlarged, for the production of marine forgings. The greater portion of

*
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amortization is allowed on facilities discarded or sold, and such allowance is not
questioned.
(2) The original claim of taxpayer was about two-thirds of the amount finally
allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is determined by the ratio of war capacity to
average postwar production for the years 1919, 1920, and 1921.
(4) The amortization has not been computed for each specific facility, but the
value in use of 50 Ier cent has been applied to all items retained in use. Thib is
not in accordance with solicitor's ruling of August, 1923, and therefore must he
questioned.
(5) It appears that there were no postwar expenditures worth considering at
this plant.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of those tens
retained in use.
(7) No investigation is made to determine whether war expenditures were for
replacements or additions.
(8) The value in use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
Name: Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Business: Steel and steel products.
Original amount claimed: Not stated.
Final amount claimed: $1,854,089.74.
Amount finally allowed: $1,191,891.24.
Date of last determination: May 17, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,191,896.24.
Date of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale
or salvage value.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,191,896.24.
NOTE.-The above allowance is not questioned.
8HIPI'ING

Name: Carib Steamship Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Operating steamships.
Original amount claimed: $669,211.05.
Final amount claimed: $669,211.05.
Amount finally allowed: $664,211.05.
Date of last determination: No date given.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $664,211.05.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale
price.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$664,211.05.
NoTE.-The above allowance is not questioned.
IRON AND

STEEL

Name: Central Steel Co., Massillon, Ohio.
Business: Steel ingots, billets, and castings.
Original amount claimed: $419,284.
Final amount claimed: $2,121,675.23.
Amount finally allowed: $1,571,391.35.
Date of last determination: December 17, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $172,171.40.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,399,219.95.
Basis of last determination: Postwar production and labor hours.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$172,171.40.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $1,399,219.95.
The following points should be noted in connection with this case:
(1) The normal business of this taxpayer consists in the manufacture of carbon
and special alloy steels. Its war business was along the same lines as its pre-war
business, only the capacity of the plant was increased to meet the extraordinary
demands for the taxpayer's products. We are not questioning the allowances
made on items which have been actually discarded by this company. It should
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be noted that no allowance is made for reduced replacement costs in this case,
as was done in the United States Steel Co. case and the Bethlehem Steel Co. case.
This, of course, works to the disadvantage of the taxpayer.
(2) The taxpayer's original claim was less than 30 per cent of the amount
finally allowed.
(3) Value in use percentage is really determined by direct estimate except in
the case of miscellaneous machinery. Value in use for this item is determined
by a comparison of the number of mill employees working in 1917 and 1918 to the
number of mill employees working in 1921. This gives the value in use of 75
per cent. The figures showing number of employees are as follows:

Year

19186....-...
-0
1917 .----..-...
918
H .......

Number of Number of
mill em- offlew employeea
ployees

,-8
1,722 I

70
82
40

Total

Year

070
1,270
2,127

1919. - ....- ..
1920 ... ....
121..

Number of Number of
mill em- offloe employeea
ployees
1,501
1,010
1,000

'28
148
177

Total

1,787
1,758
1,177

It is obvious that this determination is based on the number of employees
working in the year 1921, one of the worst years in the history of the steel industry.
Figures for 1923 and 1924 are not given, but we are quite sure that they must
have been considerably above that of 1921, unless this business in not in proportion
with the rest of the industry. The engineer's report in this case contains the following statement:
" The allowances recommended in this schedule are more or less tentative and
are subject to redetermination at the request of the taxpayer until March 3, 1924."
In view of the fact that the original examination in this case was made in a
period of depression, and in view of the above statement, which acknowledges
the tentative nature of the determination, we wonder why the commissioner has
not ordered a complete reexamination of this case.
(4) The amortization has not been determined independently for each specific
facility, although the different facilities are listed separately.
(5) Postwar expenditures in 1919 and 1920 amount to above $3 600,000.
This expenditure is nearly as great as that made for war facilities during the years
1917, 1918, and 1019.
However, no investigation has been made to show whether
these postwar facilities were of a similar nature to those made during the war
period, thus furnishing prima facie evidence that the taxpayer had full need for
his war facilities.
(6) Proper allowance is not made for salvage value in determining the amortization on items retained in use.
(7) No investigation is made to determine whether war expenditures were in
the nature of replacements or of additions.
(8) The value in use percentage has been applied to war costs less 1917 depreciation. No allowance is made for lowered postwar replacement costs, as has been
allowed the large steel companies.
MINING

Name: Chile Copper Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Mining and production of copper.
Original amount claimed: $4,313,223.24.
Final amount claimed: $4,313,223.24.
Amount finally allowed: $2,844,603.07.
Date of last determination: March 2, 1925.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $2,844,603.07.
BPsis of last determination: Difference between cost and depreciated normal
postwar replacement costs.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$2 844,603.07.
NOTE.-The above allowance is not questioned. The amortization on account
of excessive labor costs during the war period looks extremely high, but sufficient
details of computation are not given in the engineer's report for a determination
on this point to be made.
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Name: China Mail Steamship Co. (Ltd.), San Francisco, Calif.
Business: Ocean transportation between Pacific coast ports and China.
Original amount claimed: None stated.
Final amount claimed: $1,530,502.50.
Amount finally allowed: $1,312,861.25.
Date of last determination: November 10, 1922.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $1,312,861.25.
Basis of last determination: Difference between estimated replacement cost
of vessel and actual cost.
Amount based oin solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1 312,861.25.
The above allowance is not questioned.
MINING

Name: Chino Copper Co., Hurley, N. Mex.
Business: Production and recovery of copper ores and conversion of same into
concentrates for smelting.
Original amount claimed: $282,165.04.
Final amount claimed: $1,628,702.34.
Amount finally allowed: $1,107,086.14
Date of last determination: June 9, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or Nold: $433,416.82.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $673,669.32.
Basis of last determination: Estimated "Base sale or salvage value," or on
occupancy of houses.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$433,416.82.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $673,669.32.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The business of this taxpayer is the mining of copper by what is known as
the open-pit process, which consists of a series of terraces upon which steam
shovels are located for the removal of the ore. The amortization allowed on
facilities actually discarded by this taxpayer is not questioned.
(2) The original claim w&a less than 30 per cent of the amount finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage as applied to the greater portion of the facilities is based on "An examination * * * of the present worth value of the
entire mine plant for comparison with the value indicated on the basis of the
market value of outstanding stocks during a pre-war, war, and postwar period,
and values indicated by capitalized income-producing capacity of the operation.
In the light of facts thus developed, a base residual value equivalent to 50 per
cent has been adopted for the purpose of determining amortization allowable for
tax purposes." In the case of certain housing facilities value in use has been
determined by the ratio of houses occupied during the postwar period plus 10
per cent margin to the total number of house, constructed.
(4) Amortization is not determined for each specific facility as required by
solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
(6) The nature of postwar expenditures is not investigated.
6) Proper allowance has not been made for salvage value in computing
amortization on items retained in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use per cent has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
(9) Amortization has been allowed for dwelling houses, which we do not concede to be a facility necessary for the prosecution of the war.
Name: Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Business: Mining of iron and coal. Hydroelectric power development, etc.
Original amount claimed: $900,180.44.
Final amount claimed: $4,156,210.27.
Amount finally allowed: $1,860,791.06.
Date of last determination: May 28, 1925.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $506,582.80.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $303,623.21.
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Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,050,585.05.
Basis of last determination: Difference in depreciated cost and discarded
values. Ratio of war-time capacity to average postwar production for 1921,
1922, and 1923. Postwar occupancy of housing project.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$810,206.01.
Amount not based on aound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $1,050,585.05.
The following points should be noted in connection with this case:
(1) The corporation's business activities consists of iron, ore, and coal mining,
lumbering, and the manufacture of various grades of pig iron and chemicals from
pyroligneous acids.
We have not questioned amortization allowed on discarded facilities nor on the
depreciated postwar replacement costs. We do not contend that the taxpayer
has suffered no ultimate loss on facilities retained in use.
We wish to draw special attention to the statement in the engineer's report
covering development costs on mines. This statement is as follows:
"The legal department of the Income Tax Unit during the month of April, 1925,
ruled that mine development costs are not considered as coming within the scope
of the statute referred to above amortization clause, and accordingly such development costs as were included in costs on which amortization was allowed in the
report dated March 20, 1925, ar, disallowed in this supplemental report."
(2) The original claim of this taxpayer was about 50 per cent less than the
amount finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage "is derivedd from average annual production
compared to either actually proven or estimated capacity.
The percentage in
use as applied to the various departments vary from 50 per cent to 90 per cent.
The postwar period includes the years 1921 1922, and 1923.
(4) The amortization for each specific facility has not been determined, but the
value in use percentage has been applied to the whole cost of plants or departments. This is not in accordance with solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or additions.
(8) The value in use per cent has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
(9) While amortization is granted on lowered postwar replacement costs, the
allowance is not made on the same item on both of the above grounds. It is
specifically stated that lowered value in use and lowered postwar replacement
can not be allowed on the same facility.
IRON AND STREL

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., Denver, Colo. (Also Colorado & Wyoming Railroad Co., subsidiary.)
Business: Recovery of coal, iron ore, limestone, and calcite; also manufacturing
of steel and coal products.
Original amount claimed: $4,653,560.21.
Final amount claimed: $4,653,560.21.
Amount finally allowed: $2,959,432.75.
Date of last determination: January 12, 1923.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $2,959,432.75.
asis of last determination: Ratio of average postwar use to war-time use,
also salvage value.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$365,328.75.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $2,594,109.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) This taxpayer is engaged in the recovery of basic natural resources, including coal, iron ore, limestone, calcite and the transportation and conversion of
these materials.
During the war, extensive enlargements to its several plants became necessary
in order that it might increase its production owing to the greatly increased
demand for its products.
Taxpayer submitted claim for amortization in the sum of $4,653,560.21 on
costs of $8,033,890.77.
S. Rept. 27, pt 2, 69-1---5
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The unit's engineer made a field examination of the facilities involved and
submitted a report thereon in which he recommended amortization in the sum
of $2,959,432.75 on costs of $7,575,682.54.
(2) The original claim for amortization was about 60 per cent in excess of
the amount finally allowed.
(3) Value in use percentage is computed from the ratio of average production
for the years 1921, 1922, and 1923 (estimated) to war capacity as indicated by
actual war production. Different percentages are arrived at for the different
lines of the taxpayer's business, such as steel manufacturing, mining, etc. Practically all facilities coming under steel manufacturing receive a value in use of
50 pr cent.
(4) The value in use as stated above is applied to whole groups of facilities,
and amortization is not computed for each item. This is therefore contrary to
solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures
which might prove through the purchase of facilities similar to those acquired
during the war that the war equipment was necessary.
(6) Proper allowance is not made for salvage value in computing the value of
items retained in use.
(7) No investigation was made to determine whether the war expenditures
were in the nature of replacements or of additions.
(8) The value in use percentage has been applied to war costs less 1917
depreciation.
(9) Amortization amounting to $131,565.98 has been allowed on the Colorado
& Wyoming Railroad Co., whose stock is owned by this taxpayer. As pointed
and
out in the hearings before the Senate committee, this allowance is illegal,
the bureau has acquiesced in this opinion. An unpublished ruling bar'. , down
in the case of the Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. denying amortization <,l pipe lines
shows that the bureau has officially conceded that amortization is not allowable
to "common carriers,"
MUNITIONS

Name: Colts Patent Fire Arms Co., Hartford, Conn.
Business: Manufacture of firearms.
Original amount claimed: $2,871,036.92.
Final amount claimed: $6,734,144.25.
Amount finally allowed: $3,060,109.96.
Date of last determination: September 5, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $2,405,406.01.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $654,703.95.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$2,405,406.01.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $654,703.95.
The following points should be noted in connection with the above allowances:
(1) The taxpayer's regular business consisted of the manufacture of small
firearms; during the war however, large quantities of machine guns and machine
rifles were produced. The greater portion of the facilities on which amortization was allowed were discarded and the allowance on that basis is not questioned.
A certain amount of facilities of a nature standard to the taxpayer's business
were retained in use.
(2) The original amortization claimed was slightly less than the amount finally
allowed.
(3) The basis for determining the percentage in use of facilities is based uppn
a direct estimate of this percentage in use. In other words, on a practical
unsubstantiated guess by the engineer. We are obliged to question this method.
(4) The specific facilities on which amortization was allowed were not examined to determine their individual useful value, but one percentage has been
applied to entire departments or plants.
(5) No mention is made of the character of postwar expenditures, if any.
(6) Salvage value is not considered in determining residual value of items retained in use.
(7) No investigation was made to show whether war expenditures were for
replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use percentage is applied to estimated postwar replacement
cost in care of buildings. Some other items were evidently considered to have a
higher postwar replacement cost than the actual war cost; in this case the per
cent in use was applied to war cost.
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4HIPBUILDING

Name: Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, Portland, Oreg.
Business: Shipbuilding.
Original amount claimed: $1,101,717.099
Final amount claimed: $1,101,717.09.
Amount finally allowed: $938,692.2.2.
Date of last determination: July 25, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded and sold: $938 692.92.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated costs and sales
price.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$938,692.92.
NOT.-The above allowance is not questioned.
IRON AND STEEL

Name: Crucible Steel Co. of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Business: Steel products.
Original amount claimed: $659,000.
Final amount claimed: $10,924,025.52.
Amount finally allowed: $8,912,879.
Date of last determination: October 12, 1920.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $8,912,879.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $8,912,879.
The following points should be noted in connection with this case:
(1) The taxpayer is a manufacturer of iron and steel, and during the war
extended his plant facilities for the production of these products. We consider
the amortization allowed in this case amounting to nearly $9,000,000, on costs
of about $23,000,000, to have been based on a most inaccurate estimate at a time
when the steel industry was at a very low ebb of production.
(2) The original claim in this case was about 80 per cent of the amount finally
allowed.
(3) The value-in-use percentage was determined in some instances from the
ratio of estimated normal postwar production to war-time capacity. In other
cases, an arbitrary 10 per cent of costs was allowed and amortization to cover
"excessive cost resulting from waste incident to haste and speed in construction."
(4) Amortization is not determined for each specific facility, but for whole
plants or departments of plants.
(5) No investigation is made as to the nature of postwar expenditures. These
expenditures for all plants as stated by the company were as follows:
Amount
.....................----------$4, 718, 164. 40
Apr. 6 to Dec. 31, 1917-------Jan. 1 to Nov. 11, 1918 ------------- -------..-------7, 729, 142. 92
Nov. 12 to Dec. 31, 1918----..-------..------....
..--.
.
1, 592, 237. 61
----------.........----8, 491, 447. 64
Jan. 1 to Dec. 1, 1919-------------4, 794, 622. 04
Jan. 1 to Aug. 31, 1920.-------------.------------------.
-----------------------..------ 27, 325, 614. 61
Total ...--------.
As previously stated, amortization has been allowed on about $23,000,000 of
the above costs, showing an exclusion of only $4,000,000 in the total costs. We
believe it is evident from the above figures that the taxpayer has received entirely
too much amortization on postwar expenditures. He claims he was committed
to these expenditures as of November 11, 1918. It is perfectly evident from the
nature of the facilities that cancellation of these commitments could have been
made as of November 11, 1918, for an amount far less than the cost of completing
these facilities. It is seen that over $14,000,000 was expended after the armistice,
and that even if all of this was contracted for prior to November 11, 1918, liquidating damages on the above contracts would certainly not have exceeded 20
per cent of the cost shown.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for salvage value in determining
amortization on item retained in use.
(7) No investigation is made to determine whether the war expenditures
were for replacements or additions. We do know that at the Midland plant of
this taxpayer, he had an old blast furnace of 450 tons daily capacity. During
the war he installed a new blast furnace of 600 tons daily capacity. This new
furnace was of more economy and better construction than the old, still it has
been averaged in with the old furnAce as being the same relative value in determining value in use.
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(8) Value in use percentage aus been applied directly to war costs, without
any allowance for 1917 depreciation or for postwar use.
bENERAI
NOTE.-As stated above, we believe this amortization allowance to
be one of the most inaccurate and approximate determinations which we have
ever met with. In order to show this a little more clearly, we quote the following
figures, which are practically all there in to this allowance:

War Jost of
facilltlie

Plant

Per cent
allowVt for
anorti'a- Amort
tion based
on value

titon

allowed

in use

Midlund plant:

Heat-treating department ... ... ,...,
n....
.
..
Appropriation Q (209) ............
..................... ..
2 open-hearth furtnaces- ........-......
.
.........
---Coal hoist and (lock wall ...

---........

.....

$735, 905.44
144, 2 2.14
489,4 .69

75
30

42

347, 085.20

Atha plant:
Forge shop...........,.--...------..-....- .......
tas plant-. ..-.,..-,.....
......
--..---....
---... .
Storage building ....
......
,,
..........
Item for shell plant-2..-..--..
General items- ............
...
................
Subtotal.........................-.......

.

..

205, 88. 1

3. 5
39,.5
39.6
45.2

137, 09. 69
1,470,274.75
277,527.83
1,449,308.27

9,348,0011 .45..-

....- .

4,136,005.86

2,2(09,
2.18
i
Vi
817, 31 O,
391, 5; .26
24, 351.36.
3,989,30 .56

70
50
70

1,767,601.74
72. 121. 17
195, 82, 1;
19W,045.95

By-product coke ovens ..-.
-......-.
------------- 3,722,21 , 55
Boihtr house extension- ..- . --------..--------702, 002.11
600-ton blast furnace, complete ...........-..........
3,200, 434.23
Subtotal..............................................

$551,l929.07
43,278.04

10

7,692,18 7.04 -...- ....

398, 936. 45

3, l33, 3l,94

Ordnance department, Atha Works .........................-

1,343,43 0.20

70

940,401.18

Park Works:
Open-hearth furnaces-- .....-.................-.
-.
...
.............
Electric furnaces-.-... .......
.......
Oil tanks .........-- ..- ..--........-General...............................................

1,082,84 1.14
100, 82 2.17
42,27 1.95
6,26 7.41

30
20

.1324,852,34
20,104 43

Subtotal ................................................

5l,2, 19

S.07 ,-

Cayuga Work..............................................
62 4, 8
Anderson Du Puy Works.................--....-.....-..
6,17 7.44
Crescent Steel Co. Works.................
-..........---.
367,40 2.54
905, 0&4.13
Sanderson Bros. Bteel Works.-.................-.............
Singer-Nimtck Works-.... ..-. ..........
.-....... ....... 262, 9.80
La Belle Works ............--.............................
151,62 1.53
45,48 4.94
I uldlng & Jennings Works ........ ......................
alcomb Steel Co ..........................................
1,968, 9.6
Grand total..........................................

50
10
......

21,135.97
36,625.74

402,778.48

10o
10

62.47
617.74

10

36,740.25

10
10

00, 05. 41
26,297.W

10

' 10

15,162. 1

4,959.55

t1

120,815. 99

22,83, 31 5.40 ...........

8,912,879.00

SApproilmate.

It can be seen from the above figures that very considerable allowances for
amortization were made. The individual facilities of the taxpayer were not
examined, but the percentages in use applied to either whole plants or departments
of plants as shown.
We wish to draw special attention to the 10 per cent allowance made on a
number of the above plants. This allowance was made not because the facilities
were not in full use, but because of waste incident to haste and speed in construetion. This does not seem to be a proper ground for amortization.
We also wish to draw attention to the fact that on September 29, 1920, the
investigation of this taxpayer's claim, covering over $7,000 000 worth of physical
assets was just started. Nine days after, or on October 7, 1920, the engineer's
report was submitted. During these nine days, therefore, the engineer was
supposed to check the allowance on the above amounts on physical assets located
at numerous points in Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey. Fourteen
different plants received amortization. Also the office work necessary to writing
up this report had to be done within nine days. It appears, therefore that
there was extraordinary haste in computing the allowance of amortization to
this taxpayer. It appears obvious that amortization can not be properly determined in any such length of time, when the facilities are practically all in use
and the determination must be made on facts ascertained from the actual use of
each facility.
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FOODSTUFF

Taxpayer: Cuban American Sugar Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Production of raw sugar.
Original amount claimed: Not stated.
Final amount claimed: $2,742,612.86.
Amount finally allowed: $1,675,703.39.
Date of last determination: March 31, 1922.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,075,703.39.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $1,678,703.39.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) This taxpayer is engaged in the business of planting and growing cane
purchasing cane from farmers, and the transportation of such cane to their local
factory for the production of raw sugar. The company owns the stock of several
Subsidiary companies, all on the isle of Cuba, with the exception of one small
company in Louisiana. The company also operates two refineries for handling
the raw sugar, one in Cuba and one in Louisiana. Practically all of the facilities
upon which amortization is claimed are retained in use.
(2) The original claim of this taxpayer is not stated in the papers at hand.
(3) The-value-in use percentage is obtained by a direct estimate by the bureau's
engineers. A production basis is considered, but not used, as per the following
quotation:
"A comparison of production of the years 1918 and 1919 with the postwar
years 1920 and 1921 shows a value in use of approximately 79 per cent, but this
was during an abnormal period and is not a true basis of the future business of
the company.
"With the enormous tonnage of war sugar on the island of Cuba which ls
unsold, it is the opinion of the writer, this mill will not be used to capacity for
years to come and an allowance of 40 per cent of cost on this equipment is considered reasonable and is allowed."
We believe from the above evidence it is obvious that the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue should have ordered a reexamination of this case prior to
March 3, 1924, as provided in the statutes.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer have been listed, but the value in
use is generally applied to groups of such facilities, which could not be considered in conformity with solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation was made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for salvage value in determining
amortization for items retained in use.
(7) No investigation hais been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacement s or for additions.
(8) The value in use per cent has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
(9) Amortization in the amount of $579,572.70 has been allowed to the Chaparra RIairoad Co., the subsidiary of the taxpayer. This allowance to a transportation company is a direct violation of the law, as now conceded by the

Iurceat.

FOOD

I'PRODUC'S

Taxpayer: ('ndahy Packing Co., Chicago, Ill.
lBsiiness: 1'ood packers.
Original amotii claimed: $215,705.99.
Final amount claimed: $504,626.71.
Amount filly allowed: $i500,30.13.
Date of last determination: November 21, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $113,701.29.
Amortization deducted on value in use, $386,65S.84.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales
price and scrap value, also estimated use value to taxpayer in postwar period.
Amount bawd on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$113,701.29.
Amount not based'on solicitor's ruling: $386,658.84.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) Taxpayer is in the packing, canning, and cold-storage business. His
plant was considerably enlarged during the war. The allowance on facilities
discarded is not questioned, but on those facilities retained in use we believe
taxpayer suffered no ultimate loss.'
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(2) The original amount claimed was only about 40 per cent of the amount
finally allowed.
(3) Value in use is in general accepted as claimed by taxpayer. In general,
the percentage appears to be based on the ratio of 1920 production to war
capacity.
(4) The, specific facilities of the taxpayer have not been examined as required
by the solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
5) The nature of postwar expenditures has not been determined.
6) Proper allowance has not been made for salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) Value in use has been applied to war costs less 1917 depreciation.
CHEMICALS

Name: Diamond Alkali Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Business: Manufacture of alkali.
Original amount claimed: $586,537.71.
Final amount claimed: $1,756,453.64.
Amount finally allowed: $1,344,465.15
Date of last determination: October 2:', 1921.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,344,465.15.
Basis of last determination: Ratio of war-time capacity to postwar production.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $1,344,465.15.
The following pointH should be noted in connection with thin allowance:
1) The taxpayer's biIsineS consists of manufacturing alkali. This alkali was
usd extensively during the war period in the manufacturing of explosives,
benzols, T. N. T., etc. The allowances were based entirely upon items retained
in use, and must be questioned inasmuch as it is not in accordance with solicitor's
ruling of August, 1923.
(2) The original claim of the taxpayer was about 45 per cent of the amount
finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is taken as the ratio between average postwar production for 1919, 1920, and 1921 to war capacity. One value in use,
namely, 56.63 per cent, has been applied to the total war expenditures to arrive
at the value in use.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer have not been examined.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(0) Proper allowance has not been made for salvage value in computing value
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or additions.
(8) The value in use per cent has been applied to war costs less 1917
depreciation.
SHIPPING

Name: Dollar Steamship Co., San Francisco, Calif.
Business: Shipping.
Original amount claimed: $536,990.69.
Final amount claimed: $721,958.44.
Amount finally allowed: $713,080.38.
Date of last determination: December 8, 1922.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $713,080.38.
Basis of last determination: Difference between actual cost and estimated
postwar replacement cost.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$713,080.38.
NOTE.-We are unable to question this claim for lack of information. The
amortization is allowed entirely on the difference between war cost and a depreciated replacement cost of $30 per dead-weight ton on the steam schooner
Stanley Dollar.
It appears this vessel was built in 1912 and purchased by the taxpayer in
September 1917. The name of the seller is not given. If the seller was an
American Arm we do not see how the transfer of an old ship aided in prosecuting
the war. On the other hand, a purchase from foreign interests might do so.
t would also be interesting to know if seller paid a proper tax on sale of this
ship to the Dollar Co. The vessel was in full use at time of examination.
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SHIPBUILDING

.Name: Doullut & Williams Shipbuilding Co. (Inc.), New Orleans, La.
Business: Shipbuilding.
Original adnount claimed: Not stated.
Final amount claimed: $1,371,747.67.
Amount finally allowed: $1,241,720.53.
Date of last determination: March 2, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,241,720.53.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale price.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,241,720.53.
NOTE.-The above allowance is not questioned.

*

Taxpayer: Downey Shipbuilding Co., Staten Island, N. Y.
Business: Shipbuilding.
Original amount claimed: $1,425,948.90.
Final amount claimed: $1,425,948.90.
Amount finally allowed: $1,270,991.78.
Date of last determination: December 10, 1921.*
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $357,907.61.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $913,024.17.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale or
salvage value, and estimated use value in going business.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,270,991 78.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: None.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically cohdemned by solicitor's ruling: None.
NOTE.-While certain items are valued on a value in use basis, it appears the
facilities were really out of use, and therefore we can not question this claim; in
fact, it would appear that this taxpayer has not received as much amortization
as others in the same condition.
Name: J. F. Duthie & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Business: Shipbuilding.
Original amount claimed: $1,142,615.6L.
Final amount claimed: $1,142,615.61.
Amount finally allowed: $707,972.78.
Date of ltat determination: August 12, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $707,972.78.
Basis of last determination: Difference between deprcciated cost and sales
price.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$707,972.78.
NOTE.-The above allowance has not been questioned.
MUNITIONS

Name: E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del.
Business: Manufacture of explosives and war munitions; also dyes, chemicals,
paints, etc.
Original amount claimed: Not determined.
Final amount claimed: $17,246,224.45.
Amount finally allowed: $15,369,123.55.
Date of last determination: May 24, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded and sold: $15,204,780.49.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $164,343.06.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales
price or estimated sale value; also estimated use to taxpayer in postwar business.
Amount based on sAlicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles: $15,204,780.49.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling, $164,343.06.
The following points should be noted in this case:
(1) The taxpayer did an enormous excess business during the war period in all
kinds of explosives. Nearly all the amortization is on the basis of difference in
cost and discarded or sale value. The method of arriving at original costs is
condemend. but we have not questioned the amount allowed on discarded value.
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It appears that the costs are really set up on the basis of a retrospective appraisal.
This opportunity is not accorded other taxpayers and under this sytem there is
grave danger of inclusion of expenditures or commitments prior to April 6, 1917.
(2) The original claim on amortization distinguished from loss of useful value
and obsolescence has not been determined.
(3) The value in use of facilities is by direct estimate in most cases, or on estimate of floor space occupied in case of buildings.
(4) Specific facilities have not been examined to any extent.
5) Postwar expenditure have not been studied.
(6) Salvage value of items retained in use has not been given due weight.
(7) Replacements as distinguished from additions have not been shown.
(8) The value-in-use percentage is applied to "constructed " war costs less 1917
depreciation.
MUNITIONS

Name: Eddystone Munitions Co., Eddystone, Pa.
Business: Manufacture of cartridge cases, projectors, 6-inch shells, etc.
Original amount claimed: $1,757,350.21.
Final amount claimed: $1,595,179.37.
Amount finally allowed: $4,595,179.37.
Date of last determination: June 19, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded and sold: $1,896,179.37.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1 595,179.37.
NoTa.-This case is all based on sales price and is not questioned.
IRON AND STEEL

Name: Edgewater Steel Co., Oakmont, Pa.
Business: Manufacture of steel and steel products; also field guns and steel
wheels.
Original amount claimed: $448,304.71.
Final amount claimed: $951,848.98.
Amount finally allowed: $700,817.37.
Date of last determination: December 18, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $36,525.35.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $435,759.42.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $228,532.60.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale
price or salvage value. Estimated residual values.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$472,284,77.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $228,532.60.
NoTE.---The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The regular products of this company are rolled-steel work, wheels, and
locomotive tires. During the war the taxpayer manufactured gun forgings, and
numerous castings for the Shipping Board. The report of Engineer Seabright
contains the following quotation:
"Practically all the equipment installed during the war is retained by the
Edgewater Steel Co. and used to full capacity. In checking the schedule submitted by them there are only a few items which are not being used at the present
time."
On December 18, 1922, a report on the reexamination of the claim of this taxpayer was made. 'his report sets up the usual basis of obtaining value in use.
(2) The original claim of this taxpayer was only about 65 per cent of the amount
finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is in general a direct estimate of the engineer
based either on a consideration of the salvage value of the item or of its relative
postwar productivity. The capacity of the open hearth furnace of this taxpayer
is stated to be approximately 42,000 tons per year. The actual production
figures follow:
Ton

1916.----..-----.. ------...
1917---.--.------------.---1918-..----------------...
1919..---------------------

None.
19,134
18, 043
18, 585

Ton

1920--.--------.--..---....
1921 ---------------------1922----.--------------...

29,767
3,303
27,005
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It can be seen from the above figures that the 1923 production is not gtV0n,
but the 1922 production gives every promise of a return to business conditions
which will require full capacity of the taxpayer's plant.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer appear to have been examined in this
case.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
It might be noted in this connection that during the war the Government erected
upon the taxpayer's property a 35-ton open-hearth furnace. The taxpayer purchased this furnace from the Government subsequent to the war. In spite of this
fact the taxpayer has been allowed 66% per cent amortization upon a 75-ton
furnace which he constructed during the war.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use percentage has been applied to depreciated postwar
replacement cost.
IRON AND STEEL

Name: Erie Forge Co., Erie, Pa.
Business: Ingots, heavy forging, submarine crank shafts, connecting rods, etc
Original amount claimed: $1,265,306.08.
Final amount claimed: $1,265,306.08.
Amount finally allowed: $1,132,354.33.
Date of last determination: December 6, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $360,140.13.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $772,214.20.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales
price or discarded salvage value, also ratio of average monthly production during
war period and that from January 1, 1919, to April 30, 1921.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$360,140.13.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $772,214.20.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The business of the taxpayer consists in the manufacture of ingots and
heavy steel forgings. A considerable amount of war work was performed.
The amortization allowed on the discarded facilities is not questioned, but it is
believed that this taxpayer has suffered no ultimate loss on those facilities retained
in use.

(2) The original claim of the taxpayer was about 10 per cent of the amount
finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is taken as a ratio of average monthly production from January 1, 1919, to May 1, 1921, to average monthly production during the war period. One percentage in use, namely, 34 per cent has been
applied to the cost of all facilities retained in use. This method is contrary
to the solicitor's ruling of August, 1923, and must be questioned.
(4) The amortization has not been computed for each specific facility of the
taxpayer.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No Investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use per cent has been applied to war costs less 1917 depreciation.
MUNITIONS

Name: Evans Engineering Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Loading shells for Government.
Original amount claimed: $812,863.73.
Final amount claimed: $812,863.73.
Amount finally allowed: $512,401.85.
Date of last determination: July 9, 1920.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $512,401.85.
Basis of last determination: Difference between actual costs and amount
received from sale to Government.
S. Rept. 27, pt 2, 69-1----
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Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles;
$512,401.85.
No,.--The allowance has not been questioned as it is based on actual sales
price. The taxpayer was in the munitions business only.
TIRE AN)D

RUBBER

GOOD

Name: Firestone Tire Co., Akron, Ohio.
Business: Manufacture of tires and rubber goods.
Original amount claimed: Not given.
Final amount claimed: $3,950,079.61.
Amount finally allowed: $2,016,194.30.
Date of last determination: December 9, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $551,210.57.
Amortfzation deducted on reduced replacement costs: None.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,404,983.73.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated costs and sales
price or salvage value, also ratio of war-time capacity to postwur production.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:

$551,210.57.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $1,464,983.73.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: None.
NOTE.-The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:

(1) The normal business of taxpayer is the manufacture of rubber t:re and
steel rims and accessories. During the war period it also produced certain
specialties, such as gas masks. balloon fabrics, etc. Amortiz tion is allowed on
all war expenditures, whether for tires of for specialties. No reduction in the
allowance is made for the fact th'li a considerable portion of the facilities were
purchased for the manufacture of tires for pleasure automobiles. As usual we
have not questioned the allowance made on facilities discarded or sold.
(2) The original claim was about double the amount finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is based on the ratio of the average monthly
production for the three highest months in 1921, 1922 and 1923 (estimated) to
the war capacity for a three months period. This percentage was first fixed at
78 per cent and later reduced to 74 per cent on complaint of taxpayer.
The absence of real loss to the taxpayer on facilities retained in use can be
seen from the following quotation covering the most important plant of the
taxpayer.
'Plant No. 2, Volume VI; cost $2,551,974.59: This is a iew and fully equipped
plant erected in 1917 and 1918. It is equipped for the manufacture of the smaller
sizes of tires. As a unit for the production of these it did not come into full use
during the wcr, but was used for other war work as previously explained. At
the time of the engineer's visit this plant was in use to practically full capacity,
two shifts a day and it is reasonable to suppose that approximately similar conditions have existed in the past and will exist in the future during the busy
season.

"These conditions indicate that the floor space in this plant is somewhat in
excess of the present needs. On the other hand it must be considered that this
plant is busy for two shifts out of three each day during the busy season. It
is not contended that the building is as full of machinery as might be possible,
but it is believed that it is nearly as full as is practicable, if it is desired to have a
light, clean, well ventilated plant. It may not be necessary to store tires or rubber
in the building, but it is a convenience and conveniences have a value.
"On one point there is no doubt. Plant 2 is a permanent improvement. It
may have unused capacity for one-third of the time, but it is a well equipped
and laid out piece of machinery for manufacturing fabric tires. The handling
costs are kept at a minimum and as compared with plant 1 it shows the difference
between a plant which has been designed for a definite purpose with the experience of a number of years behind it, and a plant which has grown up by additions and rearrangements through a number of years. The taxpayer has applied
a general activity ratio to this facility as a whole and has further insisted that
both plants No. 1 and No. 2 be treated as a whole.. This method of application
is conceded to be reasonable, and an amortization of 22 per cent of cost is recommended on the total cost of plant No. 2."
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It should be noted in regard to the above that the percentage of amortization
allowed was increased to 26 per cent in a later report. We ee no justification
on the engineer's own statement for any lowered value in use at all on this plant.
(4) The amortization has not been computed on individual items except in a
few instances. The one value in use per cent as outlined in :oint (3) has been
used on the great majority of facilities.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures
except as follows:
One of the most important and most expensive machines in rubber manufacture
is known an a "massing machine." Of these machines the taxpayer had 55
before the war; during the war or amortization period he purchased 21 more of
these machines. After the amortitization period he purchased and installed 18
similar machines. Now, although the purchase of these 18 machines in the
postwar period should have been conclusive that le needed for his normal busines the 21 installed during the war, the taxpayer is nevertheless allowed 26
per cent amorttiation on these 21 machines.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of item retained
inrsIe.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(H) Value in use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
SHIPBUILDINa

Name: W. & A. Fletcher Co., Hoboken, N, J.
Business: Shipbuilding.
Original amount claimed; $1,450,245.56.
Final amount claimed: $1,456,245.56.
Amount finally allowed: $529,574.63.
Date of last determination: July 26, 1923.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $529,574.63.
Basis of last determination: Estimated residual values based on ratio of number
of employees during war-time period and postwar period.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $529,574.63.
NOTE.--The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The taxpayer is in the business of ship repairing and boiler manufacturing.
Both his prewar, war, and postwar business was of similar character. The
facilities amortized consist principally of joiner shop, plate shop, and machine
shop equipment and buildings. ' he amortization is all bwted on the value in use.
(2) The original claim of this taxpayer was about three times the amount
finally allowed.
(3) The valuh in use percentage is the ratio of the average number of employees during 1921 ant 1922 to the number of employees in 1919. We contend
that the taxpayer's business being principally repair work, it is of a nature to
require the facilities upon which amortization has been allowed. It can not be
expected that in a normal or postwar period all facilities which are necessary
occasionally it, repair work are going to be kept operating in full capacity.
However, such facilities are absolutely necessary in the postwar business of the
taxpayer in order for him to perform the intermittent work that may be required.
We do not believe that the taxpayer has suffered any ultimate loss on these
faciltUi.
(4) Amortization has not been computed for each specific facility, but one value
in use, namely, 33% per cent has been used.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance is not made for the salvage value of hose items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whet her wr expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
GENERAL NoTE..--The history of this iase as shown by th( engineer's reports is
interesting. The case was first examined by Engineers Clack and Lenox, who
submitted a report on this claim on October 7, 1922. They recommended an
amortization allowance of $317,312. In the matter of those costs, which should
be amortized subsequent to the ending of the war period, the engineers determined
that 34 per cent of the work performed by the taxpayer in 1919 consisted of war
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work, and that the rest was ordinary commercial work. Therefore, they allowed
the taxpayer amortization of 34 per cent of his 1919 expenditures.
On March 31, 1923, Mr. Clack, one of the original engineers, made an office
report on this case and raised the amortization allowance from the $317,312
mentioned above, to $460,231. This change is arrived at by allowing 70 per cent
of the 1919 expenditures as amortizable instead of the 34 per cent as allowed in
the original report,
On July 26, 1923, Mr. Clack submitted a second office r
ideterminationt of this
claim. The final allowance is now rained to $529,574. This iN arrived at hv
allowing amortization on all 1919 expenditures.
This shown how sHter'esive office determinations 4(cai raise an amnizorti/oti
allowance over $200,000, or nearly 75 per cnct. We wonder why the Iaxpavcr
did not protest at least twice more, as he would have had a good chain,
apparentlv, to find some basis upon which he could have still raised his allowat'ice by

$206,000 more.
MACHINERY AND TOOLM
Name: Ford Motor Co., Highland Park, Mich.
Business: Manufacture of motor cars, tractors, tanks, etc.
Original amount claimed: $4,464,277.67.
Final amount claimed: $1,863,845.88.
Amount finally allowed: $1,089,072.11.
Date of last determination: July 24, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or mold: $371,261.65.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $297,640.82.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $420,160.64.
Basis of last determination: Difference between cost and sales price or salvage
value; also estimated postwar use totaxpayer in going business.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$668,905.47.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $420,160.64.
NOTE. -- We contend that no ultimate loss has been suffered by taxpayer in
this casw on lowered value in use. It is true, however, that this taxpayer could
have undoubtedly received larger allowances under the head of reduced postwar
replacement costs if same had been claimed.
CHEMICALS

Name: General Chemical Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of chemicals.
Originai amount claimed: $1,815,598.60.
Final amount claimed: $4,092,895.45.
Amount finally allowed: $3,110,102.92.
Date of last determination: January 7, 1925.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,713,926.01.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,390,176.91.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale
price or salvage values, estimated excess capacity, and estimated residualalvalue
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,713,926.01.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $1,396,176.91.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The facilities of the taxpayer on which amortization is claimed consist of
general plant installations and machinery necessary for the production of various
chemicals, among which the following appear to be most important: Sulphuric
acid, muriatic acid, trisodium sulphate, sodium hyposulphite, sodium aluminum
sulphate, anhydrous bisulphite of soda, insecticides, soda lime, nitric acid, acetic
acid, sodium sulphide, sodium silicate, Ryson (baking powder), sulphate of
alumina, acetic anhydride, and sodium and postasium permanganates.
During the war period it is evident that a large use was made in munition
manufacture of the sulphuric, nitric, and other acids produced by the taxpayer.
Considerable plant expansions were made.
Over half of the allowance for amortization in this case is on facilities which
are discarded. This allowance we do not question, although it is true that many
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of the items have not been sold and are available for use if the taxpayer's business
should require same.
A study of the production of the taxpayer's plants shows a depression in 1921
and 1922, but in 1923 many of the products which he produces were manufactured in greater quantities than ever before in the history of his business, not
even excluding the war period, It is our opinion that the taxpayer ham suffered
no ultimate loss as of March 3, 1924, on the facilities retained in use.
(2) The original claimiwas only
about
1t6per cent of the amount finally
allowed,
i value in use isn
(3) The mbashisH

et imtt

ertetage arrived at as proper
pii'tt

in ib

juidgmie't 4f the etigineer afttr consid4i<rixg 1921, 1922, and 1923 prwoue-

(4)
group

The I
e iln use htas is gi eral beeline t'rived at \Iy reducing tihe oHt (if
of itl 'w i certain percentage.
It isH nut a,method, therefore, Nxactly in

accord with (tesolicitor's ruling of August 19, 1923, although the grouping iN
more omuId(than in tim majority of amortization allowances.
(5) There is no mention in the engineer's report of any investigation of postwar expenditures for facilities of a r!milar nature to thome installed in the war
period, as required by the solicitor's ruling,
(6) Due weight has not been given to the salvage value of items retained in
use.

(7) No consideration is given to the matter of whether the war expenditures
were for replacements or additions.
(8) The value in use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
MACHINERY

MANUFACTURING

Name: General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of electrical equipment.
Original amount claimed: $9,075,180.8'.
Final amount claimed: $6,508,432.85.
Amount finally allowed: $3,249,367.49.
Date of last determination: March 18, 1925.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,391,702.58.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $670,304.39.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,187,360.52.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and discarded
value, ratio of activity as indicated by man-houra employed for war-time and
postwar period.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$2,062,006.97.
Amount no6 based on solicitor's ruling: $1,187,360.52.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) This taxpayer is the largest manufacturer of electric machinery and
appliances in the world. We do not take exception to allowances based on lowered replacement cost or discarded value. We do contend that the taxpayer has
suffered no ultimate loss from facilities retained in use.
(2) The original claim was nearly three times the amount finally allowed.
(3) The value-in-use percentage has been determined from the ratio between
average number of employees in 1921, 1922, and 1923, and the number of employees in 1918. It should be noted that the figures show for 1923 only ihat the
activity of the plants was as great as in 1918.
(4) The specific facilities have iot been examined but amortization is obtained
by one value-in-use per cent for ant entire plant.
(5) The taxpayer has given evidence of his meed for his war facilities by expenditures in postwar facilities of a similar character, hurt this isnot taken into
accomut by the bureau.
Six new plants have been installed by the taxpayer since the war period. At
least two of the new plants are admitted to be for the manufacture of products
similar to those manufactured at the plants on which lowered value iln usee is
allowed. We can not agree that the bureau should have given any amortization
on such facilities.
It is further stated in the engineer's report that "all of the taxpayer's plants
were operating to capacity during 1923, "
We must question, therefore, the propriety of allowances for lowered value
in use.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
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(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value-in-use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
Both lowered replacement cost and lowered value in use is specincally denied
on the name items.
GEN3RAL NOTE.-Reference is made in this report to a ruling made by the
solicitor disallowing amortization in the case of a subsidiary housing company.
SIIIPBUILDIN,

Name:
iobe ShaltiJdiling Co., Superior, Wis.
Business: Shiphuildiir.
$125,945.05,
Original allount iclainwt
Final amount claillet:; $M1; t 705.0.,
Amount finally allowed: $(04i, 150.43,
Date of last determination: Juno 27, 1922.
Amortization deducted onl property dieiardedl or sold: $567,238.89.
Amortization deducted on value in u e: $79,l11l.54.
Basis of last determination: Difference between costs and sales price also estimated residual value.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principle:

$646,850.43.

NOTE.-This allowance has not been questioned.
MUNITIONS

Name: Gorham Manufacturing Co., Providence, It. I.
Business: Manufacture of small cups, cartridge cases,, hand grenades, Navy
caliber cases, etc.
Original amount claimed: $521,700.60.
Final amount claimed: $614,498.40.
Amount finally allowed: $594 636.72.
Date of last determination: November 13, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or nold: $505,018.31.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: None.
Amortization deducted on value in use (residual value): $89,618.41.
Basis of last determination: Difference between costs and sales price plus
deprecia t ion also residual value or sales value.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$594,636.72.
NoTE.--This taxpayer's regular business is that of manufacturing silverware.
During the war period, however, it engaged in the manufacture of cartridge
cases, bullet jackets, cups, hand grenades, Navy caliber cases, trench bombs,
and various other smaller articles essential to the prosecution of the war. During the war period the superintendent of the Gorham plant was Capt. Otho V.
Kean, a graduate of West Point. It is believed that it was through his efforts
that the company engaged in manufacturing war essentials. Taxpayer's claim
was divided in six separate parts, only three of which are considered in this
report, the other three having been treated separately under the name of the
Silversmiths Co., of Fifth Avenue, New York City.
The first mentioned three parts are as follows: (1) Eddy Street plant, (2)
Phillipdale plant, and (3) Gorham plant.
The Eddy Street plant and the Phillipsdale plant were strictly war-time
plants and were sold or discarded after the war contracts had been terminated.
The engineer has allowed amortization in a sum equal to the difference of depreclated costs and said price. This is perfectly regular and in keeping with the
regulations of the unit.
In the case of the Gorham plant certain facilities were retained and these were
amortized on a basis of residual or sales value. This also is considered proper.
The only questionable feature in this case is the sale of the Phillipsdale plant to
Captain Rean, superintendent of the taxpayer. This plant cost $350,667.49
and was sold to Captain Kean for $75,000, or about 20 per cent of the cost.
This price appears to be extremely low hut it must be admitted that there is
not sufficient data at hand upon which to express an intelligent opinion.
The allowance made has not, therefore, been questioned in our summation of
amortization allowances.
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Name: 1K. R. Grace & Co., New York, N. Y.
Business. Exporting and importing, also nitrate properties.
Original amount claimed: $437,715.
Final amount claimed: $3,860,539.68.
Amount finally allowed: $2,158,500.60.
Date of last determination: February 4, 1925.
t coast: $1,t86,140.02.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacternt
Amortization deducted on valwi in tse $272,360.58.
lhiais of tlst determination: Postwar production as compared with production
during the t ime the Government contra -ls were being completed.
on noltiitor's ruling tand on RIou)l engineering principles
ft
Amtun t tid
$1,374,816.44.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condenined by solicitor's ruling: $783,684.16.
NOTn. -The principal objection to the allowance noted above is to the amortization of vessels contracted for prior to April 6, 1917.
Amortization has been allowed on the steamship Santa Ana in the amount cf
$239,894.60. This vessel was contracted for from William Cramp & Sons on
February 24, 1916. We can not concede that this vessel was purchased for war
purposes on account of this contract for its construction over one year before
the war was declared.
The Santa Luisa was a sister ship of the Santa Ana and contracted for on the
same date. We question the amortization allowance on this ship amounting to
$271,428.88.
HHIPBUILDINO

Name: Great Lakes Engineering Co., Detroit. Mich.
Business: Steel ship construction.
Original amount claimed: None stated.
Final amount claimed: $2,142,277.21.
Amount finally' allowed: $1,700,712.16.
Date of last determination: May 11, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,700,712.16.
Basis of last determination: Difference between costs and sale price.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1 700,712.16.
NOTE.-This allowance based on actual sale price is not questioned.
IRON AND BTEEL

Name: The Hamilton Furnace Co., Hamilton, Ohio.
Business: Production of pig iron.
Original amount claimed: $1,128,181.16.
Final amount claimed: $1,128,181.16.
Amount finally allowed: $769,904.65.
Date of last determination: June 14, 1921.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $769,904.65.
Basis of last determination: Ratio of war-time capacity to postwar production,
also an estimated residual value of retained facilities.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $769,904.65.
NOTE.-The value in use percentage is determined for the whole plant on a
production basis. The 1922 and 1923 production figures were not available.
No data exists showing that taxpayer took any ultimate loss on his facilities
installed during the war.

SiIPBUILDING
Name: Hanlon Dry Dock & Ship Building Co., Oakland, Calif.
Business: General ship repair work.
Original amount claimed: $408,833.41.
Final amount claimed: $961,382.20.
Amount finally allowed: $914,934.39.
Date of last determination: November 13, 1922.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $885,999.10.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $28,935.29.
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Bais of last determination: Difference between costs and estimated future
sale price and ratio of war-time and postwar occupancy.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
e
$885,999.10.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $28,035.29.
NOTE.-Only a very small amount of amortization is questioned in this case.
The taxpayer is considered to have suffered no ultimate loss on facilities retained
in use. In view of our other reports, this item need not be discussed.
MA(CINERY MANUVACTURftERS

Naume: Hlepponstall Forgo & Knife Co., Pittsbrgh, Pa.

41iieiitH.

i si11
MajufrtilreW of forgi itg and

KlliVet1.

Original amount cli imed: $679,220.6K.
Final alIotnt claimed.: $955,67S.23.
Amount finally allowed: $899,387.44.
Date of last determination: October 27, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $279,808.53.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $619,578.91.
Basis of last determination: Ratio of war-time capacity to average postwar
production.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$279,808.53.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $619,578.91.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) Taxpayer's normal and war business is the manufacture of teel forging
and shear knives. We have not questioned the allowance on discarded facilities,
but we believe the taxpayer has suffered no loss on the items retained in use, as
his 1923 business was nearly equal in volume to his war business.
(2) The original claim of this taxpayer is about 75 per cent of the amount
finally allowed.
(3) The value-in-use percentage is the ratio of average 1921f 1922, and 1923
production to war capacity.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer have not been examined as required
by solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
S(5No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value-in-use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
IRON AND STEEL

Name: Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co.., Cleveland, Ohio.
Business: Pressed steel manufacturer, automobile frames, etc.
Original amount claimed: None stated .
Final amount claimed: $3,582,924.83.
Amount finally allowed: $1,854,650.05.
Date of last determination: September 29, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,461,894.65.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $392,755.40.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales
price or salvage value; also estimated residual values.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,461,894.65.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $392,755.40.
NoTE.-The allowance for reduced value in use is the only amount questioned.
It appears that the value in use is in general taken as the salvage value. This
method we consider indefensible.
MACHINERY

MANUFACTURING

Name: Ingersoll Rand Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Manufacture of shells, forgings, and air-driven equipment.
Original amount claimed: $254,494.50.
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Final amount claimed: $2,324,323.44.
Amount finally allowed: $829,320.33.
Date of last determination: March 3, 1925.
Amortization deducted on property discarded #orsold: $260,192.26.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $569,128.08.
Bafis of last deter.nintiop: R14to of war-time capacity to average postwar
production based on productive labor hours, weights, and labor costs.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on mound engineering principles:
$260, 102.25,
Amounit inot lbasd ti Solicitor' ruling: $569,128.08.
The following points should I:e noted in thin allowance:
1. The taxpayr'N normani lbsiiH nss of
annufactluring comlii
(
ml'or, air tools,
drills, blowers, pump)il, etc., was of M ch a echaratt'r is to receive t large amount
)fWitr hInilwsN. froit ,,hipaynrfiN, inm idt1) ,I l ylatt, ad ofother war init
rdie.In
addition lo this Klietlxpaiitr' insitifatred (t ( shells for th e Iited States. mnanainl sl
t; 1lie flcihtiis iuseiicin the imai ftiafctiure of sihltlt were discarded, we have

tinot (uestutioctd this |)ortio

of the allowance, amounting to $260,192.25.

The

reniailder of the allowance is all bsedl on value in imse of items retained in the
taxpayer's regiulr potwr
r tlSin'ess.
uost
We' do questionn this allowances.

2. T'hie origKinl claim of taxpayer was only about 30 per cent of the amount
finally allowed.
3. The basis of value in use is the ratio between war capacity and average postwar production for 1921, 1922, and 1923, due allowance being made for overtime
work during the war period which abnormally increased production. An examination of dhe production figures shows that the taxpayer's business was poor in
1921 and 1922 but good in 1923. In fact the 1923 produe-on for a normal one
shift per day was in general more than the war production for one shift a day.
In our opinion the taxpayer suffered no ultimate loss due to lowered value in use
as of March 3, 1924.
4. The amortization has not been determined for each specific facility but by
whole departments of each plant. This in spite of the fact that this engineer's
report was submitted March 3, 1925, or over one and one-half years after the
solicitor's ruling was made condemning the practice.
5. The solicitor's ruling has also been knowingly disregarded by allowing
amortization on items of a character similar to those installed after the conclusion
of the war period. The purchase of these items in the postwar period furnished
prima facie evidence that the facilities installed during the war were needed.
The engineer states that an addition of considerable size was made to the compressor plant at Phillipaburg in 1923, and also that a considerable amount of
overtime work was put in at this plant in 1923. In face of these facts, he grants
an allowance for amortization on the compressor plant of 26 per cent. It appears
obvious that no such allowance should have been made.
6. Due weight has not been given to the salvage value of items retained in use.
7. No investigation was made to determine whether the war expenditures were
in the nature of replacements or of additions.
8. The value-in-use percentage is applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
Allowances on basis of lowered replacement costs are not made.
Name: International Harvester Co., Chicago, 11l.
Business: Mainufacture of various farming implements and machines; also
machine-gun carts, etc.
Original amount claimed: $1,567,811.42.
Final amount claimed: $4,300,597.99.
Amount finally allowed: $3,716,284.20.
Date of last doterniination: August 3, 1922.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $1,586,068.92.
Amortization deducted on value in wse: $2,130,215.28.
Basis of last determination: Difference between war time and postwar replacement costs (depreciated); also production basis for items retained in use.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling andi on should engineering principles:
$1,580,068.92.
Amount not based on solicitor's riling: $2,130,215.28.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The facilities upon which amortization is allowed can be classified as
follows: By-product coke plant facilities, coal-mine machinery, machinery for
the manufacture of wagons, machinery for the manufacture of tractors, machinery
for the manufacture of motor trucks.
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(2) The original claim of the taxpayer was only about 40 per cent of the
amount finally allowed.
(3) The value-in-use percentage has been figured by the taxpayer and accepted
by the bureau's engineer. The figures are not given in the data at hand. It it
evident from the date of the report, that 1923 production was not considered.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer have not been examined, A value
in use of 58 per cent has been applied to the by-product coke plant and similar
percentages to the other plants of the taxpayer. This method is not in accordance
with the solicitor's ruling of August, 1923, and must be questioned.
(5) No investigation is made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation haN been made to determine whetihr war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value-in-usl

percnttrg

has tblee

applied to (Itreciaitet

po(t(1v'ar

replacement comt.
IRON

AND

sHTRF;

Name: Interstate Iron & Steel Co., Chiago, Ill.

Business: Manufacture of iron and steel goods.
Original amount claimed: $110,977.42.
Final amount claimed: $610,919.93.
Amount finally allowed: $534,878.44.
Date of last determination: May 8, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $50,643.11.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $181,017.62.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $303,217.71.
Basis of last determination: Estimated postwar value to taxpayer based on ratio
of war-time capacity for 5 months in 1918 to average postwar production.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$231,660.73.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $303,217.71.
The following points should be noted in connection with this case:
(1) The business of the taxpayer is the manufacture of various forms of steel
products.
(2) The original claim of taxpayer was only about 20 per cent of the amount
finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage has been determined from the ratio of postwar
production to war capacity.
(4) The individual facilities of the taxpayer have not been examined as required
by solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation has been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures were
for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use per cent has been applied to depreciated postwar replacement cost.
Name: Jones & Laughlin Steel Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Business: Steel products.
Original amount claimed: $10,902,580.84.
Final amount claimed: $16,479,478.12.
Amount finally allowed: $7,258,499.17.
Date of last determination: August 7, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,501,332.84.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $4,408.32.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $5,752,758.01.
Basis of last determination: Estimated residual values; difference between
depreciated cost and sales price or salvage value; ratio of war-time capacity to
average postwar production.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,505,741.16.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $5,752,758.01.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The taxpayer's business is the manufacture of iron and steel products.
No question is raised as to the allowances based on discarded values or lowered
replacement costs. On the other hand, we do question the allowances made on
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reduced value in use, believing that the taxpayer realized no ultimate loss on
those facilities retained in ure.
(2) The original clain of the taxpayer is about 40 per cent greater titan the
amount finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is determined from the ratio of average postwar production for 1921, 1922, and 1923 to war capacity.
For example, the percentage in use of blast furnace No. 5, Aliquippa works, is
computed as follows:
Maximum war capacity (as shown by actual production in 1920) in 191,586 tons.
Tons
Post war production:
1921 ...
.
.
60.
, 350
1922 ...
.... .
.....
90, 493
1923
.
.4,
1.......768
Total
...
.
. ......
.... ..
.
341, 611
Average pst war iprtoducoton IJequls 114,870 tovim,
Average postwar production (114,870 tons) divided by war capacity (191,586
tonsf) c(jquls the percentage in ise, namely, 59.9 per cent.
Amortization is then granted in the amount of 40,1 per cent of cost on this
furnace.
It can be readily seen that d.- 1923 production of this furnace was within
5 per cent of capacity and this is a margin of safety quite small enough in any
business. There was no ultimate loss to this taxpayer on account of lowered
value in use.
A survey of the following figures will indicate that this taxpayer's business
was better in 1923 than it had ever been and that he must have had full use hn
that year of the facilities retained in use.
Total Bessemer and open-hearth ingot production of taxpayer
Total tons
Total tons
1916 .............. ....... 094,991 1920......
...
... .....
879,010
1917------------------.....
797, 855 1921-.....- ...-..-----... 411,381
1918................--..... 669,411 1922.-..--------..-..-..-..792, 754
191-----------.--.------..
734, 590 1923.----..-.-----..------- 919,282
The above issufficient to sustain objections to amortization on lowered value
in use of taxpayer's facilities.
(4) While the taxpayer's facilities appear to have been examined to a much
greater extent than usual, the value in use percentage has been applied to grouped
facilities. This is not in accordance with the solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation has been made to determine the nature of postwar
expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) Value-in-use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
(9) Amortization has been allowed on subsidiary railroad companies as
follows:
Aliquippa & Southern R. I. Co.----.-......
-.........
$156, 241. 38
Monongahela Connecting R. It. Co-...----------..--..
- .126, 710. 50
Total .--------.----------..-------..
------.
,....,--.
292,951.88
These allowances are illegal, as admitted by the bureau since the Senate
committee raised this issue.
GENERAL NOTE.-It is interesting in this caP3 to draw a few comparisons
between this steel company and the United States Steel Corporation in regard
to the treatment they received by the amortization section.
(a) The United States Steel Co. is allowed lowered postwar replacement cost
and lowered value in use on the same items.
This taxpayer is not allowed both of these deductions on the same items.
(b) In January, 1924, the amortization section decided in a formal conference
not to recompute amortization on account of the actual figures for 1923 being
greater than the estimated figures for this year.
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In March, 1924 the amortization section recomputed this taxpayer's case on
the bausi of actual figures for 1923, the original computation having been made
on estimated figures as in the united States Stel case.
SHIPPING(

Name: Kerr Navigation Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Operation of steamships.
Original amount claimed: None stated.
Final amount claimed: $5,498,063.12.
Amount finally allowed: $4.390, 11!5. 9.
Date of last deterninition: Septemtlbr :, 1920.
Amortization ded'ieted on property discard'd or 4old1 $4,39(11, 15. 9.
d sal price.
H asim of lant deterinatit o: Ditferenrce Ihtwvieeit ctsts jit
Amount

biaed on solicitor's

riduling anl

$4,390, t15,49.
NOTE.

is

allowance I1 ti not h
rThisi

i

on

niiintl *iigini"ritig

.e
qi ustiould.

t hit 1he idepretihtioi
It night he rioted
3 1/ per cent per Httititi.

ilte ttkeln o itei

*

ji-wciples:

l lhiilp. iln(his, report

IIiON AND STILE;L

Name: The Koppers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Business: Experimental research, design, ctnistriuction, and operation of byproduct coke ovens, etc.
Original amount claimed: $4,104,338.34.
Final amount claimed: $4 104.338.34.
Amount finally allowed: $2,505,923.16.
Date of last determination: April 25, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $251,700.
Amortization deducted on value in u e: $2,254,133.16.
Basis of last determination: Estimated salvage value as of December 31, 1918;
also salvage values foc "value in use."
Amount based on solicitor's ruling aiind on sound engineering principles:
$251,790.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $2,254,133.16.
The following points should be noted ilconnection with this allowance:
(1) The facilities amortized consist of those necessary for the construction and
operation of by-product coke ovens and similar machinery. No exception is
taken to the allowance on facilities discarded or sold.
(2) The original claim was about 00 per cent greater than the amount finally
allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage Is in general determined on the basis of average
salvage value. It is contended that although the plants are in regular use, the
value In use is less than salvage value, hence salvage value must be used. As
before stated we consider this theory erroneous. A coke oven 50 per cent in use
is certainly of more value to the taxpayer in his going business than one actually
discarded.
(4) The individual facilities of the taxpayer have not been examined as required
by the solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation has been made to determine the nature of postwar
expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 (epreciation.
Name: La Belle Iron Works, Wheeling, W. Va.
Business: Mainufacture of steel and iron.
Original amount claimed: $600,000.
Final amount claimed: $2,517,143.76.
Amount finally allowed: $1,088,092.52.
Date of last determination: September 21, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $77,947.83.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,010,144.69.
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Basin of last determination: Ratio of average postwar production to war-time
capacity.
Amount based oin olicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$77,947.83.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $1,010,144.60.
The following points should *wnoted in connection with this case:
(1) The business of thin taxpayer in the manufacture of iron and steel. Allowances based on values of discarded facilities ar, not questioned.
(2) The original claim of this taxpayer was about 60 per cent of the amount
finally allowed.
(3) The value in lse percentage is in general the ratio between average postwar
production for 1921, 1922, aml 1923, to war capacity. The production figures
show a very nearly full usw of the facilities for the year 1923. Only one list of
prodtiction ligurare will iw given, as an example
,'Stub rt'

e ri.ke' plant
Tontge of coal

Toinngfofletl

1917
1918
1919
1920.

..

.

nrboni ted
456, 623
587, 8
471,259
5. 690
502,

car boniod

1021.
1922 .....
1923...

.
..

.
.

16t5, 848
30, 670
609, 352

Average annual production 1921 1923, 3S5,290 tons; capacity of plant, 610,000
tons; value in use, 63 per cent.
This plant then is over 99 per cent in use in 1923, yet the engineer allows
low could the taxpayer
37 per cent amortization on lowered value in use.
produce a tonnage of 609,352 tons in 1923 with a capacity of 385,290 tons?
We are obliged to question this allowance and others on a similar basis.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer appears to have been examined, but
the amortization is computed by group or by entire plants. This is not in
accordance with the solicitor's ruling.
(5) No investigation has been made to determine the nature of postwar
expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in use.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value in us e percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
Taxpayer: Lackawanna Steel Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Business: Recovery of basic natural resources, including iron ore, limestone,
calcite, etc.; also production of steel products.
Original amount claimed: $6,202,014.17.
Final amount claimed: $5,207,810.04.
Amount finally allowed: $3,400,579.66.
Date of last determination: January 10, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $3,400,579.66.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales
price.
Amount based mo solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$3,400,579.66.
NOTE.- This allowance, beiug bli sed on actual atile of property, is not questioned.
MACHINE

TOOLS

Name: Le Blond Machine Tools Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Business: Manufacture of machine tools.
Original amount claimed: $413,858.45.
Final amount claimed: $678,603.51.
Amount finally allowed: $629,514.75.
Date of last determination: November 15, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $47,789.27.
Amortization deducted on reduced repalcement costs: $39,605.54.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $542,119.94.
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Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale price
or salvage value, also estimated use value in going postwar business.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principal:
$87,394.81.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $542,119.94.
The following points s. would be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) Taxpayer aia manufacturer of machine tools of all kinds. The allowance
made on discarded facilities or on the basis of lowered postwar replacement costs
is not questioned.
(2) The original claim of taxpayer was about 70 per cent of the amountt ftinlly
allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage is, in general, based on the ethiate of the
engineer after studying the production figures, productive man-hours, etc.
(4) The specific facilities of the taxpayer have tnt b)een exurainecl. The
allowance for amortization therefore on items retained in use is not iln tacVolIdance
(jtit'nd.
with the solicitor's ruling of August, 1923, and inmu be qui
tin niwl as to the nature of postwar expefluit ires.
Iseen
(5) No investigut ion
(6) Proper aullowane luom tiot, been nitlde for the sialvagti value of items' retainied
(7) No investigation hlut been made to determine whether war expe'lnlitiurc
were for replacementis or for additions.
(8) The value in use percentage lhas Ien applied in some cases to war cost less
1917 depreciation and in Home cases to depreciated postwar replacement co)t.
AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTUREtRS

Name: Lincoln Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.
Business: Manufacturers of internal combustion-engines (Liberty motors).
Original amount claimed: $4,819,645.81.
Final amount claimed: $4,819,645.81.
Amount finally allowed: $6,048,915.69.
Date of last determination: December 23, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $6,048,915.69.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement cost: None.
Amortization deducted on value in use: None.
Basis of last determination: Difference between cost and appraised value (appraisal made by appraisers appointed by the United States district court).
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:

$4,819,645.81.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: None.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $1,229,269.88.
The following points should be noted in connection with this case:
(1) The business of this taxpayer was the manufacture of Liberty motors for
the United States Government. Its facilities consisted of land, buildings, machinery, and other general equipment used in the manufacture of internalcombustion engines.
(2) The original claim is 25 per cent less than the amount finally allowed.
(3) "Value in use" does not enter into this case, as all facilities were sold.

Most of the facilities, however, had been in use and were usable.
(4) The specific facilities were examined by outside parties but not by the
bureau in the preparation of the appraisal upon which the final allowance was
made.
(5) No investigation was made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
History.-The Lincoln Motor Co., of Detroit, Mich., was organized in August,
1917, for the purpose of manufacturing Liberty motors for the Government.
Under the organization, authorization was for $1,500,000 capital stock of which
$850,100 was issued and aid for in cash.
The company acquired a small plant known as the Holden plant in Detroit and
commenced the manufacture of Liberty motors. At the instance of the Government and in order to secure increased production a second plant, known as the

Warren plant was constructed und erected.

Numerous contracts were entered into between the company and the Government. The first of these was on August 31, 1917, and called for 6,000 Liberty
motors to be delivered by June, 1918. This was a cost-plus contract and the
estimated cost was $6,087 per motor with a profit of $913.05 per motor. Before
any motors had been delivered this contract was modified by reducing the esti-
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mated cost to $5,000 per motor and fixing a profit of $626 per motor. Another
contract was entered into between the same parties for spare parts on a basis of
cost-plus 15 per cent profit. On July 31, 1918, a third contract was executed,
which canceled the first two contracts and provided for 9,000 Liberty motors.
This last contract was retroactive to the beginning of operations and under it the
Government reserved the right to increase the number of motors to 17,000 (which
was subsequently done). This contract was for a fixed price of $4,000 per motor
with an allowance for amortization.
On January 6, 1919, a contract was executed reducing the number of motors
from 17,000 to 6,500. Under the terms of this contract the company was to
receive payment at the rate of $4,000 each for 6,500 motors plus an amount equal
to 55 per cent of the actual cost of the entire plant, all of which had been acquired subsequent to April f(,
1917, such acquisitions being for the sole purpose of
fulfilling war contracts, other payments for special tools, materials on hand etc
also a sum of $1,(0W,000 for prospective profits and liquidated damages in full of
all claims of the company for or because of the reduction in the number of motors
and

spare

)partsH

Finally, or on April 28, 1919, a s(tttleument
ndtrart wfvs tnl'rd
' iito be twen the
company and the G(overnment, whereby the actual amounts to be paid the
company in full settlement of all contracts was agreed upon. Up to thin time
the Government had advanced to tit company approximately $10,89,0)00), the
larger part of which had been expended upon plant.
The result of these numerous contracts ad adjustments was that the Government paid to the company the following:
6,500 Liberty motors ...
.. ...........
_
$26 , 000,
000
4, 675, 000
Amortization ....
Materials, unfinished parts, etc. (approximately) -...
...
4, 500, 000
1, 600, 000
Special tools, etc. (approximately)....
...
..
..
Liquidated damages .
.........
..
1,000, 000
.
. 37, 775, 000
Total
................
It should be noted that all of the above items were included in the company's
gross income for the purpose of income and excess profit taxes.
In its income tax return for 1918 the Lincoln Motor Co. claimed amortization
in the sum of $4,819,645.81.
This claim was investigated by Assistant Appraisal
Engineer B. L. Wheeler, who in an undated report recommended an allowance
of $1,816,627.14.
(This report was written on or about January 6, 1920.) The
company took exception to a part of this recommendation and as a consequence
Engineer Wheeler submitted a revised report, in which he increased the amortization by $34,333.73, making a total allowance of $1,850,960.87. This revised
report is dated October 11, 1920. Subsequently, or on October 25, 1920, Engineer S. T. De La Maer, submitted a third report in which he recommended an
allowance of $1,944,385.38.
In its original return for 1918 the company reported a net income of $7,368,369.33. In computing the company's net income for 1918 the unit raised
the figure to $11,729,845.74, this was largely due to the disallowance of the
larger part of the company's claim for amortization. Finally the Income-Tax
Unit assessed an additional tax of $4,505,681.23.
Directly after the sttlement of its contracts with the Government, the company was faced with the condition of not having any commercial use for its
plants, as all of its work had been confined to Liberty motor contracts. Between
April and DI)cember, 1919, the company endeavored to formulate plans for
carrying on a commercial business. A reorganization was effected, new capital
secured and the new company launched itself in the business of building motor
cars.
In the reorganization the new company issued two classes of stock, class A
(preferred) and class B (common of no par value). A part of the class A stock
was distributed among certain parties, in accordance with an agreement with
the company's bankers and thereafter the company sold to the pubhc the
balance of its class A stock in the sum of $5,850,000. It also floated a bond
issue amounting to $1,800,000. The different stock sales bond issue and bank
loans together with the taking over of all of the physical properties and liabilities
including additional tax assessments, of the old company, left the new company in the position where its capital was made up of one-third of property
taken over from the old company and two-thirds of new moneys which were
put into the new business by banks, stockholders and creditors.
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It should be noted that the lands, buildings, machinery, and fixtures of the old
company were taken over at a valuation of $3,936,205.84.
During March, 1020,
an assessment letter was sent to the company advising of an additional tax of
$5,725,673.46. A hearing was granted the company and as a result the additional tax was reduced to $5,474,671.18. The case was then referred to special
aasessment section, which sent out an a essment letter on November 4, 1921, by
which the additional tax was reduced to $4,505,681.23; this was arrived at by
applying the rate of 70.01 per cent to the company's not income.
Evidently the new company was not successful in its business for on the day
following the receipt of the last assessment letter, a receiver in equity was ap-

pointed.
The receiver (the Detroit Trust Co.) immediately petitioned the United States
district court for permission to appoint apprarise to value the asttts of the new
company. The court thereupon appointed certain appraiwrs, who in turn,
submitted their appraisals both as of December 31, 1918, and Novemnber 7, 1921.
A minimum or liquidating value as of Novemtwr 7, 1021, is shown as $2,597,752.76. This is naad upI as follows:
BuildingN
.
1.......
20, 00f 00
Machinery, etc
...
82...1,212, 76
Land653, 540. 00
ToItal ..
........
..
..
..
2, 597, 752. 76
SublMquent to the sublinsion of Mr. D)e La Mater's report on Octolbr 25, 1920,
the case was sent (o the committee on appeals and review for action. The conmittee accepts the above appraisal of $2,597,752.76 as the residual value of the
property with one exception. They disallow the lowered value of land amounting
to a loss of $133,031.66 as shown by appraisal, and thus get a total residual value
of $2,730,784.76 on original costs amounting to $8,779,700.45.
On December 23, 1921, this committee handed down its reconendation
No. 745 in which it was recommended that the Lincoln Motor Co. he allowed
amortization in the sum of $6,048,915.69. In so doing the committee states:
"In fixing the amortization allowance the unit has apparently used its best
judgment, but in the light of subsequent events it appears that this valuation
so fixed was in error. Subsequent events have proven that the new company
has been unable to earn a reasonable return upon the valuation at which the
property was accepted from the War Department in part payment of the amount
owing to the old company in settlement of its claims. The corporation is now in
the hands of a receiver and the balance sheet submitted shows the corporation
is barely solvent without the assessment of the additional taxes by the Government. The appraisals show a liquidating valuation of the assets of $2,730,784.42,
thereby showing a maximum amortization loss of $6,048,915.69."
Further:
"After considering all the evidence in this case, together with the valuations
made by the Income Tax Unit and the valuations submitted by the receiver, and
after noting that substantially all of the capital used in the business was borrowed
capital, the committee recommends that the action of tih,, Income Tax Unit in
fixing the amortization allowance for 1918 at $1,944 385.38 be reversed; that an
amortization allowance of $6,048,915.69 be allowed against the net income of
the corporation for 1918 and 1919 to be spread upon the basis of the number of
motors completed in each year and the net loss sustained in 1919 be allowed
against 1918 income in the final adjustment of the taxes for that year; and that
upon the basis of a supplemental data sheet prepared at the request of the committee on excess-profits tax of 65.67 per cent of the net income as adjusted in
accordance with this recommendation for 1918 be assessed and that the action
of the Income Tax Unit in assessing a tax upon the net income as adjusted in
the unit at the rate of 70.01 per cent be reversed."
Final recommendation reads as follows:
"Recommended, in the appeal of the Lincoln Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., that
the action of the Income Tax Unit in disallowing part of the amortization claimed
and adjusting the taxes for 1918 under the provisions of sections 327 and 328 of
the revenue act of 1918 at 70.01 per cent, be reversed, and that in lieu of the
amount of amortization claimed on the original return there be allowed
$6,048,915.69 as a reasonable deduction for the amortization of such part of
the cost of the buildings and machinery aa has been borne by the taxpayer;
and that the net income for 1918 and i919 be adjusted upon the basis of the
foregoing allowance and the tax be fixed upon the net income so adjusted at the
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rate of 65.67 per cent under the provisions of sections 327 and 328 of the revenue
act of 1918 in accordance with the supplemental data she t prepared by the
unit at the request of the committee."
This recommendation was signed by Mr. N. T. Johnson, chairman; "noted"
by Mr. Carl A. Mapes, solicitor of internal revenue; "accepted for guidance of
the Income Tax Unit" by Mr. D. 1H. Blair, commissioner.
Investigation of both the engineer's reports and the report and recommendation of the committee discloses that there are five salient points in this case
which are worthy of further discussion:
(1) Disallowance of amortization of land.
(2) Basing allowable amortization upon the wrong appraisal figures.
3) The acceptance of an appraisal by others than the regular appraisers of the
unit.
(4) The giving of financial relief to a taxpayer for losses incurred during postwar period due to lack of sound business judgment.
(5) The faulty system in vogue in the unit which permits of reversals of
recommendations of the appraisal section without said section being advised
thereof.
(1) In recommending allHowatce for amortizatim the committee ,1 appealN
and reyliw disallowed all chlai
for aunortizalion of land. stating: "Thei land
c( st $78 ,571.6 and ha been appraised at a liquidating value of $653,540, and
the decline in value of the land hua been eliminated."
It would seem that this disallowance should have set a precedent which would
be followed by the appraisal engineers of the unit in subsequent cases, and yet
numerous claims have been allowed on land incce the date of the committee's
report.
This is but one of many instances which substantiates our contention that
there is a woeful lack of any set rules or regulations by which all engineers could
be guided:
(2) It is noted in the report of the committee that the value at which the
facilities, including land, were taken over by the new company was $3,936,205.84.
This valuation was placed upon the facilities not long prior to the time of sale to
the new company. Moreover, this valuation was agreed on as proper by both
a contracting department of the Government (War Department) and the taxpayer. The committee, however, saw fit to disregard this figure and used instead
the value as shown in the appraisal made by the appraisers appointed by the
court and made as of November 7, 1921, or nearly two years after the sale of the
facilities by the old company.
Thus it will be seen that while amortization is allowable only to the old company and while it is freely admitted that the value of these facilities to the old
company was $3,936,205.84 and while, according to the appraisals made it was
shown that these facilities suffered a reduction in value between the time the new
company acquired them and the time the second appraisal was made (a period
of 22 months), the committee accepted the lower valuation, or $2,730,784.42,
and allowed amortization based- upon same. We contend that this action is
entirely without merit and is in direct violation of the law governing such cases:
It is obvious the losses occurring after January, 1920 (date of sale), could not have
anything to do with amortization allowable to an old company which went out
of existence at that time.
(3) As stated in another part of this report, the committee on appeals and
review used its computations the value of the company's facilities a appraised
by "outside" appraisers.
It should be noted that the unit had made a number of appraisals of the old
company prior to the action of the committee. Quoting from the committee's
report we find, "The unit has made an exhaustive study of the plant and equipment of the old company awl Ihas made a number of valuations for the purpose
of amortization."
Numerous cases have come to the attenti nm of your engineers
where appraisals of "outside" apprai,,ser were rejected by the unit and the
appraisals made by the unit accepted. As an example we call attention to the
case of the Atlantic Refining Co. in this instance the taxpayer had an independent appraisal made which was rejected by the unit and the unit's appraisal
used in its stead
(4) From a careful study of this case it appears that the allowance of $6,048,915.69 a amortization by the committee on appeals and review served more
to relieve the new company from a financial loss dule to poor business judgment
and management. It should be remembered that the officers and directors of
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the new company were identical with those of the old company. Further, that
amortization could not be allowed the new company under the law.
The old company was actually engaged in its war-time business for only
21 months, or less than 2 years. The first Liberty motor was not completed
until February, 1918.
The old company showed a net income of $7,368,309.33 for 1018. This figure
was raised to $11,729,845.74 by the unit. In its report the committee states:
"Apparently a new company was not successful in its reorganization and in
its new enterprise and in the meantime had met with financial reverses.
"It had been forced to borrow large sums of money from time to time until
the aggregate outstanding liabilities amounted to approximately $8,O00,000."
rhus it would seem that the financial distress of the company at the tlime the
first assessment letter was sent was due largely to the operations of the new
company and while there may have been means whereby it could have been
relieved in some measure, surely, it should not have been done through the medium
of an inflated allowance of amortization to the old company. It should be noted
that the final claim of the old company for amortization was $4,819,645.69, which
Is $1,229,270 less than the amount allowed by the committee and it is believed
that the old company's claim was not one cent leCs than the amount to which
it considered it was entitled.
It may be interesting to note the following extract from the conm'ittcc's
report and compare the same with the difference between the final amount reconmmended by the unit's engineer and the amount finally allowed.
"The corporation is now in the hands of a receiver and the balance sheet
submitted shows the corporation is barely solvent without the assessment f the
additional taxes by the Government."
SThe final extra assessment was in the sum of $4,505,881.23. Th.e engineer's
The committee's recommendation was
final allowance was $1,944,38538.8.
$6,048,915.69, or just $4,104,530.31 more than that of the engineer.
(5) Attention is directed to the fact that the appraisal section has been kept
in complete ignorance of the action of the committee on appeals and review.
When your engineers first listed this case it appeared from the unit's records,
that the final amount of amortization allowed wv $1,944,385.38. Thi was
accepted as being correct. When, however, a detailed study of the case was
begon, the report of the committee on appeals and review came to light and it
was found that the actual amount of amortization allowed was $6,048,9;5.69.
The unit's records were immediately consulted and it was found that the "last
word" both in the unit's engineer's reports and the unit's tinal tabulated sheets,
Your
showing the final amounts as allowed, was an allowance of $1,944,385.38.
engineer telephoned to Mr. J. T, Keenan, head, appraisal section and explained
the situation to him in detail. Mr. Keenan stated that he would investigate
the matter at once and advise your engineer. A day or two later another conversation was had with Mr. Keenan, during which, Mr. Keenan stated that in so
far as he knew the amount as shown on the tabulated sheets was final, that he
was not aware of the fact that the case had gone to the committee on appeals and
review, further, that there was no record of the amount as allowed by the unit's
engineers having been changed.
We maintain that while it was entirely proper for the committee to pass upon
this case it should not have attempted to fix the amount to be allowed as
amortization but should have returned tie case to the appraisal section with
instructions that a redeterminuaion be made on a basis of the principles laid down
in their findings. Surely the committee is not an engineering body in any sense
of the word and is not in a position to pass judgment on a purely technical subject. It may lay down policies or bases to be followed but the actual computations on engineering questions should be left to the engineers of the appraisal
section.
It would appear that the appraisal of this property agreed on between the taxpayer and the War Department shortly prior to its sale to the new company was
the best evidence of the value of the plant at time of sale. We question all
allowance in excess of this figure.
It should be noted that in addition to the c'lcessi e allowance for amoriztixiion
in this cuse, the taxpayer also received relief under tli' special assessment provi,
sons of the revenue act.
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81I PHUILDERH

Taxpayer: Long Beach Shipbuilding Co., Long Beach, Calif.
Business: Shipbuilders.
Original amount claimed: $1,526,958.57.
Final amount claimed: $1,526,958.57.
Amount finally allowed: $1,465,334.87.
Date of lastt determination: October 3, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,465,334.87.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale
price.
Amount based on solicitor't ruling and ont sotMnd engineering principles:
$1,465,334.87.
NOT'.- This allowance is not questioned.
Name: IOmHAi.geles Ship Building & Dry Dock Co., San Francisco, Calif.
Business: Shipbuilding.
Original amount claimed: $1,203,718.50.
Final amount claimed: $4,646,268.54.
Amount finally allowed: $2,915,922.70.
Date of last determination: May 1, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $2,915,922.70.
Basis of last determination: Difference between allowed cost and sakls price.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$2,604,435.04.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $311,487.06.
NoTE. -- The allowance is not questioned, being based on sales price, except
for an allowance of $311,487.Ot; made by the Shipping Board and not deducted.
8HIPPINO

Taxpayer: Luckenhach Steam Ship Co. (Inc.), New Yolk, N. Y.
Business: Shipping.
Original amount claimed: $613,026.44.
Final amount claimed: $4,194,627.16.
Amount finally allowed: $2,017,060.62.
Date of last determination: April 20, 1923.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $2,017,060062.
Basis of last determination: )iffereuce between war-time expenditures and
postwar value of tonnage as prescribed by regulations.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,518,060.62.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $499,000.
NoTm.-Value in use is not a factor in this allowance, but amortization is
computed on lowered postwar replacement costs. The following figures should
be noted:
Date of contract
Dec. 4, 115,.......
..........- ..- .....
...... ---...... ... ..
Do......... . ..--- . .....---- ..----...---...
Feb. 9, 1916-........ -------....--.........
.......
...
Mar. 10, 191t -....-...---...

Total ........-------.
.-..
,.-.
Ttl.

.......

.-....

Original
contract
price

Name of vessel

.....

............
--- .... ---...........
,.~.

.

......

-------......
,.......

Final total coat-- .....
----...........--.
Leas contract price--..--..-----..
-.-----...

J. Luckenbach .......
K. I. Luckcnhbach ......
Walter A. Luckenbach..,
Katrina Luctkenbach ....

-

....

-------------------....
._.
..
.....

-------...
...............

(Coston which amortization should have been based- -..--......
Cost on which amortization was based--.-----------..------Coats improperly allowed--------...
.
-------......
..
Approximate difference in amortization allowance- .... ,.
.....

$877,000
877,000
945Wf,
1,100,000

2,799,000
,799,000

$5, 594, 519. 16
2, 799, 000. 00
2, 795, 519. 16
3, 714, 519. 16
919, 000. 00
499, 000. 00
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It is our contention as shown by the above figures that amortization in not
allowable on a ship contract entered intl before the war started, on the grounds
that the facility could not have been acquired for war purposes before there was
any war. Amortization could be allowed on costs of $2,79T,519.16 for -hanges
and extras after the war period over and above the original contract amount.
IRON

ANI

STEEL

Name: Lukens Steel Co., Cateaville, Pa.
Business: Steel products.
Original amount claimed: $1,012,425.35.
Final amount claimed: $3,385,273.37.
Amount finally allowed: $2,41H8,142.54.
Date of last determination: Deceudmlr 1, 1022.
Amortization deducted on value in uNs: $2,418,142.54.
Basis of last determination: Ratio of war time capacity to average post war production. On housing project, ratio of occupancy during war time period and
postwar period.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on somnd enginturing principles:
None,
Amount not Ibaied on solicitor's ruling: $2,418,142.54.
Amomut not baseN on sound engineering prinvipleN und not speciliailly condemned by solicitor's ruling: None.
The following points should Iw noted in comiection with tIlis allowaunc:
(1) The business of the taxpayer is the nmanufactlur of steel Iplats and ,other
steel products. The whole claim for amortization is based on lowered value in iset,
(2) The original claim was only about 45 per cent of the amount finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage has, in general, lten obtained from tihe ratio
of postwar production for 1919, 1920, und 1921 to war capacity. Insmucth as
this leaves out of consideration the vyurs 1922 and 1923, it is evident that this
allowance should have been predetermined I the bureau.
'Tespecific facilities of tlhe taxpayer lihve not beevn xamilned 1but ouet
(4)
value in use applied to the whole planit. This is Ccntrary to t he soliitor'Hstrlii
of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation haslben mitde as tt the nlatre of post war expenmdit ure.
(6) Proper allowance litias not been tinvie for the salvage value of items retuainte
in use.

(7) No investigation has been inmate to determine whet hewr wr expetltlitu res
were for replacements for addition.
(8) The value in
depreciation.

ise percentage has tbeen applied to waIr cot le'.s 1917

Name: MelDougall Duluth Co., i)uluth, Mlint.
lButsiness: Shiphiilding.
)rigintal ammunt claimed: Not htatd.
Final amount claimed: $2,875,920.80.
Amount finally allowed: $2,763,880.44.
Date of last determination : iJuine 27, 1922;
,\mortization deducted on property discarded or sild: $2,763,880.14.
Basis of last determination : D)ifference Iltween dp'reiatel
d (e.sts ntid sales
price.
Amount based on s dlicitor's ruling and on stumad engineerinig priiitiph's:
$2,763,880.44.
NOTk. This allowance is not ilquestioed, beilg based ,onsule price.
IRON AND

STEEi,

Name: MeKeesport Tin Plate Co., McKeesport, Pa.
Business: Manufacture of black and tin plate and other )roIducts.
Original amount claimed: $811,121.12.
Final amount claimed: $1,134,865,33.
Amount finaliv allowed: $691,423.71.
Date of last determination: November 5, 1924.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $691,423.71.
Basis of last determination: Compromise adjustment with taxpayer on value
in use factor, applied to boiler plant, also estimate; uise to taxpayer in going
postwar business.
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Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $691,423.71.
The following pointN should be noted in connection with this case:
(1) The taxpayer is engaged in the manufacture of black and tin plate. The
principal facility amortized consists of a new and complete steam plant. The
following quotation from the engineer's report should be noted:
"In order to meet the need of war-time requirements for its products the taxpayer was obliged to construct a new steam power plant. Its pro-war plant was
old and obsolete and accordingly snnew units were installed the old ones were
abandoned,"
The new plants consist of twelve (106-horMspower boilers complete. It appears
in the engineer's report of November 5, 1924, that all of these boilers are used in
rotation, and the minimum number necessary for tho taxpayer's uses is nine.
(2) The original claim of taxpayer is about 20 per cent greater than the amount
finally allowed.
(3) The value in use percentage was obtained by taking the value in use
claimed by taxpayer (662% per cent) and averaging this with the value in use
found by the bureau'ss engineer (789
per cent). This resulted in a value in
use per cent of 72,% per cent.
TIhe following extract from the mspplemental report on amortization dated
Fe'brmryv 18, 1921, will illustrate this method. (t should be noted that the
reexamiation of November 5, 1924, simply confirmed this supplemental report
without change.)
"An offering in compromise was made to taxpayer by Mr. De La Mater (chief
of appraisal section). It was agreed that the value in use of the boiler plant to
the taxpayer should be placed at 72% per cent, )r $1,770,248.87, this figure
representing the average of the two values claimed as just by the taxpayer and
the Government representatives * * *, This offer in compromise, together
with conditions imposed upon taxpayer to accept assessment, was agreed to by
allpresent."
The above is another case of fixing the tax by bargaining.
(4) The specific facilities of this taxpayer have been examined.
(5) No examination has Iw(n made to determine the nature of the postwar
expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance hia not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in Use.
(7) The war expenditures were partly in the nature of replacements and
partly in the nature of additions.
(8) Value in use percentage has been applied to war cost,
GENERAL NOTE.-

We believe the taxlavyr will be able to wear out and

utilize in his business the full useful life of these 12 boilers and therefore will
suffer no ultimate loss except possibly that based on lowered postwar replacement cost.
Now, though this taxpayer has certainly received a greater allowance than
could be granted on sound economic principles, yet in comparison with the treatment accorded other taxpayers, he has suffered from gross discrimination.
In the Berwind-White ease, which the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
defends, after the criticism made by the committee on this case in the hearings,
advantage was granted taxpayer on three distinct points refused the taxpayer in
this case. A comparison of the Bermind-White case and the case of this taxpayer is interesting.
In the first place, the Berwind-White Co. were allowed to average their old
worn out and abandoned plant with the new plant to get value in use. This
advantage has not been granted this taxpayer. For instance, if the McKeesport
Tin Plate Co. had 9 old boilers before the war and put in 12 more new ones
during the war, of which they had a postwar need of 9, then, if they had been
allowed the method used in the Berwind-White caseI their value in use would
have been computed as follows: 9 (boilers needed) divided by 21 (total boilers
on hand) equals 43 per cent in use. This instead of the 72% per cent used.
This would more than double the amortization allowance to this taxpayer.
Yet the Berwind-White case is exactly parallel to this except that in one case we
have a steam power plant and in the other an electric power plant.
In the second place, this taxpayer has been specifically denied the right to
amortization on both a lowered value in use basis and a lowered replacement cost
basis. Yet in the Berwind-White case both allowances were made on the same
items.
In the third place, the Berwind-White Co. were allowed to spread their amortization on the basis of commitments instead of expenditures. The actual
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expenditures for the Berwind-White Co. were $218,653.27 up to January 1, 1918,
yet this company was granted amortization of $333,299.95 in thit name year.
ThiN right to spread amortization on the basis of conmmitments granted to the
Berwind-White Co. with an advantage of over $100,000 in tax has been specifically
denied this taxpayer.
Note the following statement quoted from the bureau engineer'.s report:
"It wan contended that expenditures incurred in connection with the construction of boiler house at the Me Keesport plant should le considered as having g
been established as of the time when the various contracts were entered into
instead of when the expenditures were made. This contention waS not allowed
and the taxpayer was informed that the time of making payments was the time
when the expenditures must obtain,"
We believe the comparison of the above two cases to be typical of the dscritnination suffered by taxpayers in the treatment of amortization and other mi)bjects.
In this case a change of policy can not well be argued, for the McKec port case
was et up on February I8, 1921, and reexamined and passed without change on
the Berwind-White case was settled between these two
November 5, 1924.
dates, on November 18, 1922. If, then, the policy in regard to these matters had
been liberalized between February 18, 1921, and November 18, 1922, surely the
McKeesport Tin Plate Co. should have been granted the benefit of this liberalized
policy on November 5, 1924.
Only two conclusions can be drawn from the above.

Either the Berwind-White Co. received about double the proper amount of
amortization, or, the McKeosport Tin Plate Co. has been granted only one-half
the amortization allowance rightfully their due.
The commissioner has stated his approval of the Berwind-White case.
Our own opinion is that in both of these cases, amorzatiation should have been
confined to the difference between war coat and depreciated postwar replacement cost.
IRON AND STEEL

Name: McKitme v 'tecel Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
BusiiO'sH: Iron at' Nt:l.
Original amount clainvd: $1,102,85.78.
Final amount claimed: $1,200,286.08.
Amount finally allowed: $1,1i85,859.15.
Date of last determination: December 1, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $14,427.93.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,171,431,22.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$14,427.93.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $1,171,431.22.
NOTE,-- Trhis plant was shut down at date of engineer's inspection in Augut,
1921, having been shut down since the first of the year.
The allowance is practically as claimed by taxpayer. The engineer does not
even visit the separate plants.
This claim should have been redetermined by the commissioner on or about
March 3, 1924, as provided for in the statutes, whether the taxpayer requested
this action or not. On the very meager data at hand we are obliged to question
the greater part of this allowance.
SHIPBUILDING

Name: Manitowoc Shipbuilding Co., Manitowoc, Wis.
Business: Shipbuilders.
Original amount claimed: $1,289,896.74.
Final amount claimed: $1,023,695.99.
Amount finally allowed: $1,014,558.99.
Date of last determination; November 1, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,3)14,558.99.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales
price.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,014,558.99.
NoTe.-This allowance is not questioned, being based on sale price.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Name: Matthicsen & Hegeler, La Salle, 111.
Business: Production of shelter, sheet zinc, and sulphuric acid.
Original amount claimed: $287,081.48.
Final amount claimed: $99,159.73.
Amount finally allowed: $832,355.37.
Date of last determination: February 3, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $687 682,16.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $47,823.601
Amortization deducted on value in use: $90,849.60.
HasiH of last determination: Difference between depreciated cot and estimated
salvage value, also ratio ibtween war-time use and postwar use.
Amount bamsd ,insolicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$735,505.77.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $90,849.60.
NoT.--The greater portion of this claim is not questioned, being allowed on
property discarded or Hold. Exception is taken to lowered value in use on retained
items on the usual grounds.
HllPTUILDLING

Name: Merchants Ship Building Co., Chester, Pa.'

BtsinetC: Shipbuilding.
Original amount claimed: None stated.
Final amount claimed: $4,493,535.49.
Amount finally allowed: $1,422,770.58.
Date of last determination: September 22, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,422,770.58.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sales
price or salvage values.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,422,770.52.
NoT-.-This allowance has not been questioned, as it is based on sale or salvage
value.
MA:IIINERY

MANUFACTUIRIN

Name: MAleta Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Business: Heavy nmachinery.
Original amount claimed: None stated.
Final amount claimed: $1,206,930.30.
Amount finally allowed: $854,845.86.
Date of last determination: March 23, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $230,539.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $624,306.8.
Basis of last determination: Dirffience between depreciated cost and sales Price
or salvage values. Use value of taxpayer in normal postwar business.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$230,539.
Arounl
not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $624,306.86.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The taxpayer's busineHs is the manufacture of heavy machinery, such as
gas and steam blowing engines, rolling-mill machinery forging presses, shears
etc. No exception is taken to the allowance of amortization on property discarded
or sold.
(2) The amount of the original claim is not stated.
(3) The value in use percentage is based on a direct estimate of the engineer
consideration being given to floor space, productivity, etc., of buildings and
groups of facilities.
(4) The individual facilities of the taxpayer appear to have been examined.
(5) No investigation has been made to determine the nature of postwar
expenditures.
(6) The salvage value of items retained in use has not been allowed for.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
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(8) Value-in-use percentage has been applied t o war coet.
* EIGNERAL NOT:.- -No record is obtainoble as to 1922 and 1923 production.
ThiN claim must he questioned as items retained in use were examined at a time
of excessive b)uiness depression.
IRON

AN1

STEEL

Mlid val, Steel & Ordnance Co., New York, N.
M
\ii nui
.u'li'dt
of steel tin steel products.
()rigiki aumotut claimet : 5,018,661.
Final amount claimied: $10,289,558.18.
Amount finally allowed: $9,330,440. 1i.
Date of last determination: Fru ,rr
18, 1, 2
Amortization dedieted on pr opirt y liscaru-dl
or soldl:
Amount based on solicitor's ruling an(ld
sound
$9,330,410.16.
NOTE,- This allowatice in not questioned, Ibeing Ihased
Name

Y.

u

MA('ItINEIUY

$9,330,440.16.
engineering principles:
on actual

Hsals price.

MANUFAC(TUI(NG

Name: Moline Plow Co., Moline, Ill.
Business: Wa'gons, trac4(rs, and harvesting Ino

iu'

rv.

Original amount claimed: $157,466.42
Final amount claimed: $934,905.42.
Amount finally allowed: $928,816.58.
Date of last rcetermination: May 1, 1922.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $493,336.01.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $378,676.26.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale
price or salvage values, also estimated value in use factor as applied to estimated
postwar replacement cost.
Amount based on solicitor'm ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$550,140.32.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $378,676.26.
NOTE.-The allowances made on the basis of lowered postwar replacement
cost and on discarded facilities are not questioned. It is believed that there has
been no ultimate lo9s on items retained in use.
Attention is called to the fact that amortization has been allowed on certain
items on both a lowered replacement cosi and a lowered value in usne bais.
This procedure has been specifically denied in many ,ases.
SHIPPIN

Name: Munson Steamship Lines, New York, N. Y.
Business: Shipping.
Original amount claimed: $546,965.90.
Final amount claimed: $1,072,130.84.
Amount finally allowed: $927,668.08.
Date of last determination: July 20, 1923.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $927,668.08.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and computed
residual values based upon difference in price of dead-weight tonnage.
Amount not based on sound engineerihg principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $927,668.08.
NoTE.-The entire allowance in this case is based on vessels contracted for
before the war period, as follows:

W. D. MAunon ... ..
Muninde -----....... .
Munires ..........

,-.

........-

..----.......

.............

Tot il --- ........ .........-...

......
......---

....

Amortizatlo

Date of
* contract

Name of vessel

.........
__

....
---

...---------------......

.......... ........... .........

.........

allowed

Aug. 4,19161

3'69,333.07

Dec.

213,968.19

6,1918

Apr. 20,1918

.............

...

344,386.82
927, 068,
0
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The amortizattn allowed 04 shown above, amounts to approximately 41 per
cent of the total costs of the vewels. Amortitization is based on lowered postwar
replacement cost, an the vewlhii awre in use.
As before stated, we contend that commitments, snch as these, entered into
long before the war, conslhtute prima facdv evidence that the vessels were not
acquired for war purposes.
Amortization in these caime should be denied except on costs of changes and
extras made during the war period.

Name: National Aniline & Chemical Co. (Inc.), New York, N. Y.
usHincte: Manufacture of coal-tar dyes, intermediate and other chemicals.
(riginal amount claimed: $b(f),ft(7.37.
Final mount claimed: $10,788,867.06.
Amrout finally allowed: $9,912,740.08.
Dahte of last determination: Engineer's report not dated.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $8,258,989.43.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $1,t653,750.65.
Basis of last determination: Reduced postwar replacement costs.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $9,912,740.08.
The following general points should he noted in connection with this allowi. The facilities amortized in this eae; consist of items necessary in the mainu
'acture of coal-tar dyes and other chemicrl.ls, such as taikis, pumps, towers,
.'urniaces condensers, fans, motors, scales, vatm, tranrmission, concentrators,
c )relrs, uildinig, machine tools, furniture, etc.
2. The original amount claimed was about 10 per cent in excess of the amount
finally allowed,
3. Amortization is not based on reduced value in use hut mn one of the following grounds:
(r ) Difference between cost and sale price.
(b)

Difference between

()

l)ifference between(:('st

,d)

Ost anid

salvage

value.

alnd salvage value when abandoned in the future.

differencee between cost and depreciatled postwar reupicement cost.

Thi amortization allowance also contain cetorain intporian, features which
will lie briefly discussed.
In the first place the issue is ixecifically raised in this case on the question of
what industries contribute to the prosecution of the war. It is obvious that in
making any amortization allowance the first point was to determine whether or
not any amortization should be granted, as under the statute the taxpayers
must have acquired facilities for the production of articles contributing to the
prosecution of the war in ord(e to be entitled to any allowance.
In this case the amortization claim of the taxpayer was originally disallowed
on the grounds that dyeing or h. production of dye. was not an industry necessary for the prosecution of the war. Subsequently this idea of the amortization
section seems to have changed and the taxpayer was allowed nearly $10,000,000
in amortization. This appears to have been done without any ruling by the
solicitor or any other authority outside the engineering division.
We believe a broad interpretation of the statute will permit of the amortization allowance' in the case, but the point was close enough to require a ruling by
the solicitor. Further, there exist cases in amortization which have been diallowed on I lie grounds that dyeing i inot an industry necessary for the prosecution
of the war.
When a company i, disallowed amortization on the grounds it is in the dye
business,,
how can they know that another dye company can come in subsequen ly and get amortization, when absolutely nothing is published on the subjecf'
This is a frightful inequity, but it exists in this case.
, ur engineer, Mr. Tiomas, has made a brief investigation of this subject in
respect to the 10 cases listed below.
S. iept. 27, !t. 2, 6ill 1-- 7
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Taxpayer

l
Business

umrnrdale Dyeing, Printing & Fitishing
Works,
Swiss Cleaners and Dyers ....
..
Manhattan Sponging Works.. .
B. 8. Morse & Co. ( o.)..
.
. .
Brooklyr Finishing Co. .Dyeing
Mount llolm Finlshing Co
.
.
Iututl Etxilninn g & Refnishing o..........
Lowell Bleuchery..........
Flskdale Finishing Co.. ..
...
.....
Edgowater Dyenlg & Flaishltig Co...

Amount
claimed

Awount
allowed

Dyein
nish
hig, and print- $62, 35,39
$29, 5)0. 1
Ing cotton cloth.
..
....
Dyeing and cloeling ..... . 13,934,W
Sponging cloth
.
....
4,893. 3
4,893. 3
Cloth examnlud and shrunk.
1,324.32 ..........
cloth......
..
, 0 00 . ..
.. o. ...
419, 4. 05
49,304. 95
ogng and e~amnrinn g cloth.
3.096, 82
D)yelng and bleaching. ..
20 . 24. 49
20,1)24.49
..
.
.
.
5,
7,710. 4
10, 393 00
i)yoing and flniah.g...

Mr. Thomas states that:
"A review of the above 10 cases tends to substantiate the contention that
the question of allowing amortization to this clas of taxpayers has heenChailed
in a most un:ound nmrtner. These 10 cases were selected at random and there
is nothing to indicate that the same unsound basis upon which uamortization was
determined has not been adhered to in all other cases of a minilar character.
"Earlier in this report the writer stated that the question as to whether or
not amortization was properly allowable was an swerved
red n accrdanc with the
personal views of the individual engineer handling the case. He might go a step
further and ay that it was answered in accordance with the personal view, of
that individual engineer at a particular time. To illustrate this fact, attention
is called to several of the engineer's reports touching on th;s subject.
"In the case of the Brooklyn Finishing Co. (Inc.), Engineer Griffith stated in
his report that, 'Inasmuch as the process of dyeing it a service rather than a
manufacturing operation, the unit has ruled that facilities purchased to execute
contracts to dye cloth are not subject to amortization. Therefore amortization
He
amounting to $11,500 as claimed by the taxpayer is disallowed in full.'
however, allows this amount ($11,500) under the caption of 'Loss of useful
value.'
"In the case of the Lowell Bleachery, Mr. William F. It. Griffith, engiicer,
and paraflining
states that the taxpayer was engaged in dyeing, waterprouing:
duck material. In his report there appears the following:
'Inasmuch as most of the duck that was dyed was either paraffined or watorproofed as well there seems to be no question but that the facilities on which
amortization is claimed are subject to amortization.'
"As a result, the full amount claimed, or $20,924.49, was allowed as umortization.
"It should be noted that this is the same Mr. Griffith who disallowe( the claim
for amortization in the case of the Brooklyn Finishing Co. In making this
disallowance Mr. Griffith btate.4:
"'Inasmuchi as the process of dyeing is a service rather than a manufacturing
operation, the unit has ruled that facilities purchased to execute contracts to
thereforee amortization amounting
dye clotht are not subject to amortization.
to $11,500 as claimed by the taxpayer is disallowed in full.'
"Referring to this last quotation it may be said that the writer has not been
able to find any ruling of the unit covering this point.
"In the case of the Edgewater Dyeing & Finishing Co., Mr. II. F. Coombs,
engineer, states that taxpayer's business was dyeing, finishing, printing, and napping of cotton piece goods, and that the 'articles produced in this company's
plant that contributed to tle prosecution of the war were finished fabrics for gas
masks, dyeing duck for the Ordnance Department, dyeing and finishing canvas
for the Marine Corps.' Thus it will be scent hat it was practically admitted that
taxpayer's facilities were amortizable. However, its claim was disallowed on the
basis of 'replacement costs' and not because the facilities involved were not
properly amortizable. It should be noted that this case is still pending in the unit.
"In the case of the Fisk lale Finishing Co., Mr. J. M. Clack, engineer, allows
the entire amount of amortization claimed, namely $2,123.25. In the discussion
of this claim, Mr. Clack does not touch upon the question as to whether or not the
facilities involved are subject to amortization, although this taxpayer's business
was bleaching and dyeing.
"Ini the case of the Manhattan Sponging Works, Engineer E. A. Hind allows
$4,893.53, the full amount claimed for amortization. This taxpayer engaged
in the business of aponging and finishing cloth.
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"In the case of Benj. S. Moss & Co. (Inc.), Engineer S. P. Hall and J. P Moore
in their report state that the taxpayer engaged in the business of shrinking and
examining cloth used in Government uniforms. The claim for amortization was
for $1,324.42. The whole amount was disallowed for the reason that:
"'It is considered by the amortization section that dyestuffs and other products
similar to those manufactured by the taxpayer can not ba classed as articles
essential for the successful prosecution of the war, and facilities acquired for the
production of same are therefore not properly subject to amortization, and in
view of this policy the amortization claimed is not recommended for allowance.'
"In the case of the Mount Hope Finishing Co., Engineer L. L. 'Th ing submitted a report in which he recommends an allowance of $49,304.95, the full
amount claimed, for amortization. This taxpayer was engaged in the business
of dveing and finishing certain material used for war purposes.
"'The Mutual Examining & Refinishing Co. of New York submitted a claim for
amortization in the sum of $3,096,82. In his report, Engineer Lenox recommended a total disallowance of the claim and stated:
"'An amortization allowance ia applicable only to such cases where the business
of the taxpayer was the actual production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war.' The business of the taxpayer, 'cloth examining and nponging,'
is of course not the production of an article and the taxpayer is, therefore, not
entitled to an amortization deduction for tax purposes.
"In the case of the Swiss Cleaners and Dyers, of Louisville, Ky., taxpayer
claimed amortization in the sum of $13,934.66. Taxpayer's business was that,
of cleaning clothes, bedding, etc., for the Government, IEngitneer disallowed
this claim in its entirety.
"It is interesting to compare the actions af the several engineers who either
compiled the engineer's report or reviewed or approved same. In so doing, it,
must be remembered that all of the 10 taxpayers, whose claims are under discussion, were either n;ahe same or similar line of business, and that if amortization was properly allowable in one case it was properly allowable in all cases.
The record of these 10 cases discloses the fact that Mr. D)e la Mater, as chief
of section, approved the appraisal engineers' recommendations on seven claims,
three of which were allowances and four disallowances.
" Mr. Griffith, as appraisal engineer recommended 'allowance' il one claim
and disallowancee' in one.
"Mr. Thing, as appraisal engineer, submitted a report on one claim wherein
he recommended 'allowance' and as reviewing engineer approved one 'allowance' and one disallowancee'."
We consider that the disallowance of amortization to the Swiss (Ceaners
and Dyers, the B. S. Morse & Co. (Inc.), the Brooklyn Finishing Co., the Mutual
Examining & Refinishing Co., and the Edgewater Dycing & Pinishing Co., is a
gross discrimination against these taxpayers in view of the fact that other taxThe companies
payers in the same line of business received this allowance
mentioned above had absolutely no way of knowing the change of the attitude
on this point by the appraisal section. Nothing was published
by the bureau
on the subject, and the system of secrecy employed in each individual case
makes it impossible for the taxpayer to know of his rights in any way. We
consider the inequity in these cases a very good argument for publicity.
Inlthe second place we contend that this taxpayer was not entitled to amortization in any form on the appraised value of items included in the seven old plants
merged into one, by him during the war period. Costs of items of this character form about 90 per cent of the claim.
The history of this company shows that it was incorporated in May, 1917,
and in 1917 purchased for its stock seven operating dye and chemical plants
located as follows: Buffalo, N. Y.; Wappingers Falls, N. Y.; Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Marcus Hook, Pa.; Easton, Pa.; Shady Side, N. J.; Newburgh, N. Y.
"The price paid to the .cndor companies was arrived at through a committee
of engineers, composed of members from each plant, and an actual unit quantity
appraisal was used, priced to represent the conditions a.s of the time of purchase.
Depreciation was allowed for and the price paid represents the depreciated
value."
It would appear from an indefinite statement in the record, that this price
paid was $18,t69,800. This would leave costs of $1,451,873.57 which might be
properly amortized, being for increasing prodtution during the war period.
It is our contention that there was absolutely no intent on the part of Congress when it passed the revenue act to provide an allowable deduction for
amortization to a company which merged several operating plants in one, when.
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such merger did not increase by one pound the capacity of the facilities producing
articles contributing to the war.
Suppose, for instance, that the United States Steel Corporation had a depreciated cost of physical assets on their book an of November, 1917, of $2,000,000,0(X). Suppose now a new corporation is formed and buys ant the Steel
Corporation at an appraised value. Since the value of the dollar is now only 50
cents against par for 1913, the appraised value may be predicted as $4,000,000,000. Now, after the war, although the facilitate are in full use, in this cams
the successor to the Steel Corpor.:tion might be allowed amortization of about
15 per cent on $4,000,H00M,000 worth of appraisal value, or a sum of ,$6000,00,000.
In other words under this system all a corporation had to do was to reorganize
in order to get amortization on facilities they had owned and operated for years
in their peace-time business.
If our contnttion in correct in thin matter, It is obvious that an erroneous
amortization allowance of
leat
eat $,000,(00
has been made in the case of the
National Aniline & lChemical Co.
In the third place, thin taxpayer is allowed to take the difference between appraisal value (reduced by 1917 depreciation) and the sale or salvage value we
the amount of amortization. It appears that after the war in the interets of
economy, taxpayer decided to concentrate all his facilities at Buiffalo. lHe proceeded therefore to scrap six of his plants. He did not offer these plants for sale
as goin business concerns, as he had bought them, but simply dismantled the
plants. Of course, it is obvious he did not wish to sell the plants as a whole as
he did not wish to put competitors in the market against hmn, regardlesH of the
fact that he could have received it much greater price from the sale of the plants
as a going busitss.H
The centralization of the business at urilTalo caused large
expenditures at this point which were for facilities of a nat'tre similar to those
on which amortization was granted.
Conclution.-We condemn the basic principles on which amortization rests in
this case, as being far beyond any intent of Congress in passing this relief provision.
We also call attention to the necessity for published rulings in the matter of
determining what industries are entitled to amortizat',,,
MINING

Name: Newport Mining Co. and subsidiaries, Milwaukee,
Busiiness: Mining of iron ore.

Vis.

Original anmounit claimed: $1,211,000.09.

Final amount cluimcd: $3,152,013.41,
Amount finally allowed: $1,185,270.33.
Date of last determination: November 5, 1923.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold, $521,517.69.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $6fi3,752.04.
Bau:iis of lst determination: lHouses; ratio of war time and postwar time
occupancy; also ratio of war-time capacity to average postwar production.
Amount -ased on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles: $521,517.69.
Amount not based(l on sotlud engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $6(3,752.64.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
(1) The business of this taxpayer consists of iron mining, coal mining, coke
and gas manufacture, and production of chemicals. The amortization allowance
based on property discarded or sold is not questioned.
(2) The original claim of this taxpayer was alhout 5 per cent greater than the
amount finally allowed.

(3) The value in use percentage is, in general, the latio.of average production
for 1921, 1922, and four months of 1923, to war capacity. In view of the nearly
full use in 1923 of tlh taxpayer's facilities which were retained, it is believed that
amortization deducted on this theory of average 1921, 1922, and 1923 production
should be quest ioted.
(4) The s)pcific facilities of taxpayer have not been examined.
(5) No investigation has been made to determine the nature of postwar
expenditures.
(6) Proper allowance has not been made for the salvage value of items retained
in rse.
(7) No investigation has been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) Value in use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 depreciation.
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MACHINE TOOL
Name: Niles, Bement, Pond Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Machine tools and allied products.
Original amount claimed: Not stated.
Final amount claimed: $1,388,833.84.
amount fliiallv allowed: $1,113,465.38.
Dat! of last determination: August 19, 1922.
amortization deducted on value in use: $1,113,465.38.
Biass of last determination: Difference between cost and ttimated residual
value.
Amount not based on solicitor's r;iing: $232,421.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $881,044.38.
The following points should be noted in connection with thin allowance:
(1) The taxpayer is a manufacturer of small tools. The allowance in based
entirely on value in use, no discarded facilities being lited.
(2 ' he amount of the original claim is not stated.
(3) 'lhe value in use percentage is a direct estimate of the engineer, based
princilpally on salvage value.
(4) The individual facilities have not been examined for a specific deterrmination of amortization, and the allowance must l:e questioned.
(5) No investigation has been mate its to the nature of postwar expenditures.
6i) Proper allowance is not made for the salvage value of items retained in
(7) No investigation has Iben made to determine whether war expenditures
we(.re for replacements or for additions.
(8) Value in use per cent has been ap')lied to war cost les 1917 depreciation.
(9) Amortization amounting to $232,421 has been granted on land.
GENERAL NOTE.--NO production figures and no data as to discarded facilities
are giver in the engineer's report. It is probable that this taxpayer is entitled
to amortization on the mound economic basis of value of discarded facilities if
same wer, properly listed.
HtIPBiIL)DINO

l Steel Co., Portland, Oreg.
Niate: Nortihwl
Bthisiness: Shiplnoilding.
Original amount claimed: $815.702.46.
Final rimount clatimed: $815,762.46.
Amount finally allowed: $615,762.46.
Date of last determination: July 11, 1921.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $(115,762,46.
Basis of Inst determination: Difference between cost and sale price.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $615,762.46.
Norr; -T'his case was reported on in the hearings before the Senate committee
and it is not necesary to discuss same again.
MUNITIONs

Name: Ohmer Fare Register Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Business: Gun mounts, sights, and tools for manufacturing war facilities.
(riginal amount claimed: $831,747.90,
Final amount claimed: $597,942.68.
Amnout finally allowed: $539,313.83.
Date of last determination: June 22, 1923.
Ainortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $530,708.90.
Amorttition deducted on reduced replacement costs: None.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $8,6(il9,93.
Basis of last determination: Ratio of estimated use value during postwar
period to depreciated costs, also residual values based upon price which taxpayer
would sell facilities, also difference between depreciated cost and sales price or
salvage valute.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles: $530,708.90.
Amountt not based on solicitor's ruling: None.
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Amount not based on 5ound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $8,604.93.
NOTE.- While the business of this taxpayer is normally the manufacture of
,fare registers, inasmuch as only the special war industry of manufacturing gun
mounts and sights is under consideration for amortization, and because practically the whole clahn i based on sale or salvage value, we do not question this
Allowance.
iBHIPHNO

Name: Ore Steamship Corporation, New York, N. Y.
Business: Transportfation of ore and manganese ore for Bethlehem Steel Co.
Original amount claimed: Not stated.
Final amount claimed: $1,534,952.74.
Amount finally allowed: $1,460,389.53.
Date of last determination: November 21, 1923.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,466,389.53.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and residual
value,
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principle:
$1 466,389.53.
NOTE.-This allowance is bamd on a promulgated ruling allowing a residual
value of $56 per dead-weight ton, and is not questioned.
Name: Oriental Navigation Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Operating, buying, and selling ships.
Original amount claimed: $349,288.25.
Final amount claimed: $827,443.77.
Amount finally allowed: $710,883.
Date of last determination: Novembr 8, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $710,883.
Basis of last determination: Difference between actual costs and sales rAice
plus depreciation.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$710,883.
NOTE-.-This allowance is not questioned as it is bascd on saietl price.
Name: Pacific Steamship Co., Seattle, Wash.
Business: Shipping.
Original amount claimed: $440,000.
Final amount claimed: $1,423,917.12.
Amount finally allowed: $645,264.07.
Date of last determination: November 15, 1924.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $645,264.07.
d
Basis of last determination: Difference between coat and insurance rectiv;
plus arbitrary amount of 5 per cent on cost, also difference between cost nO iacje
price plus arbitrary 10 per cent of cost.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering pri:ples:
$645,264.07.
NOTE.-The above allowance is not questioned.
Name: Pan-American Petroleum & Transportation Co., New York, . Y.
Business: Transportation of oil.
Original amount claimed: $5,663,360.21.
Final amount claimed: $5,663,360.21.
Amount finally allowed: $1,892,624.98.
Date of last determination: November 4, 1624.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $1,892,624.98.
Basis of last determination: Postwar replacement cost as figured from bureau's
ratios.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $1,892,624.98.
All facilities were contracted for in 1915 and 1916, showing that they were
not constructed for war purposes, and, therefore, they are not subject to amortization.
A list of the vessels with dates of contracts follow:
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Date of
cNamontract

Name

N siop
Nme o Rp

Date of
ntrct

w.
V, an .......
.... .......
E. L. Doherty, Jr ...........
....
E. L. Doheny,
I......- . - .-Willian Gren. .....................
P. I. Harwood ... ....
.......

Mar. 18,1916
May 6,1915
Jan. 18, 1910
Nov. 17, 1915
Apr. 2 1916
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.0 . Henry.
............
F. II Kll
................
8. M. Hpauldlng ...........
W. L,Steed..........
...
.....
B. Walker............ .........--

Mar. 28,1910
Mar. 80,191
Apr. 28,1910
Mar.
191
Nov. 17, 1918

Amortization on the above vessels amounts to $1.892,624.98. As before
stated, we betibve that this allowance was not contemplated by the statute and Is
illegal, for these vessels could not be considered to have been purchased or constructed for war purposes.
We believe amortization on those ships should be confined to costs of changes
and extras contracted for during the war period.
OIL
Name: Pierce Oil Corporation, New York, N. Y.
Business: Transportation of crude oil from wells to refineries and refinement
of same.
Original amount claimed: $2,000,000.
Final amount claimed: $3,922,719.19.
Amount finally allowed: $1,393,368.21.
Date of last determination: August 30, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $848,625.83.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $482,2"5.51.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $62,466.87.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated cost and sale or salvage value, difference between war time cost and post-war replacement cost, and
ratio of war-time activity of plant to post war activity of plant.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$44,453.86.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $1,348,914.35.
The following point should be noted in connection with this allowance:
The engineer' report states that "the taxpayer's business prior to, during, and
subsequent to the war was confined to the transportation of crude oils from the well
to its refineries and refining the crude oil into its various finished products
* '"
We are obliged to question this claim largely on the amortization
allowed on strictly transportation facilities. Inasmuch as railroads are excluded
from the benefits of amortization, it appears evident that amortization on the
general transportation facilities (except vessels) of any taxpayer should be disallowed.
A list of such transportation facilities with amortization allowed follows:
Amortization allowed

Tank cars.. -.......------..........
ilealdton pipe line--...--..-Hanger pipe line ..--.----

_.__,
.............
-----------

.

---.--.......-

..

.......----...
.
...-..

.

$437, 820. 65
829, 082. 01
3, 486. 84

T'oti,.. ----------....
..........
-................
_1, 270, 389. 50
As the above allowances comprise nearly all the amount questioned and appear
to he illegal, this case will not be discussd further.
MINING

Name: Pocahontas Fuel Co., New York, N. Y.
BUllMicess: Coal mining.
Original amount claimed: $1,270,248.86.

Final amount claimed: $1,539,763,33.
Amount finally allowed: $854,218.02.
Date of last determination: February 26, 1924.
Amortization deducted on reduced replacement costs: $246,922.70.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $607,295.32.
BasiN ot last determination: Ratio of capacity during part of war period, and
average postwar production, men employed, occupancy of houses, also costs
less residual value.
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id tit
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I
toI
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ntjt)4'i'M Itt lilkt.
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residual value of 615 por cent in applied to all facilities in ue ll tftis department"
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(5) No investigation has been miade an to the nature of postwar expenditures.
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Name: Iatv Consolidate Copper Co., Ray, Ariz.
tBusiness: Mining and production of copper.
Original amount claimed: $259,210.07.
Final amount claimed: $1,283,341.78.
Amount finally allowed: $919,310.77.
Date of last determination: July 23, 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $158,604.34.
Amoritzation deducted on reduced replacement costs: $390,472.49.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $370,233.94.
Basis of last determination: Housing, on occupancy; tunneling and timbering
on replacement cents; other facilities on residual sales value.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on ound eiigineering principleH:
$158,004.34.
Amount not based on sound engineering principles and not specifically condemned by solicitor's ruling: $760,706.43.
The following points should be noted in connection with this allowance:
The
(1) This taxpayer is in the business of copper mining and melting.
principal ore deposits consist of prophyry mines in Arizona.
(2) The original amount claimed is about 30 per cent of the amount finally
allowed,
(3) The val;e-in-use percentage is based on the estimated rtalis value of the
entire property.
(4) Amortization has not been determined on each specific facility as required
by the solicitor's ruling of August, 1923.
(5) No investigation lius been made as to the nature of postwar expenditures.
6) Proper allowance hias not been made for the salvage value of items retained in use.
(7) No investigation is been made to determine whether war expenditures
were for replacements or for additions.
(8) The value-in-use percentage has been applied to war cost less 1917 deprcclation.
We hel
been obliged in this case to question not oly the amortization allowed on itfemi
retained in ut\, which
ist twon d( ertivinifl in ia nuuner conruling, bit a lsoirtuhe miortizit ?alIltowid on the (lowertIf
trary l to etolicitor's
cifs of itni- ilevehoniint work.
postwar reptiienit
i m
' tictHiOtod, siulid
thlie foll',i'i . inv onsiste ncies i i th" l ret
In tlis e '(tn1tion
be noted:

On February I, 1924, ini the Case of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., amortiZation lon doevelopmnllt cois wi(
s
d4
elied.
On July 23, I!121, in this cn.s'

tiol oin development t'osti

c(f the RIty ('onsoidi atcd

Copper Co., amoirtiza

was allowed.

On January 21, 1925,1 in the case of the United Verde Eitention Mining Co.

amortization on development costs was allowed.

On Mlay 28, 1925, in the

ca'se of the Clevelanal Clilts Iron Co., amortization

('cots wa dleniei(L,
oil deveilopimentl
Inastiuc l as it appears that a legal opinion was rendered in tIhe lasi-iitimme,'
case, we lmuslt (lqustion tfhe allowancles
Copper (Cl oni this basis.
11ON

uIma'de inl the ca^c of the Ray Coiisoliduted
AND

ISTEL
I

Nane: PfpSlilic c Iron & Steel Co , Young

own, (Ohio.

steel prod(icts.
Original amount claimled: $5, 153,302.49.
Final aimoiuntt cliilnied: $5,1 1M,79 ,01
Bus inss: Maniuftlturilig of

Amolttli fiilly Ialowld: $;331,1,99S.73.
lD (e of last leterniii!atiti: .iJa uary 27, 112L'.:.

Anor ftiztion dedltcd(' o

pritoperty diswcarded or sold: $174,91 S. 5

Amlrlt i
i ,io
d<l' ctlllr(i on valll itn use: $3, 1( 7,(08 122.
ion : Ratio of warttiime cvapaiity to avTerage l)p:;tIwair
tHa;is of hi4 t, (dote rlind
priodtlction and use.:
Amount
nae{d on solicitor':; ruling and on somud engineering principles:

$1741,91851.
Amount not based

io solicitor'. ruling: $3,167,080.22.

No'rT. ---This case is similar to at her steel ca:tset and tierd not he dis-'cussed.
19)22, and
Value in use is based on the ratio of average production for 1921,
be
It is tobviious t1hat thi Illowaince. shoutlu
minted), to war icap':l ity.
recompl)litt(
as iti tle IUnited Stateis Ste-'l c"a'.
1923 (,Iti
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Name: Saginaw Shipbuilding Co., Saginaw, Mich,
BtUines: Shipbuildirg.
Original amount claimed: $1,239,757.72.
Final amount claimed: $1,239,757.72.
Amount finally allowed: $1,231,763.13.
Date of last determination: April 12, 1922.
Amortization deducted oin property discarded or sold: $1,234,7d3.13.
Basis of last determination: Diference between cost and sale price.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$1,234,763.13.
NoTE. -This allowance is not qu1etioned being based on actual sales price.
Name: Seattle North Pacific Shipbuilding Crororation, Seattle, Wash.
Business: Building of 10 steel Hhips for united States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation.
Original amount claimed: $1,828,664.65.
Final amount claimed: $1,428,064.65.
Amount finally allowed: $1,828,t664.65.
Date of last determination: June 20, 1921.
Amortiation deducted on property discarded or sold: $1,828,6t4.65.
tlBil.s of last determination . Difference between cost and sital price.
Anmrnit based on solicitor's ruling and not on sound engineering principles:
$1,82S,664.15.
No'ri,-l-This allowance in not questioned, being based on sale price.
IRON AND BTEEL

Name: Sharon Steel Hoop Co., Sharon, Pa.
Business: Steel products.
Original amount claimed: $3,630,932.24.
Final amount claimed: $3,629,154.55.
Amount finally allowed: $736,999.72.
lDito of Int determination: June 1, 1923,
AmortizationI

dedueted o

property discarded or ioldt: $29.3

i6st:
Aroritiation deducteid on reduced replacement.

.;65,

$6tfi971i738.

Amort izititonI deducted on value in use: $9,712.27.
liiin
of hWit determination: EtxcCS, postwar capacity, diIf'rence

I twcena

deirecicated cost and postwar replacement cost, and difference between depreciated cost and estiimtted salvage value.
Amount based on m-olicitor's ruling and on sound eginiecring Irinciples:
$736,0999.72.
No':.-- -This allowance is practically all on discarded material for lowered
postwar replacement coata and is not questioned.
4'ItEMICAL,'

Name:

AND

iDYVEM

Shelrwin-Willi.tms Co., Cicvelard, Ohio.

Businelt,: Manilfacturing paintt,

varnlishes, (lry colors, dyes,

tand chemical

products.
lii climbed: $K(),0Il,5.
Finl ammionv, claimed: $802,081 .85.
Amount fimillv allowed: $591,2 1.:7.
Dale of laSt determination: January 18, 1924.

Origin l :on

Amortiza ion deducted on property discarded or sold: $218,645.05.

Aniortizatiol deducfteld en val i in it : $372,599.32.
I tIis of I:,st det( rninalioli: Produclioi ratios anld p1(ii.'ui of wtler v p ir'ttp'd
fat sti'ani plant.
.
engineering principle-: $218,Amiiunit i ;ad on solicitor's ruling and on s 'ind
641505.
Amount not, based on solicitor's ruling: $372,599.32.

T'he following :ointis should ie intei in connect norwithl tis c.ise:
.umnufa'turcr of paints, v:arnishm s, dycs, and cictnicals.
(1) "T'Ia'p:tyer is ,a
on discarded facilities is not qus(' *itolnd.
The amnortization allowance
(2) The original l clatiim

allowance.

,f Itax)ptycr is Shout 40 per celt in( excess of lth final
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It, is quite t!viltS f (0U1 thle iiIovt tat tHie taxpanyer coiilsl not have

veomi-

11w w plisheti his 1923 prodbwtion with at capacity of 1,576,,469 gallons whent.c
We
aity,
duetion of that '-ear Was over 24)0,04)0 gatllons ini exce."o tl k capI
losit'u it ems ret ain'il lint11m.,
etitisitlet that t' t axpayer 1bas tuiffered tino utilto
taxfpayct II.eV& not bieeit esaitiso 1 re(0)T11he illd idtlal facility ies of lth'e
quired by the sal icitor's rtillitig of Auigust, 1923.
Wixpv\l~titlit'trt'4.,
(5) No invest igatila has brett wamde 11. to the nature of postwo
'I Iii i'
iate bas itt been mtole for the salvage vat istif it etis
((;) P 1Oper tills
in I seMt'Itis'v,
t'whther %kilt'v~ii5\J
to ittiii
(7) 'NO itt vestigtt isis bas bt''i Iitadli
wore ini the nat tirs' of replavewntts or of atddlitio ns.
14"o91 7snieiai i
(8) Vatlue int limt psritit aj lifts, beet appJlied( $ to a c'tle
OMtt

Nann' Situ-lair (Pit & Refi nintg C o., New \Ysrk. %. Y.luisitiess, Prodiieti olln ;ni refii ng o4 o)il.
)rigi. ml amount claihued : $2,0l.1,403,7-4,
Fi nal aoummint c-t0aw1: $3,752,869.70.
Amint iiiallv, illowed:$,20,1.2)
1)te oif l1t1 l-1 utntu t: 10~ 1 19211.
$ 7510,33 I 10
t iso,'frded or .lsI&
suct nI fmt lperi
tim nIt dvd
Amtus
Antotinl sads'slsmvld on rsducved rvpJias-otiwii s-st)A; * I,1t1ji
i
ofals
i pifwtwair~)11vtIl s
u100k)rii~ii
oa
sf lhs-d
a is
-us price ami' ialev- pricis , bet
s'sciav 1 vol'
el
also sli!Ys'rs'svs Its'! xv-sr.s

iilki

cstinlats'd.
l i 3 I'
n
isounid s'l ginct5ii i1)
iir tligJ andl st
m551ot
solisi~'i
)
Atnoitit 5cw
$1 ,476,924k7tL
si su'l-.s-t sr 's ritling: $759,585-lI.
\ionsai iwfi it's'
Nss.Thn- at!liswartes iltiustioned in Otlis v'ase' irn thoss gr-anti-i sotn trawirsiasi:tisin facilit ies4, We uatslsrtttul that the solicitoir ts titled tha tnnortttat as' hie
3The' facilities ai amuiats allowed xvlt
denied tih,taxpayer on pipe' linles-.
are sltis-isnetl fsdtow,
int1d-itP's
-POssws-

I

V

Faciliti. :
Tank sars........_
Sinlair, Cttldatay pipe liate..
iiniri ("Itlf l1AvutLim,5 1C..
Total. -

Thie above15

--.

-

lixtouw-e

.

$320, '1Q 961
259, 468. 72
179.1:322, 76

1 5 385. II
i tur op inion itre illegal and will not b e . usctsssoi
-

.-

furthIer.
s14
H

Namne:

S,'kitmls't

& t~dyt

I

LINO

('orpo-at jots, Seattlei, Wash.

$4,hsel
752,10K.62.
,7:52, 108.62.
-Iti:in! 4,4iitii
in, lly allowed: S-0l?2,978,09,
. 111 fteti
Ihit' of It> litsrmuittiiin-J Ink i1 19)21Xmins-ia&!isse sls'sti'tf( it lr rshl- ulisscardled worlsd: ,91,41 ,47s.09)
ipsIao
tis-A
bet,\'vvtiirt s'jt{''ets ei
t(f Ill-Ait.hIrn IiILttmr : I )ileirc ns'
Otigint

Final

Itt-i-

'tmntilt

b I -wf' 1 (1III

N ill t

iopivlfoi at'

rll intg

a lid t ati Homi' I ergiltatilti tgj r

tst~
it 21 tAll Mttwti
I is noIt, it liv l vea in th1
N.o lE. VithioIil iiso
last, h I
~~lta't jot di 1
l
.9ltleN4 price. A port i o Ill Ome Wit)'atilve
ac
iti ol act
sida'rai lata whtichI will 1v

o lt iai

VI',

i a

Iie

I1ue

of'A
0)
at'1
ai i0tx-

CorXnporat iton wits orgimaiz'etl ila . aic, It91t6. They t'tagagetl
c'X ta ~Vt '4 aijl tail( 1itig o~erittitisaa fo r the U5nited 8 tatve 8hippli g Board (11ring
thle Wiar.
I ) Deetuhert 5f 19190 the- Si at ac & ELd ( 'trporaimiiot ld)(its.9 t4e4tm
laud to the Skinner A, Eddy Shiphtiilding Co.
illti the sii
di hg plat 1,nt1
Th'Ie original costt of* tile h11nd anld aastetti WaR
TFile p)rievt paid was. $'1 0,O(tI(O
The
a Skitma;era & Edll

ilk

The aortiz~atijont allowed oat latid alone wast $1 ,000,X92.35 (i real ttaiteos1tlophfiiofl of
,t).5
T1,
IhisI'l
tortittati()i It oil hind ia coittrtry to the
ilig
Solicitor ('regg its statedil i the hearing. Ftirtherzuo;' thiat olaionia reduetioti i.,; iot Slbthttltitit'( al 1ttltast be (p10letiled.
Nbiatwnry', hauiblillm, iti other fvmetsl lotiglit for $275,000) were itohi six
The hulaawe of' $325,000f in qatjeatiortaile, for it iN not
moot'
it ci' for *6aOI,000I.

believed that the itade of the Skitutet' & 1Eddy Corporationl to the Skillner&
ithittile.
Edd.N Shiphauildittg C'o, is it htaaid
FoolM4TUJV)'

Name: Smith Porto) Rico Sugar Coi., New York, N. Y.
Bihatiatetit (0aativatiotaof wiga~r ctane mid, uanaaaiuariaag antd stile of raw~ -sugar.
OIriginal atnoit elaiilet* $495,224 .21.
1,iial ath itt
vlaitued : $1 ,521~,6i84. 46.
Attttimttt finatlly atliovetl $1 .009,17057
D)ate of laitA
detvrniaittioaa: Septmhor 4, 1923.
Atuort iatttiin detdtictedl on tediwel reulaivetett coaft' $1 ,004, 17(0.57,
IttAria of landit determnationa Applivatiota of ratiost deteriing post-waar rePlit a 41 tWtItvosiS.
\Ainaimat nt i Iisvd1

itatitati

layNtitla

N. Itr)

ltta 116aa I'lrl

\~I%fivii

t'tttit1t

t

e a giueeritiag
i mim'
aal
laiav $1 ,00)1l70,57
ill! :1114a iwiat ta $ I,tl

ttal

''ill

C1

ttalit c

ai ttiipli-

mtid niot spvcitieni ly con-.

9, 1 70,, j7 i' ywatl

thla>

h~~tr" mi

W; ;aio'i'aaaa oil
votat&'ata'i ol

aHint I"

to'
a be
prt'oj
tat t
pi\ortim (dl
tany
etal wvaiig
Miill
i dla is withmitt l
JtTaMtrt ized liat(] w i tholl ti
ta ~~
t~tgtite tateaa~ry, dit Ia as, to arep lleen it'llt cosfs;,
'e Poartoa Ww
itt h 010
110 "pt-iic
ova
oliailingin
liVE I' 41a1l

W ' I' a-a
Ft 1) 1)t-

( ulif.
(
Satan Fatut~iiv
Flout Co'
,slwrra'tv
aa
atal ect'ea;.
Maiia afuctliariaag of Hour
i trigiatif ama t vfaliavdf. 11'47,997.84.
Fl itiu
o toaatclaimaed: $2,757,636-80.
Nat lt

l asit et-'

Amtitaaat fita! *vallowed: $1,027,023.981
March 4, I 124
Dvc tv tif tl -It dIo'
rotm i at i.
$s1 ,7, ()23 8 1
$1
(fitt VIL1t at ilt
Aaaa ~t
iltiatoi C' i ate
iil~a c'altacti f uritag war
prdcion
Basis of la,,f tieternaitia iota: 0iatit) odjitttf
puriatd and 1)rt)tllttiout dairitg 1921, 1922, a d 19 23,
()ilolic9o~titor's ruling : $1A,027,023.8 1
Amaounot atot hastat
taiwant cc:
witha tisill
FTe ft a owi tag ptlitt'; shot ahabe aaof et itl cota atect iota
ditaet
a'hat are titoa ntecesatry ill
fiatlit
hul(fhielit itt 11)tll whichl itanort
tiI
Eta1"gi.
t
, it)a
'ito'11t41 I'iti
\ftilctilit
l
cera'all'
ftaatatfaca' oft iiaatat 4at
Ow
fat aaa
ata a),Ite
of Entgitt'a'r I aasot, a. t 41 t l!420, dtivned l tift11aaortfiz~ at
tttts F'a'1 t'
a i at ltaiat e ist 1a.tsc oI tat
att w, ihao 4'vII'. the IM!
the l'aaii i' wteae il
1
baa sat- Ila
,1 Ia
tat p vtr.
fatr
allI hatf' f Ui i tiH I It 10 1)aIMif f the
lit'a
,vut.
a
4f"5
ta
vaIIIvitIatI
att
tatit' bla iax pa~yi-r a. t d atal 4;5 per caat of thle ata"t
(2 a The t)rigial chati
mvaiglateaf
on t-aaaIhe
at' ai thils
ill at(1 ro'a a'taagt' i;, aftaiveal ftr
3, l'tt' v'aat'
'Te' vailae ill
ou
ittif'
t) plat,, (-if flteI .txpaavv'rfiit'
a t A. late J~iII
It vt'rait Of
lda tifl' 11421. 1922, aatt l123
ttthie'cv I jflbtati L th la'atit, of pvlltt
tt'' t tet'l,
'l 4,11 Y .
Ilttol ,l t'.Ata
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1Il49 fie sofivitorI
ucite
re*u
it'
'oifte
e
h V 'lnostIWO qe~n
(4) The ho liv ifflil itf-l feit
rillifig of Alilfitid, 1923.
IweOI Mfd U to Iho tiatio of poi4.WUr 4'xptiIitire
(5i) NO in VVSI gtiJOli h111.1
il a'ge valii of it emsi reTtiiivil il. iu~e.
i w4
fo thel
ii iis tiot
(6i) Prop er ,4i II w
(7) No in vostigatimioN i' ttle to deteinmine %lather wur exp~eio lit iirem were for
Ii fcr ad4ditions.
replTI('4'iitts~ok
(8) Vi Ie if) Ilse pvr ci 'ut. is aplidit

ci.ml1esN 1917l dcj rvcisititln

twr

l ( '(0. of Indml oit, ChIicaTgo, III
Nm:Staindr Omi
'iliig oif oil.
ndi
l1111iiesn: 1Pro(Iil-ict
4Isrigiiial atiunit, claimedu I: $3,9fl)2, 000.
ilial atmnn

~it

claimed: $2S7,S6W.43.

Sept tnt wr 26, I923.
D O Ic of nst 4Icteruimiaf i I
lW~rol1r V (ih('111'l1101 Or HOW(l $11,11i8,020,49.
I cte m414)
ir t si dedu~l(1'
Awort14
$1,3,,15,9.
Ii 1191 T34(I rcjpllcemililt coitJAyllort i/ail l dtedui cte m1
Amnort izat 1401 (11911te ei O viall c inl ie $77 ,91 *S4.
tiI IuIltttl
nI I(I
Ili'twc(il war-I i mI " o Int
)f Ilwt lduermlitutt ion1 :1 )ilhrei4
Itn
iii
wAlvI) go vllit; also dilfereneve bet ~ ell war-time cot,and relllaee nt V( el; itlo
esMt imalt ed r(.-iial valuev.

von-1
ellgim-in1 g 1)11 iwi 1 vh.- titt not), specifically
(IsoundI
A 1114)11lit 1140, bils I on5d
llor's ridinig: $527, 11S2Ai8.
1)v m
fleamd
allo wanicie (p-t ie't11 4 ne i this vase i; tioll. grantted on t he tank
I
itiiial
The
It appearHtI' that i lie
Co'll4(i inl Ilic an i t of' S199,274 SL,
nt eainler I /eni1'.
O
e ill fili
exj (1914
lits!
nt'lv A jnil (6, 117, ifitla"111
ve"'4el wa,-- 41 nitritited fo ' hc
bdol- thait dafte.
%r
to $;1,1SO( WIM41l(I1'
141111ilinlg
Tt44oilit, (if its co(1riiol
litl the came (if 'a. vesICI 44)1 tr1*41 t for prir 4.11 till' waivt, it, k 4su eTim('(it ihlo thant
of eiiages 11i1(d
such4l 1iioimWttioni(til be granit ed its 4 ati he bnl4t59 (oil 14'st'
oly

ex\tra,~ madne for

Naon'

Wivn

piirplm's.

ik',, New Briti,
I~1w4St i iley \k w
mtachmo'ii~i-glinl

NTT
iial\hklittiut ii'oo

Fm~iil

clTilii'd
4411911141

.
( 'omIlII
pI;('4, gaivi'.itk

4
40 1 I4).

79 4

$

Am )lut fiiamll atlowel : $71 5,305,01.
Datki of 1w1t 411'IerimilHoli Auigut 1t0, 0'21.
lwiiIy dislcarded4
(1
Atimviill ion (ledT4ic (ill

414 SiW:$56,6'.65

(lt cTlulinat ion: D iik'T'dltcn beVwu('11 ost
Basis of 44, dT
mld4Sl IiakV1g4' XIt11cs inl going buslless.
kX111otT 4

Iit4- d oil

parfT 1, film,.ihv~

rulbig

914o ct','s

findI

on

Hound1

tid

sale prk~e

enginelerin~g

fund

et

principles:

ly I'll no spe4i fi,'al
nveri llg principIde amtid
on
Awioliid. i IT~v114941 4)ct411i4'ugi
58'99,3.7,
1' soliviitor's riflin g : 14,0
deniI
l911 wfulce.
gj(' l Shl4(14 11'Iloteil in (o lc4)4tiln With hisa
Ie f')o'. wt1f'i4
>4VF--T1
-t of tho se' iwvv'sa!rv
iti allo1wed'4 4'i 401
(1) TFhe flci lit jes 4114 x' lIt a 4iniz.0imlo
ill thea 11114 410 i'tO' ilf (114 anitI pinito44 parts, ha1m11 gi'('1T414. pnatis, Uhl ty miot (II
g~eivrtoh', bui ldingi, 01)11mI
l~ors,
I;)9os
lii
parts uRtc. Sut as ijIT('s4', machin
of)INdli(1lw'rdell
15s11 se
hleart h furnace, etc. 'The great v'r po~rtion (if lifheai
value which alloac
(2) Th'le fmlinlt

l91it (joiioh 49.
k4V~i(&
('l11il41C(I wats ahlmTt 10 lper cenit ill excess of amtflXO~l,

(3~) 'l'hi, 1111Mm-of th1e
't
'ph. e.sitate4 ill 1114

fiillv

by11014.' ('xamli igi) 141igillec'('
fiat
4t '444
i 41
Vii IT14inl 114'
ilce 45,
1 ,-(41cu. FoXr iitall'
and ohi44(
1: veryv rog
1 ,aI
It Wmi (1( apl-1r to1 I4s tha11t a fellue is (l1)1 inl fill'
lit,ted( a,; 50) jwr 4'4't ing use1.
O ther it4'111' which 1414
:111w (tisl'ardeL:
10of
u~se or Ose 41154'arileA., orC it potrtim
(vieSt4ilniable oni a dlirectt Cel 1iimtti' are:
('(451'.

V4 cenlt

Per'CentL
,
Phpnlg
I)
Steam fpipiilg--

-A

....

'2:i
10

10

Illt'water vip''oin
I't cI ri u w iring

..
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No r*'aI haseri for t he abovei extiu ten are solwn.
(A), ''l" 81 Wciic facility 5(14 of 0th1 tillye
lhv(e Wvil exfliiO(l,
(5) Nit menatimn 18 1111' of till nature of j)(tlWmki e'penditureli.
11)55.
(41) Salvage valtie it; not. takfin 101.4 aveotiit t ilishteriiitg viluil
(7)
Te mit tire of war vxpvnitture4 W1not iiiVt')tigfto( to determine whether
they were for rt'llacoetIent or for tehi tonn".
(0) Valuet ill 1181 Jpr4'eltt)1g41 i:; ap19d1 toi war cost Jesa 1917 dlepreciationt.
t11014 AND flTEtMte

Name: Stei-l andI Tuibe Co. of Ainorica, Chicago, Ill.
liti'silless: Mlnnfacturintg of pig irotn, steel pipe, and other steel jprodulttem.
O riginal amount cehtitnel:*214,537
Final 1110(u) int tilit11letl: $5,XXUM,0 AM.
A\nouut filnally tllowed:IS *5,2:12,1 7G,4t;.
D.Jue of1 Ints letertiat 4(11: Oc(tober' 13, 19123.
Amortization deducted vi pJrop)erty dliscardedt 0o' soild- $5,232, 176.461.
Oitsis4 of last tletertitiation : I ilturenvo between ('os4, and sales price.
Amount, 111(4)
onl st)Iiiitor'ti ruling atiul 011 soiud ('ngineriing princviples.
$ 5,2:82, 171G,. fl6.
No ru-.-'hix allowance is not qut('tiiotelI, beig based on the tile price to tfO
'Yolliigstil sheet &. 'Iube (Co.

Namte:Swift & Co., Chicago, ill.
BIiiness: Meat packers.
Original amou14
1)1)1itiincd : Not slat Ill
161111 alkt4)ti11t
lailie'( $1 ,44t,006.41.
Airnld! finllallowelm(d:. $809,353.6.5.
Astdvel
crd nt ion: N atrli -10, 1924.
DIt
ul c
Al114liti ziatim i)I'dlictt't (it) property di,4'arded oir sold1: $405,334.
Aminortiat ion deduitct oi3 x'alia! inl list,: $404,019.01.
linttio of usiat-tmae jwocltictiott and average postwar
Bw is of last (Ivti'rti t its:
prodi,481t it,?',

Atint,.

lil
l1

Aiaei.
111)1414'tiIIll

on) stilici

engbeeering

ml 1$itj 1,9(901

1144 favi 61ti's4 utsoz'i~cdIall

Itt'
ic. I

141

rulling and( on sound

It Meld4
'aclo

''H

I1

(4'jA

lltll

principles

roucilo

be' clus'ifli'1i '1)ilet' the.~ tot"

(a) 84)44p wvarv1144:tM'.
Bluood
4'Ibl)1111411uatlet

4(t)

Ali

ltt'i.'s 4)11 the

Itlsis t, property discarded or 51)141 are not quetstiozned,

11235(Iotit tlit2. ratio of
aoInS, itl gt't11'al, detfr'inet
mw1
It:
trvvtItt9
8ji 1144 %:tIw ;it'
1For instance, thle following
P0 211, 1)22, antI 1923 trodtuct ion t) war produc1tetion.
ligitrves art' givcln a' to, toap Jproi4t iont

Pit

..

191 7
INS8

WI 5:2,1111
133, 771, 800
179), T79, -176 1

1912 1

1015, 996, 00)

.

127, 587t 2081
138t 977, 784

12

192:3-.

.-

19111,18,81
5sud
41l))1
AX('1'hpI 191, 11) 2,1it111 192:1 c', Ills I 1 1 ;,,1;A7)
4f till 19 18 j41'(414)im]44, 4441 it value in u's' of 70 (14'! ciit

15

''iis is 701)per cent
therettfore&allowed.

HCCin
t tile faciliti14%. il ailud W0'1I
le
I'
h'ilt
in~ leiSgives'Xi'' (16dI
A'- , 4.115
cai.
1
(ha 1)54I U t I Npayer will s ufitt any) W'
ta lv
l
Isi' , lv,' do 114)t (t'442 i't'e
('U' tti
\' 4 il
i 11
44w'
4'l'4'41
niati' 1(4,- 4144 to lo144w
l1445ty
( 1) 'l l'-44 iic fai'iic
of
0! t:'s
41. j yvr Iav 14141
notW Ott'11(xII)itit'd itt('04Itt

be

with14:4434: ithE> 'li

til AMny1i, 11921.

11.11110
111W011.1111
i---

- .-

It-

1,12
5S
f1

tiritti

r
iNVlES1TiA'fl(1
IN 01'IIhCAU
)cIiv
No ullt, elani *410 law- Iew
1~i lai
1i 14m I 14 )w i I *4
IF

II
0

OIF I NTHINAI:

HPV'WvN

11adom t o ( te l111 1 f I [o(
b,itt a rI tIitAIv
6 r in I IteotsalIvA.I

lTv

fAwitr

vI'xwiniit lire.,
iiIIft reiof i t IlIa1s rot

0 4'I.i

i No i ~vVesit

er
0a exiatartit aires
lrI WI latvi'
i IIIIi lI I. I )I 'Ii I 11 14It f t ttti
14 ailitiltii .
fet, l('jIilce'ildri (w for'
Were*4
fil i~ depi'ecimitit.
(S) \ ida re irIaln. per' otl fillas bs'eal aarpplie'l Ia watr co idss
(i I ri I;4
lo
k tv:
aiiaftld it
i vgi pier's report4F
Tim.' foil moarg sisl ia t e
v it 'Self iN riot vial siti'n I Iav i hoe 14[if.as ail
*Si 179) its 111iIII' ivie saof111111at r ue lI
to ()6 i 11 ro elafI aloI(if t I t' wi a * * * *
)(1
essea atIilkitart lt' 10lir'? I (IaIt i a1i
allowed
ltli
been1Isti
v,10* taitt
n vear1 J)1'tioi)8, *tamorirtf
lit SJpit e of lis p~di .li
aii
Proctor it Canatl 'cer oapia ig

Narrie: Swift, & co., Chicago, Iil (Libby, McNcill & 1ibb\)
luitots: lewa'd puceirs.
O rigial auaourat eiadned: $89.1,083.23.
Final :taioulnt cltduaacd : $894Y0S3.23.
XAaxitaxaa finally allowed;: $555,3041.45.
Date ad larst tetermitratioa March 41, 192-.
A rmora'ftion deducritedl sar valie ina use: $15)55.301,415.
iashs of last aleteroiiaaa! ant: Ratio oif 19)18 t'*tjIUit to awl oat average iita
for 19211 1922, *aod 1923; also4 it ease of vessels, ratio of toinuarsg values.
Aninul ntt ased il sound erngiraeorarg p~rinciptes andi ntaf upeoihecall% ciodisirract by solicitor's railing: $.555,304.45.
Two) vosselr. wise naatriwtvil for parior' to Aparil (1, 1917, butl amtaortizattion as *
Ol11014 ott
a me411.Fhagfirier latsv- used atveratge postwar prot(ti*)n throughout
frir 1921, 11)22 anid 1923. No favilities have beta discarded. 'lThe specific items
ham' not blecxaaaiaaed.
MUNITIONS
Niau : Sv*nuitigtora )t
au~i-:_

Mlanaafast re

(.rigitalr aaniiat
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1)ztt v' )f Iv, I Itt
e
iniiotim :oJu t'
w , 1924
Alaio rt 'at i on 4led it.t I o n iorpt'rit
v diltardot I er 'ld 111,SiI2.
DaJote ot hint detewinliition . D ifferen((ce hic t01etc do~pre* intoeti loll
itd Hiilem
privo.

Alol tw t bred

( it)siii~ r

rulii

l

Novid enigii cri g pri tiles'

an
le1oon

N o',,. We imve iusilllHMit-it, dataL to qulestionl the iauivt tloimane Which isi
I Pl8sel on HA141 jpnite. It i.1 I t*ltiote of dhet her t he Saie 0" holu tide or riot.
It alpi'lrrs thart, " Peake & Xshusise '' a partwvrhiltip incorporated their bitsine?49
oni April 19, 191S. TFhe principal stockholders ill this new ('(PUpatiy wvere PeIake
( )i
iiv 18, 1922, the comwpany Hold IIwlAk its eiliire plant to Peake
ft'i fiiliv iollials
The totalt cost of wssets- ,old wits Q,1,044,980,44. 'Tho
price received was~ $100t,000t, or' less thatn 6 jter (cunt of (cost. We doubt very inuch
if this Side shotlih hilve beeli considered bona fide for dete(rmlinwing amortizat ion.
&
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It, %villIto' noted 0110t the 1923 produetimu wm 182.,7t 1 totim, or over 60 pv
wet
1lt it, Mhs beenl repeatedly sl fwit that ialamild, indilutaie i am steel,
001) Weetc., it iargin of 15 to 20 per cool, iti retquired inl capacity t ver pr mfletioll.
Ai hg 15 per (vett to the~ 1923 prod'wctif Si, it capacity for 1923 of 210,175 tmis

Of CAjIaeitV.

would be reqilreal, whit-h would show at v ahie ill is of 70 oer rellt
Now, thle prmsluetion of ('olpr ill thle Unhited Sf ateti inl 1424 e xeveded thle M9,3
production by 13 per cenat. It iH ti ion evident that tile exeqsi capacity of thin
taxpayer iH taut large, inl fact, not iarger than it polie of expumtsimi miighti (lictite.
We believe the i'iz'ation inl tile em158111111la1 ho conti tied to discaraled itenals.
Further, we do not see how it lowered :llii
use eala he gti o't to hiaft'l and
tunneiils ats such construction muost be eventually nevvesary if lie ore isi to hr.
recovered att all.
(0) ''he Pec~ilf facilities of t his taxlpitvOI' were tiot exiamincdti, blit. it Ittill maum
allowaave of 50 po-" venht, wVas alppliedl to war costs.
"i) The tagitacer. st ates 1htlad no "dibst atitt adld~iit ions far thle lstrjpoce of
m~ereaasinag copiwr producing eapacity"' were ntla subsequent, to 1919.
(6) No at Ii tance iq mude oil
as acomnt of tilie salvage~ vaii u of it tinls inl use.
(7) No mnationi is miale of whether expienditures were ini the tt tre of rcJplaveruents or Miitioi.
We concede that tile great or part of the expenditures must
have Iswan for itddjtito,..
(8) Tha, vahite itt uso pereittaigi isi applied to war coast less 1917 delprecin tioti.
(9) An'ort /at iota :atimiting to $252,756.9)7 i4 allowed ott I ha t ratsportat ion
facilities of t he Arizot 1'.tenin Railroad.
We believe t his conutrary to thle
solivit or's ruling.
We desire also to draw itttenio to the fact t hat the( eiitcer reporting oin
this a'laim first allowed an amiort izatiotn dedaution of $2,373,428.0)9 batseo ol it
residual value of 65 per cent.,
Later the conferees of the etagittecritig di\ i'.ioia, Mr, A. It. Shophieri mid Mr,
C. C. Griggs overruled this allowanie anid granted the taxpayer surtortiziltion
of $3,322,648.92, Ull increase of nlearly $1,000,000tl() naeu oil it value ill te of
50 per vent.
Wo have hand numuterouas insitiaes of the improper allowallieA Imade by the
above Conferees ill titeta:ls anld nustattet ils valui tas, Thlist report, shows Uhat
their miethoads of balrgaiiaig were not voiiiied(l t meals, but also we rc apptilied
to amiortization.
MlON AND) STEE1,

Name: Un~iitedl States 6teel Co., New York, N, V.
1Busiincs: Steel uid si cel prod aic , e0c.
Origintalu
ual vlai ud: $.K3,065, 169.21.
ial Iaiiioliit (clliwd: $86,4Ill,952,61
$155,t03,3 12.66.
Amoitti~ally wilo,.
Amrort ization deduicted ott prperty uiwAuir(
4, soild $,7,13,2 14102.
Amiort ization deducted oil reduced repliteunett. costs: $ 0,0),'2ti 1.7.
Amortization dediuct ed oat vuihtie ilt asic: $28,671,803,71,
Ihe-is of-last uleternini toni: ltatio of average proa I ictiota for 19211, I14%andt
192," (estiniated ) to watr capacity.
Amount based )na solicitor's ruling toad oni sounds enginueerinig jpriatiples:
$27, lu0,89ag9.
Amount not based onl solicitor's ruiag: $147,926,412.61J.
N o i,c
Am(,rtizatioi iq allow ed oil bothI lowvred )5t-wXar aephaceilacot vost
and lowered viue ill utse.
Thle cause has beent fully dii~eussed inl the henriiags before the a'omiit tea'.

Name: Utah Copper Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.
lBmsincss,-: Copper miinitig.

Original 11niount Claiiaicd: $4,855,691.69.
Final tamounit claimed: $5,232,820.63.
Amount finally alflowved: S,2,783,636.,89.
Date of last determination : Jitne 10,y 19211.
Amaortization~ deduceted on redluved ro.placieau't cost; 13,190.36.
Amlortization deduacted oni value inl use', $2,770,146,53.
Basis of las.t determinlationl: Assumnca rcsilul values, estimateaI price at which
certain facilities voulul he sold or sulvagedl.
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N\tiittIii't11S

Ammoint not bsil

,rhw tollowing

rilitig mid( oil mo111 N

ilgitiverillpr pf-ifw~ipll'

ott tsolicifor'ii riditig: $2,737,491.~91.

poit;s Hiul be noted inl conne110Ction with t his alloitiae.
(I ) 'Ilhe taxpaYer is i) thle besitiesm of mining copper. Nearly all amortization
is jilloweti on at lowered value in use basis.

(2) Tiho original claim of taxpayer was about 80 per cent more tlui the amount
filly allowed.
(3) Tlhe valme in tise po~rcentage is based oil the worth of lhe entire pro perty
'Io lie ginewl. ehuis that thle value ill use if'l;s thanl
from a sales standit.
the salvage vahite. A s~ tiy of the following figures will show, however, that
taxpayer had full need of 1115 facilitic-s inl 1923 anid sulffered t) ultinmate loss.

coppor

tor

Year

'Worl
'l
15111ti

~i.-A1
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%v'tlitI
pr(Attii'1
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of copper inl 19231 thatn ever before
I Itah Copper C o. hadl a greater iprt itito
inl its history.
,ett'rmIimA ont cach specific facility its requ ired
1
(4) Aiort iz.lt011liltas tiot. beeni
by )Aw solicit or's ruling of August 1923.
5) No itivestigatioit bais been made ats to the nature of litatwur e'xpendituircs(ii) Proper aillowancee ham ntot lwcit mde for the salvage valuec of item ro.
(7) No itivus1igation bais beeii madIIe to determtine Avletlier war expen1ditutres4
were for replacomovits or for adulitions.
leSs 1 917
1w'evvidtage lis- brect app)liet to mar vot
N IThe value ittll
of a tsibwvii alowck I ailoruitimo sto t t ile fu-i Iiflit
l:Ir betl
alna company , thme lhinglisimi & I'4arfiIelt l~ailw~av Cos, in thte nniioitof
isi illegal, Its uttloittisl eveii by It'e I orvau.
.Thi
S

1tII Sat'y
I
(9) The
Hidar
$3 10

Sil1KPD iTrlLOIN44

Name: We-ctero ipel 4( Steel Co., Sant Fraticisco, Catlif.
Busitiess: Shipbuilding alid steel fabrication.
Original amount claimed; $1 ,433,399.34.
F'inail ajintt claimed: $1 ,474,599.71.
Amount finally allowed : $1 ,440J,174.61.
Dhtv of lust determination: \Ahq 12, 1922.
Amortization detilctedl onl property (lis'!ardc-l or sold: $1,440,174.61.
Basis of last determination). Sales price anud salvage values
Amount. bahed ton solicitor's ruling and onl sund titgin:crilng principle
$1,440),174-6t1 .
NOTFt.----Thist allownce has not been questioned, being based onl sales price.
MACIJINEIY MANUFACrUIRlNG

Naime. Xcstinghotwe Air Brake (In., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Business: Manufacturing of air brakes, railroad s4wit~hcs, anid sigiodts.
Original amount clitied: $70)2,820.81.
Filial anoiout claimiedi: $2.40)3,969.71.
Amount finally allowed: $1,471,369.24.
Date of last determination : March 1, 1024.
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Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $83,569.27.
Amortization deducted on value in use: $1,387,799.97.
Basis of last determination: Houses, on rents collected, compared to theoretical rentals. Plants, ratio of postwar production to war-time production.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$83,569.27.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $1,387,799.07.
NOTE.-This case has been discussed before the committee.
OIL

SName: The-Texas Co...
Business: Oil production and pipe line transportation.
Original amount claimed: $2,727,561.93.
Final amount claimed: $2,727,561.93.
Amount finally allowed: $2,431,720.43.
Date of last determination: September 30. 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: .$271,298.23.
Amortisation deducted on reduced replacement costs: $2,160,422.20.
Basis of last determination: Postwar replacement cost and difference between
depreciated cost and sales price or salvage value.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:
$131,527.02.
Amount not based on solicitor's ruling: $2,300,192.51.
NoTE.-It will only be necessary to discuss in detail the allowance to "common
carrier" pipe lines in this case, inasmuch as this constitutes the major portion
of the allowance.
The following amounts have been allowed on pipe lines:
Texas Pipe Line Co.....- ----------------.
---$1, 889, 053. 55
Texas Pipe Line of Oklahoma ------------------------107, 016. 76
Total.-----------------------------------1, 996, 070. 31
The above allowance is clktly illegal, and is now so admitted by the bureau.
MINING

Name: Westmorland Coal Co., Philadelphia Pa.
Business: Productioh of coal and manufacturing of ammonia.
Original amount claimed: $422,26.
Final amount claimed: $787 2L62.
Amount finally allowed: $58,M.12.
Date of last determination: Deamber 18, 192.
Amortization deducted on propery discarded or sold: $508,093.12.
Basis of last determination: DiffimBnce in residual costs and sales price.
Amount based on solicitor's rulag and on sound engineering principles:$508,003.12.
NoT.-The above allowance is not pestioned, being based on sales price.
sHIVmmG

Name: Winnett Operating Co., New York, N. Y.
Business: Operation of ships.
Original amount claimed: $705,886.54.
Final amount claimed: $7056886.54.
Amount finally allowed: $576,835.27.
Date of last determination: March 1 1924.
Amortization deducted on property discarded or sold: $576,835.27.
Basis of last determination: Difference between depreciated costs and sale
price.
Amount based on solicitor's ruling and on sound engineering principles:

$576,835.27.

NoTs.-This allowance is based on actual sale price and is not questioned.
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To: Senator Couzens.
From: L. C. Manson, counsel.
.Subject: Miscellaneous reports from staff.

Washington, D. C., February 1, 19S.

The attached are reports which have been submitted to me by various members
of the staff of this committee since the committee discontinued its hearings on
May 31, 1925. None of these reports are in the printed bearings which have
been reported to the Senate, and I recommend that these reports, together with
the amortization reports, be reported to the Senate as a supplement to the
partial report which has been made by this committee.
Respectfully submitted.

L. C. MANSON, Counsel.
88PTEMBER 10, 1925.

Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel Senate Committee for Investigation Bureau of
Internal Revenue. Office Report No. 45.
*Subject: Report on anthracite industry.
INTRODUCTION

Information and data obtained from the Income-Tax Bureau has been so
incomplete and unsatisfactory that a study of the anthracite industry from a
Federal taxation standpoint would be impossible. It has been necessary, therefore, to look elsewhere for such information. This report is based largely on
-data obtained from the report of the United States Coal Commission, dated
September 22. 1023, entitled "Investments and profits in anthracite mining.'
This commission obtained a large amount of material from the books of the
anthracite companies, through its auditors and engineers and from these statistical
records a compilation (Exhibit C) has been prepared which discloses much
valuable taxation information. Reference will also be made to a report dated
July 6, 1925, on "Premium price of anthracite," by the Federal Trade Commis-sion; also to the report of the engineers' advisory valuation committee of the
United States Coal Commission on "Valuation of coal mining properties in the
United States," published in February 1924.
From the Income-Tax Bureau statistical reports were obtained for leading
anthracite companies both from the coal valuation section of the engineering
division and from the audit division, which are summarized in Exhibit D. Some
statistical Inforihation has been obtained also from the special assessment division which is summarized in Exhibit E. The data obtained from the bureau will
'be used herewith only for comparative purposes.
THE ANTHRACITE INDUSTRY

Quoted from Federal Trade Commission report, dated July 6, 1025.
"The anthracite mining region of Pennsylvania covers an area of less than 500
square miles in the northeast part of the State and is divided into four principal
fields, viz: The Wyoming, or northern, the Lohigh or eastern middle, the Shamokin or western middle, and the Schuylkill, or southern. It is the only important
.anthractle field in this country.
"Of the total annual production amounting on the average to more than 88,000,000 net tons for the 10-year period 1914 to 1923, over 70 per cent is produced
by eight large companies which, because they formerly were owned by and still
Share more or less closely affiliated in economic interest with the railroads tapping
the anthractie territory, and known in the trade as 'railroad companies.' The
output of these companies is usually designated as 'company coal.' The remaining 25 or 30 per cent of the total annual production comes from the mines of
over 100 companies, which are not affiliated in ownership with the anthracitecarrying railroads, and which are for this reason, known as 'independent companies' or 'Indeeents.'
"Anthracite is, therefore, a limited and closely held natural resource. Its
production has slown no consistent tendency to increase during the past 10

years, although the demand for it grows from year to year. It is chiefly adapted
to domestic use, and is sold over a very wide territory in response to an inelastio
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household demand which at all times presses closely upon production. In times
of shortage, this demand assumes panic proportions.
"Of the total production of both the 'railroad' and the 'independent' companics about 70 per cent is made up of pea and of sizes larger than pea. rhe
latter are known in the trade as 'domestic sizes' because they are consumed very
largely by householders. The pea size is now sometimes called a domestic size,
but not in this report. The remaining 30 per cent, or thereabouts, comprising
what are known as 'steam sizes,' which are consumed by industrial power plants
ad large heating plants. The domestic and pea sizes, representing the principal
product, are normally sold at prices yielding a profit over and above their
production coat, whi'e the steam sizes, which are a by-product, must he marketed in price comprxntition with bituminous coal, and are generally sold at the
mine for less than the average production cost of anthracite."
ANTHRACITE COMPANIES

REPORTED BY

UNITED

STATES

COAL COMMISSION

Railroad coal companies. --" The 'railroad companies' may be briefly defined as
a group of coal producing and distributing companies owned by eight interests
that are closely connected with railroads located in the anthracite region,' as
follows:
1. Pennsylvania Coal Co. and Hillside Coal & Iron Co.
2. Lehigh Valley Coal Co. and Coxe Bros. & Co.
3. Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.
4. Scranton Coal Co. and Elk Hill Coal & Iron Co.
5. Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.
6. Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., Cranberry Creek Coal Co., and Alliance
Coal Mining Co.
7. Hudson Coal Co., Delaware & Hudson Co. Coal Department, and Northern
Coal & Iron Co.
8. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Coal Department and Glen
Alden Coal Co.
Large independent coal companies.-MaderiaHill interests: The Colonial Colliery Co Horleigh-Brookwood Coal Co., Thomas Colliery Co., Wilkes-Barre
Colliery Co., and Greenough Red Ash Coal Co.
Wentz interests: Maryd Coal Co., Upper Lehigh Coal Co., Midvalley Coal Co.,
J. S. Wentz Co. and Girardville Mining Co.
The Temple Coal Co., Lackawanna Coal Co. and Mount Lookout Coal Co.
Dodson interests: Locust Mountain Coal Co. and Charles M. Dodson & Co.
M. A. Hanna & Co. interests: Susquehanna Collieries Co. and Lytle Coal Co.
Kingston Coal Co.
Pardee Bros & Co.
THE ANTHRACITE COMBINATION

Quoted from Federal Trade Commission report, dated July 6, 1925:
" Apparently part of the present abnormal situation in the anthracite industry
Is due to the ownership of vast areas of undeveloped coal lands by a few large
railroad coal companies. In the early history of the industry the anthracite
operators were granted power both to mine and to provide transportation for
their output. As early as 1833 a committee of the Pennsylvania State senate
reported that a few interests were able to 'lock up at pleasure the resources of
the whole valley or community.' To correct this situation the legislature began
limiTnag in the charter of transportation companies the area of coal-bearing
lands that they might hold, but in 1869 it practically reversed this policy by
authorizing transportation companies to own the stocks and bonds of miing
companies. The Philadelphia & Reading Railway Co., through its subsidiary
the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., soon became the largest owner of
coal lands and the most important producer in the anthracite industry. As
early as 1891 its annual report stated that it owned 'at least 50 per cent of the
entire deposit remaining unmined.' Other railroads, such as the Central Railroad of New Jersey, the Lehigh Valley Railroad, the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, the Delaware & Hudson, the Erie, and the Pennsylvania, also acquired
control of extensive anthracite mining property, so that the anthracite railroads
taken together came to own over 90 per cent of the available coal in the ground.
"To avoid competition among themselves these railroad coal companies made
various agreements from time to time effecting the prices of the anthracite
tonnage to be marketed. They maintained their control of anthracite trans-
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portation anId distribution by hindering other railroads from entering the field
and through purchite contracts with independent operators whereby the output of the latter was acquired by the railroad companies. The mine prices
paid the independents by the railroads ranged from 35 per cent of the price
received at New York tidewater, under the early contracts, up to 60 per cent
generally in 1892. In 1808, when a large number of those (1 per cent contracts
expired, many independent operators who were diatisfied with the transportation and marketing conditions demanded lower freight rates or better
prices, and a new company was formed to build a competing railroad to tidewater. This project was backed by independent operators. In order to prevent this, the anthracite railroads, in the language of the United States Supreme
Court, 'combined together for the purpose of shutting out the proposed railroad
and preventing competition with them in the transportation of coal in competition with their own controlled coal in the markets of other States.'
"The plan devised to prevent this threatened competition was to gain control
of the mines of the chief independent operator backing this new railroad project.
The entire capital stock of the Temple Iron Co., which was used to make this
3

purchase, was owned jointly by the Reading, the Lehigh Valley the Central of
New Jersey, the Lackawanna, the Erie, and the New York, Susquehanna &
Western Railroad Co. After this, most of the remaining independent operators
made contracts with the railroad companies, acting in concert, by which they
sold their output at 65 per cent of the tidewater price.
"During this period also the large railroad coal companies steadily absorbed
many of their competitors. The largest combination was formed by the Reading
interests, which acquired control of the Central Railroad of New Jersey and with
it the control of its subsidiary company, the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.
"Attempts to break the control of the railroads over the anthracite industry
have been made under three statutes, namely, (1) the act to regulate commerce
of 1887, which among other things prohibited railway pools and provided that
rates must be reasonable and not discriminatory; (2) the Hepburn Act of 1906,
which amended and strengthened the said act of 1887 and contained, in particular,
the so-called 'commodities clause' prohibiting railroads generally from transporting in interstate commerce commodities which they produced or owned;
and (3) the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, which prohibited restraints of trade
and monopolies in interstate commerce."
VALUE OF TE

INDUSTRY

Original cost.-"The commission was unable to obtain figures ot the original
investment; neither the records of the present operating companies nor the resources of the commission were adequate for this purpose. As has been found by
the Interstate Commerce Commission in the valuation of the railroads, accurate
records of original cost in many instances do not exist. The most that the
present commission has been able to do is to set down the items of appreciated
value which could be identified on the books, and it is -robable that other appreciations of value not identified by the accountants hav 'een placed on the books
even during the life of the present operating companies."
quoting from report of engineers' advisory valuation committee:
'Cost, which is urged as representing the actual investment in a property, is
no criterion of value; the great bulk of the antharcite lands were patented to
individuals by the State of Pennsylvania from about 1795 to 1816, at from
two to four dollars per acre * * * yet $4 per acre at 6 per cent compound
interest from 1800 to date would amount to $5,200 per acre; more than the
present value of the lands * * *"
Original cost of lands of Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.-"In the case of the
Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. the books showed the original cost of lands
acquired in the pioneer days of the anthracite industry. The company has a
continuous corporate existence of over 100 years. Its first operations were on
lands leased for an annual rental of one ear of corn. It early acquired some
6,000 acres of coal lands at a cost of $30,000. In later years further purchases
of 2,940 acres of land were made at a cost of $1,382,000. The total original
cost of its present holdings of 8,940 acres of coal lands was $1,412,000. This
original cost has been written up by two revaluations. The first, made in 1871,
increased the book value by $4,970,000. The second, made in 1917 for Federal
tax purposes, added $10,060,000 to the value.
"In the meantime the depletion charged by the company has amounted to
$3,685,000, or two and a half times.the original cost of the lands. Yet the lands
still stand upon its books at $12,757,000, or nine times their original cost.
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"Tiu company's lusitxess management is ct,,"rvative and its depletion
Few advocates of te
charge to-day is the lowest of 11 tinh large, c(impaneti.
theory of original cost will ignore its period of pioneer I Wee and try to hold
down the company to an investment of one ear of corn or even )$30),(0. (hi
the other hand, its history illustrates vividly the increment in values that has
accompanied the increased demand and rising price of anthracite.
"In contrast to the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., some other companies
have bought their land recently at current market prices."
It is evident from the above that approximations only for original cost figures
for these properties can be obtained. A summary of values of "railrxId " coal
properties (Exhibit F) Ihas beom prepared from the Coal Commission data from
which apparent costs of these properties totals $174,646,(M9.
Book valucs.--The values carried on the books of the "railroad " coal companies
(see Exhibit F) as found by the field accountants of the commission represent in
most instances a figure below present market value, as estimated by the engineers, but above original cost. In the case of the Pennsylvania Coal Co., the books
reflect original cost figures, appreciation of $40,000,000 being shown in a memorandum account for tax purposes; in the summary; however, this item of appreciation is included as book value. A total book value of the "railroad" coal
properties only is disclosed at $385,133,933.
" The book values of the companies examined by the commission's field accountants, after deducting outside investments, amount to $520,000,000 with working
capital included counting the memorandum accounts of the Pennsylvania Coal
Co., and Hillside Coal & Iron Co. as a part of the book value. The companies
examined produced 85 per cent of the output and owned in fee 81 per cent of the
coal. If they represent a like percentage of the total investment in anthracite
mining, the book value would be in the neighborhood of $00,000,000 or $640,00O00) working capital included."
Value as of 1921.
Current market value.-" The commission has referred to market values as one
of the bases of determining profits. In order to arrive at an estimate of market
values, it secured without compensation the services of a committee of engineers
who, through technical training and many years of experience as experts in the
appraisement of coal-mining properties, were especially qualified.
"The method employed is that adopted by engineering experts in valuation
of mining properties; that is, the basis being the present and the estimated future
earnings. The objection to the valuation of properties in the anthracite field is
that this basis is that of earnings derived from inherent monopolistic conditions,
the uncertainty as to future mining costs and future realization margins-two
factors highly speculative. Nevertheless, this method of valuation is that which
is employed by the experts representing capitalists desirous of investing in anthracite mining properties, and is the accepted practice in such transactions involving
value of particular tracts."
Quoting from report of engineers' advisory valuation committee:
"After a full consideration of all the above methods your committee, in fixing
a general value of coal lands, has used as far as practicable the present value
method for operating properties, considered as covering the 'available coal'
being the probable future output for 40 years; all coal in any district not included
in the 40-year output is classed as reserves and the method of its appraisal is
hereinafter explained."
"Dasa.--We requested, from data collected by the United States Coal Commission, Federal Trade Commission, and by the United States Geological Survey,
.statements of tonnage by years to date; days worked operating cost (with
royalty, depletion, depreciation, interest, and Federal taxes separate), returns
from sales, and tonnage remaining, and anthracite divided into four fields,
northern, eastern middle, western middle, and southern.
"Basis of valuation.-The weighted average of data for the years 1920 and 1921,
where such is available, was used as base; first, because this was believed to
fairly represent present conditions; second, any changes of conditions in costs
would, we believe, be reflected in the realization; third the data in the possession
of the commission is most complete for these years. Where the 1920-21 earnings
were unavailable or misleading the most reliable available data were used.
"As the total value of the properties is desired, costs are figured before royalty,
depletion, depreciation, and interest charges; royalty in the case of leased and
depletion in the case of fee lands represents the value of the undeveloped coal
in the ground, depreciation the value of improvements and developments, and
interest charges and profits the returns to capital used in operation. Federal
taxes are a charge against income and must be deducted from the realization
before it can properly be used in estimates of value.
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" lutulf: tnnaug ise,'imated from consaidration ohflst tomuage and of reserves

intcmh district,
"' alue of opealtin properly.l Fromn the above, the value of the optratitng
properticH isdetermined by discounting a(t 6 per corl, compound interest thi net
yearly returns, as a varying ammiitv estimated for achi field for the period noted
obtained by applying the values s albve indicatt'd per ton toth estimated
tonnage for each year.
The reserve tonnage is determined by the difference be" Value of reseres..tween the operating tonnage ts above and the total estimated tonnage in each
field; this is considered as a whole in each field as undeveloped coal; the value of
this is based on either actual sales of virgin area where such sales of recent data
are available and sufficient to justify their general employment in the estimates,
vahe
vlu
f the reserve coal at the present rates of
re
or lacking that, on the print
royalty, but considered deferred for the life of the operating lands.
"Total valuation.- Based on the above, the total valuation is made tup of the
value of operating coal land and reserves, and includes development and equipment, as well as all land values, regardless of whether the ownership is in the
operating company or the lands operated under lease.
" Reasonably complete data, as requested, were furnished by your statisticians, together with the conlmissioi's estimate of coal.

co
Field

mtnl ig

Northern .............
...........
............-------Eastern middle......... ... ....................
............ .. .
-----.......W eastern nilddlo.......
Southern...

....... ............................. ........

Total .---....----------...........................---......-----------..

3, 27, 763,000
248,68,000
3,573,025,000
.

,-,

260,000

PTotal
er oeat Recovealle
rwover- coal remain-

Ing

able

67.0
69.4
58.1
49.0

2,195,431, 000
172, M8,00
2,075028,

4,535507,000

16,354,676,000 ..-.....-. 8, 97, 474, 00

"From a study of past production, we estimate as a conservative basis of
value that the field as a whole can increase by 1935 to about 100,000,000 gross
tons per year, and hold this average production to the end of the 40-year period
allowed for available coal, as shown on attached diagram.
" The reserves, mostly in the western, middle, and southern fields, are expected
to hold the 100,000,000 tons output for -bout 10 years longer and then gradually
decrease to 50,000,000 tons per year with a total life of about 70 years additional.
"As important factors in production, we estimate for the northern field a life
of 50 years; for the eastern middle, 35 years; the western middle, 100; and the southern field, 110 years. All of these fields will, of course, produce coal long after the
above limits, but in small quantities and of negligible present value.
" The western, middle, and southern fields will have to carry on after the other
two fields cease to be important factors, owing to depth and to geological conditions, resulting in a much smaller percentage of domestic sizes, the coal from
these fields is more costly to mine and brings less realization, all sizes; hence these
fields are naturally only developed to carry the surplus demanded by the market
over that furnished by the cheaper northern and eastern middle fields; but these
more costly fields have the greatest reserves and can be expected to maintain
a, large production long after the more favored fields are exhausted.
"The average royalty paid on all coal sold was found to be 16.5 cents per ton,
the average depletion 14.7 cents, and average depreciation charged on plant
10.8 cents.
"Valuing the available coal, plant, and improvements on the basis of the
returns found from the commission's figures, discounted to the present time,
and the reserves on probable margins deferred 40 years, we estimate the present
value of the properties comprising the Perusylvania anthracite field as follows:
.
,
. 3, 907, 900, 000
..-------..--.-Available recoverable tonnage.....- -Reserves recoverable tonnage ....----------..
------------..
-- 5, 071, 600, 000
Total recoverable tonnage .---- ------.----------.---

8,979, 500, 000

Present value of plant, improvements, and available tonnage _- $843, 500, 000
-. ...--------- 146, 400, 000
Present value reserve tonnage -------.........
Total present value-..------

..----.....--..--..----

989, 900, 000
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EXHIBIT

C,

COMPILATION

FROM

REPORT

OF

UNITED

STATES

COAL COMMISSION

Statistical information has been prepared covering 10 years, 1913 to 1922,
inclusive, from data obtained from the Report of the United States Coal Commission, arranged for the purpose of this report. The 10 years-period has been
divided into three periods, pre-war (1913 to 1916, inclusive), war (1917 to 1918,
inclusive) and postwar (191 to 1922, inclusive). Average annual figures for
these three periods are shown for production; capital stock; total assets; dividends
paid; earned surplus at end of year; net income, as per book, adjusted; net income
for coal operations, adjusted; depletion and depreciation. Per ton figures and
percentage of adjusted net income, as per book, are shown for dividends paid
earned surplus, depletion, and depreciation. These figures are shown in detail
and in total for the eight "railway" coal interests; in total for the 14 "independent" coal companies and grand totals and percentages for all companies. Per
ton and percentage figures for totals are obtained after proper eliminations and
corrections when necessary by reason of detail data being missing.
NET INCOME

The commission accountants finding that there was no uniform method of
accounting among the companies, first obtained figures for net income as per
books (including income from outside investments) and then made adjustments
to bring the figures to a comparable basis. Net income figures were also obtained
for coal operations only which were also adjusted to a comparable basis. The
figures submitted are those after adjustments were made.
Adjusted ne. income for al companies reported
Average annual net income adjusted
Period

Production

(gross tons)_____

Amount
1913-1916, Inclusive -......---...-..---..
1917-1918, inclusive .
......................
1919-192, inclusive......................
t

2, 427,744
57,930,211
52, 376,070

For coal operations only

As per book

$16, 31, 746
32,030,621
29, 848, 848

_

perents
ton
31.12
55.29
. 99

Amount
$16,758, 80
30,889,310
29, 97, 437

per
per ton
31.97
53.32
58 61

Data lacking for Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co.

It will be noted that the net income of anthracite companies almost doubled
during and since.the war over what it was during the pre-war period.
PROFITS

Quoting from the report of the United States Coal Commission:
"The principal facts found by the commission in its investigation of anthracite
profits are:
"1. No average figure either of margin per ton or per cent return on investment can fairly represent the profit in anthracite mining. Because of great
Inequalities in cost and in selling arrangements some operators make very large
profits and others very small profits. The margins per ton between cost and
sales realization in ordinary times range from less than nothing to over $2 a ton.
The per cent return on book value of investment in coal ranges all the way from
a loss to 138 per cent (one independent operator, year 1917).
"2. There has been a very large increment in value, so that the lands are now
worth on the market more than they used to be although a third of the coal is
gone. The commission could not obtain the original cost of more than one or
two of the properties. It did find that the present book values contain certain
'write-upso or revaluations of assets amounting to at least $186,000,000, and
in addition there were memorandum accounts kept for Federal tax purposes
indicating further appreciation of $40,000,000."
Referring to Exhibit F, summary of values of "railway" coal properties, there
will be noted-the per cent return on investment in coal operations, as per books
for the "railroad companies. This per cent return for the year 1921 would
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appear to vary from 2.1 per cent to 30 per cent, the average being 8.9 per cent.
Based on the apparent costs of the properties the per cent return varies from
4.3 per cent to 137.2 per cent with average 19.6 per cent.
'3. The latest of the foregoing revaluations, however, was as of 1913. Since
1913 a further huge increment in market value has accrued to the owners of the
property. A committee of engineers appointed by us estimates the present
market value of mines and mineral as $989,000,000
The book values, allowing
for companies and holdings not examined by the accountants, are in the neighborhood of $600,0,000000.
This indicates a further increment of hundreds of
millions of dollars inuring to the owners if the engineers' estimates based on
earnings are accepted.
"4. The profits are increasing. Total net iDnome is increasing, dividends are
increasing, and surplusess are increasing, earned surpluses as well as surplus
arising through revaluations. The margin per ton is increasing."
DIVIDENDS

Table Exhibit C shows the dividends paid (exclusive of stock dividends) by
the "railroad" and "independent" coal companies for the years 1913 to 1922,
inclusive. Comparative percentages are shown on Exhibit G. Percentages are
shown in cents per ton of coal produced, in per cent of par value of capital stock
and of adjusted net income. It will be noted that two of the "railroad" coal
companies, the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. and the Scranton Coal
Co., paid no dividends, and the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. paid
little or no interest on advances made to it by the Reading Co., a holding company. Very largeodividends paid in certain years by the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre,
the Pennsylvania, Hillside, and the Lehigh Valley, represented in part the distribution of accumulated surplus. The Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., paying
8 per cent dividends regularly, largely derives its income from transportation.
The commission was unable to obtain a separation of the coal accounts and
the railroad accounts of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co.
that would permit a statement of income from coal applied to investment from
coal. It is a matter of common knowledge, however, that the business was
highly profitable, and that the coal-mining department contributed largely to the
prosperity of the combined enterprise. The dividends paid by the Delaw are,
Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co. have been as follows:
Per
cent

Per

1909:
Cash --------------------.
Stock-.. ...-.............1910 -------..--..------------1911-------.--...--------.-----.
1912.--------------.----.-1913------... .. - - ..-- ---1914 ....
...
.
.....
1915 ..
- ....
-..--...-..-INCREASES

cent
70
15
20
255

20
20
20
20

1916----------..
-------..--20
1917----...------.---..... . 22%
1918--...-..
...
--20
1919 --------....---...
----20
1920 .---....- .---. -20
1921:
Cash --...
..- _.-... 18
Stock ---. -- _--...- ,.
100
1922.--...-_______.
12

IN SURPLUS ACCOUNTS

Further evidence that the profits of anthracite companies have been increasing is furnished by the increase in their surplus accounts. In the following
table are given the earned surpluses of the railroad coal companies as distinct
from surplus arising through revaluation of assets.
The first column of the table shows the surplus of the six railroad coal companies that have been paying dividends in recent years and that are engaged
exclusively in the mining and selling of coal. The surplus of these six companies
rose from $9,700,000 in 1912 to $53,000,000 in 1919. In other words, it increased
more than fivefold in seven years. In 1920 it decreased slightly, chiefly because
of the payment by the'Lehigh Valley out of its surplus of a dividend of 134 per
cent. In 1921 the combined surplus fell to $37,000,000, chiefly because of the
payment out of surplus of another dividend of 227 per cent, this time by the
Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre. Other large dividends were paid during the year, notably
Extra dividend to enable stockholders to purchase stock of the newly organized Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western Coal Co.
Including 35 per cent in securities of the Lackawanna Railroad Co. of New Jersey.
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$2,050,000 by the Hillside, equivalent to 205 per cent on its
and $6,850,000 by the Pennsylvania Coal Co., on its capital
A further drop in the surplus of these companies occurred
because of the strike, partly because the Pennsylvania and

small capital stock,
of $5,000,000.
in1922, principally
Hillsidt again paid

dividends out of surphis amounting to 168 per cent and 190 per cent, respectively.

Yet even after the losses of a five-months' strike and the distribution of these
considerable sunms in dividends the surplus of the companies stood at $27,000,000

at the close of 1922, or not quite three times what it was at the beginning of the

period.
Increase in accutmulated surpll

of the railroad coal companies (.xclusitv

of

repvalLtion.4 of asetn)

C('ompaniies payinIK nto
dividends
Co i
I hh
Six coal
--& Navig,
companies
dividends>,tion Co)I
Scranton
IP hiladelphia
tion('.
d
Coal
& Reading 2

IYt

ains

1912..---------------..--........
1913..

---------

...---..

.........................................

1914...........................................
......................
1915 - ---------.....
1016.......----------------------------..............-----.
. .........................
1917-----..........
.................................
1918 ....
.........
.......................
1919 .........
19 -----............................................
....-------------------------1921--------..
...---------------------..
1922 ....------

$9,88,000

$1, 55,00

1,460,000

000

1,884,000

2,599,000

13,29

17,091,000
24,522,000
30,028,000
34,527,000
39,107,000
53,063, 000
52,094,000
37,108,000
27,245,000

3,315,00
2,390,00
3,375,000
2,770,000
6 50,000
:,4452000
l,
,000
5, 238,000
000
16 140,
5,712,000
177,000 i 19,013,000
7,434,00 1 25, 65,.000
29,107,0()0
8,075,000
29,074,000
7,467,000

*9,,(00

4

11,00(0

721,000
730,000
537, OO
'114, 000
349,000
44,000.
154,000
4, 00,OO
32,000,

SIncludes surplus accumulated out of transportation income.
3
'

paid little or no interest on advances to it front holding coinp.uy during this porio.l.
SCompany
Total of certain companies' reports for fiscal year and other for calendar year.
Deficit.

The Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., like the other companies, shows a large
increase in its earned surplus, rising from $1,655,000 in 1912 to $7,467,000 at the
end of 1922.
"The high-cost Scranton Coal Co. paid no dividends (luring the period, but
between 1912 and 1921 the company converted a deficit of $936,000 into a surplus of $460,000. Strike losses during 1922 wiped out the surplus and left the
company at the end of the period with a small deficit."
Although paying no dividends and practically no interest on its heavy indebtedness to the Reading Co., the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. increased
its net earnings largely during the 10-year period. The surplus account carried
the sums of $1,460,000 in 1912 and $29,074,000 at the end of 1922, an increase of
$27,614,000.
EXCESSIVE RESERVES OF COAL LANDS

"Burden of carrying charges of excess reserves of coal land.-The greater part of
the investment of the anthracite operators consists of coal-bearing land. Where,
as is the case with a number of companies, lands are he'd which can not be developed at the present rate of output for some generations to come, the carrying
charges become a serious burden. The taxes upon the undeveloped lands are
charged to operating costs. The interest is not properly chargeable against cost,
but it must come out of the margin. Carrying charges on excessive reserves are
one reason why some of the substantial companies pay small dividends or no
dividends at all."
Of the companies examined by the United States Coal Commission the following figures represent years the coal owned or leased by the operating interests
will last at present annual rates of interest:
Five holdings with life of coal reserves from 100 years to 480 years.
Seven holdings with life of coal reserves from 4S years to 98 years.
Five holdings with life of coal reserves from 27 years to 39 years.
Five holdings with life of coal reserves from 10 years to 21 years.
Three holdings with life of coal reserves from 7 years to 8 years.
"Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.-The outstanding example of excess
reserves of coal-bearing lands is the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
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Co., which owns 85,000 acres of coal lands. According to a ecmioficial estimate
made some years ago the coal in these land is sufficient to last for 216 years.
The engineering department of the Coal Commission estimates the life of the
property at a still higher figure. The taxos on the excess land tadd to the already
igh production cost of the Reading and reduce its margin. Freed from this
extra tax burden,, the margin might be sufficient to pay a modest return if applied
to a simple investment in operating properties. Spread over this vast future
reserve, the actual margin has paid a very small return.
"The origin of this condition dates back to 1871, when the prosperous Philadelphia & feeding Railroad undertook to buy up all the available coal lands of
anthracite regions in order to prevent its rivals, princithlemiddl and ,Lothern
pally the Pennsylvania and the Lehigh Valley Railroads from entering its territory and taking away its traffic. In their haste tl e officers of the road bought at
what were then high prices, a vast speculative reserve of coal lands. They made
the purchases through a mining company organized expressly for the purpose
and called the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. To finance the enterprise they borrowed about $40,000,000 and advanced it to the mining company.
The mining company has since been run as an adjunct to the railroad. Its function has been to provide traffic. Most of the time it has been quite unable to pay
the railroad more than nominal interest on the sums advanced to it.
"The coal company owes the holding company, according to the accounts, the
sum of $69,000,000. The holding company has carried this by borrowing at 4
per cent on a general mortgage for which the property of the coal company is
pledged as part security.
"At first sight it would appear that the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Co. has been extremely unprofitable. Its production cost has indeed been high,
its mines are located in the steeply pitching beds of the western middle field,
where costs are high and the southern field, where they are still higher. Other
companies in these fields, however, have managed to get along. The peculiar
difficulty of the Reading has apparently been to pay the taxes and interest on
its enormous reserve of coal lands.
"The thing that saved the Reading Coal & Iron Co. was the absence of effective
competition tiue to the peculiar economic organization of the anthracite industry.
A single interest was mining, selling, and transporting the coal. The Philadelphia
& Reading Railway was highly profitable, it regulairy paid into the treasury of
the holding company dividends of 10, 15, and 20 per cent. The adjustment of
freight rates and mine prices was such that the railway made large returns while
the mining company made little. The profits of the combination must therefore
he viewed in the aggregate. The investors received from the railroad operations
enough to make up for their losses in coal mining, and to meet the carrying
charges on a vast speculative reserve of coal lands and still draw since 1913 regular dividends of 8 per cent on common stock. The stock of the Reading Co. sells
around $70 or $80 on a par of $50.
DEPLETION AND DEPRECIATION

"Accounting methods employed by some of the companies with respect to
the handling of depletion and depreciation charges and of the resulting reserves
for same have changed considerably within the 10-year period. At the beginning of the period some of the companies were not charging depletion or depreciation regularly and therefore carried no reserve accounts on their books.
Such depletion and depreciation as was charged at various times was applied
directly against the value of the asset itself. In fact, some companies had apparently followed this policy to extreme lengths in earlier years, having written
off their books a large percentage of the value of their properties. The case
of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad (described below in detail
in the discussion of the Glen Alden Coal Co. figures) is an example. During
the 10-year period values written off in earlier years were apparently restored
by many, if not all, of the companies through revaluations, and many millions
were added to property accounts in this way. A large part of the revaluations
appearing during the 10-year period concerned coal lands. It would be practically impossible to determine in the case of many companies just how much
of the additional values added to the coal land accounts represented restoration
of values written off through excessive depletion in prior years and how much
represented the capitalizing of the enhancement of value ('unearned increment') in coal lands.
"Since depletion and depreciation are charged for the purpose of taking into
:account the using up of the investmens (to that when the coal is all mined the
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total amount of investment will all have been retired or 'amortized'), the
whole subject is bound up with that of the determination of the investment."
Just what values have been used in determining depletion and depreciation
charges is not disclosed in the coal commission report. From Exhibit F, however, it is evident that revaluations of assets were made by the "railroad" coal
companies prior to 1913 in the amount of $26,170,000. That during the period
191,3 to 1921 revaluations were made In the amount of $184,317,864. It is probable that the latter addition to the book values existing in 1913 represent the
additions through revaluations as of March 1, 1913, upon which depletion and
depreciation rates would be based. No data was available from the Income Tax
Unit to establish such rates.
Exhibit C discloses depletion and depreciation rates for most of the "railroad" and "independent" coal companies, from which averages have been
computer both in terms of "cents per ton" of production and in "per cent of
net income." These rates are set off in Exhibit It and compared with such
rates as have been computed from the very incomplete data obtained from the
Income Tax Bureau (Exhibits D and E).
These rates summarized for the postwar period 1919 to 1922, inclusive, are
as follows:
Cents per ton
Depletion:
Lehigh Coal & Naviga7. 53
tion Co- ----------Philadelphia & Reading
7. 69
Coal Co----.---Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
Coal Co -----------.
13. 82
Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
14. 76
19. 81
Scranton Coal Co......
Delaware, Lackawanna
23. 56
& Western Co-- ---Pennsylvania Coal Co.. No data.
Hudson Coal Co.------ No data.

Cents per ton
Depreciation:
Scranton Coal Co -...
4. 43
Philadelphia & Reading
4. 82
Co. --------------10. 15
Pennsylvania Coal Co..
Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western Co------11. 13
Lehigh Valley Coal Co13. 01
Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
14. 64
Coal Co .--..--Lehigh Coal & Naviga20. 95
tion Co ---------Hudson Coal Co------- No data.

General averages in cents per ton, 1919 to 1922, inclusive
Depletion

Coal commission

coal
Coal
C on division
Audit
Coal
commisvaluat
sion

....

Railroad coal companies --------........
Independent coal companies ............
All companies.................-----

.

...

All companies ....................

section

13.37 ..........
....
-..........19. 1 ........

. - ....-

..

Per cent of net Income:
Railroad coal companies ................. ..
Independent coal companies ....................
........

Deprcclation

14.57

elation
..... ---..

176

2
78.10 --...-------...
27.

Depletion and
depre-

.

18.6

-.

....................

.

11.05
13.02

24.6
32.6

11.38

26. 1

16.66
83

40.84
29.92

10.1

48.91

A really remarkable check has been obtained in depletion and depreciation
rates for all companies, with the rates as obtained by the engineers' advisory
valuation committee of the United States Coal Commission. In this report
it will be noted as follows:
Commit- Averages
tee rates above

Average depletion per ton....................................................
Average depreciation per ton ................................

.

................

Cents
14.7
10.8

Cents
14.57
11.38
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FEDERAL TAXEB

"It was found by the commission's field accountants that the amount of Federal
taxes standing on the books of eight railroad coal companies for the period
1917 to 1921 was equivalent to 9.2 cents per ton on total production, including
culm-hank washery coal
The amount of the tax per ton varied, of course,
with the profits of the company, ranging from 2.2 cents for the lowest to 27.7
cents for the highest of the eight companies. Satisfactory statements were not
obtained for the taxes of two other railroad companies (the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western coal department and the Hudson Coal Co.). Had these been included the average tax would have been higher, perhaps as high as 11 cents per
ton."
From information obtained from the Income Tax Bureau for four railway coal
companies (Exhibit D) the total taxes paid from 1917 to 1920, inclusive, amounted
to 18.7 cents per ton of coal produced, or 14.3 per cent of taxable income.
THE GLEN ALDEN COAL CO.

"Since the coal-mining properties of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad Co. were treated by that company merely as a department of its total
operations, the assets and liabilities of the mining department were merged with
those of the railroad organization and included in its report. It has been difficult
therefore to determine just what proportion of the corporation's property assets
were applicable solely to its coal-mining properties.
"In July, 1918, a detailed statement prepared by vice president and chief
counsel of the company was submitted to a Federal agency in which the total
actual cost of coal lands as of that time was given as $6,532,578.72. When inquiry was made of officials of the present Glen Alden Coal Co., which succeeded
to the coal operations of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co., by
the commission's accountants relative to this statement, all knowledge concerning
it was disclaimed. In fact, those questioned in the matter were positive that
such statement could not have been made. The commission's accountants,
however, have carefully examined this statement, which still is in the files of the
Federal agency.
From information secured by the commission's accountants it is evident that the
amounts originally expended for mining plants and equipment, or for such
property acquired in the earlier years of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad Co.'s mining operations, had been written off the books through operating costs long before 1900. The policy of the company in operating its coal
department was similar to that which it followed in operating the railroad business; a policy likewise followed generally by carriers in the nineties and early years
of the present century.
" In connection with its Federal income and excess profits taxes the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co., on or about the year 1921, restored to its
investment account the sum of $11,005,576.40 which it claimed had been previously unduly written off. This amount, plus the book figures 'Miscellaneous
physical property' shown as of December 31, 1920, to have been $1,841,940.11
The tonnage to which the original investment
makes a total of $12,847,516.51.
of $11,005,576.40 applied has been variously stated as having been 645,000,000,
649,000,000, and 657,000,000 tons. The tonnage remaining unmined as at
December 31 1920, the date upon which the investment was stated as $12,847,516.51, was about 418,000,000 tons. In other words, only a little more than onethird of the total anthracite tonnage of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad Co. had been mined up to that date. If from the claimed investment of
$12,847,516.51 depletion amounting to $4,669,429.88 for the tonnage already
mined be deducted, as well as the amount of actual book value, of $1,841,940.11
as of December 31, 1920, there remains the sum of $6,336,146.52 as the amount
claimed for additional investment in coal mining property. This latter figure
closely corresponds to the figure previously referred to as submitted in 1918, to
another Governmental agency.
"The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad also'carried on its books a
memorandum account styled 'Value of unmined coal.' This account was
created as of 1913. For that year it showed a total of $40,903,954.79. As of
August 31, 1921 (the date of the sale of the coal properties to the Glen Alden
Coal Co.), this memorandum account stood at $99,139,936.65. The commission's accountants could not find out the basis of this value. Inquiries on the
subject put to the company officials did not bring forth any enlightening or
satisfactory explanation.
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"All the mining properties and equipment were sold to the Glen Alden Coal
Co. for a 'consideration' of $60 000,000. In connection with this transaction
it is interesting to note that the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co.
has filed a brief with the Federal income tax department claiming a loss of
$39,139,930.65, the difference between $99,139,936.65, the amount of the memo-.
randum account and the sales price to the Glen Alden Coal Co. of $6,0,00)0,OG.
"On July 25, 1921, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co. decided
to organize and operate a coal mining company. Accordingly they purchased
all the capital stock of the Pine Valley Coal (Co. for a consideration of about
$22,000. This company was evidently selected for purchase because of certain
valuable rights permitted it by its charter.
"Immediately upon the purchase of this stock the name of the Pine Valley
Coal Co. was changed to Glen Alden Coal Co. and the number of shares of capital
stock changed from 420 to 850,000. The new stock, having no par value, was
offered for sale at $5 per share, for subscription to the existing stockholders of
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad. This offer by the Glen Alden
Co. represented a valuable 'right' to the railroad stockholders which sold on the
stock market at from $25 to $30 a share while the stock of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad ('ex-rights ) showed a corresponding decrease.
"At the time of the sale of the mining properties the railroad company showed
on its books assets representing coal property in the amount of $6,240,069.17
according to the closing entries made to clear its books. The Glen Alden Coal
Co., on the other hand, shows on its books an opening entry for this property of
$72,244,933.04.
"In addition to assuming a $60,000,000 purchase-money mortgage, the Glen
Alden Coal Co. assumed the following liabilities:
1. Workmen's compensation liability for all accidents prior to
Sept. 1, 1921 (estimated) -..----.-------------------$814,872.98
2. Lessor's liability-Estimated liability on account of any liti11, 400, 000. 00
----------.----.
gation relative to coal operations-.---..
3. Mary Burtis Muchmore mortgage --------------.--------24, 000. 00
4. Deferred royalty payments -----...--------------------.
6, 060. 06
"The apparent cost, therefore, to the Glen Alden Coal Co. for the railroad
company's property was $72,244,933.04."
As outlined in Office Memorandum No. 6, dated December 6, 1924, the coal
valuation section recommended on May 2, 1922, a March 1, 1913, value for
depletion of $101,754,000 on 460,000,000 tons of recoverable coal and depletion
rate of 22.12 cents per ton. Depletion for 1916 and subsequent years has been
allowed tentatively on this basis, the taxpayer contending for a rate of 25 cents
per ton, with the cases still unsettled in the unit. From the foregoing records
of the coal commission as quoted, there would appear to be no justification for
any such allowances for depletion and the proposed depletion rates of 22.12
cents per ton is excessive and largely in excess of depletion allowances made the
other railroad companies.
DISCUSSION

Income'taxes paid by anthracite mine.-The taxes paid by the anthracite
companies have heretofore been shown as approximately 11 cents per ton of coal
produced; these in terms of net income are for the years 1917 to 1921 as followsPercentages (weighted). taxes paid to net incomes
Railroad Indeconpendent
pans

Total

panics

Per cent Per cent Per cent
13.6
2&4
14.9
From coal commission data...............-...............................
From audit division data -............................................
.
14.3
25.7
14.7
Average---. ..................................................................
26.0
14.8
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The coal commission data are based on six and the audit division on four out of a
total of eight railroad coal companies. If the taxes paid by the Hudson Coal Co.
and Delaware, Lackawanna & Western coal department could be included the
percentage for the railroad companies might be increased to approximately 10.8
per cent and for the industry 18 per cent.
On the face of this there is inequity, since the railroad coal companies controlling 85 per cent of the coal output pay proportionately less taxes than the independent companies in the same industry.
A comparison, however, with the bituminous coal industry shows what monopolistic control can accomplish and the great injustices and inequities existing
in the payment of income taxes as between the anthracite and bituminous coal
operators.
Exhibit I, "Summary and percentages, taxable income and taxes paid, for bituminous coal mines." shows the results of compilations made from records of
the special assessment division of the income tax unit. From this it will be noted
that for 1918 to 1920, inclusive, the weighted average percentage of taxes paid to
net income is 38.26 per cent. Are the income tax laws being justly administered?
is best answered by noting these comparisons in taxes paid to net incomes.
Per cent
16. 8
For the railroad anthravite coal companies.---------------........---26. 0
-----.
For the independent anthracite coal companies --------........38. 26
For the bituminous coal companies .........-------...----------------Possibly some light can be thrown on the reasons for these inequities.
Depletion and depreciation deductions.-Although from Exhibit H it will be
noted that the depletion rates reported by the income tax unit exceed that computed from the coal commission data, it would appear conservative to assume that
the latter reflect more nearly the correct rates for depletion and depreciation.
Since the writer's compilations disclose a weighted average for depletion and der
preciation for the years 1919 and 1922 of 25.95 cents per ton as against 25.5 obtained by the engineers' advisory valuation committee, the latter will be used as
representing the depletion and depreciation rates reflected by the books of the
anthracite industry.
The engineers' advisory valuation committee estimate the recoverable reserves
of anthracite coal for 40 years at 3,907,900,000 gross tons. The apparent depletion and depreciation rates reflected by the books of the companies will, when
transferred into deductions, result in values being returned to the industry during
the 40-year period, as follows:
3,907,900,000 tons at 14.7 cents equal..... $574, 461, 300 through depletion.
3,907,900,000 tons at 10.8 cents equal..... $422, 053, 200 through depreciation.
Ultimate returns of value at end of
966, 514, 500
40-year period...--------. -----.
The engineers' advisory valuation committee valued these coal reserves as of
1921 at $843,500,000, this value including all appreciations.
Six hundred million dollars was given as the book value of the industry as of
1921. Unfortunately we have no data as to the March 1, 1913 value of the
industry upon which depletion rates were supposedly determined, but since the book
value as of 1921 includes all March 1, 1913, values, it is evident that the March 1,
1913, value could not be in excess of the 1921 figure. Assuming then a March 1,
1913, value of $600,000,000 for the industry, we find the ultimate return of value
computed above is largely in excess of same and that, therefore, the depletion
and depreciation rates are excessive for the industry.
Excess ultimate return of value through depletion and depreciation
Excess over
1921 value

Ultimate retur. of value...........-......................................
Basic date values...........
..- ....-..-- ...---- ....... ...
...........
Exces value ....

........................................--

S. Rept. 27, pt 2, 69-1---9

...

Excess over
1913 value

$9 614,500 ($96, 514,500
843, 500, 000
600, 000,000
13,014,500

396,514,500
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The coal commission in their analysis of assets report the coal lands of the railroad companies with data available as representing 65.6 per cent of total assets and
plants 27.4 per cent of the independent companies 43.2 and 58.2, which for the
industry would be 60 per cent for coal and 35 per cent for plants. For a total of
100 per cent these percentages would be 63.16 and 36.84 per cent.
Assuming these percentages, then the March 1, 1913, values for coal reserves
and capital items are as follows:
March 1 1913, values:
$600,000,000X63.16 per cent equals..----.--$378,960,000 for coal only.
221,040,000 for capital items.
$600,000,000 X30.84 per cent equals..------Corrected depletion and depreciation rates:
378,960,000
------- 9.7 cents per ton depletion.
3,907,900,000

600,000,000

221,040,000

--------

5.7 cents per ton depreciation.
3,907,900,000
Excessive deductions from gross income as indicated by the apparent excessive
rates allowed can mean but one thing-largely reduced net incomes upon which
taxes are computed and loss of taxable income.
Excessive accumulated surplus accounts.--The effect of the large increases in
surplus by the railroad companies during the years 1917 to 1920 inclusive, is
quite apparent, since invested capital was increased thereby. Under the excess
and war profits acts, these companies saved millions in taxes by these large increases. That such was their purpose is shown by the fact that as soon as the
high tax years were past large distributions of surplus were made as extra dividends, as evidenced by the following:
1920. Lehigh Valley paid dividend out of surplus of 134 per cent.
1921. Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre paid dividend out of surplus of 227 per cent.
1921. Hillside Coal Cc. paid dividend out of surplus of 205 per cent.
1921. Pennsylvania Coal Co. paid dividend out of surplus of 137 per cent.
1922. Pennsylvania Coal Co. paid dividend out of surplus of 168 per cent.
1922. Hillside Coal Co. paid dividend out of surplus of 190 per cent.
The further effect of these accumulations of corporate profits in high tax years
and distribution in low tax years was to reduce somewhat the taxes paid thereon
by the stockholders.
Excessive reserves of coal lands.-Carryingcharges such as interest and taxes on
excess reserves of coal lands results in largely increased costs and correspondingly
decreased taxable income. Such carrying charges on reserves in excess of 40
years should not be allowed as deductions from gross income. These excess
reserves are a speculation which should not be involved in the determinations
of taxes for operating companies.
Accounting methods.-A careful reading of the reports of the United States
Coal Commission and the Federal Trade Commission will impress one with the
difficulties besetting any Government agency seeking information regarding the
anthracite-coal industry. Much of this is due to the lack of uniformity in methods
of accounting.
QUOTED FROM THE UNITED STATES COAL COMMISSION REPORT

"The wide differences in accounting methods followed by the operators make
the collection of adequate figures of cost, investment, income, and profits a
matter of great difficulty. It places excessive burdens on both the operators
and the agency that collects and compiles the information. The unavoidable
delay in getting and making it available for use is often very costly to the public
interest where such information is needed to avert a crisis. Many of these difficulties and delays would be avoided if the Federal Government or the State of
Pennsylvania should establish a prescribed system of accounting, compulsory on
all operators in the industry. Such a system should be carefully designed to
secure sufficient and comparable information, while being at the same time
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flexible enough to take care of the widely different conditions of the various
operators. The establishment of prescribed syvtenis of accounting is not a new
departure in governmental activities. For years past railroads, pipe lines, and
express companies have been obliged to keep their ooks in accordance with
accounting methods prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Banks
subject to the Federal banking laws have had to follow prescribed accounting
methods. There are alsi;
State arid municipal regulations prescribing the form
of accounting to be followed by various public utilities, banks, insurance companies, and other forms of business closely connected with the public interest.
If adequate information on income, costs, investment, profits, etc., 0s to be collected regularly from anthracite operators by any governmental agency, it will
first be necessary to establish an adequate system of uccounting."
Specific reco(mmnendation was made by the coinluission as follows:
"To protect the public against unjustified increases in price we recommend
complete publicity of accounts throu:,.4 a Federal agency with power to compel
reports and to prescribe the form of accounts."
QUO(TEI

FROM

THIP

FEDEJIHAI

TRADE COMMISSION

REPORT

"The greatest obstacle to intelligent action on the part of the Government in
handling the frequently recurring emergencies in the coal trade is the lack of
adequate current information, particularly regarding prices, cost of production,
and profits. The commission believes, therefore, if the matter is found within
the legislative power of Congress that some Federal agency should secure and
publish currently data on production, prices, costs, and profits in the coal industry."
It would seem equally important that from an income-tax standpoint the
Government should be concerned in securing uniform accounting methods in the
anthracite coal industry. The whole income-tax subject is grounded on facts
regarding prices, costs, and profits, and unless correct facts are obtainable equitable taxation of the industry can not be secured. The taxation of a monopolistic
industry such as this should be studied as a whole and the Income Tax Bureau
should be fortified with complete information as to the results obtained in administering the laws. It would appear that such information is not available
at the present time.
Requests by your committee for information regarding gross and net income,
depletion and depreciation allowances, and taxes paid for these coal companies
have brought largely the negative reply, "Consolidated returns." Is it not
rather incongruous for the Justice Department of the Government to be making
strenuous endeavor to break a monopoly by divorcing railroad and mine in the
interests of the public, while the taxation department, after supposedly obtaining
individual facts necessary to fix equitable taxation then scrambles the facts
with those of the railroads and fosters the monopoly.
ADMINISTRATIVE FEATURES

Depletion.-Responsibility for the determination of values for depletion of
national resources and of annual deductions for depletion within the income-tax
unit would appear by office orders to rest on the various valuation sections of the
engineering division.
That the determination of values and depletion for the anthracite properties
and industry is quite some responsibility is set forth in the foregoing pages. Is
it any wonder that this industry, with its vast resources and complexities, has
been able to becloud issues and obtain preferential treatment? In the coal
valuation section there are 17 engineers employed on valuation of bituminous
coal as against one employed upon anthracite. To my mind the coal valuation
section is distinctly undermanned in the handling of anthracite and fails to get
at the root of the subject. Much research and statistical work should be carried
on by experts and cooperation had with other branches of the Government.
Considering the duties prescribed, it is natural to suppose that the amounts
reported by the coal valuation section as allowable annual deductions for the
anthracite companies would check with the amounts reported by the audit
division as actually deducted in determining bet taxable income for these companies. Referring to Exhibit D, it will be noted that in no instances of the few
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cases comparable do these amounts agree, and the differences are quite considerable as noted below.
Depletion reported as
allowed by-

Coal
valuation
section
Lehigh & Wilkea-Barre Coid Co.:
SFecond pori---od.............
Third period------..

.

.---

---.......

------.----------- ...--.....

Lehish Coal & Navigation Co.:
-............
..................-........-.
Second period
...--...-... ...-------Third period..-.......-.-hIudson Coal Co., second perid.............--------...-....

$1,011, 10
98
K92,73

-. ...........

-...- ..----.. .....
-------....-..----

Total..............---................----.............................----......---

Audit
division

$082,740
60

-

M-, 3(03
485,764
I,600,613

35,167
435,102
1,308,516

4,048,118

3,694,190

To the writer the above condition means one of two things-either the bureau
reports are in error and not to be depended upon, or the audit and engineering
division are not coorinxted iti the carrying out of office orders, since such records
as we have show that depletion reported by the coal valuation section as allowable
is not in practice actually allowed as a deduction by the audit division.
Depreciation.--Fromthe foregoing it must be evident that the determination of
depreciation allowances is distinctly an engineering problem, since it involves
the return of values best established by competent engineers. The engineer first
determines the total value of a natural resource. This value then must be
segregated into the value of the resource only and the required capital items, such
as plant developments, etc. The first involves depletion, the second depreciation. The office orders of the Income Tax Unit prescribe the determination of
depletion to the engineering division, but depreciation is determined by the
audit division. This is bad procedure, since the subject, as pertains to natural
resources, should be developed to conclusion along with depletion. The duties
and the responsibilities should be enlarged to include the determination of values
for depreciation and annual depreciation allowances.
CONCLUSION

Mention is made herewith of certain outstanding lessons that may be drawn
from this study of the anthracite industry, with suggestions for possible changes
in the acts and regulations and the administration of same.
Excessive depletion and depreciation.-Aninvestigation to be made to determine
the causes of excessive depletion and depreciation in the anthracite properties
with possible revaluation of the properties as to March 1, 1913, value and invested
capital; a limitation, by act or regulation, to be made of 40 years for coal reserves
(40 years at normal production) to be included in such depletable and depreciable
March 1, 1913, values, and provision made against the allowance of deductions
from gross income for depletion and depreciation of speculative reserves in excess
of such 40 year reserves.
Depreciation an engineering problem.-Office orders within the Income Tax
Unit to be so changed that the determination of values for depreciation and annual
depreciation allowances, in connection with natural resource industries, shall be
transferred from the audit to the engineering division.
Disallowance of carrying charges on speculative reserves.---That the act or
regulations provide against the allowance of carrying charges, such as taxes and
interest on speculative reserves as costs deductable from gross income.
Excessive surplus accounts.-That the act provide against charging into surplus
of distributable profits in high tax years for the purpose of increasing invested
capital and reducing taxes thereby; that any such profits later distributed shall
constitute a basis for reopening and redetermining the taxes affected in the
transaction.
Loss on sale of assets.-That a provision be made in the act preventing the
allowance of losses on sale of assets when the value of such assets at basic date
is determined by any other method than cost.
Consolidated returns.-That an investigation be made into the propriety
of allowing returns to be consolidated; if required in the administration of the
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income tax law, then that some provision be made so that the various corporate
identities, tax liabilities, and construction of such liabilities be kept a matter
of record in the Income Tax Unit.
Changes in administrative provision.--Thatprovisions be made in the Income
Tax Unit limiting the individual responsibility of valuation engineers in the determination of values and rates of depletion and depreciation, through cooperation
with a final determining board made up of legal, engineering, and auditing experts;
that provision be made in the coal valuation section for more comprehensive hardling of coal valuations, including research and statistical studies of the coal
industry and cooperation with other Government agencies; that provision
be made within the Income Tax Unit for coordination of the work of the
engineering and auditing divisions.
Respectfully submitted.
EDwARD T. WAIUoT,

Investigating Engineer.
Approved:

L. H. PARKER, Chief Engineer.

ExmHIBI C
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Data taken from reports of United Staies Col Clommission, dated September 29, 192~
Dividends paid
Gross

Averge
annual production,
tons

Name of company

Average
capital
stock

Average
total
assets

Per ton

Average
=an al

S

Avenrge annual net income

Per cent
to net
|iaOMe
iannedu

d sted
As per books
adjusted ' operations

Railhay coal companies
S
1
2

1. Pennsylvania and Hillside Coal Cos.:
40 years, 1912-1916.
...
...
2 years, 1917-18 ...........
..............................
years 919-922.........................................

64s72,405
4....64.........
$,000 000
7,40,3
6,800,
5
663
000,00

Average total per cent ...............................................----

I
2
3

2. Lehigh Valley and Cox Bros. Coal Cos.:
4H years, 1912-1916. .....................................
years, 1917-18-.............................................
4 years, 19I9-1922.......---..............--.....
.....

8,20,763
9,24,581
7,116,791

$17 264,08j
22.833,
l0 982
25514,748

$1.060.000
5575,000
6,587,500

SO. 1506
29
.7525 i
4. 32
1 1584
115.21

..-..--.......-- ............. ...........

.658

4,875,150
12,375,150
12,375.150

.508
.2952
.9923

34, 759,047
38,22 208
59,367,996

417,431
2, 717,212 :
7,061,956

3. Philadelphia & Reading Coal Co.:
4 years, 1912-1916-..---------------------......................................
2 years, 1917-18..........................................
4 years, 1919-1922.......................................... .-

1
2
3
1
2
3

3,556,4,
.ML
5,3345 15

96 ...........

24.66
S 41
153. 04

Average
..............
..............
.........................
..
.45
Average total
total per
per cent...................................
cent-----------------------------------------------------------------------.
4155

S
2
3

$3,513, 73
51, 540
5717,766

1, 69082
3,144, 72
4.614, 57

8000,000
8,000,000
8000,000

8,670953
100383,M620
111,568,595

None.
None.
None

None
None.
None.

None.
None.
None.

1,425,03
5,759,3
3, 536, 4

4. Scranton Coal Co.:
4 years, 1913-1916--..........................................
2 year, 1917-18..............................................
4 years, 1919-922 ............................................

1,730 374
1,],17, 69
,131,623

260, 00
260,000
260,f00

7,299, 52
5,256,431
5.013,60

None.
None.
None.

N.ne.
Nne.
None.

None.
None.
None.

136, 7'36
153,082
77,902

5. Lehigh & Wilk.s-Barre Coal Co.:
I
4 years, 1913-1916---..-............................
..........
2 years, 1917-18 ........---.............-----...............
4 years, 1919-19---....---..............-..--......-----....
-

4, ,477
4,447, 314
3,90,496

9,210,000
9, 210, 0
9,210,000

40 786, 285
41, 954,649
1t 445,491

l 197,30
L 197,300
6, 347,463

.;
.2692
L 5906

39.97
27. 7
99.62

2,995, 38
4,.295, 82
6,371,604

WWIllllllllllK

I

................

j

I

'I

--.................................'^ ~

*.
o~

!I

,,
t=

_

" ..i

,1..

^ ~...

...............
**.

.582

-

_

2, 497 967
3,614,38
44829,612

.
............--------------------...........
107r,7

9, 499, 53
11,544,983
9,383,172

Average total per censt............

a

.-........

i
^*

ji

63-

1
.... ..-...-...
--............

'i

1,933,791
5, 59 177
3,070,276
363, 96
306, 14 l
225,
S
:9
3,413.295
4,500 179
6, 48, 67
"

II

-

. Lehblgh Coal & Navigadon Co.:

1

ea

..........

Average total per cent-......-.. ...-..........

95 9
2,557,

99

3, 7

......

, 1913-1916..............................

.. .............

3
T
2

S

2
I

fory
Aeegeor
S Average

inere.-------.---------..
total per
ent--------4-om
n,

for7intere
Average

:.

5,793,56

--

42.4.167
i,
8

.....---.

:
--a.i........................9.9QSI..

&,"
40,1-00

.....................................

rs period-------------ts-Third period

Avtgfr 7

.

er

I

.0829
.0613
.1312

----

...........................

o

5,

241

1,2384
J, 902

.

5

.

1, 50 84
3,179,881
3,1741S 0

41.12
2263
30.83:

L 50,824
31 , 438
3, 193,62

--------

2.4

1,28300

.218

l

(

.2

1,

.218

2,17,742.

78

714860

547,7
52.. 41

8K,0,200
87,775

37070

..- ...-.-.-..
.

.

.

--31,,778

2% 7
170,73

-9,
538,

i

5 84&3

7,583,89i

1

803

.18

.14
I

.514

. . . 2 1, ...
74.

---------cet ----------------------.....
Aveag toalpe

3

4.20 I5 1,S
3 5s2W9
-i32,0748,7

.20
90,S20

8.........I......

30

t008. ,- 0

9.77 LZ30....-

46.48

^
I

,9181,5
3
72.
27,895.27- j2735,3
27,g 9

i

*

------

315,
&M.884
1-W

.9....
i

.22

.21 R-9 1

3,597, 8 7

2583,..

4

4:::

----------------------------------------.......................................

3, 8
3S

0 -...........--....- ..--...

..

1

36,4..I99-

..--- -- -------.----

---

Average total per cent .................................
Secn period

44U.
2, M 07 1

36 ,

.74
720

278
a,
: 7,0,
...........................................
: :,s

Totas6 for all compa nis:

i

&
.127
278,99884omaes:5,408,
59,90100
4.59
.258
5
12, 438,38i;
3417 8 5
7 8 9710
87.9
...
2.581.1.
4,33,47.
. 4.25
41...................................-----

::::::::::::.

:::::::

.41
.5489

...-....(
79,92593

)
4.225,075

Inderpendent coa companies:

ode,

.a5
7
.57M

;

()

()

::

6

2,229,154
2,33,347

816 750
719,723
97,547

i

) -----......--------. -----------------16 math, i921-22::::::::::::-:::

2

31, 44.43
56,491,275
808,8

Average total per cent.......................--...--------............-......-...............--

8, Delaware, Lackawanna & Wetern Coal Co.:

,o
2,1

---

--

5,000000
11, 09 300
14, 8~29s

7,46, 599|
4 years, 1913-1916 ....................... .............
8 ,527
-2 years, 1917-1918 ..................---...---.--.-......----- 7. 4, 238
.....-- .......-1919 - s...-. ..-........
4 years,:

S

T77,0,
77,6,

..........-

7. Hudson Coal Co.:

1
2
3

5A 375,794 I

95,260
2,e,675

231
487

,

2 years, 1917-18 ....................... .......................
...........
...................
4 years, 1919i922 ...

2
3

-

..

0.1

-

13,59732
.. 8 1

8
i
----

,7

91
7,

.

- -------

T5

-----------

C7n

ExmHIrr C-Continued
Data taken from reports of United States Coa Commission, dated September 22, 19--Continued
Per cenit to net income

Average

Name of company

annual

depletion

aa

Depletion

Depletion and depreciation

Depreciation

8Wf
deprec.a-!______I
d
i-

i

Per cent
io ,
income,

J Per ton

Per ton

Per ton

Per cent

)W*-i

A

T

i

t

Railway ,osl companies
Pennsylvania and Hillside Coal Cos.:
4H years, 1912-1916..................................----------------...
2 years, 1917-18...............
.
-------------. 81 -.......
4 years, 1919-1 ......................................................
Average total per cent .....................................--2, Lehigh Valley and Cox Bros. Coal Cos.
4% years, 1912-1916 ...-......
..... -..
--............--............
2 years, 1917-18--.......................................................
4 years, 1919-1922-.....................................--...........
Average total per cent-........-......-

....----------..........

3. Philadelphia & Reading Coal Co.:
4j years, 1912-1916...........................................---...2 years, 1917-18. .......-......... , ------...........................
4 years, 19-1922.....................................................
Averge total per cent ..--....-.......-............

..

()

(5

i_

,918I
57, 233

i

.--------......--...

-

75, 480

925892

--.

Oi

--

...........

I

50, 036
920,024
452, 422

..........

.0S47

Average total per cent............

.......

.0683
.1015
.067

8.i0 .......... .........

I

_i

.0762 1
.1476

22.29

0830

21.55

096

.0642

(2)
1(88
2140

.0531
.097
.1A2S

_=

22, 77

.0r®9
----------

Scranton Coal Co.:
4 years, 1913-1916--..
..........................................----...
2 years, 1917-18-............------.................................
4years, 1919-1922 ....---.--......................................

(
(

!

(2)

-- ----

673,670

'
'i'' ' - s."
I
I---j--------6.74 ....
&
....- ..
..
10 ......... .........

i

()

...------....------....; .......----------..

$285,400
7C1, 040
1,050,956

741, 765
723,413

I

-----

0617--

3X79
2530
2&07

.117 i
.1826
.2777

56.A6
..--47.859 .........

25.34

.1806

4.89

35.37 '--I;& 7
I

.......

129

42.84 -.
-.------

-----.14391

2.85

33.19

.....----------------........

.....

17.50

.......-

& 70

.20665

.1916
.24241

26 37........
177.31 ..-------361214 ..........--------

.1

.2110
.21

345.60 ..........
2 4"--

i
4222
4,788
224,2181

......------------...........................

, 2
36,7
50,107
............

.2012
.1658
.1981

254.67
153.37
27.82 '

.0063
.0259
.0443

. 1886

219.52

.0224

23.94
64.32 i

-r

I
8,520
568790 i
551, 538 I

I 5.Lehigh'& Wilkes-Barre:Coal;Co.:
1
4tyears, 1913-191 ...................................................

j

2 yeas, 1917-18............................................
.......
years, 1919-1922.............................................

Average total per cent..

.
..

I

.

...........

Average total per cent-.......-..---

...---..-

21, 21
1, 87, 238
320,459 i
1, 854

..-.......-........-...

7. Hudson Coal Co.:
4 years, 1913-1916...........................

.....

....-...-.........---......-----..--.....-) -

......... ............

.. - ..-..-: -)

4 years, 1919-1922......................................................

8. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co.:

(I)......................................................................
--.--....
...----.
--.----........

Totals for railway companies:
Average for 7 interests .............-..
TIn

...........................

----- ------ --- --- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Average for 8 interts...................................................

Average total per cent......-----..........---

.......---........--..-...

Independent coal companies:
Average for 7 interests, 14 companies...................................
Do..................................................................
DO..................................................................
Average total per cent.............................................

i

()

---

()

(i)

319

23.63 ..........

6. 1

.1382

19.12

. s183

25. 31 ..........

13.50
1 01

.2061
. 2095

2. 42
27. 85

.3040
.284

412 ..........
37. 86 ..........

25 68

.2643

36.02 .........

()

(-)

1034

. 1S

() i

(2)

()

)

)

i .0776

-

---

(

'

:

()
)

(*

)

10. 91

i

-

()

--

(2

.1113

L 45

)
.3469,

..........

()

-.......

-.........

(1

.-

..........

0)

.........--

160 3

..........

14,

.07C -

19.74

.16

41, 54

4i 89

21

1105

66

.26

4 84

41.25

19.27

. 0926

16.69

.206

8. 6

40 91

.0659
.1352
.1961

14.23
31.53
7 . 10

.0250
.371
.1302

5.94
20 68

5LS3

.085
.241
.326

.132

37.13 i

.

23.55

.

53.33 i

4.73

.0734
.098.0
. 1147

17.94
19.13
27".2

.063S
. 100r
. 113.

17.48
1 92
1

.149
.196
.261

3&30
5.17 i
48.91

3& 34
3.74
4.64

22.17

.S 9

17.48

.210

4

4244

1A;
1m7

1

.2429

.0759

.2356

3

10.76.

.0979
.0753

((

2,45 ,-35
2.19

n71A
1.-z

4,233,186

.11%

.

() :

4
=9i

37.47 .........
22 55 --------17.83
--.......

87

644,741

1,435, 952i

.2317
.2178
.2846

1323

()

1364 8-3

16 22
9.34
9.17

21.25
13. 24
8.66

(

()

(2)

16 months, 1921-22 ................... ....

511
m

185,810
8408

2 years, 1917-18 ..............
4 years, 1919-9....................................................

.1003
.089
.1464

.1314
.1279
.1382

...........................................................

6. Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.:
4 years, 191-1916.........-..........

2 years, 1917-18--......-------

<

485 795
399.3
84 067

.37

.......................

I1it im

nT9
MA

1

01

188

IL
&r

0-

'
346,735
1,316,110
, ,482,I86
I............

...........

Totals for all companies:
...
1,
First period...........----..-...........................-..........
-7
--------------------------------------------- 4,083,784
Second period-......
Third period..........---...--...----- -...............
.......-.....-- 5,715,372
Average total percent...-------------------------.............---------.... -

144, 741
;Ib, 61
983,661 !

2 60, 576
4.53,721
5,1?, 980

-. ...--...-..--------

--

1Per ton figures and percentages obtained when necessary aft r proper eliminations and corrections.
* No data.

20.17
36. I
129.92

94

3!

i 1

.t

3527
11L 7

tax unit
Exmarr D.-Data taken from reports from coal vacation section and audit division, income

Averg
Name of
company
of
company
Name

"Railroad" Col Companies
2
3

A-o-nt

i-------

1. Pennsylvania & Hillside Coal Cos.:

-

Per
.AllwbPer

32

1,

-)

2 yeas, 1919-2. -1

3

i
yers,191, ,1301

Average percent---------... ---..--......----- -.----2
3

3. Philadelpha & Reading Coal Co.:
2 years, 1917-18---------------..

10,061,47 I
8, s04,

1 year, 1919.-.......---------------

-

2

. Legh & Wiebarre Coal Co.
388
2years,1917-1S--------------4325
,s95,4
years, 1919- --------------Average per cent ----------------------

-

U.

.

........

.n

..

.

7
17

'

)
)

St

---

1.8 I

--

-------------- -..
.-

()

-

()

()

5,407,520
, 13,895

--

3.59

4,353,808
,
..--------

i

O31G95

. '

--

..-

.-

-------

.-

-

-----.--.----------.

-----

.
(1
.

--------

.5.

...............
------

..

,

G

-24.4----------2,

I

.

..

..
.......
4 .........--.-----

3962

--

-

-------------- .

13.3------------

19

---

------- --

I

-

-

------

i
l
48
11(0,478ol I
18, 9
--

)

---

---

-----

-----------

..

...................

(I
745
00, 745
2 years, 1917-18 ----------------())
5A M
-- ----. - 2 yeas,
,- ---- 2 -- ---. ver1919-20..
g-eper-. - .
Average per cent--.....---------- ---.-------.--

3

-

.-

-

,

4. Scranton Coal Co.:

--- ------

---------

1.18.2 i887 ()

1

.......
)

Average per cent - ----.............
2

0
..

..

i..ce..t-

2. Lehigh Valey & Coxe Bros. Coal |
Cos.:1

dme
euced

n

.. ...

--------

---

sd

.......-........

23.5

-------

er
Pnrto

Per

--

i-25.0

)

()

enttto cent I
i
grosles t
iMcome income

Per
ton

Amount

'

pr-- ------

--

-

Average per

Net
ta
income
xab

Per
pro"=|d

O

7,51 01
,97 7)

2 years. 1917-18...--------......--------year, 919....------ -------------

I

A ole
Amu

production,

TotEl tax

Audit division depletion deducted

o

C

Gross C ome

I

178.
M159 4
.

5---

10.9
1I5
=

A-

-NE

I
1

-----

--

-------

,............

192

--1---------

2.51

313
U

,

6. Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.:
2 years, 1917-18....-.......-...
2 years, 191-20................

3,572,454
3, 178,192

Average per cent ........

6,695,365
)

Average per cent...........-.------8. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Ry.Co.:

7,719,236

per cent........--.

...

............

3

Total for all coal companies:
Total, averageand percentage....
Do....-----.......-.--.--.....

Average per cent --

1,606,513
)
.

---.--...------ --

24.0
..---

1.0
17

2.97
2.41

13.1
9.1

--...........
14.4

2.69

1.

495,238
693,25
--..-..

1,368,515
20.4
2.45
368
(1)
..-------....------....

........ .......-...-......----

28,209
281,470

12.1
14.5

13.9
21.8

1-3.4

17.

8.0
4.45
7.5 .......

7.7 ........

---...-- .--....... ............

j
()

....

146,321,920
32,141,087

... ............

6.5

.---.

8,995, M726

15, 638,60

()

....... ......-..-....
--- .........
& 29: 21,17, 40
4.54 30,543,884

........

)

.

(i)

2,61,28S

- ......----

7
7,56j 545
6,578,147

5.88 .-----...................

.-

7 .--.-.

....

------........ ........-....-..
.

13.2
1

.

I,901,219

1,38,501
1-6 5

... --...-....-..

2.1 ;
10.5
14.

21.2
a2

14

2.6

I&.8
12I
5

3
5.3
24.0

!

2 .9

1f9.6
18.8

5
2,566,422
3,189,054

17.
21.6

2.87
3.51

21.1
11.9

19.3

-.......-..

19 6

3.04

14.8 .......-...

14.3

18.7

47.193
420, 617

10.9
9.1

3.35
3.93

3 &2

23&8703
18 308

19.2
44. 6

&3

99.7

10

3. 60

53. 8 -..-........

25.7 i

4.6

16.1

3.25

1&84

17.0

13.7

17.3

36

1.2 ........

14.7

1 .9

3, 565, 137
3, 33,050

;
i

4.513,840

..-..---- ......-4,764,;770
...-..

Average per cent ...............--.

2

..

15 3

535,167
435,162

coal corn-

Average for all companies-.---..--Do..--

............

3,736, 8
3,754,921

.........

15.3
15.3

485,7 4

............

8.35
......

....

56,97, 158

........-------

I Total for "railroad" coal companies:
Average for all companies -.........
47,218,559
D...-.....----....-----...---. 37,330,403

3

55,918,777
)

i

4,
303

4, 092,087
4,76,862

I
8,688,257

2 years, 191-20............----------Aege per cet'&7

Totals for "independent"
pamnes:

.4

..--.........

'

2 years, 1917-18...--------.........--

Average per cent ..........

& 4
.67

...-......... ... ..........

7. Hudson Coal Co.:
I year, 1917--....--------.----..
I year, 199....................

SAverage

18,019,455
18,031,314

....

.

51,732, 399
42,095,173

14,160,248
10,699,958
...--- ...--.....-

160,482,168

42, 81,045

------.............. .......

3.26

1,241.778

423197

.38

23 1

421,9438

44 6-291

.37

277 .....---....-..

5,81

3.66

22,420,187

30,965,832

........
17 .......................
INOr~re
data,-----orn.a~------

I No data,.

.........

7,992,742

6,024,08

37 .-.-.-....

1.6

17.5

3, 04D358
3,60,871

18.1 .......

1 .6

2 Consolidated return.

3.61

13.3

:3,803,840
4, 02,358

13.0
.

4.0

1 I

ExHIrr E,-Data taken from special-assessment records of the Incom Tax Bureau
cent +
i Per
ur,.c

Net incomes
Reference
No.

Operating
Opeat- without Taxable
ng ; depletion

"Railroad" coal companies: Lehigh & SWilkes-Barre..
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. (period 2, 1
year, 1918)."Independent"

$2,916,610

$477,787

Scent
taxes

-

to
Oper-'
taxating
Net
Net
able
Gross
with- Oper- in- oper- tax- inout eating come i ting able come
depleStion

$963,685 15.25 13.94

$77. 137$5,533,019 $5,055,232 4,2SJ, 6

cent

to income
-

Total
taxes
paid

Depretion
ciation 1 Deple-

Gross
income

Town

Name of company

depletion
Per
cent
1
-

net income

2.15 22. 49

5. 97 22.

---

--I

coal companies
1918

13
45
45
57
38

;0

42

Jeddo......
G. B. Markle Co---.--------------- Minersville...
Buck Run Coal Co----..-----..
-ilkes-Bare.. .
Haddock Mining Co -........-....
Lopez
Northern Anthracite Coal Co-...
Philadelphia-.
Upper Lehigh Coal Co .......-----....... i Scranton. .
Green Ridge Coal CoDunsmore....
------ .
Spencer Coal Co.....
Highland Coal Co ....-------.... Johnrtown ....
--

---- -Total and percentage ...--

784,965
1,07429
828 829
743,47
707 940
342,04
244 066
70,858

--- -----------------246, 63 1, v 427 3,805,400 3, 55 53 2454, 11 1.44. .----------------....
23.-.2
50. 135
55.7-9
82,631
,644
26,852
--.- - i...-.-..-..-.-..
L5Mli41,454
69,539
101, 654
2&085
32115
-------- ---------------1,
206.2L
216,927
258,75
10.639
41,2
------------- --2. 12.
146, 25W
22, 672i 176725
30,466;
......
_
.....
.
!.
.72;.
0
t
23. 50
34.041
39,955
1. 450
5,914
A), 6 y ....-..
4u, 50
7S, 84
101,653
13. 28
21, 806
.93
...........
7 i
21, 268
22 550
23,060'
1 282:
510

2

4 6 35

1.

------- ----

0

1,19

:

6

7 4589.831 4,l183, 47t 2

I1022&

1.

1920

6
5 :

L

I

-

----

-

II

--

8.038, 792
503,028.
1.5 00016;

Scranton.inton.......

East Bear Ridge Colliery Co --.....
Connaell Anthracite Coal Co.........

Scranton......
----- do........

-~--

~--

~e

502. 502
781, 5
885.8S
278, 398M 1,038
294,991
2 271
21, 77125, 97
5,249
7,.151 6,33&

1, 097, 268

~--~

-I

I---~

265,818
134,213
45,138

18,257

IC-

-

114.691: 1,213,07

727.060

1, 08 287

1,64. 762

3o, 718. 1.100,690.
380,301,
84.30S
238,831
9,440

220,574,

is

IL-1

929.75,
242, 29
2s6,134

brQC

-----------------....................

------ ------ -- --- -I----

~Ljai
1, 21L 25

966,477
335, 18

-----9.5

10.54

112,78

vii5
1,66-1, ?6Si 1,:sig~I~m,
IC~E~:
130~rl110,
110. !30

|
..

..
'C.630.-376.......--.
5. 273fft ...
-

_------

Tot~iactJ~tcctl~e.~~~~.~...-j-------------I?1;98415f2E~b60~
-||
||-

Temple Coal Co......----------.
.
Kingston Cosl Co

-la

95
263,285! 1
,75 .
536 :
499
3.326
589
8133W
283,60

.7,796,41

Total and percentage ...........

26
59

6, 256, 82
1, 359 083
145, 53
35,90j

Scranton.....
Temple Coal Co ...............
.
........ ...
do
Connell Anthracite Mining Co ...
: Philadelphia-.
Plymouth Coal Mining Co .......
Johnstown....
Co...................
Highland Coal

57.

13.2 34.2 537

i

1919i
74
19
38
54

2

S5.11

|5

. 0, ,

.-- .............
------.
......-......-.
..... --.....
-6
.

41

......-......-..----

-

I

32.86 54.83 15.51

rr

.-----

------ ------

------ .----

c~--

------

--

r

I-1

p

61 i
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Haddock Mining Co...............
East Pittston Coal Co..............

Wilkes-Barre...
Scranton .....

Total and percentage..............

..............

STotals for 1919 and 1920 ............... ....-............
I Totals for "independent"
2;
3 ;

2 17
44&913

235,07
19,32,

183, 784
11743;
3, 119,685

17,46, , 66

549, 3

309, 100 3,74 ,7

25.2&,82'

832998

42,791 4,961.780 4,207, 97

S,59B .... ....................
6824.......--------,

141,852
6 82,
800M157

4

3,527,217'

8

9.9

-------..
.-.....---..

91 22.8

8M
54

843,M
2 1t

30 65 26.09

25.33 3

3 23.91
k

coal com-

~~.....
Period, 1 year, 1918 .-........ .....
Period, 2 years, 1919-20-............... Grand total.-.....-..........

-

7L 223
14,389

100,247
248&315

....

25,264,t082

57.21
406,358 LI1.927 4,58.31 4,183,47- 2,961,263 1,69 102i2.49 2597 13-32 34.82 53.
41, 791 4,961, 0 4. 207,972 3,527, 217
843, S4 1O 07 & 54 4.97 25. 3 3 63 2.91
& 832

37,266872 1,239,356

..--............

----------

,1615,71

9,551, I11 8,391, 451' , IS&48

2.537,V3

19.2j 1&92

7. 6 29.89 44.W
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EXHIBIT F.-Summary of values of "railroad" coal properties, from United States Coal Commission report, year 191
0
;

Total assets

Name of interest

I. Pennsylvania & Hillside Cos...............---------

.............

. Lehigh Valley & Core Bros...------------------........----....
........--...........
-...--.
. Philadelphia & Reading----...

.

canton Coal Co..-------....--...........--.......-----

-

Total........-.............--..-......---..............
--r to
1913
prior
in
Appreciation
1913 ......
values
prior
in valus
Appreciation
................ ........
toto1921
values 1913
AppreciaTtion in

114, 62, e00

59,000o

....--

i. Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre--...............-...................
S. Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.................................
..- .
.....................--r. HBuson Coal Co .....-------i. Delaware Lackawanna & Western----------..............----------------

370

...----

--

3, 6, 00
77, 151, 0
5,326,000
79,4
4

548, 185,5

i
t

SInvestment
in coal
operations

i
]

Net inme t
"tment
from coai 0
operation
operations

Reval atiosI
Ren tov
s

Ap
cam
eof

$5, 0, 000

11.2

$400,000,000

$i13, 0.OO

46,301, 000
97, 19,000

5831,000
4,119000

12.6
4.2

4 00, 000
7,O13,o00

4, 251,000
9l4 1

28,V974,s
31,966,10
51, 29,000
24,933 ,

8,707, 00
678, 000
4,49 000
4,X
00732

300 ;
2.1
8.8
5.5

6,16%, 00
14 21,0a t
33, 08,0
6i600, 84

22, 85, 00 0
15,752
18,20, 000
6,24, 0

$5S, O,

0

4, 2I

385, 133, 933

46S, 0

34 248,732

11.3..----------

-

4,12000

----

&9

214487,864

--

38.

24. 6

~

174, 6, 069

19.6

--

7--- DO
4l417,
, 86,4
....---------..-- --....
.................--.........
..-...... .......................
a.a..
t..a........-.........
---...........---------------.....................
............... .....
..............

Total...............................................................................................................................--.......------..
$40,00,00 appreciation carried in memorandum form, not on books.
I Net income given for one-third of year only, annual income estimated.
i

} I Iercent
F
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c uM on
p st of
priopeties

.
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ExHIBIT G.-Summary of di~idend-paid percentagesfor anthracite companies, prepared from Exhibit C
Pre-war period 1913-1915,
inclusive
-

17.50
8.56
None.
None.
13.00
S.00
12.38

.1506
. 0508

None.
None.

Total for "independent" companies.......-----------

.12
.21

---Orand total..------......--....--. ---.....

. X.
.145

Total for "railroad" companies ....--..-------. ---.

011

---

~

I

Cer ts
Per cent
to cap- I to net
t
t stockl income
income i per on

ents
per ton
Pennsylvania & Hillside Coal Cos .............-.---..

period, 1917-18, Inclusive

Per cent

C
Cent

Lehigh Valley & Core Bros. Cds.....................
Philadelphia & Reading Co..--...............-------..
Scranton Coal Co -..--.......--------.. -------.--Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Co......----...--..--.-----Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co-------....---------....
Hudson Coal Co....- ---------............----------Delaware, Lackawanna & Western..---------..........

! War

:

i

9.03
25.90

29. S8
24 66
None.
None.
39.97
79.3
41.12

9.

4&.48

.252

.28

.c

91.77

to net
income

to captal stock

!

; _______ _____

74.32
86.41
None.
None.
27.87
57.74
22.63

" 92
2L 96
None.
None.
13.00
7.70

6.49
M I
16.3

11. 1 i

Ten-year period, 1913-1922,
inclusive

(0)

Per cent Per cet
cents
tn
to capi- to net i
tal stock income ' pe
n

e
et
per ton

P cent
to espital stock

Per cent
to net
income

-4

_________
i

109.79
109.79 '

L 1584
.9923
None.
None.

57. 07
None.
None.
68.92

.5906

6. 61

30.36i

44.59
52.49

.2189
.549
.310

17. 59

4&561

.514

I

f.-

I ?.L- A--

' Per cent i Per ent i

.7525
. -952
Noce.
N c-e.
, 2?
.tsS
>.13

(1)
38.78

Postwar period, 1919-192
inclunsive
r
-----

i

29. 23
30t 16

3X 83
0L 20
871.4
12 50

29. 30

90 20

30.02
,
1

11&21
11&21
153. 0
None.
None
9962

3.4--73.0i S

.754
.858

34.42

.4155

None.
None.
.65%2

01. 87

INone.

None.
None.
31.64

. 5337
.097.5

96
m,9

O68.69

7. k0
7. 50

29.49

0.79

.313
'19. 29
.245 ; 28 69
P

20.19

62 81
___ y^
G£
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ExHIBrr H.-Summary of depletion and depreciation deduction percentagesfor anthracite companies
Postwar period 1919-1922 inclusive

War period 1917-18

Pre-war
Period

1913-1916,

Cents per ton
per

inclusive
(Coal Com-

Per cent to net
incoe

r tn
n
Centsper ton

Per

t to net
income

o

10-year period 913-1922, inclusive
Cen

Per cent to net
income

per ton

date)

1iro

i

IPer
Cents c
per

a
Co-

oaI
Coal Audit Coal
dmiCise
t
ion

to net

sion

as

.s

ca
Audit
it
- Cor

f

l

C
se
t o

iio0

al
Adit Ca Coal Audit
Coal
m se-i div- diEi - asC
s o
i
sio

Ca
Adi
Coal
COi as- dvis o
n

e

come i
DEPLETION

25 0
:.......
Pennsylvania and Hillside Coal Cos ... ......
LehighValley and CoxeBros.CoalCs... 0347 16. 8 0.0f-OS- 9.5
Philadelphia& ReadingCoal Co......... ....... .......

---

~P3LII~

,,--,~

642

1.8

........ ......-.............. 4.3 .
25
0.0830
-----......
8.2
1476
i.
29 ......
2..
----------- -I-.- - -13.3
.
3 ......
-- . 2-0 40 --.---. 06
7
.. .
...................
62 8.......
.
Lap &1.
. 138
......
12.88

la~sert~

aplr

all

------

13.37 ....
. 2012 24. 67 , 1656 18.9 i....
Sranton Coal Co..---...--. --....-Lehigh& Wilk-Barre oal Co........1314 21.25 .129 i .4i 15.3 13.24 19 15.2
13.1
13.50 .....
15.0
15.3
.079
0448 6.19
Lehig Coal & Navigation Co...........
6
4 .........
20 !
. .--....---....Hudsn Coel Co.--.....----------......
..---.
---- :
..---- '
....---.-.
Delaware, Lackawara & Western .......
21.1
-16.08
.--.
I
i
17.6
i9.6
.0776 1.14 IO,s7
Average for "railroad "companies..,..--.
I 3L 83 25 9 382
9.4 10.9
Average for independent companies ...... 0508 14.23 , 1352
6 1 61 19.13 ...... ' 4
Average for all oompanies.............. .0734 17.94 .0980

1

4.
15.3

21.2 ........
...
1
12.
1287 .....
6
:9
14.4 10.4....---

-------------------

1.3
9.4
IS. 1

------ ------2-

19.8 19. . .-..-.
10.0 i 37. 13 : 16.
...
17. 3 22.17

ItS
58
15.2

I

DEfECIATION
Pennsylvania and Hillside Coal Cos

1886
1981 : 1&9 !...... 7.2 .....---..-..--.
a...
s9i .1 3
.66~i
1382 2. 1 17.8
9.1 .07
.0753 15.3 117 10.011 --.....
------.
------ 1
2356 ...... 20. 7 10&.91 -. 11.9 .028
.1337 18i 21.6 22.21 ;
. 1961 9. 4 9.1 78.10 & 5 99. 7 .1362
.1457 17. 5 &18 27.28 ..... 13.3 .119

...

.0389

7.72

Lehigh Valley and Coe Bros. Ccal Cos_. .0820

39.79

..- . .03
Scranton Coal Co....--..---.....----Lehigh Wilkes-Barre Coal Co ............ .1003

6-70
22

Philadelphia & Reading Coal Co ..-----. 0531

5.37

0683

...-

0797

...

,064

.......

...

......

9 .-----.........
.99

6.74 ...... ......

25.30 ..........

15.97 ...... .-...

1015

..........

1301 ........
0-- 2 .........
. 043 .
.....

- -- -- 10.1io ........-..
- -- - -- .0o ' 5 .-...........
10.
1279

-..-."

.32 -O

--.-

.0617

............

-..-....
.0224 ...........

&t10 -- -- -7

5

6.8

......-...-

---..

...... ....- 10.76

.---.
..--.
9.17 --12.1464 .....
.. i.......--.
.-........
:i
.1281 -----------..164-----------.7.85 . ....-.
Hudson Coal Co -------------------- 1382 19.12
20-1
- -.
- ............
....
.-------- --. L --.....--.11
...
.......
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western-....... ..---.---.
.. 10 .......---...
15.19 ....- Average for "railroad" companies-.....- .0702 19.74 i .4 ....
. 1302 ----- ..
20.68
......
5.94 .1376 ...
Average for Independent companies......0250
....
17.48
............
.O
...........
19. L
-----.11
.. 152
.0638 17.48 .1007 .........
.
Average for all companies...-------..
.1106

DEPLETION AND DEPRECIATION

--.
--..
Pennsylvania and Hillside Coal Cos--...---....
Lehigh Valley and Coxe Bros. Coal Cos.. .1167 56.65 .1626
.
---.....-- .1439
.....
Philadelphia& Reading Coal Co---Scranton Coal Co ...------------------..-2065 261.37 .1915
2317 37.47 i .2178
Lehgh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co....-----.1830 25.31 .304
Lehlgh Coal & Navigation Co.--.----..

... --------.
.
47.59
..........
5
......
31
..... ......
22.55
. ..
..
i.41.92
...
...

---..-------2777
..-.......
.. 1251
.....
2424
......
22.86 ...-. 284
8
--............

-----....--.....---..-------------- --..- ...-------............
Hudson Coal Co.......--.---................. ....---------..-.

--.....-

- -----::::: i'i"'
"'Q'i:1 ----...
...------........... 4 184
...................................
33.19
.......
.2110
35114
:......-49
.
. 22
.....
17.
8 ............
17.:83------...... i.....
........
37.86
........

----...34 6 9

..-...

......--...
.....-..-.
...... ..... ....
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western ....... ....... .........--..........
...
.95 .....
...... ......
1690 41.54 .80
Average for "railroad" companies......
......-......
.
3260
34.8
36.18
.....
..
.2410
20.17
.
0850
Average for independent companies...-.

Average for all companies-----..--..--

1___1_1__

-.

.1490

36.3

.160 ...... ......

___

.1

........

10

--- 1-

0-----

------------- - &-8...........------..
------------------------------- -----......
--- ----...... ...... 245------3 ............
..... ......

---------:-- ............
.....
----

......

-.
--- ----- --------------------- ------ ------- ------------

.-----------3864
X...-.
--0
.--26..--:
S40.84
53.33 ......-------....2270 ...
i129.2 25.3 .-....
-.--------40.
.2100 .....---.
4t91 ....-.....--
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Summary and percentages, taxable income and lazes paid, bituminous coal mines
oft
Taxable Income Numobr
companies

Ttai paid

Per cent
tax

1918

Pennsylvania mines.. ......
Southern States mines.---..--...
Central States mines ... ........
Total---------

----------..-------....
.. ....-.

--............
---------........

...

--

$7,340,23
4,747,758
11,068,801
,

22

$14,632808
10,40 ,395
20, 031,
4, 072,

46
51
77

4 .......

...

60 16
4&1
63. 6
070

1191

1,751,033
1,072,611
1,9 , 740

Pennsylvania mines-..-........... ..........
Southern Statesmines .....................
Central States mines.. .... ...................
Total......

.-........................

1920
Pennsylvania mines .......... .......
Southern States mines.......
Central States mines. .-......-....
Total-....-----.......----

.
.

...------....--

7, 682,102
4,498,581
8670,444

49
30
62

28.28
23.84
22.67

4,780,384

20,701,127 .--. .-----.

23.09

4,411,641
4,220,687
06,24,031

14,207,407
11,440,168

31.05
36.69
31.89

14,895,359

3r5, 675, 480

13, S02,937
10, 050,
19,279, 72

,372,317
20,353,134
49,224,020

45
45
64

19,921,916
.3.......

2.08

1918-1920

Pennsylvania mines....
....
..................
Southern States mines..----.....-----.....
Central States mines. ....................
Total....................................

42 832,

5

4
45
67

37.12
38.14
39 17

111,949,471 ............

88.26

SEPTEMBER 20, 1925.

Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel Senate Committee for Investigation Bureau of Internal Revenue. Office Report No. 46.
Subject: Report on the bitumitous coal industry.
INTRODUCTION

As a basis for this report statistical information was requested from the coa
valuation section of the engineering division and the audit division, income Tax
Unit. Reports have been received on a limited number of companies for taxable
years 1917 to 1020, inclusive. This data has been worked up and summarized as
Exhibit C. The information is quite unsatisfactory, both as to being representative of the industry and in correctness, there being very apparent discrepancdes, particularly in depletion allowances, between the two divisions. As a
further check, information was obtained from the special assessment division
records on some 150 companies, which has been summarized as Exhibit D. Unfortunately the bituminous coal report of the United States Coal Commission has
not yet been published and is not available as a further check on the subject.
Reference will be made to the report of the engineer's advisory valuation committee of the United States Coal Commission, on "Valuation of Coal Mining
Properties in the United States," published in February, although not accepted
for inclusion in the Coal Commission's report.
THE BITUMINOUS COAL INDUSTRY

Bituminous coal, including lignite, occurs in commercial quantities in some 30
States of the Union, although the most important areas are in the industrial
States of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky, and Indians.
The industry is distinctly diffused, there being from 10,000 to 11,000 mines.
Ordinarily soft-coal mining is a no-profit industry. From 1912 to 1914 the industry was extremely dull; in 1915 under the impetus of war conditions and until
the latter part of 1920 it experienced a boom, high prices, and abnormal profits.
Since then it has experienced extreme dullness, with production facilities largely
in excess of the requirements of normal times.
Soft coal mines can be divided into three classes, according to their economic
situations, as follows:
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"Captive" mines, subsidiaries and owned by large industries, enjoying steady
running time and furnishing a constant supply of low-cost, high-quality coal at
little or no profit.
"Railroad" mines, owned by some railroad and with output largely going to
the railroad, but not so favorably fixed nince the railroad, for business reasons,
buy more or less from mines along their right of way.
lTheoa mines produce lowcost coal at little or no profit to themselves.
"Commercial" mines, in which productivity depends on "marketing ability "
although some 8,0(00 of these are small mines of precarious existence, selling largely
through brokers.
F E DERAL TAXES

The industry would appear, from available data, to have contributed generously
in Federal taxation, certainly far in excess of the anthracite industry. From
Exhibits C and D it will be noted that for the years 1918 to 1920, inclusive, the
percentage of taxes paid to net taxable income are as follows:
Per cent taxes paid to net taxable income
Speciala-

aont
atdata

Aidit d.vi

Mon data

Per cent
44.72

Per cet
47.71

23.09

22.10

22.00

2

35.01

80.

Per cent
Tal
tble ymr 1018.....-...........
..... .-.. .. ....................
50.70
Taxable year

199............

...................................

Taxable year 1920...................

.

.

... ...--....---.. ,.-......

Averagi.....................................................

DEPLETION

Average

32.68

34.82

33.75

AND DEPRECIATION

There would appear to be very considerable discrepancies in the amounts of
annual depletion deductions, reported by the engineering and audit divisions
(for identical cases and taxable years) so that it is necessary to strike an average
between the two to develop the rate of depletion per ton of coal produced, as
follows:
Data from income-tax bureau, years 1918 to 1920, inclusive
Cents
Depleton allowed, reported by engineering division ----..-per net ton.. 4. 47
-.......do-..6. 24
Depletion deducted, reported by audit division . ... .
Average ...-------....------

......
--..----...

do.. .. 5.355

From the data obtained from the special assessment division records, the percentages of depletion and depreciation deductions to net operating income have
been computed as follows:
Data from special assessment division, years 1918 to 1920, inclusive
Percntage
Depletion to net operating income......-------------------.............
-....-.. -.
Depreciation to net operating income- ........---.------....
..........----. ---..
.
Total..............

.............................................

6.89
11. 0
1839

t
37.467
62.633
100.00
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Having obtained, as above, the per cent of total for depletion and depreciation,
we can compute the depreciation deducted in terms of cents per ton, by combining the two tables above, as follows:
Depletion and depreciationfor bituminous coal mines
Per cent
cnt
of total

Depletion...............................................

.....

Depreolation....-..................... .............................

Per ceut

Cents per
t( n1ooaI

pr
oof aett
o fnconlr
rating

produced

37.467

6.89

.5

62. 33

11.0io

& 938

100.000

18.39

14.290

CURRENT MARKET VALUE, AS OF 1921

Quoting from report of the engineers' advisory valuation committee"In appraising bituminous coal, your committee, in addition to considering
recent earnings submitted, has given full consideration to all data available,
earnings of earlier years, sales values, royalty rates, and past performances,
and present hereinafter estimates of tonnage and value which it believes to be
most conservative and fully justified by the data obtained.
"The total tonnage is based on estimates of the United States Geological Survey, and of various State surveys, all revised and reduced to allow for losses in
mining and for thin and unavailable coal included in these estimates but not considered as of special value. The total tonnages considered in the committee's
estimate are actually materially less than one-half of the tonnage estimated by the
United States Geological Survey as remaining at the end of 1920.
"Available coal is estimated as that commercial mineable within 40 years,
allowing for probable gradual increases in the rate of output to a total for the
whole industry of 1,000,000,000 tons per year at the close of the 40-year period.
" Reserves are considered as such coal as would be available after the exhaustion
of the available coal, excluding from any consideration all coal so situated as to
be impracticable of access, and all coal so thin or of such depth as to have no
present sale value.
"In determining the amount of reserve coal, an effort has been made to confine
this item to coal which at the present time, or at least within the 40-year life of the
available coal, would have actual ascertainable sale value, and be capable of
beneficiation.
"As the values of available coal were obtained by discounting probable earnings,
these values necessarily include all plant, development, equipment, mine housing,
and other properties directly connected with the business. They do not include
outside factors as interest or rentals received profits from connected undertakings
as stores, farms, selling of purchased coal and the like. The values of reserves are
those of the coal land only and are, in general, far below the market price of
similar lands in the same localities. It is the feeling of your committee that all
the coal to be mined within 40 years, whether from present or future operations,
is included in available coal and that all reserve values should be treated as
deferred."
The committees' estimate of the value of the coal properties of the country,
not including coal in Alaska or in the island dependencies of the United States,
is as follows. Discount rate used, 8 per cent compound interest:
Appraisal, bituminous coal, including lignite
Tonnage, net tons
40 years' reserves....................................................,

Future reserves beyond 40 years.....................................
Total reserves................................................
-

-I

--~-

1921 value

32,000,000,000

$6,286,214,000

1, 593,150, 000 000

6, 166, 50, 000

1. 25, 150, 000000

11.442.864000
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RATES

Assuming the 40 years' reserves of bituminous coal, an estimated by the engineers' advisory valuation committee as correct for the life of the industry and
using the depletion and depreciation rates indicated, we can obtain a comparison
with the committee's v luation, as follows:
Committee's valuation, 40-year life-......

- ..--..

----------

Ultimate value, 32,000,000 by 14.2'3 cent----------------......
.Difference..- --

------. --.---

-----............

$0, 286, 214, 000

4, 573, 760, 000
1,712,454, 000

CONCLUSION
As "marketing ability" is of such importance in coal and as future prices are

difficult to predict the analytical appraisal method of valuation of coal mines
does not appear to be proper. As a matter of fact this method is seldom used by
the coal-valuation section. Valuations are based upon information gathered
pertaining to sales and royalty rates prevailing in the various districts. Because
of the diffusion of the industry there are many sales and the comparative sales
method of valuation becomes applicable. Royalty rates in a district do not
fluctuate violently and reflect the market value of coal in place; discounted to
present value according to the life of the property they offer a suitable basis for
the valuation of bituminous-coal mines. There would, therefore, appear to be
little to criticise in the method of valuation used in the unit. We submit, however, that to obtain correct valuations it is of the utmost importance that research and statistical work be carried on. We believe, also, that the determination of depreciation allowances by the coal-valuation section should be made a
matter of office orders, since it is an engineering problem. Attention is also

directed to the fact that in bituminous coal, depreciation would appear to in-

volve almost double the values for depletion, the percentages being 37.47 per
.cent for depletion and 62.53 per cent for depreciation.
Respectfully submitted.
Approved:

EDWARD T. WnIOHT.

L. H. PARKER, Chief Engineer.

EXHIBIT C.-Summary of data obtained from engineering and audit division, Income Taz Bureau
Taes

Reported by coal valuation setion

Reported by suda division

SC

t;

--

District

State
Production

Depletion

Deple- I
tion, rate
per ton

Gross
income

Net tazaDeplebie income I tiona

i Pe r
tax
Deple- Per cent deple- cent
inet
i ti totion,
income
cents
ton
Gross
Net
to
mn iaeoale

;Tax asisessed

N4

______________________
26
9
14
49

Taxable year 1917:
Northeastern............. Pennsylvania.....
Southern..---........... West Virginia.....
Central .................. Ohio, Kentucky,
Illinois, Missouri.
Total.--..---..---...

Total.----- ---

---.......---

Taxable year 1919:
Northeastern...........
Southern....---........
14
Central................

25

-.

---....-..

676,112}

18

7,990,274
2,131,297
3, 125, 263

605,120
78,591
68,279

13,244 834

651, 99

it

30.44
291
1345

2 10
19.24
2. 41

ci

1, 24,421
2 023,461
424,50

494,527
3 57
7, 11

424,016
389,320
86

7.25;
3.48
2.53

43
.47
L 82

72472

610,494

89008 1

&66

2. 2

9, 465 490
8,332,854
1,324,470

480,777
94,218
34, 289

3, 9, 211
2, 980, 311
489,147

19,122, 814

9M3284

6, 658, 9

S,

4.58
3.40
2.06

21,622,293
15, 60 213
4.86, 550

12,459,555

493, 478

3.96

41,914,05

z

--

--

--

4,

8

--

t-

---

5.
- -

41.10
43.
419.5
&824 39.52

21
93

o

I

14.99

1

5.63
7.23
14. 25

1271
.60
7.45

& 17
LIS
2&6.7

33.79
35 77
* 3&.

a-

7. 49

2.23

4 88

3482

z"

I

-?

'-

_I,

.

23,519,022
5,127,706
7,837,333
--3J 44 ,061

1,274,843
180,815
176, 13
1,631,794

- -"--

CpIC
sq~

44.72

3,444. 0734

398,869
44,101
506,5o

C-

9.50

731,?

8,705,831
1.302, 756
2,450,968

-II1II

2.3

7,70 96
,=

6,801, 625

19pl~b~

15 02
2.71

27, 85 690

4.51

P~-ss~--

3&81
.76

4.92

486, 326

III~-PrCC

&693
3.50
3&31

1,814,664
, 132 917
496,492

10,777,672

-------

4LK

553,594
74,687
103, 4556

---................
...................

-

&.43

3,68 6645
2, 75,056
1, 25 268

Taxable year 1920:
24
Northeastern-----......
Pennsylvania-...
8
Southern-...------...
---..
do...........
11
Central......--......... ..... do.........
I Total for 3-year period, 19181920, inclusive:
74
Northeastern--.--..--.............--...
281
Southern................. -.................
39
Central-................... .................
141
Total..----.---------- --..
. . .

L75

14,32, 614
9, 792, 767
3,534,309

11,172,148
12 483,673
3,145,804

.......

& 09

6.32
3.70
2.181

5.44
3. 40
2.54

Total .................. ........
--

4,251,116

660

1 344,

370, 85
58,123
5 3 49
7,

--

A. 11
50.45
33.13

7. 03

38

6,822,917
1,693,653
2,261,102

Total

1202

222
&72
.60 S03 L 73
L 09
4.29

2,523, 506
1,275, 244
452, 366

$562,704
43,791
58,599

--

Pennsylvania....
..... do.............
-.... do.............

49

-II

_&401 i. $25,32701 i $6,451,619
210
7,301,440
2, 27, 10
3.18
6,394,976 i 1,365229

$538,198
45,786
92,128

--.... ----------------. 13,061,263

Taxable year 1918:
25
Northeastern ............
Pennsylvania.....
10
Southern
----............ ..... do ...........
14
Central...............-- -.....
do............
49

I

Net tons
8, 008422
2,153,497
2,899,344

I

I

5.42
3. 53
2.251

47,327,056
37, 881 63
I, 36a, 63
96575,371

14.776.56
13 114.371
3,I
0 328
30. 896, 25

1,537,898
227,762
500, 85
2,275,514
----

-

-C-~IC~~
IIP

--

LC

-~

I

5,436,81
4 502, 548
1,.06,291
11,002,730

--~-

-

6. A
4.44
6.51:
6.24
-

L~

r

-9~----9

3.25

&O01

4.49
2.36

1041
1.74
1f&97
7.3"

3. 79
34-33
35a3
35.61

-~--~

~

I

s

LIC~L

~-

Total for 4-year period, 1917-,
1920, inclusive:
Northeastern ------..-----------------

100
37

53

190

.--

Southern .------.

Centrral

.
------------.

.

31,527,444
.
----------.
.---------

-..
...

-----

-----

Orandtotal-----............--

1,813,041
226,6011

5.75
3.11

10,736,677

26S264t

49,545,324

2,307,906

4.

,281,203

2.50

21,22,175
1 5, A41, 881

763,7
i45,13,05

16.761,639
134,5,

70,97
2,100,
271,553 : 5,777,792

4.370,557

56&4i53

3

2,940.608

41,24

3.73

3..

51.51,5.7.
15,253,46

2.9
.01
1

5.94

990
1.74

3
3.74

13 01

34_.68

7.13
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EXHIBIT D.-Bituminous coal mines-Summary of data obtained from special assessment division,income-tax unit

Sber of
pnis

ported

17

Total.............
Central district' .-....
Northeastern district i
district .. ---Southern
Total- --------

Southern district
.....
randtot..
...'----..1918-i 1
district
Central
period,
for 3-year
Total
.---.-----------.
Total
district ortheatern

---

62
49
1 39

250,343,900

T
_i
Centrrsl

Taxable

t
depletion

Operating income!

45, 672,914

51,60155

58,848,876

13,621,519
12, 22,428
222,111,649
5,2
I.
24.041.605
i 55,699,104
5,S0.2,,s
and Al4t5,
16,4Te,
tI

I

i

7,146 921

4,213,233

1.050.835
,701,367} 1,60,761
10.070,606 1
8,670,444
78,4,302
1,537,437
1,681,324
11,012,718
9,331,394
7,532, 102 :
54, 685898
789
3w------43,526
1,
6
841
08
6,
=
=
=
=
==
={
=~~~_i-^j
------|
-----;
4,945,320
581
4,49
2.919,AA1
25,707,128
28,802.9311 4,465,61
20,701, 1.1 24,347,320
158,853,328

11,446,158
-..
5,117,813
45
1
,
6 519.921,915
116,714,371
46 1Irk0,
154
127,407
57 9Vg0,V193 45,575,4801
45t 219,812,37

135
20
477
7

114,780,767
311, 733, 909
629, 009, 605

ota l
teom- pid

depredepreciatid n
tonet

28,353,134
49,224,020
i, T, 0,521

SPennsylvania.
2 Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia, Te

28,t663 ' 33811,046
55,21, 8181 61, n3,211
126,772,014 j 143,&,911
1

ssee, and Alabam&

1,399,091
143,
1,931,893

I 357,952
1,006.

,M :
1,57,318

2,701,242,
I5on
1,33

23,156,822

pl-

er
net
toct------a
tax-

t

N tn
operat- Gross
co m e operat- able
tbe
m
n
e
without
ing
imoome
income
ing
deincome i
income
petj o

7.

12.1

10.4.3
14.2
,956,740
16.48
15.27
1,75 1,03
7.70
1. 78 i- 12.19:
1,072.611
= = = 15.501
384
4,70.

. Wss
13.6
6.
10.31
-

2.2.93
4.M,O87 1 1427
7 80 4.i
618 9
50
8.04
254,031
7 U
.85
.
.76d
7
,
a4.d
8ent.1,
8.5
4,649K
o
, 45,369
i

I

Per cent deple-i
atian to--

t

a

income

Total for 3-year period, 1918Soutberndistrict
4 - ...
.
Central district
S--Grand total -------

Depteeto
Depletion
Deprcititles

Toal gross
Totagrss

co-

e cent

Per

Net income

454

30

23
3.43
5.
93 -- 25.03
25.01
4.6
i-

IM

50.70
3
.84
2.3.
- -

3.S
2.S2

1..90
12.2
I

31 39

n.3.457

13.61
.i

3. 5

19.37
15.31
40

&13
3917
3 26

4

S

]
4,990,383
5,873.330
1419834
1 L-Z4:

1,558,359I0,00,056
19.279. 672
3,483, 67
42,83,2,565
9,883. 53

14.76!,
9.61
IL50i

5.43
6.30.
7.80

4. 1
5.70
6.89
684,

5.71
3. )
4.1 18
4 1

Indians. , _. ,.
Ohio,
Iiois,
and Indiana.
Kentucky, and
OhiO, Kentacky,
3 flnois,
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Michigan.
4inols,

jfi
c
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INVESTIGATION OF BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
BARAGUA SUGAR CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

The Baragua Sugar Co. was organized in the year 1916 under the laws of the"
State of Delaware. It commenced operating in 1917 in Cuba.
This taxpayer filed an income-tax return for the year 1922, indicating a tax
liability of $2,327.23.
In his formal complaint made to the committee Mr. D. P. Hickey, formerly an
employee of the Income Tax Unit, Internal Revenue Bureau, objects to the manner in which this taxpayer's 1922 return was handled in the unit. (See Exhibit A.)
Under date of February 21, 1923, Revenue Agent T. J. Arthur reported in regard to a transaction made by the taxpayer in 1922, which was not reported in his
return, as follows:
"During July, 1922, the Baragua Sugar Co., together with the Punta Alegro
Sugar Co., a Delaware corporation, formed a Cuban corporation known as the
Compania Azucarera Baragua, with an authorized capital of 110,250 shares,
having a par value of $50 a share and a bonded indebtedness of $4,500,000.
"On July 22, 1922, the Baragua Sugar Co. turned over to the Cuban corporation
their Cuban assets, valued I at $6,147,420.08, amended per this audit, $6,169,742.32, in exchange for 85,250 shares of the Cuban corporation and the entire
bonded indebtedness of $4,500,000 par value.
"On July 26, 1922, the Baragua Sugar Co. exchanged the 85,250 shares of the
Cuban corporation for 85,250 shares of the Punta Alegre Sugar Co., and sold for
cash to the Punta Alegre Sugar Co. the $4,500,000 par value of bonds of the
Cuban corporation, receiving therefor $4,250,000. The stock of the Cuban corporation was not listed on any exchange, but the stock of the Punts Alegro Sugar
Co. was listed on the New York Stock Exchange and was traded in on July 26,
1922, having that day a 'high' of 51% and a 'low'of 50, and a closing price of
50Y and an opening of 50%; total shares traded, 5,600."
The Income Tax Unit held that under the provisions of section 202 (d) (1)
of the revenue act of 1921 and article 1565, Regulations 62, that the abovementioned transaction was taxable and as a result thereof under date of June 29,
1923, an A-2 letter was sent to the taxpayer notifying it of a proposed additional
assessment of $293,794.26. (See Exhibit B.)
The taxpayer, under date of July 19, 1923, filed a brief (Exhibit C) protesting
against the assessment of the additional tax mentioned above. In this brief
the taxpayer claims, among other things, that the stock of the Punta Alegre
Sugar Co. which it received was not regularly traded in in a public market in
quantities which would establish a value on the basis of sales in quantities as in
the instant case, and that this sale of 5,600 shares was an exceptional sale and does
not establish the value of the 85,250 shares. The taxpayer further states that
if this quantity of stock had been placed on the market it would have brought
down the price and that it is not improbable that had such a large block as it
received been sold, the price would have been driven down below $10 a share.
It relies on article 1564 of Regulations 62 as an argument against the assessment
of any tax on this transaction on the ground that the amount of stock which it
received was of such an exceptional quantity that it had no readily realizable
market value.
There were 232,823 shares of common stock of the Punta Alegre Sugar Co.
outstanding on December 31, 1921. Lead pencil notations on the margin of the
brief indicate that this stock was regularly traded in on the New York Stock
Exchange and that over 17,000 shares were sold during the week preceding this
transaction. Another notation states that, "The Baragua Sugar Co. shortly
thereafter used a very large part of the Punta Alegre stock with which to purchase its own stock and has probably distributed the remaining shares to stockholders during 1923.; This is proof positive that the stock was not held for
investment purposes."
All of the lead-pencil notations on the margin of the brief, probably written
by the auditor who handled the case, appear as Exhibit D.
Under date of July 26, 1923, a conference was held in the unit at which the
taxpayer's contention was denied, the bureau's contention being sustained.
After this denial the taxpayer had the right to appeal to the committee on appeals
and review, which would have been the regular procedure if the taxpayer still
believed his contention was correct and he sought relief. However, there is.
I The revenue agent has evidently misused the word "valued" and meant "cost," as the bureau refers
to the same figures as the cost of the assets in its letter of June 29, 1923 (see last sentence, penultimate paragraph, Exhibit B).
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nothing in the record to show that the case was considered by, or even submitted
to, the Committee on Appeals and Review.
The record shows that the taxpayer was represented by Mr. L. E. Rusch and
Mr. W. A. 8eifert, of Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay, of Pittsburgh.
The record indicates that the case had been forwarded from corporation audit
to the consolidated returns subdivision, section B, for the purposes of considering
the matter of affiliation of this taxpayer with other corporations. It was determined that no affiliation existed as regards this taxpayer and the case was returned to the consolidated returns subdivision (the subdivision of which L. E.
Rusch was formdly assistant chief) and the ruling form (Exhibit E) contains
the following note:
"Recommend audit in consolidated returns subdivision by special request."
The record does not indicate by whom the special request referred to was made.
Under date of October 22, 1923, the deputy commissioner advised the taxpayer that, "The adjustment made in the previous bureau letter is reversed,"
and found that instead of an additional tax of $293,746 for the year 1922, that
the tax liability for 1922 was $612.72, resulting :n an overassessment of $1,714.51.
The symbols on this letter indicate that it was prepared by Mr. C. P. Reilly, an
employee of section B of the consolidated returns subdivision of the income-tax
unit. (See Exhibit F.)
This case clearly shows that, subsequent to the conference held in the unit,
it did not follow the regular procedure provided for taxpayers who wish to appeal.
Instead of following the usual course to the committee on appeals and review.
it was transferred by special request to the consolidated returns subdivision and
the taxpayer given the relief which it was denied in conference.
Respectfully submitted.
GOE.

G. Box, Chief A uditor.

EXHIBIT A

This case did not belong in consolidated (the term "consolidated" being
applied to the consolidated returns subdivision and its successor, the consolidated

returns audit division), and after having been ruled "not affiliated" was routed
out of consolidated to the trading section of the corporation audit division, where

it should have been audited. Year involved, 1922.
The case, however, was called back to consolidated to be audited there by
"special request," such special request notation being made upon the nonafflhated ruling forms (such ruling form being a single sheet of white paper appropriately printed), which previously had been made out.
The bureau had increased this corporation's income for 1922 by $2,364,070.12
on account of profits on sale of stocks and bonds of a Cuban sugar company, and
the taxpayer filed a brief in protest. The brief was prepared by Reed, Smith,
Shaw & McClay.
A conference was held July 26, 1923, at which W. N. Jackson and one Powderly,
employees of L. E. Rusch, represented the taxpayer. (It has been said that Mr.
Powderly subsequently was employed by the law firm of Reed, Smith, Shaw &
McClay, Pittsburgh.) The bureau was represented by F. H. Delano, of the
technical staff, and C. P. Reilly, auditor, section B, both employees of consolidated.
About 50 per cent of the receipts from the sale of the stock and bonds of the
Cuban sugar company was represented by stock of the Punta Alegre Sugar Co.,
the other 50 per cent having been cash, and the bureau, in arriving at the value
of the Punta Alegre Sugar Co. stock on the date of transfer, used as a basis the
New York Stock Exchange quotation covering sales on that day of about 5,000
shares thereof.
The taxpayer's contention was denied following the conference, as the conference memorandum signed by F. H. Delano and C. P. Reilly, as of July 26, 1923,
will show. A copy of this conference memorandum should be in the case, and
another copy thereof should be in the file maintained for conference memoranda
in the office of the technical staff, consolidated returns audit division.
Subsequent to the formal conference referred to, H. L. Robinson, chief of
section B of consolidated, ordered Auditor C. P. Reilly aforesaid to allow the
taxpayer's contention, despite the fact that this contention had been denied at
the conference and that the regular procedure under such circumstances was an
appeal to the committee on appeals and review, Robinson telling Reilly that a
written authorization to do so, signed by L. T. Lohman, head of consolidated,
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would be given him to file in the case. Such written authorization, however, was
never given to Auditor Reilly. according to his statements.
The regular procedure of the Income Tax Unit in cases where taxpayers were
dissatisfied with decisions made after conferences and desired to appeal therefrom
was the submission of such cases to the committee on appeals and review.
As a result of granting the taxpayer's contention in this case-irregularly, as
hls been shown--deficiency taxes of $293,794.26 for 1922 were abated and,
instead, an overassessment of $1,714.51 was determined for that year.
This case was reported by complainant, 1). F. Hickey, to Operative Frank J.
Wilson, Special Intelligence Unit, Treasury Department. *Final disposition
unknown to complainant.
ExuIBIT

B

[In pencil. June 29, 1023]
SCIIEDULE

, -HRARAAIIA

SUOAR

CO.,

YEAR

ENDED) DECEMBER

31,

1021

Computation of tax, 1921
Net income as shown in revenue agent's report dated Feb. 21,
$485, 259. 81
-----------..--------------1923---------------.........48, 525. 98
44, 922. 15

----Tax at 10 per cent ---------..--------------------------- -- -----Previously assessed ....----....---------

Additional tax to be assessed _---------.----------------. 3, 603. 83
Inasmuch as the excess profits credit exceeds the taxable income, the computation of invested capital is not shown.
SCHEDULE

2.--BARAGUA

SuGAR

CO.,

YEAR

ENDED

DECEMBER

31,

1922

Income adjustments
Net income as shown in revenue agent's report dated Feb. 21,
$111,916.72
---------------- ---...---1923..--------..-----. --2, 475, 986. 90
---------------------------As corrected----------...
2, 364, 070. 18
Increase ..----------------------------------The increase shown above represents the profit derived from the sale to the
Punta Alegre Sugar Co. of the stocks and bonds of the (Compania Azucarera
Baragua which you received in exchange for the assets of your company.
It is your contention that under the provisions of section 202 of the revenue
act of 1921 no taxable gain was derived from this transaction.
It appears, however, under the provisions of section 202 (d) (1) that the 85,250
shares of stock and the $4,500,000 par value bonds which your company received
from the Compania Azucarera Baragua must be treated as taking the place of
the property exchanged therefor, namely, your Cuban assets. The cost of these
assets as adjusted by the revenue agent is $6,169,742.32.
The determination of the income derived from the exchange of the stocks
and bonds of the Compania Azucarera Baragua for cash in the amount of
$4,250,000 and 85,250 shares of stock of the Punta-Alegre Sugar Co. clearly
falls under the provisions of article 1565 of Regulations 62, since the stock of
the Punta Alegre Sugar Co. did have a readily realizable market value. This
transaction does not fall within the provisions of article 1566 since it is clear
that the stocks and bonds exchanged were not held by your company for investment purposes.
The computation of the profit is as follows:
Property received from Punta Alegre Sugar Co.:
$4, 250, 000. 00
Cash.....----------.--......-------------------Stock-85,250 shares at $50.25 ($50.25 was the closing price
on the New York stock exchange July 26, 1922, the date
4, 283, 812. 50
of the transaction)----.------------- -----------8, 533, 812. 50
Property given in exchange:
Stock of Compania Azucarera Baragua, 85,250 shares; bonds
of Companma Azucarera Baragua, $4,500,000, par value.. Profit on the transaction -..-------------------

6, 169, 742. 32
2, 364, 070. 18
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SCHEDULE 8

Computation of tax, 1922
Net income as corrected (schedule 2)

-

.....

Income at 12% per cent ---------

...

-.. ..-.

$2, 475, 986. 90

----...----------------.

Ies income taxes paid to Cuban Governmient.....--...
-----

Balance of tax
.....----..--.. --.......-------.
Previously assessed----.......--....
...-------.---..------

--.

....-..
.2,

Additional tax to be assessed ..........-.-............

309, 498. 36
13, 37., 87

296,121. 49
327. 23
293, 794, 26

EXHIBIT C

Before the Treasury Department in the matter of the audit of the income and
excess profits tax returns, filed by the Baragua Sugar Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., for
the taxable years 1921 and 1922
APPLICATION FOR RECONSIDERATION

IT: sA: cn: B-CPR
This is an application for reconsideration of the findings made by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, as embodied in letter dated June 29, 1923, showing adlitional tax as follows:
1921--.............--...---..........
..--...
.........
,-.._....
3, 603. 83
1922.-----..------------...---.......-.----..---------..
-293, 794. 26
Total tax.....-----

....-----....------..

....-.-------

297, 398. 09

HISTORY OF PROCEEDINGS

On February 21, 1923, Revenue Agent T. J. Arthur submitted a report cover-

ing the taxable years 1921 and 1922, showing $3,603.83 additional tax for 1921 and
an overassessment of $1,714.51 for 1921 and 1922, making a net additional tax of
$1,889.32. On June 29, 1923, the bureau issued an assessment letter, showing
additional taxes amounting to $297,398.09.
The increased additional tax shown by the bureau's letter is based on an
alleged profit made by the corporation as a result of a reorganization.

In accordance with article 1566, regulations 62, no gain or loss resulted from
this reorganization. The bureau, however, has taxed the alleged profit under
article 1565, regulations 62.
HISTORY OF REORGANIZATION

The Punta Alegre Sugar Co. desired to consolidate with the Baragua Sugar
Co. Under their charter this action was impossible without the consent of the
stockholders.
For this reason during July, 1922, the Baragua Sugar Co. and the Punta
Alegre Sugar Co. formed a corporation under the laws of Cuba, known as the
Compania Azucarera Baragua, with an authorized capital of 110,250 shares and
a par value of $50 a share.
On July 22, 1922, the Baragua Sugar Co. turned over to the Cuban corporation
all of its Cuban assets, valued at $6,147,420.08 (as amended by the revenue
agent's report, $6,169,742.32) in exchange for 85,260 shares of stock and $4,500,000 par value bonds of the Compania Azucarera Baragua.
On July 26, 1922, the Baragua Sugar Co. exchanged stock and bonds of the
Compania Azucarera Baragua for 85,250 shares of Punta Alegre Sugar Co. and
$4,250,000 cash.
The bureau contends1. That the stock of the Punta Alegre Sugar Co. had a "readily realizable
market value."
2. That this exchange is taxable under article 1565, because of the alleged fact
that the stock and bonds of the Cuban corporation were not held for investment.
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The taxpayer respectfully contends that the bureau has misinterpreted the
parenthetical phrase used in article 1565, regulations 62, 1 e., "readily realizable

market value.
Article 1564, regulations 62, defines this phrase as follows:
"Property has a readily realizable market value, if it can be readily converted
into an amount of cash or its equivalent substantially equal to the fair value of
the property. In other words, the property received in exchange must be readily
marketable at substantially its fair value in order that a gain or loss be recognized.
Property which is regularly traded in in a public market has a readily realizable
market value in the quantities regularly traded in. Property maty te sialale, am
in the case of forced sale or in exceptional quantities, without having a readily
realizable market value. * * * "
The bureau contends that the sale of 5,600 shares of Punta Alegre Sugar Co.
stock established the fact that this stock had a "readily realizable market value."
Again, it appears that the bureau has Ignored the fact that the above-quoted
article 1564 states that the stock must be regularly traded in in order to use the
sales as a means of establishing values.
Such is not the case in this i Ustance. The stock of the Punta Alegre Sugar Co.
was not regularly traded in in a public market in quantities which would establish
a value on the basis of sales in quantities, as in the instant case. This sale of
5,600 shares, was an exceptional sale, and does not establish the value of the
85,250 shares of stock. If this quantity of stock had been placed on the market,
it would have brought down the price. In fact, it is not improbable that the
offering for sale of such a large quantity of this stock, would have driven the
price below $10 a share. It is urgently contended that this sale can not be used
as a criterion of the value of the entire 85,250 shares, for the reason that this
quantity was not regularly traded in neither before nor after this isolated transaction occurred, and according to the regulations quoted above it did not have a
readily realizable market value.
In view of the fact that the stock of the Punta Alegre Sugar Co. has no "readily
realizable market value," section 202 (c) of the revenue act of 1921 applies.
In this connection the following excerpt is quoted:
"Where property is exchanged for other property which has no readily realizable market value, together with money or other property which has a readily
realizable market value, then the money or the fair market value of the property
having such readily realizable market value received in exchange shall be applied
against and reduce the basis provided in this section of the property exchanged
and, if in excess of such basis, shall be taxable to the extent of the excess: * * *.
Applying the above section of the law to this particular case, it may be readily
seen that no loss or gain resulted from this exchange of bonds and stock for cash
and stock.
The following illustration proves this fact conclusively:
$6, 169, 742. 32
..------------------Value of bonds and stock transferred -..
4, 250, 000. 00
Cash received ---.......---------.---..----.---------...

Excess cost -------------------------------------

1, 919, 742. 32

This excess cost according to the law is to be applied against the amount
realized from the subsequent sale of the stock received before any taxable profit
accrues on the transaction.
The above arguments, even though very simple, are presented to prove the
fallacious attitude of the bureau.
The second point is easily disposed of by the simple fact that this company is
not in the brokerage business but in the sugar business. Therefore its capital
outlay becomes ipso facto an investment eliminating the trading feature automatically.
The taxpayer does not contend that this transaction, which the bureau has
taxed, comes under any of the regulations quoted above. It is respectfully
contended that this transaction comes squarely within the purview of section
202 (c) 2, which states that no loss or gain results from an exchange of property" When, in the reorganization of one or more corporations, a person receives in
place of any stock or securities owned by him stock or securities in a corporation
a party to or resulting from such reorganization. The word ' reorganization,'
as used in this paragraph, includes a merger or consolidation (including the acquisition by one corporation of at least a majority of the voting stock and at least a
majority of the total number of shares of all other classes of stock of another
corporation, or of substantially all the properties of another corporation), -ecapi-
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talization, or mere change of identity, form, or place of organization of a corporation (however effected); * * *."
The stock holders of all
Thin transaction was primarily a "reorganization."
companies concerned considered it as such, giving due consideration to section
202 (c) 2 of the revenue act of 1921 at the time of the reoganization.
Attention is respectfully invited to the definition of the word "reorganization"
given in the above-mentioned section of the law:
"The word 'reorganization,' as used in this paragraph, includes a merger,
consolidation (including the acquisition by one corporation of at least a majority
of the voting stock * * *, or substantially all the properties of another corporation. * * *.)"
In this particular reorganization, the Punta Alegre Sugar Co. consolidated its
properties with the properties of the Baragua Sugar Co.
The law states that the acquisition of "substantially all the properties" of a
In this case, the Punta Alegre Sugar
company constitutes a "reorganization."
Co. acquired all the properties of the Baragua Sugar Co.
The manner in which this reorganization was carried out has no bearing whatsoever on the subject. The law is very broad in its interpretation of the word
"reorganization," and closes the interpreting sentence with the words "however
effected," which leaves no doubt as to the exact meaning Congress desired to
place upon the word "reorganization."
In view of the above facts and circumstances and the clearness of the law on
this point, the bureau is respectfully requested to revise its findings in this case in
:accordance with the revenue agent's report.
Respectfully submitted.
Tui

(CORPORATION SEAL.]

BARAOUA

SUGAR Co.,

By JAMES D. CALLERY,

(Signed)

President.

Attest:
(Signed)

LLOYD W. SMrrm, Secretary.

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,

County of Allegheny, ss:
On this 19th day of July, 1923, before me personally appeared James D.
Callery, president of the Baragua Sugar Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., to me known, who,
being by me duly sworn, deposes and says that the facts set out in the foregoing
.brief are true and correct to the best of his knowledge and belief.
EDWARD J. HENIFEP,
(Signed)
a[EAL.]
Notary Public.
My commission expires March 8, 1925.

EXHIBIT D
PENCIL NOTATIONS ON BRIEF

Punta Alegre Sugar Co. had 232,823 shares common outstanding December
31, 1921, par value $50 per share.
The only point raised by the taxpayer worth while considering is whether the
number of shares traded in on the New York Stock Exchange is sufficiently
large to establish the value of the 85,250 shares which entered into this transaction.
This stock was regularly traded in on the New York Stock Exchange. Over
17,000 shares were sold during the week preceding this transaction. The price
was around $50 at all times.
Sales of Punta Alegre stock on the New York Stock Exchange were as follows
for the week preceding this transaction:
Date

Number
of shares

July 19...............................
.-July 20........................
.
......July 21 .................
.------.
July 22...-...................

4,600
2,200
300
100

Number
of shares

te
Dae
July 24.................. ...
.
July 25........ ....
July 26 ............................

. ......
.........

1,200
3,300
5,600
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This was a new issue and represented new assets owned by Punta Alegre and
would not have forced down the price more than a few dollars at the very most.
What might have happened had this stock been thrown on the market should
not be considered. We should be guided by what did happen.
The Baragua Sugar Co. shortly thereafter used a very large part of the Punta
Alegre stock with which to purchase its own stock and has probably distributed
the remaining shares to stockholders during 1923. This is proof positive that
the stock was not held for investment purposes.
Yes this is a reorganization, but this transaction does not fall under section
202 (o) 2 because in this case a very large part of the consideration received was
cash. In order to meet the requirements of section 202 (c) 2 the sole consideration received must be stock or securities. That the sole consideration received
must be stock or securities is made particularly clear in article 1566 of regulations
62 (p. 312, lines 10, 11, and 21).

EXHIBIT E
NOT AFFILIATED

[To be attached to return of company when case is snt to administrative section as ot
afllliated]
o Pd
*f

4

Ruling Form, ConsolidatedReturns Subdivision, Section B

0

m

All companies in a single case, determined to be not affiliated for any one

year should be listed hereon.

One sheet for each taxable year.

i
of

Consolidated files.
(Date) JwNE 8, 1923.
The following companies are not affiliated for the year 1922. A consolidated return has not been filed.
L. J. P.
Companies: Baragua Sugar Co.
Recommend audit in consolidated returns.
Subdivision by special request.
(Signed)

CB

.4
M
04

<
oay.

r,

o0

is

HENRY W. MUNSON,

Resident Auditor.
Unit Auditor.
Basis for ruling:
Questionnaire.
Conference.
Correspondence (in ink).

(Signed)

Ruling letter written, no.
L. J. POTTER,
Section B, Unit Aff.

R. A. R., 3/12/23.

EXHIBIT F

Registered.

IT:CR:B
CPR-App.

OCTOBER 22, 1923.

BARAGUA SUGAR COMPANY,

810 Union Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
SIRs: A reexamination of your income-tax returns for the years 1921 and 1922
discloses an additional tax liability for 1921 of $3,603.83 and an overassessment
of $1,714.51 for 1922, as shown in detail in the attached statement.
This assessment is in addition to all other outstanding and unpaid assessments
appearing upon the collector's lists.
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Payment should not be made until a bill is received from the collector of
internal revenue for your district, and remittance should then be made to him.
Respectfully,
Respectfully,
(Signed)
C. B. ALLEN,
Acting Deputy Commissioner.
Inclohures:
Statement.
Revised schedules 2 and 3.
lap -1
IT: CRt-CPR
8CIIEDULE 2,

RlEVISED

In re: Baragua Sugar Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., year ended December 31, 1922
Net income shown in bureau letter dated June 29, 1923 .....
As corrected ---.--.--...
-...-...-..
...-------- -........
Net decrease as explained below ..

---------..

.

------.------

$2, 475, 986. 90
111,916. 72
2, 364, 070. 18

Reasons for changes
Your contention that under the provisions of section 202 of the revenue act
of 1921 no taxable gain was derived from the exchange of the stocks and bonds
of the Compania Azucarera Baragua for cash, in the amount of $4,250,000 and
85,250 Hharcs of stock of the Punta-Alegro Sugar Co., has been allowed. Ac.
cordingly the adjustment made in the previous bureau letter is reversed.
SCHEDULE

3,

REVISED

Computation of tax, 1922
Net income as corrected (schedule 2, revised) ------------..----Income tax at 124 per cent .
.--------------------...........
Less:
Income taxes paid to Cuban Government ..--...-....-----Balance of tax.---..----..---..
------....--------..-...-Previously assessed----------------------------------Overassessed --..
lsp-1.

-...---....----..-----------.. .--------

$111,916. 72
13, 989. 59
13, 376. 87
612.72
2, 327. 23
1, 714. 51

OCTOBER 3, 1925.
In re Baragua Sugar Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mr. C. R. NASH,
Assistant to the commissioner.
A review has been made of the report to the Senate investigating committee,
submitted by Mr. George G. Box, chief auditor, in which criticism was made as
to the procedure'followed by the Income Tax Unit in reducing the tax liability
of the Baragua Sugar Co. for the year 1922 from a proposed tax liability of
$296,121.49 to a tax liability of $612.72.
The reduction in tax liability resulted wholly from the treatment of an amount
of $2,364,070.18 as a taxable profit in computing the proposed tax of $296,121.49
and in eliminating the amount as a taxable profit in computing the final tax
liability of $612.72.
The Baragua Sugar Co. was a corporation organized in 1916 under the laws of
Delaware and operated in Cuba. During July 1922, the baragua Sugar Co.,
together with the Punta-Alegra Sugar Co., a Delaware corporation, formed a
Cuban corporation known as Compania-Azucarera Baragua, with an authorized
capital stock of 110,250 shares, par value $50 per share, and a bonded indebtedness of $4,500,000.
On July 22, 1922, the Baragua Sugar Co. turned over to the Cuban corporation
their Cuban assets, valued at $6,147,420.08 (amended per audit, $6,169,742.32)
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in exchange for 85,250 shares of the Cuban corporation and the entire bonded
indebtedness $4 500,000 face value.
Four days later, July 26, 1922, the Baragua Sugar Co. exchanged its 86,250
shares of the Cuban corporation to the Punta-Alegra Sugar Co. for 85,250
shares of the latter's stock, and sold for cash to the Punta-Alegra Co. the
$4,500,000 bonds for $4,250,000. The stock of the Cuban company was not
lilstd on any exchange, but the Punta-Alegra stock was listed on the New York
Stock Exchange and was traded in on July 26, 1922, having that day a "high"
of : 14, a "low" of 50, a closing price of 50 , and an opening of 50%/; total
shares traded, 5,600.
The revenue agent who reported these facts and submitted a report of tax
liability under date of March 12, 1923, for the years 1921 and 1922 did not
show any taxable profit on this tranaction, presumably agreeing with the
taxpayer that under section 202 (c) (2) of the revenue act of 1921 no taxable
profit resulted.
In a tentative assessment letter mailed June 20, 1923, showing the proposed
tax liability of $296,121.49 for 1922, the unit computed a taxable profit of $2,364,070.18 on the exchange, the letter reading:
"The increase shown above represents the profits derived from the sale to the
Punta Alegra Sugar Co. of the stocks and bonds of the Compania Azucarera
Baragua which you received in exchange for the assets of your company.
"It is your contention that under the provisions of section 202 of the revenue
act of 1921 no taxable gain was derived from this transaction.
"It appears, however, under the provisions of section 202 (d) (1) that the
85,250 shares of stock and the $4,500,000 par value bonds which your company
received from the Compania Azucarera Baragua must be treated as taking the
place of the property exchanged therefor, namely, your Cuban assets. The
cost of these assets as adjusted by the revenue agent is $6,169,742.32.
"The determination of the income derived from the exchange of the stocks and
bonds of the Compania Azucarera Baragua for cash in the amount of $4,250,000
and 85,250 shares of stock of the Punta Allegra Sugar Co. clearly falls under the
provisions of article 1565 of regulations 62, since the stock of the Punta Alegra
ugar Co. did have a readily realizable market value. This transaction does not
fall within the provisions of article 1566, since it is so clear that the stocks and
bonds exchanged were not held by your company for investment purposes."
The profit shown in the assessment letter was computed as follows:
Property received from Punta Alegra Sugar Co.:
Cash,..--...--------------------------.
$4, 250, 000. 00
$---------Stock, 85,250 shares at $50.25 ($50.25 was the closing price
on the New York Stock Exchange July 26, 1922, the date
of the transaction)................-----------...
......
4, 283, 812. 50
*
Property given in exchange:
Stock of Compania Azucarera Baragua, 85,2501
shares----....
------------------------Bonds of Compania Azucarera Baraguapar value..

$4,500,000..
---------------.
,

8, 533, 812. 50
6,169, 742. 32

----------

Profit on transaction ----------------------.-2, 364, 070. 18
The taxpayer protested the proposed assessment by an appeal dated July 19,
1923, claiming, among other reasons, that no taxable profit resulted under section 202 (c) (2) of the revenue act of 1921.
Under date of July 26, 1923, a conference was held in the unit at which the
taxpayer's contention was denied, the bureau's contention being sustained.
After this denial the taxpayer had the right to appeal to the Committee on
Appeals and Review, which would have been the regular procedure if the taxpaver still believed his contention was correct and he sought relief.
It is evident that subsequent to the conference the unit reconsidered its action
and allowed the taxpayer's contention, thereby not necessitating consideration
of the taxpayer's contention by the Committee on Appeals and Review, which
body was created for the purpose of considering appeals by taxpayers who were
denied their contentions in the unit.
The Senate investigating committee's auditor, Mr. Box, in his report criticizes the action of the unit, and the inference from the wording of his report is
that the taxpayer was erroneously allowed to escape paying tax on the amount
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of $2,364,070.18. The last paragraph of the report of Mr. Box, after detailing
previous steps of the case, reads:
"This case clearly shows that, subsequent to the conference held in the

unit.
it did not follow the regular procedure provided for taxpayers who wished
to
appeal. Instead of following the usual course to the Committee on Appeals and
review, it was transferred by special request to the consolidated returns subdivision and the taxpayer given the relief which it was denied in conference."
In reviewing the taxpayer's case on its merits, it appears that no
profit wa realized by the Baragua Hugar Co. on the exchange of the taxable
Cuban
company ' stock for stock of the Punta-Allegra Co. and t,
thefore, the action of
the Income Tax Unit in determining a tax liability for the year 1922 of $612.72
instead of $296,121.49 wan correct, and any criticism by the Senate investigating committee ia to an error in determining the correct amount of tax due from
this taxpayer is unwarranted.
Section 202 (c) (2) of the revenue act of 1921, relating to the basis for determinIng a gain or loss, reads (italics mine):
'(c) For the purposes of this title, on an exchange of property, real, personal,
or mixed, for any other such property, no gain or loss shall Fe recognized unless
the property received in exchange has a readily realizable market value; but
even if the property received in exchange has a readily realizable market value, no
gain or loss shall be recognized.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"(2) When in the reorganization of one or more corporations a person receives
in place of any stock or securities owned by him, stock or securities in a corporationa
party to or resultingfrom such reorganization. The word 'reorganization' as used,
in this paragraph, includes a merger or consolidation (includingthe acquisition by
one corporation of at least a majority of the voting stock and at least a majority of the
total number of shares of all other classes of stock of another corporation,or of sub.stantiudly all the properties of another corporation), recapitalization, or mere
change in identity, form, or place of organization of a corporation (however
affected); * * *."
Section 2 of the revenue act of 1921 reads:
"That when used in this act--"(1) The term 'person' includes pnrtnerdaiips and corporations, as well as
individuals; * * *."
From a close reading and analysis of the wording of section 202 (c) (c) as
quoted above, there can be no doubt but that the Baragua Sugar Co. did not
realize any taxable gain when it received in place of the stock of the Compania
Azucarera Baragua owned by it, stock in the Punta-Allegra Sugar Co., a party
to the reorganization, the term "reorganization " being expressly applicable in
this case under the wording of section 202, as the Punta-Allegra Co. acquired
all the properties of another corporation-namely, the Compania Azucarera
Baragua.
The bonds, having a face value of $4,500,000 were sold for $4,250,000 cash
by the Baragua Sugar Co. to the Punta-Allegra Sugar Co., apparently at a definite price, and this should not affect the amount of gain or loss on the transfer
of the stock of the Cuban company between the other two companies.
In the taxpayer's brief it is stated that the reor.,:ization was arranged by the
stockholders after giving due consideration to section 202 (c) (2) of the revenue
act of 1921, and presumably the reorganization was literally effected so as to
avoid the payment of an income tax in accordance with the language of the law
a, passed by Congress.
In Mr. Box's report, sole reference has been made to section 202 (d) (1) of
the revenue act of 1921, without having considered the provisions of section
202 (c) (2), and it is believed that upon reconsideration of the matter Mr. Box
will concur with the findings of the Income Tax Unit that nu taxable profit resulted from the transaction and, therefore criticism of the unit in the determination of tax liability on this case is unwarranted.
Under date of February 16, 1924, the returns of the Baragua Sugar Co, for
1921 and 1922 were closed under the provisions of section 1312 of the revenue
act of 1921.
(Signed)

C. B. ALLEN,

Acting Deputy Comdmiioner.
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In re Louis Blaustein, Baltimore, Md.
Revenue Agents Joseph M. Fendley and Ernest A. Weller, of the Baltimore
(Md.) office, in conjunction with Sam W. Maples, special agent of the Special
Intelligence Unit of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, made an examination of
this taxpayer for the years from 1913 to 1019, inclusive.
Under date of November 3, 1920, the revenue agents submitted a report
in which they recommended the assessment of additional tax and penalties as
follows:
Additional
tax dis.
closed

Year

1913 .....................................................
1914.............................
... ........ ...........
19la-...
------...-...-----------------......
1916..................
..............................
1917 ....................................................
1918 ...............
...............-- - ------..- ........
.
191..
.................................................
Total ...........

......

.......................

Penalties

Per cent

Total tax
and
penaltlea

$74.

$74.96 ............ ..........
90.66 ............ ..........
-153.14 ,,..-.....-.-.1,693.40 .....................
100
7,282.8
$7,282.
11, 22.13
5, 71.07
50
20,643.17
13,821.69
60

96.
153.14
1, 98.40
14, 565. 16
17,283.20
39,964.70

47, 30.00

73,731.30

2, 83624 ..........

The agents state that the taxpayer kept no regular set of books, although his
gross business in the years 1918 and 1919 was practically $1,500,000 per annum,
and that up to the year 1919 practically all the records available were his charge
accounts. In order to arrive at-the tax liability of this taxpayer they computed
the assets and liabilities as near as possible from the records at hand as of December 31, 1919, and worked back to the year 1913.
The taxpayer's records for the year 1919 were such that an examination could
be made of his entire business with the exception of inventory, no inventory
having been taken on December 31, 1919, and the amount, $36,375, which was
used by the taxpayer in his return, was an arbitrary figure and nothing could be
found of record to substantiate it.
The taxpayer advised the agents that the inventory "ran along about the
same in the last six months of the year, and an inventory was located among his
son's papers as of June 30, 1919." This inventory showed a total of $66,043.51.
The revenue agents, prior to the examination on account of which this report
was made, had attempted to examine the taxpayer's returns, but stated that
verification thereof could not be made because of the unintelligible records which
he kept. The revenue agent in charge, in transmitting the above-mentioned
report to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, recommended that the additional
taxes and penalties mentioned therein be assessed.
Under date of November 16, 1920, Special Agent Sam W. Maples submitted
a report to the chief of the Special Intelligence Unit, recommending additional
taxes of $20,732.49 for the years from 1913 to 1918, inclusive, and $26,643.17 for
the year 1919, a total of $47,375.66. He states that the taxpayer operated
under the name of the American Oil Co.; that after considerable hesitancy, upon
his demand to open his safe and allow them access to his son's desk, he acquiesced
and that no books or papers were found in the safe. However, in his son's desk
copies of financial statements rendered to banks and mercantile agencies at
various times purporting to show his net worth were found, as well as inventories
of the various branches operated; also the amount spent or drawn out of the
business for living expenses, etc. These reports were in the handwriting of
Jake Blaustein, the son, which were identified by his father as such.
He states that the taxpayer employed the clerks whom he called bookkeepers,
but none of whom were ever informed sufficiently as to taxpayer's business to
enable them to keep records which would reflect the taxpayer's net income or
present worth until the year 1910. He states further:
"I am convinced that this taxpayer had an ulterior motive in keeping grossly
incomplete records, and his motive was to evade paying his income tax. Agents
Fendley and Weller and Revenue Agent in Charge Graham, who is conversant
with all the facts, agree with me, but I am equally as convinced that he can not be
successfully prosecuted for his evasion. We are here, as in many other cases,
square up against the lamentable fact that you can not prosecute for failure to
keep records."
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He concludes by recommending the assessment of the additional tax above
mentioned and also that the penalty for filing false and fraudulent returns
attach. This report was transmitted by the chief of the special intelligence
unit to Mr. Newton (attention of Mr. Alexander) concurring in the recommendation of Mr. Maples.
Under date of November 26, 1920 the revenue agent in charge at Baltimore
forwarded to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue a supplemental report of
Revenue Agents Ernest A. Weller and Joseph Fendley, in which, among other
things, they stated as follows:
" No books or records of any kind were found that in any way reflect his income
during any of the years in question, although in 1917 1918, and 1919 his gross
business exceeded $1,000,000. He stated that he did not want any books for
the reason that he did not want any of his employees to know any of the details
of his business for fear it would be reported to the Standard Oil Co., as he used to
work for that company for a period of 18 years and knew how they obtained
information about others engaged in the same kind of business.
"Shortly after beginning the examination the taxpayer's son, Jacob, who
apparently knew more of the details of the business than the taxpayer himself,
became ill and was sent to Lake Saranac, N. Y., for an indefinite period. The
taxpayer continually referred to this son, and appeared to desire to shift the
responsibility of any defects in his income tax return to the son, claiming that he
made them out for years prior to 1918. He stated that he never heard of the
income tax law prior to this country's entry into the war, although he actually
filed returns from the beginning of the income tax law.
"For the years 1918 and 1919 his returns were made out by his auditor, J. R.
Hugg, and the taxpayer apparently desires to shift the responsibility for any
defects in the returns for these years to his auditor."
Mr. Blaustein insists that the financial statements found in his son's desk are
grossly inflated, but in many items we can show that they are approximately
correct, depreciation having been taken into consideration in the case of the
fixed assets.
"The following comments by Dun and Bradstreet appear on comparative
financial statements from March 11913, to June 30, 1919: 'This comparison of
exhibits shows a steady and favorable increase in the assets and net worth of the
business, the increase being particularly marked within the past five years. The
statement is regarded as a correct showing of the affairs of the business. Such
assets amount to $270,134.86, as against current liabilities of $101,958.48, which
leaves a very favorable margin. Authorities consulted after making some allowance for contingencies estimate the financial responsibility conservatively at upward of $250,000.' (The financial responsibility of upward of $250,000 is as of
June 30, 1919. Our statement as of December 31, 1919, shows the net worth to
be $271,672.94.)
"Mr. Blaustein claims no inventory has ever been taken, that inventory
$36,375 shown on his return at December 31, 1919, was guessed at, but as a
.matter of fact it was discovered that he carries a perpetual inventory on many
articles of merchandise. These items were compiled and make a total of
$39,160.52, thereby showing conclusively that the inventory as of December 31,
1919, was understated. Many articles could not be obtained, and we have therefore used the amount of $66 043.51, the same amount used by him in making out
a financial statement as of June 30, 1919.
"It is thought that in addition to being penalized, this individual should be
prosecuted for filing false and fraudulent returns for the years 1913 to 1919,
inclusive."
In his letter transmitting this report to the commissioner, the revenue agent
in charge at Baltimore suggests that consideration be given to prosecuting this
taxpayer for having filed false and fraudulent returns, in addition to passing
upon the question of the ad valorem penalties set forth in his report of November
20, 1920.
On December 6, 1920, Ben Brown, of Lawrence, Brown & Coxeter, wrote to
Mr. 8. Alexander, of the Income Tax Unit, advising him that he would appear
at the latter's office on Wednesday morning, together with Mr. Louis Blaustein.
On December 9,1920, a conference memorandum signed by 8. A. (8. Alexander)
indicates that a hearing was given to Mr. Blaustein and Mr. Ben Brown, attorney,
by Mr. Alexander, at which the taxpayer contended "that the findings of the
investigating officers as transmitted by them were erroneous and that taxpayer
had employed an accountant to submit to the depa-tment a statement showing
his income for the various years." He stated that he had kept no books, but
8. Rept. 27, pt 2,69-1-- 11
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that he had all available records so that an analysis could be made of his income
for the various years under discussion. The taxpayer was informed that a grant
of 30 days would be given him in which to submit such statement, and that the
investigating officer's report would be held in abeyance until that time.
Under date of February 2, 1921, the chief of the inventory section forwarded
to Mr. Alexander a letter from Arthur G. Jacobs, auditor of the inventory section,
in relation to taxpayer's inventory, in which he stated as follows:
"I am informed that in a recent examination of above company's books by
an internal-revenue agent as to income and excess-profits tax, liability the a
number of records were not available, the taxpayer stating that the records
requested by the revenue agent were destroyed in a fire that occurred on the
premises shortly before the examination began.
"Later information has come to the writer that none of the records were
destroyed and that very irregular practice existed In the preparation of pay rolls
during the taxable years 1917, 1918, and 1919. More detailed information in
these matters may be obtained from Mr. William Gillespie, in the office of the
Maryland State auditor; also Mr. C. L. Staples, of the Baltimore Auto Service Co.
" I understand that an additional tax was assessed as a result of the examination, which was accepted by the taxpayer with apparent reluctance, but in reality
with inward glee * * *."
Under date of March 21, 1921, Messrs. J. C. Eckel and C. C. Dannaker,
auditors in the Internal Revenue Bureau, made a report to the commissioner.
They report that the taxpayer kept no records prior to the year 1918 except of
accounts receivable and accounts payable, but these were destroyed by fire.
They refer to conversations had with taxpayer, his son, and employees and
arrive at the conclusion that the taxpayer's statement in regard to his methods
of bookkeeping prior to the year 1918 is true and that there wab ground for belief
in the statement of the son that the financial statements found by the revenue
agents in the latter's desk were mere inventions.
Referring to the reports of the revenue agents and the special intelligence
agent, the auditors express the opinion that these reports show that their recommendations of the assessment of penalties for filing false and fraudulent returns
were based upon opinions and not on facts, and they recommed that the returns
of the taxpayer for the years prior to the year 1919 be accepted as originally
made, that no penalties be assessed, and that additional tax for the year 1919 be
assessed in the amount of $5,333.28. The report of the auditors appears as Exhibit A.
Under date of June 2, 1921, the bureau addressed an A-2 letter to the taxpayer, advising him that there was no tax due for the years from 1913 to 1918,
inclusive, and additional tax for 1919 was $5,333.28.
This letter shows that the net income reported by taxpayer for 1919 of $27,334.48 was increased as a result of examinations made by employees of the
Internal Revenue Bureau to $46,221.15. The tax originally paid for 1919 was
$3,336.90. As a result of the examinations it was increased to $8,670.19, or
about 160 per cent.
The record in this case shows that Agents Weller and Fendley attempted td
make an examination of this taxpayer's returns and were unable to do so because
of unintelligible records; that subsequently Special Agent Sam W. Maples, from
the Special Intelligence Unit, was detailed to assist them, and after considerable
trouble and much hesitance on the part of the taxpayer they succeeded in persuading him to make available the contents of his safe and his son's desk, where
records were kept, which the taxpayer failed to produce upon the first attempt
of the revenue agents to make an examination.
The revenue agents, as well as the special agent, made reports recommending
additional tax for the period from 1913 to 1919, inclusive, of approximately
$47,375.66, and the former recommended in their report the assessment of
penalties aggregating. $26,365.24. These three men came into contact with
Blaustein and his son in the former's office, examined all of the records which
were available, and were in position to make intelligent reports of actual conditions, and their reports should be given the fullest consideration. In spite of
this fact their reports were examined by two auditors in the bureau, from whose
report it appears that their examination was confined to questioning the taxpayer, his son, and employees (and not their records), and as a result their recommendation was accepted as to the final tax liability of this taxpayer and the
report of the revenue agents and special agent cast aside.
It is very interesting to note that according to their report the taxpayer had
an accounting system in 1919 but none prior to that time, yet in 1919, when this
supposed system was in effect, the auditors concluded that he had understated
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his net income by about $20,000 and found an additional tax of about 160 per
cent of the original tax paid for that year. If these conditions prevailed wheat
taxpayer had records, the amount of tax he avoided in years prior to 1919 when:
he had no system of accounting is left to the imagination. Yet Auditors Eckel
and Dar;aiker reached the conclusion that no additional tax for these years
should be assessed. This is another case where the bureau fails to recognize
the importance of the work of the men in the field who actually examine the
books and records and are in position to know the facts, and in preference accept.
a report of auditors who are employed at desks in Washington and are not inf
position to acquire the facts and come in contact with the records, environment,
and reputation of a taxpayer.
From the records in this case it is evident that the taxpayer has been relieved
of the payment of additional taxes exclusive of penalties of approximately $42,000,
for which he was undoubtedly liable.
GEe. G. Box,
Chief Auditor.
GGB:BD.
ExHmrr A
In re: Louis Blaustein, Baltimore, Md., 010 American Building
MARCH 21, 1921.
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL RmVmNo,:

The following is the report of the special investigation of the income and
excess profits tax liability of the above-named individual for the years for which
those taxes were assessible, up to and including the calendar year 1919.
The taxpayer passed his youth in the employ of the Baltimore Gasoline Co,
where he learned the business of refining. After the Standard Oil Co. established a branch in Baltimore he obtained a position with it and remained in
its employ for approximately 20 years. About the year 1910 he gave up his
position with the latter company and embarked in business on his own account.
He is now engaged in the business of buying and selling gasoline coal oil,
and lubricating oil. His largest competitor is the Standard Oil Co. The prices
of the commodities dealt in by the taxpayer are practically fixed by it, and
therefore the percentage of not profit to its competitors on the volume of their
business is comparatively small. In the instance of this taxpayer the gross
proft ranges between 12K and 12 per cent on sales, and the net profit between
per cent.
2% and 2
The educational opportunities of his youth were limited; he has no knowledge of bookkeeping, and during the early years of his business, did not employ
a bookkeeper. Many of the matters that are usually kept in accounts he carried in his head; and although he now has installed a fairly good accounting
system, he still continues this practice. He knows his gross profit on sa!es and
the percentage of his cost of doing business. He attends personally to the
merchandise end and the financing of the business, and his son and other employees attend to the operating end.
The biographical references contained in the preceding paragraphs were
obtained through conversations with the taxpayer, and other matters referred
to were obtained by observation and investigation.
He claims that he kept no records prior to the year 1918 except of accounts
receivable and accounts payable, and that these were destroyed by fire.
When the time for filing a return for the year 1917 approached, he began to
realize the necessity for a method of bookkeeping that would furnish the information required for income-tax purposes. At the beginning of 1918 an attempt
was made to install a system, but at that time he did not have a competent
bookkeeper in his employ, and only fragments of a system were installed. At
the beginning of the year 1919 a competent man was employed, who has installed
a fairly good system of accounts, and now the net income from his business can
be fairly ascertained.
Fully a week was spent in a search for records for the years under investigation prior to the year 1919; the search was futile, however, as only fragmentary
records and canceled checks for the year 1918, and no records at all for the years
prior to 1918 could be found.
A record of the sales for nine months of the year 1918 was found, and a comparison of the total monthly sales shown by this record with the total monthly
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sales for the same period as shown in the statement of sales used in the return
for the year 1918 indicated that the latter amount had been overstated by approximately $20,000.
The taxpayer and his son were questioned concerning the financial statements
discovered by the revenue agents who made the original investigation. The
father told us that his son made them out unknown to him, and this statement
was corroborated by the son. The latter said that they were prepared for the
purpoe of their submission to commercial agencies, and that in order to influence the credit rating given by these agencies the statements were grossly
exaggerated.
A special agent from the Special Intelligence Unit investigated this case,
and the following are quotations from his report:
"There is no evidence to refute Blaustoin's statement that he ha kept an
unintelligible set of books since 1910."
+

*

*

*

*

*

"I am convinced that this taxpayer had an ulterior motive in keeping grossly
incomplete records, and his motive was to evade paying his income tax. Agents
Fendley and Weller and Revenue Agent in Charge Graham, who is conversant
with all the facts, agree with me, but I am equally as convinced that he can not
be successfully prosecuted for his evasion. We are here, as in many other eases,
square up against the lamentable fact that you can not prosecute for failure to
keep records."
rhe special intelligence agent, the revenue agents, and these auditors are all
agreed as to the nonexistence of records for the years prior to 1918 and to the existence of only partial records for the year 1918. From conversations with the
taxpayer, his son, and employees, and observations made during the investigation,
it is believed by these auditors that there is truth in the statement of the taxpayer
as to his methods of bookkeeping prior to the year 1918; therefore there is ground
for belief in the statement of the son that the financial statements were inventions.
The Government is not concerned with the purpose or object of the financial
statements, its concern being as to whether they are correct or not.
The reports of the revenue agents and special intelligence agent show that their
recommendations of the assessment of penalties for filing false and fraudulent
returns were based on opinions and not on facts, and the special investigation
failed to bring out any facts on which to base such a recomMendation. Therefore
it is recommended that the return of the taxpayer for the years prior to the year
1919 be accepted as originally made, that no penalties be assessed, and that additional tax for the year 1919 be assessed as follows:
------------- $5,333.28
1919, additional tax --...--.----The following is a comparative statement of the income for that year as originally returned and adjusted:
1919

Return
(A) Income from business:

Gross sales------------............-........--

Adjusted

Decrease

Increase

$ 48, 38516 $1,485,385. 16 ........................

Deduction--

Cost of goods soldFreight................................
Commissions-.........................
Merchandise bought .-...--...........
Other costs ...-.......................

Opening inventory...................--.
Total- . .............

..............

Closing inventory........................
Net cost of goods sold................
Other business deductionsSalaries and wages....................
Rent ...................................
Interet.....-----........--...........Taxes..................................
Repairs, wear and tear, etc.--.......

Insurance .................---.........
Bad debts.............................
Other expenses .........................
Total deductions.....................
Net income from business............

21,61%85
3,751.66

21,61 85 ........................
...
3,751.66 ........--

1,265,001.22
34,988.1

.
1,248,817.33 ....-33,412 72 -----------

1,31,728. 8
38,376.00

1, 43, 969 6 .....
36,375.00 ....

1, 325,353.89

1,307,694.56

36,875.00

76,aM125
1,547.4
1,175.46
1,5s9.~s
16,905.00
S,286.76
14,673.08
2a348.97
1,460, 491.58

16,892681

16,1839
1,575.44

36. 375. 00....................
. ,,.
=.. ...

.........

-.......
-.

.----

............

70,6926 ............ ............
64.45
6.4...
1,483.09 ...
............ .............
17.4
........
I Me.66 ..........
$114.65 ..........
17,019.65
71.52
5,225.24 ............
.........
14,673.06 ........
955.09
25,.88.88 ............
1, 450,766.74 ...........

84, 62842

............

18,735.84 ............
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(B) Income from salary-..---.-

- ...

(11) Total income from above sources........
(I) General deductions:
. Interest........................
4. Contributions..
..........
Total

.... .....

............

Balance......

13,000. 00

$15,
133.82

...

......
.........
1,558.10

543.74
W97.35 .

...........

....

27,334.48

..............

43.74 ......
..........
660.75

80.11,7.......

48,221.15
137. 50

20,

488.

21024.17.........

1370

46,221.15

.......

-. -4,000.00

Normal tax of 8 per cent on - -.........
.......
Surtax on (item L)............................
----------------------------

........

.......
............
. .....

01.00 ........
3,377. 60 ........
5,13 49 .---------

42 221.15
,
-4,358.65

Total tax-......-----.........................-----...............------------------........---Origin tltax . ..... -.......----....
..
......
..
...-----.....---------........--Additional tax ------------ --

$2133. 82

48,221.15 ... ......
2,000.0000 I.. ......

.........

ntt on.....--............ .. .......

Deercase

1,41.09 .........

1,558.10
27,334. 4

. ..............
----------..........

.........

...........

Increaso

49,762.24 ..

(L) Net income subject to surtax..2..

Normal taxof 4 p
per

Adjusted

28, 892. 58

(J) Net income subject to normal tax ...
(K) Dividenid.........-------------Tax:
Net income (item J)--...--...- ..-..
Personal exemption........-----......

Return

8,670.18 .........
3,-33. 0...........

.

5, 33328

...

Explanations of the differences follow:
Merchandise bought--.....----- ----..------..
.
-------..--.
$16,
Other costs (truck expense) ...------------------------.-Rent ----.----.------------------------------------...
Insurance. ---- ------.-----.------.
_....---.----...-....
,.
Other expenses .... .----..--...
...
.
..
.
Donations-.
---------..-..------.
-......
.
Total-- ..---- ---.
_

_...-----......--

183. 89
317. 42
64. 45
71.52
955. 09
60. 75

....

17,653. 12
This total is composed of items that were charged in,the deductions in the
return for the year 1918, and because of an adjustment entry on the books in
the year 1919 were also included in the deductions in the return for the latter
year,
Other costs---.----------------.--------------..
.......----------.
$1, 575. 44
This amount includes the following items which are capital expenditures:
1 tank ..-...-------..
-...----------.. -----...--.... -------$400.00
Do ---------------..-------------....--------------

Cab for truck-----------------------,.
Ford sedan ...-, -- .---_---------

_._...

.

---.... -------------- .
----------__
_-

340. 50

-..130.00
387. 52

Total..
-----.-..----------...
.......... . .---...
_
Also an item of "Other costs" which is included in the preceding
explanation of the amount $17,653.12--. -.....
..- -.
...

1,258. 02

Total------- ..-..-.
-----....
....
Depreciation ----..------------------------..
..
........
This item represents additional depreciation allowed.
Salary -.----.
. ----.-------- ---.
..
......-

1, 575. 44
114. 55

....... ...

2, 133.82

This amount is composed of the following personal items which
are included in the business expenses and are therefore included as
salary to adjust:
Contributions-----------------------------..
--- .. --.......
.
Income tax, 1918------------. ------------.---.------------_
Withdrawals-------------------------.---_-------------....
Total.----------------------------------...

p

..

.

317. 42

.....

1, 558. 10
433. 56
142. 16
2, 133. 82
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$560. 75
.
.. ........
..-...
.........
.
Contributions
This item is composed of an amount of a contribution to a political cam500. 00
.
..
paign ..
60. 75
.Also an amount which is previously explained in the total $17,653.12
.
560. 75
.
.... ..
.......
Total_.......
137. 50
. . .
....
... . .............
Dividend
. - . .. . ...
This represents the amount of dividends received from stockholdings.
The differences between the findings in the original investigation and the findings in the special investigation are explained as follows:
Gross sales and income ----.--....------.....----------.- .$2,
645. 50
This item represents profits computed by the revenue agents on transactions where autotrucks were traded as part payment for new trucks. No profits
arise from such transactions.
.
12. 96L 57
Truck expense and tank installation . ---...--..-....
This amount is composed of the following items:
$6, 318. 00
Estimated amount of gasoline and oil used for operating trucks, etce
6, 367. 14
.. ..
......
Cost of truck purchased in 1918 -..
Work on boat America .
.....
....
279. 43
..--..

......

. .

-

.
.
12, 964. 57
Exception is not taken to the disallowance by Ihe revenue agents of the first
item, but as the inventories are stated arbitrarily, and as the cahlulation of net
income by the percentage method indicates that this is an equitable deduction,
after consultation with thd officials of the unit it has been allowed.
The second item represents the cost of a truck bought in 1918 and which the
taxpayer claims was lost in 1919 by an accident in the mountains near Cumber.
land, Md. This statement was confirmed by employees. It is also noted that
while the revenue agents claim the truck was bought in 1918, it is not shown
in the list of trucks in the depreciation statement prepared by them.
The third item was for work on the boat which the taxpayer operated in the
harbor of Baltimore. Vessel property has to be overhauled regularly, and for
overhauling a boat of the size of the Americo the amount of the item would he
small.
Closing inventory----....----....--......-...................
. $29, 668. 51
The amount of the inventory used by the taxpayer in I he return was estimated as at December 31, 1919; the amount of the inventory used by the revenue agents was taken from a financial statement made up by the taxpayer's son
as at June 30, 1919.
If the use of the amount of the inventory is based on reason at all, the inventory as of December 31 should be used. The logic of this is that as the volume
of business in the summer is greater than in the winter, an inventory taken in
the former season would naturally be larger in amount than one taken in the
latter season, ,and therefore it would not be fair to substitute the former for
the latter. However, as the tax rates for the years 1919 and 1920 are the same,
whichever inventory is used makes no difference in the amount of taxes ultimately collectible, except in the surtaxes, and these would be greater by using
the amount of the closing inventory shown in the taxpayer's return for the year
1919.
Total--...

-------------..-------------1, 392. 19
Traveling expense- ...........-The revenue agents state that this amount can not be supported by vouchers.
It is rare that the traveling expenses of an individual can be supported by
vouchers. In considering the requirements of the business for an expenditure
of this nature, the allowance of this item is considered equitable.
At a conference with one of the revenue agents who assisted in tire original
investigation, he stated that none of the disallowances had been taken up with
the taxpayer.
J. C. ECKEL,
Internal Revenue Auditor.
C. C. DANNAKER,
Internal Rerenue Auditor.
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NOVEMBER 12, 1925.
In re Louis Blaustein, Baltimore, Md.
Memorandum to Mr. C. I. .NASH,
Assistant to the Commissioner.
Reference is made to the criticism by the Senate committee relative to the
manner in which the Bureau of Internal Revenue closed the case of Louis Blaustein, an individual residing in the city of Baltimore, Md., involving the taxable
years 1913 to 1910, inclusive.
It appears that the principal allegation of error is that the Income Tax Unit
disregarded a report prepared by internal revenue agents and also a report
prepared by a special operative Of the Intelligence Unit of the bureau, with the
result that the taxpayer was relieved of the payment of additional taxes, exclusive
*
of penalties, of approximately $42,000.
It appears that this taxpayer did not keep proper books of account and that
the records available were incomplete and in most instances inaccurate. These
facts, coupled with the taxpayer's extraordinary secretiveness regarding his
business transactions, resulted in a most difficult situation with respect to the
proper verification of the returns filed. After careful consideration of the
statements made by the examining officers. together with those offered by the taxpayer, it was considered advisable to or ier a special investigation of such books
and records as were available to reconcie the statements of both the taxpayer
and the examniing officers, and for that purpose two excellent auditors of the
Income Tax Unit were ordered to examine the taxpayer's records. The examination resulted in the findings that hearsay or suspicion could not effectually
form the basis for the computation of a tax, and the case was closed on the basis
of the actual record.
After careful consideration of the facts in the case, I am constrained to view
the closing proper and in accord with the law and regulations.
C. B. ALLEN,
Assistant Deputy Commissioner.
CARSON HILL GOLD MINE

(INC.)

(By L. II. Parker, October 21, 1925]
Discovery; valuation not made within 30 days after discovery; ruling allowing,
unpublished; taxpayer to whom allowed not discoverer.
To: L. C. Maiuson, general counsel.
From: L. 1. Parker, chief engineer.
Taxpayer: Carson Hill Gold Mines (Inc.), Boston, Mass.
Subject: Discovery value of gold mines.
SYNOPSIS

From an examination of the record in the case of the Carson Hill Gold Mines
(Inc.), Boston, Mass., the following points appear to be the most interesting:
1. The date of discovery of the original gold mine was prior to March 1, 1913.
2. The actual date on which a new and richer grade ore vein was discovered in
the old mine was September 26, 1917.
3. As of September 26, 1917, an option to purchase this property was held by
Mr. W. J. Loring.
4. The Carson Hill Gold Mines (Inc.) was incorporated November 22 1917,
and on November 28, 1917, they acquired the option held by Mr. W. J. Loring.
5. Carson Hills Co. did not actually acquire title to the property until December 28, 1918, on which date they paid the $600,000 in cash for same as specified
in the option.
6. The bureau has allowed as date of discovery December 28, 1918.
7. From the above it appears that the bureau has allowed a discovery value on
'a new vein of ore in a mine which had already been discovered, it has allowed this
discovery value to a company which was not formed until 57 days after date of
discovery, and it has allowed this company a discovery value as of a date one
year and three months after the real date of discovery in spite of the 30-day limitation contained in the law.
The history of this case is best shown by certain quotations from the official
records of the bureau:
"During 1916, W. J. Loring and two associates, operating for convenience
under the name of the Calaveras Consolidated Syndicate, had possession of a
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group of claims comprising the Calaveras property and adjoining the Morgan
mine, and desired to add to that group the Morgan mine, believing that there
was a possibility of finding a recurrence in depth of the ore bodies which had
made the mine famous in the early days of gold mining in California.
"An agreement and option to purchase the Morgan mine was secured on
November 10, 1916, by W. J. Loring, acting for himself and associates. The
terms of the agreement and option of purchase provided for the exclusive possession of the property by the optionee for a period of three years, specified certain
work to be done none of which was in that portion of the mine in which the
discovery was afterwards made, and bound the owner to deliver title to the
property to the optioned at anytime during the life of the agreement and option
on payment of the purchase price. The terms of the agreement and option
offered two alternatives to the Morgan Mining Co. in the event the optionee
exercised the right to purchase: It could accept either $600,000 cash or 40 per
cent of the stock of a company to be incorporated for the purpose of taking over
and operating the Morgan and Calaveras properties. This price was not based
on the known value of the mine but was subject to revision dv nwurd in accordance with whatever might be disclosed in development.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"That on September 25, 1917, chance exploratory work on the 300-foot level
encountered high grade ore in a section of the Morgan property heretofore unexplored. That this encounter led to the "discovery" of the Morgan hanging
wall ore body, allowance for depletion of which is the basis of this claim, and that

this ore body was not connected in any way with any ore body previously known
to exist in the Morgan mine, and further more that there are reasons for doubting
even yet its connection with any ore body previously known in the Melones mine
(adjoing).

In the meantime, the Calaveras mine had reached the point where it was
deemed advisable to commence milling the low grade ore developed in that
property, and in order to place the holdings of Mr. Loring and associates
on a sounder basis, on November 22, 1917, the Carson Hill Gold Mines (ncr.),
with an authorized capital of $1,000,000 was organized in accordance with the
plan of agreement and option on the Morgan mine, and on November 28, 1917,
all assets of the syndicate were transferred to the corporation for $600,000 of its
capital stock, the members of the syndicate receiving shares in proportion to
their interest in the assets transferred. The balance of the capital stock amounting to 40 per cent was held to pay for the Morgan mine in case the company
should elect to exercise its option and the Morgan Mining Co. desired payment
in that manner.
"The agreement and option on the Morgan mine was included in the assets
acquired by the corporation for stock and was valued at $12,989.71, which represented a nominal value of $1 for the option and $12,988.71 actually expended
for development to November 28, 1917, the date of such acquisition.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"That from November 28, 1917, development work proceeded with the view
of determining the extent and quality of the new ore body sufficiently to justify
its purchase under the terms of the agreement and option, and on November 30,
1918, notice was given to the Morgan Mining Co. by the Carson Hill Gold
Mines (Inc.), that it desired to exercise its option to purchase. The Morgan
Mining Co. chose the alternative of selling for $600,000 cash, and on December
28, 1918, 28 days after notice of election to purchase, the Carson Hill Gold Mines
(Inc.) acquired the title in fee to the Morgan mine by paying the purchase price
specified in the option."
VALUATION

BY

UNIT

The following is the valuation report made by the unit allowing discovery
value:
APRIL 13. 1923.
Valuation report by metals section in re Carson Hill Gold Mines (Inc.), Boston,
Mass.; valuation for depletion purposes based upon discovery value as of
December 28, 1918
Depletion 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922.-The following valuation was made and
accepted by the taxpayer in conference April 9, 1923:
For the purpose of this valuation only proven and probable ores as of December 28, 1918, within the high grade hanging wall Morgan ore body have been
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included, as it was this ore shoot which formed the basis of the taxpayer's claim
for discovery.
Capitalized development during the prospecting period Is Included in the
amount sot up as capital recoverable through depletion in this memorandum
so it is to be excluded from the capital recoverable through depreciation.

Estimated ore reserves at date of discover y (onginer's)M..

Add; For tonuago dilution, 20 per cwnt ...
Adjusta ore r(wrves for valuation ........
Nonrecoverable values (8 per cnitt)-.. ...-

-

........

.......--......---..
..----.-------

-----....-.....

Value

Orade

Tons
18, 638

$3,25,

$17.28

37,728 ..........
226,3(6 ......

-............. -

.

Estimated recoverable values.........---------------.......-------------220,
36 ..........
....--.-----.......--..-..-- ...-- ....
4
Estimated operating costs -.
Esti antd profits .........................
..
.......... ..-------- . ...... ....

Deduct: Estimated plant and equipment expenditures from date
of discovery:
Mine plant and equipment ----.
---.....
_ $33, 577. 57
Hill changes and additions .-...-..
..-12, 650. 00
Estimated net mine profits ...-.-. .........
_.....
Deduct: Estimated eastern office administrative exMpensc,
years, at $10,000... .........
Estimated net profit for valuation....-..---.--

..

64,64

3, 250, (16. 64
2, 773.17
2, 998,891.47
1,064,86W5.
1, 44, 023 91

$40, 227. 57
1, 897, 798. 34

4
40, 000. 00

....

1, 857, 798, 34

Risk rate- - 10 per cent and 4 per cent-4 years (factor .745178).
Present value of expected profits is of date of discovery -.. ..--.
Deduct:
Actual expenditures for mine plant and equipment at date of discovery------..
--.....
-- $26, 460. 29
Total cost of mill- .........
$103, 815. 77
Probable useful life of mill 10 years portion of
mill capacity allocated to Morgan mine (4
years of the 10 years) ..
..-....
.....
41, 550. 31
Capitalized development prior to operations but
3, 492. 43
subsequent to discovery --..-...
...--

, 384, 390. 42

Total deductions for necessary capital expenditures prior
to operations .-...
-..
... -.
.. - .
..

71, 519. 03

Present value of ores only as at date of discovery ..--- 1, 312, 871. 39
Add: Capitalized development from Dec. 28, 1918, to date property placed on operating basis. ---------..
---..-----..3, 492. 43
Total value recoverable through depletion as at (late operations commenced, 1919 ---..---.
---..-----.---...
1,316, 363. 82
Ounces of gold in reserves at date of discovery ($20.67) $3,259,664.64------..............--------..
-----------.
--------..
157, 700. 27
Total costs of mine and development Dec. 28, 1918--...-Depletion rate per ounce of gold, $8.347251.

635, 517. 35

Depletion charge based on value allowed
(Rate per ounce as per separate statement, $8,347251]
Year

Groas productlon from highgrad ore
body

119-........................................................
1920-.........................................................
121 -.....................
.................................
1922--............................
......................

Total..................................................

8. Rept. 27, pt 2,69-1----12

Ounces
gold

Depletion
allowable

$1,091,714.06
1116.706.10
752, 48.9
340, 724. 24

2, 818 36
4,028. 35
38,404. 8
14,450.69

$440,871.41
450,988. 20
303,880.59
120, 23a02

3,307,673.09

1657,
700. 27

1,316, 363.82
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BALANCE RECOVXRABLE THROUGH DEPLETION

The loss claimed for the year 1920 of $11,991.88 by reason of expenditures
for development spent upon the Adelaide claim which was abandoned durin
the year is allowable as a loss. This claim has been substantiated by affidavit
of Mr. W. J. Loring, which is filed with the case.
Inasmuch as capitalized development has been included in the capital recoverable through depletion, and as expenditures for development have been
carried as depreciable assets by the taxpayer, it is recommended that the depreciation allowance be computed upon basis of physical life, as shown in the
schedule accompanying this memorandum.
Assistant Valuation Engineer.
Approved:
Chief, Metals Valuation Section.
UNPUBLISHED

RULING OF ROICITOR

The Solicitor of Internal Revenue has issued the following unpublished ruling
covering the pertinent points of thin case:
OcTOBnL 8, 1923.
In re Carson Hill Gold Mines (Inc.),Boston, Mass.
Deputy Commissioner BRIGTr
(F or the Engineering Division):
Reference is made to your memorandum of April 21, 1923, in which you ask
the opinion of this office on certain questions relating to the tax liability of the
above-named taxpayer.
No oral hearing was had, but thetaxpayer on July 24, 1023, filed t brief on
the questions involved.
It appears that some time prior to November 10, 1916 the Cahaverns Consolidated Syndicate, under the management of Mr. W. J. Loring , had acquired
a group of mining claims. Contiguous to those claims was the Morgan mine,
the property of the Morgan Mining Co., the bulk of whose stock was owned by
Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt. Under date of November 10, 1916, Mr. Loring setired
an option on the Morgan mine in his own name, although lie was presumably
acting for the Calaveras Syndicate. Under the terms of the agreement Mr.
Loring was given possession of the property for three years, with the obligation
to perform a certain specified amount of development work and with the privilege
of purchasing the property at an agreed price at any time within the option
period.
The Calaveras Syndicate performed the development work, but up to September 26, 1917, had encountered no ore bodies of commercial grade. During the
interval between September 26, 1917, and November 28, 1917, work was performed on a new high-grade ore body, but sufficient work was not done during
this period.to prove an ore reserve sufficient to add a new mine to those previously
known to exist.
On November 28, 1917, the Carson Hill Gold Mines (Inc.) was organized under
the laws of the State of Maine, with a capital stock of $1,000,000. The option
on the Morgan mine was taken over by the Carson Hill Co. for a nominal consideration of $1 plus the amount which had been expended for development of
the mine.
From November 28, 1917, to December 28, 1918, the Carson Hill Gold Mines
(Inc.) developed the high-grade orejshoot as rapidly as possible, and it was during
this period that a new mine was discovered. On November 30, 1918, the
taxpayer, as the successor of W. J. Loring and the Calaveras Syndicate, exercised
the option to purchase the mine, and on December 28, 1918, the consideration
was paid and title passed. Under the terms of the option, Mrs. Vanderbilt
had the alternative of accepting $600,000 in cash or 40 per cent of the stock
of a company to be formed to operate the mine. She chose to accept cash, and
the sale was made on that basis.
Section 214 (a) (10) of the 1918 act, in so far as material, reads as follows:
"In the case of mines, oil and gas wells, other natural deposits, and timber,
a reasonable allowance for depletion and for depreciation of improvements,
according to the peculiar conditions in each case, based upon cost including
cost of development not otherwise deducted. Provided, That in the case of such
properties acquired prior to March 1. 1913, the fair market value of the proper
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(or the taxpayer's interest therein) on that date shall be taken in lieu of cost
up to that date: Provided further, That in the case of mines, oil ahd gas wells,
discovered by the taxpayer, on or after March 1, 1913, and not saquired as
the result of purchase of a proven tract or lease, where the fair market value
of the property is materially disproportionate to the cost, the depletion allowance shall be based upon the fair market value of the property at the date of
the discovery, or within thirty days thereafter; such reasonable allowance in
all the above eases to be made under rules and regulations to be proscribed by
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary."
Article 219 of Regulations 45 provides that "The discovery must add a new
mine to those previously known to exist and can not be made within a proven
tract or lease as defined in paragraph (f) Infra." The unit has, in effect, found
that the old Morgan mine was abandoned, as under then economic conditions
it could not be profitably operated, and that there has been a discovery by
the taxpayer herein of a new mine within the meaning of the law and the regulations.
The question then arises, Did t he taxpayer have such an interest in the mineral
deposit as to entitle it to the benefit of the discovery clause contained in section
214 supra? It will be noted that the statute provides for depletion on properties
acquired prior to March 1, 1913, on the basis of the fair market value of the
property "or the taxpayer's interest therein" on that date. These words,
"taxpayer's interest therein," are not repeated in connection with the latter
part of the section with regard to discovery, but the reading of the whole section
indicates that the clear intention was that deductions based on discovery, as well
as the ordinary depletion deduction, were to be settled with reference to the
taxpayer's interest in the property and were not dependent upon absolute ownership. In the instant case the taxpayer was in possession of the property operating the same; its possession was exclusive and no other person or corporation
1,' I a right to operate the property; the taxpayer hadl a right to demand a deed
to the property, tuan a right to enforce this demand by a bill in equity for specific
performance, until the demand for a deed should be made, the net proceeds of
the ore removed were placed in escrow under the agreement, which provided that
in case the taxpayer exercised its election and purchased the property, and the
seller elected to take pay in stock of the corporation, these net proceeds should
be paid over to the taxpayer, or if the seller elected to take pay in cash the net
proceeds should be applied on the purchase price.
You ask to be advised whether the taxpayer during his tenure, prior to purchase in fee simple on December 2S, 1918, was a licensee or a lessee. It would
seen clear that the rights granted the optioned under the agreement were not
those of a mere licensee. Whether the rights gi anted were sufficient to give
the taxpayer the status of a lessee, as that term is defined in the law, it is not
believed necessary to here decide, suffice to say it did have such an interest in
the property as to entitle it to the depletion allowance granted by the statute
including depreciation based on discovery.
It will he noted from the provisions of the statute quoted above that the
taxpayer is barred from discovery value if the property was acquired an the
result of the purchase of a proven tract. In the instant case on the date legal
title to the property passed on to the Carson Hill Co. the property was a proven
tract, but on the date that the option agreement was acquired by the taxpayer
and he took possession the property was not a prove tract. In this case the
agreement was made and the purchase price fixed prior to the time that the
taxpayer went into possession and prior to the date that it made the discovery.
By the terms of the agreement all work done by the taxpayer was, in case he
exercised his option, to belong to him and all ore mined during this period which
had been sold and placed in escrow was to become his property. The exercise
of the option in this case was in effect to give to the taxpayer all of the elements
of beneficial ownership as of the date the agreement was made. Under these
peculiar facts it is not believed that it can be said that the exercise of the option
followed by the passing of legal title constituted the purchase of a proven tract
within the meaning of section 214 (a) (10).
It is therefore the opinion of this
office that it is a case of a mine discovered by the taxpayer and not acquired af
the result of purchase of a proven tract.
The file is returned with the suggestion that the tax liability of this company
be adjusted on the basis here set forth.
NELtsoN T. HARTSON,
Solicitor of Internal Revenue.
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We desire to make the following criticism of this case:
In the first place the Morgan mine was an old mine operated long before
March 1, 1913. It had contained much high-grade ore and, in fact, was famous
in the early days for the richness of such ore. In 1913, or shortly Nubtequent
thereto, the mine had apparently run out of high-grade ore and contained only
ore that was too low in grade to be prc'Itably minor. The fact that some of the
high-grade ore was missed in the original operation of this property does not, to
our minds, allow of a subsequent value being set up upon the finding later on of
some more of this high-grade ore. The law provides for discovery valuations in
case of mines or oil and gas wells discovered by the taxpayer after March 1,
1913. It does not appear to us that the law intended allowing a mine to be dincovered twice. This mine was a gold mine. It was discovered before March
1, 1913, and we contend that no subsequent discovery should be allowed in this
same mine.
In the second place, if a discovery could be allowed on the disclosure of a
now vein in this mine, the date of such discovery should have been September
26, 1917, when this high-grade ore was first encountered. A valuation under
the law could have been made as of this date, or within 30 days thereafter,
namely, October 26, 1917. We believe that Congress had a definite purpose in
putting into the law the clause: " As of date of discovery or 30 days thereafter."
It appears to us that they meant the first sudden Increment in value, as apparent
on the date of discovery, or 30 days thereafter, should be allowed and that increment only. The bureau has allowed a year and three months from this date
of discovery as the date of valuation for depletion purposes. If they can allow
a year and three months to explore property, in direct opposition to the 30-day
law, there is no reason why they should not allow 10 years or more to elapse
before valuing a property.
In the third place, the discovery value has been allowed a company which
not only did not make the discovery as required by law, but was not even in
existence on the date of this discovery. The data previously presented shows
that the date of discovery was September 26, 1917, and the taxpayer company
was not organized until November 22, 1917. The option to purchase was not
acquired by the taxpayer until November 28, 1917, at which date considerable
development work had already been done.
In the fourth place, while we disagree, as shown above, with the conclusions
reached, we believe that the ruling allowing discovery valuation in this case is
so fundamental in its principles, that it certainly should have been published,
for the information of all taxpayers. There is absolutely nothing in the published
rulings to show that a taxpayer is entitled to a valuation one year and three
months after date of discovery, when the actual discovery was not made by the
taxpayer at all.
CONCLUSION

We conclude in this case, as in the sulphur cases, that the bureau has put a
ridiculous construction upon the discovery clause of the law. It would appear
that they may be aware that their interpretation of the discovery clause is not
according to the intention of the law, and that this is probably the reason why
they refrain from publishing the ruling in this case. The requirement of the
act for a valuation within 30 days after date of discovery is completely disregarded.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H. PARKER,
Chief Engineer.
CELITE PRODUCTS CO.
[By L. H. Parker, May 26, 1925]

MAY 26, 1925.
Depletion; improper allowance of; Mr. Briggs's separation from service.
To: Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: Mr. L. H. Parker, chief engineer.
Subject: Transmittal of Celite Products Co.
There is transmitted herewith, in triplicate, the case of the Celite Products Co.
You will note that this case brings out again the fact that Mr. J. H. Briggs lits

protested, both verbally and in writing, against the obviously incorrect valuations
made in the nonmetals section.
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In view of the fact that Mr. Brigga ha been an important aid to us in our work
by giving frank answer to our questions, I would like to make one more effort to
bring before the members of the committee and the representatives of the bureau,
additional facts which will establish Mr. Briggo's value to the Government.
It appears to the writer that by the dismissal of Mr. Briggs the bureau is putting
subserviency, blind obedience, and cowardice before honesty, frankness, and fearlessnes.
We do not believe that gentlemen of such high character as Mr. Blair and Mr.
Nash would do this if they fully understood the facts. Anything that you can do
in this matter will be appreciated, as the discharge of Mr. Briggs has had a serious
moral effect on the personnel of the bureau. The individuals of the Income Tax
Unit regard Mr. Briggs's discharge as being a result of too many protests, and, of
course, the tendency will be to govern their actions accordingly.
I would also suggest that Mr. Briggs be called as a witness in the Celite Products
case, as there is a statement therein which is based on verbal information secured
from him on this matter.
Respectfully submitted.

L. H. PAnKEH,
Chief Engineer.
MAY 26, 1925.

Office memorandum No. 15.
To: L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: L. H. Parker, chief engineer.
Taxpayer: Celite IPoducts Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Subject: Depletion, nonmetals.
FIGURES INVOLVED

Purchase price, February, 1912 (in stock) ..
---------.... ,
Invested capital allowed .......
------.....
-Value allowed as of Mar 1, 1913 .--.
_......------_
----------

...

$325, 000
325, 000
1, 550, 000.

SYNOPSIS OF CASE

It appears from the record if this case-First, that the taxpayer has been allowed a value for invested capital purposes
based on the par value of stock issued in exchange for the property, with absolutely no evidence being submitted that the market or cash value of this property
at date of acquisition was anywhere near equal to the par value of the stock.
Second, that the taxpayer has been allowed a valuation as of March 1, 1913
five times the above amount allowed at date of acquisition, although only one
year had elapsed since the date of acquition, and nothing had taken place in
the meantime to substantiate any such rise i'value.
Third, that tle March 1, i91, value has been based on an average tonnage
mined of 70,000 tons annually, although the actual tonnage mined in 1912 was
about 3,000 tons; in 1913, 5,000 tons; in 1914, 10,000 tons; and in 1919, 12,000
tons.
HISTORY OF CASE

It appears the taxpayer was disallowed all depletion on June 1, 1920. The
taxpayer protested this allowance and came in for a conference on April 20,
1922. (Se- Exhibit B, attached.) The taxpayer was claiming depletion on a
deposit of diatomaceous earth located in California which he had acquired in
1912 for $325,000 par value stock. The following statement was made in
the conference:
"General discussion in rega-d to establishing a March 1, 1913, value greater
than cost as represented by stock issued for property and representative informed
that with available evidence at hand there seems to be no possible way of estab-

lishing a greater value either by replacement or by discounting earnings.

Repre-

sentative's attention was called to the fact that the company had practically no
net income until 1917 and very small in that year and on the 1918 return submitted by the taxpayer he had estimated a value of the capital stock at 37 cents
on a dollar which would agree with the valuation determined by this office on the
deposit owned by the taxpayer."
On May 12 and 13 another conference was held. (See Exhibit C, attached.)
In this conference the taxpayer was granted a valuation at date of acquisition in
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1912 for invested capital purposes of $325,000. He was also granted a March 1,
value of $1,550,000 and a depletion rate of 86 cents per ton.
The value of $825,000 is fixed at the par value of the stock paid for the prop.
erty. There is absolutely nothing in the files showing that this was the actual
cash value of the property.
For the March 1, 1913, valuation of $1,550,000 the appraisal of the American
Appraisal Co. was used. (See Exhibit D, attached.) This appraisal is based
on a tonnage mined of 70,000 tons and a profit of $2 per ton which equals an
annual profit of $140,000. This amount discounted at 8 per cent for a period
of 40 years would be about, $1,550,000.
The depletion set up by the American Appraisal Co. was changed slightly by
the bureau's valuation report dated May 26, 1922, (See Exhibit E, attached )
However, the valuation itself is not changed. We are also attaching, under
Exhibit F, a statement from the taxpayer from which we will wish to quote in

our discuion.
DIRCU;HION O'

THiE CAHr

Section 326 of the revenue act of 1918 provides that for invested capital the
following may be included: "(2) Actual cash value of tangible property, other
than cash, bona fide paid in for stock or shares, at the time of such payment, but
in no case to exceed the par value of the original stock or shares specifically
issued therefor."
We submit that the par value of stock issued in such cases is simply mentioned
in the law as a limit, but that the intent of the law is to require a determination
of the actual cash value of property paid for by stock at the time of payment.
We can find absolutely nothing in the records of this case to show that any
attempt was made to determine the actual cash value of this property. The
taxpayer was allowed the full par value of stock amounting to $325 000.
In regard to the March 1, 1913, value of $1,550,000 there is nothing to show
why any such extraordinary rise in value took place. Inasmuch as only one year
had passed since the year of acquisition, we believe that this alone would have
been sufficient grounds for denying the taxpayer a right to the March 1, 1913,
value. In order however, to show in what a ridiculous manner the analytic
appraisal method has been applied in this case, we will grant for the moment the
right of the taxpayer to set up a March 1, 1913, v4lue.
In the first place, a profit of $2 per ton has been used. There is absolutely no
substantiation of this rate of profit. Practically no profit was realized by this
company until 1917. (See Exhibit B.) We certainly would think that some definite data in regard to selling prices and operating costs as of March 1, 1913, should
have been required.
In the second place, the valuation is based on an annue' tonnage to be mined of
70,000 tons. As an actual fact, only 50,000 tons was mined from 1912 to 1916
or an average tonnage of about 12,000 tons yearly. Even at $2 a ton, this would
cut the annual expected profit froni $140,000 to $24,000, which would, of course,
make an enormous difference in the valuation. There are several other features
of this case which show utter disregard of engineering principles, but we will not
go into them in detail. The examination of the exhibits, however, will show that
the quantity of material available was greatly in excess of that used in the valuation, a rate of 8 per cent was used on a new industry, the future of which could
not be accurately predicted, and that depletion was based on tonnage mined instead of tonnage sold, when it is admitted that 25 per cent of the tonnage is placed
in storage dumps.
We believe that we have stated enough to condemn the practices shown in this
determination. Moreover, it was known to engineers in the bu; ,u that this
determination was erroneous. Mr. C CGriggs,
.
chief of the nonmetals section,
and now assistant head of the engineering division, approved of the valuation in
his case, and when Mr. J. H. Briggs, valuation engineer, who had attended the
conference, refused to sign the conference memorandum allowing this valuation,
he was told by Mr. Griggs that "he could go to h--."
CONCLUSION

This case, following as it does numerous other cases along the same lines, shows
that it is a common practice in the engineering division to disregard the requirements of the law and the principles of engineering. It again shows that verbal
as well as written protests are of no avail.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H

PARKER,

Chief Engineer.
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EXHIBIT B
TAXPAYER'S CONFERENCE,

NATURAL RESOURCES

DIVISION, NONMETALS SECTION,

April £0, 1992.
Taxpayer: Celite Products Co.
Address: Los Angeles, Calif.
Represented by: Mr. F. W. Jackson, American Appraial Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Matter presented.--.. Taxpayer's representative called to state that valuation
given taxpayerr as par value of stock at acquisition in 1912 in lieu of a much
larger valuation claimed as at March 1, 1913, was not acceptable t taxpayer.
general l discussion in regard to establishing a March 1, 1913, value greater than
,ost, av1 represented by stork issued for property, and representative informed
that with Lvailable evide'e at hand there swmms to be no possible way of ettabllishing a greater value either by replacemncift or by discounting earnings. Reprementative's attention was called to the fact that the company had practically no
net income until 1917, and very small in that year, and on the 1918 return submitted by taxpayer he had estimated a value of the capital stock at 37 cents on
a dollar, which would agree with the valuation determined by this office on the
deposit owned by taxpayer.
Representative requested a conference on May 10, 1922, at which time the
president of the company will be present, and time was extended until after thit
date for case to be sent to audit.
Interviewed byby.
Cnterviewed
C. Gaoo, Chief,
8. L. SHONTS, Valuation Engineer.
J. H. BIaoos, Valuation Engineer.
Approved:

C. C. GeRIaS.

Chief, Nonmetals Valuation Section.

EXHIBIT C
TAXPAYERS CONFERENCE,
NATURAL RESOURCES DIVIsION, NONMETALS SECTION,
May 12, 13, 1*.
Taxpayer: Celite Products Co.
Address: 624 Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles Calif.
Represented by: Mr. Fitger, vice president and treasurer and Mr. F. W. Jackson;
of American Appraisal Co.
Matter presented.-Valuationof property and the rate of depletion as at acquisition and as at March 1, 1913. Taxpayer acquired property in February, i912,
for $325,000 par value of stock and claimed March 1, 1913 valuation as deteraid-in surplus not
mined by the American Appraisal Co. of $1,550,000.
claimed. The increase in value between acquisition and March 1, 1913, was
claimed on account of the wide general use developed for the product which resulted in contracts showing an expected earning of not less than $5 per ton.
Contracts were submitted which called for a large production but had no provision for increase in selling price due to increase in operating expenses. The
small earnings shown by the company in subsequent years was explained from the
fact that due to war conditions, labor and operating costs were so high (and
under terms of the contracts the selling price remained the same) that the property continued operating with a small profit and in some years with a financial
loss.
After due consideration and consid, 'ng all evidence submitted, taxpayer's
- 'd to accept the March 1, 1913, valuaclaims were acknowledged and it was
tion of $1,550,000 as established by the American Appraisal Co. in appraisal
dated January 21, 1920, and the tonnage estimated at 1,750,000 tons giving a
depletion value of $0.86 per ton. Valuation accepted for acquisition for invested capital $395 000. Sustained depletion to be at the rate of 18 cents.
Attention is called to the fact that both sustained and allowed depletion
is on the basis of tonnage mined and not on tonnage sold. The amount of depletion deducted on income tax returns would be the same but inasmuch as an
amount in excess of 25 per cent is culled from the product mined and placed in
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storage dumps, the value of these dumps can not be capitalized at any future
time, nor can depletion be claimed upon them.
Interviewed by-A. H. FAY, Head Natural Resources.
J. H. BRlaas, Valuation Engineer.
C. C. Gnaus, Chie off Section.
W. H. GOias, Auditor.
Accepted for the taxpayer:
ARNOLD

Approved:

K. FITQCR, Vice President and Treasurer.

C. C. Gmaoos, Chef, Nonmetal Valuation Section
Approved for audit May 17, 1922. FAY.
ExiImrr D
TH

AMURICAN APPRAIAL CO.,

Milwaukee, May 9, 192f.
CILITh PRODUCTS CO

Depletion.-As a tentative method of arriving at what might be considered a
fair rate of depletion to be claimed under the internal revenue act, we might
consider what would be the value of this property to an owner who was willing
to permit of its operation under royalty agreements.
The Hollister estate, which owns a similar deposit in the vicinity, refused an
offer of a royalty of $1 per ton, and stated that they might be willing to consider
$2.50 per ton.
In 1920 the production from the property of the Celite Products Co was 68,000
tons and the actual sale about 58 000 tons. There is, therefore, every indication
that an ultimate output of 70,000 tons per annum, which was expected in 1913,
was reasonable. Therefore, taking as a basis an output of 70,000 tons per year,
the value of the property to the owner who was willing to sublet it on a royalty
basis could reasonably have been computed as follows: 70,000 tons per year at
$2 per ton would represent an annual payment of $140,000.
Appreciating the fact that the volume of the deposit in place is in excess of the
amount which could be reasonably expected to be depleted within the period for
which investments are generally made, we assume that an investment of this
nature should be returnable in 40 years, and that inasmuch as the royalty owner
would not be assuming the hazards of exploitation, a fair rate of return would be
8 per cent.
The present value of $140,000 per year for a period of 40 years at 8 per cent
would be approximately $1,550,000.
During this period the quantity of the material taken out would be 70,000
multiplied by 40 equals 2,800,000 tons.
The unit rate of depletion would then be $1,550,000 divided by 2,800,000,
which would be equivalent to a unit rate of depletion of about 55 cents per ton.
We quite appreciate that this method of arriving at a depletion unit is based
upon conditions existing at the present time and present known facts which were
not known in their entirety in 1913. This method of establishing values, however, so closely approximates the value established under the conditions which
the buyers of this property foresaw in 1913 that we believe it would be worthy of
serious consideration and it is submitted accordingly.
LIFE OF DEPOSITS

Seventy thousand sales total estimated average per year:
2y

Oears
25-year total sales.

Based on knowledge of past and future sales, the following proportion would
obtain:
Fifty thousand Filter-Cel. sales annually:
25 years
i,250,ea00 Total Filter-Cel. sales in 25 years.
Twenty thousand Sil-0-Cel sales annually:
25 years
26a000 -Total Sil-O-Cel sales annually.
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About 10,000000 tons of Filter-Cel material available at this time according
to estimate of Mr. E. B. Starr our engineer.
Balance of material on the property is Sil-O-Cel grade.
Working life of property largely limited by deposits of Filter-Cel materials as
it is not practical to produce and market Sil-O-Cel except through organization
justified by Filter-Col sales. This limits commercial life of deposits to 25 years.
Summary of material quarried based upon tonnage of products sold, 1918 to 1919,
inclusive
Crude

(Iround

Brick

Sundry

rotal

8l6 -1 ons:
3.. M

1912 ..
11i'3,'
1014

.
.

.

.

1915
191.... . . .......
...
. ....
-....
1917-.. .....
.... ..
.
1918................. ......
11.....---.----....-.. ..- -

- . -.
. ...
. - ... .......... -.- .
................
. ..
......

........

... ..

Total....................................
Material quarried--Tons:
1912.......-......
.....-......

1913.......

................

...

1914 ..............................................

191....... . .......

.....
......... .-

......

.........----...----

... ... ..- ..
-

..--

.

..... .
....
- ...............
-........
1916 ,. .
..----1917 .....................................
1918 ......... .. .....
...-..-..- ................
...
119...
................. ......................

3
2,6M
8
2,752

1

144

4,284
4,2 9
,9

.27
7,043
9,462
13, 479
21,9 0

1,664

29,032

7,146

25,339

8, 137

21,870

3,054 .......

1 283

2,899

2,588

6,690

2,252
4,284
4,269
6,955
,64
26, 339

Total..........................................

3,064
2,119
A

06

292-

1,712
5, 07
,70.

...------

3.Z44
.

,204

----

o00

2,171
....

...

38,650

188, 17
3,00

786 ..........
800 ...........
780 ..........

10,038

430
251
821
889

20,821
3 1
628
,48

2,171

10,600

11,827 1
280
10,849
13,768
27,412
1.440
30,290
17, 860
111,421

-430 -- I1,888
10,187
251
23, 40
821
36, 2 2

64,676

Tonnage of material available in deposit at date acquired.. ------Fair market value, Mar. 1, 1913-----...-------..-----------Depletion per ton of material quarried-----------....--.---.--...-

4,017

1 83

1, 560, 000
$1, 550, 000
$1

EXHIBIT E
SECTION OF INORGANIC NONMITALS--QUARtYING AND MILLING OIITE

MAY 25, 1922.
Case reviewed by John Seward, valuation engineer, June 1, 1920, who disallowed all depletion at that time.
Reference is made to taxpayer's conference May 12 and 13 1922, represented
by Mr. Fitger, vice president and treasurer, and Mr. F. W. Jackson, of the
American Appraisal Co.
Taxpayer purchased 2,215 acres of land in the Santa Znes Mountains, near
Lompoc, Calif., June 3, 1912,'on which a deposit of diatomaceous earth occurs,
certain city lots in the town of Lompoc, buildings, machinery, equipment, and a
stock of raw material. Property was acquired for $325,000 in stock, par value,
and taxpayer claimed a March 1, 1913, value of $1,550,000, as determined by the
American Appraisal Co. The increase in value between acquisition and Idarch
1, 1913, was claimed on account of the wide general use developed for the product
which resulted in contracts showing an expected earning of not less than $5 per ton.
ACTION

TAKEN

Valuation at acquisition, February, 1912:
Claimed: Mineral land, $325,000. Allowed: $325,000 as mineral land subject
to depletion.
Valuation as at March 1, 1913:
Claimed: Mineral land, $1,550,000. Allowed: $1,550,000 as mineral land
subject to depletion.
Valuation at January 1, 1914.
Valuation at January 1, 1917: Allowed: $325,365.22. Depletion, $315,754.12.
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Suataioed.-- Taxpayer estimated 1,750,000 tons of diatomauous earth, available at acquisition, which with a cost $325,000 gives a unit value of 18 cents per
ton which is approved as the rate of sustained depletion.
AUoowed.--An estimated available tonnage of 1,750,000 tons of diatomaceous
earth with an appraised value of $1,560,000 gives a unit value of $0.886 per ton,
which is approved as the rate of allowed depletion.
Attention is called to the fact that both sustained and allowed depletion is on
thebasinof tonnage mined and not on tonnage sold. The amount deducted on
income-tax returns would be the same, but as an amount in excess of 25 per vent
is called from the mined product and put in storage dumps, this product can
not be capitalized or further depletion claimed on it.
Notice is also called to the fact that the depletion allowed bears a low ratio
to the gross sales from 1912 to 1920, inclusive, and a still lower percentage to
the gross sales for the year 1920:
$4, 649, 107. 35
Total gross sales, 1912 to 1920, inclusive
Total allowed depletioi on bIris ,It 80),885 per ton mineid
equal 5 PrTr ('nt of gross sales.
, 830, 863. 85
Groas saies, 1920 ..
Allowed depletion for 1920) at $0.886 per ton mined equal
3 per cent.
The reason the allowable depletion ratio to the gross sales shows a decrease
for the year 1920 is because in 1920 the contracts under which the company were
held expired, and these contracts made in pre-war times obligated selling often
at a loss, hence the higher ratio of allowable depletion to the gross sales. On
expiration of these contracts, taxpayer increased his selling price, had increased
gross sales for a similar tonnage sold in prior years, thereby reducing the percentage of allowable depletion to the gross sales.
Valuation memorandum dated June 1, 1920, is superseded by action of this
date.
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Years

Tons

)letn

epletion

Deleetinwon
ustn ed on
eon cost t
S1per ton

Prior to 1913...-.............---------.............
....
----...........
---...
1913....-............---1914------...............................................
1915.....- ..........................................
........................................
1916 ...
1917...........................................
.----.
--............... ------1918........
1919.......................................--.........

1 0...--....-......-

Total.

............

. ... ..................

..................

.... ...........

Depletion

lowd on

Mar.

1913,

valued at

pr tn

3,04
4,917

3,05 00
4,917.00

10,038
1 3
0.821
3,127
50,628
, 48

1, 8084
32 48
3,747.78
, 322.86
9,113,04
10167.30

68,553

10,038.00
12, 53.00
20,821.00
36,127.00
50,62. 00
56,485.00
68,63. 00

12,339.54

60,737.958

22 653

262, 19.00

47,188.62

229, 57.03

$549.72 ...........
$4,36,46
885.06
8, 893.668
11,100.89
18, 447. 406
31,122.622
44, 8f.408
0,045.710

W.
. HANSON,
Assistant Valuation Engineer.
Approved: Chief nonmetals valuation section.

EXHIBIT F
Questions relating to valuation and depletion unit for diatomaceous earth
deposits located at Lompoc, Calif.
1. Capital stock valuation shown in 1919 capital stock tax return.--Management
of company was reorganized in 1920 and capital stock valuation has subsequently
been properly prepared. Accounting practices in earlier years resulted in improper practices. Company now requesting permission to file amended returns
for years 1918 and 1919.
2. Operating loss for period to January 1, 1920.-Company, originally had program of selling raw deposit which would have resulted in profit of about $5 a ton.
The possibilities of development of increased use of product were foreseen and
original policy abandoned in 1912 to carry forward development of extended uses
requiring large experimental and advertising expense. Long-period contracts
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entered into 1914 to a318 at lw selling price resulted in excessive losnse during
subsequent years when cost of operation had materially increased due to war conditions. Small operating capital rtauiel excessive expenditures for materials in
order to maintain credit. l
iNsestimated that during period to January 1, 1920,
development expenditures amounted triapproximately $600 000 and that additional losses due to long-period contracts experimental charges and limited
operating capital resulted in approximately $1,200,000 loss.
3. Anticipated deduction 4f 70,000 tons p- annum.--The company operated
during 1919 at approximately 60,000-ton productuns, and it is estimated that
70,000 average for period of 25 yeats from 1913 is most conservative.
4. Anking price of Telfni property.-- This issubstantiated by memorandum
from Mr. A .II. Kreigr, written about March 1, 1913, and a copy of a letter from
Miss Telford to )r.1). S. Collins, offering her property for sale, this letter being
dated 1912.
5. Imcrenae in ,valu betwnr' Fe'bruary, 191H, and March 1, J191.---The Magiailica eCo.
had operd'd property for somen19 year prior to 1912, but were unappreciative of its value, and lac k<d working capital necessary to place roducwt
upon the market, Sale wan conummaiiate at practically receivership prices due
to financial conditions of prior organization . IPrior organization had developed
market for small amount of material ued for pipe covering and building insulation
and limited market for filter purposes in bwet-ugar industry. New organisation
immediately employed experts to develop market as subEtantiated by copies of
reports and correspondence, together with extract from Metallurgical and
Chemical Magazine of February, 1914, entitled "The Kieselgubr Industry."
6. The effect of geographical location on propertic.--Location of deposit has
distinct climatic advantages due to open-air drying of product and is easily
accessible to both shipping and land transportation. More than 50 per cent of
tonnage is used by sugar industries for filter purposes, all of the cane-sugar
refineries being located at tidewater. Celite Prodctts Co, furnish either brick
or raw material for all high-temperature insulating brick used to this time in this
country, so that freight to consumer is not a competitive factor.
The above notes are covered in detail in a letter from Mr. R. J. Wig, vice president of the Celite Products Co., addressed to the American Appraisal Co., under
date of May 3, which letter is supplemented by copies of the original correspondence, reports, and other information used to substantiate position taken by taxpayers.
INHERITANCE TAXES
(By F. B. Potter, September 18, 1926)

Deduction of State inheritance taxes and Federal estate taxes from income for
income tax purposes
SEPTEMBER 18, 1925.
Mr. L. C. MANBON,
Counsel Senate Committee for Inventigation,
Bureau of Internal Revenue.
REPORT IN RE DEDUCTION OF STATE INHERITANCE TAXES AND FEDERAL ESTATE
TAXES FROM INCOME FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES

The principal questions involved under the above title may be presented best
by a statement of two typica! cases handled by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Certificate of ovrassessment No. 297471, in the sum of $717,796.64, was
issued to the New York Trust Co., executor, estate of William L. Harkness,
New York N. Y., for income taxes paid for 1920. The reason given in such
certificate is:
"An examination discloses that net income of $1,197,656.80 was reported,
but the deduction of Federal estate tax amounting to $7,729,395.32 eliminates
the entire taxable income."
Certificate of overassesment No. 233253, in the sum of $253,465.48, was issued
to Miss Isabelle W. Tilford, Orange County, N. Y., for 1920 income tax paid.
The adjustment producing the overassessment was the deduction from the
income of the beneficiary of State inheritance tax paid by the estate, as shown
by the following quotation from the certificate:
"Inasmuch as your proportionate share of the $877,671.48 inheritance taxes
is in excess of your income, there is no taxable income on your return."
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It will be noted from the foregoing that Federal, estate tax paid waI deducted
from the income of the estate of the deceased while State inheritance tax paid
was deducted from the income of the legatee or beneficiary derived from other
sources.

This is the general rule used by the bureau except that the inheritance tax
paid to four States-Maryland, Utah, Rhode Island and Pennsylvania--is not
deducted from the income of the legatee or beneficiary, but is deducted from
the income of the estate in the same manner as the Federal estate tax.
The statute provides that estate and inheritance tax paid shall be allowed as
a deduction but leaves the question open as to whose income it shall be so
allowed. The bureau has attempted to determine the latter question with the
result shown above.
The revenue act of 1024, section 214 (a), provides that"In computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions: * * * (3)
taxes paid or accrued within the taxable year * * *."
It is clear that the legislative intent was to include estate and inheritance tax
under this dause btcaiuse a similar prov!s#in in a prior act had been so interpreted by the Supreme Court before tthe e;aWctienlt of the 1924 act. But the

statute being silent, inquiry must be made into the nature of the tax in qurwtion
in order to determine whether the deduction should be allowed to the estate,
the beneficiary, or either.
No warrant is found in the statute above quoted for treating Federal estate
taxes and State inheritance taxes differently, nor for a different treatment of
the inheritance taxes paid to some States from those paid to other States. A
study of the nature of all these taxes reveals no differences which can justify
such different treatment.
All these laws, collectively known as death duties, are based upon the theory
that there is no right to transmit or to inherit property title to which terminates
by death, except such right as the statute creates, and that the sovereign may
give a right to transmit and receive all or any portion of such property; that
the statutes of devolution, descent, and wills are modified by the tax statute
so that the right to transmit or receive is fixed at the instant of death; that
there is no right to inherit until death occurs, and that such right is never increased nor diminished after its creation.
The sole reason given by the bureau for making a distinction and the only
rule employed is this: If the tax is upon the right to transmit, it is deductible
from the estate; if it is upon the right to receive, it is deductible from the income
of the beneficiary.
Article 134, Regulations 65, reads in part as follows:
"Estate, succession, legacy, or inheritance taxes, imposed by any State,
Territory, or possession of the United States, or foreign country, are deductible
by the estate, subject to the provisions of section 214, where, by the laws of the
jurisdiction exacting them, they are imposed upon the right or privilege to
transmit rather than upon the right or privilege of the heir, devisee, legatee, or
distributee to receive or to succeed to the property of the decedent passing to him.
Where such taxes are imposed upon the right or privilege of the heir, devisee,
legatee, or distribute, so to receive or to succeed to the property, they constitute,
subject to the provisions of section 214, an allowable deduction from his gross
income."
That this is the sole rule employed is the general opinion of students of the subject. In the introduction to Prentice-Hall tax service, 1924-25, the following

appears:

"The theory of the inheritance tax is complicated. * * * It may be a tax
upon the right to receive property, or upon the right to transmit property. The
decisions are conflicting and inconclusive on this point. The matter is, however,
of more than academic importance by reason of the present provision under the
Federal income tax law allowing the amount of tax paid as a deductible item when
it is imposed on the right to receive."
There are two distinct errors involved in the use of this rule. The first is the
erroneous assumption that the tax is imposed upon the right to receive. It is
legally impossible that this be true, for the tax statute and the statute of descent
are on the same plane; both together form one law and both jointly give the
beneficiary such right as he ever has. The beneficiary finally receives everything
from the estate to which he is or was ever entitled. A "right" is the power to
obtain the help of the State in the accomplishment of a desired end. The State
by its courts will aid the beneficiary to obtain only that which he finally does
obtain. He never receives nor has a right to receive the share taken by the
State. The same is true as to the right to transmit.
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The second error is duo to the purely logical fallacy of making an objective
classification based upon a subjective difference. Transmission and receipt as
used herein are subjective interpretations of th( same occurrence. The transfer
of property by descent is instantaneous. The right of the State attaches instantaneously and the instant is the same for both. An obstruction to such transfer
can not be imposed upon the transmission without being imposed upon the receipt
in precisely the same degree.
Therefore, since the death duty is not imposed upon any right, and since it can
not he an imposition upon transmission or receipt separately, the basis for the
different treatment accorded these taxes disappears.
It is submitted that the conclusion just reached will appeal to a thorough student
of the question, will avoid the fallacies found in the many "conflicting and inconclusive ' decisions, and is justified by authority as well as theory. In Knowlton
v. Moore (178 I. . . 55) Chief Justice White, after an exhaustive study of the
nature and history of death duties, says:
" Thi, looking over the whole field, and considering death duties, in the order
in which we have reviewed them, that in, in the Roman and necient law, in that of
many, aul other ,oninental countries, in England and thos3
in derri Frawce, iei
iTn Wthegilafioti of the United
of hetcohoiis where ucLt laws have been irdnlcti,,
e Union, the following appears: Although
es off
States
a theverl
States and t
different modes of assessing such duties prevail and although they have different
accidental names, such as probate duties, stamp duties, taxes on the transaction,
or the act of passing of an estate or a succession, legacy taxes, estate taxes or privilege taxes, nevertheless tax laws of this nature in all countries rest in their essence
upon the principle that death is the generating source from which the particular
taxing power takes its being and that it is the power to transmit or the transmission from the dead to the living on which such taxes are more immediately rested."
This case held that such taxes were indirect.
With the view, then, that all such taxes should be treated alike so far as concerns
the place upon which their burden is rested, the next question is who should be
allowed the deduction.
In U. S. v. Perkins (163 U. S. 625) the question was whether property bequeathed to the United States could be included in a succession tax imposed by a
State. It was decided that it could be.
Since the State of New York could have no power to tax the United States, the
beneficiary in this case, the tax was necessarily held not to have been placed upon
the legatee. Hence the legatee, not being taxed, should not be allowed to deduct
the payment from his income.
This appears to be sound as the language of the court, "it is not until it has
yielded its contribution to the State that it becomes the property of the legatee."
In Plummer v. Coler (178 U. S. 115) the question was whether under the inheritance tax laws of New York a tax could be placed upon a legacy consisting of
United States bonds issued under a statute declaring them exempt from State
taxation in any form. It was held that the tax was proper.
This case holds that the tax is not placed upon the property for a State can not
tax a United States bond. This appears to be authoritative and absolutely sound.
But there is a result which follows by ineluctable logic from this position. The
tax is not upon the property and the property is the estate, for the estate is the
aggregate of the property left by the decedent and is that only. Hence the tax is
not upon the estate and the tax should not be deducted *rom the income thereof.
That the tax is not placed upon the decedent seems self-evident, since the
decedent does not exist when the tax is imposed.
The confusion found in the cases appears to be more apparent than real.
The expressions "right to transmit," "transmission," and "right to receive" are
used interchangeably; the decisions as to where the tax falls iieed not be affected
by substitution of one for the other.
Perhaps the nearest approach to an exact statement of the subject taxed is
found in Matter of the Estate of Swift (137 N. Y. 77), in which the court said that
the "effect of this special tax is to take from the property a portion or percentage
of it for the use of the State, and I think it quite immaterial whether the tax can
be precisely classified with a taxation of property or not. It is not a tax on
persons."
The foregoing considerations are sufficient for the exclusion of death duties
from deductions allowed for income-tax purposes, but, since a change in the
revenue act will be necessary to accomplish such exclusion, a further study of the
nature of death duties and the theory of their imposition may be found useful as a
basis for corrective legislation.
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We have found that the death duty is not a tax on persons, and is not a tax on
property and that its burden is not imposed upon anyone. Thin forces us to theconclusion that it is not a tax in the ordinary sense at all or that it is fundamentally
different from all other taxes. The death duty, however, has been termed a
tax and is so generally known as such that for convenience it is best described a
tax ani generis differing fundamentally from all other taxes.
It operates and has the same effect as if the State were made a joint heir or
codiatributee of the property or credits left by a decedent. This view is consistent
with all decisions, though not with the language found therein, except the decisions
holding death duties were intended to be included in the revenue eat above net
forth whereby "taxes paid" are allowed as deductions. It is conceded that this
construction is correct as to the legislative intent. But despite the fact that Con.
gross meant to include death duties paid among allowable deductions it was
nevertheless error on the part of the administrative authority t allow the deduction to person upon wlhm such death duties were not in reality imposed. The
maze of conflicting court decisions, both Federal and State, will prevent any
rational uniform correction by any power except Congress.
The need for thiN reform is demontstrated by the following illustrations.
In Johnson v. Keith (291 Fed. 964) the question was wlhther tih New York
transfer fax, a death duty waI deductible from the income, of (he estate for
Federal income tax purposes. It was held that it was so dductiblt
l
on tie ground
that it was niporwd upon the estate and that the estate rather than the benIeficiaries paid the tax. The reasoning of the court was to the effect (1) that there
were none except two entities upon whom the tax could be imposed, namely,
the estate and the beneficiary; (2) that it was not imposed upon the beneficiary
(3), therefore, it was imposed upon the estate. This reasoning is so purely
syllogistic in form that the fallacy is striking, namely, that both premises are
negative in violation of the elementary rule in logic that from two negative
premises no valid conclusion can be drawn. In order that the coneluion he
valid it must be assumed that the tax is imposed upon one of the two entities;
but in U. S. v. Perkins, supra, it was held that the tax was not imposed u pon the
beneficiary, the beneficiary in that case being the United States, and in Plummer
v. Color, supra, it was held not to be imposed upon the estate, the estate being
United States bonds. All three decisions relate to the Now York death duty
which was the same except for minor changes not referred to in the decisions.
The Bureau of Internal Revenue conflicts with all three of these cases in its allowance of the New York death duty as a deduction from the 'ncome of the beneficiarv on the ground that the tax is imposed upon him. Such tortuous ramblings
do not adorn the genius of the present age.
To further illustrate the confusion, attention is called again to the present
Income Tax Regulations 65, which provides in part as follows:
"When, in accordance with a direction contained in the testator's will, the
taxes upon the right to receive any particular devise or devises, legacy, or legacies,
are so payable as to relieve the particular devise or devisees, legatee, or legatees,
from the burden thereof, then the persons entitled to the fund or other property
out of which payment is made may not take deduction of the taxes so paid, but
deduction thereof is available only to such devisee or devisees, legatee or legatees;
each, if there be more than one, being authorized to deduct such part of the
taxes so paid as he would otherwise have been entitled to do had there been no
such testamentary direction."
Applying this provision, suppose A dies leaving $200,000 and by his will bequeaths $100,000 to X and states that all the State death duty shall be paid
out of the other $100,000, whereupon the remainder shall go to Y. The bureau
would allow X to deduct the death duty from his income and would not allow
the deduction to Y., Such absurdity is painful.
It is clear that Y should not be allowed the deduction; lie was given by the
will a sum equal to the difference between the death duty and $100,000; he
received that sum unimpaired. But the same is true of X.
Having shown that the allowance of death duties in all its forms as a deduction from income is not based upon any sound legal theory, let it be tested by
general consideration of policy.
Inheritance of property is not in any way related to incon'-;. It is an accidental capital gain not included inincome because not "derived from capital,
labor, or property."
Suppose A and B are partners and derive $100,000 each from the business.
In a given year a relative of A bequeaths him $100,000. There is no reason it
fairness or equality for relieving A of his Federal income tax for that year.
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It is therefore submitted that seBtion 214 (a) (3) of the revenue so of 1929
be amended as follows: The last sentence, which reads, " For the purpose of this
paragraph, estate, inheritance, legacy and succession taxes accrue on the due
date thereof except as otherwise provided by the law of the jurisdiction imposing
such taxes," should be changed to read, "For the purpose of this pararaph,
death duties, estate, inheritance, legacy, and succession taxes, paid to the United
States, a State, a Territory, a possession, or a foreign government, shall not be
allowed as deductions."
Respectfully submitted.
F. B. POTER.
ARTHna It. LEWIS
(liy (leo. G. box, July 20, 192)

Sale of capital assets
JI ,LI 29, 1925.

In ire Xrtmr iR. Lwis, New York, N. V.
This tar lpayr WtH engaged i tlh: hip)ing industry, with office at 39 (ortlandt
Street, New 'ork, N. Y. In rendering his income-tax return for the year 1917,
he attached thereto a statement reporting a profit of 2,149,086.12 which he
had received from the sale of certain ships. This amount, however, \was not
tat lie had been advimsd by counsel
reason
th
incoe for the ro
gr
g
itis
includedtItl
that income derived from the sale of capital asset, was not subject to income
tax. Suiloquently, in the year 1920, he utilized the profits made from the 1917
transaction in the purchase of other vessels.
An examination of the taxpayer's books and records for the years from 1917.
to 1920 was made by a revenue agent, and as a result of an office audit based
thereon, an A-2 letter was mailed to the taxpayer under date of December 2,
1922, proposing an additional assessment in the amount of $1,546,341.03.
The taxpayer protested to the additional assessment and applied for relief
under section 214 (a) (12) of the revenue act of 1921, and article 263 of Rlegulations 621, which are as follow:
"S:Ec. 214 (a). That in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions: (12) If property is compulsorily or involuntarily converted into cash or
its equivalent as a result of (a) its destruction iii whole or in part, (b) theft or
seizure, or (c) an exercise of the power of requisition or condemnation, or the
threat or imminence thereof; and if the taxpayer proceeds forthwith in good faith,
under regulations prescribed by the commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary, to expend the proceeds of such conversion in the acquisition of other
property of a character similar or related in service or use to the property so
converted, or in the acquisition of 80 per cen, or more of the stock or shares of
a corporation owning such other property, or in the establishment of a replacement fund, then there shall be allowed as a deduction such portion of the gain
derived as the portion of the proceeds so expended bears to the entire proceeds.
The provisions of this paragraph prescribing the conditions under which a deduction may he taken in respect of the proceeds or gains derived from the compulsory or involuntary conversion of property into cash or its equivalent shall
apply so far as may be practicable to the exemption or exclusion of such proceeds
or gains from gross income under prior income, war profits, and excess-profits
tax acts.
"ARTICLE 263, Regulations 62. Replacement of funds.--In any case where the
taxpayer elects to replace or restore the converted property, but where it is not
practicable to do so immediately, he may obtain permission to establish a replacement fund in his accounts in which part or all of the compensation so
received shall be held, without deduction for the payment of any mortgage,
and pending the disposition thereof the deduction shall be tentatively allowed.
In such a case the taxpayer should make application to the commissioner on
Form 1114 for permission to establish such a replacement fund and in his application shall recite all the facts relating to the transaction and undertake that he
will proceed as expeditiously as possible to replace or restore such property.
The taxpayer will e required to furnish a bond with such aurety as the commissioner may require for an amount not less than the estimated additional
income and war-profits and excess-Profits taxes assessable by the United States
upon the income so carried to the replacement fund. (See section 1329 of the
statute.) The estimated additional taxes, for the amount of which the claimant
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is required to furnish security, should be computed at the rates at which the
claimant would have been obliged to pay, taking into consideration the remainder of his net income and resolving against him all matters in dispute
affecting the amount of the tax. Only surety companies holding certificates of
authority from the Secretary of the Treasury as acceptable sureties on Federal
bonds will be approved as sureties. The application should be executed in
triplicate, so that the commissionerr , the applicant, and the surety or depositary
may each have a copy "
There is nothing in the record to show that the converting of the ships into
cash was compulsory or involuntary as a result of their destruction, theft, or
seizure, or that there was imminence or threat of their requisition or condemnation, nor did the taxpayer forthwith expend the proceeds of the sale in the acquisition of other property of a similar character, no as required by article 263
of Regulations 62 did he apply tothe Commissionr of Internal Revenue for permission to establish a replacement fund.
The Bureau of Internal Iteveiue deified the benefit of section 214 (a) (12) of
the revenue act of 1921 to the taxpayer,
The taxpayer stated
ed tht
that
tpye h w unae to pay the additional taxes ahove
mentioned and that any effort to collect such ttmiunt from him would force him

into bankruptcy. To substantiate this statement he submitted to the imurct a
statement of his resources which aggregated $287,014.92, lie suhmli.bntd an
offer in compromise in te sum of $310,000 in lieu of his tax liability to the Government for the years in question in the amount of $1,546,341.03 under (late of
January 31, 1923.
After the receipt by the bureau of this offer, Auditor E. C. Algire and Revenue
Agent D. A. Judge, of the Internal Revenue Bureau, were instructed to make a
special investigation of the assets of taxpayer. Their report, which was submitted under date of February 26, 1923 (Exhibit A), shows the total estimated
realizable value of taxpayer's assets at $337,914.92. Acting on this report the
Solicitor of Internal Revenue under date of May 7, 1923, recommended to the
commissioner that in his opinion it would be proper and to the best interests of
the United States to accept the $310,000 proposed by taxpayer as a compromise
offer in lieu of all the tax liability of this taxpayer for the years in question.
Under date of June 1, 1922, Revenue Agent Max Michelman submitted a
report to the supervising internal revenue agent at New York of an examination
made by him of this taxpayer. (Exhibit B.) In this report the agent states,
among other things, as follows:
"In a visit to the taxpayer on May 29, 1922, examining officers were informed
by Mr. Lewis that his estimate of cash on deposit to the credit of his account in
the different banks was about $500,000 and that he held about $50,000 in stocks
and bonds.
"Investigation of taxpayer's bank balances showed at Corn Exchange Bank,
Terminal Branch, New York, about $300,000. In attempting to secure additional information as to his financial status the agencies of R. G. Dun & Co. and
Bradstreets were visited, where examination of their files showed that taxpayer
had never given them a statement of assets and liabilities.
Taxpayer owns all of the capital stock of Seas Shipping Co.,
which had a book value as of Jan. 1, 1922...-...
.----- ,-- $2, 275, 600. 50
Also has 5,919 shares of American & Cuban Steamship Line,
par value ......-------....--...---...........-...-

Also has 1,225 shares in the Overseas Shipping Co., par value.._
Cash in Corn Exchange Bank -------------------------....
Stocks and bonds (per own statements) .-......--------.....

591, 00.

00

122, 500. 00
300, 000. 00
50, 000. 00

Total estimated net worth ..---------------............
3, 340, 000. 50
"On the basis of the above present-day financial condition of the taxpayer it
would seem that Mr. Lewis has sufficient capital to pay the additional tax found
due in its entirety."
In regard to the value of the capital stock of Seas Shipping Co. owned by
taxpayer, attention is invited to the fact that Messrs. Algire and Judge failed
to show that this stock is an asset. They state that"The books of this company were available, but owing to the method of
bookkeeping employed, each voyage being kept separate and no closing having
been made for the year, it was impossible to obtain a statement. However, an
inspection of the books indicates that a substantial profit for the past year has
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been earned. The nature of this business is very peculiar in that the amount
of business done depends solely upon Mr. Lewis's ability to get business. Therefore, while this appears to be a highly profitable business, if Mr. Lewis was no
longer connected with the company it is not likely that the stock would have
any market value."
T he last sentence of this statement is so ridiculous that it should be given no
consideration whatsoever.
The report of Michelman shows that on January 1 1922, the capital stock
of this concern showed a book value of $2,275,600.50. The statement of Messrs.
Algire and Judge shows that while they were unable to obtain a statement showing profit and loss for the year 1923, yet a substantial profit was made for the
year 1922, so that the book value at the end of 1922 was probably greater than
at the beginning of that year. This book value necessarily was based on actual
assets, and regardless of the nature of the business dr whether or not the success
of it depended on Mr. Lewin's ability to (ctain business, it had nothing whatsoever to do with the value of the assets at the time the examination was made,
and dhad the business been sold the purchase price would have depended upon
the assets of the company and not upon the ability of the taxpayer to obtain
future business.
Messrs. Algire Pid ,Jltdgie states i regard to the East C'oa st Cotiig Co. that
it in capitalized at $100,000 iland the taxpayer owns 224 shares at a par value of
$22,400, that the company has a surplus of $51 736.60, that it had an operating
lose for the year 1922 of $19,599.93, and that " Mr. Lewis states that if the company is to continue operations an assessment will have to be made on the stock.
holders."
For this reason they state that in their opinion the stock in this company has no market value. In other words, we have here a company capitalized.
at $100,000 with a surplus of $51 736.60, a book value of over $151 per share,
but these agents overlooking this fact report that the stock has no market value
because the taxpayer informs them that if the company continues operations an
assessment will have to be made on the stockholders.
In regard to the Atlantic Coast Shipping Co. of Massachusetts Overseas
Shipping Co. of New York, and American & Cuban Steamship Line of New York,
the agents state that their success depends almost entirely on the efforts of the
taxpayer, and if his connection with the company was severed it is doubtful if the
stock would have any market value whatsoever.
This is certainly a novel argument for the determination of the market value of
stock in a going concern. Following this line of reasoning the capital stock of a
corporation which had cash assets of $10,000 if controlled by Mr. Lewis would
have no book value if he sold his interests and thereby terminated his connection with the company which would tend to influence its future business.
It is interesting to note, that at the time Revenue Agent Michelman made his
report, taxpayer's own estimate of cash on deposit to his credit in different banks
was about $500,000, but that nine month later, when Messrs. Algire and Judge
submitted their report, they state that "cash in bank, as shown by taxpayer,
fluctuates and remains about the same, $3,114.92."
It is also noted that the notes held by taxpayer of the American & Cuban
Steamship Co., secured by mortgages on three 4,000 dead-weight ton lake type
steamers, with a face velue of $450,000, are estimated to have a value of $150,000.
From the estimate of $30 per ton dead-weight by Mr. Lewis as the value of the
vessels of the Seas Shipping :Co., referred to in this report, it would appear that
these vessels had a value of at least $360,000 instead of the $150,000 estimated
by Messrs. Algire and Judge.
From the discrepancies which appear on the face of the report of these employees, especially in view of the fact that the bureau had the report of Agent
Michelman in its files, and that there was such a large discrepancy between the
resources of this taxpayer as shown in these two reports, it is inconceivable that
the solicitor would accept the latter report as a basis on which to make a recomr nation of the acceptance of the offer in compromise without having a thorough
investigation made of the taxpayer's books and records from 1920 up to the
then present time with a view of ascertaining his actual financial condition, which
most certainly was not shown by the report of Messrs. Algire and Judge.
GEORGE G. Box, Chief Auditor.

TNVERTIOATION

OP 1rTEATT OF INTERNAL REVENUE
TREASURYY

Hon.

DEPAItTMENT,

Washington, October 30, 19/,
JAMES COUZ ENs,

Chairman Senate Investigating Committee.
DEAR MR. CHAIIMAN: Reference is made to the report submitted by the
representative of the investigating committee with referee to the came of Arthur
R. Lewis, New York, N. Y. In ohis
report the representative of the committee
criticizes the action of the Bureau of Internal Revenue in accepting $310,000 in
compromise of additional taxes of $1,540,341.03 due from the taxpayer.
For the purpose of considering the compromise the additional tax liability
appears to have been accepted as sound. The offer appears t# have been
accepted because of the apparent insolvency of the taxps, cer. After
ihe offer was
made Mr. Lewis's financial condition was investigated vy Mr. F C. Algire, an
auditor for the Income Tax !nit, and Mr. P. A. Judge, internal -venue agent.
These men both recommended the acceptanc- of the offer and thlwi recommnendation was approved by Mr. L. C. Wilmer, superviling intiirnal revenue agent at
New York and Mr. lrank K. llowers, colflctor of internal revenwn for the s e(con,
district of New York.
The criticiHsmsH by the committee's agent are based largely op(m staticn.u-ts
made in a rejiort iwuflo elate of June 1, 1922, suhnlritted by RteveneP Agents Max
Michelman asil Jocsph Ni. Jablo;. ThH reportwax made motre than siY li oths
prior to the submi)sioAio of the

i)omprfl(miseti ffer.

The taxpayer iii conso.tlion

with his offer submitted a statement howing his finuicial resourcH and this as
well as the report of Agent MicLelnan above referred to were in the hands of
Auditor Algire and Agent Judge at the time they made their investigation.
The taxpayer's statement, shows realizable assets of $287,814.92 and in addition stocks in several corporatios. Messrs. Algire and Judge gave $377,914.92
as the total estimated realizable value of the assets. This is an increase of $90,000
over the taxpayer's statement, which is made up by assigning to stock owned hMr. Lewis in a corporation known as the Thirty-Nine Courtland Street Corpora
tion a value of $75,000, and by increasing by $15,000 the value of a mortgage
owned by Mr. Lewis on certain steamers belonging to the American & Cuban
Steamship Co.
The criticism by the committee's agent is directed primarily at the apparent
failure of the bureau to regard certain stocks owned by the taxpayer as having
substantial value for purposes of a compromise. The names of these corporations
are:
East Coast Coaling Co. (Inc.).
Atlantic Coast Shipping Co. of Massachusetts.
Overseas Shipping Co. of New York.
Atlantic Coast Shipping Co. of Maryland.
American & Cuban Steamship Line of New York.
Seas Shipping Co. (Inc.) bf New York.
With regard to the stock of the East Coast Coaling Co. the taxpayer holds
224 out of 1,000 shares. The business of the company is loading bunker coal
into steamers. Messrs. Algire and Judge submitted with their report a statement of the aesets and liabilities of the company, showing capital stock $100,000,
and net assets $151,736.60, of which $17,834.39 is cash and the balance chiefly
machinery, gears, etc. The taxpayer states that on account of the coal strike
in this company in 1922 and the then high price of bunker coal in the United
States, steamers which the company formerly coaled were then being coaled for
the round trip in Europe. The Government agents submitted a profit and loss
statement for 1922 showing a net loss of $19,599.93. Inasmuch as the business
in which the company was engaged was then badly demoralized and its assets
consisted almost entirely of small machinery, gears, and the like, the value of
which upon forced sale would unquestionably be nominal, it would appear that
the bureau was amply justified in regarding the value of this stock as being
nominal.
The Atlantic Coast Shipping Co. of Massachusetts had a capital stock of
$50,000 of which Mr. Lewis owned one-half. It did a general stevedoring
business in Boston. Its assets consisted of ordinary gears such as rope slings,
crowbars, and other like machinery for loading and discharging ships. Its
physical assets, like those of the East Coast Coaling Co., were of only nominal
value for purposes of a forced sale, hence its stock could not have had more than
a nominal value.
The Overseas Shipping Co. of New York had a capital stock of $250,000
of which Mr. Lewis owned 1,200 shares. This company does a general stevedor-
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ing business in New York Harbor. It owned, according to the taxpayer, gear
for loading and discharging ships, two tugboats, a truck and automobiles used in
.connection with the work. Its physical assets likewise would have no considerable value on forced sale.
The Atlantic Coast Shipping Co. of Maryland had a capital stock of $100,000,
of which Mr. Lewis owned 450 shares. It did a general stevedoring business outside of New York and Boston. Its assets according to the taxpayer consisted of
stevedoring gear, hoists, a truck and several work automobiles and a warehouse
in Habana, Cuba, subject to a mortgage of $280,000. Its assets would also be
of comparatively little value on a forced sale.
The taxpayer states with reference to these stevedoring companies, and Messrs.
Algire and Judge concur, that stocks in the companies would be of very little
value if Mr. Lewis severed his connections with the companies inasmuch as his
activities are responsible for practically all of their business. The companies
were engaged in rendering of a personal service and since the assets of the companies had no considerable sale value, the value of the stock depended primarily
upon the ability of the management to get the business, and disassociated from
the man whoao activities were the chief source of their business the stocks would
not have brought much on a forced sale. It appears, therefore, that both Mr.
Lewis and the agents were correct in their conclusion.
With reference to Mr. Lewis' stock in the American & Cuban Steamship Line
or New York, Agent Michelman in his report states that the taxpayer owned
5,919 shares of a par value of $591,900. He does not, however, give av informatement
tion as to the actual value of the shares. The taxpayer states, and hits
was verified by Messrs. Algire and Judge, that while this amount of stock stood
in his name on the books of the company he actually owned only 1,545 shares.
According to the taxpayer this company operates freight steamers between New
York and Habana. Its chief assets are three 4,000-ton freight steamers which
are subject to a mortgage of $450,000 held by Mr. Lewis. The agents investigated the value of those steamers and found it to be approximately $150,000.
The mortgage is listed by the Government agents among the taxpayer's assets
totaling $377,914.92. The agent submitted a statement of the company's
assets and liabilities as of January 31, 1923, which shows gross assets $1,232,916.55, the largest item of which is steamships, $887,184.01, which is cost. The
capital stock of the company is $750,000 of which the taxpayer owned approximately one-third. Reducing gross assets by the amount of the difference between
the cost and current market price of the steamers, the gross assets of the company
become $495,732.54. The liabilities of the company, exclusive of capital stock
are shown to be $482,916.55. The net worth of the company on this basis would
be approximately $13,000. It would therefore appear that the bureau was wholly
justified in regarding this stock as having no substantial value.
This leaves for consideration the stock in the Seas Shipbuilding Co. (Inc.),
New York, which is the chief basis for the criticisms by the committee's agent.
It had capital stock outstanding of $2,064,800, all owned by Mr. Lewis. The
taxpayer states that it was organized in 1920 to take over four 10,000-ton American steamers which he had purchased from private owners for $4,872,000. According to both taxpayer and the Government agents, these vessels were the company's chief assets. In January, 1923, they were subject to a mortgage of
$2,150,000. Thf.ir actual market value as of that date is given by the taxpayer
at $30 per ton, o: $1,200,000. As a result of their investigation the agents state
that this valuati, is in excess of their real market value. Their estimate is
based upon a et :ment from a disinterested party having knowledge of ship
values at that time. The bureau appears to have been amply justified in assuming this stock to have no substantial value.
Revenue Agent Michelman states in his report that at the time of his examination Mr. Lewis estimated his cash on hand and in bank at approximately $500,000
and that he investigated the taxpayer's bank balance at the Corn Exchange Bank,
New York, and found it to be about $300,000. The taxpayer in his statement
accompanying his compromise offer gives his cash on hand as $3,114.92, which
figure Messrs. Algire and Judge state to be approximately correct. The committee's agent criticizes what he considers the carelessness of the bureau in accepting the statement of Messrs. Algire and Judge with reference to the taxpayer's
cash on hand in view of the showing made in Agent Michelman's report. That
report was before them, however, when the investigation was made and there is
no reason for assuming that they did not make every effort possible to verify Mr.
Lewis's bank deposits and cash on hand as of that date. It must be remembered
that over six months elapsed between the date of Agent Micholman's report and
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the date of the report of Messrs. Algire and Judge; that Mr. Lewis was in active
business on a large scale and it is entirely reasonable that he might have had
$500,000 on hand in June, 1922, and practically no cash six months later, especially since he was engaged on a large scale in a business (the ship business) which
at that time was a thoroughly demoralized due to the termination of the war and
the slump in our foreign trade.
In considering this compromise offer the bureau was confronted with the
practical question of whether it should accept the $310,000 submitted, which it
should be noted was borrowed by the taxpayer, or whether it could realize more
by forcing the sale of all the taxpayer's assets. The acceptance of the offer was
recommended by the two agents of the bureau who personally made the examination of the taxpayer's affairs and by the supervising internal revenue agent
and the collector of internal revenue at New York. The offer was then approved
by the Solicitor of Internal Revenue, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and
the Secretary of the Treasury. It would seem that these officials who after
thorough consideration concluded that the acceptance of the offer was for the
best interest of the Government were in a better position to pass judgment on
this question than is the agent of the committee who has examined the file and
expressed his judgment on the question presented some three years after the case
was closed.
Sincerely yours,
D. H. BLAXI, Commissioner.
LUcKY TimER COMBINATION GOLD MINING Co.
(By Gso. 0. Box, July 9, 19251

EXEMPTION OF DIVIDENDS FROM FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
To: Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: Geo. G. Box, chief auditor.
Subject: Lucky Tiger Combination-Gold Mining Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Herewith is the report of the Lucky Tiger Combination-Gold Mining Co.
The defect in the 1918 law which exempted from taxation all the dividends
received from a foreign corporation providing the latter had any taxable income
from sources within the United States regardless of how small, has been remedied
in the 1921 and 1924 acts by limiting the deductions allowed from gross income as
regards dividends from foreign corporations to dividends in cases where it is
shown to the satisfaction of the commissioner that more than 50 per centum of
the gross income of the foreign corporation for the three-year period ending with
the close of its taxable year preceding the declaration of such dividends, wa:s,erived from sources within the United States (sec. 234 (a) (6) of each act).
GEO.. . Box,
Chief A uditor.
In re: Lucky Tiger Combination Gold MiningCo., Kansas City, Mo.
This corporation was organized March 16, 1903 under the laws of the State of
Arizona with an authorized capital stock of $650,000, 65,000 shares at a par value
of $10 each. These shares were issued in exchange for cash and other tangible
assets.
On May 21, 1909 the capital stock was increased to $8,000,000, 800,000 shares
at a par value of $10 each. At the same time a stock dividend of 1,000 per cent
was declared, and 650,000 shares of stock issued to the then present stockholders
as a result thereof. Irl submitting its returns the taxpayer claimed $6,500,000
representing the par value of this stock dividend as invested capital for the purpose of computing excess profits taxes for the years in question.
On July 31, 1911, 337 shares of the stock were issued to redeem bonds of the
corporation at the par value of $3,370 outstanding at that time.
T'he purpose for whish the taxpayer was formed was to operate mining property
in Mexico. However, as the laws of that country prohibited a foreign corporation
from owning or operating a mine within 60 miles of the international border where
the company's property was located, it was necessary to form a Mexican corporation. Accordingly the El Tigre Mining Co. was organized under the laws of
Mexico by the taxpayer and the entire capital stock of the former was owned by
this taxpayer.
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An appraisal was made of the property of the El Tigre Mining Co. en bloc as of
January 1, 19009 and a basis of valuation of $4,000,000 was established and accepted by the Conunissioner of Internal Revenue as evidenced by his letter of
March 5, 1912. A depreciation rate of $6 per ton was established, it being agreed
that upon the recovery of the $4,000,000 to the investors, further claims should
cease regardless of further discoveries. On the basis of the above agreement the
taxpayer claimed as deductions for depletion the following amounts:
1917 ..--

.

..---

1918...--1919.....

....
---.------

..

.......-----.......
-.

.....

.....

....-......
$354,372,00
....
-......-- 548,755.51
....--....
-..--....- ..
548, 973. 93

..----..-..
.-.------

1920-...... ......-......-.
---............-. .-..-..
----- 472, 587. 00
The taxpayer received from the El Tigre Mining Co. during the years in question dividends, which is practically the only source of income of the holding compuny, in the following amounts:
1917. ....
-------.. ...
.. ......
. .
.
.. ...
. ...
.. $396, 246. 50
1918- ..-....
.
191
....
.

.

.....

-

.

... ..
... . .....

.....

..

900,000.00
900,00 .00

1920- ...... .... ... ........
.
.
.
..
900,000.00
The amounts of these dividends were included by the t ixpayer as gross income
for the years in question, from which were deducted the amnotts claimed for
depletion mentioned above.
rlhe El Tigre Mining Co. claimed that during the years 1918, 1919, and 1920 it
received certain income from sources within the United States in the nature of
receipts on account of the sale of surplus power to consumers in Douglas, Ariz.
When the Income Tax Unit audited the returns of the taxpayer for the years
from 1917 to 1920, inclusive, the question arose whether any of the dividends
received by it from its operating company in Mexico were taxable under the
revenue acts of 1917 and 1918, in view of its claim of receiving income from
sources within the United States. The amount of the dividends received and the
amount of income from sources within this country for the years in question was
immaterial as regards the tax liability of the taxpayer on these dividends in view
of the decision rendered by the Advisory Tax Board in its Memorandum No. 21
(C. B. 1, p. 160), in which the board held that "any amount, however la.ge,
received as dividends from a corporation taxable upon income from sources
within the United States, however small such income may be, is exempt from the
normal tax under section 216 (a) or, in case the recipient is a corporation under
section 234 (a) (6)."
Subsequently an investigation by the Income Tax Unit of its records failed to
disclose that any income had been received by the El Tigre Mining Co. from
sources within the United States as claimed during the years in question.
In other words if the El Tigre Mining Co. received income from sources within
the United States of $1,000 all of the dividends received from that corporation
by this taxpayer, which amounted to $900,000 for each of the years 1918, 1919,
and 1920 would be exempt from normal tax under the revenue act of 1918.
The Income Tax Unit submitted to the committee on appeals and review
three questions in regard to the income of this taxpayer as follows:
1. Whether the compromise arrangement effected by the commissioner's
letter of March 15, 1912, is binding through the years of the operation of the
taxpayer.
"2o Whether the foregoing compromise is binding upon the taxpayer during
such period and also under the several laws subsequently enacted.
"3. Whether the amounts making up the depletion reserve of the operating
company assuming it might set up such a reserve, may be deemed to have been
included in the dividends received by the taxpayer and to that extent made up of
nontaxable return of capital; or whether the total amount of dividends received
by the holding company is deemed to be income taxable under the several laws."
Under date of November 21, 1021, the committee on appeals and review in
its Memorandum No. 153 (C. B. FI-, p. 179) (Exhibit A) decided as follows:
"It is held in the case of the Lucky Tiger Combination Gold Mining Co., of
Kansas City Mo., that the total amount of dividends received by this company as the holder of all the capital stock of the El Tigre Mining Co, S. A. of
Mexico, for the years 1909-1919, inclusive is income under the acts of August 6,
1909, October 3, 1913, September 8, 191
October 3, 1917, and February 24,
1019, and no deduction therefrom for depletion by reason of the exhaustion of
the ore body of the El Tigre Mining Co. is allowed; and that any purported
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compromise entered into by the Commissioner of internal Revenue with the
Lucky Tiger Combination Gold Mining Co. permitting such deduction, was
without authority of law and of no effect."
Under date of April 20, 1922, the taxpayer submitted a claim for refund of
$109,040.96 on account of overpayment of income taxes for the years from 1917
to 1920, inclusive. The taxpayer contended that the dividends received by it
fiom the El Tigre Mining Co., a foreign corporation, were tax exempt under
section 4 of the revenue act of 1917 and section 234 (a) (6) of the revenue act of
1918, in view of the fact that the El Tigre Mining Co. paid taxes (to the United
States Government) under the revenue acts of 1917 and 1918 upon income
from sources within the United States.
On October 30, 1922, a conference was held at which Mr. B. M. Price, of the
solicitor's office, Mr. W. I. King, chief of auditing section F, and Mr. L. B.
McArthur, auditor in section F, were present, and it was decided that dividends
received from the El Tigre Mining Co. by the taxpayer for the years 1917 to
1920, inclusive, represented income exempt from normal tax. As a result of this
conference an A 2 letter was sent to the taxpayer under date of October 31,
1922, showing the following:
Deficlency

Year
1917..................
19

............

.......

......

.......

.........

....-- -

---- .............-----------...........------------...
....
..
191..---- --- ----.... --.....
.. .. .....
....
....... .......
1920................................
_------------------------------------ ... ..............
19G.i----------------------------Total ..
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................

.......--

...-

.
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$5,413.06 ..............

..................................----------------------.........

...............................................

Ovsse

.........
..........

,413. 0

$41,70.44

32,67 .
44,0.
44,000.1
118,446.83

The original tax paid by the taxpayer for these years was as follows:
$6,887.21
-------------- I.-----...
------........
......
1917 ...--..---.-..
..-- .-- ---.. 52,979 45
...-.
---..... --. -------1918 ---....
..
43, 879. 26
...
.
..
-...- --.-. -. .
.
-.
1919....-.--44, 009. 5
..-...1920..----..---.............-----------------------agent
in the
Under date of November 4, 1922, the report made by a revenue
field for the year 1917, proposed the assessment of additional taxes in the sum
of $112,061.66, this additional tax being the result of the elimination by the
revenue agent from invested capital of the $6,500,000 representing the par
value of the stock issued as a stock dividend by the company when it increased
its capitalization and the disallowance of depletion claimed by the taxpayer
from gross income for that year under the agreement of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue allowing a depletion rate of $6 per ton, referred to above.
Under date of October 25, 1923, a report by the revenue agent of his investigation of the taxpayer's books and records for the years 1919 and 1920, proposed an additional overassessment of $5,859.19 for 1919. This overassessment was the result of his allowance of the deduction from gross income of the
total amount of dividends received by taxpayer from the El Tigre Mining Co.
He indicated, however, in his report, that he was unable to establish the fact
that any income was actually received by the El Tigre Mining Co. from sources
in the United States as claimed by it.
On November 20, 1924, Deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue J. G.
Bright submitted the case to the Solicitor of Internal Revenue for his consideration and opinion as to whether the dividends received by the taxpayer from
the Mexican corporation were income taxable under the revenue acts of the
United States. Under. date of January 19, 1925, the solicitor rendered his
decision (Exhibit B), in which he held, after a resum6 of the laws affecting the
taxation of dividends received from a foreign corporation, as follows:
"In the absence of evidence showing that the El Tigre Mining Co. actually
derived income from sources within the United States during the years 1918,
1919, and 1920, it must be concluded in view of the foregoing, that the dividends
in question are subject to tax. If it can be clearly established that the El
Tigro Mining Co. actually received income from sources within this country,
under the principle of L. 0. 1054 andI T. B. MI 21, supra, the dividends of the
corporation in the hands of the recipient under the revenue act of 1918 are
nontaxable."
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As a result of the above decision a reaudit was made in the Income Tax Unit
for the year 1919, and on March 14, 1925, an A- 2 letter was mailed to taxpayer
advising it of a proposed assessment for that year of $358,275.37. In the computation arriving at this assessment the dividends received were considered as
come, the amount claimed as a deduction for depletion was disallowed, and the
$6,500,000 representing the stock dividend above referred to was eliminated from
the invested capital claimed by taxpayer.
At the time of the rendition of the solicitor's opinion above mentioned, the
statute of limitation had barred the assessment and collection of tax~e for the
years 1917 and 1918. Over three years had elapsed between the date of the decision reached by the committee on appeals and review (Memorandum 153 above
referred to) and the date of solicitor s decision (Exhibit B) during which time the
taxes for the yoais 1917 and 1918 should have been recomputed, assessed, and
collected.
Through the bureau's failure to settle the tax liability of this taxpayer for the
years 1917 and 1918 in accordance with the decision of the committee on appeals
and review (Memorandum 153) the Government has lost upward of $500,000 in
taxes for those years as a result of the running of the statute of limitations.
GEO. G. Box,
Chief Auditor.
ExHIBIT A
MEMORANDUM

NO. 153,

COMMITTEE ON APPEALS AND REVIEW

Held, in the case of the Lucky Tiger Combination Gold Mining Co. of Kansas
City, Mo., that the total amount of dividends received by this company as the
holder of all the capital stock of the El Tigre Mining Co., S. A. of Mexico, for the
years 1909-1919, inclusive, is income under the acts of August 5, 1909, October 3,
1913, September 8, 1916, October 3, 1917, and February 24, 1919, and no deduc
tion therefrom for depletion by reason of the exhaustion of the ore body of the El
Tigre Mining Co. is allowed; and that any purported compromise entered into by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the Lucky Tiger-Combination Gold
Mining Co., permitting such deductio was without authority in law and of no
effect.
NovEMBRa
21, 1921.
For: Deputy commissioner, head Income Tax Unit.
Mn. COMMISSIONER: The committee has considered the request of the Income
Tax Unit for advice as to whether or wnt the Lucky Tiger-Combination Gold
Mining Co. of Kansas City, Mo., is entitled as the holder of all the capital stock
of the El Tigre Mining Co., S. A. of Mexico, to a deduction for depletion by reason
of the exhaustion of the ore body of the latter company and whether the purported compromise entered into by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under
date of March 15, 1912, with the Lucky Tiger-Combination Gold Mining Co.,
recognizing a right to depletion deduction and fixing the total amount of depletion, is binding upon the Government and upon the company.
The Lucky Tiger-Combination Gold Mining Co. was incorporated March 16
1903, under the laws of the State of Arizona for the purpose of operating a gold
mining property located in the Republic of Mexico, within 60 miles of the international boundary line. By reason of the fact that under the laws of Mexico a
foreign corporation is not permitted to acquire and operate a mining property
within 20 leagues, or a little more than 60 miles, of the international boundary
line (it is now 100 kilometers, or something more than 100 miles), the El Tigre
Mining Co. was organized shortly thereafter under the laws of Mexico for the
purpose of holding and operating the property. The stock of the El Tigre Mining
Co. was and has continued to be held by the Lucky Tiger-Combination Gold
Mining Co. An appraisal of the El Tigre Mining Co. property en bloc was made
on January 1, 1909, and a valuation of $4,000,000 established. In a letter dated
March 15, 1912, the then Commissioner of Internal Revenue appears to have
accepted this valuation and to have consented to a depreciation or depletion deduction of $6 per ton based thereon, and on this basis the Lucky Tiger-Combination Gold Minig Co. filed amended returns for 1909 and 1910, and refunds
aggregating $5,208.13 were allowed. The El Tigre Mining Co. has earned a
large income during each of the years since 1909 and all of the avilnble income has
been paid over to the Lucky Tiger-Combinat-on Gold Mining Co. as dividends
and has constituted the chief source of income to the latter company.
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In connection with these facts the Income Tax Unit submits the following
specific questions:
"1. Whether the compromise arrangement effected by the commissioner's
letter of March 15, 1912, is binding through the years of the operation of the
taxpayer.
"2. Whether the foregoing compromise is binding upon the taxpayer during
such period and also under the several laws subsequently enacted.
"3. Whether the amounts making up the depletion reserve of the operating
company, assuming it might set up such a reserve, may be deemed to have been
included in the dividends received by the taxpayer and to that extent made up
of nontaxable returns of capital; or whether the total amount of dividends received
by the holding company is deemed to he income taxable under the several laws."
For reasons which will hereafter appear the third question will be answered
first.
Section 38, paragraph 2, of the act of August 5, 1909, provided that in ascertaining the net income of a corporation there should he deducted from the gross
income received within the year from all sources, "a reasonable allowance for
depreciation of property, if any."
In the case of Stratton's Independence v. Hiowhert (207 Fed. 419) affirmed by
by the Supreme Court of the United States (231 1). S. 399), it was held that the
"reasonable allowance for depreciation" provided in the act of August 5, 1909,
did not contemplate an allowance for so-called wastage of property since depreciation did not ordinarily comprehend the removal of ore.
Section G (b) of the act of October 3, 1913, provided that the net income of a
corporation should be ascertained by deducting from the gross income received
within the year from all sources, "in the case of mines a reasonable allowance for
depletion of ores * * *, not to exceed 5 per cent of the gross value at the
mine of the output for the year for which the computation is made."
Section 12 (a) of the act of September 8, 1916, which was not amended by the
act of October 3, 1917, provided that in the case of a corporation, organized in
the United States, the net income shall be ascertained by deducting from the
gross income received within the year frorn all sources, "in the case ofmines a
reasonable allowance for depletion thereof not to exceed the market value in the
mine of the product thereof which has been mined and sold during the year for
which the return and computation are made."
Section 234 (a) of the act of February 24, 1919, provides that in computing
the net income of a corporation subject to the tax imposed by section 230 there
shall be allowed as a deduction "in the case of mines, * * *, a reasonable
allowance for depletion and depreciation of improvements, according to the
peculiar conditions in each case, based upon cost including cost of development
not otherwise deducted: * * *."
Article 201, Regulations 45 (1920 edition) provides in part that:
"Operating owners, lessors, and lessees, whether corporations or individuals,
are entitled to deduct an allowance for depletion and depreciation but a stockholder in a mining or oil or gas corporation is not allowed such deductions."
Although this regulation was made under the act of February 24, 1919, it is
equally applicable as regards stockholders under each of the income tax acts
above enumerated.
As has been repeatedly pointed out by the Supreme Court of the United States
a deduction for depletion is not a thing to which the owner of a mine is entitled
as a matter of right in computing his net income, but is a concession made by
the Congress in recognition of the equities existing in the case of such owner.
(Stratton's Independence v. Howbert, 231 U. S. 399; Stanton v. Baltic Mining
Co., 240 U. S. 103; Goldfield Consolidated Mines Co. v. Scott 247 U. S. 126.)
The Congress have een fit to permit such deduction only in the case of mines,

oil and gas wells, other natural resources and timber. The stockholders of a
corporation do not own the property of the corporation. Their shares of stock
represent only a right to a proportionate part of the assets upon dissolution of
the corporation, and in the meantime to receive such dividends as may from
time to time be declared. Stock in a mining corporation, therefore, is not a
mine and the statute authorizes no deduction for depletion with respect thereto
by any of the acts cited, and the soundness of article 201, above quoted, is not
an open question.
For a like reason the provision of article 1549, Regulation 45 (1920 edition)
for the nontaxable distribution of depletion reserve can have no application to
a foreign corporation receiving no income from sources within the United States.
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It i, suggested by the unit that the stok of the El Tigre Mining Co. had a
value an of March 1, 1913, equ
1 tl to the value of the mining property and therefore
that the Lucky Tiger-Coninhnation Gold Mining Co. should be allowed 4 return
of such value tax free. It can not, however, be recognized that the.holder of
stock in a mining corporation occupies any different position from a stockbolder

of any other corporation.

While the value of hi

sto(k imay decrease with

exhaustion of the ore body held by the corporation and may increase the reason
of further development of such ore body or the discovery of additional ore bodip
in the proprty, it is equally true that the value of the tock of any corporation
fluctuates with the depreciation anld appreciation of the assets of sach corporation. Article 144, Regulations 45i (1920 edition) as amended by Treasury
Decision No. 3206, which provides that "A person possessing securities, such as stock and bonds, can not deduct
from gross inmeme any amount claimed as a Ioss on account of shrinkage
in value of such securities through fluctuation of the market or otherwise.
The loss allowable in such cvses is that actually suffered when the securities
mature or are disposed of. * * * However, if stock of a corporation
becomes worthless its cost, or if acquired prior to' March 1, 1913, its cost
or fair market value as of that late, whichever is lower, may be deducted
by the owners in the taxable year in which the stok became worthless,
mae
as in the case
provided a satisfactory showing of its worthlessness
of bad debts "-

is, therefore, applicable to a stockholder in a mining corporation.
When the Lucky Tiger-Combination Gold Mining Co, disposes of the stojk
of the El Tigre Mining Co., or such stock matures or becomes worthles, through
the exhaustion of the property held by the El Tigre Mining Co., it will be entitled
to deduct a loss represented by the difference between the cost or the Marvh 1,
1913, value of the stock, whichever is lower, and the amount realized upon the
sale or maturity of the stock, or in case the stock becomes worthless, the full
amount of said cost or value. Until that time no deduction by reason of the
depletion of the property of the El Tigre Mining Co. is permitted.
the above conclusion necessitates a negative answer to the first and second
quiries of tle Income Tax Unit.
Under the provisions of the Revised Statutes and the administrative provisions
of the several acts above named, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is authorized to make regulations for the collection of the taxes imposed by such acts.
(Sec. 321 R. S.; 3447 R. S.; sec. 38, eighth, act of Aug. 5, 1909; sec. E, act of
Oct. 3, 1913; sec. 22, act of Sept 8, 1910; sec. 1005, act of Oct. 3, 1917; and see.
1309, act of Feb. 24, 1919.) The power to make regulations, however, does not
extend to the levying or remission of taxes, this power being reserved wholly to
the Congress. Neither may the Commissioner compromise a tax legally due from
a solvent taxpayer (art. 1011, Regulations 45 (1920 edition).) The compromise
attempted to be effected by the commissioner and the taxpayer under date of
March 15, 1912, was, therefore, without authority in law and must be held to
have been ineffectual for any purpose.
The premises considered, it is held, in flie case of the Lucky Tiger-Combination
Gold Mining Co. of Kanas City, Mo, that the total amount of dividends received
by this company as the holder of all the capital stock of the El Tigre Mining Co
S. A. of Mexico, for the years 1909-1919, inclusive, is income under the acts of
August 5, 1909, October 3, 1913, September 8, 1916, October 3, 1917, and February 24, 1919, and no deduction therefrom for depletion by reason of the exhaustion
of the ore body of the El Tigre Mining Co. is allowed; and that any purported
compromise entered into by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the
Lucky Tiger-Combination 'Gold Mining Co. permitting such deduction was
without authority in law and of no effect.
N. T. JOHNSON,
Chairman, Committee on Appeals and Review.
Noted:
CARL A. MAPES,
Solicitor of Inernal Revenue.
Accepted for the guidance of the Income Tax Unit:
D. IH. BLAIa,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
S Rept. 27, pt 2, 69-1-
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JANUARY 19, 1925.
In re: Lucky Tiger Combination Gold Mining Co., Kansas City, Mo.
DEPUTY COMMIsSION R BRIGHT: Reference is made to your memorandum of
November 20, 1924, in re Lucky Tiger Combination Gold Mining Co. of Kansas
City, Mo., submitting for the consideration of this office the file in the above
entitled caAe which was the subject of a memorandum, dated November 21
1924 (No. 153) to the commissioner by the former conrnittee on appeals and
review (C. B. I-, P. 179), answering the request of the Income Tax Unit for
advice as to whether the taxpayer is entitled as the holder of all the capital stock
of the El Tigre Mining Co., 8. A. of Mexico, a foreign corporation, to a deduction
for depletion by reason of the exhaustion of the ore body of the latter company.
You state that while the former committee on appeals and review does not state
pe cifically that the dividends received by the taxpayer f.om the El Tigre Mining
Co, are subject tt tax under the revenue act of 1918, it in considered that the
committee intended to hold that the dividends are subject to tax in the hands of
the recipient, which holding appears to be in conflict with the provisions of
section 234 (a) (0) of the revenue act of 1918 and rulings of the department in
respect to dividends received from a foreign corporation having income from
sources within the United States.
The facts as stated in your memorandum are as follows:
"This corpora ion was organized in 1903 under t he laws of Arizona and holds
as its principal a ;et the entire capital stock of the El Tigre Mining Co., S. A. of
Mexico. The El Tigre Mining (C. was ncesary as an operating company for
the reason that the mining property lies within a certain zone of Mexico near the
boundary of the United States in which foreign corporations are, under the laws
of Mexico, not permitted to iownor operate property. The greater portion of
the income of the taxpayer is received from the Mexican corporation in the form
of dividends which amounted to $900,000 for each of the years 1918, 1919, and
1920. The El Tigre Mining Co. for the years 1918, 1919, and 1920 received
certain minor income from sources within the, United States, it being in the nature
of receipts from sale of surplus power'to consumers in Douglas, Ariz. On these
facts you inquire whether the unit should consider the dividends il question anh
nontaxable income in the hands of the recipient."
Sertion 230 of the revenue act of 1918 provides:
"(a) That in lieu of the taxes imposed by section 10 of the revenue act of 1916.
as amended hy the revenue act of 1917 and by section 4 of the revenue act of
1917, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxali year ituponi the net
income of every corporation a tax at the following rates: * * * "
Section 232 of the act provides:
"That in the case of a corporation sutjectt to the tax imiposvtd lby .-ection 230
the term 'net income' means the gross- ilco(it( as defined in stectioni 233 less the
deducitioas allowed by section 231. * * *"
Section 233 provides:
"(a) That in the case of a corporation subject t( the tax inimposed bI section
230 the term 'gross icolie' iiieautis t he gross, income t

defined ini section 213,

except that:
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"(b) In the caese of a foreign corporation gross income includes only the gross
income from sources within the I nites States, including * * * dividends
from resident corporations, ani including all amounts received (although paid
under a contract for the sale of goods or otherwise) representing profits on the
manufacture and disposition (f goods within the united States."
Section 234 (a) provides:
"That in computing the net income of a corporation subject to the tax imposed
by section 230 there shall he allowed as deductioll':
"(6) Amounts received as dividends from a corporation which is taxable
under this title upon its net income, * * *."
The principle involved in the instant case has been prev' ;usly considered by
this office. In L. ). 1054 (C. B. 3, p. 193) it is stated that it is evident from
reading the several above-quoted sections of the act that-"Every foreign corporation which receives income from sources within the
I 'lited States is taxable upon its net income as defined in the statute. The fact
thai a t)art;cular foreign corporation which receives income from sources within
the I!nited States has, by reason of the deductions provided in the statute, no net
income as defined by the statute does not relieve it from liability to tax. It is
still taxable upon its net income."
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Furthermore, iiis held in this law opinion that under the express provisions of
section 216 of the revenue act of 1918, the American stockholders of a foreign
corporation are entitled to a credit for the amount received as dividends from
the corporation.
Section 320 of the revenue act of 1918 provides that:
"* * * for the purpose of this title (Title III, war-profits and excessprofts tax) the niet income of a corporation shall be ascertained and returned
* * (3) For the taxable year upon the
t
uiae
basis and in the same mtianner
as provided for incone-tax purposes in Title II of this act."

Accordingly iiunder the principle of L. 0. 1054, aiountsil

received ah dividetids

by t domnestle cortpratiton from a foreign corporation which is taxable under
the revenue act of 1918 i.s
an allowable deduction in computing the net income

of tihe corporation and therefore exempt from tax in the hands of the recipient
under the revenue act of 1918. The test of the taxalilitv of such dividends is
whether or not tlhe foreign corporation received income froin sources within the
United States. The amountt of the dividends and the amount of income from

sources

within this country appears to ihe immlaterial.

In Advisory Tax Board

Meinorandum No. 21 (C. B.. 1, p. 160), it is stated that "any amount however
large received as dividends from a corporation taxable upon1 income from.
sources within the
ited States, however small such iniiome nmay be, is exempt,
from the normal tax under section 21(i (i),

or, in case the recipient is a corpora-

tion, under section 234 (a) (i)."
It appear s that the coniiiittee on appeals and review iii its opinion only considered tle question of whether the taxpayer was entiitled to a deduction for
depletion by reason of tlie exhaustion of the ore body of the El Tigre Mining
Co. However, the ruling may be fairly interpreted aw holding that the dividends in q(uetion were taxable in the hands of the recipient. It must be assumned, therefore, that the ruling is based in the premise that the foreign corporation received no income from sources within the United States. In this
connection it tmay be remarked lhat the representatives of the taxpayer in their
brief state that the El Tigre Miiing Co. derived income from sources within
the United States during the years 1917, 1918, 1919 and 1920 and that sucb
income has been returned ad
111 the
t hereon paid. this office has been unable
to confirm this stat-nent from the file. The file contains certain contracts
under which the El Tigre Mining Co. might have derived income from sources
within this country y but the revenue agent in his report of October 25, 1923,

indicates tlhat ithehis been ilunable to establish the fact that, income was actually
received by
ihe
company under these Contracts.
Therefore, in the absence of evidence showing that the El Tgree Mining Co.
actually derived income from sources within the United States during the years
1918, 1919, and 1920, it must be concluded in view of the foregoing, that the
dividends in question are subject to tax. If it can be clearly established that
the El Tigre Mining Co. actually received income from sources within this
country under the principle of L. 0. 1054 and T. B. M. 21, supra, the dividends
of the corporation in the hands of the recipient under the revenue act of 1918
are nontaxable.
Your attention is invited to the fact that a "tentative report" for the calendar year 1919 was executed by the Lucky Tiger Combination Gold Mining
Co. on March 15, 1920, and the income and profits-tax return for the same
year was executed on May 15, 1920. Consequently any adjustment with
respect to this return should be made within the statutory period of limitation.
NELSON T. HARTSON
Solicitor of InternalRevenue.
NovEMBEn 12, 1925.
Memorandum to Mr. C. R. Nash assistant to the commissioner.
In re: Lucky Tiger-Combination Gold Mining Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Reference is made to the criticism by the Senate committee relative tote
manner in which the Bureau of Internal Revenue closed the case of the Lucky
Tiger-Combination Gold Mining Co., Kansas City, Mo., for the taxable years
1917 and 1918.
It appears that the Lucky Tiger-Combination Gold Mining Co. was organized
under the State laws of Arizona and owned one hundred per cent of the capital
stock of the El Tigre Mining Co. (a foreign corporation) organized under the laws
,fthe Republic of Mexico. During the taxabbi years 1917, 1918, 1919, and 1920,
thi former company received dividends from the latter company in the amounts
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000,
,
and $900,000, respeoctivhly. During the
of $390,246.50, $90,000, $ 000,
audit of the case by the Income Tax Unit the question arose as to whether or not
the dividends mentioned above, were taxable to the Lucky Tiger-Combination
Gold Mining Co., a company organized in the United States.
Under the revenue acts ol 1917 and 1018, dividendlR received by a domestic
corporation from a foreign corporation that is taxable under the revenue laws of
the United States, are exempt from tax. The question then arose, whether the
El Tigre Mining Co. received any income during the yearn in question, from
sources within the United States, and if so, did the amount of such income received, govern the allowance of the dividends as nontaxable income to the domestic corporation.
The question was submitted to the Solicitor of Internal Revenue who rendered
an opinion thereon dated January 19, 1925, in which it was held that if it were
shown that the El Tigre Mining Co. did, as a matter of fact, receive income from
sources within the Ulnited Stacn (and pay a tax thereon) then no matter how
small thr amount of income, the dividends were not taxable to the Lucky TigerCombination Cold Mining Co.
The taxpayer has proven its contetion with documents that can not be controverted and I am constrained, therefore, to view the closing of the case as proper
under the law and regulations.
C, . ALLEN
A.Nit4nt( Deputy Commisnoner.

H.

A.

METZ

& CO.

I[B Geo. G. Box, July 23, 19256
AFFILIATION,

NO

DEFINITE METHOD

OF DETERMINING

Complaint was made to the committee by Mr. D. F. Hickev, formerly employed as auditor, consolidated returns audit division, section l of the Income
Tax Unit, in regard to the settlement of this case.
The complainant states that the taxpayer protested against the unit's ruling
that itself and a large number of other companies were not affiliated during the
years from 1917 to 1920; that a representative of the taxpayer, an official of the
company, had an informal discussion regarding the question with I .L. Robinson, chief of audit section B; that the said Robinon instructed Lawrence J.
Potter, an auditor of the affiliation unit of that suction, to confer with the representative of the taxpayer and consider his arguments on the question of affiliation; that the said Potter informed the representative that the statute controlling for the years from 1918 to 1920 had not been interpreted by the solicitor's
office ii 'iuch a manner as would justify him in allowing a claim of affiliation in
any case where the stockholdings fell as far short of the required percentages as
they did in this case, and that with respect to the year 1917, section 1831 of the
revenue act of 1921 absolutely closed the door to such cases as this for the reason
that no provision was made therein for affiliation in class B cases on the ground
that stock was controlled; that in class B cases atiliation could be recognized for
1917 only where the stock was actually owned in the required percentages; that
the said Potter reported his findings to his chief, Robinson, but nevertheless the
latter subsequently instructed the said Potter to rule the group of companies
affiliated for all years, which action was a reversal of the original and proper
ruling; that Potter followed the orders of his chief, Robinson; that upon an
audit of the case based on the affiliation ruling above mentioned a refund of
about $500,000 was found due, and that on account of the fact that the refund
was in excess of $50,000 under the procedure in the Income Tax Unit the case
was required to be reviewed by the Solicitor before the overassessment certificate was issued.
The complainant states further that under date of April 19, 1924, the solicitor
handed down an opinion rejecting the claim on the ground that consolidation
should havd been denied, and returned the case to the unit for audit on the
basis of separate returns, in accordance with the original and proper nonaffiliated
ruling; that under date of July 9, 1924, the solicitor handed down another opinion
on this case ruling the group of corporations affiliated including even 1917,
despite the fact that the law for that year, as pointed out by the solicitor's office,
is especially unfavorable to consolidation in such cases as this and that the
latter opinion was palpably wrong for the years from 1918 to 1920 and "a hideous
farce as to 1917."
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Complainant further states that the chief of the new affiliation section telephoned to the solicitor's office anid requested to be advised why the solicitor
bad reversed himself in this matter and was informed that the reversal had been
ordered by the (Comminaioner of Internal Revenue; that John Chandler
umtMbe,
the taxpayer's attorney subsequently met Auditor Potter and informed him
that upon the taxpayer being advised of the solicitor's decision of April 1, 1924
Senator Wadsworth of New York had been appealed to and the latter telephoned
to Commissioner Blair and arranged to have the opinion of the solcitor reversed
in accordance with the taxpayer's wishes.

The corporations which were decided to be affiliated with the taxpayer for the

years from 1917 to 1920, inclusive, are as follows:
11. A. Metz Laboratories (Inc.), engaged in the business of mansiufaturing
salvarsani drugs and other pharmuweutical preparations.
Consolidated Color & Chemical Co., engaged in the business of manufacturing
chemicals, dyestuffT, and kindred products.
Farbwerke-Hoechst Co., engaged in the bwuiness of wholesale distributor of
drugs and chemicals.
Salvarsan Co., was a nonoporating company during the years in question.

Fat Ferment Co., nature of business not indicated.

Capitalized at $10,000.

Stock to the par value of $9,000 was issued in exchange for formulaM.

Textileather Co., engaged in the business of manufacturing leather substitutes.

Plexo Preparations (Inc.), engaged in the business of manufacturing toilet
articles.

General Drug Co., engaged as wholesale jobbers of drugs, including the

entire product of the last above-named corporation.
Stoneville Co., owns all of the houses occupied by the employees (<the Ettrick
Mills.
Ettrick Mille, engaged in the manufacture of cloth.
Ettriok Realty Co., engaged in the real estate business.
The record of the case shows the following:
Prior to April 1, 1921, affiliated corporation que.stionnaires were mailed to the
taxpayer and H. . Metz Laboratories (Inc.).
Under date of April 18, 1921, Henry G. Fritache, attorney for the latter company and the taxpayer wrote the Coinnissioner of Internal Revenue informing
him that the corporations in question had not received the questionnaires, but
that-"'aid corporation (taxpayer) is not affiliated within the meaning oi your
regulations and Treasury Decision 2662 and section 2140 of the revenue act of
1918. This company does not own any capital stock in any corporation, nor i
any of its capital stock owned by any other corporation * * *. Theli H. A.
Met, Labtoatories (lnc.), does not own a majority of capital stock in any cooporation * * *. None of the capital stock of the H. A. Metz Laboratories (Inc.),
is owned by any other corporation.
"It is not even true that all of the issued stock of the two corporations in question is owned or controlled by the same interests.
" You will please note that the holdings in the II, A. Meta & Co. (Inc.), and theo
H. A. Metz Laboratories (Inc.), are not by the identical stockholders, nor is the
stock of said corporations held in substantially the same proportion by the stockholders."
He states further that-"H. A. Metz & Co. (Inc.), is a dealer in dyestuffs, chemicals and kindred products, and sells many products not manufactured by the H. A. Metz Laboratories (Inc.).
"H. A, Metz Laboratories (Inc.), are manufacturing chemists. They do not,
however, sell their entire output to the corporation, H. A. Metz & Co. (Inc.).
Each corporation is separate and distinct, and run on a different basis."
On March 25, 1922, the Income Tax Unit ruled that the taxpayer, the H. A.
Metz Laboratories (Inc.), the Farbwerke-Hoechst Co., and the Fat Ferment Co.
were affiliated during the taxable year 1917 within the purview of Articles 77 and
78 of Regulations 41 and T. D. No. 2662, and should therefore have filed a consolidated excess-profid tax return for 1917. Also that H. A. Metz Laboratories
(Inc.), Farbwerke-Hoechst Co.. and Fat Ferment Co. were affiliated during the
taxable years from 1918 to 1920 inclusive, within the purview of section 240 of
the revenue act of 1918, and therefore consolidated returns should have been filed
for those years. All corporations not mentioned above should be taxed separately.
On June 23, 1922, the Income Tax Unit ruled that all of the 12 companies
mentioned above were affiliated for the years from 1917 to 1920, inclusive, under
section 240 of the revenue ict of 191S an'd section 1331 of the revenue act of 1921.
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On June 16, 1023, another decision was reached by the unit, In which it was held
that H. A. Metz Laboratories (Inc.), Fat Ferment Co., General Drug Co. (Inc.),
and H. A. Mets & Co. (Inc.), were affiliated for the year 1917 and the H. A.
Metz Laboratories (Inc.), Fat Ferment Co., General Drug Co., Stoneville Co.,
and Ettrick Mills, were affiliated for the years from 1918 to 1920, inclusive, and
the balance ruled not affiliated.
On June 19, 1923, as a result of a protest from the taxpayer, the last abovementioned ruling of the Income Tax Unit was revoked and the ruling mentioned
immediately preceding it above revised.
A report'of a field examination for the year 1917 dated February 6, 1923, was
made considering all 12 of the corporations affiliated in accordance with instritztions received from the bureau. On February 16, 1924, report of a field examination for the years from 1918 to 1920, inclusive, was made, based on the assumption
that all companies were affiliated, under instructions from the bureau.
As a result of the audit of these reports, certificates of overasnessment were
found on account of the year 1917 which were required under the procedure of
the Income Tax Unit to be forwarded to the solicitor for his consideration before
final action by the unit, for the reason that the aggregate amount involved
exceeded $50,60).
Under date of April 19, 1924, the Solicitor of Internal Revenue returned the
certificates of overassesament without approval for the following reasons:
"It appears that Herman A. Metz, who is the majority stockholder of most
of the corporations, owned during 1917 only 50 per cent of the stock of the
Consolidated Color & Chemical Co., 50 per cent of the stock of the Textileather
Co., none of the stock of the Salvarsan Co. or of the Plexo Preparations Co.,
and only 20 per cent of the stock of the Ettrick Realty Co.
"As it appears' from the file that the affiliation for 1917, if any, was of the
class B variety and on account of the ownership of stock by Herman A. Metz,
there may be at once eliminated from the consolidation the Salvarsan Co. and
the Plexo Preparations Co., in neither of which did he own any stock.
"As to the Consolidated Color & Chemical Co. and the Textileather Co.,
passing over the question whether these corporations were engaged in the same
or a closely related business, it appears that the minority stockholders in the
two companies were not the same people. It further appears that in these two
companies Herman Mets's holdings amounted to only 50 ier cent. In view of
the circumstances, the Consolidated Color & Chemical Co. and the Textileather
Co. must also be eliminated from the affiliation.
"The Stoneville Co., the Ettrick Mills, and the Ettrick Realty Co. must also
be eliminated from the main group for the reason that although Metz owned 97.3
per cent of the stock of the Stoneville Co. and 99.9 per cent of the stock of the
Ettrick Mills, these corporations do not appear to be engaged in the same or a
closely related business with the members of the main group, which in the manufacture and sale of dyes, drugs, and chemicals. There does not appear to be in
the file any evidence that these two corporations bought from or sold to any of
the members of the main group, or any other corporations, products, or services
at prices above or below the current market or that the financial relationships of
these two.corporations were so arranged with any other corporations as to assign
to them a disproportionate share of the net income or invested capital. The
Et rick Mills is engaged in the manufacture of cloth, while the Stoneville Co.
holh! title to the real estate occupied by the employees of the Ettrick Mills. The
Ettrick Realty Co. appears to be in the business of handling real estate, and so
far ab the file shows its business is not connected with that of the other corporations
under discussion. Moreover in this last-named corporation Herman A. Metz
owned only 20 per cent of the stock, the remaining 80 per cent being owned by
his wife. It is unnecessary to decide whether the Stoneville Co. and the Ettrick
Millk should form a consolidated group by themselves in view of the fact that
neither singly nor combined did these corporations have income sufficient in
amount to be subject to excess profits tax. For the foregoing reasons the Stoneville Co., the Ettrick Mills, and the Ettrick Realty Co. should be eliminated
from the consolidation.
"This leaves for consideration the following companies: H. A. Metz & Co.,
H. A. Metz Laboratories (Inc.), Farbwerke-Hoechst Co., Fat Ferment Co., and
the General Drug Co.
"As to the Farbwerke-Hoechst Co., while Herman A. Metz claims to have
owned all of the stock during 1917, the action of the Alien Property Custodian
in seizing in 1918, 1,990 of the 2,000 shares of its stock as enemy property would
seem to cast doubt upon Metz's ownership during 1917 of any but 10 of the shares.
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The Alien Property Custodian appears to have doubted the bona fides of the
retransfer to Mets in July, 1913 by the former German owner of 1,990 shares
previously sold by Metz to the German. Under the circumstances the question
of Metz's ownership of the shares in 1917 will be solved by the answer to the
question whether he was the bona fide owner in 1918 at the time of the Alien
Property Custodian's seizure of the stock. This question should be determined
in accordance with the decree of the court in the suit which Metz filed against
the Alien Property Custodian for the return of the stock seized. It does not
appear from the file what the outcome of that suit was.
It appears that while Herman A. Meta owned 99.2 per cent of the stock of
H. A. Mets & Co. at the beginning of 1917, his holdings at the close of 1917
amounted only to 49.4 per cent. It does not appear when Hermanl A. Metz
ceased to own practically all of the stock of this company. 11. A. Metz &
Co. should be affiliated with the remaining members of the group for that period
only in 1917 during which Metz owned practically 4ll of the stock.
"In view of the fact that Metz owned 97.89 per cent of the stock of the Fat
Ferment Co., 97 per cent of the stock of the General Drug (Co., and 99.4 per
cent of the stock of the H. A. Metz Laboratories (Inc., and in view of the fact
that these corporations appear to have been engaged in the samll or a closely
related business, they may properly be affiliated for excess profits tax purposes
in 1917. It is true that Herman A. Metz appears to have owned only 4 out
of the original 1,000 shares of H. A. Metz Laboratories (Inc.), upon the issue
of stock April 28, 1917, but it appears that 990 additional share were issued
to biha.by this corporation shortly thereafter, so that for practically all of the
corporations' effective existence in 1917 Herman A. Met? owned 99.4 per cent
of its stock.
Under date of July 9, 1924, the solicitor, referring to his memorandum of
April 19, 1924, wrote Deputy Commissioner Bright as follows:
"Reference is made to the file of the above-named taxpayer containing a
certificate of overassessment for the year 1917 in the amount of $57,221.09 in
favor of the Consolidated Color & Chemical Co., one of the affiliated group.
Reference is also made to my memorandum of April 19, 1924, in the same
case.
"In that memorandum there were excluded from the affiliated group the following corporations: Salvarsan Co. Plexo Preparations Co Consolidated Color
& Chemical Co., Textileather Co., Stoneville Co., Ettrick Mills, and the Ettrick
Realty Co. The inclusion in the affiliated group of the Farbwerke-Hoechst Co.
was wade dependent upon the outcome of a suit in equity filed by Metz for the
recovery of stock seized by the Alien Property Custodian, the outcome of which
was unknown at the time my memorandum was written. It has been since ascertained that Metz was successful and that he owned the stock in 1917.
"Since the date of my memorandum the question of affiliation has been resubmitted, and additional evidence has been introduced tending to show that while,
according to the stock books of the corporations involved, Herman A. Metz was
not the owner of substantially all the stock of the corporations, nevertheless the
stock which was nominally owned by others was in reality his, and that the certificates which had been issued to these other persons had been assigned in blank
and were in the possession and complete control of Herman A. Metz.
"In view of the foregoing facts I am of the opinion that the evidence warrants
the affiliation of the corporations for excess profits-tax purposes for the year 1917,
and the certificate of overassessment in favor of the Consolidated Color &
Chemical Co. is therefore approved."
As a result of the decision of the solicitor of July 9, 1924, the case was reaudited
and on September 29, 1924, certificates of overassessment were issued in the
following amounts:
1917,
1918,
1919,
1920,

overassessment....--..--......
..------..------..------...
overassesment........................---.. ..
--..------...------.-.
overaassessment....-----------------overassessment-...-..
..-----..-------...------..
Total-------.....--...--

..------.

....---...---..---

$78, 355.
302,606.
122, 479:
135, 959.

97
78
56
74

639,402.05

Only minor adjustments were made by the bureau in auditing the net income
and invested capital as submitted in the returns of the several corporations, so
that practically the whole of the aggregate overassessments was found as the
result of considering the 12 corporations on a consolidated basis for the years
in question.
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On August 28, 1924, Mr. J. It. Higgles addressed a memorandum to Mr.
tthe certifieths4 of
Charest, Assistant Holicltor of Internal Revenue, in regardl
overassessment for the year 1918, as follows:
"This s a conrlsolidation of 12 conipanies and the aborv refunds arite from
consolidation, whereas separate returns were originally filed. Aw you know, the
affiliation was ruled upon by this office and resulted in a conference in thi c tmissioner's office and it was finally decided to allow the Affiliation if thle ta;xp or
would submit in affidavit form the facts relating to the ownership of struf,
Metz.
"The records of the corporation showed that the stock of these 12 compa,
was widely distributed among the officers and employees of the. companies at *
it was contended that Metz in fact had the stock indorsed in black and used it r
all purposes. These affidavits, I understand, were accepted by this office bur '
unit is unable to locate them at this time.
"I am not entirely satisfied with the affiliation on the showing in the rft ord,
but am accepting the case on the basis of the action taken by thi office on the
year 1917. The other questions in issue such as contrihiution to capital hv
Metz were passed upon when the 1917 portion of lthc'ase %sc-morlitidred.
evifuiR' IM'therefore recommend that the case be approved in view oi iu,taken by this office."
Under date of September 25, 1924, Mr. Riggles, in considering the cerbiflcpvo
of overassessment for the years 1919 and 1920, addressed Mr. Chares as folklw:
"The main question in'this ease s affiliation. When the 1917 portion of the
case was submitted to this office for approval it was held that a class B aditiation
had not been established by the taxpayer. A conference was h#ld in tile commissioner's office and it was finally decided to allow the affiliation if the taxayer would submit in affidavit form the facts relating to the ownership of stock
yMetz. Although the evidence in the case does not appear entirely Nati'
factory, nevertheless I am passing the question of Affiliation inasmuch as this
office has already allowed it for the years 1917 and 1918. The consolidation of
the 13 affiliated companies operates to the benefit of the taxpayer insmiuch as
eight of the companies show operating losses aggregating $89,0(0 for 1919 and
$39,000 for 1920. Returns were filed by each company and those showing income were assessed separately.' Upon a consolidated baAls the tax has now been
allocated to those showing income, leaving an overassegatent In favor of the
parent company. There are no changes in the income accounts with the exception of an inventory item of $47,988.34 which had been, disallowed for the
year 1918 and consequently will reduce the 1919 incene by that amount.
"I am attaching herewith my memorandum on the 1918 portion of the case
which sets forth the history of the affiliation of these companies.
"It is, therefore, recommended that the certificates be approved."
It appears from ,hese memoranda that after the first ruling handed down by the
solicitor a conference was held in the commissioner's office at which it was decided to allow affiliation if the taxpayer submitted certain facts in affidavit form
relating to the ownership of the stock by H. A. Metz. Also that the consolidation
of the 12 corporations benefitted the taxpayer for the reason that eight of the
corporations showed operating losses during the year 1919 and 1920. These
losses of course, in considering the 12 corporations consolidated, would have the
effect of reducing the aggregate net income and increasing the invested capital
of the consolidated group.
In summarizing this case the following facts are emphasized:
In 1921 Attorney Fritsche, representing H. A. Metz & Co. (Inc.), and H. A.
Metz Laboratories (Inc.), went on record as stating that these corporations were
not affiliated within the meaning of the Treasury regulations and the interpretation of the revenue act of 191 ; that the issued stock of the two corporations was
not owned or controlled by the same interests and that the holdings in these two
corporations were not by the identical stockholders, nor was the stock thereof
held in substantially the same proportion by the different stockholders.
On March 25, 1922, the unit ruled that four of the corporations were affiliated
for the year 1917; three were affiliated for the years from 1918 to 1920, and that
the balance were not affiliated.
On June 23, 1922, the unit ruled that all of the 12 corporations were affiliated
for the years from 1917 to 1920, inclusive.
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On June 16, 1923, one year later, the unit ruled that four of the corporations
were affiliated for 1017 and five were affiliated for the years from 1918 to 1920.
On June 19,1923, as the result of a protest to the last above-mentioned decision,
it waN 4(, idle.
0P April 19, 1924, the Solicitor of Internal Revenue decided that the Fat
fa rCnat C(o., the General Drug Co., and the I. A. Metz Laboratories (Inc.)
were deemed to be affiliated for excess-profits tax purposes for the year 1917 for
the reason that II A. Metz owned over 07 per cent of the stock of the three companlie, "i view of the fact that these corporations appear to hav been engaged
ira.tho same or a closely related business"; Ii.A. Metz & Co. should be affiliated
with the remaining members of the group for that period only in 1017 during
which Metz owned practically all of the stock; and that the other corporations
were not affiliated for reasons stated in his memorandum. In regard to the
Stuinville Co., the Ettrick Mills, and the Ettrick Realty Co., mhdecided that
these corporatio s must be eliminated from the main group for the reason that,
regardless of the stock ownership therein by IL. A. Metz, "these corporation
do not appear to be engaged in the same or a closely related business with the
members of the main group, which is the manufacture and sale of dyes, drugs,
and chemicals. There does not appear to be in the file any evidence that these
two corporations bought from or sold to any of the members of the main group
or any other corporations products or services ,it prices above or below the current marl:t, or that the financial relationships of those I w corporations were
so arranged t ith any other corporations as to assign to them a disproportionate
share of net income or invested capital."
In the solicitor's memorandum of July 9, 1924, which refers to his memorandum
of April 1$9, 1924, he decides that in view of the fact that msbsequen to April 19,
1924, additional evidence has been introduced tending to Nhow that although
according to the stock books of the corporations involved, Herman A. Meta
was not the vwner of substantially all the stock of the corporations, nevertheless
the stock whuch wqa nominally owned by others was in reality his and that the
certificates which had been issued to these other persons had beecc assigned in
blank and were in the possession and complete control of Herman A. Mets,
he ,,.of the opinion that the evidence warrants the affiliation of the corporatio:s ,or excess-profits tax purposes for the year 1917.
In he latter decision the corporations in question are ruled affiliated wholly
on the evidence submitted tending to prove that the certificates of stock of the
different companies were in the possession and control of Herman A. Mots.
It appears that the solicitor failed to consider, in making this decision, whether
or not the corporations were engaged in the same or a closely related business
or whether one corporation bought from or sold to another corporation products
or services at prices above or below the current market, which he mentioned in
his decision of April 21, 1924, and which is a provision in section 1331 of the
revenue act of 1921 providing for the consolidation of corporations tor the year
1917. In other words, under the section last above mentioned for a class B
affiliation for the year 1917, not only must substantially all the stock of the
corporations be owned by the same interests but the corporations must be engaged
in the same or a closely related business, or one corporation purchase from or
sell to another corporation products or services below the current market prices.
In the solicitor's opinion of April 21, 1924, he stated that some of the corporations were not in the same or a closely related business and that this provision
of the 1921 law was not complied with, yet under the July 9, 1924, decision he
overlooks this provision of the law and allows affiliation on evidence produced
to show the possession of the stock certificates and complete control of the
corporation by Metz.
It is obvious from the record that there was a desire in the bureau to give this
taxpayer the benefit of submitting a consolidated return covering the 12 corporations and that notwithstanding the solicitor's opinion of April 19, 1924, the case
was resubmitted to him and another decision obtained by which the taxpayer
was given what it sought as a result of which over $600,000 in taxes was lost
to the Government.
GEo, G. Box, Chief Auditor.
4
S. Rept. 27, pt 2, 6-1--!
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Iloni. JAMN C(orUZEN,

Ch('irma Senate I n cstigfatiin ( 'on mnitcr.
DEAU MR. CHAIHMAN: Reference is made to the report of the representative
of the investigating committee with reference to the 'case of I1. A. Metz & Co.
(Inc.). New York, N. Y.
In this report the committee's agentt criticized the ruling
of the bureau with respect to the affiliation of I. A. Metz & Co. (Inc.), with
certain other corporattioins.
The question of whether or not two corporations are affiliated in a given easels
one of the most difficult questions which the department has had to determine.
In the last filnlysis the question is one of judgment and in this case this question
of judgment was decided after the matter had received careful consideration by the
bureau. The report of the committee's agent in this matter evidences only that
his judgment differs from that of the bureau in its disposition of this question.
SuchIi difference of judgment are inevitable and iln my opinion demonstrate
nothing.
I should like to point out that the question involved in this case is no longer of
any practical importance since the revenue act of 1924 lays down clear and strict,
although arbitrary, rules for determination of this and similar case.
Sincerely yours,
). 1I. lilAIt,
n'ommisnioncr.

.1. (.

McCAS.KEY ANl Louis WVENTrz, 'rtnus'TKE
(IlyF. H. Potter, August 15, 19251

'rllU

ITEES

SHOULDD

HAVE

nEEN

TAX)D

AK- CORPORlIIATION

Overahseessment of $322,740.97 for thei year 1917 was allowed, that amount
representing the entire assessment for the year.

This organization filed its return as a corporation or association and was
assessed as such and obtained the above certificate of overassepment on the
ground that it should ihe taxed a a trust and that the cetuii q(ie trustent should
be taxed 11iad not the fiduciary
The action of th1e Inco;i': Tax I'iit, together wit Itithlioritiec~ and reasons,
t allt ll(h1
c d to tilt cerifi t'c f (ovt'i'ell . .E
ient. S cili
is set forth inl ii stltc':l

httimevnt rends as f<ow.s:
Prior to April 14, 1917, the Souuthwisterii Oil Co., Pona Cit(v, OPt ,i. ain
)klhliima corporations, operated certain oil leases ini tile State of ()k aliaiHa.
Onl that date ata
meeting iof thie stockholders it wa, mutually agreed that tihe
corporation should dissolve aind that tihe entire property iandlassets of the corporation should lie turiN d O1r to rus les ",)r the purpose (of disposing of its assets
Acc'oringly, the property was turned over to triisand vwindiiig iup its affair.s.
tees. By the terms of the in'isrummnt creafting the tilust Mr. J. i. McCaskey and
Mr. Louis Weint were mnmed trustees. They were to receive and hold the legal
atid c(qilitable title to all of the property aind leases theretlfore belonging t to le
c(r(iroratiio for certain iisvs and Ipr )'(:N'('Tcifically set forth i tlihe declaration
of trust and with certain dutites,
- pon rs, and oiligatiiLsi aIls set fort i thereini.
()n May 17, 1921, lthe commllitLtee ill appeals and review transmitted to this
office for its guidance with respect to the tIaxa:le status relatedd I\' tih alnvemelnionedl trust inst rment
llsolicitor's lllemorll(liliini 130, the substilI('ce (f which
is ointaied in th(lie part thereolf reeling as follows:
"Th is office is, therefore, (of the opinion lthit McCakecy iand WcIVilz, trustees,
should be treated a a rust
for the purpose olf Federal inilcome tax. Silce the
lprvide
tliat th ltIrustee arel' to pass tihe income over to thet
trust instrument
aniitshtlreholders from time to time as they deem reasonable in a businesslike
agieit
of the truti property . suchii iro mie is (listril utaile l)eriodicallY, whether
or noit at regular intervals \%ithinii t he mening of sect ion 219 (4) of the revenue
at' of 1918, ilnld
lsholld
be taixeld idividially to the shatreholders.
(See. 219 (01).)
If through subsequent
"This ruling is based on the fuats ass they ow stand.
transfer of the share-ownership a majority of the bloieficial shares shoulld come
into the possession of the trustees, a further ruling a to t he taxable status of the
organization will ble necessary."
McChakev and Wentz, trustees, were officially notified of this decision and its
effect in oltfie letter dated June 13, 1921.
Permission wa s granted to the trustees
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to tilt,
amended ttax returns in accordance therewith for cach of the taxable vears
1917 to 1919, inclusive. It was also suggested that the various beneficiaries of
the trust file amended returns in order to account in their respective individual
tax return for the proportionate part of the proceeds of the trust accruing to
them for the taxable year 1917.
An audit of the amended 1917 fiduciary tax return, filed bly the above-mentioned trustees, was completed in February, 1923, and at the same time adjustments were made in the respective tax liabilities of the various beneficiaries of the
trusteeship for the taxable year 1917.
It is noted that prior to the above-mentioned solicitor's memorandum, McCaskey and Wentz, trustees, had filed an income and excess profits tax return for
the taxable year 1917 as an association, taxable as a corporation. The original
returns filed showed a tax liability under such taxable status of $287,357.80.
This original tax liability was later increased as a result of an office audit in
September, 1920, to $322,740.97, an increase of $35,383.17.
According to the
records of this office it appears that an amomut of $172,053.37 was paid of the
original tax liability of $287,357.80 by the trustees, and a claim for abatement
of the balance of $115,304.43 was later filed by them on July 5, 1921, with the
collector of the Oklahoma district. The above-mentioned additional tax of
$35,383.17 was also made the subject of an abatement claim filed November 9,
1920, by the above-nentioned trustees, with the collector of the Oklahoma
district.
It will be obul ved that as a result of solicitor's imemorandunm 130 the trusteeship was not
ble for tax as an association, and therefore all taxes assessed
against and paid by the trustees on the basis of such taxable status were in error
and consequently subject to abatement or refund.
The taxable status created by the trust instrument was that of a distributable
trust, the proceeds or net income of the trust property from operations being
therefore subject to tax in the hands of the beneficiaries of the trust.
As hereinbefore slated adjustment of the tax liability for the taxable year
1917 of each of the beneficiaries of the trust Ihas been made in February, 1923,
and therefore, the tax originally assessed against and paid bv tite trustees on
the erroneous taxable status as Ianassociation, is properly subject to abatement
or refund.
An examination of the amended fiduciary return discloses that there is no
liability for tax for thl taxable year 1917 onl the part of Mc'askey and Wentz,
trustees, ats truistes and, therefore, there being no liability for tax, tlie adjustmeliit., cntiteriplated and olltlines iln he foregoing slatnteints
certificate of overiawt,-"atnen t ire pIrAipet ain in order.

iald attached

U(pon exaitn ii(ioi n
thte o11i
rgaui/niztnii papeMrs, called ittlht deted, under whiichl
this compaiity nI-ted. I fimnd aind wish ti show that tlie Intermt'l Revenue Bureau
was wrong in its premises, its conclusions and in all action taken, aitd for y<ouveniciice thle ease will l)e discussed according to thil following outline:
1. Tihe bureau nis ,tiated and iniainterpreted Ilhe
facts.
2. The organizations should have been taxed as a eaopoavtrtion.
3. Tiie tax should have been paid N the trustees whether hlie organization
was taxed as a trust or tot.
4. The law is ihazy
and indetiite thus permitting a;ml ise of administrative

discret in.
1. Reft'iecl'e is iiatlde it tIth facts used as a basis for thie nettion of the bureau
shown in lie fir<t and third paragraphli of the statement iiuoted above.
The

true fact.,s set out for contrast are as follows:
The bliienficial ow nershiip iln lihe
orgiaizat ion wai divided into 1d57s,' 1 shlres.
J. S. Cosdenit htield 465.12, M. F. McCaskey 45l shares, L. 1I Wrentz 321.3 shares,
and the remaininilig shares \er'e held biy six othir lper.- ina in amtoulits varying
from I to 77 s.l:r'es.
The Soutlihwcstern Oil (Co,. transferred its, asset's iilelulding leases, equipment,
and chose in nation to trustees on April 14, 1917, not for the pturpoli, of ''winding
up its affaiirs" as tlat was effeeted its . on as shareis in tlhe trul'teshp were
iissued and acceptted in lieu of
ars f stock. bit for the purpose (of operation

for profti.
Tlhe trustees were authorizedl

ind directed to nnalinge aid opeialte t le oil
oil leaves, to empl(o labor, tio lrro w llmoney,
to market oil, attil to do all things incidental to operation.
The trustees were authorized, with thel consent of a itajority of the stockt
properties, to sell oil leases or buy

holders, o change the foin of organization bau'k to it corporatlit.
of the tri.st was uimetd its 15 Yenr with provisions for \teensiii.

The period
tru.tei'es

'e
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were empowered to distribute earnings to the shareholders or to invest in other
properties as they should deem "wise" or "beneficial" or reasonablee."
The provision was made in the trust deed that all contracts should limit the
liability of shareholders and of trustees. The statement used by the bureau thus
appears misleading.
2. This company should have been taxed as a corporation under the revenue
act of 1917, section 10 (a), the income tax, and should have been taxed a, a corporation for all purposes for subsequent years. Permission was given the taxpayer to file amended returns as a fiduciary for the years 1917 to 1919, inclusive
and a refund of the 1917 tax was made in 1923 when there were several years
tax due, if the organization was taxable as a corporation.
The revenue act of 1918, section 1, states:
"The term 'corporation' includes associations, joint-stock companies, and
insurance companies.
"The term 'domestic' when aplied to a corporation or partnership means
created or organized in the United States."
This company was operating for profit, had transferable shares, and otherwise fell within the description of an association or " Massachusetts trust," or a
common-law corporation, and was hence taxable. This particular case is clearly
within the interprotation of the statute found in Hechit et a. v. Malley (44 Sup.
Ct. 462, case 171, Prentice-fall Supplement, 1925), decided May 12, 1924, ani
as to cases less clearly taxable the law will be discussed hereinafter.
The bureau held "The taxable status created by the trust instrument was
that of a distribitable trust, the proceeds or net income of the trust property
from operations being therefore subject to tax in the hands of the beneficiaries
of the trust."
With the "trust instrument" before the bureau and with such instrument
clearly transferring title in all the letses, oils, wells, equipment and personal
property, and clearly directing the trustees to manage and operate such property,
the holding that this was a "distributable trust" is not merely erroneous; it is
unthinkable.
3. The tax should have been paid by the trustees even if the business was
taxed as a trust.
Section 219 of the revenue act of 1918, and also of the act of 1921, provides
that the trust income is taxable to the trustees except-"(a) 4. Income which is to be distributed to the beneficiaries periodically, * * *"
In this caf the trustees had the dti:scretion to pay or inot to pay and the bieneficiaries had n enforceable right to receive the income, hence it could not be
taxed in their hands until received because it is not income. The language
above quoted " which is to be distributed " refers to trusts in which distribution
can be enforced under the trust instrument, but should not be read "which is to
be or net to be distributed as the trustees may wish."
4. lThe revenue laws so far as pertinent to the subject of business or operating
trusts will be reviewed for the purpose of constructive criticism.
The revenue act of August 5, 1909, section 88, provided:
"That every corporation, joint-stock company, or association, organized
for profit and having a capital stock represented by shares, and every insurance
company, now or hereafter organized under the laws of the In'ited States or any
State or Territory * * * shall be subject to pay imnuially a special excise
tax

*

*

* "

In Eliot v. Freeman (220 11. . 178), decided in 1911, it was held that trusts
like the principal case were not taxable because "laws of the United States,
or of any State or Territory" meant statutory enactments and did not comprehend organizations deriving their power from common law. The court
correctly reasoned that such an organization would fall within the description
of a "corporation" or "association" but for the restriction quoted.
This decision was perhaps not well reasoned, for, while "laws of the United
States" does men statutory enactments, "laws of a State" includes both statutory and common law, and if this trust were organized within continental United
States it must have been under the common law of a State or of the District of
Columbia and hence within the description of the statute.
The ruling in Eliot v. Freeman would exempt de facto corporations and all
associations not formed in compliance with statute, but as these would be taxed
as partnerships the result would not he so bad.
*Now, in the revenue act of september 8, 1916, the same language was used in
section 407, referring to special taxes, but section 10, levying income taxes, used

I
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different language from that in the act of 1909. And in the act of October 3,
1917, the same s true as to section 10; that i~,the language "organized under
the law of the United States," etc., was changed to "* * * organized in the
United States, no matter how created or organized * * *," but Nection 200,
the excess-profits clause, used the old language.
The revenue act of 1918 and all subsequent acts have changed the old language
for all corporation tax, so, from that time on, such an organization as the one
discussed is taxable as a corporation; and it is likewise taxable under the 1916
and 1017 acts so far as relates to income tax. (Hecht v.Malley, supra.)
Since May 12, 1924, the courts are finally right on this question after 13 years
of error perpetuated by faulty legislation and negligent administration.
Now comes the revenue act of 1924, passed after the above interpretation,
and it uses both the old and the new language in the alternative, as follows;
"SEC. 2 (a) * * * (3) * * * created or organized in the United
States or under the law of the United States or of any State or Territory."
This will settle the question provided the phrase "under the law of the United
States" is ignored as meaningless, instead of being given its old construction.
What Congress has been trying to say for 15 years and what should be stated
in the statute is this:
"Created or organized in the United States; or
"Created or organized without the United States if under any law of the United
States or of a State or Territory."
In other words the statute does not intend to exempt operatin g trust nor does
it intend to require that organization must take place within the United States,
but the language used has been construed prior to enactment and must henceforth be given the same construction even if clearly erroneous. The above
amendment to section 2 (a) will correct the old errors and will be plain enough
for the understanding of the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The final point needing attention is the classification of trusts into those
taxed as corporations and those taxed under section 219 as pure trusts. The
fundamentum divisions to be used for this purpose should have a legislative
rather than an administrative basis.
The statute defines "corporation" as including "association" and the bureau
is given the duty of dividing organizations into associations and pure trusts.
This gives the bureau too much power and permits abuse of discretion such as
occurred in the handling of the principal case.
In determining whether a business falls in the las,, of "association" when
organized in trust form, very little aid is given by the courts, but the elements
usually disciIused are: (a) Was the trust formed to carry on a business for
profit? (h) Were the hbeowiciatries associated in a common enterprise? (c) Did
the beneficiaries have any control over the corpus or over the trustees? (d) Were
the trustees associated like directors of a corporation? (e) Were the beneficiaries
associated with the trustees? (f)Was the capital represented by shares?
It is generally conceedcr that (a) must he answered aflrmativelv'. In Crocker
r. Malley (39 Sut. Ct. 270, 249 IT.8. 223) Justice Holmes inldicdtAt l by dicta that
(b)or (c) should be affirmatively answered. The decision in Ilcchief . Malley,
supra, held (c) not material.
It would seem that (r) should not be material because the organization is just
as effective for business purposes and just as safe for the beneficiaries whether or
not such control exists and because the beneficiaries can always control with the
aid of an equity court. No consideration should be given to the question in
(d) because there may be only one trustee and association thus readily avoided.
The question in (r) should not be important because trustees as such can not be
associated with beneficiaries, because technically they are distinguished by the
rights held by the one group against the other. They have no rights in common.
If the question in (f) is affirmatively answered it is of importance as an indication that (a) or (b) is answered likewise, but it is not controlling.
Article 1504 of Regulations 45 and 62 seems to hold the question presented in
(r) as the controlling one, and there seems to be neither reason nor authority
upon which to base such holding. Article 1504, Regulations 65, perhaps due to
the decision in Hecht v. Malle, holds that (c)is not material. But this article
demonstrates the folly of allowing an administrative bureau to legislate. It
appears to make the question in (d) the all-important one, with the error above
pointed out. Thus in the principal case the only change needful fu make the
organization not taxable as an association would be effected Ly resignation of
one of the trustees, whereupor there could be no "association " of trustee..
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Article 13)2 of leglations (6 fi5
further illustrates the fact that the buIreav1 istill h-oiiflaring hopehlessl
after 15 years of opIportuity for inllpro ement bv
evolution. This article states that
"A corporation t which haI ceased
to exit
in contemplati on of law\ but contintus
its Ihbsiness iln corporate formi
aIn at
iation or corporation within the mcaning of section 2, buil if it continues its business in tie form of I trist it h1ecotme
subject to the provisions of section 219,"

'his chluse would seem made to order for corporations seeking to avoid tax
by a change to the "form of a trust," as i;i the principal case.
The statistics are not available, but it has become common rumor that the

trust form in a favorite means of tax evasion.
the only power able

to furnish a remedy.

It is suggested that Conigress is
The following amendment is sub-

mitted for consideration:
"1SEC. 2. (2) The term 'corporation' includes associations, joint-stock coilpanies, and insurance companies; it also includes trusts organized or existing for
the purpose of carrying on a business for profit the beneficiaries of which are engagd in a common enterprise."
Respectfully submitted.
F. I . POTTER.
TIEAUtRY DEPARTMENT,

HoWahington, November II, 1925.
Hon. JAMES CouzENS,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
MY )DEA SENATOR COUZENS: Reference is made to the report of the agent
of the investigating committee in the case of J. G. McCaskey and Louis Wentz,
trustees, Ponca City, Okla.
The facts are substantially as stated in the above-referred-to report, namely,
that prior to April 14, 1917, the Southwestern Oil Co., Ponca City, Okla., an
Oklahoma corporation, operated certain oil leases in the State of Oklahoma.
At a meeting of the stockholders on that date it was mutually agreed that the
corporation should be dissolved and that the entire property and assets of the
corporation should be turned over to trustees for the purpose of disposing of the
assets, liquidating the liabilities, and turning the net proceeds over to the cestuis
que trust. The resolution, in part, follows:
"Whereas it is the desire and intention of the stockholders of this the Southwestern Oil Co., a corporation, to dispose of its assets atw: wind up its affairs,
liquidate its indchted(ness, and dissolve its corportnl existicnce."- Fxhibit A,
p. 2, par. 2.)
The resolution then continues:
"d* * * that, as a meaun of accomplishing the above nmentioned purposes, the
board of directors of this corporation and its officers lie and are hereby authorized, instructed, and directed to convey and assign by deed, assignment, and
proper instrument of conveyance requisite to this end to J. G. McCaskey and
Louis Wentz, of Pittsburgh, Pa., in trust, for the uses and purposes and with the
(Exhibit A, p. 2,
powers hereinafter specified, all the following * * *.
par. 3. lines 5 to 14.)
Then follows the recital of the assets. Under the terms of the deed of trust
the trustees are given power to receive the rents and profits accruing from the
property during the life of the trust (art. 1); to manage and control said property
during the life of the trust; to develop the wells and pay rentals and royalties
from such wells; to invest funds coming into their hands for the acquisition of
other wells; to purchase such materials and equipment as are necessary; to market
the oil produced; to employ agents and laborers; to borrow money; to sell, at their
discretion, any of the property conveyed to them by the trust instrument (art. 2);
and to do all other things necessary to the full and complete exercise of the powers
and rights granted them (art. 14). The trustees have no power to hind the shareholders personally; the trust property alone is to be liable for the debts. Profits
are to be distributed to the shareholders from time to time in such amounts as are
deemed reasonable in a businesslike management of the property and business
in their hands under said trust (art. 2).
Article 3 of ,thedeed of trust from the corporation to the trustees state.:
ter of 15
t
"'Tlw period of this trust shall not extend * '1 * beyond th
years from the date of the trust deed herein authorized, and within that period
the said trustees, or their successor:, shall sell either at Ipub)lic or private sale on
such tem:ns in- they deem proper, all the property then held by them in trint as
herein provided, and after paying all outstanding obligations against the trlut,
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distribute the proceeds therefrom and also all funds from any source to the shareholders as their interot appears * * *."
A provision then follows that if at the end of the fourteenth year all of the assets
are not sold the trust may be extended for four years, if the owners of two-thirds
of the beneficial interest in the trust agree thereto.
For the year 1917 a trust filed a return as an association, but subsequently protested and appealed to the committee on appeals and review claiming that it
should, for the year 1917, be taxed as a trust, the income of which is taxable to the
cestuis que trust. In 1921 the committee on appeals and review, after referring
the matter to the Solicitbr of Internal Revonue and receiving an affirmative
answer, decided in favor of the taxpayer, and the 1917 case was finally closed
upon that basis in August 1923.
The audit of the 1918, 119, and 1920 returns then went forward upon the same
basis. On February 9, 1924, the solicitor's office, in considering the certificates of
overassessment proposed for 1918, returned the case to the unit with a memorandum stating that under the revenue act of 1918 the trust under consideration
was a trust, the income of which was taxable to the trustees. The 1018, 1919,
and 1920 cases were accordingly closed upon that basis, and on April 24, 1925, the
trustees paid an additional tax for those years in the amount of $496,047.29. The
cases were closed under section 1006 of the revenue act of 1924.
The issues raised in Mr. Potter's report are:
1. The bureau misstated and misinterpreted the facts.
2. The trust should have been taxed as an association or corporation.
3. The tax should have been paid by the trustees whether the trust was taxed
as a strict trust or not.
4. The law is hazy and indefinite, thus permitting abuse of administrative
discretion.
In considering the propriety of these charges it is necessary to consider the questions in the light of the prevailing law and rulings current at the time the decision
was made.
Prior to May, 1924, when the decision in Hecht v. Malley (215 U. . 144) was
rendered by the United States Supreme Court, tle primary test which was
applied by the bureau in determining whether an organization operating under
a trust instrument was a strict trust or an association, was the extent to which
control was vested in the beneficiaries under the trust instrument. This test
was not founded upon mere whim or caprice but was evolved through a series
of court decisions and bureau rulings. (Crocker v. Malley, 249 U. . 223. T. D.
2816, S. M. 1060,
M.
. 337, S. 1205, S. 0. 56, 0. ). 407, 0. D. 598-A, 0 . ). 620.)
Applying this tett to the trust instrument ni(der cilwsidleration, it is apparent
that the beneficiaries of te

t rust did not have that degree of control which

was considered necessary under tihe existing rulingsF to stlamp as an association

what purported to be a true trutt. The beneficiaries had no power to terminate
the trust, no power to remove the trustees, ino power to declare dividends, no
power to require a sale of the asset or any part thereof, no power to emplby
agents, servants or representatives to aid or assist the trustees, no voice in the
management of the business, either directly :or indirectly, or no supervision over
the property or its management. As stated by the solicitor in his memorandum
dated April 25, 1921 in this case:
"* * * there are but three possible provisions which can be construed as
giving the beneficiaries any control, namely, the provision that the period of
trust may be extended for four additional years with the consent of the holders
of two-thirds of the shares; the provision for annual and special meetings of
the shareholders; and the provision for the filling of vacancies in the trusteeship by the shareholders.
"It is difficult to see how the provision for the extension of the trust period
can have the effect of placing control in the beneficiaries. In fact, if the power
so granted is exercised it has quite the opposite effect by continuing the control
of the property in the hands of the trustees for an additional four years.
"The provision in tile instrument for annual and special meetings might have
some significance if it appeared that the shareholders had authority to exercise
any real control over the trustees or the conduct of the business at such meetings. But no such authority is granted, the entire control and conduct of the
business being placed in the trustees elsewhere in the instrument. The trustees
state that no such meetings have, in fact, been held, and that the shareholders
exercise no control."
In view of these facts, how can it be charged that the bureau mistated the
facts, or tlhat the trust should have been held to be an association?
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''The original decision as to the status of lthe trust was made in 1921 and a
final certificate of vcrraNssHiesent wuls isitd(l in 1923. It is tto be noted that
such action as was taken relative to holding the trust to be a strict truNt uantedated May, 1924, the date of the decision in Ilechlt t. Malley. It, wla due solely
to that fact that application was not made of the principle of the lecht decision which, in substance, added to the category of asIociationa, as then defined,
a new group, iunmely, certain types of trusts in which the trustees were associated
together for lhe purpose of engaging in business enterprises, whether or not the
usual element of control by the beneficiaries existed.
Relative to the charge that the bureau misstated and misinterpreted the facts,
it must be borne in mind that pri r to May, 1024, the purpose for which a trust
was formed was not deemed to be a relevant factor in determining its taxable
status. It was therefore to he expected that prior to that time the facts as to
the purpose for which so-called trusts were created should have been given little,
if any, attention.
It is evident upon examination of the trust instrument under consideration that
such instrument is practically analagous in all respects with the one considered
by the Supreme Court in the case of Crocker v. Malley (249 U. S. 223). The
decision in the Crocker cane was approved by the same court in Ilecht v. Malley,
and is still controlling as to facts thereby presented. A comparison of that case
with the case under consideration follows:
J.

(.

M'CASKEY

AND

LOUIS

WENTt

CROCKER THRUT DEED

TRUHT DEED

Trust was created by an Oklahoma
corporation.
There were transferred to the trustw*e the fee of certain lands leased to
Individuals, leaseholds, securities, etc.

The expressed purpose of the trust
was to convert this property into
money, liquidate the liabilities, and
distribute the net proceeds to the beneficiaries within 15 years from the date
of the truwt agreenmntl.
Meanum ile the Iruslt
\\,('re to distribult the cit income, from time tf)
time, ili suirh aniounts; a Ihey saw iit,
with ihepower to apply aniy fulltnd to
the repair, maintenance, and developmneni of the projlerty or in the acquisition of new property, prior to conversion and distribution.

Trust was created by a Maine corporation.
There were transferred to the trustees the fee of certain lande leased to a
Massachusetts manufacturing corporation engaged in operating several mills,
and also the stock in that corporation
which it held.
Thel expressed purpose of the trust
was to convert this property into
money and distribute tlhe net proceed(l
to the beneficiaries within a period left
to the discretion cf the trustees.
Meanwhile the trusitce were io distribuld the i i ilcomlc, ithut cotld iapply
any fiuns for the repair iandl developient of l he property or thelacquisition
of other property, pending conversion
and distribution. They could collect
tie "nits and income with large discre imas to its applicat ion.

In the Crocker case the court held that there was no association, pointing out
that no control over the trust was vested in the beneficiaries. this rule of
control the bureau followed in determining the status of the McCaskey-Wentz
trust, organized, as it was, under a trust instrument so closely resembling that of
the Crocker trust.
In discussing the third issue raised in Mr. Potter's report, namely, "that even
if this were a trust, the income should have been taxed to the trustees and not the
bencticiaries," it is to be noted that the Income Tax Unit treated the income of
the trust as taxable to the beneficiaries only for the year 1917,'and that for the
years 1918, 1919, and 1920 tihe case was audited and closed upon the basis of h
trust, the income of which is taxable to the trustees. The difference in treatment
resulted from the dissimilarity between the relevant sections of the 1916 and 1918
revenue acts.
The statement that the law is hazy and indefinite, thus permitting abl se of
administrative discretion, would seem 1o indicate that the bureau has not followed a sound practice in disposing of questions arising in cases such as the
instant one. This is not so, for as can le observed the bureau, with the assistance of the collector of internal revenue, has closely followed the decisions of the
courts upon the subject.
Sincerely yours,
1). I. BLAIR, Coummissioner,
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(C).

(]. Box, JunS 22, 192W

O)BHOLCft.CNC

ALLOW EU) FOR 1918

This taxpayer was engaged in the brewery business in Baltimore for many years
prior to 1919. For the year 1918 the taxpayer submitted its income-tax return
indicating a rot income of $27,219.76 on which a tax of $2,951.29 was paid.
Under date of November 29, 1919, Revenue Aront W. C. Korb and F. C.
McFerrin submitted a report of their investigation of the books and records of
tits taxpayer and recommended the assessment of an additional tax of $271,516.27. (n February 26, 1921, the bureau mailed an A 2 letter to taxpayer
indicating a proposed assessment of additional tax of $271,537.97 and a negligence
penalty of $13,159.37 for 1918. The taxpayer filed a protest to the proposed
additional assessment and was represented by the firm of Walker & Youngman, of
Baltimore, Md. Subsequent to the receipt of the brief, the bureau prepared a
letter to the taxpayer (Exhibit A) advising it that: " As Mr. J. M. Walker, wlile
employed by the bureau as an
agent, was engaged in the examination of income
tax-returns filed by it for 1918 and prior years, and as it was contrary to the rules
of the bureau to permit any former employee to appear before the bureau in any
ease of which he had any actual knowledge while in the service of the Government,
this office can not receive him as the representative of your company, and the
brief as submitted by Walker & Youngman can not be considered.'
Under date of October 27, 1921, Mr. M. 11. Wilhoito, chief section A, wrote a
memorandum (Exhibit B) which he attached to the last above-mentioned letter
in which he stated that this letter had been canceled in accordance with Mr.
Alexander's instructions as the result of a conference between the latter and Mr.
Walker, during which Mr. Walker assured Mr. Alexander that he had never had
any connection with the case of the taxpayer while he was employed by the Government. It is significant that although the letter to the taxpayer was never
mailed to it but was canceled, Mr. Wilhoite indicates by a lead-pencil note at the
bottom of thle copy of the letter ill
the files, that, " March 13, 1922. The original
letter and first carbon which were with the case when it left section arc missing
on its return on the above-mentioned date."
leader date of September 30, 192), revenue agents above mentioned filed
another report in this case in which they stated

"In conclusion we wish to tate that Mr. J. M. Walker, of the firm of Walker &
Youngmnan, w:ic chief inlcome-tax officer in this office in 1919, at the time this
cxr'iiuiition was1 mWade."
(Reference is n a(l to first examination mentioned
above.) " lie mssigne' tih case' to us f, r exainmiuation a:d advised Its in "onnection with .ajiijustciits made it incomia ,ta ( invesietd ca(pilai, amnld is thi'refore
familiar with the case itn every part. It is therefore our opinion that according
to instructionsM contained in Order No. .;1, ca ted Novenmlir 15;,
1920, Mr. Walker
has no legal right to represent this c,)rporatio n before the department in connection with the report covering examination of the years 1016 to 1918, inclusive."
Not;ithstatdtihg this report, signed by two agents who had bIcc: given inlstructions in this particular case by Mr. Walker, their chief, Mr. AlcaNiadcr ignored
their report and allow ed Mr. Walker to rreprsent the taxpayer on his personal

assurance to him that he (lid not know of the case wlile lie was in the employ
of the Government. At this point it might be well to htate that although the
revenue agent in charge at Baltimorc and the revenue agents who investigated
this case protested vigorously again-st the action of the bureau, there seems
to have been not only a lack of cooperation with them, but a failure to even
advise them according to the usual practice of the status of the case.
During 1919 the corporation sold its capital assets at a loss of $388,096.45.
The taxpayer contended that this t)ss should be allowed as a deduction from
1918 income under authority of section 204 (b), of the revenue act of 1918.
The taxpayer also clhiucd a deduction of 4212,168.99 obhlolesctlcce of good
will. These contentions were allowed by the bureau, and under date of December 5, 1921, an A-2 letter was mailed to the taxpayer reducing the proposed
additional a'ssmcnilt of $271,537.97 to $5,200. Under date of February 13,
1922, the revenue agent in cihargc, J. C. VWilmer, Baltimore, Md., wrote the
bureau, fr(om which the following is quoted: "The ascssment letter is dated
December 5, 1921, but was not received ini this office until January 14, 1922,
and I can not understand \Vhy such letter was not received ial this oflice until
10 days after the expiration iof thiciu.ual 30 day notice allowed taxpayers to
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make reply to AHsnsment letters, it having wlenI the department's practice in
the agent in charge with copy of assessment letters
other instances to tfurishi
simultaneously with those furnished the taxpayers." On January 19, 1922, five
days after the receipt of this letter by the revenue agent in charge at Baltimore,
Revenue Agents iorb and McFerrin, representing him, called at the bureau
to discuss the two principal adjustments which caused the large part of the
divergency in tax proposed by the agents in their report and the additional
tax of $5 200 which the bureau proposed to assess by its letter of December 5,
1921. They conferred with Messrs. L. E. Rusch, assistant chief; J. W. Manning, technical staff, and A. L. Draper, audit section "A," representing the
consolidated returns subdivision. The report of this conference (Exhibit C)
indicates that in their opinion the loss on the sale of the capital assets sustained
in 1919 was not a proper deduction from 1918 income and that in regard to the
matter of the deduction for obsolescence of good will, recommendation is made
that the revised A--2 letter (revising letter of December 5, 1921) should be held
up for a reasonable length of time in order that "if a supplemental report is
furnished by the revenue agents on this point, its findings can be embodied in
the letter above referred to."
Under date of February 13, 1922, the revenue agent in charge wrote the Commissioner of Internal Revenue (Exhibit D) setting out a r6sum6 of the law and
regulations from which he contended that the loss sustained by taxpayer from
the sale of its capital assets in 1919 was not a proper deduction from 1918 income
and that, as the company was not earning a 10 per cent return upon its tangible
assets, it had no good will which could be capitalized under the authority o
A. R. M. 34 (C. B. No. 2, p. 31). Under date of March 16, 1922, Mr. S. Alexander, head special audit division, wrote Mr. Chatterton, deputy commissioner
(Exhibit E). lie states that: "The first adjustment allowed in the amount
of $212,168.99 for the obsolescence of good will for the year 1918, which deduction was not allowed by the agents in their original report, and which I understand is not now contested by the revenue agent." This statement is directly
contrary to the facts, as the revenue agent in charge in his letter of February 13,
1922 (Exhibit D), states in the last paragraph: "In conclusion, in view of the
most radical changes which have been made in the findings of the exami
officers, and the fact that there appears to be no warrant for the allowance offa
net loss in 1919, nor the allowance of obsolescence of good will, it is recommended
that this case be carefully reviewed and the assessment letter to the taxpayer
revised to show no allowance for either the application of net loss feature nor the
allowance for obsolescence of good will." Mr. Alexander further states as follows: "Section 201 (a) states clearly and specifically that net loss refers to a loss
resulting from the bona fide ,ale by the taxpayer of plant, building, machinery,
equipment, etc., and I e-lrsonally still claim that this is an allowable deduction
under the net loss provision of the statute." In this sentence Mr. Alexander has
omitted the qualifying clause of the statute which i of the greatest importance
and which prohibits the bureau from allowing the deduction claimed by the taxpayer. Section 204 (b) provides that if any taxpayer has sustainedd a net loss
between October 31, 1918, and January 1, 1920, it shall be deductible from the
net income of the taxpayer for the preceding taxable year. Section 204 (a) in
defining net losw states that term refers, "only to net losses resulting from either:
"1. The operation of any business regularly carried on by the taxpayer.
"2. The bona fide sale by the taxpayer of plant, buildings, machinery, equipment or other facilities constructed, installed or acquired by the taxpayer on or
after April 6, 1917 for the production of articles contributing to the prosecution
of the present war."
In other words, Mr. Alexander states in his memorandum that any losses
sustained from the sale of plant, buildings, machinery, etc., in 1919 are deductible
from 1918 income, whereas only losses from sale of such assets constructed, installed, or acquired by the taxpayer after April 6, 1917, for the production of
articles contributing to the prosecution of the war are so deductible. Mr. Alexander refers in his memorandum to Ruling 1-5-50, IT 1179 (C. B. I.-1, p. 45).
This ruling did not have the force of the regulations which were in effect at that
time; wa not in compliance with section 204 (a) of the act; and was overruled
by 1-3--434, IT 1421 (C. B. I.-2, p. 32).
Under date of March 18, 1922, the income tax unit referred the question of
whether or not the Igss sustained by the taxpayer in 1919 front the salt of capital
assets was a proper deduction from 1918 income i , the committee on appeals
and review. The conunitte decide that the 1919 loss referred to was not a
proper deduction from 1918 income.
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Subsmoquenttly the taxpayer filed a brief contending, "That as the company
ceased ianufacturiing in 1918, the brewery machinery and plant became obholete and that the corporation in entitled to a deduction in 1918 for obsolencence
of these physical assets as claimed in their original returns and rejected by the
examiners.

Report (Exhibit F) dated April 20, 1922, of the conference held of J. W.
Manning, technical staff, and A. L. Draper, section "A," with B. R. Youngman,
attorney for taxpayer, states that the conferees are of the opinion that the
company continued its operations into the year 1919 and are, therefore, not entitled to the deduction claimed for obsolescence in 1918 under the provisions of
section 214 (b), article 143, of Regulations 45, but agreed, before finally disposing of the case, to grant the taxpayer's representative further time to submit
%dditionalinformation with respect to the matter.
Under date of November 24, 1922, the revenue agent in charge at Baltimore,
Md., wrote the Commissioner of Internal Revenue (Exhibit 0) referring to the
originall assessment letter of the bureau wherein the decision of the agents was
overruled by the department calling attention to A. R. M. 185, "in which the
committee on appeals and review sustained this office in its findings in connection
with this case," and concluded as follows: "It appears, therefore, that the
original assessment letter addressed to this company was in error and that a revised assessment letter will necessarily have to be submitted, showing this office
sustained in both net loss and obsolescence features of this case As the settlement of this will establish a precedent in our examination of similar cases of
breweries in this city, it is respectfully requested that I be furnished with a reply
to this letter, advising as to the department's final findings in the case."
Under date of December 16, 1922 (Exhibit II) the bureau issued final A-2

letter allowing a deduction of $257,491.98 representing obsolescence of plant
from 1918 income resulting in an overassessment for that year of the total original
tax paid of $2,951.29. The amount of this obsolescence was deducted from the
loss sustained through the sale of capital assets in 1919 the balance allowed as a
deduction in 1919 with the result that the taxpayer had no net income for either
year.
Under date of January 9, 1923, the revenue agent in charge at Baltimore, wrote
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue (Exhibit I) referring to his letter of November 24, 1922, and urgently requested that he be furmrshed with a reply to
that letter as the settlement of this case would establish a precedent in the
examination of breweries in Baltimore.
This case is remarkable in view of the conflicting contentions made by the
representatives of this taxpayer, and that, notwithstanding the vigorous protests
made by the revenue agent in charge at Baltimore under whom the investatigation
of the returns was maIde, the taxpayer was finally allowed deductions palpably

erroneous which were siflicient to relieve him of tax liability for the year 1918.
In the first place i' siubmiitting the original return for 1918 this taxpayer claimed
at deduction for obtiolesceunce of plant and equipment. Obsolescence can be
allowed as a deduction only when the plant has been closed or the use of all or a
part of its equipment has been abandoned. Before such a deduction can be
claimed for any given period it is essential that the use of the property should
lhve been t!a (tldond during that period or that it becaite certain that the
property must be abantdoed at, definite future date. (0. 1. 1001 C. B. No. 5
P. 150.) As a result of an examination by the revenue agents this deduction
was disallowed. Taxpayer's representatives then filed a brief admitting that
it continued operations during the year 1919 for the manufacture of near beer up
to the tinm the plant was sold. This claim was made in the hope that it could
claim as an operating loss the loss from the sale of the assets in 1919 under section
204 (b) of the revenue act of 1918, and dduct same from the income for the year
1918. Subsequently a brief was filed claiming a deduction on account of obsolescence of good will. Both of these claims were rejected by the bureau.
The next step of the taxpayer was to tile a brief claiming that the plant ceased to
operate on December 31, 1918, contradicting its former claim that it operated in
1919 when it had hopes of procuring a deduction on account of an operating loss
for 1919. Regardless of the fact that the revenue agent in charge at Baltimore
was on record as stating that the plant had operated in 1919, and the fact that
the conferees in their report (Exhibit F) were of the opinion that the company
continued its operations into the year 1919 which was based on evidence submitted Ib the taxpayer's representatives, including a copy of profit and loss
statement for 1919, the bureau accepted the evidence submitted by the taxpayer
that it ceased operations on December 31, 1918, and allowed it a deduction for
obsolescence of plant and equipment in a sufficient amount to relieve it of tax
liability for 1918.
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Although there is a statement in the record by the revenue agents to the
effect that Mr. Walker, while their chief, inHtructed thern in regard to making
the examinations for the year 1918, Mr. Alexander, after a conference with Mr.
Walker, instructed the cancellation of the hitter to the taxpayer adviing him
that Mr. Walker could not represent it before the bureau. The record fails
to show under what cireumstaincrs Mr. Walker called on Mr. Alexander at the
identical time the letter was written, and before it was signed and dispatched.
The record shows that the internal-revenue agent in charge at Baltimore was
most active in his endeavor to have this ease settled on its merits, but it is very
apparent that his activities were without avail.
'hie conflicting statements of teo representatives of the taxpayer, in regard
to whet her or not it operated during the year 1919, deserved little consideration
in view of the statement of the revenue agent in charge (Exhibit D) as follows:
"The facts are that the company did continue in the manufacture of near beer, a
business the similarity of which to the old business has been pointed out by the
examining officers, and a business which would undoubtedly be to-day engaged
in by the corporation, if it had not been presented with the opportunity of selling
its assets to a corporation doing a meat-packing business, the control of which is
vested in the same parties as were in control of the old company.
It is plain that there was no authority to allow this taxpayer a deduction for
obsolescence in 1918 and that the only deduction it was entitled to on account
of loss sustained from the sale of its assets was one from gross income for the year
1919. By allowing the deduction of obsolescence the taxpayer has avoided the
payment of income tax for the year 1918 of $271,537.97, which vas the proposed
assessment indicated by the bureau's letter of February 26, 1921, and which is
without doubt correct.
GOHuo G. Box, Chief Auditor.
ExHIBIT A
MONUMENTAL BREWING CO.,
Lombard and Sixth Streets, Baltimore, Md.
SIts: Reference is made to a brief from your representatives, Walker & Youngman, counselors in Federal taxation, in refereicc to an as.,csment letter to you
dated February 25, 1921.
Mr. J. M. Walker, of the firm of Walker & Youngman, was formerly employed
by the bureau as an internal revenue agent, and while so employed was engaged
in the examination of the income tax returns filed by you and your affiliated
companies for 1918 and prior years.
Under a ruling of the bureau no person who has ever been employed in the
field service of the Internal Revenue Bureau will be permitted to appear before
that bureau, or any of its field officers or emIployees, as attorney or in any other
representative capacity in any matter whatsoever with which he had actually
dealt or of which lie h adl had any actual knowledge while in the service of the
Govern ment.
As Mr. Walker comes within the above-named class, this office can not receive
him as the representative of your company, ind the brief as submitted b;y Walker
& Youngmnn cal not le considered.
Respectfully,
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER.

This note appears at the bottom in pencil:
MArCn 13,1922.
The original letter and first carbon which were with case when it left section
are missing on its return on the above date.
(Signed)

W. (WiNiLOITE).

ExmIBIT B
BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

INCOME TAX UNIT, SPECIAL AUDIT DivIsION,
October 27, 1921.
In re: Letter to the Monumental Brewing Co., which has been withdrawn by
Mr. Alexander.
The letter attached to this memorandum was handed to me by Mr. Bird, who,
while in conversation with Mr. Alexander, was instructed by him to withhold it.
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This decision was reached as the result of a conference between Mr. Alexander
and Mr. Walker, during which the latter had assured him that he had never
had any connection with the ease while in the employ of the ( government.
The letter, therefore, has been canceled in accordance with Mr. Alexander's
instructions.
M, 1. Wrlanoirmr,
Chief of Section A.
EXaIBIT C
CONSOLIDATBD

MEMOR INDUIM OF CONFERIENC

RETURNS SUBDIVISION,

WITH REVENUE AGENTS,

January19, 1993.

In re: Monumental Brewing Co., Baltimore, Md.
Subject: Bureau's letter of December 5, 1921.
Revenue Agents W. C. Korb and F. C. McFcrrin, representing the revenue
agent in charge at Baltimore, Md., called to-day to discuss the two principal
adjustments which caused a large part of the divergency between the additional
tax of $287,065.28 for the years 1916 to 1919, inclusive, recommended by the
field examiners, and the amount of $5,200 shown by the bureau's letter dated
December 5, 1921, originating in this subdivision.
The consolidated returns subdivision was represented by Messrs. L. E. Rusch,
assistant chief, J. W. Manning, technical staff, and A .L. Draper, auditor, Section A.
The first of these adjustments was a loss on the sale of capital assets of
$388,096.45 sustained in 1919, due to t tie liquidation of the company, which was
allowed to be deducted from 1918 income under section 204 (b) of the 1918
statute. The revenue agents contend that the unit overlooked section 204 (a)
of the 1918 statutes when the loss on sale of capital assets was allowed under
section 204 (b). Section 201 (a) states clearly that net loss refers only to loss
resulting from the bona fide sale by the to (payer of plant, building, machinery,
equipment, or other facilities constructed, installed, or acquired by the taxpayer
on or after April 6, 1918, for the production of the articles contributing to the
prosecution of the present war. There is no question but that the resident
auditor and reviewer in section A have overlooked this fact in connection with
this case and that the contentions of the revenue agents are correct. For the
above reason the loss (due to sale of capital assets in 1919 claimed by the taxpayer can not be offset against the profits in 1918, and the letter of December
5, 1921, should be revised accordingly.
The second adjustment was in regard to the amount of good will allowed as
a deduction in 1918 and 1919. The agents claimed that the basis used by this
office i, not in accordance: with the facts, ind they desired to make further
investigation of the taxpVayr's books and records in order to stmtain their contentions. The figures used by this .subdivision are contained in a brief dated
July 14, 1921, submitted by the taxpayer in affidavit form. This brief was submitted to the revenue agent in charge at Baltimore and was returned with no
comment on this particular point, leaving this office under the impression that
there was no criticism of the taxpayer's contentions and figures. The revenue
agents were also under the impression that this office should request the Baltimore office to check up the figures forming the basis for the obsolescence of good
'will allowance, which are set forth in the office letter of December 5, 1921. In
as much as the taxpayer's brief containing the above-mentioned figures was submitted to the revenue agent in charge at Baltinore, and in view of the fact that
two visits had already been made to the taxpayer's office for th purpose of
ascertaining the correct tax liability, the conferees feel that no further steps
should be initiated by this office to verify the taxpayer's figures. It is, however, recommended that the revised letter be held up for a reasonable length of
time in order that, if a supplemental report is furnished by the revenue agents
on this point, its findings can be eml)odied in the letter above referred to.
Interviewed by L. E. Rusch, assistant chief; J. W. Manning, technical staff;
A .L. Draper, audit section A; Wm. P. Bird, chief consolidated returns subdivision.
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ExmHxBIT I)
T'RH;Asimru

I)fnPArTMNINT,

INTEtINAI,

HlVRNUE SERVI'Ez;.

liahimnore, iMd.,
Frhrnr., i1.
!.
Re: Tinh Monumental irtIcwing Co., Baltimore, Md.
To; (Cmmissionerof Internal Revenue, Washington, 1). C.
Attention: ItHadI field division.
Reference is made to copy of assessment letter A 2 (IT SA ('lit: A ALI)
6751099), addressed to the aiove-named corporation, relative to the audit of Iiyi
report dated November 30, 1919, covering examination of the tax liability of third,
corporation iam its subsidiary, the Realty holding Co.. for the years 1916 to
1919, inclusive.
The assessment letter is dated December 5, 1921, but was not received in thi
office until January 14, 1922, and I can not understand why such letter was not
received in this office until I0 days after the expiration of the usual 30-day notice
allowed taxpayers to make reply to assessment letters, it having been the department's practice in other instances to furnish the agent in charge with copy of
assessment letters simultaneously with those furnished the taxpayers.
On account of the most radical changes shown in the assessment letter as having
been made in my report, I instructed the examining officers to take up with the
reviewing authorities the question of such changes which had been made in my
report totthe benefit of the taxpayer. As a result of a conference held January
19, 1922. which the examining officers had with the auditors at Washington,
Messrs. L. E. Itsch, .. W. Manning, and A. L. Draper. of the conso dated
returns section, the conferees were unanimous in agreeing that an error had been
made in reference to the net loss feature of the above-mention'ed assessment letter.
I am transmitting herewith a communication submitted by the examination
officers under date of February 13, 1922, wherein they respectfully take exception
to the conclusions reached b, tlhe bureau with respect to the application of the
net loss sustained in 1919 by the corporation as well a.,to the allowance made to.
such corporation for obsolescence of good will.
NET LOSS, YEAR 1919

The application to 1918 income of a net loss arising from the sale of ia ibu iness
or ordinary business property in 1919 appears to be unwarrantable in the light of
a close reading of section 204 of the revenue act of 1918. The law is most explicit
in stating that sueu a loss refers only to (1) the operation of any business regularly
carried on by the taxpayer; or (2) the sale by the taxpayer of plant, building,
machinery, equipinu.t, or other facilities constructed on or after April 6, 1917,
for the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war.
It is the view of this olfico that the meaning of this section of the law is just
what it says andt that, if the lawmakers intendeJ that a loss from the ordinary
sale of a business or business property was to be considered in this om ertt'oii,
such lawmakers would have so stated, Oistecta of li'uting such losses to those
arising from the operation of a business or those arising from property acquired
subsequent to April 6, 1917, for production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war.
In other words, a net loss to be allowable under this section of the law must
arise from operation of business and by what is commonly known in accounting
terminology as an operating loss, the only exception to this being that cognizance
is to be given to such losses as may arise from sale of property acquired subsequent to April 6, 1917, for the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war.
The above is furtlier emphasized by the department's own interpretation of
the law embodied in article 1601, regulations 45, whereby the scope of losses is
defined to be a "lbusiness-operating loss or a loss realized by the sale of property
acquired on or after April 6, 1917, for production of articles contributing to the
prosecution of the war."
Under authority vested in the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, by reason
of the revenue act of 1918, the above-quoted regulation has the weight of the law
itself until proven in the courts to be an incorrect interpretation of the law.
Consequently, the term "iet loss," as used in the law, means exactly the definition given to it in article 1601, regulations 45, or until s'ch regulations is modified:
or rescinded.
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My attention has been called to ruling IT 1179, 1 -5 60, appearing in Bulletin
No. 5, dated January 30, 1922, and promulgated subsequent to the above-mentioned conference, reading as follow:
"The term 'not loIs' as used in section 204 of the revenue act of 1918 refers
to a net loms attt iltatble to the salt of capital assetsH as well aiN )ooperating lohses,
and may he deducted from the not income of a corporation for the preceding
taxable year, provided the loss is of a kind referred to in section 234 (a) 4."
I call attention ot tle fact that ikere isno justification for the promulgation or
issuance of the above-mentioned ruling in the absence of a Treasury decision
modifying or rescinding article 1601, Regulations 45, which article, an above
stated, has explicitly and in the clearest possible language defined the term
"net los," and which article, from a departmental standpoint, has the weight
of the law itself.
The findings of the department in connection with the net loss feature of this
case are sn obviously at variance with the actual wording of the law, or inferentially the intent of the lawmakers, and likewise so nianifestly at variance with
the regulations, that no further comment relative to this item is deemed necessary.
OHUSOLEHCENCE OF (4OOD WILL
For the reasons as have been clearly stated by the examining officers in their
attached communication, it is extremely questionable if the company is entitled
to obsolescence of good will under iany consideration, and in this connection
attention is invited to the fact that the actual conditions in this particular case
do not meet with the following requirements enumerated in Bulletin F, page 140,
reading in part as follows: "It must he shown that the good will will be of no
value at the close of an approximately definite period, and that the taxpayer will
be forced to discontinue business and be unable to continue in another similar
business." The facts are that the company did continue in the manufacture of
near beer, a business the similar v of which to t ie old business has been pointed
out by the examining officers, and a business which would undoubtedly be to-day
engaged in by the corporation, if it had not been presented with the opportunity
of selling its assets to a corporation doing a meat-packing business, the control
of which is vested in the same parties as were in control of the old company.
In supplement to the above, attention is invited to X. I. M.-34, reading:
'No obsolescei, e or loss with respect to good will should be allowed, except in
case of act ial disposition of assets or abandonment of business." Here again the
facts do not meet the department's regulations relative to the allowance of
obsolescence of good will, for tlie reason that there was no actual abandonment
of business at the time for which the companN claims this allowance, for the
reason, us heretofore stated, the company

conttimnued

to engage in a similar

business.
The taxpayer's representatives, in showing their method of computing the
value of good will upon which olbsolescence is claimed, have not followed tie
provisions of A. I. M. 34, and in revrmnimeidig a met hd to be ~,'rd for tihe
of g ood \ ill us at a tpi citic date the representapurpose of villain the v
itolle
steai
of at'!111 earItnigs, as per the
tive's 'ave uHsed a :tatutorvy nt io'
conlijtany's books.

'Tlis office interprets thle word earningss," as used in A. I. M.--34, to mean
profits or gains resulting from operation of taxpayer's business
1ind
out of which
profits thl taxpayer Wmuld pay dividends rather tItlan cImeanig a statutory income
figure mnot reflected in the c(mtli11any's profit-and-loss accomitt and

)upon
which

no sane management would attempt to determine a good-will valuation, and
neither permit the payment of dividends out of such statutory income.

The met hod followed by the taxpayer's representatives, in stating averaged
the real 'latiigs
tig n taken from the company's
books, plus adjuKtlments necessary to reflect the net icncoic figure prescribed by
prior revenue acts, was so manifestly at variance with the wording of A. II. M.-34,
that the agent in ehatge discussedi this phase of the matter with Mr. A. L1.Armstrong, chi'f, rules and regulations section, as to wXhlther there was nny jiustification for valuing good will upon the basis of a statutory imnom
iin
the absence
The wording of the memoof ambiguousi phraseology in such memtoriadum.
randum is, however, explicit in stating "earnings." and it is the view of this
office, in which Mr. Armstrong concuis, that had the framers of the memorandum considered that there was any warrant for the use of a statutory income
figure in determining good will they would have qualified the word "earnings"
1 sipulting that such earnings as used should be
as u'ed in the memrortandum by
inlconformity witllh he net income which lsould have been reported by the
conimpaly ulunder tiV' revenue acts alpllicale to,the respective yevri.
earnings of thi:- I'omn;lu)v Its heitF
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The method followed by the taxpayer's agents is likewise widely divergent
with the suggestion in A. R. M.-34, in that an attempt has been nade to cap-l
talize the excess of net income over not worth or accounting capital in lieu of
using tangible assets as a basis for the computation. Here again the authors
of A. R. M,-34 would certainly have not used the positive wording "upon the
average tangible assets," had it been their view that net worth, or accounting
capital, was to be used a a hasi for the computation. Unlike the representatives of the taxpayer, the examining officers have made no attempt toward
deciding any debatable points in favor of either the Government or the taxpayer, but have definitely followed the provisions of the law and regulations, as

well as the above-mentioned memorandum, and show in their attached coimmunication the tangible assets for the five-year period, as taken from the taxpayer's
books of account.
Collateral to the foregoing, it might be pointed out that, if it is proper for the
taxpayer to base the value of good wil' upon a statutory not income, conisateney
would require that the tangible assets be shown in a like manner; that ih to say,
it would be necessary to show as tangible assets for the five-year period all such
assets as had been improperly or erroneously charged off upon the company's
books prior to and during such five-year period.
Ignoring this phase of the matter altogether, the cramining officers have clearly
shown, by following the real provisions of A. R. M.-34, that the company had
no surplus earnings which were ascribable to the existence of good will. As a
matter of fact, the company was not earning a 10 per cent return upon its tangible
assets, and as a result any good will which it claims existed mhst, of necessity,
have been extremely negligible and doubtful.
In conclusion, in view of the most radical changes which have been made in the
findings of the examining officers, and the fact that there appears to be no warrant
for the allowance of a net loss in 1919, nor the allowance of obsolescence of good
will, it is recommended that this case be carefully reviewed and the assessment
letter to the taxpayer revised to show no allowance for either the application of
net loss feature nor the allowance for obsolescence of good will. *
J. C. WILMnR,

Internal Revenue Agent in Charge.
ExHaIIT E

Mr CHATTbRTO:

MARCH 16, 1922.

As per your request, I am submitting herewith a r6sum6 in connection with the
Monumental Brewing Co. case, of Baltimore, Md.
In November of 1919 a revenue agent's report was submitted, for the years
1916 to 1918, inclusive, wherein additional tax of $287,065.28 was recommended.
An A-2 letter was addressed to the taxpayer, under date of February 26, 1921,
showing this additional tax, the unit concurring with the recommendation of the
revenue agent. A brief was filed by the representative of the taxpayer, contesting the additional tax, and under our r' ice procedure this brief was referred to
the agents for verification and criticism, and with the request that the year 1919
be included in the reexamination.
After the return of the brief by the revenue agent, a revised A-2 letter was sent
under date of December 5, 1921, and in which the tax shown to be due was
5,200.
The two principal adjustments which caused a large part of the divergence
between the additional tax of $287,065.28, recommended by the field examiners
In their original report and the amount of $5,200 shown by the bureau letter
dated December 5, 1921, were the claim and deduction of obsolescence of good
will, and a claim for the loss on the sale of capital assets. The first adjustments
allowed in the amount of $212,168.99 for the obsolescence of good will for the year
1918, which deduction was not allowed by the agents in their original report
and which I understand is not now contested by the revenue agent. The second
adjustment was a loss on the sale of capital assets of $388,096.45 sustained in 1919,
due to the liquidation of the company, which was allowed to be deducted from
1918 income under section 204 (b) of the 1918 statute. The agents contend that
the unit overlooked section 204 (a) of the 1918 statute when the loss on sale
of capital assets was allowed in section 204 (b). Section 204 (a) states clearly
and specifically that net loss refers to a loss resulting from the bona fide sale
by the taxpayer of plant, building, machinery, equipment, etc., and I personally
still claim that this is an allowable deduction under the net loss provision of the
statute.
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However, on account of the divergence of opinion in connection with this
point, the ease is being referred to the committee on appeals and review for an#
opinion and interpretation of this section, although we have at the pre,*Mt time
a precedence that was established in Ruling 1-5-50, IT 1179, which I believe
covers the poini, at issue.
The files are being submitted herewith.
H. AuxxANinl,

lead S pec#l A udif Iifaoion.
ExIineiIr F
CONMOLIDATEOD

IETRIJRN

SmIRIIHION,

EEN11.
Taxpayer: M1konumnental Brewing Co.
Address: Bath, Md.
"
presented by: I. it, Youngman, attorney.
Malter prenen'd . The taxpa year's representative calrhk in reference to new
issues raised in a "third " or supplemental brief, dated March ), 1922, filed after
this ae(i was nrferred to the comtrAittee on appeals and review for an opinion on
the scopo of the provisions of section 204 of the revenue act of 1918 as applied to
loses embraced or included theroiunder.
The committee on appeals and review made no examination of the case nor
rendered any opinion on the question submitted in it, but returned the case to
this section for consideration of the brief, filed as stated above, and the nw issues
raised therein.
In the said third brief, above mentioned, taxpayer now contends that as the
company teased manufacturing in 1918 the brewery machinery and plant became
obsolete and that the corporation is entitled to a deduction in 1918 for obsolescence of(t'hew physical assets as claimed in their original returns and rejected by
the examiners.
Conclusions.-From the evidence submitted by taxpayer's representative at
the conference and from additional data, including copy of profit and loss itcount for 1919, and testimony presented by Revenue Agents W. C. Korb and
F. C. McFerrin, representing the revenue agents in charge at Baltimore, Md.,
the conferees art of the opinion that the company continued its operations into
the year 1919 and are, therefore, not entitled to the deduction claimed foa
obsole6csnee in 1918 under the provisions of section 214 (a), Article 143, of Regulations 45.
HoUtev4r, at the request of taxpayer's representative further time was granted
to enable taxpayer to submit additional information and data with respect to
this matter before it in finally disposed of.
Interviewed byTAXPAYER'S C('NFY

J. W. MANNINO,

technical Staff.
A. L

DRAPER,

Section A.
Wu. P. BRo,
Chief Consolidated Returns Subdivision.
AIaL 20, 1922.
EXHIBIT G
THE MONUMENTAL

BREWING CO.,

BALTIMORE,

MD.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

Baltimore, Md., November 24, 1922.
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washington, D. C.:
Reference is made to copy of assessment letter (A-2), addressed to the abovenamed corporation relative to the audit of my report dated November 30, 1919
covering examination of the tax liability of the above-named corporation, and
its subsidiary, the Realty Holding Co., for the years 1916, 1919, inclusive.
Under date of February 13, 1922, this office, in taking exception to the abovenamed assessment letter, furnished the department with additional information
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relative to its findings in connection with an allowance of a net loss for the year
1919 and an allowance for obsolescence of good will, which findings had been
overruled by the department, through the issuance of the above-mentioned
assessment letter addressed to the taxpayer.
On account of the actual facts connected with this case being so widely divergent from the allowance which had been made by the department, and further,
on account of the large amount of tax involved, I called the department's atteition, under date of Febnlary 13, 1922, to the true facts in the case and submitted
with my letter a communication, signed by the examining officers who made the
investigation and who respectfully took exceptions to the conclusions previously
reached by the bureau.
My attention has been invited to A.. . M.-185, appearing 'n Bulletin No. 45,
dated November 6 1922, wherein it appears that the solicitor
r;,n'dored
w.;
~n*i
opinion in which the committee on appeals and review concurs, sustaining this
office in its findings in connection with this case.
It appears, therefore, that the original assessment letter addressed to this
company was in error and that' a revised assessment letter will necessarily have
to be submitted, showing this office unstained in both net loss and obsolescenc
features of thi case. As the settlement of this case will establish a precedeAt
in our examination of similar cases of breweries in this city, it is respectftly
requested that I be furnished with a reply to this letter, advising as to the department's fial
d findings in the case.
RAYMOND T. MILEs,
Revenue Agent in Charge.
EXHIBIT H
DMcEnMBE

16, 1922.

STATEMENT OF RETURNS EXAMINED AND REBULTINO TAX LIABILITY

The tax liability for 1917, 1918, and 1919 as shown in bureau letter of December 5, 1921, is confirmed. However, the followihg changes are being made in
net loss for 1918 and 1919.
1918

Net loss, Schedule 11, bureau letter Dec. 5, 1921 ...........---..
$180, 151. 20
Net loss, 1919-not allowable (loss on sale of capital assets)------.. 388, 096. 45
Balance, income-----....---------.......--------207, ......
Les obsolescence, amount shown in Schedule 16,
bureau letter Dec. 5, 1921---..- ....
. .....--.
$257, 491. 98
Less loss on sale of bonds included -.. - ..
, --.5, 380. 27

945. 26

252, 111. 71
Correct net loss .... ..
..
Tax liability------ ...--...---.
-...--Tax assessed..-...
.
.. ..
...
Applied against additional tax 1914, 1915, and 1916 ..
Overassemnent ..

.

-.

-...

.........

..
.-

44, 166. 46
None.
2, 951. 29
727. 90
2, 223. 39

1919
Net loss, Schedule 18, bureau letter lec. 5, 1921 .---..
Less obsolescecee allowed 1918 .......
----...

......
.
...
- ...---

$388, 096. 45
252, 111. 71

Corrected net loss- --...
--------------------........
135, 984. 74
Tax liability
-.....-----......
..-...
--..-..--------........
None.
Previously asesesed--- -....-... ......
.......----------..-.
337. 58
Overassessment------------------------------------------337. 58
Certificates of overassessment will be issued through the office of the collector
of internal revenue for your district and will be applied by that official in accordance with the provisions of section 252 of the revenue act of 1921.
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EXHIBIT I
IN'TEHNAL

REvENIrE SEaVICK,

Baltmwre, Ad., January 9, 19f..
In re the Monumnental Brewing Co., Baltimore, Md.
.'OMMnIMItHIONI;t Oir INTErNA.L

REIVENIJIC,

Washington, l). C.:
This office has had considerable corrnpondence with the department relative

to the aettlemcent of the above-named case.
Under date of Novenmbr 24, 1922, I called attention to ARM-185, appearing
in Bulletin 45, dated November 6, 1922, wherein it appeared that the solicitor
had rendered an opit,, .non which the committee on appeals and review conmrrmd,
clutitaiing this office s its findinin in connection with the cae.
As stated iln amy letter of November 24, 1922, the settlement of this casnt will
establish a prcedent in our examination of breweries in this city, and I therefore
urgently request that I Iw furnished with a reply to my letter of NovemnI'r
24, 1922, wherein I anskd It

Ilw advised a

to the depart nett'm finding
RIAYM(ION)

'T.

NIe

in the

.S,

Iefincline .IAgrt in Charge.
Nov:Merne;
12, 1925.
Memorandum for Mr. C. R. Nash assistant to the commissioner.
In re Monumeltal Brewing Co., Baltimore, Md;
Reference is made to the criticism by the Senate committee relative to the
manner in which the Bureau of Internal Revenue closed the case of the Monurmental Brewing Co., Baltimore, Md., for the taxable years 1918 and 1919.
It appears that this taxpayer had been engaged in the business of brewing
beer and owned and operated for that purpose a large plant situated in the city
of Baltimore, and because of prohibition restrictions was forced during 1918 to
cease operations, and on April 10, 1919, entered into an agreement for the sale
of its property to the Jones & Lamb Co., meat packers of Baltimore, Md.
In its original 1918 income and profits tax return, filed June 14, 1919, the taxpayer deducted $318,492.28 an obsolescence on plant and equipment, stating that
ithe plant had been sold for $311,000 and that active operations had ceased on
December 31, 1918.
It is upon the allowance of $252,111.71 as obsolescence of plant and equipment
in 1918 that the Senate committee makes the principal allegation of error and
states that the allowance was made and the case closed contrary to 0. D. 1001

(C. B. 5, p. 150).
The fs*ts on this point are that in its original 1918 return the taxpayer claimed
an obsolescence deduction of $318,492.28; the internal revenue agents who examined the taxpayer's books disallowed the deduction for 1918 and recommended a
loss on the sale of the plant and equipment for 1919 instead; therefore the
question presented was when did the taxpayer cease operating its plant?
It appears a settled principle under the ruling quoted by the Senate committee
that if the plant was actually abandoned in 1918, or if it became certain that the
plant must be abandoned at a definite future date, a deduction for obsolescence is
allowable for 1918. This principle was also outlined by the committee on appeals and review in their recommendation No. 93, published in Cumulative
Bulletin 2, page 142.
During a conference before the bureau there were presented by the taxpayer
various books of account including the general ledger and the profit and loss
accounts which reflected a liquidation of the business and not a regular business
*operation. There were no purchases in 1919 of ingredients used in the brewing
of beer, and, in January, 1919, the company began the dismantling of the ma,chinery and equipment. A letter dated August 25, 1922, from the collector of
internal revenue was exhibited in which the collector stated that according to
his (the collector's) records the said company did not brew any beer after December, 1918.
In view of the fact that the taxpayer had presented positive proof of its conten:tions which were given the usual careful consideration I am constrained to view
the closing of the case proper and in accordance with tlhe law and regulations.
C. B. ALLEN,
Assistant Deputy Commissioer.
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eo. 0. Box, September 2, 1925)

Invwttedl capital determination; made under advisory tax board recommendation No. O8; two yearn prior to decision of solicitor; dilatorine ; personal
influence; former employees of bureau; consolidation; overassessment; tax
payer relieved of paymnutt of $3,00,000 in taxes.
Early in the year 1917 the Schoellkopf Aniline Chemical Works (Inc.) and
tih Becker Aniline & Chemical Works (Inc.) decided to acquire the BIenal
Products Co., which was owned in equal proportions by tlie General Chemical
Co., the Semet-Solvay Co., mnd thC Barrett Co., and to form a new ctorpitratt;:t
which would absorb the assets of the first three above-named compatties. 'Ahia
procedure was followed. The new corporation was incorporated in March, 1917,
and named National Aniline & Chemical Co.
To complete thin arrangement an agreement was entered into under date of
April 5, 1917, by the six colmpaiie named above. Tihe major steps in the performance of the agreement were as follows:
(1) Date of organization agreement, April 5, 1917.
(2) I)auc of ratification of organization agreement by stockholders of Srhoellkopf and Becker companies, May 26. 1917,
(3) Date of filing charter of National Aniline & Chemical Co. (Inc.), May
26, 1917.
(4) Date of ratification or assumption of organization agreement by the
National Aniline & Chemical Co. (Inc.)~Iay 28 1917.
(5) Date of actual transfer of properties to National Aniline & Chemical Co.
(Inc.), i. o., delivery of blanket deeds by vendors, June 6, 1917.
(6) For convenience of accounting, the transfer on the new company's books
shows the acquisition of the property as of July 1, 1917.
In considering the tax liability of the taxpayer for the year 1917, the Income
Tax Unit original decided that its taxable period was from January 2, 1917
to December 31, ' 17. Subsequently the unit reversed its decision and held
that the vendor companies were severally liable for the tax for the period January 2, 1917, to June 6 1917 and the taxpayer for the period from June 6,

1917, to December 31, 1917.

In considering the tax liability of the taxpayer it

is also necessary to consider the tax liability of the vendor companies during
the respective priods they operated during the year 1917 because the taxpayer agreed to assume the tax liability of the vendor companies for the period
subsequent to January 1, 1917.
As the result of an audit made by J. G. Edwards, of the consolidated returns
section of the Income Tax Unit, the tax liability of the taxpayer and the two
principal vendors for the year 1917 was found to be as follows:
Schoellkopf Aniline & Chemical Co. (Jan. 2, to July 17, 1917),
$9, 897, 623. 38
including profit on sale of assets . .-----.......-..--------.
1, 370, 760. 44
W. Beckner Aniline & Chemical Co., Jan. 2 to June 6, 1917...
6, 283, 363. 43
National Aniline & Chemical Co., July 1 to Dee. 31, 1917-..--.---.....-----------.-----------.17, 557, 747. 25
Total tax liability- .
The report of Auditor Edwards was finally disregarded by the bureau and the
final settlement for 1917 of the last above-named companies showed a total tax
liability (A-2 letter of June 27, 1922), as follows:
$3, 136, 634 29
National Aniline & Chemical Co .....---.....-...-.--.-----3, 582, 257. 86
Vendor companies--.--.--..------.--------.-------------, 718, 892. 15
-----..-.
--.. ----------Total --.-------..----------..
This shows a reduction of nearly $11,000,000 in the recommendation made by
Auditor Edwards.
The question involved in the determination of the tax liability was whether
tr 1917 was limite'l by the prothe invested capital of the taxpayer for the ,ye
visions of section 208 of the revenue act of 1917, which are as follows:
"That in case of the reorganization, consolidation, or change of ownership of a
trade or business after March 3, 1917, if an interest or control in such trade or
business of 50 per cent or more remains in control of the same persons, corporations, associations, partnerships, or any of them, then in ascertaining the invested capital of the trade or business no asset transferred or received from the
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prior trade or Ibuiness shall be allow a greater value than would have hoon
allowed under this title in computing t.he investrd capital of such prior trade or
buRincH

if much uaset ihad not Ibeen

so

transferred or received, unless such asset

was paid for mnpcilfially as sich in cash or tangible property, and thennot to
exceed ant .Aturi cash valuo1 of the tangible property paid therefor at the time of
such payment."
Tho records show that the Sehoellkopf Aviline & (lmriria Co., (Inc.), the
principal vendor coniany, held tihe following interest, or control in the iow company after the fiinl sottltemeint uindr the organization agrormenrt of April 5,

1917.

Total number of lmrcre of preferred Atock iscsed for assets as of
June 6, 1917 .
..
. . . ..
. ..
.
Total lnuithm r f silhre of conmiion :itfok issued ag of Jun 6,
1917
.. . .....

193, 051
355, 900

Total Mtshes iissed or to Iw issued as of tune 60. 1917,
prior to cvsh suibtcriptiou by (General, BarLtt &
Sclvay

..

....

. .

Total number of shares of preferred stock issued to
hSchcuilkopf
Aniline & Chemical Co. (Inc.) ta of June 6, 1917 ....
.Total numlnbr of shares of common stock to be issued to Schoellkopf under organization agreement. ... .............
Total shares to be issued Schoellkopf Aniline & Chemical
Co. as of June 6, 1917-..
-........................
-314,726-57
per cent owned by Schoellkopf Cc.
649,041
Total number of preferred and common issued for tangible and
intangible assets of vendors as shown above .---------Plus shares issued to General, Barrett & Solvay for cash subscription----------------- ,....-.....-----.....-....
--.

549, 041
134, 258
180, 468
314, 728

549,041
38, 196
687, 237

Total preferred shares issued to Schoellkopf Co-------------Total common shares held by Schoellkopf Co. after contribution to common stock bonus paid the above three cash subscribers------..-.........
..------. ....----------.---..

134, 258
145, 889

280, 147
280,147 17 per cent owned by Schoelikupf Co. .Ater cash
587,237
siubnription.
Preferred stock:
193,051 issued for vendors' assets, at $100 par.----------$19,305, 100. 00
38,196 shares issued tor cash ..........--............
3, 819, 600. 00
355 990 issued to vendors, book value $10.52243301 per
share---.--------..-----..-..------------............,
745, 880. 92
Total value of preferred and common stock after cash
subscription of 38,196 shares at $100 par.---------Schoellkopf Aniline & Chemical Co. (Inc.) received:
134,258 shares of preferred stock, at $100 per share-----.
:15,889 shares of common stock, at $10.52243301 per

share.-----------------....,,------..--------$14
907.23
$14 960
960907.2,.-55
per cent .interest owned by Schoell$2687058.92

26, 870, 580. 02
13, 425, 800. 00

1, 535, 107. 28

kopf Co. after cash subscription and
contribution of common stock to
bonus of cash subscribers.
The Income Tax Unit assessed taxpayer for the year 1917 on the basis that its
invested capital was limited by section 208 above quoted. To this action tax-
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payer protested and filed a claim for abatement. The (question was sulbtitteat
to the Solicitor of Internal Revenue for his opinion. Solicitor iManpe decided
ill all opinion (unpublished)-

"That thlimitations imposed ibv section 208H f the revenue act of 1917 apply
in the computation of the Invented capital of a corporation, firm, or a consolidlation of several corporation (int originally affiliated) where the coniitituent
corporatioiis receive shares of stock of the new crorporalion il exchange for their

asset" and the several constituent corporations retained a control th rotgh stock
swniership of 50 per cett or moree"
lThe dccisiH
itn queiistion appears as Exhibit A of thlih rel)ort.
Not wit list andig tlhe decisions of t he solicit sr, lihe Income TtI\
nit set t e
the case on the ground thai section 208 did not limit the invested -apital which
the taxpayer could claim for the year 1917, iad as a result htereof issued ccertificatt
of overassessment No. 256698, showing an overamssessnnt for the year 1917 of
$3,035,771.55.
Under the procedure of the Income Tax Unit the certificate was
forwarded to the solicitor's office for examination before final action war, taken
there,
It was returned to Deptity Cominssioner Batson under date of June 9,
1922, by letter signed hb J. (C. Rogers,, member committee on claim',, with thl
following vcotimmnt:

"The attached certificate of overasses-nient No. 256t1)6,
prepared for allowance in the amount t'f $3,035,771.55 in the case of the National Aniline & Chenmical Co. (Inc.), of New York, N. Y., for the year 1917 hat been examined.
"Approval is withheld for the reason that in making the adjustment upon
which the certificate is based the limitations inrrposed by section 208 of the
revenue act of 1917 have not been applied in a computation of the taxpayer'
invested capital, in accordance with the opinion of the Solicitor of Internal
Revenue recently submitted to the commissioner. However, it appears that,
notwithstanding the opinion
oi
f the olicitor, the commissioner under late of
May 27, 1922, advised the representative of the taxpayer that tax board recommeldation 68 was considered to be controlling in this case and that the limitations im posed by section 208 of the revenue act of 1917 were not applicable. It
is, therefore, presumed that the allowance will be scheduled without the approval
of this office.
"Except as noted, above certificate is approved."
Notwithstanding the fact that the solicitor decided that section 208 of tlhe
revenue act of 1917 was applicable to this taxpayer in computing its invested
capital for the year 1917, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue settled the case
on the base that the said section was not applicable.
At the time the t payer was incorporated, stock of the par value of approxinmately $11,500,000 was issued to the vendor companies for the contracts, processes, and good will, intangibles which were not carried on the books of the vendor
companies, and which if section 208 applied to this taxpayer could not be included
in its invested capital. The unit decided as stated above that section 208 did
not apply, so that the amount of the par value of the stock issued for these intangibles was allowed to be included hi the taxpayer's invested capital. If thi.
action was correct, the vendor companies were liable for income tax on the profit
which they received upon the sale of these intangibles. In relation to this matter
Solicitor Mapes in a memorandum to the commissioner said:
"The third question in this case is whether the several constituent corporations realized income at the time of the exchange from the transfer of their assets
to the National Aniline & Chemical Co. in exchange for its stock. My opinion
on this question was that the constituent corporations realized income from their
exchange measured by the difference between the cost or value as of March 1.
1913, of the property and the market value of the stock received in exchange.
"I understand that the legal correctness of my opinion on this point is not
questioned, but as a' matter of policy it is deemed advisable to close the cas(on the other basis in accordance with which it has been prepared.
"This is a matter of policy concerning which I ,esitate to express an opinion."
Tle vendor companies were not taxed, on the profit made by them on the sale
of the intangible assets above mentioned.
The certificate of overassessment in settlement of the 1917 tax was approved
in June, 1922. In auditing the 1918 and 1919 returns, the tax liability for those
years being still unsettled, it was necessary to examine the items which were
allowed in computing the invested capital for the year 1917. As a result of thiexamination, James G, Leary, auditor of the Income Tax Unit, wrote to R. H.
Lang, supervisor, under date of March 1, 1924, stating that he felt something
was wrong in this case inasmuch 's it was a Rossmore-McAdoo case and that in
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his opinionli
a revision should be aiiude of the invested capital allowed by Rusch
for 1917. (See Exhibilt I.) (Francis II. McAdio and f, K. oWnamore represent
the taxpayer before the leoit
e Tax Init. The Rusch referred to is Mr. L. E.
Itiiseh, fornlcry atssistnnlt chief of the coiMsolidtetd return division of the Intomel' Tax rUnit.) i:nde, dlte of March iI,1924. It. H1.Lang, supervisor, wrote
1). Learv iii reliatiio to this c'ast, in which he stated that this is the
to ,tihues
~uie Itipot which Mr. I{Holsmore' hid ibeen m speeded litd it is therefore essential
(See
ilihit (')
Ili a letter to Mr. lA'ary
thilt we gt t tihe ottu
of it.
by Mr.
12, 1924, Ihet recomn'tl iends that c Ter' prjoint puasmdtupol
dItlvu Marcht
toMiOiior i tt aitlowaiVHc of iivoM' id<lpilal be gone over vr) carefiilll anid the
blsis gone ov« r Iv, well Ni lie figi'ies. (See Exlnbit I)
regardless oft lief cisioin of SoIicvitor Mapes, that, the
It is ver tvid'ti tlit

iivestesd capital of this ta\ipayer for 1917 ias limited by section 208 of thel reveime itt of 1917, yet the caMse \~s set tld 1 \ th. Con('Inissioner of Internal Revenuo
sIIdation No. 8gdated Sepuidctr tlie uithlorilt of tdvistory laxI hard r'oin
tcieumb'r 29, 1919, rtidered neari twi years prior to lhe deciniov of tie solicitor,
with itlie result thlit le taxYvir wa, relieved of the paauviist of aipproximately
$3:000,000 ilntaxes.
l
1i at iove appears as Exhibllit E of
T'ix board c''ollnue nltn ion No. (.18refers
this report.
(howt;E

(G. Box, ('hif

Auditor.

EXHIBIT A
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
OFFICE

OF THE SOLICITOR OF INTERNAL

IPEVENUE,

iWashington.
EXCESS-PROFIT

TAX--SECTION

208 OF THE REVENUE

ACT

OF 1917

The limitations imposed by section 208 of the revenue act of 191, apply in the
computation of the invested capital of a corporation formed oy a consolidation of several corporations (not originally affiliated) where the constituent
corporations received shares of stock of the new corporation in exchange for
their assets, and the several constituent corporations retained a control,
through stock ownership, of 50 per cent or more in the new corporation,
although the control retained by no one of the constituent corporations was
50 per cent or more.
COMMISSIONER

OF INTERNAL

REVENUE

(Attention Assistant Commissioner Smith):
My opinion has been requested on the following question which arises in connection with the case of the National Aniline & Chemical Co.:
Do the limitations imposed by section 208 of the revenue act of 1917 apply
in computing the invented capital of a corporation formed by the consolidation
of several corporations (not originally affiliated) where the constituent corporations received shares of stock of the new corporation in exchange for their assets
but where the interest or control held by no one of the constituent corporations
after the consolidation is as much as 50 per cent?
Section 208 of the revenue act of 1917 provides:
"That in case of the reorganization, consolidation, or change of ownership
of a tradt or business after March 3, 1917, if au interest or control in such trade
or business of 50 per cent or more remains in control of the same persons, corporations, associations, partnerships, or any of them, then in ascertaining the
invested capital of the trade or business no asset transferred or received from
the prior trade or business shall be allowed a greater value than would have
been allowed under this title in computing the invested capital of such prior
trade or business if such asset had not been so transferred or received, unless
such asset was paid for specifically as such, iii cash or tangible property, and
then not to exceed the actual cash or actual cash value of the tangible property
paid therefor at the time of such payment."
In the case presented there was a consolidation of a trade or business after
March 3, 1917, and the only doubtful point is whether "an interest or control
in such trade or business of 50 per cent or more remains in control of the same
prI)('s, corporations, associations, partnerships, or any of them." Thil question may he approached front two aigles:
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If the trades or buslbessNe of the several constituent corporations are regarded
as one trade or thusinass, the constituent corporations which collectively had a
control of 100 per cent in the trades or businesses, retained through stock ownership that name control after the consolidation.
If the trades or businesses of the several constituent corporations are regarded
as separate trades or businesses, then no one of the constituent corporations
which had a ,-ontrol of 100 per cent in its own trade or business rctahied t cctltrol in Nuch trade or business of 50 per cent or more after the consoli(;atftlo
It Keems clear to me that the first view outlined above is the coirret ofno.
Section 208 deals only with the computation ~of the invested capital of the corporation resulting from the co nolidation; it pertains to the trade or business of
the ew corporation and not to the trades or r business of the constituent corporations. The trade or business consolidated in the entire trade or bhuiness of
the several corporations, and the control of more than 50 per ccnt in this trade
or business remains in the several constituent corporations.
The limitations imposed by section 208 apply to certain cases "if an interest
or control * * * of 50 per cent or more remains in control of the same
*
* * corporations * * * or any of them."
in the case. presented a
control of 100 per cent remained it the "corporations," although itnoone of the
corporations retained a control in excess of 50 per cent
The conclusion that the limitations imposed by

section

208 apply in the case

stated is entirely consistent with the intent of Congress as s hown by that section.
SThe quite evident congressional inte was to prevent the increasing of invested
capital through corporate readjustinents accomplished after March 3, 1917, the
date of the approval of the first excess-profits tax. The reasons for such a limitation apply with equal force to cases of readjustment of the trades or businesses of
several corporations as to cases of readjustment of the business of one corporation.
It is my opinion, in view of the above, that the limitations imposed by section
208 of the revenue act of 1917 apply in the computation of the invented capital of a
corporation formed by a consolidation of several corporations (not originally
affiliated) where the constituent corporations received shares of stock of the new
corporation in exchange for their assets, and the several constituent corporations
retained a control, through stock ownership, of 50 per cent or more.
The other inquiries submitted by you in connection with this case will be made
the subject of a separate communication.
CarL MIAP s,
Solicitor of Internal Revenue.
Approved: Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

EXHIBIT B
New YoaK, N. Y., March 8, 1924.
Mr. R. H. LANo,
Supervisor Travel Unit, Consolidated Returns Awlit Division,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR Mn. LANG: You no doubt remember the waiver on National Aniline &
Chemical Co. which was limited to next June under special agreement with Mr.
Bright.
Well, I have the completed report of the case covering 1918 and 1919 and I
regret to say that I don't want this report accepted. I feel that something is
wrong, not on the part of Hallowell and Way (the auditors) but on the information furnished them.
This is a Rossmorp-McAdoo case, and on the face of it it seems that a revision
should be made of invested capital allowed by Ruach for 1917. I also think inventories of 1917, 1918, and 1919 should have more attention; al.o amortization
claims.
Will you please see Mr. Lohman personally and state that I recommend a desk
audit assessing a tax of at least $2,500,000 unless they file the usual waiver.
Further, it would be best to let Mr. Bright know that apparently the company
tried to rush the case through without giving reasonable time to allow conideration of the 1917 invested capital allowed by Mr Rusch.
The writer feels assured that from are fund of $411,672.81 an additional tax will

be secured.
Sincerely,
JAMs D. LEAnR,

Internal Revenue Auditor.
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M Ann I11, 1924.
lMr JAMES D. LEAkY,
Navarre Ilotcl, New York, N. Y.
DIAn Mit. LEARY: In re National Aniline & Chemical Co,, Now York, N. Y.
I am incdoing a typed copy of your mrnmorandutm Pent in pertaining to this
cae'. I disclsHsr d thih lmllattr witlh nir. Lohiriaun atnd it Wrat decided it would
not be possible to imake atin I SNlWtIb'nt
Jtil
based uIpon
arbitrary office audit.
The report is being returned to you via registered mail, and it is requested that
the necessary examination hb made and a report submitted thereon. The
waiver gives until June 15 to make the asewwinent and we could put the wweessment diselosod by tho field investigation on the rolls without giving 30 days'
notice, if such a step became necemsary.
You have men available, tad it is requested that the necessary examination
be made. As stated in the confidential instructions, a copy of which was furnished
each auditor some time ago, it is essential that we make the necessary check of
the papers pertaining to a prior-year examination to ascertain whether or not
the invested capital as uised in the prior examination i. correct.
It has also been stated that it is necessary to have a transcript of these analyses
so that the invested capital used for the later years would be clearly set forth
regardless of what was done in the earlier years.
**
* You state that incorrect information was furnished by the taxpayer,
In such cases we would make an arbitrary disallowan:ce of any items which could
not be proven by the taxpayer.
For your information I will say that this is the case upon which Mr. Rosamore
has been suspended, and it therefore is essential that we get to the bottom of it.
Sincerely,
R. H. LANG, Supervisor, Travel Unit.
ExHIBIT D
NEw YORK, N. Y., March 18, 1994.
In re: National Aniline and Chemical Co., New York, N. Y.
Mr. R. H. LAN,
Supervisor, Travel Unit,
Consolidated Returns, Audit Division,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. LANo: Replying to your letter of March 11, 1924 relative to the
above company, I have felt, as I wrote you Sunday, that they tried to put something over on Mr. Bright in this case by rushing it through, and I would not let
it pass.
I recommend that every point passed upon by Mr. Rusch as to allowance for
invested capital be gone over carefully, and the basis verified as well as figures.
Further, that the method of rewriting the books of the company be looked into
and commented on.
Special attention should be given amortization and inventories.
Sincerely,
JA D. LEARY
Internal Revenue Auditor.
ExumaI

E

ADVISORY TAX BOARD RECOMMENDATION NO. 68

Revenue act of 1918: Application of sectidn 331 of the revenue act of 1918 to a
corporation which issued its shares of stock to stockholders of other corporations in exchange for their shares of stock in such corporations.
SEPTEMBER 29, 1919.
The COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE
(For Assistant to the Commissioner, Callan).
The opinion of the advisory tax board is requested by the Income Tax Unit
with reference to the application of section 331 of the revenue act of 1918 to the
Union Carbide & Carbon Co., organized under the laws of the State of New
York. A hearing was given to the corporation.
S. Rept. 27, pt 2, 69-1-

15
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The following are the facts as understood by the board. They should, however,
be verified before being acted upon. The Union Carbide & Carbon Co. was
organized November 1, 1017, with an authorized capital of 3,000,000 shares of
no par value stock. Four corporations were then in existence; the Union Carbide
Co., the Prest-O-Lite Co. (Inc.), the Linde Air Products Co., and the National
Carbon Co. (Inc.). The Union Carbide Co. owned about 35 per cent of the
stock of the Linde Air Products (o. and aboutt 10 per (ent of the stock of the
Prest-0-Lito Co. (Inc.). Other than these there were no inter~nompa ni tock
holdings. Soime individual stockhold(ers owned stock in two or more of the
corporations but, it in itnderstood, only to ia slight extent. The Union Carbide
& Carbon Co. issued its capital stock for the stock of the corporations named
on the following basis: Two and tone-half shares for each share of the stock
of the Uniio C(arbide Co., two shares for each share of the stock of tith Prest-)Lite Co. (Inc.), three and one-half shares for eachi share of common stock of lhe
Linde Air Products Co., and one share for each share of common stock of the
National Carbon Co. (Inc.). By January 1, 1918, stock of these corporations
had been deposited for exchange as follows: The Union Carbide Co,, )95.38per
cent; the Prest-0-Lite Co. (Inc.), 99.7 per cent; the Linde Air Products Co.,
98.38 per cent; the National Carbon Co., 90.9 per cent. A few of the stockholders
of these corporations refused to exchaene their stock and it was purcftased for
cash at varying prices by the Union Carbide & Carbon Co. The number of
shares so purchased does not appear. The Linde Air Products Co. had outstanding an issue of nonvoting preferred stock and the National Carbon Co.
(Inc.), an issue of voting preferred stock, but neither of these issues was acquired
by the Union Carbide & Carbon Co. It does not appear whether this preferred
stock was to any extent held by common stockholders of any of the corporations
here under consideration. It is stated the the Union Carbide & Carbon Co.
issued, prior to January 1, 1918, 1,929,774 shares. Apparently all of these
shares were issued in exchange for stock as above set forth. After the exchange
approximately the following percentages of stock of the Union Carbide & Carbon
Co. were held by former stockholders of the other corporations: The Union
Carbide Co., 48.5 per cent; the Prest-O-Lite Co. (Inc.), 9.5 per cent; the Linde
Air Products Co., 21 per cent; National Carbon Co. (Inc.), 20 per cent. The
Union Carbide & Carbon Co. did not acquire any of the assets formerly belonging
to the other corporations. As above stated it acquired by exchange and purchase stock in such corporations. The result of the entire transaction was,
therefore, the creation of a holding corporation holding the stock of four subsidiary corporations, stockholders of each of such subsidiaries having exchanged
their stock therein for stock of the holding companies.
The question is whether in computing the invested capital of the Union Carbide
& Carbon Co., or the consolidated invested capital of that corporation and its
subsidiaries for the year 1918, the provisions of section 331 of the revenue act
of 1918 are applicable, so that in computing such invested capital a reduction
must be made from the value, at the date of the issuance by the Union Carbide
& Carbon Co. of its capital stock, of the tangible property paid in therefor,
that is, the stock of the subsidiary corporations or in the case of a consolidated
return, the assets represented by such stock. (See sections 325 (b), 326 (a) (2),
revenue act of 1918, and article 868, Regulations, 45.)
Section 331 of the revenue act of 1918 is as follows:
"In the case of the reorganization, consolidation, or change of ownership of
a trade or business, or change of ownership of property, after March 3, 1917, if
an interest or control in such trade or business or property of 50 per centum or
more remains in the same persons, or any of them, then no asset transferred or
received from the previous owner shai,, for the purpose of determining invested
capital, be allowed a greater value than would have been allowed under this title
in computing the invested capital of such previous owner if such asset has not
been so transferred or received: Provided, That if such previous owner was not
a corporation, then the value of any asset so transferred or received shall be
taken at its cost of acquisition (at the date when acquired by such previous owner)
with proper allowance for depreciation, impairment, betterment, or development, but no addition to the original cost shall be made for any charge or expenditure deducted as expense or otherwise on or after March 1, 1913, in computing
the net income of such previous owner for purposes of taxation."
Whether or not this section applies to a specific case depends upon (1) whether
there was a "reorganization, consolidation, or change of ownership of a trade or
business, or change of ownership of property, after March 3, 1917," and (2)
whether an "interest or control in such trade or business or property of 50 per
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For colivenli'enl't

iln a trade, hNsitnuis, or property is not limited

to direct. owiiership thereof. The difre t ownership ,of the trilde, Ihsiniess, and
property of n corporntion is, of course, in the corporation wni not ai ifs utockhlitjers. The stockholers of
in
corporauton, however, have wan
iniireAt or
cOit ol" i the
trit'de, 1uIf
nr'ss, i t! pro perty ovf soch cIrportion. Thisi,
e fore
lhetnisnet ion 1itier cotii deratiol, th.' stlckholders of curth of tia. four r rpo ra,tio
then
ei exist g hin
I rt
"intrest or o r trol i" ii t e titrde, lsiness, andl pr operty of their r j ect ' corptoria)iom ,ii Btf
traiensm
ion t lhe ilding iorporantio
arcqsaired an "inrafcr'st or control" in the trade,
usiniUes4, t! i prjopi'rtv of the
ilitsiary corporate.
The storkhoder of the holitin corpornatioi then thad
, "itrt(rest or control" in the trade, huiiness, nita property of tihe holding corportlion, anil, (hrough hle medium of the holding corporation, it the trade,

iKMiies
'eH,

simu properlie, of the subsidiary eorporttions.

The interestt or control"

which is referrd to in the statute is nn interestt

or control" in a trade, lbusin'ss or property as it existed prior t the "reorKgaiz1tion, consolidation, or cvhnige of ownership of a trade or business, or ehantiRe of

own',rshilp of property." The sttuteripplies only when an "interest or control'
in surtch trade or uisincss or property of 50 per (cnt or more remain in tthe same
person, or any of them." 'The word "remniun"
is important. It indicates
fthft persons who had an "interest or control" in a trade, business, or property
before the transaction, must retain an "interest or control" therein after the
transaction if the limitation of section 331 is to apply. The extent of the "interest.
or control" which must be retained is fixed at "50 per cent or more." In the
opinion of the advisory tax board the language of the section means at least
that the limitation does not apply unless a person or group of persons who had
an "interest or control" in a trade, business or property of "50 per cent or more"
before the transaction retained after the transaction an "interest or control" in
the same trade, business, or property of "50 per cent or more." This construction
not only gives to the words their natural meaning, but also accomplishes the
purpose of the section, which is to prevent an increase in invested capital by
means of corporate readjustments which do not affect substantial rights.
From the facts before the board it appears that, after the transaction in question, no person or group of persons, other than those who were formerly stockholders of the Union Carbide Co., had an "interest or control" of "50 per cent
or more" in the trade, business, or property in which, before the transaction,
they were respectively interested. Thus, for example, substantially all of the
stock of the Prest-O-Lite Co. (Inc.) was exchanged by its stockholders for stock
of the Union Carbide & Carbon Co. The group of stockholders which before
the transaction had an interest or control in the trade, business, and property of
the Prest-O-Lite Co. (Inc.), of 100 per cent had after the transaction, through
the medium of the holding company, an "interest or control" in such trade,
business, and property of approximately 9.5 per cent-much less that 50 per cent.
The former stockholders of the Linde Air Products Co. and of the National
Carbon Co. (Inc.), are similarly situated. It follows that section 331 of the
revenue act of 1918 is in no event applicable to the stock of such subsidiary
corporations or the net tangible assets represented by such stock.
The situation with respect to the Union Carbide Co. seems to be different,
though the decision with reference to this corporation depends upon facts slight
changes in which would change the result. The group of stockholders therein
who exchanged their stock for stock of the holding corporation secured an
"interest or control" in the holding corporation of approximately 48.5 per cent
and thus through the medium of the holding corporation retained 48.5 per cent
of 95.5 per cent, or 46.3 per cent, of the trade, business, or property of the Union
Carbide Co. The Union Carbide Co., was, however, a stockholder in the Linde
Air Products Co. and the Prest-O-Lite Co. (Inc.), and by the exchange of stock
in question acquired about 35 per cent of the stock of the holding corporation
issued to the stockholders of the Linde Air Products Co., to wit, 21 per cent of
the stock of the holding corporation, and about 40 per cent of the stock of the
holding corporation issued to the stockholders of the Prest-O-Lite Co. (Inc.),
to wit, 9.5 per cent. Since the holding corporation had by Janary 1, 1918,
acquired 95.5 per cent of the stock of the Union Carbide Co. the result is that to
that extent it retained an interest and control of its stock issued to the Union
Carbide Co., or in effect retained in its treasury that percentage of its stock so
issued. The stock so retained was, therefore, 95.5 per cent of 35 per cent of 21
per cent, and 95.5 per cent of 40 per cent of 9.5 per cent, an aggregate of 10.6
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per cent, so that in substance the holding corporation issued only 89 4 per cent
of its Htock. Thus the group of stockholders of tth Union Carbide Co,, who
before the trianaction had an "interest or control it. Mch trade or bhsiwiin
or
property " of 95.5 per cent, had after the transition an "interest or control"
therein of 18 , or between 51 and 62 per ceten,
Conqtetly, an "interest, or
control" in the '"trade or ibuslines or property" of the Union Carbhide Co. of
"50 per cnt or mlore remsinns in the HamIe perisns, or any of them" within the
meaning of wsction 331.

All the transactions hure in questions took plane after March 3, 1917.

It is

unnecessary to fdeide whether any of the trantsactions, other than that IJoetwenI

the stockholders of the Union Carbide Co. and the holding corporation cioniHtituied
a "reorganization consolidation, or chaiige oowiership of a trAtde or ,Itusin(s,or
change of ownership of property, after NMarch 3, 1917" within tih meauiin g of
fsetion 331, fince, as above potted out, they ar excluded from the applications
of section 331 for another reason. The transaction beItween the stockholders of
the Ulnion Carbide Co. and the holding corporation constituted
"reorganization." The word "reorganization" is used in the imnoe sense as in section 202.
As there used it is defihnd by article 1567 of regulation 45, as amended by Treavury
Decision 2924, as follows:
"The termi 'reorganization'
* * * included canw
: of corporate readjustment where stoclholders exchange their stock for the stock, of a holding corporation, provided the holding corporation and the original corporation, in which
it holds stock, are so closely related that the two corporations are affiliated as
defined in section 240 (b) of the statute and article 633, and are tits required to
file consolidated returns."
The holding corporation and the original corporation-that is, the Union Carbide Co.-are clearly so closely related that they are affiliated within the meaning
of the statute, and are required to file a consolidated return. It is unnecessary to
decide whether this transaction is within any other of the categories enumerated.
From the above considerations it follows that the provisions of section 331 of
the revenue act of 1918 are applicable in computing the consolidated invested
capital of the holding corporation and its subsidiary, or subsidiaries, with respect
to the stock of the Union Carbide Co., or the assets represented thereby.
Since, with respect to the stock of the Union Carbide Co., or the assets represented thereby, section 331 of the revenue act of 1918 is applicable in computing
invested capital, the method of its application must be considered. The section
provided that:
"* * * No asset transferred or received from the previous owner shall, for
the purpose of determining invested capital, be allowed a greater value than
would have been allowed under this title in computing the invested capital of
such previous owner if such asset had not been so transferred or received.'
The only "asset transferred or received" is the stock of the Union Carbide
Co. The holding corporation and the Union Carbide Co. are affiliated corporations and consolidated return is required. By article 868 of regulations 45 it is
provided that"* * * the amount to be included in the consolidated invested capital in
respect to the company acquired shall be computed in the same manner as if the
net tangible assets and the intangible assets had been acquired instead of the
stock."
Consequently, in computing the consolidated invested capital of the holding
corporation and its subsidiary or subsidiaries, the "net tangible assets and the
intangible assets" represented by the stock of the Union Carbide Co.; acquired by
the holding corporation can not "be allowed a greater value than would have been
allowed under this title in computing the invested capital" of the Union Carbide
Co. if its stock had not been acquired by the holding corporation.
The interpretation herein given to the language "if an interest or control in
such trade or business or property of 50 per cent or more remains in the same
persons, or any of them" in section 331 of the revenue act of 1918 must be given
to similar language in section 208 of the revenue act of 1917. It should be noted,
however, that in other respects there are differences between the sections. It
may be added that the conclusion herein reached under the later act would be
reached on the same facts under the earlier act, and it is inferred, though not
decided, that there is nothing in the facts with reference to the year 1917 which
would lead to a different result with respect to the computation of invested
capital for that year. (See Treasury Decision 2901.)
It is held, therefore, subject to verification of facts, that in computing the
invested capital of the Union Carbide & Carbon Co. and its subsidiary or subsidiaries for the year 1918, the provisions of section 331 of the revenue act of 1918
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are iJqplicallile to the extent i hat
Ihe "''nt tagilbl antflH afmtnthe intangible asset "
of the Inion (Carbide Co., represented by the stock therein acquired by the
Union Curbide A
&( arbon (',4., can not be allowed a greater value than woult have
been allowed in compiiting the invested catpial of the Union Carbide
r
Co. if the
Htck therfein had no tltibee traniferredl to the Union Carbide & Carbon Co., but
that taid eclion im noti applicable t't he tock of the oftir olfidiare, of the
Union
, (i'
idlle
te 6& Carbon
'r Ihe
lel-wtN i ivrerenitted thereby.
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REPORT ON RAME

To: Mr. L. C. Manson general counsel.
From: Mr. George G. Box, chief auditor.
Subject: Personal service corporations.
Section 209 cf the revenue act of 1917 provides as follows:
"That in the case of a trade or business having no invested capital or not more
than a nominal capital there shall be levied, assessed, collected and paid, in
addition to the taxes under existing law and under this act, in lieu of the tax
imposed by section 201, a tax equivalent to 8 per cent of the net income of such
trade or business in excess of the following deductions: In the case of a domestic
corporation $3,000, and in the case of a domestic partnership or a citizen or resident of the United States $6,000; in the case of all other trades or business, no
deduction."
The application of this section is provided for in article 71 of regulations 41
and is as follows:
"AnT. 71. Application of section 209: Section 209 (see art. 15) applies primarily
to occupations, professions, trades, and businesses engaged principally in rendering personal service in which the employment of capital is not necessary and
the earnings of which are to he ascribed primarily to the activities of the owners.
"In determining whether a trade or business is taxable under article 15 no
weight will be given to the fact that it is carried on by means of personal service
unless the principal owners are regularly engaged in the active conduct of the
trade or business."
In applying section 209, please note that the bureau has provided in Article 71
that a corporation will not be given a personal service classification unless the
earnings are ascribed primarily to the activities of the owners and they must be
regularly engaged in the active conduct of the trade or business if such classification is allowed. There seems to be no provision in the 1917 act authorizing
the qualification made by the bureau in this article.
Respectfully submitted.
GEO. G. Box, Chief Auditor.
Poar MORnIS HOLDING Co.
[By Goo. 0. Box, June 10, 10AI
CONOLII)ATION

AND

AFFILIATION;

NO

DEFINITE

RULE

FOR

AFFILIATION
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CONSOLIDATION

The taxpayer was incorporated August 1, 1919, for the purpose of consolidating the Winter Piano Co, of New York Strauch Bros., of New York, and the
Paterson Piano Case Co. of Paterson, N. .
The taxpayer filed a consolidated excess profits tax return for the entire year
of 1919, on April 13, 1920.
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(n April 20, 1921, tRevenue Agent I. Levin submitted a report of his investigation of thin taxpayer and stated that as it had no legal status prior to August
, 1,
11, no authority existed for it to file a consolidated return for the seven
month prior to that time. V"th hi report he submitted one for twfch of the
subsidiaries above named, from January I to July 31, 1919.
Under dates of September 10 and October 24, 1921, the bureau ,tdvivsed the
taxpayer that it should have filed a consolidated income and excess profits tax
return from the date oun which it was incorporated, including each of the abovenamed subsidiaries from the date of acquisition of each nuhiidiarv's stock by
the taxpayer to December 31, 1919, and that separate returns should have been
filed aor each of the subsidiaries for the period from January 1, 1919, to the date
of acquisition of their stock by the taxpayer.
By letter dated November 1, 1921, the bureau advised the taxpayer that in
view of additional information presented in affidavit dated July 2, 1921, (Exhibit
A) it was affiliated, within the purview of section 240 of the revenue act of 1918,
with the Winter Co., Strauch Bros. (Inc.), and the Paterson Piano Case Co. for
"the taxable year 1919 (from January I to December 31)." It also stated that
this letter superseded office letters dated September 10 and October 24, 1921,
referred to tab)ove. The affidavit referred to is one made by Max Alder,
manager of the piano department of Sears, Ioebu- & Co., who is a large stockholder of this taxpayer. In his affidavit he refers to an oral agreement, made in
the year 1918, to form a holding company and hold all the shares of stock of the
three companies above named; that such new company would take over the
stock of the three companies aa of January 1, 1919; that pending the formation
of the now company no dividends be paid to stockholders of said three corporations on account of earnings after the year 1918 and that said new company
should have the benefit as sole stockhoder of said three companies after December 31, 1918, of all earnings, etc.
It appears that the claim of taxpayer to he considered affiliated for the entire
year of 1919 is based solely on the oral agreement made by representatives of
Sears, Roebuck & Co. and the subsidiaries named.
I' Jflnuary, (1023, A -2 letters were nmtiled to each of the slubidiaries t:lvising
tlhemi of their tax liability for the period from .JastInry I to Juily 31, 1919, sanl on
January 29, 1923, the taxpayer was advised that it. l,oubt have filed n cnSolidated return from the (late it was incorporated to December 31, 1919. Protest
of this action was made by the different companies, and in the protest of the
Patterson Piano Case Co. its president states that"This matter was thereupon taken up at Washington by our tax counsel,arnd
as i result of a conference held r: Washington between ou r tax counsel and your
committee on appeal the matter was adjudicated in favor of our original prnocedure, i. e., that the consolidated return as originally filed for the entire calendar
year 1919 should remain in force."
The records fail to show that any such conference w~H held. lHowever, C. 1.
lill (whio handles the tax ni ttcra of Slors, Roebuck & Co.) in his letter of (Ocober 28, 1921, states in part as follows:
"At that time a conference was requested to take up the matter of the date of
the Port Morris consolidation, and I was informed that a decision had been made
and my understanding was that this decision was favorable to us, and that a
conference was unnecessary."
The letter of Mr. Hill is presented as Exhibit B.
The record shows that on April 18, 1923, the final ruling was made as follows:
" There is no doubt that the companies were not affiliated prior to July, 1919.
But the ruling made after conference was relied upon by the taxpayer and from
an administrative standpoint should be adhered to. Consequently the ruling
embodied in bureau letter of January 1, 1923, is reversed and affiliation permitted for the whole year 1919. Authority and direction of Mr. Lohman,
assistant chief consolidated returns subdivision. Ruling form signed by hm".
This ruling was written by J. K. Polk, auditor who was interviewed and stated
that he did not think the ruling was correct. It was for that reason he insisted
upon Mr. Lohman's 0. K., and he stated that he assumed no responsibility
for the ruling.
It is noted in the final ruling that it was made after conference was relied upon
by the taxpayer. Attention is invited to the fact that the original return filed
in 1920 was made on a consolidated basis long before the question of nonaffiiation for the first seven months of the year 1919 was raised at the conference.
The committee was advised that Mr. Hill was formerly employed in the Income
Tax Unit. From the records it appears that Mr. Lohman and either Mr. Hill
or some other representative of the taxpayer, reached an informal agreement
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that the corporations involved were to be considered affiliated for the entire year
of 1919,
e ta
tax paid
a
the taxpayer for the year 1919, under the ruling that It was
consolidated wit ti the abov-named subsidiarle, wan $19,895.63, The tax liahility of the three mubidiaries fromn January I to ,uly 31, 1919, on a separate
basis and the taxpayer from Augutit I to December 31, 1919, on an affiliated
basis would have been $26,187.46, or $6,291.83 in excess of the amount which
was paid on account of the erroneous ruling made in thiN case.
The corresponde-nce which you forwarded to me is returned herewith.
lRspectfully

submittedd.

Gao . . Box, Chief Auditor.
Exitm'r A
STATE OF ILINOI8,

CoUnty of Cook, ss:
Max Adler wing sworn on oath deposes and says that Ihe Is manager of the
piano department of Sears, Ioebucl k & Co. that during the latter part of the year
1918 he, together with Juliim Winter, of Winter & Co., New York, N. Y., John
W. Loosehen, of Pateraon Piano (Ca1Co., i'aterson, N. J., and Alblrt T. Strauch
and Williaml E.

St rlach, of Stranclh

Bros. (Inc.), New

York, N. Y., entered

into an oral agreement to forn a company which would substantially consolIdate Winter & (o., Pateraon Piano Case Co., and Strauch Bros. (Inc.); that
such Inew (coimpal y wa\' to Ibe a holding company and hold all the shares of
stock of the three companies last above mentioned, and that such new company
would take over the tock of said three companies as of January 1, 1919; that

much company was thereafter formed in the year 1919 under the name of Port
Morris Holding Co., and that the shares of stock of taid three named corporations
were transferred to said holding company; that it had ben agreed in lthe latter
part of the year 1918 between the said parties that pending the formation of the
new company no dividends be paid to the stockholderN of any such three corporations on account of any earnings or operations after the year 1918; further, that
hi the form tion of the aid holding comtpnv the mt ock of thie various corpora.<tin

wtas #oie tien

over on thte basin of the value of slcuh Htock in 1918 and prior

to January 1, 1919, and that it was the agreement and understanding between all
the parties that the now company--that is, the holding company--should have the
benefit as sole stockholder of said three companies of all earnings after December
31, 1918, anldshould be charge le with any losses incurred thereafter; that in
accordance with the terms of much understanding, the holding company being
the main company, and the said three companies being subsidiaries, the holding
company is bound to pay the Federal excess profits and income taxes for the
entire year 1919 and thereafter, whether aweriped against it or its mubtidiaries.
Affiant further sanys that when said holding company was actsully formed and
the stock transferred to it, no dividends had hw
b
paid by ay
a
of maid three subsidiaries on account of any earnings for the year 1919, nor were any of lsuch earnings allocated to the former stockholders, nor was any credit slowed for any
such earnings in fixing the value of the shares transferred to the holding corporation, but that such shares were taken wholly upon the understanding entered
into in the year 1918 and upon the values agreed upon at that time. Affiant
further says that it was understood between all the parties that the said consolidation was to be deemed effective as of January 1, 1919.
MAx AnLRn.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2d day of July, 1921.
M. A. BEao, Jr.,
Notary Public.
ExaHIIT B
SEAIS, ROEBUCK & CO.,

Chicago, October 28, 19,1.
Mr. W. P. Bira,
Chief, Consolidated Returns Subdivision,
Income Tax Unit, Washington, D. C.
DEAR Sa: Reference is made to undated letter to the Port Morris Holding Co.,
863 Eaat One hundred and forty-first Street, New York, copy of which was
received by the writer October 27.
On account of the large holding of the stock in the Port Morris Holding Co.
by Sears, Roebuck & Co., it, has been decided that their tax matters should be
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handled by Sars, IRitiuck & Co.'s tax department, of which the writer has
Ins
thin *Ibje(t
charge, and he req ue0lst tIhat in tIle fliuture fll coumniicatio
be addressed to him in care of Scars, Roebutck & (o., Auditing lepartmieni,
Chicago, Ill. Authority for thins lnow on file with the case in the departImnnit,
the writer having presented Hame to Mr. . A. Ivel
c, of their
cosiolidated wtction,
on October 20, 1921.
At that time, a conference was requested to take up the matter of the date
of the Port Morra consolidation, and I was informed that a decision had been
made and my understanding was that this. decimioi was favorable to us and that
a conference was unnecessary. We would like to know upon what ground the
ruling was made that the consolidation Nhoulld be made an of the dte of the
As the agreement was maitde prior
incorporation of the Port Morris Holding (C.
to January 1, 1919, that these companies should bo operated as a unit from that
date, as they were so operated, as the balance sheets as of lDeeeiiler 31, 1918,
were used as the basis of this
th cool
otolti
of
on an
f thel issuance of stool of the
olding Co., and a tthe m
making
in o the book entries and the invorporation of the
Holding Co. wer6 postponed from time to time awaiting the convenience of the
manager of the factory department, who handles such matters, I can rce no
grounds for considering that the consolidation was effective from any other date
It has been our understanding that the controlling factor
than January 1, 1019.
in any much case was not the mere book entries, but the actual intent of the
contracting parties; and we have made affidavits to the effect that not only wan
the intent stated, but that agreements, both verbal and written, were made to
this effect.
I therefore request that thin decision be reconsidered and that w be advincd
of any additional facts desired by the department, and that we be given an
opportunity of presenting our case in person, if this is absolutely necessary.
I also wish to call your attention to the third paragraph of the letter of July 2,
a copy of which is inclosed, and request that a decision as to the good will ie
given.

Respectfully,
By

SARS RornUCcS & Co.
i.In. tnT

Novmakft 12, 1925.
Memorandum to Mr. C. 11. Nash, assistant to the commissioner.
In re: Port Morris Holding Co., New York, N. Y.
Reference ismade to the criticism made by the Senate (Conmnittec relative to
the manner in which the Bureau of Internal itevenue closed the case of the Port
Morris Holding Co., New York, N. Y., for the taxable year 1919.
It appears that the Port, Morris H1olding Co. of New York was incorporated
August 1, 1919, fore e purpose of consolidating tie Winter Piano Co, of New
York, Strauch Bros. of New York, and the Pate ron Pianio (a:n Co. of Paterson,
N. J. 'The taxpayer filed a consolidated excess profits tax return for the entire
year 1919 on April 13, 1920. Thereafter, on April 20, 1921, an internal revenue
agent, after an examination of the taxpayer's books and accountssubmitted a
report in which it was recommended that as the corporation (Port Morris Holding
Co.) has no legal status prior to August 1, 1919, therefore no authority existed
for it to file a consolidated income and profits tax return for the scven-month
period prior to that date.
During a review of the internal revenue agent's report in connection with the
question of the aaffiliated status of this company, there was filed an affidavit of
one Max Adler for the purpose of placing before the bureau information in documentary form outlining the circumstances surrounding the formation of the company known as the Port Morris Holding Co. The affidavit, while not sufficient
in itself to establish affiliation during the first seven months of the calendar year
1919, very strongly indicates the existence of the de facto corporation, and the
acquisition thereby of the shares of the subsidiary companies, at some date prior
to the actual completion of the legal technicalities of incorporating the new company and recording the transfer of the shares of stock of the underlying companies.
In view of the fact that the taxpayer presented evidence, orally and in documentary form, at conferences before the bureau which indicated the existence of
the do facto corporation, I am constrained to view the closing of the case proper
and in accordance with the law and regulations.
Asis
D C.tant
B. ALLCoNmier
Assistant Deputy Commissomner.
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An examination of the return of these taxpayers wa mJiado for the years from
1917 to 1920, incluive.
Robert Walton (oulet 'as the owner of real estate located at the northwest
corner of Forty-sith Street and Madison Avenue, New York City.
le entered
into
a greement with the litz hotels Development Co. (Ltd.), an English corporation, to erect a building ultitable for a modern hotel on the above-mentioned
site, and lease the building to the .itz-Carlton Restauiirant & Hotel Co., a domestic
corporation organized by the Ititz hotels lDevelopment Co., with the provision
that it was to ismue to him $750,000 of its capital Htock for the lease, and in addition pay an lanniual rental of $540,000 payable monthly. The loaHs was signed
in August, 1908. T'ih hotel opened for biuiness In December, 1910. In 1914
the hotol coimplany wL'l in arrears in the payment of its rent to the amount of

$707,000. Mr. (oe*lt waived the arrearage on May 1, 1914, uponl the payment
to him of 40,l00( shliires of preferred stock of the hotel corporation, which had a
par value of $5 per share. This stock wan taken at its par value e of $200,000, and
the balance of the arrearage, viz, $5)7 000, wan restored to surplus. At the name
tilne it new leftas was made under whicrl Mr. (loeet agreed to accept a rental of
$324,000 per annum with the provision that after the payment of annual dividends
of 7 per cctnt on the preferred stock outstanding lie was to reecive an additional
rent of $31,000 per annum plus one-half of the remaining profits.
lie owned ai majority of the preferred stock of the hotel corporation. lie also
owns 95 per cent of the stock of the lRhode Island corporations, a parent corpora-

tion, which is consolidated with seven subsidiaries,
ie is the owner and less
of certain properties which are operated by some of the subsidiaries under leases
to him. These leases provide for annual rentals payable monthly in advance.
Accordingly, thew various corporations charge on their book' its rlrent the amounts

flipolatetd in the various letses and claim dedulctoliao
tihrcfor from gros income
in making their annual returns for income tax purposes. Notwithstanding the
fact that the leases provide for the payment in advance to Mr. Goelet of these
rentals, he has failed to collect any rent whatsoever from the various corporations
since 1917, but has allowed the amounts to accrue to hil credit on the books of the
corporations.
He ha, made It a practice to submit his returns on the cash receipts and disbursements basis, and therefore under the regulations of the Bureau of internal
Revonuo is not required to return as income any rentals which he has not actually
received in cash
In addition to the rentals which have been aceruitl by the
corporations they have from time to tlhn acrcrued the interest dlue tbho losor
on
the amount standing to his credit on their books, which they have also claimed as
deductions from gross income in their returns, but which he has failed to return
as it was not paid to him in cash.
The following shows the amounts accrued on the books of the various corporations which have been claimed by them as deductions and which have not been
returned as income by Mr. Goelet:
1917
Rent:
Hotel Walton Co., Philadelphia, IPa ..-........
_.......
$75, 000 00
Hotel Imperial Corporation, New York.-,.,-_ .,....----20, 000. 00
Interest, Hotel Walton Co., Philadelphia, Pa- ..-,........
.
.... 30, 842. 12
Total rent and interest for 1917 ----

--.------------.. .-

125, 842. 12

1918
Rent:
Hotel
Hotel
Interest:
Hotel
Hotel

Walton Co _.-------------------._.._..
Imperial Corporation ...-........ --.-...--..

... ..
....

Walton Co....-----..
------..
.
---...-..
Imperial Corporation -.
..
,.........

Total rent and interest for 1918-..S. Rept. 27, pt 2, 69-1---1

..-..

$75, 000. 00
120, 000. 00

.----46, 353. 78
......
, 735. 73
.. ....-..

...

249, 089. 51
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Rent:

liotel

Walton Co

.

..

..

.....

lHotel I mprial Corporation
(14)olt Roealty Co.

. $75, 000. 00

...

1220....000. (0
20, 583 :31

.

Interest:

49, 629. (7

Hotel Walton Co ....
Slotel imperial Corporation.

.

.............

.

Total rent and interest for 1910

15, 405. 41

..

....

......

280, I1l.50

1920
Rent:
........
lIotel Walton Co .....
IHotel Imperial Corporation
...
Goelet Realty Co ......
....
Interest:
Iotel Walton Co ...... ....
Hotel Imperial corporationn
.

$75, 000. 00
120, 000. 00
32, 730. 00

..............
... .. .....

...

...
.........

Total rent and interest for 1920 ..

....

.

...
.

....... ........

....

43, 503. 12
1, 287. 05
289,

17

$125,
2419,
2 0,
289

842. 12
089. bl
(118. 50
10. 17

ItECAPITUIATION OF INCOME

Rent and interest:
1917 ...........
1918 . ..
. ..
191
. ..........
....
1920
...
.....

*

Total.

.

..

....

..-..

.
.

........

.

...
.....
..

....-

...

. ..
... .
.......
... .....
..

....

....
...

... .

945, 160. 30

Thia case illustrates the possibility of avoiding the payment of tax b. a taxpayer who is the majority stockholder of a eorporathmon under the preset regda!t4 he0 optio
tions of the iromau of iterntal It<oeun< which alltw the taxpnvyt
of ehxbmnitting his ret urns on either the a crual or thle car4h rcceipl avid diSburnements basis, In this instance the tax on $945,160.30 income, receiveil
over a period of four years, has been avoided by Mr. Goelet due to thie fact that
he has not collected the amounts owing to him by the corporations above meintioned, of which he wan majority Stockholder.
JRitIn view of the fact that Mr. (Gele is a majority stockholder cifthlie
Carlton Resturanvt & Hotel Co., as weH as owner of the property in which the
latter operate, , t i very quceitioihble witether the extra rent provided in his
lease, which im determined by the excess of the profits over the dividend requiretihe taxmettS, should not we conHsi(leredl a dintribition of enarmtigs taxable
payer an dividends mand niot rental, and allowable as a deduction as such ito th
corporation

Respectfully submitted.

Hon. JAMRo

Gepetfully
. G. eBox, Chief
Auditor.
THEASUty DEPARTMENT,
Washington, October f0, 1/,5.

COUZENS.
Chairman Senate Investigating Committee.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Reference is mado to the report of the representatives
of the Investigating committee on the case of Robert Walton Golet. The
criticism contained in this report is to quote from the report, as follows:
"This case illustrates the possibility of avoiding the payment of tax by a taxpayer who is the majority stockholder of a corporation under the present regulations of the Bureau of Internal Revenue which allow the taxpayer the option
of submitting his returns on either the accrual or the cash receipts and disbursements basis.
I wish to point out that it is not the regulations of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue which allow the taxpayer the option of submitting his returns on either
the accrual or the cash receipts and disbursements basis, but the income tax law
itself. In thin connection I wish to call your attention to sections 200 (d) and
212 of the revenue act of 1924 and corresponding sections of prior revenue acts,
as well as the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Woodward v. United
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ntii Ie ' clhallingled only iVhy
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I fc'Il sre, furthermore, that legislitii
which would prescribe stril, and artitrnry methods for th i accoutntig of

woolld have ~tw

all ,ltxpyrI'N

trv that itsH eInlltion would

ai di turblir g effect upon tho taxpitpaern of tho coun-

he unlwie anid its administration inponfsible.

Sincerely yours,
I,AIR, Commisioner.

1). II.
RIVE

PAPE

AISIN

CO.

Illy (OlO. G. lox, Sept. 15, We.l]
COMPlOMI4EI

(IF TAX LIAIIIXITV AND

PENA.TIEH

An a result of confidential information received lby the Inconti T aix Unit an
investigation of the tfax linlility of this taxpayer was made hv a revenue agent
for the years from 1916 to 1919.
FHis report, dated June 17, 120, reconutiendted
the following dditioatl taxes, >eal,
I
l
aInd overassesinient:
Additionsl 50 ar mt overansea
tax
ieily
nient

Year

llL
7 1111
1

.

..

.

-

.

.

.

.

-

..
. .

... ..

. . -

..

L-ein >ty-'r ,,". ti( i
Iti

............
.

Tain

4-ri-

M 3

$50 . 43

.

-

7,624.71

...... ..............

.. .

. .

.

'Totiftal . . .. . . ..... ... ...

1'c
iiaHt
Additto
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report the reveine agei
tl nt states lthat thle. hooks of the taxpayerr were
in part destroyed standrewritten, and an tempt was made to evade taxation
in the p.r:i.rattion of the 1918 returns.
On account of thii attlempted evaitior

hte mrcoirnwmends tiat a fraud penalty of 50 per eieit of the additional ta, for
1918 1i well as the additional tax be assesed tor that year. The record shows
that Thompson & Black, tax specialists, were paid $75,000 by the taxpayer for
the preparation of the return for 1918.
On June 15, 1920, the taxpayer requested that it be given a hearing before
any additional assessment be made by the bureau.
On September 14, 1921, Deputy Commissioner Newton referred the case to
the solicitor, requesting an opinion in regard to the assessment of the penalty
reconinndr
d by the revenue agent...
IUnder date of October 4, 1920, Carl A. Mapes, acting solicitor, in a letter
to Mr. Newton, sustained all the findings of the revenue agent and stated in
part as follows:
" There appears no escape from the conclusion that the 1918 return wa fraudulent, resulting in the fraudulent understatement of the tax due for the purpose of evading tax. The penalty of 50 per cent on the deficiency of the amount
of the tax should therefore be assessed in accordance with section 250 (h) of
the revenue act of 1918."
On 1D)cember 6, 1920, a hearing was held in the office of the solicitor, the
taxpayer being represented by the law firm of Ansell & Bailey.
On January 6, 1921, taxpayer submitted a set of briefs relative to each of tiht
items disallowed by the revenue agent and requested a further hearing,
Under date of February 2, 1921, a memoranidumI
was placed in the files signed
by all the representatives of the governmentt present at the hearing of D1)cem-
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her 6, 1920 (who had considered the case both before and after the hearing took
place), to the effect that the assessment should be made as originally recommended.
Under date of March 18, 1921, an A-2 letter was sent to the taxpayer advising him of additional taxes and 50 per cent fraud penalty for the years in question in the amount of $1,202,874.38 as recommended by the revenue agent.
Under date of March 22, 1921, attorneys for the taxpayer appealed from the
proposed assessment as recommended, and requested an opportunity to make
oral argument before the committee on appeals and review.
Under date of April 2, 1921, Carl A. Mapes, solicitor, wrote Acting Deputy
Commissioner Batson in part as follows:
"The case was referred to the proving section under date of March 19, 1921,
for an assessment of additional tax and penalty. As a result of conferences
with the commissioner by Ansell & Bailey, the commissioner directed that the
assessment be held in abeyance. Later le suggested to the solicitor that a
further hearing be given the taxpayer and its attorneys (Ansell & Bailey)."
Subsequent to this hearing, which was hold on April 11 1921, the solicitor
wrote an opinion to the deputy commissioner in which he disallowed all claims
of the taxpayer, and in conclusion said:
"It is my opinion that the explanations and additional data presented by the
taxpayer do not warrant this office in receding from its former position, and it
is recommended that the original decision advising the assertion of the fraud
penalty stand as made."
Under date of June 1, 1921, the taxpayer made an offer in compromise to the,
collector of internal revenue at Detroit, Mich., for all tax liability and penalties
due from the year 1916 to 1919, inclusive, in the amount of $900,000.
Under date of August 17, 1921, the solicitor advised the collector at Detroit
that the commissioner, upon the advice and consent of the Secretary of the
Treasury, nad accepted th - compromise offer of the taxpayer.
Section 250 (b) of the revenue act of 1918 provides, in regard to the amount
of tax shown in returns, in/part as follows:
"If the understatement is false or fraudulent with intent to evade the tax, then
in lieu of the penalty provided by section 3176 of the Revised Statutes, as amended,
for false and fraudulent returns willfully made, but in addition to other penalties
provided by law for false or fraudulent returns, there shall be added as part ef
the tax 50 per centum of the amount of the deficiency."
In this case the record shows the revenue agent recommended the assessment
of the fraud penalty of 50 per cent for 1918. The solicitor on two different
occasions recommended the assessment of this penalty, .rd, in addition, all of the
representatives of the Government who appeared at the hearing of December 6,
1920, went on record to the effect that the assessment recommended by the agent,
including the fraud penalty, should be made.
Section 250(b), above quoted, is very explicit as to the amount of the penalty
to be assessed for the fraudulent understatement of tax due in returns.
The record fails to show that an examination of the financial condition of this
taxpayer was made by a revenue ageut at the time of the compromise offer, to
ascertain if it was insolvent or unable to pay the additional tax and penalty found
due.
The result of the acceptance of the compromise offer was that the fraud penalty
was reduced from $382,723.98, the amount recommended by the revenue agent
and solicitor, to $79,849.60, a clear loss of $302,874.38 to the Government.
GEO. G. Box, Chief Auditor.

TREASURY

DEPARTMENT,

Washington, October 0S,16 5.
Hon. JAMES CoUzENs,
ChairmanSenate Investigating Committee.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Reference is made to the report submitted by the representative of the investigating committee with reference to the case of the
River Raisin Paper Co. In this report the bureau is criticized for compromising
the fraud penalty imposed upon the company for the year 1918. The basis of
the criticism of the committee's representative is that "the record fails to show
that an examination of the financial condition of this taxpayer was made by a
revenue agent at the time of the compromise offer, to ascertain if it was insolvent
or unable to pay the additional tax and penalty found due."
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As representatives of the bureau have upon several occasions pointed out to
the investigating committee, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is authorized
by statute to compromise fraud penalties. The severity of the fraud penalty,
which was 100 per cent of the entire tax for 1917 and 60 per cent of the entire
tax for 1918, shows clearly the necessity for vesting in the commissioner this
authority to compromise. The policy of compromising these very heavy penalties for an amount which appeared reasonable in all the circumstances was established as far back as 1918 and has been consistently followed ever since. The
compromise of the fraud penalty asserted against the River Raisin Paper Co.
for $79,849.60 is just one of those eases where the commissioner, in accordance
with the consistent policy of the bureau for maty years, compromised the proposed penalty for an amount which in his judgment appeared reasonable considering all the facts and circumstances in the case.
Sincerely yours,
D . H. BLAI, Commissioner.

SAXE,

THOMAs; SAXE, JOHN E.; YELLOW CAB Co.
(By Geo. O. Box, June 15, 19125

OMISSION OF PROFIT ON SALE OF SHIP-TAX

NOT PAID

SENATE COMMITTEE INVESTIGATING

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
INCOME TAX UNIT,
June 15, 19S5.
To: Mr. L. C. Manson general counsel.
From: Mr. George G. Box, chief auditor.
Subject: Thomas Saxe, Milwaukee, Wis. John E. Saxe, Milwaukee, Wis. and
Minneapolis, Minn.; Yellow Cab Co. (Inc.), Minneapolis, Minn.
An examination of the income of the above-named taxpayers for the years
from 1917 to 1921, inclusive, has been made in accordance with the request of
Senator Couzene. His memorandum of March 20 1925, and letter to him from
George J. Reid dated March 17, 1926 are returned herewith.
Thomas Saxe and John E. Saxe.-Revenue Agent A. P. West and Inspector
Burt Wulff submitted a report of their investigation of these taxpayers under
date of December 6, 1922 for the years from 1917 to 1921, inclusive. They
state that the taxpayers "did not know themselves what was their financial
situation nor what their incomes were. When they completed a transaction,
the matter was then left to their bookkeeper, who oftentimes did not have a
complete report of the details of the transaction."
They were interested in possibly 20 or 30 business enterprises, and it was
necessary for the agents to investigate all of these companies. Several differences were found by the agents which resulted in a proposed assessment of additional taxes. These differences were protested by the taxpayers and finally
reached the committee on appeals and review. This committee recommended
a further investigation, and at that time the revenue agent in investigating the
Miller Theater discovered that in 1916 these taxpayers sold their leasehold interests of the Miller Theater Co. at a profit of $50,000, which resulted in a net profit
to each of $25,000.
This income was never reported by the taxpayers. They were requested to
file amended returns for 1916, including the income derived from the sale of
these leaseholds, but they refused to either sign amended returns or waivers as
the statute of limitations had run. The additional taxes for 1916 would have
been $885.68 for John E. Saxe and $872.51 for Thomas Saxe. As the statute
does not run against fraud, the matter was referred to the solicitor, who decided
that there was insufficient evidence to show fraud in the omission by the taxpayers to return this income, so that the additional taxes on the transaction in
question were never paid.
At the present time there Seems to be no authority in any of the revenue acts
by which a taxpayer can be compelled to file an amended return, report his
correct income, and be required to pay the correct tax in cases where a taxpayer
omitted to report his correct income originally, if the statute of limitations has
run, unless it is held that the original return was false and fraudulent. It is
suggested that the committee recommend legislation to remedy this defect in
the present law.
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Yellow Cab Co. (Inc.).-There is no criticism to be made of the action of the
Income Tax Unit in adjusting the tax liability of this taxpayer for the years from
1917 to 1920, inclusive. As a matter of information yc u are advised the records
show that George J. Reid, the writer of the letter to Senator Couzens, which is
returned herewith, was formerly employed as manager of this taxpayer.
Respectfully submitted.
GEO. G. Box, Chief Auditor.
L.

C.

SMITH TYPiWRITER CO.; FLORA BURNS SMITH;
FLORENCE BERNICE SMITH; UNITED BUSINESS

BRNS

LYMAN
CORPORATION

SMITH;

(By Gee . . Box, June 20, 19251
DEDUCTION OF CONTINGENT LIABILITY

Flora Burns Smith is the widow, and Burns Lyman Smith and Flora Bernice
Smith the son and daughter, respectively, of Lyman C. Smith, formerly of L. C.
Smith Typewriter Co., who died in 1910.
Revenue Agents J. B. C. Kelly and D. E. Dickson, in their report dated February 21, 1921, of their investigation of the income of Burns Lyman Smith, state
that at the time of his death L . S.mith owned 13,879 shares of stock of the
Hudson River Realty Co., and 165 shares of the 500 outstanding shares of stock
of the Hudson Finance Co.
The Hudson River Realty Co., had vast holdings of real estate in Palisade,
N. J. The Hudson Finance Co. was organized for the purpose of financing the
Hudson River Realty Co. In 1905 the Hudson Finance Co. issued notes and
L. C. Smith was the coindorser, with one Nottingham and one Beebe, thereof.
When L. C. Smith died in 1910 the joint liability on these notes was approximately
$300,000.
The Hudson Finance Co.'s assets were principally in mortgages of the Hudson
River Realty Co.
Mr. Smith's estate consisted of about $10,000,000, which was divided equally
among the above named taxpayers.
The contingent liability on the notes of the Hudson Finance Co. passed to the
estate. In order that distribution of the estate might be made without delay,
the heirs agreed amongst themselves that Burns Lyman Smith the son, should
take the place of L. C. Smith as an indorser of these notes and that the widow
and daughter of the decedent would reimburse him for their share of any losses
which might occur on account of the endorsement.
These notes ran along until 1914, when the banks began to demand payment.
In the meantime the other coindorsers, Nottingham and Beebe, became financially irresponsible and Burns Lyman Smith had to take up the notes and pay
the interest due on same. iHe continued doing so until in 1919 he had paid out
$295,220.08 in redeeming notes and $35,683.18 accrued interest thereon.
In 1919 he sold the obligations above mentioned to Beebe, (one of the coindorsers), supposedly not financially responsible, for $50,000, and each of the three heirs
of the L. C. Smith estate claimed in 1919 one-third of the loss, viz, $93,644.42,
as a deduction from gross income.
The revenue agents state in their report that, "We have disallowed this loss
to the individuals as it is clearly a contingent liability against the estate of
L. C. Smith. They agreed to assume this liability merely for a matter of convenience to themselves; whereas had tney not done so they would have received
much less than they did receive from the estate."
The taxpayers protested the disallowance of the deduction representing the
payments made on'these notes and the matter was referred to the solicitor for
his decision.
On May 4, 1922, Solicitor of Internal Revenue Carl M. Mapes, rendered a
decision in which, after setting forth the facts in detail, he held that each of
there three taxpayers suffered a loss of one-third of the total loss sustained in the
transaction and that such losses are deductible under section 214 of the revenue
act of 1918, in computing their respective net income for 1919.
In their report of February 21, 1921, of Burns Lyman Smith, the revenue
agents recommended the assessment of a fraud penalty of $25,022.75. As the
result of a protest made by this taxpayer to such action Allen R. Stover auditor
of the special assignment section of the Income Tax Unit, filed a supplemental
report under date of July 27, 1922, as a result of an investigation made by him
of the income of the said Burns Lyman Smith, in which he refers to the solicitor's
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opinion above referred to as authority for allowing the taxpayer the deduction
in1919 of the loss occasioned by the indorsement mentioned.
Under date of March 1, 1924, Revenue Agent G. B. C. Kelley made a confidential report in which he stated that during most of the original examination
Mr. Stover had been hostile to the taxpayer, but that suddenly one morning,
after a game of golf with the taxpayer's attorney, he seemed to have changed his
mode of procedure; "that his report bears very slight resemblance to the one we
sent to him"; that his report sounds more like the brief of the taxpayer's attorney
than the report of an official, and that "it has come to my attention from outside
sources that the man who made the final adjustments in this case was at that
time in the employ of the taxpayer or his attorney." The full report is attached
as Exhibit A.
Mr. Stover, in his report of April 21, 1924, among other things, states that,
'Revenue Agent Kelley's intimation that 'the man who made the final adjustments in this case was at that time in the employ of the taxpayer or his attorney,'
if directed against me is too palpably ridiculous to merit comment. If his other
criticisms can be measured by the same yard stick they are deserving of the same
light consideration." His report is attached as Exhibit B.
n 1920, the United Business Corporation of America was formed for the
purpose of taking over certain properties both real and personal, owned by Mr.
Burns Lyman Smith, its president and principal stockholder. The claim is
made that the corporation was formed in order to avoid testamentary difficulties
in the event of the death of Mr. Smith, who was then and is now the parent of
two or thr $ children, it being contended that the corporate form would permit
more ready handling of the assets and liabilities of the principal stockholder
prior to his death and also permit thereafter a more ready handling of the
assets and liabilities of the estate of the deceased stockholder when represented
by the corporate form so that the heirs would be safeguarded without possible
sacrifices incident to the partition of the estate in any other form.
An examination was made of the United Business Corporations' income by
David R. Rooney, revenue agent, and under date of February 9, 1924, he states
in his report as follows:
"I will openly admit that the formation of this corporation is one of the most
closed cases of an individual to escape the surtax on his personal return that I
have ever come in contact with. It has been rumored around Syracuse that
Mr. Burns Lyman Smith has made the remark that he had a method of his
own in wiich he avoided paying large Federal income and excess-profits taxes,
and I am of the opinion he had.
The income of the United Business Corporation of America for the year 1920
was included in the net income of Burns Lyman Smith by the bureau, in accord.
ance with section 220 of the revenue act of 1918, and a proposed additional tax
of $25 481.24 found due i9 accordance with subdivision E of section 218 of that
act. Protest of the proposed tax was made by the taxpayer and the matter was
referred to the solicitor for an opinion as to the applicability of section 220 to
this income. The matter is still open.
In regard to the returns of Flora Burns Smith and Flora Bernice Smith, the
(nly question criticized by the committee is the deduction in 1919 of the amount
of $93,644.42 which each claimed as a loss through the indorsement by Burns
Lyman Smith of the notes of the Hudson Finance Corporation mentioned above.
It is very evident that the endorsement by Burns Lyman Smith of the notes
-hich his father had indorsed and on account of which there was a contingent
liability against his estate, was made for the benefit of his mother, sister, and
himself. In fact had this indorsement not been made, it undoubtedly would have
delayed distribution of the assets of the estate, but there could have been no
deduction from income of the beneficiaries of the estate on account of the indorsement in that event.
The claim is made that the Hudson Finance Co. had assets of $150,000 in excess
of liabilities at the time of the death of L. C. Smith and that it could have paid
off all its obligations at that time. Had it taken this course, however, the business of the Hudson River Realty Co. would have been affected; and as the
Smiths were large stockholders in that corporation, their holdings would have
decreased in value.
It is believed that a gross injustice to the Government is done by allowing the
heirs of L. C. Smith to claim a deduction of over $93,000 from their income in
1919, as there seems to be no authority or law for such action, and that the
bureau is subject to criticism i, allowing Mr. Stover to make a reexamination
of the income of Burns Lyman Smith after the letter of Revenue Agent Kelley,
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dated March 1, 1924, had been filed, accusing him of irregularities in connection
with his former examination of the case.
Itespectfully submitted.
(sGo. G. Box, Chief Auditor.
ExmrrhrT A
W. P. HAYs, Esq.,

.SYtACsns, N. Y., March 1, 1924.

Internal Revenue Agent in Charge, Buffalo, N. Y.
In re Burns Lyman Smith:
Replying to yours of the 26th ultimo, inclosing copy letter IT:E :Aj-JWC, which
letter requested that I prepare a report covering all my contentions in the above
case, I beg to advise that such a report is almost impossible for reasons stated
below, and, further, that if it were possible it would take weeks to verify statements
In report of Stover. However, I will attempt to hit the high spots as best I can
from the information at hand and from memory. You know I have no right to
go to the taxpayer's records now for additional information unless fraud is evident
and my conference was requested in order that one more capable than I might
judge whether or not fraud could be proven, from the information at hand.
In plain words here it is. It has come to my attention from outside sources that
the man who made the final adjustments in this case was at that time in the employ of the taxpayer or his attorney. To make such a charge is too serious a
matter for me to consider unless the department, with its many resources unknown
to me, first will tell me if the information can be verified.
Referring to report of Allan R. Stover, fraud section- IT: SA:ARS:F-811,
First a report of our examination was submitted in February, 1921, and Stover
came to Syracuse for a supplemental examination in September of that year.
This supplemental was conducted by Stover and Agent Dixon and myself.
During most of the examination Stover was more hostile than we had ever been,
but suddenly one morning after a game of golf with taxpayer's attorneys he
seemed to have changed his mode of procedure. lie departed next day for
Washington, leaving instructions for us to finish our computations and forward
the report to him, which we did. Hills report, herein referred to, bears but very
slight resemblance to the one we sent to him. Our report explained fully the
contested items. His report sounds more like the brief of a taxpayer's attorney
than the report of an official. In fact he allows deductions that the taxpayer s
attorney didn't even suggest to us, and he invariably allows deductions that we
disallowed with his concurrence at the examination. Our original report called
for additional tax of $98,500 and our supplemental report which apparently met
with his approval at the time did not cut much from this amount. Hi final
report cut the additional assessment to $700 and, as I just learned to-day in
collecting data from the collector's office, he further reopened the reports of Flora
Burns Smith and of Flora Bernice Smith, which reports were never referred
to the fraud sectio:, and arbitrarily cut these assessments down. Also on the
day that the information reached the collector's office regarding these reassess
ments amended returns were filed by them. It is also my information thathese returns were prepared by him, or at least from information set up by himt
Specifically answering some of the statements in Stover's report above referred to:
Paragraph (a).--Additional tax liability referred to as $770.60 was the tax
found by him and was incorrect. Our tax was $98,502.94 and, although subject
to some revamping, was practically correct.
Paragraph(b).-This statement is absolutely false. The missing check book
was not produced at the supplemental examination. Taxpayers did, however,
produce schedules showing that some deposits were transfers and they were
accepted as such.
Paragraph(c).-Not having my work sheets at hand, it is almost impossible
to state the exact differences in rents received and the reasons for all additions. Of this much I am positive. The rents as shown per our report were as
reported to us by Seattle agent in charge. We discovered a great discrepancy
in taxpayer's books and had revenue agent in Seattle obtain the exact rents
received, and it was on this discrepancy that we made one of our fraud claims.
We didn't hear of this story of transferring amounts from one year to another at
the time and I don't now believe it. It was properly 1919 income, fraud or no
fraud, and I can't find where Stover has included it as income.
Paragraph (d).-Loss of $93,639.42. Stover quotes from the solicitor's
opinion in this paragraph, and the opinion if actual is quoted from facts not at
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all as net forth by our report. In case it may be possible that our contention
never came to the solicitor, I refer to our original report IT: SA: ZMS: P-811,
dated February, 1921. In short, here in the case. Smith, together with one
Nottingham and one Beebe, were joint indorsers on notes of an almost defunct
corporation. Between date (f making the indorsements and date of selling the
notes both Beebe and Nottingham became financially irresponsible, leaving
Smith as sole responsible indorser. Smith ells the notes (face over $300,000)
for $50,000 to Beebe, one of the irresponsible indorsers and in turn takes nothing
from Beebe. There may have been a note taken from Beebe, but it is my recollection that he sold on pure credit; at any rate nothing was ever paid on the account
or note up to the time of supplemental examination, September, 1920, and I
believe Smith's books will show that nothing has been paid to date.
C.
. Justice it is noted that there
From the letter of Assistant Commissions
is a suggestion about my being calle
o Washington in this matter. Nothing
was further from my mind on nmat", original report to you. The place for this
conference would seem to be i- ~ acuse, where the facts may be verified before
starting action.
Internal Revenue Agent.
MEMORANDUM.--Tlhe letter of the internal-revenue agent in charge at Buffalo,
with which the above was transmitted to the bureau, calls attention to the fact
that Revenue Agent G. B. C. Kelley inadvertently neglected to sign this report.

EXHIBIT B
MEMORANDUM

APRIL 21, 1924.
In re Burns Lyman Smith, 1045 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.:
The following explanations and synopses are offered in rebuttal of the allegations
contained in the unsigned confidential report of Revenue Agent G. B. G. Kelley,
dated March 1, 1924, relative to a reinvestigation made by me on the basis of the
accountants' reports and briefs iiihmitted in protest. against the'original report
of Revenue Agents 1 . F. Dixon and (. B4.G. Kelley.
1916
The report of Revenue Agents 1). E. Dixon and G. B. G. Kelley of December 18,
1920, shows no tax liability against Burns L. Smith for the year 1916. Their
findings were verified during the reinveitigation and the details making up the
gross income and general deductions, as contained in their report for this year,
are accepted as correct.
1917
The noteworthy differences for this year are as follows:
Loss in block D increased from $35,767.90, as reported by the agents, to
$86,357.56 by these adjustments.
-.---..-...-.
$35, 767. 90
Net loss on original report-. .------..
12
..- -42.
.----.
Less additional rent found-..-- -- . ...
-----$35, 725. 78
Loss increased by additional depreciation allowed on
L. C. Smith building and equipment, 1%/ per cent on
..-..-building value of $1,612,375.06 ....-----..
Original report..--.....-...----------------.....--

24, 185. 63
18, 000.00
6, 185. 63

Depreciation on equipment, 10 per cent on $415,951.87..----------- 41,595. 49
- 2, 771. 30
Depreciation, painting, and decorating, 20 per cent on $13,856.50
36
_----------...---.. ----.. -79.
Expense increased -------.---------..
Total loss corrected .

-.

-

---..

..

----..

86,
6- 357. 56
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The additional depreciation allowed, $6,185.63 on building and $41,595.49 on
equipment, arc the former revenue agents' own figures as shown in their work
sheets.
Dividends, from 1916 earnings, reported by the revenue agents in the amount
of $29,983.76, wore increased to $40,824.16 by the addition of dividends from the
Smith Wheel Co., $631.09 and the Great Lakes Steamship Co., $10,209.32.
The allocation was made in accordance with a toport of Revenue Agent J. M.
Connolly, dated November 12, 1921, of his investigation as to the proper allocation of dividends paid by the Great Lakes Steamship Co.
This allocation is further substantiated by an affidavit furnished by H. W.
Smith, treasurer of the Great Lakes Steamship Co., to the effect that the company
had no earnings between December 17, 1916, and April 25,1917, and the dividends
paid upon its capital stock on April 1, 1917, was paid from earnings of the year
1916.
The revenue agents reported dividends from various sources from 1917 earnings
in the amount of $92,797.71, which was reduced to the amount of $82,645.30 by
the following adjustments:
$92, 797. 71
---..----...-.-----------.
Dividends reported by agents.-------..
$631. 00
Less dividends of Smith Wheel Co., allocated to 1916.. Also dividends of Great Lakes Steamship Co., allocated
to 1916.--.---------..---..-------------------- 10,109 32
10, 740. 41
Add dividends, Great Lakes Steamship Co., not reported ------....
Dividends, 1917, corrected..---------......----------....

82, 057. 30
588. 00
82, 645. 30

Other income in the amount of $99,603.14, reported in block H by the agents
was decreased to the amount of $1,909.57 by the following adjustments:
Amount reported by agents --------..--------------- -------- $99, 60& 14
Less bank deposits included by the agents--------....---.-.....- 99, 150. 14
453. 00
Add:
Interest not found by agents --------------------------------.. ---..---....--..--..
Federal tax refunded-...----..-Income unidentified -------------------------------------Discounts and commissions, Seattle- -------------------------Interest received at Seattle-.

-- ....

Total income corrected---

...-------------.---

-........-------....-------.----

273.
248.
361.
134.

99
00
45
83

438. 30

1, 09. 57

The bank deposits in the amount of $99,150.14, arbitrarily added to income
by the agents, were analyzed and explained by the accountant in most instances
and were'shown to be transfers from one bank account to another and also included considerable amounts of money received from various persons to be invested or expended for them.
Receipts were recorded on the check stubs by name of payer, nature of the
receipt and the amount thereof, the receipts so recorded being deposited immediately or from time to time in the various banks.
Disbursements made by check against the various accounts were described on
the stubs in such manner that the nature of the disbursements could be readily
identified.
The revenue agents comment on the bank deposits, at the time of my reinvestigation, as written on their work sheets at that time, reads as follows: " Balance income (bank deposits) accepted taxpayers amended."
1918
The income from rents in the amount of $20,004.37 as reported by the agents,
which was decreased showing a loss in the amount of $31,575.95 by the allowance
of deductions as shown below is the only material change between the income for
this year as shown by the agents and my amended report.
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Alterations on Mutual Life Buildinp ....---- .
.--.--------.
Taxes on Mutual Life Building . - ....
.. ....
.... ....
....
Additional expenses L. C. Smith Building..-..-....
Depreciation allowed on L. C. Smith Building:
1 per cent on building, $1, 612,375.06 .. ,-.. $24, 185. 63
Original report---..---..
. --------.
... 18, 000.00

$350. 59
48. 42
028. 82

Depreciation on equipment, 10 per cent on $415,954.87..----..
Depreciation on painting and decorating, 20 per cent on $13,856.50..

6,185. 603
41, 595. 49
2, 771. 30

Total additional deductions ..
-----------..------ .......
Income from rents originally reported .. --........
_.. _

51, 580. 25
20, 004. 37

Total loss---.......----------

-..- - - - --....-..........-.

....
..

31, 575. 88

1919
The material differences in this year are as follows:
Loss on sale of Mutual Life Building in the amount of $24,624.42 claimed by
the accountant for the taxpayer. The loss of $11,393.70 as computed on this
transaction by the agents appears correct and is allowed.
Income from rents in the amount of $85,983.27 as reported by the agents
decreased to the amount of $34,434.18 by the allowance of additional deductions
as follows:
Income originally reported by agents -------------.....Less additional depreciation allowed on L. C.
Smith Building, 1% per cent on $1,612,375.06 ----------------- ------...... $24, 185. 63
Original report
-----...........---....
. 18, 000. 00

...-...
$85, 983. 27

$6, 185. 63
Depreciation on equipment, 10 per cent on $415,954.87.. 41, 595. 49
20 per cent depreciation on painting and decorating,
$13,S56.50-...................
-.....
.
. 2, 771.30
Additional interest paid Mutual Life Building .
_ _...
587. 50
Net additional expense allowed ..
. _-.. ---... -409. 17
S 51,549. 09
Net income from rents corrected----------------------..34, 434. 18
Other deductions increased from $5,000, as reported by the agents, to $98,634.42
on account of the allowance of $93,634.42 representing losses oa notes of the
Hudson Finance Co., which was recommended by the Solicitor of Internal
Revenue in his memorandum dated May 4, 1922, pertinent excerpts of which
only, are now quoted:
"The revenue agent disallowed these losses to the individuals on the ground
that they were contingent liabilities against the estate of Lyman C. Smith and
held that they agreed to assume these liabilities merely as a matter of convenience
to themselves and that if they had not done so they would have received this
much less from the estate of their father, Lyman C. Smith. This conclusion
however, overlooks the fact that at the death of Lyman C. Smith the assets o
the Hudson Finance Co. were more than sufficient to pay off these notes.
"The liability of Lyman C. Smith's estate on the notes of the Hudson Finance
Co. was that of accommodation indorser. When the banks which held the notes
accepted Burns Lyman Smith as indorser instead of his father they, by that act,
released the estate of Lyman C. Smith from all further liability. The debt was
from that time the debt of the Hudson Finance Co., Burns Lyman Smith et al.,
indorsers, although Burns Lyman Smith was protected as to two-thirds of his
liability by the agreement with his mother and sister to share equally with him
any losses he might sustain. When the notes became due, Mrs. Flora Burns
Smith took them up and held them as a liability against the corporation and the
indorsers, two of whom had become insolvent. Mrs. Flora Burns Smith, however, was protected by Burns Lyman Smith's indorsement and by the agreement
of Flora Bernice Smith to share one-third of the losses. The agreement with
Burns Lyman Smith to the effect that he would share the losses with his mother
and sister was a release by his mother of his liability as an indorser to her except
as to one-third of any losses she might sustain.
"In view of the foregoing it is held that Burns Lyman Smith, Mrs. Flora
Burns Smith, and Miss Flora Bernice Smith each suffered a loss of one-third of
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the total loss sustained in this transaction, and that such losses are deductible
under section 214 of the revenue act of 1918 in computing their respective net
incomes for 1919."
Revenue Agent Kelley's intimation that "the man who made the final adjustments in this case was at that time in the employ of the taxpayer or his attorney," If directed against me is too palp'ibly ridiculous to merit comment.
If his other criticisms can be measured by the same yardstick, they are deserving
of the same slight consideration.
in reference to Mr. Kelley's statement regarding the hostile attitude I assumed
toward the taxpayer's representatives during the early stages of the 'xamination,
I have only to say that this attitude was adopted byIme in only one instance,
which is explained as follows:

For several mornings at the outset of lor
examination we were kept in the attorney's office until 10 o'clock or later before the appearance of either the attorney
or accountant. Finally, resenting this delay tnd the los of time occasioned thereby, I emphatically informed Mr. Lewis P. Sraith, the attorney, that in the future
we expected their attendance promptly at it o'clock. This reprimand had the
desired effect, and nothing happened subsequently to warrant any show of socalled hostility on my part.
He charges that my "mode of procedure underwent a change after a certain
game of golf" which I played with the taxpayer's attorneys. My answer to this

twaddle I that this game was played on a Saturday afternoon when the examination had practically drawn to a close, and my reason for leaving the early part of
the following week was that there was no sound reason for remaining longer in
Syracuse when my report could just as easily be compiled in Washington from
work sheets in my possession which were prepared during the investigation.
Relative to his charge that the reports of Flora Burns Smith and Flora Bernice
Smith were reopened by me and the assessment arbitrarily reduced, I have only
to direct your attention to the accompanying letter signed by Internal Revenue
Agent G. B. G. Kelley, in which he cites all three cases and with which he submits supplemental work sheets of all three cases proving that he knew at the time
that all of these cases were pending in this section and were all receiving concurrent consideration, as was our general practice at that time; moreover, they
were all affected for the year 1919 by the allowance of the losses in the Hudson
Finance Co.
Exception is taken to Mr. Kelley's statement to the effect that my report
"sounds more like the brief of a taxpayer's attorney than the report of an official."
My report was set up in this form for the purpose of showing the solicitor that
the agent's allegations of fraud could not be substantiated with respect to any
Item with the possible exception of the loss in the Hudson Finance Co.
The determination in this instance was left to the discretion of the Solicitor
of Internal Revenue, as is evidenced by the following quotation from my memorandum addressed to him January 30, 1922:
"The information the unit desires relative to this loss is principally as to
whether or not it was a colorable transaction. During A. R. Stover's investigation a personal inspection of the payment in the form of notes was made, and it
was found that less than $2,000 cash had passed between C. D. Beebe and Lewis
P.'Smith. The agent's contention that C. D. Beebe was financially irresponsible
and is at the present time is true, and therefore it is the belief of this unit that,
although the Smith's interests were mammoth, they would not release an obligation of approximately $300,000 and surrender to the said C. D. Beebe for a
nominal sum their respective stockholdings of the Hudson Finance Co., and
surrender and turn over the notes as aforementioned and any and all other indebtedness of any name and nature, due from said company to said Smiths for
the sum of $30,000. Your opinion, together with any recommendations in the
premises, is respectfully solicited."
In conclusion I might say that I am at a loss to account for Mr. Kelley's attitude in this matter and the malicious insinuations he has aimed at me so long after
the final settlement of the case unless occasioned by a feeling of resentment
against the taxpayer or his attorneys who, in their briefs and to me personally,
complained of Mr. Kelley's actions during his and Dixon's investigation.
From the following it would appear that there was prejudice or ill feeling between the taxpayer, his attorney, and Mr. Kelley.
Under the preliminary statement of the brief of Flora Burns Smith, by D. R.
Cobb, attorney for the executors, he states, speaking of the work of Mr. Nhare,
their accountant: "In other words, his work has been that of an unprejudiced
expert."
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Intimations of Mr. Kelley seem to have made it necessary for the taxpayer to
assure the bureau of his willingness to assist in the investigation, as follows:
"When he (Mr. Kelley) stopped in my office, he saw that I was in conference
with several men. Two happened to be from out of town and the other was the
vice president of our corporation. I interrupted the conference to ask Mr.
Kelley what I could ' do for him and he pulled out a card showing his authority,
and I then told him to go right to the office of Mr. Lewis P. Smith, attorney in
the Onondaga County Savings Bank Building; that he was the one that knew all
about my financial affairs and made the return on same; that he had all the
papers and records right there I thought and if there were any lacking that
Mr. Smith would be glad to procure them from my office; that I stood ready at
all times to furnish to him complete information on any and all points that he
might request. This was my attitude during the entire time that Mr. Kelley
was engaged in examining my records, and on several occasions at the request
of Mr. Kelley through Mr. Smith I sent records to his office. At no time have I
attempted to or even thought of concealing or understating my income.
"No question was presented to, me during the examination by the revenue
officer that the required information was not furnished, and I supposed that his
proposed report was made without leaving any question of importance unsettled
or not explained."
In the course of the investigation I was called in Attorney Smith's private office,
where he informed me that it became almost necessary at one time to forcibly
eject Mr. Kelley from their office; he seemed to fear that Mr. Kelley whom he
characterized as a loose talker might circulate any information of a confidential
nature regarding the taxpayer's careless methods of handling all his business
affairs.
His attitude is all the more mystifying because ho and Dixon gave their tacit
approval to practically all the adjustments save the one outstanding loss, which
was largely responsible for the reduction of the tax liability as originally set up
by the agents.
Respectfully submitted.
ALLEN R. STOVER,
Auditor, Special Adjustment Section.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Ilon. JAMES COZENS,

Washington, November 11, 1925.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR COITZENs: Reference is made to the report of the agent of
the investigating committee criticizing the action of the bureau in the cases of
Mrs. Flora Burns Smith, Miss Flora Bernice Smith, and Burns Lyman Smith.
I am inclosing herewith for your information copy of the opinion of the Solicitor
of Internal Revenue upon the basis of which these cases were settled and which
states in full the reasons upon which the bureau's action was based.
In answer to the criticism of the bureau ior "allowing Mr. Stover to make a
reexamination of the income of Burns Lyman Smith after the letter of Revenue
Agent Kelley, dated March 1, 1924, had been filed, accusing him of irregularities in
connection with his former examination of the case," it is only necessary to state
that the bureau did not allow, and Mr. Stover did not make, a reexamimation of
the case after the receipt of this report.
Sincerely yours,
D. H. BLAIR, Commissioner.
MAY 4, 1922.
Deputy Commissioner BATsoN:
(Attention S. A. Alexander, head, special audit division):
Reference is made in the file in connection with the cases of Burnes Lyman
Smith, Mrs. Flor& Burnes Smith, and Miss Flora Bernice Smith, of Syracuse,
N. Y., and to your memorandum of January 30, 1922.
Lyman C. Smith died November 5, 1910, intestate, leaving surviving him his
wife, Mrs. Flora Burnes Smith; his son, Burnt Lyman Smith; and his daughter,
Miss Flora Bernice Smith. At the time of his death he was accommodation
indorser on notes of the Hudson Finance Co. in the approximate sum of $30b,750.
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After his death his son, Burnes Lyman Smith signed the notes in place of his
father. When the notes became due Mrs. Flora Burnes Smith advanced the
money with which to pay them but did so under an agreement that Burnes Lyman
Smith and Flora Bernice Smith would share equally with her a.ty losNse sustained.
Under this agreement Burnes Lyman Smith and liora Bernice Smith each paid
to Mrs. Flora Burnes Smith in 1919, $92,634.42 as their share of the loss sustained. Your request an opinion as to whether these losses are deductible losses
within the meaning of section 214 of the revenue act of 1918 in computing the
net income of the taxpayers for the year 1919.
The Hudson River Realty Co. was a corporation owning large tracts of real property on the Paliaudes, in the county of Bergen, State of New Jersey. ThIe Hudson
Finance Co. was organized in the year 1906 by William Nottingham, Clifford ).
Beehe, Lyman C. Smith, and Albert G. Ifhscock, for the purpose of giving financial
aid and assistance to the Hudson River Realty Co. The capital stock of the
Hudson Finance Co. consisted of 500 shares of the par value of $100 each. At
the date of Lyman C. Smith's death, the Hudson Finance Co. had notes outstanding aggregating approximately $391 000 and had assets estimated to be
worth $150,000 in excess of its liabilities. Lyman C. Smith, William Nottingham,
and Clifford D. Beebe were coindorsers of the company's notes to the extent of
approximately $305,760. The Hudson Finance Co. having been organized for
the purpose of furnishing financial assistance to the Hudson River Realty Co.
during the period of development of its property, a speedy disposition of the property of the Hudson Finance Co. would have greatly interfered with the development of the Hudson River Realty Co.'s property and entailed a sacrifice of values
to both companies.
At the death of Lyman C. Smith lie owned 165 shares of the capital stock of
the Hudson Finance Co., which was appraised at $75 per share, and 13,879!/
shares of the Hudson River Realty Co. In view of the fact that a speedy disposition of the assets of these two companies would have entailed a considerable
sacrifice, William Nottingham and Clifford D. Bcebe, who were coindorsers
with Lyman C. Smith on the notes above referred to, and who were also stockholders in both companies, requested Burnes Lyman Smith, the son and onet of
the heirs of Lyman C. Smith, to lend his credit to the Hudson Finance Co. by
taking his father's place as accommodation indorser upon the Hudson lFinance
Co.'s paper. He consented to do this but had an understanding with Mrs. Flora
Burnes Smith, and Miss Flora Bernice Smith that they would share with him any
losses sustained by reason of his indorsement of the Hudson Finance Co.'s paper.
Burnes Lyman Smith began to indorse the Hudson Finance Co.'s paper in 1911,
continuing to do so until he had taken his father's place on substantially all the
paper which Lyman C. Smith had indorsed prior to his death. Clifford D.
Beebe and William Nottingham were also liable as indorsers on the same paper.
In the meantime it appears that Mr. Beebe and Mr. Nottingham became
financially irresponsible and when the notes became due Burnes Lyman Smith
appears to have been the only solvent indorser. Due to the financial stringency
caused by the outbreak of the World War in 1914, another company which
owned a large area of land adjacent to the Hudson River Realty Co. became
insolvent and a great number of lots were thrown on the market at prices much
lower than the prices the property had been selling for and the forced selling of
adjacent lots caused such a depreciation in market value of the Hudson Finance
Co.'s property and securities that the bankers called their paper. The payment
of these notes out of the assets of the company at that time would have entailed
great sacrifices but it appeared that the company would be able by slow liquidation to satisfy all of its debts and make some payment on its capital stock.
Accordingly, Mrs. Flora Burnes Smith agreed to advance the money to the Hudson
Finance Co. with which it could pay off the notes, and Flora Bernice Smith and
Burnes Lyman Smithl agreed that if she did so they would each bear their part of
any losses sustained. She began to advance the money in 1914 and by 1919 had
advanced $330,903.26. At that time she called upon her attorney, Mr. Lewis P.
Smith, to investigate the affairs of the Hudson Finance Co. with a view to disosing of her holdings in said company. In compliance with her request, Mr.
Smith made a careful examination into the assets and financial condition of the
Hudson Finance Co. and negotiated with Clifford D. Beebe a sale of all the notes
of the Hudson Finance Co., aggregating $300,000, for $50,000 to be paid in
monthly installments during 1919, with the further understanding that after the
$50,000 had been paid the shares of stock in the Hudson Finance Co. then held
by the heirs of Lyman C. Smith would be transferred to Clifford D. Beebe for a
consideration of $1. There is no evidence that this was not a bona fide sale, free
from fraud. It was induced by the fact that the assets of the Hudson Finance
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Co. consisted of unimproved real estate, some of which was mortgaged and upon
which there had accrued unpaid taxes and interest amounting to more than
$30,000, with the result that the taxes together with interest charges and office
rent would soon have contimed the value of the assets. Mr. Bcebe paid the
$50,000 during the year 1919 with the exception of a small amount which was
paid by February, 1920, and the stock of the Hudson Finance Co. was transferred
to him according to the contract.
Lyman C. Smitl died intestate, and upon his death Mrs. Flora Burnes Smith
his wife, was appointed administratrix of his estate. The estate was administered
and the decree of the surrogate's court of Onondaga County, N. Y., was entered
July 8, 1912, distributing the estate and discharging the administatarix. The
funds advanced by Mrs. Flora Burnes Smith to the Hudson Finance Co. were
advanced from 1914 to 1019 out of her personal funds. The settlement between
Flora Burnes Smith and her two children was had in 1919, and each of the
children paid her out of their personal funds their one-third of the losses sustained.
The net loss to each was $93 634.42.
An accurate statement of the market value of the assets of the Hudson Finance
Co. at the time the notes and stock were transferred to Clifford D. Bcebe can
not be obtained, but it was the opinion of the Smiths at that time that the assets
would not have sold for sufficient to pay the corporation's liabilities. The
assets of this corporation on March 1, 1913, appear to have been largely in
excess of its liabilities. The losses which accrued, therefore, accrued after
March 1, 1913.
The revenue agent disallowed these losses to the individuals on the ground that
they were contingent liabilities against the estate of Lyman C. Smith, and held
that they agreed to assume these liabilities merely as a matter of convenience to
themselves, and that if they had not done so they would have received this much
less from the estate of their father, Lyman C. Smith. This conclusion, however,
overlooks the fact that at the death of Lyman C. Smith the assets of the Hudson
Finance Co. were more than sufficient to pay off these notes.
The liability of Lyman C. Smith's estate on the notes of the Hudson Finance
Co. was that of accommodation indorser. When the banks which held the
notes accepted Burnes Lyman Smith as indorser instead of his father they by
that act released the estate of Lyman C. Smith from all further liability. The
debt was from that time the debt of the Hudson Finance Co., Burnes Lyman
Smith, et al., indorsers, although Burnes Lyman Smith was protected as to twothirds of his liability by the agreement with his mother and sister to share equally
with him any losses he might sustain. When the notes became due Mrs. Flora
Burnes Smith took them up and held them as a liability against the corporation
and the indorsers, two of whom had become insolvent. Mrs. Flora Burnes
Smith, however, was protected by Burnes Lyman Smith's endorsement and by
the agreement of Flora Bernice Smith to share one-third of the losses. The
agreement with Burnes Lyman Smith, to the effect that he would share the
losses With his mother and sister, was a release by his mother of his liability as
an indorser to her except as to one-third of any losses she might sustain.
In view of the foregoing it is held that Burnes Lyman Smith, Mrs. Flora
Burnes Smith, and Miss Flora Bernice Smith each suffered a loss of one-third
of the total loss sustained in this transaction and that such losses are deductible
under section 214 of the revenue act of 1918 in computing their respective net
incomes for 1919.
CARL A. MAPES,
Solicitor of Internal Revenue.
GENERAL REPORT ON SPECIAL ASSESSMENT
[By L. H. Parker, Aug. 13, 1925]
AUGUST 13, 1925.

To: Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: Mr. L. H. Parker, chief engineer.
Subject: Special assessment.
SYNOPSIS

From an examination of the methods employed in general and from a study of
%
individual cases, it appears1. That the application of section 210 of the act of 1917 is sound where the
invested capital of the taxpayer could not be satisfactorily determined.
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2. That the bureau has exceeded its authority in making retroactive the pro-

visions of section 327 and 328 of the 1918 act in regard to abnormalities iu invested
capital and income to apply to the year 1917.
3. That the whole method of special assessment granted to companies under
section 327 of the act of 1918 on the basis of abnormalities in invested capital
and income is unsound.
4. That the administration of these sections by the bureau has caused "a
frightful discrimination between business concerns and industries of the country."
BUREAU'

METHOD OF DETERMINING

SPECIAL ASSE88MENT

Special assessment was first provided for in a revenue act of 1917. This act
states as follows in section 210:
"SEc. 210. That if the Secretary of the Treasury is unable in any cae satisfactorily to determine the invested capital, the amount of the deduction shall
be the sum of (1) an amount equal to the same proportion of the net income of the
trade or business received during the taxable year as the proportion which the
average deduction (determined in the same manner as provided in section 203,
without including the $3,000 or $6,000 therein referred to) for the same calendar
year of representative corporations, partnerships, and individuals, engaged in a
like or similar trade or business, bears to the total net income of the trade or
business received by such corporations, partnerships, and individuals, plus (2) in
the case of a domestic corporation $3,000, and in the case of a domestic partnership or a citizen or resident of the United States $6,000."
"For the purpose of this section the proportion between the deduction and the
net income in each trade or business shall be determined by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue in accordance with regulations prescribed by him, with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. In the case of a corporation or partnership which has fixed its own fiscal year, the proportion determined for the
calendar year ending during such fiscal year shall be used."
It will be noted that the wording of the act provides for special assessment
only in the cases where the invested capital of the taxpayer can not be satisfactorily determined. There is absolutely no reference in the 1917 act to abnormalities in invested capital and income which might permit a relief under this
section. This feature of taking account of abnormal conditions in the invested
capital or income of the taxpayer was first introduced by the revenue act of
1918 which allows a taxpayer to be assessed under this section, "owing to
abnormal conditions affecting the capital or income of the corporation," an
exceptional hardship would be borne by the taxpayer if his tax was computed
without benefit of the special assessment provisions. The act of 1921 was
practically the same as the act of 1918. The act of 1924 does not contain a
special assessment provision inasmuch as it is no longer necessary to compute
the invested capital of the taxpayer.
There is nothing in the acts of 1918 or 1921 making the wording thereof in
respect to abnormal conditions retroactive. However, the bureau has consistently
at least in later years, given relief to taxpayers under section 210 of the 1917
act on account of abnormal conditions, a feature which was not included in this
act at all. This is conclusively shown, for. instance in appeals and review recommendation No. 326, which can be found in Cumulative Bulletin No. 3, page
3Q1. This ruling provides as follows:
"If a corporation has paid no salaries to its officers during 1917, or has paid
salaries which were unusually low in comparison to the salaries paid to the officers
of competing concerns, and thereby created an abnormal condition which seriously affected its net income and tax liability, it may properly receive consideration with a view to determining its excess profits tax liability for 1917 in accordance with section 210 of the revenue act of 1917."
The bureau has exceeded its authority in making the provisions of the 1918 act,
in regard to special assessment retrospective in regards to fixing the 1917 tax.
Another case of this kind has already been shown in the report upon the J. H.
Hillman Co. case where they were allowed special assessment for the year 1917
based on abnormal conditions although their invested capital could satisfactorily
be determined.
We will now state the general method employed by the bureau in determining
special assessment cases, which as we have shown above have been computed
under the same principles for 1917 as for 19;8 and 1921 regardless of the fact
that the wording of the acts are different.
The first step in a special assessment case is to determine whether or not the
taxpayer is entitled to relief under the section. Some of the reasons for granting
special assessment are listed below.
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1. Insufficient salaries paid to officers,
2. Sale of capital assets within the taxable year.
3. Substantial intangible value in a business of small capitalization.
4. A corporation operating with a large amount of borrowed capital.
5. Where respective values of mixed aggregates of tangible and intangible
properties paid in for stocks and bonds n not be satisfactorily determined.
6. Foreign corporations.
After it has once been determined that the taxpayer is entitled to special
assessment, the tax is always computed in its entirety without any reference to
how much difference the abnormality could possibly make in the tax.
As a rule five companies are selected which are in the same line of business as
the taxpayer and ifpossible these companies are selected as also being in the same
location and about the same size as the appellant company. The five companies
selected are termed comparatives. Complete information as shown on returns
is tabulated on a work sheet for each of these five comparnus, ard also for the
appellant company. The most important parts of this information is as follows:
1. Invested capital.
2. Gross sales.
3. Cost of goods sold.
4. Net income,
5. Percentage of net income to gross sales.
6. Percentage of net income to invested capital.
7. Percentage of cost of sales to gross sales.
8. Profits tax.
9. Percentage of profits tax to net income.
10. Average of percentage of profits tax to net income for the five comparatives.
The final determination of tax under special assessment is based on the average
of the percentage of profits tax to net income for the five comparatives chosen.
This average percentage isapplied to the net income of the appellant company
to determine the profits tax and the normal income tax of 12 or 10 per cent, as
the case may be, added to this profits tax to obtain the total tax.
The other information is used and tabulated in order to see that the comparatives chosen bear the proper similarity to the business of the appellant company.
DISCUSSION

OF BUREAU'S METHOD

We believe that the provision for special assessment as contained in the 1917
act, section 210, is sound and is necessary when the invested capital of the taxpayer can not be satisfactorily determined.
We disagree entirely with the policy of the bureau in making the new principles
involved in the 1918 act retroactive to 1917 when there was absolutely no authority therefor.
The 1918 act provides for determining the tax by special assessment in the
following four classes:
(a) Where the invested capital can not be determined.
(b) In the case of foreign corporations.
(c) Where a mixed aggregate of tangible property has been paid in for stock
and the values of the several classes of property can not be satisfactorily determined as at time of payment.
(d) Where "the tax if determined without benefit of this section would,
owing to abnormal conditions affecting the capital or income of the corporation,
work upon the corporation an exceptional hardship evidenced by gross disproportion between the tax computed without benefit of this section and the tax
computed by reference to the representative corporations specified in section
328 this subdivision shall not apply to any case (1)in which the tax (computed
without benefit of this section) is high merely because the corporation earned
within the taxable year a high rate of profit upon a normal invested capital nor
(2) in which 60 per cent or more of the gross income * * * consists of gains,
profits, commissions or other income, derived on a cost plus basis from a Government contract. (Made during war period.)
In regard to the first three provisions above, (a), (b), and (c), we believe these
are sound and when special assessment is granted on these grounds we can make
no criticism.
When special assessment is granted under provision (d), however, we are
not at all in agreement with the way this section has been interpreted by the
bureau.
In order to discuss this matter intelligently, it will be necessary to cite certain grounds upon which the bureau has allowed special assessment. One of
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the most often recited reasons for granting special assessment is on the plea,
that the taxpayer paid insufficient salaries to its officers. We will therefore
attempt to analyze this particular ground for special assessment.
A careful reading of pagrgraph (d) of section 327 of the 1918 act, will convince one that an exceptionall hardship" must be worked on the corporation
by the computation of the tax in the ordinary way. While this hardship may
be evidenced by "gross disproportion" between the statutory tax and the tax
computed by the special assessment method, this gross disproportion alone sl
not a sufficient ground for such assessment. It must be kept clearly in mind
that one of the basic principles of the act is the fixing of the tax according to
the taxpayer's ability to pay, and while any tax may be a hardship, it can be
construed only as an exceptional hardship, in view of the general principles
governing the whole revenue act, when the taxpayer would be so affected that
he is seriously prejudiced in maiainining his business and competing with his
rivals in the same industry, or when it comes to the point where he is really
unable to pay.
Let us examine now the "exceptional hardship," borne by the taxpayer corporation because it pays too small salaries to its officers.
In the J. H1. Hillman Co.'s case, the three executives of the company drew
salaries of $12,000 each, or a total of $36,000. It was claimed that they should
have been paid at least $50,000 each plus 10 per cent of the net earnings, or a
total of $500,000. The company then claims to have paid $464,000 less in
salaries to its officers than it should have done. This is claimed to be an "exceptional hardship" to the corporation.
Let us see what this hardship amounts to. The company should have paid
its officers $464,000 more in salaries. This saves the corporation $464,000 in
expense. The company had to pay tax on this $464,000 which could not be
deducted from income. With a composite profit-tax rate of 55 per cent plus the
regular income tax, this loss would amount to about $283,040. Then the corporation stands as follows at the end of the year:
Saved on officers salaries -..

.

Loss due to additional tax --------...

......

-.---------...

--.---.---

--....-

----

......

$464, 000

283, 040

Net saving--..
......---------- --------------..----..--.
180, 960
In other words the corporation claims it has suffered an "exceptional hardship" because it has saved $180,960 net cash. The remarkable part of it is,
that the bureau agrees with the taxpayer.
While the wording of the act definitely states that it must be a hardship on
the corporation, it is interesting to note the hardship which might be borne
by the three principal officers of this company, the small stockholder and the
Government on account of this payment of insufficient salaries.
In this case the three principal officers were the three principal stockholders,
not knowing the exact facts we will assume they hold 90 per cent of the stock,
and that the income derived from the corporation is their only income.
Now, each of these officers lost by not receiving the salary claimed proper, the
amount of $154,667, or a total of $464,000 for the three officers. They had a
total additional equity in the business, however, of 90 per cent of $180,960,
which equals $162,864. They have also saved the tax on the additional salary
which would amount to $37,019 each, or a total of $111,057.
Then the hardship on the three principal officers is as follows:
Loss due to insufficient salary .,,--....----- -....
-------..----....
$464, 000
Additional equity in business-...---------..-----..-------. $162, 864
Saving on ta:......----------..----------.------------111,057
S273,
921
Net loss (three officers) --------------------------------...
Or each officer lost.------...-------------------- -.----....--..-

192, 079
63, 356

Now, it is evident that this could be considered a hardship on the three principal officers, yet we maintain that it is not an exceptional hardship, as each of
the officers is certainly assured of the necessities of life through their $12,000
per year salary. Moreover, section 327 of the act certainly clearly refers only to
exceptional hardships borne by the corporation, and had nothing to do with the
relief of individuals. Furthermore, the three principal officers owning 90 per
cent of the stock had it in their power to vote themselves a proper salary; it is
therefore a matter about which the Government should not concern itself.
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In regard to the small stockholders, the "hardship" borne by them because
the company paid its officers insufficient salaries amounts to an additional
equity for them in undivided profits of 10 per cent of $180,960, or $18,096. In
other words, the small taxpayers have gained $18,090 instead of suffering a
hardship because the company paid its officers insufficient Nalaries.
In regard to the Government, it is evident from the above that on account
of the corporation having paid its officers too little salary they have collectedA tax on the company (gain) -_...-,-.
.... ,.,.
.. ..,...
$283, 040
A tax on the officers (loss)
. . ... - .-...-...
-...
.. _._..-.
.... ..
Iii, 057
Net gain ...-------..--..
-------.
......
171,983
The results of thveabove discussion show that the result of paying small salaries
is ia follows:
Saving to corporation
-..--.....
..- . -.
......
....
-....
$180, 960
Living to small stockholders... .. --.--..
....-.......--...
--.
18, 096
Saving to Government .

-......

..

.....

.

171, 983

Loss to three principal officers- .-... ..- ...
--.... --. _. ---190, 079
From the above it must be evident that the only hardship is to the three principal officers, and as the act clearly intends relief only to the corporation this
ground for special assessment should be condemned.
Another ground for special assessment is the sale of capital assets by the corporation within the taxable year.
'The general intent of the whole act with the exception of special assessment
Section as construed by the bureau, was to tax as income the appreciation of all
capital assets between March 1, 1913, and the date of sale at the tax rates obtaining when the sale was made.
We see no reason for interpreting the meaning of section 327 on special assessment in such a manner as to make the provisions of act for determining profit
on sale of capital assets null and void.
If a corporation sells part or all of its assets it i usually because it does not
require them further, and this feature has nothing to do with the profit on the
articles they produce. It is true that the realization of profits in a year of high
taxes bring about a tax which is a hardship, but it is a condition recognized by
the law as operating on every individual and corporation and we do not believe
it was the intent of Congress to provide in this section for making the other
section of the act inoperative.
Article 541 of the regulations for 1918 define gross income as follows:
"The gross income of a corporation for the purposes of the tax in general
includes and excludes the same things as the gross income of an individual. It
embraces not only the operating revenues, but also gains, profits, and income
from all other sources, such as rentals, royalties, interest, dividends from stock
of other corporations, and profits from the sale of capital assets."
It is definitely recognized, therefore, that the profits from the sale of capital
assets are a part of the taxable income of a corporation. Why then should certain corporations be relieved of the tax on same? We can not agree with the
bureau in admitting cases to special assessment on the ground of excessive income
due to sale of capital assets when the act specifically provides for taxing the
profits from such sale.
This ground for special assessment has been granted in a number of cases,
among which might be mentioned "The Morton-Gregson Co., Chicago, Ill."
Another ground on which special assessment is granted is where there is substantial intangible value in a business of small capitalization. Th3re is equity
in certain cases on this ground, and we believe that Congress may have intended
to relieve such cases.
For instance, we will suppose two companies are doing business in the same
industry. These companies are exactly the same and make the same income,
but one incorporated at $400,000 par value of stock and the other at $700,000
par value of stock, $30G,000 thereof being issued for good will. Now, it is evident that the first company only has an invested capital of $400,000, while the
second company can get $400,000 plus 25 per cent of $700,000, or $575,000.
Therefore, the first company must pay a much higher rate than the second
simply because it did not take good will into account in incorporating. We do
contend, however, that when special assessment is granted on this ground,
that the ccastructed invested capital should not be increased beyond the 25
per cent !:-nit provided for in section 326 of the 1918 act. All companies have
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to bear this limitation and it is unfair to give more relief under section 327 than
the ordinary taxpayer gets under the regular case in section 326.
It is conceded also that borrowed capital may constitute a proper ground
for extra assessment. There seems to be ample evidence that this was the principal matter in the minds of Congress when writing this provision of the law.
We do contend, however, that d'e allowance should be made for the extent of the
abnormality due to this cause and also for the deduction of interest on this borrowed capital. If th extf
th
xtte
the abnormal condition is taken into account,
then allowances will become within reason.
There is of course no question as to the use of special assessment in the case
of foreign corporations or where respective values of mixed aggregates of tangible
and intangible properties paid in for stocks and bonds can not be satisfactorily
determined, as these features are specifically covered by the act.
There are several other grounds for granting special assessment, one of which
is based on the extraordinary value of the personal services rendered Ib the
officers of the company. This ground is too ridiculous to argue, for it is event
that efficient management of at corporation would d not be considered an abnormal
condition or one demanding relief from taxation.
INDIVIDUAL CASES

In order to make the special assessment methods of the bureau clearer, we will
now give a resum6 of certain cases, or groups of cases, the full details of which
will be attached as exhibits:
J.

H. HILLMAN & CO.,

PITTHBUIlRH, PA.

The principal reason for granting special assessment in this case was the extraordinary personal business genius of Mr. J . . llillhan, jr., and two other officers
of the company. Other reasons advanced were Vie small salaries paid these
officers, the good will not possible of capitalization, the small amount of capital
required in le coal-brokerage business, and realization of profits in 1917 representing earnings upon services performed during preceding years.
While the grounds of special assessment in this case are all weak, we will not
discuss them. The main point is that special assessment could not properly
be granted this company at all under the 1917 act, because the invested capital
of this company could be satisfactorily determined, and the bureau has made
retroactive the provisions of the 1918 act without any authority. The facts in
this case are included in Exhibit A attached, the following conclusions being
reached therein:
1. There were no proper grounds for granting this taxpayer relief by special
assessment in 1917.
2. Only two comparatives were used in determining the ratio of profit tax
to net income, instead of the usual five comparatives.
3. Five comparatives were available and in fact set up on a work sheet; the
two used had the lowest rates and hence were most advantageous to the taxpayer.
4. The comparatives discarded were thrown out on the basis'of being smallersized companies. In other words, small companies should, according to the
bureau, pay more tax than large companies.
GROVES MILLS (INC.), GASTONIA,

N. C.

This case is interesting as it shows the elasticity of determinations made under
special assessment.
First determination:1917. Taxpayer assessed 38.68 per cent of net income as profits tax.
1918. Taxpayer denied special assessment, statutory rate of 61.34 per cent
of net income assessed for profits tax.
Second determination:
1917. Taxpayer assessed 33.71 per cent of net income as profits tax.
1918. Taxpayer assessed 47.10 per cent of net income as profits tax.
Third determination (as result of special investigation):
1917. Taxpayer denied special assessment and assessed at the statutory rate
of 41.7 per cent of net income as profits tax.
1918. Taxpayer assessed 57.7 per cent of net income as profits tax.
From the above determinations it is readily seen how elastic the results of
special assessment can be made. For the year 1917 we have successive determi-
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nations of profits tax at rates of 38.7 per cent, 33.7 per cent, and 41.7 per cent;
while for 1018 we have rates of 61.34 per cent, 47.10 per cent, and 57.7 per cent.
We append under Exhibit B attached, a copy of data or work sheet used for
the final determination of the profits tax in this case for the year 1918. We
believe that a study of this sheet would convince any one that this company is
not entitled to special assessment at all, inasmuch as no exceptional hardship
isnhown. It is interesting to note that this company pays it's officers salaries
three times greater than any other comparative company. Inasmuch as the
bureau has determined that a company which pays insufficient officer's salaries
is entitled to special assessment, would it not be reasonable to deny companies
special assessment when such companies pay their officers excessive salaries?
A study of the invested capital and the net incomes shown on the data sheet
reveal very little abnormality in the appellant company.
We quote as follows from the recommendations from the special assessment
section for this company, covering the year 1918:
"From the data sheet prepared it appears that the salaries paid to the officers
were in excess of the salaries paid by representative concerns. However, it is
not known whether the excess was sufficient to cover the abnormality claimed by
the appellant and inasmuch as there appears to be a slight abnormality in the
income and invested capital for this year, it is recommended that special assessment be allowed in accordance with the new data sheet prepared."
There is nothing in the above recommendation showing sufficient grounds for
special assessment inasmuch as no exceptional hardship is shown. The recommendation itself admits only a slight abnormality. It must be admitted that
practically every taxpayer in the country has slight abnormalities in its income,
or in its invested capital, and that if we are to admit any such grounds as the
above, we must admit practically every corporation in the country to treatment
under this special provision of the act. We contend that no such intention was
in the minds of Congress when they included this provision, nor in fact can the
wording of the provision itself be construed to cover this case.
ADAJI

WOOLEN MILLS, ADAMS,

MASS.

Grounds for special assessment in this case which were granted by the unit
are as follows:
1. That the capital stock was not issued for the full value of the assets taken
at the time of reorganization.
2. At the time of reorganization receiver's compensation, attorney's fees
taxes, interest, and miscellaneous expenses amounting to approximately $7,543.60
were treated as such on the books.
3. Low officers' salaries.
We contend that none of the above grounds are proper grounds for allowing this
case special assessment, inasmuch as regular provisions of the act contain methods
by which proper relief can be afforded under much more scientific and equitable
methods.
For instance, it is claimed that the capital stock was *not issued for the full
value of assets taken in at the time of reorganization. Section 326 of the revenue
act of 1918 provides as follows in regard to what can be included in invested
capital:
"Actual cash value of tangible property, other than cash, bona fide paid in for
stock or shares, at the time of such payment, but in no cases to exceed the par
value of the original stock or shares specifically issued therefor, unless the actual
cash value of such tangible property at the time paid in is shown to the satisfaction of the commissioner to have been clearly and substantially in excess of such
par value, in which case such excess shall be treated as paid-in surplus."
It is obvious that if at the time of reorganization the company knew that the
par value of stock was not equal to the value of its assets, it must have known
the value of these assets as carried on the predecessor company's books. Therefore, a basis for the true value of this property could be established by this
means. Failing in this method, then, an inventory of the assets as of date of
reorganization properly valued by means of a retrospective appraisal should
furnish additional evidence. If 50 per cent or more of the stock of the new
company remained in the control of the previous owner, which would throw out
the right to a retrospective appraisal at the date of reorganization then the
invested capital of the predecessor corporation could still have been determined
by reconstruction of accounts. We see no reason for admitting this company
for special assessment on these grounds until the methods outlined above Were
investigated.
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We wish to point out at this point that while the unit in selecting conimparati tes
has attempted to choose comparative of the same size and of the sam e location,

they have utterly disregarded the very important feature of date of organization.
It is quite obvious from a study of the regular provisions of the act that if we have

two companies which have exactly the Nlame plant alnd exactly the same outl)ut
and profit, but one of the companies is incorporated iil1903 and Jlthe other in 1916,

then it wIas the intention of Congress iiot to tax these companies alike.

In h11i

first place, the company incorporated in 1003 would probably have paid $200,000
for its plant, while the company incorporated in 19li( would hhate had to pa; :about
$300,000 for a plant for the same capacity. Furt hermore, through dtpitrcitliot
allowances, the company incorporated in 1903 would have had returned to it a
large portion of its capital invested. It is obvious then that the old company %%
ill
have less invested capital in 1918 than the new company and will pay a highe r
rate of tax. As we untI rstand the construction of the whole act, this \a: t he intent of C'ongress. If now we admit to special assessmenllt a certainly old company
and compare it with companies organized 10 or 15 years subsequently, it can be
seen that we are giving this company too favorable treatment and that we are
committing an injustice against the old companies which are not ladmitted to
special assessment.
The second grounds for special assessment are ridiculous. The exact amount
of charges which should have been made to capital account instead of to expense
are known and the invested capital of the taxpayer could have been adjusted
without any reference to the special assessment provision.
The third reason given for special assessment is based on insufficient salary to,
officers. We have already discussed this matter and we believe we have shown
conclusively that low officer's salaries do not constitute an exceptional hardship

to a corporation, but on the contrary are an advantage thereto.
In order to show clearly the wide limits within which the profits tax of a tax-

payer can be determined by the special assessment method used by the bureau,
we append herewith under Exhibit "C," a work sheet showing tie bureau's
determination as actually found by the use of six comparatives, and also sub-

stitute determination numbers 1 and 2, which your engineers have computed by
the substitution of certain other comparatives selected from the records of the.
Special Assessment Section to be used for this purpose.
It will be noted from this chart that the statutory profits tax of the Adams
Woolen Co. was $86,757; that the bureau's determination of this profits tax by
special assessment is $66,269, while our substitute determination No. 1 shows a
profits tax of $76,717, and substitute determination No. 2 shows $56,589. This
shows the very wide latitude possible in determinations under this method. Inr
the same way, while the actual invested capital of the taxpayer is $177,159, the
bureau's determination would reconstruct this at $543,002, while our determination No. 1 would show the constructed invested capital to be $356,439 and determination No. 2 would give $715,867.
It is our contention that where a special assessment must be used, then the
taxpayer should be compared with representative firms who are operating efficiently, and that the dates of organization of the comparative companies should
agree approximately with the date of organization of the appellant company.
Any other system will create an injustice against those companies who are not
admitted to special assessment but who realize large profits on their invested
capital.
TAFT WOOLEN CO., CARYVILLE, MASS.

The determination of special assessments for this company again shows the
elasticity of the bureau's method as in the case of the Goves Mills Co.

The

statutory rate of profits tax to net income in this case was 72.25 per cent. The
case was closed under Section 327 and 328 by allowing a rate of 55.05 per cent.
Upon later investigation the bureau reopened this case and determined the profits
tax at 64.30 per cent of the net income. The statutory profits tax would have
amount to approximately $414,000, while the first determination reduced this to
$310,000, and the final determination arrived at a tax of $362,000. The variation
in these figures is obvious and requires no discussion.
The grounds for special assessment in this case were three in number, as follows:
"1. Due to ultraconservative accounting the statutory invested capital can
not be satisfactorily determined.
"2. A large portion of the net income is derived from the use of borrowed
capital.

.3. The net income is principally derived from the valuable trade-marks and
good will which can not be recognized in computing statutory invested capital."
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In regard to the first ground given above, we contend that this is not a suficient reason for special ansessmient inasniuchl as items improperly charged to
expense can be readily capitalized and the capital account reconstructed.
l'he .,,coond ground for special assessment in regard to borrowed capital has
. ',Ijefoundation. However, no attempt is made by the bureau to determine the
extent to which this abnormality, if any, could possibly effect the tax of this cornto borrow
pany. It in a normal rather than an abnormal codition for compani)i)i
a certain amount of money in conducting their business. The interest paid by
this company would indicate that if they borrowed monev at 6 per cent, the
amount of capital borrowed would be about 40 per cent of their invested capital.
for companies to borrow from banks up to 50 per
It is not by any means usual
cent of their net assets. We will disicurs the borrowed capital feature of special
assessment later.
In regard to the third grounds for special assessment, relating to the value of
trade-.tnarkh and good will, it in certain that if this ground is admitted at all it
ought to be contained to the 25 per cent limitation placed on valuation of good
will for all companies under the regular provisions of the act.
PENN

TOBACCO CO.,

WILKES-BARRE,

PA.

f
urer of tobacco and has been granted special
This company is a ma iact
asseKssment for the years 1917 and 1918. We shall discuss here only the allowance for special assessment in 1917. Invested capital of the taxpayer amounted
to $474,789, the gross sales amounted to 81.213,802, his net income amounted to
$121,826.11, his statutory profits tax amounted to $20,749, the percentage of
profits tax to net income was 17.03 per cent. Under special assessment the
profits tax was reduced to $19,345.99, the percentage of profits tax to net income
being fixed at 15.88 per cent.
The grounds for special assessment in this case were based on the proposition
that the taxpayer had created large good-will values through advertising which
were not included in invested capital. The taxpayer claimed that he had spent
in the neighborhood of $900,000 between 1900 and 1912 for advertising; he claimed
all this should go into invested capital. We do not think that this ground was
well taken, because advertising in general has to be kept up from year to year
and it is very questionable what effect advertising between the years 1900 and
1912 would have on the real value of the intangibles of this taxpayer in 1917.
Furthermore, it was the custom of the taxpayer to charge advertising to expense.
If he charged off in 1917 a very considerable amount of advertising as expense
instead of capitalizing same, this would more than offset the amount by which
the invested capital would affect the tax. However, we have not the true facts
in regard to this.
In any event, we claim that this taxpayer should not have been granted special
assessment for the year 1917, inasmuch as his invested capital could be determined; and, as we have already pointed out, companies should only be granted
special assessment under section 210 when their invested capital can not be
satisfactorily determined.
WEYMAN

BRUTON

CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

This company is a manufacturer of tobacco. It was granted special assessment
for the year 1917. The invested capital of this taxpayer amounted to $9,098,583,
his gross sales amounted to $7,576,033, his net income amounted to $1,881,642,
his statutory profits tax amounted to $243,989, the percentage of statutory profits
tax to net income amounted to 13 per cent. Under special assessment the tax.
payer's profits tax was fixed at $159,375 and the percentage of profits tax to net
income was fixed at 8.47 per cent.,
This company was granted special assessment on the grounds that invested
capital could not be satisfactorily determined. Just why it could not be so determined is not evident from these records in our possession. It would appear rather
strange th.t the invested capital could not be determined when the invested capital
of the taxpayer before reconstruction is given at $9,098,583, as shown above.
We wish to draw special attention in this case to the very low rate of profits
tax finally determined, i. e., 8.47 per cent. The statutory rate of 13 per cent
which would have been assessed this taxpayer if he had not been granted special
assessment would appear to be a very reasonable rate of taxation for the war year
1917. It will le noted, however, that the relief afforded this taxpayer is considerable as it effects the reduction of over one-third in his profits tax, or an
amount of $84,614.
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BI1UTON

AND

PENN

TOBACCO CO. CASES

We wish to make a nontechnical comparison of the two cases listed above in
view of the results of special assessment. These companies are both tobacco
manufacturers though the details of their business are somewhat different.
We wonder what will be the reaction on the Penn Tobacco Co. when they find
out that although they made a profit of only $121,000, they had to pay a profits
tax of 15.88 per cent thereon, while the Weyman Bruton Co., making a large
profit of $1,881,642, only had to pay 8.47 per cent profits tax thereon.
We contend that the whole principle lying behind the excess profits tax as laid
down by Congress in the revenue act of 1918 is violated by the application of
special assessment to this case. It must be admitted that one of the basic principles of this tax was on the taxpayer's ability to pay. Certainly a company making nearly $2,000,000 could afford to pay over 8 per cent profits tax without suffering any exceptional hardship. We have noted in general, in the limited time
spent in the special assessment section, that small companies in a given industry
are assessed a higher percentage of tax than large companies in the same industry
when treated under the special assessment provisions of the act as carried out by
the bureau's methods. We believe if the public at large knew how this provision
was being interpreted and what refunds were being handed out they would not
for one moment stand for such injustice.
LOUISVILLE PROVISION CO.,

LOUISVILLE,

KY.

This company applied for special assessment for the years 1917 and 1918.
The company was denied relief under this section of the act on the grounds that
companies in comparative circumstances paid a higher rate of tax than the
appellant. The ratio of profits tax to net income for the appellant company for
1917 was 8.93 per cent, while the same ratio for comparative companies was fixed
at 17.94 per cent. For 1918, the appellant company was assessed a profits tax
of 32.22 per cent of its net income, while the comparatives selected by the bureau
showed a ratio of the profit tax to net income of 40.72 per cent. The gross sales
of this company in 1917 amount to $2,299,083.
We believe the bureau was correct in denying this company special assessment,
but we have quoted the above figures for comparative purposes. The business
of the above named taxpayer was that of a me&t packer and dealer in provisions.
MORTON-OREGSON

CO., C!HCAGO, ILL.

This company was granted special assessment for the year 1917 on the ground
that part of its income was derived from the sale of capital assets.
As before stated, we condemn this ground for special assessment especially for
the year 1917. The only grounds for granting special assessment in this year is
when the inv, ted capital of a taxpayer can not be satisfcatorily determined.
Income derived from sale of capital assets has nothing whatever to do in the
determination of invested capital.
The gross income of this taxpayer was $4,396,070, his net income was $288,057,
his statutory profits tax was $52,714, the percentage of profits tax to net income
was 18.30 per cent. The bureau has determined the profits tax of this taxpayer
by their special assessment method at $28,177.99, and the per cent of profits
tax to net income at 9.78 per cent. In other words, the bureau has cut this
taxpayer's tax nearly in half.
It should be noted that in the preceding case of the Louisville Provision Co.
for the year 1917 the average percentage of profits tax to net income of the comparatives was found to be 17.94 per cent. The bureau seemed to have no great
difficulty in this case of the Morton-Gregson Co. to find comparatives which
would indicate a proper profits tax at the very low figure of 9.78 per cent. Only
three comparatives were used in this Morton-Gregson case, although an ample
number were available. It appears evident that this taxpayer has received
preferential treatment.
KINGAN & CO. (LTD.), INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.

This company has been allowed special assessment for the year 1918, on the
basis of being a foreign corporation. There is no question but what this ground
for special assessment is proper.
The grosp sales of this company amount to $63,559,919, and the per cent of
profits tax to net income is fixed at 29.05 per cent. In arriving at this per-
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contage only two ctimpara ive are used, one paying a profits tax of 30.20 per cent
and one a profit tax of 14.94 per cent. We do not think that these two omparatives sire sufficient to fix the proper rate, especially in view of the wide
divergence between tIhe two rates shown in the comparative.
Attention might
he called again to the case of the Louisville Provision Co., quoted previously,
which shows an average rate of profits tax to net income
for 1918, in this line of
business, to be 40.72 per cent. It is true that these comparative are much
smaller co panliets, but can we admit of the principle that small companies should
pav a greater relative profits tax than large companies.
tinder Exhiit I) attached, a r6suim6 of the special assessment determination
in this ease is shown. We have also computed in this exhibit the rate of profits
tax to net income for this company by changing one of the comparatives. By
so doing, we would change tl0e rate of profits tax to net income from 29.05 per
cent to 36.8 per cent. This would make a difference in tax in favor of the Gov.
erinent iin the sum of $210,000.
HATEIY

BR08. CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

This company is in the packing business as in the case of Kingan & Co. They
have been admitted to special assessment for 1918 on the basis of borrowed
capital, low officer's salaries, and good will value not included in invested capital.
The ratio of profits tax to net income in this c ase is fixed at 42.79 per cent, it will
be recalled that the rate for Kingan & Co. was fixed for this same year at 29.05
per cent. It is true that Kingan & Co. is a much larger concern, but we must
conclude from the results
the s ofh te bureau's methods that a large foreign meat
packer should pay 13 per cent less profits tax than a small American meat packer.
We do not believe the American public will like this system.
The idea has been so often expressed that the special assessment provision
was necessary to allow one company to compete with another, that we wish to
take up thiH phase of the matter in connection with this case. For convenience
we will take the figures for the appellant company and one of the comparative
used by the bureau in this case in order to illustrate this point.
Lately ComparaBros. ( o.
live
Location.... .... ..-- ..-Illinois.
Invested capial ..- .......
,
$502,421
Grosssales .-----...----. 4,760,030
Other incomln
.. .. ..
..
10,4KI
Cost of goods sold ..-. 4,5 0,321
Ordinary and necessary ex54,514
pense _--.. .-----...---Complnsation offltcrs -1-... .
16f,f66
Repairs..... -.
.-----......-2,734

Illinois.
$490,928
3,54, 644
9, 8
4,230,973
156,008
30,000
9

IIately ComparaBr9a. Lo.
tive
Interest.. ... ......
......
Taxes...-- ...
---.-..-----Bad debts.....---------..
...
.
Depreciation.---------....
..
N t income....---..--..-- ...
Profits tax--......- ...--.....Per cent profits tax to net Income -....-------------..
.

$2,821
3,318
1, 7
11,760
171,408
, 917

$4,072
50
7,728
15,287
110,760
39,820

52.45

35.95

Final profits tax allowed HIately Bros. by special assessment, $73,354.
Final iwrcentage of profits tax to net income allowed, 42.79.

From the above it can be seen that these two companies are auite similar, but
that Hatcly Bros. make more money than the other concern. - Let us examine
the figures to see how it is that Hately Bros. can not properly compete with the
other company and. therefore require special assessment. The fact that will
affect the competition of these companies most is the amount of money each
has left at the end of the year for expansion and carrying on their next year's
business. It can he seen that the companies are very nearly the same in invested
capital and gross sales.
Now, if Ilately Bros. had paid the statutory tax, they would have had left
at the end of the year their net income less the tax for which they were liable;
this would amount to $171,408, less tax $89,917; balance, $81,491. The other
company would have left $110,750, less $39,820; balance, $70,930.
Can it be said that Hately Bros. can not compete with the comparative cornpany because they have left a net profit of $81,491 instead of only having left
the net profit of $70,930, made by the other company? We think this argument
is entirely fallacious when we remember that the companies are of practically
the same size., However, the bureau adjusts the tax of Hately Bros. so that
they really have left $171,408 minus $73,354, or a balance of $98,054.
We now have Hately Bros. with $27,000 more on hand at the end of the year
than the comparative company, and what is really accomplished by this method
S. Rept. 27, pt 2, 69-1--17
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is not a relief in taxation which will permit Hately Bros. to compete with the
comparative concern, but we have created a condition by which the conmpar)ti;V
company can net now compete on equal terms with Hately Bros.
UNITED VERDE EXTENSION

MINING CO.,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

The business of thin taxpayer is copper mining, milling, and smelting. This
case has been discussed in our office report No. 28, in regard to this company.
It has certain special assessment features which are important to take up at
this time, one of which is to show how millions in tax can be lost to the Government by this method.
The tax on this company was originally fixed by the advisory tax board under
section 210 of the 1917 act (special assessment). It amounted to $2,123,809.55.
The details of this assessment can not be tound which show the comparatives
used. Through methods which we have questioned in office report No. 28,
above referred to, this tax was the one finally allowed to stand. However, we
have a computation of tax on this same basis made subsequently which shows a
tax of $2,845,070.37, as this is $700,000 more than the tax collected, this determination will do for our purpose although it is in favor of the taxpayer. Under
this determination the rate of profits tax to net income was fixed at 21.29 per cent.
The net income of the taxpayer was $10,937,277.
The profits tax on a statutory
basis would have been, according to our report, $5,739,100, or a ratio of 52 par
cent to net income. The taxpayer, therefore, has saved $3,410,554 in profits
tax by this determination of special assessment over what he would have paid
on a statutory basis. The above figures are based on a tax shown by the comparatives that we have available, actually of course, the taxpayer saved about
$700,000 or more. It is claimed that the taxpayer could r~ determine his
invested capital. We question this statement inasmuch as :ie statutory tax
was actually computed as shown above.
We are quoting as follows from our office report No. 28, covering the United
Verde Extension Mining Co.:
Representative rate.--In arriving at a representative rate, five companies
were selected, as follows:

Invested
capital

Arizona Copper Co.,-... ...--... ---- ..
35,140,023
Mammoth copper Co-.---.....--..--948, 4
Shattuck-Arizona Copper Co...........
3,141,310
Chino Copper Co..................... . 20,324,105
Calumet & Arzona Co ... ,..........41,04b, 372
Total......
....-......... ......
Average .............. .........

100.599,234
20,11,8 8

Net income

$8,181,847
420,771
1,617,197
10,880,201
8,307,313

Per cent

net income
Excesto invested profits tax
capital

Per cent
tax to
net
Income

23.28
44.37
61.48
53. 53
20.24

$1,383,651

592,761
4062,187
1,020,389

16.91
33.71
36. t
37.34
1136

29,407, 389 .......
.
6,881,478
29.25

7,206,833
7.0....
1,441,367

21, 2i

i41,845

From the average per cent of net income to invested capital, 29.23 per cent
applied to the corrected net income, $10,937,277.99, is obtained a constructive
invested capital of $38,986,896.54.
This constructive invested capital then
becomes the basis for the excess-profits tax computation as provided in the
regulations.
The excess-profits tax thus computed amounts to---.--------- $2, 328, 546. 48
Tax at 2 per cent.-----.--------------------------------..
172, 174. 63
Tax at 4 per cent -----------------..---..----------.......
344,349.26
Total tax-.-------..
--...-----..--------------------

2, 845, 070. 37

In addition to drawing attention to the fact that this taxpayer has been saved
$3,000,000 by special assessment, we also wish to point out the injustice suffered
by the Mammoth Copper Co., the Shattuck-Arizona Copper Co., and the Chino
Copper Co. These companies pay a profits' tax on their net income based on the
following percentages, respectively, 33.71, 36.65, and 37.34 per cent. The
appellant company only has a rate of 21.29 per cent. Is it fair for the Chino
Copper Co. tobe assessed $4,000,000 on a $10,000,000 income and still let out the
United Verde Extension Mining Co. with a tax of only a little over $2,000,000 on
practically the same net income, just because it claims its invested capital could
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not be determined? We believe that it was the intention of Congress, in such
cases, to bring the tax down to a point where it would equal the average of certain
companies which were making a maximum return in that industry rather than on'
any general average.
While it s aside from this subject, we wish to call attention to the fact that the
above-quoted figures show that these copper companies are making a profit of
In view of the many arguments the
29.23 per cent on their invested capital.
bureau tries to advance in regard to proper rates which a copper company would
expect to make in its business, which they variously state from 7 to 10 per cent,
would it not be well for their experts to wake up to the fact that the copper companies were really making 29 per cent, and( that other investors would certainly
expect to make in this industry a profit which was shown reasonable by past
experience?
A nother point of interest in this case of the United Verde Extension Mining
Co. is the failure of the bureau to select as a comparative the United Verde Mining
Co. This lartteacompany is in the same locality and in the same kind of ore as the
appellant company. By omitting this company the bureau has committed an
injustice to the Uniited Verde Co. which pays a much higher rate of tax than the
appellant. If there was any company which should have been properly selected
as being comparable with the appellant, it was certainly the United Verde Mining
Co., but the bureau has disregarded this. A possible reason for this failure is the
lack of technical employees in the special assessment section of the unit. This
section has no engineers or technical experts of any kind on its pay roll. The
process of picking out comparative companies, which would tax the ability of the
best engineers and business experts in the country, is handled by auditors upon
whose selection of comparative depends millions in tax.
STATISTICS ON SPECIAL ASSESSMENT

During the investigation of the bureau the writer assigned two men to secure
information as to the comparatives used in special assessment and also as to the
appellant companies allowed special assessment.
The bureau also kindly assigned two employees to the work. Certain industries were selected by the writer and the information was prepared for these industries. All of the records were not copied, but the most representative portion of
same in regard to the industries chosen was recorded. We believe the statistics
compiled may be considered representative and unbiased, as they were compiled by
our own employees and the employees of the bureau working in conjunction without interference by the writer as to individual cases which might have influenced
the result.
These statistics are voluminous and will not be attached to this report. The
summary of same is attached, however, under Exhibit E. This exhibit refers to
comparative companies only, as far as the appellant companies (those granted
special assessment) are concerned, we shall select certain allowances granted these
companies and compare them here with the average of the comparative companies
computed in Exhibit E.
MANUFACTURE

OF AGRICULTURE &L IMPLEMENTS

Per cent
Average rate profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 17 representative
companies ---------------------..-------------.----------25. 4
Cutaway Harron Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of---------------------......
18. 6
Gale Hooper Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate of--..--......----.....---....
49. 2
AUTOMOBILE

MANUFACTURERS

Average rate profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 19 representative
companies--.......
- ..
...,.---..........-.......
---.
Republic Motor Truck Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of ------..
..-- ..--Rowe Motor Truck Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of --....-------------..
Commercial Motor Truck Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of ...------.---..
Standard Motor Truck Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate of-......-------

44. 1
27. 09
29. 69
37. 69
60. 26
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1918
Average rate profits tax to net income for year 1918 of t65 representative
...... . .
.
.. . ..
. -..-.- ..
companies. . .. ....... ....
.. ...-...
North Side State Bank allowed a rate for 1918 of-...--..
,-...
...- .-Greenwood Saving Bank allowed a rate for 1918 of.
....
Union Savings & Trust Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of ........
Merchant Bank of Canada allowed a rate for 1918 of -- --- ----------.
-...-.
Central State Bank denied relief on a 19IS rate of -..
.
Interstate National Bantk denied relief on a 1918 rate of ...........

22. 2
14. 97
10. 24
13. 57
12. 35
58. 14
34. 26

1919
Average rate profits tax to not income for year 1919 of 61 representative
.. . - .. 8. 9
..
...-.....-..
_.... . . ...
companies ..-.. ......
6. 20
.. _._,...
Celeste State Bank allowed a rate for 1919 of .... .. -__...-...
. 23. 43
First National Bank, Cheyenne, denied relief on a 1919 rate of- .....NOTr.--American Union Bank of New York was allowed a rate of 11 per cent
under special awsessmcnt where the statutory rate would have been 37 per cent.
COTTON

1918
Average rate profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 125 representative
_ .---. .
.........
..---.-......................
52. 9
companies
21. 11
Springstein Mills allowed a rate for 1918 of .........-..................
36. 79
Barrow County Cotton Mills allowed a rate for ?918 of ......--- ------(9 other companies allowed relief below the general average of 52.9 per
cent.)
Brandon Mills denied relief on a 1918 rate of ---------.---.---------66. 40
Riverside Mills denied relief on a 1918 rate of---------..--.-----------64. 38
(12 other companies denied relief on rates above the general average of
52.9 per cent.)

1919

Average rate profits tax to net income for year 1919 of 123 representative
companies -.
. . ..-----. -....
..-...--------..
..
.-..
Holt Williamson & Co. allowed a rate for 1919 of--.....--------------.
,--...
Columbia Cotton Mills allowed a rate for 1919 of .......-.. .-.
Sagamore Manufacturing Co. denied relief on a 1919 rate of ..--..-.---Clifton Manufacturing Co. denied relief on a 1919 rate of,.. .---DEPARTMENT

20. 9
11. 86
14. 14
26. 27
24. 21

STOES

1918
Average rate profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 138 representative
27. 0
.--.---------.......-------....
........
....-,.--companies - ....
25. 08
--..-Frederick Loser & Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of --..------....
.
-....
...--- - 51. 67
F. 0. Lutz Dry Goods Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate of-1919
Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1919 of 101 representa21. 4
-....
--..----....
.
tive companies ....--.....-.-19. 84
Trask. Prescott & Richardson Co. allowed a rate for 1919 of .....-----...
34. 44
--The Central Store Co. denied relief on a 1919 rate of--.. .--.......-FARMING

Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 20 representative
16.1
. .----.-----...--............
companies ... ------------..----..
Riverview Plantation Co. allowed a rate for 1918 (instead of a statutory
------..
3. 14
.--------------.----------.....
rate of 15.3 per cent) of
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COMPANIES

Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 22 representative
compa-nies-.. - . .
......
.
20. 8
Associated Investment Co. allowed a rate for 1918 (instead of a statutorv
rate of 56.5 per cent) of. ....
.
....
11. 87
IRON AND

STEEL

Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 63 representative
companies .
...
. .. . .
.
.
50. 2
Bancroft & Martin Rolling Mills allowed a rate for 1918 of ...
12. 72
Central Tube Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate ofl ..........
. -...
54. 77
STRUCTURAL

STEEL

Average rate of profits tax to m'et income for year 1918 of (2 representative
companies ..
- .....
..
---.............. . 48. 0
Muskogee Iron Works allowed a rate for 1918 of
..------..------------17. 18
James Lappan Manufacturing Co. denied relief on a 1018 rate of..------- 57. 64
NEiWSPAPER PUBLISHERS

1918
Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 45 representative
companieHs .
. .. -.. . . ..
.
......
20. 3
Swedish American Printing Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of
2. 10
Daily Clarion Ledger Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of_
......
...
5. 84
Conaunercial Publishing Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of.
.....
14. 07
Wallace Publishing (io. allowed a rate for 1918 of.. ....
16. 75
Post 'PublishingCo. denied relief on a 1918 rate of
...
44.64
The Evening Telegraph Pullishing Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate of.... 25. 62
NOTE.--Out of a partial list of 21 newspaper companies applying for special
assessment in 1918, 16 have been granted relief by this method and only 5 have
been denied relief.
1919
Average rate of profits tax to Int income for year 1919 of 55 representative
com panie . .- ...
.-..-................. ......... ..
The Republican Publishing Co. allowed a rate for 1919 of-... _...... ..
Globe Printing Co, allowed a rate for 1919 of -.-....
...-----------------Wallace Publishing Co. allowed a rate for 1919 of . -.......
.....
Poughkeepsie Publishing Co. denied relief on a 1919 rate of.......---...
Troy Record Co. denied relief on a 1919 rate of..------------........-.
OIL

18.
2.
11.
15.
26.
27.

5
22
72
15
50
29

REFINING

Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 60 representative
companies ...---..-...
...------.--.
..
.....----------------.
45.00
The Energine Refining & Manufacturing Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of -_ 17. 59
Petroleum Production Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate of... .-----.----. 52. 98
PATENTS

AND

ROYALTIES

Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 53 representative
companies-- --.. .. -----.....------------...--.----..------------.
-27. 6
.---.---...----4. 76
American Mercantile Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of.. ..
Clark Car Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate of -....---- _.
-- _.--------. 45. 29
RAILWAY

COMPANIES

Average rate profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 13 representative
-- 18. 3
---.-------------..........
companies-------...---.---.......
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Allowed under special assessment, 1918
Statutory Assessed
rate
rate

Company

Per cent

Capital Traction Co., Washington, D. C ..
Oklahoma, Kansna & Missouri Ry. Co....-...-.
San Francisco, Nopa & (alistoga Iy..........

.

..

.......

7.7

..............
...................
....................

Per cent

. 09

30.5

14. 12

18. 1

10 29

INDUSTRY---SNHIPBILmIN

Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 25 representative
companies, 67.8 per cent.
Allowed in 1918 under special assessment
cStatutory

Name

Percy & Small (Inc.).......

..

........

Wilson & Keli Shiphuilding 'oC.........

Globe Shiphuilding Co ....
United Engineering Co ...

Theo. A. Crane Sons Co

......

...

.....

.

...

.................

.....

.

........

.

.

..

........

..
..
...
..................
Niagara Molor foat Co .. ...
..............................
The Atlantic Works....... ..
Colonial Marino Ily. (o
...........
...
.........
....
Seaborn Shipyard ('Co ........

Nelln Marine Eqluiplll.ent 'Co.............. ............
SHOE

...

....

Per cent

Per cent
42.30
50.82
52.77
5M,89
62.05
63.04
63.6,
65. 49
65.51
. 961

6t5.2

...........

.............

assessed

53.1

.........

..................

...............

Rate

rate

.

14.7
67.3

69.3

72.4
71.1
18,5
7H.6
79.2

MANUFACTURERS

1918

Per cent

Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 25 representative
-------.-....-..--..
._
.. .---.----. -companies
_-Those. K. Ray Co. allowed a rate for 1918 of. ..--.

24. 1
16.
1,.. 58

---......---.

E. P. Reed Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate of ------------..--

-------.

48. 40

1919
Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1919 of 25 representative

22. 8
---------...
. ......
. . ....
companies .......
11. 74
....
Marston & Topley Co. Itllowed a rate for 1919 of .-..
9. 59
-.
..
....-..
..
Allen-Squire Co. allowed a rate for 1919 of........
8. 86
_.._.. ........----.Pingree Sons Co. allowed a rate for 1919 of ..29. 31
G. Edwin Shulte Shoe Co. denied relief on a 1919 rate of.. -......----29. 11
John It. Donavan Co. denied relief on a 1919 rate of.. ...---...-----... 32. 20
Rogers & Priggs (Inc.) denied relief on a 1919 rate of--....-..----.-STEAMSHIP COMPANIES

Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 56 representative
companies, 55.5 per cent.
Twelve companies were allowed special assessment for 1918 at rates below the
above average.
WOOLEN MANUFACTURES

Per cent

Average rate of profits tax to net income for year 1918 of 18 representative
..---- ..------- ..--------------.---.
companies ----------..--.--William Hollins & Co. (Ltd.) allowed a rate for 1918 of---..-----------......----Georges River Mill allowed a rate for 1918 of ------------Worumbs Manufacturing Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate of-.-.-------.
Souhegan Woolen Co. denied relief on a 1918 rate of.-----------------.

45. 7
24. 02
30. 59
60. 04
58. 68
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The above figures show conclusively that the granting of special assessment
is not equitable, In order to arrive at the various rates shown the taxpayer
does not have to suffer an exceptional hardship but simply must have some
abnormality in his invested capital or income. The words "exceptional hardship" as used in the law we believe expressed the intent of Congress rather
than the word "abnormality."
Practically every company in the country ean claim insufficient good-will
values. The regular provisions of the law definitely prescribe just how good
will can be included in invested capital. The bureau's method makes null and
void the regular provisions of the act by their interpretation of special assessment.
Practically every concern in the country borrows money from time to time.
Why not gfve them all special assessment or revise the provision of the act
excluding borrowed capital from invested capital?
We believe the intent of Congress was to relieve companies from an exceptional hardship in tax, when they were in a distinctly abnormal condition, and
when their tax stood out in an exceptional degree proportionately greater than
that borne by representative efficient concerns in the same industry.
What equity can be found for instance in allowing one newspaper company
a profits tax rate of 2.1 per cent, another 5.8 per cent, another 14 per cent, and
another 16.7 per cent by special assessment, and then denying other companies
in the same industry relief on rates of 25 and 44 per cent?
REFUND STATISTICS

On request of the committee, the bureau has furnished us with a list of refunds,
credits and abatements finally allowed taxpayers, each of which allowances
exceed $250,000. The total of these overassessments amount to $169,265,184,
but of this amount, the papers furnished by the bureau do not show clearly
on what grounds $69,433,177 were allowed on. On the balance of $99,832,007,
we do know the grounds of the allowances, and we shall, therefore, assume that
the percentage allowed on this later total will hold approximately for the whole
amount. The allowances under sections 210 and 327, special assessment,
amount to $38,768,702. This shows, therefore, that of all the refunds,
credits, and abatements issued by the bureau, the special assessment provision
of the act is responsible for 38.83 per cent of this .oss to the Government in
tax. The next largest allowance is granted on increases made nin vested
capital, which amounts to 12.48 per cent of the total. The next largest amount
is refunded on ihe basis of amortization which amounts to 6.26 per cent of the
total. The above three grounds total 57.57 per cent. The balance of 42.43
per cent is allowed on 35 other grounds which will not be discussed here.
It can be ueen from the above figures that there is no question but what the
special assessment features of the act have permitted more money to be paid
back than any other provision. In fact, our figures show that on this ground
the refunds have been three times greater than on any other individual ground.
Moreover, claims under special assessment are over one-third of the total allowatices.
It appears to have been the intent of Congress tlat the special assessment
provision should only be applied in very exceptional cases, but the above figures
would indicate that it is almost exceptional when it is not applied.
We wish to draw attention at this point to the amount of work which is accumulated in the special assessment section, due to the influx of taxpayers claiming
relief when they found out how easy it was to be considered under this provision.
We are quoting from page 5 of our system report No. 1, dated June 22, 1925, on
the subject of "Progress of Income Tax Unit in getting its work current."
"Special assessment section shows a loss in progress on its five years old work,
having on hand 6,161 more returns than two years previous, a loss of 269 per
cent. This is, of course, highly unsatisfactory, but we believe it is not entirely
the fault of the section, it is due to a lot of taxpayers rushing in with special
assessment claims when they cloudn't get all they wanted under the regular provisions of the law."
From the inventory of cases on hand in March 1923, it appears that there were
9,974 cases in special assessment. From the inventory two years later, March
1925, it appears that there were 13,428 cases on hand in the special assessment
section. While these figures, of course, do not indicate the amount of work
handled during the year by this section, it is certain, due to the efforts they
make to keep the work current, that a constantly increasing number of cases
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have been handled from year to year under thie special assesisenrt provisions of
the at.
We contend that if these provisions of the act had been interpreted
strictly and within the intent of Congerss to relieve cases where exceptironal hard
ship were concerned, then no such condition would have existed. The number
of cases passed by this section is in itself proof of the very liberal interpretation
given to this section of the law.
We are appending herewith, under Exhibit F, a list of overassessnments granted
on account of special assessment section of the law. This list, as before noted,
shows a total of $38,768,702. We will discuss very briefly a few of these allowances, basing our argument on the rather meager information at hand.
R. J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,

WINSTON-SALEM,

N.

C.

The above company has been allowed alatements and credits anrounting to
$1,698,265 for the year 1918. Their statutory tax would have amounted to
$10,226,b21, this has been reducedunder section 328 to $8,528,256. The percentage of final profits tax to net income amounts to 40 per cent. From the list
of comparative tobacco companies available, from the records of the bureau,
we flnd tluat eight tobacco companies paid a higher rate of tax than 40 per cent.
If we remember that this was a war year, in which the industries were supposed
to be taxed to the utmost, we can not see an exceptional hardship for a company
which makes practically $18,000,000 to pay 50 per cent of this in profits tax.
If it had not been intended by Congress for anybody to pay this rate, why were
the 05 and 80 per cent brackets established at all?
AAElICAN

CAR & FOUNDRY

CO.,

NEW

YOItY,

N,

Y.

This company hlus been refunded and abated under section 328 of the act of
1918, the amount of $5,209,204 on account of its 191h tax. The next income of
this taxpayer was $37.443,246, the final profits tax under special assessment was
$17,244,552, the final percentage of profits tax to net income amounted to 416
per cent.
We would call attention to the fact that the United States Steel Corporation,
an allied industry, was in the 80 per cent bracket in 1918, and paid a total tax
amounting to about 82 per cent of their net income. We do not believe that it
was the intent of Congress to hand back these large companies an amount of
$5,000,000 on account of their excessive war profits. The data submitted by
the department shows that 95.44 per cent of the net income of this taxpayer came
from war contracts, but it does not state whet her they w< re on t he cost plus basis
or not. We wish to draw a t tention to tlat section of the act which provides that
corporations "in which 50 pekr cenrt or more of tle gross income * * * consists
of gains, profits * * * derived on a cost plus basis from a Government
contract," is excluded from a right of treatment by special assesstmenrt. Whether
or not this company is technically exclullt.! or not we to nrot know, but we( do
think that the general intent of thle provision was not to grant relief to such
companies.
YOUNGSTOWN

SHEET &

TUBE

CO.,

I OUNGSTOWN,

OHIO

This company has received refunds, credits and abatements amounting to
$3,482,610 from a statutory tax amounting to $19,469,794. The consolidated
net income of this company was $38,977,014. The above allowance was for the
taxable year 1917.
It appears that this claim was originally disallowed by the unit, but was allowed by the committee on appeals and review. It wo(;ld appear that the invested capital of the taxpayer could have been determined and in fact was determined. As contended several times before in this report, we do not admit that
the policy of the bureau in making retrospective provisions of the 1918 act, concerning abnormality, is sound for the year 1917.
NORTTIIWEST

STEEL CO,

PORTLAND,

OREG.

We have already reported on the amortization details of the above taxpayer's
case. It is interesting to note that for the year 1917 this corporation's taxes have
been reduced from $1,380,692 to $457,456, indicating refunds, credits and abatements of $923,236, under special assessment. In view of our previous study of this
case, we do not understand why this taxpayer's invested capital could not have
been determined for the year 1917.
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TEEL PRODUCTS CO., PITTSIBUROH, PA.

This company has received a relief in taxation amounting to the difference
between the statutory tax of $4,698,161 and a tax determined under special assessment of $2,867,934, a net refund to the company of $1,830,227 for the year
1918.
These figures speak for themselves, but it might also be noted that this company received an amortization allowance which reduced their net income by
2.651,215.
The above cases show plainly the very large measure of relief afforded companies
by the bureau's method of determining the tax under special assessment.
LEOIRLATIVE HISTORY or SPECIAL ASSESSMENT PROVISION

So much detail h-as been given showing the method employed by the bureau
in determining special assessment that we fetl it necessary to give a brief history
of the special assessment provision in order to throw a little light on the intent
of Congress in this matter.
We have alreadyy quoted from section 210 of the revenue act of 1917, covering special assessment. We believe this provision was sound and reasonable
inasmuch as it only applied to cases where the invested capital of the taxpayer
could not be satisfactorily determined. The rewording of this provision, under
section 327 of the revenue act of 1918 is what has caused the trouble. This
section originally read as follows, in House of Representatives bill No. 12863:
[Cong. Rec. vol. 57, p. 307, year 19181

"(a) That in the following cases the invested capital shall be determined as
provided in subdivision (b) of this section: (1) Where the commissioner is
unable satisfactorily to determine the invested capital as provided in section
326; or (2) where a mixed aggregate of tangible property and intangible property
ihas
been paid in for stock or for stock and bonds and the commissioner is unable
st isfactorily to determine the respective values of the several classes of property
at the time of payment, or to distinguish the classes of property paid in for
stck and for bonds respectively; or (3) where capital is a material incomeproducing factor, but where, because of the fact that the capital employed is
in large part borrowed, there is no invested capital or the invested capital is
materially disproportionate to the net income as compared with representative
corporations engaged in a like or similar trade or business. This section shall
not apply in the case of a corporation 50 per cent or more of whose gross income
(as defined in section 213 for income-tax purposes) consists of gain, profits, or
commissions derived from Government contracts, unless the commissioner is
satisfied that such corporation is overcapitlied.
" (b) In the cases specified in subdivision (a) the invested capital shall be the
amount which bears the same ratio to the net income of the corporation for the
taxable year as the average invested capital for the taxable year of representative
corporations engaged in a like or similar trade or business bears to their average
net income for such year."
The wording of this section was anmenled in the Finance Committee of the
Senate by amendment No. 263. This amendment went into considerable detail,
but will not be quoted here as tile final wording of the act was fixed in conference
as shown by the following quotation:
[Cong. Rec., vol. 57, pt. 3,65th Cong., 3d seas., Jan. 27-Feb. 11, 1919, p. 3124 Cong. Rec., Senate Feb. 11,
1019
EXTRACT FROM CONFERENCE REPORT
t

"Amendm e . numbered 263: That the House recede from its disagreement to
the amendment of the Senate numbered 203, and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows: In lieu of the matter inserted by said amendment insert
the following:
"' That in the following cases the tax shall be determined as provided in section
328:
"'(a) Where the commissioner is unable to determine the invested capital as
provided in section 326;
"'(b) In the case of a foreign corporation;
S. Rept. 27, pt 2, 69-1-
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"'(c) Where a mixed aggregate of tangible property and intangible property
has been paid in for stock or for stock and bonds and the commissioner is unable
satsifactorily to determine the respective values of the several classes of property
at the time of payment, or to distinguish the classes of property paid in for stock
and for bonds, respectively;
"'(d) Where upon application by the corporation the commissioner finds and
so declares of record that the tax, if determined without benefit of this section,
would, owing to abnormal conditions affecting the capital or income of the corporation, work upon the corporation an exceptional hardship evidenced by gross
disproportion between the tax computed without benefit of this section and the
tax computed by reference to the representative corporations specified in section 328. This subdivision shall not apply to any case (1) in which the tax
(comput. without benefit of this section) i high merely because the corporation car.. d within the taxable year a high rate of profit upon a normal invested
capital, nor (2) in which 50 per cent or more of the gross income of the corporation for the taxable year (compared under section 233 of Title II) consists of
gains, profits, commissions, or other income, derived on a cost-plus basis from
a Government contract or contracts made between April 6, 1917, and November
11 1918, both dates inclusive.'"
It appears from the above that the original intent of the bill was to give relief
to companies having an unusual amount of borrowed capital; it was recognized
later, however, that certain other cases of oppressive taxation might be developed
and that the final wording was really intended to give the bureau a free hand in
cases where an "exceptional hardship" would be worked.
We are quoting herewith from the Congressional Record certain remarks by
Senator Smoot in regard to the relief provisions of the revenue act, among which
is included the special-assessment provision.
(Extracts from Congrrlsional Record, Dec. 16, 1018, page 507, vol. 57, Pt. I. Senator Smoot on re-

llef provisions of revenue act (II. H. 12863).l

INVESTED
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Section 327 (d), page 99, lines 20-24, provides that the profits tax shall be
determined on the basis of representative corporations (without regard to the
invested capital of the taxpayer).
"(d) Where, as compared with representative corporations, engaged in a like
or similar trade or business, the taxpayer would (under sec. 326) be placed in a
position of substantial inequality, because of the time or manner of organization."
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, those are the relief provisions as provided in the
bill. Some of them are very sweeping in their scope, and if not administered by
the department in absolute fairness will work an unjust discrimination against
the business of the country. I want Senators to know that in these provisions
there is placed in the hands of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue or the
Secretary of the Treasury, as the case may be, a power that has never been
granted to department officials before. If exercised wisely it will be a relief to
the institutions of the country, and many of them will need it, but if exercised
unjustly or unwisely there will be a frightful discrimination between business
concerns and industries of the country.
This quotation proves conclusively that tl.u Setate was aware of the very great
power conferred on the bureau by this provision of the revenue act, but at the
same time it shows that they expected the bureau to administer the act with
extreme care.
CONCLUSIONS

From our investigation of the subject of special assessment, we conclude as
follows:
1. That the bureau has made retroactive the provisions of section 327 and 328
of the 1918 act as modifying section 210 of the 1917 act without authority.
2. That no scientific basis has been set up for determining when a company is
entitled to special assessment.
3. That no scientific basis has been set up for determining the amount of such
special assessment when the right to same can be properly granted.
4. Grounds for special assessment allowed by the bureau result in making
null and void those provisions of the act limiting the allowance of good will
values in invested capital, excluding borrowed capital from invested capital,
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providing for the taxation of capital gains due to appreciation in value from
March 1, 1913, and providing for the valuation of stock issued on reorganization.

5. We conclude that the prediction of Senator Smoot has been borne out and
that due to the bureau's method of administering special assessment there has
been "a frightful discrimination between business concerns and industries of the
country."
RECOMMENDATIONS

It has been stated by high officials of the bureau that Congress should never
have imposed on the commissioner the duty of administering such a provision of

the act as special assessment. In other words, they admit that they are practically helpless in administering this section properly. We contend that a strict
interpretation of this provision, which would limit the relief afforded to cases of

extraordinary hardship, would have enabled the bureau to administer this section
of the act with proper equity.
In view of the fact that the time available for the investigation of this section
of the Income Tax Unit was limited, we ure obliged to make our recommendations
in general form as follows:

1. That a complete review of all cases already computed or pending in the
special assessment section and not absolutely closed should be made.
2. The grounds for admitting a company to special assessment should be accurately determined and approved by the solicitor's office and the commissioner.
3. A scientific basis for selecting comparatives should be set up which would
take due account of the maximum rate of tax paid by representative concerns
in a given industry, and would also take due account of the time of organization.
The present system of selecting comparatives, mainly on account of their size,
should be to considerable extent disregarded in order that we may not make the
small companies pay more tax than the large companies as results from the
present system.
4. All cases where special assessment is granted should he reviewed by an independent reviewing body, subject directly to the commissioner instead of to
the deputy commissioner in charge of the Income Tax Unit.
5. T he grounds for admitting to special assessment and the method of computing same should be published for the information of the taxpayer. At present the
taxpayer can not properly set up a special assessment claim without inside information.
6. The commissioner should be called on for the record of all cases in which the
tax has been determined under section 328 of the revenue acts of 1918 and 1921,
as provided for in this section itself.
In closing our report on this subject, we wish to make clear that the time available for the investigation of this feature of the revenue act was not suIfficient for
as thorough and complete a study as the importance of the subject demands. We
hope we have brought out that the special assessment section of the bureau has
it within their power to hand back millions.in taxes by the stroke of a pen. If a
company snakes $38,000,000 and has to pay a tax of $19,000,000, the tax looks
high so the bureau finds a way to hand the taxpayer back $5,000,000. It is a
big tax, but surely Congress would not have set up an 80 per cent bracket in 1918
if it did not expect anybody to be taxed at this rate.
The bureau appears to have forgotten that there was a World War in 1918,
that our boys were giving their lives for their country in foreign lands, and that the
industries of the country were also supposed to do their part by contributi g the
larger portion of their profits, Surely, lives are as important as dollars, an' too,
much sympathy should not be given to large companies whose very profits diepended in a large measure to the extraordinary demands for production in nearly
all lines. The bureau has also forgotten, that inasmuch as taxes are necessary il
a fixed amount to meet the expenses and obligations of the Government, then
every dollar improperly refunded to a taxpaver, means another dollar taken away
from the present taxpaying public. The allowances under the excuse of special
assessment look very much like grand larceny from our present day taxpayers.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H. PARKER, Chief Engineer.
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rrIT A
JUNE 26, 1925.

To: L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: L. II. Parker, chief engineer.
Office memorandum No. 19-A.
Taxpayer: J. 11. Hillman & Son (Inc.).
Subject: Special assessment 1917 tax.
SYNUPHIS OF CASE

The case of the J. H. Hillman & Sons was presented to the committee in our office
memorandum No. 19. While the fraud and compromise features of the case were
gone into at some length, the special assessment features were merely mentioned.
Subsequent investigation in regard to special assessment allowed this taxpayer
under section 210 of the 1917 act forces us to the following conclusions:
1. These were no proper grounds for granting this taxpayer relief by special
assesucent in 1917.
2. Only two comparatives were used in determining the ratio of profit tax to
net income, instead of the usual five comparatives.
3. Five comparatives were available and in fact set up on a work sheet, the two
used had the lowest rates and hence were most advantageous to taxpayer.
4. The comparatives discarded were thrown out on the basis of being smaller
sized companies. In other words, small companies should, according to the
bureau, pay more than large companies.
After the fraud penalty had been assessed in tnls case, upon application of
taxpayer, the case was admitted to treatment by the special assessment section.
As 1917 taxes were involved, this then came under section 210 of the act of 1917.
The reason assigned for granting taxpayer any relief under this section was
not given in writing and is not perfectly clear. From verbal information secured
in the section on May 29, 1925, it would appear that the principal reason for
giving special assessment was the extraordinary Ierrional business genius of
Mr. Hillman.
From the files of the special assessment section, it appears that a work sheet
listing five comparative in the coal brokerage business was first set up. The
results of this comparison was about as follows:
Per cent
Gross income lproft

Comparative No.

tax

inv'Oll
1.. .
2 ....
3..
4.
5 ..

..
.

.
.

.

..

-

.

...
.. ..

...
.

.

.
... ....
.......
...

.... . ..
. ....

.....

..

....
..
.....

....
.. ..
- ---...
....
. .
...

.. ..

.....
......

.

...-...
.--......
. -.. .. .
. . ---... ... ..
..... . ..
.
......... ...
.

6 300.0 0
19, 200, X
5,fl
,(Xo
2, (00, oo 0
L O0,i00W

36
38
40-48

All the thaove figures are alpproximinte and from memory.

The gross income of the J. H. Hillman Co. was $20,200,000 and the statutory
ratio of profits tax to net income was 55 per cent. On the basis of the five comparatives the Hillman Co. should have paid at least 42 per cent. This was not
done, however, the last three comparatives were discarded on the basis of being
too small in size and the following final work sheet set up.

Comparatis

~pital

Invested

--- $2,173,301
1. Franklin Coal Co., Chicago, I..................
3, 31,984
2. C. Reiss Coal Co., Sheboygan, Wis ..................

Net
income

Gross

income

$1,084,949 $6, 345, 000
2,126,693 19,200,000

- ....
.-.
-Average .... .... ................................... ,:,-1,349, 500 3. 470, 911
Appellant company (Hlillman).......................

20, 206, 000

Per cent

profits tax
to net
income

36.37
38.18
37.28
55.01
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It was finally determined, therefore, by the unit that the J. H. Hillman Co.
was to pay $37.3 per cent profits tax on its net income instead of the statutory
rate, which in this case would have figured out an 55.01 per cent. This determination may possibly riot be approved by the solicitor's office, but it is finally
recommended by the Income Tax Unit.
DISCTUSION OP CASE
We take exception in this ca to granting any relief to this taxpayer under
section 210 of the act of 1917. This section provides "That if the Secretary of
i
n any case satisfactorily to determine the invested capital,
the Trasury i unable
the amount of deduction shall be the sum of (1) an amount equal to the same
proportion of the net income of the trade or business received during the taxable
year as the proportion which the average deduction for the same calendar year
of representative corporations, partnerships, and individuals engaged in a like
or similar business bears to the total net income of the trade or business received
by such corporations, partnerships, and individuals plus (2) in the case of a
domestic corporation $3,000 and in the case of a domestic partnership or a citizen
or resident of the United States $6,000.
This provision was carried on in the 1918 act, under sections 327 and 328, but
the relief afforded Individuals and partnerships was cut out, but the wording
liberalized for corporations so that relief could be granted to cover "abnormal
conditions."
However, sections 327 and 328 of the 1918 act were not retroactive.
As far as 1917 is concerned, the only grounds for granting special assessment
in this case that we can see would be in the event the bureau "was unable satisfactorily to determine the invested capital," But, the bureau was able and in
fact did compute the invested capital of the taxpayer. We contend that granting
the taxpayer special assessment on the ground that the personal business genius
of Mr. Hiillman allowed the company to get along with a very small capital is
ridiculous for the year 1917 at least. Of course, the 55 per cent tax was high,
but that rate is high for any company and if the law provides for a 60 per cent
bracket, surely the bureau shouldn't let everybody out with a 40 per cent tax
through special assessment. We believe that if the Hillman Co. got relief
under this section, then every big company in the country ought to get relief on
the basis of their business genius. Certainly on this basis the United States Steel
Co. should have been relieved of its very high rates of tax on account of the
extraordinary business genius of Judge Gary and other directors of the company.
In relation now to selecting only two comparative in this case, we believe this
is unsound. The regular practice is to select five. It is our opinion, however,
that the real intent of Congress was to allow the commissioner to set up a perfectly
definite ratio between the profits tax and the net income, for use in cases where
the invested capital could not be determined, by taking the average of the whole
representative group of companies in a particular business. Quoting from
section 210 of the revenue act of 1917, we leave this matter for legal interpretation:
"For the purpose of this section the proportion between the deduction and the
net income in each trade or business shall be determined by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue in accordance with regulations prescribed by him, with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury."
It is our opinion that Congress intended a perfectly definite ratio to be set up
and granted alike to the ta::payer in the same trade or business whose invested
capital could not be determined.
We wish to draw attention to the effect of selecting comparatives in the way it
was done in this case. Five comparatives were available but as before stated,
three were thrown out on the basis of being too small in size. The two larger
companies, which were used as comparatives, paid the lowest percentage of profits
tax to net income. It the five companies had been used, about $100,000 more in
tax would have been collected from taxpayer.
Where such a system leader us can be shown by the following hypothetical case:
Two coal brokerage houses are located in Pittsburgh; they are competitors,
but one is an old established house making $3,000,000 per year and the other is a
tnall house making $100,000 per year. We will assume the invested capital of
"neither can be determined. Now, under the bureau's method we must compare
the large company with two other large companies. These large companies have
ample capital and pay an average rate of tax of 37 per cent. The small company
must be compared with five small companies. These companies naturally in a

%
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good year (as in 1917) extend their business to the utmost and(hence show a larger
earning in proportion to their invested capital than the large companies. The
smaller coipalies pay an average rate of 48 per cent. The bureau then determines that for these two companies, which are similar in every way except in size,
the large company needs to pay only 37 per cent profits tax and its small competitor must pay 48 per cent profits tax. We condemn this system of discrimination
against the small taxpayer. It defeats the very purpose of the act, which was to
give rivals in like businesses a fair and just chance to compete with each other on
an equal basis.
CONCLUSION

We must conclude from the foregoing
revenue act of 1917 speciall assessment) is
Congress. The policy of the bureau in this
up by the following biblical quotation:
'To him that hath shall be added unto,
taken away even that which he hath."
Respectfully submitted.

that the application of section 210
not in accordance with the intent of
as in other cases may best be summed
and from him that hath not shall be
L. H. PARKEH, Chief Engineer.

EXHIBIT B
Income tax (technical) special assessment section--Comparativestatistics re Groves
Mills
INature of business: Manufacturing cotton yarns]
('ompar- ComComparparsi- Compar.
Apnl- Compar- ativo
attve Compar- Average
ative
tl
the
Wlint ative
No. 5
No.
2
No.
4
No. I (North No. 3 (North (South
native compar(North
No.6. I ative
(North
Caro(AlaCaroCaroCarolina)
bama)
lina)
lina) Carolina)
lina)
Invested capital as adjusted.--

Oos sales.............-----------Other Income, ........
,...
Cost of goods sold ............

Ordinary and necessary expeoses......
-------Compensastio of officers -....
Repairs --------------Interet......-------.......
Taxes ....--........-.........
.............
Bad debtsLq.....
Exhaustion, wear and tear
(Including obsolescence)....

Nat Income .................

Percentage of net Income to

gross ales...................

Percentage of net Income to
adjusted Invested capital....

$384, 836 $352,895 $300, 000 $394,178 $345, 625
955,274 1,013, 784 869,672 770, 963 670,132
156
2,287
2,292
1,415
1,210
692,960 788,889 631,788 50, 278 478,250

555, 177
913,189
2,245
648,224

2,423

14,458

6,914
44,991

32,102

9.880
2,961

3,591

30,.132
172,565

38,658
145,201

18.07

14.32

44.84

Percentage of cost of sales tc
72.54
gross sales..............
$33,787
xceoss profits ...............
War profts...................
41,484
Profit tax -.......-....--.......
Peentae...---.....---..........

$104,864
00.70

75 747
4,200
919
16,110
5,843

5,400
13,725
3,817
7,696
10,321
3,604
.
8624
2.800
3250......-

22,397 15,703
112,847 182,042
12.9

23.61

34,913
124,39
18. 56

389, 575
847,548

'621486

6, o0
5,39
11,251
5,423
50
40,87
168,9w
18.

i'
:.-:-:"I'iik
......

17.26

41.15

37.62

46.18

35.9

30.08

37.55

77.82

72. 65

72.07

71.37

70.99

73.33

8, 290 $63.,878
68.90 56.81

ioos.4

55.12

51.97

58,147
65.47

5.47

...........
Final profits tax, appellant........ ........ ..-....--............-.........
-........................--..--.......
Per cent of final tax to net income, appellant...---....--......... ....................
........
Constructed Invested capital, appellant .............

$990,5688.44
7.70
451,042.30
*

-

t
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EXHIBIT C

Woolen Co.--Bureau's determination, 1919

Adami

C
ComCon
Appel- paratve p
ve
lIvep
No. INo 2
taut
te3
(r
N
(Maa- ((Conlchu necti(M ne
glnli)
cut
seltt)

om
Com
AverC
artve ara
alo
Ae
5
No.4
N. tve
om
(MassaN
(Conchu.
tlM-ne
settsl)
York)
cut)

.. $L77, 15 351, 881F 18,085 $34,282 $640, 33 $830, 9.
Inveted capital .....
(roes ale .....
..
. 1,226,30 1,000,749 1,2,40 841,240 2 128,511 1,892,08
243,194 250,280i 26&,712 147,328 290,730 344,008
Net noome...-.......... ...
Per cent net income to grose
21.041 17.51
13.00
18.17
sales .................
..
9. 83
24,80
Per cent net income to invested capital ..............
137.27
71 12
42.7
46.88
45.40
41.40
$86,757 $79, 80 $70,272 $40,731 $79,833 $90,470
Profits tax.............
Per cent profits tax to net
X30
6
27.
27. 46
3 71
31.891
income.....................
Final profit tax appellant-....

Per cent of final profit tax to
net income ..................
Constructed invested capital.

$86,269 .

.......-

27.25 ..
$543,002 ....

........
.....

-....

$31, 15 $504,448
949,68 1,3415,41
221,724 262,984

.
....

..... ........
..... . .

.
..
........

23. 35

18.80

35. 13
$52,7451

$68,976

23.79
..

44.84
27.27

....

...
.......--------...........

SUBSTITUTE DETERMINATION NO. 1
Corn
Appelpara.
lant
tive
(MassaNo.
I
chul(Consetts) necticut)
Invested capital ............ | $177,159
Oross sales ..............
1,220,304
Net income...-------...---.- 243,194
Percentage of net income to
19.83
gross ales........--...........----Peroentage of net income to
137.27
Invested capital.---..----...
Profits tax---..--..----.............
$80,757
Percentage of profits tax to net
35.71
...
Income--..........---.
Final profit tax appellant..--.
$76,717
Percentage of final profit tax
31. 5
to net Income................
43
Constructed invested capital. - $35W,

Compara.
tive
No. 2
(New

Cora.
pamtlvo
No. 4
(Con(Maine) necticut)
snlp
shirt)
Comparatlve
No. 3

Comparative
No. 5
New
shire)

Com.
parative
No. 5
(New
York)

Average
comtive

13fl, Hl $371, 20$314.282 $640,33 $425,289 4158,193 $378,918
749 1,243,281 841, 240 2,128,511 1.355, 672 1,023, 707 1,2, 641
1,0OW,

250,280

24.86

453, 073 147,328

20, 730

28,092

17.51

13,66

36.44

35,28

257, 506

19.08

14. 18

2(33

45.40
60.83
$79,833 $70,00

91.62
$48,514

31t7
88.32
$81,204

30.57

33.47

31.87

71. 12 121.95 40.88
$79,80 $159,824 $40,731
31.89

144,932

27.81

27.46
....

.....

SUBSTITUTE DETERMINATION NO. 2

Appellant
(Masa-schusett)

Co(rnS
Comparative parative
No. 1
No. 2
(ConNew
nectiampcut)
shire)

Cormpara.
tive
No. 3
(Virginia)

ComCom- parative
parative paratlve
No. 4
No. 6 Average
No. 5
com(New (Matsaparative
nectil
chuYork)
cut)
setts)

Invested capital...-........... $177,159 $829,-72 $773,142 618,08 $640,333 $830,949 $631, 155 $730,522
Oross sales ................... 1,226,304 1,476,189 1,124,875 1,23,408 2,128,511 1,892,908 949, 681 1,470, 28
Net income .--..--------- i 243,194
92,379 145.902 23,712 290,730 344,008 221,724 243,076
Per cent of net income to ;
13. 60
18.17
16 53
19.83
13.03
12. 97 21.04
gross sales....
...
23.35
Per cent of net income to
45.40
41.40
23.191
18.87
42.67
35 U35 83.74
invested capital ..........
' 137.27
Profits tax ............
S86,757 $29,901 $10, 210 $70,272 $79,833 $90,470 $2, 745 $5. 572
I
Per cent of profits tax to net
11.11
28 6
27.
35.71
I.5
26.30
income....-....----........-23.79
23.27
$51,89 ..
...
. . ... .
Final profit tax appellant ....
Per cent of final profit tax to
net income ............
23227
-....
.
.....
2i;i~;
12;; *----- - --- Constructed
ted c-pital..$71--5,
87 .-- ........
15, 417..
invested
capital..: 57
Constructed inv1-- - -
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EXHIBIT D.-Special assessment case No. 1.--Appellant company, Kingan & Co.
(Ltd.), Indianapolis, Ind., taxable year 1918
Appellant
company
Invested capital ..........

..................................

Orosa smles.....................................--..-....
N et Ioo e......................... ....--- ......................
.. .........................
Net Income.............
............
Profits ta........................................

.....
.....
Per cont profits tax to net lucomee........
Average per cent of profits tax to net income used for appellant
----....--......--------------..............
..-------company
..............
...........
.
Profits tax as determnlned..

Comprative (omparative
No, 2
No. 1
$7,710,200
53,93 642

4,065,98
31, 6 9, 1

1,279, 00
2,718,468
..........
.
463,021
..............
.20

fe47, 07
W,80
14

............
$63, 59, 019
211,599

425,271

203, 697

29 OS ............................
$789,715 .............. ..............

Grounds for admitting company to special asessment: Company is a foreign
coorporation.
Giemnral remarks. -There is no q(uwtioniI t), what this company should ib
granted special tswi4smecnt under section 27 of the reveui'.e act f 1918, tb causeI
It is a foreign corporation, and it wai es)lcially provided in this section of the act
that taxes of foreign corporations should he det ruined under the special assessment provisions. It i: ct)Imary to use five coinparattiveH in determinining
special assessment. It will be noted that in this case only two were used. In
order to show how easily the tax may he changed by selecting other comparatives
when only two are used, a recomputation of this case changing one of the conmparatives, Name being selected from the records of the special-assessment section
covering the standard comparatives used for the meat-packing industry, is made
as follows:
Appellant
coinpany
--I- ---

-~--

---

-

------------

lcl------~I

Comparative Comparative
No.2
No. 1
I--------'-- ----

,,7 10,200
Invested capital ............... _............................
$53,03, 642
sales
...................................................
------.--.---.-----------..........
Gross
rossd
aleit..-----$1,
279.088
NIAt income................................................... $' 718,468
$403,021
............
...............
Profits tax. ....--....-..-.-.....
36.20
..............
Per cent profits tax to net Income............................
Average per cent o profits tax to net income used for appellant
3. 8 1.............
company.......................--------------..----..--------$1,000,396 ..............
Profits tax by this selecton..................................
210.681 I.
.............
Additional tax with these comparatives.......................

-

ICICCCIY-

-IIIY-YIIY~IX

$1,173,718
$2, 459, 63
10 5160
361,8
3& 70

i~CII1-- IIITII~I~-

ExsHIBIT

E

Summary of statistical data from special assessment section-Representatire conpan.res

~1_1~
Industry

I--

Agricultural implements ....
Is 1918
Do...... .....
17 jI9i9
Do -........... 4 11920
-

-----

tur----...........

Do..._-.........

$14Z, 78Z534
79.935, 412
1, 938, 696

---.-

-1-

18
1919

Total.-----.--Automobile

Do...-........

---19164 1919
64 1920

Total---.----- --Cement manufacture
Do-...-.......

Do ..........
TotaL...

ooo00015, 3,69
$888,533
7, 521 -----------5,06 669
189,223
-896,054

---

20

-

21, 1

583

8,50,004

26 on

2,06&00

215, 044

112, 371,770

4,

------ 248,187,900
65, 977, 11
72, 963, 935

S25,

66 71,027

incot

I

$18,371.264
189,067
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ExmIBIT F
Overassessments due to special assessment
(Section 210 of 1017 act; section 328 of 1918 actl
Se Totalrefunds,
los credits, and
abatements

Name and address of taxpayer

W. Beckers Aniline & Chemical Works (Inc.), New York, N. Y ...-. ............
Scehollkopf Aniline & Chemical Works (Inc.), Buffalo, N. Y..........
..........
Jos. Joseph & Bros., Cincinnati, Ohio... --......................
.
..........
T. A. (OllospieCo., 7 Dey Street, New York, N. Y.... .......................
Runyon Corporation, 7 )ey Street, New York, N. Y.............
....
..
International Shell & Ordnance Co., New York, N. ...
.. ....
International Loa.ling Co., 7 Dey Street, New York, N.Y .............
American Sholl Co., 7 Deyv Street, New York, N. VY
..
......
-..
'ictkands Brown & Co., Chhstgo, Ill
...
................
... ..
C(oca ' ola Co,, Plunm Strvet and North Av'enue, A tlania, ihi. -.
Rockford Miten & I[oshiry 'Co.,iRowkifoi, III . . ..
Ma'il

Waitelsiln Co. ,(2 WillfanI

Strct,

3. F. uthlieA 'o., Seattle-, W h
Atlas 'CruihleSteel o.., iunkirk, N. V
IJ..

Itynohls TIohnt

New York, N. Y
....

Co., Wthston.*,lei, N, C

.

210
,32

....

Four WhTuml) I)rive Auto (o., Clintonville, W2is ..
.
.
T'1het Oil Co., 76 West Monroe Street, 'Chicago,II .....
IIcls Mining Co., Wllrw, Idalho. ..............
.....
.
....
Alleighieny Steel (o., llttshurgh, Pa.....
.....
....
United Stats Iranch o f Employers Liability Assurance Corporation, ilhton, Mass.
H. W. Johns-Manvfle Co., Madison Avenue and Forty-first Street, New York...
Neuss Ileslein & Co., New York, N. Y..........................................
Fulton Bag & Cotton Mills, Atlanta, Oa..........................................
Fellows Medical Manufacturing Co., New York, N. Y..-.......-..----.........
Bessemer Coal & Coke Co., Pittsburgh, Pa........................................
Centaur Co. 250 Broadway, New York, N. Y .......................
..........
Whitaker-liessnet Co., Wheeling, W. Vao.........................................
Four Wheel Drive Auto Co., Clintonville, Wisa...........................
...
Globe & Rutgers Fire Insurance Co., New York, N. Y.......
.....................
Atolls Mining Co San Francisco, Calif...........................................
lAtrobe Electric Steel Co., Latrobe, Pa.. .....................
................
Curtis & Co. Manufacturing Co,, St. Louis, Moe.................
..............
E. J. Lavine & Co., Philadelphia, Pa........... ...........
............
American Car & Foundry Co., 165 Broadway, New York, N. Y................
Cleveland & Western Coal Co., Cleveland, Ohio.....--..
--...--..--.......
.......
Lindsay Light Co., 116 East Grand Avenue, Chicago, Ill. (fiscal year) ...........
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., Youngstown, Ohio.. ..--....--.................
Northwest Steel Co., Portland, Oreg.-........................
............
Select Pictures Corporation, New York, N. Y............. ........................
Carbon Steel Co., foot Thirty-second Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.......................
New Jersey Worsted Spinnlrg Co., Garfield, N. J. (fiscal year)................ ..
Otis Steel Co., 1140 Leader News Building, Cleveland, Ohio.......................
Jobbers Overall Co., Lynchhurg, Va......-....-...................................
J. B. Inderrleden Co., 332 River Street, Chicago, 11l................................
Bartlett-llayward Corporation, Baltimore, Md-- .
............................
Loans Steamship Lines, 12 Broadway, New York, N. Y ..-....-.................
West Virginia Coal Co. of Missouri, St. Louis, Mo...........-....................
Whitney Blake Co., New Haven, Conn. ,........
-.
....
.. ....
Electric Storage Battery Co., care J. M. Haynes, attorney, Investment Building,
Washington, ). ........
.........
.........................
Kokorno Stel & Wire Co., Kokomo. Ind.......-...........................
W. and A. Fletcher Co., Hloboken, N. J........
- .... .......................
J. C. Penney Co., 354 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y....._......................
Pittsburgh Steel Products Co., Pittsburgh, Pa .............................
...

Total,.......

.....

.............-....................

210
210
210
328
328
3....
28
328
328
328
210

..............

....... .

$440, 25.19
1,829,141. 1
348,757.02
800,629 74
562 091.69
1,810,009.64

1.010,019.33

1,43, 170. 25
4, 25. 39
310,453. ;8
279, 713.07
462, 0ft(%
34
;3,

;wA. It

32
328

1, 60. 2M 47

7 .:334, N:

210

348,031. 60

210
328
328
328
328
328
328

427, 015, 87
492,95.80
556, 53.5
325,270.72
19,000. 87
421,378.13
352,500.88
280,440,88
21,153, 57
368,063,26
353,033,07
241,334.31
450,011.32
256,018.48
420,047,32
278,830.38
Il,825 00
5,209,204. 74
457, 324.44
31,80.33
3,482, 10.51
923,235.81
384,475.17
59,039.14
401,77.8
398,629. 3
331,981.62
265,373.04
1,443,735.21
08.285. 10
402,48.,00
337,332.02

28
210
328
210
328

840,188.12
282,426. 05
388,520.84
469,24 1.88
1,830,227. 5

......

38,768,702.09

328
210
328
328
328
210
210
210
210
328
210
328
210
210
328
328
210
328
210
210
210
328
328

TI'fEARUY DEPARTMENT,
IV.Washington, November 17, 1925.
lion. JAMES COT ENS,

Chairman Senate Committee Investigating the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, United States Senate.
AIM DEAR SENATOR: With further reference to your letter of September 24,
1925, I am attaching a memorandum in reply to the criticism of your committee
on the special-assessment section of the Income Tax Unit.
Sincerely yours,

C. R. NASH,
Assistant to the Commissioner.
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NOVEMBE 17, 1925.
Mr. C., R. NAsH,
Assistant to the Commissioner.
Under date of August 13, 1925, Mr. L. It. Parker, chief engineer, submitted
a report to Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel of the Senate committee investigating the Income Tax Unit of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, covering his
investigation of the administration by the Bureau of Internal Revenue of the
special-assessment provisions of the revenue acts of 1917, 1918, and 1921. A
copy of this report has been furnished the bureau.
Mr. Parker reports that it appearsI. That the application of section 210 of the act of 1917 is sound where the
invested capital of the taxpayer could not be satisfactorily determined.
II. That the bureau has exceeded its authority in making retroactive the provisions of sections 327 and 328 of the 1918 act in regard to abnormalities in
invested capital and income to apply to the year 1917.
III. That the whole method of special assessment granted to companies under
section 327 of the act of 1918 on the bawis of abnormalities in invested capital
and income is unsound.

IV. That the administration of these sections by the bureau has caused "a
frightful discriminatioh between busiitess 'ouIcrtis Itnd iiduHstries of the counitrv."
1. The first (ncommiient of the invest igat,)T nledt nto reply, illmr:alrh as he ih
reached the concluhion thlt the huitrea's practice relative thereto is soulti.

II. With reference to the second conclusion, to the effect that the bureaul has
exceeded its authority in making retroactive the provisions of sections 327 and
328 of the revenue act of 1918 in regard to abnormalities in invested capital and
income to apply to the year 1917, it is interesting to note that this is not exactly
a correct statement of the facts. It would be more exact to state that the
practices adopted by the bureau in administering the provisions of section 210
of the revenue act of 1917 were projected into and became sections 327 and 328
of the revenue act of 1918.
Confronted with the vague language of section 210, the department was forced
to adopt, under authority of section 1005, certain rules and regulations to the
end that the so-called "special assessment provision" of the revenue act of 1917
could be applied with as near equality as possible to all taxpayers coming within
its provisions. When sections 327 and 328 were being written, the legislators,
who must be presumed to have been familiar with the practices of the departma'ts worked out in administering section 210, attempted to embody in the relief
provision, of the revenue act of 1918, in so far as general language would permit,
the practices which had been worked out by the department up to that time in
administering the provisions of section 210, with which the department had then

been wrestling almost a year. This is indicated by the following very significant
statement made by Senator Simmons, one of the conferees, in reporting the bill
to the Senate:
"The House bill, notwithstanding the great increase in the rates of the profits
tax, did not embody a number of these protective provisions. Without attempting to go into detail, I can assure the Senate that all of the protective and relief
provisions worked out by the department from its actual practice have now
been embodied in the bill. These relief provisions, far more necessary than
before the adoption of the higher rates, will, I am sure, continue to prevent
injustice as between different taxpayers and will temper the apparent severity
of the letter of the law."
The department has therefore deemed it proper that where profits' tax is to
be computed under the provisions of section 210 of the revenue act of 1917 to
compare the taxpayer with representative concerns engaged in a like or similar
trade or business and similarly circumstanced in so far as possible in all material
factors, and has so construed the meaning of the word "representative" appearing
in that section. Articles 18, 24, and 52 of regulations 41 so provide, and the
department believes that under authority of section 1005 of the revenue act of
1917 the commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, had authority to
make such regulations. These regulations recognize that corporations having
abnormalities in either income or capital are entitled to the consideration provided
by section 210 and to relief thereunder if comparison with representative concerns
so discloses.

III. The engineer's third comment is that the whole method of special assessment adopted by the department is unsound. lie then states:
"It must be kept clearly in mind that one of the basic principles of the act
is the fixing oi the tax according to the taxpayer's ability to pay, and while any
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tax may be a hardship, it can be construed only as an exceptional hardship, in'
view of the general principles governing the whole revenue act, when the taxpayer would be so affected that lie is seriously prejudiced in maintaining his buninews and competing with his rivals in the same industry, or when it come to the
point where he in really unable to pay."
Soime difficulty lats been experienced in grasping the thought above expressed.
Let us assume all example:

A taxpayer made an extremely large profit in 1918, and, through inexperience
or ignorance, filed an erroneous return, deducting some ultallowable deductions
and including in inveNted capital items specifically excluded by the act, or not
pro wrly incluldabl therein. In a later year the bureau audits the return and
fids, say, $100,000 additional tax lduefor 1918. In the meantime, however,
the taxpayer has suflcred serious financial difficulties and at the time of the
bureau's final audit finds itself in such a condition financially that it would be
seriouslyy preju diced" if required to pay the tax. In such a case does the
examining engineer intend to say that tlhe tax legally fotud to be due should
be recompuited on h'. Ibmsis of "the taxpayer's ability to pm y"? If so, then the
bureau iinust vigorously assert that it does nMt believe that this is "one of the

basic prin-iples of the act."

Tli

coinuiissioiier is required by law to assess

anly (it legally fouled to he d u.
'lit, report crfti
,/,-ratther severo-ly thle pruative of tlie burii
hilorallt lit'is ill ilcelen anid c pital lrit ing fro n -

ii in conceding

(1) Inhufficient salaries paid to officer.
(2) Sale of capital ass
lets within tlie taxable year.
(3) Personal service element in the business.
The examiner concedes that a taxpayer would be entitled to consideration
under the special assessment provisions of the law because of abnormalities
arising from ---

(1) Substantial iltanlgible value in a business of small capitalization.
(2) A corporation operating with a large amount of borrowed capital.
(3) Where respective values of mixed aggregates of tangible and intangible
properties paid in for stocks and bonds can not be satisfactorily determined.
The basis of the criticism of the bureau's policy of recognizing an abnormality
in income arising from the payment of inadequate salaries rests on certain computations of income and tax in a hypothetical case through which the conclusion
is reached that where a corporation pays abnormally small salaries to its officers,
not only the corporation but the Government profits thereby, as a result of which
no hardship would be imposed upon the corporation. The bureau's practice of
recognizing such an abnormality is then condemned.
To,test tlie soulndless of tlie arguments advanced, let us assume a hypothetical case:
Corporations A and B are engaged in the same business and are competitors.
Officers' salaries in this field of industry average approximately 2Y per cent of
gross sales, ad(corporation 13 pays that amount. Its competitor, corporation A,
however, is a closed corporation owned by one man and his immediate family, as a
result of which only nominal salaries are paid to its officers. A comparison of
the two concerns nmght appear thus:
Company A
Invested capintnl . ... ....................................................
5,000.000
Oross sales. .. ... ...------......
--....
. .. -------------.........
...
20, 000,000
Cost of goods ,old and other deductions except ollcrs' sidarles..............
19, (0, 000
Ot ers' salaries.......... ........................
................
............
30, 000
Net income....
..---....---------------........--.----.---....
... ...
904, 000
Profits tis...- ....--.... ...........-----... ....
. ............
.......
..
:---, h0M
Per cent profits tax to not inMenme...........................................
+38, 25

Company B
$5,000,000
20,000,000
19, 000,000

5 , 000
500,000
29,100
5.82

Here we would have two concerns exactly alike in all particulars except as to
the deduction claimed for officers' salaries. This one abnormality in company
A causes it to pay profits taxes in the amount of $368,800 as against $29,100
paid by its competitor, which deducted normal salaries. The bureau would
hold that this condition was abnormal and justified consideration under the
relief provisions of the law. The fallacy of the engineer's computations lies in
the fact that lie uses "a composite tax rate of 55 per cent." There could be no
such rate except bv comparison with other concerns, and in the illustration shown
above this rate would be about 6 per cent instead of the 38.25 per cent without the
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benefit of special assessment. The effect of the income and tax on the individuals
is of no moment. The question to be decided is whether the corporation i
suffering a hardship of inequality in tax because of its failure to pay normal
salaries to its officers.
The bureau agrees with the examining engineer's statement that the general
intent of the statute vas to tax as income appreciation of capital assetA realized
on sale and that there is no reason for interpreting the meaning of section 327

in such a manner as to make this provision of the statute null and void. The
realization through sale of appreciation of assets the value of which has accrued
merely through the affluxion of time, surrounding industrial development or
some similar cause, creates no abnormality in income in the year of sale, but such
realization on the sale of a capital asset the value of which has been built up
through years of unproductive effort does create an abnormality in income in
the year of sale. The following example will illustrate the point:
Two banks are engaged in business in the same town as competitors. On
March 1, 1913, each had a capitalization of $100,000, representing tangible
assets acquired for capital stock of that amount. The prior earnings of neither
bank demonstrated good will or going business value on March 1, tl13. Subsequent to that date one bank, through possibly
creased its business o that by 191$4 the earnings
The other hiavnk
busincs value of, say, $50,000
In D)ecember, 1918, the first bank had
assets
represented by tangible assets of $1,00,0)0, and

a change in management, inof that bank justified tagoing
developed nto *iitl'i iintanrgile
a market value of $1!50,000,
developed good will or going

business value of $50,000. The other bank had a market value of only $100,000,
represented by its tangible assets. Both banks were sold in December, 1918,
for their fair market value, $10i,000 and $100,000, respectively. Profit on the
sale of the first bank was, of course, the difference between the sales price and
the March 1, 1913, value, or $50 000. The second bank received no profit
on sale. Let us assume that each bank earned during 1918, 10 per cent on its
capital. Bank A would therefore have earned $15,000 and bank B $10,000.
Bank A, however, had losses of $5,000, so that the net income for the banking
business of each concern was $10,000, but bank A, through the sale of a capital
asset built up over a period of years, had a net income of $10,000 plus the $50,000
profit on sale, or a taxable net income of $60,000. The bureau would consider
such a condition as creating an abnormality in the income of the first bank justifying special assessment. A comparison of the two banks, showing the computation of the tax, is as follows:
Bank A
$
Tangible assets Mar. 1, 1913, represented by capital stock...........................
Good will, deposit accounts, or going-business value Mar. 1, 1913............... ...
Same, intangible assets built up from Mar. 1, 1913, to December, 1918 ....-.........

Invested capital, 1918 (assuming no change) .................

............

............

Value of business December, 1918 ...............................................
..................................
Sold in December, 1918, for...............

..
Profit on sile...............................................................
Income for regular banking business before losses (10 per cent on capital). ...........
....- ... ..-- ..........
------------...............- ..--Losses ..................
Net income from banking business. -... ......................................-......
Taxable net income for 1918..............---

Profits tax..........

....................

...

.....

.....-..............
.. ........--.

.......................

Percentage of profits tax to net income.........................

.................

..............

Bank B

000 $1 00,000
o0
0
0

50,000

12,

1

1 000
150, 000

100,000
100,000

i0,
000

10, 000

60.000
11,
00
5, 000
10, 000

35, 00
59.

00000

0
10,000
0
10, 00

.........

0

Manifestly, it would be unfair to assess a profits tax of 59.33 per cent against
bank A when five-sixths of its net income was derived from thlv sale of an asset
which had been built up by the efforts of the officers over a period of years.
The income of bank A is thus abnormally inflated and that bank would be entitled to special assessment.
In certain cases the bureau has recognized the personal service element as
creating an abnormality justifying special assessment. The engineer's criticism
of this practice is very brief and is as follows:
" There are several other grounds for granting special assessment, one of which
is based on the extraordinary value of the personal sevices rendered by the
officers of the company. This ground is too ridiculous to argue, for It is evident
that efficient management of a corporation should not be considered an abnormal
condition or one demanding relief from taxation."
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The examiner seems to have missed the point. The bureau has consistently
held that efficient management of a business is no ground for special assessment.
Where, however, a concern, which except for some technicality of the law would
otherwise be classed as a personal service corporation, is denied personal service,
then a situation might arise justifying special assessment. The following example will illustrate the point:
Two concerns, competitors, derive their income wholly from commissions
in 1918. Company A complies with all of the requirements of section 200 of the
revenue act of 1918--that is, it qualifies as a corporation whose income is ascribed primarily to the activities of the principal owners or stockholders who
are themselves regularly engaged in the active conduct of the affairs of the corporation, and in which capital (whether invested or borrowed) is not a material
income-producing factor. Company B, however, is denied personal service
classification because a 40 per cent stockholder in this company ts not actively
engaged in producing the income. A comparison of the two companies would
be shown thus:

SYmlphny A
IntiI

N t i.inoit

(I hi! (representt
....

d 1y oict e flirt)i tile)
....

tax

INone payblte.

.....

...

..... -

...... . .
.. .. ...
..
......
P'erce'ntKge of profits ti r tof net Incot, .......---Profits

Comparny B

$..... )

$1,<
$
1.00

O,
,000
* ), 100
72. 73

, f X)

......

............
....
.

..... ..
...

1Under se. 302.

0)

,

It is apparent that if special assessment were denied to Company B that
company would be very severly penalized solely because of a technicality of the
law. The relief provisions were inserted to remedy such a situation.
It is noted that the engineer concedes the soundness of the bureau's practice
in granting special assessment in certain cases on the ground that there is substantial intangible value in a business of small capitalization which can not be
recognized in statutory invested capital. He states, however, that when special
assessment is granted on this ground the constructed invested capital should
not he increased beyond the 25 per cent limitation provided for in the revenue
act of 1918. The bureau concurs in this opinion and does not approve any relief
beyond that to which a taxpayer normally situated would be entitled.
The legislative history of the relief provisions of the revenue act of 1918
clearly shows that it was the intent of Congress to grant relief in those cases
where, owing to some abnormal condition in income or capital, a taxpayer
would suffer a hardship of inequality as compared with other concerns similarly
circumstanced but normally situated, and it was left within the discretion of
the commissioner to determine when an exceptional hardship was being worked
upon a taxpayer. When the bill first passed the Senate, section 327 provided
that the tax should be determined as provided in section 328 in nine enumerated
classes of cases. This number was materially in excess of the classes of cases
carried in the section as it passed the House. The House and Senate conferees,
realizing the impossibility of specifically providing for all cases that might be
entitled to special assessment, reduced the specified cases to three and then
made a general class to cover all others, thus placing upon the commissioner the
responsibility of finding and declaring of record that the tax in any specific case,
if determined without the benefit of the section, would, owing to abnormal conditions affecting capital or income, work an exceptional hardship. The reason
for this was thus stated by Mr. Kitchin in a speech before the House in explanation of the changes made in conference:
" Undcr the specific provisions no official had any particular responsibility,
d one could take any case he desired, whether there was an exceptional hardship or not, and make application that the tax should be computed on the basis
of representative corporations."
Senator Penrose, in a speech delivered Wednesday, February 12, 1919, after
the meeting of the Senate and House conferees, stated with reference to the
amendment of section 327 made in conference:
" This amendment, to my mind, is a most admirable one. The Senate greatly
increased the classes of cases entitled to this relief. The conferees amalgamated
all of these classes into a single general class, but denied the relief to corporations
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whose principal income consists of profits derived on a cost-pluts nbais oi

war

contracts."

Thl

plan evidently was to give the colnnissioner the power

to admitniter

the excess profits tax law with as few inequalities as possible to taxpayers failing
in the amie clss. If, due to abnormal conditions, an exceptional hardship of
inequality appears to

Ihave been imposed uljpo

anty taxpayer by (cotmptiing its

invested capital under section 321, stsch taxpayer has the right
commisnlisioner and show that leMttfIe of

tioapalt

to the

it is having to pay a

isuch abnormallty

higher rate of tax than other corporations which are similarlyv ircimnitanced,
and to ask that it he allowed to py a tax equal to the average rate of tax paid
by other corporations which are in its class similarly cireumstanced and operating
under normal conditions. However, when it hais shown the inequality or disproportion in the tax, before it is entitled to the relief soghttit must go further
and show that the inequality is due not merely to large profits earned upon a
normal capital but to abnormal conditions
affecting its income or capital.
The thought in the minds of those in charge of the bill wai:s centered upon
If a corljoriati on' ta
r io
preventing inelualities and unjust discrimi naitios.
ve't ciap linta, no
high merelv lecause it i ade large pro i ts 1up1n ta Mitritl inl

relief is to ,b granted.

If, however, owving tI; soni i' abm)nII"fttl cmoditimn aIfrfct ing

its inctfme tor capital it is compelled to p:iy a higher ratte o f tax than other ciorp:rations hii its class, tthei it imay shitw\ it is u tndr
a hoiili
I)tp
oif ieiality awl go in
relief (iirltrsectiois 3'27 ioid 328, The powxcr iii'(i
in the h itld o t
coi,nmitiner ii, iirst, to dettriine whether to ahnornmit ctonditi,,o af'ttimg capital
or inconie exists, anid, if it, does and if by comiparis sn with ot her concerns it roiilts
in a hardship of inequnlitty in tax, he is to average the t;xlp;ayer tax witl c om-

paratives selected according to 'le ac't.
LESLIE GILI,

Acting Ch i(f Special /,.-scbse tifnSect ion.

(Star Co. (newspaper)
By (ieo,

. Box, July 13, 1925

Willim Rl. llearst ownw all stock; borrowed money Included in invested capiital]

JIt',LY 13, 1925.
In re: Star Co., New York City
This taxpayer is ai publisher of newspapers and wa4 the principal corporation
of a group ol approximately 30 affiliated corpo-,ratitlon f or the years from 1917
to 1919. It was considered by the Income Tax Unit as a class B affiliation,.
William R. Hearst owning 100 per cent of the capital stock otf the majority of the
corporations, while in the other instances the smaller corporations were subsidiaries of the others.
The original taxes paid by the taxpayer, the additional assessments proposed
by A-2 letters of the Income Tax Unit, and the actual additional assessments
made as a result of adjustments determined after consideration of briefs filed by
the taxpayer are as follows:

Year

1917..............
1918 ..........
191 .--------.....

Original tax

ad

-----..--------.
....------ .........-

.. ............
.......
--..........
............

Total.......-......-.......

-...
.-..

......

......- ....

..

W ,M .R37,

525,U11 . 46

...
.
- ---........-Proposed Rdditional assessments ..-- .....
Amount of fioal determination by burtu . .. ..... ..... ........

m letts A-2

$65,387. 53
ll, (79. ,55

...... .....

..............

Prolwsed tddiAmonnt.
tliondl
rses fi ilyn dttr

mined upon

o,)520. 40

il0, 2X

$1I4, 823. 18
21, 585. 03

94

177,93. 11

2,31,436.62

94.339,32

$604,

31

.--.. .............
. . ..................

Tax liability redoucd by bureau conferences .............--...........--

.....

.......
-

$2,031,436, 62
294, 331132
1,737, 097.30

Among the disputed items which were originally disallowed by the Income
Tax Unit prior to the mailing of the A -2 letters and which were suIbequently
allowed by the conferees are the following:

lX\'ESrT;'TION OF
1. l),diuctiin of $.

o.,96.d3
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from gross income of taxpayer, which it claimed

in a loss up11ii ti tuidLattn
iu
of fthfl (; r.m
Journal. The German Journal Corpnration %%a, uvvwiit 10(10 prT cent tby the Star Co. from 1904, Advances were
made to it by th, li tter from t ine 14tt imrn,and on ,Jaiary I, 1 18, these advances
)During19! the Journal ceased to operate and was
aggregated $203.9 i6,3.
liquidated by Ilthei taxpayer, as a result of which the latter clainis the Jloi a a
deduction from itn ier for that year. This loss i.s purely intercoinpany and
therefore not deductiiblee in determining consolidated net income, as the consolidalitd lsurpluli is not affected by such liqidlatiwm.
The followilig rcfrred-to (hdisions are in support of the disallowantlc of this
deduction:
(A. I. It. 24..) In this case an account was owed to one subsidiary. In the
liquidation of the delbtor subsidiary the account receivable was a loms. The
comintittee on apapl
and review held that such loss was an intercoimpnay transaction and no d<leductiont was allowable from gross income for taxation purposes on
account of the transaction.

(A. It. It. 6O(Xi.) In this case it was held b)y the committee on appeals and review that ,ain um)iuni receivable in th li iquidation of ai subsidiary was aln
inltte'oolip)at I irtal-;tttiolt anti lttshl t hA-lilhinttted i1I arriving a the
tI t
t inhlom
of the co;tinsii(date'( group.
(Sioliritir's rcot n h tin(
N,.
500.)
In lhis case' ('amlpleliM nfrri l &
(Co. owiat 100

"r c(vni( of th 1e 4to

k of the Citenlls' ('1Cal

& Snpply

't.

'LThe

ubsiditiary $27,4 53.116, which afippeatred
on its records i4 ani) itiiouniit receivable).
Ul)pon disMolution 4f tlhe latter, the
pureant company received in liqui(ation $2,153.94, thereby rollecting a loss from
its advalncrtl andil ilivcstlmicCnrt of $10,000 ini 1905 for capital stock of $35,299.22.
It was hvld that the receipt of the dividend in liquidation reflected i loss,
parent c(mpan ii ha

adlvuri('cd to it-

which, however, was an intercompany loss, and the amount was properly added
to the not result of the individual opertlati)ons to obtain the correct amount of the
consolidated net income.

It was held, inl solicitor's opinion 131, that"Gain is realized on the distribution in liquidation of the assets of a corporation to another corporation, which is the owner of all its stock, * * * and
is subject to tax under section 10 of the revenue act of 1916 as amended. Where
such companies are required to file consolidated returns for the purpose of the
excess-profits tax, liquidation is an intercompany transaction and the gain derived therefrom is not subject to tax under section 201 of the revenue act of 1917."
2. Good will of Intrnaiional Magazine Co.-The taxpayer claims that it has
good will, which it acquired with tangible assets as follows:
Acquired in 1905 in acquisition of Cosmopolitan Magazine Co.:
.--..........--------$25, 000
For stock..--.......----.
For bonds.-----.....---...-------........-......----------.....---------.
487, 500
$512, 500. 00
Acquisition of New Publishing Co. for bonds --..-.-----------941, 290. 50
Acquisition through Mrs. Hearst in 1914.--------------------.
1, 499, 982. 32
Total..........--------------.......----..................---------.-----------......
2, 953, 772. 82
Referring to the amount acquired through Mrs. Hearst ($1,499,982.32), the
following explanation is made:
International
On February 28, 1914, Mrs. W. It. Hearst was indebted ttthe
Magazine Co. in the amount of $1,059,931.88, which amount the corporation
carried on its books as an asset. At the same time Mrs. Hearst owned the total
stock of the following corporations in the amounts indicated:
World Review Co --..-----------.
.---....----.---...----$250, 000
American Home Magazine

10, 000

-----------.--.-------------.----.--

Harper's Bazaar (Inc.')...--------..-.-- ..National Magazine Co. (Ltd.)

-- ---..------.......----------.-..--- .-----.--------

-

10,000
100, 000

Total stock (par value) ..-...........-----..
----....-..--..
370, 000
Mrs. Hearst offered to sell her stock of the four companies last above mentioned to the International Magazine Co. in consideration of the cancellation
by it of the $1,059,031.88 indebtedness which she owed to it. The board of
directors of the International Magazine Co. accepted Mrs. Hearst's o(fer and
proceeded to liquidate and merge the newly acquired companies with the exception of the National Magazine Co., which was a foreign corporation.
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The amount of the so-called good will is determined as follows:
. ...
. .
....
$1, 059, 031. 88
100, 000. 00
Less polid for foreign corporation niot merged .
- .$959,
031. 88
Net deficit of the three companies merged, .....
.
.....
540, 950. 44
Indebtedness cancelOed.

Total ... ,....
--........
... ..
.......
_ ..-.. ..-..
1,499, 982. 32
The International Magazine Co. inunediately proceeded to charge off to
surplus, $1,341,607.74, of the so-called good will. For the purpose of ilurething
its invested capital for taxation ipurposes it contends that the entry should be
reversed and the amount cosidered as good will, which was allowed by the bureau,
At the time the above-mentioned transaction was executed the three companies
merged with the Internatiomnt M-gazine Co. showed deficits aggregating $540,950.44. "lhe result of this transactin was the cancellation of ean asset carried
on the books at $1,059,031.88 and the
a.uning of liabilities of the three corporations merged of $540,950.44 In exccs of assets acquired from them, so that its
financial condition was impaired to thl eutent of $1,499,982.32.
The three companies merged with the International Magazine Co. had sistained losses for three years prior to liquidation and were insolvent at the time
of the merger. It is contended that no good will was or could be acquired by the
International Magazine Co. in absorbing these three insolvent corporations that
had operated at a loss for the three years immediately preceding the merger.
It is not only improper to reverse the entry which tlhe company made at the
time of the merger in charging surplus with $1,341,607.74, but surplus should be
further reduced by $158,374.58 in order that the entire loss should bie charged otf.
3. Paid-in surplus, $2,052,683.01.-The taxpayer claimed and the bureau
allowed as paid-in surplus the last above-mentioned amount representing the
value of tangible assets of the San Francisco Examiner, which was acquired in
exchange for capital stock of taxpayer.
The Examiner Printing Co. was incorporated in 1903 for the purpose of taking
over the San Francisco Examiner, which was the personal property of Mr. Hearst
and was operated as a sole proprietorship. The actual transfer of the business to
the corporation was made during the year 1907.
A balance sheet of the San Francisco Examiner at December 31, 1907, immediately prior to transferring the assets and liabilities to the corporation, was submitted, which was made the basis of a claim for paid-in surplus as follows:
Total assets..............
--...--.------------------....
$3, 145, 785. 43
Total liabilities .. -.. -_...
_
.. ...
...
......
299, 313.
1. 61
Net assets acquired .....-----..
Less Capital stock issued- .. . -- -.-

_.
-----..----..

2..,.._.....
2,
846, 471. 82
(500,
000. 00

Paid-in surplus --------.........---...
-------.----- 2, 346, 471. 82
An examination of the balance sheet shows that among the assets claimed in
the above total were the following:
W. R. Hearat--... ..--..-- ...-....
..... ,
..
..
2, 295, 611. 30
L)s Angeles Examiner ..--.------------.
-----...- - -......
326, 450. 98
Total ..............--------..-----.
.------------..-..
2, 622, 062. 28
The Los Angeles Examiner was owned personally by Mr. Hearst, so that both
of the above accounts are properly debits of the proprietor's account. The credit
aide of the balance sheet contains among others the following accounts:
W. R. Hearst, capital .----.....................
----......
$793, 788. 81
Profit and lose--..-... - .-------------.......
........-..
, 052052,
683. 01
Total -.....---...

-----..

-----.-----------.--..

2, 846, 471.82
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In order to show a correct statement the debits of the personal account should
have been offset against tiM credits with the following result:
Total assets claimed..
$3, 145, 788. 43
I~csn personal tieatoults (W. It. Hearst and Los Angeles Examirir) ........
2, 022, 002. 28
Correct assets
Les,s liabilities

....
.....

523, 723. 15
299, 313. 61

Net asset. acquired
..
...
.....
.
224, 409. 54
No contention was made on the part of the taxpayer that Mr. Hearst ever paid
into the corporation the amount of the debit account. It is evident that Mr.
Hearst withdrew from the business the amounts indicated as debits to his personal account and that of th eL o s Angeles Examiner-namely, $2,622,002.2-but the( company surnequently claims these amounts as paid-in surplus. The
net assets acquired were act ually valued at $224,409.4,, as shown by the balance
sheet, which wah less than tih par value of the dtock issued in exchange therefor
and therefore there war no paid-in surplus.
It is iinc(meivable that the bureau should allow this item as invested capital in
view of the facts which appear in the record stated al,)-e.
4. Illin is I'Publishiny t /' renting Co. leasfeold, $400,00.- -The taxpayer
claimed the bureau should include in invested capital $400,000, representing the
value of a lease assigned by Mr. Iearst to tin Illinoil, Publishing & Printing Co.
At a conference, report of which was made under date of January 19, 1925, the
bureau conferees stated that appraisals submitted substantiate this figure, and it
is of record the bank which financed the building of this property valued the lease
as such. The claim of the taxpayer in regard to this item was therefore allowed.
The facts are as follows:
Under date of February 3, 1919, Mr. Hearst leased for a period of 09 years from
November 1, 1909, property located at the northwest corner of West Madison
and Nortn Market Streets, Chicago, at the annual rental of $10,000 for the first
year, $25,000 for the next 19 years, and $30,000 thereafter. The lease contained
a provision that Mr. Hearst was to erect a building on the property prior to July
1, 1912, at a cost of $300,000.
Under (late of March 15, 1910, Mr. Hearst assigned this lease to the Illinois
Publishing & Printing Co., of which h' owned practically all of the capital stock.
In 1914 the Illinois Publishing & Printing Co. issued to Mr. Hearst $1,000,000
of its capital stock, $400,000 of which was represented as being in payment of the
leasehold. The taxpayer submitted the following as proof of the cach value of
thle easehold:
First, that on April 1, 1910, the company issuedl $800,000 in bomids Uscured by
a mortgage on the letaehold and the building to he erected. Subsequently it
issued an additional $500,000 in bonds secured by second mortgage on the lease
hold.
Second, an affidavit by Roy D. Keehn dated April 12, 1924, to the effect that
before the lease was assigned by Mr. Hearst he had received an offer of a bonus
of $5,000 a year for a period of 50 years for a sublease; that he was familiar with
the circumstances surrounding the issuance of $800,000 bonds, that said bonds
were sold by bankers and that the latter valued the leasehold at $350,000; and
that all appraisals have been long since destroyed.
Third, an affidavit dated August 6, 1924, by J. L. Kesner, a Chicago real
estate man, who claims to be familiar with the property in question, and that in
his opinion said leasehold in 1910 was worth at least $400,000.
The committee contends that the proof submitted by the taxpayer mentioned
above is not sufficient c evidence on which the bureau should have allowed the
taxpayer to claim any valuation of this leasehold for invested capital purposes
for the following reasons:
The amount of bonds issued to construct a building is not a fair criterion by
which to measure the value of a leasehold. In many instances property has been
mortgaged greatly in excess of its value as in many cases of forced sales property
has been sold at an amount which would not suffice to even pay the first mortgage,
leaving nothing to apply on the second and subsequent mortgages.
That the affidavit of Mr. Keehn, an attorney for the compan,, as to the value
of the leasehold and th- statement of the bankers that ua their . pinion the leasehold was worth $350,000 is mere opinion evidence (expert or otherwise) and is
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not acceptable. That the althlavit of J. L, Klesner, Chicago real estate manut,
however lquatlified whmiaty li, i miere opinion evidence and not acceptable.
In this connection reference is nmade to '. 1).1 3::;7 ((
II. I-2, p. 213), which
amends article 830 of regulations 4i5 and article 83t6 of regulations 02 to read as
follows:
The paid-in suirplhls allowed illn aliv'
llcase
is conifiined to the value definitely
known or accurately aseertainable at the time the property is paid it.
Evidence
offered to iutpport a elaim for t paid-in surplus lilmust he ast of the date of the
payment. It may consist among of her things of (a) an appraisal of the property
by di interested aulhoritie,, (6) a certificate of the a1l4-sstd value ill the c(lat of
real (estate,or (c) evidence of i market price ill e('xc('es of tle i)Iur valti' oif the stock
or shares. Opinion evidence, expert or otherwise, of the value of property as of
a prior date will not be accepted. Hltrspective appraisals submitted iin siippolrt
of a claim for a paid-in siirplis will lnot he accepted in iany astse where other
reasonatblly mati.factory evidence ik available and in any case will le atecepted
only after rigid scrutiny and will be followed only t the extent to which their
reasonableness is fully established d * * *."
From all tlie evidence presented it appears that the acquisition of the lease ly
Mr. Hearst in 1909) was anl open transaction and that all facts then known would
have been taken into eonideration by the lesnor. If the lease had been worth
more than
l the stipulated annual rental, it is only reasonable to iasumle that, such
additional value would have been added to the rental charges.
It has not been disclosed that any important events transpired between the dalte
Mr. Hearst acquired the lease andll the date it was assi gned to tthe corporation
that would increase the value of it, nor is there any evidence that hlad the lease
been acquired by Mr. Hearst in 1910 instead of 1909 the terms would have been
less favorable. There it no evidence that the purported offer of a bomus for a sublease referred to inr Mr. Keehn's affidavit was a bona fide offer. It is contended
that the value of ihe leasehold was not established and t hat til- bureau hold not
have allowed any value for the leasehold to be included in invested capital.
5. Including invested capital money loaned by W. R. Hearst to corporationS owned
by ini.--The books of the various corporations owned bv Mr. Hearst showed
that he had loaned to them up to the year 1918, $6,201,550.61, and in 1919 the
amount had been reduced to $6,167,321.79. These amounts appear on the books
a accounts payable to Mr. Hearst. There was ito fixed time for payment of
the accounts, they did not bear interest, and no1 written evidence of the indebtedness was presented to the bureau,
In 1911 the taxpayer took iiu th e matter of including this indeltedness in
invested capital with Doctor Adums, chairman of the advisory tax board, and
on March 9, 1918, the latter sent the taxpayer a telegram as follows:
reiFpr.-lutel
"' Noninterest bearing peranitentl i 1delt<ldnes- of n torpolrati
by loan from sole stockholder without fixed time of maturity iand not evidenced
by written obligation may be treated in t he return as invested capital as per letter
of thiS date."
On March 13, 1918, Doctor Admis wrote the taS)ayer as follows:
"What I meant to convey by the above telegram is that while I have very
anamt willing to have Ihe
little doubt about the status of such indebtedles an
return of.the company concerned nliae ip on the assumption that such indebted.ness is part of the capital, the question is nevertheless one which require.i cairefll
legal examination, and we must reserve the right to treat this item as a liability
rather than invested capital if subsequent exClaination of legal precedents proves
Youl will be advised, 'of course, before any change of this
this to be necessary.
kind is made.
"Attention should be called to this item in the return of the corporation, and
you may state that I have informally authrired its inclusion tentatively in
invested caital."
On the above authority the taxpayer included the Hearst personal account il
its invested capital in submitting its returns for the years 1918 and 1919. In
tho audit the itelm w-i; disallowed a-s invested capital by the Income Tax Unit.
Taxpayer protested to the disallowance inl a brief dated November 12, 1921.
As a result of this protest a conference was held on November 18, 1921, at which
the question was discussed, but the record does not indicate that a decision wau
reached.
The next A- 2 letter, dated August 11, 1922, to the taxpayer allowed this item
of borrowed money as invested capital, referring to tile above-mentioned (ollference as athoritv therefor. There is no evidence in the record to show the
authority on which this item was allowed as invested capiital.

"
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Section 207 of the act of October 3, 1917, provides that
"As used in this title invitedd capital' does not iinlude * * * money or
other property borrowed * * *."
Section 320 (b) of the revenue act of 1918 provides that--"As used in this title the term 'invested capital' does not Include borrowed
capital."
Therefore it is plain that borrowed capital can not be considered as invested
capital under either the revenue act of 1917 or 1918.
The character of the advances as liabilities can be definitely determined by a
quotation from the taxpayer's own brief referred to above as follows:
"The Internal Revenue Bureau correctly states that these advances rupresented borrowed money and 'were never considered as paid-in surplus.' They
were not paid-in surplus. There was no gift made of them to the companies.
Mr. Hearst still claims, and has always claimed, that he is entitled to repayment
of such advances at the proper time."
The fact that the advances were considered as liabilities and not capital is
evidenced by the following:
On December 31, 1003, the Star Co. of New York was indebted to Mr. Hearst
to the amount of $6,110,100.04, representing advance made by the latter. A
journal entry was mrade on December 31, 1903, on the books of the Star Co.
closing this account payable into surplus. In 1017, after a lapse of 14 years,
this entry was brought to the attention of Mr. Hearst by an accountant who
investigated the books. On November 30, 1917, Mr. Hearst addressed a letter
to the Star Co. calling its attention to the fact that such entry was unauthorized
and requesting that the entry be reversed to show the facts. Mr. Hearst in this
letter states:
"Not only have I never authorized any such entries, but so far as I have
been able to ascertain no such authorization was given by the board of directors
of those companies. Nor was there any authorization of any entries which
would in any way affect the credits which, prior to the making of the entries
referred to, stood upon the books in my favor and which represented moneys
advanced by me to those corporations."
In this connection the following decisions are outlined in order to show the
attitude of the unit and the committee on appeals and review in regard to allowing borrowed money as invested capital.
(A. R. it. 1004.) In this case the net profits, by appropriate resolution of
the board of directors, were divided pro rata among the stockholders according
to their individual holdings and credited to their individual accounts on the
books of the corporation. No interest was paid on the accounts. The case
was referred by the committee on appeals and review to the solicitor for his
opinion. Hie held that the division of the surplus and the crediting to the
stockholders of the amounts in question was, in fact, a dividend and that the
personal accounts were liabilities of the corporation and consequently could
not be included in invested capital of the corporation.
(A. R. It. 1062.) In this case the corporation credited its net earnings to
the personal accounts of its three stockholders. These amounts were left in
the business and used by the corporation in conducting its affairs. The committee on appeals and review held that the amounts credited to the stockholders
and used by the corporation in conducting its business constituted borrowed
capital and consequently could not be included in its invested capital.
(A. R.
1984.) All of the stock of this corporation except five shares was
owned by A. In 1909 there was tmtablished on the books of the corporation
an account designated "A personal account," which was carried under the general
head of accounts payable. In 1918 the amount standing to the credit of A in
this account was credited to surplus. The committee held that the account
was a liability and could not be included in invested capital.
The United States Board of Tax Appeals has decided on this question in two
recent decisions. In the case of the Consolidated Electric Lamp Co., Docket
No. 555, the two principal stockholders had their salary credited to their accounts.
They owned the building occupied by the company, and the rent due from it was
also credited to their accounts. On December 31, 1018, the balance of their
personal accounts was $45,064.63. Taxpayer claimed this amount as part of its
invested capital for 1919, which was disallowed by the Income Tax Unit on the
grounds that it was a liability, and this decision was confirmed by the Board of
Tax Appeals.
In the case of the Electrical Supply Co., all of the stock of which was owned
by three stockholders, Docket No. 710, it was the custom at the end of each
19
S. Rept. 27, pt 2,69-1--
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fiscal year to credit on the books to the personal accounts of the three stockholders the entire net earnings for that year. The accounts were named "stockholders" ,orindividuall nurplius accounts." The stockholders had the right to and
did draw against such accounts for funds for their personal use, and also had the
right to pay into the name amounts obtained by them from sources not connected with the operation of the corporation's business.
In computing its invested capital for taxation purposes the taxpayer included
the amount of these accounts. Upon audit of the taxpayer's income-tax returns
the commissioner disallowed the amounts credited to the personal accounts
mentioned above, and the decision was sustained by the Board of Tax Appeals.
It is a well-settled theory of law that a corporation is an entity separate and
apart front the stockholders who own its shares of stock. Under the 1917 and
1918 acts, which prohibited considering borrowed money as invested capital,
money advanced to a corporation by a stockholder, regardless of the number of
shares owned by him, must be considered as borrowed money under these statutes
and therefore is not allowed to be included in invested capital of the corporation.
The fact that Mr. Hearst owned 100 per cent of the stock of the taxpayer
does not change the status of the borrowed money to any greater extent than if
he owned 1 per cent. The allowance by the bureau of this borrowed money to
be included in invested capital is directly contrary to the provisions of both of
the revenue acts above mentioned.
OEO. G. Box, Chief Auditor
TREASURY

DEPARTMENT,

Washington, November 12, 1925.
Memorandum to Mr. C. R. Nash; Assistant to the Commissioner.
In re: Star Co., New York, N. Y.
Reference in made to the criticism by the Senate committee relative to the
manner in which the Bureau of Internal Revenue closed the case of the abovenamed taxpayer for the taxable years 1917, 1918, and 1919.
There appear to be six allegations of error made by the Senate committee
briefly summarized as follows:
1. rhat the additional taxes for 1917, 1918, and 1919, as finally determined
by the Income Tax Unit were in the respective amounts of $94,823.18, $21,585.03,
and $177,931.11..
2. The allowance of a deduction in 1918 from gross income in the amount of
$203,964.36 representing a loss in liquidation of the German Journal Corporation.
3. The allowance for invested capital purposes of good will in the amount of
$1,499 982.32.
4. The allowance of a "paid-in surplus" for invested capital purposes of
$2,340 471.82.
5. The allowance of a value of $400,000 for a leasehold.
6. The allowance for invested capital purposes of sums of money advanced
by W. R. Hearst to the different corporations of whose stock he was the owner.
It appears that during the year 1904 the Star Co. acquired 100 per cent ownership of the capital stock of a company known as the German Journal Corporation
who owned the publishing rights to a German-language newspaper commonly
known as the "Das Morgen Journal."
From 1904 to December 31, 1916, the
German Journal Corporation accumulated losses in the amount of $205,214.36,
which amount the Star Co. set up on its books of account as an account receivable,
and when the publication of the Germnla-language newspaper ceased and liquidation of the German Journal Co. took place, the Star Co. claimed as a loss
$205,214.36, which has been disallowed by the bureau and not allowed, as your
committee states.
With respect to the value of $1,499.982.32, good will, it appears that in
February, 1914, Mrs. W. R. Hearst was indebted to the International Magazine
Co. in the amount of $1,059,031.88, which amount was carried upon its books
as an asset. Mrs. Hearst personally owned capital stock in the following corporations and in the respective amounts noted below:
World Review Co-...........---.........
...------..--....-..
$250, 000. 00
American Home Magazine ------------..------.--....-----..
10, 000. 00

Harpers Bazaar (Inc.)-..---------------...

10, 000. 00
000.
.

--.....---.....
...

National Magazine (Ltd.) ..-..-----........--.......

.--..---

Total------.-----------------------------........

100,
.

370, 000. 00
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which she offered to sell to the International Magazine Co. in consideration of
the cancellation by it of the $1,059,031.88 indebtedness for which she wts liable.
ircrof
the International Magazine ratified the offer and
The board of director
good will was set up on the books in the amount of $1,499,982.32, briefly computed as follows:
- ..... ..
.. $1, 059, 031, 8
Indebtedness canceled .. .. .. . ... . .. .. .-....
00, 000. 00
....
Les amount paid for foreign corporation
-.

Net deficit of the three corporations .. ... ------....

959, 031. 88
540, 950. 44

,
1, 499, 982. 32
......-.
Good will of merged corporations., ............
As will be observed from the foregoing, good will was acquired with cash or
its equivalent and its allowance wa proper.
With respect to the item " Paid i surplus," in the amount of $2,340,471.82, it
appears that a company known as the Examiner Printing Co. was organized
under the laws of the State of California to take over the business conducted by
W. . . Hearst as an individual. Although the corporation was organized in 1903
the completion of the corporate form of ownership did not become effective until
some years later. In the meantime there wat no change in the ownership,
control, or conduct of the business.
A balance sheet of the sole proprietorship as at December 31, 1907, immediately prior to transferring the assets and liabilities to the corporation shows the
following:
Total assets ..
-.............- .....
...$3,
$.......145, 785. 43
Total liabilities
. .......
299, 313. 61
Less capital stock issued

.

...-.........

... ....-. ....

2, 840, 471. 82
500, 000. 00

Net value ........
.-....
.. .....--.
.... ......
....
..
2, 346, 471. 82
Attention is here directed to section 320, part (2), of the revenue act of 1918,
which provides that"Actual cash value of tangible property, other than cash, bona fide paid in for
stock or shares, at the time of such payment, but in no case to exceed the par value
of the original stock or shares specifically issued therefore, unless the actual cash
value is shown to the satisfaction of the commissioner to have been clearly and
substantially in excess of such par value, in which case such excess shall be treated
as paid-in surplus."
" Upon the showing made by the taxpayer it appears proper to consider the
establishment of a paid-in surplus.
With respect to the valuation of $400,000 placed upon the leasehold owned
by the Illinois Publishing & Printing Co., who acquired it by the payment to
W. .Hearst of capital stock in the par value of $400,000, it appears that Greenbaurn Sons Bank & Trust Cu. valued the lease at $350,000 in 1910, and in the
sane year one J. L. Kesner, a real estate expert, appraised the lease at $400,000.
These facts have a strong indication of supporting the value used,
With respect to the sums of money advanced to the corporations by W. R.
Hearst, there appears to be ample reason for such allowances in A. It.
. 356,
A. R. R. 78, A. I. M. 44, A. I. R. 116, and A. R. R. 237.
You are further advised that the closing of the case for 1917 and 1918 indicates
taxes in the respective amounts of $94,823.18 and $99,007.35; for 1919, however,
the correct tax has not been finally determined.
After careful consideration of all the items set out by the Senate committee
as erroneous in principle or otherwise, I am forced to the conclusion that the
closing of the case by the Income Tax Unit was proper amn in accord with the
law and regulations.
(Signed)
C. B. ALLEN,
Assistant Deputy Commissioner.
In re Southland Steamship Co., Savannah, Ga.
Overassessment of $336,181.28 for 1917 was the result of allowance of a reduction in profit from sale of two ships by increasing the cost of same over the cost
shown on the books of the taxpayer.
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It appears from t c taxpayer's brief that there was a partnership, called Walker
Armltr)ong & Co., engaged in navigation; that this company in 1916 orgautidzW
the taxpayer and transferred all awtets to it; that among such asscts were two
ships, the Eurannt and the Southerner; that $5,000,000 in stock was issued for all
the assets according to the following distributio:
$1, 681, 000. 00
Cash turned over by partnership.
...........-----.....
Ossabow Island
...
.
.
.....
......- .
......
220, 636. 04
....
1,233, 21
Fixtures. .
. .........
940, 000. 00
.....
......
. ....Good will . . ...
.....
...1, , ()00,
00
.--...-...Steamship Eurata
.
....--........ ,-....
-...
651, 130. 75
.. -.
..... -----.....
Steamship Southerner
Total..._ .
.....
.
-...
.
5, 000, 000. 00
This distribution was arbitrary, and there was a light difference in stockholdings from the proportions of ownership in the partnership.
The taxpayer sold the two ships in 1917, the Eurana for $2,750,000 and the
Southerner for $2,875,000. An assesment was based on the profit as computed
by deducting from this sale price the cost shown above.
The taxpayer claimed the amounts shown above as costs were arbitrary and
that a greater proportion of the payment to the partnership should be allocated
to the cost of the ships.
The bureau allowed the amount set up an "good will," $940,000 to be considered a part of the cost of the ships, thus reducing by that amount the profit
realized on the sale.
Assuming that the value set by the taxpayer was arbitrary and low, it is easy
to see the equity of allowing a greater cost. But, on the other hand, the transaction in 1916 might be held a reorganization, and heine the profit on the sale in
1917 would be based upon the original cost to the partnership, or March 1, 1913,
value; no data on this in available to me, but it is safe to infer that a greater
profit would result from such basis.
It would seem that if the values set up for the ships are arbitrary that the
value set up as "good will" must nocesrarilv be so, and there is no reason for
allowing this arbitrary figure of $940,000 rather than any other suJm. The case
does not show whether there was in fact any good will. If there was, there is no
excuse for considering all the good will of a navigation partnership being stowed
upon one ship; and if there was not, the allowance is as arbitrary as the taxpayer's
telephone number.
It may well be that the taxpayer was entitled to some relief if the claim were
properly presented, but the relief given was not based upon anything.
Respectfully submitted.
F. B. Po'TTE..
NovEMBER 12, 1925.
MEaMOANDUM to Mr. C. R. NAsa
Assistant to the Commissioner.
In re: Southland Steamship Co., Savannah, Ga.
Reference is made to the criticism by the Senate committee relative to the
manner in which the Bureau of Internal Revenue closed the case of the Southland
Steamship Co., Savannah, Ga., for the taxable year 1917.
It appears that during the year 1916, Walker, Armstrong & Co., a partnership
composed of (1) I. D. M. Stracham, (2) J. 8. Armstrong, (3) J. P. Walker, (4) R.
W. Groves, (5) H. G. Stracham, owned and operated a steamship known as the
Eurana; they also owned a coCtract with the Union Iron Works for the completion of another steamship to be known as the Southerner.
The above-named partners in the latter part of 1916 organized a company to
be known as the Southland Steamship Co., to take over the assets of the partnership. The Southland Steamship Co. issued $5,000,000 in capital stock, which
was paid for in cash. The corporation then purchased from the partnership of
Walker. Armstrong & Co. their equity in the steamship Eurana and Southerner
(partly completed).
The cost of the steamship to the taxpayer corporation is really the matterin
dispute, and when it is considered that an offer was made by disinterested parties
cf $2,100,000 for the steamship Eurana, representing an average of $224.59 a
dead-weight ton, which offer was made ot June 8, 1916, and repeated on June
22 and June 24, 1916, both steamships would have been worth $4,682,877 instead
of the amount allowed in closing the case-namely, $3,701,697.30.
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In view of the fact that the taxpayer has presented proof in the form of a bonds
fide offer for one of the steamshlips in question on or about the time they were
sold to the taxpayer corporation, I am constrained to view the value used by the
Income Tax Unit as cost to the taxpayer corporation proper and in accord with
the law and regulations.
(Signed)
C. B. ALUEN,
Assistant Deputy Commissioner.

Cyrus I. K Curti<

(By Geo. 0. Box, June ;i,
192)
JuNE 11, 1025.
To: Mr. L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: Mr. George G. Box, chief auditor.
Subject: Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Curtis Publishing Co., and Public Ledger Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Cyrus H. K. Curtis, according to the records, owned in his own name
36,250 shares of the capital stock of the Curtis Publishing Co., and 2,9041 shares
of the Public Ledger Co. on December 31, 1918. The total number of shares
issued and outstanding on that date were 260,000 and 3,000, respectively. The
holders of the issued and outstanding stock of the two companies are shown in
the attached statement (Exhibit A).
An examination of the returns of the above-named taxpayers shows that the
Public Ledger Co. operated at a deficit of approximately $500,000 for each of
the years 1918 and 1919, $50,000 for 1920 and $2,000,000 for the year 1921.
These amounts are exclusive of dividends, which it received from the Curtis
Publishing Co., referred to hereafter, and which are not subject to tax under
section 234 (a) (6), revenue act of 1918, to the Public Ledger Co.
The net income of Mr. Cyrun 11. K. Curtis was approximately as follows: For
the year 1917, $2,000,000; 1918 and 1919, $1,000,000; 1920, $800,000; 1921,
$700,000; 1922, $1,160,000; and for 1923, $1,200,000.
The net income of the Curtis Publishing Co. was approximately for the
years 1917 and 1918, $6,000,000; 1919, $8,000,000; 1920, $10,000,000;1921,
$7,000,000; 1922, $13,000,000; and for 1923, $13,500,(000.
As shown nbove, the Curtis Publishing Co. earned large profits during the years
in question, while the Public Ledger Co. operated at a deficit. Mr. Curtis
owned practically all of the stock of the Public ledger Co. and over 50 per cent
of the stock of the Curtis Publishing Co. carly in 1917. During the emar 191.7
he transferred 50,000 shares of his stock in the Curtis Publishing Co. to the
Public Ledger Co. tie made a furl her transfer to the Public Ledger Co. of 40,000
shares of the Curtis Publishing Co. during 1918. In 1920 and 1921 the Public
Ledger Co. received stock dividends of the Curtis Publishing Co. of 11,911 and
3,970 shares, respectively. On these shares the Public Ledger Co. received cash
dividends in the following amounts:
Dividends

1917- .....----....

...

$575, 000. 00

..

,
0, 000. 00
1.....
, 597, 636. 23
1, 642, 59G. 89

..

. 6, 530, 303. 12

1918 .....
1919 1920 1J21 ..

825, 070. 00
----

..
...-....---

Total-

.

....
...

....
...

......

..
....
..

.....

..

....

......
.....

.

As far as the record discloses no dividends were paid to Mr. Curtis by the
Public Ledger Co. during the years from 1917 to 1921, inclusive.
The revenue agent in his report expressed the view that the transfers of stock
mentioned above were for the purpose of escaping tax.
The question of the propriety of the transfer of the stock by Mr. Curtis was
reported to Solicitor Gregg of the Internal Revenue Bureau for consideration,
and in a memorandum dated May 13, 1925, to Deputy Commissioner Bright,
he stated as follows:
"On account of the large taxable income reported in each year it may be
reasonably concluded it was the purpose of taxpayer to escape the additional
tax which would have resulted had he retained all of the Curtis Publishing Co.
stock and included the dividends in his own returns, but were the returns fraud-
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lent? The only information in the record tending to show tIhe taxpayer's
intent is a statement attributed to a Mr. Whaley, who wLas a former editor and
director of the lPublic Ledger Co. to the effect that he (Whaly) had heard Mr.
Martin, a stepson-i-law of Mr. Curtis, say lie had at sclihite whereby he could
save Mr. Curtis a million dollars on tax under the act of October 3, 1917.
Mr. Whaley was interviewed, but denied he had heard Mr. Martin make the
statement in question. lie further denied knowledge of the transfers of the
stock to the IAdger Co. until January 1, 1924. lie also denied being present at
any meeting of the Ledger Co. when the stock transfers took place. In this
connection the agents show that Mr. Whaley had received a statement of the
financial condition of the Public Ledger Co. in his official capacity each month
and that the minute book of the Ledger Co. as of Miy 22, 1917, shows that Mr.
Whaley was present at a special meeting of the stockholders of the Ledger Co.
when a part of the stock was transferred. The Public Ledger Co.'s books show
that the stock was written up on them at its par value of $5,000,000. It may
well b)e that Mr. Martin did make the statement and that tie did have a plan for
so arranging Mr. Curtis's income as to reduce his tax liability. If he did have
such a plan and if Mr. Curtis regarded the plan as a legal one and put it in execufraudulent. The Public
tion, it would not necessarily follow that tih plan wauf
Ledger Co., as already stated, was operated at a loss, atnd Mr. CurtiH owning all
but three shares of its stock was accustomed to making up the deficiencies out
of his personal funds. It may be that lie regarded tie transfers of the stock of
the Curtis Publishing Co. to the Ledger Co. merely a.' a means of balancing his
budget and making the Public Ledger Co. self-supporing independently of his
personal contributions to it.
"While the information in the record shows the taxpayer was in control of the
there is no evidence tending to
Public Ledger Co. through stock ownership,
show the transfers of stock to it were not legally or regularly made, nor is there
any evidence in the record warranting a conclusion that Mr. Curtis retained any
beneficial interest in the stock of the Curtis Publishing Co. so transferred above
or beyond that incident to ownership of the stock of the Ledger Co. This office
is of the opinion the evidence does not warrant a finding that the ':ansfers were
illegally made, nor made willfully with intent to evade tax, and neither additional
tax nor fraud penalty should be proposed or assessed.
" It is recommended, however, that an investigation of t lie Public Ledger Co. be
made to determine the tax liability, if any, of Mr. Curtis, under section 220 of
the revenue acts of 1918 and 1921. Your file is returned herewith."
When the case was obtained by the committee from the unit, it contained a
letter by the Deputy Commissioner to the internal-revenue agent in charge at
Philcdephia which evidently was about to be mailed, requesting hin to submit
a report covering an investigation to ascertain if the Public Ledger Co. ha been
availed of to defeat the surtax, as provided by sect ions 220 of ihe revenue acts of
1918 and 1921, stattng thai-" It appears that tile Publlic Ledger Co., which is controlled by Mr. Curt is, has
had large earnings but paid no dividends for the years 1918 to 1921, inclusive."
Whie it is quite probable that the transfer of stock was made by Mr. Curtis
for the purpose of reducing his tax, it is a fact that had the transfer not been
made he would have been required to pay surtaxes on all of the dividends lie
received from the Curtis Publishing Co. and he could not obtain tle benefit of a
deduction from his income on account of the losses sustained by tihe Public
Ledger Co., of which he owned practically all of the stuck.
It is believed that the action recommended by the solicitor to determine the
tax liability of Mr. Curtis under section 220 as regards the iunditributedl earnings
of the Public Ledger Co. is the proper solution of this question.
The surplus of the Public Ledger Co. at the end of the year 1921 was in excess
This.compa)ny at the present time is constructing at immense
of $S,0(l0,00).
new building in Philadelphia. It is altogether probable that when the investigation su ggested by the solicitor is made, the company will defend its action in
not distributing its surplus oi the ground that iL had this building program in
anticipation.
Copy of section 220 of the revenue act of 1918 is attached (Exhibit I).
Respectfully submitted.
Gro. G. Box, ('cief .A tlitor.
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ExiaiT A

Num'
ber

1
23

3
4

-5
6

Name

Edward W. liok.................
ok-----------------

Son-dn-law of 4-- ............
Daughter of 4 .----------.....
ilrother of 3 .................
P. H. Collins... ............
General btiiness manager of
1.
C. K. K Curtis...----------.......
President <companiese 1
and 2.
K ate 8. C urtis ....................
........ W ifeof4 ... ..........
......
C. . K. Curtis, Ituswte of estate of 1L. )ecea.ed wife of 4....
.
Mari Louis Bok......................
E. II. Collin ... . ......... .. . ....

C. Curtls,
Mr". Mary Collins ..........
...
W . I). iuller - ...... .. ....
Girard Trust Co., trustee tinder doed
of E W
.
lok.
1012 Katharine Ludington........-..... ...

7

14
15
16
17
IH

19

20
21

22

,
2, 100
201 ........ .....
3,095
t

147
20, 120
2,030
189
12,000

-Sister of 12 ................
Ethel Ludington.........
Wife of 1 ...............
(. 11. udington- --....---........... .. .. Vic president and treasurer,
company 1.
(C. T. Ludinton .-....
.......
Son of 12 .................
Mary L. Ludungtou-.......
.....
Sister of 12..-...............
W. I. Ludington ........
.
...
Brother of 12.---....... ..
W. II. and C. H. XLldington and A. (.
See No. 12....................
Rotch, trusnteA.
J. C. M artin-.. ............... ........ Treasurer of company 2; sonin-law of 4.

713
4, 00
9, 135

Public Ledger Co ...-..
..----Mrs. 1 (i . Rotch..-----.J. . W illi s-..................

Lloyd Holtus....... ....... ..
C. H, K. Curtis, trustee, Curtis Puhlishing Co. of Pennsyivinia,
Employees and wives .
..
Minority Interest
...............
Total outstanding shar........

Sister of

1?
-------

-............. .
......

fBrother-in-law of 12.

See No. 4 .................

-

.........

..............

100
713

928
475

1

02
U90M
1,425

1,6 00
118

....................----------------...
..................
------
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37,595

2

25400
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EXIHIrT B
HECTION 220 (OF THE IIEVENUE ACT OF 1l18

S;. 220. That if any corporation, however created or organized, is formed or
availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its
stockholders or members through the medium of permitting its gains and profits
to accumulate instead of being divided or distributed, such corporation shall
not be subject to the tax imposed by section 230, but the stockholders or members thereof shall be subject to taxation under this title in the same manner as
provided in subdivision (e) of section 218 in the case of stockholders of a personal service corporation, except timt the tax imposed by Title III shall be deducted from the net income of the corporation before the computation of the
proportionate share of each stockholder or member. The fact that any corporation is a mere holding company, or that the gains and profits are permitted to
accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of the business, shall he prima facie
evidence of a purpose to escape the surtax; but the fact that the gains and profits
are in any case permitted to accumulate and become surplus shall not be construed as evidence of a purpose to escape the tax in such cases unless the commissioner ccrtifiea that in his opinion such accumulation is unreasonable for the
purposes of the business. When requested by the commissioner, or inv collector,
every corporation shall forward to him a correct statement of such gains and
profits and the names and addresses of the individuals or shareholders who
would be entitled to the same if divided or distributed, and of the amounts that
would be payable to each.
THE ASTJiY

Hlon. JAMES COUtZENS,

DE PAT'rTENT,

Washington, October ,0, 1.925.

Chairman Senate Investigating Committee.
D:AH MR.CnHARMAN: Reference is made to the report submitted by the representative of the Investigating Committee with reference to the cases of Cyrus
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H. K. Curtis of the Curtis Publishing Co. and of the Public Ledger Co. In a
concluding paragraph of his report the committee's representative states that
"it is believed that the action recommended by the solicitor to determine the
tax liability of Mr. Curtis under section 220 as regards the undistributed earnings of the Public Ledger Co. is the proper solution of this question."
I am very much pleased co note that the report of the committee's representative on this case involves no criticism of the action of the bureau, but, on the
contrary, approves whrt the bureau has done in this matter. I assume consequently that no further .eport from the bureau on this case is desired by the
committee,
Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
D. 1. BLAIR,
Commissioner.

In re: Hamon and Coleord, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Overassessment for year 1917 was allowed for $293,837.56 on the ground that
whereas Hamon and Colcord filed return as a partnership and paid excess-profltA
tax as such; that the business was not a partnership but the relationship was that
of "colessees engaged in a joint enterprise conducted by a common agent"; and
that, therefore, there was no tax liability.
It appears that Jake L. Hamon and Itay Colcord obtained an oil lease; that
Hamon managed the business; that the expenses were shared equally; that thereafter Ray Colcord's 50 per cent interest was divided with his brother, C. F.
Colcord; that the oil was sold to a pipe-line company and payment therefor was
made to each party in interest in accordance with distribution orders filed with
the pipe-line company.
It appears the enterprise maintained a fund under the name of Hamon and
Colcord, drew checks, and made notes, etc. By mutual agreement IIlamon did
all the active management.
The committee of appeals and review held this not a partnership on the ground
that some of the essentials of a partnership were lacking. There was no "delectus personm"
the Colcords could not "bind Hamnon," and there was no
"intention" to become partners.
Mr. Mechem, somewhat of an authority on the subject, defines a partnership
as "a legal relation based upon the express or implied agreement of two or more
competent persons whereby they unite their property, labor, or skill in carrying
on sonm lawful business as principals for their joint profit."
The business in question, according to the facts above stated, appears to me
to fall within the above definition. T'he deleetus personarnm is not a test of
partnership but is a characteristic which aniy or may not be present. The fact
of mutual power to bind each other is not a test, and its use as a test involves
the fallacy of petitiio principal, for that is the question to be decided, as it will
follow not precede the determination of tihe relation. Anyway partners may
inter sense agree that onlx certain ones may exercise authority of making contracts.
The contention that Hamon and Colcord had no intentionon" to be partners
is irrelevant. The only question of intent is did they intend to do those acts
to which the law attaches a significance termed " partnership." They certainly
intended to' obtain the lease, they intended to operate it a principals for their
joint profit, and they intended to agree to samne.
So much importance was given the delecttus personarumi element that I wish
to illustrate the fallacy. Suppose a partnership among A, B, and C. Let C sell
his interest to X. Th'e A, B, C partnership is destroyed because C can not substitute a stranger in his place, making him a partner of A and B against their
will. Now let A, B, and X continue operating with A and B registering no dissent.
The result is a new partnership A, B, X. Now the new partnership is not liable
for the old partnership obligations or taxes, but it is liable for its own.
Now, let us,supposc that this oil business is peculiar and not to be judged by
reference to general business.
In 27 Cyc. 755 a mining partnership is said to arise "when two or more coowners of a mining claim actually engage in working the same and share according
to the interests of each in the profit and loss, although there is no express agreement between them to become partners or to share the profits and losses." On
this point Federal decisions are cited: Kahn v. Central Smelting Co. (102 U1.S.
641; G. V. B. Mining Co. v. bailey Bank (05 Federal 35).
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One would infer from the language of the committee of appeals and review
and from the solicitor's memorandum that the ruling in thli cae has been
generally applied to the oil business, as a number of solicitors' opinions are cited
and former cases before the bureau are discussed. The relationship, in accordance
then with the usual practice, is determined to be that of "colosees engaged in a
joint enterprise conducted by a common agent."
This language on its tace is not applicable to the instant case. Hamon could
not be a "common agent," he was one of the "coeassoes," and in managing the
business must have acted as principal. One can not be one's own agent. Therefore, lHamon was acting in his own behalf as principal and in behalf of Colcord
as agent-the usual partnership manner.
The question here is of importance only in demonstrating the error of the
bureau. There would be no difference in tax except under the 1917 law, and the
period of the statute of limitations has long since expired.
Respectfully submitted.
F\ B. POTTEI.

JULY 1, 1025.
THRAs1uY

Hon. JAME

DEPARTMENT,

Washinton, October 30, 195.
COUZVNI

Chairman Senate investigating Committee.
DEAn Mn. CHAIRMAN; Reference is made to the report of the representative
of the investigating committee criticizing the action of the bureau in holding
that Mr. Hamon and Mr. Colcord, of Oklahoma City, Okla., were not engaged
in business as copartners for the year 1917.
I find upon investigation that the question of whether Mr. Hamon and Mr.
Colcord were partners in 1017 was decided by the Solicitor of Internal Revenue
in 1923 The opinion written in this case was approved by the attorney by
whom it was prepared, by five assistant solicitors, and by the solicitor himself.
I am attaching hereto a copy of the solicitor's opinion on this question, which,
in spite oif the criticism contained in the report of the committee's agent, seems
to me to he entirely convincing as to the correctness of its conclusion.
The question presented in this case ceased to be of any importance after 1917,
a year for which the statute of limitations has long since expired. A controversy at this late date between the committee and the bureau over this question
of law, which was decided by competent lawyers after full consideration-and, I
believe, correctly decided---can not, in my opinion, serve any useful purpose.
incerely yoursa,
(Signed)

D. H. BLAIR,

Commissioner

MARCH 8, 1923.
In re: Jake L. Hamon, Ray Colcord, and C. F. Colcord
Mr. KINOMAN BnEwsBR,

Chairman Committee on Appeals and Review:
You have requested the opinion of this office as to whether the relationship
existing between Jake L. Hamon, Ray Colcord, and C. F. Colcord in 1917 was
that of a partnership for purposes of income and exceue-profits tax.
It appears that on August 12, 1913, Haunon and Ray Colcord secured a lease
of a certain tract of land situated in the State of Oklahoma, with a right to the
oil and gas therein. The property so leased was to be explored and developed
for the production of oil. According to the terms of the lease, Hamon and
Coloord were to have an undivided one-half interest in all of the oil and gas
produced less a one-eighth royalty interest therein retained by the grantor in
said lease. Prior to any development (December, 1913) Ray Colcord asigned
his entire interest in the lease to C. F. Colcord. On April 28, 1917, C. F. Colcord assigned back to Ray Cclcord one-half of his one-half interest, equaling a
one-fourth interest in the lease. The parties contributed to the cost of the
development of the property in proportion to their undivided interests therein.
Prior to 1916 few books were kept by the enterprise, but subsequent to that
date a complete set of books have been maintained and the parties in interest
have carried on their transactions under the ame of " Hamon and Colcord."
In 1917 the interests in the enterprise were as follows: Jake L. Hamon, 50 per
cent; Ray Colcord, 25 per cent; C. F. Colcord, 25 per cent.
S. Rept. 27, pt 2,69-1--20
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It appears that by mutual agreement Jake L. IHamon was in active control
of the development and operation of the property and his entire time tand attention was consumer in the development of this and adjacent properties. No
salaries were paid to any of the parties in interest, the profits accruing from the
sale of oil being paid directly by the pipe-line companies to the parties in interest
in accordance with division orders on file with such companion showing the
exact interest of all the parties therein. Each party, accordingly, received a
regular check from these companies and contribued his proportionate part to
the development and operating expenses of the lease. His account was credited
with the amounts paid in by him for developments and expenses and debited
with the amounts paid directly by the companies to him. Such funds apparently did not pass through the treasury of the enterprise, but records thereof
were made in the books in order that the true condition of the enterprise might
be determined and in order that a proper computation of the Oklahoma State
tax on gross production could be correctly computed.
The parties have filed affidavits to the effect that there never was any written
partnership agreement and that the property at all times was handled as a joint
ownership. It is alleged that there never was any intention in the minds of the
parties to form a partnership, and although income-tax returns have been filed as
a partnership for several years this was due to a misunderstanding by the parties
as to their liability to the Government for such returns of income. The only
source of income to the enterprise was the sale of oil, which in 1917 produced
$589 746.97. This was not joint income, but was paid directly to the parties
by the pipe-line companies. There was also income shown in this year in the
amount of $74,983.13 from the sale of steel tanks. It appears that this latter
item of income passed through the funds of the enterprise and was distributed to
the parties in proportion to their interests. However, it has been stated that
the money with which these tanks were purchased was advanced by the parties
in proportion to their interests and that the amounts received on the sale of the
tanks, which actually were sold at a loss, naturally were returned to the parties
as a return of capital. There was really no profit made in these sales of oil tanks.
The enterprise maintained a fund under the name of Hlamon and Colcord, and
many checks were given in payment, some of which were signed "liamon and
Colcord," others "Hamon and Colcord, by Jake L. Hamon," and still others
"IHamon and Colcord, by Frank L. Ketch." The latter-named person is administrator of the estate of Jake L. Hamon, the latter having died in 1920. Many notes
were given by the enterprise, the majority of which were indorsed only by Jake
L. Hamon, although there were two or three indorsed jointly by Jake L. Itamon
and C. F. Colcord. Upon Jake L. Hamon's death in 1920 the enterprise was continued by the administrator of Hamon in conjunction with the other parties. in
pursuance to a court order granting authority for such'continuance. The name
'Hamon and Colcord" was not shown in the telephone directory for any year,
nor was the name ever printed on the door or office windows of such enterprise
nor did the business ever use letterhead paper bearing the nae
4Hamon and
Colcord." However, the following entry appears in the city directory for 1918
and 1920: "HIamon and Colcord (Jake L. IHamon, Chas. P. Colcord), oil producers, 211 Von Weise Building." It is alleged that the parties were not responsible for this entry.
This office has decided on previous occasions that mere coownership and
operation of oil leaseholds, each coowner contributing a pro rato share of the
investment and cost of operation and each sharing in the profit, did not, without
more, create a partnership taxable within the meaning of the excess profits law
of 1917. The facts in the instant case have been carefully studied with a view
to determining whether or not they can be considered such as to take the case
without the rulings previously made by this office. However, it is believed that
the case now being considered is no different in any material respects from those
previously passed upon by this office. In the case which gave rise to S. M. 612,
November i5, 1918, seven persons joined in an oil lease, each to have a oneseventh interest therein and to bear one-seventh of the expense incurred in
obtaining the lease and in the subsequent development of the property and were
to be entitled to one-seventh of the profits, if any. None of the parties to the
agreement was empowered to act for his associates. The expenses incurred were
at all times paid, as in the instant case by levying an assessment upon each associate for one-seventh part thereof. 'the Cumberland Pipe Line Co., the purchaser of the oil produced, credited each of the individual owners to the extent
of their undivided interest for all oil purchased, and no credit was ev' r given on
the books of the pipe-line company to any partnership or corporate entity for
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t e pitrchase price of such oil. In these respects the case is similar to the one
un(dr conuideration. T hi olilee, in determining in that (iw4 whether a partnershil existed for the purposes of the excce's-profits tax, concluded aU follows:
"In determining the application of the excess-profits tax to partnerships, the
usuall conception of the word 'partnership'

ilmust bo considered.

In

the cai t in

qulestion the partners did not esteem themselves as such. There wa absent
the clement of mutual dependency or agency between coowners. There was no
common fund which was credited to a partnership entity, All expenditures for
development of the property of the tenants in common was procured by assessmntt of the individual persons. All the income accruing from the development
of the property was credited direct to the individual owners in proportion to
their respective interests. There was present no delectus personae. Any of
the owners could have, at any time, sold his share to any outsider with the consent of his coowners. The relationship of the parties, lacking as it does some of
the elements of any ordinary partnership, is more nearly that of rolessees engaged in a joint enterprise conducted by a common agent. It is consequently
held th
it ipartnership does not exist within the meaning of the excess profits
tax law."
A similar case involving a relationship existing in the State of Oklahoma was
decided in S. M. 599, November 12, 1918. 'he result reached therein was
that, the owners of the oil lacse were not partners, and the following pertinent
remarks were made therein:
"There t .uns never to have ,,ibee an intention to form a partnership. There
was no) partnership agreement. No presumption of partnership between coown.
erM of oil lands arises from the fact that they are jointly engaged in mining the
oil." (Hloltin r. Guinn, 76 Fed. 90; Neill v.Shamburg (Pa,), 27 At. 992.)
"In the case at hand, either coowner could sell his par of the leaseholds and
his grantee could compel recognition of his rights. On the other hand, neither
coowner could sell the interest that belonged to the other. These facts show
that there was no partnership."
(Logan v. Oklahoma Mill Co., 14 Okla. 402,
79 Pac. 103.)
In the case of Norbeck and Nicholson, it was held in S. M. 1110 that such a
relationship was a partnership, this conclusion being based on the fact that the
name " Norbeck and Nicholson" was used on several occasions in conducting
the business. These two persons were contributors with others to a fund to
develop and operate an oil field with an agreement that they were to share pro
rata in the profits. However, when that case again came before this office,
S. M. 1119 was overruled, and on the authority of S. M. 612 it wat held that the
relationship was not a partnership, but that of colessees engaged in a joint enterprise conducted by a common agent. In that case, as in the instant one, the
parties stated under oath that they never intended a partnership. The intention
of the parties as gathered from the whole circumstances and the evidence in the
case should be considered. (Shea v. Nilms, 132 Fed. 209.) Likewise, in that
case the name of Norbeck and Nicholson had been used in the city directories,
but inasmuch as the parties disclaimed all the responsibility for it and there was
no evidence sufficient to fix the responsibility upon them, the use of such name
was considered unimportant. Although it was stated in that case that because
of the use of the name Norbeck and Nicholson in several transactions, either of
the parties could be estopped from denying a partnership liability in the case of
persons who were misled and dealt with the firm relying on this misrepresentation, such holding out as a partnership to third parties did not necessarily create
a partnership inter sese, which is necessary in order to hold a realtionship to he a
partnership for Federal income-tax purposes. *
It is believed, therefore, that the facts in the instant case, as in the previous
cases considered by this office, disclose a lack of the essential requisites of a partnership inter sese, and that for purposes of the excess-profits tax of 1917 the
relationship existing between Jake L, Hamon, Ray Coleord, and C. F. Colcord
should be considered as that of colessees engaged in a joint enterprise conducted
by a common agent. A sharing of profits is not conclusive of the existence of a
partnership, but merely raises a presumption of partnership. Here there were
m reality no profits passing through the joint account. Such profits were paid
directly by the companies to the parties in interest. The element of mutual
agency and dependency was lacking, as it is alleged the Colcorde had no authority
to bind Hamon, but that Hamon, as common agent, was granted such authority
to bind the enterprise. The intention to form a partnership, which is the vital
requisite of a partnership inter sese, is doubtful. The individuals would, undoubtedly, be held liable to third parties as partners on the ground of estoppel,
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Sbut that
s ot make them partners as among themselves. The parties could
dipo5e of their interests at will
Accordingly the enterprise ite4elt shotldl not I"e liable for much excess-profits
taxi but the iindividUal thereof are subject ito siuli excess-profits tax on tite profits
derived from the enterprise. Since the part ien are not partners, they become
liable individually for excess-profits tax assessed on the profits arising from their
respective interest in the joint property, as the ro rf the protts is the Ibsiness
or trade of each individual. The fact that the Coleords devoted no iorlittle time
to the particular business is of no Importance, inasmuch as they had an agent,
Mr. flamon, who devoted part, if not all of his time, to) the management of the
property for their benefit. Inasmuch as the agent is engaged in the trade or
busmiess his acts are the acts of the principals, and it necessarily follows that the
principals are engaged in the oil lbiinest
and
a
re subject to exces-profits tax on
their inconio accruing therefrom.
(S. M. 612,)

NELHON T. tlHATON,
Solicitor of Internal Revenue.

In re Henry F. di Pont, Winterthur, Del.
Certificate of oCerlssessmvnnt of $353,980.24 income tax for 1918 was issued
in 1923.
The taxpayer is a farmer. His original return for 1918 showed a net income
of $641,497.80, upon which he paid a tax of $353,980.24.
In June, 1920, the taxpayer filed a claim for refund of the whole 1918 tax
based upon the following reasons:
"On January 1, 1918, claimant owned 11 101 shares of the common capital
stock of E. 1. du Pont de Nemours Powder C(o., acquired prior to March 1, 1913.
On March 1, 1913, the fair market value of said stock was $18I per share, as
On
heretofore decided h the Income Tax Tnit of the Internal Revenue Bureau.
January 15, 1918, the capital stock of theE. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co. was
reduced to 10 per cent of its previous pai value, and claimant received as a
liquidating dividend 10,260.9 shares of the debenture stock of the E. 1. dut Pont
deNemouirs & Co. of the then fair mItrket value of $95 per share, or $974,785,50.

On or about January 15, 1918, claimant exchanged said 11,401 shares of said
E .I. du Pont de Neitiours Powder Co. stock, then of a par value of $10 per share,
for 1,140.1 shares of the debenture stock of the E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
of the then market value of $95 per share and $7,980.70 in cash. Claimant was
entitled to claim the following loss on the above-stated facts as a deductio
against his income for the year 1918, none of which loss was so deducted in his
return for the iear 191k, filed on March 15.
19, to wit:
"11,401 shre.s of S. 1. (ltd Pont dPNelmou.r Powder Co. at $1S0
$2, 052, 1 0 00
..........
. ...
_..
per share
"From which there is to lie deducted I10,20.9
shares of the debenture stock of the E. 1.
$974. 785. 50
du Point de Nemuurs & Co. of the value of- ...
" And 1,140.1 shares of said stock of the valu6 of

SAnd cash of.

.....

.

.-.-...

. ....
.

..

"Or a total sum to be deducted of .---..-.....

.

10S, 309. 50

7, 980. 70
1, 091, 075. 70
-..... ---

1, 091,075. 70

...--------. .... 961, 104. 30
"Leaving claimant':i loss for the year 1918 .
"As shown by claiinant's original return, filed March 15, 1911), his taxable
income for the year 1918 was $641,497.80, and the tax thereon paid by claimant
for said year 1918, was $353,980.24. Claimant's loss for the year 1918, as shown
above, having been $961,104.30 and his erroneous income having been stated at
$641,497.80, his lrs for tha year was greater than his income and he therefore
owed no tax for the year 1918 Having erroneously paid a tax of $353,980.24,
claimant seeks a refund of sail last-mentioned amount.
" Your claimant submits herewith the receipt issued to him by the collector of
internal revenue for income taxes for the year 1918."
The method of computing the above loss under the regulations would be to
deouct the total of cash and market value of stock received by taxpayer from
either the March 1, 2913, value or the original cost, if acquired prior thereto,
whichever was the lesser.
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lHence a very importat factor in the computation of the loss-that is, the
original cott -was not; shnvwt. There in no evidence' among the phoito.tats
ailthoigh
g tha sth
Mt
:ct
swivt avterlt'init
lby the hIureut,
fur ltin^ td
lictini
reference is madeu in (he 'rilfictra
of ovensI'se stnwItI t
a riv% t t
Aientf 's report.,
dated Atuguat 2. 1922
ia view of the well-known fac ts thilt. 1913 wis a year of ipacte, that 1lh World
War began in 1914, arnd that the 1'1. i. u Poit ,de Nenmour.s C(orporation was more
active from 1911 to 1918 than at any otiler time in history, it seems absurd that
one owning stock in this corporation in 1913 could sulfhr a loss by diiposinig of
suilh stock in January, 1918, if all the transactions were made it good faith,
The fact that the taxpayer returned a not income of $641,497.10 for 1018 and
paid a taxx hereon of $;1353,980.24 is no evidence that Ihe itnot entitled so the loss
claimed, but it iHall indication that such loss was not sensed very keenly at the
time it occurred, a',nd it should canae the bureau to scrutinizet all the transactions
by which such "loms" is affected.
The transaction above described when studied in connection with current
financial records seems to be a part of a reorgani action plan adopted in 1915.
It appears that this business had been in continuous operation since 1802
first as a partnership, later, since 1003, as a corporation, the E. I. du Pont
de Nomours Powder Co. In 1915 this company, hereafter called the old company,
organized the E. I. du Pont de Nenmours & Co., hereafter called the new company.
The plan was as follows:
The old company transferred all assets to the new company. The new company
was to pay the old company $120,000,000-i. e., $1,484,100 cash, $58,864,200
common stock, and $59,661,700 debenture stock. The common stock in the
new company war issued to the stockholders of the old company as a dividend.
The debenture stock was made exchangeal"' with the common stock of the old
company. The new company continued operations and the old company closed
out, its stockholders gradually exchanging the old common stock for the new
debenture stock.
The new debenture stock differed from the new common stock in preference
as to assets and dividends and voting power.
Assuming that the transaction as related by the taxpayer was a part of the
above reorganization, the fallacy of the computation of the loss ismade demonstrable. the claim is that stock held on March 1, 1913, received in liquidation
certain cash and certain debenture stock, which cash and debenture stock had a
total value less than the March 1, 1913, value of the original stock. Now the
company in which the original stock was held ceased to operate in 1915 and started
liquidation when the common stock in the new company was distributed as dividends. Hence the value of the common stock in the new company should be
added to the cash and debenture stock received in 1918.
If it is considered that the resolution passed in 1915 by tlhe old company foland distributionn
lowed intthat, year by transfer of its a,set,s to the new comiallmi
of the new stock as dividends together with final elting in of the old sItock in 1918
con
rtitute( in entirety a liquidation, then the whole amount received or $790 per
share less the March 1, 1913, value or $180 per shre or $ 0 per share would be
taxable income in the years received, in which case the "'lossi" in 1918 is improper
and the refund is illegal,.
Or if it is considered that the tranaction in 1915 was a reorganization and that
the old and new companies were itenticul, then there would be no gain and no
loss and the refund in 1918 would be illegal.
It seems on the facts as they actually existed that one or the other of these
must be correct, To review the facts: The old company voted in 1915 to reorganize, change its ca('pilalizatio , aid get under tlhe law of a diflerent Stlae;
in that year the new company was toriqgiizecd and all tIf' assets of the old were
th new as a going concern; comIlonI stock and de entiiure stock
transferred o,o
of the new was transferred to the old; the common stock was distrilmted to the
old stockholders; part of the debenture stock and a smnll amount of cash was
used to call in all outstan(ling botnds and preferred stock of the old company;
the remainder of the debenture stock was used to call in tih old common stock
the last being done in 1918; and the old company did nothing between 1915 ond
1918 except liquidate.
With the foregoing situation before the bureau, their method of handling it
constitutes, in my opinion, one of the clearest instances of gross mismanagement
and inieficiency on the part of the legal staff and the most i texeusable violation
of their duty to protect the interests of the United States. This is what happened.
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Ti' i wits oif course iiivorrveit , bveliso th has1)151
WhliI W1,S $180 per sHIre, Allotl 111100 It payments Oll this tov redliiiri it to, $100)
per shitre witm either it ret tirn of capital of $80 per slnre or a (livide1011( oil stivrplus
earned prior to Mfarch 1, 1913, atid1( hencee not ta1xith1le mideltr any1'. flivotry to thle
eCivits

etnt of $80 per sh111'o.
IPhellis stied ia the Couirt of Clajis and obtained jutdgmnent, ik hIk favor for the
full alnoullt of the tax paid ont thev ground that thle I riustitotn it)115 wits at
reorgaiationt and that the ntew shares received rep1re4e111 0(1 thei very sainle its11v thus hosinig its vase thle
8145s anid the i.Ietitivltl busminesi ats the old shares.
G~overnmetnt was fit at very favorable position and tOlie tuixpitver littvitg won)
Could ntot appeal.
Junle, 19211, the claint for refutnd ()11Accolitt of "14oi4, 4" inl INS1 wits tiled
Thouel inl
by 11, F'. du Pont (and I suppose by other large Mtovkhollderg).
At tltii point the bureau NWts i - positions to disallow thle " loss ' in 1918, it high
tax year, and14the only questions ctiIawcent the taxpayer st l0'khddel's andu the hitreti i
would be whether an adohitimittd tax should be ttssesie(l 111)414the hiopitiflatioti profits
received ill 11918.
But after this chuim for ret undl %filedl and withithle imp1ort, of the situaltionl
clearly, preseite 1, tihureau141.i tooik th, c' ise of the~ lit t14 sI i 'khiololer, Ph.'lhis, with
t of the Cn it ed
(i
I i1loW11le'I to(1 ii Stiplfle Cio
its i 414 ur('it slidit014 t, (If fact s andil
Imlid1.'iioll oif the (. )urt of ( laimm wits 1oert'r% , t he sidut of Phlellis
States.
lIn 192.3 thle v'lil of
dinimissed, and the stock r('ceivedl inl 1915) held taxable.
H4. F. (du Ponit Was allowed oil thle gr'oundo that hit Slist-iiied at "loss'' 111)011the
transfer of the old shares of sI ovk for more stock in the itew vomtlianiY iii It)18,
using the Mar-'hu 1, 1913, value (If $180) a4 it bask.
''h'( (,its( 4i Uit~ed States v'. 'Lefis (257 U. S . 156), re4fer1red t14)above, was4
Otk'(ted,
decided ili 1921, after all t ile transactions between the vomtipa1ilies had be4001
andl yet tim court lam for its facts thle following:
(of the (Xnzrt, of Claims, read ini coitiectioii with c!aitnant's
"From the finding,
Petition, tue follo'm ing es4sential facts appear: * * * Theu( personiiel of the
sto('khlidIU rs mid1(officer,, oif tile two 'orp)ora11tionis was (,)41O ctoiber 1, 11915, iden4Iticl,
l ha.4Yuvinig vee thelii snileli liver8 ias tim (114 ; latin thle iiolulers f
thie llvW ('0411
od Ih -,ame proport iinittv 44ilklloljilg
commwi~ii tiwvk in 1wt1 i'orj'''ratiw ha;
of111vii stwi'41. iof Ol40 I ei
iii('ocit. Afler t he&v''tgrutil41:114,! 411441tihe rlist(11 1i
Ware (tn''%\) corporaltioni, 014, Nvw AvIce (old 4441porant 1441041iilowd a, ;i ging1~

uis
i~s~u~i~
xist"., Ni~t, excett for14'ri44~i 40oiu
of~4
iiihi
11 4re stock for its prcl errcil Aoc0k, m11(id i holin
W'(llivttlit. toi its (wvi olit'landlig 1vonlln'u1 Mid(
tiiililit,
(ie'Iti' stock ii-to :l
the( -ojil'4'ioll Winl IiSpIWHit 1(44 4f ividllds therol4l, it Ilns do4ilit)11 lisilic-ss..
, mcv'irii, W1141ill

the exeliatige of its; detel

tio court, wits not1 info nll j of the laoIsu~,
(V(
It is quite, eviderit froi 41 thoa' uiieI011
niot
although til11 above iiicoisist'nit stat ement, volieroitg liquidalo1)1shold
deceive anyo.i41.
!.(1''
t iolli'
tho traLnsu'tiii toII
to~ 14(4.
he4 very (0
'114 (115141liti!ig op)1'illm 4appct
have 1)0(41 .itrei)rgL1.1izatimi, c'iiiiruuimii thle ( ovirt. of (Chumis.
IlTius Avith tile able" th1414igli lieriapm miiomseis'iil, tussst aive of lii burea u,
the stockholders in it. comlpan wit It ahini(t, fabulous earllitgm from 1913 to 1918
te liiiiffhitio(iiif stock iin suxch ('olttjii 41v.sit- 1114k
oone'
(14
v'ere allowed '
be~ili~O
niuig d(oilcteil froii t91s invlV(14n0
Period of p~rosperityv, *fi.imuarx, 1918, .uc
aggregating $21,,SD 7,015.311, 41 Slonlilig t hut there wa;s no prefoeii'e givcrt IL F".
du Pont over the1. other sIticklbololers.

V B. POTTER.
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tit the( repi11 oif I he rs'prcesi at iVe
11ioll oT f Ilhe huiviesiii i h~mli
to 'Ur. Jlessry F. dli PoO t a htss upon Ore partial liqiiilation ill 1919 of mfiiek
whichl5lie o wnedS inl the E. L. thi Vo(id, (it, NesinouRrs IP wi lr t-0).
The first, pili ji t
ade by the coilmit tee'm agislt is Oitt misder the(- regulation%
of tile bureaul theo 11IRRitnRI (If tile loss woill he the di1yerelnc( betweit) the a11munt,
received uis I liqfuidlation ansd the co st to im
of the Kl ock liqusidat ed, or the
March 1, 1913, valueo thereof, whiehe ver wais lower, anid t hat the information
libiliitted~ to th
iS. enate. Commititte~e doUes not shoISw that, the colst (of thle stock to
Mr. (lit P'ont wats ever ameertainted or takeas iinto consideration by thle bureau Ili
Computing the loss. I find. upon iisvestip'atii of the bureati records, however,
that thle fact's Its to the Cost of thle stocks were *kx(ertaitsed and given proper
(if ille itivigV

weight.

ifi

1(iIIROg
cm

I'S innl

l(ce crvixi
C /.
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According 4,o it revenue agent's report, lately Jssoe 28,

1922, which was

accepted by the bureau as correct, Mr. (lit Posit acquired hi(4 stock -it thle E. I.
i oitd
; Nessours Powder Co. of New Jersey it) 1912 at a -ost o$195 per
share. Insm~~uc(h as tisis W higher than the Miarchs 1, 1913, vadle, thle Itiolikt
of the loss was properly Coilsputed oik thle biAsis of the latter vale
Tle second c.riticismn is th1at the hureas ii iils l hve ignored the translation
taking i)1si(e ils1915 (that is, thle oSrganiizattion of thle F.L 1. dIi Posit, de Nvinotirs &
Co. Itild the (list ribution to tho st ockholdlers oif E. 1. ii Pont, de Nernosira
comt
ock oif the Delaware
I
P'owdler Co. (of New .JerseY of it port ion of Iieitistik
Rolsupanly), c.ollected~ no0 tax upo the tranisaet ion which was, thes ssbje.et, of the de-"
vision1 of tl' (Uited States8 Suspremie Couirt ill tilie ease of U. S. v'. Phlellis (257
U). 8. 1,50) , treated that d.ividenltu
erely its re.dtisiiig the basis for computing gain
or 1o8s 111)411 filb.liteItt
side of the
. d(i. Poit (O Nettnours PowdekY Co. stoek
and have taxedl Mr. (lit Ponct with at profit mii tilie
liquidlation inl1918 iiisstead of
flowing im a loss. 'The perfectly obvious answer to this criticism is that, if wce
had ignsore~d the 1916 trasmat ion and at tempt ed toS tax Mr. (~ls Point on it profit
oin tile 191S t ranssaction5 liewmI.ld have o)bjectod to our reducing, the basis for
coss1t)Rsing gan or lo:i s 1)'v the vaslue of I he vo55)kitots Stock of tile tbelawaire (c0511comtsmon stocIIk the Slsprense Co usrt ils the liilis vase ld to havoc
pallv (ichitl
bee;' reveivei 1)v [till) ats ass orliiarv sdividersd oni his New *ti'sey compan~~iiy stock)
andI have claimed( invtstI'aLa loss comiplitted iii he1Sivisc mianiier as that which
wa4 allowed.
And if his claims had been denied Itecoild t lient have gone to court
lussd raised thle samle point whlich tlhe, (%ovrlIInseiit did iu ifitile Phelis case, T'V)(se
court, its Hhowis by the case o~f U1.S. v. Phellis, SRttpra, wotish hav e sustined this
Goe(~ivltlss for 1918, atin(1
position, the taxpayer would hatve been silhIowetl Isis
taI
sx Nvhich %ua- I hle
cm ineit, w lii lo t hen have b eeu. n j wllpvl'd to o 'i l Il he 19I
fi:trrt-it
Sshjc.' Iof Ili 1 ,ltk' ill Itie Phellis c"Ise, if it, 11:(d~ (51st iii 1,1hi' Is'aRntiiI' bv(I
fI'liilI' m, lituit"at1115K
by I h
foI Oits.'li
br1'lii. faIIild to Jprcomili te
Thte third vritivisusi is that, th isvitttii'iivs
trise fatts tos the C'murst of ( lhiiioq and the Si p rerie I oilt, partiitllark that. t hey
Stip-d ated arid periisitted the court to tisid thati those E. 1. sIli Ponit de Nenuosir
Powder Co. oit New Jersey was niot. li"qiited
ili 1915 an~id \vas liot evenillI
ievils
us ete wvas (lii illw((CI.
iirocos, (if Us. iid ation ilr thI e tiuii I1 ir' i'lnlI8
m
inittee'N isgeir t asserts
tttm Lisl ompany w ii in'at ill WnwlS 'ci of tiqidi
frois 19s 5 onl and that the jiarti:!, liptiidatioss ill 1918 was onl ita part of thlat
process,.
11 is asortioss, however, iN withloult foisnidatiois inl fact. '1'he . 1. dui
I ,ont. de Neinisirs Plowder Co. is still inl i-Xie".ence to-dity, fuid -no Steps hiave
No redsss'tioll inl the par' valtue of its stIcke
biees tatken to inall~v tis solVe it,
anld *I,( partial 11(p15iolation iu ever
o'ci
lt lsirizeit by tlke, stoicklds~ers miint Jailnjary 10), 191S. O n the 214th day of April, 19t16, Its board of directors adopted
a resolution declaring it t,) be Udvisable to decrease tho capital stock oSf the
esoirpary by, reducing the( par value thereof amid dimtrihomtisg it pr'oportmionate
by thic
however, was never avced uip
part of the assets, Thi64 resolution,
stocktroliers, and1( Iim liqiidatiors, partial oSr total%, a(Itually tooi k place unlltil Jalnresolution:
For your information I quote the ltter
uary 10), WISP.
''On Imotion, dutly made ansd s4evossded, thle following resolution was linansiJnously adopted:
ill the6t ds(ifo April, 19 J16, slojitod at resolution
"Wherrss Iisi bioardi,
declainig that it is advisable! t : decrecase the capital stoe k of the comtkpan~y froml
sixty million (Illlans's to foitY million dollars he,' redsiing the par value of tisreo
Lutnshed aind fifty thiuilmmtss (350),000.1) shares sof the consimtos tock aut~horiz.ed
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by the certificate of incorporation from one hundred dollars ($100) per share
to ton dollars ($10.00) per share and by reducing the two rhumdred and fifty
thousand (250,000) shareti of preferred stock of the per valito of ono hnitlurcd
dollars ($100) eacth to live thoutianid shlaes of the par vilue of te
hluntdred
dollinJi; ($100) each by retiring two hundred and forty-live thousand (2516,000)
shairt
of preferred stock owned by the company andl that Article IV of the
certificate of incorporation io aomentded accordingly and calling ia special meetin of the rtockholders to aHssembtl on June 5, 1916, to take action thereon; and
'Wherea the stockholders at an adjourned
special meeting hold on the
10th (lay f January, 1918, duly called for such purpose, which nmeting had
been duly adjourned front time to time from the 5th day of June, 1916, to the
10th day of January, 1918, by the vote of two-thirds in interest of each clas
of the sntckholders having the voting power, voted to decrease the capital stock
as advised in the resolution of this board; and
"Whereas the stockholders voting at said .meting as aforesaid have assented
in writing tothe amendment of the certificate of incorporation of this corporation reducing the capital stock as set forth in said resolution, which certificate
of amendment has heretofore been filed in the office of the Secretary of State of
New Jersey; and
"Whereas, by the decrease of the capital stock aforesaid, capital assets to the
extent of ninety per cent (90%) of the par value of the common stock of this
corporation, issued and outstanding, has been made available for distribution
to the common stockholders of this company, which distribution in the judgment
of the board of directors should be made: Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved, That a liquidating distribution of ninety per cent (90%) on the
par value of the common stock of this company, issued and outstanding, be made
to the corrnon stockholders of record at tile close of business on the 10th day
of January, 1918, payable immediately in the six per cent (6%)nonvoting debenture stock of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. at par."
I have shown above that each of the specific criticisms made by tihe conmmittee's representative is without foundation. Thio criticism of tlhe settlement by
the bureau of this case, stated in its simplest form, is as follows: Tire bureau could
according to the committee's representative, have secured a greater tax if it had
not taxed the stockholders of the corporation upon the dividend received in 1915
but had taxed them upon the liquidating dividend received in 1918. The bureau
in solving the legal questions presented to it is interested in determining the
correct answer to the question presented and not the answer whiih will produce
the most or least tax. The bureau decided this particular case in accordance
with what in its opinion was the correct legal view. This decision of the bureau
on the question of law was subsequently upheld, over the strenuous objections
of the stockholders who were taxed on tihe 1915 dividend, by the Supreme Court
of the United States. The committee's representative, therefore, in criticizing
the action of the hiurmar
in thii ciew scit rip his judgment on a legal (utl ioion
not, only a.gainit i,t, of the 1Iwureau of internal SRevcntic but also ago inst the
decision on this precise q(st41ion bty the ipreil
(Court of the Un itc Strates.
His criticis-'m ~.oes rot in miy opinion un'it, further consideration.
Sincerely yours,
(Sign)
. 1.
(Signed)
D. II. BLAmr,
Con nitssiolcr.

JuNE 22, 1925.
To: L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: L. H. Parker, chief engineer.
System report No. 1.
Subject: Progress of Income Tax Unit in getting its work current.
Synopsis.- -Attached hereto are the inventories of returns on hand in the
Income Tax Unit as of March, 1923, as of March, 1924, and as of March, 1925,
as taken by tihe unit (Exhibits B, C, and D). From an analysis of these figures
it appears(a) That the Income Tax Unit is 30.4 per cent further behind with its work
than it was two years ago.
(b) That the Income Tax Unit is 34.4 per cent further behind with its work
than it was one year ago.
(c) That there appears to be no prospect of tie unit getting its work current
on the showing thus far made.
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Analysis of inventories.-The invoutories as taken by the unit and shown in
Exhibits I, C, and 1) attached are not indicative of the progress of the iunit
without analyi.
Progress in obvioillyy only shown in at comparison of the(
status of eaotm in a certain yu r with the status in preceding years Nuch a coi-I
parisoni not being set up by the unit, we have prepareit a chart (Exhibit E), which
given the following information in comparative form for each of the three dates,
March 1923, March, 1924, and March, 1925:
(a) Returns live yearn old and older in each division with total in unit.
(b) Returns four yearn told in each division with total in unit.
(c) Returns three years old in each division with total in unit.
In the analysis of the inventories taken by the unit, in order to get a comparative picture of the returns on hand in the various divisions for each of the three
years mentioned, we have been obliged to make certain now dlitribut. mn from
the original figures. For instance, the 1923 inventory shows certain returns in
the s)o cial assignment section. This section having been abolished by the time
the 1924 inventory was taken, it does not, of course, appear thereon. In this
case, therefore, we have taken the personal returns, the corporation returns, and
the consolidated returns on hand in the special assignment section in 1923 and
distributed them to the respective divisions-i. e., to the personal audit division,
to the corporation audit division, and to the consolidated returns audit division,
as the case might require. We have handled in a similar way the natural resource
audit division now abolished. We believe that the above distribution is perfectly
fair, as the returns really belonged in the divisions designated, and employees of
abolished sections would, of course, lw available for transfer to the regular audit
divisions taking over their work. It is obvious that in getting at progress the
basis of (istribution for each year should be as nearly identical as possible.
As to the inventories covering the records division and the field, we have made
the following assumption, which is distinctly to the advantage of the unit in
showing progress. We have assumed the 1923 and 1924 inventories in the
records division not to include returns in the field, and the 1925 inventory of
cases in the records division we have assumed to include returns in the field.
In this way it is certain that the unit is given credit for all the progress it can
possibly have made, as any other method would increase the returns on hand in
1925 or decrease the returns on hand in 1923 and 1924.
It will be noted that the inventories do not take into account 1916 cases or
those for prior years. We believe this can Iw accepted without criticism. While
ift is true there are a number of 1916 ceases still pending, the actual woik on these
is negligible, as there is nothing but a straight 2 per cent tax for this year and no
question of invested capital. Thle nuin reason for the eistence of open 1916
returns lies in the fact that its determination may depend on some feature
required for 1917 and 1918 and the whole matter is being considered together.
For instance, a valuation may be under dispute -which will iix the dpcth'tiion for
1917 antd 191 and 1916 as well. While the main point of inh-rst it' the 1)7
lnd
)1918 hpletfio , it s-isn x'rt
'hv
'sl;s necessary t It
have 4ihe19j16 return cowtis:it
with tIhe 19I 7 1ur1 191L8; hence it is kept op(f't.
lteferring gain to xh)ibtx
ii E,' it will be see. th.t. we ha,
divided tIh rf
rnis
on hand into the following groups:
(1) Personal audit division.

(2) Corporation aau lit divisi>,.
(3) ContsoliIdatle returniH; audit division.
(4) Special assess ent section.

(5) Special adjustinentt section.
(6) Engineering division.
(7) Itecords division.
(8) Field.
We then show how many returns were in these divisions which were live years
old and older as of March, 1923, as of March, 1924, and as of March, 1925. We
consider a 1917 return to be five years old in March, 1923, as this return was duo
in the collector's office in March, 1918. These figures being opposite each other
in three adjacent columntirs, they are readily comparable, as well is the totals of
these columns. We have done the same thing with four-year-old returns and
three-year-old returns.
We have not considered o neyyear-oldlor
two-year-old returns, first because the
one-ycar-old return we consider as current, a)d second because we have not the
data in the inventory to properly handle the two-year-old return. We contend
that the two-year-old return should not he considered a current return, but we
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have hIen obliged i
treat it as such inl the present report to the benefit of the
bureau. For example, we think tho bureau shotod e said to he current when its
1922 reulrlLn (due March, 1923 a're complete iedby March, 192.5.
Thi'tii,
llhows
two Veai'M to i return , bdi I 1922 returln hlh i lti r
y he
t colm idered ltsctirrent
work on tilhe
March, 1925, inviintry, as we have hev n compelled to treat, it in
tniHs report.
We have also -show'i oil chart (Exhibit

I certain per'entages and tiotils, the
E)
meaning of which is .self-evident from the cllrt. In lExhilit F we have shown
detailed aIalysis of return in the various divisi ons.
Discussion of results.-- In order that we may Ibe clearly understood, we wish to
reiterate that this report deals with the matter of whether or not the Incol)o Tax
Unit is getting more current with its work. To illustrat what we nmeian, we will
supposed a bulincesa has orders for 100,000 tonsl of steel I-beamtH in 1917 and tho
same amounts ordered in both 1918 aluld
1919. The plant turned out only 50,000
tons of beams in 1917, 80,000 in 1918, and 120,000 in 1919.
Now the managers
of the businesss would coiisider inl this case that, while they turned out 30,000 tons
more beanim in 1918 than in 1917, nevertheless they were getting further behind
with their work, as on December 31, 1917, they only had 50,000 tons of beams
undelivered, while on December 31, 1918, they hlad 70,000 tons undelivered.
In
other words, they were going further behind instead of catching iup with their
overdue work. The first progress would be shown in 1919, when 20,000 tons
decrease in overdue work would take place.
In exactly the same way we are leasiuring the work of the unit-the point is
are they catching tip with their overdue work-regardless of annual output o
current work.
We believe that we are more than fair to the bureau in considering
all returns 2 years old or less as current
returns
anid all returns 3 years old
or older as overdue returns. We contend that for ideal conditions in the unit
a 1922 return should be closed by
iMarch, 1924, but, as before stated, we will
consider in this report, that returns overdue are 3 years old or older onl account
of ilncoimplete ilnforaln ion for 1922 returns in the records division.
The whole story is seen froin the chart (Exhibit E attached).
First, as to the open returns five years old or older in the unit as a whale, we
have on hand-As of M.lrcli, 1923 -33,428 returns.
As of March, 1921 -30,154 return,:;.
As of March, 1925 31,69i
rbiturns.
We dteem this progress unstisfiautory oil five-year-)ld returns, as only a net
gain of 5 per cent is recorded inltwo years, at which rate it would take 40 years to
get current.
Second, asL to he open returns four years old in the unit as a whole, we have on
handAs of March, 1923 112,664 returns.
As (, March, 19214 -!,270 retlurn1s.
As 01 March, 1925 109,082 retiurnsii.
We de(em this progre: uisatisf'c'tory on foua-r ye:tr-i returns',
ais ttll Ia l't,
gaini of 3 per cent is recrtledl
in to yeirs,
a
whihll rte it
vo il ' take il atl-. I'
get current.
Third, ias
to the open returns three years old in the iinit as a whole, we have
on hand:
As of Merch, 19123
1i,90i5.,
As i)f N
1archi,
12
- 170,ti22.
As of March, 11)25--254,;52.
We deem this showing to be highly lusatisfactorv for three-year-old returns,
as it showlis a loss of 682 per cent in two y;cars.
Fourth, all the open 'retilurl in thie iit,
3 years old or older:
As of lMrchl, 1)25, iamtounrt to ;t12,997.
As .f March, 1924, amount to 294,042.
As of March, 1925, amount to 395,103.
We consider this showingg highly unsatisfactory, a i it shows itloss of ground
of 30.4 per cent in two years.
In regard to th2 individual divisions, it is harder and more misleading to try
to arrive at the progress on account of the holding in records division of returns
and tihe distribution of sanime to other divisions as called for,
We believe that the Ibest picture of the statu of these divisions is obtained
by a study (of thw .- year-old or older returns on hand.
The personal audit division stihows a gain on its five-year-old work, having
reduced its returns by 1, 2 53, or
ianimprolcent it
iof 13 per clent. This might
indicate that the decei'ltrtalization of the wwk for retl'lrns over $25,000 lia
helped the divisioil.
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The ci lrotlitill
uit,
(11v1514 12 ti1a0Ws it is~,s A1 jirtgrftssi on its five' year-oh!
Wt ik, lia viii g
St more
Itt'1( irsiH ()i handti
t wo y-i art; fliC,'JoIII it 1044 i41 pi'4grellH
Ol t4;" pet mittd
Tlw m ug iliitl
t'iltl Itd ini'1U 'tiitii
Hbws
l it 1214
low il22
o)5grt95 1)2t4
tvefi
Y.wt ' d i irwk, 11 l ig o,,i listitd 2,,5152 imore Ii'd unix Iloanl tw
NeI
piuviotis,
a 144i
1 1.4 jpe' (Cvlii
At' atixisititi ltjwjlriI' (oi it' ill aI x't'y miit'ltisflttoryt

ilkI lvisllluliitlt sit ion 1tmw s alitwo hi:'ogresq i ts 1 five-year-#ItI
1421iv
tig tilt Ititi 1n,6161 222241".11'44122441hl
l
two years4 j'Vio
Jac24 A1it
loss of
j .11!l tit'.
Tis
114,of cmiiirseig~
iltift'
ht
.tkl~i'4
tAAto

Thflt'

wOIIC,

~y

(l'ti

fa tilto ti lit, st 11)1 it k, d1ut It) it lot of taxpayers rushing ilk with
dP1te5tl 5i554ssit'lit, ciiis
whtii ( heY ('tilt it it et tilt 11 y wanted tiiltr
the
rtgiilsr )Covisiohtim of "fte law.
Thei 'Special adj utAleit sect i "311wS a I 44ill
pi~ogrcss oif 110 per cent in
the h1it two yvur,4.
The ongi ticeriuag (ljvisioi2 shows a t iii progress ani its tive- car-old work,
lhavilig olt ititild 1,t1 2201 e nxHattw
er
g 4 als
207 per ventt.
We cotis~ider this division ill kizsat isfaetory ('ond~itiot ott itsm ol( work.
( C/t45w14.-We (aittetitI that tile real test of tl'e progress of thle bureau
is inl its SttuIs illt regard toi its work onl returns three years 01l1 or older. Inastmch
Its we tilv AIltowni that thle bureau has 30A. per ceint inure of 511(11 work ott hand
now thtal it, dill two years ago, we miuist conclude that the hltreaa is inot ('Melting
upl and getfinzg current, Imnt is getting furl her and furt her behind.
lt('S;t'(' fit!ll 1 21b1llit.
LA. IL, I?
CK:,(hief Engineer'.
ci itirefl

Itxnmst'r 1$
lAn)nual init ory, An ich, 19?,1
ALLTCAHS

* llitt

totiil: ULii)

___ -----

33, 42

112,6#AA tr511490
lit

920

1921

'Tota

1922?

721,7(0

6,u315

45, 491i

2, 209

),413

(.Iiv
;i'i:

hrssnspl tit

2TtL1 ,i-

.

I

,

1

-1

44.155

16i,344
7141

"

I

1191

291h

W17i

197

iiii2
l4l'

4172

_ Ii~
nn

,

34 0)25
1,1204
10l,795
'4,774
1, 1612

41,613
7, 17T7
8,3444
:.214)

123
57
1514)
216t

2

1G1 5

0i
1
3
6

20, iS5
1"),r(17

14,.104
M4,0(11)

f:12

ilL
4.44
:1'

.; i

iop!

,

'.93

8,4452

15 1t

111

31, 2429

21st
'v-ill
'itt,

':1

2'41)

2. 1s

2.1,313
17,48S5

r's

24.1
I id

3i, ss4:

i'lii

TuI til

P.

13, 2091

6, 7317
2

15, 1i;;?

'(,,325

ind
:;:i i
145

.563
2150

12, 9xI6~

p wet

1751

6,514

21,192

,1

3, 424
:,210o
24, 046
12, 5 114

itll

131,
226

4,440:
36, 893
4, 7ImU

2,441

Sctio

544
21~

I"

6,419
ISO

2. ill

7

U

221,
322

234 ... . I

1)73

542
41, 273
I i*d

'tt
I (it:0

..

.

it ii4 2,,1

23.
_Iill

144,l.1112

7.-, 1.110

INVE'rTIGATION OF BUREAU

OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Annual inventory, March, 19t3---Continued
INl),V)l

..

(Irand total' Unit ............
Personal audit division:
Total. . ........ .. ....

Sect ion

Section

2.......
. ....

191 i

It14,217

3fl6,132

8, 155i

16, 344

32, 025

45, 491

716
1, 75'
1,578
739
833
1,132

1,108
10, 7t9
4,774
1,11 2
1,405
3,399

(1, 13
7,177
8, 35)
I5,
0
5,111
5,473

9, 591

. 319

7, 407

lio
10f6
200
1,41i

1,070

1,331

6M

2

6,8

812

721

6O

2

2,r58

..

535 I
397
072
757
1,465
970
3, 359

1.....
..

........

Section F. I........

C1AHFES

1117

.....................

Section 5..................
Section <........ ---

I,

.......

Special audit division:
Total........ ...............
Adjustment.....--...........-

Amortization ...............
Assessment ...............
8. M ...........................

58

1,9(11

245

740

6
153
154
1M ;

175
571
413
4

19,1

1971

1120)
44,1,526

121t
14I

1922

T otal

2, '.23

34

650 , It 5

2, 20

32

104, 256

0

57
I7
T

3
6

114)

2

....

11

47 .---......-- .......
402 ....
....--------..

12

377
9

Natural tesourees division:
Total.. .........
...........

3, I1)

3.30-t

2, 053

Section F ....................
Section .....................
Section 1............ .... ...

13
44

3, 124
21
45

3,.25 1
23

2,00
7 .......
18 .-...---.. .......

6,442

14,637

11,582

--- ---.

30

Records division (ostinated):
Totl......................
Field: Total..--......

.

....

I

159 ............ --..
2...
------- ---- |
8

I

26

391,438 .....

-....-

9, 104

20,185

15,,67

8,010

H8,982

1. I 011,

31, 22

354
1,772

1, 16
23

9,(697

-...-.-.

. ......

9,478
7

14l

391 438
33,874

6, 213 --..-

CORPORATION CASES
Grand total: Unit .

..-----.....

14,333

Corporation audit division:
Total.---......-----......------------.....

2,240

Manufacturing ....-... ......
Trading- ....--..... - .
Finatnci.
-.--....
---.......
P . i.
i I'. S ..-......
Mi:,liitOllt ou ....
...
- ....

886
506
2t)
293
.44

Special auldit division:
'lotal.. -. ..

3, 291

A!justnreat...-.....--...
Amortization.
-.-. ....

A. s .......
S. M. -- .
C:, i, .....

. . ...

Natural resoturacAi

--

.----

.

......-

..

--

_

ivisloll:.

Tota..------.-............

---

....

Valuation-----....--

---

1.72

s '

-

Section F
-............
......
....
Section (.---..-------------..--..

Section II.---..--.----

s
89

1.22

.....

.

Records division (estimated):
Total--..---- -... .... --Hold; Total...................
-----

70,263
17,054

100,515

221,085

2,9

3
80,306

11
42
4
10

23,313
17,485
11.374
14.18
13, 209

5, 234
4, 5t9
1,367
4,052
1,I 80(8 ,

7,562
6, 168
2,223

8,952
5, 220
7,300
4,,512
7
737

668
966
271
f 75
4hI)

9, 6179

10, i1)7

8 439

5:

228

6,.543 j
8

1, 196

251
1,00 I

3,15

! i,(3

3,209

3,240

1.011

785:

6,218

1, 511
125

3,3
1i

4,017
17

2, 630
It

2,810

4, 140

3,32, I

238

23,410
13,482 I

231

44, ,i3
10,,44

U

230,
'

149

:1
.....

4
20,

5,228
2, [1
3:5

8, 888

1,7I
4, 652

410,400

83
8

32,721

6,638

42

111

25,293

2,301
149

4,0,3

.
1

19

...

22
.

......

6 ...

374

170,4O0 ......
3,107 -- ....-.--..-.....

2344
2, 8i66

3

16,274

9

10, 6;104

.

2,257

9)

24.707

1
.

11,4;46

8

11,502

.....

589

32, Mi,'

58
770

, 777
32, i

309
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Annual inventory, March, 193--Continued
(ONO4lA 1)ATF')D tAHEIS
1017

rnd total: Unit ......
Special 11iudt divAlon:
t
Tot ...........
eWetlon A .....
Hectlon i....

....

1919

108

2,7198

6,2(1

2,018

3,1K)1

3615

.. ..
..
........ ,........

Section C ....... .. -....--.---.
Section E .........................

1-21

1920

7, WMu

187

8

25,840

108

4

11,572

3

1,429

1,474

1i
1fi i

30

234
424
927

47
576

04 ;

1,175

438
1111
1. 188
105
170

140

18

327
433
54
77

RRi...... .....
............
.......
..
8. M .... ... ...

283

1IM)

Natural resources division:
Total...............

421

700

754

525

Section 0......... .............
Section II ........................

4086
15

1o0
10

739

520

Records divislou: Tov'i........
Field: Total.....................

259
100

8153
711

2,008

7?

08

Total

1922

.

14

1,907
1,073

.

2, 78

1

3,343

43 .----

338

3 ........
..

i

726

79

4

2,489

79

4

2,438
61

---..---- --------)0,878

10,058
1,741

s.- ..s- ac

......... ss.

212

718

CLAIMS AND R. A. 1.'S

Claims

Divisions and sections
...-

ronud total-..

1,
f079l

Personal audit and field review--.. ...................

12,412

Corporation audit......-..-

. ..-..

Manufactlurers-

Traditn.. ..... ...
Finnmwo ...............
..
P. A. slud P. S.....
Miscellanous.......

Audit F - -. .--.. . ....... .
Audit ( ......

audit......-...
wSpectial

56,,8

Claims IR. A. R,.'

......

u nt........
Special assesme
Spcixl aiqssignment.......

10,5)

8,252

5,061

3,021

1,W1

2,469

1,2
720

1, 883
30(
797
085

8. 688

0 901)

7, 598
1,0

0,138

829

Natural resources ..........

Divisions and sections

IH . A. I.'s

Special adjustment.......
Cousoidated returns.....
Amortitizton...........
Claims cont rol...........
Field reports control.....

17,606

3,871

3, 915

2,871
551
7,022

1,892
637
10, 838

10,279

10,111

1,133

Administration.............
Sorting...--...-.........
.......
-Proving ......

15,418

327

13,012

-....--

1,273 ........

1,394 ..........
10,111
- .....-..

85

'C

Exumrl

Annual inventory, March, I92U
ALL CASES
Total

1923

1917

1118

1919

1920

1921

1922

Grand total: Unit.......

10,490

19,660

3, 270

170,622

303, 24

887,311

1,262,746

'Prsonilaudit division:
Total.....-------...

3,331

5,067

12,337

22,290

7,74

2, 0
2,091

I:

03$

2,204

4,173

1,282

35s

2,807
2,
1,1 7 I
3,230

5, 753
2, 740
4, 991
1,633

1,918
1,01)
7
1, 852

331
404
329
405

14,308

1, 044

2, 83
6.97'1
3,4M),
2, 94
2, 5b9

299

Section 1....-..--...

5
2(i
'M
S2
55

.
Section 2.-------......
'
Section 2. .---..
Section 4 -.
...-....Section 5.............

1,(00

954

859
1,290

Section 6..-----.....---

732
32

- .7....

.-..-----.---

I

2,747,723

1
2
..

227 --

7
.. .....
.
...
'

52,830
9,484
12, 667
7,833
,0622
12,26
959

Corporation audit divl-i

;ion:

Total .

Section
,-ection
Section
Setion
Section

-------

.....
21 .-...
22--........
.
2S...-....
24--...--......25 . - ----...

-8r~

2,268
-4X)
4;
5;2
34

--

4. 90
7(50
1,0
i50
1, 147
1, 1 ;
717

18,335
318.
V3
3,1977
3,769
3, 01
2, 802

I---- PIPP
IP1LY~~DII~-

34, 732
7, 2.'?
, 976fi
7,300
7,342
5, 1(2

~

12

.. ......
....
241
7
...
407
2
394
3
303

II.PllrW

76,206
15,545
15.292
16,530
216
16,
12,618

I~I

p a

310
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OF IBltlliKt

01

I,':

Ann nel i.'wentory, Mtwreh, 192,
\

1917

2' X

0

121 s

NAb 11Vi'NUE

-(Coindniittt'd

'42111;12

1910

2920

19'

192!

I

'l)I 41

(Co
i

lTotiL1

... .- .-

Section A Sect ion It,.
sectioll .......

..

Railroads -------

-

I'll
163

171

231

701

t21
4M

641
839

133

1,371

9

1

113

5

, 13

11

2411

157

2I

,

fit

275
541

234
...

..

2,447

4 1 1

330
311

14119

Section 1) . .....Section E --

Ad ........

27"

1,078

.

28

147
C3
1MI I
114

17
29
I
2
43

1, 630

8

1h,

..

77

1,873
.

2,127
1,0.4

2,368

..

.......
...

862

.

16, 707

Na tural resources:
Total..
ectrion
Section 0
Section I

..
...

.....

.---.7

8A2

1,31

2,

1,014

2,247

13, AO

.

361

IN5

1.1

10

130

12,451
722
134

454

701

1.077

1,138

,411

1,':3

282 .........

-(12
12,
884

2,650

217
34 I
I

125

148
15

2,830

4,260

1,9W2

1,102

2,1-14

2,8063

:372

20

2If
50)
i
I87
mf~~';
H7~t
1,026
2, 952
9,573
42 30, 118
70, 667

4,5
2W, 480
i, 13

89
f1, 560

3,131
30,0:1

-

.

..
.

2,812
t.

division:.

Enginering

Total.......

.......

Special asstishrleznt
svction:'T'otal
..........
Special iajoustmilknt seeion: Total-.- ......

Records division: Tot l.
Field: 'Total -

456
112

3f1

........
...

11,395
..

.

1, 262, 71

3

.37

2, 193
2,42, 7116
119, 773

INDIVIDUI)AL, CAS8S
Orand total: Unit....

4,211

6,847

52,793

73,032

Personal oudit division:
Totdl..............

3,331

5,0)7

12, 337

22, 21W

Section 1...---.
-515
Section 2.............
826
Section 3
-...-..-...
.
63
Section 4--......-. 682
Section 5-...........
85
Hection 0.............
....

V34
1,030'
954
859
1,21)90

2, 20
4, 173
2,807
4, 753
21129
2,740
1,W87 4,991
3, 230
4, 33
........ .........

,0106 20,372
7,704
1, 212
1,018
1,053
8K7
1,852
732

402,678

2,0911

10

395

2

31
2
4114 ..........
329
7
227 ............

1,627,949

52, b)30
9, 484
12, 6307
7, 33
9, 622
12, 265

Nattiral rizourcs audit
divisionii

'tL--

Suctio2
stli

---.......

1'-

-

4:3

1, 263

18

.

5,

6, 302

2,'§.1,
8

421

toil

Section II.,,,,...
Special

-.

982
4142

2

14

14

tion.----.......Records division

see------

-3

40

19

(stimated)............-....

Peld..................

)

65

.. .....

11,7 29i

1 2

3

2

2--.
----

ssesimenit sow-

tion ....................

Special adjIustmnil1t

1)2..

10%
I
....

410
,

71

~~~~~'~~I--Y
Y * I "I~..
~ ~--

,

228

,

,

33,704

387
,

,

44,829

...
.....

309

25
S21

2,782

---...........
817,757
25

~ll

,.731

8:12. 666
2

* 1, 74

311

INVESTIGATION OF BUREAU OF INTERNAL UBVSNOhB
Attr ual inventory, MArch, 1929- -Continmwd
C(olriPORATIO
1117
(rad totltl:

it

5, I73

.....

Corporate ioI audit d(%I
sioli:
'Fotld .......
. .
rtiotiti
SctonUl

... ,....

1918

.

action 23 -.Section 24.
Hectionll 25..........

11

CASES:-

1920

1942

1921

311,0
611

1:3, 055

18, 335

31, 732

21t1,

228

1W23

TotaW

:170,068

1, 001,668

12

71, 20

[It 635
2,268
400
03
4(r1

4, tt6
750
05
70
1,147
1, 16-1
17

1,1ot
2,S' 12

7, 3482
5, 32

1, 1f)9

6 410

7, 142

I,165
139
ufk
14,

,012

11s;1

20(1
291

7, 2-A
2
2,481'

--

7

4107

3,450o

2, 91It
2, 8 s

303

15,1146

--

2

3-

*

15,.292
10, 536
16,210
12,618

Natural resources wudit
division:
'Total.....

Section F..

48

action G1.

Section II......

...

Consolidated rIeturna audit division:
Total......-...
Section A.

etio
Section
Section

C.----------- .
)),...,...
1)----------I
E. Rtailroads-1..1:11:--- - tiectionl

AdmiWitration.-.-.-..-

Eng.neering division...
Special assssment section
......... - -Special adjustment sec
tion.
....
.lRecords division. ..
..
Field... - - - --.... -

....

409
40
48

73
74
454
18

(ki4

W.
94
111

57
670
:1
12

i116

825

1, 980

114
10W

211

244

85

mY2
'10
224
127
812'

245
185
160o
124
1,1188

54
44
01
47
8211

11162

ISOO
180
150
Ilit

58
54

1, 682

57
456
24

100
177
212
1, 026
10M1 2, s5i

--

-

7,402

-

-

312
713
844

f)

761
750

15,350)
487
409

1

1, 100

t, 001

10, 246

1,074

-

8
14

3

1, 250

1,992

2, 728

348

20

173

140
194,471
3,150

363, 03
108

1,573
4156

3I,

-......

10
,I ........----

.
--

723

5
417

3,734

11,396
7, 502

......
14,.
-370

802
05:1
3

042,334

36,942

CONSOLATED CASES
Grand total: Unit.....
Consolidatedl
Total

auitIon

1,096

0a)
A..

.di.i.ot -

fc

U5
92
141
160
53
..-------------------.
Br...
Adt--..............-..
27
8,-Iti tllI

option

2, -

3,77

1 17
1.

*.
2

4

.390
953

4

101d

21,086

return,

c.

11.

I--

Section 1---Section E.---

Natural riOulrces, audit
division:
....
Total

2
278

263
section G1----------Section -------------- 15
iSpexial essesmient see
tionD-...--..- ---.
132
cords division------- -F ------Field
.).17......1.
17

2

i, 332

W
l

-

2')) I
20
12
:-13
71
79

:1
02
)
:19s
U5
1i j
114
5

143
151
1,497

460

688

762

413 ;12
17
203
-----

33:4
133
12
122
47

263

2

76; I9,466

I

rii
S1,
211----------709
1 . 1o

15

801
158
36

5,
.

I18

..

22
7,758
111

1,
1110
I,'m
283
01,231
445
2,973

2,359
33 33-----------

155

2fi

130
3

1 31

1:17
-100
438

-----

2, 272
87
546
7,758
957

312
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Annual inventory, March, 19.4-Continued
OLAIMS AND) I.
Di)ivi+tons anUd i(tions
(Irttra

totd .............

allua

,

(,041

PeMoonal audit division..-....

8, 375

Corporation audit division....

7,808

Mmnuftictt ters............
Trading.............
FurnX ...............
P. U. and P. 8. ...........
Miscellaneous..............
Natural resources audit dlvislon ......................
Audit F...................
Audit 0..................

It. A. I's

A. It's

Il vlilonts and

sewcti

45, 48 I ('Comollilated raturas ianld ,Jpeclhl a tlons ....... .. .. . .
13,214
CoLnsolidlated roturn.'....
0,780
Special assessmeut........

1,443
, 073
1,840
1,453

1,202
1. 397
1, 504
1, 049

7,020

4,499

,305

3,701

00

A,. 'ji

Clah, .i

14, (98

10, (305

111
,
5,1 8H5
3, 787

Special adjustimont......

11,714
2, 308

13

Itocord llvisio...............

596

0,277

34, 163

038

798

1,31

ExrIIBIT D
Inventory March 16, 19R5
ORAND TOTAL
1917

1918

919

1020

1921

1922

1923

Total

7,173

425,753

s

Cl

A.
It,

17, 049

109,082

254,352

23,477

41,940

42,413

Individual .........
1,532
Corporation.......... 2,074
Consoldatd ........ 713

2,687
5,180
1, 228

6, 52
9,382
1,705

00,748
42,117
0,217

110,628
129,917

11,294 3,948 203,399 17,603

22,948

7,807

711

Unassigned and in
process:
Total........

1,M20

2,827

0,545

90,411

236,942

Individual.......
Corporation ......

259
959

632

1,069

326

1, 75
4,341
629

49,088
35,848
5,475

t, 635
124,810
7,497

77

1,580

3,274

7, S14

194
49i

426
1,4(X

I, 2%

4, i,sl

i, Ht2

2,

Total .......... 4, 19 9,101

42

Consolidatedl....
274 file:
Tot---..-..-..--

Idlvidai l .......
C( rporatlon .-..
Cou oliduatd.... -

1.
2

147

22'9

3, 108
117

203854
18, 48

1 240
5, 01

18,214

5,371

361,570

...... -- -

7,483
10,052
679

2,428
2, 832

0, 32'

2,698

1, m

2,

)

',380
, 7.
12

2
Ill

i,

8,082

2,56 ,

(ic

31,574....

5,613fl 1,807

530

21,742 ..........

I1,

13, 270 -

;1t*4

Protut:
Tot......-...-.. 2,880

4,694

7, 830

10,827

. 1,079

1, 72

3, 784
3, 19

7,200
3, 27
348

Individual- ...

Corporation .......
Conwolidatod ...

1,32 2,210
171 755

847

I-

11,472

,3t1
118

676t
at

744
t1

15,792
3, 75

100,000 ........ ....
180,711 ...... .......
111 14,8W ....
........

1

.......
.

2,52

. ... .

----

.

. .. ..

310

OF BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

INVESTIGATION

Invendory March 16, 192i---Continued.
INDIVIDUAL CASER-M(itAND TOTAL

'othd..

1917

1iN3

1919

I, 52

2, 67

6, UU
6

1462 2 , (14

1023

Tobl

(li8ts

It. A,

11,224

3, 948

203,3W1

I 17,003

22,0948

19, 4176 10,095
13,1121
1, 714
113
88911 1,108
911
1,053
1,362

3,264
23

4, 713
527
307

17, 320
431
0o5

0,74A4

I16

62g

s
Special adlustmenont .
---... s---......
Reorrdsd...

15
120

5.031
404
349
136
274
305

Unassigned
process:
otw

32

1,575

49,088

104, 635

232
27
11

758
174
60

5, 965
652
635

8, 138

69

105

82

22

67
12t

113
364

152

118

194

420

1,203

4,460

41,380

2,0041

90

15, 6'7

Iss

372

1,04

4,314

,,262

3

21

58

109

1.)2
17

076
11

15, 13
,18

22

14

27

1.1

1

24

IPernonael.... ..-..

_.

-

Special Wessuflent-.

.

25
86i

6
3

13
28

I

274 fle:
Total---PeIlonalrl ---('Corporation.
mssesmSpe"all
rment--........Spevlal adjustt... ..... ,..

Protest:

Total-----.

-1,070

-

'Personal .
Corporation
Engineering
Spn'a II-14F

--

938
31
0

-

I

ment-

adjust-

Sti

__

.

7-

51

..... ------ _

*I,400

517
1,345
130,322

'237
11,700

-.-

3, 685

6110294, 220

9
2)4

6, 439
85

122
1,206

868

1,759
11

23,377
1,877 ---

015

3,308

414

""~~*~ '

43

012 .

........
....
.

130, 322 i.

9? 1

1
?

3

235

1,-tOO
133
II

3, 17
173
281

,505
128
418

5, 275
70
140

1. 04

519

:

3:,
149

82

141

1, 12 2,004

5,031

10,74

1,1)7
Ml IM2

3,846
3,
2,1t

497
,

2:,

4

86

232

1,4)12
717
;
1,7-4

2, Y2

8,4'

122

.

I 12S

5)30 21,742

I

.

------------

1,807

:i

---

:0-43

4

19, 4N)
64d
1,071

7177

3011--- ---

----

S05

114
ti 75

10, 005

3,264

8,005

4, 763

5, 148
,411

2,183
1,931

917
617

14,477
412,
4'

1, 197
, 1I

4,468
4,511

'J,741

67

11, Sth

kI,

2,W)6

1,1M7)
1, "620

439
540

8,014A
11, 1

919

2,370

'7$M

01
O317'7

3.872
'2, 27
4,4020

17,329

3,015

r

l4n ". -- ---

23
4
12
SC
tion %4......... 14
3 F
S 1'ti1
. - ----274 Me:lc
18
Sotion 3-,...
c-tiion
4-. --:1
Section
ioitl ---Section 2.
Sfecti on 2......
..
41
Sition 2........
isTtl
....
Rtlcctioll .1.~~.,
:315

(17
4a
tio
40
47

5

Protest:
Se T1otdi....
it
- -1.....
9is
Sici~on I......
coitio1..1

2.
S4',t110r4
I..
Se S

41,

7,483 2,428 16A00 w

5,013
(113

21Q

:8

...

U~nilsigm-Al I~.t
process:

~*.--LL~C

41, (002

176

7,2011

;w)
Section

Section

23

261

3,784

228
4

-. ..----

on1irl .. ..

S ct

01

320

1,720)

4

-

Division total.
Section

86

110

68, 006
2,741

1n1d1In

Personal
.
.
Corporation..
Engineering....
esctlfSlpcial
ment.... Special
adjust.
ment... ....
Itecords.....

Siriil
ent

184
122

40
03
1142

Corporation ......
Engineering ..

~
--

4922

1121

1RA)

.

7148

5, WV>

146
116
181
10S1)1
201

1, I
1, 122
1, 04K)

1, 014

711
90'-)

--

-

-n1.....

27:

2,,1

:1
141

2139

~cla~e~c~krC11

, 242

1,962

1,054

1,770
1,18 1
1, 467

438 :260
430
170
548
250

1,'52

248
218

132
154

1,011

519

S

146

1, 14
1. o97
-N;51

261

76

442

119
93

4,11.14

134

6,503

717
..

4, 314

1, 4X2

751

--

314

C- , n

642

2,(4
1,1158

5, 275

I------- -- 1,2M F 1,3(0
--

2.01
NM$M
1.4711
7
rt-a1
5731
1,0.4
4(11
I, 151

~L~,J c~
I~---

1

1, 318
973
1,105

971
70
1
7441

3, 174

7, 400

43M

F
1,1U35
1, 240
421
'U)2
1,801
234
415
'297
1,148

72
2)4
244
258
114
192

138

-.
rL
~---.~

7;

,~,-__
---~-~-~

317

971

85

~%L1~
~-----~p~a--

61,271........
4,7
T9t

4,(9
.-------------2, 642
.. .......
5, 013 .............
4, 138

-

-

3,S33 ..............
2,9W6........ ....
3,
...........
2, 151

2, 5731W,4)

j.......
...

4,37..
4,

).....

:s52.
, 22
,, 73

~a~ql
-..

-

....

-

. .. . . . . . . . .

-a-Lu

INVESTIGATION OF BUREAU

OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Inventory Ma ch 16, 1925-Continued
INDIVIDUAL CASES-CORPORATION AUDIT DIVISION
1917

1918

1919

1921

1020

1922

1923

Total

Claimis RA.
u.'s

Division total..

40

184

404

889

1,088

113

23

2,741

627

Section 21............
section 22 ............
Section 2 ............
Section PA............
Section 25............

1
11
6
6

61
87
6;
17
13

108
153
28
64
61

288
282
81
150
88

314
476
85

30
23
13

4
3
1

821
1,035
219

142
235
25

87

8

5

2 4

0

6

27

174

652

Section21 ........
4
Section 22...............
Section 23.......
...
Section 24..........
Section 25........
2

24

54
82
15

212
243
55
........ 83
23
59

Unassigned and in
process:
Total-.........

274 file:
Total------......

1
2

3

31

Section 21........
Section 22-........
Section 23........
Section 24........
Section 25........

922

85

11

1,877 ...............

256
456
68
94
58

25
20
8
30
2

2
3

577 ...... .......
80 ........ .......
137 I .........
211
148 '....
....

96

17

11

37

4

1

20
14

2
5

1
6

3

119
42
50
55
52

11

1

548 .......

7
2
8
1

26
14
S
3
7

133

172

128

70

28
57
5
61
21

31
26
12
48
11

21
13
7
18
11

12
11
2
6

31
80
3
9
10

109
45
13
14
10
18

5

18

.

4
2

02
54

...
........
........
i
........
.......

125 .......
189 .......
32 ........
14 ........

4 .......

1 ... ...

---------

65

135
102
48

10

58

412

I

39

24

Section 21 ............
Section 22...............
Section 23........
3
Section 24...............
Section 2............
Protest:
Total..........

126

431

INDIVIDUAL CASES-ENGINEERING DIVISION
Division total.
Oil and g...........
iber... .......
Co .- ................
Appra
............
Metals ...............
Nonmetals...........

122

349

1,053

1,352

911

619

4,409

3671

955

36
12

57
14
7
30
12
2

231
37
25
25
24
7

735
53
142
12
85
26

1,050
31
143
5
86
37

737
474
14
4
91
52
1 ......
45
70
23
19

3,320
165
465
76
327
116

216
42
34
40
26
9

707
87
94
31
24
12

3
2
-

Unassigned and in
process:
Total....,......

63

..=.. . .I

3

=

=

11

Oil and gas.......
3
8
Timber.-....
. ....... ......Coal.................
1
Appraisal........
2
..----Metals .................. ....Nonmetals.......
........ ................
Protest;
Total..........
----

I'-_

60

635

40
5
5
8

433
40
85
3
59

2'

-I-

1,206
935
28
126
2
80
35

125
=-~-

I

_ -

I---

I

I_

i

_~_I ~~-~~~I~IW

'--

I

868

615

3,398

697
I4
88

470
4
52

2, 586
91
357
16
256
92

1

46
23
I

19
19

l l-------~-

60

111

289

418

146

Oil and gas .....
33
12
Timber... .
Coal ......-..-...
5
pralsa- ........
3
etals...--.-------. 5
Nonmetals .......
2

S49
14
6
28
12
2

191
32
20
17
22
7

302
13
57
9
26
11

115
40
4
3 ...............
17
3 .......
3 ... .....
6 ...
.....
2 ----... .......

43

--

i

I
-1

1-- 111111~--~---

/I~-1-

I-

1,071
734
74
108
60
71
24

1III
Y-- -I ~___ 11 -1~ _I11- ~ ~ ~ ~_~~.

1I
_:

._.._ ____ I

INVESTIGATION

OF BUREAU

315

OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Inventory March 10, 1925-Continued
INDIVIDUAL CASES-SPECIAL ADJUSTMENT SECTION
1917

1918

Section total...

85

165

278

329

261

175

52

Unassigned and in
proces.............
27
................
Protest..............

28

07
10
82

113
24
141

152
28
149

118
21
122

91
2
59

43
3
6

40

1919

1920

1921

m22

1923

Total
1,345

Claims R.s

648

237

612 ...............
128 ..............
605 ...............

INDIVIDUAL CASES-SPECIAL ASSESSMENT SECTION
Section total...

182

86

135

91

23

517 ....- ..- .....

Unassigned and in
process.............
274 fie...............
Protest ..............

13
22
24

69
14

105
82
22 ......
27
9
1 ...............
3 ......... ..............
.......

414 ..............
73 ............
...............

CORPORATION CASES-GRAND TOTal.
--

-Corporation..........
Consolidated.........
Special assessment...

Special adjustment...
Affiliated ............

Engineering..........
Recording............
Unassigned and in
process:
Total .........
Corporation.....
Consolidated....
Special
assessment...........
Special adjustment.....
...
Affiliated.-.....
Engineering......
Recording ......
274 file:
Total ..........
Corporation......
Conslidated...,
Special assessment............
Special adjustment...........
Protest:
Total..........
Corporation......
Consolidated....
Speclia
assessment ...........
Special adjustment...........
Affiliated........
Englneering......

---

~

-~ 1------11--

~--

5,186

9,382

42,117 [ 129,917

11,472 3,108

203,850

19,240

15,792

853 1,432
469
701
1,164 2,431
59
29
41
8
244
151
278

3,151

1,005
3,805
85
6
484
787

9, 476
4,161 1,057
11, 828
3,400
3,596 6,691 1,012
3,723
1,052
160
104
96
64' 112
335
819
10
231
589 I 175
705
117
24,374 111,937

31,958
17,774
12.335

4,894
1,505
. 792

1,509
2,465
37,370

78
623
5,354

6, 99
1,721
3. 45
28.165
166
575
2,875

1,969

4,341

35,848

124,810

24
146

264
396

4,168
2,018

7,057
3,410

2,796
0,671

1,471

2,738

3,588

1,020

166

50
311
439
24,374

50
809
527
111,937

33
229
167

Total .......... 2,874

85m

22
12
16
278

=tl---~i;~

35
11
120
787
z

I

9,745 ........
7
10
117
==

1,842

2,990

2,756

3756
93

847
168

2,599
296

2,602
124

651
17

235

535

619

87

22

2

8

8

8

6
744

7,387 .......
750 .......
1,700 ........

21
165

38 .....

3,279
2, 709
186

2,169
62

9,463
1,519

425

248

48

10

890

33
291
228 i

42
54
364

46
24
266

38
10
62

I

t

-I-

____

3

i......
....

=...

13,270 .......

3,199

1

2,361

106
3

1,033 2,050
462 I 441

-IUI I'----

j~....

207 ........
1,383 1........ i .....
1,387 i........
137,37C ........
9, 875 ........

1,007

207
49

, 322 I 2,210

15,108 ........
15,505........

800
1,898

1-==;1==-

493

41

2,832 180,711 i... ....-.....

lV, 0nx

.

194
120
1,078

........ .......
........ .......
.

....

316

INVESTIGATION OF BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Inventory March 16, 19*--Continued
CORPORATION CASES-CORPORATION AUDIT DIVISION
Claims IR.A.

190

1921

1822

193

Total

9,476

11,828

4,161

1,057

81.8

4,894

6,99

567

1,833
2, 0
2, 03
1,718
1,84

2 880
3,285
1,935
2,804
1,94

732
1,861
516
804
748

219
827
132
174
200

0,205
8,80
5,737
6,000
5,201

971
1,478
980
903
611

1,32
2, 8
1,472
1,24
918

24

254

4,168

7,057

2796

780

Section 21........
1
1
Section 22......
2
2
Section23.-----. .
6
21
Section 24----..--......
.----Section 25..... ....... .......

68
75
07
Jo
18

815
1,364
801
773
416

1,385
2,163
1,012
1,400
1,031

500
1,060
298
490
448

174
276
9
105
152

2,944 ....... .....
4,942 .....
2,28..
.. ...
2,860 .............
2,064 ....
.....

1

7,387 ..

1917

1918

1919

Division total..

853

1,432

,151

Section 21...........
Section 22--........
Section 2 ...........
Section 2 ...........
Section 26 .............

175
198
181
155
144

289
835
290
265
264

597
761
63

9

Unassigned and la
process:
Total. ........

274 file:
Total...--.....
Section 21........
Section 22.----..
Section 23........
Section 24 ----. ..
Section 25--.....

Protest!

Total......

586

15,108 ............

207

75

87

2,699

2,602

651

46
46
37
34
44

73
77
65
64
96

149
173
169
159
197

05
630
685
410
469

567

672
393
603

114
141
132
117
147

22
19
17
25
23

1,476
1,553
1,677
1,202
1,479

637

1,033

2,050

2,709

2,160

714

151

9,463

15
256
213
201
168

8
513
401
404
352

613
645
551
535
405

428
555
351
446
390

118
160
86
197
153

23
32
22
44
30

1,
2,311
1,762
1,947
1,658

Section 21-----.....
128
Section 22..-.... 150
Section 23........
138
SSection 24........
121
Section 25-------- 100

567

-.....

.. ..........
..-........
.. ......
............
.........
............
............
..........
.............
..........
. ... .......-

CORPORATION CASES-CONSOLIDATED RETURNS DIVISION
Division total..

469

701

1,006

3,400

3,596

6,691

1;912

17,774

Ad...----------------A .. ...............
....................
D.....................
E.
.........
0............
RR ..............

12
51
89
90
56
146
25

13
103
104
164
125
134
68

34
130
151
23
204
153
80

1,842
281
209
387
362
129
130

2, 585
152
171
244
262
72
110

6,643

1,865
2
3

12,894
738
807
1,156
1,094
647
438

Total..........

66

146

396

2,918

3,410

6,671

1,898

16,505 .

Ad...............
A................
................

12
9
5

13
35
16

34
57
63

1,842

2, 5
109
147

6,543
11
16

1,865
1
2

12,804 ........ ....
395 ..............
442 .......
....

19
20
14
61
13
21

24
14

1,506

1,721

638
361
184
442
176
252
212
343
172
312
H.-7,.......
123
11

Assigned and in proc-

sIs:

E..........
.-..........
R
.......

173
193

33
81
26
25
70
o-66- - - - - -6- - -- 390-1

50
214
10
64
1-610
90

6
11..
218

49

93

168

296

17

5
10
22
6.

RR73............

a
13
35
19
14

1
29
73
24
19

75
41
92
75
9

1

4

Total ..........

34

462

441

186

62

3

11

A ................
C ................
D ...............
E................
0................
RR,.............

37
74
78
33
114
18

60
75
111
73
05
48

57
59
12
99
64
31

33
35
41
37
19
21

8
10
18
11
2
13

........
2
.....
........
1
....-

.......
1
.......
10
.......
.......

274 fle:
Total..........
A.
..............
C.....-.....
D...........
E.............

o

4

1

13

3

1
8
2 ...
1 .......
6
1
1 .......

3.
14
31
37
0
1 ..-4.7

I0"
1

..... ......

648 ......
297 ....
...
------ .....
--- .......
750 .....
148
109
237
183
55
18
2

...

. ... .......
........
.
.............
....
...
.............
.......

1,519 ...........
195
256
376
263
26
134

........ . ....... ..................
.......
.....
...
.....
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INVESTIGATION OF BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Inventory March 16, 1965--Continued
CORPORATION CASES-AFFILIATIONS SECTIONS

CORPORATION CASES-SPECIAL ASSESSMENT SECTION
Section total.
Unassigned and In
process............
274 Fle..............
Protest...............

1,14
-

2,4311 3,0
r

8,

I--Il

asl

772 11,471
235
538
167
425

2,788
810
248

1,062
r

3,688
87
48

10 ...-

im/liaa~

12,335

6,792

I---------

------

1,020
22
10

8,459

9,745 .............
1,700.........

890 ........

CORPORATION CASES--SPECIAL ADJUSTMENT SECTION

Section total...

29
I------

I----I-

O

851
c--r----

90

104
:--

--------

54i

I---------I

Unassigned and in
process.............
274 file...............
Protest...............

439
------

1........

.......

........

......

i-----cl~------l------r

33
6
16

.......

CORPORATION CASES-ENGINEERING DIVISION
Division total..

1 2441

4

465

Oil and g as...........
Timber .............
Coal ................
---..--Appraal
Metals
...............
Nonmetals...........

30
64
9
46
6
6

2
60
15
125
7
8

2
162
42
122
35
31

127
208
166
76
68
62

137
104
150
26
68
104

36
30
67
6
13
23

20
4
61
21
4

Unassigned and in
progress:
otal..........

1

16

120

439

527

167

117

Oil and gas......
1
2
Timber-......... --.
.....
Coal............. -----1
...
13
..........
Nonmetals....... ...
.......

31
34
3
38
10
4

69
150
89
46
44
41

120
97
129
20
64
97

31
30
65
6
13
22

20
4
61
1
24
7

364

260

62

Protest:
Total..........

150

228

Oil and gas......
29
Timber..........
64
C oal -.......... 9
46
A epraial ........
6
6
Nonmetals.......

27

1

60

128

14
112
7
8

39
84
25
27

68
58
77
30
22
21

1

71

8 ......

17
5 .......
7
21
2 .......
0 ........ .......
4 ........ ......
7
1 ......

471
622
510
402
219
241
1,387

88
186
34
265
22
34
---

84
386
104
148
16
89
..

274.......
..
15
......
348 . ..
.......
124....
155
.
171 ....
1,078
197
307
162
278
64

70
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Inventory March 16, 1925-Continued
CONSOLIDATED RETURNS-ORAND TOTAL
1918

S1917

Total-......--.

1919

1020

1921

6,217

7,807

711

117

18,498

5,091

3,753

5,714
155
113
235

6,318
74
36
1,379

616
15

101

15,219

4,340

3,323

142

326

029

5,476

7,497

75
679

43
2

128
22 1

33
86

5,034
115

6.022
68

587
14 I

97

173

177
3

100
220

34
1,373

3
75

......

3

92

147

229

394

192

18

5

80

112

191

192

18

12

35

38

8

479

755

847

348

118

355
100

530
186

'68
146

294
40

104
6

1

5
9

2
6

2 .......
...

Affiliations: ...-.-....

Conso? iated-...j
assessSpecial
ment...........-Protest:
Total..........
Consolidated.....
Engineering -..Special
assessmnt...........
Affiliations.......

R.,s
R.'s

1,222
232
231
20

process:

274 file:
Total ........

C'hnims

1,705

Unassigned and in
Consolidated....
Engineering....-.
Special assessment..-.. .---..

Total

770
208
235
15

713 '1,228

Consolidated- ...... 478
102
Engineering .........
Special assessment... ' 121
12
Affiliations.........
Total.....

1923

1922

12
12

27 i
12 i

|

16
17

7
....
9

BI)

793
644
319
741 ........ ......
1,745
98
111

111

-14,859 .....----.....

95
7

12,272 .......
314 ---- -. ......
84 .....
11.689 .

5

......
.....
.

1,077

.

984 -

....... 93 -----.......
14

1

2, 562 .

1

1,063 .-

-.-- --

...
. .......

479 ,.....-. ........

64 ...............
.. --..

CONSOLIDATED CASES-CONSOLIDATED RETURNS DIVISION
Division total-.

478

770

1,222

5,714

6,318

616

101

15,219

4,349

3,323

Ad---------------A ...................
C..................
....................
......
E ......-..
0 ...................RR.................

9
56
41
104
75
163
30

22
106
88
jo6
126
205
57

41
173
135
298
207
300
68

3,833
388
337
381
384
29
132

6,042
286
260
239
270
120
101

500
25
9
22
28
17
15

71
7
2
4
f
2
0

9,
,041
72
1,214
1,096
1,066
412

831
715
299
739
542
928
25

450
684
376
09
479
697
28

Total --...--.

43

128

363

5,034

6,022

87

95

12272 .

Ad.....----------.....---C ....--...--S................
E
-0. .---.
.
...
RR........

9

22
19
6
31
17
32

41
54
32
62
47
100(
27

3,833
220
211
231
227
2(0
112

5,042
197
203
i167
206
112
95

500
15
3
17
23
10
13

71
4
1
4
5
2
8

Unassigned and in
process:

3
11
3
13
..

------

274 file:
Total ...-----..--....
A................

C ....
..-.....
----...---..--.

E.------.............
RR---------..

Protest:
--TotalL.......
A ............

...--...----.
D..-..- ...--....
~--------------E...............
................
RR ..........- .

----

-

1

8

!

.........

9,518 .
..
513 ......
459
.... .......
523 ..-528 .
....-476
56
256

80

112

19i

386

192

18

5

984 --....

9

15

2

116

69

8

3

246

27

73

32

3

5
13
16240
20
31 33

3........

335

530

43

72

33
77
f6
119
27

69
109

8R9

89
110
51

24
R
48 S3---------------17

6

5

-93

70
176
13
136
152
35

3 .

24 i

104

11

2

20

2

53
63
69
69
42
15

.
.....

3. -. .....
1
1

2.5
24
2121
25
5

5

3 .
2 ..
2
1
1

1
-

.
1

.....

....

14 ....

.

.. -

100 ..
132
.
222-1,93
282

.
...

...

259 ...
...
451 ..... ...
....
38'----378
.....
..
459 ..
...
134 .
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Inventory March 16, 1925-- Continued
CONSOLIDATED CASES--AFFILIATIONS

SECTION

1917

1918

12

15

20

235

1,379

9

1,745

Unassigned and in
process..................
Protest ............
12

3
12

3
17

226
9

1,373
75
9
6 ....
......

1,I89
6

Section total...

1910

1920

1921

1922

1923

75

Total

Cl

CONSOLIDATED CASES-SPECIAL ASSESSMENT SECTION
Section total...

121

235

231

113

36

Unassigned and in
process.............
27 fi..............
Protest.........

97
12
12

173
35
27

177
38
16

100
8
6

34

5 .......

3
.
........
2
2 ..

741 I............
5
. ........
9 ...............
64
.......

..

CONSOLIDATED CASES-ENGINEERING DIVISION
Division total..

102

208

232

155I

74

15

7

703

644

819

15
26
4
50
2
5

15
29
5
151
3
5

28
42

11
1h
11
18
10

3
2

3
1

140
11
3

17
3
20
72
5
6

92
154
49
439
34

72
83
11
454
18

84
84
20
10
14

8

1

25

6

2

22

86

115

68

14

7

Oil and gas .......
2
Timber-..... -........
Coal----......-----...........
Appraisal....--.......
Metals...-.........
Nonmetals .........

7

21
14

14

11

3

3

Oil and gas......-...Timber............
Coal-----.........
Appraisal ............
Metals.. .......-.....
Nonmetals...........
:
Unassigned and in
process:i
Total..........----

Protests:
Total..........
Oil and gas ....Timber..........
Coal.............
Appraisal ........
Metals..-.........
Nonmetals
.......
Nonm~nlrr,.,,I
L

14

1

40
4

100

186

146

13
26

8
28
5

7
28
7

4

50

2
5

137
3
5

94
7
3

28

13
51

5

16

6

2

2
2

4

6

1

40

6

1

3 ........ ...
8
2------

2

2
1

....

314

...--.-

62

..
2

22
130-

1

22

.......
..
.......

....

......

11
.....

.....

479

-

31
92
--

---

27

21.. ..... 1.--------------S... ...

-123

..
....

... -.

--..
.......

14-.
-

..
..
....
..
- '',

7

............

61 .-

1

8 -.....--. ..
.17
6

10

7

..

--

------'- 111.11~--~1,
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ExuaIIT E

Summary of open returns on hand
(Classified by &Btj
March,
1923,
returns
5 years
old or
older

March,
1924,
returns
years
oldor
older

March,
1925,
returns
years
oldor
older

Personal audit division....
Corporation audit division...
Consolidated returns audit
division ................
Special assessment section ...
Special adjustment section...
Englsnering division.........
Records division.............

9,480 10, 144
5,288 9,098

8,197
6,064

4,088
3,016
634
1,215

4,806
8,390
701
1,955

Total..................
In fielJ.............-...----

22,34 29,676
11,194
574

31,669

2, 254
2,229
333
637
Zo03

Grand total............ 33,428

1 lff

30,160

March, March, Maich, March, March,
1923,
1926,
1926,
1924,
1924,
returns returns returns returns returns
4
years
3
years
3
years
3
years
4 years
old
old
old
old
old

20, 105 18,639
24,807 24,745

(1)

9,684
3,927
43
1,913
65,976

19, 675
It, 916

7,095 12,112
2,806
1,111
660
367
4,260
2,015
9,673 20W, 16

83,834 57, 152 109, 82 133,761
28, 830 36,118
(10,0 23,144

93,9655 24, 3862
76,067
(I)

94 2163

,249
2,144
587
2,836
2,962

27,797
41,874

16,784 35,076
10,30 35, 34
, 347
3,787
1,083
5,574
40, 61

5, 632
3,9568
908
4,201

MA$

1

March,
1923,
returns
4 years
old

112,664 93,270 109,082 15, 905 170, 622
1, 6AO
--

"-

-

254 352
------l e

I Included in records division.
Total returns 3 years old or older on hand-..............
302,997
March, 1923..................................................................
-- -- 294,042
.................-............--..--- ---..---.........----...
March, 1924............
.----- .....-------......---- -------....--..-....--..--.---- 395,103
March, 1925..............---...-2.6
Total gain in getting current 1923 to 1924..---.......................--.-................per cent_.
34.4
---................. do....
Total los In getting current 1924 to 192-....--..---....-....----...
30.4
.... ....................... do....
Total los in getting current In 2 years (1923 to 1925) --..------EXHIBIT F
PERSONAL AUDIT DIVISION
Year
-

~x

--

--------

I-----------

..... '-.
9,480
20,105
35,975
47,946
2,217
32

......

March,
l 2U

Year

i-------- -- --I-

7-year-old cases.....................----.......... .....
----..--..
.
6-year-old cases -........-----..-....-...-.-..... 1917
5-year-old cases.-....--....------- .......
1918
4-year-old cases...-..............----...........
3-year-old cases................................ 1919
1920
2-year-old cases.................- --..------....
1921
1-year-old cases .............................
1922
--......-..
.
Current cases...........--...
Total...... ........................

March,
I im

I------

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

March,
1925

------I--

6,330
18,639
27,797
8,686
2,283
10

115,755 .-.......

Year
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1924
1924

1,162
2,005
5,031
16,784
19,675
10,095
3,254
58. 000

67,659

CONSOLIDATED RETURNS AUDIT DIVISION
....... ... ..
7-year-old cases............- .... ......--.......
1917
--.......
8-year-old cases .............................
1918
2,254
1917
5-year-old cases...................-......-...-6,532 1919
4-year-old cases.................................. 1918
1920
5,347
1919
3.year-old cases.............. ..................
1921
2,279
2-year-old cas0-.................................. 1920
195
1922
1921
1-year-old cases ......................... ........
8 1923
1922
Current cases.................................
Total-....................................

..-

-.

1,615- ......

..........
1,356
2,732
5,249
7,095
2,05
190
.........

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
192A

10,227 ........

967
1,527
2,312
9, 84
12,112
7,013
2,032
........
36,147

INVESTIGATION

OF BUREAU

(ORPOlATION

AUDIT I)VIJION
March,
1923

Year
7-year-old cases...............................
6-year-old casee...............- ............
5-year-old cases-.....-.....-...................
4-year-old case........................... ...
3-year-old cases................................
2-year-old cases..........----...............
1-year-old cases. -.............................
Currentcases...................................
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1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

5, 288"

1017

1918
1919
1920
1921
1022

Total ............................................

Year

24,807
35,264
4.9, 839
3, 454

93

1923
1723...

119,745

March,
1924

3,023
6,075
24,745
41,874
15,021
1,701
12

March,
1926

Year

1917
1918

893
1,81
3,655
10,365
12,916
4,274
1,080

1919
1917
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

02,451

34,699

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT SECTION
7-year-old cases............-................
6-year-old cases.. --......--------.....- --.......
5-year-old cases.................................
4-year-old cases....... ...................
3-year-old cases..--............................
2-year-old cases.................................
1-year-old cases ...---........ ................
Current cases.......... ......................
Total --.----......--------..

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922

........

4-year-old cases...........-..............

......

1,077
1,938
2,144
2,806
372
20

1,407
2,752
4,171
3,927
1,111
165

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

8,358,357

13, 503

SECTION

..........
....
.-------------.
. ---1917
1917
333
1918
1918i

968

3-year-old cases....--------- ---.---..
1919
2-year-old cases....------.-------------------.....
1920
1-year-old cases..-...............................
21
Current cases------...-------------.............
1922
Total--..........................----

1918
1019
1920
1921
1922
1923

12,519

SPECIAL-ADJUSTMENT
7-year-old cases..................--------...............
6-year-old cases ..-.. ,......--------------.
5-year-old cases ....--..-..----------------..

1917

2,220
3,958
3,787
2,346
190
9

1917

1919

1,003
951
107
2

.....

1920
1921
1922
1923

,424 ......

.
198
336
587
500
425
89

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1...24

114
224
.53
S57
229
60

2,195 ......---

1,784

ENGINEERING DIVISION
7-year-old cases-....-------------....... ------ ---.- ---6-year-old cases........- .........-....
... -----.-----....
5-year-old cases .......................
....
1917
637
4-year-old cas .................... .......-1918
4,201
3-year-old cases.................
----------- 1919
, 7
2-year-old cases... -------------------..... 1920
3,89
1-year-old cases....-.........-.............
1921
400
Current cases --------- ----------.......-.
1922
Total ......-,.......

.....-------- ..-.........

......--1917
454
1918
761
1919
2,836
1420
4,250
192111 1,,92
1922
1,102
93 ..........

14,712 ---..

11,395

316

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
lr924

-..-.

.......

574
1,065
1,913
2,016
1,101
743
7,727

RECORDS DIVISION
........ .......
7-year-old
6-year-old cases......
------- ---------------------------6-year-old Cases
cases.-----....--..._
...........
.
f-year-old cases............-----.......
.......
4-year-old cases.......
-----------...............
3-year-old cases...............--------------2-year-old case.--------------------...
. ...
.
1-year-old case--....-. .......-.....
Current cses ....----......-----.
.............
Total ................ ...................

S. Rept. 27, lt 2, 69-1--

21

----------

1917
1918
919
920
1921
122
..

2,043
24, 263
46,651
568,316
..........
...
.

917
t17
1.......

----

41, 273-!..

1918
1910
1920
1921
1922
1923

-----

456
1,026
2,952
9,573
268,480
881,560
1,262,719
2,426. 766

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

.---

404
1,152
6, 976
206,166

1923
1924

.....
........
-

273,698
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FIELD
March,
1924

Mrin'.
1923
. ..

7-year-old cases--- ------..................... .
-year-old cas................

.-.......

........

------------..--..-----a-year-old cae-..--.........
I4year-old
3-year-old
2-year-old
1-year-old

-............--cases.................
case.................................
eases..-......................---......
...-cae.............
--............-

Current cases..-.... .

--.............

..... ,

1917

.....

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

11, 194

28,830
23,144
10,132

1922

...

Total........................................

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

112
462
30.118
70,667
, 043
308
5

t
Year
Yea
r

March,
- 1925

1917 -1981
1917 ..........
..........
1818
........
1921
192
1922
1923
1924

--..........
....
....
.

119,773

73,300

CLAIMS ON HAND
March,
1923
.....

Personal Audit Division ........---.---......--

...-...........

..

Corporation Audit Division ... ............................. ...........
....---...--....
Consolidated return, ,ulit Dirlsion....-............-....-- ........ . .......
-..----....--..- ....
Special asassment...
Special adjustment..

...................

. ...

...................

Engineering Division
.------- ........------------....-..-.-Records Division- .-.. ...... --.-- ..---- -........ .. .. . ............
Total.............

....

..-......--

...

..... -...............

141212

8,252
9,893
3,871
551

March,
1924

March,
1925

8,375
7,808
5,985
3, 787
313
7, 620

4,763
5,421
6,,030
0, 792
237
1,031

9, 821
16279
6....

34, 153

17,0(

61,079

68,041

41,940

JAMES COUZENS.

A. A. JONES.
WILLIAM H. KINo.

69CT Cowoanss
1st Session

(REPoRT 27

SENATE

Part 3

___

INVESTIGATION OF THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL
REVENUE

FEBRUARY 1 (calendar day FEBRUARY 6), 1926.

Ordered to be printed

Mr. ERNST, from the Select Committee on the Investigation of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, submitted the following

MINORITY VIEWS
[To accompany S. Res. 168, Sixty-eighth Congress]

On January 12, 1926, Mr. Couzens, from the select committee of
which he is chairman, presented to the Finance Committee a 243-page
majority report representing the results of the activities of this
committee in investigating the Bureau of Internal Revenue. On the
same day this majority report was submitted to the Senate.
A statement of the history of the activities of the investigating
committee and of the preparation and adoption of the report will
show that it is based to a large extent upon ex parte proceedings and
that it presents only one side of the case.
On June 1, 1925, the Select Committee Investigating the Bureau
of Internal Revenue had been in existence for a year and three
months. During that time there had been presented to the committee, by its staff, the facts with reference to less than 100 cases,
the settlement of which by the Bureau of Internal Revenue was
criticised. In respect of these cases which were actually presented
to the committee, representatives of the bureau appeared before the
committee, full hearings were had, and the bureau answered to the
entire satisfaction of at least part of the committee the criticisms.
made of the settlements.
Under the Senate resolution authorizing its activities the committee
was required to cease holding its hearings on June 1, 1925, and was
compelled to withdraw its agents from within the Bureau of Internal
Revenue on that date and to return to the bureau all of its records
which had been withdrawn by the committee and to discontinue the
withdrawals from the bureau of records returns, and cases.
The spirit if not the letter of this resolution was disregarded by
committee when it required the bureau to have prepared and e
mitted to it prior to June 1 photostatic copies of all returns and pal
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in thousands of cases. 'These photostats were then examined by the
attorney and agents of the committee without committee hearings
and form to a large extent the basis of the majority report.
As illustrative of this, counsel for the committee stated that the
portion of the report dealing with amortization was based upon the
consideration of all cases involving more than $500,000, some 160 in
number, although only some five or six amortization cases had been
presented to the committee for its consideration and to the bureau
for answer.
The great majority of the cases, therefore, upon which the majority
report is based, were never presented to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue in order that it might submit a justification or explanation
of its action, and, furthermore, were never even presented to the
investigating committee. The first time that the committee members themselves heard of these cases was when the report prepared
by the committee's counsel was placed before them.
On the 30th of November, 1925, there was submitted to the
members of the select committee that portion of a proposed committee report prepared by tie committee's staff and dealing with
the subject of depletion; on December 10 there was submitted the
section dealing with amortization; on December 29 there was submitted the portion dealing with compromises and invested capital;
and on January 4, 1926, there was submitted the remainder of the
proposed report. On none of these dates was there a meeting of the
committee to consider these reports. The receipt of these reports
was the first time the committee heard of the thousands of cases
examined in an ex parte proceeding, by its staff after the committee
hearings ceased.
Representatives of the bureau were allowed to appear before the
investigating committee on December 18 to discuss the portion of the
report dealing with depletion which had been transmitted to the
bureau on December 10, and also were allowed at the committee
hearing on December 30 to discuss two other portions of the report,
one of which had been submitted to the bureau the previous day and
the other of which had been transmitted to the bureau on December
19. The representatives of the bureau were never asked to appear
before the committee to discuss the remainder of the proposed report.
At these two committee meetings, the representatives of the bureau
stated fully their objections to and dissent from the general criticisms contained in the proposed report, but made no attempt to
discuss specific cases, stating that such discussion would involve to
a large extent repetition of what had been stated at the previous
hearings. Furthermore, it was of course clearly impossible for them
to have examined in the limited time available the many cases discussed for the first time in the majority report, and the preparation
of which by the attorney for the committee had taken many months.
(Hearings of special committee, December 18, 1925, pp. 2 and 44.)
On January 11 this report, as prepared by the committee's staff,
with three or four minor and more or less clerical corrections, was
Sed by a majority of the committee and on the following morning
rented to the Finance Committee and on the following afternoon
Sthe Senate and released to the press of the country.
SThis report, prareed by counsel for the committee and containing approximately 250 pages of criticism of the administration of the
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Bureau of Internal Revenue and based upon the consideration of
thousllnds of cases that were never presented to the committee and
on which the bureau was never heard, went to the press of the country
the day following its approval by a majority of the committee and
without time for the other members of the committee to present at
the same time their views and to point out the errors of fact and conclusions contained in the majority report.
This action has given a gravely erroneous impression to the public.
The report of the majority discusses five general subjects--depletion, amortization, compromises, invested capital and special assessment, and also administrative procedure. Each portion of the report
will be taken up and discussed separately. Every case mentioned in
the report can not be discussed in detail since a great part of them
were never before the committee for its consideration or before the
bureau for explanation. Those which were regularly and properly
presented to the committee will be discussed briefly for the purpose
of showing that the criticisms are unjustified. It is not unfair to
assume that the bureau could have answered, equally satisfactorily
if it had been given the opportunity, the other cases presented for
the first time in the report.
DEPLETION

The criticism contained in the majority report with reference to
depletion may be subdivided under four general heads: (1) A criticism of the values determined for depletion purposes in various
specific cases; (2) a criticism of the allowance of discovery where the
existence of the deposit had been previously known; (3) a criticism
of the regulations defining proven area and discovery for purposes of
oil depletion; and (4) a criticism of the values determined by the
bureau for copper and silver properties.
A brief explanatory statement of the nature of depletion and its
effect upon the income tax liability of the taxpayer wdll be of assistance in understanding the portions of this report and the majority
report dealing with the subject. Depletion is a deduction allowed
to the operators of mines, oil wells, and other natural deposits, to
allow the return tax free of the capital invested in the property. To
show the necessity for and the effect of such a deduction a hypothetical case may be stated. Assume that a taxpayer purchased a coal
mine containing 100,000 tons of coal for $50,000, and that in a given
year he produced 10,000 tons of coal which he sold for $20,000. It
is obvious that the $20,000 proceeds from the sale of this coal is not
all income to the taxpayer since he has disposed of one-tenth of his
coal and has impaired to the extent of one-tenth his original investment in the mine. The deduction for depletion provided for in the
law allows the taxpayer to deduct from the gross sales of $20,000 the
cost to him of the coal sold, $5,000, the latter figure representing the
portion of the cost of the entire mine applicable to the coal sold during the year. Consequently the taxpayer would in the hypothetical
case pay a tax on an income of only $15,000, and not on his gross
sales of $20,000. The deduction for depletion serves the same purpose to the operator of a mine or other natural deposit as the deduction from gross sales of the cost of the goods sold serves to a retail
merchant.
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CRITICISM OF MINERAL VALUATIONS IN SPECIFIC CASES

Under the taxing statutes the Bureau of Internal Revenue was
forced to value all the mineral properties in this country as of two
dates, March 1, 1913, and the date of the incorporation of the taxpayer, both dates many years in the past. The magnitude of this
task can be partially appreciated when it is realized that the Interstate Commerce Commission in valuing only the properties of the
railroads of the country has spent more than 13 years on the task and
more than $27,000,000, and the carriers themselves in working on
these same valuations have spent the same period of time and more
than $85 000,000. This statement gives some idea as to the magnitude of the bureau's task in valuing all of the mineral properties in
the country as of two different dates. Yet the committee after a
year and three months of investigation criticizes the values determined
by the department in only 15 cases, and 9 out of the 15 wore called
to the attention of the committee's staff by disgruntled employees
or ex-employees of the bureau, whose first determinations of value in
the cases had been overruled by their superiors. The attempt in the
majority report to condemn the action of the bureau in performing its
colossal task by picking out and criticizing 15 exceptional and unique
cases is both unfair and absurd. It is merely a vam attempt to use a
difference of opinion in a few isolated cases (concerning which there
may be an honest difference of opinion by those best informed) as the
basis for exaggerated and general criticism.
The valuation by the analytical appraisal method presents a most
difficult technical problem, involving in every step the use of individual judgment.
In each case where mineral properties are valued by the analytical
appraisal method (which counsel for the committee admits is the
only method which can be used in the case of certain properties,
such as copper mines) the one making the valuation (first) must
estimate the number of tons of ore in the deposit; (second) must
estimate the expected price at which minerals will be sold over the
life of the property which may exceed 40 years; (third) must estimate
the future cost of producing the minerals over the same period;
(fourth) must estimate the period required to recover the estimated
units in the deposit; (fifth) must estimate the cost of future plants.
which will be necessary to recover the minerals; and (sixth) must
estimate the interest rate upon the investment which would be necessary to attract capital to invest in the property.
It is perfectly obvious that in estimating any one of the factors
stated above the judgment of equally competent and honest engineers
will differ. It is with reference to the difficulty of estimating these
various factors that Mr. Herbert Hoover in his book Principles of
Mining states:
It should be stated at the outset that it is utterly impossible to accurately
value any mine, owing to the many speculative factors involved.

As illustrative of the extent to which individual judgment must
enter into these valuations, the Witherbee Sherman case, one of the
1 15 cases criticized in the majority report, may be cited. In this case
Sthe valuation which the engineers of the committee thought should
have been placed upon the property differed by approximately
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$5,000,000 from the valuation which the bureau had set. At the same
time the valuation of the committee's engineers differed by approximately $5,000,000 from the valuation set upon the property by Mr.
Grimes, another engineer of the bureau. Yet the majority report,
while criticizing the bureau for setting a value $5,000,000 different
from what the committee's staff thought proper, nevertheless described Mr. Grimes, who had also set a value on the property differing by the same amount from the committee's valuation, in the
following language (p. 103):
The marked ability and exceptional industry of Mr. Grimes, and the remarkable
progress he has made toward reducing appraisal work to a sound, scientiflo
basis is worthy of note and commenu.stion.

Even the majority report admits these differences and shows by a
hypothetical case (pp. 114, 115) that two equally competent and
equally honest engineers "whose judgment in estimating basic factors
differs slightly but not enough to impeach the honesty or ability of
either engineer" may reach results that would show a difference in
depletion rate of 450 per cent. Yet this almost impossible task of
accurately valuing all mineral properties in the United States was
placed upon the bureau by Congress. Is it strange that the committee's staff has been able to find a few complicated and involved
cases where the judgment of its staff may differ with the judgment
of the bureauI
Nevertheless these same differences in judgment, which, from the
very nature of the question can not be avoided, are used in the
majority report as the basis for such statements as the following
(p. 47):
Owing to the different views of officers and employees of the unit *
the grossest kind of discrimination has resulted.

* *

The action of the majority in using this difference in judgment
(which, as above shown, is inevitable in the consideration of such
questions) as the basis for a general criticism of the bureau and its
administration destroys the value of the report, for the purpose of
any constructive suggestions or subsequent action, and only serves
to materially discount the criticisms contained in the other parts of
the report.
DISCOVERY WHERE THE EXISTENCE OF THE DEPOSIT HAD BEEN PREVIOUSLY KNOWN

The report criticizes the settlement of five cases where it is alleged
that depletion was allowed on the basis of discovery value although
the presence of the mineral was known prior to the date of the
alleged discovery, and that the value at discovery was based upon
subsequent exploration work. A brief explanation of discovery
depletion will assist in understanding the following portions of this
report. Under the discovery depletion provisions of the statutes,
a taxpayer who discovers a mine or an oil or gas well may base his
depletion deduction, not solely upon the cost of the property to him,
but upon its value after the discovery is made. The purpose of the
provision, which appeared first in the revenue act of 1918, was to
encourage the development of the natural resources of the country.
Its effect is to allow the taxpayer who makes a discovery the return
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exempt from tax of the value of the property at the date the discovery
is made.
This action of the Bureau of Internal Revenue in refusing to recognize a discovery until the existence of the ore body has been determined by exploration work, and until it is determined to be a
deposit commercially valuable, has been directly authorized by the
regulations of the Treasury Department since 1920. Article 219 of
Regulations 45 was issued April16, 1919, and signed by Mr. Roper,
then (Connissioner of Internal fRevenue, and by Mr. Carter Glass,
then Secretary of the Treasury, and contains the following:
The discovery of a mine or a natural deposit of mineral, whether it be made by
an owner of the land or by a lessee, shall be deemed to mean (a) the bona fide
discovery of a commercially valuable deposit of ore or mineral of a value materially in excess of the cost of discovery in natural exposure or by drilling or
other exploration conducted above or below ground, or (b) the development and
proving of a mineral or ore deposit which has been abandoned or apparently
worked out, or sold, leased, or otherwise disposed of, by an owner or lessee prior
to the development of a body of ore or minerl of sufficient size, quality, and

character to determine it, in connection with the physical and geological con-

ditions of its occurrence, to be a minable deposit of ore or mineral having a value
materially in excess of the cost of the proving and development.

This construction of the discovery provision of the taxing law,
which is criticized so severely in the majority report, has been in the
printed regulations of the Treasury Department since 1919, and has
received the approval of the last three Commissioners of Internal
Revenue, Messrs. Roper, Williams, and Blair, and the last three Secretaries of the Treasury, Messrs. Glass, Houston, and Mellon. A discussion at the present time of the correctness of this long-standing
departmental construction of the law is unnecessary. As stated in
the case of Edwards v. Wabash Railroad Co. (261 Fed. 610, 618):
The Supreme Court has decided that the reenactment by Congress, without
change, of a statute which had previously received long-continued executive coln-

struction, is an adoption by Congress of such constuction.
TEXAS GULF SULPHUR CO.

The settlement with the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. is criticized at
length in the majority report. An examination of this case demonstrate; that the action of the Bureau of Internal Revenue was not
only in accordance with the proper legal construction of the statute,
but is logically sound.
As to the allowance to the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. of discovery
depletion in 1919, the majority report states that the existence of the
deposit was known in 1903 and the extent known in 1909. The real
facts in connection with this matter, as shown by the hearings of the
committee (p. 4151), are these:
As early as 1903 and 1904 wildcatters, while drilling for oil on the
property afterwards acquired by the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., noticed
some sulphur in the slush from the drilling. No attention was paid
to it, however, at the time. Mr. Spencer C. Browne, a well-known
mining engineer, who in 1910 made a careful examination of the claim
that there had been an earlier discovery of sulphur on the property
states:
Following the discovery of the Spindletop oil dome near Beaumont, wildcat
drilling operations for oil were quickly started on most of the' recognizatie ele-
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nations on the Texas coast. A number of wells were drilled on the Matagorda
big hill in 1903 and 1904, and until 1908 a small amount of oil was produced from
While drilling
moderately shallow wells near the higher part of the elevation.
in some of the deeper of these oil wells crystals of sulphur were occasionally
brought to the surface, but on account of the peculiar porous character of thp
sulphur formation the cuttings from the drill were usually lost in the fissures
* The drillers were interested only in getand not seen by the drillers. **
ting oil and the reports of the occurrence of sulphur carried no evidence of its
thickness or extent or quantity (p. 4151).

This is the sole evidence (of any discovery of sulphui

on this property

in 1903.
In 1903 Mr. J. . Allen, of St. Louis, a promoter and not a mining
engineer, in an attempt to financially interest other parties in this
he ofrrepo rtof
the occurrence of sulphur in the
property because of the
oil wells upon it, got up a report in which he made extravagant claims
as to the existence of sulphur on the property. This is the report
that is referred to in the majority report as showing the extent of the
deposit. The facts are that Mr. Allen was not a mining engineer;
that at the time he made these claims he was financially interested
in the properties and was attempting to obtain financial support of
his plans for development and that there were no reliable or complete
data, samples, or logs in existence showing the extent of the sulphur
deposit. Some seven years later, in 1910, Mr. Allen, together with
his associates, attempted to interest Mr. S. W. Mudd, of Los Angeles,
in this property, which they in the meantime had incorporated under
the name of the Gulf Sulphur Co. Mr. Mudd sent Mr. Spencer C.
Browne, a mining engineer, to examine the property for him and to
ascertain whether a sulphur deposit had in fact been discovered. In
connection with this examination, Mr. Browne stated:
In 1910, when I first got in touch with this Matagorda Big Hil! property, I
was not in the employ of the Gulf Sulphur Co. or the St. Louis interests. I was
employed by Mr. S. W. Mudd, of Los Angeles, and clients of his who were
desirous at the time of investigating sources of sulphur. My opinion of the
Matagorda property after my investigation at that time was that it was an
interesting prospect that might prove of great value, but that the unsatisfactory
character of the development to date had left it wholly unproven. I believed
it worthy of further tests by drilling, if the property could be obtained on suitable
terms, but would not have been greatly surprised if the drilling campaign (which
began in 1917) had disproved the commercial value of the property (p. 4152).

This statement of Mr. Browne is substantiated by the correspond
ence between him and his client in 1910 which was filed with the
bureau when this case was under consideration. For example, in a
telegram from Mr. Browne it was stated:
Matagorda long exploited in New York by J. W. Harrison. It was canvassed
and considered undesirable .by investigators. Pemberton thinks advisable to
disregard Matagorda in proceeding with development. I coincide with these
views.

In a letter written August 16, 1910, he says:
No records from theqe oil wells are obtainable * * *. On account of the
unreliability of the interested and opposed parties, I can not consider the discussion either favorable or otherwise * * *. As an individual venture I
should not recommend development of the Matagorda deposit.

As a result of these discouraging reports on the property (the first
that had been made by any competent mining engineer), Mr. Mudd
was not interested in it. No further steps toward its exploration
seem to have been taken by anyone until some six years later.
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In the spring of 1916 the parties who subsequently acquired the
ownership of the Gulf Sulphur Co., now the Texas (GulfSulphur Co.,
formed an association for the purpose of explring the property.
Beginning in September, 1917, these parties commenced and carried
through a comprehensive and scientific drilling campaign to determine whether or not this property contained sulphur in commercial
quantities. They employed competent engineers who made an
exhaustive examination of the property. This exploration work
was carried on from September, 1917, until the spring of 1918. The
parties contributed some $625,000 for the purpose of carrying on
this exploration work. As a result of this examination, and for the
first time, it was determined that large deposits of sulphur, which
justified commercial exploration, existed in the property- A discovery was properly allowed by the bureau as of this te.r date.
It is apparent that the bureau's action in this type of case, which
is so severely criticized in the majority report, is not oply legally
sound, but in view of the facts, is the only action which the bureaat
could fairly and logically have taken.
OIL DEPLETION

In considering the general subject of discovery depletion, as applied
to oil properties, it is necessary and interesting to trace the legisla-

tive history of the provision through the various revenue acts.
The revenue act of 1918 for the first time contained a provision
allowing, in the case of discoveries of oil, gas, or mines, the depletion
deduction to be based upon the fair market value at the date of discovery. The principal importance of the provision of course is in the
case of oil and gas wells, since discoveries of mines are very rare.
This provision as contained in the revenue act of 1918 placed no
limit whatever upon the amount of depletion based upon discovery
value. In the revenue act of 1921 Congress, upon the recommendation of the Treasury Department, limited depletion based upon discovery value, to not to exceed the income from the property upon
which discovery was claimed. In the revenue act of 1924, again at
the recommendation of the Treasury Department, Congress limited
the deduction to 50 per cent of the income from the property upon
which the discovery was made. Again in connection with the pending
revenue bill the Treasury Department recommended before the Ways
and Means Committee that discovery depletion be still further limited. It is perfectly obvious, therefore, that the responsibility for
allowing depletion based upon discovery value must be placed upon
the Congress and not upon the Treasury Department.
The majority report criticizes at length the regulation of the department which permits the allowance of depletion on the basis of
discovery value, although the property was proven at the time the
well was brought in, provided it was not proven at the time it was
acquired by the taxpayer. It also criticizes the regulation which
defines a proven area as a square surface of 160 acres.
These regulations were first published on December 2, 1919, in a
Treasury decision signed by Mr. Daniel C. Roper, Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, and Mr. Carter Glass, Secretary of the Treasury.
They have continued in effect until the present day and have also
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received the approval of Commissioners Williams and Blair and
Secretaries Houston and Mellon.
That this Treasury decision was most carefully considered before
it was promulgated is shown by the memorandum from Commissioner Roper transmitting the decision to Secretary Glass, in which
it is stated:
On the technical points involved, I have had the advice not only of our own
technical experts, but those of the Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey
as well. The ease wa heard before tim Advisory Tax Boar dand hi since been
thoroughly considered bIy the bureau, opportunity being given to the taxpayers
to be heard.

The criticism by the committee's staff of these regulations, which
were so carefully considered prior to their issuance, which have
remained in force for such a long time and which have received since
their issuance the sanction of Congress in enacting subsequent revenue
laws upon two occasions, becomes captious in view of the above history
of the regulations.
OIL VALUATIONS

The majority report criticizes the values allowed of oil properties
for depletion purposes in a few specific cases. Some of these cases
will be discussed for the purpose of showing that the majority report
is in error both in its statements of facts and in its conclusions with
reference to these specific cases.
BLACK AND SIMONS

In the Black and Simous case it is stated in the committee's report
that Black and Simons, each of whom owned an interest in the same
oil lease, were given different values for depletion purposes. The
report states: "Black, who owned the larger interest, claimed and
was allowed a value of $270,059, while Simons, who owned a smaller
interest, was allowed a value of $533,887." The real facts with
'reference to these two valuations are these: Black was tentatively
allowed the value which he claimed upon his return. Simons did
not accept the valuation tentatively allowed him, but filed an appeal
to the Board of Tax Appeals. The bureau very properly made no
adjustment of the valuation of Black's property, but is awaiting a
decision of the Board of Tax Appeals in the Simons case, at which
time both the Black and Simons cases will be disposed of on the same
basis; that is, on the basis of the valuation allowed Simons by the
Board of Tax Appeals. The committee recognized that this statement of the status of the matter by the bureau officials would ordinarily be a complete and satisfactory explanation of what had been
done. The majority report states, however, that:
The Board of Tax Appeals can increase the valuation allowed Simons but can
not reduce it. To reduce the valuation would increase the deficiency in tax
already determined by the commissioner, and this the board has no jurisdiction

to do.

and concludes, therefore, that a proper determination of the cases
will not result because of this lack of jurisdiction of the board.
Again the committee's criticism utterly fails because of the inaccuracy of the statements upon which it is based. The board may
-decrease a valuation and may increase a deficiency. The board
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stated, for example, in the appeal of Hotel de France Co. (1 B. T. A.
28):
Where it appears to the board from the record that the deficiency determined
by the comminioner is incorrect, the board will, where possible, find the correct
deficiency whether greater or less.
See also Rub-No-More (1 B. T. A. 228); Record Abstract Co.
(2 B .T. A. 628); Fred Ascher (2 B. T. A. 1257); Peterson Pegau
Baking Co. (2 B. T . 637); Gutterman-Straus Co. (1 B. T. A. 243).
The criticism of this case by the majority report is as unsound as
the statements upon which the criticism is b)asd are incorrect.
GULF OIL CORPORATION

The next oil valuation discussed in the majority report is the case
of the Gulf Oil Corporation. Before taking up the specific criticisms
contained in the majority report, it is advisable to state the history
of the consideration of this case. It should be noted, first, that it was
considered and closed by the previous administration prior to the
taking of office by Secretary Mellon. and(, second, that it received the
most careful and painstaking consideration, and that the audit and
check of this case was not accomplished in a few days s some seem to
think. The facts are that two auditors were originally sent from the
bureau at Washington to audit the books of the Gulf Oil Co. during
the latter part of October, 1920. Subsequently other auditors were
assigned to assist them in their work and the report of this complete
examination was not finished until February 20, 1921. The preparation ant check of the depletion schedules was handled in the same
way, the first being submitted in September of 1920 and the last submitted and checked in February of 1921. It is apparent, therefore,
that the consideration and disposition of this case was not unduly
hurried but that there was a careful and detailed audit of the case.
The majority report with reference to the Gulf Oil Corporation
case criticizes the valuation allowed on the Shumway lease of the
Gypsy Oil Co., a subsidiary of the Gulf Oil Corporation; it states
that the valuation of this lease was typical of the valuation of all
other leases in the case, and concludes, consequently, that the settlement of the case resulted in the payment by the company of substantialljr less tax than should have been paid. The alleged error in
the valuation of the Shumway lease'is the sole foundation for the
statements in the majority report which occasioned the following
headlines in the New York Times and similar headlines in other newspapers: "Couzens committee's report reveals Mellon's Gulf Co.
benefited by $4,590,385."
If the conclusion in the report of the majority of the committee
that the Shumway lease was overvalued fadls, then the other conclusions, including the one that the Gulf Co. underpaid its taxes.
necessarily fails.
The value allowed the Shumway lease is criticized in the majority
report in three respects. First, it is stated that in valuing the lease
the bureau used the price of oil on the 31st day, while the law requires
the use of the price of oil within 30 days after discovery; second, it is
stated that no proper allowance for hazard or discount was made in
the valuation of this lease, and, third, it is stated that although the
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records show that many dry holes were drilled in this county, nevertheless in valuing this lease no allowance was made for dry holes.
A brief statement of the history of the Shumway lease and its
development by the Gypsy Oil Co., as shown on pages 2883-2899 of
the records of the investigating committee is necessary to answer the
cofimnittee's criticisms.
The Gypsy Oil Co. acquired the Shumway lease on January 24,
1916. At that time it was miles from any oil production, so that in
no sense could it be called proven or even probable oil land. Early
in 1917, as a result of careful surveys, the surface geolorv of the
region was mapped, and the indications were that the Sl umway
lease was favorably situated provided there was any oil in the surrounding territory. At that time shallow oil (550 to 600) was being
produced in the Eldorado pool, about 5 miles east and north of the
Shumway lease, and a deeper oil from the Augusta pool, 6 miles or
more to the south. In March, 1917, the Alpine Oil Co. drilled a well
into the deep sand (2,400 feet) which opened an entirely new pool.
This well was a small one and attracted little attention until it was
followed on May 30 by the Trapshooter well, which definitely established the existence of a new pool of great magnitude. The Gypsy
immediately took steps to drill up the Shumway lease, which even
then gave promise of being one of the best in this district. On

July 15, 1917, the drill reached the sand and on July 16 the first
oil was produced, although the well was not finished and put into

regular production until several days later. Production after completion was estimated at 5,000 barrels a day, From that time until
the full quota of wells was drilled, development proceeded rapidly,
which was necessary since the Gypsy Co. owned this single quarter
section surrounded by leases of its competitors.
The field was peculiar in the Mid-Continent field in that there wa*
no gas. The oil was forced to the surface by hydraulic pressure.
Since Shumway had a structural advantage of 20 to 30 feet over
leases to the south and west, this made it apparent that careful
drilling would result in the production of a vast quantity of oil from
the lease.
The report first criticizes the valuation of this lease because of the
use of the price of oil on August 15, stating that the oil was discovered
on July 14, and therefore that the 30-day period for valuation expired on August 14. The real facts, contrary to the statement appearing in the majority report, are that the first oil from the lease was not
produced until July 16 (record, p. 2895), so the use of the price of
oil on August 15 was within 30 days after the discovery and was
entirely proper.
The next criticism is of the failure to make proper allowance for
discount and hazard in valuing this lease. It should be realized
that in valuing a discovery well the greatest hazard in the oil industry has already been eliminated. The presence of oil in commercial
quantities must be assured before a discovery valuation is permissible. When the presence of oil in commercial quantities has
been demonstrated by a discovery, the remaining factors concerning
which uncertainty exists are these: First, the amount of the future
production of the well; second, the future selling price of the oil,
and, third, the cost of producing the oil If in determining these
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factors the estimates are conservative and the hazard element is
taken care of, then the discount factor must compensate only for the
use of the money. In other words, when hazard is taken care of
in the estimates of the three items specified above, a 44 or 5 per
cent discount rate to compensate for the use of the money while it is
tied up in the well is adequate. In the valuation of this lease the
estimate of the reserves was reduced by the bureau in order to take
care of the hazard factor from 9,199,330 barrels, the estimate used
by the company for its own purposes, to 6,836,000, a reduction of
25.7 per cent. In addition a straight discount factor of 5 per cent
was used to compensate the supposititious investor for thfe use of
his money. Thus in valuing this property an allowance of 25.7
per cent was made for hazard and 5 per cent for discount. The
combined allowance was certainly adequate to take care of both
factors. Again the facts do not support the statements made in the
majority report.

The report, after reviewing the history of all of Butler County,
the county in which the Shuinway lease was located, and showing
that 15 per cent of the wells drilled in the county were dry holes,
criticizes the valuation placed on the Shwinway lease for a failure to
make allowances for dry holes. A consideration of all of Butler
County is entirely valueless since there are included therein three
separate and distinct pools and it was well known at the time the
Shun.way was brought in that it was in a new pool. The judgment
of the engineers valuing this lease in failing to make any allowance
for dry holes is fully supported by subsequent facts which show that
not a single dry hole was brought in on this lease (p. 2896).
The above answers conclusively every specific criticism made of
the valuation of the Shumway lease. In addition the actual performance of the Shumway lease may be stated to show further that
the value placed was conservative.
In preparing the valuation of the Shumway lease the oil reserves
were estimated at 6,800,000 barrels. Up to January 1, 1925, the lease
had actually produced more than 7,250,000 barrels. The appreciated
value placed on the lease because of discovery was $9,800,000 and the
net profits from the well up to December 31, 1924, were $12,306,000,
and at that time the well was still producing at the rate of 248 barrels
a day. It surely can not be claimed that the value placed on this
lease was excessive when subsequent events show that up to January
1, 1925, the well had paid out approximately 25 per cent in excess of
the value placed upon it by the bureau and was still producing in a
substantial amount.
The entire criticism of the settlement of the Gulf case, based
entirely upon criticisms of the valuation of the Shumway lease, must
fall. However, the unfortunate and wholly unwarranted impression
that may have been made in the minds of the public through the
majority report, with its erroneous statements of facts and conclusions concerning this case, can not be removed by this complete explanation and justification of its settlement.
Had this majority report been withheld until the minority had
opportunity to prepare its report, the public could have at least heard
both sides of the case.
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CONNOLLEY AND LARKIN CASE

The third oil valuation criticized in the majority report is the case
of Connolley and Larkin. The majority report alleges that a given
well was valued as of a given (late at four different figures for the
purpose of determining the depletion deductions of the five parties
owning undivided fractional interests in the well. The report in
stating that these allowances were actually made to the five parties
is directly contrary to the facts, which are clearly set forth on pages
2974 and 2975 of the committee's hearing. In July of 1924, approximately a year before this case was ever considered by the investigating committee, the discrepancies in the tentative valuations of
these undivided interests were detected not by this committee, as the
majority- report would have you believe, but by the bureau, and a
uniform valuation was given to the property for the purpose of determining the depletion of all the parties, and the taxes of the various
parties, so far as possible under the statute of limitations, were
adjusted accordingly. Again, the statement in the majority report
is contrary to the facts, as shown by the committee's own record.
COPPER AND SILVER VALUATIONS

The sole remaining criticism contained in the majority report with
reference to the administration by the bureau of the depletion sections
of the law deals with the valuation for depletion purposes of copper
and silver properties. A mere statement of the history of these
valuations will disclose the absence of any grounds for just criticism.
In 1919 the returns filed by the copper companies had not been
audited and the valuation of the copper mines of the country had not
been made. It was necessary under the law to value these properties
as of two dates, first, as of March 1, 1913, for depletion purposes, and
second, at the date paid into the corporation for invested capital
purposes. To do this work the bureau called in Mr. L. C. Graton, a
mmmning engineer thoroughly familiar with copper valuations and
specially qualified to perform this work. Mr. Graton, whose services
for the bureau were secured by Commissioner Roper, had been formerly a professor at Harvard and in addition had been for nine years
in geological survey work giving particular attention to copper
matters. Neither his integrity nor his splendid ability have been or
could be questioned by the committee. Mr. Graic;n valued the
properties of the copper producers of the country in the latter part of
1919 and the early part of 1920.
Although these valuations were marked provisional, subsequently
in 1920 conferences were held with representatives of the copper
companies, at which additional data were furnished and the valuations
tentatively made by Mr. Graton were made final. These valuations
were approved by Commissioner Roper in 1920. Taxes for 1917 and
1918 were assessed and paid by the companies on the basis of these
valuations and the companies were informed that the years were
closed. In 1922 engineers of the bureau called to the attention of
the commissioner, the valuations which had been made of the copper
properties, contending that they were excessive. After thorough
consideration of the problem, it was decided by the commissioner
that the original values were excessive, although the differences
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between the engineers who made the original valuations and those
who proposed the revaluations were almost entirely differences in
judgment on very close points.
The history of the valuation of the silver properties is substantially
the same as that of copper properties except that upon consideration of
the proposal to revalue it was determined that the basic principles of
the original valuations were sound and it was ordered that those
original valuations should be revised only if necessary to correct
actual errors.
The original valuation for 1917 and 1918 was made by competent
authorities and was an honest expOression of judgment. The taxpayers had considered their taxes lor 1917 and 1918 closed and arranged their finances accordingly. To reopen them at this late date
would have upset an entire industry. The bureau, therefore, took
the position that the 1917 and 1918 taxes having been finally settled
and paid, it would not extend the revaluation to those years, but
would commence with the year 1919, for which year and subsequent
years taxes had not yet been determined. It was felt that the bureau
should not substitute its present judgment for the honest judgment of
those officials of the prior administration who were formerly in
authority in the bureau and who had finally closed the cases for 1917
and 1918. Such action was both wise and proper and affords the
basis for no just criticism.
AMORTIZATION

In discussing the general subject of amortization it is helpful to
state, first, the purpose and effect of the provision and, second, to
state the legislative history of the provision and to show the tremendous and novel task which it imposed upon the Bureau of
Internal Revenue.
The amortization section, which affects only the war years and
which is contained only in the revenue acts of 1918 and 1921, allows
those taxpayers who acquired plants or machinery or other facilities
during the war period and for the production of articles contributing
to the prosecution of the war to take as a deduction against their
income for the war years, the cost of those facilities which would be
useless to them after the war or that portion of the cost of the facilities
which was attributable to the high %war
costs. In other words, the
provision was for the purpose of allowing a deduction of the excessively high war costs of facilities, buildings, and machinery against the
high war income produced by those facilities.
The section providing for an allowance for the amortization of war
facilities appears first in the revenue act of 1918. This section in the
revenue bll as passed by the House contained the proviso that the
amortization deduction should in no case exceed 25 per cent of the
net income of the taxpayer. The Ways and Means Committee of
the House was at first very insistent upon this limitation on the
ground that without such a limitation too much discretion would be
given to the officials of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. This limitation, however, was stricken out of the bill by the Senate and does
not appear in the 1918 statute as it was finally enacted into law.
In other words, the advisability of imposing some limitation upon the
broad discretion given to the bureau officials by the amortization
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section of the act, was considered by Congress, and after thorough
consideration it was rejected. That Congress realized tho tremendous
discretion which this section placed in th, treasury officials, is shown
by the discussion of the section at the time it was under consideration. Mr. Claude Kitchin in discussing this section stated:
Some gentlemen have asked me about the amortization proposition.

You will

find the amortization provision on page 37. It applies to individuals and to corporations for the purpose of computing net income for both the income tax and the
excess-profits or war-profits tax. This provision gives great power of discretion to
the Treasury Department, to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and the
proposed advisory tax board. We must lodge that discretion somewhere.
* * * It must be lodged somewhere, because Congress can not take up each one
of the particular eases and fix a certain rule by which a building may be amortized.
We can not do it. * *
(Appendix to the Congressional Record, vol. 56,
pt. 12.)

In discussing this and other provisions on the floor of the Senate,
Senator Smoot stated:
I want Senators to know that in these provisions there is placed in the hands of
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue or the Secretary of the Treasury, as the
case may be, a power that has never been granted to departmental officials before.

Congress therefore advisedly and after thorough consideration
enacted the amortization section of the war revenue acts, realizing
the tremendous discretion it placed in the Treasury officials, but
appreciating, as the majority report of this committee apparently
does not, that the discretion had to be lodged somewhere, since it
could not be exercised in individual cases by the Congress.
The section in question provides for the deduction, "in the case
of * * * facilities * * * constructed * * * for the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war, of
"a reasonable allowance for the amortization" of such facilities.
Under this vague and indefinite language, which placed practically
unlimited discretion in the hands of the officials of the department, the bureau was required to make more than $600,000 000
of allowances. This investigating committee, after a year and three
months of investigation, in which every amortization case involving
any substantial amount was carefully examined, has found no evidence whatever of any irregularity, any corruption or any fraud in
these allowances. This record is a remarkable tribute to the bureau.
It can not be marred by the attempt in the majority report to exaggerate honest and unavoidable differences of opinion which have
arisen in connection with the determination of this allowance in
individual cases.
One of the first questions which arose in administering the amortization section of the statute was whether it should apply to a case
where a taxpayer acquired facilities for his war production which gave
him a production capacity in excess of his postwar needs. The ma
jority report criticizes the bureau for allowing amortization in such
cases, the position being taken that any allowance for amortization
in such cases was illegal This criticism of the action of the bureau
is fully answered by the history of the administration of the amortization section. After careful consideration it was definitely determined that amortization should be allowed in such cases and a regulation was issued April 16, 1919, and signed by Mr. Daniel C. Roper,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and Mr. Carter Glass, Secretary
of the Treasury.
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This regulation has been continued in effect until the present time,
and has received the approval of all the Commissioners of Internal
Revenue and of all the Secretaries of the Treasury from April 16,
919, until to-day. It is unnecessary now to enter into a legal
argument to justify a regulation with such a history.
The remainder of the majority report dealing with amortization,
some 60 pages of the report, deals with various criticisms of the
method used by the department in determining the postwar value
in use of facilities acquired by taxpayers during the war for war purposes. The possibility of differences in this connection and the
inherent difficulty of the subject is shown by the United States Steel
case (only one of thousands) which necessitated the determination
of the postwar value in use of all assets acquired by the company for
war *purposes, which represented expenditures of approximately
$250,000,000. The magnitude of this work, its difficulties and the
opportunities for honest differences of opinion in this one case, must
be obvious to all. Any argument, however, at the present time,
over the proper method of computing this postwar value in use is
unnecessary. In October of 1925 there was published by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue a ruling (S. M. 4225) setting forth complete and
detailed rules of procedure for determining the postwar value in usa
of facilities. This opinion, which the bureau states will be used in
determining amortization in all cases not barred by the statute of
limitations, is in substantial accord with the staff of the investigating
committee. Members of the investigating committee who signed
the majority report have indicated that if this opinion had been in
effect for the determination of all amortization allowances, there
would be no grounds for criticism. (Hearing before Finance Committee, pp. 31, 108, 153.) Therefore as to the basis to be used in
settling all unclosed cases, the Bureau of Internal Revenue, the members of the investigating committee, and the committee's staff are in
complete accord.
The sole point remaining is with reference to certain minor inconsistencies in cases closed before the complete procedure now in effect
in the bureau was worked out. The attitude of the majority of the
committee appears to be that perfection in construing a novel statute
must be achieved immediately after 'its enactment, and that the
administration by the bureau from the beginning should have been
what it finally became after its six. or seven years of experience in
determining amortization. The determination of "a reasonable allowance for the amortization" of war facilities involving allowances
of more than $600,000,000 presented a problem on which there were
no rules or precedents. It was pioneer work. To expect that under
such a statute authorizing "reasonable allowance" a hard and fast
policy could be established at the very outset of its administration
and adhered to throughout, a policy which would work justice to
all parties is to expect a degree of foresight on the part of the bureau
officials which is beyond reason. In working with individual cases,
observing the practical working out of the different theories and
methods, encountering varying conditions and facts the bureau officials gained knowledge which enabled them to apply the provisions
of the statute more accurately and more fairly. The rules laid down
in the opinion of 0 tober, 1925, represent the knowledge gained by
some seven years of experience in administering the statute. Obvi-
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ously the methods prescribed therein are an improvement over those
which were used in 1920 in the determination of amortization in the
first cases taken up for consideration. To state otherwise would
imply that the bureau had learned nothing through seven years of
dealing with actual cases and applying the statute to varying conditions. This progress and improvement in administration by the
bureau should be praised and not criticized.
The subject of amortization is now a dead one. No such provision
is contained in the current revenue laws and the last year affected by
the deduction is the year 1920. The procedure for determining
amortization now in effect in the bureau and which will be applied to
all unclosed cases is admittedly sound. Inconsistencies between the
present method of determining amortization and the method in effect
several years ago and shortly after the act was passed, merely show
that the bureau has made progress in this work and by experience has
improved. The bureau deserves great praise for having exercised,
intelligently and honestly, the tremendous discretion given it by
Congress in determining more than $600,000,000 of amortization
allowances under an imperfect, vague, and indefinite statute.
COMPROMISES

The next section of the majority report deals with the compromise
of taxes where the taxpayer is insolvent. The action of the bureau
in compromising taxes for an amount less than could be collected
by the enforcement of the Government's legal rights is criticized in
the report as being illegal and the case of the Atlantic, Gulf & West
Indies Steamship Co. is discussed as showing the effect of this illegal
policy as applied to a specific case. In condemning this compromise
policy as illegal the report states (p. 190):
Deliberately compromising taxes for less than can be collected is an abuse
of discretion and constitutes a voluntary relinquishment without consideration
of a debt due the Government. This, the Attorney General has said, the commissioner is not authorized to do. In making such compromise the commissioner has arrogated to himself the function of determining, not what can be
collected, but the tax rate at which the taxpayer should be taxed. It is doubtful
whether Congress could delegate such authority, and it is clear that it has not
attempted to do so.

This language is particularly interesting when compared with the
opinion of Attorney General MacVeagh, rendered in 1881 and reported in 17 Op. Attys. Gen. 213, wherein it is concluded:
I have, therefore, to advise you that while, in considering any compromise
submitted to your judgment, you are not at liberty to act from motives merely
of compassion or charity; you are at liberty, until Congress sees fit to limit your
authority, to consider not only the pecuniary interests of the Treasury, but also
general considerations of justice and equity and of public policy.

The majority report; citing some dictum in an opinion of the
Attorney General published m 16 Op. Attys. Gen. 249, condemns
as illegal a practice which was directly and specifically authorized
in a subsequent opinion of the Attorney General rendered in 1881
and continued in fore until the present time. Such a criticism
deserves no further consideration.
H. Rept. 27, pt. 3, 69-1----2
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INVESTED CAPITAL AND SPECIAL ASSESSMENT

. The portion of the majority report dealing with invested
capital and special assessment criticizes severely the regulations
issued under the invested capital and special assessment provisions
of the revenue act of 1917. Without discussing the purpose of the
committee in considering at this time regulations peculiar to the
revenue act of 1917, it is only necessary in explanation of these
regulations to cite the history of their consideration and adoption.
After the enactment of the revenue act of 1917 considerable
doubt existed as to whether its provisions could be enforced and
applied, in view of the haste with which it was written and the inexperience of its authors with an excess profits tax. The regulations
issued under this act were therefore the subject of most careful
consideration prior to their issuance. The history of the preparatibn and issuance of these regulations is contained in the report
Of Commissioner Roper to Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. McAdoo,
for the year 1918, which states in part*
Despite grave apprehension that the law could not be interpreted in a way
that would admit of orderly and effective administration and the expressed
views of many citizens that immediate amendments of the law should be sought
from Congress before attempting to administer it, the department proceeded
with the analysis of the law In the confidence that the congressional intent and
purpose could be interpreted and put into. effect without further legislative
action and without serious detriment to industry and business.
The vital effect the enforcement of the law would have upon the economic
activities of the country made it highly desirable to analyse and Interpret the
law in th,. eight of all available information regarding business and industrial
condition and practices. The. Secretary of the. Treasury, therefore, selected
to assist the commissioner of internal revenue a group of prominent business
and professional men, whose training and experience seemed especially to qualify
his group:was designated as "Excess-profit tax advisers.
them for the task.
It included men possessing extensive knowledge and experience in agriculture,
manufacturing, trading, finance, accountancy, legislation, political economy,
and sociology. These advisers were not only specialists n one or more of these
fields, but were keenly appreciative of the administrative responsibilities resting
upon the bureau and possessed much knowledge of business and industrial conditions in their respective sections of the country. They brought to the department a composite experience and breadth of view that proved of inestimable value
in the study of the intricate law which the bureau was called upon to administer.
The Solicitor of Internal Revenue and members of the bureau's legal staff and
the administrative officers of the bureau were closely coordinated with the
excess-profits tax advisers in their work.
The appointment of the excess-profits tax advisors had the immediate effect
of inspiring confidence in the purpose of the department to administer the law
with due regard for established business practices and with proper consideration
of the effect the large rates of tax would have upon business activities. The
tide of general criticism that had arisen against the law was stemmed, and the
bureau began to receive innumerable expressions of confidence and offers of
cooperation and assistance from accountants, lawyers, bankers, and business
men throughout the country.
Information, advid, and suggestions were sought from taxpayers through
all known channels. Hearings were conducted for the oral discussion of the law
and the concrete cases to which it would have to be applied. After months of
thorough and painstaking deliberation, regulations were issued interpreting the
princepal features of the excess-profits tax provisions and establishin the admintratve procedure with reference to them. These regulations and the subemquent Treasury decisions nd bureau rulings have been accepted generally as
fair interpretations of the purpose and intent of the law.

These regulations which are declared in the majority report to be
illegal, and which are cited as involving the loss ofmillions of dollars
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in taxes to the Government, were issued in 1918 by a Treasury
decision signed by Commissioner Roper and approved by Secretary
McAdoo. They have been continued in force until the present day
for the purpose of determining the taxes under the 1917 act and have
received the approval of the last three Commissioners of Internal
Revenue and the last four Secretaries of the Treasury.
Not only did these regulations before this adoption receive their
marked and careful consideration above pointed out, but were
immediately called to the attention of the Congress and were embodied in the revenue act of 1918. The report of the Senate Committee on Finance, of which Senator Simmons was chairman, on the
revenue act of 1918, at page 13, in speaking of an amendment the
purpose of which was to write into the 1918 act the provisions of the
regulations under the 1917 act on paid-in surplus, which are so harshly
criticized in the majority report, states:
This amendment seeks to enact into law the substance of a regulation of the
Treasury Department which has worked well and which has not led either to
abuse or the filing of an excessive number of claims. It is highly important Qtht
this regulation be placed on a statutory basis and continued.

The regulation under the special assessment section of the 191
act was likewise approved by the Congress and embodied in.the 1918
act. (See S. Rept. 617, p. 14.)
These regulations, therefore, represent not only the long-continued
construction of the executive department, but in addition were
specifically approved by Congress in 1918 within one year after their
adoption. Their resurrection at the present time to form the basis for
an attack upon the administration of the bureau illustrates the limits
to which the majority of the committee has gone in this so-called
constructive investigation.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

Although the investigating committee never accepted the invitation
of bureau officials to inspect the various units and divisions of the
bureau in order to see theprocedure in effect in the handling of cases
and has never made any attempt to observe first-hand the actual
workings of the bureau, nevertheless the last portion of the majority
report is devoted to criticism of the organization and procedure of the
bureau.
The organization is criticized on the ground that the head of a
division of the bureau is supreme and may, irrespective of the law
and regulations, dispose of.a case as he may see fit. It is obvious,
since all the activities of the bureau can not be performed under the
direct personal supervision of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue'
that he must delegate to subordinates, selected for their ability and
qualifications, certain duties and responsibilities. In delegating
authority as to the disposition of cases, however, every attempt has
been made in the bureau organization to secure thorough and adequate review of proposed settlements. The first step in connection
with the audit of a given case is the revenue agent's examination
which forms the basis for a complete report by him. .The case is
then handled by the auditor in the bureau to whom it is assigned,
in conjunction with his subsection chief and a conferee, the latter
being a specially trained technical man. After the audit of the cade
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and the revenue agent's report by this auditor with the assistance
described above, the case is sent to the review section of the division.
The personnel of this review section is selected from the most experienced, able, and trustworthy men of the bureau. It is there
carefully reviewed, and any error which is discovered is corrected.
The case is then sent to the head of the division for his approval.
If in connection with the case a question of law is raised, or if in
its consideration a difference of opinion arises between the review
section and the audit section or between the head of a division and
the review or audit section, the case is referred to the representative
of the Solicitor of Internal Revenue assigned to that division. The
point in dispute is then either settled by hn or referred by him to the
office of the Solicitor of Internal Revenue for an opinion. If the case
involves a refund of $50,000 or more after the approval by the head
of the division, it is automatically sent to the office of the Solicitor
of Internal Revenue for a thorough and detailed review. This brief
statement of the procedure in effect in the auditing of tax cases discloses that even where authority is delegated by the commissioner,
every effort ibmade through reviews and checks to see that it is not
abused. It discloses further that so far as it is possible to do so by
a system of procedure, every step has been taken to protect the interests of the Government.
FAILURE TO PUBLISH RULES AND REGULATIONS

The report criticizes the administration of the bureau because all
of the various rulings under the law and regulations have not been
published. Up until the latter part of 1919 none of the rulings of the
bureau was issued to the public. It is interesting to note that Great
Britain, with the expeAience of more than half a century in administering an income tax law, has never published either general regulations or specific rulings. In 1920 the policy was inaugurated of publishing a weekly bulletin containing all rulings involving a question
of principle or having any general application. The policy has been
continued and enlarged up to the present time, during which time
there have been published approximately 2,000 pages of regulations
on the income tax and in addition more than 4,500 rulings, comprising
about 5,300 printed pages.
Not only have these rulings of general application been published,
but the bulletins in which rulings are published have contained for
the last two years a statement on their covers as follows:
No unpublished ruling or decision will be cited or relied upon by any officer or
employee of the Bureau of Internal Revenue as a precedent in the disposition of
other cases.

Surely everything possible has been done by the bureau to insure
the publication of rulings and to prohibit the settlement of cases in
accordance with any ruling not published.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE BUREAU

In the foregoing part of this report the criticisms of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue contained in the majorit report have been considered, weighed, and we submit conclusively answered. Now it is
proposed to review the accomplishments of the B ureau of Internal
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Revenue, something which the majority report neglects to do, and to
consider the size of the task given by Congress to the bureau and its
success in performing it. This will disclose whether or not the statements in the majority report, even though they were assumed to be
correct, could properly form the basis for vny general criticism of the
administration by the bureau in collecting war taxes.
Prior to the year 1913 the greater part of the revenue of the
Government was derived from the tax en distilled spirits, liquors,
and tobacco, and the tax collected for that year amounted to only
$350,000,000. The first income tax law, which was passed in 1913,
was simple in its provisions and very moderate in its rates. The
taxes collected for the first few years after its enactment averaged
only $430,000,000 a year. It was when this country entered the
World War that the demand for revenues multiplied, the existing tax
rates were increased, and new taxes novel and untried were imposed.
It was then that Congress began to place a stupendous burden upon
the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The revenue collected by the bureau increased from $512,000,000
in 1916 to $800,000,000 in 1917, an increase of 58 per cent; to
$3,690,000,000 in 1918 an increase of 621 per cent; to $3,850,000,000
in 1919, an increase of 658 per cent, to $5,400,000,000 in 1920, or a
956 per cent increase over the collections for 1916. There were
770,000 income-tax returns filed in 1916. This number increased
yearly to 8,700,000 in 1921, an increase of 1,020 per cent. This tremendous increase in the revenue and in the number of returns filed,
and the increase in the work to be performed as a consequence thereof,
imposed an unheard of burden upon the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The bureau was not prepared to handle the work or to start the audit
of the returns as they came in. The firat of 1918 the entire organization in Washington contained less than 600 officers and employees.
Experienced lawyers enineers, and auditors had to be secured and
trained to build up the Washington organization to its present personnel of over 6,000 in order to audit the returns and finally settle
the cases.
Some of the duties imposed upon the bureau in connection with the
auditing of income and excess-profits tax returns may be stated in
order to show the magnitude of the task. The law required the valuation of all the natural resources-mines, metals, timber, and oil
and gas-in this country as of March 1, 1913, and as of the date paid
into the corporation for stock. All other tangible property owned by
taxpayers also had to be valued as of the same two dates for depreciation and invested capital purposes. Amortization allowances
involving the consideration of an absolutely novel allowance, had to
be determined in an amount In excess of $600,000 000. In determining invested capital and depreciation a value had to be placed upon
all the intangible properties, including patents, copyrights, good will,
processes and secret formulas, no precedents for the valuation of which
existed. The income of the millions of taxpayers who made reutrns
had to be determined after a careful audit of their accounts, and in
the case of corporations the annual income for every year since the
incorporation of the company had to be determined for the purpose
of computing invested capital. There is no case in history where a
similar or comparable burden has been placed upon an executive
department.
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The Bureau of Internal Revenue, overcoming the greatest difficulties, has succeeded in becoming practically current in its work of
auditing these returns and adjusting the taxes. In December, 1925,
there remained unclosed only 0.07 of 1 per cent of the 1917 cases;
0.09 of 1 per cent of the 1918 cases; 0.13 of 1 per cent of the 1919
cases; 0.38 of 1 per cent of the 1920 cases; 0.63 of 1 per cent of the 1921
cases; 3.54 per cent of the 1922 cases; 3.94 per cent of the 1923 cases;
and 5.94 per cent of the 1924 cases. And this progress has been made
in spite of the fact that in the last seven years more than 600,000 cases
have been reopened by taxpayers through the filing of claims for
refund, which claims for refund must, under the law, be examined,
considered, and passed upon by the bureau. The proportions which
a single case may assume is brought out by the case of the United
States Steel Corporation, in which case the assessment letter merely
showed the mathematical adjustments, covering 2,267 pages with
317 pages of exhibits. And the difficulty of the questions presented
in adjusting the case is shown by the fact that of the last 15 income-tax
cases decided.by the Supreme Court, 9 of the cases have been decided by a divided court. The accomplishments of the bureau are
as remarkable as its task was colossal.
As a result of the work of the Bureau of Internal Revenue in
auditing these returns, there has been collected in additional taxes
for the fiscal years 1917 to 1925 more than $2,800,000,000, and the
collections as a result of audit for the first quarter of the fiscal year
1926 amounted to more than $75,000,000. The work of the bureau
in auditing these returns needs no justification other than the figures
showing the result of these audits.
The accomplishments of the bureau are clearly and strikingly
presented in the following summary: Since the passage of the income
tax act of 1917 there have been filed more than 59,000,000 incometax returns. During the same period the Bureau of Internal Revenue
has collected and accounted for more than $30,000,000,000. Of this
amount more than $2,800,000 000 has been collected as a result of
the audit and investigation of tax returns. The cost of collecting
this tremendous sum of money has averaged less than $1 for each
$100 collected. Less than 1,000,000 cases remain at the present
time to be settled and finally adjusted out of the 59,000,000 cases
filed during and since the war.
In the investigation, the accomplishments of the bureau as a
whole were not examined for the purpose of determining whether,
considering the size of the task it had been well performed. On the
contrary, individual cases which had been settled by the bureau were
reexamined for the seeming purpose of finding something to criticize
in connection with the settlement.
The entire record discloses the desire to examine and present cases
which might form the basis for criticism of the bureau. The record
of the hearings, as well as the report itself, shows that it was the unusual and unique cases, called to the attention of the committee with
the suggestion of irregularity in the settlement, which were investigated. It is impossible for such an investigation to show a complete
cross section of the work of the bureau; it necessarily and purposely
shows only the rough spots. But the bureau has ended up with r
clean record even after that type of an investigation.
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The accomplishments of the bureau in collecting more than
$30,000,000,000 in revenue and in auditing and closing 58,000,000
cases has been subjected for the last year and three months to this
type of critical investigating by the investigating committee and its
staff, composed of some 50 lawyers, engineers, accountants, and
clerks. It has resulted in a criticism of various regulations which
had received the approval of two administrations and many compotent and able authorities on taxation, besides disclosing a difference of judgment in some specific cases. The investigation has disclosed no hint of any irregularity or fraud. That the bureau can
so successfully withstand such a searching and critical investigation
is a great tribute both to its present and past officials and employees.
The bureau is entitled to the respect, admiration, and praise of the
Congress and of the country for the honest and efficient way in
which it has performed its work.
JAMES E. WATSON,
RICnARD P. ERNST,

Members of the Select Committee
Investigating the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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Nos. 8 and 4, driven by C and D Cos., the A Co. is allowed a full
discovery exemption on each of these 80-acre tracts, because the company had the lease before wells Nos. 3 and 4 were brought in.
The E Oil Co. now acquires the 80 acres lying east of A Co.'s
quarter section S-16. (The shaded area on the diagram.) They
bring in well No. 7 and get the discovery exemption, because it is
outside of any 160 acres proven area. This well NO. 7 proves practically 80 acres of A Co.'s quarter section S-16, but nevertheless this
latter company on drilling their well No. 8 close by, gets the discovery exemption because the lease was acquired before the E Co.
brought in well No. 7.
A Co. now drills well No. 9 between quarter sections S-7 and S-8,
and well No. 10 between quarter sections S-11 and S-12, to prevent
losing discovery depletion under the regulation which provides
that a discovery will not be allowed when the area is entirely surrounded by proven areas. Through wells No. 9 and 10, therefore,
the A Co. proves and gets the discovery exemption on all the oil
under the 820-acre tract in which these wells arelocated.
This carries the illustration far enough to show how the entire
area east of the original discovery well No. 1 can be blanketed
with discovery exemptions. By the same process the areas north,
south, and west of the original well can be blanketed until the
limits of the pool are reached.
On the diagram we have carried the process out by putting in
wells Nos. 11 to 43, inclusive, and showing additional leases F
to R, inclusive. The diagram is self-explanatory.
By judicious drilling, then, the A Co. can get the discovery
exemption on their whole 2,560 acres with the exception of the
10 acres subleased; and they can do this without making a single
real discovery and without taking any real risk in drilling. Out of
the 2,560 acres under lease by the A Co. the discovery exemption is
actually allowed on 1,270 acres which have been proven by oti ers
even on the arbitrary 160-acre rule of the bureau.
The map on the opposite page shows how H. V. Foster actually
blanketed a 640-acre tract with 10 " discovery" wells (2901-2902).
Foster acquired a lease on section 25, range 25-9, Osage County,
Okla., on December 16, 1910, for which he paid no bonus. Through
these 10 discoveries on this 640-acre tract he has secured discovery
exemption amounting to $2,231,329.
The order in which the wells were brought in, the acreage within
Foster's lease proven by each well, the discovery exemption allowed,
and the general location of the discovery areas are as follows:
Order

Well No. Acage

irat...........................
cond.........................
Third..........................
Fouth........................
---................
Fifth~...
Sxth...........................
Seventh........................
Eighth.......................

1
5
9
15
18
19
23
26

49.5
5 0
123. 25
(0A0
49. 0
7.5
9.2
67.0

Ninth......................
Tenth.......................

27
35

343
18.0

Discovery
3,554.10

14,449.28

161, 1&72
201,76. 93
467,447.50
112,451.38
39,72 12
502,990
28,23800
57,87.50

General location on section
Southwest corner.
Directly east of well No. L.
Center of section.
Northwest corner.
Southeast corner.
South side between wells 5 and 6.
Center of east side.
Center of north side and small square
and between S1
and 9.
Northeast corner.
North side between wells 26 and 27.
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INVESTIGATION OF BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

TABLE 9.--Computation of surtax at 19S2 rates on undivided 1983 profit of corporations reporting income exceeding $50,000 and which distribute less than
60 per cent of net earnings as cash dividends

SDistribution

of undivided
profits of cornditrndib rig
rings
alto(ted
to tax
payer

porations re-

Per cent porting income I
Surtax
over $50,000
to total
undis- and which disrate,
per cent
tributed tribute les
than 60 per
earnings
cent of net
earnings as
cash divi-

urtax on
undistributed
earning

dends

Under $10,00 .. --.... ..... ..... -- .--.. $2, 797, 836
2,196,189 I
.
----------..-..--------...
1000-14,000
----. ---- -..-.......
14.OOo-l16,ooo00
1,208,362
1.256,640
16,000- 18,000 ..............-.......
1,316,602
---------...-- -. -....
000, ....
- a 0 000
!a,T0t)---3---------------------1,377,620
- ----1,430,664
-$,0 000-.-...----- ----------- 1,427,488
1,437,313
. 1,434,342
-----.............--,0030,000
2,829,191
.----. -------------...
ao,ooo-34,o000..
1,402, 15
1,389,555
....-----.-----.
34,00-$36,000
2,714,711
000--3o8000.- ----.....----.-- --------2,646, 720
- ----,000-$4 ,000 ---------.-------2,618, 549
---.-----.---.--------!S2,000-48,000
016000-0,00 - ..... ..----.--.-- ..-- ..6,215,442
-00.--..------- - --. ... .. 5,508,818
!0,0 6
---. ---------- 4,853, 81
! )0 00-$700,000 .. .......
8,210, 724
----------------1000_.100 000
34,302, 973
$10,000 and over .------------ -----.
TotaL-.....----------...-----------------

88,576,215

----1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.11
12
13

$83,317,179
3. 159
6.5,382,490
2.479
36,974, 87,
1.364
37,425,475
1.419
39,192,570
1.486
41,012,413
1.555
42,594,886
1.615
42,515,762
1.612
42, 805,882
1.623 i
42,700,384
1.619
3. 194
84,240,288
41,777,275
1.584
41,381, 67
1.569
80,837,072
3.065
78,807,132
2.988
77,963,147
2. 56
185,070,163
7.017
164,023, 278
6.219
144,532,491
5.480
244,492,007
9.270
38.727 1,021,406,898
100.000
100-000

2,637,454,225

553, 825
719, 498
1,122,764
1,567,703
2,050,621
2, 555, 693
2,976,103
3,424,471
3,843,035
8,424,029
4, 505, 500
4, 65, 799

10,508,936
11,032,998
11,694, 472

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
I

15.332

---

20,611,226
27,883,957
26,015,848
46,453,481
204,281.380

404,381,3390

sAverage.

The table facing this page is a summary of individual incomes and
deductions for the period 1916 to 1924, inclusive. These figures are
taken from the "Statistics of income" published each year by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue.
JAMES COUZENS.
A. A. JONES.

WILLAM H. KING.

Sutlninary of In'owC, 1916 to 19.4?,

inclusive

NONTAXABLE
Returns
Year

Per cent
ron or
crease
d~rrcaso

Number

1918 ...........
1919................

1,032,25l

19201...........

1,741, 634

1921..............
1423,..
.. ..
1924.............
1024 4..

~

Wages and salaries
int
of cent
Per cent Per
oftotal ese or

A mount

2,50(, 9391, 4"i
2, 7., 14), 5144
5,017, C10:35

41.
72

58, 10
76. 39
1. 11
11'.:17

3, 072, 191
3, 106I,232
3,42,2(9,

33,20, 447

5, 074, 072, 305
5, 2"',222, 4211

I

RI.(12

72.73

69, 41
67. 15
* 44.

114
-(

541

41l,N54 3st
431,76, 381'

17. 15
17. '17
11, :,*

801, 40y,

10.

22
917, -12,9'%

12 7
-1.53

:; d

2:.

4.. 114
.:1-

1, 51), 131, !1

_II___L______I*_ll__

Profits on salos a

Partnerships

Per ceit Per cent
of
of total om
reItaseor
(reaso
inconlo
derreaseZ~t

Amount

$377,

11. 49
41 38

.619,7 59

,1

-4-'

ddcreaseor
e cr ews

income

$1,
391$$20, 393

1,101,579

Business

2 ISi

$47,325, ,;

.53, 147, 412
(.2. 2l7, 482
1 87, Ai0, 1)'.
2f1, 020, il
267, 544., 7114
251, , 7-7

10. 110

3.74
1I(1
4
N
I. 30
17. 7)
4(4.4k

50

12. 514

19. 06
1", 96

II1~-1_1~.ICI

Per cent
4 tincre'ts or
ioltorcase

Per cent
of total

.Amount

...
:4.9OS
:14.
2". 48

2. II
'2 .
2. 149

7. 32
(14
g.1:
I)12

2 .1

1916...........
1917......
.....
1918--...........

CI

-I

..........

...........

1, 30), 4170
2,14913, 901
1919........... .. 3, 773, 5'!
4,.31,, 7418
192).............
1921.............
3, (0,379
11)22.........
3, 40,-, 4417
11,448,14(4
11s23.....
........
3, 10$,447

-$11N,

22. 64

,:3,741,72

3

17.1%7
-0,77

F,

:,s ', (NpI

7

,

3,.:

('4

CI~CI1

,074

1,673, 17,587
4,74, ."2, 413

10.21
1. 1

5

_Illt~-

-

40.22
4 1. .14

III~I

----------:117. il

257?.IS
':2.21
4 r. 02
-1,
412

73.
C
.1,71
I)

$255,357,921
s,
-,().7
t
1,7.98, 21, 9'
1,7:s;, '4.,l (
1,273,77, 799

T:153

2,71', F,1
1,hI". 77'-.(
1,8", 561, 1

S1.70

Iled

1.35

68.7

1.26,

49.67
10. 13
11. 5

1. 11
1.:c'.
1.:".

IYIICU --- UII-

$113,978,5,47 5.11
4.68

116, M1),74-4

3. stl

4). 42', 149
4)
F, tx3
270,

41.21

4 -7?, 723
,13,,7A

-5.41

III~
IIIII*IUII1111111
C--

-2. id

32. 14
17±,97

-5. (13
47.39

-6 22
~-

I C-1_1~--

-i'718,

-4.

0."

1%
5 Y,")2
1,Ws42,84
47, N,4. 4178
'k,, 794, Iso
14(7, 969, 192;
8
:2:,o,
.4,1
11,. 1<,t1(4

Per cent Per cent
of total
of inincome creaseoI
decrease

Amount

kITHN $...'isp)

1.Fi
prrr~r~---~-----u..-~LlnlllllCI~---CI

Icr cent
or n
reaseor
decrease

Per cent
of total
incofme

. mount

Rents and royalties

:W. 12

.. . 1
--19.87i

1370,
.
711
2. , 715, 14

15.4'
4. 2

17.:3

177, (442,4115
V:.!,.124,4

1t.CO

12).0

20. 1;
!

I.

244.

5127,01,337

:1. 22

-. 21

1411

7.11

4-

1,4','-,'

,

2. I
1. (48

4 21, .23

1,47,75.5
:

:

:1:4, (72,

4:60, 211, 7(7

1

N

2.

~,1 17

, -t
r ,1
.T

:,111,7

1",

13,29
7.45

C.04

I2,:77,876\

241.91

7.

4.7

.14%, SA, 761
, ,-,f
41!, . '..)3.2'.

1.11

:1177:12''1

. I'.

J43 47,t
28
475, 23,

-------- 15,38

4 44)
4. 72

7 2'

"1. 4)

.7

-57,4146-1 ,14 1
.. ...
1......
1917 ..........
270, (42,
79. 78
1918
319,
1........9.....
356
17. 9
1911)9------- ----.
43S, 851
37. 42
19200-----------.
4,,442
3. T
1921
-----27
-2. 4V
1
1922 -- ---- --- --(s.:
8;
r::
1923- -----,6-4
2.*1924
4------------42, 613
7.97
111)

15:..........---433
,. 87
M , -49, -72
33.51
1,-277,1:28, 1;2
6. 59
1,491,71::, 912
41.31
,:--7,
4,1

0;0.SS4,

,..
,W .
;.4o4e ,7,
1 4
1

, )0, N,

.

19. 53

2.

50
17.
-6'

7

1

19

I

21
1

(40

50, 03. V

1., r :

27. 21'

1,-

7i.123,4.4,

22.47

1s0s,47 1,
.:2.6 7:1,
071
4
'.12.40

.

,s <
44.47

,

,

:13, 770,

,

n ) .. 0,41
622,C0,716

3(V.
75
21 4?'

, s5

-

,09

-

'*1. 1-

S1!

'.

-1.

1210.41

702o.:5, ':71

8'1!
I,.

171,'.4972

44.43
I4.t

-

1.7

2', <.

10 91

l1t, 191,211
1

216.514
:1')'59

7.
st
4.1.1

4.

',4)

$14:;1.fi4,1

:0.
45

S73
4i. 26

:41.

-.

Ni
2
49

'27
4. :,,1
:112,91,170

'02 1,, liI
216. O(, 7'(

.1

4.

24.-, ' 1,01

.1

2 71 ..... .....

4

2-1A,;7.077

22

1 1

4:

2:7,
'2.7
82!, 779,011
:"15,:4.492-

11,0

1144.
ul, 021
1 0,,8,00

4'1.1

Io .

S. 1

7.01

+11(XKr- y 94,s4p)
--

~--~-

1917.............

1918...............

1911................
1920.............
1921..............
1922.............
1923-.............
1924 1..............

-~~~~~I~CICI~Rl"lrll"~-~--"~~
-_-

99, (k3
13., $01
3tS, ,5"2
1t,
21(2,
109
155, z'o
178, 837
263, 161

_I

1917................
19118...............
1919.............
1920...............
1921.............
1922................
1923 .............
1924 2- ............

1(1

5.45

38. 20
-23.
11'
1.-2JO
:3.4.4

1,.14,)27632, 941(

1, 1.I8I5. b02
1, 1>, :454, 5.67
1,357,:4(4,744
1, 479, 249, 8,31

-- I

-~-1__~.__1

1916................

2.

11'.
'1
I

,61, 783
77,772, 4k12
&9, 1.4,850
,10,2,,', 4s0

16, 44521, (11$
-O, 362
14,768

19, 1(70
20, "24.
'3,
f477

(2.01

20 SO
301.$0
19. 14
-17. 2
1.07
14,.;

31. 41

:5. 99U

..2 78
.41.1,2
'. 1141

_~~___

-

16,063
19, 526

..........
'30.is

$

37.17

I_~I~I1II__

:31.46
-1.S bl
-27.47

__l- Y

i.1
14 1, ( s
-43,6.4.77)
25!, 78",%3

I

~

_.I~

247,4.248

25. 22

27s..07, 7-52

4,78
"2.

350,1b..>, 791)

_-

IN.
3,5(0~ H1

21,,:312, .. 1
340,(761,
954

$792, 57, 271
o49, 2(2,6,A11
344, 271,681
- 11,65:', 223
,i

21
22."
'

114.942
219.04.1

b
1:?.U
4. 72'
20. 12
4.

22, 20
-

11.
:. 97

44!,809,1

40. -11

2!. S2
11..''i

w,5,7o-6,
uT

11. (i-I

11, 41)

I~-I--

1II

151,326, S48

71'((

459,

I

1441,
6(55,r"c7
10.5, 54(6,4-2

-

- 4. .4
4- 4t

130.43

33.

__II

92, W41, 171

5,337

3,872
4, 147
3,.54
3494
3,C40
4,021

-31.46

25, 18

-32 7
-35.2h

o

!')71

65. 91

F2
82,104
112.70 , 1'

4.18
35. 19

-2. S If, 002
1, 3,14S

4340, 171.,-177

.181

11
7',77
4 , .'02, (1.
119.144., 401

,827,

114.3f

47, 54, (422
7,i.
6 0,010u

M)4.IA

45, 124,('.5
2f1,4.91, 721

11
13.4s
11. 1

30 00

13. 03

3. 02

26, -120,1)(7

23,

512, 7.-7

26, 94, 699

32. 83 .......

5.71
.131
6,.24
7.11
4. 99
4.1),3. 51
3.04

1:8, 14!, 5800
1:,9, (0:,024
19-, 098, 915

.

. . .. . . . .

-1'.14

$15, 3'9,4-34
127,207., '70

-1.47

.;.
-3,.7.4
-54. 15
27. 69
-11.00
11.b3

4

1

,

4.

4

-. 4

-34- 95

7. 28
24.52
4.07
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7.13

21 ,

74.72
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ll-
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4
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0
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12.
'2
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-3.41
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220,115,610
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127,322,01
71, 746,05,
7,974,3615
67,827,373
b9,815,1
37

2u. so

..

21

13.46
--l~--_

217947,t.1

762
T, '.95

1251,7.5', 037
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28, 41i6,3147
125, 758, 037
124,358,911
205, 423, ;15

.......
2.
-i --.
-42. 5'2
1',
I.
357. 13
ti,44
-47. 2;
3. 34
-41.02
.41i
342.55338
9. 00
-1,11
8.48
65.19
11.74

.3
7,(8
7
3
$T,00,,0
4..42,13.070
:0, 7(i, (156i
4s, 473,7(il
54,,
Ai,9
46,203,7f61
. 294.
57,813, 137
63, 1 , (i09

.. 7-------1645
3.72 ..........
-38.(i6
3.48
3.24
-14.43
3H
1.85
3,.25
13. 22
3. .i
-15. 81
4..3
19.8
3.
4.591
3. 4
9. 14
3.(61

5
$170i,405, ti4
140,472,512
129,0' i3423
144, 15;,938
110,714, 64,
110,011, 990
176, 720,713
170,.955,019
202, 470, 631

---------.4-------- --------- _------.
... ....-...-....
....
It. 41 .......
.........
.
.........
-20.,37
1, 37
...............
.. ....
-b. 13. .
11.37
0.1 i4 i..........
11.70 $. , 631, 093
9.65
-- 1.40
.03
', 1U, 0F6
-2.39
9.37
-2(6.77
.(14
-21.82 h ,, 54,728
10.08
-10.98
, 44
f, 19, 21ti
410
.63
12.65
14.02
.4S
7,(9,485
-1 ,. 2
ll.fl
16.21
.47
8, 203,919
18.43
11,58

--....
$29, 21,35 ,
11,391, 24
0, 178,501;
14,175,933
i, 402, 34
91, 17 502
J, 103, 097
137,471, 07

.........
3,21 .........
-6f1.41
1.64
340.50
5.6 3
-71.75
2.23
-51.84
1.54
14.49 1,375.60
3. 4
14.65
60.52
1,20

$40,592,233
24,591,452
141i,703,675
23,021,880
23,019,724
15,671 321
23,392,504 1
22,498,817
27,272,001

3.92 .........
2, 67
-39.42
-32.08
2.40
37.83
2. 58
-. 01
3.63
-31.92
3.78
49.27
3.59
-3. 82
3.36
21.22
3.15

$15,870,428
119, 539, 786
91,332
,39
91,467,182
62,111,809
39,619,237
b0, 181, 186
73, 159, 120
8.i,239,i7 ,

..........
................
15.34 ..........
-24. 7i ..............................
12. 99
.......-.........
-23
>.....
1310
13.9
0.97 .......
.48 $2,709,043 1
1.
.75 i -45.14
4,777,3(8
-32.0J,
9.78
-21.48
.90
3,751,427
-36.21
9.56
-32.79
.39
2,521,390
102.38
12.30
7.
.40
,2,iJ,35G
-8. 76i
10.92
44 A
45
3,901,725
16.51
.5

3.44
2.08
2.78
2.45

14.38

2.95
1. (62
10. 08
2.70
1. 1
2. 53
30. 53
28. 44

$;39,fi;.1, 853
16, 444, 131
13,725, 294
13, 375, 729
9, 039, 869
8, ;17, 419
11,277, 082
8, 5318,433
12, 530, 449

$165, 733,900

$23, 270, 12
%018, 771
3, 144,479
, 913, 56)
2. 425, 171
.125 39, 900
.19,630, S78
13, 551, 81l

111, 468, 127
71, 610, 50
60, 087,093
34,276,922
18, 259, 521
3l, 158,657
40,490, (31
46,307,421

14. 12
15. 11
10.98
10.36
b. 65
8.66
8.85
S. 05

$1,080,879,405

12. 94

J $118, 170, 617
6. 42 .........
201,185, 704
55 75
6.
999.364,287
S),75
8. 16
I1,020, 542,719
-7.11
6.37
462,85, 673
-21. 16
.75
991,351,580
f 41
5.74
1,172,15, 628
17.86
3 74
1,506, 576, 239
5,74
').
09

2. 63
1. r6
4 45
3.82
1.9
3.99
4.00
5.16

0------$9,2123
3. 2----'
.
......
.. ...........
.......
32. 12
.........
$141i, 877,
7'. tl5
-74.59
8. 08
it 7i,
14. 19 '
1I1, 12, 8,0
7.39
-1(i,(,
;67.,8
1 07
270, 015, 0:5i
80.43
10. 13
49
-- 73:.
1',
249, 257, 852
8.47
.W)
-15.Sl
2 )
15.:,3 - -).00
1 ,14,88,443
-44.07
6.(;
-. 79
12. 03
IfiS, 141, ",'0
41 . 29
6(. 8K
-tJ. 44 .
10.
15,0(03,124
1.25
1. 59
12. 5
10. 23
178, 098,913
9. 20
<i.03

-

----

-

....

---

;100,000-$300,000
8.98 ..........
28,.55
12. 9
-19. 5
13.89
'4.30
13. 45
-23.45
13.48
- 3.
14. 21
30.0
11.79
7.7
12.37
36.02
13.03

$340,178477
2, 827, 65
47, 54,022
o080
73, 0,
45,124,4 85
526
20,
'0 591,
2, 420,307
23,512,757
241,94,699

.......... ..........................................
32.
10. 37 .........
$95, 39, 445
5. 74
- 4.47
33. 35
15.30
127,205,976
-9. 98
(.384
730,a4
24. i8
220, 15,410
54 89
b, 2.
-42.10
20. 05
127,322,001
-38.74
7,11
-13.i5
17.30
71,
746,038
-54.15
4. 99
22,1.2
13. 49
87, 974, 3F5
27. 9
4.05
-221
10. 13
67, 27,375
3;5
-11.00
32.42
10.3
89,815,; 87
11,83
3.04

.$300,)0 AND OVER

7.00
-3b. 18
4.t
56
-30. 59
-47. 63
77.64

S30.91
42.02

$365,584,201
674
2', !90,
22, 553, 43
28,700,094
17, 546,518
8,364, 453
9, 087,137
10, 574,992
5,209, 281

31.71
3.80
4.57
5. 2

5.30
3. 90
2.06

2.31
.91

-91.80
-24.80
27. 25
-38. 86
-52.33
8.,6
16.37
-50. 74

$59,921, 390
78, 521,014
106, 61, 418 ,
41),9, S557,
26,11S, 654
33, 719,341
f1,Ml48,15S
33,051, 00i ,

7..9
15,
1 49
11. 17
12 37
"7,5
;41
35.75

.........
3l. 04
35. 78
-5S. 00
-41. .32
2). 10
-30. 92
99, 73

-65. fi4
587. 69
-83. 78

-72,

5,080. 6

s

11.14
17.13

i

2.73
4.09
2. 56

1.87
2.18

-58. 115
-16. 53
-2. 45
--32. 42
-4.34
30.41
-24. 02
46.24

-32. 74 .............................
-- ....-..
........-33.07 ---...
-19.47
$8, 035, 624
1 47.........
-- 18.03
2, 5t58, 30
.78
-42.96
-46. 73
1,872,593
. 89
-27. 10
2,071,476
.4
10.62
108.98
1, 85, 993
43
-4.13
6 11
13.50
2,254, 037
.39
14.37

GRAND TOTAL

22.11 .......... $2,642,263,385
30.21
2,865,412,746
07.59
46.59
126. 69
3,124,355,196
47.94
30.10
3,877,550,454
57.21
41.97
3,205,555,387
69.21
-9.54
2,366,318,610
55.06
2,839,771, 144
-. 86
4.5 4
4,733, 033,407
3.92
47.12
-3.26
4,689,233,941

31.64
23. 72
17.01
17.28
12.01
10. 14
11.42
16. 14
16.05

I Including capital net gains.

8. 45
9. 04
24. 11
-17.33
-26. 18
20.01
66.67
-. 93

$775, 086,665
1,214,914,422 .
1, 81,430,243
1,701,229,432
1,341, 186, 308
1,427,127,347
1,681,983,948
1,778,556,412

-1

- --

-8. 48'
243.20
2.12

54,65
114. 18

18. 24
28.53

$433, 802. (i57
684, 343, 499
975, 79, 666
1,019, 094, 265
1,047, 4, 738
1,177,957, 882
1, 224,928, 998
1, 816,28 109
1, b(, 658, 881

7.71 .........
5. 67

5.50
4. 54
3. 92
5.05
4 92
6.19
6.18

6.30

42.57
4.45
2.78
12.46
3.99
48.28
-. 64

936,715,456

1, 403, 485,691 i
1,437,401,878
1,647,749, 856
1,643,344,489
1,996, 528, 779
2,514,822,308
2,433, 301,637

76

.,91
0. 41
6. 17
7. 04
I
8. (13
8. 5s
8:.33

-13. 34..............................
i9.83 ...........................
2.42 $,3, 377, 222
14.63 61,54, 572
-. 27 46,994,406
21.49 33,988,634
25. 96 43,941,095
-3.24
29, 118, 684

0.28
.23
,20
.14
.15
.10

.......
-2.88
-23.65
-27.68
29.28
-33.73

I Returns tiled up to Sept. 30, 1925.

81636-26. (Face p.32) No.1.

Summary of income 1914 to 1923,

inclusive-Continued

NONTAXABLE
Dividends
Year

Per cent of Per cent of
total inincrease
comn
ortdecrease

Amount

19198..................

$147, 695, 99
19, 702, 665
187, 019,860
426,920,752
381.045,011
431, 134 891
431,. 0.,600

1920. -...... .........
1921-..................
192...................
1923 ..................
19 ................

Total income from service and business

0.71
6. 31
4.93
5.57
5.0a
4. S
5.16

Total income from invcstme:.ts

uPer cent of Per cent of
total - , increase

Amount

comro

$1,840, 314,68
2, 00, 774, .2
3. 30. 381, 11
128. 28
6,40, :3, 756
-10. 75
6. 330, 44, 552
13.15
7, 45, 137.169
118y 7,007,703, 756

'or

83.

1. 326
24.93

s ,.....

84. 57
87.00
83.61
84. 15
3. 61
83.26

9. 04
64. 61
93.93
-. 18
18.24
-0. 38

Per cent of Per cent of
total inincrease
come
or decrease

Amount

ldecri>se

$tSV, 559. 836

If. 34

411,529. 413
1.253. -430, 210
1, 192, i9, W915
1, 467, 16f, 748
1.409,177,242

15.43
13.00
.0. ;Sb
15.85
16.39
10.74

:W.

Total income

20). 1.00

1. 5
34.77

General deductions

Per cent of
itlncrease
or drcealse

A ountit

$2, 199, 894, 522
2,372,979, 162
3."9i, 910 518
7, Niil, 6133961W
7,523, 114, 57
8, 952,303, )17
8,416, 880, 993

1 4. 38
-5.01
23. 03
-3.95

7.87

;0. 01
101.70
-1.81
19. 00
-,,.

Contrlbutior

Per cent of Per cent of
total inincrease
cln'e
or decrease

Amount

$168,031,167
205. 107,374
290,240,710
1,494, 08, 0OS
1,117, 990, 14
1,494, 02, 150
1,408, 015,025

7.64
8.164
7.A4
19. 50
,15.26
16, 70
16. 73

Per cent
total Income

Amount

22.06

41.51l
414.77
-2

16
30.22
-5,81

$82, 425.52
114,647.822
108, 618,901

1.
1,.
1.

LESS THAN $5900
--

---

.~-.-

1910.................
1917..................
1918.. -....-........
1919...................
1920...............

38,.040,710

IIUPII

U

3.08
4.35
2.39
1.80
1.48
1.74
1.79
2.62

200, 687,577
1,7, 843, 88
175,781,309
184.945. 685
134,893,737

1922...................
192................
1924 .................
II~--~_

------

144,150,214

271.894,600
255,. 49,836

1917 ................
1918 ..................

1919...................
1920................

$703,516,995
3,949.90,4 521
6,704, 137. 579
8,62, I101,440
11.242, 842, 277
6, 771, 7S2, 1t6
7.035,302,205
8, 404, 780. 343
7, 851 491,971

--------

IIICI-I--~

73.57 .........
85.71
41i1.45

85.15

A9. 73

88.78
89.81
87 35.
87. 17
80.97

29.21
29. 79
-3 . 77
3.89
19.46

80.96
_

-". 5

_~_--L

-- ~-L~
_-*

(5k, 39S, 99
1, 169, 4n5, 02
1,094, 19, 560

14.29
14. ,5

1i0. 53

10, 11i
12, (;5
12. 83
19. (3
19.04 i

C(----I~CIIIIII-YYII---_*

CICU

4, 04, 07, 519

284,

t'.1,

1)

23

-1 . 2:
;:'. 45
27

1. 515
1;L 21

41

349,21,315
321, 11. 542

1124 '

'137

12 8

.26.4:1.iM,
322. 225, 3 7

1. r,0
10.0)

,t). :,7
'1,73

224.,371,b,

$1.04, 270,7*62
1, :7L 7,-a.141

-31.:

2. 72 .

31.4;

c;.<0;,

2, 77,. 123,tl9
2,(93,ll,W )

7;4.M

2.31,3, 1", 6.4*
2,t ll, Il. 19

78. 45

>7,47..1:;
:,17,21,. 1s'?

'/ *2

1 ' .
1 :7

2.. 3

2r. Ic
21. 11

A,. 7:q,

.'

--. 32
4. 12,

427,465.590
.511, 088,429
774,504,248
750, 250, 4.0
704, 626. 799
1.. 182. 7'1
1,052, 810,914;
985, 11S, 512

21. 5,

1*111~11111~---

ii

71

-t

I

:'/, '70
-. 283
, i7

24;'.,,
7 ,

.

3,0, :,.nt2i,
:;(9
.,.
1
1, 4,71,1
3,
2. 11',j',121

11

YOJ111

!n, 91
2 83
-38.,07
4 11
2. 60
-6. 57

3c. -t,*;4,
3;o

3t, (j2

1
,1,25.
'.
G7. 1-. 1',7

1. 1)
-- 21., 6

73.17

2,201 705,4 ,2

,77. '2,72

:1. 19

71, 32
78. 10
7 ',84

70. S

7. 19

rr~--

-MI -

-- ~-

-- _CL~-U---LC

-~-CII-~--r~-

5

113. 2,3
814$.225, .15
7.).73,121
"01. ).0,111
S0, l0;7,14

~IC~U^~-e*CCI--~----~I~
- +x~y r-x
.

'2 '*:'
41. 447

27.7:;

-1

I, ;4, i317,0;6
1. 41,
3 17", f4.1
2, .44,

'-, TI

' *), '5

1.11

57.21

o,

5r, 14
:1.. t

57 7
- 27.20
14. 11
13. :l
12.7.

5,'. 7)

8. 73
,I1.27
CI

5!. l'. 7.,1 ;19
1, 2 8, 7'*:,. -

1.310,

45>.
L
4. 22
47.77
.42.7'
;.1. 50

, 0,1)79

15.(,'

;'.> 13

1. ,4 . 7. 121
1.21,727.21:
1. .4 . 21' ; ,3

40.21

13,

40.17
41.27
38, 73

l,77 , '>,(015

~- - --- UIIIIII---- I1CI

10,.,:)

$132,1:8, 34182, 00i. 79
169, t37, 310

1,
1.
1 7

_~_~ ~I II--U-(I~-LII_

31.71
t7, :'0

, 1;,912, 7'93
481, S;9,nli
403,019, '2

1". 1 i

~

. 1.....
33
..

-I

"

212,"21
iti. S5
1. 15
12. $5

laU9

31;4, ;,ti7, 7.8

_~ .-- 1911Cll~a~- lrr*~IUrCII* DU-

1916 ..................
1917................

1918..................
1919...................
1920...................
1921...................
1922.....,............
1923.................
192 t .................

-

$424, 395, (S.3
f54),036, 908

45:1,573,000

449,900, 433
530, 64, 61ti
415, 898, 9.3
491, 092, 340
5N. 539, 9-7
634,4.58,757

_

-

--XI1 --~---~-

*11111~31U-~----L---I

191>...................
1917 ..................
19194.................

.--

1920...................

1921.....................
1923..................
1924 1..................
1924 1............

$1(2.

390, '-2
47h, 70, 3W
304, 61,l10
31, 712, 800
272, 8K8,443
17,647, 524
2.0, 172, 120
299, 215,37,
362, 374,247

-

LIIYn~-~-~*
L
C-

31 99 .............
45.79
32. 13
39. 79
-- 29.17
30. 11
-. 44
35.30
17.95
38. 12
-21.62
35. 14
3..08
38, (19
13.73
36. 27
,. 59
~~_~..~

~rr-LI

---

-~-----.

-'1,. 3i7

34. 17
42. 97
17. 1;6
39,.90
44. 17

41.69

-36.3;
,02
-10. 44
-27. 57
31.63
15. 11

21.11

C

n~-------

,$4.. 142, 931
27, 246, 225
652,
65, :W
4I3, 902, 671
272, SY),.090
157, 972, 052
25.738,, 791
27 2, 292, 231

386, 275,041

U*

44. h7
39.36
45. 60
..35

$549. 403, 254
4t, 521, 981
5,7. 8,461
-1, 9331,392
71;,473,591
511,92,945
668, 247, 259
6;72,071,342
840, 792, 572

- IIICY
~ C^
~hl-~I*I~-----IIIU-IIC-

*,2.43
41., 54

3C-

51.05

46.92
47.81
45.83
48.07
-C~

2, 71)N,1
,t
2. 15,4110.7s5
3., 21),
I, 914t
i,2. 1, ','52

-

-

L

61
0.
.1 .
2.1
1.7

.(, . ,:;3 .
t . :l , .l,,
57 3 ,4, )

-I.,37
-', 58
-7.20 ;

~

*~

14.72.
1. 17

*

t- -~ --- _rC-Lly__-r_-*l---rrr~

-11.44

0.44

62.59
-. 84
-33, 30
30. 54
.57
25. 10

lr-r

-I

IIC

217, (00,077

'225
41i
432
'(07

940b,
251,916

12
2.
,J., 44

51. 40
43. 415
48.9K,
5,1.(tI
52. tS
4. 17
51.93

l IIIIIXIII)II-C

.'7
4,:i2, 5,1,1

~- ~-~
~

-31. 3
-4. '11

44. 12
-- 41.32
-41.97
N\b8
-1.71
41,86

.11', 3 5, 171
31,2.797,
344
.52,6s19, 5( 9
34411,
267, 200
397, 572, (670
478,780, 990

I I~

1 . 73

20. 01
11.5 7
11.3 7

.17
7, ,1,77

.L'-tV.^'
j)
-

-17.

55

12.52

-- 21. ;',
25. '94
8. 92
14. 33
II~CIIU

IC

?1, 22-, 24;t, 'li)
1, 235 994, 471
1,, l357
14. Sz$,
093. !o
617

0.9t

I, A0 213, 037
I,t091, 10,377
1, 97, .:40,. 1'

A.93

1 .'.6, 15', 9 ,0

1, 749, 0-1,
III

_~_

11.,;

_--II

I~~-

%

1~-__
LI~
II*L

19,27

_--

~ IIII~-~-C41R

II(III

~- UCI-I.

67. 19

$'. 19
59. .13

47. !9)
57.13
61.90
,A.18
59. 35

55. 35

"- I1 '

?,.:4)
3, 76

-

*1, 813, 578
-15.22
-29. 2.5
42. 19
8, 55
20.43

;4, l0.

434

414, ,il), Ml
1),52,005,991
0(9, MAW1
$4,
805, 0 2,(Xi1

2.

4Iti

23.31
-2.. 79
-. 4.70
57. 24
.74

20.42
5,.97
11.75
15.22

$24, 970, 501
73, 00.), 22
167, 526(,3f7
.227,443,97
24, 641, 792
239, ,07, 764
202, 41, 3815
214,399, 373
202, 130, 321

-Itfll--CIIII~I ~I~IXI~
ICI-I~-~

~ly

"224, S .3'13

-22.23
11. 73i
S:. '4
' 11

.172
4,72, 7.3, .-1

-- 75.90
14.ti.62
4,. 39
42.04
-1 '.79
-19.29
11.47
-12.)0

14.51

...............
...
..................
..........................
..
.........
...........
...
...
.. ........
$73,2
1.7, 1,
W. ,;, 72
.
8,9, 411l11
,.i

~

~

.

--rr
~--~

$4174, 39, ',2
7419,,172, 4"4
',52. 12',
:35, 7:t.
579. W4,
72"9,
298,

$631, .. 3,0.0)
1)7, 7sS. s"'
:i9, 131,41l
';5,.753,,03
80, 576;, .115

',)47

4,337.1

*

fl

_II~-----II~II~-CYI*C
--

41. 80
32. 31
4U.67
62.(02
42,87
38.10
43.82
40.65
44.65

-

*2, i,0, S ,L.,213

$44),006
CC LItlOO,0(M)

1919--------....

-0. 87
60.44
-6.43

1~
-~-I .-~rr---~--- --
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Summary of income 1914 to l934, incluire-Continued
NONTAXABLE
Total income from service and business

Amount

$1.840,334,686
2, 09, 774, ,02
3,30.381, 105
6,406, 13,756
6.330,54. 552
7,485, 137, 169
7,007.703,756

Per cent of Per cent of

Per _ent of Per cent of
increase
total inor decre4ise
come
83,66
84.57
87.00
83.61
84.15
83.61
83.26

~

Amount

$

9, h316
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36w.204, (;00
493. 529.,413
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1,192,5M9. 995

9.041
64.61
93.93

-1.18
18,24

1, L67. 166. 748
1,409, 177. 242

-11.38

total in-

se

incnr

coino

Per

Amounnt

or deelease

16.34

GCneral deductions

Total incomn

Total income from investments

$2, 199. 94,7.522

1,.85

34 77

15,.85
16.39
10.74

154.38
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23. 03
-3.95
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.10. 01
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Amount
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intotal
cOlle

Amount
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16, 70
10, 73
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Per cent of i Per cent of

Per cent of Per ceit of
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Contributions
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conll0
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LESS THAN $.5000
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